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TWELETH
O-MORROW, the sixth of January;

is Twelfth Day, Old Christmas Day,
and being also the first Sundayin the New
Year, it has been appointed by the King
a day of general prayer and thanksgiving
throughout the Empire—of thanksgiving
for the measure of: victory that has
attended the Empire’s arms already, and
of prayer that complete’ suecess may
crownits efforts in the fullness of time.

OTHthe thanksgiving and the prayer
will rise readily enough from: the

heart to the lips, and the services held
in Cathedral and Abbey, and in every
church and chapel throughout the
Dominions, will be testimony that cannot
be denied of the earnest desire for peace
cherished by a great people who did all
that was humanly possible to avert the
appalling calamity of war. The accept-
ance and favour with which they meet
where they are addressed will be measured
by the purity of intention with which
they are sped, and I suppose there is not
one of us who does not firmly believe that
theywill be replied to with grace abound-
ing. The sympathy and interest with
which the observance of the day will be
watched and commented upon by other
peoples are matters of very muchless
certainty, and it is greatly to be hoped
that in respect of one particular point we
shall _allow..no misapprehension to be
formed and promulgated abroad.

  

"Feet point is the direction in which
the intensity of our desire for peace

will carry us in supplementing our
prayers by our policy and proving- our
faith by our works. Unless our original
decision to go to war was unfounded in
reason and morally wrong, all that has

happened in the intervening forty-one
months should have strengthened our de-
termination on both moral and reasonable
grounds to end the war only by victory
or death, as we originally pledged our
honour as a Great Power to do. Wrong
does not becomeright by fluxion of time,
and since it is most certainly true that
‘the wrong we set out to redress is. still
unredressed, to desist from the task we
undertook as a duty would Be morally
wrong in regard to ourselves, and would
make our national service of prayer and
praise a mockery of the Power- whose
servants in the cause of right we have
claimed all along to be.

EON honesty, then, requires that
we should make it plain, both to

our Allies and to our enemies, that this
national service is to be one of renewed
dedication of ourselves to the task that
weighs heavier upon our shoulders every
day that-it remains unfinished. If the
renewed dedication is made with real
intention, the effect of the service will be
an enormous strengthening of the moral
of the people of the Empire, and, assur-
edly, a definite step nearer to the achieve-
ment of the purpose for which we are
praying and working.

Ee the moral of-the British people
as a whole is deteriorating -I flatly

deny. There are proofs im plenty to the
contrary.. Nevertheless, a fact such as
the writing and the publication of Lord
Lansdowne’s letter cannot be overlooked
by men of balanced judgment watching

OUR OBSERVATION POST

the progress of events with close con-
centration of mind. ..Any’ fact which
causes “pained amazement” in. the
Supreme council of the British Empire
and its Allies is deplorable, because its
effect upon the enemy High Command is
certainly precisely contrary. The author
of that particular document holds no
office now, andis theless likely to be able

to deflect his country from its chosen
path, because the policy of compromise
which he was supposed, not unreasonably,
to have advocatedhas been repudiated by
the entire political party in the State of
which he was once a leader. The best
thing to do nowis to accept his protesta-
tion that he meant something quite
different frem that which he was inter-
preted as meaning and, with the Earl of
Kerry, to ‘‘ leave it at that.”

T is not an exaggeration, however, to

say that Lord Lansdowne’s letter will
actually delay the peace for whose
advent he yearns, and which he intended

PPDDOMEGLEEKE
°

First Seven
os

Divisions
We. reproduce. from the “Times” the noble

tribute of Mr. Robert Bridges, the Poet
Laureate, -to tie old British Army. .Its. republica-
tion in the -first number of THe War IyLusrRaTsp
issued in 1918 is appropriate in view of the
fact that the first Sunday of. the year has been
appointed a day-of national prayer and of re-
dedication of the Empire to the completion of the
task which that incomparableArmiyof heroes began.

 

“THE fearless man is his own salvation ;
His heartfor the world is Freedom’sthrone,

Though he be outnumber’d a hundred to one
It shall not suffice to daunt his doing:
If twice or thrice the hosts of wrath

Should force him back, they will find him-ever
again-in their path.

Such were our brothers who cross’d the:
Channel

The day when England's foe a-swarm
Swept with annihilating storm
To enslave the nations and sack the cities:
When sudden; to stem their stolen advance,

Theold British Army stood against them in the -
marches of France.

There—a thin line ever thinnin,
They bottel’d the foe to holdhim thence; -
Wrestling unrespited,till the invader
Shrank, and ensconced him in self-defence,
But they werefalling that deadly Autumn
Like leaves—for the.tempest did not cease—

While sunshine. wrapp’d their homes with a
mockery of Nature’s peace, -

Then wasthebitterest weeping of the world
unwept :

The woman’s heart was unbroken,
Andpraise-in silence slept
Ofdeeds too high to be spoken:

Andtho’ man’s Hope should wither as a blossom
in. Winter's blight,

Tho’ Reason sicken to. her own despite,
Tho’ Faith were utterly quell’d by Might,
Tho’ God Himself should hide His face in

night;

Then should the trembler see that these men
never die:

_ A flame’ would play o’er the graves by Marne
and Aisne

To burn upall the dross of the earth and abide
A floweroffire, to rekindle mankind’s desire,
And awaken the world to Freedom and Love

again. ;

. losing courage.

to advance, Spread broadcast among
the people of the Central Empires, in
garbled forms, or even in aceurate grans-
lations of the literal original; it will be
accepted by them as a manifesto from
.the leader of the old Conservative Party,
expressing a belief of half the country
that what the Empire has sworn to
achieve is impossible of achievement.
Unfortunately, too, Lord Lansdowne is
not the only really negligible person
whose opinions, whether  lIucidly or
obscurely expressed, haye obtained a
publicity quite out of proportion to their
small importance, and most regrettable
at the present crisis of the war. Even
more gratuitous comfort to the enemy
was presented by the Dean of St. Paul's,
whose official participation in the national
service in his cathedral to-morrow is not
likely to be. as widely advertised in
Germany as his private opinions.on the
military situation and prospects,

E these men’s advocacy of a revision
of war aims, and their declaration

of the impossibility of reaching the goal
originally fixed, ordinary men and women
are unable to see anything but proposals
to compromise with evil. And, inquiring
a little further into-the motives that can
have prompted the formulation of such
a surprising proposal, the same ordinary
men and women diagnose something
like heart failure- What pained and
amazed Lord Lansdowne’s friends and
comforted his enemies was the docu-,
mentary proof that one Englishman was

Whyshould one English-
man do anything of the kind ?

E_ took the measure of the German
Army at the Battle of the Marne

and we. beat it there. It was the
German Army at the momentofits finest
development, with the flower of its man-
hood. alive, flushed with suecess and
confident. of early. victory. It~< ont-
numbered us in men, and hopelessly out-
classed us in guns and in munitions. If
we beat it then, as we did; why should
anybody, imagine that we cannot beat it
finally, when the odds are changing in our

favour every day? Now it is we who
have the preponderance in guns and
munitions and the numerical superiority.
in‘men, And the flower of the German
Army is dead. So-is ours? Is it?) In
‘whatsingle respect, of courage, of physical
endurance, of initiative, of discipline, of
moral, is our New Army inferior to our
Old 2” Russia? Italy ?. What victory
has the German Army wonthere ? Name
one. No; only one thing could conceiv-
ably rob us of victory in the end—treason
among ourselves,

REASON is a- hard word, Let me
say at once thatI should net employ

it in,connection with Lord Lansdowne’s
letter, the publication of which I, never-—
theless, wish had been prohibited’ under
the provisions of the Act for the Defence
of the Realm, because it must suggest
to, the enemy a cleavage in the solid
mass of public opinion-in the British.
Empire, into which unscrupulous agents
could drop seeds of sedition and of
treason. We have got to remain solid in
armed opposition to the German Empire,.
or pass under its yoke. The Twelfth Day
services must be our announcement that
we will fight to the end, c. M.
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WAR PROBLEMSOF THE NEW YEAR
£ enter upon the New Year ina

W chastened and sombre mood, con-

fident as ever that the cause of
right and justice must prevail, unfaltering
in our stern determination to conquer the
foes .of civilisation, but deeply conscious

of the heavier sacrifices now demanded
of us.
As we cross the threshold of 1918 we

find ourselves confronted by new and
grim problems, but the greatest problem
of all, now as hitherto, is how to beat
Germany. We realise poignantly that
the task-has not grown easter with the

lapse of time. .We had hoped for the
advent of a period when the Germans
and their vassals would be slowly crushed
beneath the grip of the encircling nations,
but our hopes have not been fulfilled.

While Germany was compelled to
fight on two fronts, the military purpose
of the Allies was broad and simple. We
believed that on one front or on the other
the German r ance would eventually
weak reat would -be enforced,

and that we uld bring the war to a
victorious n by the invasion of

With the collapse of
Russia, this spect is now denied to us.
By whatever path we reach victory, it
cannot now be by pressure on two fronts.

For the same reason we are unable to
find final triumph in distant Jands. No
successes we can now attain in Palestine
or Mesopotamia are likely to enable us
to beat the Germans. The problem must
be setiled in the west; more than ever it

has become a question of enidurance.

  

   

      

  

  

 

 

Wearing Out Germany

Had the Russians tontinued to hold
their front even passively, we might have
imposed our will upon the Germans by
compelling them to submit to a process
of exhaustion. Can we still wear them
out? In many quarters it is being urged
that they will now be able to invigorate
themselves by obtaining large quantities
of food. from Russia. am inclined to
question this view. JI deubt whether the

1ans wHl get much food from the
jans, unless they march far and

wide and seize it by force, in which case
they must keep. whole armies on the
eastern front. Remember that we have
all been talking of the imiminence of
famine in Russia and of the breakdown
of transportation. We cannot have it
both ways. We cannot say that Russia
is famine-stricken and yet will be able to
feed the Germans. 2

There are three sets of contentions to
be considered in regard to the question
of wearing out Germany. First, there is
the -view of certain experts, who urge
with much force that we cannot defeat
Germany ‘by economic pressure alone.
Second, there is a good deal of authentic
evidence that Germany is internally in a
very. bad way, and that her deficiencies
of food have become perilous. Third,
there is the argument that she may get
ample supplies this year from Russia.
Can we reconcile these three points of

view ?. I think we can. My own tenta-
tive conclusion, after much. study of
masses of facts, is that while we may

 

  

‘ not defeat Germany by economic pressure,
there is ample reason to believe that she
will continue to undergo marked economic
deterioration.
line in the west, and if we refrain. from
wasting..our military strength, we have
good cause to hold that, in spite cf the

Jf we can maintain our ’

By Lovat Fraser
defection of Russia, the Western Allies
will endure longer than Germany. We
need not leok forward to merely defensive
endurance. Should the coming onslaughts
of the enemy be fended ‘off, the Western

Allies will strike again in their own good
time. How, when, and where are matters

which cannot be here discussed. That is
how I look at the present phase of the
problem of beating Germany. :

Outlook in Russia

The next problem which confronts us
is whether we can do anything about
Russia. Someone said the other day that
the collapse of Russia was the greatest
event which had happened in the Old
World fer three centuries. I am not sure
that I would put it guite so high, but
undoubtedly the new enslavement of
the Slavs is a terrtble blow for all man-
kind. Are the Slavs to be for ‘ever
slaves? Ali tthrongh histery they have
been the world’s cattle, and their story
is one long record of acquiescent thraldom.
Inthe Dark Ages the Germans held them
in subjection, then they passed under
the Tartar yoke. The Romanofis, who

became the tyrants of Russia in‘ their
turn, were more German than Russian.
Now the Russian Slavs are again deliver-
ing themselves into purely German hands,
and unless the Western Allies win, the
death-knell of the Slavs of South-Eastern
Europe. will also: have sounded. It is
often urged that the test of the Entente
Powers should actively intervene in
Russia. 1 do not see how intervention
is possible at this stage. We all have
our own hands full, and can do nothing
with armies which are murdering their
generals and are bent on the destruction
of their own State. We-can only watch
an heipless horror until Russia regains
sanity.

    

Pan-Islamic Movement

Ont of the chaos of Russia yet another
probiem is arising of which we are likely
to hear much-this year, althongh so far
it is only dimly visible. I refer to the
possible revival of the political influence
of Mohammedanismon a scale which may
eventually affect the greater part of Asia,
as well as Northern Africa. Already the
sixteen million Russian. Mohammedans
in the Caucasus, in Central Asia, and in
the south-eastern corner of European
Russia, are forming themselves into
separate political communities. The Turks
are watching their proceedings very
eagerly, and so are the Persians. The
Pan-Turanian movement, which alternates _
with Pan-Islamism as the weapon of
Turkish aggrandisement, aims at the
creation of a solid block of purely Moham-
medan States all across North Africa
and Western and Middle Asia. The
movement is political, but Islam is its
basis and its unifying force.

This is going to be one of the perplexing
new problems which the >orld will have
to solve. The war has-set in motion a
bewildering variety of issues, but I know
of none bigger than the possibility of an
aggregation of politico-religious Mussul-
man States, stretching in a broad, con=
tinuous belt athwart the Old World, with
Germany as their foster-father. Person-
ally, I have not hitherto expected to see
the reappearance of Mohammedanism as

a potent political influence on a very great
scale, but we Jive in a time when precon-
ceived ideas are being swiftly shattered.

At home the two great problems which
are going to affect our lives in a thousand
ways this year are those of mdan-power
and food. Some people: say that a
third problem, which. is that of ship-
building,. really embraces the two prob-
lems I have just named; but I would
rather define the shipbuilding issue in
another way. In regard to, shipping, I
begin at the other end. { hold that it is
even. more important to find out how to
save-our ships than to devise means for
building them more “quickly. For every
new weapon of offence in war there is an
antidote somewhere, if we can only find

it; and after three and a half ‘years of
war we ought to have made more progress
in the difficult task of overcoming the
submarine menace,
As to the feod problem, I long ago

joined the ranks of those who urge com-
pulsory rationing of the principal food-
stuffs, but I recognise the great difficulties
involved, and only advocate the remedy
with certain important qualifications.

Rationing and Man-Power

Recent experience has shown clearly
that the mere enforcement of a scale of
compulsory rations will not suffice, unless
it is accompanied by a thorough overhaul
of our distributing system. Some of our
food difficulties are due not-to actual
shortage, but to the pariual breakdown of
our distributing system under the stress
of war. I have always feared, moreover,

that unless we are very careful, two’
results will instantly follow the intro-
duction of compulsory rations. The first
will be that large numbers of people will
find it more difficult than ever to obtain
food. The second will be that large
quantities of perishable food rill be
wasted, because the adjustment of the
prescribed quantities to each locality will
be a most complex undertaking. These
are not reasons for abstaining from
rationing the foodstufis, but they tend to
justify the contention of these who urge
us not to introduce compulsion until the
whole scheme has been careiully. worked
out,
Another point about the food problem

is that all the Western Allies should adopt
the same measures. We have heard a
great deal lately about the co-ordination
of military policy. There is an equal
need for the co-ordination of food policy.
No complete system of compulsory
rationing has been established in France
or Italy, still less in the United States.
The Allies should adopt joint measures in
this as in all war issues.
‘Man-power is a-problem as intricate

and as baffling as the problem of good. I
believe we are on the eve of drastic
changes which will have for their broad—
object the deflection of large numbers of
men aud women, at present employed in
non-essential callings, into work directly
associated with the war. The country

hardly realises yet how deeply the pro-
jected measures will touch our daily life
at innumerable points. Yet there is no
other way if the world is to be rescued ~
from barbarism, and if life is to become
once more sane and sweet and: secure,
Upon the sacrifices made now, upon-the
right solution .of these internal and’ ex-
ternal problems, our success in the war
and the maintenance of our national
existence depend. .
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Gallant Charge of the Fort Garry Horse
_ Canadian .War Records

 

 

 

Men of the Fort Garry Horse who returned from the charge at Cambrai, Nov. 20th.

Inset: Lieutenant H. Strachan, awarded the Victoria Cross for his leadership of the charge.
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of us.
As we cross the threshold of 1918 we

find ourselves confronted by new and
grim problems, but the greatest problem
of all, now as hitherto, is how to beat
Germany. We realise poignantly that
the task-has not grown easter with the

lapse of time. .We had hoped for the
advent of a period when the Germans
and their vassals would be slowly crushed
beneath the grip of the encircling nations,
but our hopes have not been fulfilled.

While Germany was compelled to
fight on two fronts, the military purpose
of the Allies was broad and simple. We
believed that on one front or on the other
the German r ance would eventually
weak reat would -be enforced,

and that we uld bring the war to a
victorious n by the invasion of

With the collapse of
Russia, this spect is now denied to us.
By whatever path we reach victory, it
cannot now be by pressure on two fronts.

For the same reason we are unable to
find final triumph in distant Jands. No
successes we can now attain in Palestine
or Mesopotamia are likely to enable us
to beat the Germans. The problem must
be setiled in the west; more than ever it

has become a question of enidurance.

  

   

      

  

  

 

 

Wearing Out Germany

Had the Russians tontinued to hold
their front even passively, we might have
imposed our will upon the Germans by
compelling them to submit to a process
of exhaustion. Can we still wear them
out? In many quarters it is being urged
that they will now be able to invigorate
themselves by obtaining large quantities
of food. from Russia. am inclined to
question this view. JI deubt whether the

1ans wHl get much food from the
jans, unless they march far and

wide and seize it by force, in which case
they must keep. whole armies on the
eastern front. Remember that we have
all been talking of the imiminence of
famine in Russia and of the breakdown
of transportation. We cannot have it
both ways. We cannot say that Russia
is famine-stricken and yet will be able to
feed the Germans. 2

There are three sets of contentions to
be considered in regard to the question
of wearing out Germany. First, there is
the -view of certain experts, who urge
with much force that we cannot defeat
Germany ‘by economic pressure alone.
Second, there is a good deal of authentic
evidence that Germany is internally in a
very. bad way, and that her deficiencies
of food have become perilous. Third,
there is the argument that she may get
ample supplies this year from Russia.
Can we reconcile these three points of

view ?. I think we can. My own tenta-
tive conclusion, after much. study of
masses of facts, is that while we may

 

  

‘ not defeat Germany by economic pressure,
there is ample reason to believe that she
will continue to undergo marked economic
deterioration.
line in the west, and if we refrain. from
wasting..our military strength, we have
good cause to hold that, in spite cf the

Jf we can maintain our ’

By Lovat Fraser
defection of Russia, the Western Allies
will endure longer than Germany. We
need not leok forward to merely defensive
endurance. Should the coming onslaughts
of the enemy be fended ‘off, the Western

Allies will strike again in their own good
time. How, when, and where are matters

which cannot be here discussed. That is
how I look at the present phase of the
problem of beating Germany. :

Outlook in Russia

The next problem which confronts us
is whether we can do anything about
Russia. Someone said the other day that
the collapse of Russia was the greatest
event which had happened in the Old
World fer three centuries. I am not sure
that I would put it guite so high, but
undoubtedly the new enslavement of
the Slavs is a terrtble blow for all man-
kind. Are the Slavs to be for ‘ever
slaves? Ali tthrongh histery they have
been the world’s cattle, and their story
is one long record of acquiescent thraldom.
Inthe Dark Ages the Germans held them
in subjection, then they passed under
the Tartar yoke. The Romanofis, who

became the tyrants of Russia in‘ their
turn, were more German than Russian.
Now the Russian Slavs are again deliver-
ing themselves into purely German hands,
and unless the Western Allies win, the
death-knell of the Slavs of South-Eastern
Europe. will also: have sounded. It is
often urged that the test of the Entente
Powers should actively intervene in
Russia. 1 do not see how intervention
is possible at this stage. We all have
our own hands full, and can do nothing
with armies which are murdering their
generals and are bent on the destruction
of their own State. We-can only watch
an heipless horror until Russia regains
sanity.

    

Pan-Islamic Movement

Ont of the chaos of Russia yet another
probiem is arising of which we are likely
to hear much-this year, althongh so far
it is only dimly visible. I refer to the
possible revival of the political influence
of Mohammedanismon a scale which may
eventually affect the greater part of Asia,
as well as Northern Africa. Already the
sixteen million Russian. Mohammedans
in the Caucasus, in Central Asia, and in
the south-eastern corner of European
Russia, are forming themselves into
separate political communities. The Turks
are watching their proceedings very
eagerly, and so are the Persians. The
Pan-Turanian movement, which alternates _
with Pan-Islamism as the weapon of
Turkish aggrandisement, aims at the
creation of a solid block of purely Moham-
medan States all across North Africa
and Western and Middle Asia. The
movement is political, but Islam is its
basis and its unifying force.

This is going to be one of the perplexing
new problems which the >orld will have
to solve. The war has-set in motion a
bewildering variety of issues, but I know
of none bigger than the possibility of an
aggregation of politico-religious Mussul-
man States, stretching in a broad, con=
tinuous belt athwart the Old World, with
Germany as their foster-father. Person-
ally, I have not hitherto expected to see
the reappearance of Mohammedanism as

a potent political influence on a very great
scale, but we Jive in a time when precon-
ceived ideas are being swiftly shattered.

At home the two great problems which
are going to affect our lives in a thousand
ways this year are those of mdan-power
and food. Some people: say that a
third problem, which. is that of ship-
building,. really embraces the two prob-
lems I have just named; but I would
rather define the shipbuilding issue in
another way. In regard to, shipping, I
begin at the other end. { hold that it is
even. more important to find out how to
save-our ships than to devise means for
building them more “quickly. For every
new weapon of offence in war there is an
antidote somewhere, if we can only find

it; and after three and a half ‘years of
war we ought to have made more progress
in the difficult task of overcoming the
submarine menace,
As to the feod problem, I long ago

joined the ranks of those who urge com-
pulsory rationing of the principal food-
stuffs, but I recognise the great difficulties
involved, and only advocate the remedy
with certain important qualifications.

Rationing and Man-Power

Recent experience has shown clearly
that the mere enforcement of a scale of
compulsory rations will not suffice, unless
it is accompanied by a thorough overhaul
of our distributing system. Some of our
food difficulties are due not-to actual
shortage, but to the pariual breakdown of
our distributing system under the stress
of war. I have always feared, moreover,

that unless we are very careful, two’
results will instantly follow the intro-
duction of compulsory rations. The first
will be that large numbers of people will
find it more difficult than ever to obtain
food. The second will be that large
quantities of perishable food rill be
wasted, because the adjustment of the
prescribed quantities to each locality will
be a most complex undertaking. These
are not reasons for abstaining from
rationing the foodstufis, but they tend to
justify the contention of these who urge
us not to introduce compulsion until the
whole scheme has been careiully. worked
out,
Another point about the food problem

is that all the Western Allies should adopt
the same measures. We have heard a
great deal lately about the co-ordination
of military policy. There is an equal
need for the co-ordination of food policy.
No complete system of compulsory
rationing has been established in France
or Italy, still less in the United States.
The Allies should adopt joint measures in
this as in all war issues.
‘Man-power is a-problem as intricate

and as baffling as the problem of good. I
believe we are on the eve of drastic
changes which will have for their broad—
object the deflection of large numbers of
men aud women, at present employed in
non-essential callings, into work directly
associated with the war. The country

hardly realises yet how deeply the pro-
jected measures will touch our daily life
at innumerable points. Yet there is no
other way if the world is to be rescued ~
from barbarism, and if life is to become
once more sane and sweet and: secure,
Upon the sacrifices made now, upon-the
right solution .of these internal and’ ex-
ternal problems, our success in the war
and the maintenance of our national
existence depend. .
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Gallant Charge of the Fort Garry Horse
_ Canadian .War Records

 

 

 

Men of the Fort Garry Horse who returned from the charge at Cambrai, Nov. 20th.

Inset: Lieutenant H. Strachan, awarded the Victoria Cross for his leadership of the charge.
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on foot, bringing in all its wounded and a dozen prisoners,

; fone of thed of the famous Fort Garry Horse, heroes 0

SqueaeoncabraG its way through a battery of German guns and penetrat
having ki

most thrilling charges in British cavalry annals.

iled 150 of the enemy and put a battery out of action.
ed two miles into enemy territory. Slt fought its way back
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Glimpses Through the Gateway to the Battlefield _ Men From FarEastViewWar’sRuin in the West
Australian Official Photographs
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= Visual signalling back to a support line on the western front; reading the messageby telescope. Right: Repairing cottages in one

of the devastated areas of France. Where the war-tide has receded, the people’s shattered homesare at once made newly habitable.

 

 
 

   
    
  

2. SSeS a:   
Australian troops passing in Indian file through a war-made wilderness of waste on

their way to relieve their comradesin the front tine,

 

 

: F es : how :

Signalling by meansof an electric system between the front and support lines on the Flanders front. Right: In a one-time No

Man’s Land on the western front, showing a railway line the trucks on which had been badly peppered.
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:

Remains of an avenue of stately trees on the western front, n as pear oo eS

- —— ow known by th ss 5
prisoners assisting Australian troops in bringing bk ieamerafe! theBattlefield.”” Right: German

 

 

  
 

     
 

Special Chinese Mission amid the ruins of Bapaume during a visit to the British western front. The group E C

Kouan Hang Chang, K.C.B., Major Tsing Whang, D.S.O., Major Ho Sue, D.S.O., Captain Ting Chia Chur, M.C., Captain Wei Tsang

; ; Ki, M.C., and Captain Tegurkia Gen, M.C, =    
Doubtiut security—a shelter where two lorries had been badly strafed.on the western front,

in a good position, or “ posse,” against a shell-smashed tree, try ipeLdin®puiomtneeee
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rench Premier With the Heroes of Mort Homme
British and French Official Photogre--<
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Partly completed ‘' streng point? captured b itishp y the British on the Cambrai
front. The enemy had evidently expected to make long stay. Right:

French “wireless” near the firing-line.

   

 

  

 

 

  

   

Wi. Clemenceau, the French Premier, visitin the troo on tho Mort
Homme, one of the farnous battlegrounds of the Meuse. north-west of

Verdun ; he ishighly pepular with the French Army. 3

 

 

 

 

 

  LN ee i OP EG: 3   
ch gun on the Meuse front whichhad been ate : st ha aati iisr aged from the enemy’s aerial observers b

and (right) a battery of French 4-8 in, guns in a valley in the neighbourhood of GuilinRalaparAlboetcnrernee
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‘Thunderers’ that Defy the Foe
The War. Lllusirated, bth January, 1918.

Before Verdun
 

 
    

  Verdun. The artille
Loading one of the great French ‘¢ Thunderer” guns in position before |

citadel, against which the German might has,again and again throwni

a
NES

  

  

   
 

At the momentof firing. The ‘ Thunderer,’’ placed ina ravine on the Verdu

: Someof the men put their hands to their cars to fessen the effects of the shoc

  

  

n front, has just dischar

iy

 
on unceasingly before that

   

  
  

ry contest goes

tself in a vain endeavour to break through the heroic defence.

 
   

ged its heavy shell against the enemy.

k from the mighty detonation,
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Glimpses of East Africa from a German Camera
SS
 

se

 
 German officers setting out for the trenches in East Africa. -Qn Decei os mber ist, General Van Deventer £
East Africa had been completely cleared ef the enemy, the small German force remaining having fled oe,woniennnecientiete:
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 German Askaris behind a zareba made of loose! jar E FI y-filled sandbags. Under the training of Eu fA

first-rate troops, and, in the opinion of General Smuts, they are the nucleus i a feversingerdeathstelai SS

 

  
 German officers and a native field com i i 1thoit 4 pany in East Africa. The three photographs on this s

ir final defeat and loss of their last colony, and cameinto British hands witha erent faaes. SEatesenahaeconeannatarvate
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MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDON—XIX.
 

HOW I WAS ARRESTED AS A SPY
Experience Three Times Undergone During

F OWit would feel if one were a spy I

cannottell, for Il have not included

spying among my accomplish.

ments. But I am well, qualified to

describe the sensation of being arrested

for this offence when innocent, since this

has happened to me three times.
Now £ look back om my arrests as

experiences with amusement and no

indignation. At the time I was indignant

enough, though I took care not to show.

it. I affected to laugh at the odd mis-

take whieh had been made. I was

cfiusively friendly with the officials,

which always paid in Russia. Shaking

hands all round and offering cigarettes

was the short ewt to a sympathetic com-

sideration of your business.
But I felt, behind my friendlysmiles,

that it was mo laughing matter to live

under a system which places the personal

liberty of individuals: im the hands of

incompetent and foolish men. War in-

tensifies that system where it exists

already, and. creates it even im lands

where personal freediém is supposed to be

secure. That is one of the reasons why I

am in favour of putting an end to war.

Spy-fever raged in Russia with special

virulence. Ignorance spreads. it. Fussy

officialism: intensifies it.
T was three times arrested om suspicion

in Russia—once with good reason, on the

other occasions for no reason at all.

Myfirst adventure befell at Peterhof,

where the Tsar had his Summer Palace.

Denouneed by a Gardener

One Saturday I started for Peterhof

with Perceval Gibbon, the novelist, and

with Adan Ostler, who; after a short

experience as a “special” im Poland,

went home and took a commission in the

New Army. We were not sure of our

road when. we got out into the country,

and we stopped in a park belonging to

some grand duke or other to consult our

map, also to watch some small boys

playing ice-heckey, and to thank God

that all the world over the young human

animal is the same, unaffected by differ-

ences of race, language, or creed.

We spoke a language which was not

Russian, we were not dressed as’ Russians.

dress (two of us wore knickerbocker

suits). We had in our possession a map.

‘What need had a young gardener, em-

ployed. by Grand Duke Something-or-

‘other, of any further witness 2? We were

beyond all question. German spies. Off

he went to warm thePeterhof police of the

approach of three dangerous,characters.

_ & force estimable and picturesque, the

Russian gendarmerie, but mot strong in

the head. The Peterbof brand of it acted. »

at once upon the young gardener’s hint:

As soem as we reached the town we were

taken charge of by police. It was in-

convenient, for we were hungry. Also

there are pleasanter ways of making

acquaintance with a place than being

marched through its main street under

escort, with a_crowd following: to see

whether the “spies.” would: be hanged,

or only shot.
However, out of the crowd came our

deliverance. Among those who ran out

ofshops, attracted by our procession, was

By HAMILTON FYFE

a uniformed official—at least, in our eyes

he appeared “am official—with gold-

rimmed spectacles aud a helpful expres-

sion. “Betweem the three of us we had at

that time not much moze Russian than

would serve to order meals and ask our

way. I called out to Gold Spectacles:

«Do youspeak French?” Happily he did,

a little only, but his little sufficed. Courte-

ously he accompanied us as fax as

the police-station, and to the police

captaim he explained what we wanted to

say.
A Flimsy Excuse!

T must here explain that, if the police-

men who arrested us had-doubted the

rightness of the young gardener’s: judg-

ment, they would have considered his

suspicions to be fully confirmed by the

explanation which we offered of our

presence at Peterhof. Wesaid we were

“ out for a walls.” You must have lived

im Russia to understand why that simple

statement caused such sceptical merriment.

To pretend that we were walking from

one place to another simply for the

pleasure of walking and for the stirring-up

of our livers—that was tooflimsy an ex-

planation. That settled it. We were spies.

I could see that,

Spectacles wished to believe ‘we were

harmless, this story about being “ out for

a walk” gave his faith in us a rude jolt.

Hie offered it apologetically to the very

worried police captain before whom in a

dingy office we appeared. The police

captain, I think, had been inclined before

this to wave the accusation away as

groundless. ‘‘ Out fora walk,’ indeed !

We must be poor hands at spying not to

have a tale ready better than that.

He tried to test our British nationality

bytelephoning to the British Embassy, the

Consulate, the Foreign Office. No replies.

He pored over ny passports. The other

two had no paperswith them, not alette:

or a card even. Them in a frenzy of in-

decision he turned! the whole business over

to his: superior officer, the colonel of

gendarmerie. If only we had kanoawm

there was a Colonel on’ the premises we

should have appealed to him. Et is so

difficult?in Russia to know who's who.

Behiad Fixed Bayonets

When Gold Spectacles said, “ You

are, no doubt, surprised to see mie, a

schoolmaster, wearing uniform ?’’ EI

replied, “ Nothing,, monsieur, is capable

of surprising mein your drole de pays.”

But we thanked him warmly at parting.

He had beem very kind. He again inter-

preted for us with the colonel, who. quickly

let us go. “The only point to be settled

was whether Gibbon and Ostler had! pass-

ports. I suggested that a gendarme

should be sent with us to Petrograd to

verify their identity. To this the colonel

at once agreed. We were allotted a

gendarme in plain clothes, whom we at

once nicknamed Fido, to whom we stood

tea at the railway station (tea was the

trongest drink on sale, and one always

welcome: to a Russian), and whoreturned

quite satisfied. and jingling five roubles; in

his pocket.
My next arrest was. at: Krasnoe Selo,

the Russian Aldershot. <Afriend and f=

Seeae renee i etreereRTRNaa =

although Gold_

Doce rien Hn EN Re nesRD ipar Bee orca

Russia's Spy-Fever

took the traim thither, not to see soldiers
(we were sick of them), but in order to
walk to a place called Duderhof, where is

the only decent: hill in all this part of
Russia. Some soldiers stopped -us—
rightly, E think—and we produced our
passports; but they could not read. They
stopped a little officer, very young he was
and pink, and he carried im his hand a

small pot of cineraria, carefully wrapped
im blue paper, which he was taking, |
suppose, to his sweetheart. He glanced
at the police endorsement (in Russian) on
our passports, but did not seem to-take it
im. Retuctz 7 he marched with us (two
men with fixed bayonets following behind)
to am office in the camp, where we soon
made friends with a cheerful Staff captain,
and were told by him where we might
walk and where not. “ Here,” he called
to thelittle officer, who was sneaking off,
as he hoped’, unnoticed, ““ you take them
and put then: on their road !”
The third time I was sted I owed

the attentions of the gemdarmerie—who

were separate fron: and more of a military

force than the police, thougl even city
constables carried revolvers and sword
to a tchin-ovnik, or Government official,

with a meddling, muddled mind. He saw

me with Wilcox, of the “ Daily ‘Yele-

graph ” and another friend walking on a
winter afternoon near the shore of the

Gulf of Finland. He argued from the

same point of view as the young gardener.

Woman Spy’s Ingenuity

The tchin-oontk took the trouble to have

the gendarmerie, at the railway station to

which we returned from our walk, warned

that we were suspicious foreigners. They

arrested us and fetched an officer, who

wrote down manythings on large sheets

of paper, and then bade us depart without
a stain upom our characters.
There were manylike episodes in the

carnival of idiocy and il-nature which in

all countries breaks: loose during war.

Ou the Fourth of July a party of Ameri-

eans, celebrating Independence Day in

the country, were arrested, taken to

Petrograd, and detained for some -hours

om suspicion of signalling with fire-

erackers to. Germans in the Gulf of Finland.

They had first aroused suspicion by

playing games, which the observers said

could not he games, because games were

only played children ! ~The  fire-

crackers made their spy-character plain

to. the simple-minded Russians who were

watching them. In theiz imnocent minds

it appeared. certaim that spies would do

all they could to attract attention.

How easy must be the task of those

who are really spies !
There: were numbers of them in Petro-

grad, as well as im the actualfighting zone.

Oneof the cleverest disguises was worn by

an ingenious young woman, who passed

for a wounded Russianofficer. , ‘He’ put

up at the smartest hotel, made friends

rapidly, hopped aboxt on “his” crutches

all day andall night, picking up the gossip
that floated about ; was loudest incalling
for the band to play the Russian National

Anthem; and then one day was removed,

walking firmly without “his’’ crutches,
and—thereafter appeared, no more.

A  
———
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hands all round and offering cigarettes

was the short ewt to a sympathetic com-

sideration of your business.
But I felt, behind my friendlysmiles,

that it was mo laughing matter to live

under a system which places the personal

liberty of individuals: im the hands of

incompetent and foolish men. War in-

tensifies that system where it exists

already, and. creates it even im lands

where personal freediém is supposed to be

secure. That is one of the reasons why I

am in favour of putting an end to war.

Spy-fever raged in Russia with special

virulence. Ignorance spreads. it. Fussy

officialism: intensifies it.
T was three times arrested om suspicion

in Russia—once with good reason, on the

other occasions for no reason at all.

Myfirst adventure befell at Peterhof,

where the Tsar had his Summer Palace.

Denouneed by a Gardener

One Saturday I started for Peterhof

with Perceval Gibbon, the novelist, and

with Adan Ostler, who; after a short

experience as a “special” im Poland,

went home and took a commission in the

New Army. We were not sure of our

road when. we got out into the country,

and we stopped in a park belonging to

some grand duke or other to consult our

map, also to watch some small boys

playing ice-heckey, and to thank God

that all the world over the young human

animal is the same, unaffected by differ-

ences of race, language, or creed.

We spoke a language which was not

Russian, we were not dressed as’ Russians.

dress (two of us wore knickerbocker

suits). We had in our possession a map.

‘What need had a young gardener, em-

ployed. by Grand Duke Something-or-

‘other, of any further witness 2? We were

beyond all question. German spies. Off

he went to warm thePeterhof police of the

approach of three dangerous,characters.

_ & force estimable and picturesque, the

Russian gendarmerie, but mot strong in

the head. The Peterbof brand of it acted. »

at once upon the young gardener’s hint:

As soem as we reached the town we were

taken charge of by police. It was in-

convenient, for we were hungry. Also

there are pleasanter ways of making

acquaintance with a place than being

marched through its main street under

escort, with a_crowd following: to see

whether the “spies.” would: be hanged,

or only shot.
However, out of the crowd came our

deliverance. Among those who ran out

ofshops, attracted by our procession, was
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a uniformed official—at least, in our eyes

he appeared “am official—with gold-

rimmed spectacles aud a helpful expres-

sion. “Betweem the three of us we had at

that time not much moze Russian than

would serve to order meals and ask our

way. I called out to Gold Spectacles:

«Do youspeak French?” Happily he did,

a little only, but his little sufficed. Courte-

ously he accompanied us as fax as

the police-station, and to the police

captaim he explained what we wanted to

say.
A Flimsy Excuse!

T must here explain that, if the police-

men who arrested us had-doubted the

rightness of the young gardener’s: judg-

ment, they would have considered his

suspicions to be fully confirmed by the

explanation which we offered of our

presence at Peterhof. Wesaid we were

“ out for a walls.” You must have lived

im Russia to understand why that simple

statement caused such sceptical merriment.

To pretend that we were walking from

one place to another simply for the

pleasure of walking and for the stirring-up

of our livers—that was tooflimsy an ex-

planation. That settled it. We were spies.

I could see that,

Spectacles wished to believe ‘we were

harmless, this story about being “ out for

a walk” gave his faith in us a rude jolt.

Hie offered it apologetically to the very

worried police captain before whom in a

dingy office we appeared. The police

captain, I think, had been inclined before

this to wave the accusation away as

groundless. ‘‘ Out fora walk,’ indeed !

We must be poor hands at spying not to

have a tale ready better than that.

He tried to test our British nationality

bytelephoning to the British Embassy, the

Consulate, the Foreign Office. No replies.

He pored over ny passports. The other

two had no paperswith them, not alette:

or a card even. Them in a frenzy of in-

decision he turned! the whole business over

to his: superior officer, the colonel of

gendarmerie. If only we had kanoawm

there was a Colonel on’ the premises we

should have appealed to him. Et is so

difficult?in Russia to know who's who.

Behiad Fixed Bayonets

When Gold Spectacles said, “ You

are, no doubt, surprised to see mie, a

schoolmaster, wearing uniform ?’’ EI

replied, “ Nothing,, monsieur, is capable

of surprising mein your drole de pays.”

But we thanked him warmly at parting.

He had beem very kind. He again inter-

preted for us with the colonel, who. quickly

let us go. “The only point to be settled

was whether Gibbon and Ostler had! pass-

ports. I suggested that a gendarme

should be sent with us to Petrograd to

verify their identity. To this the colonel

at once agreed. We were allotted a

gendarme in plain clothes, whom we at

once nicknamed Fido, to whom we stood

tea at the railway station (tea was the

trongest drink on sale, and one always

welcome: to a Russian), and whoreturned

quite satisfied. and jingling five roubles; in

his pocket.
My next arrest was. at: Krasnoe Selo,

the Russian Aldershot. <Afriend and f=
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Russia's Spy-Fever

took the traim thither, not to see soldiers
(we were sick of them), but in order to
walk to a place called Duderhof, where is

the only decent: hill in all this part of
Russia. Some soldiers stopped -us—
rightly, E think—and we produced our
passports; but they could not read. They
stopped a little officer, very young he was
and pink, and he carried im his hand a

small pot of cineraria, carefully wrapped
im blue paper, which he was taking, |
suppose, to his sweetheart. He glanced
at the police endorsement (in Russian) on
our passports, but did not seem to-take it
im. Retuctz 7 he marched with us (two
men with fixed bayonets following behind)
to am office in the camp, where we soon
made friends with a cheerful Staff captain,
and were told by him where we might
walk and where not. “ Here,” he called
to thelittle officer, who was sneaking off,
as he hoped’, unnoticed, ““ you take them
and put then: on their road !”
The third time I was sted I owed

the attentions of the gemdarmerie—who

were separate fron: and more of a military

force than the police, thougl even city
constables carried revolvers and sword
to a tchin-ovnik, or Government official,

with a meddling, muddled mind. He saw

me with Wilcox, of the “ Daily ‘Yele-

graph ” and another friend walking on a
winter afternoon near the shore of the

Gulf of Finland. He argued from the

same point of view as the young gardener.

Woman Spy’s Ingenuity

The tchin-oontk took the trouble to have

the gendarmerie, at the railway station to

which we returned from our walk, warned

that we were suspicious foreigners. They

arrested us and fetched an officer, who

wrote down manythings on large sheets

of paper, and then bade us depart without
a stain upom our characters.
There were manylike episodes in the

carnival of idiocy and il-nature which in

all countries breaks: loose during war.

Ou the Fourth of July a party of Ameri-

eans, celebrating Independence Day in

the country, were arrested, taken to

Petrograd, and detained for some -hours

om suspicion of signalling with fire-

erackers to. Germans in the Gulf of Finland.

They had first aroused suspicion by

playing games, which the observers said

could not he games, because games were

only played children ! ~The  fire-

crackers made their spy-character plain

to. the simple-minded Russians who were

watching them. In theiz imnocent minds

it appeared. certaim that spies would do

all they could to attract attention.

How easy must be the task of those

who are really spies !
There: were numbers of them in Petro-

grad, as well as im the actualfighting zone.

Oneof the cleverest disguises was worn by

an ingenious young woman, who passed

for a wounded Russianofficer. , ‘He’ put

up at the smartest hotel, made friends

rapidly, hopped aboxt on “his” crutches

all day andall night, picking up the gossip
that floated about ; was loudest incalling
for the band to play the Russian National

Anthem; and then one day was removed,

walking firmly without “his’’ crutches,
and—thereafter appeared, no more.
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On the Cambrai front on Nov. 30th a British Staff captain, during the surprise onrush of the Germans,killed with his walking-stick Sir Julian Byng’s victory near Cambrai on Nov. 20th is distinguished as the triumph of the ‘‘tanks.’’ Creeping silently through the

the man who would have taken him prisoner in the yard of his brigade rear headquarters. He then organised smail parties, and mists at dawn, and unheralded by any of the usual portents of battle, hundreds ofthem moved forwardin groups, scrunching down

hunted the enemy out of the immediate neighbourhood, savingthe local situation, and possibly the whole Masnieres position. the German wire, heaving themselves upon the trenshes, and pouring out fire before which the enemy fied.
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df Posted between Marcoing and Masnieres, on Nov. 30th, a-colonel of the ‘‘Die-Hards,’’ after bein ri i i iti in hi iri i i i
ree 7 oD 5 . n : € g severely woundedin the right The British wounded were in high spirits. One young Cockney kept a group of comradesin roars of laughter as he described his own adven-

eye, insisted upon carrying onall through that terrible day. Blinded and bandaged, he kept with his men, and, led by an orderly, tures, which ended in his being sniped. He was so comical that, although his story was couched in language of a raciness not approved
went round thanking them for what they had done and encouraging them to hold on to the last, of by the clergy, a padre standing near joined in the merriment he provoked.
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THE DAY'S WORK BY SEA, SKY, AND SHORE

‘SPOTTING’
Adventures of an O

Chronicled by John S. Margerison,

ROWN and I had been warned

B overnight that it was our turn

for “ sausage observation,” and,

with the accuracy of a mental alarm-

clock, my brain woke me exactly at

daybreak. With a shiver and a_halti-

formed hope that it would be misty—

in which case I could sneak another hour

between the blankets—I poked my head

out of the hut door and scanned the

weather sign some four miles away.

Long experience has taught us that the

four skeleton walls: of the ruined farm-

house on the sky s good visibility

indicators. as cam possibly be obtained—

therefere we call them our weather sign.

But this morning they stand out clear

and sharp against the grey sky, not @

trace of mist amywhere near them, and,

with a groan, T withdraw my head, shake

Brown into some sort ef consciousness,

and perform. a hasty toilet. Then, with

cigarette well alight, go out to seek the

flight-sergeant, who,+smart and dapper

and jaunty, has already dressed and waits

my orders.

  

 

“Up in aw Balloor, Boys”

“Out balloon!” says 1 eurtly—a

bitter morning, a chill wind, am empty

provision-hold are not conducive ta socia

amenities at this hour. A snappy salute,

three blasts: on a whistle, and all. the air

mechanics in camp rush forth to the

parade, the few stragglers

-

tasting the

rough edge of the sergeant’s tongue.

“Out balloon!’ he repeats. The

sturdy fellows draw the sausage-shaped

gasbag from its shed, and. walk it down

to the ascension ground, carting the winch

after it, and generally preparing it for

the day’s: work. Meanwhile, in a corner

of a smoky mess-room, Brown and I are

stowing away vast quantities. of porridge

and bacon. We smokealasteigarette as we

stroll to the ascension ground, where: the

Intelligence officer @ waits us with the

chart. ‘This scrutinised, and the work

to be done explained thoronghly, we don

the attachments for the parachutes,

strapping them on firmly, for upon their

security may depend our lives.

The balloon. is toggled on to the rope

 

of the winch, and, stepping inside, we -

examine: basket, valve and ripping-cords,

and ballast, and them make fast our

parachutes—practically getting mto our

lifeboats before our ship is properly

jaunched.

« Right—ease out!” cries. Brown, he

being the senior offieer. The sergeant

blows his whistle once, exies. “ Let up—

hand over hand!” and; as the air-

mechanics gradually ease out on the

half-dozen ninety-foot ropesthe “sausage =

begins. gradually to ascend. When we

reach. the: end of these ropes: the which

cormamences: slowly to revolve; and its

giant. cable holds us im reluctant Teash

as we gradually rise heavenwards.

Five hundred feet, and the first stop.

The balloon is bucketing about. like a

kite im a gale in the twelwe-mile-an-hour

wind we stop to measure. We halt and

gauge the wind velocity at every five

hundred feet until we reach the three-

thousand mark, at which altitude our

work is done) Sometimes we find that

a heavy ground mist obscures the earth

and spoils out visibility, and, with many

curses, we descend once more, having

been to quite a lot of trouble for nothing.

But if we can get a good view, of the

groundall around, of our. batteries; and

of the trenches of the opposing side we

commence operations forthwith.

Fale of a Telephone

Bang! The ranging gun of our battery

opens the ball, and almost: on the echo

a voice sounds Im my_ ears. Tt is. the

inevitable question—* Where did that

one: go?’—and we hawe to answer it

on the second. We live with a telephone

headpiece eternally in position, and if

somebody would invent a «gadget for

hoking field-glasses to our eyes without

making: our arms ache so terribly we

should be more than grateful to him.

We have to. report om every shell-burst,

and, in addition, talk to the freld-battertes

the heavies well: to the reat, as well as

answer all sorts of questions from Head-

quarters. The telepltone system is @

thing to wonderat. :

Apropos of telephones, one day;, when

there was: hardly anything doimg, Brown

absent-mindediy gave his own private

telephone number, and about a quarter

of an hour later was speaking: to his

wife in North Eondon. ‘That is just an

illustration of the far-reaching ramifica-

tions of our telephone service and the

story is perfectly true.

The enemy’s shells .are a source of

interest to us: We are called upon to

report the distance they are falling beyond

or short of their targets, which are usually

our own heavy-gun emplacements; and,

jin -addition, we must give the nature

of the shcll—whether it is the soft, fleecy-

clouded shrapnel or the yellowy-brown

amatol, the black cloud. of lyddite or the

deadly grey-green of the gas-shell.

And, though we are perched so. high

abeve the world, well behind even our

own lines and safe from’ the too-pressing

attentions of “ Archies,” life isn’t exactly

one sweet song for us, Or yet a dull

existence. In fact, we get far too many

thrills.
Phere was the occasion whem a Boche

aeroplaie came our way One day and: tried

to set. us alight: with machine-gum fire.

We had nothing but our automatic pistols

for defence, but we used these to good

effect, and had the pleasure of seeing

the Hun crash to the ground—it was

afterwards ascertained that a pistol. bullet.

had passed through: his heart and killed

him as he sat at the controls.

 

 

Rapid Descentby Parachute.

Then, another day, we had front seats

at as pretty an al fight. as one could

wish to see. Againit was a Boche who

had-penetrated our lines, and: his antag-

onist. was a young aviator only three days

out from the base school. Round. and

round us they flew, both eager for the

combat; and. their machine-gun bullets

hummed and shrilled round. our ears: like.

so many bees. They weren't close enough

to us for our pistols to carry, or we might

have taken a hand. But, in the end,

the youngster scored his first aerial
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victory, and the marauding Boche met

with a sudden and incandescent death.

On a third occasion we were attacked

by an enemy airman, and this time he

not only set the balloon afire, but severed

the winch-cable with is machine-gun

bullets, so: that the “ sausage’? was drifting

away om the high wind a mass of flame.

We had to jump quick that time, 1 can

assure you; and, as I fell, my parachute

refused to open: In an instant of time

all the horrors of crashing to the ground

fo be broken to pulp flitted through my

mind; all the stories of defective para-

chutes and ‘aerial accidents with: their

gruesome details affrighted: my very soul,

and I said my prayers with the swiftness

of a machine-gun. Then I felt a jerk

that almost broke my back, and, with

exasperating slowness, the umbrella of

the parachute apened and checked -my

downward: rush.

T was little more tham a ghost when

Fat length reached earth in periect. safety,

and, thougir. my nerves. were all imrags,

I was compelled to lie down on the ground

and roll with laughter at’ the sight of my

confrare. His parachute had acted from

the first, and now he was hanging head

downwards on the branch ef am adjacent

tree, apostrophising with vivid: profanity

all the Boches that fly, and: all the: air

mechanics in our-own service; the first

because through one he had got into

his present predicament, the second

because they didn’t help him down fast

enough for his liking.

A “Sausage” Adrift

There was the time when a sudden

gust of wind tore the cable out of its

hold, and sent us careering at over eight

thousand feet for the north. We could

see, im the rifts of the clouds, the earth

speeding past. at. express rate, but soon

the darkness: hid that, and we knew what

it felt like to be im a raiding Zeppelin

whem it had broken down We expected

every minute that the aerial. defences of,

England would open fire upon us, for we

knew the course upon which we were

drifting, but though searchlights.. were

out at yarious towns none picked: us

up—the clouds screenedus: too effectually.

Alt that night we drifted, and just before

dawn felt a. terrific bump that stopped

the. balloon. Trying for soundings, we

found ourselves well aground, and man-

aged to climb down out. of the basket

after ripping the envelope. And, when

dawm came; we found we had grounded

on one of the mountains of the Pennine

chain—had drifted: from: somewhere in

France to a quiet little village um Derby-

shire.
No, observation-batlooning,isn’t a quiet

and “cushy” job—we've no use for men

with cold fcet in the work at all. Nor

can we use those without brains; the

work of marking charts with things

observed—gun-pits, “ pill-boxes,” and the

like, the calculation of distances. and

angles, all these call for great intelligence,

and, we may sayit. without boasting

im any way just because it happens to

be perfectly true, in the Kite-Balloon

Sections we have many of the greatest

intellects of our country.
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tions of our telephone service and the

story is perfectly true.

The enemy’s shells .are a source of

interest to us: We are called upon to

report the distance they are falling beyond

or short of their targets, which are usually

our own heavy-gun emplacements; and,

jin -addition, we must give the nature

of the shcll—whether it is the soft, fleecy-

clouded shrapnel or the yellowy-brown

amatol, the black cloud. of lyddite or the

deadly grey-green of the gas-shell.

And, though we are perched so. high

abeve the world, well behind even our

own lines and safe from’ the too-pressing

attentions of “ Archies,” life isn’t exactly

one sweet song for us, Or yet a dull

existence. In fact, we get far too many

thrills.
Phere was the occasion whem a Boche

aeroplaie came our way One day and: tried

to set. us alight: with machine-gum fire.

We had nothing but our automatic pistols

for defence, but we used these to good

effect, and had the pleasure of seeing

the Hun crash to the ground—it was

afterwards ascertained that a pistol. bullet.

had passed through: his heart and killed

him as he sat at the controls.

 

 

Rapid Descentby Parachute.

Then, another day, we had front seats

at as pretty an al fight. as one could

wish to see. Againit was a Boche who

had-penetrated our lines, and: his antag-

onist. was a young aviator only three days

out from the base school. Round. and

round us they flew, both eager for the

combat; and. their machine-gun bullets

hummed and shrilled round. our ears: like.

so many bees. They weren't close enough

to us for our pistols to carry, or we might

have taken a hand. But, in the end,

the youngster scored his first aerial
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victory, and the marauding Boche met

with a sudden and incandescent death.

On a third occasion we were attacked

by an enemy airman, and this time he

not only set the balloon afire, but severed

the winch-cable with is machine-gun

bullets, so: that the “ sausage’? was drifting

away om the high wind a mass of flame.

We had to jump quick that time, 1 can

assure you; and, as I fell, my parachute

refused to open: In an instant of time

all the horrors of crashing to the ground

fo be broken to pulp flitted through my

mind; all the stories of defective para-

chutes and ‘aerial accidents with: their

gruesome details affrighted: my very soul,

and I said my prayers with the swiftness

of a machine-gun. Then I felt a jerk

that almost broke my back, and, with

exasperating slowness, the umbrella of

the parachute apened and checked -my

downward: rush.

T was little more tham a ghost when

Fat length reached earth in periect. safety,

and, thougir. my nerves. were all imrags,

I was compelled to lie down on the ground

and roll with laughter at’ the sight of my

confrare. His parachute had acted from

the first, and now he was hanging head

downwards on the branch ef am adjacent

tree, apostrophising with vivid: profanity

all the Boches that fly, and: all the: air

mechanics in our-own service; the first

because through one he had got into

his present predicament, the second

because they didn’t help him down fast

enough for his liking.

A “Sausage” Adrift

There was the time when a sudden

gust of wind tore the cable out of its

hold, and sent us careering at over eight

thousand feet for the north. We could

see, im the rifts of the clouds, the earth

speeding past. at. express rate, but soon

the darkness: hid that, and we knew what

it felt like to be im a raiding Zeppelin

whem it had broken down We expected

every minute that the aerial. defences of,

England would open fire upon us, for we

knew the course upon which we were

drifting, but though searchlights.. were

out at yarious towns none picked: us

up—the clouds screenedus: too effectually.

Alt that night we drifted, and just before

dawn felt a. terrific bump that stopped

the. balloon. Trying for soundings, we

found ourselves well aground, and man-

aged to climb down out. of the basket

after ripping the envelope. And, when

dawm came; we found we had grounded

on one of the mountains of the Pennine

chain—had drifted: from: somewhere in

France to a quiet little village um Derby-

shire.
No, observation-batlooning,isn’t a quiet

and “cushy” job—we've no use for men

with cold fcet in the work at all. Nor

can we use those without brains; the

work of marking charts with things

observed—gun-pits, “ pill-boxes,” and the

like, the calculation of distances. and

angles, all these call for great intelligence,

and, we may sayit. without boasting

im any way just because it happens to

be perfectly true, in the Kite-Balloon

Sections we have many of the greatest

intellects of our country.
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Snapsho# of the Kaiser during one of the hurried journeys

in which he has ever been fond of indulging. He is in

conversation with General von Woyrsch.

 

  
SSS SAS & SS

On board a French dirigible, showing to the right and left the two
motors and (above) the under-part of the envelope.

  j :

The Kaiser in the uniform of_a
Turkish Field-Marshal.

  
Ivan Arnaudoff, author of the Bulgarian ‘*Hymn of Hate,’’

which out-Huns the Huns as they were made articulate in

Lissauer’s notorious production.   
MONG the various pictures from German journals on

this page we get a recent snapshot of the Kaiser—

sure of his place in history as the infamous individual on

whomrests the responsibility of having plunged the world

_into Armageddon. One of the Kaiser's fitting henchmen

is Major Reddemann, whom his countrymen—glorying in

their national shame—have dubbed ‘‘ Prince of Hell,” as

inventorvof the, diabolical contrivance for using liquid fire in

warfare. The value of that contrivance he had demon- :

Major Reddemann, Germanin- strated to the Kaiser years before that ruler, whose boast Anti-bomb dress of Germany’s

ventor of the use of liquid fire. was of peace, declared waroncivilisation. naval divers at Ostend.
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Huldschinsky sector of the great Griesheim chemical factory near Frankfort, which was destroyed by an explosion on Nov. 22nd, In the fore-part of a French dirigible flying over the sea and approaching a 1 set: Attending to epai i ;

The destruction of Griesheim, one of the largest munition factories in the world, is said to be equal to a serious military defeat, —a mechanic mending the port motor white the alestify is wines the tithe one alone SS ee
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WAR-TI

MONG the classes which have

“made good” during the war our

 

wage-earners must be set in the

first place. They have done well for

their country in the large numbers they

have sent forth to fight its battles and in

the many of these who have made the

“supreme sacrifice ’’ in its cause. And,

on the other hand, those who have stayed

and, served the nation at home have

themselves benefited-. by the greatly

increased demandfor labour.

There has been a shortage of workers in

all the country’s industries; for some

four millions of men have been withdrawn

from productive, and transferred to

destructive work. The places of many of

these in the lighter occupations have been

filled by women workers. But returns

show that to September last .from the

beginning of the war only 1,256,000 men

had® been directly replaced by women.

The number is probably larger now, but

there is still a great shortage of labour in

most of the principal industries.

The k of workers has been one main

cause of the steady and- substantial rise

in the remuner

   

   ion of labour. Month

by monththeofficial “ Labour Gazette”

has published records of increases of wages

in most of the staple industries. Thus,

the issues for September and Octoberalone

showed changes affecting no fewer than

2,600,000 workpeople, who had received

increases aggregating {640,000 per week,

or at the rate of about 334 millions of

pounds per annum; while between Jan-

uary and the end of October, 1917,

 

 

the changes in wages affected as many as"

4.795,000 workers, representing on. an

aggregate an increase of over 74 millions

of pounds per annum—avery substantial

transference of wealth from one class to

another.

Increased Incomes of Workers

Many, workers have also enjoyed re-

ductions of hours of labour as well “as

higher wages. Increases of wages, war

bonuses, and earnings by overtime have

raised the income of our wage-earners on

the average more than oo percent., while

in many cases, in the engineering andallied

industries, workers are receiving weekly

200 and even 300 per cent. more than the

pre-war rates of pay. Cases have come

before the courts in which it was shown

that, where several members. of a family

were employed, ordinary workmen had

fio to £12 a week coming m, in households

where, before the war, the combined

earnings were not more than a fifth of

that amount. Quite recently, an Enfield

munition worker, one of a number sum-

moned for non-payment of income-tax,

admitted that the earnings of himself and

family amounted to £1,000 a year. Mere

boys in their ‘‘ teens ’” have been shown

to be in receipt of £2 10s. and £3 per

aveek.
The better pay which the workers are

receiving means a considerable increase

in the cost of production of commodities,

and this increase has, in the ordinary

course, been transferred to the consumer

in a steady rise of prices, and increased

charges for transport, lighting, and other ”

services. Such increases tend in turn to
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reduce the purchasing power of wages,

and soequalise, or evennullify, the effects

of theirrise.

In connection with the rise of prices

during the war some exaggerated state-

ments have been made. It has beensaid,

for instance, that prices are now so high

that the purchasing powerof the sovereign

has fallen to less than half, Statistics

carefully gathered do not support this

view. There has undoubtedly been a great

increase in food andotherprices, but not

to the extent represented by alarmist

writers. Figures given in the official

“Tabour Gazette’ for October, show

that in consequence of reductions under

food control orders, and the chedpness

of fruit and vegetables, a fall in the average

excess Over pre-warprices had taken place,

from 106 per cent. in September, to 97 at

the beginning of October.

 

Analysis of Enhanced Prices

It is also shown that by substitution of

certain food articles for others of equal

dietetic value, the general percentage of

increase in a working-class family, instead

of 97, need only be 56—thatis to say, they

need not necessarily pay for food much

more thanhalf as muchagain as before the

war. The analysis of prices further shows

that, taking the items of cost ordinarily

entering into workmen’s expenditure, in-

cluding food, rent, clothing, and lighting,

but excluding any advance due to taxation,

the increase may be estimated at rather

under 75 per cent.; while, even if in-

creased taxation be included, it is only 80

per cent. This does not, of course, include

income-tax, to which the wage-earning class

contributes onlya trifling amount.

The writer knows middle-class families

in which, by economy and careful study

of food values, the -housekeeping budget

has been kept down to not more than

50 per cent. over that of peace times, yet

without any member

_

being actually

stinted in food or other necessaries, or in

reasonable comforts. It is to be feared,

however, that many families do not yet

realise the need of household economy.

 

Another method of computing the rise.

of prices is by what are called index num-

bers. A certain figure is selected to repre-

sent the average price of commodities

during a series of normal years. This is

the standard, or index number, and any.

change in the average value of the same

commodities to-day is shown by a corre-

sponding higheror lowerfigure.

Tests by Index Numbers

According to the computation usually

adopted, 100 represents the price of 45 of

the principal commodities, and the index

number of these was 175'7 in August and

176°8 in September. But foodstuffs alone

showed a decline of 21 in September, when

their index was 1631. Vegetable foods

were actually lower in that month than.at

any time since August, 1914, when their

figure was 162'5.. There was alsova decline

of 371 in animal foods, but an increase in

values of materials.
As regards the purchasing power of the

sovereign, if prices had doubled, corre-

sponding to an index figure of 200, the

age 416
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pound sterling would be worth only fos.

But, although estimates vary, the most

reliable figures, as quoted above, show

that the rise in commodities generally has

made an addition of no more than two-

thirds to pre-war prices; and this is

equivalent to a reduction in the purchasing

value of the sovereign to about 13s. 4d.

The causes of the present increased cost

of articles of general consumption are

various, though most of them centre in

the war as the prime cause.

©

Besides the

rise in wages, already referred to, thereis

the stoppage er diminution of supplies

from abroad, due to the U boat campaign,

which has not yet been effectively coun-

tered, Government action must also’ be

held responsible for much of the dearness

anddifficulty experienced by householders

in obtaining their supplies of ordinary

commodities. ‘The Government has com-

mandeered the stocks of manyarticles

with a view to ensure, first and foremost,

the requirements of the Army and Navy,

and has only liberated the surplus, a

little at a time, for public markets. This

“cornering” of commodities by the

Governmentis, beyond doubt, accountable

for much temporary and-artificial scarcity.

Another cause is the Government’s fixture

of high maximumprices for certain.com-

modities, one result of which has been that

prices which were previously below the

maximum have everywhere risen to it.

Someof the Food Controller’s orders have

also had the effect of withdrawing food

supplies from the market.

Whatis called “ profiteering ’’ has been

 

 

a muchless considerable factor in the rise -

of prices than is generally supposed. A

committee which investigated the subject

some time ago found no evidence of any

considerable prevalence of the practice ;

while both Lord “Rhondda, the present

Food Controller, and his predecessor,

Lord Devonport, have expressed their

disbelief in excessive profits existing to

anyextent, .

The Government as Profiteer

Mr. Prothero, the President of the Board

of Agriculture, at a meeting held at Dar-

lington in October, declared that -{“the

charge of profiteering was absolutely

absurd, both before and during the war”

—a rather too sweeping statement, for

there have been-a few flagrant cases dealt

with by the law courts, though these,

doubtless, are exceptional. On the other

hand, as a special tax now confiscates the

bulk of all excess profits, the Government

must be regarded as particeps criminis

in any undue- profiteering which takes

place. : . " a

Beyond all other causes of dearness,

however, the chief one is the absolute and

growing world scarcity of food -products.

‘All authorities agree that there has been’

a serious falling-off in the production of

foodstuffs. The harvest has been a poor.

one in all the great producing countries,

and-the flocks and herds of the world are

smaller than in previous years. Apart

from the effects of the war, therefore,

there is actual scarcity, and the war has

made it more serious. Hence, strict

economy in consumption has become a

stern and imperative duty. ;
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The Government as Profiteer

Mr. Prothero, the President of the Board

of Agriculture, at a meeting held at Dar-

lington in October, declared that -{“the

charge of profiteering was absolutely

absurd, both before and during the war”

—a rather too sweeping statement, for

there have been-a few flagrant cases dealt

with by the law courts, though these,

doubtless, are exceptional. On the other

hand, as a special tax now confiscates the

bulk of all excess profits, the Government

must be regarded as particeps criminis

in any undue- profiteering which takes

place. : . " a

Beyond all other causes of dearness,

however, the chief one is the absolute and

growing world scarcity of food -products.

‘All authorities agree that there has been’

a serious falling-off in the production of

foodstuffs. The harvest has been a poor.

one in all the great producing countries,

and-the flocks and herds of the world are

smaller than in previous years. Apart

from the effects of the war, therefore,

there is actual scarcity, and the war has

made it more serious. Hence, strict

economy in consumption has become a

stern and imperative duty. ;
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British patrols entering Gaza. The key of the positio

Riter the capture of Gaza on November 7th Briti :itish ‘ 3 ms = >

superior forces of the enemyin pitched ee Seees constantly ‘harried the Turks in their retreat, sometimes attacking

a squadron of Yeomanrycapturing two 5-9 in. howitzers after a brisk engagement with the escort.

 

This drawing, mT : ing, made from an cys-witness’s account of the incident, shows

 
 

n was the hill of Ali Manton, shown in the background at the right of the
picture. Tho Turks fought stubbornty until their line of retreata : f : was threatened, when the i i i

The British entered Gaza from the west, after sharp fighting with Turkish snipers andMecetseeingtee eee
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 One of the welcome “ huts’? at Cayeux, provided forthe comfort
Some Uistermen piace captured helmets on their heads, and

and welfare of our soldiers on the western front.
“group”? themselves with flags, after capturing enemy trenches.

   
“Tractor ploughing in a women’s farming competition near Niaidstone The apti ii a S ¢ i iS ptitude of women for agricuitural work di

of the industrial revolution effected-by the war, and their employmentin farming will certainly Beconie a feature of ineerational-ifte©

    
     

  
  German 8 in. gun captured by Highlanders during the Cambrai 4

offensive. Left: Officers of the-U.S.A. Railway Engineers.  pee ‘ é : &   
 
Bown the long avenue of apple-trees : Spraying an orchard in the women’s agri iti i ic 4 i ‘ 4 gricultural competition near Maidstone. Right: Ti
with the tractor engine. Competence and quicknessin effecting repairs to agricultural aecntnony was an iiportast part ofthe Sacenbeag   
 

 

   
 

 
~ Women land workers setting out for the various competitive tests of A-competitor in the pruning test, intent uy aie ‘ b da ;

: efficiency held at Allington, near Maidstone, in 1917, scious of the ati sichuse bie EaieoaeteSeu

     
A large party of them were at work near Gouzeaucourt when the German counter-attackU.S.A. Railway Engineers in France.

they helped the British Guards in what was for atime a difficult situation.came. Changingtools for rifles,  aaaa
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Honoured as the Bravest Amongst the Brave
RIVATE MICHAEL O'ROURKE, V.C., Canadian Infantry, for three

P days and nights worked unceasingly as a stretcher-bea :

wounded from an area subjected to severe shelling and m

dressing them and getting them food and water.

: gard for his own
i i nt cour

on and the ince

sseripti inspired ¢ anks and undoubtec

SNts Eataan: V-C., Ritle Brigade, when the advance

k was held wp by a machine-gunfiring at point-
( and earried the gun to his

it effect, thus assuring the

Later he charged forty Germans who were enfilading
and captured thirty-oneothers.

got his gun

an absolute disr
to succour, and :
work, in spite of exhaust

   
    

 

  

 

ergeant William Franc
of his company i an 2
blank range, ran forwarc
company’s obje
success of the advance.

 

ancighbouring battalion, killed six of them, a t uirt

Lanée-Corporal Harold Mugford, V.C.. Machine-Gun_ Corps

into a very forwardposition, where he dealt effectively with the ene

for a counter-attack.

~

Though badly wounded, he occupied tired a

further newposition, and remained with his gun, setting an example of most

  

icuous courage.

 

ms]

alone, killed the gunner,
stive, where he used it with gre:

  

safety
age and
   

 

  saved manylives.

  

 

  

 

ringing in
ine-gun fire,

* He showed throughout

going wherever there were wounded
nd devotion in continuing his rescue

nt heavy enemy fire of every

 

rd secured a
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Dr. Elsie Inglis, Commissioner of the London Units of theSeottish W omen’s

Hospitals, of which she was the originator, died at Newcastle-on-Tyne,

November 26th, immediately after bringing her unit in sa ety back from

Archangel. Daughter of John Forbes David Inglis, LC.S,, Chief Commissioner

at Lucknow, she was educated in Paris and Edinburgh, where she received

her medical training, She went tto Serbia in April, 1915, -and_ rendered

devoted service during the typhns scourge. She was taken prisoner with her

staff at Krushevatz, and after suffering much hardship was released and sent

home. Later she went to the Dobruja, and accompanied the Rumanian

retreat with the Southern Slay Division, with which she remained until her

return from Russia. The Crown Prince of Serbia conferred upon her the

Order of the White Eagle, She was fhe only woman whe has received

vis honour. ; Se, Sa
- Sister Dorothy A. Laughton, M.M., Territorial Force Nursing Service, is a

daughter of the late Sir. John Laughton, and has been nursing in France for

three years. She was in charge of a casualty clearing-station which was

severely bombed by the Germans, andfor her great courage and devotion was

awarded the Military Medal, which conferred upon her by the King in

person. Sister Dorothy Laughton has previously been mentioned in despatches.
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Royal Fusiliers.

  
Dr. ELSIE INGLIS,

Scottish Women’s Hospitals.

Sergt. J. MOLYNEUX, V.C.,  Sergt. W. F. BURMAN,V.C.,
Rifle Brigade.

Pte. CHARLES MELVIN,V.C., L.-Cpl. H. MUGFORD, V.C.,
R. Highrs. (Black Watch).

Pie. F. G. DUNCOX, V.C.,
Machine Gun Corps. Worcestershire Regt.

 

Left to-right : Pte. M. J. O
V.C., Royal Dublin Fusiliers ; Pte.

ROURKE,V.C., Canadian Infantry ; Sergt. J. OOKENDEN, Sister DOROTHY LAUGHTON,
W. H. BUTLER, V.C., West Yorkshire Regt. ;

   

M.M., T.F. Nursing Service.

Cpl. E. A. EGERTON,V.C., Sherwood Foresters.
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Cpl. W. H. HEWITT, V.C.,
South African Infantry. Lancashire Fusiliers.

Sergt. JOSEPH LISTER, V.C., Pte. ALBERT HALTON,V.C., Pte. ARTHUR HUTT, V.C.,
K,O.R. Lancashire Regt. 4

Cpl. FILIP KONOWAL,V.C,,
Royal Warwickshire Regt. Canadian Infantry.
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Capt. J.W. HART, M.C. and
Bar. R.W. Surrey Regt.

 

.C.. Vancouver Regt,
Coy.-S.-M. ROBERT HANNA, (Cpl, E. SHOTTER, M.M. and Cpl. R. FOWLER, D.C.M.,

¥ Bar. R.G.A. Killed.
Cant. J. F. McG. SLOAN, M.C,

Border Regt. and Bat, R.A,M.C.".
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 eee:

Y war hero-is
M not Sir Doug-

las Haig,
great as have been
his services to our
country, nor is it Sir
Julian Byng, nor Sir
Herbert Plumer, nor
the late Sir Stanley

: . Maude, It is not even
Michael O'Leary, or the Australian Jacka,
or Drummer Ritchie, or any of the other
brave men wha have won the Victoria
Cross, It is Lieut. Henry Webber, of the
South Lancashires.

On, July 28th, 1916, the following
appeared ‘in the obituary columns of the
“Times”; ‘' Webber.—Killed in. action,
on July 21st, Henry - Webber, of Horley,
Surrey, J.P.. for the ceunty. of Surrey,
lieutenant, South Lancashire Regt., aged
68 years.’ Many doubtless thought, on
reading this, that the compositor had for
once made a mistake and had put 68 in
error, perhaps, for 38 or 48. But it was
not so. Henry Webber was killed in
action when 68 years of age. Just before
his end he wrote : ‘‘ Well, here | amin the

- thick of it, very fit and well, very happy,
and liking my work.”’

Apart from any personal interest, how-
ever, this tells a little of the doings. of the

South Lancashires. On July rst the
Battle of the Somme opened, and on the
12th Webber ‘wrote: ‘We haye been
absolutely in the thickest part of it, and
the regiment has received the special
thanks ofthe general for the work it has
done’ -~It then went to the rear for a
five days’ rest, after which it-was fighting
again, and it was evidently in thisfurther

E fighting that this old soldier was killed.
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iS Battle of the Somme aS

same day, there was another death in the
ranks of the South Lancashires which

aroused. a good deal of interest; » Lieut.
R. G. Garvin, the only son of the editor
of the ‘‘ Observer,’’ was twenty years old,
and had shown markedintellectual gifts,
whenhe fell., He was in command of his
company at the time, and was killed
while. directing its. movements in a
hazardous operation.

- information we know that the South
Lanéashires were engaged in the Battle of
the Somme, both in the early fury of July.
and in its later stages. It was also in the
fighting of 1917. More than once the
Commander-in-Chief has mentioned in
his short despatches the gallantry of
Lancashire troops, and among these we
know the South Lancashires to have been.
In July it was announced that one of
them, Private John Readitt, had been
awardedthe Victoria Cross for aets of
bravery which had enabled his battalion
to maintain its position ata most critical

. time;.and a numberof other honours bore
' concurrent. testimony to the activities of

_ this particular regiment. But as regards
. its) different. battalions, Regulars, Terri-  “-. todates and places. ‘

| Earlier, ix the war it was different.
» While the 1stBattalion remained in India,
Oh the 2nd went to the front, as part: of the
U 3rd. Division, at the very. first, and on

'<* Monday, August 24th, ror4, it was holding
- back the German advance a little to the
south of Mons, an action which cost it

   

  

- In the same week, quite possibly on the —

From. these and other isolated bits of

torials, and Service, we know nothing as —

several hundred men. On the next day
the battalion performed a similar. task,
and again incurred serious losses. ’

Withthe rest of the British forces, the

South Lancashires retreated almost to
Paris, and then advanced to the Aisne,
which they crossed near Condé, After
some fighting there, the men found them-
selves transferred to Ilanders. In
October they were fighting around La
Bassée, and on the 24th their brigade,

the 7th, had a particularly bad time. At
the end of the month they were relieved
by the Indian troops. During the winter
they, like other units, alternated weeks

im wet and muddy trenches with days in
billets behind the lines. ;

In the assault on Neuve Chapelle in
March, 1915, the South Lancashires took
no part, but they continued their every-
day work, digging, patrolling, watching,
firing, and all the other incidentals of

trench warfare ; and so did two Terri-

torial battalions of the regiment, which

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—LIIL

THE SOUTH LANCASHIRES
the neck of that ill-omened peninsula.
In the attack made on ChunukBair, on
August 7th, the Lancashires were in
reserve ; but when a fresh one .was
planned for the following day, they were
in General Cox’s columnof assault. They
made their way up the ridge for some
distance, in spite of determined opposi-
tion, but their great effort was on the gth,

On that day the attack was renewed.
With some Indian troops by their side,
the South Lancashites won the coveted

crest, and could see far beneath them the
waters of the Hellespont, and even the
Asiatic shore, along which motors were
bringing supplies to the lighters.

In Gallipoli

The sequel is one of the few things to
which the word “tragedy” can really be
applied. The plan was for another
column to join them there; but this,
owing to the darkness and the awful
country, lost its way. They waited for
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{Gale and- Polden. ~

OFFICERS OF THE SOUTH: BANCASHIRE REGIMENT.—Back row. (left to: right): See.
Lieuts. R. H. Ogilsvy, L. M. Dean, J. O. Cocking, H. West, R. Young, and J, E, Goodwin... Middle
row; Lieut. J. L. Hadfield, Lieut. H. H, 'Timson, Sec.-Lieut. R. B. Paul, Sec.-Lieut. A. A. Nimmo,

 Sec.-Lieut. W. H. E, Holland, Sec Lieut. L.E. Tanton. Seated: Capt. A. . Wallis, Capt. Mz L. B. 
Gould, Lieut.-Col. D.-Bates (commanding officer), Major A. H. Schultz (adjutant); Capt. Co Wi
Stephenson, Capt. J. A. Crowe. On ground: Sec.-Lieut, W. Dickinson and Lieut. T, Ms, Donald._

were at the front early in 1915. These
were the 4th from Warrington and. the
5th from St. Helens, and from each men

were rewarded for acts of special bravery
about this time. :
On the opening day of the Battle.of-Loos

September 25th, the South Lancashires
fought in a smaller battle, one subsidiary
to the big one. This was at Hooge. At
4.30 in the morning their division
attacked. and seized a ridge. This.
success, tenrporary though it was, caused”
the Germans to hurry up reserves there,
instead of sending them to Loos, and
having brought-about this, our men gave
up much of the ground they hadtaken. .
The South Lancashire Regiment, mean-

while, was contributing battalions to the
New Army, and some time in 1915 oneof,
these, the 6th, went out to Gallipoli. They.
were sent to help the Anzacs, and were in
the fights of August, our last desperate
-attempts to throttle the Turks holding

it, hut in vain, To quote from.Sir Ian

Hamilton’s despateh, instead there came

suddenly a salvo.of.heavy shell, The
Turkish Aeader was quick te seize his
chance. He rallied his troops, and a
counter-charge drove our handful of

Lancashires and Gurkhas over the crest.
The South Lancashire Regiment, the old

4oth and 82nd of the Line, took part in
the conquest of Canada, and_ suffered

terribly. in San Domingo in 1795.. ‘The
tst Battalion was, under Abercromby in
Egypt in 1801, and in South America in
1807, while the 2nd shared in the attack
on Copenhagenin the same year, . In the
Peninsular War. both. battalions won
splendid reputations. -The ist Battalion
was in the. squares of Waterloo, and in
1841 in Afghanistan; the 2nd-was in
India during the Mutiny. The rst won
a* great name in South Africa in 1900,
especially during the battles for the Relief
of Ladysmith, ~~: 2 A.W. BR.
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RIVATE MICHAEL O'ROURKE, V.C., Canadian Infantry, for three
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Dr. Elsie Inglis, Commissioner of the London Units of theSeottish W omen’s

Hospitals, of which she was the originator, died at Newcastle-on-Tyne,

November 26th, immediately after bringing her unit in sa ety back from

Archangel. Daughter of John Forbes David Inglis, LC.S,, Chief Commissioner

at Lucknow, she was educated in Paris and Edinburgh, where she received

her medical training, She went tto Serbia in April, 1915, -and_ rendered

devoted service during the typhns scourge. She was taken prisoner with her

staff at Krushevatz, and after suffering much hardship was released and sent

home. Later she went to the Dobruja, and accompanied the Rumanian

retreat with the Southern Slay Division, with which she remained until her

return from Russia. The Crown Prince of Serbia conferred upon her the

Order of the White Eagle, She was fhe only woman whe has received

vis honour. ; Se, Sa
- Sister Dorothy A. Laughton, M.M., Territorial Force Nursing Service, is a

daughter of the late Sir. John Laughton, and has been nursing in France for

three years. She was in charge of a casualty clearing-station which was

severely bombed by the Germans, andfor her great courage and devotion was

awarded the Military Medal, which conferred upon her by the King in

person. Sister Dorothy Laughton has previously been mentioned in despatches.
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Royal Fusiliers.

  
Dr. ELSIE INGLIS,

Scottish Women’s Hospitals.

Sergt. J. MOLYNEUX, V.C.,  Sergt. W. F. BURMAN,V.C.,
Rifle Brigade.

Pte. CHARLES MELVIN,V.C., L.-Cpl. H. MUGFORD, V.C.,
R. Highrs. (Black Watch).

Pie. F. G. DUNCOX, V.C.,
Machine Gun Corps. Worcestershire Regt.

 

Left to-right : Pte. M. J. O
V.C., Royal Dublin Fusiliers ; Pte.

ROURKE,V.C., Canadian Infantry ; Sergt. J. OOKENDEN, Sister DOROTHY LAUGHTON,
W. H. BUTLER, V.C., West Yorkshire Regt. ;

   

M.M., T.F. Nursing Service.

Cpl. E. A. EGERTON,V.C., Sherwood Foresters.
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Cpl. W. H. HEWITT, V.C.,
South African Infantry. Lancashire Fusiliers.

Sergt. JOSEPH LISTER, V.C., Pte. ALBERT HALTON,V.C., Pte. ARTHUR HUTT, V.C.,
K,O.R. Lancashire Regt. 4

Cpl. FILIP KONOWAL,V.C,,
Royal Warwickshire Regt. Canadian Infantry.
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Capt. J.W. HART, M.C. and
Bar. R.W. Surrey Regt.

 

.C.. Vancouver Regt,
Coy.-S.-M. ROBERT HANNA, (Cpl, E. SHOTTER, M.M. and Cpl. R. FOWLER, D.C.M.,

¥ Bar. R.G.A. Killed.
Cant. J. F. McG. SLOAN, M.C,

Border Regt. and Bat, R.A,M.C.".
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 eee:

Y war hero-is
M not Sir Doug-

las Haig,
great as have been
his services to our
country, nor is it Sir
Julian Byng, nor Sir
Herbert Plumer, nor
the late Sir Stanley

: . Maude, It is not even
Michael O'Leary, or the Australian Jacka,
or Drummer Ritchie, or any of the other
brave men wha have won the Victoria
Cross, It is Lieut. Henry Webber, of the
South Lancashires.

On, July 28th, 1916, the following
appeared ‘in the obituary columns of the
“Times”; ‘' Webber.—Killed in. action,
on July 21st, Henry - Webber, of Horley,
Surrey, J.P.. for the ceunty. of Surrey,
lieutenant, South Lancashire Regt., aged
68 years.’ Many doubtless thought, on
reading this, that the compositor had for
once made a mistake and had put 68 in
error, perhaps, for 38 or 48. But it was
not so. Henry Webber was killed in
action when 68 years of age. Just before
his end he wrote : ‘‘ Well, here | amin the

- thick of it, very fit and well, very happy,
and liking my work.”’

Apart from any personal interest, how-
ever, this tells a little of the doings. of the

South Lancashires. On July rst the
Battle of the Somme opened, and on the
12th Webber ‘wrote: ‘We haye been
absolutely in the thickest part of it, and
the regiment has received the special
thanks ofthe general for the work it has
done’ -~It then went to the rear for a
five days’ rest, after which it-was fighting
again, and it was evidently in thisfurther

E fighting that this old soldier was killed.
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same day, there was another death in the
ranks of the South Lancashires which

aroused. a good deal of interest; » Lieut.
R. G. Garvin, the only son of the editor
of the ‘‘ Observer,’’ was twenty years old,
and had shown markedintellectual gifts,
whenhe fell., He was in command of his
company at the time, and was killed
while. directing its. movements in a
hazardous operation.

- information we know that the South
Lanéashires were engaged in the Battle of
the Somme, both in the early fury of July.
and in its later stages. It was also in the
fighting of 1917. More than once the
Commander-in-Chief has mentioned in
his short despatches the gallantry of
Lancashire troops, and among these we
know the South Lancashires to have been.
In July it was announced that one of
them, Private John Readitt, had been
awardedthe Victoria Cross for aets of
bravery which had enabled his battalion
to maintain its position ata most critical

. time;.and a numberof other honours bore
' concurrent. testimony to the activities of

_ this particular regiment. But as regards
. its) different. battalions, Regulars, Terri-  “-. todates and places. ‘

| Earlier, ix the war it was different.
» While the 1stBattalion remained in India,
Oh the 2nd went to the front, as part: of the
U 3rd. Division, at the very. first, and on

'<* Monday, August 24th, ror4, it was holding
- back the German advance a little to the
south of Mons, an action which cost it

   

  

- In the same week, quite possibly on the —

From. these and other isolated bits of

torials, and Service, we know nothing as —

several hundred men. On the next day
the battalion performed a similar. task,
and again incurred serious losses. ’

Withthe rest of the British forces, the

South Lancashires retreated almost to
Paris, and then advanced to the Aisne,
which they crossed near Condé, After
some fighting there, the men found them-
selves transferred to Ilanders. In
October they were fighting around La
Bassée, and on the 24th their brigade,

the 7th, had a particularly bad time. At
the end of the month they were relieved
by the Indian troops. During the winter
they, like other units, alternated weeks

im wet and muddy trenches with days in
billets behind the lines. ;

In the assault on Neuve Chapelle in
March, 1915, the South Lancashires took
no part, but they continued their every-
day work, digging, patrolling, watching,
firing, and all the other incidentals of

trench warfare ; and so did two Terri-

torial battalions of the regiment, which

RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—LIIL

THE SOUTH LANCASHIRES
the neck of that ill-omened peninsula.
In the attack made on ChunukBair, on
August 7th, the Lancashires were in
reserve ; but when a fresh one .was
planned for the following day, they were
in General Cox’s columnof assault. They
made their way up the ridge for some
distance, in spite of determined opposi-
tion, but their great effort was on the gth,

On that day the attack was renewed.
With some Indian troops by their side,
the South Lancashites won the coveted

crest, and could see far beneath them the
waters of the Hellespont, and even the
Asiatic shore, along which motors were
bringing supplies to the lighters.

In Gallipoli

The sequel is one of the few things to
which the word “tragedy” can really be
applied. The plan was for another
column to join them there; but this,
owing to the darkness and the awful
country, lost its way. They waited for
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{Gale and- Polden. ~

OFFICERS OF THE SOUTH: BANCASHIRE REGIMENT.—Back row. (left to: right): See.
Lieuts. R. H. Ogilsvy, L. M. Dean, J. O. Cocking, H. West, R. Young, and J, E, Goodwin... Middle
row; Lieut. J. L. Hadfield, Lieut. H. H, 'Timson, Sec.-Lieut. R. B. Paul, Sec.-Lieut. A. A. Nimmo,

 Sec.-Lieut. W. H. E, Holland, Sec Lieut. L.E. Tanton. Seated: Capt. A. . Wallis, Capt. Mz L. B. 
Gould, Lieut.-Col. D.-Bates (commanding officer), Major A. H. Schultz (adjutant); Capt. Co Wi
Stephenson, Capt. J. A. Crowe. On ground: Sec.-Lieut, W. Dickinson and Lieut. T, Ms, Donald._

were at the front early in 1915. These
were the 4th from Warrington and. the
5th from St. Helens, and from each men

were rewarded for acts of special bravery
about this time. :
On the opening day of the Battle.of-Loos

September 25th, the South Lancashires
fought in a smaller battle, one subsidiary
to the big one. This was at Hooge. At
4.30 in the morning their division
attacked. and seized a ridge. This.
success, tenrporary though it was, caused”
the Germans to hurry up reserves there,
instead of sending them to Loos, and
having brought-about this, our men gave
up much of the ground they hadtaken. .
The South Lancashire Regiment, mean-

while, was contributing battalions to the
New Army, and some time in 1915 oneof,
these, the 6th, went out to Gallipoli. They.
were sent to help the Anzacs, and were in
the fights of August, our last desperate
-attempts to throttle the Turks holding

it, hut in vain, To quote from.Sir Ian

Hamilton’s despateh, instead there came

suddenly a salvo.of.heavy shell, The
Turkish Aeader was quick te seize his
chance. He rallied his troops, and a
counter-charge drove our handful of

Lancashires and Gurkhas over the crest.
The South Lancashire Regiment, the old

4oth and 82nd of the Line, took part in
the conquest of Canada, and_ suffered

terribly. in San Domingo in 1795.. ‘The
tst Battalion was, under Abercromby in
Egypt in 1801, and in South America in
1807, while the 2nd shared in the attack
on Copenhagenin the same year, . In the
Peninsular War. both. battalions won
splendid reputations. -The ist Battalion
was in the. squares of Waterloo, and in
1841 in Afghanistan; the 2nd-was in
India during the Mutiny. The rst won
a* great name in South Africa in 1900,
especially during the battles for the Relief
of Ladysmith, ~~: 2 A.W. BR.
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T has been contended in these columns
more than once that the world had

been given long and repeated warnings of
the maleficent drift of German foreign
policy, but heeded them not. Nota little
remarkable in this connection is the
way in which German spokesmen took
Americansinto their confidence. Admiral
von Goetzen’s statement in 1898 to
Admiral Dewey that Germany would
commence its “ great.war’’ in about
fifteen -years from that date ~was quoted
recently. Io it may be added the
revelation of what happened to the
record of the interview Dr. William B.
Hale had with the Kaiser in Norwegian
waters in 1908. Dr. Hale was_ then
literary editor of the “‘ New York Times.”
The Kaiser, in addition to predicting a
world-war, referred to Great’ Britain in
terms which, in Dr. Hale’s opinion,

would, if published, have “caused an
Anglo-German war in twenty-four hours,”
and hecongratulated himself upon having
successfully sown the seeds of sedition
in India,

fs 1908, however, Germany had not
completed her preparations for world-

dominion. So the ‘“‘interview”’ was
suppressed, not only so far as the “‘ New
York Times ’’ was concerned, but again,
whenit had been preparedfor publication
in the “Century Magazine.’’ Within a
few weeks of granting the interview to
Dr. Hale, the Kaiser, his cunning for the
nonce getting the. better of his malice
against Great Britain, was foundtalking
to another newspaper correspondent.
This time he. said: “My heart is set
upon peace, and it is one of my dearest
wishes to live on the best of terms with
England.” It was not for nothing that
the German Emperor was compared to
Caligula,

‘Murder Most Foul”
VES the representatives of the

nations assembfe-forthefinal settle-
ment of:the Great War there will be laid

“before the representatives of Germany
affidavits, photographs, and other. legal
proofs that make the German’ atrocities
in. Belgium and France to be far better-
established than the .scalpings of. the.

‘Sioux Indians, the murders inthe Black
Hole of Calcutta, or the crimes of the ~
Spanish Inquisition,” These words form
the -burden of an address delivered at
Plymouth Church, Brooklyn, by Dr.
Newell Dwight Hillis, who spent July and —
August in the areas devastated by the ~

Hillis is one of the great.Huns.” Dr,
pulpit forces in the United States, and
deservedly so,. and his testimony, Sup-
ported as itis by hard, irrefragable facts, -
has had notaliffle to.do with the support ©

_ given to President. Wilsort by the best of-
‘the Americans of German birth. °
address, whith is entitled ‘‘ Murder Most
Foul,” may beobtained free at any of -
theshops or bookstalls of Messrs.W.H.°

Abetter corrective to the -
“of our own’ Dean‘

Smith & Son,
cloisteréd; ‘‘ gloom ”’
Inge could hardly be suggested. ~Itis a
clarion call to civilisation against the
hordes of the modern Antichrist, and

: The:

reminds one that in practical’ atheism

modern. Germany and revolutionary
‘Russia have found a bridge—or, perhaps,
one has foundit for the other.

Fiendish Ingenuity

S it was on the Somme, so has it been
on the Aisne, the German, when

forced into retreat, has deyoted devilish
cunning to the devising of murder traps
for those who have driven him to with-
drawal from territory he has polluted.
Here are some of the devices which an
American correspondent noted as: being
left behind by the enemy when he was
forced to retire on the Aisne :

Aninnocent-looking book:on.a table, which
would detonate a charge if touched;

Coal in buckets mixed with high explosive;
Telephone wires connected with hidden

mines;
Chair to blow up if sat upon ;
Fuses in chimneysof abandoned houses to

explode concealed mines;
Picture askew on the wall so that the

putting of it straight will cause explosion;
Wells infected with glanders virus.

The stage of culture reached by~ the
Germans of the twentieth century seems
to be just about that attributed to the
devil in medieval times,

[*

tricks practised by a people who know
not decency, whether in victory or defeat,
t-came also upon the following puerile
statement made by a German writer on
the death of the great French sculptor
Rodin: “‘ Rodin, like Shakespeare and
Michelangelo, belongs to. us .Germans,

for our claim on every great art creator is
one we will never allow anyone to
question.”
claim to possession of anything that it is
shown for its amusement—its “‘ Mine,
mine!’ when that, thing is removed. I
am reminded of the claim putforth in all
(Teuton) soberness over half a century
ago that ‘‘ Shakespeare’s soul was meant
for Germany, but an east. wind’ blowing
at the time carried it to, England,” It
‘was: a British. correspondent vin France
who.summed up.the German of to-day as

another part of the same. paper in

half devil and half child—the devil must.
be destroyed and the child tutored,

SP Nice, Clean Fighters te

RITING home to.a. friend at Horn-,
castle, Lincolnshire, a soldier says :

“We heard quite a characteristic ‘story
of theGermansthe other day, from a man’
who had just come back from one of the
ruined‘villages: on the French front.
Whenthe English got into the village they”
hunted round tor anything living in the
ruins.’ In the remains of a.church they
heard a cathowling mostfearfully:
ofour men _went in to'see what it was,

‘and found that the brutes had placed a
cat onone of the crucifixes of the church.

Oneof the men cut the wire whichtied it
on, and the whole fourwere, blown to
atoms, as the wire was “connected to a
mine. Nice, clean fighters, aren’t they ?”

which I saw this list of dastardly:

Here we have the infant’s

Four|

OoSditor’s

T was a happy idea on the part of the
“ Star ’’ to‘initiate a shilling Christ-

mas Comforts Fund on behalf of the men
on the barrage—i.e.,, the London anti-
aircraft ‘defences. The immediate re-
sponse of the public, represented by a
subscription within a few days of 63,099
shillings, speaks eloquently of general
appreciation. The starting of this fund
has made the public familiar with the
conditions of onerous and exacting and
dangerous work mostcheerfully and ably
done, To. those who desire a_ closer
knowledge of the work and training of the
Royal Plying Corps and its kindred
organisation, the Royal Naval Air Service,
Tt gladly draw attention to two very
handsomely produced volumes, published _
respectively by the authority of the
REC, and the Admiralty, and issued at
2s. 6d. net by the “ Illustrated London
News.” Lord Hugh Cecil describes the
work of theR.F.C. and Sir Eric Geddes,
the First Lord of the Admiralty, that of
the R.N.A.S.* Each volumeis illustrated
in photogravure very fully, with a careful
view to instruct as well as interest. By.
the way, ]_am glad to see that the shilling
booklet, ‘‘ Our King ‘and Queen in. the
Great War,” to which J dréw attention a’
week ago, is meeting’ with that widespread
appreciation it so thoroughly deserves.

The Navy that Flies
ONDERFUL, heroic, sometimes

' -tragic,-:are the stories that +lie
behind the brief summaries of theofficial
‘“« Aviation reports ’’ which. we get in the
daily papers. War correspondents are
occasionally able to amplify these tabloid
statements with some particulars. ‘For -
the miost part, however, we are left to
imagine the details of doings summed up
in a word of two of the official reports.
Mr. Edgar C. Middleton, who has himself
been a pilot, has written a fascinating
volume “which ~ will at least serve to
quicken the imagination of the readers
of the briei —‘ officials.” It is entitled
‘* Glorious Exploits of the Air”? (Simpkin,
Marshall, 3s. 6d- net), -and gives -brief,
flying. glimpses of ‘some of the amazing
deeds of the men in that service which he
termsthe Navy, that flies. Altogetheritis
a volume which I can cordially comniend
to the notice of all. readers who- wish
to learn more about“ the newene

oftthe:air.

ME; JOHN. SH MARGERISON, who
has recently ‘set forth some more

tales of the Navy Trade in a capitallittle
volume: entitled ‘Periscope and =Pro-°
peller ’ (C: Arthur Pearson, Is. 3d> net),
and whose narratives of ‘soldiers’ -and
sailors’ actual ‘experiences will be remem-
bered by readers of THE War_ ILtus-
“TRATED, “has completed a ‘striking new
series of papers which commence in this
issue. These. papers deal in a very graphic
fashion with life in various branches of
the Services, and will, I think, go far to.
justify *the reviewer of one of-~ Mr.
Margetison’s “books: whocompared his
work with thatof Mr. vee Kipling. S

aTG:
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SOME LETTERS
NE of my small accomplishments is

making tidy parcels, and I have

been called upon to exhibit my deitness

in this respect rather often lately. ‘One

occasion lingers in my mind because ct

the articles which I was asked to pack

properly tor transmission to a soldier in

France. They were a circular tin of

cigarettes, a tin of shaving-soap and a

toothbrush, a small powder-puif in an

antimony box, with a toilet preparation

called poudye d'amour, two packets of

trench vermin-killer, a box of dates, a

copy cf Palgrave’s ‘‘ Golden Treasury of

Songs and Lyrics,” and a closed envelope

containing a photograph and, I assume, a

letter. She stood by my side while I

arranged the articles, and smiled mistily

at myglance of inquiry at the powder and

powder-puff. “‘ It’s a pretty name,’’ she

said. referring to the powder, “‘ and it's

nice after shaving. is skin's so tender.’

And she ran away for a minute—to cry,I

am sure. :

 

y wasa pukka little parcel when I had

finished with it, though I say it as

shouldn’t, and I wish I knew the man to

whom it was sent. As I made up the

parcel for him, 1 thought the various

articles in it told much about his character.

The shaving-soap and the toothbrush

were necessaries to an English lad,

fastidious about his bodily cleanliness.

The powder and puff for his tender skin

suggested a proper liking forlittle luxuries
in normal times, and perhaps the tauch of
dandiness that is so right and delightiut
in very young manhood. Fhe closed
envelope was filled with sentiment. The
book indicated an instinctive enjoyment
of good expression of the genius of his

 

URnatural curiosity about the manner
of lite of the men of our Army is

insatiable, and on many aspects of it the
brilliant war correspondents to whom we
are grateful for so much “have neither
time nor space to dwell. We can only
learn something about these from the
letters written home by observant men
which find their way. imto print; a
number very large already and of quality
truly wonderful. I read avidly all that
comesmy way, whether in the columns of
newspapers or between boards as books.
And one volume. lent to me a day or two
ago, has told me a good deal about the
feilows to the young soldier for whom I
tied up that parcel s»> carefully under
his sweetheart’s watching, humid eyes.

“THE Kitten in the Crater’ (Kelly)
is a collection of letters on hfe

and thought at the front, written

quickly in odd moments and in re-
sponse to some direct motion of the
soul, by the Rev. Thomas Tiplady, a
Chaplain to the
presume,to the 56thDivision ot London
Territorials, to the officers and men of
which the bookis dedicated. The period
covered is between March7th and
December 31st. 1916, and theone word
**Somme*’ will serve to suggest the
magnitude ot the events of which the

“padre was a witness. Of the events
themselves, their purpose and their scope,
he t us nothing, for they were not his

|. subject. Of the men who took part in
them he tells us much, and asa study of

Forces, attached, I

a °

OUR ORSERWVATION POST

the human factor in the war his bookis as
encouraging as it is absorbing; for in a
long war the human factor is the chief

factor, and he is able to give pictures from
life of a healthy Army,a contented Army,
and a winning Army.

* E have the best-washed Army that
ever took the field,” is one of his

remarks, and I think at once of that

shaving-soap and toothbrush thatI
packed uptor one artilleryman. He
some of our men coming out of the
trenches after spending several days there
in wet which had reduced them to an
awful condition. One platoon was headed
by a young oficer from Manchester, an
exceptionally strong man, yet so exhausted
that he could hardly drag his teet along.
His face was wreathed in smiles. The
padre looked at the mud on his tunic and
then at his face, which might just have
come out of a bath-room.. “ You man-
aged to get a shave?” the padre said.
“Yes; I was expecting visitors!’ the
officer replied, and roared at the absurdity
of the idea of receiving daintily-dressed
ladies in such a-hole. The padre saw the
regiment next day ; there was a smile on
every face, but not a hair nor a speck of
dirt; every particle of trench mire had
gone from their clothing and boots, and
yet they had toreturn to the trenches at
night to dig till daylight. However our
Army may rank in respect of godliness,
it is first in the world in respect of
cleanliness.

OWdoes it stand in respect of gadli-
hess ?- Mr. Tiplady says a good

deal about the British soldier’s religion
and morals, and his considered opinion is
that Christ stands behind all his moral

 

We’re Coming!
WE reproduce this weck, frony the “North

oCarolina Gazette,” the first and the two
concluding stanzas of astirring variant. by Judge
Stephen C Bragaw, of the famous war song “ We
Are Com-ng, Father Abrahem.” whieh was a slogan
of the Federal Army m the American Civil War.
The authentic note of an iron purpose rings
through the whole poem.

E are coming, Mother Englatid, we are
coming millionsstrong.

Hands across the sea are reaching, gripped to rid
the world of wrong :

Weare coming,stricken Belgium, there with you
to face the foe,

Pledged to make the haughty Prussian pay in
full for all your woe. ee

Weare coming, men of Europe, we are coming
millions stronz. : ;

There to stay and ne'erto falter, tho’ the fight
be hard and long. i

““To the end” shall be our slogan—for the
world it SHALLbefree, ct

Andthe evil power of despots crushed at last on
land and sea.

Hohenzollerns, Hapsburgs, hearken to the fast
approaching beat _ “ak ‘

Of the footsteps of a nation that has never known
defeat, ts

Clad in armour of the righteous, caring naught
for Germanmight,

We are comiag, we are coming, there to win or_
die for right.

FROM APADRE
and religious thinking, behind his entire
lite, influencing it mildly yet very strongly.
There is not a man in the Army, he says,
who could be induced by any considera-
tion whatever to fire a shot at one of the
wayside Calvaries which impressthemall
so much; they represent Christ, “ the
white Man,” theey Man. And in a letter

on “ Tommy’s Morals,” he sets the
British soldier’s courage, fortitude, cheer-

fulmess, self-denial, generosity, honesty,

loyalty, obedience, forgiving spirit, and
love ot duty and home and country before
us, and asks confidently for our answer
that these things are worth at least as
much as the negative virtues that pass
current for “‘ morality.” at home—to wit,
abstention- trom sexual immorality,

drunkenness, andswearing. :

URTHER, with regard to these, Mr.

Tiplady declares that if there are
iewer strict teetotallers in the Army in
France than in civil life, there are also
fewer drunkards; that in the trenches
there is no possibility of immorality, and
that in the villages where the men rest
when out of the trenches he has never
seen or heard of any misconduct; and
that with regard to ‘“‘ bad”. language,
much ofit is not morally bad at all, but
merety misuse of words, the excision of
five or six words from the Army vocabul-
ary would remove almost the entire cause
of complaint trom fastidious critics whe,
pending the performance of that im-
probable operation, might find some
comfort in the reflection that the men use
the wordsas a rule without the slightest
thought of their meaning.

BOUT his sentiment and his high
“ spirits: there are \ many most

illuminating remarks. ‘‘ Day and mght
these soldiers dream of home. There is
not a man in the Army who dare sing
«Home, Sweet Home,” and not one who
dare play it on a gramophone. The men
could not stand it, and no one dare try
them with it.” Few things are more
poignant and pregnant with suggestion
than that. And, on the other hand, the
merriment which overflows from them is
their compensation for the hardships and
dangers they undergo. “Even to the
trenches, or to battle they set off trom
their billets with shouting and laughter,”
not a little to the concern of some people —
at home, who fear that it shows reckless-

ness and failure to realise the possibility
of being suddenly swept into eternity.

R. TIPLADY takes another view,
which [ much-prefer. ‘‘ Who else

have such a right to laugh and be care-
Jess ? Have they not oftered their all—
layingit upon the altar ?- There is hardly
a boy ever goesintobattle who does not
beforehand give his mother’s address tea
chum, They have séen and heard too
much not to meditate seviously on the
nearness, and meaning of death. Yet
they set out to meet it laughing. And
whynot? Is God sn very terrible? He
is not some.pitiless monster of righteous-
ness. Heis a Father.
child rush into a tather’s room with
shouting and laughter? 1} think our
soldiers’ langhter is due to a deeper faith
“than ours. i
the truth has made them free.”

Cc. M.

 Ce-

And may not a_

They know the truth, and

: D22=S
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SOME LETTERS
NE of my small accomplishments is

making tidy parcels, and I have

been called upon to exhibit my deitness

in this respect rather often lately. ‘One

occasion lingers in my mind because ct

the articles which I was asked to pack

properly tor transmission to a soldier in

France. They were a circular tin of

cigarettes, a tin of shaving-soap and a

toothbrush, a small powder-puif in an

antimony box, with a toilet preparation

called poudye d'amour, two packets of

trench vermin-killer, a box of dates, a

copy cf Palgrave’s ‘‘ Golden Treasury of

Songs and Lyrics,” and a closed envelope

containing a photograph and, I assume, a

letter. She stood by my side while I

arranged the articles, and smiled mistily

at myglance of inquiry at the powder and

powder-puff. “‘ It’s a pretty name,’’ she

said. referring to the powder, “‘ and it's

nice after shaving. is skin's so tender.’

And she ran away for a minute—to cry,I

am sure. :

 

y wasa pukka little parcel when I had

finished with it, though I say it as

shouldn’t, and I wish I knew the man to

whom it was sent. As I made up the

parcel for him, 1 thought the various

articles in it told much about his character.

The shaving-soap and the toothbrush

were necessaries to an English lad,

fastidious about his bodily cleanliness.

The powder and puff for his tender skin

suggested a proper liking forlittle luxuries
in normal times, and perhaps the tauch of
dandiness that is so right and delightiut
in very young manhood. Fhe closed
envelope was filled with sentiment. The
book indicated an instinctive enjoyment
of good expression of the genius of his

 

URnatural curiosity about the manner
of lite of the men of our Army is

insatiable, and on many aspects of it the
brilliant war correspondents to whom we
are grateful for so much “have neither
time nor space to dwell. We can only
learn something about these from the
letters written home by observant men
which find their way. imto print; a
number very large already and of quality
truly wonderful. I read avidly all that
comesmy way, whether in the columns of
newspapers or between boards as books.
And one volume. lent to me a day or two
ago, has told me a good deal about the
feilows to the young soldier for whom I
tied up that parcel s»> carefully under
his sweetheart’s watching, humid eyes.

“THE Kitten in the Crater’ (Kelly)
is a collection of letters on hfe

and thought at the front, written

quickly in odd moments and in re-
sponse to some direct motion of the
soul, by the Rev. Thomas Tiplady, a
Chaplain to the
presume,to the 56thDivision ot London
Territorials, to the officers and men of
which the bookis dedicated. The period
covered is between March7th and
December 31st. 1916, and theone word
**Somme*’ will serve to suggest the
magnitude ot the events of which the

“padre was a witness. Of the events
themselves, their purpose and their scope,
he t us nothing, for they were not his

|. subject. Of the men who took part in
them he tells us much, and asa study of
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the human factor in the war his bookis as
encouraging as it is absorbing; for in a
long war the human factor is the chief

factor, and he is able to give pictures from
life of a healthy Army,a contented Army,
and a winning Army.

* E have the best-washed Army that
ever took the field,” is one of his

remarks, and I think at once of that

shaving-soap and toothbrush thatI
packed uptor one artilleryman. He
some of our men coming out of the
trenches after spending several days there
in wet which had reduced them to an
awful condition. One platoon was headed
by a young oficer from Manchester, an
exceptionally strong man, yet so exhausted
that he could hardly drag his teet along.
His face was wreathed in smiles. The
padre looked at the mud on his tunic and
then at his face, which might just have
come out of a bath-room.. “ You man-
aged to get a shave?” the padre said.
“Yes; I was expecting visitors!’ the
officer replied, and roared at the absurdity
of the idea of receiving daintily-dressed
ladies in such a-hole. The padre saw the
regiment next day ; there was a smile on
every face, but not a hair nor a speck of
dirt; every particle of trench mire had
gone from their clothing and boots, and
yet they had toreturn to the trenches at
night to dig till daylight. However our
Army may rank in respect of godliness,
it is first in the world in respect of
cleanliness.

OWdoes it stand in respect of gadli-
hess ?- Mr. Tiplady says a good

deal about the British soldier’s religion
and morals, and his considered opinion is
that Christ stands behind all his moral

 

We’re Coming!
WE reproduce this weck, frony the “North

oCarolina Gazette,” the first and the two
concluding stanzas of astirring variant. by Judge
Stephen C Bragaw, of the famous war song “ We
Are Com-ng, Father Abrahem.” whieh was a slogan
of the Federal Army m the American Civil War.
The authentic note of an iron purpose rings
through the whole poem.

E are coming, Mother Englatid, we are
coming millionsstrong.

Hands across the sea are reaching, gripped to rid
the world of wrong :

Weare coming,stricken Belgium, there with you
to face the foe,

Pledged to make the haughty Prussian pay in
full for all your woe. ee

Weare coming, men of Europe, we are coming
millions stronz. : ;

There to stay and ne'erto falter, tho’ the fight
be hard and long. i

““To the end” shall be our slogan—for the
world it SHALLbefree, ct

Andthe evil power of despots crushed at last on
land and sea.

Hohenzollerns, Hapsburgs, hearken to the fast
approaching beat _ “ak ‘

Of the footsteps of a nation that has never known
defeat, ts

Clad in armour of the righteous, caring naught
for Germanmight,

We are comiag, we are coming, there to win or_
die for right.

FROM APADRE
and religious thinking, behind his entire
lite, influencing it mildly yet very strongly.
There is not a man in the Army, he says,
who could be induced by any considera-
tion whatever to fire a shot at one of the
wayside Calvaries which impressthemall
so much; they represent Christ, “ the
white Man,” theey Man. And in a letter

on “ Tommy’s Morals,” he sets the
British soldier’s courage, fortitude, cheer-

fulmess, self-denial, generosity, honesty,

loyalty, obedience, forgiving spirit, and
love ot duty and home and country before
us, and asks confidently for our answer
that these things are worth at least as
much as the negative virtues that pass
current for “‘ morality.” at home—to wit,
abstention- trom sexual immorality,

drunkenness, andswearing. :

URTHER, with regard to these, Mr.

Tiplady declares that if there are
iewer strict teetotallers in the Army in
France than in civil life, there are also
fewer drunkards; that in the trenches
there is no possibility of immorality, and
that in the villages where the men rest
when out of the trenches he has never
seen or heard of any misconduct; and
that with regard to ‘“‘ bad”. language,
much ofit is not morally bad at all, but
merety misuse of words, the excision of
five or six words from the Army vocabul-
ary would remove almost the entire cause
of complaint trom fastidious critics whe,
pending the performance of that im-
probable operation, might find some
comfort in the reflection that the men use
the wordsas a rule without the slightest
thought of their meaning.

BOUT his sentiment and his high
“ spirits: there are \ many most

illuminating remarks. ‘‘ Day and mght
these soldiers dream of home. There is
not a man in the Army who dare sing
«Home, Sweet Home,” and not one who
dare play it on a gramophone. The men
could not stand it, and no one dare try
them with it.” Few things are more
poignant and pregnant with suggestion
than that. And, on the other hand, the
merriment which overflows from them is
their compensation for the hardships and
dangers they undergo. “Even to the
trenches, or to battle they set off trom
their billets with shouting and laughter,”
not a little to the concern of some people —
at home, who fear that it shows reckless-

ness and failure to realise the possibility
of being suddenly swept into eternity.

R. TIPLADY takes another view,
which [ much-prefer. ‘‘ Who else

have such a right to laugh and be care-
Jess ? Have they not oftered their all—
layingit upon the altar ?- There is hardly
a boy ever goesintobattle who does not
beforehand give his mother’s address tea
chum, They have séen and heard too
much not to meditate seviously on the
nearness, and meaning of death. Yet
they set out to meet it laughing. And
whynot? Is God sn very terrible? He
is not some.pitiless monster of righteous-
ness. Heis a Father.
child rush into a tather’s room with
shouting and laughter? 1} think our
soldiers’ langhter is due to a deeper faith
“than ours. i
the truth has made them free.”

Cc. M.

 Ce-

And may not a_

They know the truth, and
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WHAT REALLY HAPPENED AT KUT
HE most tragic thing about the

tragedy of Kut is that Sir Charles
Townshend and the heroic 6th

Division might have been saved. There
was one moment when the road to Kut
lay open and undefended. I propose to
relate and to examinehere the story of

that unfortunate failure.
Sir Charles Townshend was shut up in

Kut on December 4th, 1915, with about

9,500. effective troops; 3,500 followers,
and 1,500 sick and wounded. TheTigris
Corps, which included units brought from

France and Egypt, was hastily formed to
relieve him. General Aylmer was in com-
mand of the Tigris Corps, and General

Gorringe was his Chief of Staff.
The Turks six fortified positions

astride the Tigris below Kut. The
advance of the relieving force began on
January 4th, 1916, and two days later
an attack was made on the Yurkish
positions at Sheikh Saad, about forty-five
miles by water from Kut. General Young-
husband was in immediate command, and
he attacked on the left bank on January
6th and 7th. His attempts to outdank

enemy failed, and our casualties
nounted to 4,262, including 4133 British

officers. The Turks voluntarily aban-
doned their position on January gth, and
retired ten miles upstream'to the Wadi.
The attack on the Wadi was made on

January 13th. General Kemball made a
fr al advance,-while Younghusband,
with the bulk of our forces, attempted

a wide turning movement. Younghusband
was held up, and Kembail’s force, moving
fonward under a murderous fire, could

not get to close quarters. Wehad 1,600
casualties, including forty British officers.
Duringthe night the Turks retired to the
Umm-el-Hannahdefile.

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

 

Three Unhappy Battles

The 7th Drvision-under Younghusband,

‘ittacked Umm-el-Hannah on January
3rd Division, under General
ther with artillery, co-operat-

ing’ on the right bank. A splendid
battalion of the Black Watch, brigaded
with two Indian battalions, carried the

irst line of the enemytrenches, but was
driven ont. The weather was shocking
and the battlefield a swamp. Onur casi

numbered 2,741, including 78 British
officers, and Kut was stili over thirty

miles away by the winding river route.
In these three unhappy battles, the

very names of which are hardly known
to the bulk of the British public, we
suffered 8,606 casualties, including 251
British oficers. There can be no doubt that
the Turks played with us. They tooka
heavy toll of our unfortunate men, who

  

  

 

  

   

 

 

were advancing over heavy open ground-
with inadequate artillery preparation,
and in one instance with no artillery
protection at all. Having mown down
our troops, they retired-comiortably after
dark. The whole story ofthese battles,
and of the men. who directed them, must

be told some day. Sheikh Saad repre-
sented the biggest losses the British have
sustained in any battle we have ever
fought inAsia, and it is explicitly stated
in the Mesopotamia Report that it was
fought against orders.

General Aylmer then looked about for
an alternative scheme for relieving Kut.
The very last Turkish positions were

By Lovat Fraser
known as the Es Sinn line, and they

stretched for many miles astride the

Tigris at distances varying between six

to ten miles from the besieged town. The

right flank rested on a tributary water-

course called the Shatt-al-Hai; and its

keypoint was the formidable Dujailah

Redoubt, five miles south of the Tigris.
A couple of miles to the north of the
Dujailah was a smalier redoubt calléd
Sinn Aftar.

Attack on Dujailah

From the very beginning the story of
the attack on the Dujailah Redoubt is
enveloped in vagueness and uncertainty.
It is an established fact that owing to the
lack of water the Turks were in the habit
of only manning the redoubt by day, and
at nightfall most of the troops retired to
the Tigris, while others fell back to smalf
camps some distance in the rear. General
Gorrmge, the Chief of Staff, told the
Mesopotamia Commission that he was
aware that the redoubt.was almost empty
at night. Im faet, the whole basis of the
scheme of the attack seems to have been
that ifa force could be marched across the
desert under cover of darkness it might ~
have seized the redoubt before the bulk
of the Turks could arrive. So clearly was
this the case that the Vincent-Bingley
medical report actually states that the
original intentiom was to use the redoubt
after capture as a “place to collect the
wounded ’*’! On the other hand, General

Aylmer, who was in chief command,
informed the Commission that he “‘ knew
nothing of the short water supply: and
consequent weakness of the -garrison.”
Small wonder that “the Commission
describes this statement as “‘ bewildering.”
Whatever the reasons, the plan of the

operation was simple enough. ~Young-
husband on the left bank was to keep the
enemy busy in front of Umm-el-Hannah.
Two columns were to be assembled on the
otherside of the river after dark, and were
to march fourteen miles across the desert
to the Es Sinn lme. Halfway on the
march, Keary, with the night column, was
to diverge and get before the Sinn Aftar
Redoubt by daybreak.

 

  

‘‘Odds Against Success”

Kemball was to go on by a rather cir-
cuitous route with four brigades and
tackle the Dujailah Redoubt in-front and
fiank, while the cavalry brigade was to
work round the right flank of the whole
Es Sinn line. If the plan had succeeded,
the redoubt would have been carried, the
line would have been pierced, and Aylmer

would undoubtedly have been shaking
hands with Townshend bynightfall.
But General Neville Lyttelton, who has

analysed the plan, holds that “‘ the odds
against success were high.” He quotes

_ Kemball as saying that when Wolseley.
made a night march to attack TeL-el-Kebir
in 1882, heonly had to cover three and a

half miles with 13,000 men, and he allowed
them three and a half hours to complet
the march. Aylmer, with a “scratch ”
army of 20,000 men, planned to march

fourteen miles in the dark in ninehours,
and Kemball contends that too much
was expected of the troops. .

Some of the forces. were late im arriving

at the rendezvous om the night of March
7th, 1916, and instead of starting at
9 o'clock the columm did not move off
until 10.22. One division lost its way,

and the men were so tired that they fell
asleep at the halts. Keary’s column was

in position before Sinn Aftar at 5.30 a.m.,
and the surprise was complete. Kemball’s

column, which had farther to go, was

1,500 yards short of the Dujailah at
6.30 a.m.
Even then the plan might have suc-

ceeded. Gorringe says that “ energetic
and bold action * on the part of Kemball
would have forestalled the enemy in
his attempts to reimforce the Dujailah,
and, after having sifted a good deal
of oral and written testimony furnished
by men who were present, I hold that
Gorringe is right. This is also the
opinion of General Lake, the Commander-
in-Chief, as stated in his despatch.” If
Kemball had pushed straight through,
the Dujailah would have fallen at once,

and Kut would have been saved. . When
one of his brigades Jay down only five
hundred yards from the redowbt they
could see the Turks running to man it:
Yet it is understcod that Kembail’s

explanation has been accepted, and
nothing in this discussion must be held
to suggest that because he did not in-
stantly attack he is therefore blame-
worthy. -Lake’s despatch says that
“time was lost by waiting for the guns
to register and to carry out reconnais-
sances.” : ;

On the Edge of Success

Most of the statements I have scen
declare that Aylmer’s orders distinctly
were that no attack was to be made
without artillery preparation, and that
Kemball adhered to his instructions.
Tt is at this poimt that J, like the Com-
mission, grow bewildered, for Aylmer’s
headquarters were-only two miles behind.
If the- way was elear, why were nearly
three hours wasted over the guns 2
Kemball eventually attacked at about

9 a.m., and, though he was supported by
Keary, his “men could not reach the
redoubt. One of Kemball’s contentions,

bythe way, is that when Keary’s column
saw at daybreak that the Dujailah was
empty, they should have been put in at
once, and I think this is sound. At 5.15
im the afternoon the attack on the Dujailah
was renewed, and this time some of the
battalions, including one or more of
Keary’s, actually stormed the redoubt
and stayed there fifteen minutes. They
were then driven out by a heavy counter-
attack, accompanied by strong shrapnel
fire, but one who was there has said:
‘Another 500 men in support, and we
shouldhave held it.” Why were they not
forthcoming ?_ I do not know. Our
losses were 470 killed and 2,877 wounded
and missing. ~~ g ~
- The troops remained before the Es Sinn
lines all that night, and Aylmer ordered
“a-withdrawal at daybreakon March ‘oth
owing to lack of water. Kemball wanted
to attack again, and said he had enough
water for his own men, but permission
was refused. Aylmer was recalled on
March12th, and Gorringe succeeded. him.
There was never afterwards any real
chance of felieving Kut, and Townshend
surrendered on April 29th, 1916.
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““What’s up now 2?” The dog, a regimental pet accustomedto go into the trenches every night, was photographed just as he caughti : 7 e 23 9g
sight of a lorry starting without him. Right: A trusty and reliable dog left on guard over his master’s rifle and kit.
 

 

   
A regimental cook at work in circumstances of elemental simplicity saves himself the trouble of fetching water byfilling his kettle with

snow. Right: A wiring-party passing a heavy gun when going out to strengthen positions in the neighbourhood of Arras.

  

 

   
  
Heavy going. A despatch-rider ploughing his way over the trackless winter waste, and (right) a motor-car barred fromfurther

progress to the front by the soft but impervious snow lying axle-deep upon the road.
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‘‘Odds Against Success”

Kemball was to go on by a rather cir-
cuitous route with four brigades and
tackle the Dujailah Redoubt in-front and
fiank, while the cavalry brigade was to
work round the right flank of the whole
Es Sinn line. If the plan had succeeded,
the redoubt would have been carried, the
line would have been pierced, and Aylmer

would undoubtedly have been shaking
hands with Townshend bynightfall.
But General Neville Lyttelton, who has

analysed the plan, holds that “‘ the odds
against success were high.” He quotes

_ Kemball as saying that when Wolseley.
made a night march to attack TeL-el-Kebir
in 1882, heonly had to cover three and a

half miles with 13,000 men, and he allowed
them three and a half hours to complet
the march. Aylmer, with a “scratch ”
army of 20,000 men, planned to march

fourteen miles in the dark in ninehours,
and Kemball contends that too much
was expected of the troops. .

Some of the forces. were late im arriving

at the rendezvous om the night of March
7th, 1916, and instead of starting at
9 o'clock the columm did not move off
until 10.22. One division lost its way,

and the men were so tired that they fell
asleep at the halts. Keary’s column was

in position before Sinn Aftar at 5.30 a.m.,
and the surprise was complete. Kemball’s

column, which had farther to go, was

1,500 yards short of the Dujailah at
6.30 a.m.
Even then the plan might have suc-

ceeded. Gorringe says that “ energetic
and bold action * on the part of Kemball
would have forestalled the enemy in
his attempts to reimforce the Dujailah,
and, after having sifted a good deal
of oral and written testimony furnished
by men who were present, I hold that
Gorringe is right. This is also the
opinion of General Lake, the Commander-
in-Chief, as stated in his despatch.” If
Kemball had pushed straight through,
the Dujailah would have fallen at once,

and Kut would have been saved. . When
one of his brigades Jay down only five
hundred yards from the redowbt they
could see the Turks running to man it:
Yet it is understcod that Kembail’s

explanation has been accepted, and
nothing in this discussion must be held
to suggest that because he did not in-
stantly attack he is therefore blame-
worthy. -Lake’s despatch says that
“time was lost by waiting for the guns
to register and to carry out reconnais-
sances.” : ;

On the Edge of Success

Most of the statements I have scen
declare that Aylmer’s orders distinctly
were that no attack was to be made
without artillery preparation, and that
Kemball adhered to his instructions.
Tt is at this poimt that J, like the Com-
mission, grow bewildered, for Aylmer’s
headquarters were-only two miles behind.
If the- way was elear, why were nearly
three hours wasted over the guns 2
Kemball eventually attacked at about

9 a.m., and, though he was supported by
Keary, his “men could not reach the
redoubt. One of Kemball’s contentions,

bythe way, is that when Keary’s column
saw at daybreak that the Dujailah was
empty, they should have been put in at
once, and I think this is sound. At 5.15
im the afternoon the attack on the Dujailah
was renewed, and this time some of the
battalions, including one or more of
Keary’s, actually stormed the redoubt
and stayed there fifteen minutes. They
were then driven out by a heavy counter-
attack, accompanied by strong shrapnel
fire, but one who was there has said:
‘Another 500 men in support, and we
shouldhave held it.” Why were they not
forthcoming ?_ I do not know. Our
losses were 470 killed and 2,877 wounded
and missing. ~~ g ~
- The troops remained before the Es Sinn
lines all that night, and Aylmer ordered
“a-withdrawal at daybreakon March ‘oth
owing to lack of water. Kemball wanted
to attack again, and said he had enough
water for his own men, but permission
was refused. Aylmer was recalled on
March12th, and Gorringe succeeded. him.
There was never afterwards any real
chance of felieving Kut, and Townshend
surrendered on April 29th, 1916.
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““What’s up now 2?” The dog, a regimental pet accustomedto go into the trenches every night, was photographed just as he caughti : 7 e 23 9g
sight of a lorry starting without him. Right: A trusty and reliable dog left on guard over his master’s rifle and kit.
 

 

   
A regimental cook at work in circumstances of elemental simplicity saves himself the trouble of fetching water byfilling his kettle with

snow. Right: A wiring-party passing a heavy gun when going out to strengthen positions in the neighbourhood of Arras.

  

 

   
  
Heavy going. A despatch-rider ploughing his way over the trackless winter waste, and (right) a motor-car barred fromfurther

progress to the front by the soft but impervious snow lying axle-deep upon the road.
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  Albanian women bringing in goodly bundles of brushwood forthe Armouredcar, with a machine-gun turret, used on the Italian front.
Y camouflaging of the guns on the Balkan front. It carries forward “ cutters ”’ for getting through wire entanglements.
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Table laid as a *‘ booby trap’’ by the Turks at Gaza. Had anyone attempted to Native carrying a curious shrine at the summit of
partake a mine would have exploded. (British official photograph.) a pass in Mesopotamia. (British official.) : : se 7
 

 

    

 

 

 

              
 

   
 

 

; 5 ee British Yeomanry soldier standing in the entrance of a typical Men of a British Yeomanry regiment removing an “‘ officers’ mess ”
sa am ae SRNR SS * SESSA whee RASS é é ae é : house of one of the sheikhs of Southern Palestine. in Palestine. It consisted of mere shading-screens of’plaited straw.

Desert eutpost on the Palestine front where the man on dutyis Goofa, one of the ancient Tigris boats modernised with improvised : 4provided with a novel shelter from the sun. (French official.) paddie-wheels by British men of the Royal Flying Corps.
\
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Feeding his useful pets. Italian naval officer giving maize to his t
carrier pigeons, which have proved of valuable war service.    

   
 

Annamites with the French in Flanders have Overlooking ammunition for use during the advanceom Jerusalem. The “dump” | ;erected this gateway to their camp. (French.) was well protected by a belt of cactus more formidable than barbed-wire. ‘i
j
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e Freedom of France Cairns to the Immortal Memory of VerdunGuns That Thunder for th
French Official Photographs

  

 

 

Battery of French guns on the Rheims sector, which has been
engaged against recent enemy activity. (French official.)

 
 

Douaumont Fort, its Slopes a trackless waste of shell-holes,

littered with fragments of the equipment of the contending hosts.  
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Inset: All that remains of the original
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A shell bursting on the summit of Froideterre, a bloodstained height east of the Meuse.
entrance to Souville Fort, which defied all assaults and marked the limit of the German advance towards Verdunin 1916,

  
 

mme region, splashed and daubed with various colours to camouflage it from enemy obsery-

 
 
Masterpiece of French artiltery in the So

(French official photograph.; Inset: One of the tvnes of heavy gun usedby the French for purposes of coast defence.ation.
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French military police guard saluting a regiment of British troops
marching forward to take up positions in the Flanders trenches.
 

 

 

 

Bearers taking up cans with supplies of hot soup for the men ina
French front-line trench.
 

     i
 

tide:   
 

German gun position in Flanderseffectually destroyed by French artillery. Right: A grenade thrown by a French soldier bursting about
thirty feet in front of an outpost. The photograph, taken at the moment of explesion, shows the network of wire being thrownin the air.     
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WHY WERE WE
Some Light Upon

OWit can ever havebeen supposed
that Russia could put up any kind
of useful fight against the German

military machine I do not understand.
By those, I mean, whose duty it was
to study Russian organisation and the
Russian character; by those who were

paid to perform that duty by the deluded
British and French nations. Who in-
vented the ‘‘steam-roller’’ theory ? Who
said that Russia must be the sword, while
the western front acted as buckler and
merely parried the enemy’s blows ?
From the very beginning the Army was

ill-equipped. There were never enough
sifles. The allowance of shells per gun
was proved immediately to be far too
small. Yet no adequate effort was made
to supply these deficiencies. It is for this
neglect that General Sukhomlinoff, “‘ the

Kitchener of Russia,’’? as he was called
before the war, is in prison for the rest of
his life; not for treason, which was never
even seriously alleged against him.
The silly stories about his supposed

treachery were largely accounted for by
his having a Jewish wife. It is one of the
effects of the loss of mental balance caused
by war that the cry of “‘ treachery ”’ is
raised whenever things go ill. So far as
I can judge, we have .suffered 95 per
ceat.-from incompetence for every five
per cent. loss that treachery has inflicted
upon us. It is often the. incompetents
themselves who raise the cry, in order to
put the public on the wrong scent and
escape the punishment they know they
have deserved,

Policy of the ‘‘ Pogrom”’

The Jews in Russia were certainly
better disposed, for the most part, towards
the Germans. than towards the system

which had treated them as an inferior
kind of humanity, doneits best to prevent

them from getting themselves educated,
and organised riots in which they were
massacred, their houses-set on fire, their
women violated, their children horribly

mutilated. These riots were, it is known,

arranged by the police, acting under
Home Office instructions. The Russian
people are not really haters of Jews, but
they are so weakly emotional that they
can be worked upon to commit any kind
of atrocity. Of this the authorities took
advantage. I could never feel surprise
at the Jewish lack of enthusiasm for the
Russian cause. But I knew: many—
Madame Sukhomlinoff. amongst..them—
whose natures would have revolted from
betraying the country they lived in, even
had opportunity come their way.

There are many others who ought to be
in prison if it could do any good to lock
them up, which seems doubtful. Old
Goremykin, President of the Council of
Ministers—with his silky manner and his
carefully-tended white whiskers and his
habit of going to sleep at Cabinet mect-
ings—was the criminal, or imbecile,if
you prefer, who refused to do anything
towards organising the country for war.
He said war was the business of soldiers.
He would have nothing to do with it.
Yet Goremykin was the natural result

of the system under which Russia was
supposed to be ruled. He, as President,
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MISLED?
the Corruption and Ineptitude in Russia
By HAMILTON FYFE

was, like other Ministers, responsible per-
sonally to the Tsar. He, like the rest,
was anxious above all to avoid making
mistakes or giving offence in high quarters.

Bribery had been traditional in the
Russian public service for centuries. In
I9t2 the moneycollected in England to
relieve the sufferers from the burning of
Moscow was cruelly misappropriated by
the officials through whose hands it was
supposed to pass. It did not pass—it
stuck. Efforts were made over and over
again to abolish the evil, but they met
with too stiff an opposition, Numbers of
officials were so miserably paid that they
could not’exist without “ graft.”

Growth of Extravagance

Everybody knew that a great many

people were robbing the nation. Officers
and their wives enlarged their style of
living. There was much talk about par-
ticular cases of extravagance, such as that
of the colonel in the Caucasus who tele-
graphed to the store called the English
Magazine in Petrograd to send him a
woman’s knitted silk golf jersey by
Special messenger. .The jersey was priced
at several pounds, the return fare cost

several pounds more, and the messenger
got twenty-fve roubles (£2 ros.) for him-
self. The comment on such incidents
was: “ Fis hand has beeninthetill.”

This war, being a ‘‘ motor war,” and
motors being expensive things to buy, far
more. profitable to the thief-in-office than
carts and horses, it was natural that the

buyers of them for the Army should make
the most of their opportunity. The
corruption in this line of business was
fantastic. I should not have believed
what I heard if I had not heard it from
persons actually concerned. Even the
Red Cross and the Zemstvo organisations
were cheated. A man I knew—an
Englishman, I am sorry to say—boasted
openly that he had made £5,000 out of a
deal with the Union of Zemstvos “for
seventy-five cars. This stme man told
me he was given {500 odd for a journey
from Russia to the United States and
back. The cost of it could not, upon a
very liberal estimate, have been more
than half that amount. It appeared that
the amount allowable for expenses was
still calculated, as in the old days of

travelling by road, according to the dis-
tance to be covered and the number of
horses that would be needed. To have
looked up the fare to the United States
would have been easy, but too modern.

 

Some Fantastic ‘‘ Deals"

‘The Navy was not much better than
the Army where “‘ rake-offs ’* were con-
cerned. A car was wanted for the Ministry
of Marine. .The Minister-saw it, and
approved. Then an adjutant called and
said he was to inspect it. Next, a go-
between (with a German name) called and
asked, on the adjutant’s behalf, for a
bribe of 2,300 roubles, This was con-
sidered too much. Finally 1,400 roubles
was agreed uponas a compromise.

Several negotiations for motor-lorries,
so necessary to the Army for transport,
{fell through simply because the-greed of
the officials interested passed all bounds,

not only of decency, but of sense. Onc
deal had to do with a thousandlorries. In
this the business was opened by a Russian
who went to a motor firm and said he
knew the brother of a friend of a high
official. This high official was acolonel.
The agent asked for five per cent. to be
added to the price of the lorries, so that
he might make his commission. Then the
friend of thecolonel wanted five percent.,
and the colonel could not take less than
five per cent. himself. But this was not
all, for it appeared then that there was
another high official to be consulted, and,
of course, bribed.

.

This would have added
twenty-five per cent. to the cost of the
lorries. The motorfirm refused to supply
them at a price which would be known
to be monstrous. The bargain was off,
The sameresult attended a deal for five

hundredlorries, which were to cost 3,500
roubles each. The financing of this
purchase had. been entrusted by the
Ministry concerned to a bank. This bank
said to the dealer who was prepared to
sell the lorries at this price, ‘‘ You are not
charging enough. This is a matter we
understand better than you. You had
better sell the lorries to us at yourprice,
and we will then resell them at our own
price to the Government:” ‘The difference
would have been £250,000.

Municipal officials were equally anxious
with those of the State to drag something
for themselves out of the orgy of corrup-
tion which they felt was likely to be the
last that Russia would know.

   

  

  

Weakened by Corruption

Here is the history of one municipal
deal. Lorries were wanted by a certain
town council. A member of a motorfirm,

whom we will call A, heard of this, and

asked an acquaintance, B, if he would put

an order in the firm’s way. B met in a
street car a certain C, who mentionedthat
he could influence the ordering of the
lorries. B then told him that he had an
acquaintance who wasofferinglerries, but
did not give him A’s address until he had
made sure that A would give him some-

thing for introducing C. This being
settled, C was toid that the lorries could
be supplied at 6,500 roubles each. This
figure was at once put up to 8,000 roubles
in order to allow for “ commissions.”
Then there came uponthe scene anofficial
whomwe will calk D. Hesaid 8,000 roubles
was too low a price. The motorfirm must
pretend to charge the council 11,500
roubles for each lorry.

““ But,”* objected the motor firm, “ that

is nearly double the list price.”

 

 

“That,” said-the official,- “can be
made to look all right. I will get two
friends of mine to submit offers to the
council, one at 12,000 roubles per lerry,

andthe other at 14,000. Then your tender
will be the lowest, and will appear to be
all right.”

Everyone who lived in Russia knew
the rottenness. of the system. How
came it that the Governments of France
and Britain were so foolish as to suppose ~
a country so weakened by corruption and
ineptitude at the top could stand -up
against Germany ? That is a question
which ought not to be allowed te drop.
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French military police guard saluting a regiment of British troops
marching forward to take up positions in the Flanders trenches.
 

 

 

 

Bearers taking up cans with supplies of hot soup for the men ina
French front-line trench.
 

     i
 

tide:   
 

German gun position in Flanderseffectually destroyed by French artillery. Right: A grenade thrown by a French soldier bursting about
thirty feet in front of an outpost. The photograph, taken at the moment of explesion, shows the network of wire being thrownin the air.     
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French AlliesWho Aided
 

 

 
 

 
   
 

British troops operating in East Africa were well served by the roads and railways built by the Germans. This picture showsa Staff French telephone-post in Palestine keeping in touch with the different companies during the advance. It was with very greatinterest
car on a highroad passing a train on a light railway. The engine on the'train is a motor-car chassis on a trolly bogie, and the trucks that it was learnt that our French and Italian allies had forces with General Allenby’s army that advanced from triumphto triumph,

have wire cages to contain the commissariat store bags, guarded by a negro on the second truckload. from Beershebato the thritling arrival before Jerusalem, and the surrenderof that city, which is the shrine of the civilised world.

 

 

       
One of the British entrenched camps in East Africa, abandoned whenthe troops moved forward in pursuit of the enemy. Nature over- : Signalling-post attached toa French flying column during Sir Edmund Allenby’s Palestine advance. Detachments from France and

takes man quickly in the jungle, and as soon as the troops had vacated their temporary dwelling-place baboons came down from the Italy were happily joined with the British forces in the new crusade for the recovery of the Holy City, and General Allenby was
forest to inspect it, with the enquiring curiosity of their kind, and prowled about the deserted causeways. = accompanied on his formal entry into Jerusalem on December 11th by the commanders of these French and Italian detachments.
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MEETING THE SPY MENACE
How Britain's Counter-Espionage was Successfully Carried Out

a2 E Germans,” said Professor Ost-
- wald, “have discovered the

; factor of organisation. Other
peoples still live under the rule of in-
dividualism, but we under that of

‘organisation.’ The “‘ fagtor of organisa-
tion ’’ had been discovered long before the
Germans turned it to account, but it
smight certainly be said that they have
blundered in their use ofit.

This is a reflection which applies to the
German spysystem. The best part of this
system is fifty years old. It is possible
that the highest achievements of Stieber
could scarcely be improved on; it is
certain that they have been improved
on. Apart from a fewscientific novelties,
such as wireless, German espionage at the
opening Of this war was essentially what
it had been in the Franco-Prussian War.
Yurther, Berlin seems to have thought
either that the French and ourselves knew
nothing about it, or that we were power-
less. against it. But Stieber’s own
unblushing “‘ Memoirs ”’ have long been an
epen book, while other sources of informa-

tion have not been lacking. Among our
own public it seems littl known over how
considerable a period the chief centres of
police, metropolitan and provincial, in
conjunction with the Home Office and
War Office, have been bu at counter-

espionage. Friends of my own, in general
not too badly instructed, have supposed
that our comprehensive Special’ Intelhi-
gence Department was a creation of the
early war time. -It is nearly ten years
since we began seriously to search and
follow up the tracks of the secret agents
of the Kaiser in this country, and this was

the era of the establishment ef the Special
Intelligence Department.

 

   

  

    

The Kaiser's Sister-in-Law

The Admiralty and the War Office were
associated in it, and it had the benefit of
the closest co-operation of the HomeOffice,
the Metropolitan Police, and the principal
police forces of the provinces. Ina quiet
way this department, not advertising its
proceedings, was ceaselessly on the alert.
it interfered very much with the stealthy
movements of some Prussian Royal
Highnesses. It brought to book~ the
interesting and active “* Mrs. Sherenstein.”’

> “Mrs. Sherenstein”’ was. a “Prussian
princess, actually a sister-in-law of the
Kaiser. The case was never published;

but until the S.ICD. persuaded this lady
that the air of England was injurious to
her health, she was every year for a
month or so conducting a silent campaign
of her own. The princess was of the
advance guard of the Court circle. Wher-
ever she stayed in England her letters
were sent off from the next post town
but one; and an intelligent local post-

master, at the  queerest little place
imaginable, communicated his suspicions
to the district police." The voluminous
correspondence of ‘! Mrs. Sherenstein ”’
was suddenly suspended—and the
Prussian princess took an equally sudden
departure from England. =
From this date there was no break in

our work of counter-espionage, and we
were two other points to the good before
the war was dreamed of. Under the

  

By TIGHE HOPKINS

provisions of the Defence Committee
began the method of registration which
wasthe first real check on everyhostile or
unfriendly alien in the country. It
enabled the police to compile the kind of
book so well known for. so many years
to the editors at “‘ Number Seventy,
Berlin.”” ‘Observe that this was scarcely
done with a view to war. But it was done
because our police were now well aware
that we had a crowd of Germanspies
among us, and thev were to be kept in
hand.

Official Seerets Act

In torr the Official Secrets Act
was passed. The law as to espionage,
hitherto uncertain any intricate, was

placed by this new Act (repealing an
Act of 1889) on a clear basis. Underthis

measure six spies were convicted, one of
whom has but recently completed a
sentence of penal servitude. All this is
pre-war work, when we were thought to
be quite indifferent to the whole subject.
A fair-minded critic will infer that war,

come when it might, would find us not
unprepared. In three years, between
1orr and i914, the police had acquired a
sound working knowledge of the rami-
fications of the Kaiser’s Secret Service -in
England. Few arrests were made, but
spydom was under supervision in a way
that would have done credit to an
eighteenth-century Paris chief of police.
It became more and more difficult for
agents to convey documents of any value
from this country to Germany.
A point was made of allowing no

suspect to think that he or she was
suspected ; and the Prussian Royalties
who were here in 1913 had quite an
interesting time together. [hey returned
to Germany in the belief that they had
completed in a month or so the work on
which Berlin had been employed for years.
We knowhowsuddenlythe storm-clouds

burst. Amid preoccupations of every kind,
the Government had not forgotten the spy
within its gates. A few hours before the
declaration of war, on the Home Secre-
tary’s order, twenty Germans known to
have been concerned in espionage were
clapped in prison. On August 5th the
Aliens Restriction Act was passed.

Restriction of Alizns

This workmanlike measure imposed a
variety of restrictions. on all aliens;  
prohibiting them from landing or embark- ©
ing in the United Kingdom; compelling
them’to reside within certain areas; and
requiring their strict compliance with the
provisions as to registration, travelling,

change of abode, etc. Within an hour of
the passing of this Act an Order-in-
Council was made which gave the Home
Office and the police the most stringent
powers to deal with all aliens.

Swiftly and with the utmost ease 14,000
Germans and Austrians were swept into
confinement. Some thousands have since
been added to this number. Inadequately,
I think—very inadequately perhaps—
have we realised howthis simple, natural,
and decisive action paralysed-at a stroke
the whole strength of spydom in Great
_Britam. Berlin had counted onits spies to

prepare the way: for invasion? after
France, England. And in the first

instance Berlin had madesure of receiving
through the spy service instant and
detailed information of the movement of
British troops. It is in this connection
that the most significant thing remains to
be told. <A fortnight and more elapsed.
During this unequalled crisis, day- and
night, we were pouring: troops by tens of
thousands into France. On August 21st,

or nearly three weeks from the declaration
of war, the German military commanders
were still unaware that any British
regiment had crossed the Channel.

Consider what. this means from the
point of view of German espionage.
Years of preparation, years of the training
of spies, endless ‘‘ missionary ”’ visits of
the Kaiser’s own Eith and kin, our country
mapped out in every district, money
flowing ceaselessty from Berlin for all
corrupt and corrupting agencies of the
business of ‘‘ Number Seventy ”’: and at the
veryfirst breath of war the great system
breaks down! To many hundreds of our
own people the despatch and movements
of the Expeditionary Force were known;
but not a spy of the Kaiser, planted here
for this express purpose, had ever an
inkling of it. Jf he had, his utterance was
somehowstifled, his code was unavailing.
In London and elsewhere some thousands
of Germans werestill at large. By post,
wire, wireless, cr courier they could not
forward to Berlin the priceless tidings of
the start of the Expeditionary Torce.
Could anycollapse of a system of espionage
have been more absolute.!

Round the World to Captivity

Our work of counter-espionage went
ahead. Every port in the Kingdom was
subjected to’ the closest watch. On this
task were employed men who had under-
gone a special course at Scotland Yard.
Here is a story to their credit. From New
York, in the second year of the war, there
arrived at an English port a vessel among ~
the crew of which was a sturdy young
Swedish stoker. Swedish stoker was
what he called himself. Suspicion arose
that he was neither stoker nor Swede, and

under military escort the suspect was
brought to London and to Scotland Yard,
So well did he look and sustain the part
that, affer two inquisitions, the -most
accomplished. and experienced examiner
in Lendon was more than half won over.
Then he had the inspiration of sending to
the prisoner’s cell a certain visitor. Next
day the stoker appeared in a new guise.
Washed and shaved and smartly garbed,
he was now soldier or nothing. Candidly,
and with a modest humour, he narrated
his history. An Austrian gunner officer
(by profession a banker), he had fallen
prisoner to the Russians in the first year
.of the war. Interned in Siberia, he
effected an escape which carried him
clean round the world. Journeying on
foot to the Chinese frontier, and thence
to the coast, he travelled, by ship to
San Francisco. Traversing America, he
crossed the Atlantic in the character in
which he was arrested. This fine young
enemy, no spy but a luckless prisoner
of war, was detained in England.
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Ladies of Philadelphia distributing clothing to French villagers, Clearing up the litter caused bya bombdropped by a German airman
4 for whom they have also built new homes amongthe ruins. on a townfar behind the actual fighting zone on the western front.

 

  
American gifts of clothing and bedding to a destitute woman”
—prastical charity redounding to the honour of the United States.  
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; Italianpeasants escaping with their househofd pessessions from the Germans advancing into theVenetian Plain. Inset: A French family

\ inthe ruins of their home destroyed by a far-flung shell. The civil population cling to their homes with quite amazing courage.
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MEETING THE SPY MENACE
How Britain's Counter-Espionage was Successfully Carried Out

a2 E Germans,” said Professor Ost-
- wald, “have discovered the

; factor of organisation. Other
peoples still live under the rule of in-
dividualism, but we under that of

‘organisation.’ The “‘ fagtor of organisa-
tion ’’ had been discovered long before the
Germans turned it to account, but it
smight certainly be said that they have
blundered in their use ofit.

This is a reflection which applies to the
German spysystem. The best part of this
system is fifty years old. It is possible
that the highest achievements of Stieber
could scarcely be improved on; it is
certain that they have been improved
on. Apart from a fewscientific novelties,
such as wireless, German espionage at the
opening Of this war was essentially what
it had been in the Franco-Prussian War.
Yurther, Berlin seems to have thought
either that the French and ourselves knew
nothing about it, or that we were power-
less. against it. But Stieber’s own
unblushing “‘ Memoirs ”’ have long been an
epen book, while other sources of informa-

tion have not been lacking. Among our
own public it seems littl known over how
considerable a period the chief centres of
police, metropolitan and provincial, in
conjunction with the Home Office and
War Office, have been bu at counter-

espionage. Friends of my own, in general
not too badly instructed, have supposed
that our comprehensive Special’ Intelhi-
gence Department was a creation of the
early war time. -It is nearly ten years
since we began seriously to search and
follow up the tracks of the secret agents
of the Kaiser in this country, and this was

the era of the establishment ef the Special
Intelligence Department.

 

   

  

    

The Kaiser's Sister-in-Law

The Admiralty and the War Office were
associated in it, and it had the benefit of
the closest co-operation of the HomeOffice,
the Metropolitan Police, and the principal
police forces of the provinces. Ina quiet
way this department, not advertising its
proceedings, was ceaselessly on the alert.
it interfered very much with the stealthy
movements of some Prussian Royal
Highnesses. It brought to book~ the
interesting and active “* Mrs. Sherenstein.”’

> “Mrs. Sherenstein”’ was. a “Prussian
princess, actually a sister-in-law of the
Kaiser. The case was never published;

but until the S.ICD. persuaded this lady
that the air of England was injurious to
her health, she was every year for a
month or so conducting a silent campaign
of her own. The princess was of the
advance guard of the Court circle. Wher-
ever she stayed in England her letters
were sent off from the next post town
but one; and an intelligent local post-

master, at the  queerest little place
imaginable, communicated his suspicions
to the district police." The voluminous
correspondence of ‘! Mrs. Sherenstein ”’
was suddenly suspended—and the
Prussian princess took an equally sudden
departure from England. =
From this date there was no break in

our work of counter-espionage, and we
were two other points to the good before
the war was dreamed of. Under the
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provisions of the Defence Committee
began the method of registration which
wasthe first real check on everyhostile or
unfriendly alien in the country. It
enabled the police to compile the kind of
book so well known for. so many years
to the editors at “‘ Number Seventy,
Berlin.”” ‘Observe that this was scarcely
done with a view to war. But it was done
because our police were now well aware
that we had a crowd of Germanspies
among us, and thev were to be kept in
hand.

Official Seerets Act

In torr the Official Secrets Act
was passed. The law as to espionage,
hitherto uncertain any intricate, was

placed by this new Act (repealing an
Act of 1889) on a clear basis. Underthis

measure six spies were convicted, one of
whom has but recently completed a
sentence of penal servitude. All this is
pre-war work, when we were thought to
be quite indifferent to the whole subject.
A fair-minded critic will infer that war,

come when it might, would find us not
unprepared. In three years, between
1orr and i914, the police had acquired a
sound working knowledge of the rami-
fications of the Kaiser’s Secret Service -in
England. Few arrests were made, but
spydom was under supervision in a way
that would have done credit to an
eighteenth-century Paris chief of police.
It became more and more difficult for
agents to convey documents of any value
from this country to Germany.
A point was made of allowing no

suspect to think that he or she was
suspected ; and the Prussian Royalties
who were here in 1913 had quite an
interesting time together. [hey returned
to Germany in the belief that they had
completed in a month or so the work on
which Berlin had been employed for years.
We knowhowsuddenlythe storm-clouds

burst. Amid preoccupations of every kind,
the Government had not forgotten the spy
within its gates. A few hours before the
declaration of war, on the Home Secre-
tary’s order, twenty Germans known to
have been concerned in espionage were
clapped in prison. On August 5th the
Aliens Restriction Act was passed.

Restriction of Alizns

This workmanlike measure imposed a
variety of restrictions. on all aliens;  
prohibiting them from landing or embark- ©
ing in the United Kingdom; compelling
them’to reside within certain areas; and
requiring their strict compliance with the
provisions as to registration, travelling,

change of abode, etc. Within an hour of
the passing of this Act an Order-in-
Council was made which gave the Home
Office and the police the most stringent
powers to deal with all aliens.

Swiftly and with the utmost ease 14,000
Germans and Austrians were swept into
confinement. Some thousands have since
been added to this number. Inadequately,
I think—very inadequately perhaps—
have we realised howthis simple, natural,
and decisive action paralysed-at a stroke
the whole strength of spydom in Great
_Britam. Berlin had counted onits spies to

prepare the way: for invasion? after
France, England. And in the first

instance Berlin had madesure of receiving
through the spy service instant and
detailed information of the movement of
British troops. It is in this connection
that the most significant thing remains to
be told. <A fortnight and more elapsed.
During this unequalled crisis, day- and
night, we were pouring: troops by tens of
thousands into France. On August 21st,

or nearly three weeks from the declaration
of war, the German military commanders
were still unaware that any British
regiment had crossed the Channel.

Consider what. this means from the
point of view of German espionage.
Years of preparation, years of the training
of spies, endless ‘‘ missionary ”’ visits of
the Kaiser’s own Eith and kin, our country
mapped out in every district, money
flowing ceaselessty from Berlin for all
corrupt and corrupting agencies of the
business of ‘‘ Number Seventy ”’: and at the
veryfirst breath of war the great system
breaks down! To many hundreds of our
own people the despatch and movements
of the Expeditionary Force were known;
but not a spy of the Kaiser, planted here
for this express purpose, had ever an
inkling of it. Jf he had, his utterance was
somehowstifled, his code was unavailing.
In London and elsewhere some thousands
of Germans werestill at large. By post,
wire, wireless, cr courier they could not
forward to Berlin the priceless tidings of
the start of the Expeditionary Torce.
Could anycollapse of a system of espionage
have been more absolute.!

Round the World to Captivity

Our work of counter-espionage went
ahead. Every port in the Kingdom was
subjected to’ the closest watch. On this
task were employed men who had under-
gone a special course at Scotland Yard.
Here is a story to their credit. From New
York, in the second year of the war, there
arrived at an English port a vessel among ~
the crew of which was a sturdy young
Swedish stoker. Swedish stoker was
what he called himself. Suspicion arose
that he was neither stoker nor Swede, and

under military escort the suspect was
brought to London and to Scotland Yard,
So well did he look and sustain the part
that, affer two inquisitions, the -most
accomplished. and experienced examiner
in Lendon was more than half won over.
Then he had the inspiration of sending to
the prisoner’s cell a certain visitor. Next
day the stoker appeared in a new guise.
Washed and shaved and smartly garbed,
he was now soldier or nothing. Candidly,
and with a modest humour, he narrated
his history. An Austrian gunner officer
(by profession a banker), he had fallen
prisoner to the Russians in the first year
.of the war. Interned in Siberia, he
effected an escape which carried him
clean round the world. Journeying on
foot to the Chinese frontier, and thence
to the coast, he travelled, by ship to
San Francisco. Traversing America, he
crossed the Atlantic in the character in
which he was arrested. This fine young
enemy, no spy but a luckless prisoner
of war, was detained in England.
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Ladies of Philadelphia distributing clothing to French villagers, Clearing up the litter caused bya bombdropped by a German airman
4 for whom they have also built new homes amongthe ruins. on a townfar behind the actual fighting zone on the western front.

 

  
American gifts of clothing and bedding to a destitute woman”
—prastical charity redounding to the honour of the United States.  
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; Italianpeasants escaping with their househofd pessessions from the Germans advancing into theVenetian Plain. Inset: A French family

\ inthe ruins of their home destroyed by a far-flung shell. The civil population cling to their homes with quite amazing courage.
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British soldiers fraternising with Italian comrades who are enjoying a snack of luncheon on a heavy gun by the roadside. Right:
General Garibaldi, grandson of the Liberator, chatting to a group of British soldiers rallied to the liberation of Italy from the invader.
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English, Scottish, and Italian troops cementing the Anglo-Italian alliance on the
way to the commonbattlefield.

to arrive at an understanding with an Italian carabiniere.
Left: A British military policeman endeavouring
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English troops barricading a road upto the front line with wire entanglements and sandbags. The sector of the line defending the
Venetian Plain allotted to the British reinforcements covers the Montello Ridge, about twenty-five miles north-west of Venice.
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Viiss Georgie Fyffe has been awarded the Croix de Guerre for devotion to duty in Flanders. A divisional general pinned the
decoration on her breast. Right: French officers formed an arch of swords under which Miss Fyffe passed. (French official.)

A BRITISH seaplane emerging from a cloud
z dashed into the mast of a shore wireless station,
and was caught between the latticed girders three
hundred feet above the ground. The pilot was
flung on to one of the planes, and there lay uncon-
scious while mast and seaplane swayed in. the wind.
A seaman of the R.N.R., named Rath, climbed up

the inside of the mast, and, crawling on to the sea-

plane, held the pilot until Seaman Knoulton and
Deck-hand Abbott, who followed him. to the rescue,

passed a rope out and helped to lower the pilot
safely to the ground. In appreciation of their intre-
pidity, the King conferred the Albert Medal in gold on
Rath, and the Albert Medal-on Knou!ton and Abbott.

 

  

   

  

   

   
  

    

 

 

 

  
Seaman Knoulton, awarded the Albert Medal for assisting to
rescue anairmanentangledin wireless apparatus. Right: Nurse
isabel Majendie; awarded {the Royal- Red Cross for service

throughout the East African campaign.

 

    
Seaplane fixed in the mast of a wireless station. The engine, jammed between the girders, kept the fuselage horizontal. Right:

After the attack at Chavignon on Nov.23rd the troops saluted the colours carried by a lieutenant who had Jost an arm on Oct. 23rd.
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hundred feet above the ground. The pilot was
flung on to one of the planes, and there lay uncon-
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A seaman of the R.N.R., named Rath, climbed up

the inside of the mast, and, crawling on to the sea-

plane, held the pilot until Seaman Knoulton and
Deck-hand Abbott, who followed him. to the rescue,

passed a rope out and helped to lower the pilot
safely to the ground. In appreciation of their intre-
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U BOAT
Some Wonderful Episodes in the Hunting of the Submarine Hun

Hunts the Unterseeboot, harry-
ing it here and there with relent-

less vigour, infinite cunning, and enormous
resource. Nor are all the hounds in the
pack flect-footed ; sometimes the slowest
kill their quarry in much less time than
those whose speed is thirty odd knots per
hour. For The Pack are not all hounds;
some are bull-terriers, others little yap-
ping dogs, and still others slow, cumber-
some bobtails. f
Tugs of all sizes and powers nose

around, picking up the scent; elderly
torpedo-boats and destroyers, perkylittle
motor-boats, obsolete paddle-steamers,
built for the ferrying of pleasure-seeking
crowds, tramp steamers, fishing drifters

and trawlers, armed liners—craft of all

sorts, sizes, conditions, and speeds are in

The Pack—each working to the one end,
the abolition of the submarine menace. _
And quecr stories they have to tell in

the dim twilight, when, off duty, they
mect in the Hunters’ Roomat a certain
base and swap yarns. They mention the
exploit of a paddle-steamer which; one
snowy day, was the witness of a sea-
murder of a most dastardly type—a
crime perpetrated bya Uboat, which, after
smacking a torpedo into a neutral liner
at close quarters, rose to the surface to
jeer at its drowning victims.

Noneand day work The Pack That

 

Harpooned by an Anchor

The paddle-steamer, having no guns,
could not fire; being built of plates

a little thicker than paper, ramming was
out of. the question. But the paddle-
steamer did carry fine selection of six-
teen-pound charges of high explosive in
tins for the. destruction of wreckage in
important fairways. The Boche crew
never saw her as she stole down through
the snowflurries till she was almost along-
side, and, discovered then, tried to turn
her away with pistols. But-she closed.
A red tin dropped downthe Uboat’s open
conning-tower—and that murderer went
to his final tribunal in a flash of crimson
fire and a gout of muddy water.
Then there was a motor-boat that had

tracked another Boche, and the Boche,

thinking to throwoff his relentless shadow,
sought cover on the bottom of a certain
creek. The puny motor-boat, following,
considered long and decply howshe might
ect at this cnemy*who refused to fight,
and finally dropped her anchor to think
it out while guarding the entrance to the
cove. And, when an hour passed, she

suddenly found herself being towed to
sea—heranchor, by a freak of fate, having
caught in the propeller-guard of the

J boat. And when the latter rose to
discover what was checking his way so
badly and causing his engines to strain
themselves to the uttermost, a round
irom the chascr’s threé-pounder sent him
below again, and he was fain to remain
submerge:d until such time as the motor-
boat cut her cable or the anchor worked
loose. But the boat was possessed of
more patience than Fritz; she, too, sat
down ‘and waited, and presently, when
che Boche went ahead once more, he
found that his load: had increased—the
motor-boat was towing a-couple of buckets

 

astern. For three days and nights the
motor-boat sought to land herfish, but_it
was not untik the U boat’s storage bat-
teries had run out that she consented to
agree to her captor’s terms, which, as you

may suppose, were immediate surrender,

Boarding the Boarders

Then, again, there was the oil-fuel
supply-ship whose engines broke down
in the middle of the Nori Sea, and whose

crew, as they toiled to make gooddefects,
suddenly discovered that they had been
boarded by a score of armed enemies—
the crewof a U boat whose gasolene tanks
required replenishment. The tanker’s
crew were badly outnumbered, and the
enemy had all the cutlasses and pistols.
The Britons, ‘however, grabbed crow-

bars, hammers, spanners—anything that

came handy—and closed, only to be

beaten back by the Boche, who, well

under cover, Sniped at every head or hand
that showed itself. Matters remained
thus for some three hours, when suddenly
the Germans found themselves attacked
from the rear by a horde of coal-black
men, who, armed with sufficient rifles and

bayonets, were simply ravenous for a
scrap. Fritz didn’t relish the prospect,
so he performed the ‘“‘ Kamerad’”’ stunt
pretty swiftly; and, after tying up the

prisoners, not only did the new-comers—
who belonged to a fleet collier passing
that way-and had heard the noise of
shooting from afar and come to investi-
gate—take the broken-down supply-ship
in tow, but they also took charge of the
abandoned U boat, and brought -her in
triumph to the base for ‘‘Submarines in
prize.

There was a tramp steamer whose job
was the feeding of the Fleet, and who one

day was chased by a submarine which,
according to all the rules of the. game,
should have easily killed iis quarry.
But the tramp skipper, with great cun-
ning, enticed the U boat into a certain

inlet off the Scottish coast—aninlet that
the skipper knew like the back of his
hand. Then the tramp suddenly stopped
and the U boat ran alongside—maybe
her crew were hungry and had knowledge
of the tramp’s cargo. Anyway, they
were bad seamen, for they shot ahead,

rubbing plates with their prize, and sud-
denly the tramp’s* starboard~ anchor
dropped clean on to them, crashing
through hull and deck, and finally coming
to rest on the seamen’s mess-table just
before the conning-tower.

Accounting for ‘‘ Fritz’’ and ‘‘ Karl”’

Another hungry Fritz was the one who
hailed a trawler enjoying her leisure in
fishing for real, pukka eatable fish.- This
gentleman -demanded that the whole
catch should be transferred to his sub-
marine before the latter sank the trawler ;
and in order that this might be carried
out, he approached the unarmed, defence-
less ship. But he was a little too cock-
sure ; he hadn’t reckoned on her skipper

suddenly slewing her and crashing those
bluff bows through his thin plates, to
send him down deeper and faster than he
was ever designed to go.
There were a couple of Unterseebooten

Chronicled by John S. Margerison

who frequented the entrance to a certain
Grand Fleet base, and who, for a while,
were tolerated. Our men had become
so accustomed to them that they chris-
tened them “ Fritz ’’ and “‘ Karl ’’—and
by those names do their present British
crews call them, They had a mission to
the Grand Fleet which they intended
fulfilling in their own way; and, doubt-
less, had they been able to restrain their
overweening curiosity, they would have
lived much longer. But-they grew too
cheeky, and a certain destroyer volun-
teeredto clear them up. She, being granted
permission, invited the whole Fleet to

witness the deed, and then, after a section

of mine-layers had dropped a barrier of
“eggs’’ to seaward of the harbour, after
the fourdrifters acting 4s the destroyer’s
handmaidens had got out their nets, she
commencedoperations.
The nets scraped Fritz’s hull, and he

dived; Karl received a shock, and he,

too, dived. Then they came up to sce
what might be doing, and dived again—
the destroyer’s 4 in. gun had~ spoken
clamorously and dangerously. Then they
tried looking with their periscopes above
the surface, but the destroyer’s keel

shavedthose off as she steamed after them
at full speed; and at length, blind, -cut
off from all escape, they were run ashore,
to be eventually dragged in triumph at
their vanquisher’s stern as she flaunted,
amidst the cheers of her fellow-hunters,
back to the anchorage.

 

=~ ‘One ““B™ vi Twos'U's”’

There was the E boat that ran short of
fuel and lay on the surface, waiting for a
supply-ship to happen along. To her
came a pair of U boats who demanded her
surrender. But the boyish lieutenant
didn’t quite see that course open to him,
so-he suggested that he fight the Fritzes—
one dowtn, t’other come on—relying upon
the skill of his gunlayer to see him through.
The Boches, for a wonder, agreed, and the
trio fixed terms and conditions. And
the gunlayer fixed the matter by drilling
holes into the first combatant till she
sank, and by robbing the second of her
gun. But the second U boat closed, and
demanded the surrender of the immovable
British craft, and was told to come aboard

and take it. But, as the two ships rubbed
sides, up the conning-tower of the first
poured a cheering “crowd of berserk
Britons—and an hour later the German
submarine was heading for Britain in
company with an E boat whose tanks
had been replenished from the captured
store.
At a certain point on the East Coast is

“ ¥Fritz’s Wharf,’’ where those possessing
authority may see Unterseebooten of every
size and type. Varied as are their types, .
still more varied are their conditions.
Buttheyare all alike in two things—each
bears the black-and-white diapering and
the big “ U,” which is the mark of the
big, blonde beast ; each is a tribute to the
efficiency of the work which is performed
by the slow-footed killers, the perky
little terriers and the sleek-sided hounds,

_ which make up that deadly combination
known as The Pack That Hunts The
Unterseeboot,
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Tank steamers, accompanied by destroyers, taking cut supplies of oil for cruisers at sea. ‘The use of [oil as motive power has

greatly facilitated the task of getting aboard the necessary quantity of fuel, whether the vessel is in harbour or at sea.fom

 

  
An armedfiner, one ofthe many great vessels of peace that have been forced, in self-defence, to become potential auxiliaries of war,

: owing to the adoption by ernaay un the infamous policy of the “ unrestricted ”’ use of. submarines.
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‘DEALING’ WITH THE
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U BOAT
Some Wonderful Episodes in the Hunting of the Submarine Hun

Hunts the Unterseeboot, harry-
ing it here and there with relent-

less vigour, infinite cunning, and enormous
resource. Nor are all the hounds in the
pack flect-footed ; sometimes the slowest
kill their quarry in much less time than
those whose speed is thirty odd knots per
hour. For The Pack are not all hounds;
some are bull-terriers, others little yap-
ping dogs, and still others slow, cumber-
some bobtails. f
Tugs of all sizes and powers nose

around, picking up the scent; elderly
torpedo-boats and destroyers, perkylittle
motor-boats, obsolete paddle-steamers,
built for the ferrying of pleasure-seeking
crowds, tramp steamers, fishing drifters

and trawlers, armed liners—craft of all

sorts, sizes, conditions, and speeds are in

The Pack—each working to the one end,
the abolition of the submarine menace. _
And quecr stories they have to tell in

the dim twilight, when, off duty, they
mect in the Hunters’ Roomat a certain
base and swap yarns. They mention the
exploit of a paddle-steamer which; one
snowy day, was the witness of a sea-
murder of a most dastardly type—a
crime perpetrated bya Uboat, which, after
smacking a torpedo into a neutral liner
at close quarters, rose to the surface to
jeer at its drowning victims.

Noneand day work The Pack That

 

Harpooned by an Anchor

The paddle-steamer, having no guns,
could not fire; being built of plates

a little thicker than paper, ramming was
out of. the question. But the paddle-
steamer did carry fine selection of six-
teen-pound charges of high explosive in
tins for the. destruction of wreckage in
important fairways. The Boche crew
never saw her as she stole down through
the snowflurries till she was almost along-
side, and, discovered then, tried to turn
her away with pistols. But-she closed.
A red tin dropped downthe Uboat’s open
conning-tower—and that murderer went
to his final tribunal in a flash of crimson
fire and a gout of muddy water.
Then there was a motor-boat that had

tracked another Boche, and the Boche,

thinking to throwoff his relentless shadow,
sought cover on the bottom of a certain
creek. The puny motor-boat, following,
considered long and decply howshe might
ect at this cnemy*who refused to fight,
and finally dropped her anchor to think
it out while guarding the entrance to the
cove. And, when an hour passed, she

suddenly found herself being towed to
sea—heranchor, by a freak of fate, having
caught in the propeller-guard of the

J boat. And when the latter rose to
discover what was checking his way so
badly and causing his engines to strain
themselves to the uttermost, a round
irom the chascr’s threé-pounder sent him
below again, and he was fain to remain
submerge:d until such time as the motor-
boat cut her cable or the anchor worked
loose. But the boat was possessed of
more patience than Fritz; she, too, sat
down ‘and waited, and presently, when
che Boche went ahead once more, he
found that his load: had increased—the
motor-boat was towing a-couple of buckets

 

astern. For three days and nights the
motor-boat sought to land herfish, but_it
was not untik the U boat’s storage bat-
teries had run out that she consented to
agree to her captor’s terms, which, as you

may suppose, were immediate surrender,

Boarding the Boarders

Then, again, there was the oil-fuel
supply-ship whose engines broke down
in the middle of the Nori Sea, and whose

crew, as they toiled to make gooddefects,
suddenly discovered that they had been
boarded by a score of armed enemies—
the crewof a U boat whose gasolene tanks
required replenishment. The tanker’s
crew were badly outnumbered, and the
enemy had all the cutlasses and pistols.
The Britons, ‘however, grabbed crow-

bars, hammers, spanners—anything that

came handy—and closed, only to be

beaten back by the Boche, who, well

under cover, Sniped at every head or hand
that showed itself. Matters remained
thus for some three hours, when suddenly
the Germans found themselves attacked
from the rear by a horde of coal-black
men, who, armed with sufficient rifles and

bayonets, were simply ravenous for a
scrap. Fritz didn’t relish the prospect,
so he performed the ‘“‘ Kamerad’”’ stunt
pretty swiftly; and, after tying up the

prisoners, not only did the new-comers—
who belonged to a fleet collier passing
that way-and had heard the noise of
shooting from afar and come to investi-
gate—take the broken-down supply-ship
in tow, but they also took charge of the
abandoned U boat, and brought -her in
triumph to the base for ‘‘Submarines in
prize.

There was a tramp steamer whose job
was the feeding of the Fleet, and who one

day was chased by a submarine which,
according to all the rules of the. game,
should have easily killed iis quarry.
But the tramp skipper, with great cun-
ning, enticed the U boat into a certain

inlet off the Scottish coast—aninlet that
the skipper knew like the back of his
hand. Then the tramp suddenly stopped
and the U boat ran alongside—maybe
her crew were hungry and had knowledge
of the tramp’s cargo. Anyway, they
were bad seamen, for they shot ahead,

rubbing plates with their prize, and sud-
denly the tramp’s* starboard~ anchor
dropped clean on to them, crashing
through hull and deck, and finally coming
to rest on the seamen’s mess-table just
before the conning-tower.

Accounting for ‘‘ Fritz’’ and ‘‘ Karl”’

Another hungry Fritz was the one who
hailed a trawler enjoying her leisure in
fishing for real, pukka eatable fish.- This
gentleman -demanded that the whole
catch should be transferred to his sub-
marine before the latter sank the trawler ;
and in order that this might be carried
out, he approached the unarmed, defence-
less ship. But he was a little too cock-
sure ; he hadn’t reckoned on her skipper

suddenly slewing her and crashing those
bluff bows through his thin plates, to
send him down deeper and faster than he
was ever designed to go.
There were a couple of Unterseebooten

Chronicled by John S. Margerison

who frequented the entrance to a certain
Grand Fleet base, and who, for a while,
were tolerated. Our men had become
so accustomed to them that they chris-
tened them “ Fritz ’’ and “‘ Karl ’’—and
by those names do their present British
crews call them, They had a mission to
the Grand Fleet which they intended
fulfilling in their own way; and, doubt-
less, had they been able to restrain their
overweening curiosity, they would have
lived much longer. But-they grew too
cheeky, and a certain destroyer volun-
teeredto clear them up. She, being granted
permission, invited the whole Fleet to

witness the deed, and then, after a section

of mine-layers had dropped a barrier of
“eggs’’ to seaward of the harbour, after
the fourdrifters acting 4s the destroyer’s
handmaidens had got out their nets, she
commencedoperations.
The nets scraped Fritz’s hull, and he

dived; Karl received a shock, and he,

too, dived. Then they came up to sce
what might be doing, and dived again—
the destroyer’s 4 in. gun had~ spoken
clamorously and dangerously. Then they
tried looking with their periscopes above
the surface, but the destroyer’s keel

shavedthose off as she steamed after them
at full speed; and at length, blind, -cut
off from all escape, they were run ashore,
to be eventually dragged in triumph at
their vanquisher’s stern as she flaunted,
amidst the cheers of her fellow-hunters,
back to the anchorage.

 

=~ ‘One ““B™ vi Twos'U's”’

There was the E boat that ran short of
fuel and lay on the surface, waiting for a
supply-ship to happen along. To her
came a pair of U boats who demanded her
surrender. But the boyish lieutenant
didn’t quite see that course open to him,
so-he suggested that he fight the Fritzes—
one dowtn, t’other come on—relying upon
the skill of his gunlayer to see him through.
The Boches, for a wonder, agreed, and the
trio fixed terms and conditions. And
the gunlayer fixed the matter by drilling
holes into the first combatant till she
sank, and by robbing the second of her
gun. But the second U boat closed, and
demanded the surrender of the immovable
British craft, and was told to come aboard

and take it. But, as the two ships rubbed
sides, up the conning-tower of the first
poured a cheering “crowd of berserk
Britons—and an hour later the German
submarine was heading for Britain in
company with an E boat whose tanks
had been replenished from the captured
store.
At a certain point on the East Coast is

“ ¥Fritz’s Wharf,’’ where those possessing
authority may see Unterseebooten of every
size and type. Varied as are their types, .
still more varied are their conditions.
Buttheyare all alike in two things—each
bears the black-and-white diapering and
the big “ U,” which is the mark of the
big, blonde beast ; each is a tribute to the
efficiency of the work which is performed
by the slow-footed killers, the perky
little terriers and the sleek-sided hounds,

_ which make up that deadly combination
known as The Pack That Hunts The
Unterseeboot,
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Carrying On in the Spirit of the Men ofMons _ Glimpses of Some Warshipsof the American Nav
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Official Naval Photographs
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Col. J. H. Patterson, D.S.O., inspecting the Jewish Battalion, of which he has oS) been given the command. Though but lateyy established, the Jewish Battalion j —— : 3 2has made somethinglike a ‘frecord”’ p'rogress in attaining efficiency. American sailors at gun practice training a gun on the deck of a Spray shield to the forecaséle gun on an American war vessel, to
battleship awash in a running sea. - protect the mechanism when travelling at high speed. 

 

 

  
  

 

   
View aft of an American-warship in a certain port. Right: Gun-

j shield and bridge fitted with plate-glass windows.  -
  

 

  
 

decoration for those who served during the critical opening months of the war. Right: King George,
ment works near London, is interested in watching a trooperfit his horse with a gas-mask.
 

    
     

   
 

 
  

 

‘ xSASF

, z ice ; i iri i boat is lowered toi id-Atlantic. A medical case aboard a United States ship urgently requiring skilled attention, a

Srretehtheaectoetrom another vessel, which fortunately happensto be in the neighbourhood, with a medical officer on board.

 Busy scene at the Camp Library Depot, Horseferry Road, Westminster. Sorting the magazines and books handedin atpostoffices forthetroops. Right: Col. Rundall, D.S.O., inspecting the Fleet Street Volunteers in Temple Gardens, watches a Hotchkiss-gun test.  
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The Empire’s Roll of Honour
TEUTENANT-COLONEL JOHN MAXWELL, M.C., Rifle Brigade,

: attached K.R.R.C., was the eldest son of Mrs. Maxwell, of 8, Russell
Street, Bath. Educated at Marlborough and at Oxford, he volunteered on
thefirst day of the war, and after serving a few week*with the Somerset Light
Infantry, was given a commission in the Rifle Brigade. In November, 1914
he became lieutenant and chief signalling officer. He was promoted captain
on the field and highly commended for bravery at the Battle of Hooge. He
was for ten monthsin the Ypres salient, and went through the whole of the
Somme campaign—during which he was promoted major and rendered
particularly valuable service in Delville Wood—and the Battle of Arras. He
was woundedbyshell splinters on twelve separate occasions, and was awarded
theMilitary Cr ss for rescuing a brotherofficer under heavy fire.

Captain Cecil Llewelyn Norton Roberts, Roval Warwickshire Regiment
was the sccond son of the Rey. A. P. Roberts, of St. Margaret’s Vice rage,
Ladywood, Birmingham. Educated at the Greyfriars’ School, Leamington,
and St. Fohn’s School, Leatherhead, heenlisted in the Publie Schools’ Battali
ot theRoyal Fusiliers at the outbreak of war, and in April, 1915, was gi
commission in the Royal Warwickshire Regiment. He went tothe front in
November, 1915, and served there continuously until October 9th last, when

  

   

 

       

he was killed while leading his company into action. Captain Roberts’
younger brother, Laurence Guy Hough Roberts, Hawke Battalion, R.N.D.,
was killed in Gallipoli.

Lieutenant the’Honourable Alick George Cubitt, Hussars, killed in action,
was the eldest. surviving son of Lord Ashcombe. Educated at Eton and
Sandhurst, he joined the Hussars in 1913. He went to France in October,
1914, and was present at all the fighting round Ypres that winter, took
part in the operations at Neuve Chapelle and Loos in 1915, and had
since served continuously with the Cavalry Corps. His eldest brother,
Captain the Hon. Henry Archibald Cubitt, Coldstream Guards, was killed in
September, 1916.

Second-Lieutenant Jasper Milton Preston Muddock, Yeomanry, sas the
last surviving son of Mr. J. E. Preston Muddock, and the third son this well-
knownwriter has lost in the war. Educated at Dunstable GrammarSchool
and Lower School, Harrow, he was in Burma when war broke out, and was
attached there to the Rangoon Mounted Rifles. Returning home in the
spring of 1915, he went through the Inns of Court O.T.C., was drafted
into the Yeomanry, and saw muchactive service with his regiment on an
Eastern front, where he was killed in action.
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Li.-Col. J. MAXWELL, M.C., Major ©. B. HICKOX jor; t, 5Rife Bricade, atta KREG eae ers 5 Ge, HensRYDER, t.-Col. A. M. PIRIE, D.S.0., Capt. G. A. HARVE
Lancers, commdg. Yeomanry. R.A.M.C., attd. R. 7 ae
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 Capt. C. L. N. ROBERTS,
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

  
 
 

Capt. H. L. F. BOYD,
Black Watch.

Capt. A. B. LANE,
Rifle Brigade. ;

Capt. G. C. COLVILL,
Cavalry, Special Reserve,
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 Lieut, Hon. A. G. CUBITT,  Lient. G. SAMUELSON, M.C Li

Hussars. Coldstream Guards. os Grelsh eee?
Lieut. 8. A, RUTLEDGE,

Canadian Infantry, attd. R.F.C.

 

 

 
 

 

 

     

 

     
 

         a   See.-Lt. G. L. J. BAKER,
Middlesex Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Waller Barnett, Russell, Chancellor, Bassano, and Brooke Hughes.

Sec.-Lt. 0. V. BARKER,  ec.-Lt. J. A.
MLG.C. Boyal Dublin Fusiliers. Yeomanry.

HARVEY, Sec.-Lt. J, M. P. MUDDOCK, Sec.-Lt. @. HAMILTON,
Scots Guards,
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the late autumn of 1917 will long
live inthe memory. Upto the end

of Novemberwe had spent £6,055,000,000

on the war, of which £t,430,000,000 had.
been raised by taxation and other revenue

and £4,625,000,000 by borrowing. As the
borrowing went on from the beginning of
thé war, the terms offered by the State
became more and more attractive, and
the methods employed in inducing
subscriptions became more and more
-popular. = as 2

The first War Loan was forthelimited
amountof £350,000,000, bearing 34 per
cent. interest, and was raised on the
ordinary. prospectus issued through the
Bank of England. Since-then there have
followed a Loan bearing 4% per cent.

“interest and the great 5 per cent. War
Loan of unlimited amount. Simultane-
ousty there have been obtainable by the
people, diyby. day, various kinds of
loan documents or bonds by which they
could lend their money to the State.
Among these have been Treasury Bills,
available mainly for the bank or finance
houses, the smallest amount lendable on
a Treasury Bill being a thousand pounds.
Then ‘there have been various series of
popular. Exchequer. Bonds. One- seties
bore interest at as high a rate as 6 per
cent., but that issue -vas soon withdrawn,
it- being felt that. such terms were higher
than the State need offer even for war
purposes. * There have also been onissue,
and are now, War Savings Certificates,
which enable the thrifty to lend as small
an amount as 15s. 6d., for which they are
repaid in five years £1.

F | NHEspirited war finance campaign of

 

“Safety First'’—in Finance > ‘

kn these loans have been supported b
the newspapers with vigour,.and every
eifort has been made to explain them and
popularise war finance by bold advertise-
ment and otherwise.
-Meantime, the State has attempted to

attract the small investor byenlisting the
services of the post-offices as subscribing
centres, and by the formation of War
Savings. Associations all over the country
to collect the smallest amounts of those
who were.saving to lend. All these
efforts were redoubledin the late autumn
of r917 by the campaignto place National
War Bonds, which isstill proceeding.
A National ‘War Bondis thepiece of

paper which the State givesyouwhen you
-hand over your money. Youare then
an investor. re ae
The Bond binds the State to pay you

handsomely for the use of your money.
Suppose you decide to lend fifty pounds
for ten-years. (You can get the money
back before then if you need it, or you
canleave the Bond to anyone if you
die.) Then the State pays you interest
on your loan at 5 per cent. ; that is, it
sendsyou {£1 5s. every half-year on April
Ist and October 1st; and at the end of
ten‘ years it pays you not only the {50°
you have lent but £2 10s. bonus as well.
The termsare in the same proportion,

Two Ends Can be Attained at Once
By CHARLES DUGUID

Financial Editor of the ‘Daily Mail”

every Half-year, and the repayment is
£1,050.

Never in modern times has the British
State offered such attractive terms in the
way of interest and bonus.

Then there is the, safety of the invest-
ment to be considered ; the certainty of
getting the interest every half-year and
the repayment on the due date. Even
if you leave your money at a bank, at a
much lower rate of interest, the security
is only that of one institution; if you
leave it at home it may be stolen or burnt ;

some investors put their money into
companies which,. after a bit, pay no
interest at all and finally fail, in which
case the money lentis lost.

Best Security in the World

Whenyoulend your moneyto theState,
the wealth and the resources and the
honour of Great Britain are there to repay
you. It does not matter whether you like
the Government or not, you lend your
money, not to any particular Goveru-
ment, but to the State. A British
Government never did default in its
payments and never will. The National
War Bond has behindit the best security
to be found in the world.
Suppose that for some reason you want

back the money you have lent to the
Government before it is due at the end of
five, seven, or ten years (for there are five-

year and seven-year Bonds as well as ten-
year), you can easily sell the Bond atthe
market price. If you have bought. the
Bond through a_ post-office, any ©post-
office will sell it for you; if you have
bought it through a bank, almost any
bank or stockbroker will sell it for you.
If you bought a Bond to-day for {t00,
and unfortunately had to sell it to-
morrow, you would get {99 15s. for it—
that is the present market price—thus
losing 5s.; but if you held it, receiving
the interest, until the repayment and
bonus of £5 werenearly due, you would
probably get, say, frog 15s. for the Bond
which had cost you ffoo. You cannot,
expect a buyer in the open market,
knowing you want the money, to. give
you a full £100. for a Bond when he can
get one for froo anywhere. On- the
other hand, a Bond which will be repaid
for {105 very shortly’ will command
almost, not quite, that price from any
buyer. Thus you do not lose much ever
if you are compelled to raise the money
by accepting the market «price. ~Tais

. market price has nothing to do withthe
Government ; it pays interest andrepays

|

 

the money with the bonus totheholder —
of the Bond. Sgn es tg a

Rights of Conversion . 23
People who do not understand the

matter sometimes say : ‘' But the price of
these Bonds may really fall seriously if,
before the war is over, the. State has to.
offer some other Bonds bearing a higher
rate of interest, or otherwise more at-
tractive. People would then only buy
my National War Bonds at.a lower’ price
than I gave for them. _1n any case, had I|

: 2905-3-3-S

one of the attractions of these National
War Bonds is that they may be ex-
changed into any subsequent War Loan
or Bonds that the State may issue.
Thus a holder of these National War

Bonds is a holder, as it were, of any

future War Bonds, if he likes. He has

the right to -buy any new Bonds with his
National War Bonds without paying any
more money. He has even the right of
exchanging into the cxisting Five Per
Cent. War Loan if at any time it would
pay him to do so, as it easily may. He
has the right to receive {100 werth of
that Loan for only £95 worth of National
War Bonds.
Those who buy the Bonds now can

never suffer through the issue of any
future War Loan on better terms.

For people who have to pay Excess
Profits Duty, or who will have to pay
Death Duties; there is another attraction
in National War Bonds. For those
Bondswill be accepted in payment. Thus
instead of having to keep moneyidle at the
bank, or invested in some doubtful
security which will have to be sold to pay
these duties, the money can be invested
in War Bonds and bear the five per cent.
interest, until: such time as the duties
become due, whenthe Bonds themselves

can be handed over in payment-

No Income-Tax Deducted

The last attraction. of National War
Bonds which need be mentionedis a boon
to everybody, rich and poor alike, When
the interest is paid-every half-year it. is
paid absolutely in full—there is no deduc-
tion of income-tax. National War Bonds
are almost the only investment-of which
this can be’ said; from the interest of
practically every other investment ob-
tainable—there are only one or two
notable exceptions—incomie-tax is de-
ducted at the highest rate prevailing
even if the man who receives the interest
is not liable to pay. income-tax at that
high rate; or even if he is not liable fo pay
income-tax at all. .True he can get the
tax refunded, but that involves a great
deal of trouble and delay. Many a man
has been prevented from investing. even
in -State Bonds -by this. .income-tax
deduction: nuisance: It does not. apply

to National War Bonds. The interest is

paid in full; he whois liable to pay

income-tax includes the dividend in his

return, paying the tax at the proper time

at the proper rate; he who is not liable

to income-tax, of course, makes no return

at all.
With their high interest, their certain

repayment with

a

b mus, their absolute

security, and their other. advantages, these

National War Bondsare effered’ by the

State to the individual invester.” He is

asked to invest in them, and to keep on

investing in them as fast’as he-can save

money, in order to help to. win the wat.

From any post-affice can be obtained a

£5, a £20, or a £50 Bond ; fromany bank

ean be ‘obtained a Bond ranging in value

  

‘from {50 and {Too up-to {1,o00 and

 

 

however much or howeverlittle you lend.’ not better. wait with my money to -seé £5,000. : =

tf you lend £5 the interest is 2s. 6d. every —whether the State offers more attractive The investor thus dces wellfor himseli

half-year, and the repayment is £5 5s. If Bonds still ?” Such an idea is quite and helps his country inits stupendous

you lend £1,000, the interest is {25 foundationless, for the simple reason that task of war finance. .
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The Empire’s Roll of Honour
TEUTENANT-COLONEL JOHN MAXWELL, M.C., Rifle Brigade,

: attached K.R.R.C., was the eldest son of Mrs. Maxwell, of 8, Russell
Street, Bath. Educated at Marlborough and at Oxford, he volunteered on
thefirst day of the war, and after serving a few week*with the Somerset Light
Infantry, was given a commission in the Rifle Brigade. In November, 1914
he became lieutenant and chief signalling officer. He was promoted captain
on the field and highly commended for bravery at the Battle of Hooge. He
was for ten monthsin the Ypres salient, and went through the whole of the
Somme campaign—during which he was promoted major and rendered
particularly valuable service in Delville Wood—and the Battle of Arras. He
was woundedbyshell splinters on twelve separate occasions, and was awarded
theMilitary Cr ss for rescuing a brotherofficer under heavy fire.

Captain Cecil Llewelyn Norton Roberts, Roval Warwickshire Regiment
was the sccond son of the Rey. A. P. Roberts, of St. Margaret’s Vice rage,
Ladywood, Birmingham. Educated at the Greyfriars’ School, Leamington,
and St. Fohn’s School, Leatherhead, heenlisted in the Publie Schools’ Battali
ot theRoyal Fusiliers at the outbreak of war, and in April, 1915, was gi
commission in the Royal Warwickshire Regiment. He went tothe front in
November, 1915, and served there continuously until October 9th last, when

  

   

 

       

he was killed while leading his company into action. Captain Roberts’
younger brother, Laurence Guy Hough Roberts, Hawke Battalion, R.N.D.,
was killed in Gallipoli.

Lieutenant the’Honourable Alick George Cubitt, Hussars, killed in action,
was the eldest. surviving son of Lord Ashcombe. Educated at Eton and
Sandhurst, he joined the Hussars in 1913. He went to France in October,
1914, and was present at all the fighting round Ypres that winter, took
part in the operations at Neuve Chapelle and Loos in 1915, and had
since served continuously with the Cavalry Corps. His eldest brother,
Captain the Hon. Henry Archibald Cubitt, Coldstream Guards, was killed in
September, 1916.

Second-Lieutenant Jasper Milton Preston Muddock, Yeomanry, sas the
last surviving son of Mr. J. E. Preston Muddock, and the third son this well-
knownwriter has lost in the war. Educated at Dunstable GrammarSchool
and Lower School, Harrow, he was in Burma when war broke out, and was
attached there to the Rangoon Mounted Rifles. Returning home in the
spring of 1915, he went through the Inns of Court O.T.C., was drafted
into the Yeomanry, and saw muchactive service with his regiment on an
Eastern front, where he was killed in action.
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Li.-Col. J. MAXWELL, M.C., Major ©. B. HICKOX jor; t, 5Rife Bricade, atta KREG eae ers 5 Ge, HensRYDER, t.-Col. A. M. PIRIE, D.S.0., Capt. G. A. HARVE
Lancers, commdg. Yeomanry. R.A.M.C., attd. R. 7 ae
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 Capt. C. L. N. ROBERTS,
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

  
 
 

Capt. H. L. F. BOYD,
Black Watch.

Capt. A. B. LANE,
Rifle Brigade. ;

Capt. G. C. COLVILL,
Cavalry, Special Reserve,
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 Lieut, Hon. A. G. CUBITT,  Lient. G. SAMUELSON, M.C Li

Hussars. Coldstream Guards. os Grelsh eee?
Lieut. 8. A, RUTLEDGE,

Canadian Infantry, attd. R.F.C.

 

 

 
 

 

 

     

 

     
 

         a   See.-Lt. G. L. J. BAKER,
Middlesex Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Waller Barnett, Russell, Chancellor, Bassano, and Brooke Hughes.

Sec.-Lt. 0. V. BARKER,  ec.-Lt. J. A.
MLG.C. Boyal Dublin Fusiliers. Yeomanry.

HARVEY, Sec.-Lt. J, M. P. MUDDOCK, Sec.-Lt. @. HAMILTON,
Scots Guards,
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the late autumn of 1917 will long
live inthe memory. Upto the end

of Novemberwe had spent £6,055,000,000

on the war, of which £t,430,000,000 had.
been raised by taxation and other revenue

and £4,625,000,000 by borrowing. As the
borrowing went on from the beginning of
thé war, the terms offered by the State
became more and more attractive, and
the methods employed in inducing
subscriptions became more and more
-popular. = as 2

The first War Loan was forthelimited
amountof £350,000,000, bearing 34 per
cent. interest, and was raised on the
ordinary. prospectus issued through the
Bank of England. Since-then there have
followed a Loan bearing 4% per cent.

“interest and the great 5 per cent. War
Loan of unlimited amount. Simultane-
ousty there have been obtainable by the
people, diyby. day, various kinds of
loan documents or bonds by which they
could lend their money to the State.
Among these have been Treasury Bills,
available mainly for the bank or finance
houses, the smallest amount lendable on
a Treasury Bill being a thousand pounds.
Then ‘there have been various series of
popular. Exchequer. Bonds. One- seties
bore interest at as high a rate as 6 per
cent., but that issue -vas soon withdrawn,
it- being felt that. such terms were higher
than the State need offer even for war
purposes. * There have also been onissue,
and are now, War Savings Certificates,
which enable the thrifty to lend as small
an amount as 15s. 6d., for which they are
repaid in five years £1.

F | NHEspirited war finance campaign of

 

“Safety First'’—in Finance > ‘

kn these loans have been supported b
the newspapers with vigour,.and every
eifort has been made to explain them and
popularise war finance by bold advertise-
ment and otherwise.
-Meantime, the State has attempted to

attract the small investor byenlisting the
services of the post-offices as subscribing
centres, and by the formation of War
Savings. Associations all over the country
to collect the smallest amounts of those
who were.saving to lend. All these
efforts were redoubledin the late autumn
of r917 by the campaignto place National
War Bonds, which isstill proceeding.
A National ‘War Bondis thepiece of

paper which the State givesyouwhen you
-hand over your money. Youare then
an investor. re ae
The Bond binds the State to pay you

handsomely for the use of your money.
Suppose you decide to lend fifty pounds
for ten-years. (You can get the money
back before then if you need it, or you
canleave the Bond to anyone if you
die.) Then the State pays you interest
on your loan at 5 per cent. ; that is, it
sendsyou {£1 5s. every half-year on April
Ist and October 1st; and at the end of
ten‘ years it pays you not only the {50°
you have lent but £2 10s. bonus as well.
The termsare in the same proportion,

Two Ends Can be Attained at Once
By CHARLES DUGUID

Financial Editor of the ‘Daily Mail”

every Half-year, and the repayment is
£1,050.

Never in modern times has the British
State offered such attractive terms in the
way of interest and bonus.

Then there is the, safety of the invest-
ment to be considered ; the certainty of
getting the interest every half-year and
the repayment on the due date. Even
if you leave your money at a bank, at a
much lower rate of interest, the security
is only that of one institution; if you
leave it at home it may be stolen or burnt ;

some investors put their money into
companies which,. after a bit, pay no
interest at all and finally fail, in which
case the money lentis lost.

Best Security in the World

Whenyoulend your moneyto theState,
the wealth and the resources and the
honour of Great Britain are there to repay
you. It does not matter whether you like
the Government or not, you lend your
money, not to any particular Goveru-
ment, but to the State. A British
Government never did default in its
payments and never will. The National
War Bond has behindit the best security
to be found in the world.
Suppose that for some reason you want

back the money you have lent to the
Government before it is due at the end of
five, seven, or ten years (for there are five-

year and seven-year Bonds as well as ten-
year), you can easily sell the Bond atthe
market price. If you have bought. the
Bond through a_ post-office, any ©post-
office will sell it for you; if you have
bought it through a bank, almost any
bank or stockbroker will sell it for you.
If you bought a Bond to-day for {t00,
and unfortunately had to sell it to-
morrow, you would get {99 15s. for it—
that is the present market price—thus
losing 5s.; but if you held it, receiving
the interest, until the repayment and
bonus of £5 werenearly due, you would
probably get, say, frog 15s. for the Bond
which had cost you ffoo. You cannot,
expect a buyer in the open market,
knowing you want the money, to. give
you a full £100. for a Bond when he can
get one for froo anywhere. On- the
other hand, a Bond which will be repaid
for {105 very shortly’ will command
almost, not quite, that price from any
buyer. Thus you do not lose much ever
if you are compelled to raise the money
by accepting the market «price. ~Tais

. market price has nothing to do withthe
Government ; it pays interest andrepays

|

 

the money with the bonus totheholder —
of the Bond. Sgn es tg a

Rights of Conversion . 23
People who do not understand the

matter sometimes say : ‘' But the price of
these Bonds may really fall seriously if,
before the war is over, the. State has to.
offer some other Bonds bearing a higher
rate of interest, or otherwise more at-
tractive. People would then only buy
my National War Bonds at.a lower’ price
than I gave for them. _1n any case, had I|

: 2905-3-3-S

one of the attractions of these National
War Bonds is that they may be ex-
changed into any subsequent War Loan
or Bonds that the State may issue.
Thus a holder of these National War

Bonds is a holder, as it were, of any

future War Bonds, if he likes. He has

the right to -buy any new Bonds with his
National War Bonds without paying any
more money. He has even the right of
exchanging into the cxisting Five Per
Cent. War Loan if at any time it would
pay him to do so, as it easily may. He
has the right to receive {100 werth of
that Loan for only £95 worth of National
War Bonds.
Those who buy the Bonds now can

never suffer through the issue of any
future War Loan on better terms.

For people who have to pay Excess
Profits Duty, or who will have to pay
Death Duties; there is another attraction
in National War Bonds. For those
Bondswill be accepted in payment. Thus
instead of having to keep moneyidle at the
bank, or invested in some doubtful
security which will have to be sold to pay
these duties, the money can be invested
in War Bonds and bear the five per cent.
interest, until: such time as the duties
become due, whenthe Bonds themselves

can be handed over in payment-

No Income-Tax Deducted

The last attraction. of National War
Bonds which need be mentionedis a boon
to everybody, rich and poor alike, When
the interest is paid-every half-year it. is
paid absolutely in full—there is no deduc-
tion of income-tax. National War Bonds
are almost the only investment-of which
this can be’ said; from the interest of
practically every other investment ob-
tainable—there are only one or two
notable exceptions—incomie-tax is de-
ducted at the highest rate prevailing
even if the man who receives the interest
is not liable to pay. income-tax at that
high rate; or even if he is not liable fo pay
income-tax at all. .True he can get the
tax refunded, but that involves a great
deal of trouble and delay. Many a man
has been prevented from investing. even
in -State Bonds -by this. .income-tax
deduction: nuisance: It does not. apply

to National War Bonds. The interest is

paid in full; he whois liable to pay

income-tax includes the dividend in his

return, paying the tax at the proper time

at the proper rate; he who is not liable

to income-tax, of course, makes no return

at all.
With their high interest, their certain

repayment with

a

b mus, their absolute

security, and their other. advantages, these

National War Bondsare effered’ by the

State to the individual invester.” He is

asked to invest in them, and to keep on

investing in them as fast’as he-can save

money, in order to help to. win the wat.

From any post-affice can be obtained a

£5, a £20, or a £50 Bond ; fromany bank

ean be ‘obtained a Bond ranging in value

  

‘from {50 and {Too up-to {1,o00 and

 

 

however much or howeverlittle you lend.’ not better. wait with my money to -seé £5,000. : =

tf you lend £5 the interest is 2s. 6d. every —whether the State offers more attractive The investor thus dces wellfor himseli

half-year, and the repayment is £5 5s. If Bonds still ?” Such an idea is quite and helps his country inits stupendous
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to do what in Ws lies to be worthy
of such fellow-countrymen, On the
other hand, let “those who seem, so
eager to lavish hospitality on eaptured
German air-raiders try to realise the
unspeakable nature of the race to which
these raiders belong. Sir Arthur Conan

scheme for creating a new
at a time when‘ labour

is difficult to procure,’ the Government
have answered it themselves in advance.
The new national shipyards are a much
more .‘ gigantic’ scheme .than anything
that is necessary at Plymouth ; and asto

ITH the change of the year came a
rustle of turning leaves.. There were

flutterings—one very significant——before
this: the recall of General Sarrail ‘from
Salonika, where he had held the position

of Commander-in-Chief for over two years,

M
e
e
e

+a gigantic
eommerecial port’

  

and the appointment in his place of
Generai Gulatiat. While the gossips
were speculating as to the ‘“ higher post ”’
to which} it was ‘stated, General Sarrail
had been or was about to be appointed,
discussing the vexed question of ai allied
genertlissimo, “and canvassing the re-

nisation of the British Headquarters
Staff in Trance, there came the important
announcement that -Vice-Admiral Sir
Jtosslyn Wemyss, K.C.B., C.M.G., M.V.O.,
had* béen appointed First’ Sea Lord in
succession to Admiral Sir John Jellicoe,
G,C. By O.M., G.C.V.O. “Admiral Jellicoe,

who retires with: a peerage and the
officially expressed hope“‘ that his services
and experience may be madeuseof at a
later date in another important appoint-
ment,’ > was for two years and four months

in command of the Grand Fleet before
going to the Admiralty as First Sea Lord
in December, rg10,

The New First Sea Lord

IR ROSSLYN ERSKINE WEMYSoy
who became Second Sea Lord in

August, 1917, and was later officially
described as Deputy First Lord, was born
in April, 1864, the third son of the late
“J. H- Erskine Wemyss, of Wemyss Castle,

| Fife, and comesfrom the same district as
2S1r Douglas Haig. Entering the Navy in
1877~hewas promoted captain in 190r, in
seheh year “he was commander. of. the
Ophir on the occasion of the‘visit’ of the
King ard Queen’ (then the -Duke- and
Duchess of Cornwall ‘and York) *to.the
Colonics. In:1910° he* was commodore in
command of the Balmoral-Castle‘and her
escort when the Dukeof Connaughtvisited
the Cape to -open* the ‘South African
Parliament,’7He became: rear-‘admiral -in
TOIT, andin 1912-13 servedinthe Second

Battle Squadron. Sir Rosslyn was in com-
mand of a squadron at the landing in
Gallipoli,-and he was also present atthe
evacuation. .Sir Rosslyn Wemyssreceived
the I.C.B..in’ January; 1916;and-in the
following December ‘was promoted ‘vice=
admiral.= -On..December 27th~he was
granted the acting rank of admiral.

SEMI-OFFICIAL assurance has been
giventhat, previous to one compara-

tively ‘recent casep>there had-beenfor six
months no instance of !a ship arriving
at Plymouth being ordered off without
disthargingits'car of4,000-tons of meat,
and being prom pedoed.> Unfortu-
mately, this is the satisfactory feature
about, this assurance, “As>= the ‘ Daily
News ” wellesays.: /That a port: of. this
importance shoud: ¢even. now be,without
adequate cold-storage airahgements after
nearly har year’S unrestricted -Submarine
Awarfare is a) thing. which <almost. defies ~

“Lhe plea «that the :‘railway —
service is inadequate is utterly”uncon- “
comment.:

. vincing to anyone acquainted- with. the
place. As to the argument that it is

{impossible .to improve the commercial
facilities of EeOuEn¢or to ‘enter upon

pee

the labour supply—is it less difficult to
obtain labour for work at Chepstow than
‘at Plymouth 2 Andif‘so; why ? ”

Examples of Supreme Sacrifice

“CAN “never unmoved the little
biographies of ‘ Fallen’ -Officers”’

printed in the “ Times.’”’ It is tobe hoped
that some meanswill be devised for giving
permanent form to the most memorable
of these records, though the. task of
selection would nevér be an easy one,
Take this example of an old Etonian:

read

,

Private. Harold Chapman, the third son of
the late J. J. Chapman, of Whitby, joined the
British SouthAfrican Police in South Rhodesia
in 1897, served in the Matabele and Mashona-
land rebellions, and. received the Rhodesian.
Medal and clasp. In the South African War
he was with General Plumer’s colunin, and
received the Queen’s Medal with three clasps,
and~ the. King’s. Medal with two~ clasps.
Resigning his commission in 1910, when war
broke out he was settled in Vancouver, but
came. over and joined the 6th Yorkshire
Regiment as captain, and proceeded withit in
1915 to Gallipoli, where his younger brother
Wilfrid, and his cousin, Colonel E. H. Chap-
man, were killed. Captain HH. Chapmanwas
the senior officer left, and, with the rank of
temporary major, took ‘command of the
battalion, and-heldit, with the exception of a
short time when he was slightly wounded,
until the peninsula was evacuated. Later he
was invalidéd, rebaaed his commission,
andreturned to his famil y in Vancouver. His
health, being re-established, he enlisted in a
Canadian’ Regiment, came to England in
November, = 1916,- and the” following May
jomed- the Canadian: TInfantry~ at’ the - front.
Hewas recommended for: the Military Medal
on account of “ the great courage and ability
he displayed during the attack,’~but his death
prevented the award from being made. He
Jeaves “a widow and ‘two sons. His elder
brother, Percy, lieutenant, 21st ‘Tanvers, died
of enteric in Cairo in peoes

A Father ‘and. His Two Sons

NEXPRESSIBLYssad, too, is the news
4. of the death.of sLicutenant ‘Harold
Buchanan Ryley, Suffolk Regiment, -the
eldest son ofthe Rey.G. Buchanan Ryley ,
vicar of Whyteleafe. Born in 1868, he was
educated at St. Olave’s Grammar School
and at Exeter, College, Oxford, of which he
was senior classical scholar.. On leaving
Oxford he became. assistant master in his
old school, then.headmaster of Sandwich
Grammar School, and. afterwards head-
master of Emmanuel-School, Wandsworth
Common, -.Whenz wars“began” he twastin
Americas and on the death<of his two sons
in action in France, he at once came back
to England, and. offered himself-for active
‘ 5 Having been a captain “in the

, he was given a-lieutenancy inthe
Suffolk Reginient, and went to the frcae
being killed on. Devemben Toth.< Suet

FXAMPLaS such. as thesesPout be
multiplied a thousandfold. «The man

is to be pitied:aoeisSnotinspiredby:thenr

“ME

Doyle had occasion recently to tallto
a British officer who had endured captivity
in Germany, and hereis his testimony:

of senior regimental rank, a
man of dignity and refinement, was taken
wounded at the endof ror4. With his com-
rades_ in, captivity he was starved during
the longtwo days’ journey from the front
to his prison. At one spot—he thinks that it

-~was Cologne—asoup canteen upon wheels: was:
rolled up to their compartment in order to
mock them. Still starving, and suffering
tortures: from their wounds, they reached the
town: of their captivity. Weak, shaken, and
unnerved, they assembled outside the station,

‘ hardly able to stand after their dreadful”
journey. ..What ensued can only be described
in hiS ownforcible words : ‘‘ They kicked.our
behinds all the way up the street.. There was’
not one of us who hadnot his behind kicked.” :

This officer,

In a German Prison Camp

Bake scene of the following incident
wasa prison camp in Germany:

One of the huts in the prison camp took”
fire.” It was night, and the door had-been
locked on the outside, The key could not be .
found. One of:the inmates, asailor, tried-to
get out through -the narrow- window. + The
sentry of the-hut rushed forward. The
prisoners who were spectators thought that
he was, about. to draw the man through.
What he ac tually did was to pass his bay:onet
through the Sailor’s throat.

Of suchis the spirit of modern Germany,
the ruler of owhich Dieoemerely Calls
upon God as his‘ “ally.”.fe

JOHN .S.. MARGERISON, who
some months ago contributed to

this paper aninteresting series of personal
experiences of fighters.in the Great War
under the general title of ““ Told by the
Rank and File,” has been lately engaged
upon a new and striking series of papers
which Iampleased to have secured for my
readers, and with.which I_am sure they
will be not less pleased. The ‘second, of
these papers, descriptive of “The Day’s
Work by Sea, Shore,.and Sky,’’ appears
in this number of Tus WarItLusTRATED,
and will be followed byothers déaling with
various bi anches of the sous: fighting.
SCLViCCSaam

Margerison showed
in - recording. the experiences _of

individual soldiers andsailors in his earlier
series is even more marked inthis newand
graphic descriptions of. the doings of
typical craft fighting. in or onthe three
elements ,where. modern war is: waged.
Byhis terse recordshehas, asit were, seen
as. a contemporary something ef that
romance which:reality -for’ most people
only .takes on: when seen -through -the
perspective of time ; and in doing,‘this:-he-
has the happy. gift‘of conveying something

HE skillenMr.

» of the sameTepreecn toBe reader,
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WALKING in. London with a lady a
day or two ago, I.saw a very long

queue of people waiting outside a closed
and shuttered shop until such time as the
proud and plutocratic butter-slapper to
whom it belonged should deign to attend
to business and sell them his chemical
substitute for dairy produce. “* Poor
creatures!’ was mry compassionate ex-
clamation. ‘ Fancy having to wait in the
cold like that !”’ “ Silly idiots !”° was my
companion’s abrupt rejoinder. ‘‘ Why on
earth do they do it ?”’

2
-
3
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ATHERsurprised by the conundrum,
I ventured the suggestion that the

people in the queue wanted butter.
“ Well, they won't get it there,” came the

retort; “that shop sells puttyrine.”
Patiently I amended my suggestion to
“ Perhaps they want puttyrine.” “ Why

$ should they ?”’ ‘‘ Becauseit’s like butter,”
: I said, feeling a little bewildered. “‘ Indeed

it isn’t |!’ myfriend said with contempt-
uous emphasis. “‘ Tell me something more
you don’t know about it.” I took refuge

in silence, and allowed the lady all the
last words she might require. ‘‘ Before
the war,” she proceeded, ‘if you bought
a pound they threw in another pound—
almost threw it at you—and a plate to
take it away on, they were so anxious to
get rid of it. That was called advertise-
ment. Now, when people come from

miles round and offer them shillings for
ounces, they don’t even open the shop,
they’re so anxious to keep it. That's
profiteering, and they’re knaves. The
fools are the people outside the shop who
allow themselves to be imposed upon,
and i
“You began by asking why they want

puttyrine,” I reminded her. ‘‘T’ve just
thought of the answer; they want it to
put on their bread.”” She looked at me
with some scorn, I thought, but the

answer was right, nevertheless. ‘‘ Yes,”’

she said, with almost a grimace; “and
I wonder if they know what they’re
putting in their mouths. Plain living and
simple food, ifideed! These substitutes
are as complex as the pharmacopceia, and
some of them are nearly as poisonous.
Why. the other day a jam and pickle
maker advertised for a manager for his
factory, and stipulated that the man
must be a good chemist. What did he
want a chemist for ?”
“To make sure that the fruit and the

green stuff were good, of course.”
“ Are you really so ingenuous as you

pretend, I wonder, or just standing up for

him because he is a man?” she replied.
“ Any woman could tell him whether the
stuff were good or bad by the smell ofit.
Our grandmothers made. the best jam
and pickles in the world, and they knew

“nothing about chemistry.. These manu-
facturers need chemists to tell them how
much arsenic they can use to make the
pickles green withoutkilling the customers,

% and how to make puttyrine out of things
that Nature never intended to go into
anybody’s stomach.”

“ The food value of nuts ” T began,
clearing my throat ; but she cut me short
wrth an echoed “Nuts!” that was an
entire critical dissertation on dietetics

;
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“They are so stupidly conservative,”
she protested. ‘“‘ More than half the
secret of good diet is variety, but they
won't believe. that enough to try. They
would rather stand for hours in a- queue,
waiting on the chance of getting that
stuff, because they are told it is exactly
like the butter they have. had all their
lives, than stop at home and eat some-
thing else.”
“Such as?” I inquired.
“Well, fried bread with jam,” she

suggested. ‘‘ Do you ever have that ?.”
““T know,” I said ;'“ sort of bubble and

squea But what are they to fry the
bread in?” I went on hastily, perceiving
from her face that I had made a mistake
somehow.

“Dripping, perhaps; they can get
drippit.g for one and fourpence a pound;
it goes ever so much farther than those
chemical compounds, and one does know
what it’s made of. And there’s lard;
and mutton suet. Bread and, betterstill,
potatoes fried in any of those make an
infinitely more wholesome and satisfying
breakfast ; but no, they had bread and
butter before the war, and theyinsist on
having bread and puttyrine during the
war. And they waste hours of their own
time, and allow their little children to
run risk of catching their death of cold,
rather than go without. Why can’t
people do without things ?”

   K.

HOSE were the words that stuck in
my mind, and provide a_ really

profitable subject for meditation in these
days. My friend talked gravely and
seriously about it, and: more than half

convinced me that the thing most wrong
with us good people at-home is that we
will not do without things, urgent though
we knowthe need for economy in food-
stuffs to be, refusing to submit to the
trivial privation for no better reason than
that we have always been accustomed to

eSonnet to England
"PH following fine sonnet bythe Nawab Nizamat

Jung Bahadur, reproduced from the “ Times,”
is touching as weli as most convineing proot of tue
loyalty to the British Raj that is deep-rooted in the
hearts of the Native Rulers and Princes of India.
The help given to the cause of the Empire and
civilisation by these noble men, both in personal
service and in contributions of monsy_ hospitals,
and equipment of various kinds has been inca}cul-
able. Most valuable, perhaps, is the knowledge,
confirmed once more by this poem, that to the end
their hearts are ours.

HOME of my youth, O England, thou to me
Didst g ve the soul’s best gifts, for which

I stand
Thy liegemanunto death. But this weak hand
Doth shame, alas! my proud heart's fealty,
Ah! wouldit could in this thy jeopardy
Strike at thy haughtyfoe, at love’s demand.
Ab! would ‘twere mine to wield the warrior’s

brand,
To dare and die, like thine own sons, for thee.

Vain thoughts, vain words! These feeble limbs
no more

Can move with youth's high hope in battle-line,
Asonce they might have moved in daysof yore,
When youth and health, and youth's high hopes

 

 

WITHOUT THINGS
have them. I wonder of how many. of
us the patriotism is good butter—the pure
“and unadulterated product of our native
soil—and of how many. it-is no better
than artificial puttyrine.

I REMEMBERmentioning in an article
that appeared in this page months

ago, that I asked a friend what real
difference the war had made to his mode
of life, and that he acknowledged it had
made none except that he had margarine
instead of butter at his table. Looking
into my own domestic life, Iam bound to
acknowledge that I, the man, am made
unpleasantly conscious of no lack, or even

shortage, of anything that matters. My
wife, the woman, copes with difficulties
that are harassing, and with the purchasing
value of the sovereign at thirteen shillings,
or thereabouts, she is obliged to enforce
a greater cconomy than of old in the use
‘of everything. So far, sugar is the
only article of which we have ever been
totally deprived. Before the issue of the
sugar cards we had noneat all for weeks,
because we would not join in the sorry
scramble of the queues or submit to the
iniquitous condition imposed by con-
scienceless grocers to spend at least two
shillings—whether we could afford them
or not—on other things in their shops—
whether we wanted them or not—before
being allowed to obtain half a pound of
the sugar which we did want. If every-
body had been equally resolute, that
scandal _would~have been stopped long
before it actually was.

HERE is no virtue in doing without
things if you can’t get them. In

these times there isno particular merit in
doing without them if you can. Some
merit,~ of course, is earned by the -con-

scientious performance of duty, and more
by the performance ‘of it in measure full
and running over. Whether it is pleasure
and luxuries, like play-going and costly
wine, or whether it is actual ‘necessaries,
like plain feod and decent clothes, the
duty of everybody now is abstention—
total in the one case. to the limit of en-
durance in the other. Since, however,

there are a good many people about who
will not do their duty if they can by any
means evade it, it would be wisest to give
credit for their merit to those who will,
and put good and bad on an equalfooting
by compulsory rationing all round. What-
ever else happened, one woman would
not be able to get a hundred and twenty
pounds of tea while another was unable
to get two ounces. :

OR the first time in my life, at any
rate, the question of economy is

cleared of all the confusing complications
which theorists can spin around it, such
as circulation of money being essential—
to national wealth. To-day, abstention
from spending of moneyis essential to the
national existence. Not only ought people
to do without things ; also they-ought to
lend to the country the money which they
had contemplated spending on them.

ORE thing emerges clear in my mind
from my recollections of -my triend’s

homily on the text of puttyrine, and it
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were mine. ‘ a a can be presented in the form of a senten-“What would you recommend them to Though vain the wish, and vain words’ idle tious aes People who can’t help ‘theput on their bread?” I inquired, in as store, . Empire in the war by doing things, mustmgratiating a manner as I could assume Beyond all thoughts and words my heart is help it bydoing without things.’
thine | ‘ : Cc. mM.
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drawing shows us a mule having its fling in a way that taxes the strength and temper of the men against
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WALKING in. London with a lady a
day or two ago, I.saw a very long

queue of people waiting outside a closed
and shuttered shop until such time as the
proud and plutocratic butter-slapper to
whom it belonged should deign to attend
to business and sell them his chemical
substitute for dairy produce. “* Poor
creatures!’ was mry compassionate ex-
clamation. ‘ Fancy having to wait in the
cold like that !”’ “ Silly idiots !”° was my
companion’s abrupt rejoinder. ‘‘ Why on
earth do they do it ?”’

2
-
3
9
-
9
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-

ATHERsurprised by the conundrum,
I ventured the suggestion that the

people in the queue wanted butter.
“ Well, they won't get it there,” came the

retort; “that shop sells puttyrine.”
Patiently I amended my suggestion to
“ Perhaps they want puttyrine.” “ Why

$ should they ?”’ ‘‘ Becauseit’s like butter,”
: I said, feeling a little bewildered. “‘ Indeed

it isn’t |!’ myfriend said with contempt-
uous emphasis. “‘ Tell me something more
you don’t know about it.” I took refuge

in silence, and allowed the lady all the
last words she might require. ‘‘ Before
the war,” she proceeded, ‘if you bought
a pound they threw in another pound—
almost threw it at you—and a plate to
take it away on, they were so anxious to
get rid of it. That was called advertise-
ment. Now, when people come from

miles round and offer them shillings for
ounces, they don’t even open the shop,
they’re so anxious to keep it. That's
profiteering, and they’re knaves. The
fools are the people outside the shop who
allow themselves to be imposed upon,
and i
“You began by asking why they want

puttyrine,” I reminded her. ‘‘T’ve just
thought of the answer; they want it to
put on their bread.”” She looked at me
with some scorn, I thought, but the

answer was right, nevertheless. ‘‘ Yes,”’

she said, with almost a grimace; “and
I wonder if they know what they’re
putting in their mouths. Plain living and
simple food, ifideed! These substitutes
are as complex as the pharmacopceia, and
some of them are nearly as poisonous.
Why. the other day a jam and pickle
maker advertised for a manager for his
factory, and stipulated that the man
must be a good chemist. What did he
want a chemist for ?”
“To make sure that the fruit and the

green stuff were good, of course.”
“ Are you really so ingenuous as you

pretend, I wonder, or just standing up for

him because he is a man?” she replied.
“ Any woman could tell him whether the
stuff were good or bad by the smell ofit.
Our grandmothers made. the best jam
and pickles in the world, and they knew

“nothing about chemistry.. These manu-
facturers need chemists to tell them how
much arsenic they can use to make the
pickles green withoutkilling the customers,

% and how to make puttyrine out of things
that Nature never intended to go into
anybody’s stomach.”

“ The food value of nuts ” T began,
clearing my throat ; but she cut me short
wrth an echoed “Nuts!” that was an
entire critical dissertation on dietetics
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“They are so stupidly conservative,”
she protested. ‘“‘ More than half the
secret of good diet is variety, but they
won't believe. that enough to try. They
would rather stand for hours in a- queue,
waiting on the chance of getting that
stuff, because they are told it is exactly
like the butter they have. had all their
lives, than stop at home and eat some-
thing else.”
“Such as?” I inquired.
“Well, fried bread with jam,” she

suggested. ‘‘ Do you ever have that ?.”
““T know,” I said ;'“ sort of bubble and

squea But what are they to fry the
bread in?” I went on hastily, perceiving
from her face that I had made a mistake
somehow.

“Dripping, perhaps; they can get
drippit.g for one and fourpence a pound;
it goes ever so much farther than those
chemical compounds, and one does know
what it’s made of. And there’s lard;
and mutton suet. Bread and, betterstill,
potatoes fried in any of those make an
infinitely more wholesome and satisfying
breakfast ; but no, they had bread and
butter before the war, and theyinsist on
having bread and puttyrine during the
war. And they waste hours of their own
time, and allow their little children to
run risk of catching their death of cold,
rather than go without. Why can’t
people do without things ?”

   K.

HOSE were the words that stuck in
my mind, and provide a_ really

profitable subject for meditation in these
days. My friend talked gravely and
seriously about it, and: more than half

convinced me that the thing most wrong
with us good people at-home is that we
will not do without things, urgent though
we knowthe need for economy in food-
stuffs to be, refusing to submit to the
trivial privation for no better reason than
that we have always been accustomed to

eSonnet to England
"PH following fine sonnet bythe Nawab Nizamat

Jung Bahadur, reproduced from the “ Times,”
is touching as weli as most convineing proot of tue
loyalty to the British Raj that is deep-rooted in the
hearts of the Native Rulers and Princes of India.
The help given to the cause of the Empire and
civilisation by these noble men, both in personal
service and in contributions of monsy_ hospitals,
and equipment of various kinds has been inca}cul-
able. Most valuable, perhaps, is the knowledge,
confirmed once more by this poem, that to the end
their hearts are ours.

HOME of my youth, O England, thou to me
Didst g ve the soul’s best gifts, for which

I stand
Thy liegemanunto death. But this weak hand
Doth shame, alas! my proud heart's fealty,
Ah! wouldit could in this thy jeopardy
Strike at thy haughtyfoe, at love’s demand.
Ab! would ‘twere mine to wield the warrior’s

brand,
To dare and die, like thine own sons, for thee.

Vain thoughts, vain words! These feeble limbs
no more

Can move with youth's high hope in battle-line,
Asonce they might have moved in daysof yore,
When youth and health, and youth's high hopes

 

 

WITHOUT THINGS
have them. I wonder of how many. of
us the patriotism is good butter—the pure
“and unadulterated product of our native
soil—and of how many. it-is no better
than artificial puttyrine.

I REMEMBERmentioning in an article
that appeared in this page months

ago, that I asked a friend what real
difference the war had made to his mode
of life, and that he acknowledged it had
made none except that he had margarine
instead of butter at his table. Looking
into my own domestic life, Iam bound to
acknowledge that I, the man, am made
unpleasantly conscious of no lack, or even

shortage, of anything that matters. My
wife, the woman, copes with difficulties
that are harassing, and with the purchasing
value of the sovereign at thirteen shillings,
or thereabouts, she is obliged to enforce
a greater cconomy than of old in the use
‘of everything. So far, sugar is the
only article of which we have ever been
totally deprived. Before the issue of the
sugar cards we had noneat all for weeks,
because we would not join in the sorry
scramble of the queues or submit to the
iniquitous condition imposed by con-
scienceless grocers to spend at least two
shillings—whether we could afford them
or not—on other things in their shops—
whether we wanted them or not—before
being allowed to obtain half a pound of
the sugar which we did want. If every-
body had been equally resolute, that
scandal _would~have been stopped long
before it actually was.

HERE is no virtue in doing without
things if you can’t get them. In

these times there isno particular merit in
doing without them if you can. Some
merit,~ of course, is earned by the -con-

scientious performance of duty, and more
by the performance ‘of it in measure full
and running over. Whether it is pleasure
and luxuries, like play-going and costly
wine, or whether it is actual ‘necessaries,
like plain feod and decent clothes, the
duty of everybody now is abstention—
total in the one case. to the limit of en-
durance in the other. Since, however,

there are a good many people about who
will not do their duty if they can by any
means evade it, it would be wisest to give
credit for their merit to those who will,
and put good and bad on an equalfooting
by compulsory rationing all round. What-
ever else happened, one woman would
not be able to get a hundred and twenty
pounds of tea while another was unable
to get two ounces. :

OR the first time in my life, at any
rate, the question of economy is

cleared of all the confusing complications
which theorists can spin around it, such
as circulation of money being essential—
to national wealth. To-day, abstention
from spending of moneyis essential to the
national existence. Not only ought people
to do without things ; also they-ought to
lend to the country the money which they
had contemplated spending on them.

ORE thing emerges clear in my mind
from my recollections of -my triend’s

homily on the text of puttyrine, and it
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THE PAN-GERMANS’ NEW DREAMS
Russia's Collapse Opens New Road to World-Empire for the Huns!

HAT will be the attitude of the
\V citizens of this country if Germany

relinquishes her conquests in the
west, but seeks to carve out fresh additions

to her Empire at the expense of Russia
and the peoples of the Middle East ? The
question has suddenly become of enor-
mous importance in viewof the disclosure
of German intentions made at the “‘peace”
negotiations with the Bolshevists:
The only way. to answer it is to ask

ourselves what we are really fighting for.
Reduced to three words, our object and
that of our Allies is fo beat Germany.
Unless the Germans are decisively beaten
in the field, they will in time gain the
mastery of the world, and will encompass
the downfall of Great Britain:
The thing we British must get into our

heads is that should Germany gain a
complete victory anywhere, the results to
us and to those who come after us will in
the end be the same. A trinmphant
Germany, a Germany made infinitely
stronger and more powerful as the out-
come of the war, means the continuance

of aggressive Prussian militarism. It
means that when the Germans have re-
covered from their exhaustion they will
strike-at us again, and next time they

will probably commit fewer mistakes. It
will make no difference to us whether
Germany expands her possessions and
renews her strengthat the expense of the
people of Belgium, or.of the mbhabitants
of Russia: Should she emerge fror: this
war victorious, she will continue to menace

our security, the Hohenzollerns will be

morefirmly “seated than ever, and fhe
German people will lust after more con-
quests and more loot.

  

 

What Must be Realised

By chance I write these lines in a quiet
village, far from the turmoil of the great
cities. 1 wonder whether the placid folk
here would ever understand that if —Ger-
many gripped wide slices of Russia, and
pushed her domination into Middle Asia
and far Siberia, their security would

still be threatened as it has never been
threatened for a thousand years.

For that is the problem How con-
fronting us. “How are we to make our
people realise that, if Germany ends the
war undefeated im the field, she will
pursue the old ends, and will never rest
till she has ruined us? How are we to
convince them that if our malignant
enemies acquire spacious new provinces,
and oil and minerals of Russia, they will
prepare with zest for another war?

Britons know about Belgium, and
realise that- Antwerp in German hands
would be a dagger constantly pointed at
our vitals. They can appreciate that in
honour and by necessity alike we are
bound to struggle for the restoration
of the kingdom of Serbia. They perceive
the importance of entering Palestine to
shield the Suez Canal, and of conquering
Mesopotamia to prevent our foes from
using the Persian Gulf as a highway trom
which they might menace India. ~
But can Courland and Esthonia and

Livonia and Lithuania seem to them
to have any relation to the welfare of
Great Britain? What can it matter to
this village community, to the dwellers
in this green pleasaunce on which 1 am

By LOVAT FRASER

looking, if. the Turks under German
direction acquire dominating control aver
the millions of nomads on the Kirghiz
steppes and the remote Mussulmans of
Bokhara ?

Let me try to state the matter ‘simply.
For hundreds of years the German peoples,
and more particularly the Prussians, have
lived in the middle of Europe, with a
very narrow seaboard, and with powerful
nations on. cither side of them. They
have themselves contended that one of
the principal reasons why they have
incessautly cultivated a warlike spirit is
that they have been liable ta attack on
two fronts.

  

Germany Looks to Russia

We say differently. We say that the
Prussians and their kindred tribes
have periodically burst through their
frontiers and plunged Europe into war
in obedience to austincts older than
written ‘history. FE-ver ssince the egreat
migrations which first peopled Northern
Europe Germanic hordes have from time
to time poured forth, and carried fire and
sword into other lands, until the rest of

Europe has dammedthe flood and driven
them back and penned them up in their
own homes once more. In seeking to
check these eruptive'and essentially bruta!
barbarians we, too, are obeying an imstinct

iniplanted in us long ago. The Old World
has-always known that it must fear and
repel fhese methodical invaders from the
shores of the Baltic.
But now-we are ‘suddenly face to face

with a position which has never “been
known for centuries. The eastern
boundaries of Germany have vanished
at the touch of anarchy, mstigated from
Berlin. Long ago, ‘when Russia was
prostrate under the imeursions of- Tartar
hordes, Poland was still a powerful

kingdom, and kept the Germans back.
To-day there is no Poland, and when the
walls of Russia fell, the astonished and
eager Germans looked across the broad
steppes at the morning light of the east.
Theysee before them an almost illimitable
land, teeming with unexploited riches,
and able te feed and clothe them and to
supply them with extra stores of coal and
iron, and even of gold, for the gold-mines
of Siberia have so far beenlittle more than
scratched.

Step Towards World Domination

They see Russia with a disorganised
and deluded Army, which has. ceased to

fight, with desperate madmen in power ,
who are bent upon destroying the fabric
of the State, with generals and admirals
and administrators and a whole upper and
middle class who are reduced to absolute
helplessness. Small wonderthat they are
planning to march in and take possession,
and that they believe they are at last
about to dominate the world.
You will perceive now, I trust, the

direction in which the thoughts of the
Germans are turning. They probably
recognise that they are effectually held
on the western front, and they feel that
even if they relinquish their conquests in
the west they can find in the east ‘the -
attainment of their main object, which
is to emerge from the war‘greater in
dominions, in population, and inresources.

-

They have stripped Belgium and the
occupied departments of France to the
bone. They took away twenty million
pounds’ worth of wool from Roubaix alone.
They have stolen the machinery from the
factories, the furniture from the houses,
the linen off the beds, the knockers off
the doors. They have harried and
murdered the men, and inflicted shame
on the women and girls. They have
ruined the industries, and have destroyed
the coal-mines, especially at Lens. They
have hacked down the orchards, and even

felled the lines of poplars along the roads.
They can now go back across the Rhine,
leaving these fair lands ruined and
desolate. They will return laden with-
immense loot to seize the fresh spoils
which await them in Russia.

There is nothing new about the aspira-
tions of Germany at the expense of
Russia, and about her plan to reduce
the. people of Russia to permanent sub-
jection. Germans have long cherished this
atm, and -hitherto the- Tsardom has been
the bulwark which held them at bay.
They want now to acquire the great
region of Lithuania, the province of
Courland, and parts of Livonia and

Esthonia, which will bring them within
easy striking distance of Petrograd.
Russia, if they have their will, must losc

all cuttets to the western seas except the
port of Kronstadt.

A Shameless Scheme

They insist that the Russian Army must
disperse at once, while their owa forces
are to remain in the occupied territories.
They offer to give the people of §these
provinces ‘‘ a free choice.” ~But what
answer can be made with Germantroops
in every town and village ? There never
was a more shameless scheme of conquest,

and at last the world can see that the
Germans went to war toenrich themselves,

and for no other purpose.
These steps are only a beginning. The

ultimate hope of our foes is to acquire
complete economic and political domina-
tion over Russia, including her immense

Asiatic territories. Simultaneously they
are working through the Turks to establish
control over the sixteen millions. of
Turkish - speaking Mohammedans who
dwell on Russiansoil. These Mohammedan
communities are breaking-off ato separate
States, and the Turks are endeavouring to

link them wp by means ci the “ Pan-
Turanian ’ movement, which proposes to
unite under Turkish inflmeice all the races
who use the tongues known to philologists
as “Turanian.” Should the ‘Turks
“succeed, Persia and even Afghanistan
may be induced to join the solid block of
Islamic States thus created, and a fresh
menace to our Indian Empire would
instantly spring into being. -*
Where will Great Britain“and France

and Italybe if the close of the war leaves

the Old World dominated by a vast Pan-
Germanic Confederation -stretching from
the Rhine to the wilds of Asia, with the
ultimate prospect of reaching the utter-
most shores of the Pacific? That is the
question which every Briton must now
ask himself. We are not fighting to save
Russia’ from -extinction, “but to save
ourselves. A victorious Germany may do '
this ‘thing. Germany in defedt can never
do it, : aS
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Destroyed bridge replaced by a swing one on the French front,
so arranged as to be readily removable should necessity arise.
 

 

Fort Malmaison, captured by the French during their brilliant
Aisne offensive. It is now utilised as a French observation-post.
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** Funk hole”? dining-room made for Germanofficers in a part of
the Hindenburg line which was recently captured.

Filling cans at a water point on the British western front—a very
chilly kind of fatigue on a snowy winter morning.
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_ British troops being moved up to the battle area on the western front by means
of barges along a canal.

Canadian railway troops fixing a turntable
where twolight lines intersect near Lens.
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THE PAN-GERMANS’ NEW DREAMS
Russia's Collapse Opens New Road to World-Empire for the Huns!

HAT will be the attitude of the
\V citizens of this country if Germany

relinquishes her conquests in the
west, but seeks to carve out fresh additions

to her Empire at the expense of Russia
and the peoples of the Middle East ? The
question has suddenly become of enor-
mous importance in viewof the disclosure
of German intentions made at the “‘peace”
negotiations with the Bolshevists:
The only way. to answer it is to ask

ourselves what we are really fighting for.
Reduced to three words, our object and
that of our Allies is fo beat Germany.
Unless the Germans are decisively beaten
in the field, they will in time gain the
mastery of the world, and will encompass
the downfall of Great Britain:
The thing we British must get into our

heads is that should Germany gain a
complete victory anywhere, the results to
us and to those who come after us will in
the end be the same. A trinmphant
Germany, a Germany made infinitely
stronger and more powerful as the out-
come of the war, means the continuance

of aggressive Prussian militarism. It
means that when the Germans have re-
covered from their exhaustion they will
strike-at us again, and next time they

will probably commit fewer mistakes. It
will make no difference to us whether
Germany expands her possessions and
renews her strengthat the expense of the
people of Belgium, or.of the mbhabitants
of Russia: Should she emerge fror: this
war victorious, she will continue to menace

our security, the Hohenzollerns will be

morefirmly “seated than ever, and fhe
German people will lust after more con-
quests and more loot.

  

 

What Must be Realised

By chance I write these lines in a quiet
village, far from the turmoil of the great
cities. 1 wonder whether the placid folk
here would ever understand that if —Ger-
many gripped wide slices of Russia, and
pushed her domination into Middle Asia
and far Siberia, their security would

still be threatened as it has never been
threatened for a thousand years.

For that is the problem How con-
fronting us. “How are we to make our
people realise that, if Germany ends the
war undefeated im the field, she will
pursue the old ends, and will never rest
till she has ruined us? How are we to
convince them that if our malignant
enemies acquire spacious new provinces,
and oil and minerals of Russia, they will
prepare with zest for another war?

Britons know about Belgium, and
realise that- Antwerp in German hands
would be a dagger constantly pointed at
our vitals. They can appreciate that in
honour and by necessity alike we are
bound to struggle for the restoration
of the kingdom of Serbia. They perceive
the importance of entering Palestine to
shield the Suez Canal, and of conquering
Mesopotamia to prevent our foes from
using the Persian Gulf as a highway trom
which they might menace India. ~
But can Courland and Esthonia and

Livonia and Lithuania seem to them
to have any relation to the welfare of
Great Britain? What can it matter to
this village community, to the dwellers
in this green pleasaunce on which 1 am

By LOVAT FRASER

looking, if. the Turks under German
direction acquire dominating control aver
the millions of nomads on the Kirghiz
steppes and the remote Mussulmans of
Bokhara ?

Let me try to state the matter ‘simply.
For hundreds of years the German peoples,
and more particularly the Prussians, have
lived in the middle of Europe, with a
very narrow seaboard, and with powerful
nations on. cither side of them. They
have themselves contended that one of
the principal reasons why they have
incessautly cultivated a warlike spirit is
that they have been liable ta attack on
two fronts.

  

Germany Looks to Russia

We say differently. We say that the
Prussians and their kindred tribes
have periodically burst through their
frontiers and plunged Europe into war
in obedience to austincts older than
written ‘history. FE-ver ssince the egreat
migrations which first peopled Northern
Europe Germanic hordes have from time
to time poured forth, and carried fire and
sword into other lands, until the rest of

Europe has dammedthe flood and driven
them back and penned them up in their
own homes once more. In seeking to
check these eruptive'and essentially bruta!
barbarians we, too, are obeying an imstinct

iniplanted in us long ago. The Old World
has-always known that it must fear and
repel fhese methodical invaders from the
shores of the Baltic.
But now-we are ‘suddenly face to face

with a position which has never “been
known for centuries. The eastern
boundaries of Germany have vanished
at the touch of anarchy, mstigated from
Berlin. Long ago, ‘when Russia was
prostrate under the imeursions of- Tartar
hordes, Poland was still a powerful

kingdom, and kept the Germans back.
To-day there is no Poland, and when the
walls of Russia fell, the astonished and
eager Germans looked across the broad
steppes at the morning light of the east.
Theysee before them an almost illimitable
land, teeming with unexploited riches,
and able te feed and clothe them and to
supply them with extra stores of coal and
iron, and even of gold, for the gold-mines
of Siberia have so far beenlittle more than
scratched.

Step Towards World Domination

They see Russia with a disorganised
and deluded Army, which has. ceased to

fight, with desperate madmen in power ,
who are bent upon destroying the fabric
of the State, with generals and admirals
and administrators and a whole upper and
middle class who are reduced to absolute
helplessness. Small wonderthat they are
planning to march in and take possession,
and that they believe they are at last
about to dominate the world.
You will perceive now, I trust, the

direction in which the thoughts of the
Germans are turning. They probably
recognise that they are effectually held
on the western front, and they feel that
even if they relinquish their conquests in
the west they can find in the east ‘the -
attainment of their main object, which
is to emerge from the war‘greater in
dominions, in population, and inresources.

-

They have stripped Belgium and the
occupied departments of France to the
bone. They took away twenty million
pounds’ worth of wool from Roubaix alone.
They have stolen the machinery from the
factories, the furniture from the houses,
the linen off the beds, the knockers off
the doors. They have harried and
murdered the men, and inflicted shame
on the women and girls. They have
ruined the industries, and have destroyed
the coal-mines, especially at Lens. They
have hacked down the orchards, and even

felled the lines of poplars along the roads.
They can now go back across the Rhine,
leaving these fair lands ruined and
desolate. They will return laden with-
immense loot to seize the fresh spoils
which await them in Russia.

There is nothing new about the aspira-
tions of Germany at the expense of
Russia, and about her plan to reduce
the. people of Russia to permanent sub-
jection. Germans have long cherished this
atm, and -hitherto the- Tsardom has been
the bulwark which held them at bay.
They want now to acquire the great
region of Lithuania, the province of
Courland, and parts of Livonia and

Esthonia, which will bring them within
easy striking distance of Petrograd.
Russia, if they have their will, must losc

all cuttets to the western seas except the
port of Kronstadt.

A Shameless Scheme

They insist that the Russian Army must
disperse at once, while their owa forces
are to remain in the occupied territories.
They offer to give the people of §these
provinces ‘‘ a free choice.” ~But what
answer can be made with Germantroops
in every town and village ? There never
was a more shameless scheme of conquest,

and at last the world can see that the
Germans went to war toenrich themselves,

and for no other purpose.
These steps are only a beginning. The

ultimate hope of our foes is to acquire
complete economic and political domina-
tion over Russia, including her immense

Asiatic territories. Simultaneously they
are working through the Turks to establish
control over the sixteen millions. of
Turkish - speaking Mohammedans who
dwell on Russiansoil. These Mohammedan
communities are breaking-off ato separate
States, and the Turks are endeavouring to

link them wp by means ci the “ Pan-
Turanian ’ movement, which proposes to
unite under Turkish inflmeice all the races
who use the tongues known to philologists
as “Turanian.” Should the ‘Turks
“succeed, Persia and even Afghanistan
may be induced to join the solid block of
Islamic States thus created, and a fresh
menace to our Indian Empire would
instantly spring into being. -*
Where will Great Britain“and France

and Italybe if the close of the war leaves

the Old World dominated by a vast Pan-
Germanic Confederation -stretching from
the Rhine to the wilds of Asia, with the
ultimate prospect of reaching the utter-
most shores of the Pacific? That is the
question which every Briton must now
ask himself. We are not fighting to save
Russia’ from -extinction, “but to save
ourselves. A victorious Germany may do '
this ‘thing. Germany in defedt can never
do it, : aS
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Destroyed bridge replaced by a swing one on the French front,
so arranged as to be readily removable should necessity arise.
 

 

Fort Malmaison, captured by the French during their brilliant
Aisne offensive. It is now utilised as a French observation-post.
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** Funk hole”? dining-room made for Germanofficers in a part of
the Hindenburg line which was recently captured.

Filling cans at a water point on the British western front—a very
chilly kind of fatigue on a snowy winter morning.
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_ British troops being moved up to the battle area on the western front by means
of barges along a canal.

Canadian railway troops fixing a turntable
where twolight lines intersect near Lens.
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- : Jaffa, as seen from the sea. Jaffa (or Joppa), which Sir Edmund Allenby captured on November 17th, 1917, is the seaport for }

Deserted railway line somewhere between the ighting-lines on the British front in France. ‘The trucks,teft derelict in No WVian’s Land, Jerusalem, with which—fifty-four miles to the south-east—it is connected by railway.

and the railway embankment have suffered severely from the gun fire of both sides.  

 

   

 

  

 

Artillery of English West Country troops passing among the Judean foot-hills during therapid British advance in Palestine. This

British cavalry on the western frontin France awaiting in readiness the long-looked-for moment which Shall ‘bring them the order to ; advance was continued in the closing days of Decemberby the driving back of the Turkish forces sent to recapture Jerusalem. j

go forward against the enemy, whom they are eager to meet in the open field. i} an = eee es . ARGS
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4 ; Junction station on the Palestine Railway. It is at this point that the tracks branch, the one south-west to Gaza and the other south-

What ence was the ancient town of Ypres, one of the glories of Western Flanders. A recent view of the beautiful old place as it has ; wards to Beersheba. This place was occupied during the November advance along the coastal region.

been reduced to ruins and rubble-heaps by modern high explosives in alliance with Teuton malice.  
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i i i i t
i i d foot-hills. A el column of English West Country troops on the march. They forked and

Activity at a Britisn aavanced dressing-station during recent fighting on the western front in France. Wounded men were being i Bethe nartlu ciel sue meee es RNeSalate ‘otites leftand right to weqotiite a rough bit of ground.

brought down from the firing-line, and German prisoners were assisting in carrying the stretchers.
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4 ; Junction station on the Palestine Railway. It is at this point that the tracks branch, the one south-west to Gaza and the other south-

What ence was the ancient town of Ypres, one of the glories of Western Flanders. A recent view of the beautiful old place as it has ; wards to Beersheba. This place was occupied during the November advance along the coastal region.

been reduced to ruins and rubble-heaps by modern high explosives in alliance with Teuton malice.  
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i i d foot-hills. A el column of English West Country troops on the march. They forked and

Activity at a Britisn aavanced dressing-station during recent fighting on the western front in France. Wounded men were being i Bethe nartlu ciel sue meee es RNeSalate ‘otites leftand right to weqotiite a rough bit of ground.

brought down from the firing-line, and German prisoners were assisting in carrying the stretchers.
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Rare & Ready Courageto the Rescue of a Comrade
 

 

    Wreck of a Gotha in England, one of the raiders which
this country, but only five or six penetrated the uhenensea.Te saryana saltiore MollUnitiresaie tamkeieneneemecamenTee

Lord French,*‘ in each case the entire crew of three men being captured alive.”? Right: One of the captured Gotha pilots
‘Ss Two.of the raiders fell victims to our defences,” announced

 

   
 Wonderful heroism of 2 seaplane pi i i ;i 3 pilot. Flight-Sub-Li . J.
a on Oct. 3rd, fell into the sea and his pasonine arena one
enaene Edward P. M. Davis flew to the rescue, made fast
is machine to the wreck, and Gived in his uniform amid the

 

egeaeartgraterraeeam

wires and other portions of the damaged ‘plane to tri
Qrant. Despite his perilous position, he sigettriasbel sameomneis
until the arrival of an emergency boat. Inset: Flight-Lieut,
Davis, R.N.A.S., awarded the Albert Medal for his heroism. ;
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MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDON—XX1.
 

‘GRAFT’ & BRIBERYIN RUSSIA
Memories of Some of the Terrors of a Poisonous System

{EN I reached Russia there was
still an idea in the minds of the
more ‘hopeful that, with the

Grand Duke as Commander-in-Chief, there

would be very little of the bribery and

theft which had disgraced the Russian

Army during the war against Japan, and

whieh was one of the principal con-

tributing causes to the attempted
Revolution of 1905. :

Tt had been there but a short’ time
before I began to find proofs that almost
everyone engaged in buying for the Army
was “looking .after himself.” The
‘“oraft”’ was, if possible, worse than

ever, Bribery was part. of the old
system, It cannot be abolished by a
single Act of Parliament. The people
have growm so used to it that they cannot

be cured of this cancer im the body politic
by any means save gradual reform. But

i have no doubt that this gradual reform

will, im less time tham is to-day thought

possible, sweep away the corruption which

has poisoned thelife of Russia.
When he is decently treated, and

taught to recognise honesty as the best

policy, the Russian will be as honest as

other peoples are. J do not suggest that

this will raise him to an ideal height of

incorruptibility. I have yet to make

acquaintance with the country where
bribery is unknown. But T have certainly

never lived in a country where it was,

so frankly recognised, and accepted

as part of the necessary machinery of

Government, and of private business also.

Queues for Railway Tickets

Tt was diffieult, often impossible, to
transact the simplest business.of everyday

life in Russia under the old system with-

out spending money on bribes or “ tips.”

Take an example. Suppose you wanted

a place im the train. You could not

buy ene in the ordinary way’ at the

railway-station booking-office. This book-

ing-office did not open until a short

time before the departure of the train,

Unless you had the leisure and inclination

to stand ima queue for at least an hour,

frequently more, you were obliged to

take your ticket somehowin advance.

— say “ somehow ” because it was not

by any means a. matter of plain, straight-

forward buying andselling, There did

exist offices for the sale of tickets and

places (you must for any long journey

reserve a seat for the daytime and ‘a

berth for the night), but the usual reply

to inquiries at these offices was that. all

places were sold. What you did, then,

was to go to someone who worked in

connection with the ticket-offices and pay

him to get you what you wanted.

Usually these go-betweens. were to. be

found at hotels. When I had to go to

Rumania from Petregrad, at the moment

of Rumania’s entry into the war, I bought

my tickets through an obliging person.

whofrequented the Hétel de France, and

paid him five roubles (tos.) for his trouble.

1 assume that he shared this with the

ticket-office. In Wieff I had to take

further tickets. Again I employed an

hotel tout. Calling upon a friend, who

is in business in Kieff, I was asked by

his head clerk, ‘‘ Have you got your place
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in the train? If not, I can get it for

you.” Of course, if I had employed him,

he would have expected his ‘“‘ commis-
sion” as a matter of business.

Russians who were accustomed to
travel in Europe grumbled at~ the
methods.of their railways, but did nothing
to change them, It would have beem
hard for them to know how to begin,
All the abuses were part of the system.
They could not be got rid of piecemeal.
An order was issued by the Minister of
Railways during the war that there should
be no traffic in tickets and place-cards,
but no attention was paid to it. The

officials were far too strong for the weak

man who was then Minister. :

How to Get to the Opera

Tt was little less. difficult to buy seats

for the Imperiak Opera in Petrograd.
Tickets could only be taken three days
in advance. Often, when some very
popular performance was. to be given,

hundreds of people waited all night for

the’ box-office -to open. There was no

reason whatever whyit should not have

been possible to take tickets weeks in

advance, as can be done elsewhere. No
reason, that is to say, save dunderheaded

officialdom. If you knew anyone con-
nected with the opera, you could get
tickets at anytime. I once asked a friend

who had invited me to her box: “ How

did you manage to make sure of your
tickets ?”’ She told me that her washer-
woman had a daughter who was a great

friend of some fninor official about the

Opera House, and that she could always

count upon getting whatever seats ‘she

wanted. The minor official and the

washerwoman’s daughter shared a few

roubles between them for their pains.

In Petrograd it was sometimes hard to

find a roomin an hotel without bribing the

hotel-porter. This sounds absurd, I know,

but I affirm: it from personal experience,

and all whe have been in Petrograd at

moments when the city was full will.

add their testimony to mine. When I

reached the capital from Rumania, at the

end of 1916; the pressure upon space at

the hotels was severe.

“Never do Business Straight”

Everywhere the reply was the same:

Full up!’ But by slipping five

roubles into! the ready hand of an hotel-

porter it was almost everywhere possible

to hire a@ room. One might suppose

that, im their own interest, the hotel

proprietors would have put an end

to this kind of extortion. But custom

has been’ very strong, in Russia, and

customsaid : “ Never do business straight-

forwardly if you can do it in a roundabout,

underhand way.’
Whatever small business one had to do

with the police, or the other small officials

who dealt with passports, cost one a

certain amount in “tips.” I went. in

one day to see one of the British. officers

who were assisting the Russian authorities

in this matter; and found him furious

against some minor “ tchinovnik » who

had collected seven roubles: apiece

-

off

a party of British subjects who were

going to Siberia, The passport officer had

 

warned them against possible extortion,

but they had been too anxious about their*
permits to refuse what was demanded.

Onefelt oneself so entirely at the mercy
of these stupid, dirty, rapacious offic
that one was glad to pay and be done

with them. ‘They were, I am bound to
add, usually good-humouredif they wer
spoken to with deference and smiling
cordiality. But the time they made one
waste, and the blunders they committed,
and the frowsiness of their offices,- anc
the power they possessed of putting
obstacles in one’s way, made them de-
testable even to foreigners. As for the
cringing behaviour of Russians before the

“ ¢chinovnik,”’ the fear that eould be

clearly read in their faces, the humble

manner in which they allowed themselves

to be bullyragged and browbeaten, these
are among my most painful recollections
of the country.
A people thus damnably inured to the

giving and taking of bribes could not be

expected to pass through a war without

being robbed on a more than custor

scale. All peoples are robbed during war.

Someof the greatest fortunes that Europe

has known have been founded by army

contractors. But whereas in more western

countries thieving has been made difficult

both by public opinion and by the severe

punishment of thieves. maladroit enough

to be caught, in Russia neither of these

checks was in operation so long as the

old system endured. :
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Curse of ‘‘ Commissions”

Much harm was done by the bad plan

which allowed regimental officers to buy

stores and transport required by their

own particular units. I heard of many

cases in which this plan led to prices

being raised. Hereisone. Threeofficers,

with two.engineers, who were supposed

to give them technical advice, arrived in

a certain city to buy a motor-car for their

regiment. They saw one which appeared

tosuitthem. The price was 5,500 roubles

(£550). What they proposed was that they

should be given a receiptedbill stating the

price to be To,000 roubles. He agreed to

make the bill out for 8,oooroubles. The

purchasers thus pocketed five hundred

apiece.
Men of business came to Russia from

England, Trance, or the United States,

anxious to sell to the Army at moder

rates the. material which it needed so

badly. ‘Ehey found in numberless in-

stances that they were obliged to put

their rates up in order to give those who

were buying, in most cases Army officers,

their “ rake-off.”’ -Thus aman camefroi

Englandto sign acontract for Armygreat-

coats. A general called on him andt rid

him plainly that his “ commission * would

be so much, naming a sum which would

have added something, though not a gt

deal, to the price of the greatcoats.

Englishman, refused to pay. Next day

when he went to the War Office he was

told that he must not expect to get the

contract signed for some weeks, and was

referred to the very general who had

called upon him: to ask for a bribe. The

Army did not get those greatcoats. The

Englishman went away in disgust.
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Rare & Ready Courageto the Rescue of a Comrade
 

 

    Wreck of a Gotha in England, one of the raiders which
this country, but only five or six penetrated the uhenensea.Te saryana saltiore MollUnitiresaie tamkeieneneemecamenTee

Lord French,*‘ in each case the entire crew of three men being captured alive.”? Right: One of the captured Gotha pilots
‘Ss Two.of the raiders fell victims to our defences,” announced

 

   
 Wonderful heroism of 2 seaplane pi i i ;i 3 pilot. Flight-Sub-Li . J.
a on Oct. 3rd, fell into the sea and his pasonine arena one
enaene Edward P. M. Davis flew to the rescue, made fast
is machine to the wreck, and Gived in his uniform amid the

 

egeaeartgraterraeeam

wires and other portions of the damaged ‘plane to tri
Qrant. Despite his perilous position, he sigettriasbel sameomneis
until the arrival of an emergency boat. Inset: Flight-Lieut,
Davis, R.N.A.S., awarded the Albert Medal for his heroism. ;
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MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDON—XX1.
 

‘GRAFT’ & BRIBERYIN RUSSIA
Memories of Some of the Terrors of a Poisonous System

{EN I reached Russia there was
still an idea in the minds of the
more ‘hopeful that, with the

Grand Duke as Commander-in-Chief, there

would be very little of the bribery and

theft which had disgraced the Russian

Army during the war against Japan, and

whieh was one of the principal con-

tributing causes to the attempted
Revolution of 1905. :

Tt had been there but a short’ time
before I began to find proofs that almost
everyone engaged in buying for the Army
was “looking .after himself.” The
‘“oraft”’ was, if possible, worse than

ever, Bribery was part. of the old
system, It cannot be abolished by a
single Act of Parliament. The people
have growm so used to it that they cannot

be cured of this cancer im the body politic
by any means save gradual reform. But

i have no doubt that this gradual reform

will, im less time tham is to-day thought

possible, sweep away the corruption which

has poisoned thelife of Russia.
When he is decently treated, and

taught to recognise honesty as the best

policy, the Russian will be as honest as

other peoples are. J do not suggest that

this will raise him to an ideal height of

incorruptibility. I have yet to make

acquaintance with the country where
bribery is unknown. But T have certainly

never lived in a country where it was,

so frankly recognised, and accepted

as part of the necessary machinery of

Government, and of private business also.

Queues for Railway Tickets

Tt was diffieult, often impossible, to
transact the simplest business.of everyday

life in Russia under the old system with-

out spending money on bribes or “ tips.”

Take an example. Suppose you wanted

a place im the train. You could not

buy ene in the ordinary way’ at the

railway-station booking-office. This book-

ing-office did not open until a short

time before the departure of the train,

Unless you had the leisure and inclination

to stand ima queue for at least an hour,

frequently more, you were obliged to

take your ticket somehowin advance.

— say “ somehow ” because it was not

by any means a. matter of plain, straight-

forward buying andselling, There did

exist offices for the sale of tickets and

places (you must for any long journey

reserve a seat for the daytime and ‘a

berth for the night), but the usual reply

to inquiries at these offices was that. all

places were sold. What you did, then,

was to go to someone who worked in

connection with the ticket-offices and pay

him to get you what you wanted.

Usually these go-betweens. were to. be

found at hotels. When I had to go to

Rumania from Petregrad, at the moment

of Rumania’s entry into the war, I bought

my tickets through an obliging person.

whofrequented the Hétel de France, and

paid him five roubles (tos.) for his trouble.

1 assume that he shared this with the

ticket-office. In Wieff I had to take

further tickets. Again I employed an

hotel tout. Calling upon a friend, who

is in business in Kieff, I was asked by

his head clerk, ‘‘ Have you got your place
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in the train? If not, I can get it for

you.” Of course, if I had employed him,

he would have expected his ‘“‘ commis-
sion” as a matter of business.

Russians who were accustomed to
travel in Europe grumbled at~ the
methods.of their railways, but did nothing
to change them, It would have beem
hard for them to know how to begin,
All the abuses were part of the system.
They could not be got rid of piecemeal.
An order was issued by the Minister of
Railways during the war that there should
be no traffic in tickets and place-cards,
but no attention was paid to it. The

officials were far too strong for the weak

man who was then Minister. :

How to Get to the Opera

Tt was little less. difficult to buy seats

for the Imperiak Opera in Petrograd.
Tickets could only be taken three days
in advance. Often, when some very
popular performance was. to be given,

hundreds of people waited all night for

the’ box-office -to open. There was no

reason whatever whyit should not have

been possible to take tickets weeks in

advance, as can be done elsewhere. No
reason, that is to say, save dunderheaded

officialdom. If you knew anyone con-
nected with the opera, you could get
tickets at anytime. I once asked a friend

who had invited me to her box: “ How

did you manage to make sure of your
tickets ?”’ She told me that her washer-
woman had a daughter who was a great

friend of some fninor official about the

Opera House, and that she could always

count upon getting whatever seats ‘she

wanted. The minor official and the

washerwoman’s daughter shared a few

roubles between them for their pains.

In Petrograd it was sometimes hard to

find a roomin an hotel without bribing the

hotel-porter. This sounds absurd, I know,

but I affirm: it from personal experience,

and all whe have been in Petrograd at

moments when the city was full will.

add their testimony to mine. When I

reached the capital from Rumania, at the

end of 1916; the pressure upon space at

the hotels was severe.

“Never do Business Straight”

Everywhere the reply was the same:

Full up!’ But by slipping five

roubles into! the ready hand of an hotel-

porter it was almost everywhere possible

to hire a@ room. One might suppose

that, im their own interest, the hotel

proprietors would have put an end

to this kind of extortion. But custom

has been’ very strong, in Russia, and

customsaid : “ Never do business straight-

forwardly if you can do it in a roundabout,

underhand way.’
Whatever small business one had to do

with the police, or the other small officials

who dealt with passports, cost one a

certain amount in “tips.” I went. in

one day to see one of the British. officers

who were assisting the Russian authorities

in this matter; and found him furious

against some minor “ tchinovnik » who

had collected seven roubles: apiece

-

off

a party of British subjects who were

going to Siberia, The passport officer had

 

warned them against possible extortion,

but they had been too anxious about their*
permits to refuse what was demanded.

Onefelt oneself so entirely at the mercy
of these stupid, dirty, rapacious offic
that one was glad to pay and be done

with them. ‘They were, I am bound to
add, usually good-humouredif they wer
spoken to with deference and smiling
cordiality. But the time they made one
waste, and the blunders they committed,
and the frowsiness of their offices,- anc
the power they possessed of putting
obstacles in one’s way, made them de-
testable even to foreigners. As for the
cringing behaviour of Russians before the

“ ¢chinovnik,”’ the fear that eould be

clearly read in their faces, the humble

manner in which they allowed themselves

to be bullyragged and browbeaten, these
are among my most painful recollections
of the country.
A people thus damnably inured to the

giving and taking of bribes could not be

expected to pass through a war without

being robbed on a more than custor

scale. All peoples are robbed during war.

Someof the greatest fortunes that Europe

has known have been founded by army

contractors. But whereas in more western

countries thieving has been made difficult

both by public opinion and by the severe

punishment of thieves. maladroit enough

to be caught, in Russia neither of these

checks was in operation so long as the

old system endured. :
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Curse of ‘‘ Commissions”

Much harm was done by the bad plan

which allowed regimental officers to buy

stores and transport required by their

own particular units. I heard of many

cases in which this plan led to prices

being raised. Hereisone. Threeofficers,

with two.engineers, who were supposed

to give them technical advice, arrived in

a certain city to buy a motor-car for their

regiment. They saw one which appeared

tosuitthem. The price was 5,500 roubles

(£550). What they proposed was that they

should be given a receiptedbill stating the

price to be To,000 roubles. He agreed to

make the bill out for 8,oooroubles. The

purchasers thus pocketed five hundred

apiece.
Men of business came to Russia from

England, Trance, or the United States,

anxious to sell to the Army at moder

rates the. material which it needed so

badly. ‘Ehey found in numberless in-

stances that they were obliged to put

their rates up in order to give those who

were buying, in most cases Army officers,

their “ rake-off.”’ -Thus aman camefroi

Englandto sign acontract for Armygreat-

coats. A general called on him andt rid

him plainly that his “ commission * would

be so much, naming a sum which would

have added something, though not a gt

deal, to the price of the greatcoats.

Englishman, refused to pay. Next day

when he went to the War Office he was

told that he must not expect to get the

contract signed for some weeks, and was

referred to the very general who had

called upon him: to ask for a bribe. The

Army did not get those greatcoats. The

Englishman went away in disgust.
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FACTS AND FICTIONS OF GERMANY’S SECRET SERVICE—X.
 

UNMASKING SPIES

Page 452

IN LONDON
Showing the Fate of those Discovered by our Counter-Espionage System

varies inYaccordance with the’ diversity
of the. population. Where the alien

clement is numerous—as in Vienna—
order is- les sily maintained. Among
the seven millions of London, on the out-
break of the war, the population: of alien
birth numbered not three per cent., andit

, possibly be news. to the reader that
we had more Russians than Germans.

I have already mentioned the Official
Secrets Act and the Aliens Restriction Act,

and the powers given under them. Three
days after the second of these measures,
on August Sth, the Defence: of the Realm

t was passed.
Thus-in the veryfirst week of the warit

will be seen that we were armed against
espionage asfar as law could armus, and

L have shown how swift was the action
taken, how smashing the blowit dealt.

I-ven before this. the:police had oecitpied
themselves. with what are known. as
‘incendiary points.’”’—localities. which
had been marked out. as: suitable to the
ining of houses: in. the event: of. air raids
on London. These-had been gradually and

luled:
Not. less swiit were our authorities. in

tackling: such dangerous things as. wireless
and signalling apparatus, Most branches

the Government have had to turn
etective, and- the Post Office has

digsplayed as much energy as any other
department. The application of wireless
apparatns 1was. Steinhauer’s contribution
to spy work; and in Paris some twelve
or fifteen German-run. hotels. were found

ie all large cities. the police problem

  

  

   

    

 

 

  

   

    with perfect plant concealed on the roof.

P.O. Anti-Spy System =

In London this matter was attended 

to chiefly by the Post’ Office, which
as responsible for the dismantling of all
vate wireless: stations. At the same

the .G.P:0: established’ a special
tem of wireless detection; by which any

ation used for the transmission of
ages. from this country could be

casily, and ‘quickly discovered. Of the
clivities: of the-G.P.O; in postal censor-

ship: something: has no doubt heem heard;
but here also, during the progress of the
wir, what is: most interesting lies. under

the seal of secrecy. This is nowentirely
«a military department, with as many

specialists on: the stafi—cryptographers,
chemists; experts: frome the City, and
others—as- will ,be- found’ in- any war
building irLondon. If among the count-

less articles: seized through the post in
this office—many of which take their
place day - Gay, in the new museum
attached: toi
tion of ean iat: the seizires
themselves. furnish equal proof of our
own detective cunning. Through the
Postal Censorship, as organised on military
lines, it would be-about as easy at present
to get a cipher message to the planet
Jupiter as to Germany.
To whatever point we turn there is

evidence of the alertness and powerof our
anti-spy service. Our-authorities at home
were early cognisant of the outrages of
the German Seeret Service in America.
Precautionary measures were taken here,
withsignal results.. During-three years, at

   

 

  

 

 

   

  

 

  

                             

By TIGHE HOPKINS
least, there has not been a trace in this
country of the-kind of conspiracy which
had already in the United States begun
to work mischief on railways and factories
and public buildings. I believe that not a
line of railway in. England has been
damaged, not a telegraph wire destroyed.
Account was taken; even, of every person
in the Kingdom keeping carrier or homing
pigeons. L made inquiry on this little
point. One carrier pigeon was shot. some-
where in Sussex: within three: weeks: or so
of the outbreak of war. It had apparently
lost its way. Under its: wing. was: found
an ordinary, trade message. Amid. the
numberless: failures: of the: spy the pigeon
itself may be: reckoned:

Dangers of Discovery

Orders-in-Council made under the
Defence of the Realm Act: prohibit, in the
widest terms, any attempt on. the part
either of aliens or of British, subjects: to
communicate intormation “which: is
calculated to be, or which might be,

directly or indirectly useful to an enemy’;
any person transgressing» this rule may
be tried by court-martial and sent into
penal:servitude for life. There is a deadly
clause known as “‘ Fourteen B,” of which
Sir John Simonis the author, under which

the Government “ can take the body: of a
citizen, Habeas Corpus notwithstanding,
and dispose of him in the safe secrecy held
to be essential in war time for dealing with
dangerous persons who sympathise with
the enemy.”
What, in brief, is the effect of these

Orders? It is to make espionage a
military offence. Power is given both to
the police and to the military authorities
to arrest without.a warrant ““ any person
whose behaviour is such as to give rise
to suspicion.’”’ Any person so arrested by
the police is handed over to the military
authorities for trial by court-martial.
Only when these judges are satisfied that
there is no prima-facie- case of espionage,
or other offence coming under military
law, do they return a prisoner to the: civil

authorities, whose duty it then becomes
“ to consider. whether he should be charged
with. failing to register; or with any. other
offence under. the Aliens Restriction Act.”
The present. position, therefore; is that |

espionage has- been. made. by. statute: a
military offence: If the case:be tried: under
the Defence of the Realm Act, the maxi-
mum punishment is penal’ servitude for
life. If it be dealt with outside: that Act,
as a war crime, the punishment of death

can be inflicted.

A Room at Scotland Yard

There is a room at Scotland Yard,
looking upon the Thames, which since the
war began has witnessed scenes dramatic
and scenes tragical. In this room has, in
effect, been decided the fate of many men

and some women, of very diverse nation-

alities, who from near and far have-been
carried to it on suspicion. In this room
no trial takes place, but a quiet and
polished gentleman puts the suspect
through a very searching catechism. A
deep and comfortable chair in this room
faces the inquisitor’s desk. Initsat Roger

‘before.’ And: to B:

Casement, whose cool, unfathomable
vanity on the edge of a traitor’s grave
touched his hearers to a kind of pity.
Here also sat an-interesting and- handsome
lady with a fine, compelling air, whose
volume of affecting memoirs has cozened
half Europe into. the belief that she was
the unacknowledged. daughter of an
empress;. She left the seat of purgatory,
in which: pretence of any kind*is-liable to
the rudest’shock; a sadly awakened woman.

Through: this roon» have-passed, usually
to. internment, I knew not what number
of Germans: of military age; sceking» to
join the Kaiser's: Army. We-liave-arrested,
in the aet: of escaping: from. England), at
least ten:thousand Germans:and! Austrians
of this: class; who: are: helt as: prisoners: of
war. in detention camps; Often: a man’s
gait on entering or quitting:this: clamber,
wherein: so many ‘secrets lave’ fallen,
suffices: to betray him»;.and' sometimes: the
mere unexpectedcallj. ‘* Attention: !:”” has
brought.a soldier to: book-

There have been scenes which a
dramatist would prize. Twounen suspected
of persistent spying- were. laid. hold of im a
week. Neither man knew of the: other’s
arrest.. The police were aware that they
had been acting in concert, and this in

itself was a somewhat novel! situation
inasmuch as two spies—though they: may
be working in the same area, and on the
same mission—are scarcely ever in touch
with one another. Each by his own report
was a Scandinavian, and in the tobacco
trade. They were brought separately to
Scotland Yard.

Spies Who Have Been Shot

Question: was put to A: “Do you
know B?” “No. I never heard’ of him

“Do you know a
certain A?” “A? No; the: name is
strange to me.”
A day or so later the two men. were

confronted. It was like the reconstruction
of a crime by a juge @instruction, and
I believe it is the one drama of the sort
that the war has yielded. The prisoner A
stuck to his part of innocent ignorance ;
but B began making surreptitious signs,
and:the partnership was amply proved,
The pair went for trial.as spies. A glass

door led to the court, and’ B attempted
suicide by a. headlong plunge into it.
Both mem were: convicted and shot.

There-has: been one spy of'asympathetic
quality not easily definedi. THis: was Lody,
the first. who: faced: a. firing=party at,.the
‘ower. Both: at the- Wellington! Barracks
andumlhis cellagainst the execution ground,
he impressed his: gaolers:as:a> loyal, frank,

and. simple: victim of the system which,
T think; had brekem faith with him.
Something of his: record was mown, and
of his courage there was-no.question, On
the morning of his death he said to.the
officer in command: ‘* Yous won’t shake
hands witha spy, I suppose®’* “No,”
replied the officer instantly, ‘ “but Lwill
shake hands: with a brave man.’ Theyf
shook hands, and Lody went without <z
tremor to his death.

It is said that twelve men have béen
shot at the Tower—none elsewhere—and
all were foreigners. Within this narrow
compass the spy business is reduced.
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Apparition which British airmen sncounter on thewestern front.
*‘ Contact,” in his ‘‘An Airman’s Outings,” says : ‘‘ We have been
entertained at rare intervalsby the family ghost. This fascinating
and mysterious being appears very suddenly in the form of a
pillar of white smoke, stretching to a height of several thousand
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feet. . . Mfyou pass on and look away fora quarter of an hour
you will find on your return that it has faded away as suddenty
as it came, in the manner of ghosts. Whether these pillars are
intended to distribute gas is uncertain, but on the few occasions
when we have seen them they have appeared to windward of us.”
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IN LONDON
Showing the Fate of those Discovered by our Counter-Espionage System

varies inYaccordance with the’ diversity
of the. population. Where the alien

clement is numerous—as in Vienna—
order is- les sily maintained. Among
the seven millions of London, on the out-
break of the war, the population: of alien
birth numbered not three per cent., andit

, possibly be news. to the reader that
we had more Russians than Germans.

I have already mentioned the Official
Secrets Act and the Aliens Restriction Act,

and the powers given under them. Three
days after the second of these measures,
on August Sth, the Defence: of the Realm

t was passed.
Thus-in the veryfirst week of the warit

will be seen that we were armed against
espionage asfar as law could armus, and

L have shown how swift was the action
taken, how smashing the blowit dealt.

I-ven before this. the:police had oecitpied
themselves. with what are known. as
‘incendiary points.’”’—localities. which
had been marked out. as: suitable to the
ining of houses: in. the event: of. air raids
on London. These-had been gradually and

luled:
Not. less swiit were our authorities. in

tackling: such dangerous things as. wireless
and signalling apparatus, Most branches

the Government have had to turn
etective, and- the Post Office has

digsplayed as much energy as any other
department. The application of wireless
apparatns 1was. Steinhauer’s contribution
to spy work; and in Paris some twelve
or fifteen German-run. hotels. were found

ie all large cities. the police problem
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P.O. Anti-Spy System =

In London this matter was attended 

to chiefly by the Post’ Office, which
as responsible for the dismantling of all
vate wireless: stations. At the same

the .G.P:0: established’ a special
tem of wireless detection; by which any

ation used for the transmission of
ages. from this country could be

casily, and ‘quickly discovered. Of the
clivities: of the-G.P.O; in postal censor-

ship: something: has no doubt heem heard;
but here also, during the progress of the
wir, what is: most interesting lies. under

the seal of secrecy. This is nowentirely
«a military department, with as many

specialists on: the stafi—cryptographers,
chemists; experts: frome the City, and
others—as- will ,be- found’ in- any war
building irLondon. If among the count-

less articles: seized through the post in
this office—many of which take their
place day - Gay, in the new museum
attached: toi
tion of ean iat: the seizires
themselves. furnish equal proof of our
own detective cunning. Through the
Postal Censorship, as organised on military
lines, it would be-about as easy at present
to get a cipher message to the planet
Jupiter as to Germany.
To whatever point we turn there is

evidence of the alertness and powerof our
anti-spy service. Our-authorities at home
were early cognisant of the outrages of
the German Seeret Service in America.
Precautionary measures were taken here,
withsignal results.. During-three years, at

   

 

  

 

 

   

  

 

  

                             

By TIGHE HOPKINS
least, there has not been a trace in this
country of the-kind of conspiracy which
had already in the United States begun
to work mischief on railways and factories
and public buildings. I believe that not a
line of railway in. England has been
damaged, not a telegraph wire destroyed.
Account was taken; even, of every person
in the Kingdom keeping carrier or homing
pigeons. L made inquiry on this little
point. One carrier pigeon was shot. some-
where in Sussex: within three: weeks: or so
of the outbreak of war. It had apparently
lost its way. Under its: wing. was: found
an ordinary, trade message. Amid. the
numberless: failures: of the: spy the pigeon
itself may be: reckoned:

Dangers of Discovery

Orders-in-Council made under the
Defence of the Realm Act: prohibit, in the
widest terms, any attempt on. the part
either of aliens or of British, subjects: to
communicate intormation “which: is
calculated to be, or which might be,

directly or indirectly useful to an enemy’;
any person transgressing» this rule may
be tried by court-martial and sent into
penal:servitude for life. There is a deadly
clause known as “‘ Fourteen B,” of which
Sir John Simonis the author, under which

the Government “ can take the body: of a
citizen, Habeas Corpus notwithstanding,
and dispose of him in the safe secrecy held
to be essential in war time for dealing with
dangerous persons who sympathise with
the enemy.”
What, in brief, is the effect of these

Orders? It is to make espionage a
military offence. Power is given both to
the police and to the military authorities
to arrest without.a warrant ““ any person
whose behaviour is such as to give rise
to suspicion.’”’ Any person so arrested by
the police is handed over to the military
authorities for trial by court-martial.
Only when these judges are satisfied that
there is no prima-facie- case of espionage,
or other offence coming under military
law, do they return a prisoner to the: civil

authorities, whose duty it then becomes
“ to consider. whether he should be charged
with. failing to register; or with any. other
offence under. the Aliens Restriction Act.”
The present. position, therefore; is that |

espionage has- been. made. by. statute: a
military offence: If the case:be tried: under
the Defence of the Realm Act, the maxi-
mum punishment is penal’ servitude for
life. If it be dealt with outside: that Act,
as a war crime, the punishment of death

can be inflicted.

A Room at Scotland Yard

There is a room at Scotland Yard,
looking upon the Thames, which since the
war began has witnessed scenes dramatic
and scenes tragical. In this room has, in
effect, been decided the fate of many men

and some women, of very diverse nation-

alities, who from near and far have-been
carried to it on suspicion. In this room
no trial takes place, but a quiet and
polished gentleman puts the suspect
through a very searching catechism. A
deep and comfortable chair in this room
faces the inquisitor’s desk. Initsat Roger

‘before.’ And: to B:

Casement, whose cool, unfathomable
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in which: pretence of any kind*is-liable to
the rudest’shock; a sadly awakened woman.
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suffices: to betray him»;.and' sometimes: the
mere unexpectedcallj. ‘* Attention: !:”” has
brought.a soldier to: book-

There have been scenes which a
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of persistent spying- were. laid. hold of im a
week. Neither man knew of the: other’s
arrest.. The police were aware that they
had been acting in concert, and this in

itself was a somewhat novel! situation
inasmuch as two spies—though they: may
be working in the same area, and on the
same mission—are scarcely ever in touch
with one another. Each by his own report
was a Scandinavian, and in the tobacco
trade. They were brought separately to
Scotland Yard.

Spies Who Have Been Shot

Question: was put to A: “Do you
know B?” “No. I never heard’ of him

“Do you know a
certain A?” “A? No; the: name is
strange to me.”
A day or so later the two men. were

confronted. It was like the reconstruction
of a crime by a juge @instruction, and
I believe it is the one drama of the sort
that the war has yielded. The prisoner A
stuck to his part of innocent ignorance ;
but B began making surreptitious signs,
and:the partnership was amply proved,
The pair went for trial.as spies. A glass

door led to the court, and’ B attempted
suicide by a. headlong plunge into it.
Both mem were: convicted and shot.

There-has: been one spy of'asympathetic
quality not easily definedi. THis: was Lody,
the first. who: faced: a. firing=party at,.the
‘ower. Both: at the- Wellington! Barracks
andumlhis cellagainst the execution ground,
he impressed his: gaolers:as:a> loyal, frank,

and. simple: victim of the system which,
T think; had brekem faith with him.
Something of his: record was mown, and
of his courage there was-no.question, On
the morning of his death he said to.the
officer in command: ‘* Yous won’t shake
hands witha spy, I suppose®’* “No,”
replied the officer instantly, ‘ “but Lwill
shake hands: with a brave man.’ Theyf
shook hands, and Lody went without <z
tremor to his death.

It is said that twelve men have béen
shot at the Tower—none elsewhere—and
all were foreigners. Within this narrow
compass the spy business is reduced.
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feet. . . Mfyou pass on and look away fora quarter of an hour
you will find on your return that it has faded away as suddenty
as it came, in the manner of ghosts. Whether these pillars are
intended to distribute gas is uncertain, but on the few occasions
when we have seen them they have appeared to windward of us.”
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F Patients and nurses on the deck of the French Army Hospital Barge No. 1 on
the Northern Canal. The Chief Medical Officeris on the gangway.
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The medical officer at work in his dispensary in
the barge-hospital—a necessarily smali corner,

but convenient and well equipped.

Inside the ward of Hospital Barge No.1. There are numbers of these fioating
hospitals on the waterways of France—delightful asylums for war-worn men.
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; x Owing to the Germansconstantly bombing Red Cross buildings, some of the hospitals at the front are built underground, but they
% are made exceedingly comfortable, as proved by these photographs of the corridor and ward-passage of one on the Aisne front.
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French officer making plans of a recently captured system ef enemy trenches in the Oise, and (right) French artists making
permanent records of the war area on the western front, that posterity may be enabled to judge of German handiwork.
 

 

   

 

  

Tribute to their: comrades of the 363rd Regiment by french soldier-sculptors. This fine piece of work is carved on a readside in
the Meurthe and Moselle country. Right: M. Lobel~Riche engaged in making studies for his war pictures.
 

 

 
 

SERENA . SOS AER

Soidier-sculptor of the French Armychiselling a wayside Sphinx in the Oise country. “Right: “ The Soldier’s Prayer,’’ one of the

beautiful works of art by French soldiers included in the war collection being made at the Leblanc Museum in Paris.
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OF THE PACK
Soime of the Remarkable Doings of the “ M.L.” Craft

5 7 OU’D never think we werea warship,
to look at us; the main reason,

perhaps, being that -we were
never intended for use as a fighting vessel.
The object for which we were designed
wasthe pilingupof silver cups, shieldsand
trophies on our owner’s.sideboard ; the
accumulation of a host of small winning

  

pennants at regattas—for we are, Or Wwere,

a racing motor“boat. Nowwe've dropped
our name and assumedtheletters “‘ M.L.”
and a number, and a lot of other things.

Chief among these is a real Navy-
pattern Vickers’ semi-automatic three-

- pounder gun, mounted on ourforecastle ;
a perky, brass-jacketed. Maxim balances
the effect aft, and cluttering our narrow
decks are a pair. of regulation dropping
gears, as supplied to Service picket-boats,
each containing a brand newand highly-
eficient-14 in. torpedo. A tiny searchlight
and a miniature wireless outfit ina box—
it doesn’t weigh more than eleven pounds
altogether—complete our equipment for

r. I’m not mentioning the boxes of
ammunition, which take up more than
two-thirds of our living-room, and which
we use for chairs, bedsteads, and tables.
Our personnel numbers ex half a

dozen. The skipper is a temporary
lieutenant R.N.V.R.—he received -his
comm m when he offered his boat to
the Admiralty at the beginning of things,
while his brother, another motor-boat

enthusiast, is the sub-lieutenant. Two

ofthe men are excellent gunlayers from
the regular Navy, a third is a torpedo
expert from the same Service, while the
last member of our crew is a Stornoway
sherman, who can read into every wave

ripple a story, and see the tracks of the
Uboats even a mile away.

Odd Jobs of the Sea

At present our job is the hunting of
enemy submarines. But it was not always
thus. When we first hoisted the White
Ensign we were a go-between for a sub-
marine mother-ship, a tender between

her and the scores of ‘' chickens’’ which,
at odd times, reposed under her wing, but
which, for the most part, kept their peri-
scopes just above the surface’ of the
North Sea in somewhat advanced positions.
To these, using our great speed to the best
advantage, feeding our sensitive miotors
on Service gasolene instead of the finest
procurable petrol, we carried mails, fresh

provisions, newspapers, and Heaven only
knows what, occasionally bringing back
some wonderful warrior who, after having
played “touch” with Death hundreds of
times, now urgently required the services
of a dentist, or had contracted- blood
poisoning through a scratched hand,
We towed torpedoes to those boats unable
to leave their stations; we carried shell
ior their anti-Zeppelin guns, and bales of
soft woolly “comforts ’’ knitted by fair
fingers for their benefit.

Winter had fairly set in—that terrible
first war winter—when we changed our
job, and took to running messages over
long distances between two sections. of
the Fleet, one'in the North and the other
in the South, who waited the dawning of
“Der Tag ’”’ and the coming of the enemy.

Fogs wreathed the mocking red face of
the sun when he did occasionally put in an

 

  
   

  

    

  
 

-under cover. We

appearance, pallid fogs that chilled one
to the very soul and made life miserable,
only to be succeeded by rasping winds
that whipped ourskins till they cracked.
And during all this heavy weather—
storms, wind, fog and rain—‘‘ M.L.”
slashed her way, diving through great
mountains .of grey water, shipping it
green over-forecastle and low freeboard,
till we were compelled to balelest the boat
be swamped; our pumps could never
have dealt with the seas that came
aboard. Our clothing was dry just for
so long as it took a fresh change to get
soaked through ; our sleeping--bags were
sodden, our wrists and. necks Showed

great callosities. where the ever-soaked
oilskins chafed. Life was along nightmare.

Change of Occupation

But we got our reward. It was while
enduring all this that we bagged our first
Fritz. We heard the sound of heavy
gun fire one misty afternoon, and turned
to investigate. We .found a_ Fritz
methodically bashing an unarmed trawler
to pieces with her -gun, while her crew
sniped with revolvers at everyone not

alked to that Boche
with the three-pounder, and he answered
back with his heavier weapon, but the
dancing motor-boat was a difficult target,
and he didn’t score at all. Nor did we at
first. -Then we suddenly turned bows on
to present as small a target as possible,
called upon our engines for their best
speed—which is not low by any means—
and leapt down upon the Uboat. He
thought we were going to ram, but when
fifty yards away we slewed out of the
way to let the 14 in. torpedo we had
dropped have a fair chance, and when it
reached its objective the Boche split in
the middle, cocked up his stem and stern,
and sank like an old tin can.
Whether this exploit had anything to

do with the matter I do not know, but the
following week we were called into
harbour, given a marvellous ‘collection of
‘gadgets’” wherewith U boats are killed
or captured, and a jolly little “ one-boat
drag,’ whereby to occupy in fishing up
mines the hours between meets of: the
hunting pack. And equipped with these
we commenced to enjoy life. Crossing
towards the Belgian coast we heard of a
Fritz who appeared to be having trouble
with his motors, and upon investigation
discovered him lying motionless on the
surface in mid-ocean. -We asked him to
surrender; he laughed, and turned us
churlishly away with his whaleback gun.

A Lucky Shot

That annoyed Our gunlayer, who, with
half a dozen rounds, sent that whaleback

gun overside, and then, with another
half-dozen, bored into Fritz’ skin so
many unstoppable entrances for the sea,
effectually preventing submergentce. It
took that U boat three hours to make up
her mind to surrender ; she still hoped to
tinker up her engines, but at the end of
that time we grew impatient, and Fritz
went home at the tail of the ex-pleasure
steamer which had given usthetip.
A drifter stationed in the mouth of the

Channel told us of a Fritz who had popped
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up in a near-by coveearly that morning,

and who refused to come out and ke
strafed in the ordinary way. We took one
of our ‘‘ gadgets’’—the “
boat drag ’’ intended for mine-sweeping —
attacheda tin of gun-cotton, an electric
primer, a circuit, and a firing key thereto,
and commmenced to creep for Fritz. 1
should like to know what part of his hull
caught on the hooks of the drag, but all
I saw was the sudden tautening-out of a
wire, the thumpof the skippet’s fist on
the firing key, the upheaval of a grey gout
of spume and splinters, and the grim
patch of oil on the surface of the cove.

Wefollowed up this victory with alittle
fight with an enemy trawler engaged in
sowing. mines behind the Frisian Islands.
By luck more than management we
managed to plonk a shell into a big red
sphere he had slung ready for dropping,
and when that exploded the trawler’s
crew wanted no more fighting ; they got
hastily into, their forward boat _and

offered to.surrender to us. But, having

nowhere to stow ’em, welet ’emgo.
After that we were a sort of canal

monitor in Northern Flanders, where,
after a dull six weeks withoutfiring a shot,
we strafed, in one day, an ammunition

supply train, a cheeky field-gun, and an
impertinent aeroplane whichtried to drop
bombs on us from a height which was
just within our three-pounder’s range.
Then we did a bit of examination

service, and to catalogue our finds would
take a whole volume of THE War
ILLUSTRATED.

Results of ‘‘The Search”

There was the cargo of oats consigned
to Sweden, which, three sacks deep, had
blossomed out into cotton; there were
the haricot beans which looked like beans
felt like beans, but gave to the teeth;
they were made of rubber, but would have
deceived anybody but “The Search.”
There was the agricultural machinery,
brilliant in bright red and green paint,
but when scraped with a knife,.made of
pure copper ; there was the ship with a
fine collection of sand ballast in her holds,
which, upon being probed, transformed
itself into a fine field of refined oil for
submarine engines. And, most memor-
able of all, there was the neutral tramp
who stopped when we signalled her, but
who, when we approached,slipped a small-
sized torpedo boat—literally bristling
with guns—at us. It was only our speed
that saved us that day—but we hope to
run across that neutral tramp again !

I don’t know what we shall do when
the war is over; the Navy men will hate

big ships and their cast-iron routine after
the freedom of this life; the Stornoway
fisherman will surely never be content
with chasing herring or mackerel after
hunting U boats. As for the skipper and
the sub, well, they’d give all their silver
and bunting. and chances of winning
more for the pleasure of serving their
country in her hour of need, a service
which, as the blue-and-white ribbon they
have so lately sewn.upon the left breast
of their monkey-jackets shows—theribbon
of the Distinguished Service Cross—is
appreciated thoroughly by those in
authority over the Navy.
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Last Moments of theTorpedoed Transport Medie

   

 

  
‘Torpedoing of the French transport Medie by an enemy submarines in the Wiediterranean on Septensber 23rd fast, when 250 lives were
Jost. ‘Some of the crew are falling into the sea as the vessel sinks, and (right) as the smoke lifts the Wiedie is seen almost submerged.

 

   
 

Remarkable photograph at the moment ef the explosion when the munitions on board the Wedie took fire, two minutes after the torpedo
imaginetion is hardly equaito the task of visualising the horror added ‘ky fire'to a sinking vesse! which has explosivesion board.had struck.

 

  

 
 

  
“The ce boat from the Medie, in which the\captain and the second in command were saved. Beyond it ties some of the wreckage from

the vessel,which had disappeared with remarkable rapidity after the torpedo had struck her.
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THE TERRIERS
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OF THE PACK
Soime of the Remarkable Doings of the “ M.L.” Craft

5 7 OU’D never think we werea warship,
to look at us; the main reason,

perhaps, being that -we were
never intended for use as a fighting vessel.
The object for which we were designed
wasthe pilingupof silver cups, shieldsand
trophies on our owner’s.sideboard ; the
accumulation of a host of small winning

  

pennants at regattas—for we are, Or Wwere,

a racing motor“boat. Nowwe've dropped
our name and assumedtheletters “‘ M.L.”
and a number, and a lot of other things.

Chief among these is a real Navy-
pattern Vickers’ semi-automatic three-

- pounder gun, mounted on ourforecastle ;
a perky, brass-jacketed. Maxim balances
the effect aft, and cluttering our narrow
decks are a pair. of regulation dropping
gears, as supplied to Service picket-boats,
each containing a brand newand highly-
eficient-14 in. torpedo. A tiny searchlight
and a miniature wireless outfit ina box—
it doesn’t weigh more than eleven pounds
altogether—complete our equipment for

r. I’m not mentioning the boxes of
ammunition, which take up more than
two-thirds of our living-room, and which
we use for chairs, bedsteads, and tables.
Our personnel numbers ex half a

dozen. The skipper is a temporary
lieutenant R.N.V.R.—he received -his
comm m when he offered his boat to
the Admiralty at the beginning of things,
while his brother, another motor-boat

enthusiast, is the sub-lieutenant. Two

ofthe men are excellent gunlayers from
the regular Navy, a third is a torpedo
expert from the same Service, while the
last member of our crew is a Stornoway
sherman, who can read into every wave

ripple a story, and see the tracks of the
Uboats even a mile away.

Odd Jobs of the Sea

At present our job is the hunting of
enemy submarines. But it was not always
thus. When we first hoisted the White
Ensign we were a go-between for a sub-
marine mother-ship, a tender between

her and the scores of ‘' chickens’’ which,
at odd times, reposed under her wing, but
which, for the most part, kept their peri-
scopes just above the surface’ of the
North Sea in somewhat advanced positions.
To these, using our great speed to the best
advantage, feeding our sensitive miotors
on Service gasolene instead of the finest
procurable petrol, we carried mails, fresh

provisions, newspapers, and Heaven only
knows what, occasionally bringing back
some wonderful warrior who, after having
played “touch” with Death hundreds of
times, now urgently required the services
of a dentist, or had contracted- blood
poisoning through a scratched hand,
We towed torpedoes to those boats unable
to leave their stations; we carried shell
ior their anti-Zeppelin guns, and bales of
soft woolly “comforts ’’ knitted by fair
fingers for their benefit.

Winter had fairly set in—that terrible
first war winter—when we changed our
job, and took to running messages over
long distances between two sections. of
the Fleet, one'in the North and the other
in the South, who waited the dawning of
“Der Tag ’”’ and the coming of the enemy.

Fogs wreathed the mocking red face of
the sun when he did occasionally put in an

 

  
   

  

    

  
 

-under cover. We

appearance, pallid fogs that chilled one
to the very soul and made life miserable,
only to be succeeded by rasping winds
that whipped ourskins till they cracked.
And during all this heavy weather—
storms, wind, fog and rain—‘‘ M.L.”
slashed her way, diving through great
mountains .of grey water, shipping it
green over-forecastle and low freeboard,
till we were compelled to balelest the boat
be swamped; our pumps could never
have dealt with the seas that came
aboard. Our clothing was dry just for
so long as it took a fresh change to get
soaked through ; our sleeping--bags were
sodden, our wrists and. necks Showed

great callosities. where the ever-soaked
oilskins chafed. Life was along nightmare.

Change of Occupation

But we got our reward. It was while
enduring all this that we bagged our first
Fritz. We heard the sound of heavy
gun fire one misty afternoon, and turned
to investigate. We .found a_ Fritz
methodically bashing an unarmed trawler
to pieces with her -gun, while her crew
sniped with revolvers at everyone not

alked to that Boche
with the three-pounder, and he answered
back with his heavier weapon, but the
dancing motor-boat was a difficult target,
and he didn’t score at all. Nor did we at
first. -Then we suddenly turned bows on
to present as small a target as possible,
called upon our engines for their best
speed—which is not low by any means—
and leapt down upon the Uboat. He
thought we were going to ram, but when
fifty yards away we slewed out of the
way to let the 14 in. torpedo we had
dropped have a fair chance, and when it
reached its objective the Boche split in
the middle, cocked up his stem and stern,
and sank like an old tin can.
Whether this exploit had anything to

do with the matter I do not know, but the
following week we were called into
harbour, given a marvellous ‘collection of
‘gadgets’” wherewith U boats are killed
or captured, and a jolly little “ one-boat
drag,’ whereby to occupy in fishing up
mines the hours between meets of: the
hunting pack. And equipped with these
we commenced to enjoy life. Crossing
towards the Belgian coast we heard of a
Fritz who appeared to be having trouble
with his motors, and upon investigation
discovered him lying motionless on the
surface in mid-ocean. -We asked him to
surrender; he laughed, and turned us
churlishly away with his whaleback gun.

A Lucky Shot

That annoyed Our gunlayer, who, with
half a dozen rounds, sent that whaleback

gun overside, and then, with another
half-dozen, bored into Fritz’ skin so
many unstoppable entrances for the sea,
effectually preventing submergentce. It
took that U boat three hours to make up
her mind to surrender ; she still hoped to
tinker up her engines, but at the end of
that time we grew impatient, and Fritz
went home at the tail of the ex-pleasure
steamer which had given usthetip.
A drifter stationed in the mouth of the

Channel told us of a Fritz who had popped

 

Chronicled by John S. Margerison
up in a near-by coveearly that morning,

and who refused to come out and ke
strafed in the ordinary way. We took one
of our ‘‘ gadgets’’—the “
boat drag ’’ intended for mine-sweeping —
attacheda tin of gun-cotton, an electric
primer, a circuit, and a firing key thereto,
and commmenced to creep for Fritz. 1
should like to know what part of his hull
caught on the hooks of the drag, but all
I saw was the sudden tautening-out of a
wire, the thumpof the skippet’s fist on
the firing key, the upheaval of a grey gout
of spume and splinters, and the grim
patch of oil on the surface of the cove.

Wefollowed up this victory with alittle
fight with an enemy trawler engaged in
sowing. mines behind the Frisian Islands.
By luck more than management we
managed to plonk a shell into a big red
sphere he had slung ready for dropping,
and when that exploded the trawler’s
crew wanted no more fighting ; they got
hastily into, their forward boat _and

offered to.surrender to us. But, having

nowhere to stow ’em, welet ’emgo.
After that we were a sort of canal

monitor in Northern Flanders, where,
after a dull six weeks withoutfiring a shot,
we strafed, in one day, an ammunition

supply train, a cheeky field-gun, and an
impertinent aeroplane whichtried to drop
bombs on us from a height which was
just within our three-pounder’s range.
Then we did a bit of examination

service, and to catalogue our finds would
take a whole volume of THE War
ILLUSTRATED.

Results of ‘‘The Search”

There was the cargo of oats consigned
to Sweden, which, three sacks deep, had
blossomed out into cotton; there were
the haricot beans which looked like beans
felt like beans, but gave to the teeth;
they were made of rubber, but would have
deceived anybody but “The Search.”
There was the agricultural machinery,
brilliant in bright red and green paint,
but when scraped with a knife,.made of
pure copper ; there was the ship with a
fine collection of sand ballast in her holds,
which, upon being probed, transformed
itself into a fine field of refined oil for
submarine engines. And, most memor-
able of all, there was the neutral tramp
who stopped when we signalled her, but
who, when we approached,slipped a small-
sized torpedo boat—literally bristling
with guns—at us. It was only our speed
that saved us that day—but we hope to
run across that neutral tramp again !

I don’t know what we shall do when
the war is over; the Navy men will hate

big ships and their cast-iron routine after
the freedom of this life; the Stornoway
fisherman will surely never be content
with chasing herring or mackerel after
hunting U boats. As for the skipper and
the sub, well, they’d give all their silver
and bunting. and chances of winning
more for the pleasure of serving their
country in her hour of need, a service
which, as the blue-and-white ribbon they
have so lately sewn.upon the left breast
of their monkey-jackets shows—theribbon
of the Distinguished Service Cross—is
appreciated thoroughly by those in
authority over the Navy.

 

jolly little one-
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Last Moments of theTorpedoed Transport Medie

   

 

  
‘Torpedoing of the French transport Medie by an enemy submarines in the Wiediterranean on Septensber 23rd fast, when 250 lives were
Jost. ‘Some of the crew are falling into the sea as the vessel sinks, and (right) as the smoke lifts the Wiedie is seen almost submerged.

 

   
 

Remarkable photograph at the moment ef the explosion when the munitions on board the Wedie took fire, two minutes after the torpedo
imaginetion is hardly equaito the task of visualising the horror added ‘ky fire'to a sinking vesse! which has explosivesion board.had struck.

 

  

 
 

  
“The ce boat from the Medie, in which the\captain and the second in command were saved. Beyond it ties some of the wreckage from

the vessel,which had disappeared with remarkable rapidity after the torpedo had struck her.
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From Strenuous Struggle to Looked-for Leave
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Yeomanry in action to tha north of Gaza, where they did signal
service in keeping in touch with the retreating enemy—a nct

~ uncommonscene during General Allenby’s Palestine advance.

Homeon leave. Men from the front on arrival in London send off
telegrams from Victoria Station to the folks at home announcing

that they have got so far on the way.
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Scots troops marching back from the trenches with their pipers playing merrily at the ‘head of the column. In this picture M.
Georges Scott finely depicts the ‘‘ Jocks ” as they return after a strenuousspell in the front line for a welcome rest. The nickname

of the fighting Northern Britons is one which they themselves employ.
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From London’s Roads to Flanders’ Muddy Fields
 

 

    
Man-hauling a’gun through mud on the Flanders front. fter
heavy rains the ground had got into a terrible condition, and

many men had to hau! on the ropes while their comrades pushed
and pulled at the wheels. The men sank in the mud up to their their

thighs in their strenuous efforts.

  
  
 

RECS

    
*bus is crowded to its utmostcapacity, the route ‘being one where restrictions as to ‘‘avercrowding”’ are not enforced. They hail

cheerfully a motor-cyclist despatch-rider im passing.
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»,OUR DIARY OF THE
AD)   

Chronology of Events, December 1st to 31st, 1917.

Dec. 1.—British retake village of Gonnelieu Dec. 13.—Continued fighting near Bulle- tion-camp. British airmen take part,
and St. Quentin Spur, but retire from court. British capture a hostile post and in co-operation with anti-aireraft
Masniéres salient. near Villers-Guislain at southern end of defences bring down 11 enemy machines.

Sir Douglas Haig reports 11,551 German Cambrai front. D n : “ i :> s alg tr U 295 . EC. 27.—Vice-Admiral Sir Rosslyn Wemyss
prisoners taken during November. | Austrians attack outer defences of Reena. Finst GaGa I ot Hy u Wemyss

Intense artillery duel from Asiago Monte Grappa, but fail. Adrairal Gir John ‘Jellicoe sa Secnines
Plateau to Lower Piave _ British line extended north-east of = peerage. aa a

e ae ce eported by erusa 4 ok ;. .German East Africa _reporte Jerusalem Announced General Van Deventer is
General Van Deventer completely cleared Dre, 14.—Enemyattack on Ypres front near
of the enemy.

Dec. 2.—British capture strong points on
main ridge north of Passchendaele.

y a ne ursuing the Germans in Portuguese East
Polderhoek Chateau, and enter a British ae . : e :
front trench, but later driven out. Text of reply of Central Powers to

Admiralty issues details of constitution Russian peace proposals issued
and powers of the Naval Allied Council. nmotaken:

Dec. 3.—British line slightly withdrawn at vedione compelled. to" ceiver pl Col Enemy Attempt to Retake Jerusalem.
Te Nate een Eas t of Marcoing. anans comy a. to give up Cc After repulsing determined Turkish

acquerie an’ aS Caprile, one of the defences of Valstagna. attacks, General Allenby’s troops make
   

 
  

   

  

  
  

 

aS eeoe ane oes:\] out ee North-east of Monte Grappa* Austrians a_ successful counter-attack against theSe in hills north of Deli Abbas. are repulsed. Ae aes : .
Dr ; : i d Fr a 3 ha : s : Turkish right flank, penetrating the
DEC President Wilson recommen ds. to RS eee cruiser Chateaurenault tor- enemy’.Seapine to a depth of two and a

declaration of PECs half eile on a front of nine miles.. Some
   Hungar . Dec —Further local fighting in neigh-

General Dukhor nood of PolderhoekChateau. i
in-Chief appointed by Ker Twelve miles south-east of Jaffa our D

been murdered. line is carried xr} miles to the north-east EY
Sakaltutan Pass on on a five-mile front.
Al Russo-German armistice signed at Brest

I Mt. Litovsk ; all hostilities to cease for one
, andItalidns month from Dec--27:

Announced two British airships lost,
Des 5.—Two British io Raids into Germany. one destroyed by enemyseaplane.

way junction and sidings Recall of General Sarrail from Salonika z
PU Aen neeOran Saas reported, General Guiilaumet announced Dec. 29.—New Advance in Palestine.—British

cken are bombed. as his successor. line is pushed forward another three miles.

Germansare amongst the prisoners taken.
Enemykilled estimated at 1,000.   

 

28.—The Special Conference of the
British Labour Movement held in London
accepts without amendment the Memo-
randum on War Aims submitted jointly
by the Parliamentary Committee of the
Trades Union Congress and the Executive
Committee of the Labour Party.

British advanceon the roadto Jericho.

 

  

 

             

  

  

  

  

 

  
   

  

   

   
  

B itish eyachatesHourlonnvrood: Dec. active southof the Scarpe Bireh, nine miles north of Jerusalem, on
: tan . Kar and north of Langemarck. the Shechem road, and several places

salient in Italians win back positions in Col east of the road occupied. Enemy
1 east lof , jutting Caprile taken by enemy on Dec. rq. transport near Bethel and other villages

north-wesSennen Monti Sisemol and)- Dec. 17.—British capture high ground east bombed.
Badenecche.. New lines reached in the of Abu Dis (south-east of Jerusalem) and Padua bombed by Austrian airmen at

rear of th take 117 prisoners. night.

Dre. 6—Moonl: : British airmen bomb Roulers, Lede- Dec. 30.—Germans attack the British front

and South- ern Counties; 7 persons . ghem;-and Meninstations. south of Cambrai. North of La Vac-
killed, L Dec. 18.—Aeroplane Raid on London.— querie and south of Marcoing enemy

Rumania-joins Russia in armistice. Bombs: are dropped in. London district make lodgment in two small salients.

    ns capture Mt. Sise and in Kent and Essex; 10 killed, 70 Theyare ejected from the more important
Dre. 7.—General Allenby oceupiesi injured in London; one raider brought part of the positions on Welsh Ridge.

Lidice troops capture trenches noth down. Sy French Army in Italy storm and hold
of La Vacquetie: An Italian -set-back; enemy attack enemy positions on front of 2,000 yards

Halifax wreeked by explosion of a east of the Brenta, from Col Caprile to on eastern shoulders of the main Tomba
> Mt. Pertica, and is successful against the Ridge, capturing 1,392 prisoners,7 guns,munitions ship; estimated loss of life 4 = oe z

rspyesathoneands: Italian right, where advantages are and 60 machine-guns.

 

 

 

  

  

  

UGcab war whe Amaia oor maintained, and Mt. Asolone British occupy Beitin (Bethel), E!
* ms : : Se eee i‘ ; Balua, and in coastal sector a patrol

Dec. 8.—French and British troops in the Area of civil war in Russia extended to reaches Kuleh (12 miles east of alta)
fighting-line in Italy. Big operations the Ukraine. Padua again heavily “bombed be Aus= : ete > - s Padua aga y y Aus-
. ri ae ohaoe allied aeroplanes Dec, _19.—Announced American. submarine trian airmen at night, and the art
against enem Oops. Fr sunk with loss of 19 lives, as result of treasures of the city suffer.A eee
Equador severs diplomatic relations collision with F3 a ‘

with Germany. PaaS ternal attempt EOE CTORetnCee Dec. 31.—Germans renew _attacks- ‘against

Dec. 9.—Patrol encounters on the Cambrai Vecchia stopped byItalians. ee BAGRSpone (ofMarcoing. By
pie ae a a >
front west of Graincourt. Dec. 20.—Germans capture British adv,anced f a t I 2 : YeeATAGTHEEdEaL ai Eeeethee paaee eet cae OUMIeeeaee one of our trenches. On the remainder
Santtaesite Teben LETGeO Gone: me € SS of the front the attack-is broken up by
oy a anetie Pees Be Dec. 21.—Italians Reeapture Monte Asolone. ourfire and completely repulsed.

ment forced to resign and Provisional De p= ONGE a FCoaernmeneiGined caidere De Saoiss EC. 22.—North of Jaffa British troops, Admiralty announces H.M.mine-sweep-
Paes: with naval co-operation, advance north ing sloop Arbutus has foundered in very

Jerusalem. “sirrenders to=. General of the Nahr-el-Auja, and reach theline severe weather after being torpedoed.
Allenby. Sheik-el-Ballutah-el—Jelil, four miles Her commander, one other officer, and

seven men missing; also H.M. armednorth of the river.

boarding-steamer Grive~ sunk in bad

 

Enemy gain a_bridgehead on the
Piave Vecchia, but Italians regainit later.

Dec. 1to.—On the Cambrai front Scottish

Peace negotiations under presidencyof
Herr von. Kiihimann opened between weather after being torpedoed, there
Russian Bolshevists and the Central being no casualties. -

troops carry enemyposts éast of Boursies. Powers at Brest Litovsk. The numb £G t
Panama -declares war on Austria- Twoair attacks on ‘Kentish coast. by the Batish aan Preece esHungary. Three British destroyers mined or tor- Decemberis 1,018, snenitawe ee

Dec. 11.—British air raid into Germany over pedoedoff the Dutch coast; 193 officers Im the sameperiod enolwie on
sixty miles beyondthefrontier. and menlost. 103 machine-guns are captured :
Cuba declares war on Austria-Hungaryvy. Dec. 23.—Austrians from the Buso, in the Britieh eee lanes drop over : b
Austrians make heavy attacks against gorge of the Franzela, to Mt. Val Bella, on hostile billets in ae a i hbo co

the Italian lines from the Col della three miles to the south, force their way of Roulers and- Me ee eeee
Berretta in the west to the Calcina Valley through, taking Val Bella and the Col hits aré obtained nd ; fontae
in the east, but are repulsed. del Rosso. Enemy claims 9,000 prisoners. ment is also Roebeck oe ven Peet

Dec. 12—German Raid on Convoy.—Four Dec. 24.—British Air Raid on Mannheim. Announced Bolsheyist and Chinese
enemy destroyers attack convoy of five Dec. 25.—Fourth Christmas of the Great War. troops have been in action at Kharbin
neutral vessels and a British vessel in Great battle on the Asiago plateau for for the control of the railway. The
North Sea, All six vessels are sunk, and the passage of the Brenta continued. Bolshevists surrendered, and will be
escorting destroyer Partridge. Earlier in Dec, 26.—German attempt on Frenchpositions transported over the Manchurian border,
day two steam trawlers sunk off the Tyne in the Cauriéres Wood repulsed with Livelyartillery actions in Champagne,
by enemy destroyers. ; heavyloss. in the region of the heights, and on the
BaaeyPapi are small salient between Big Air Battle near Venice.—Twenty- right bank of the Meuse, in the sector of.

Bullecourt and Quéant. ‘five enemy machines bomb allied_avia Begonvaux.
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in short,

    

   
  

   

 

       

 

  

 

  
   

hurried up. With the aid of wet hand-
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—LIV

THE ROYAL HIGHLANDERS

sorship which, ex-

cept in the vaguest
fashion, prevents us
from knowing what the
various regiments are
now doing at the front,
there is much evidence
that 1917 was a notable

: year for the soldiers of
: Canada, and therefore

the various regiments which the
minion sent so willingly to Europe.
Beginning in good time, some Canadians

raided a trench on Christmas Eve, 1916,
and on New Year’s Eve theypaid the foe
a similar visit. On January 17th they
carried out. a successful enterprise at
Colonne, and nearly a monthlater another
near Souchez, in which a numberof dug-
outs were destroyed. Towards the end
of June they made asuccessful assault on
Avion, and about a monthlater conducted
a raid near Lens.
Turning to the big things, there came

the capture of Vimy Ridge, on Easter
Monday, April 9th. The first guarded
reports of this battle mentioned that the
Canadians had gone over the crest of the
ridge, and later messages told how in
three relentless waves they had moved
forward -behind an advancing barrage
and had fought all day under the falling
snow. Somewhat later they took Arleux,
and in August they were fighting des-
perately around Lens. Onthe 15th they
forced their way into two of the suburbs
of that town, and a few days afterwards
they met some Germans in No Man’s
Land, and there fought a battle which
has been called the fiercest of the war.

In the Flanders Battles -

In September, when the fighting was
mostly concentrated around Ypres, the
Canadians had a rest; but in October

vember their services were again
_ The Passchendaele Ridge shad
ailed on October 9th, but. the

victory was not quite complete. On the
26th the Canadians. shared in an attack,
as they did also on the 29th, and early in
November they seized and held the
village from which the ridge is named.
Somewhere in the dust and dirt of these

many combats were the Royal Highlanders
of Canada, men from Montreal, who were
singled out for mention in one_ official

T spite of the cen-

 

  

 

communication. They were in that ~
Canadian division ‘which landed in
England in October, 1914, and spent the
winter in training on Salisbury Plain,_
They were part of its
they reached St. Nazai
Bebruary, moving up he fr
later, and being engaged in val
although subsidiary, operations during
Battle of Neuve Chapelle.
On April 22nd the Highlanders and the

 

  

rest ofthe 3rd Brigade were holding part —

 

   

  
  

 

of the front near Ypres, a
were some Zouave an
of the French Army.

y to leave

  
ey had been gassed.

. The Highlanders were in grave. danger
j of being outflanked, for they wer t in
the line. However, steps were taken to
meet the peril, and reinforcements were

   

    

  

      

nd run to the rear.
eng aidasp and with distorted |

re evidently in deadly pain ;

kerchiefs they avoided the worst effects
of the poison gas, but they did not escape
altogether. Still—andthis was the thing
that mattered—they held on. Sweeping
on through a gap onthe left, the Germans
had soon almost surrounded those who
werein the front trenches, and an attempt

to bring up assistance to them hadfailed.
Fortunately night was coming on, so

the Germans could not see the weakness
of the Canadian line. The few High-
landers stuck grimly to their task of
defence until it was quite dark, when they
fell back and joinedthe rest of the brigade.
It was on this day that one of them,
Lance-Corporal F. Fisher, won the V.C.

For a few days more the battalion fought
in a short but memorable retreat, and on

the night of May 4th was withdrawn.
The rest, however,- was short, and,

reinforcements from England having
arrived, the battalion took part in an

assault on an orchard near La Quinque
Rue on May 20th. Theyrelieved the 16th
Battalion, moving forward to a position

which had just been wonunderheavyfire,

OF CANADA
went forward at the word of command, _
although unfortunately the German guns
had caught them while they were waiting
to go “ over the top.” They advancedin
four waves, each being a line composed
of half companies, andsoon got to their
first goal. There a machine-gun caused
them some trouble, but some bombers
worked their way up to this and put it
out of action. Then the advance was re-
newed, and byhalf-past two the battalion

had madeits way to the Germanlines.

At Courcelette

This encounter was just before the
Battle of the Somme opened; indeed,
the German attack was probably intended
to upset Sir Douglas Haig’s plans. In
the opening stages of that battle the
Canadians took little part, but they were

engaged in the attack on Courcelette,
delivered on September 15th. From
that time onwards, however, facts about

the individual battalions are rare, but the

Royal Highlanders, we may be sure, were
somewhere in the thick of it. Their
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i. M. Sellon, Capt. K. M.Perry, Lieut.

HE ROYAL HIGHLANDERSOF SpeD
Lieut. I. M. R. Sinclair, Capt. G. E. MeCusug,Lieut. W. S, M. M

; Pitblado. Middle row :

 

A.—Back row (fromleft to right) :_
Tier, Capt. G. M. Drummond, Lieut.

Lieut. F. S. Molson, Lieut.

  

 

S. B. Lindsay, Capt. A.oo eron, Capt. L. Ww. Whitehead, Lieut. C. N.MeCuaig, Capt. H Walker.
Front row: D. R. uaig, 3Maj. E. C. Sooo Lieut.-Col. F. W. Loomis, Maj. V. CG.

Buch ‘apt. T.S. Morrisey. Reclining : . Fis é ieut. F. C. Stephens.

  

and this es consolidated and held until.
they in turn were relieved.

  upand support the 14th. Owing, however,

ten dave later.
At aquarter to one on the morning

of ene 13th the bombardment began.

    
  

Tnror6 the Canadians, by now largely
increased in numbers, were heavily
engaged at St. Eloi and at Sanctuary
Wood, near Hooge, and in the Jatter en-
agement the Royal Highlanders were

»again to the fore. By a sudden thrust on
sae 2nd the Germans had broken

[ h the line held by the 3rd Canadian
, and pushed back our line. To

good the loss, reinforcements were
Wana on thenext day there

was a counter-attack. In the centre were
the Highlanders, their task being to follow

on on the roads, some of the
troops _not reach their positions in

g nd > assault™ failed to achieve
\nother was arranged for

ft the Royal Highlanders

Lieut. A. M. Fisher and Tent F.C. Stephens.

previous exploits are eloquently summed
up by the simple fact that from their
entranceinto the war to the end of
November, 1915, their total casua'ties
were 30 officers and 869 men, practically
a whole battalion.
The large and splendid Canadian Army

grew from a Militia enrolled to defend the
country, and called out in times of danger;

ance, during the rebellion of Louis

Riel. It was organised in regiments,

which were increased as the country grew
more populous, and some of these took
names which had welcome as: ociations
with the Old Country. Montreal is a great
resort of Scotsmen, and it is not sur-
prising that when manyof these formed
themselves into a Militia regiment they (f
named it the Royal Highlanders of
Canada. It is one of the oldest ofits kind,
being numbered the roth in the Militia
List ; but when an expeditionary force

was formed it was numbered the 13th.
A. W. H.
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»,OUR DIARY OF THE
AD)   

Chronology of Events, December 1st to 31st, 1917.

Dec. 1.—British retake village of Gonnelieu Dec. 13.—Continued fighting near Bulle- tion-camp. British airmen take part,
and St. Quentin Spur, but retire from court. British capture a hostile post and in co-operation with anti-aireraft
Masniéres salient. near Villers-Guislain at southern end of defences bring down 11 enemy machines.

Sir Douglas Haig reports 11,551 German Cambrai front. D n : “ i :> s alg tr U 295 . EC. 27.—Vice-Admiral Sir Rosslyn Wemyss
prisoners taken during November. | Austrians attack outer defences of Reena. Finst GaGa I ot Hy u Wemyss

Intense artillery duel from Asiago Monte Grappa, but fail. Adrairal Gir John ‘Jellicoe sa Secnines
Plateau to Lower Piave _ British line extended north-east of = peerage. aa a

e ae ce eported by erusa 4 ok ;. .German East Africa _reporte Jerusalem Announced General Van Deventer is
General Van Deventer completely cleared Dre, 14.—Enemyattack on Ypres front near
of the enemy.

Dec. 2.—British capture strong points on
main ridge north of Passchendaele.

y a ne ursuing the Germans in Portuguese East
Polderhoek Chateau, and enter a British ae . : e :
front trench, but later driven out. Text of reply of Central Powers to

Admiralty issues details of constitution Russian peace proposals issued
and powers of the Naval Allied Council. nmotaken:

Dec. 3.—British line slightly withdrawn at vedione compelled. to" ceiver pl Col Enemy Attempt to Retake Jerusalem.
Te Nate een Eas t of Marcoing. anans comy a. to give up Cc After repulsing determined Turkish

acquerie an’ aS Caprile, one of the defences of Valstagna. attacks, General Allenby’s troops make
   

 
  

   

  

  
  

 

aS eeoe ane oes:\] out ee North-east of Monte Grappa* Austrians a_ successful counter-attack against theSe in hills north of Deli Abbas. are repulsed. Ae aes : .
Dr ; : i d Fr a 3 ha : s : Turkish right flank, penetrating the
DEC President Wilson recommen ds. to RS eee cruiser Chateaurenault tor- enemy’.Seapine to a depth of two and a

declaration of PECs half eile on a front of nine miles.. Some
   Hungar . Dec —Further local fighting in neigh-

General Dukhor nood of PolderhoekChateau. i
in-Chief appointed by Ker Twelve miles south-east of Jaffa our D

been murdered. line is carried xr} miles to the north-east EY
Sakaltutan Pass on on a five-mile front.
Al Russo-German armistice signed at Brest

I Mt. Litovsk ; all hostilities to cease for one
, andItalidns month from Dec--27:

Announced two British airships lost,
Des 5.—Two British io Raids into Germany. one destroyed by enemyseaplane.

way junction and sidings Recall of General Sarrail from Salonika z
PU Aen neeOran Saas reported, General Guiilaumet announced Dec. 29.—New Advance in Palestine.—British

cken are bombed. as his successor. line is pushed forward another three miles.

Germansare amongst the prisoners taken.
Enemykilled estimated at 1,000.   

 

28.—The Special Conference of the
British Labour Movement held in London
accepts without amendment the Memo-
randum on War Aims submitted jointly
by the Parliamentary Committee of the
Trades Union Congress and the Executive
Committee of the Labour Party.

British advanceon the roadto Jericho.

 

  

 

             

  

  

  

  

 

  
   

  

   

   
  

B itish eyachatesHourlonnvrood: Dec. active southof the Scarpe Bireh, nine miles north of Jerusalem, on
: tan . Kar and north of Langemarck. the Shechem road, and several places

salient in Italians win back positions in Col east of the road occupied. Enemy
1 east lof , jutting Caprile taken by enemy on Dec. rq. transport near Bethel and other villages

north-wesSennen Monti Sisemol and)- Dec. 17.—British capture high ground east bombed.
Badenecche.. New lines reached in the of Abu Dis (south-east of Jerusalem) and Padua bombed by Austrian airmen at

rear of th take 117 prisoners. night.

Dre. 6—Moonl: : British airmen bomb Roulers, Lede- Dec. 30.—Germans attack the British front

and South- ern Counties; 7 persons . ghem;-and Meninstations. south of Cambrai. North of La Vac-
killed, L Dec. 18.—Aeroplane Raid on London.— querie and south of Marcoing enemy

Rumania-joins Russia in armistice. Bombs: are dropped in. London district make lodgment in two small salients.

    ns capture Mt. Sise and in Kent and Essex; 10 killed, 70 Theyare ejected from the more important
Dre. 7.—General Allenby oceupiesi injured in London; one raider brought part of the positions on Welsh Ridge.

Lidice troops capture trenches noth down. Sy French Army in Italy storm and hold
of La Vacquetie: An Italian -set-back; enemy attack enemy positions on front of 2,000 yards

Halifax wreeked by explosion of a east of the Brenta, from Col Caprile to on eastern shoulders of the main Tomba
> Mt. Pertica, and is successful against the Ridge, capturing 1,392 prisoners,7 guns,munitions ship; estimated loss of life 4 = oe z

rspyesathoneands: Italian right, where advantages are and 60 machine-guns.

 

 

 

  

  

  

UGcab war whe Amaia oor maintained, and Mt. Asolone British occupy Beitin (Bethel), E!
* ms : : Se eee i‘ ; Balua, and in coastal sector a patrol

Dec. 8.—French and British troops in the Area of civil war in Russia extended to reaches Kuleh (12 miles east of alta)
fighting-line in Italy. Big operations the Ukraine. Padua again heavily “bombed be Aus= : ete > - s Padua aga y y Aus-
. ri ae ohaoe allied aeroplanes Dec, _19.—Announced American. submarine trian airmen at night, and the art
against enem Oops. Fr sunk with loss of 19 lives, as result of treasures of the city suffer.A eee
Equador severs diplomatic relations collision with F3 a ‘

with Germany. PaaS ternal attempt EOE CTORetnCee Dec. 31.—Germans renew _attacks- ‘against

Dec. 9.—Patrol encounters on the Cambrai Vecchia stopped byItalians. ee BAGRSpone (ofMarcoing. By
pie ae a a >
front west of Graincourt. Dec. 20.—Germans capture British adv,anced f a t I 2 : YeeATAGTHEEdEaL ai Eeeethee paaee eet cae OUMIeeeaee one of our trenches. On the remainder
Santtaesite Teben LETGeO Gone: me € SS of the front the attack-is broken up by
oy a anetie Pees Be Dec. 21.—Italians Reeapture Monte Asolone. ourfire and completely repulsed.

ment forced to resign and Provisional De p= ONGE a FCoaernmeneiGined caidere De Saoiss EC. 22.—North of Jaffa British troops, Admiralty announces H.M.mine-sweep-
Paes: with naval co-operation, advance north ing sloop Arbutus has foundered in very

Jerusalem. “sirrenders to=. General of the Nahr-el-Auja, and reach theline severe weather after being torpedoed.
Allenby. Sheik-el-Ballutah-el—Jelil, four miles Her commander, one other officer, and

seven men missing; also H.M. armednorth of the river.

boarding-steamer Grive~ sunk in bad

 

Enemy gain a_bridgehead on the
Piave Vecchia, but Italians regainit later.

Dec. 1to.—On the Cambrai front Scottish

Peace negotiations under presidencyof
Herr von. Kiihimann opened between weather after being torpedoed, there
Russian Bolshevists and the Central being no casualties. -

troops carry enemyposts éast of Boursies. Powers at Brest Litovsk. The numb £G t
Panama -declares war on Austria- Twoair attacks on ‘Kentish coast. by the Batish aan Preece esHungary. Three British destroyers mined or tor- Decemberis 1,018, snenitawe ee

Dec. 11.—British air raid into Germany over pedoedoff the Dutch coast; 193 officers Im the sameperiod enolwie on
sixty miles beyondthefrontier. and menlost. 103 machine-guns are captured :
Cuba declares war on Austria-Hungaryvy. Dec. 23.—Austrians from the Buso, in the Britieh eee lanes drop over : b
Austrians make heavy attacks against gorge of the Franzela, to Mt. Val Bella, on hostile billets in ae a i hbo co

the Italian lines from the Col della three miles to the south, force their way of Roulers and- Me ee eeee
Berretta in the west to the Calcina Valley through, taking Val Bella and the Col hits aré obtained nd ; fontae
in the east, but are repulsed. del Rosso. Enemy claims 9,000 prisoners. ment is also Roebeck oe ven Peet

Dec. 12—German Raid on Convoy.—Four Dec. 24.—British Air Raid on Mannheim. Announced Bolsheyist and Chinese
enemy destroyers attack convoy of five Dec. 25.—Fourth Christmas of the Great War. troops have been in action at Kharbin
neutral vessels and a British vessel in Great battle on the Asiago plateau for for the control of the railway. The
North Sea, All six vessels are sunk, and the passage of the Brenta continued. Bolshevists surrendered, and will be
escorting destroyer Partridge. Earlier in Dec, 26.—German attempt on Frenchpositions transported over the Manchurian border,
day two steam trawlers sunk off the Tyne in the Cauriéres Wood repulsed with Livelyartillery actions in Champagne,
by enemy destroyers. ; heavyloss. in the region of the heights, and on the
BaaeyPapi are small salient between Big Air Battle near Venice.—Twenty- right bank of the Meuse, in the sector of.

Bullecourt and Quéant. ‘five enemy machines bomb allied_avia Begonvaux.
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hurried up. With the aid of wet hand-
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—LIV

THE ROYAL HIGHLANDERS

sorship which, ex-

cept in the vaguest
fashion, prevents us
from knowing what the
various regiments are
now doing at the front,
there is much evidence
that 1917 was a notable

: year for the soldiers of
: Canada, and therefore

the various regiments which the
minion sent so willingly to Europe.
Beginning in good time, some Canadians

raided a trench on Christmas Eve, 1916,
and on New Year’s Eve theypaid the foe
a similar visit. On January 17th they
carried out. a successful enterprise at
Colonne, and nearly a monthlater another
near Souchez, in which a numberof dug-
outs were destroyed. Towards the end
of June they made asuccessful assault on
Avion, and about a monthlater conducted
a raid near Lens.
Turning to the big things, there came

the capture of Vimy Ridge, on Easter
Monday, April 9th. The first guarded
reports of this battle mentioned that the
Canadians had gone over the crest of the
ridge, and later messages told how in
three relentless waves they had moved
forward -behind an advancing barrage
and had fought all day under the falling
snow. Somewhat later they took Arleux,
and in August they were fighting des-
perately around Lens. Onthe 15th they
forced their way into two of the suburbs
of that town, and a few days afterwards
they met some Germans in No Man’s
Land, and there fought a battle which
has been called the fiercest of the war.

In the Flanders Battles -

In September, when the fighting was
mostly concentrated around Ypres, the
Canadians had a rest; but in October

vember their services were again
_ The Passchendaele Ridge shad
ailed on October 9th, but. the

victory was not quite complete. On the
26th the Canadians. shared in an attack,
as they did also on the 29th, and early in
November they seized and held the
village from which the ridge is named.
Somewhere in the dust and dirt of these

many combats were the Royal Highlanders
of Canada, men from Montreal, who were
singled out for mention in one_ official

T spite of the cen-

 

  

 

communication. They were in that ~
Canadian division ‘which landed in
England in October, 1914, and spent the
winter in training on Salisbury Plain,_
They were part of its
they reached St. Nazai
Bebruary, moving up he fr
later, and being engaged in val
although subsidiary, operations during
Battle of Neuve Chapelle.
On April 22nd the Highlanders and the

 

  

rest ofthe 3rd Brigade were holding part —

 

   

  
  

 

of the front near Ypres, a
were some Zouave an
of the French Army.

y to leave

  
ey had been gassed.

. The Highlanders were in grave. danger
j of being outflanked, for they wer t in
the line. However, steps were taken to
meet the peril, and reinforcements were

   

    

  

      

nd run to the rear.
eng aidasp and with distorted |

re evidently in deadly pain ;

kerchiefs they avoided the worst effects
of the poison gas, but they did not escape
altogether. Still—andthis was the thing
that mattered—they held on. Sweeping
on through a gap onthe left, the Germans
had soon almost surrounded those who
werein the front trenches, and an attempt

to bring up assistance to them hadfailed.
Fortunately night was coming on, so

the Germans could not see the weakness
of the Canadian line. The few High-
landers stuck grimly to their task of
defence until it was quite dark, when they
fell back and joinedthe rest of the brigade.
It was on this day that one of them,
Lance-Corporal F. Fisher, won the V.C.

For a few days more the battalion fought
in a short but memorable retreat, and on

the night of May 4th was withdrawn.
The rest, however,- was short, and,

reinforcements from England having
arrived, the battalion took part in an

assault on an orchard near La Quinque
Rue on May 20th. Theyrelieved the 16th
Battalion, moving forward to a position

which had just been wonunderheavyfire,

OF CANADA
went forward at the word of command, _
although unfortunately the German guns
had caught them while they were waiting
to go “ over the top.” They advancedin
four waves, each being a line composed
of half companies, andsoon got to their
first goal. There a machine-gun caused
them some trouble, but some bombers
worked their way up to this and put it
out of action. Then the advance was re-
newed, and byhalf-past two the battalion

had madeits way to the Germanlines.

At Courcelette

This encounter was just before the
Battle of the Somme opened; indeed,
the German attack was probably intended
to upset Sir Douglas Haig’s plans. In
the opening stages of that battle the
Canadians took little part, but they were

engaged in the attack on Courcelette,
delivered on September 15th. From
that time onwards, however, facts about

the individual battalions are rare, but the

Royal Highlanders, we may be sure, were
somewhere in the thick of it. Their

 

   

 

OFFICERS OF

 

i. M. Sellon, Capt. K. M.Perry, Lieut.

HE ROYAL HIGHLANDERSOF SpeD
Lieut. I. M. R. Sinclair, Capt. G. E. MeCusug,Lieut. W. S, M. M

; Pitblado. Middle row :

 

A.—Back row (fromleft to right) :_
Tier, Capt. G. M. Drummond, Lieut.

Lieut. F. S. Molson, Lieut.

  

 

S. B. Lindsay, Capt. A.oo eron, Capt. L. Ww. Whitehead, Lieut. C. N.MeCuaig, Capt. H Walker.
Front row: D. R. uaig, 3Maj. E. C. Sooo Lieut.-Col. F. W. Loomis, Maj. V. CG.

Buch ‘apt. T.S. Morrisey. Reclining : . Fis é ieut. F. C. Stephens.

  

and this es consolidated and held until.
they in turn were relieved.

  upand support the 14th. Owing, however,

ten dave later.
At aquarter to one on the morning

of ene 13th the bombardment began.

    
  

Tnror6 the Canadians, by now largely
increased in numbers, were heavily
engaged at St. Eloi and at Sanctuary
Wood, near Hooge, and in the Jatter en-
agement the Royal Highlanders were

»again to the fore. By a sudden thrust on
sae 2nd the Germans had broken

[ h the line held by the 3rd Canadian
, and pushed back our line. To

good the loss, reinforcements were
Wana on thenext day there

was a counter-attack. In the centre were
the Highlanders, their task being to follow

on on the roads, some of the
troops _not reach their positions in

g nd > assault™ failed to achieve
\nother was arranged for

ft the Royal Highlanders

Lieut. A. M. Fisher and Tent F.C. Stephens.

previous exploits are eloquently summed
up by the simple fact that from their
entranceinto the war to the end of
November, 1915, their total casua'ties
were 30 officers and 869 men, practically
a whole battalion.
The large and splendid Canadian Army

grew from a Militia enrolled to defend the
country, and called out in times of danger;

ance, during the rebellion of Louis

Riel. It was organised in regiments,

which were increased as the country grew
more populous, and some of these took
names which had welcome as: ociations
with the Old Country. Montreal is a great
resort of Scotsmen, and it is not sur-
prising that when manyof these formed
themselves into a Militia regiment they (f
named it the Royal Highlanders of
Canada. It is one of the oldest ofits kind,
being numbered the roth in the Militia
List ; but when an expeditionary force

was formed it was numbered the 13th.
A. W. H.
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 oaae:ee

O aouhe many of myreaders. ayould

notice in the general Press a few

days ago the following paragraph:

Onthe instructions of the Board of Trade

the Paper Commission will reduce the licences
for the importation of paper-making materials
and of printing and writing paper in the year
beginning March ist next to two-thirds of
the tonnage imported in the year ending
February 28th; 1918. The amount of boards
and wrapping paper will not-be-reduced.

Thus; all who-are concerned in the pro-

duction andpublishingof periodicals have-

Gifficulty,to prepare to meet further
though it cannot be described as unfore-

seen. So far°as THE WAR ILLUSTRATED

is concerned, I believe I am justified in
claiming a unique. record during these
three and a half years of its publica-
tion. Started at the outbreak of the war,
when not even the gloomiest prognostics
foretold such conditions of restricted
materials as have now been imposed upon
us, its publishers sought to give the
greatest possible literary and_ pictorial
value that could be offered at the low
price of twopence.

ingthe Standard

anitiakaadenduring sugecssiS
~eno gh that{‘the

_ apprecia ‘d our efforts, but for more than
- Hs half the period during which THe War

Triusrratep_has “beén appearing the
increasing diffiéulties of transport haye
been steadily aficcting the cost and, in
some measure, the ‘quaality of all material

used in its production—exé@@pting only
the quality “of its literary contributions
and the excellence of its pigtorial contents.
Tortunatcly, no » lacle material can
preyent-pause ReeMeee producing
their best. ckof themeans of.repro-
duction can ieee. only with the multi-
plying of the work of the gifted artist or

“the intrepid>war photographer. In other
words, limits may be-imposed upon

high-class~ periodical in -the matte
quantity, but not in thatof quality, “and,-
if I may judge from the opinions sae «
readers who from:time> to’ time: tell sme*
what. they think: of tgs “WAR alEES

that-its - quality- has fatalyeas
during -the very. periodin :
difficulties ~ of — securing ~eee

_ become BORE pronounced.

“IncreasingCost ofProduction aeons
Se RULY; a very. extraordinary chames
be > has :come over, thes popular. 3S

of the countryayagaresult ofthe restricted

stocks .of- -papetsandsi nksat: its _disposal, «
and’, the “enormously: increased es to
be-paid-for-these and for print
indeed,xin <the .matter. of ink +a. “very
inferior: artigle having: to be used as the°
‘best:6btainable at a price many, times in_
excess of that ofthefinest ink produced
in peacetime. -~ Teware the periodicals, of
any< dkindpublished-,: Great .Britain
to--dayat jthesame :ptices.as in theearly.
days of the war... Penny newspapers and”
weekly periodicals,excepting _a__mere
handful,have all increased to twopence,

 
tgs -casy.eaceding pune eefai

-every..-~publisher, in the “country :

and the “sixpenny illustrateds,”’ so long

a standard feature of English journalism,

are now issued at ninepence cach.

Monthlies originally sold at fourpence halt-

penny have gone up to sixpénce or more,
while sixpenny magazines cost eightpence

or ninepenge. In brief, the old price

standards have gone in the publishing

world just as they had disappeared long

before. in the cases of. all, other .com-

modities. “Yet a fair ratio of increase
has, I believe, been strictly observed in

all these advances. Nay, I do not doubt

that those sixpenny pictorials which now

cost. ninepence _are, if anything, less

profitable than they were at the old

popular price.

I AMentirely convinced that, though
publishers may, to someextent, have

been the victims of a certain species
of profiteering in making their purchases
of materials, there is no business in the
country to which” war conditions have ,
brought Jess profit than to publishing.
The *whole tendency of publishing in
recent years has been to produce the
best possible article and pass it on to
the public at the lowest possible price.
Before the war this was made compara-

ve Lecpetition among those
whi ipplied sentials, such as paper
“andinks, butwhenthe competition takes
place between the publishers for the kind
consideration of those who hold the
supplies, the situation is. instantly and
radically altered. Later it becomes. still
more acute when no amount of compe-
tition can secure more than a.strictly
limited proportion of supplies.

The Problem

THE increased cost of British news-
papers and periodicals is, it may be.

confessed, directly traceable to the activry
tiesof the U,boats. The heavy ‘losses
to. our~ shippingtonnage have greatly
curtailed cnet 2 ng space that can” be
allotted to the|pay r ‘pulp, and. who
vou dare tosuggest, 1 r much ‘he

ht believein apopula
melled Press, thatos

n, fromthe beginning | ;
ing -restrictions, _two ‘alternatives ‘be

substantially ‘to. reduce the size.’
_ publication ortoincrease its price:
‘dave. -been Jee andit has beci

batsin, ‘theenda
its object... It haseven led totheincreased
use. of paper—by increase 0:
and _the one thingwe: a

rities to. achieveis

questions“ofcost.

PBe onlyway. .to- secure aed desired
end is: -to ‘limit |, circulation ° and

‘maintain“the°publi¢ation etea as
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possible -in-its original. form, while

vancing the price proportionately to

increased’ cost of material. This is the

problem which I and my publishers are

at present considering in regard to Tur

Wark ILLUSsTRATED,. and I shall have

something further to say on the subject

in-an early issue. My own desire is that-

Tut WAR ILLustRATED should not be

veduced in-any way, as the-extraordinary

interests of each passing -week require.

the full space we have been devoting:

to them, and the scores of thousands

of readers who have bound their earlier

volumes should be able to continue, on

the same lines, preserving this pictorial

record until it is entirely complete.. I
have various attractive schemes for im-
provements in our popular little paper
which I believe will meet with the ready
acceptance of my readers. Of these in
due time ! .

“The Effort of the Dominions”
[XN an early issue of Tne War ILLus-

TRATED I hope to commence a new
series of articles, which Mr. Basil Clarke:
is writing, on the stimulating subject of'-
the great ‘effort of the Dominions, which’
rallied round the Mother Country with
characteristic promptness and vigour:
immediately on the outbreak of the war.
Mr. Clarke will,chave to tell not only of:
the way in whi/ithe young manhoodof
the distant parts of the Empireflocked.
to the flag, and of the readiness with
which money was subscribed, but also of
the great readiness with which the
Governments of =the Dominions took
action against enemy ‘stations within
reach of them. snsege

Ewill also have to tell oftthe magnifi-
cent way in which the far portions

of the Empire found funds for the many
calls made in the name of distress. It is
a splendid and heartening record which
Mr, Clarke is summarising for my readers,
one that would require— and will no
doubt in due course have—volumesforits
felling in detail.

That German ‘‘ System”

O muchuséd to-be said in that seem-
EN distant past of ‘“ before the

on the subject of Germanefficiency
‘pertaining to education
sting to find that_ what

gely rot’cry «repeated by.
se who “not .know. is pow being

ore. carefully considered.” Sees that
Fisher, the Minister. for Bincedor in

1¢. German ~
ional or

‘contrary, - it ds denomi-
pains are takenin religious

te etsche governed
ecraft, served by an army

sd bythe over-
shadowing obligation vices The
system is open to the objection:that”it is”,
forbidding .to the spirit ‘of._politiealliberty;”

eeand

and: for that reason it is safe to ‘predict that.
slips 4 Bae eipenan tree will never flourish.
in peli

nD?>:

Published by area Goteh in
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MEDITATIONS IN
ONE of the pleasures of life which the

really rich never taste is the homely
contfort of the kitchen... I have seen some
quite delightful kitchens in my time, and
have been the possessor of one- which
was perfect, in--all but wintry weather.
About that room I could wax lyrical, but
even the most elastic interpretation of
the rules determining choice of subjects
for this page does not allow me to show
that leaf in my sketch-book, for, alas!

changed conditiens of life in war time
removed me from that most pleasant
haunt of peace.

T-is, however, permissible to mention
the fact that I amsitting in the

kitchen at the present moment, for the
fact is directly attributable to the war,

and it was the contrast between the con-
ditions existing on the hither and the
yonder side of the front wall that im-
pressed itself on my imagination suffici-
ently to set my fountain-pen moving
tardily.» Curtly described as the front
basement, the word ‘“ kitchen” would
probably suggest to a superior person the
most unlovely room in a Londenhouse,
with the possible exception of the back
basement, but in actual fact, the en-

vironment is right for my present mood,
and I amalive to its peculiar charm.
“ But the smell of the cooking!” I can
hear the superior person protest. My
dear sir, or madam,there isn’t any cooking
to smell.

OMPULSORYeconomy restricts the
number of fires in this house to one

each day, and prudence dictates its being
lighted most often in the kitchen. Just
now I heard water pouring from a burst
pipe outside, splashing and dashing into
the asphalted. yard, with a noisy in-
sistence worthy of Lodore. The fleeting
thawhad located the-rent in the pipe which,
I am unchristianly but humanly glad to
discover, belongs to my next door neigh-
bour, and not to me; but his mishap may
be mine to-morrow, if Fate should prove
unkind. A fire in the kitchehmeans hot
water in pipes up to the second floor, and
<vhat much added warmth to prevent the -
cold-water pipes from freezing. Down in
the basement, too, draughts are less

piercing than on the entrarice floor, and,
although with half a gale blowing, raiders
are not likely to come to London to-night,
there is.the further argument that some
authorities declare the basement to be
the safest place when bombs are dropping
prqmiscuously from the sky. But why
plead justification for conduct at once
pleasant- and sane? Here I am, and
mighty glad to be here.

you are to picture, then, an ordinary
kitchen in a London basement,

though lighted in mannerless conventional
by a reading lamp on a little table near
one shabby; luxuriously comfortable arm-
chair, and by a bright duplex lamp tipon
the faded red cloth on the kitchen table,
whereat two small maids ‘are playing
beggar-my-neighbour in a clearing in a
farmyard compact of candle-box barns,
surrounding a farmhouse built of a work-
box emptied of its proper contents and
now occupied by a Teddy bear and sundry
dolls, or rather by an English farmer and
his family, soundly sleeping “after a
strenuous day’s work of national im-~~

-OUR OBSERVATION POST

portance. Ina red-cushioned deck-chair,
and in the aforesaid shabby arm-chair,
their contented parents on either side of
the range, from whose open door a
grateful red glow streams, and on whose
top a family kettle of enormous propor-
tions is purring. Inside, peace and
warmth ; outside, a wicked wind shrieks
as it drives frozen spicules of snowalong
the empty street. A shriek of wind,
louder than the rest, provokes: expression
of the thought that is uppermost. in
every mind in these times: “ An awful
night! Just think of those poor fellows
out there!”

UST think of them, indeed !. Take this
from a paper dated to-day: ‘‘ Shortly.

after eleven o’clock, by which time-a
regular blizzard was whirling across the
trenches, our men attacked the Germans
again. The enemy put up a short re-
sistance, and then suchof them as could
get. away disappeared.” Where. they
went to and howthey fared afterwards I
neither know nor care. But. our. men,
when they came back, in what condition,

I wonder, did they find somerest for their
tired bodies, some warmth for - their
numbed -afid aching hands. What a
heaven on earth this kitchen would have
seemed to them after that sharp fight in
the cruel blizzard,‘ with the sound. of the
purring kettle and the falling cinders to
lull their exhausted, but well-warmed,
bodies to sleep.

ERE is a suggestive paragraph from
Sir Douglas Haig’s new despatch:

“ During the afternoon, while fighting was
still in progress,- rain. began and_ fell
steadily all night. Thereafter, for four
days, the rain continued without cessation,
and for several days afterwards the weather
remained stormy and unsettled. The low-
lying, clayey soil, torn by shells and
sodden with rain, turned to a succession
of vast, muddy pools. The valleys of the
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The Dead to the
o 2s o

Living
WE reproduce this week a poem recently con-

tributed to the “ Times” by Mr. Laurence
Binyen. a poet whose already established reputation
has been touched to new strength by the war,” In
two voiumes of war poems, “* The WinnowingFan ”
and “ The Anvil,” he stiowed fine craftsmanship
and, in addition, a quality that went far beyond
temporary emotion. His unshaken faith in the
ultimate triumph of right over mightis expressed
once more in the accompanying lines :

 

#O YOU thatstill have rain and sua,
Kisses of chi and of wife,

Andthe good earth to tread upon,
And the mere sweetnessthat, is life,

Forget not us, who gaveall these
For something dearer, and for you !~

Think in whatcause we crossed the seas!
Remember,he whofails the challenge fails

us too.

Now inthe hour that showsthe strong—
The soul no evil powers affray—

Drive straight against embaitled Wrong :
Faith knows but one, the hardest, way.

Endure ; the end is worth the throe.
Give, give; and dare, and again dare;

On,to that Wrong’s great overthrow !

Weare with you, of you; we the pain and
victory share. ’

THE KITCHEN
choked and overflowing streams were
speedily transformed into long stretches
of bog, impassable except by a few well-
defined tracks, which became marks for
the enemy’s artillery. Yo leave. these
tracks was to ‘risk death by drowning,
and in the course of the subsequent
fighting on seyeral occasions both men
and pack animals were lost in this way.”

GpEASrEN: simply ghastly! Mypride
of race is stimulated by the state-

ment that a hundred and thirty-one
German divisions were engaged and
defeated by- less than half: that number--
of British divisions during-the operations ~
that began with the Battle of Arras, in
April, and ended with the Battleof
Flanders, in Novembér, but it causes me ~
no surprise. One Englishman—the word
is comprehensive—always was worth two
“ foreigners,” when it was a question of
fighting, and one volunteer worth three
pressed men. Numerical odds against
him never bustled~ the- Briton. ~But
fighting is one thing, and living in mud
is another. Not only for four days, and
not only for forty, have these men- of
ours endured unendurable conditions and
achieved things which would have been
impossible but for their “ superhuman ”’
exertions.

 

THESE men, fighting. in the rainand>
the mud andthe snow and—if not

killed im the fighting or drowned on their
way back to the trenches—living in the
rain and the mud and the snow, and I in
a ‘great. arm-chair by a glowing fire, -
reading by the mellow light of a green-
shaded lamp the story of their super- -
human exertions. What a contrast!
Compared with which the contrast between
wealth and poverty, about which men
have argued passionately since first there
were two men on the earth; seems con-
temptibly trivial. -Who, hencéforward,-
will suggest that by what they have must
men be judged, and notbywhatthey are ?

. Meditating upon our so. widely differing
situations, I feel to-night that I should —
die of shameif. being of age and strength
acceptable for service’ I hugged a fire like .
this instead of sharing the blizzard with
those fine men. ~-> - Ss

is so largely due that we have fires
to sit by and comiortablekitchens that
would seem incredibly luxurious to the ~

 

French and Belgian people—man\
them once wealthier than ourselves—tor *
whose right to exist they are battling ?
Grateful memory is not enough.~ Above
all it behoves us to make sure that the
fruits of their victory-shall not be de-.
stroyed or wasted. - Theirs was the_ pain
that brought the victory. We must 
allow no specious tongueto rob their” children o! jot or tittle of the; yrizes won
by their good right arms. Ot the German
fighting man we have no fear. The -
British soldier has beaten him) whenever
he could get at him. Of the German
intriguer our tear isnot wholly allayed,
though Mr, Lloyd GeorgeandPresident

_ Wilson have spoken Clearly enough just
lately. Here, in this room, the point
seems single and simple. Our soldiers
know no alternative to-deathor victory.
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WHAT can we do for them to whom it ~
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 ANNOUNCING THE NEW REGIME IN JERUSALEM.—At
noon on Dec. 11th, Sir Edmund Allenby, in command ofthe vic-
torious Palestine army, made his official entry into Jerusalem,
when in his presence a proclamation was read from the steps of

the Citadel ‘to the inhabitants of Jerusalem the Biessed and the
people dwelling in the vicinity.’?’ The proclamation, announcing
that holy spots and sacred buildings would be protected, was read
in Arabic, Hebrew, English, French, Italian, Greek, and Russian.
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MEDITATIONS IN
ONE of the pleasures of life which the

really rich never taste is the homely
contfort of the kitchen... I have seen some
quite delightful kitchens in my time, and
have been the possessor of one- which
was perfect, in--all but wintry weather.
About that room I could wax lyrical, but
even the most elastic interpretation of
the rules determining choice of subjects
for this page does not allow me to show
that leaf in my sketch-book, for, alas!

changed conditiens of life in war time
removed me from that most pleasant
haunt of peace.

T-is, however, permissible to mention
the fact that I amsitting in the

kitchen at the present moment, for the
fact is directly attributable to the war,

and it was the contrast between the con-
ditions existing on the hither and the
yonder side of the front wall that im-
pressed itself on my imagination suffici-
ently to set my fountain-pen moving
tardily.» Curtly described as the front
basement, the word ‘“ kitchen” would
probably suggest to a superior person the
most unlovely room in a Londenhouse,
with the possible exception of the back
basement, but in actual fact, the en-

vironment is right for my present mood,
and I amalive to its peculiar charm.
“ But the smell of the cooking!” I can
hear the superior person protest. My
dear sir, or madam,there isn’t any cooking
to smell.

OMPULSORYeconomy restricts the
number of fires in this house to one

each day, and prudence dictates its being
lighted most often in the kitchen. Just
now I heard water pouring from a burst
pipe outside, splashing and dashing into
the asphalted. yard, with a noisy in-
sistence worthy of Lodore. The fleeting
thawhad located the-rent in the pipe which,
I am unchristianly but humanly glad to
discover, belongs to my next door neigh-
bour, and not to me; but his mishap may
be mine to-morrow, if Fate should prove
unkind. A fire in the kitchehmeans hot
water in pipes up to the second floor, and
<vhat much added warmth to prevent the -
cold-water pipes from freezing. Down in
the basement, too, draughts are less

piercing than on the entrarice floor, and,
although with half a gale blowing, raiders
are not likely to come to London to-night,
there is.the further argument that some
authorities declare the basement to be
the safest place when bombs are dropping
prqmiscuously from the sky. But why
plead justification for conduct at once
pleasant- and sane? Here I am, and
mighty glad to be here.

you are to picture, then, an ordinary
kitchen in a London basement,

though lighted in mannerless conventional
by a reading lamp on a little table near
one shabby; luxuriously comfortable arm-
chair, and by a bright duplex lamp tipon
the faded red cloth on the kitchen table,
whereat two small maids ‘are playing
beggar-my-neighbour in a clearing in a
farmyard compact of candle-box barns,
surrounding a farmhouse built of a work-
box emptied of its proper contents and
now occupied by a Teddy bear and sundry
dolls, or rather by an English farmer and
his family, soundly sleeping “after a
strenuous day’s work of national im-~~
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portance. Ina red-cushioned deck-chair,
and in the aforesaid shabby arm-chair,
their contented parents on either side of
the range, from whose open door a
grateful red glow streams, and on whose
top a family kettle of enormous propor-
tions is purring. Inside, peace and
warmth ; outside, a wicked wind shrieks
as it drives frozen spicules of snowalong
the empty street. A shriek of wind,
louder than the rest, provokes: expression
of the thought that is uppermost. in
every mind in these times: “ An awful
night! Just think of those poor fellows
out there!”

UST think of them, indeed !. Take this
from a paper dated to-day: ‘‘ Shortly.

after eleven o’clock, by which time-a
regular blizzard was whirling across the
trenches, our men attacked the Germans
again. The enemy put up a short re-
sistance, and then suchof them as could
get. away disappeared.” Where. they
went to and howthey fared afterwards I
neither know nor care. But. our. men,
when they came back, in what condition,

I wonder, did they find somerest for their
tired bodies, some warmth for - their
numbed -afid aching hands. What a
heaven on earth this kitchen would have
seemed to them after that sharp fight in
the cruel blizzard,‘ with the sound. of the
purring kettle and the falling cinders to
lull their exhausted, but well-warmed,
bodies to sleep.

ERE is a suggestive paragraph from
Sir Douglas Haig’s new despatch:

“ During the afternoon, while fighting was
still in progress,- rain. began and_ fell
steadily all night. Thereafter, for four
days, the rain continued without cessation,
and for several days afterwards the weather
remained stormy and unsettled. The low-
lying, clayey soil, torn by shells and
sodden with rain, turned to a succession
of vast, muddy pools. The valleys of the
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Living
WE reproduce this week a poem recently con-

tributed to the “ Times” by Mr. Laurence
Binyen. a poet whose already established reputation
has been touched to new strength by the war,” In
two voiumes of war poems, “* The WinnowingFan ”
and “ The Anvil,” he stiowed fine craftsmanship
and, in addition, a quality that went far beyond
temporary emotion. His unshaken faith in the
ultimate triumph of right over mightis expressed
once more in the accompanying lines :

 

#O YOU thatstill have rain and sua,
Kisses of chi and of wife,

Andthe good earth to tread upon,
And the mere sweetnessthat, is life,

Forget not us, who gaveall these
For something dearer, and for you !~

Think in whatcause we crossed the seas!
Remember,he whofails the challenge fails

us too.

Now inthe hour that showsthe strong—
The soul no evil powers affray—

Drive straight against embaitled Wrong :
Faith knows but one, the hardest, way.

Endure ; the end is worth the throe.
Give, give; and dare, and again dare;

On,to that Wrong’s great overthrow !

Weare with you, of you; we the pain and
victory share. ’

THE KITCHEN
choked and overflowing streams were
speedily transformed into long stretches
of bog, impassable except by a few well-
defined tracks, which became marks for
the enemy’s artillery. Yo leave. these
tracks was to ‘risk death by drowning,
and in the course of the subsequent
fighting on seyeral occasions both men
and pack animals were lost in this way.”

GpEASrEN: simply ghastly! Mypride
of race is stimulated by the state-

ment that a hundred and thirty-one
German divisions were engaged and
defeated by- less than half: that number--
of British divisions during-the operations ~
that began with the Battle of Arras, in
April, and ended with the Battleof
Flanders, in Novembér, but it causes me ~
no surprise. One Englishman—the word
is comprehensive—always was worth two
“ foreigners,” when it was a question of
fighting, and one volunteer worth three
pressed men. Numerical odds against
him never bustled~ the- Briton. ~But
fighting is one thing, and living in mud
is another. Not only for four days, and
not only for forty, have these men- of
ours endured unendurable conditions and
achieved things which would have been
impossible but for their “ superhuman ”’
exertions.

 

THESE men, fighting. in the rainand>
the mud andthe snow and—if not

killed im the fighting or drowned on their
way back to the trenches—living in the
rain and the mud and the snow, and I in
a ‘great. arm-chair by a glowing fire, -
reading by the mellow light of a green-
shaded lamp the story of their super- -
human exertions. What a contrast!
Compared with which the contrast between
wealth and poverty, about which men
have argued passionately since first there
were two men on the earth; seems con-
temptibly trivial. -Who, hencéforward,-
will suggest that by what they have must
men be judged, and notbywhatthey are ?

. Meditating upon our so. widely differing
situations, I feel to-night that I should —
die of shameif. being of age and strength
acceptable for service’ I hugged a fire like .
this instead of sharing the blizzard with
those fine men. ~-> - Ss

is so largely due that we have fires
to sit by and comiortablekitchens that
would seem incredibly luxurious to the ~

 

French and Belgian people—man\
them once wealthier than ourselves—tor *
whose right to exist they are battling ?
Grateful memory is not enough.~ Above
all it behoves us to make sure that the
fruits of their victory-shall not be de-.
stroyed or wasted. - Theirs was the_ pain
that brought the victory. We must 
allow no specious tongueto rob their” children o! jot or tittle of the; yrizes won
by their good right arms. Ot the German
fighting man we have no fear. The -
British soldier has beaten him) whenever
he could get at him. Of the German
intriguer our tear isnot wholly allayed,
though Mr, Lloyd GeorgeandPresident

_ Wilson have spoken Clearly enough just
lately. Here, in this room, the point
seems single and simple. Our soldiers
know no alternative to-deathor victory.
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noon on Dec. 11th, Sir Edmund Allenby, in command ofthe vic-
torious Palestine army, made his official entry into Jerusalem,
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that holy spots and sacred buildings would be protected, was read
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BACKING UP THE NAVY
The Story of the Growth of the Admiralty War Staff.

Tf is-rarely that ome comes across any
| criticism of the Admiralty or of the

Navy which does not include some
reference to the Admiralty War Stafi—or,
as it is nowcalled, the Naval Staff. Quite”
a numberof writers, who ought to know
better, assert that no Staif exists, while
others. are content with urging that it is
not the right sort of Staff, and does not
consist ef the right sort of people ; and
ifany mischance happens, from a Russian
revolution to the mining of an obsolete
torpedo-boat, there are immediately

produced reams of conclusive evid
proving it to be dueto the lack of a Staff,
or, alternatively, to the existence of the
wrong sort of Staff. The worditself has
come to have an almost mystic. Sone
cance, and is often used for*no hig!
purpose than to awe the lay eee
There is really no need for any mystery
at all. The Naval Staff-is a body con-
sisting of a series of specialised depart-
ments whose business. it is to advise the
Operations Committee of the Board of
Admiralty, and to assist it im every

way in the conduct of the war at sea.

 

   

  

©
  

  

‘Naval Staff in 1912

It was not until the beginning of rg12
that we had a Naval War Staff atall, and,-

as. then constituted by Mr. Churchill, i
comprised. the three depariments of
tatelligence, Operations, and Mobilisation.
‘These, in the words of the then First Lord,
might be shortly described as .‘“ dealing
with war information, war plans, and war

arrangements respectively.”
Tt was Jaid downthat the functions-of the

Staff would be advisory, that it would dis-
charge no administrat
deciston. as to accepting or rejJecting its
advice, wholly or in Ce ested with the
First Sea. Lord. It not until May
last year that the posts of First Sea Lord
aud Chief of the Stafi were combined m
one officer—and it has never been stated
how he manages to submit advice in his
capacity as Chief of the Staff and to
adjudicate upon it as First Sea Lord.

Tt will readily be. realised that our
inadequate and immature Staff arrange-
ments: very soon broke down under the
strain of war. Indeed, our “‘ war informa-
tion” and “ war arrangements” were so
hopeless that, although*we had nominally
been preparing specifically for ten years
to resist German aggression at sea, we
had-neither a safe harbour in which our
battle fleets could lie, nor a proper force
for maintaining the commercia? blockade
of the: North Sea, nor, in the Par East, a

  

  

- squadron capable of dea.ling on the spot:
with the cruisers which Germany had had
there for years. -The Dardanelles Com-
mission tells. us that a body called a “ War
Staff Group ’’ was formed at the Admiralty
immediately after the outbreak of war,
end that from: November, 1914, through

out the deciding stages ‘of the Gallipoli
Campaign it consisted of Mr. Churchill,
Lord Fisher, Sir A. K. Wilson, Vice-
Admiral Sir Henry Oliver, Commodore de
Bartolomé, and Si W. Graham Greene
(Secretary of the Admiralty). Of its six
members two were civilians and two were
retired naval officers over seventy-two
years: of age, while: of the two active list
nawai otteers only one had had any

By PERCIVAL A. HISLAM

experience of Staff work. On the whete
it is not Surprising that the naval side of
the Dardanelles offensive was such a
comptete failure. j :

However, it is fortunate that we have
learned from our experiences, andit is not
too muchto say that since the start of the
war our Staff arrangements. have under-
gone a steady and satisfactory develop-
ment,

Development of the System

Newdivisions were formed as the_ need
for them became apparent —a Trade
Division to deal with the arming of mer-

 

~ chant ships, the instruction of the Mercan-
tile Marine in its arduous war duties, and
the endless questions connected with
trade and biockade. A  hard-worked
Signal Section was formed to keep our

2s and general signalling and wireless
ngements ahead of the Germans who

are employed specially to unravel them.
At the end of r916 an Anti-Submarine
Division was. formed, and placed at first
under the direction of Captain F. C.
Dreyer. Needless to say, the formation
of the Anti-Submarine Division was not
the beginning of the study of the anti-
sabmarine. problem. This and kindred
matters had been previously attended to
by the Submarine Committee.
The seven months during which Sir

John Jellicoe and Sir Eric Geddes: served
together om the Admiralty Board were
remarkable for the further development
of the Staff system, and in particular for
the creation of a Department of Plans.
This was referred to by the First Lord in
his maiden Parliamentary speech of
November Ist, r9t7, when he said, in

reference to the Naval Staff: “The addi-
tions im personnel have taken the form
of adding to the operations side a new
section consisting of younger officers with
recent experience nt the Grand Fleet, and
under a flag-officer who left the Grand
Fleet to take up the position.” From
many points of view the Plans Division
is the most mrportant section of the Staff,
for its principal function is to bring to the
notice of the Operations Conmmittee of
the Board of Admiralty detailed end
thoroughly digested proposals for the
employment of naval force against the
enemy. It is a frequent charge against
the Admiralty that for nearly three and a
half years. of war it has assigned to the
Navy a réle which, in relation to the war

against Germany, it is not unjust to de-
scribe as passive. With anything the
enemy has: sent to sea the Navy has done
its: best. to. deal—not always. succeeding,
as witness the submarine campaign, the
exploits of the Mowe, and the convoy

   
  

                                
the sum: total of the British naval offensive
against Germany seems to be made up of
the not too encouraging work of the
Dover Patrol om the Belgian coast.

Plans and Operations

It rests now with the Plans. Divisiom
to devise schemes for using our sea-power
for the infliction of greater damage upow
the enemy; and in preparing those .
schemes for submission to the Operations
Committee it will have practically to
cover the whole ground of-the work of
a Naval Staff. Its first’ business is: to

decide upon -the objective, and many
maybe considered before a ‘practicable
one is found owing to the conditions that
must be: fulfilled. It is no good under-
taking somethimg merely for the ‘sake
of ‘making .a-.show.” Appreciable
damage must be inflicted upon the enemy.
With the objective decided upon, there
have to be considered the nature and
extent of the opposition the enemy will
put up, and the means and. methods
required to overcome it.’ The Plans
Division, be it noted, is not restricted
to the use of the existing Fleet. It
is at liberty to propose the construc-
tion of anew Navyif such: is mecessary
for the execution of -its plans: These
plans, im. due course, come before. the
Naval Stafi as a whole, and if by them
approved are passed on to the Operations
Committee of the Board of Admiralty.
This Committeeitself is composed largely
of members of the Naval Staff, its members
being the First Lord, First Sea. Lord and~

Chief of Naval Staff, Deputy First Sea
Lord, Deputy Chief of Nawal Staff, and
the Assistant Chief. of Naval Staff, with
the First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval
Air Service attending - when matters
affecting the latter’s domainare under
discussion.

   

Co-ordination of Allied Fleets

If the schemeis finally approved it may
have to go before the War Cabinet—
a body of civilians whose consent, how-
ever, must necessarily be obtainedfor any
big imitiative involving possibly. heavy
losses. Finally, it goes to-the Operations
Division of the Naval Staff, with whom
rests the responsibility of making all the
arrangements for carryimg out the ap-
proved projéct. If ome may. offer a
comment, it is that this work -would
probably be done much bétter by those
with whom the proposal originated, and
who would necessarily have given full
consideration to such matters already.

Tt is hardly necessary to say that the
work of suggésting naval action is not
the monopoly of the Plans Division, but
this: is the first time such work has been
properly organised and placed on a sound
basis: as an. established part of our naval!
system. Im the hands of young and
energetic offeers it, is fraught “with
great possibilities, and the fact that
the flag-offeer who wasfirst appointed
to be its head has recently takkem Over
an important command im an-area where

the enemy is withim easy reach suggests
that he may have beem so transferred in
order to-superintend operations for whose
proposal he was. responsible om the Staff.
What effect the constitution of the Inter-
Allied Naval Council will have wpom the
British Navy’s part in the war it is: idle
ta speculate, but it should be observed :
that henceforward none of the five
principal Fleets now operating against the
Hun will play a. single-handed game. In
the words of the memorandumrecently

_. circulated by the United States Embassy,
the object of the Council is to “ co-

_ ordinate operation of the naval forces
of the United States and its associates
my the war so that those forces may in
the future be operatedas one in prosecuting -
the war on sea and in conjunction with
the land forces.”
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BACKING UP THE NAVY
The Story of the Growth of the Admiralty War Staff.

Tf is-rarely that ome comes across any
| criticism of the Admiralty or of the

Navy which does not include some
reference to the Admiralty War Stafi—or,
as it is nowcalled, the Naval Staff. Quite”
a numberof writers, who ought to know
better, assert that no Staif exists, while
others. are content with urging that it is
not the right sort of Staff, and does not
consist ef the right sort of people ; and
ifany mischance happens, from a Russian
revolution to the mining of an obsolete
torpedo-boat, there are immediately

produced reams of conclusive evid
proving it to be dueto the lack of a Staff,
or, alternatively, to the existence of the
wrong sort of Staff. The worditself has
come to have an almost mystic. Sone
cance, and is often used for*no hig!
purpose than to awe the lay eee
There is really no need for any mystery
at all. The Naval Staff-is a body con-
sisting of a series of specialised depart-
ments whose business. it is to advise the
Operations Committee of the Board of
Admiralty, and to assist it im every

way in the conduct of the war at sea.

 

   

  

©
  

  

‘Naval Staff in 1912

It was not until the beginning of rg12
that we had a Naval War Staff atall, and,-

as. then constituted by Mr. Churchill, i
comprised. the three depariments of
tatelligence, Operations, and Mobilisation.
‘These, in the words of the then First Lord,
might be shortly described as .‘“ dealing
with war information, war plans, and war

arrangements respectively.”
Tt was Jaid downthat the functions-of the

Staff would be advisory, that it would dis-
charge no administrat
deciston. as to accepting or rejJecting its
advice, wholly or in Ce ested with the
First Sea. Lord. It not until May
last year that the posts of First Sea Lord
aud Chief of the Stafi were combined m
one officer—and it has never been stated
how he manages to submit advice in his
capacity as Chief of the Staff and to
adjudicate upon it as First Sea Lord.

Tt will readily be. realised that our
inadequate and immature Staff arrange-
ments: very soon broke down under the
strain of war. Indeed, our “‘ war informa-
tion” and “ war arrangements” were so
hopeless that, although*we had nominally
been preparing specifically for ten years
to resist German aggression at sea, we
had-neither a safe harbour in which our
battle fleets could lie, nor a proper force
for maintaining the commercia? blockade
of the: North Sea, nor, in the Par East, a

  

  

- squadron capable of dea.ling on the spot:
with the cruisers which Germany had had
there for years. -The Dardanelles Com-
mission tells. us that a body called a “ War
Staff Group ’’ was formed at the Admiralty
immediately after the outbreak of war,
end that from: November, 1914, through

out the deciding stages ‘of the Gallipoli
Campaign it consisted of Mr. Churchill,
Lord Fisher, Sir A. K. Wilson, Vice-
Admiral Sir Henry Oliver, Commodore de
Bartolomé, and Si W. Graham Greene
(Secretary of the Admiralty). Of its six
members two were civilians and two were
retired naval officers over seventy-two
years: of age, while: of the two active list
nawai otteers only one had had any

By PERCIVAL A. HISLAM

experience of Staff work. On the whete
it is not Surprising that the naval side of
the Dardanelles offensive was such a
comptete failure. j :

However, it is fortunate that we have
learned from our experiences, andit is not
too muchto say that since the start of the
war our Staff arrangements. have under-
gone a steady and satisfactory develop-
ment,

Development of the System

Newdivisions were formed as the_ need
for them became apparent —a Trade
Division to deal with the arming of mer-

 

~ chant ships, the instruction of the Mercan-
tile Marine in its arduous war duties, and
the endless questions connected with
trade and biockade. A  hard-worked
Signal Section was formed to keep our

2s and general signalling and wireless
ngements ahead of the Germans who

are employed specially to unravel them.
At the end of r916 an Anti-Submarine
Division was. formed, and placed at first
under the direction of Captain F. C.
Dreyer. Needless to say, the formation
of the Anti-Submarine Division was not
the beginning of the study of the anti-
sabmarine. problem. This and kindred
matters had been previously attended to
by the Submarine Committee.
The seven months during which Sir

John Jellicoe and Sir Eric Geddes: served
together om the Admiralty Board were
remarkable for the further development
of the Staff system, and in particular for
the creation of a Department of Plans.
This was referred to by the First Lord in
his maiden Parliamentary speech of
November Ist, r9t7, when he said, in

reference to the Naval Staff: “The addi-
tions im personnel have taken the form
of adding to the operations side a new
section consisting of younger officers with
recent experience nt the Grand Fleet, and
under a flag-officer who left the Grand
Fleet to take up the position.” From
many points of view the Plans Division
is the most mrportant section of the Staff,
for its principal function is to bring to the
notice of the Operations Conmmittee of
the Board of Admiralty detailed end
thoroughly digested proposals for the
employment of naval force against the
enemy. It is a frequent charge against
the Admiralty that for nearly three and a
half years. of war it has assigned to the
Navy a réle which, in relation to the war

against Germany, it is not unjust to de-
scribe as passive. With anything the
enemy has: sent to sea the Navy has done
its: best. to. deal—not always. succeeding,
as witness the submarine campaign, the
exploits of the Mowe, and the convoy

   
  

                                
the sum: total of the British naval offensive
against Germany seems to be made up of
the not too encouraging work of the
Dover Patrol om the Belgian coast.

Plans and Operations

It rests now with the Plans. Divisiom
to devise schemes for using our sea-power
for the infliction of greater damage upow
the enemy; and in preparing those .
schemes for submission to the Operations
Committee it will have practically to
cover the whole ground of-the work of
a Naval Staff. Its first’ business is: to

decide upon -the objective, and many
maybe considered before a ‘practicable
one is found owing to the conditions that
must be: fulfilled. It is no good under-
taking somethimg merely for the ‘sake
of ‘making .a-.show.” Appreciable
damage must be inflicted upon the enemy.
With the objective decided upon, there
have to be considered the nature and
extent of the opposition the enemy will
put up, and the means and. methods
required to overcome it.’ The Plans
Division, be it noted, is not restricted
to the use of the existing Fleet. It
is at liberty to propose the construc-
tion of anew Navyif such: is mecessary
for the execution of -its plans: These
plans, im. due course, come before. the
Naval Stafi as a whole, and if by them
approved are passed on to the Operations
Committee of the Board of Admiralty.
This Committeeitself is composed largely
of members of the Naval Staff, its members
being the First Lord, First Sea. Lord and~

Chief of Naval Staff, Deputy First Sea
Lord, Deputy Chief of Nawal Staff, and
the Assistant Chief. of Naval Staff, with
the First Sea Lord and Chief of Naval
Air Service attending - when matters
affecting the latter’s domainare under
discussion.

   

Co-ordination of Allied Fleets

If the schemeis finally approved it may
have to go before the War Cabinet—
a body of civilians whose consent, how-
ever, must necessarily be obtainedfor any
big imitiative involving possibly. heavy
losses. Finally, it goes to-the Operations
Division of the Naval Staff, with whom
rests the responsibility of making all the
arrangements for carryimg out the ap-
proved projéct. If ome may. offer a
comment, it is that this work -would
probably be done much bétter by those
with whom the proposal originated, and
who would necessarily have given full
consideration to such matters already.

Tt is hardly necessary to say that the
work of suggésting naval action is not
the monopoly of the Plans Division, but
this: is the first time such work has been
properly organised and placed on a sound
basis: as an. established part of our naval!
system. Im the hands of young and
energetic offeers it, is fraught “with
great possibilities, and the fact that
the flag-offeer who wasfirst appointed
to be its head has recently takkem Over
an important command im an-area where

the enemy is withim easy reach suggests
that he may have beem so transferred in
order to-superintend operations for whose
proposal he was. responsible om the Staff.
What effect the constitution of the Inter-
Allied Naval Council will have wpom the
British Navy’s part in the war it is: idle
ta speculate, but it should be observed :
that henceforward none of the five
principal Fleets now operating against the
Hun will play a. single-handed game. In
the words of the memorandumrecently

_. circulated by the United States Embassy,
the object of the Council is to “ co-

_ ordinate operation of the naval forces
of the United States and its associates
my the war so that those forces may in
the future be operatedas one in prosecuting -
the war on sea and in conjunction with
the land forces.”
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the Adriatic and the Holy City : | Venice Preserved and Jerusalem Delivere
 

 

Ses“ e a
General view of Venice, saved from the onrush of the enemy by the splekdid

stand made by the Italians om the line of the Piave. =

 

 

  
     

e ‘ ; : . 4 : ‘ riti dier i ° P P. i fficial photograph.) InOne of the many beauty spots of Venice. The quayside of the Grand Canal looking towards the Piazza of St. Mark’s, with the Doge’s } pniuislesorlorespumping water at Solomons Pool.) .(Ralestine iomicia. Pp a
; . = x i . a r r f J i sale .Palace on the right. Right: Feeding the pigeons of St. Mark’s—a pastime: indulged in by all visiters to Venice in peace time. Ciocie Mn Roneld Seon elles pMipolliasBeenwecenvyapbored overage cheers

  

       
Las : EE : aes, i _General Allenby receiving the city notables in the Barrack Square at Jerusalem. The spontaneous expression of joy of the populace

Italian sailors taking goodsto a torpedo-boat destroyer in the Grand Canal. ; { on the arrival of the British in the Holy City was touching. .They recognised that ‘Jerusalem Delivered,’ the dream of the Italian
= , The holdi s nike: ; sti ialmost within gun fire of Venice—suggests that the title of Otway’s play, “ Venice Pratapente"nadGrenadinePoe Peea NimeeeraenecOorne taCk erogn Ce Ty gre ot he BUS Nunesof the Adriatic wasto be saved from the latter-day Huns.
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Intervals ofPlay in the Wearying Work of War | Duty and Piety from Dieppe to the Piave
British and Canadian Official Photographs
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i ees gsi British troops marching forward tothefront in Italy. Theyare regarded
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Sweep it along! Officer players brooming a stone to the jack— British soldiers sliding near the Jines on the western front, whereone of the tense moments in an absorbing sport. every opportunity for any light relief is welcome. (British official.)
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careoted near their lines in France—to attend their Christmas service.  
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Il French children amongthe ruined buildings of Nesle gra : e

pee fully receive a gift of chocolate from a British officer.
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 British soldiers resting behind the fines in France. Bythe added:light of a candlestuck on his hetmet one manwrites'a letter ; acomrade concentrates attentionon repairing his clothing ; one man reads a paper while another cleanshis’ rifle; some lighter hearts areSinging and dancing to the musicof a gramophone—when a sergeant intervenes with the stentorian order: ‘ Fall in in ten minutes !"*
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French girl who controls the roadtraffic of the Britis ng ‘le. waitinator mento register their votes. ¢

Knanneeee the south of Dienne. She is knownasthe Belle of Arques. Germangas-cylinder while 9g
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road and Afloat

 

 

 

 

   
 

American Senators, protected by steel helmets and with gas-masks slung round: their necks, visiting the Rheims sector. (French

official.) Right: Laying the first keef of the fleet of 5,000-ton freight vessels under construction for the U.S. Shipping Board.
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Interned German sailors passing an American Officers Training Corps at Fort McPherson, U.S.A. Right : Admiral Benson, of
the U.S. Navy, shaking hands with Sir David Beatty on his flagship whenvisiting the Grand Fleet in Nov., 1917. (Britistrofficial.)
 

 
 

  
 

  
The Midland Railway Company has built a new ambulance train for service with the American Expeditionary Force. {t has accom-
modation for 130 persons and cost £40,009. Lett: A car arrangedfor bying-down cases, and! (right) arranged for sitting cases.
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THE VISION OF A NEW EUROPE |
E have recently had numerous

authoritative statements of the
war aims of the Allies. Foremost

among them are the calm and reasoned
‘explanation made by Mr. Lloyd George to
the Trades Union delegates on January
5th; the stately and inspiring message of
President Wilson to the United States
Congress on January 8th ; and the strong
address of M. Pichon to the French
Chamber on January 11th.

There is an essential unity in all these
declarations, though they differ upon
points of detail. Yet I am inclined to
think that this suddenflood of programmes
may have been puzzling to many, and
especially those portions of them which
deal with territorial reconstruction in
Europe and the Near and Middle East.
I shall therefore try-to condense here
those portions of the statements which
relate to the plans for a New Europe. It
must be understood that this article is
simply explanatory.
By way of preface, however, it should

be noted that M. Pichon declared that
the three indispensable conditions for
‘a just and durable peace” were: (1)
Respect for treaties ; (2) territorial settle- -
ment based on the right of nations to
dispose of themselves; (3) limitation of
armaments. ‘Mr. Lloyd George spoke
previouslyin the samesense, and President
Wilson concurred. All three gave tentative
approval to the suggestion for a League
ot Nations, “affording guarantees of
political and territorial independence for
all’ States,” but M. Pichon says that
“only victory can bring about its
realisation.”

Three Great Statements

President Wilson includes in the points
of his programme “open covenants of
peace and no secret diplomacy in the
future,” and ‘‘the removal as far as
possible of all economic barriers,’’ On the
economic point Mr. Lloyd George observes
that when the war ends there will be a
world-shortage of raw materials, and that
“those countries which have control of
the raw materials will desire to help
themselves and their friends first.”

. President Wilson also pronounces in
favourof “ absolute freedomof navigation
in peace and war outside territorial
waters, except when seas may be closed by~

international action.” The exact meaning
of this clause is still obscure. Mr. H. W.
Wilson. has already pointed out that if
applied in the past in a literal mannerthis
principle “‘ would have annihilated the
two English-speaking nations and left
atitocracy. triumphant.” A further defini-
tion. is required, and I shall not here
discuss it.
‘As to the territorial settlement of

Europe, Mr. Lloyd George puts in the
forefront of his aims ‘‘ the complete
restoration, political, territorial, and eco-
nomic, of the independence of Belgium,”’
and he adds “ such reparation as can be
made for the devastation of its towns and
provinces.” President Wilson stands for
the evacuation and restoration of Belgium,
but says nothing very specific about
reparation, though he speaksof a “ healing
act.” The Bolshevists of Petrograd insist
that all the belligerents should unite in
paying for the devastation wroughtin
Belgium and other occupied territories.
“They pretend to believe that all the
combatants are equally to blame, and
therefore, should join in liquidating the

 

By Lovat Fraser
damage. In other words, they propose
that after hundreds of thousands of
Britons have died that Belgium may be
freed, this country should be taxed to
pay a large share of the cost of repairing
the destruction committed by Germans.
The enemy themselves are unrepentant,

and have formally announced that their
dignity would be “ outraged” if they had
to put their hands in their pockets to pay
for acts done in pursuance of “ military
necessity.”’ Practical financiers with whom
I have discussed the question think
that Germanywill be so hopelessly: bank-
rupt when the war ends that reparation
will in any case be impossible. Yet it is
clear that Belgium must be helped some-
howif she is to be set on her feet again.

Question of Alsace-Lorraine

Next comes France, and all the Allies

are agreed that, in the words of President
Wilson, “all. French territory should be

freed, and the invaded portions restored.”’
That goes without saying, but behind it
lies the big question of the provinces of
Alsace and Lorraine, which Prussia tore
from France in 1871. Alsace-Lorraine
will probably be the most difficult issue of
the war, because it is quite certain that
the provinces can only be won back at the
point of the sword. M. Albert Thomas.
one of the leaders of the FrenchSocialists,
and formerly French Minister of Muni-
tions, has very truly told the British
Labour Party that Alsace-Lorraine is not
merely a French question. It concerns all
mankind, for it means “ the restoration of
justice in ‘the world.’ There can be no
doubt this’ needed saying, for British
opinion has sometimes carelessly said that
the provinces must be returned “ because
the French demand them.” ‘Che demand
is made by the Godof Justice. -

Mr. Lloyd George says that the sore of
Alsace-Lorraine “ has poisoned the peace
cf Europe for half a century, and until it
is cured healthy conditions will not have
been restored.” President Wilson says
that the wrong done to France by Prussia
in 1871, “ which-has unsettled the peace
of the world for nearly fifty years, should
be righted in order that peace may once
ae be made secure in the interests of
all.”

Demand for Restitution

Nothing could be more definite
than those two statements. But how do
they compare with the principle of ‘‘ the
right of self-determination,’’ which méans,
in brief, that the people of Alsace-Lor-
raine should decide for themselves whether
they will remain under German rule or
revert to I'rance? ‘There has been some
talk of inviting them to vote, but France

(with the exception of a limited number
of French Socialists) flatly refuses to agree
to a vote taken under the supervision of
German armed guards. Her demand for
restitution’ is unqualified. I may add
that as 80 per cent. of German shells are
made from the iron obtained from the
Lorraine iron-fields, one result of the
restoration of Lorraine to France would
assuredly be that Germany could never
-again embark on a prolonged warof the
first magnitude.

As to Italy, President Wilson says that
~ “a readjustment of the frontiers of Italy
should be effected along clearly recognis-_

Ky

able lines of nationality.” Mr. Lloyd
George says that “‘ we regard as vital the
satisfaction of the legitimate claims of the
Italians for union with those of their
own race and tongue.” In Italy th
declarations are apparently regarded as
insufficient. Let us see what they amount
to. Unquestionably they mean the re-
version to Italy of. the Trentino, that
tongue-shaped wedge of the Southern
Tyrol which is thrust into the Italian
kingdom and dominates its defensive
frontier ; and they also meanthe return

of the arid Carso, of the Italian city of
Trieste, and of the western half of the
peninsuta of Istria. But there are semi-
Italian communities in Dalmatia, on the
eastern shores of the Adriatic, and Italy
also claims control of both~-sides of the
Upper Adriatic for defensive reasons.
The supporters of the scheme for a great
Jugo-Slav State object, and the truest
thing said about this thorny matter is
that “the security of the Adriatic is a
joint interest of the Adriatic peoples.”

The question of the Jugo-Slavs, or
Southern Slavs, which includes the Croats
and Slovenes in Austrian territory, as well

as Bosnia and Herzegovina, isto some
extent governed by the new declarations
about Austria-Hungary. The idea of
Southern Slav unity is to include all the
territory between Laibach and Belgrade,
between the Drave and Cetinje and
Monastir, in a single State which would
stand as a bulwark against the Austrian
penetration of the Balkans.

 

Future of the Southern Slavs

Howare these aspirations affected by
the new statements of war aims? I
think they leave the conceptionof a single
Jugo-Slav State a little vague and un-
certain. Mr. Lloyd George and President
Wilson both say that we are not fighting
to destroy Austria-Hungary, aithough
Mr. Wickham Steed, a recognised
authority, warns the Allies not to base

their plans upon the maintenance of-the
Hapsburg dynasty. Mr. Lloyd George
says that “unless genuine self-govern-
ment on true democratic principles is
granted to those Austro-Hungarian
nationalities who have long desired it,”

the old causes of unrest will continue to
disturb South-Eastern Europe. President
Wilsonsays that “ the peoples of Austria-
Hungary, whose place among the nations
we wish to see safeguarded and assured,
should be accorded the first opportunity
of autonomous development.” Yet he
also urges that. Serbia must he —“‘ac-
corded. free and secure access to the
sea,” which can only mean a porton the
Adriatic.

We do not know whether these words
imply a Jugo-Slav State within the
Austrian Empire (such ‘a State as the
Czechs of Bohemia and the Slovaks‘of
North-Western Hungary must obtain) or
adherence to the scheme for an inde-
pendent State of Jugoslavia. Yet they
mean freedom and liberty in some form
or other, and we must be content to wait
for further light.

I have tried ta boil down this immense
problem, but I find I have only dealt
with the western half. The rest must
follow later. It may sounddull, it may
not grip you like battle stories, but
remember that for this vision of a New
Europe, based on foundations of peace
and security and happiness, our men are
fighting and dying over yonder,
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American Senators, protected by steel helmets and with gas-masks slung round: their necks, visiting the Rheims sector. (French

official.) Right: Laying the first keef of the fleet of 5,000-ton freight vessels under construction for the U.S. Shipping Board.
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Interned German sailors passing an American Officers Training Corps at Fort McPherson, U.S.A. Right : Admiral Benson, of
the U.S. Navy, shaking hands with Sir David Beatty on his flagship whenvisiting the Grand Fleet in Nov., 1917. (Britistrofficial.)
 

 
 

  
 

  
The Midland Railway Company has built a new ambulance train for service with the American Expeditionary Force. {t has accom-
modation for 130 persons and cost £40,009. Lett: A car arrangedfor bying-down cases, and! (right) arranged for sitting cases.
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THE VISION OF A NEW EUROPE |
E have recently had numerous

authoritative statements of the
war aims of the Allies. Foremost

among them are the calm and reasoned
‘explanation made by Mr. Lloyd George to
the Trades Union delegates on January
5th; the stately and inspiring message of
President Wilson to the United States
Congress on January 8th ; and the strong
address of M. Pichon to the French
Chamber on January 11th.

There is an essential unity in all these
declarations, though they differ upon
points of detail. Yet I am inclined to
think that this suddenflood of programmes
may have been puzzling to many, and
especially those portions of them which
deal with territorial reconstruction in
Europe and the Near and Middle East.
I shall therefore try-to condense here
those portions of the statements which
relate to the plans for a New Europe. It
must be understood that this article is
simply explanatory.
By way of preface, however, it should

be noted that M. Pichon declared that
the three indispensable conditions for
‘a just and durable peace” were: (1)
Respect for treaties ; (2) territorial settle- -
ment based on the right of nations to
dispose of themselves; (3) limitation of
armaments. ‘Mr. Lloyd George spoke
previouslyin the samesense, and President
Wilson concurred. All three gave tentative
approval to the suggestion for a League
ot Nations, “affording guarantees of
political and territorial independence for
all’ States,” but M. Pichon says that
“only victory can bring about its
realisation.”

Three Great Statements

President Wilson includes in the points
of his programme “open covenants of
peace and no secret diplomacy in the
future,” and ‘‘the removal as far as
possible of all economic barriers,’’ On the
economic point Mr. Lloyd George observes
that when the war ends there will be a
world-shortage of raw materials, and that
“those countries which have control of
the raw materials will desire to help
themselves and their friends first.”

. President Wilson also pronounces in
favourof “ absolute freedomof navigation
in peace and war outside territorial
waters, except when seas may be closed by~

international action.” The exact meaning
of this clause is still obscure. Mr. H. W.
Wilson. has already pointed out that if
applied in the past in a literal mannerthis
principle “‘ would have annihilated the
two English-speaking nations and left
atitocracy. triumphant.” A further defini-
tion. is required, and I shall not here
discuss it.
‘As to the territorial settlement of

Europe, Mr. Lloyd George puts in the
forefront of his aims ‘‘ the complete
restoration, political, territorial, and eco-
nomic, of the independence of Belgium,”’
and he adds “ such reparation as can be
made for the devastation of its towns and
provinces.” President Wilson stands for
the evacuation and restoration of Belgium,
but says nothing very specific about
reparation, though he speaksof a “ healing
act.” The Bolshevists of Petrograd insist
that all the belligerents should unite in
paying for the devastation wroughtin
Belgium and other occupied territories.
“They pretend to believe that all the
combatants are equally to blame, and
therefore, should join in liquidating the

 

By Lovat Fraser
damage. In other words, they propose
that after hundreds of thousands of
Britons have died that Belgium may be
freed, this country should be taxed to
pay a large share of the cost of repairing
the destruction committed by Germans.
The enemy themselves are unrepentant,

and have formally announced that their
dignity would be “ outraged” if they had
to put their hands in their pockets to pay
for acts done in pursuance of “ military
necessity.”’ Practical financiers with whom
I have discussed the question think
that Germanywill be so hopelessly: bank-
rupt when the war ends that reparation
will in any case be impossible. Yet it is
clear that Belgium must be helped some-
howif she is to be set on her feet again.

Question of Alsace-Lorraine

Next comes France, and all the Allies

are agreed that, in the words of President
Wilson, “all. French territory should be

freed, and the invaded portions restored.”’
That goes without saying, but behind it
lies the big question of the provinces of
Alsace and Lorraine, which Prussia tore
from France in 1871. Alsace-Lorraine
will probably be the most difficult issue of
the war, because it is quite certain that
the provinces can only be won back at the
point of the sword. M. Albert Thomas.
one of the leaders of the FrenchSocialists,
and formerly French Minister of Muni-
tions, has very truly told the British
Labour Party that Alsace-Lorraine is not
merely a French question. It concerns all
mankind, for it means “ the restoration of
justice in ‘the world.’ There can be no
doubt this’ needed saying, for British
opinion has sometimes carelessly said that
the provinces must be returned “ because
the French demand them.” ‘Che demand
is made by the Godof Justice. -

Mr. Lloyd George says that the sore of
Alsace-Lorraine “ has poisoned the peace
cf Europe for half a century, and until it
is cured healthy conditions will not have
been restored.” President Wilson says
that the wrong done to France by Prussia
in 1871, “ which-has unsettled the peace
of the world for nearly fifty years, should
be righted in order that peace may once
ae be made secure in the interests of
all.”

Demand for Restitution

Nothing could be more definite
than those two statements. But how do
they compare with the principle of ‘‘ the
right of self-determination,’’ which méans,
in brief, that the people of Alsace-Lor-
raine should decide for themselves whether
they will remain under German rule or
revert to I'rance? ‘There has been some
talk of inviting them to vote, but France

(with the exception of a limited number
of French Socialists) flatly refuses to agree
to a vote taken under the supervision of
German armed guards. Her demand for
restitution’ is unqualified. I may add
that as 80 per cent. of German shells are
made from the iron obtained from the
Lorraine iron-fields, one result of the
restoration of Lorraine to France would
assuredly be that Germany could never
-again embark on a prolonged warof the
first magnitude.

As to Italy, President Wilson says that
~ “a readjustment of the frontiers of Italy
should be effected along clearly recognis-_

Ky

able lines of nationality.” Mr. Lloyd
George says that “‘ we regard as vital the
satisfaction of the legitimate claims of the
Italians for union with those of their
own race and tongue.” In Italy th
declarations are apparently regarded as
insufficient. Let us see what they amount
to. Unquestionably they mean the re-
version to Italy of. the Trentino, that
tongue-shaped wedge of the Southern
Tyrol which is thrust into the Italian
kingdom and dominates its defensive
frontier ; and they also meanthe return

of the arid Carso, of the Italian city of
Trieste, and of the western half of the
peninsuta of Istria. But there are semi-
Italian communities in Dalmatia, on the
eastern shores of the Adriatic, and Italy
also claims control of both~-sides of the
Upper Adriatic for defensive reasons.
The supporters of the scheme for a great
Jugo-Slav State object, and the truest
thing said about this thorny matter is
that “the security of the Adriatic is a
joint interest of the Adriatic peoples.”

The question of the Jugo-Slavs, or
Southern Slavs, which includes the Croats
and Slovenes in Austrian territory, as well

as Bosnia and Herzegovina, isto some
extent governed by the new declarations
about Austria-Hungary. The idea of
Southern Slav unity is to include all the
territory between Laibach and Belgrade,
between the Drave and Cetinje and
Monastir, in a single State which would
stand as a bulwark against the Austrian
penetration of the Balkans.

 

Future of the Southern Slavs

Howare these aspirations affected by
the new statements of war aims? I
think they leave the conceptionof a single
Jugo-Slav State a little vague and un-
certain. Mr. Lloyd George and President
Wilson both say that we are not fighting
to destroy Austria-Hungary, aithough
Mr. Wickham Steed, a recognised
authority, warns the Allies not to base

their plans upon the maintenance of-the
Hapsburg dynasty. Mr. Lloyd George
says that “unless genuine self-govern-
ment on true democratic principles is
granted to those Austro-Hungarian
nationalities who have long desired it,”

the old causes of unrest will continue to
disturb South-Eastern Europe. President
Wilsonsays that “ the peoples of Austria-
Hungary, whose place among the nations
we wish to see safeguarded and assured,
should be accorded the first opportunity
of autonomous development.” Yet he
also urges that. Serbia must he —“‘ac-
corded. free and secure access to the
sea,” which can only mean a porton the
Adriatic.

We do not know whether these words
imply a Jugo-Slav State within the
Austrian Empire (such ‘a State as the
Czechs of Bohemia and the Slovaks‘of
North-Western Hungary must obtain) or
adherence to the scheme for an inde-
pendent State of Jugoslavia. Yet they
mean freedom and liberty in some form
or other, and we must be content to wait
for further light.

I have tried ta boil down this immense
problem, but I find I have only dealt
with the western half. The rest must
follow later. It may sounddull, it may
not grip you like battle stories, but
remember that for this vision of a New
Europe, based on foundations of peace
and security and happiness, our men are
fighting and dying over yonder,
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Unceasing work has beer done by the Royal Engineers in building bridges across the many canals and streams of Flanders, often
ell fire and sometimes,as illustrated here, under showers of bombs from hostile aeroplanes.

completed their work, only to have it immediately destroyed by shell fire preceding an enemy attack.
under

Some particularly savage fighting took place at Bour
and hussars, fighting alongside the infantry,f

enemy, who put up a desperate defence. Many of the Germans

They have over and over again

Labour that Paves the Way for Further Progress
  

 
 

 

 

Motor-lorries coming to a railhead dumpto fetch shells for the guns farther forward. On one of them, destined shortly to become
a New Year’s.offering to the Germans, a soldier, with a grim d of pleasantry that is characteristic of the Briton and mightily

puzzles the German,is chalking ‘‘ 1918’’—the last year, it is to be hoped, when nations wil! exchange such greetings.
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Much of the work of the Labour Companies, following close on the heels of their advancing combatant comrades, jis done under shell
fire and uhder gas. Platoons of these indispensable auxiliaries of the Army Service Corps are often seen, equipped with helmets

and masks, steadily and calmly remaking roads and filling in trenches well within range of hostile artillery.
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THEFT & ‘PROTECTSIE’ IN RUSSIA
Some Evils of the Old Regime as I Saw Them

REPRESENTATIVE in Russia of a
A British company, one of the most

jamous armament firms in the
world, found,great difficulty in getting
his business through. - He met with
delay after delay. There was some
obstacle in his path which he could not
see. Then he was told: -‘‘ If you are
Wise, you will go to a certain agent and
offer him a large sum of money to
tell you who are the right people to
bribe.” He did this, got the information,

paid the bribes, and settled everything up
in quick time: The agent was, of course,
employed by the highly-placed officials
whohad the contract in hand.

_ At a time when the Russian Army
needed rifles very badly, when men were
being sent to the attack armed only with

 

sticks and with orders to pick up rifle -
whenthey saw a properly-armed comrade
fall, there was a Frenchmanin Petrograd

offering to the Government a_ vast
quantity of rifles which he had oppor-
tunity to bring from South America.
The number was, according to his state-
ment, a million and a hali, with a thousand

rounds of ammunition each. He was
well-known to a great many people in
Petrograd, and he was kept there three
and a half months withont an answer,

for no other- reason, so far as could be

seen, save the’ difficulty in settling how
many people should have “ pickings”
and how much each should get.

A £2,000,000 Bribe

An .Englishman was* offering two

million- pairs of boots on behalf of the
Boot Federation. Hé spent three weeks
talking to officials in the Army Supply
Department. He did not offer any
bribes, nor was he directly asked for any,

but when he went, expecting to receive
the order for the boots, he was told:
““ We have already made a contract with
Americans for three and a half million
pairs.” Presumably the Americans had
known what to do.
One ‘“‘ree-markable citizen” of the

United States was said to have arranged
‘to pay two million pounds in bribes. I
treated this as a silly exaggeration until
he confirmed it himself. _He said he was
making a contract to supply goods over
a term of years; which would cost im all
£20,000,000.- The bribes, he assured me,
would amount to ten per cent., which
made the two-million pound bribe story
accurate enough.
More detestable, because it was liable

to affect thé’soldiers’ lives as well as the
nation’s property, was the corruption

 

which flourished’ im connection with—
railway transport. In the allotting of
trucks, bribery played a leading rdle.
Stationmasters refused to find trucks,
even for material urgently needed by the
troops, unless their “ palms were greased.”
Sometimes smaller employees were able
to grant favours if they were well paid.
The Postal Censorship came across a
letter from a young womanin theservice
of one of the railways, telling how she
had received furs and jewellery for
arranging that some private person
should have the use of trucks out of his
turn. One stationmaster was hanged

By HAMILTON FYFE

for turning out a load of poison-gas
apparatus that was on ifs way to the
front, and hiring out the truck to

the payer of a handsome bribe. The
authorities ought to have hanged a great
many more, including the one .who~
refused to supply trucks for°a consign-
ment. of 50,000 pairs of army trousers,
which were wanted in a hurry. The
contractor had orders to forward them
as quickly as possible. Whenhe received
the reply that no trucks were available,
he began to fear that he might get into
trouble. He made inquiries, and was

advised to leave 500 roubles upon the
stationmaster’s table. He was at once
provided with the trucks he required.

Root of the Evil

There were not enough trucks, it is

true, for the needs of the country. The
Government was guilty of criminal
negligence in not ordering more at the
very outset of the war. Here, again, the

delay was said to be due to difficulty in
coming to an agreement about the exact
amount of ‘ graft’ that should be paid.
But, allowing for the number being too
small for all needs to be met, there were
certainly sufficient trucks, if they had
been honestly and competently handled,
to supply the Army and to save the town
populations from going short of food.
Had the authorities resolutely punished

and prevented traitorous thieving, half
the difficulties which Russia had to meet
would have been turned aside. Many
would never have presented themselves.
It is not too much to say that bytheir
listless inaction the Governmentpositively
encouraged bribery.
The root-cause of this evil was the under-

payment of the mass of State servants
andofficials of all kinds. A friend of mine
told me hefelt hot with indignation when
a captain in the Armycalled at-his place
of business to collect five per cent. com-
mission upon an order which he had
placed for war material. But when he
learned that this unfortunate captain
was only paid 122 roubles ({r2) a month,
he was no-Ionger angry with the officer,
he was angry with the system.

Stealing by Tradition

How can railway engineers in the
Government service be reckoned above
suspicion, seeing that their scale of

pay begins at 75 roubles (£7 Tos.) a
month ? A policeman whoreceives only
nine -roubles a month is compelled to
rely upon bribes and blackmail. It is
shocking to hear of a clerk in a State
Department employed in checking pur-
chases turning to the seller and saying :
“Why don’t you give me a hundred
roubles and add a good bit on to your
prices?” But when one reflects that.
this clerk is obliged to try to bring up a
family upon a salary quite inadequate
to meet necessary expenses, one feels
that the blame should properly be laid
not so much on him as upon those who
failed to pay him a living wage.
Even among theofficial class there was

dislike for and resentment against the
taking of bribes. The nation felt that it
was a nuisance and a robbery. Mamy were

ashamed that their country should be so
degraded. “Yet .under the old régime
nothing was done towards removing this
stain on the national honour. It was a
tradition of very long standing that
officials should steal. The Empress
Catherine is reported to have said of an
honest official who remained a poor man:
“Theass! Lhave led him to the manger
and he refuses to eat.”’
Even in our own time, the Baroness

Fredericks, wife of Tsar Nicholas’s Court
Chamberlain, or, as he was ‘called,

Minister of the Court, was surprised to
find that an English housekeeper she
engaged for her. country house one
summer had not robbed her. She was
not pleased about if. She did not engage
.the housekeeper again.

The Russian often appears to like
being robbed. JI was in a big shop in
Petrograd one day, a shop much fre-
quented by Russians because it keeps
English wares. A mian came in and
asked to be shown somesilk handkerchiefs.
He handled those which were offered to
him contentedly enough until he heard
their price. It did not seem to him that
they were sufficiently dear. He asked
for others at a higher price. Another box
of the same handkerchiefs was produced.
He was told that these cost half as much
again. He bought them at once.

‘* Protectsie”

All who have done business witit

needful it was to distribute the amount
of money to which officials thought.

themselves entitled.
Bribes would have been much more

difficult to extort if there had been any
proper system im the public service.
Where everything goes by favour and
there is no effective supervision, the way
lies open. for all kinds of abuses.” If one
knew the right person to apply to, one
could often get what one required and
save one’s money. Thus, a Russian who
had a gun-shop at Riga and whose
sporting firearms were all seized by the
Artillery Department, spent five. months
trying vainly to get them back through
the ordinary channeis. They were no use
at all to the Army, but nobody tookany
notice of his petitions until one day he
met by chance a friend of the general in
whose decision the matter lay., This
friend spoke to the general.. The pro-
perty unjustly detained was given up.
To make use of what the Russians

called ‘“‘protectsie,” in other words of
a personal “ pull,’’ was almost always
the most direct method of getting
business with any public office or de-
partment through. While the railways
were at their worst, a big mill near
Petrograd, which was working on Govern-
ment war contracts, could not get the
taw wool it needed. The wool was being
consigned to it, but did not @frive. A
clever Jew who had_once been employed
at the mill heard of the difficulty. He
‘offered to go round andsceall the station-
masters on the lines over which the wool .
had to travel, and pay them to pass it
through quickly. In three weeks he had
secured it all. : :

 

_ Government offices in Russia knowhow.
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Successful Side Shows in the Panorama of War
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In the War Loan campaign at Toronto at the end of 1917 dermtonstratien was given of a ‘‘ tank's ’’ power to overcome obstacles. Abig

limousine was selected, andthese pictures show the “tank * furching over the motor-car, and (right) the car after a secand crushing.

 

 

 

 

Motor-plough at work in France where every available acre of pasture is being convertedinfo arabfe fand for the production of food

crops. veronah official photograph.) Right :  Wirefess,*” a clever memberof the Pigeon Service of the French Army. (British official.)

 

   
 

 

is the last place where one would expect to have fresh geese and turkeys for Christmas, but the Commissariat Department

aefieBeitiah Aeny inPaipetine produced somefrom outpost stations, where, as these pictures show, some excelient stock was reared. 3
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delay after delay. There was some
obstacle in his path which he could not
see. Then he was told: -‘‘ If you are
Wise, you will go to a certain agent and
offer him a large sum of money to
tell you who are the right people to
bribe.” He did this, got the information,

paid the bribes, and settled everything up
in quick time: The agent was, of course,
employed by the highly-placed officials
whohad the contract in hand.

_ At a time when the Russian Army
needed rifles very badly, when men were
being sent to the attack armed only with
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fall, there was a Frenchmanin Petrograd

offering to the Government a_ vast
quantity of rifles which he had oppor-
tunity to bring from South America.
The number was, according to his state-
ment, a million and a hali, with a thousand

rounds of ammunition each. He was
well-known to a great many people in
Petrograd, and he was kept there three
and a half months withont an answer,

for no other- reason, so far as could be

seen, save the’ difficulty in settling how
many people should have “ pickings”
and how much each should get.

A £2,000,000 Bribe

An .Englishman was* offering two

million- pairs of boots on behalf of the
Boot Federation. Hé spent three weeks
talking to officials in the Army Supply
Department. He did not offer any
bribes, nor was he directly asked for any,

but when he went, expecting to receive
the order for the boots, he was told:
““ We have already made a contract with
Americans for three and a half million
pairs.” Presumably the Americans had
known what to do.
One ‘“‘ree-markable citizen” of the

United States was said to have arranged
‘to pay two million pounds in bribes. I
treated this as a silly exaggeration until
he confirmed it himself. _He said he was
making a contract to supply goods over
a term of years; which would cost im all
£20,000,000.- The bribes, he assured me,
would amount to ten per cent., which
made the two-million pound bribe story
accurate enough.
More detestable, because it was liable

to affect thé’soldiers’ lives as well as the
nation’s property, was the corruption

 

which flourished’ im connection with—
railway transport. In the allotting of
trucks, bribery played a leading rdle.
Stationmasters refused to find trucks,
even for material urgently needed by the
troops, unless their “ palms were greased.”
Sometimes smaller employees were able
to grant favours if they were well paid.
The Postal Censorship came across a
letter from a young womanin theservice
of one of the railways, telling how she
had received furs and jewellery for
arranging that some private person
should have the use of trucks out of his
turn. One stationmaster was hanged
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for turning out a load of poison-gas
apparatus that was on ifs way to the
front, and hiring out the truck to

the payer of a handsome bribe. The
authorities ought to have hanged a great
many more, including the one .who~
refused to supply trucks for°a consign-
ment. of 50,000 pairs of army trousers,
which were wanted in a hurry. The
contractor had orders to forward them
as quickly as possible. Whenhe received
the reply that no trucks were available,
he began to fear that he might get into
trouble. He made inquiries, and was

advised to leave 500 roubles upon the
stationmaster’s table. He was at once
provided with the trucks he required.

Root of the Evil

There were not enough trucks, it is

true, for the needs of the country. The
Government was guilty of criminal
negligence in not ordering more at the
very outset of the war. Here, again, the

delay was said to be due to difficulty in
coming to an agreement about the exact
amount of ‘ graft’ that should be paid.
But, allowing for the number being too
small for all needs to be met, there were
certainly sufficient trucks, if they had
been honestly and competently handled,
to supply the Army and to save the town
populations from going short of food.
Had the authorities resolutely punished

and prevented traitorous thieving, half
the difficulties which Russia had to meet
would have been turned aside. Many
would never have presented themselves.
It is not too much to say that bytheir
listless inaction the Governmentpositively
encouraged bribery.
The root-cause of this evil was the under-

payment of the mass of State servants
andofficials of all kinds. A friend of mine
told me hefelt hot with indignation when
a captain in the Armycalled at-his place
of business to collect five per cent. com-
mission upon an order which he had
placed for war material. But when he
learned that this unfortunate captain
was only paid 122 roubles ({r2) a month,
he was no-Ionger angry with the officer,
he was angry with the system.

Stealing by Tradition

How can railway engineers in the
Government service be reckoned above
suspicion, seeing that their scale of

pay begins at 75 roubles (£7 Tos.) a
month ? A policeman whoreceives only
nine -roubles a month is compelled to
rely upon bribes and blackmail. It is
shocking to hear of a clerk in a State
Department employed in checking pur-
chases turning to the seller and saying :
“Why don’t you give me a hundred
roubles and add a good bit on to your
prices?” But when one reflects that.
this clerk is obliged to try to bring up a
family upon a salary quite inadequate
to meet necessary expenses, one feels
that the blame should properly be laid
not so much on him as upon those who
failed to pay him a living wage.
Even among theofficial class there was

dislike for and resentment against the
taking of bribes. The nation felt that it
was a nuisance and a robbery. Mamy were

ashamed that their country should be so
degraded. “Yet .under the old régime
nothing was done towards removing this
stain on the national honour. It was a
tradition of very long standing that
officials should steal. The Empress
Catherine is reported to have said of an
honest official who remained a poor man:
“Theass! Lhave led him to the manger
and he refuses to eat.”’
Even in our own time, the Baroness

Fredericks, wife of Tsar Nicholas’s Court
Chamberlain, or, as he was ‘called,

Minister of the Court, was surprised to
find that an English housekeeper she
engaged for her. country house one
summer had not robbed her. She was
not pleased about if. She did not engage
.the housekeeper again.

The Russian often appears to like
being robbed. JI was in a big shop in
Petrograd one day, a shop much fre-
quented by Russians because it keeps
English wares. A mian came in and
asked to be shown somesilk handkerchiefs.
He handled those which were offered to
him contentedly enough until he heard
their price. It did not seem to him that
they were sufficiently dear. He asked
for others at a higher price. Another box
of the same handkerchiefs was produced.
He was told that these cost half as much
again. He bought them at once.

‘* Protectsie”

All who have done business witit

needful it was to distribute the amount
of money to which officials thought.

themselves entitled.
Bribes would have been much more

difficult to extort if there had been any
proper system im the public service.
Where everything goes by favour and
there is no effective supervision, the way
lies open. for all kinds of abuses.” If one
knew the right person to apply to, one
could often get what one required and
save one’s money. Thus, a Russian who
had a gun-shop at Riga and whose
sporting firearms were all seized by the
Artillery Department, spent five. months
trying vainly to get them back through
the ordinary channeis. They were no use
at all to the Army, but nobody tookany
notice of his petitions until one day he
met by chance a friend of the general in
whose decision the matter lay., This
friend spoke to the general.. The pro-
perty unjustly detained was given up.
To make use of what the Russians

called ‘“‘protectsie,” in other words of
a personal “ pull,’’ was almost always
the most direct method of getting
business with any public office or de-
partment through. While the railways
were at their worst, a big mill near
Petrograd, which was working on Govern-
ment war contracts, could not get the
taw wool it needed. The wool was being
consigned to it, but did not @frive. A
clever Jew who had_once been employed
at the mill heard of the difficulty. He
‘offered to go round andsceall the station-
masters on the lines over which the wool .
had to travel, and pay them to pass it
through quickly. In three weeks he had
secured it all. : :

 

_ Government offices in Russia knowhow.
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Successful Side Shows in the Panorama of War
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In the War Loan campaign at Toronto at the end of 1917 dermtonstratien was given of a ‘‘ tank's ’’ power to overcome obstacles. Abig

limousine was selected, andthese pictures show the “tank * furching over the motor-car, and (right) the car after a secand crushing.

 

 

 

 

Motor-plough at work in France where every available acre of pasture is being convertedinfo arabfe fand for the production of food

crops. veronah official photograph.) Right :  Wirefess,*” a clever memberof the Pigeon Service of the French Army. (British official.)

 

   
 

 

is the last place where one would expect to have fresh geese and turkeys for Christmas, but the Commissariat Department

aefieBeitiah Aeny inPaipetine produced somefrom outpost stations, where, as these pictures show, some excelient stock was reared. 3
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After the Austro-German irruption into Italy. Teuton
invaders in one of the streets of Udine. Right: Italian

guns and material captured by the enemy.
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- Germany’s

  

on a height overlooking Gorizia. He is pointing, with outstretched arm, in front of an officer waving a cudge!—typical of
idea of Kultur. In oval: Italian aviation ground. The machines !which could not be removed were destroyed before

the retreat to the Piave. (The pictures on this page are from a Germanjournal.)
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italian infantry doubling up a mountain road in the Val Frenzela to repel an Austro-Germanattack. This valley, dominatedby the.
Austrians on Monte Sasso Rosso—shells from which are seen bursting—is one of the most exposed points on Italy’s mountain front.
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General Diaz,-in chief commandof the Halian Armyin its task of holding and driving back the enemy on the Piave, saluting newly
arrived French Alpine Chasseurs. On his feft stands General Fayolle, commander of the French troopsin Italy.
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THEIR DOINGS
Work and Adventures of the “Mosquitoes of the Fleet”

HEN popular. journals talk about
us they usually confer upon us

; the more orless flattering titles
of ‘ Whiskers. of the Fleet,” “ Lords of
the Outer Guard,” or ‘‘ Mosquitoes of the

Sea"; all of which.sare more ‘or less
descriptive of our work, though none gives
even a hint of its everlasting drudgery, its
immenesly varied character.

Originallyintended for the destroying of
fast torpedo-boats, we long, low, lean
craft nowadays perform such a variety
of jobs that there scems neither -begin-
ning nor end to the list; and, what is
worse, we always seem to get “ destroyer
weather’’ for their performance. De-
stroyer weatheris wet, heavy, dirty

Take, for instance, one of the rand

Boys ’—the destroyers in attendance
upon the fleets themselves.

Her day begins before the sun starts
work, as she Stands in to the shore to
collect the many Marine postmen landed
the previous -evening. Then, _these
aboard, she finds herfleet, runs alongside

I -]—often at the imminent risk
hetself serious injury—and

delivers the letters in time for breakfast.
Provisions—fresh beef and vegetables—

   

a

 

  

  

 

“are the next things that must be fetched

 

from shore. Back to the fleet again, and,

as the food is discharged, the ubiquitous

postmen are again taken aboard to fetch
off the ‘midday mail and the morning
newspapers. :

And, so that the duty destroyer shall
not grow adipose through lack of work,
some ship or other requisitions her, while
waiting for the postmen, to tow to the
shore the target at which she yesterday
fired so many. rounds and hit so many
times ;and the destroyer’s crew, too, are

permitted to enjoy the privilege of haul-
ing this target up on to theslips ashore.

On Night Patrol

Also—most. harrowing to our duty-
bound souls—at half-past three we have
the questionable pleasure .of carrying to
shore those officers permitted to spend a
couple of hours on terra firma once more,
As destroyers must eternally be readyfor
anything, it is but seldom that we feel

solid ground underour feet, and at seven
we fetch off, for the last time, officers,
postmen, messmen, and proceed to stand-
by for anything that may be required
during the night. -

And, as like as not, after a strenuous
day, when we have snatched our meals

in catch-as-catch-can style, when we've

been on the bridge without relief from
daylighttill dark, we of the duty destroyer
find that our flotilla is detailed for night
patrol, and, as it wouldn’t be complete if
we were left behind, ave have to take up
our proper station and goto sea with it.

Outside, of course, destroyer weather
reigns ;_ and, equally of course, we wallow
in the weather as if-we liked it—which
we emphatically do not. We absolutely
refuse to ride the great rollers which come
in to meet us; our nose bores into every

successive sea, shipping it green over the
forecastle, taking it in showers of spray
over the bridge, sending it washing, ankle-
decp along the upper-deck, where the
men, crouched at ever-ready guns and
torpedo-tubes, cling with hand and knee

     

 

Chronicled by John S. Margerison

and eyelid to everything offering hold.
And up and down a prescribed beat—-
seeing nothing but the dim outline of the
next ahead and the next astern, with
ears cocked. for the warning signal, with
eyes peeled for the first sight of a scurry-
ing form which must befired at first and
interrogated afterwards—we plod -hour
after hour, thankful that, when at last the
grey dawn comes, we haven't got to put
in another day as duty destroyer.

All of which tends.to make you think
I’m disgruntled, that I’d willingly be out
of mylittle ship, and in one of the big,
floating citadels where at ‘least is light
and. comparative comfort and occasional
peace. But you’re wrong. I wouldn’t—
nor ~would any other destroyer ofiicer.
For one thing, they seldomget any excite-
ment in the big ships; fora second, their

lifeis one long succession of doing the same
thing over and over again, whereas we
destroyers get both excitement andvariety.

Sinking a U Boat

Take, for instance, the destroyer that
found herself witnessing a long-range duel
between an arme@ trawler and a Uboat,

and which only “narrowly missed the
U boat’s greeting torpedo by suddenly
canting her helm. Thereafter she took
a handin that duel, and asa result Fritz

found the bottom of the North Sea, while
the destroyer picked up a billetsin a dock-
yard with a twisted nose, and gave her

crew a well-earned fortnight’s leave.
Then there was the boat which was

hurriedly detailed to take mails out to
the Grand Fleet somewhere in the North
Sea—miles from England. She ran foul
of a floating mine that chopped a hole in
herplates andfilled her foremost compart-
ments ‘with water, so that her deck
assumed an acute angle. But, though
the syeather was bad, and the foremost
transverse bulkhead—usually as straight
as a house-side—bending like the curve of
an orange, her crew decided that the fleet
must not be kept waiting for its letters ;

and so, binding a collision-mat to her
damaged nose, the boat sped on at half-
speed. And she delivered the goods.
There wasa third boat which caught an

armed raider masquerading as an innocent
neutral cargo-carrier, and which engaged
in a gameof long bowls with him. Finally,

she smacked a torpedo into his hull, and
he commencedto list heavily over to port.
Though he ceased firing, he swung no

boats overside, showed no inclination to
abandonhis ship, and refused to heed the
signal asking for his surrender. [

“Out Cutlasses, and Board!”

So, itching for a scrap, the destroyer
dropped her own whalers and, sent a
boarding-party to the nowsilent ‘raider;
and as this party scrambled over her
bulwarks they were met by a regular
fusillade of automatic pistol shots. Cast-
ing back a full hundredyears, the boarders
let out a yell, andfell to workwith such

gusto that in less than an hour the
slowly-sinking raider was cleared of all
her hands, and her end hastened by half
a dozen explosive demolition charges
scattered about her double bottoms.
Then, again, there was the destroyer

which found a ship without lights hanging

  

around off the Scottish coast one night—
a ship which, whenhailed, made no reply,
but turned and scooted off into the dark-
ness, only, stopping when-a 4 in. shell
carried awayher bridge and steering gear.
Again a boarding-party was sent to take
charge of her and bring her to port;
again they were met bya fusillade of
bullets, which killed three of the party
and wounded the rest; and again, the
steamer endeavoured to slip off into the
darkness at a speed suspiciously high for
such a craft. But shehad reckoned with-
out the seamanship of the ~ destroyer
commander. Without hesitation he
turned his ship and, at top speed; leapt
down uponthe fleeing vessel. He rubbed
his starboard plates against her port side
and despatched every available soul of his
complement—cooks, stokers, and his own

valet—with hefty cutlasses and lusty
pistols, to bring the enemyto his senses.

All the time, the fight raged, the
destroyer and the tramp, still movin
hugged each other, until at last the decl

hands were overpowered, and the fight
surged into the stokeholds and engine-
room. Then, quite suddenly, the tramp
stopped—and her prize crew carried her
in trinmph to port. Then only was it

   

 

.discovered that she was a mine-layer, ard
that when disturbed -she had been busily
planting a barrier of destruction in the
very path used by our own Grand Flect
in its comings and goings to and fromthe
North Sea and-its home base.

Countering the Commodore

In contrast, there is the yarn of the
destroyer whose commanderwas renowned
for mishandling the King’s English. One
foggy day he came into harbour and
anchored, to the accompaniment of much

-terse and vigorous apostrophisation. of
some unhandy petson among his crew.
The .commodore, within earshot, was
scandalised, and ordered the destroyer to
sea, recommending that she should study.
her Bible. She did, to good effect ; she
flaunted into harbour next morning with
all colours flying, and brought-up with a
crash. close to the flagboat.. Her cables
rattled and roared, and the astounded
commodore demanded to be told why she
had anchored bythe stern instead of in the
usual manner. The destroyer commander
—the profane one—was waiting for the
question. ‘‘ See the Acts of the Apostles,”’
he signalled. ‘ Chapter xxvii., verse 29.”
The commodore, in amazement, sent for
his Bible, and it is a certainty that he also
was tempted to profanity when he read:
“ Then fearing lest we should have fallen
upon rocks, they cast four anchors out of

the stern, and wished for ‘The Day.’’’..+ ,
But, rough or smooth, destroyer weather,

or fair weather, we are always at our posts,’
hoping that time will bring us the oppor-
tunity to repay ourselves for all our
drudgery ; to show the enemy that we
have thoroughly assimilated the lessons
of an otiose time of peace, that we can do
and dare and fight and win—that not only:
can nayies be counted in terms of super-|
Dreadnoughts and Brobdingnagian Unter-|
seeboten, but that at the dawning of “‘ Der,
Tag ’”’—as at Jutland—there will be a,
great deal said in the deciding of victory’
by the “ Mosquitoes of the Sea.”

 

*
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Timely aid for a British seaplane that had been forced to descend to the surface of the water owing to its running short of petrof. An
**M.L,’* patro! of theR.N.V.R. auxiliaries, seeing the airmanin difficulties, has hastened to his assistance, and after th

emergencysupply of oil the seapfane is enabled to carry on once mere. ee Seeean ee
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shore those officers permitted to spend a
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anything, it is but seldom that we feel
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during the night. -
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day, when we have snatched our meals
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refuse to ride the great rollers which come
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decp along the upper-deck, where the
men, crouched at ever-ready guns and
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ing form which must befired at first and
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after hour, thankful that, when at last the
grey dawn comes, we haven't got to put
in another day as duty destroyer.

All of which tends.to make you think
I’m disgruntled, that I’d willingly be out
of mylittle ship, and in one of the big,
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and. comparative comfort and occasional
peace. But you’re wrong. I wouldn’t—
nor ~would any other destroyer ofiicer.
For one thing, they seldomget any excite-
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thing over and over again, whereas we
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Take, for instance, the destroyer that
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assumed an acute angle. But, though
the syeather was bad, and the foremost
transverse bulkhead—usually as straight
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and so, binding a collision-mat to her
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armed raider masquerading as an innocent
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her hands, and her end hastened by half
a dozen explosive demolition charges
scattered about her double bottoms.
Then, again, there was the destroyer

which found a ship without lights hanging
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Group of patients, mostly soldiers from Salonika, who were rescued

from H.M.H.S. Rewa, recently torpedoed in the Bristol Channel.

 

Twas close upon midnight on January 4th that his Majesty
hospital ship Rewa, on her voyage home from Gibraltar

with nearly three hundred wounded menonboard, was torpedoed
and sunk in the Bristol Channel by a German Uboat.

This outrage was perpetrated despite the fact that the Rewa
was, not and had not been within the so-called barred zone as
delimited by the German Government, and was displaying all
the lights and markings required by The Hague Convention.-

The sinking of the Rewa is one more of the enormities by
which Germanyhas deliberately sought to place herself without
the pale of civilised States. Despite the,» many wounded on
board, thirty of them being cot cases, they were all saved, the
loss of life being three lascars whoare believed to have been
killed by the explosion. Fortunately, about three-quarters of an
hour elapsed before the Rewa sank, by which time ten minutes
had already passed since the last boatload had left the
doomedship.

 

 

   

 

    
Men saved from the torpedoed Rewatake the earliest opportunity of writing home news that they are safe ; and (in circle) another group

of the Rewa’s rescued patients. Riaht: Someof the fascars of the Rewa’s crew Striving to get warm after their rescue.
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A cheerful crowd. Some of the 632 British prisoners released from Germany—
nearly half of them soldiers—who were landed at Boston, Lincs, on Jan. 7th.

Right: Bringing a maimed warrior down the gangway.       
 

 

 

     
   
          

     
  

   

 

  
  
   
    
       BS : Ne ae . a
 

Someof fhe badfy-injured soldiers who are happy to be homeat last, after their long experience of enemy prisoncamps. Right : Some
of the twenty-seven officers in the repatriated party giving their names and other particulars on their arrival.

 

  

 

   
 
      
 

 
 

 

> # the homecomers who had been blindedis helped along the deck by a chum andoneofthe sailors. Right : A Boston fisherman,
ee captured at the outbreak of the war, who had the goad luck to be landed *‘ right home ” with his family.
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On the Roll of the Order of the British Empire
Mrs, Florence. Edith Victoria Leach, C.B.E., is Controller of Inspections,MA8* ELIZABETH, VISCOUNTESS NORTHCLIFFE, created Dame

Grand Cross of the Most Excellent Order of the Britishmpire, is a
member of the Joint Committee of the British Red Cross Society and Orderof
St. John of Jerusalem, and Donor and Administrator of Lady Noréhcliffe’s
Hospital for Officers. f :
Margaret, Baroness Ampthill, G.B.E., is President of the Bedfordshire

Branch of the British Red Cross Society, Memberof the Council, British Red
ross Society, and Head of the Voluntary Aid Detachment Department,

  

  
onshire House.

Rosamund Cornelia Gwladys, Viscountess Ridley, created Dame Commander
of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, is Donor and Administrator
of Lady Ridley’s Hospital for Officers.
Dame May Webster, D.B.E., is Chairman of the British Women’s Hospital

Committee, and Chairmanof the Three Arts Women’s Employment Fund, _
Ellen; Lady Askwith, created Commander of the Most Excellent Order of

the British Empire, is attached to the Ladics’ Auxiliary Committee (Munitions
Section), Y.M.C.A. oe -
Blanche Vere, Countess of Bessborough, C.B.E., is Honorary Seeretary of

the Y.M.C.A. Auxiliary Committee for France.
Miss Frances Hermia Durham, ©.B.E., is Chief Woman Inspector at the

Central Offices of Employment Depattment, Ministry of Labour.

Women’s Army Auxiliary Cor

 

Rosamund, Lady Henry Grosvenor, AeB.E., is on the Tadies’ Auxiliary
L.c

 

Committee (Munitions Section), Y
Mary Louise, Marchioness of G

Order of the British Empir

  

is Vice-President, Plomesgate Di
weecreated Officer of the Most Excellent

ion, British

 

Red Cross and Order of St. John of Jerusalem, and Donor of Haston Hall
Auxiliary Hospital, Suffolk.

Constance Mary, Lady Knowles, O.B.E.,
Division, Brit
Camberley Auxi

 

 

 liary Hospital.
Red Cross and Order of St.

isLVice-President, Camberley
John, and Commandant of

The Hon. Mrs. Stella ‘Lufton, O.B.E., is Lady Superintendent, Alexandra
Y¥.M.C.A. Hostel for Officers.

 

  
   a¥ats

are Dire

Ada Sophia Lucy Hatfield, O.B.E., is Lady Secretary at Headquarters,

dith Picton-Turbervill, O.B.E., and the Hon. Emily fannie co Bulk.
ctors of Appeal, Munition Workers’ Welfare Committee, Y.M.C.

Miss Ella Trout, upon whom the Medal of the Order of the Brit    

 

hh ‘apiro
has been conferred, is a Devonshire girl who rowed out to a vessel which was
being attacked on the South Coast, and rescuedseveral lives in circumstances
of great difficulty and danger.
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GRAHAM, 0.B.E.

BARONESS AMPTHILL,
CL, G.B.H,
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COUNTESS OF BESS- Mrs. KATHERINE FEDDEN,
BOROUGH, C.B.E. M.B.E.

 

Miss KATHLEEN BURKE,
C.B.E,

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Miss ELLA TROUT,
Medal of the B.E.

 

 

PEESS RIDLEY, Miss FRANCES DURHAM,
C.B.E.

        
 

   

 

LADY ASKWITH,
C.B.E.

 

 

 

Mrs, A. §. L. HATFIELD,
0.B.E.

   
 

 Mrs. A. M. BERTIE- Miss E. PICTON-
PERKINS, 0.B.E. TURBERVILL, 0.B.E.

Hon, EMILY KINNAIRD,
O.B.E.

Dame MAY WEBSTER,’
D,B.E.

Portraits by Hoppe, Lafayette, Speaight, Swaine, Bassano, Corbett, and Mendoza.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—LV

THE SOMERSET LIGHT INFANTRY
“WN the centre

British troops
; rapidly cap-
“tured their first
objectives, and con-
tinuing their advance
carried the village of
Langemarck atter
heavy fighting. They
then fought their way
forward for a dis-

tance of halt a mile beyond the village
and established themselves in the German
trench system which constituted their
final objective for the day.’

This extract is taken from Sir Douglas

 

-Haig’s messageof Friday, August 17th,
1917, which described a British attack
made. on that day east and_ north of
Ypres. It was what is called a_ local
ets French troops co-operated on
the Jeft, and the result was. the gain
of a certain amount of ground and the
capture of about 2,000 prisoners,

Among. the troops in the centre, those
that took Langemarck, were some of the
Somerset. Light Infantry. They started
off aboutfive in the morning, and before
theygot near the village had to pass by
blockhouses full of machine-guns and
craters wherein snipers lay hidden, Some
of these feigned death in order to escape
notice, and it was said that one of them

had _killed four officers, while another had
killed fourteen men and woundedeleven.
But, in spite of these obstacles, and also
of the ample mudand pools of water,
‘the’ Somersets got to the village.

At Langenarck

Et would be more correct, however, to
describe Langemarckasa fortress than as
a village. * Theword “‘ village”“Suggests, to
us British folk, comfort and quiet, cottages
and. gardens, and there was nothing of
this there:° Instead of quiet there was
the endléss andterrible roar of the guns ;
instead of comfort there was dirt, deso-
lation, and ruin; blockhouses had re-
placed cottages and dug-outs taken the
Place of gardens.

~ Headed ‘by a young officer twenty men
rushed one of these blockhouses, and out
of it came thirty humiliated Germans:

- With only six men the officer then assailed
another. It was, as were the others, of
concrete. with an iron door, and from

_ within machine--guns were firing merrily.
Through the loopholes the officer. hurled
two bombs, and then two more, which
were his Jast. Then, amidst the din, he
shouted at the door, “ Come ‘out, you
blighters, come out ! ”” And to his surprise
forty-two men emerged, one being an-
English prisoner. Hunger, had induced
them to surrender, and when our men
entered the blockhouse they found there
eight machine-guns.
‘Gradually the village-fortress passed

into™our-‘hands. One after another the
Somersetsand their comrades took the
blockhouses and the dug-outs, sometimes
capturing parties of the enemy, some-
times’ chasing them as they ran. There.
was no. “order of battle’’ in the old
sense } ‘it was all confused fighting, small
parties each engaged on its own stern

task- It<called, however, for the most:
heroic qualities, and it was because these
were found in the Somersets that Sir
Douglas Haig was able to telegraph to
England the nessanote above. -

Behind these Somersets was a fine
record. The Ist Battalion of the regiment
was in the division which, onethat critical
day almost exactly three years before
the capture of Langemarck, Sunday,
August 23rd, 1gi4, left the train at
Te Cateau and marched towards the
guns. We all know the ‘story. The
“Old Contemptibles ’’—the nameis likely
to stick—were hard pressed, and General

Snow, with the 4th Division, was ordered

to march towards the line of retreat and
protect the flank of Smith-Dorrien’scorps.

All military writers admit that an
operation of this kind is one of. supreme
difficulty. The number of possible roads
is very limited, and what is going to
happen if one brigade meets- another
marching in the opposite direction along
a country lane? A mistake of this kind,

with the German hordes close behind,

would have meant confusion and disaster.
But it was not so onthis occasion. Great
care was’ taken with the plans, and so

successful were they that the 4th Division
.was in line for the Battle of LeCateau
on the 26th. Therein- the Somersets
fought about some quarries near Ligny,
oa

   

called upon for the attack on Neuve
Chapelle, and was in another part of the
line~ when the Germans. made their
desperate attempts to take Ypres in
April and May. 3y that time other
battalions of the Somersets were coming
out, and one of these, the 8th, was
conspicuous towards the endof the year.

Armestizres and Loos

Near Armentiéres, on the night of Dec.
16th, this battalion made a raid on some
German trenches. It ee to have
been a complete success. Under Captain
R. H.- Huntingdon the raiding-party
entered the trench undiscovered, Se
of all. the Germans found therein, and

'withdrew safely under heavy fire. This
withdrawal was suf ervised by Lieutenant-
Colonel L. G. Howard, commanding the

battalion, who showed complete indiffer-

enceto personal ‘danger: “Both he and
Captain Huntingdon had doné good work
at Loos, and each received the D.S.O.

But the men were equally finé, although
one instance must suffice. Lance-Sergeant
Blackwas in charge of some bombers in
the raid, and showed ‘! conspicuous gal-

 

 

 

  
_ Lampson, Rart., Lt.
~~ See.-Lt. JN. Purkis, Lieut. A. MacC

Sec.-Lt. C. Thatcher, Lieut. F.C.

 

  

. OFFICERS OF THE SOMERSET LIGHT INFANTRY.—Backrow(left to right): See.-Lt. Sir C.
H. Moore, Sec.-Lt..S. E. Birrell: SecLt. R: A. Sommerville, Sec.-Lt. J. N.Blick,

mnell. Middle row: Sec.-Lt. F. H. Fuge, Lieut. F. Bramwell,
llard, Lieut. G. HC.B. Walrond, Lieut. G. Manson, Sec.-Lt. C.

Nash. Front row: Capt. A.°R.’S. Sale- Hill, Maj _T. PF. Ritehie, Capt. [. BE. Worthington- Wilmer
(Adjutant), Lt.-Col. ©. G. Rawling, C.1.E:, Maj. €.

then» defended that. village, and finally
fell back upon Malincourt,.‘as part of the
general retirement.
_ After this thé battalion had a com-
paratively easy time, althongh ih those
days no time was really easy_or anything

like it. It took part in the remainder
of the retreat and in the advance, and
in October it was found in Flanders.
On October 21st the Germanscrossed the
ec Lys,-and got into the village of
Le Gheir. The Somersets helped to drive
them back, and nine days later hurlcd
a bodyof the enemyout of some trenches
they had just captured. The hero of
those days was Major C: B. Prowse, the
battalion commander. He was mentioned
by name in Sir John French’s despatch,
a very unusual honour, and was recom-
mended for a special reward. He received
the D.S.0.. and had reached general's
rank when, in 1916, he was killed. :

In 1916 the.Somersets had plenty of
trench warfare, but little of -the excite-
ment of battle. Their corps was not

a Lennock, Maj. A. O. C. Cust, Capt. F. D. Bellew.

laniry”’ in this work. A fewnight later
he was active~ in-repelling-.a German
attack, and in another, made on Deeember
2oth, he was equally alert. Althotighhis
leg was blown off, he continued:tones
his orders until he was carried away,
The Somerset Light Infantry,the old

13th of the Line, dates fram 1685. The
first men therein were partly pikemen and
partly musketeers, aud as. such. fought
against. the Highlanders-at IKihi crankie.
They helped to defend Gibraltarimn, 1704,
and again in 1727, and in the meantime

servedin Spain_as. dragoons. Dettingen
and Culloden werelater battles’:;_in_18or
they were in Egypt and afterwards in
Canada and Burma. In the first Afghan .

War (1839--41) the Somersets - rendered
valiant service, especially at the sterming
of Ghuznee and thedefence of JeHalabad.
They were in the Crimea, in India during
the Mutiny, in South Africa fighting the
Zulus, in Burma, and finally, before the
Great War, in South Africa.

AL W. HH.
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On the Roll of the Order of the British Empire
Mrs, Florence. Edith Victoria Leach, C.B.E., is Controller of Inspections,MA8* ELIZABETH, VISCOUNTESS NORTHCLIFFE, created Dame

Grand Cross of the Most Excellent Order of the Britishmpire, is a
member of the Joint Committee of the British Red Cross Society and Orderof
St. John of Jerusalem, and Donor and Administrator of Lady Noréhcliffe’s
Hospital for Officers. f :
Margaret, Baroness Ampthill, G.B.E., is President of the Bedfordshire

Branch of the British Red Cross Society, Memberof the Council, British Red
ross Society, and Head of the Voluntary Aid Detachment Department,

  

  
onshire House.

Rosamund Cornelia Gwladys, Viscountess Ridley, created Dame Commander
of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, is Donor and Administrator
of Lady Ridley’s Hospital for Officers.
Dame May Webster, D.B.E., is Chairman of the British Women’s Hospital

Committee, and Chairmanof the Three Arts Women’s Employment Fund, _
Ellen; Lady Askwith, created Commander of the Most Excellent Order of

the British Empire, is attached to the Ladics’ Auxiliary Committee (Munitions
Section), Y.M.C.A. oe -
Blanche Vere, Countess of Bessborough, C.B.E., is Honorary Seeretary of

the Y.M.C.A. Auxiliary Committee for France.
Miss Frances Hermia Durham, ©.B.E., is Chief Woman Inspector at the

Central Offices of Employment Depattment, Ministry of Labour.
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John, and Commandant of

The Hon. Mrs. Stella ‘Lufton, O.B.E., is Lady Superintendent, Alexandra
Y¥.M.C.A. Hostel for Officers.
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Ada Sophia Lucy Hatfield, O.B.E., is Lady Secretary at Headquarters,

dith Picton-Turbervill, O.B.E., and the Hon. Emily fannie co Bulk.
ctors of Appeal, Munition Workers’ Welfare Committee, Y.M.C.

Miss Ella Trout, upon whom the Medal of the Order of the Brit    
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has been conferred, is a Devonshire girl who rowed out to a vessel which was
being attacked on the South Coast, and rescuedseveral lives in circumstances
of great difficulty and danger.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS—LV

THE SOMERSET LIGHT INFANTRY
“WN the centre

British troops
; rapidly cap-
“tured their first
objectives, and con-
tinuing their advance
carried the village of
Langemarck atter
heavy fighting. They
then fought their way
forward for a dis-

tance of halt a mile beyond the village
and established themselves in the German
trench system which constituted their
final objective for the day.’

This extract is taken from Sir Douglas

 

-Haig’s messageof Friday, August 17th,
1917, which described a British attack
made. on that day east and_ north of
Ypres. It was what is called a_ local
ets French troops co-operated on
the Jeft, and the result was. the gain
of a certain amount of ground and the
capture of about 2,000 prisoners,

Among. the troops in the centre, those
that took Langemarck, were some of the
Somerset. Light Infantry. They started
off aboutfive in the morning, and before
theygot near the village had to pass by
blockhouses full of machine-guns and
craters wherein snipers lay hidden, Some
of these feigned death in order to escape
notice, and it was said that one of them

had _killed four officers, while another had
killed fourteen men and woundedeleven.
But, in spite of these obstacles, and also
of the ample mudand pools of water,
‘the’ Somersets got to the village.

At Langenarck

Et would be more correct, however, to
describe Langemarckasa fortress than as
a village. * Theword “‘ village”“Suggests, to
us British folk, comfort and quiet, cottages
and. gardens, and there was nothing of
this there:° Instead of quiet there was
the endléss andterrible roar of the guns ;
instead of comfort there was dirt, deso-
lation, and ruin; blockhouses had re-
placed cottages and dug-outs taken the
Place of gardens.

~ Headed ‘by a young officer twenty men
rushed one of these blockhouses, and out
of it came thirty humiliated Germans:

- With only six men the officer then assailed
another. It was, as were the others, of
concrete. with an iron door, and from

_ within machine--guns were firing merrily.
Through the loopholes the officer. hurled
two bombs, and then two more, which
were his Jast. Then, amidst the din, he
shouted at the door, “ Come ‘out, you
blighters, come out ! ”” And to his surprise
forty-two men emerged, one being an-
English prisoner. Hunger, had induced
them to surrender, and when our men
entered the blockhouse they found there
eight machine-guns.
‘Gradually the village-fortress passed

into™our-‘hands. One after another the
Somersetsand their comrades took the
blockhouses and the dug-outs, sometimes
capturing parties of the enemy, some-
times’ chasing them as they ran. There.
was no. “order of battle’’ in the old
sense } ‘it was all confused fighting, small
parties each engaged on its own stern

task- It<called, however, for the most:
heroic qualities, and it was because these
were found in the Somersets that Sir
Douglas Haig was able to telegraph to
England the nessanote above. -

Behind these Somersets was a fine
record. The Ist Battalion of the regiment
was in the division which, onethat critical
day almost exactly three years before
the capture of Langemarck, Sunday,
August 23rd, 1gi4, left the train at
Te Cateau and marched towards the
guns. We all know the ‘story. The
“Old Contemptibles ’’—the nameis likely
to stick—were hard pressed, and General

Snow, with the 4th Division, was ordered

to march towards the line of retreat and
protect the flank of Smith-Dorrien’scorps.

All military writers admit that an
operation of this kind is one of. supreme
difficulty. The number of possible roads
is very limited, and what is going to
happen if one brigade meets- another
marching in the opposite direction along
a country lane? A mistake of this kind,

with the German hordes close behind,

would have meant confusion and disaster.
But it was not so onthis occasion. Great
care was’ taken with the plans, and so

successful were they that the 4th Division
.was in line for the Battle of LeCateau
on the 26th. Therein- the Somersets
fought about some quarries near Ligny,
oa

   

called upon for the attack on Neuve
Chapelle, and was in another part of the
line~ when the Germans. made their
desperate attempts to take Ypres in
April and May. 3y that time other
battalions of the Somersets were coming
out, and one of these, the 8th, was
conspicuous towards the endof the year.

Armestizres and Loos

Near Armentiéres, on the night of Dec.
16th, this battalion made a raid on some
German trenches. It ee to have
been a complete success. Under Captain
R. H.- Huntingdon the raiding-party
entered the trench undiscovered, Se
of all. the Germans found therein, and

'withdrew safely under heavy fire. This
withdrawal was suf ervised by Lieutenant-
Colonel L. G. Howard, commanding the

battalion, who showed complete indiffer-

enceto personal ‘danger: “Both he and
Captain Huntingdon had doné good work
at Loos, and each received the D.S.O.

But the men were equally finé, although
one instance must suffice. Lance-Sergeant
Blackwas in charge of some bombers in
the raid, and showed ‘! conspicuous gal-
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then» defended that. village, and finally
fell back upon Malincourt,.‘as part of the
general retirement.
_ After this thé battalion had a com-
paratively easy time, althongh ih those
days no time was really easy_or anything

like it. It took part in the remainder
of the retreat and in the advance, and
in October it was found in Flanders.
On October 21st the Germanscrossed the
ec Lys,-and got into the village of
Le Gheir. The Somersets helped to drive
them back, and nine days later hurlcd
a bodyof the enemyout of some trenches
they had just captured. The hero of
those days was Major C: B. Prowse, the
battalion commander. He was mentioned
by name in Sir John French’s despatch,
a very unusual honour, and was recom-
mended for a special reward. He received
the D.S.0.. and had reached general's
rank when, in 1916, he was killed. :

In 1916 the.Somersets had plenty of
trench warfare, but little of -the excite-
ment of battle. Their corps was not

a Lennock, Maj. A. O. C. Cust, Capt. F. D. Bellew.

laniry”’ in this work. A fewnight later
he was active~ in-repelling-.a German
attack, and in another, made on Deeember
2oth, he was equally alert. Althotighhis
leg was blown off, he continued:tones
his orders until he was carried away,
The Somerset Light Infantry,the old

13th of the Line, dates fram 1685. The
first men therein were partly pikemen and
partly musketeers, aud as. such. fought
against. the Highlanders-at IKihi crankie.
They helped to defend Gibraltarimn, 1704,
and again in 1727, and in the meantime

servedin Spain_as. dragoons. Dettingen
and Culloden werelater battles’:;_in_18or
they were in Egypt and afterwards in
Canada and Burma. In the first Afghan .

War (1839--41) the Somersets - rendered
valiant service, especially at the sterming
of Ghuznee and thedefence of JeHalabad.
They were in the Crimea, in India during
the Mutiny, in South Africa fighting the
Zulus, in Burma, and finally, before the
Great War, in South Africa.

AL W. HH.
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1 THINKthat my readers may like to
have for ready reference a summary

of the peace programmeincluded in the
magnificent address which the President
of the United States of America delivered
tc Congress on Jaunary 7th:

(1) Open coyenants of peace and no secret
diplomacy in the future.

(2) Absolute freedom, of navigation in peace
and war outsideterritorial waters, except
-when seas maybe closed byinternational
action.
Removal as far as possible of all economic
barriers.
Adequate guarantees for the reduction of
national armaments.
An absolutely impartial adjustment of
colonial claims, the interests of the
peoples concerned having equal weight
with the claims of the -Government
whosetitle is to be determined.

) All_R n territory to be evacuated
and Russia given full opportunity for
sélf-development, the Powers aiding.
Complete restoration of Belgium in full
and free sovereignty.

) All Frenchterritory freed, and the wrong
done byPrussia in 1871 in the matter of
Alsace-Lorraine righted.

(9) Readjustment of Italian frontierson lines
of nationality.

(ro) People of Austria-Hungary accorded an
opportunity of autonomous development.

(x1) Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro evacu-
ated, Serbia given access to the sea, and
relations of Balkan States settled onlines
of allegiance and nationality.
Non-Turkish nationalities in the Ottoman
Empire assured of autonomous develop-
ment, and the Dardanelles to be per-
manentlyfree to all ships.

(13) An independent Polish State.
(14) An Association ef Nations

guarantees .of political and
independence tor all States.

affording
territorial

War-Time Prices

O* this matter I. have received the
following letter from Mr. Irancis

Grant, of South Tiverton, Bath:

Dear Sir,—On reading the article “ War-
Time Wages and Prices,” by Mr. Jesse Quail,
in Tue War ILtustratep of January 5th
I was astounded at the statement made by
Mr. Quail that “a working-class family need
not necessarily pay for food much more than
half as much again as before the war.” .I send
you a list of commodities necessary in every
household; the prices of most of them having
“increased since the war-not 50 per cent., as
Mr- Quail contends, but in some cases 200 and
300 percent., andit is impossible to buy them
cheaper in Bath. I ama working man (not
on munitions), but earning the same salary
as before the war, so I think you will agree
with me that I am in a- position to flatly
“contradiet Mr: Quail’s contention. that the
purchasing price of a sovereign has not fallen
to ‘less than half. ,

Pre-warprice. Present price
Ss: sd. Shack

Bacon perlb. 0 perIb. 6
Wheese <2 koi oO 6
“Butter. . 6
auard:?. 7% 4 6
Sugar(gran. ) 6
Risewere ig 5
Candles 9
Beef %;
Mutton (shoulder) 9
Soap

4
4
6

m
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n
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(qin. If.) 9
perIb, 8C

oPore <2 57.2 penaye

feCO : -
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will have to *

WINGto pressure on our space Mr.
Quail’s article had been necessarily

held upfor sometime afterit was written,
and prices rose so. rapidly and changed
so frequently that accuracy at a given
moment could not be assured. Mr. Quail,
having been shown the foregoing: letter,
writes under date January oth:

The prices which I quoted and the calcula:
tions based upon themwereactual and correct
when the article was written. Since then
some further increases in prices have ‘taken
place, and at the present time we are facing
a foodcrisis, which, however, Lord Rhondda
assures us will only be temporary. When
prices are changing as now, figuresrelating‘to
them soon get rather out of date, if “the
publication of an article has to be delayed
through exigencies of space. ‘Thefigures cited
in the.letter are, however, misleading.

Fruit and Vegetables

The writer -has selected those articles which
show most. considerable rises in -price* and
omitted others whosefigures have not advanced
so substantially. For instance, potatoes, one
important article of diet omitted, have lately
been selling at 1d. per lb., which is about the
same as before the war. Apples, pears, and
other fruit and vegetables have been fairly
cheap up to Christmas, though they have
since risen. Coffee, which Mr. Grant also
omits, he sen only about 30per cent. Coal,
a heavy y item of consumption in working-class
homes, is, even after its recent rise of 2s. 6d.
per ton, only about 75 per cent. aboye its
pre-war value. The comparatively cheap
commodities must. be taken into account as
well as the dearer ones; to strike a fair
average.

Then the writer of the letter compares the
very lowest prices ruling before the war with
the top prices of the samearticles now. This
is a faulty comparison, for there are variations
accordingto quality, andalso in some measure
according. to local conditions. Thus, there
are different qualities of beef, mutton, and
bacon for’sale, and their price varies. There
is a range in beef and mutton from1s. perlb.
upwards, according to the cut. Rice may.be
obtained (at least, in London) at 4d., and
cheese at 1s. 4d. per lb. No true average or
reliable index figure of changing prices can be
obtained by comparing the lowest figure: at
one time with the highest at another.
That somevalues have risen, 200 to 1,300 per

cent. is true. It is equally true that*others
haveonly, risen 75 per cent. or less. Taking
one thing: with another, there. is no reliable
evidence “that the purchasing power,of the
sovereign has fallen to less than half, if so
much,

Official Percentages
maintain the contrary, Mr. Grant

‘flatly contradict ” the Labour
Department of the ‘Board of ‘Frade, which, in
the ‘latest’ issue ofits ‘‘ Gazette,” published
just before» Christmas, concludes a review of
the course of prices with the’ following Sum-
mary: “ The intrease’ from” July, 1914, to
Decemberrst, 1917, in the cost of all the items
entering into a working-class family ex-
penditure, including food, rent, clothing, fuel,
light, etc., may be“estimated at about 80. per
cent., taking the same quantities of the various
ifems at/ each date and eliminating advances
from’ increased taxation, and about 85 per
cent. if increases due-to taxation are in-
cluded.”
But in another paragraph -the “Labour

Gazette” points out that by omittingcertain
articles of food and-substituting OCR
“general percentage of increase since Jul yy 4014,
might be reduced to 59.” ‘Thedifficulty is to
get. consumers to vary their dietary. An

To
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authority on food told us years ago that a full
third of the working-man’s income was wasted
through indifferent cookery and uneconomic
marketing.

HE manyappeals that have been made
for books and magazines for the

soldiers have been well respondedto, but
the need for a-constant and considerable
supplyis such that the mattér is one that
should be ever kept in mind. Sir James
Barrie has suggested that the hundred
best gaps on our bookshelves should
honourably show where we had picked
out volumes for our fighting men—and
the suggestion has something deeper than
whimsi ality. That books serve to satisfy
a very real need of the men at the front
is certain. Noris it all cheap and sensa-
tional fiction that is required. IT know a’

young subaltern, who was ‘‘introduced ”
to Jane Austen while at the front, and
wasfascinated by her quiet, faithful

century
since. I have read latcly of another
young British officer who, “cut off for
many hours ina bit of destroyed wood,

found solace in a well-thumbed copy of
lrancis Thompson's ‘‘ Hound of Heaven,
which hehadin his pocket.

Reading for Our Soldiers

se «thie
is welcomed as

] thing to be remembered

when you are making those “gaps.”
The Minister of Education,: bythe way,
whenrecently talking onthis-very‘subject,
said that he had met a young Canadian
soldier not long ago, who said that since
he had been campaigningin France he had
read Gibbon’s “ Decline and Fall” and
Macaulay’s “* History of England” from
cover to cover. Even during the progress
of a battle reading was carried OU tatie
had, known cases in which Keats and
Milton had been invoked as sedatives_by
officers while under the hottestfire. “Mr;
Tisher also said that General Smuts had
told him that during his raid into Cape
Colony’ in the Boer War he took. for
evening reading Kant’s “ Critique of Pure
Reason.” ‘

of which goes to empha
fact that literature

well as books—a

N this «matter of reading I am. re-
minded of the old-time advice that

when a new book comes out we should
which

I have before pointed outin this page,
that in an old book we can often find
curiously pertinent passages on new
affairs..- Recently, I happened upon the
following linés, curiously suggestive of
ourfeelings whenanairraid is immine/it:

noon came,
. .. descended,
And we prolonged calm t

sphere
Of the calm -moon—whensuddenly was blended
With our repose a nameless sense of fear.

evening, then night

tall beneath the

Those lines, it is interesting to recall,
were written about a century ago by
Shelley in * “The Revolt of Islam,:’ long
before man’s dreams of ‘flying had got
far beyond the imaginings .of . “ Peter
Wilkins,? :

3 ODE,

D255
London, E.C Published by Gordon & Goteh in

Toronto and Montreal, in Canada.
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OF THE TERROR OF LONELINESS
HEATEVER lwppincss may be in

store after the war for those whe
now axe little children, there seems to be
a consensus of opinion that the present
elder gemeratiom is destined to: have a
very troubled evening of its life We
middle-aged and old people will feel the
burden of the heavy taxation that is
inevitable for many years, and we shall
not live long enough to experience the
relief. that wilk come when the world’s
affairs. settle into something like equilib-
rium once more. Already the longer part
of our journey is behind-us, and theugh
some of us mayclimb to the topof Pisgah,
hardly any can expect to teach the
Promised Land. Moreover, many of us
have been hurt in our heart’s affections
at an age when we cannot look for com-
pensation in kind.- Our son has -been
lnHled, and we shall have no more sons.
Our husband has been killed, and we shall
not marry again. Sorrow-has come to
abidé with us, and the only gladness we
shall know be whea we maysing our
“Nune dimittis.”’

 

  

2

HAVE writtem- more cheerful para-
graphs than that in my time; and

since I hold it to be every. man’s duty to
try. to make the world-a little happier
than -it was before, I wish to protest
forthwith that I am not being deliberately

onsistent and seeking to depress anyone

 

 

    

  

bythe gratuitous statement of melancholy
truth. It is true that sorrow is brooding

 

  
w over-almost every home, and that its

shadow will rest on many hearts until the
very end, -To-night' I feel a motion of the
soul prompting-me to urge these sorrowful
iolk not to make matters worse for them-
selves bydrifting into loneliness. It is so
easy to do; so lamentable when done.

 

AN, being a gregarious animal; has
an imstinctive _ fear of loneliness,

but it is the female of his kind that is
most keenly alive to its terror. “Men are
more self-centred and selfish than women,
ard also, I incline to think, more heedless

of the future, perhaps because their
greater strength diminishes their apprecia-
tion of present security. Certainly it is
front the lips of women more often than
from the lips of men that one hears
expression of a hauntingdread of a. lonely.
old age. I could give many: instances.

SOME five or six months after the war
began I went to call upon some

neighbours in the country. whose. only sor
had just been killed in action, ‘fhe. father
was about sixty-five, I suppose, a wheel-
wright and carpenter, with a prosperous
one-man business, who, rented a few acres

of land. ‘where he grew a little corn ‘and
kept a tew pigs and perhaps a. couple of
hundred head of poultry. He was. ill
with pleurisy at the time, in’ too great
pain to talk much, and I soon went down-
stairs with his wife, a woman ten
twelve years his junior, in whose spare,
angular body beats one of the kindest
hearts 1 know. Grief for her son and
anxiety. about her husband had made her
hard and bitter, and for once her thoughts
were turned almost wholly upon herself.
“ George dead,” she said, ‘‘ and if he goes,
too ’—and: she nodded- her head in the
direction ofthe upper room—" I shall be

 

or

OUR OBSERVATION POST

“ Emily’s: got ler own home, and her owns
husband—though a peor one—and ‘her
own children. She won't want me imit.
My home’s here, and I sha’n’t ever have
another, I always. lecked to George
living on here as he’s always done; and to
doing for him as I’ve always doue. Oh,
if it hadn't beem for that Kayser = 

EEL, -ewing. to: “ that Kayser ’—
who nrost assuredly will- have to

reap retribution for it some day—ioneli-

ness has overtaken a multitude of women,
and. there is: no one: who. is not very sorry
for them. Pity-is poor comfort, however,
and what one would like to do is to suggest
the possibility. of their. mitigating the
unhappiness of their lot .Work is not
enough. There must be human, interest.
And they will do no outrage to their
semse of loyalty by. at least considering
the proposition that vacant places can be
occupied, though perhaps never filled:
Or if they are to be moved more easily
by an appeal to their sense of duty than
by an appeal to their emotions, one might
Suggest that they have not been relieved
of their obligation to render service to
mankind by the removal of one man to
whom they owed and gave their loving
personal service.

[YPATIENT of such meral platitudes,
someone asks what is the present

application of these... Talking is all.very
well, but what are they to do ?.<The
answer <can be given in four words:
Something for somebody else.~ Identity
of sorrow should-furnish- the connecting
link. It.is not by. comparing. notes.and
measuring grief that the healing is to be
wrought. Quite the reverse, indeed. -It
is by the act of removing another person
from the melancholy. waste of- loneliness ~
that. one will get back oneself among-the
happy amenities and. humanities of life. -

CAN imagine no suffering so acute and
so long drawn out as that of really

lonely childhood. .The most. pathetic figure
in the world is the unwanted child. -It is
to him that the lonely woman might turn

DEDPPPDPDODDMKKRKRRSES

The Preacher |
"PIS touching sonnet. by, Mr. Rdward: Shillito

first. appeared im. the ““Sphere,’’. the- well-
known journal, which, has. become additionally.
notable recently. for the frequency with, which: it
publishes. some of the best poetry inspired: hy and
arising out of the war, ‘The sonnet, is a bravedeclaration. of the vatue- of. intense personal sorrow.
in. strengthening faith and giving it increased
power to convince and confirm other, souls,

BEHIND. his faith they marched that Sabbath
morn a»

Out. from the valley of the shadow, brave
Withcourage bogrowed from his soul; the

grave. ~- : eee
Restored its.dead tofaith ; they saw, where, born
Anew, the boys would wait them ; and forlorn
No longer they beheld God’s handsto save
Outspread on every shore, ‘neath every wave,

And from that love the boys could not be torn
By height or depth. But, oh, that day. he prayed

ith voices in him sobbing ; gifts were won
For others from his ruin’s shrine. For he

Wholed them back to God,in pity said,
“Last night, at midnight; news was brought,

first with the offer-of a corner.im her
heart.. There are so many from: whom. to:
choose. There have always beem so many.
Eighty -three thousand have passed
through Dr. Barnardo’s. Homes. alone in
the last: fifty years—an average of nearly
seventeen hundred children every year
absolutely alone iy the world. Might not
one of those seventeen. hundred occupy
‘the nursery cot you kept out of sentiment
so long after the little lad for whom you
Yappily bought it had grown to young
manhood, and which you will always
keep. nowim memory of thesoldier sleeping
im France: or Flanders ?

“FAwke one- of those. to be as nearly
your very own as. Nature will allojv

you, and you will be astonished as you

discover how very nearly your own. kind
Nature will allow him to become. I know
aman, an engine-driver now, who was so
adopted by a bereaved countrywoman
something like fifty years ago. Her
cottage stands beside the railway line,
and every day she may be seen at her
-back door waiting for the cheery whistle
from his engine blown as it comes round
the curve to let her know he is coming;
and she waves her hand to him as he
rushes by waving his hand to her, while
the sympathetic, grimy stoker lets off’a
gay “ toot-toot” of greeting and a final
good-bye “‘ toot-toot ” as the. train disap-
pears round the other curve. Never a
day passes witliout that interchange of
greeting, and never a week when oe
happy, steady. man does not come down—
alter work to. hug his ‘‘ mother,” the only
one he ever knew,

Bue perhaps complete adoption is not
practicable, although whyit should

not be. probably: could. not.-be“explained
to oneself. with ease.. Many people have
a fear of discovering tendencies to: evil i
an adopted child; inherited from. pr
genitors of whom nothing is known: no L
very valid argument, forfew people know
much about theinherited-tendencies ofthe
children sprung from their own loins, and,
besides, environmentis also. an important.
factor: in: the development of character.
Stil if that is the argument, be a. fairy.
godmother.

—

Those seventeen hund
children. are not nearly all who have no
home but a, Home—a: poor substitute for
the real thing, however good and admirable
of its kind, Go.and talk to Mrs. Ransome
Wallis: at: her Haven of Hope near
London, Bridge, and ask her tole you
see, the babies in those homes down
Streatham, way. And then take personal,.
human.interest in one. That, remember,
is lor your own sake, in. the first instance,”
Take a general interest in the lot, it you
can, and give what you can to. the lot,
whether toys, or clothes, or the much-
needed money for the. work. But be
fairy godmother to one in particular, and
the. most. wonderful result of your magic
will be, not the quite unexpected things
you have made possible for that child in
the future, but the fact that your heart, ~
which you, were firmly convinced was
empty, is, suddenly found to be full, You
will never cease to be grateful for the
discovered fact, and never cease to wonder
a little at it, although really you know ~

 

  

 

 

i of the my son, ; the explanation of the seeming miracle—all alone. Phere’s your. daughter,” I The jewel of mylife, had fallen. Pray for an explanation so simple that I will notsuggested; but she would not hear’it: me.” j trouble to set it down: cM,
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A FAITHFUL SERVANT OF THE RED CROSS.—The French
i i . i find,Medical Service employs dogs specially trained to .

uuhdsdcolaters lying lost on the battlefields, and unable to make®
their calls for assistance heard. The animals bring in some

j i i f of the need for
icle f the injured man, and with this proo

their feuraiees lead the stretoher-heareratothespotwherethe

fellow is lying. These devoted ani 1

Eieatat in Saving manylives. (French official photograph.)
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but it is the female of his kind that is
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more self-centred and selfish than women,
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of the future, perhaps because their
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tion of present security. Certainly it is
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My home’s here, and I sha’n’t ever have
another, I always. lecked to George
living on here as he’s always done; and to
doing for him as I’ve always doue. Oh,
if it hadn't beem for that Kayser = 
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ness has overtaken a multitude of women,
and. there is: no one: who. is not very sorry
for them. Pity-is poor comfort, however,
and what one would like to do is to suggest
the possibility. of their. mitigating the
unhappiness of their lot .Work is not
enough. There must be human, interest.
And they will do no outrage to their
semse of loyalty by. at least considering
the proposition that vacant places can be
occupied, though perhaps never filled:
Or if they are to be moved more easily
by an appeal to their sense of duty than
by an appeal to their emotions, one might
Suggest that they have not been relieved
of their obligation to render service to
mankind by the removal of one man to
whom they owed and gave their loving
personal service.

[YPATIENT of such meral platitudes,
someone asks what is the present

application of these... Talking is all.very
well, but what are they to do ?.<The
answer <can be given in four words:
Something for somebody else.~ Identity
of sorrow should-furnish- the connecting
link. It.is not by. comparing. notes.and
measuring grief that the healing is to be
wrought. Quite the reverse, indeed. -It
is by the act of removing another person
from the melancholy. waste of- loneliness ~
that. one will get back oneself among-the
happy amenities and. humanities of life. -

CAN imagine no suffering so acute and
so long drawn out as that of really

lonely childhood. .The most. pathetic figure
in the world is the unwanted child. -It is
to him that the lonely woman might turn
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arising out of the war, ‘The sonnet, is a bravedeclaration. of the vatue- of. intense personal sorrow.
in. strengthening faith and giving it increased
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BEHIND. his faith they marched that Sabbath
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Out. from the valley of the shadow, brave
Withcourage bogrowed from his soul; the

grave. ~- : eee
Restored its.dead tofaith ; they saw, where, born
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—
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A FAITHFUL SERVANT OF THE RED CROSS.—The French
i i . i find,Medical Service employs dogs specially trained to .

uuhdsdcolaters lying lost on the battlefields, and unable to make®
their calls for assistance heard. The animals bring in some

j i i f of the need for
icle f the injured man, and with this proo

their feuraiees lead the stretoher-heareratothespotwherethe

fellow is lying. These devoted ani 1

Eieatat in Saving manylives. (French official photograph.)
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 AST week FT tried to explain in a
| y compact form the authenticated

war aims of the Allies, so far as

they relate to ‘Western- Europe. I
analysed the recent speeches of Mr. Lloyd

George, of President Wilson, and of
M. Pichon, the French Foreign Minister,

and showed how they were striying for

the reconstruction of Europe upona. basis
which ought to ensure permanent peace.

I_ summarised the proposals for the
restoration of Belgium, and pointed out

that stability can never again be estab-

lished in the Old World unless Alsace-

Lorraine is returned to France. I indicated

the rightful aspirations of Italy for unien

with the Italian peoples of the Trentino
and of Trieste, ‘and mentioned her desire,
questioned in some quarters, to control

both shores of the Upper Adriatic. I also
explained the scheme for the creation of
a great Jugo-Slav State which would unite
with Serbia the Slav populations of
Southern Austria ; and I hinted that this

conception was possibly at variance with
the declarations of Mr. Lloyd George and
President Wilson regarding their wish

. ‘ not to destroy Austria-Hungary.”
It is now necessary to turn to theallied

declarations concerning Eastern Europe
and the Balkans. We can never grasp
the extraordinarily complex problem
which the Western democracies have to
solve if we look at Western Europe alone.
Our people have been too preoccupied
with the west, and especially with Belgium.
The tendency is natural, because Belgium
is almost within sight of our own shores;
but the deliverance and the rehabilitation
of martyred Belgium occupy so emphatic-
ally the foremost -place in the programme
of all the Allies alike that nowadays it
hardly requires discussion.

First Duty to Belgium

We are fighting in Belgium to-day. We
mean to rescue her, and have made her

recovery Our primary duty. I believe
the Germans know very well that they
have got to leave Belgium, and that the
hour of her salvation is not far off.
But though the British nation is now

familiar with the Belgian issue, the prob-
lems of Eastern Europe and even’ of the
Balkans are not so well understood, and
that is why I have continually reverted
to them of late. The whole situation in
Eastern Europe turns upon the collapse
of Russia, the full significance of which
has only gradually dawned upon the
Western peoples. :
A very able Polish writer, M. Roman ~

Dmowski, points. out that temporary
political thought in Western Europe
clings to the dogma that .the only
‘salvation of any country, be it Turkey,
Persia, or China, is the introduction of
Western democratic institutions. ‘‘ Few
people,” he adds, “‘ realise that Western
imstitutions are the product of Western
history, and that they have their roots
set in the distant past of Europe.”’ With
the latter observations I agree, and it
must be noted in passing that they vught
to govern the introduction ef further
political reforms into India, where . the
process of change should be very gradual.
As for the broader aspect of the Russian
question, Sir George Buchanan, our

By Lovat Fraser
vast country cannot be wiped out, and I
believe that the innate honesty and

common-sense ef the people will enable
her to pull through.” That continues to

. be my own conviction, though in my case

it is clouded by growing doubts.

But howwill the present-obliteration of

Russia as a Great Power affect the re-

construction of Eastern Europe? Take

first the case of the Balkans. I dealt
with Serbia in my last article. As to

Montenegro, President Wilson says that

Montenegrin territory must be evacuated

and restored, and on this point all the
Allies are emphatically agreed. He
further says that “the relations of the
several Balkan States to one ahother
must be determined by friendly counsel
along historically established lines of
allegiance and nationality.”

A Racial Hotch-Potch

That is easier to say than to do in such
a hotch-potch of races as inhabit the
Balkans. The central factor of the
Balkan trouble is nowthe Bulgarian claim
to Macedonia, including the town of

Monastir. The Bulgarians allege that
people of their own race predominate in
this area, a contention which the Serbs
deny. The concrete fact is that the
Allies hold Monastir, and the Bulgars do
not. I will not further discuss this point,
except to express the conviction that
Europe must impose a settlement from
without. The peoples of the Balkans will
never decide their differences by the
principle of “ self-determination,” which
is a very illusory and_ strife-breeding.
phrase when applied to these regions.

As to Constantinople, Mr. Lloyd George
occasioned some surprise when he declared
that “we do not. challenge the mainte-
nance of the Turkish Empire in the home-
lands of the Turkish race, with its capital
at Constantinople.” .He further said
that the passage between the Mediter-
ranean and the Black Sea must be
“internationalised - and neutralised.”
President Wilson considered that “‘ the
Dardanelles should be permanently opened
as a free passage to the ships of all
nations under international guarantees.”
These statements represent a neworlenta-
tion of policy.

-Future of Constantinople

The general belief when Turkey entered
the war was that the Allies would insist
upon the final expulsion of the Turks
from Enrope, and there can be no doubt

that this would have been the best solu-
tion. Mr. Asquith’s first War Government
appears to have promised that Russia
should have Constantinople, but it must
be added that Russia afterwards found

herself unable to assist the allied attack
upon Gallipoli by landing-a force near the
Turkish capital. After the Russian Revo-
Iution, Milinkoff and the Cadet party
wished to maintain Russia’s claim to
Constantinople, but when Kerensky ob-

tained power the Provisional Government
quickly abandoned the claim... For three
hundred years Russia dreamed of entering

said she did not want it! Thus if the , “S
Alles attain their aims, the Turks will

remain in Constantinople, but the Dar-

danelles will be free and unfortified.

There is next the question of gallant

little Rumania, holding her own. against
the hosts of the enemy on the one hand

and the menace of the Bolshevists on the

other. So far as President Wilson is con-

cerned, he includes Rumaniain his general

declaration about the Balkans. Mr. Lloyd
George is more direct, though somewhat

indefinite. He says: “‘ We meanto press
that justice be done to men of Rumanian

blood and speech in- their legitimate
aspirations.” As in the case of the pro-

posed Jugo-Slav State, it is not quite easy
to reconcile this attitude with the state-
ment about Austria-Hungary, though
most commentators hold that the problem
of the varied peoples under the Hapsbures
will be solved on the basis of democratic
self-government.
There are 3,500,000 ‘‘ men of Rumaniaty

blood and speech” in Hungary,-.mostly
in Transylvania. There are 1,350,000
Rumanians in the Russian province of
Bessarabia, which was taken by Russia

in 1812 ; and there are 230,000,Rumanians

in the Bukovina, which was brought under
the dominion of Austria in 1775. The
avowed hope of the exponents of the
“Greater Rumania” ideal is to acquire
Transylvania as well as other Hungarian
territory as far as the River Theiss; but
now that the King of Rumania is in
isolation at Jassy (where he is living on
tinned meat, and only gets bread three
times a_week), it is impossible to say what
form the claims of Rumania will ulti-
mately assume. é

The Vital Question of Poland

There remains the question of Poland.
It cannot be too strongly urged that the
future stability of Eastern Europe depends
upon a right solution of the Polish question.
Unless Poland reappears on the map of
Europe as a big and strong independent
State the objects of the Allies, which are
to check German aggression and to ensure
a permanent peace, «will never be attained.

Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson
have alike pinned their faith upon the
creation of a new Poland. Mr. Lloyd
George says that “ an independentPoland,
comprising all those genuinely Polish
elements who desire to form part of it,-is
an urgent necessity for the stability of
Western Europe.’’~ President Wilson ‘says
that “ an independent Polish State should
be erected which should include the terri-
tories inhabited by indisputably Polish
populations, which should “be assured
a free and secure access to the sea.’

~

He
adds that the independence and integrity
of this State must be guaranteed by inter-
national covenant. -
What is meant by access to the sea ?

It. can only mean , Danzig; and the
inclusion of Danzig would mean that a
considerable portion of the province of
West Prussia, chiefly populated by Poles,
would be merged in the new State ‘of
Poland.- I hope on some future occasion
to devote a whole article to an exposition
of the Polish problem, which is destined ~
to affect us very nearly. Meanwhile I
would urge my readers to study the tragic

 

  

 

Huge mine-crater in the main street of Ham,one of the. places from which the Germans were forced to retire asa result of the Somm:2

offensive. Ham, twelve miles S.W.of St. Quentin, possessed a famousfortress long used as a State prison. (Canadian War Records.)
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hat-a German sheli was exploding among ‘thesss.Adding ruin unto rui Remarkable photograph taken at the very moment t! c 2

% : battered walls which were all that remained of a farmhouse behind the Belgian lines. On the whole the Sie oe aces ;
; very little the section of the front held by the Belgian Army. for whose reorganised artillerv they have a most wholesome pect.

Ambassador at Petrograd, who has just Constantinople and of recovering. the history of Poland and.to acquire a good
returned, says: “Of one thing Iam con-. Church of Santa Sofhia. When at last knowledge of the subject, for much willvinced; Russia is not finished. Such a she could have had it for the asking, she ‘be ‘heard of it before very long. -
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The Session Halli at Brest Litovsk, where the conference took place between the <4 ass : 2 ee MO ee é a oe

delegates of the Central Powers and the Russian Republic to settle the terms of | ; ; Gsaai Hall at Brest Litovsk, where the decisions

isti iati i 3 4 Delegates of the Russian Republic and of the Central Powers in conference in the Session Hall at Bres :
armistice and open negotiations for the conclusion of peace between those Powers g acrived at wilt be of the tiidet tar-réaching ‘consequence. to-the. new. Republic: :

: aoe : aS ‘ ~ as = 5 : : ; i B a

ison Trotecky {on right) and Wicolai Lenin aeee = of Nov eesicolai aren oe ov eee to Be f
addressing acrowdin the streets.of Petrograd. entral Powers for armistice and peace negotiations, and received a reply }

from Prince Leopold of Bavaria, German Commander-in-Chief on the eastern
front, consenting to meet a duly authorised Russian committee. A protest
against this violation of the Treaty of September 5th, 1914, by which the Allies
pledged themselves to conclude no armistice separately, was delivered by the’
military representatives of all the Allies to Russian Headquarters, but was
disregarded by Trotsky. Armistice negotiations cpened on December 5th, }
and on December 17th a month’s truce began, to be extended thereafter by t
agreement. The Russian delegates put forward proposals for a “‘ democratic i
peace” on the basis of no annexation of occupied territory, restoration of political
independence to nationalities -deprivél of it before the war, recognition of the '
right of other nationalities to determine by referendum their own independence
or dependence, with special safeguards for the rights of minorities in those
States, the abandonmentof all claims to indemnities, and the reference of Colonial
questions to the Colonial populations. The Austro-Germans accepted these !
proposals “in principle,” but. with characteristic reservations which the ‘Bol- i
shevists, with unexpected vigour, rejected, denouncing the Teutonic professions Y
of desire for “democratic peace ” as so many “ unconscionable lies,” Further i
differences arose as to the proper venue for the continued negotiations, and
subsequent sessions of the Committee revealed the integrity of the Bolshevist i
leadersin their efforts to realise their ideals, with which they found_ the declaration i)
of President Wilson entirely consonant.
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Method of climbing up to the basket of a
the descent from the basket to the vessel to which the observation “ sausage ” is tethered,

 
Lieut. Erwin Boehme, crack
German airman, recently
killed on the western front.

sausags ” balloon engaged in the work of observing the movements of U boats, and (right)

French airman photographerstart-
ing out on a snapping expedition

over the enemylines.
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Machine-gun from a Germanaeroplane that was recently brought
down on the French western front,; capable of being fired in

many directions. (French official photograph.)
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_ Enemyaeroplane which had been captured intact on the Pale

front being towed into camp byits Light Horse captors,
stine Adaptable weapons, on a French gunboat on the Aisne, which can

be used against aircraft or for land firing. (French official.)
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TRYING TO

HAT first winter of the war passed
quickly for me in Russia. The

moves in the Polish campaign
were so rapid and so fraught with change.

There was so much to observe and study,

no less in the rear than at the front.
There was the hope buoying us up that
the spring would see the end of the war.

Yes, that was the hope in Russia, and
the-hope of a great many in France and
England, too.

be ready for a powerful offensive by the
end of winter. Belgiumwould be cleared
of the invader; Germany forced to ask
for peace.

““ Foolish hope,” we can say now; yet
perhaps it was just as well we had it to
cherish. No one can be blamed for the
illusion. The soldiers in high place gave
no countenance to it. The only guilt lies
at the door of the politicians, who were
warned .by the soldiers that the war must
be long and stubborn, and who,inspite
of the warning, refused to adopt the
measures which a stubborn and long war
demanded.

There were a number of war cor-
respondents gathered in Petrograd those
early days, and I sometimes feel ashamed
of the cheerful views which prevailed
among us. We thought we knew some-
thing about war. What a lot we had to
learn. !

Visiénary Idealism

And we had to learn it by our own un-
aided efforts. The Russian authorities
gave us no help. At the beginning there
was a personally conducted tour for a
-small number of newspaper men. It was
carefully arranged that they should see
—nothing. The most warlike scene

' visited was a biscuit factory employed in
manufacturing for the Army. ~ -
On the evening of that famous visit,

Professor Pares proposed’ that each
correspondent should relate what he con-
sidered to be his most thrilling adventure.
When the turn came round to Ludovic
Naudeau, the gentle, witty giant who
then represented the Paris “ Journal,”
he spoke as follows: ‘‘ I came to this vast,
wonderful country to describe how its
soldiers make war. I travelled thousands
‘of versts. I prepared myself for hard-
iships and perils.. And all that I have
'seen is—a biscuit factory!”
’- Pares is professor of Russian at Liver-
pool University. He had spent years in
the country, studying its political parties.
He might perhaps have gained more in-
sight into its probable future if he had
studied the character of the people. The
-idea which he and so many other English-
‘men formed, and which was at the back
of the programme of the Constitutional
“Democrat Party (the Cadets), was that
“ Liberal institutions ’’ would entirely
satisfy Russia’s aspirations for a change
of system. :
Very few people, whether Russian or

_English, understood how little the
“Russian people were impressed by
methods of government which in Western
“Europe are considered the last word of
political wisdom. Very few had. plumbed

 

The British Army was to’

 

UNDERSTAND RUSSIA
Some Sidelights on the Temperament of the Slav

By HAMILTON FYFE

their strange; visionary — yet

practical—idealism.
That sounds to us like a contradiction

in terms. We think of ideals as lying

beyond the bounds of action. We talk

about “hitching our waggon to a star,’’
but we.knowthat Emerson usedthis as a
figure,of speech. Thestar is in the sky,
we are on the earth. So far as possible,

we like to keep our ideals and ourpractice
separate. ;

One Thought at a Time

But the Russian, however far from
actual conditions his ideal may be, hopes
always to turn it into a reality. His simple,
matter-of-fact mind finds no profit in
contemplating the unattainable. “ What-
ever is desirable should be grasped at.”
Thus, if a Russian becomes convinced
that it is more blessed to give than to
receive, he starts giving all that he
possesses, and goes on until he has

nothing left.
Not manyyears ago, preachers belong-

ing to a sect called the Dukhobors per-
suaded large numbers of men and women
that God would be better pleased if they
gave up wearing clothes. They gave
them, up then and there. Naturally,
there was trouble with the police.

It is this impulsive doing of whatever
seems to him to be pleasant or profitable
which explains a great deal in the Russian
character that puzzles Western people,
among whom I reckon the people of the
United States. Theory and action;
precept and practice, the Western mind
keeps in’ different compartments. The
Russian mind has only one compartment.
It only thinks one thought at a time.

always

Here is the explanation. of what is hap-.
pening in Russia now.

Epictetus, the Roman philosopher,
used to tell his pupils that “ everything
has two handles. For example, your
brother offends you—one handle is that.
youare angry with him ; the other handle
is that he is your brother. Consider well
in every case which handle you will take
hold of.”
The Russian temperament drives head-

-long at one handle and forgets all about
the other. I found the Petrograd custom
of paying visits between ten and eleven
at night difficult to fit in with my work
next morning. Talk or card-playing,
with innumerable glasses of tea, served
with biscuits, sweetmeats, jam, savoury
sandwiches, and the like, went on often
till three or fouro’clock.

Livise for the Moment

One handle to this was the pleasant-
ness of it; the other handle, that late
hours cause ‘‘ that tired feeling ’ in the
daytime. But my Russian friends urged
me not to think about to-morrow. If I
insisted on leaving early, they declared it
must be because I was not enjoying my-
self. ‘‘ Do whatever you are inclined to
do at the moment,” was their rule oflife,
and in that they were typical. of their
race.

Following this rule made many Russian
officers and officials idle and ease-loving.

MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDON—XXIII,

The WarIllustrated, 2nd February, 1918.

 

But upon manyothers it had the opposite

effect. These latter seemed to have no

interest in life but their work. Colonel

Matchulski, for instance, head of the

Intelligence Department in the War

Office, used to be at his desk fourteen
hours a day. To him we had to apply
for information. He was always polite
and amiable, but never seemed to know

anything.
By some this was regarded as a sure

sign of his deep, Machiavellian cunning.
I myself believe that when a man says
nothing, it isy in ninéty-nine cases out of
a hundred, because he has nothing to say.
Matchulski delivered a little lecture every
night on the official news ; but the foreign
correspondents soon found they learned
nothing from him, so his audience was
composed of Russian newspaper men,

who took down what he said in some
weird kind of shorthand, and usually got
it all wrong.

Perceval Gibbon, who is now dis-
tinguishing himself by his picturesque
messages from the Italian front, wasin

Petrograd then. So was Alan Ostler, who
later joined the R.F.A. Gibbon talked
Russian pretty well, but Ostler’s efforts

were very funny. I recollect one after-
noon hearing an English correspondent
lean across the bar in. the Hotel de ’Europe
where we. were having tea, and ask the
large lady behind it, ‘ Have you any
progeny ? ”

\

 

“It is Better So”

Gibbon and I roared.. The lady’s eyes
rolled suspiciously. What the corre-
spondent wanted to know was: Had she
any cakes ?) The Russian word for cakes
is “ pirozhni,” and he thought he had

got quite near enough.
There waslittle in the life of the capital

to remind people of the war until the
supplyof liquor was cut off. Spirits, wine,
beer, all were forbidden. They could be
had sometimes at enormous prices—two
sovereigns for a bottle of whisky, one
sovereign for wine that had been sold
usually at eighteenpence. But sensible
folk put up with the deprivation, and
most of us found we could get along quite
well.
The change which the suppression of

vodka made in the villages and the
poorer quarters of towns was rapid, and
from.every point of view an improve-
ment. There was more health, more
wealth, more comfort. The savings
banks deposits increased enormously.
Sometimes a peasant or a workman

would grumble. A good few poisoned
themselves with furniture polish and
other horrible substitutes for alcohol ;

but the great mass,~even of those who
had been formerly drunkards, approved.
When vodka was onsale they had only

one thought about it—it stilled the
craving for “ fire in the belly’; it made
them forget. Therefore they drank it.
But they knew it was bad for them, and
when it could be bought no longer they’
told one another, ‘‘ It is better so.”

There you have the Russian tempera-

ment again.  
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tn the grey of dawn after the night patrol. The patrol ship has come upon the fragmentary evidence of a recent tragedy of the sea,

‘ and is set the problem of discovering whether it was caused by mine or submarine, and the task.of disposing of the wreckage.

New Zealander field battery on the western front firing from shell-holes on the snow-covered terrain. The picture gives a good idea

of the conditions of extraordinary difficulty in which the men have to work in the course of the winter campaign, when the level ;
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mess-room we could see the sea-
plane, lying outside her shed close

to the sea-edge. With her wings folded
back along her sides she looked for all the
world like a defunct dragon-fly, and the
blue-overalled. figures of the ~-mechanics
clambering all over her were as. so many
ants at work on her carcase. But, whereas

the real ants would have dismemberedher,

these blue-clad figures were tending to her
welfare.
As we smoked our after-breakfast pipes

and slowly walked down to the machine,
flying headgear slung over our arms, we
noted how they clambered up herforelegs
to “oil. important bearings, heard the
crackling of the tractors as they tried her
engines, and, lastly, watched the great
sideplanes open--outwards, making her
look yet more like a gigantic dragon-fly.
With infinite care the mechanics pulled

her on to a float and pushed her down to
the water’s edge, where she lay with her
tail dipping lazily to the wash of the sea.
A final iook over her, and we clambered
to our seats, strapping ourselves in as the
chief mechanic made his final test. A
wave of the hand, a yelled order, and the
mechanics jumped ashore as the propeller
commenced .to roar vociferously, circling
so fast that it appeared but as a patch of
haze~between the upper planes. My
observer passed over to me the headpiece
of the telephone, strapped on his own
apparatus, gave an eye td his wireless
installation, the tray of. ammunition for
his machine-gun, and the row of light
bombs in their rack under the fuselage.
A quick glance at the petrol gauge,
another to see that all connections of
levers and other vital_ parts were intact,

and we were off.

““The Pack That Hunts”

The seaplane base being hidden among
fairly tall cliffs, it was not possible for us
to rise direct, so I “taxied” the machine—
ran her along a zigzag course—till clear
of the mouth of the harbour. A-lift of her
nose and she soared, the altimeter
marking off the feet as they were gained.
Then we started off to our daily work.

Below-us, looking like cockleshells, were
some dozen or more merchant vessels.
Beyond speculating idly and «sub-
consciously as to their destination and
cargoes, we paid no attention to them ;

the craft we were looking for were long
and low and lean, and-charged with a
mission to U boats—a mission the fulfil-
ment of which depended in no small
measure upon our co-operation.

Presently we picked them up, but,
besides our destroyers, there were many
other units of The Pack That Hunts the
Unterseeboot. There were heavy lurchers
—trawlers and drifters—beating over the
ground with dogged pertinacity; pug-
nacious iittle terriers—armed motor-boats
—seeking to dig the quarry out of his
earths, as well as the hounds themselves—
the destroyers—hovering around on the
edge of that ‘‘ wet triangle,” ready to
daré in tnd kill whatever might be found
or coaxed or frightened to the surface.
They greeted us—lurchers, terriers, and
hounds alike—with a curt display of
bunting, ard, in accordance with orders,

A S soon as we stepped out of the

Chronicled by John S. Margerison

we commenced to add eyes to their other
means for flushing the quarry.

Circling this. way and that we
flitted about for the best part of the
forenoon, but, alas! saw nothing that
could be strafed ; nothing that lay on a

muddy -bottom and, lazily stirring its
propellers, tried to convince the Pack
that it was a new kind of mudbank,
istead of a U boat hidden beneath the
opacity of disturbed mud and water.
And so well into the day, until a sister

dragon-fly came and spoke Buzzingly to
us through the wireless installation, and
took over our job, Then back home again,
keeping a keen eye on the water the whole
way, till we dropped to the water inside
the base, and ten minutes later, while the

ubiquitous mechanics again tended to
our “imsect,” were smoking the second

pipe of the day.

Diseovery of a “ Fritz”

But seaplane patrols are not always so
uneventiul—if they were there would-be
little reason for our existence. At times
we strike purple patches, and are thankful
therefor. And the frequency of these
patches depends largely upon the place
where we are stationed.

For instance, in~this particular base
somewhere on the East Coast, we. had

quite a nice little spasm the other day.
Working with the Pack, we found nothing;

going home, we discovered a Fritz lying
brazenly, openly, on the bottom. We
snapped off a message to a destroyer, and
she called four trawlers to her aid, and
ambled across to take a hand in the
trouble that was brewing. We gave her
the word, and the trawlers disposed

themselves, one at each corner of a wet

rectangle, and got ont their creeping gear,
which is a stout wire hawser attached
to the sterns of two ships, and weighted
in the middle to keep it down on the sea-
bed. When they had rigged these

“ gadgets,” they went ahead, taking their
cue from the destroyer, with whom we
talked by wireless.
And, even as they moved, something

round and black bobbed up from the
motionless U boat, and swung away down
the tide, to be followed a few seconds
later by another similar shape. Fritz
was not only sitting on our doorstep, but
was sowing mines for the strafing of
unsuspecting ships passing along the free
fairway close at hand.

A Fight in the Sky

We told the destroyer of this, and
received orders to keep our eye on the
mines, but for the moment to help in this
kill. We watched the trawlers steam
ahead: till their wires caught under the
nose and tail of the U boat, till they
had steamed past each other and held
Fritz in a kind of cat’s cradle on the sea-
bed. Even.as we signalled ‘* Got him ” to
the destroyer, Fritz tried to break loose,
but the Pack held him in its fangs, and
‘he was doomed. It gave him five
minutes. to come up and surrender, but
he sulked ; so, at another signalled word,
a couple of red tins of high explosive were
snipped to the now taut wires, and slid
down under the surface till they rested
on the U boat’s hull. Then followed a

deep boom, a slight upheaval of grey
water, and a broad patch of oil that rose
andspread itself grimly over the face of
the sea. And that was all, except that.
my observer-had a fair amount of target
practice at the mines as they bobbed
down the current, and finally sank both

with rounds from his machine-gun.
Then there was the enemy squadronof

seaplanes which came over one Sunday. We
were among the “planes which assembled
to give these intruders a warmreception,
and were attacked by thret of them at the
same time. Each of these carried a pair
of torpedoes slung under his fuselage,
so I knew they couldn't perform any
stunts. Therefore, without thinking, ‘I

simply “looped” out of their way, and
as we straightened out again, let the
nearest Boche have a full drum from the
gun. Hecrumpled up and crashed.
The other two manceuvred for openings,

and fired as I turned,-but, anticipating
this, I side-slipped some two hundred feet, *
so that their rounds went ~far above us.~
Then, climbing again, I found Number
Two's “ blind spot,” and treated him to a

dose of-Iead which killed his pilot, with
-the result that he, too, went down and

struck the sea surface with a . thud.
Number Three turned to run, but I had
my blood up, and went after him, only
to lose him through his running into half
a dozen of my pals, who promptly shot
him down. And- that was the close of
that perfect Sunday.

Incident in the Channel

In contrast with this I must tell you
of a.trip I made to the otherside, carrying
a newly-trained pilot as passenger. Half-
way across the Channel we sighted a
submarine cruising on the surface, and

recoghising by certain signs that she was
one of our own boats, and trusting to our
own identification signals to prevent her
firing upon™“us, we swooped low to get a
better view. And as we slid down we
suddenly ran into a small air-pocket,
-which made the machine drop perilously.
As we regained control and climbed again
the E boat gave us a cheer, and as the
passenger leant over the side to wave
an acknowledgment the machine rocked
violently, causing him to grab suddenly at
the sides as he sprawled, forgetting that
his seat straps would hold him. His foot
went out and caught a Thermos: flask
resting inarack. The flask flew upwards
into the air, and describing a neat curve,
fell downwards vertically, aiming straight
for the hull of the submarine. 5

E- had all my work cut out to
control my laughter and the machine,
but looking over the side we saw that
flask strike the submarine’s hull well
forward, and as wecircled roundsignalling
apologies and cynical comments, were
treated to the sight of a profane and sea-
soaked submarine’s crew swimming back
to their craft and shaking their fists at us.
These are just a few imcidents ; to tell

the whole would take miles of space;
but, come fair weather or foul, enemy
*planes or U boats or Zeppelins, the Navy
that Flies is always ready and eager to
do a bit of strafing, and will always be
““so inclined’ whenever Fritz takes it
into his head “‘ to oblige.”’
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* Spotted | In this spirited drawing the artist has depicted the
moment in which a low-fiying British seaplane on patrol duty has

discovered a U boat just emerging from a ‘‘choppy”’ sea.
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inside the fuselage of a British battleplane, which is large Giant Gotha brought down near Soissons by French anti-aircraft guns
on the night of Christmas Eve. The machine, which had only recently

been completed, carried a dozen cylinder-motors.
enough to allow of the aviators standing upright. It has
windows, and a sky-light affording overhead observation.
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mess-room we could see the sea-
plane, lying outside her shed close

to the sea-edge. With her wings folded
back along her sides she looked for all the
world like a defunct dragon-fly, and the
blue-overalled. figures of the ~-mechanics
clambering all over her were as. so many
ants at work on her carcase. But, whereas

the real ants would have dismemberedher,

these blue-clad figures were tending to her
welfare.
As we smoked our after-breakfast pipes

and slowly walked down to the machine,
flying headgear slung over our arms, we
noted how they clambered up herforelegs
to “oil. important bearings, heard the
crackling of the tractors as they tried her
engines, and, lastly, watched the great
sideplanes open--outwards, making her
look yet more like a gigantic dragon-fly.
With infinite care the mechanics pulled

her on to a float and pushed her down to
the water’s edge, where she lay with her
tail dipping lazily to the wash of the sea.
A final iook over her, and we clambered
to our seats, strapping ourselves in as the
chief mechanic made his final test. A
wave of the hand, a yelled order, and the
mechanics jumped ashore as the propeller
commenced .to roar vociferously, circling
so fast that it appeared but as a patch of
haze~between the upper planes. My
observer passed over to me the headpiece
of the telephone, strapped on his own
apparatus, gave an eye td his wireless
installation, the tray of. ammunition for
his machine-gun, and the row of light
bombs in their rack under the fuselage.
A quick glance at the petrol gauge,
another to see that all connections of
levers and other vital_ parts were intact,

and we were off.

““The Pack That Hunts”

The seaplane base being hidden among
fairly tall cliffs, it was not possible for us
to rise direct, so I “taxied” the machine—
ran her along a zigzag course—till clear
of the mouth of the harbour. A-lift of her
nose and she soared, the altimeter
marking off the feet as they were gained.
Then we started off to our daily work.

Below-us, looking like cockleshells, were
some dozen or more merchant vessels.
Beyond speculating idly and «sub-
consciously as to their destination and
cargoes, we paid no attention to them ;

the craft we were looking for were long
and low and lean, and-charged with a
mission to U boats—a mission the fulfil-
ment of which depended in no small
measure upon our co-operation.

Presently we picked them up, but,
besides our destroyers, there were many
other units of The Pack That Hunts the
Unterseeboot. There were heavy lurchers
—trawlers and drifters—beating over the
ground with dogged pertinacity; pug-
nacious iittle terriers—armed motor-boats
—seeking to dig the quarry out of his
earths, as well as the hounds themselves—
the destroyers—hovering around on the
edge of that ‘‘ wet triangle,” ready to
daré in tnd kill whatever might be found
or coaxed or frightened to the surface.
They greeted us—lurchers, terriers, and
hounds alike—with a curt display of
bunting, ard, in accordance with orders,

A S soon as we stepped out of the
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we commenced to add eyes to their other
means for flushing the quarry.

Circling this. way and that we
flitted about for the best part of the
forenoon, but, alas! saw nothing that
could be strafed ; nothing that lay on a

muddy -bottom and, lazily stirring its
propellers, tried to convince the Pack
that it was a new kind of mudbank,
istead of a U boat hidden beneath the
opacity of disturbed mud and water.
And so well into the day, until a sister

dragon-fly came and spoke Buzzingly to
us through the wireless installation, and
took over our job, Then back home again,
keeping a keen eye on the water the whole
way, till we dropped to the water inside
the base, and ten minutes later, while the

ubiquitous mechanics again tended to
our “imsect,” were smoking the second

pipe of the day.

Diseovery of a “ Fritz”

But seaplane patrols are not always so
uneventiul—if they were there would-be
little reason for our existence. At times
we strike purple patches, and are thankful
therefor. And the frequency of these
patches depends largely upon the place
where we are stationed.

For instance, in~this particular base
somewhere on the East Coast, we. had

quite a nice little spasm the other day.
Working with the Pack, we found nothing;

going home, we discovered a Fritz lying
brazenly, openly, on the bottom. We
snapped off a message to a destroyer, and
she called four trawlers to her aid, and
ambled across to take a hand in the
trouble that was brewing. We gave her
the word, and the trawlers disposed

themselves, one at each corner of a wet

rectangle, and got ont their creeping gear,
which is a stout wire hawser attached
to the sterns of two ships, and weighted
in the middle to keep it down on the sea-
bed. When they had rigged these

“ gadgets,” they went ahead, taking their
cue from the destroyer, with whom we
talked by wireless.
And, even as they moved, something

round and black bobbed up from the
motionless U boat, and swung away down
the tide, to be followed a few seconds
later by another similar shape. Fritz
was not only sitting on our doorstep, but
was sowing mines for the strafing of
unsuspecting ships passing along the free
fairway close at hand.

A Fight in the Sky

We told the destroyer of this, and
received orders to keep our eye on the
mines, but for the moment to help in this
kill. We watched the trawlers steam
ahead: till their wires caught under the
nose and tail of the U boat, till they
had steamed past each other and held
Fritz in a kind of cat’s cradle on the sea-
bed. Even.as we signalled ‘* Got him ” to
the destroyer, Fritz tried to break loose,
but the Pack held him in its fangs, and
‘he was doomed. It gave him five
minutes. to come up and surrender, but
he sulked ; so, at another signalled word,
a couple of red tins of high explosive were
snipped to the now taut wires, and slid
down under the surface till they rested
on the U boat’s hull. Then followed a

deep boom, a slight upheaval of grey
water, and a broad patch of oil that rose
andspread itself grimly over the face of
the sea. And that was all, except that.
my observer-had a fair amount of target
practice at the mines as they bobbed
down the current, and finally sank both

with rounds from his machine-gun.
Then there was the enemy squadronof

seaplanes which came over one Sunday. We
were among the “planes which assembled
to give these intruders a warmreception,
and were attacked by thret of them at the
same time. Each of these carried a pair
of torpedoes slung under his fuselage,
so I knew they couldn't perform any
stunts. Therefore, without thinking, ‘I

simply “looped” out of their way, and
as we straightened out again, let the
nearest Boche have a full drum from the
gun. Hecrumpled up and crashed.
The other two manceuvred for openings,

and fired as I turned,-but, anticipating
this, I side-slipped some two hundred feet, *
so that their rounds went ~far above us.~
Then, climbing again, I found Number
Two's “ blind spot,” and treated him to a

dose of-Iead which killed his pilot, with
-the result that he, too, went down and

struck the sea surface with a . thud.
Number Three turned to run, but I had
my blood up, and went after him, only
to lose him through his running into half
a dozen of my pals, who promptly shot
him down. And- that was the close of
that perfect Sunday.

Incident in the Channel

In contrast with this I must tell you
of a.trip I made to the otherside, carrying
a newly-trained pilot as passenger. Half-
way across the Channel we sighted a
submarine cruising on the surface, and

recoghising by certain signs that she was
one of our own boats, and trusting to our
own identification signals to prevent her
firing upon™“us, we swooped low to get a
better view. And as we slid down we
suddenly ran into a small air-pocket,
-which made the machine drop perilously.
As we regained control and climbed again
the E boat gave us a cheer, and as the
passenger leant over the side to wave
an acknowledgment the machine rocked
violently, causing him to grab suddenly at
the sides as he sprawled, forgetting that
his seat straps would hold him. His foot
went out and caught a Thermos: flask
resting inarack. The flask flew upwards
into the air, and describing a neat curve,
fell downwards vertically, aiming straight
for the hull of the submarine. 5

E- had all my work cut out to
control my laughter and the machine,
but looking over the side we saw that
flask strike the submarine’s hull well
forward, and as wecircled roundsignalling
apologies and cynical comments, were
treated to the sight of a profane and sea-
soaked submarine’s crew swimming back
to their craft and shaking their fists at us.
These are just a few imcidents ; to tell

the whole would take miles of space;
but, come fair weather or foul, enemy
*planes or U boats or Zeppelins, the Navy
that Flies is always ready and eager to
do a bit of strafing, and will always be
““so inclined’ whenever Fritz takes it
into his head “‘ to oblige.”’
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moment in which a low-fiying British seaplane on patrol duty has

discovered a U boat just emerging from a ‘‘choppy”’ sea.
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inside the fuselage of a British battleplane, which is large Giant Gotha brought down near Soissons by French anti-aircraft guns
on the night of Christmas Eve. The machine, which had only recently

been completed, carried a dozen cylinder-motors.
enough to allow of the aviators standing upright. It has
windows, and a sky-light affording overhead observation.
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View of Aleppo, showing the old fortress. Situated near the junction of the Palestine railway

with the Berlin-Bagdad line, Aleppo is destined to be a point of importance to the develop-

_ ment of the British operations in Mesopotamia and Palestine.
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Indian troops, with their well-laden transport donkeys, passing along New Street, Bagdad. The photograph shows somet g of the
demolition of houses by the Turksin the laying out of new thoroughfares in the ancient city from which they have been driven.

       
Picnic meal in the Holy Land. ‘The seats and table were of native rock and the fiowers
were growing in the massive table. Right: A well at Beersheba destroyed by the Turks
and taken possessionof by British and Australian troops Nov. 1st, 1917. (British official.)
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; 2 ON Ge GB. js ae hen eR = : At a wayside station in the East. Indian coolies waiting for the train that shall carry then a farther stage on their journey forward

c British trenches in the sand-dunes near Gaza. Delayed for a long time at Gaza, the troops under Sir Edmund Allenby’s command began i - to where their fellows are already doing valuable work in connection with the armies. (Frenchofficial photograph.) :

a, their advance through the Holy Land at the end of October, 1917, capturing Beersheba, Jaffa, and Jerusalem in quick succession. m3 ‘ :
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  They tried, for- instance, the Red

Man’s smoke signals (volumes of smoke

variously arranged on rising ground)5

but when these had been effectualiy

“cmoked ” by our “own people, it was

observed that the enemy’s gunners were

less skilful in judging their distances.

Othertricks adopted fromprimitive codes,

such as chalk-marks, the breaking of

trees or branches, the dispositicn of

squares of turf, etc., were very scon dis-

covered—and, after all, most of them

had beentried bythat fairly astute com-

ander Napoleon I.
Touching counter-espionage in France,

I must be brief, and f pretend to no extra-

ordinary sources of information. Little

has been published here except what bears

ona very few notorious cases ; but itowill,

in Gourse. of time, be known that the

French métheds of counter-espionage

were not inferior to our own. Theycould

not have been, for secret service in France

is no modern organisation; it is found

very well developed in the days of the

monarchy. In the present century the

Third Division (acting independently of

the Prefect of Police himself, who is poli-

tician rather than policeman) is at least

  

as formidable an institution as anysimilar ~

one in Germany; and, when need arises,

as deadly and deadening in its modes of

operation. Again, the French War Office

hadlearnedits lesson long beforeGermany

took the field in 1914. The tragedy,

swift and overwhelming, of 1870 was not

forgotten, and into the innermost sanctum

of the War Office-every secret of import-

ance had flowed in the hour of mobilisa-

tion. As the world has seen, there was
no’surprising France this time !

  

page again. There is, I think, an English

version, ‘‘ The Downfall.”

That rattle of musketry against a wall

of Vincennes -(where have- smouldered,

since the fall of the Bastille, some of the

most tragic memories of older France)

brings into mind for a moment the part

of the woman as a spy in this war. It

has been a very small one.

.

It has been

very small, I mean, in its results. This

warhas changed and revolutionised all the

methods of fighting, extending down to

the subterranean activities of the spy.

So “indiscriminately ruthless have the

methods of Germany been that on every

side the intelligence of. her enemies has

been sharpened against her, and in no

other war has espionage been tackled on

our side so cleverly, so determinedly, so

closely. : g ;
In almost all. of our wars up to now

espionage has been regarded and treated

as a part of the gamethat could not safely

be neglected, but also as an incident

chiefly of the theatre of battle from day

to day. Germany taught us to look for

the spy at home, to look for him before

the war began, and to lay nets for him

everywhere: We did this, and in doing it
we undid the spy. Where the most cunning
of the Kaiser’s men came togrief, there

was no peculiar chance for his women.

In Despicable Service

Spying has been in this war such a

‘nerve-wrecking business as never before.

Suspicion has been universal, pursuit has

never slackened, conviction and penalty.

have been as one. In a dramaas fierce

as this only one or two women have

come into the foreground. The French

meaning to drug him. . . On meeting

these persons face to face, hearing their

conversation, and observing their dress

and manners, L could not help despising

myself for ever entering the “same

service,” : :
All Ciphers Discovered

Weshall be a step to the good if no

womanever enters it again. e

Missing his aim in every otherfield of

espionage, there was yet, at the beginning

of the war, one opening for an enemy who

has trusted so muchto the arts that flow

from science. He ought at least to have

discovered a newthing in cipher-writing.

Naturally, it has been supposed that he

has done so. Members of Parliament

have risen in alarm in the House onthis

subject. Their fears have been un-

founded. The Germans have invented

no new code. No cipher employed in

‘diplomacy, in war, in crime has stood for

long the scrutiny of experts ; and Napo-_

leon was right in saying (after he had put.

to the proof the best specimensof masters

in the art) that every trick of writing—

with figures, with letters, withhiero- .

glyphics—was valucless. At the War

Office, the HomeOffice, Scotland Yard,or

in that quiet place, “‘ Somewhere, Ws

to which no member of the public has
penetrated, the measure has been taken:

of all the Germanciphers. eye

From A to Z the war has blown to.

pieces the German spysystem.. What of

credit will remain to Germany when the

war is over we need not at present be too

curious to ask. But with the spy system

of the ‘ All-Highest ” some historian will

certainly tickle the palate of posterity.

THE END ~- ~
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; With Some Consideration of Women's Part in a Despicable Business

| By TIGHE HOPKINS

, ONCERNING the thoroughness of The Kaiser has had long to wait for. Government shot one at Versailles and } :

our anti-spyservice athomel have his performance of Sudermann at the’ one at Marseilles. 4

es ‘probably said enough. There will Francais. In one ratherhorrible example Scotland Yardwill by and bytel! whatit

be manyrevelations when the war is con- -we have seer that in this war, atany rate, thinks of the woman as a spy, and it-will

cluded, but the reader already perceives Trance will take no risks—wwill, on the» be an echo of one of the most famous of

that the enemyovetreached himscl{ from contrary, exact the last frightful penalty the asides of Napoleon, who put the sex \i

the first. —in the matter of espionage. I hardly to the test with a cynicism bred of ex- |

Widelyas it extended, we had the whole fancy that Napoleon (who, tobe sure, perience. It is to the credit of fhe woman \

of his system in check before hostili- made no bones ovér the shooting of a that she fails as a spy ; and Stieber, the Py

ties began; and since then, in London d’Enghien) would have whisked that great, unblushing genius of the business, / :

and the chie& provincial towns, at every

~

unhappy dancing-girl at dawn from her had -an instinctive knowledge of her i

port in the kingdom, and every point of cell ina Paris prison toa courtyard inthe weakness for the part. ‘Is it a big !

i ance on the coast, we have spoiled, “Dungeon of Vincennes, there to gather in affair you have, sire ?”’ said Stieber to

ated, or confounded all his moves.» her breast the bullets of a firing-party; his old master. “Well, then, anybody ‘

cleverest agents failed to know the

_

but,if the facts he open, the history com- but a woman!”

movements of British troops in the very prised in themis stul veiled _to us. The German experts have always made r

Kt! earliest clash of arms; so have theyfailed = use of women, but almost always also in

i these many, many months to send to Womenas Spies -a subordinate capacity. For a career in

S Berlin tidings more secret than therest of On the general questign as regards spying, demanding steady and persistent =

| i ussiae sxcadrae the ays newspaper. France, I think the chronicles of the war nerve, they have usually_chosen a woman

ip s ghost, revisiting the glimpses of 31) chow : (1) That in the first few days of the type of the _dancing-girl. In

i has either chuckled over-OF ihe Jawof 1886, ealing with espionage, a service such as ‘this a SCHIAR may

his fate. Ss. was revised from top to bottom ; (2) that tonchthe depths. ‘, have gate’ ope®

; AttSooeePeEa iS this revised measure was followed almost 5:a poteeepees.tens

hae epee cearerace “the 7 a ron immediately by a fresh one ; and (3) that erateoF a a ss Behecat but —

4 ah aoa = Pr tee Rs ee 5). certain quiet districts where German estar Has oLODADL S an Esai with

£3 See a eteoped gc itn oe spies, quartered on a. business footing in ele! Sooae in : woes

: ot recall, was on the jaunt in North “Shope: and offices, had long lain_ under spies of her sex. She says (and-is caretul

> | America. He wasstudying, with practical suspicion, Pps lynch ae here ere to add that she is speaking of Germgn t.

; intent, the ways of the declining Rel -<rare-tor a week oF SO : women): One woman‘openly “bragged

Man, and quite early in the awar pe aes aeadet ‘py chancerecall in this beforeme that she had strangleda FY sich

oe were making some use Of his (onnection a scene -of the ghastliest in woman spy who_ had cere her in

knowledge. Zola’s novel of the war of 1870? Ifhe SoeUSaeoe ee ae t
2

Some Primitive Tricks has the stomach for it, he mayread the pie had spase eee ] HeavyItalian artillery passing through Castelfranco on its way to the front, where “General Winter” is helping to hold the enemy in
(French official.)

 

   
 Heroic enterprise of Italian sailors in a night attack at Trieste. Creeping up in the darkness in small launches, the seamen spent over

, two hours in cutting the steel hawsers that held the harbour net, while Austrian searchlights looked for danger in the sky. Having

opened the harbour, two Italian boats stole in and torpedoed the Wien and the Monarch, sinking the former and damagingthelatter.

 

 



    

 

 

 

     

  

 
   

  

  

  

   

  They tried, for- instance, the Red

Man’s smoke signals (volumes of smoke

variously arranged on rising ground)5

but when these had been effectualiy

“cmoked ” by our “own people, it was

observed that the enemy’s gunners were

less skilful in judging their distances.

Othertricks adopted fromprimitive codes,

such as chalk-marks, the breaking of

trees or branches, the dispositicn of

squares of turf, etc., were very scon dis-

covered—and, after all, most of them

had beentried bythat fairly astute com-

ander Napoleon I.
Touching counter-espionage in France,

I must be brief, and f pretend to no extra-

ordinary sources of information. Little

has been published here except what bears

ona very few notorious cases ; but itowill,

in Gourse. of time, be known that the

French métheds of counter-espionage

were not inferior to our own. Theycould

not have been, for secret service in France

is no modern organisation; it is found

very well developed in the days of the

monarchy. In the present century the

Third Division (acting independently of

the Prefect of Police himself, who is poli-

tician rather than policeman) is at least

  

as formidable an institution as anysimilar ~

one in Germany; and, when need arises,

as deadly and deadening in its modes of

operation. Again, the French War Office

hadlearnedits lesson long beforeGermany

took the field in 1914. The tragedy,

swift and overwhelming, of 1870 was not

forgotten, and into the innermost sanctum

of the War Office-every secret of import-

ance had flowed in the hour of mobilisa-

tion. As the world has seen, there was
no’surprising France this time !

  

page again. There is, I think, an English

version, ‘‘ The Downfall.”

That rattle of musketry against a wall

of Vincennes -(where have- smouldered,

since the fall of the Bastille, some of the

most tragic memories of older France)

brings into mind for a moment the part

of the woman as a spy in this war. It

has been a very small one.

.

It has been

very small, I mean, in its results. This

warhas changed and revolutionised all the

methods of fighting, extending down to

the subterranean activities of the spy.

So “indiscriminately ruthless have the

methods of Germany been that on every

side the intelligence of. her enemies has

been sharpened against her, and in no

other war has espionage been tackled on

our side so cleverly, so determinedly, so

closely. : g ;
In almost all. of our wars up to now

espionage has been regarded and treated

as a part of the gamethat could not safely

be neglected, but also as an incident

chiefly of the theatre of battle from day

to day. Germany taught us to look for

the spy at home, to look for him before

the war began, and to lay nets for him

everywhere: We did this, and in doing it
we undid the spy. Where the most cunning
of the Kaiser’s men came togrief, there

was no peculiar chance for his women.

In Despicable Service

Spying has been in this war such a

‘nerve-wrecking business as never before.

Suspicion has been universal, pursuit has

never slackened, conviction and penalty.

have been as one. In a dramaas fierce

as this only one or two women have

come into the foreground. The French

meaning to drug him. . . On meeting

these persons face to face, hearing their

conversation, and observing their dress

and manners, L could not help despising

myself for ever entering the “same

service,” : :
All Ciphers Discovered

Weshall be a step to the good if no

womanever enters it again. e

Missing his aim in every otherfield of

espionage, there was yet, at the beginning

of the war, one opening for an enemy who

has trusted so muchto the arts that flow

from science. He ought at least to have

discovered a newthing in cipher-writing.

Naturally, it has been supposed that he

has done so. Members of Parliament

have risen in alarm in the House onthis

subject. Their fears have been un-

founded. The Germans have invented

no new code. No cipher employed in

‘diplomacy, in war, in crime has stood for

long the scrutiny of experts ; and Napo-_

leon was right in saying (after he had put.

to the proof the best specimensof masters

in the art) that every trick of writing—

with figures, with letters, withhiero- .

glyphics—was valucless. At the War

Office, the HomeOffice, Scotland Yard,or

in that quiet place, “‘ Somewhere, Ws

to which no member of the public has
penetrated, the measure has been taken:

of all the Germanciphers. eye

From A to Z the war has blown to.

pieces the German spysystem.. What of

credit will remain to Germany when the

war is over we need not at present be too

curious to ask. But with the spy system

of the ‘ All-Highest ” some historian will

certainly tickle the palate of posterity.

THE END ~- ~
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Pierrots and Pantomime Players from France
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R.G.A. Officer Cadets at a Training School
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j ; Six of the comedians,and (right) the star female impersonatorsof the pierrots
: ’ of the 24th Division; all of whom have heen in the firing-line.

Future officers of the Royal Garrison Artillery working a field
telephone exchange at an English Cadets’ School.
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The ‘pantomime mule, despite a slight “‘hump,”’ due perhaps to the cold, condescendsto toy with a little light refreshment before
 

: (right) bringing in Cinderella’s ugly sisters for rehearsal. These pierrots gave performances in London recently. (British official.)

Cadets moving guns at the double with drag-ropes in the school parade ground.
Inset above : The director laying out the line of fire for a firing-class. =
 

 

   

     
 

 
 

   

A gallant officer as Cinderella, and (right) members of a pantomime company of soldiers on the western front at rehearsal. The theatrical ak

DS FENWAY
S BNA ANGEAGE SEN     The field telephone exchange set up in the bole of a tree, as shownin greater detail in the first photograph, just outside the school -

; 12 buildings. Right: Cadets ramming a shell home intoaheavy gun.

 

companies of British soldiers possess much “ talent,’’ and their performances are hugely appreciated by all ranks. (British official.)
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RECORDS. OF THE REGIMENTS—LVI

oll of Honour THE WELSH GUARDS -

 

The Empire’s
JO PREDERICK HENRY JOHNSON, V.C3 Royal Engineers,

2 isitea Trcronas born in 1890. the son of Mr. Samuel Rogers Johnson,

 

fourth son of Sir Frederick and Lady Green, of Hainault Lodge, Chigwell oot

Educated at Harrow and Sandhurst, he entered the South patton ee

Regiment in 1901, served in the West African Frontier Yoree from 1908 to

  

 

T this series of articles men waited while the other two brigades was terrific. In front of them machine-
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t ve one Dn Titeift Middle School and St. Dunstan’s, i v' eB yee Oo eRe an Ota? we have told’ step opened the attack. Then came the order. guns spurted from a sunken road, and

eee Catfords and continned‘nestudiesatthe Battersea ‘Polxteehnie reinohSete feoe Tirst Miettlerofpres, goeoaahad et ; by step the story of that the 3rd was to cross the ridge and from Meee side they were assailed. They
: University of London, wherehe took the BeeCCeLCS Seems oer or the peesheGarecovering: he went to Cameroon, and thence. to another i the Brigade of Guards move forward to support the 2nd, their fought ou, however, and the ualties.to
fs LondonUniversity 0.T.C. betore weSeecameinid toa field company front, where he had taken part in all the fightingsince as ie Rifle’ 4 during the Great War. objective-being the hil marked 7o. They their officers bulked large in the Roll of

¢ aeReeaesoanalieuvenant when he was awarded the Temporary-Captain andSieaemataeone f It is a wonderful story, marched first through the ruined village Honour on the last days of the month.

Bf Victoria Cross for most conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty in. the Brigade aoWestGlasgow. He hadserved with distinction, and was j and should one day, fill of Loos, where gas-shells disabled a good The fighting amidst shell-holes, ruin, and a
5 attack upon Hill 70 on September 25th, 1915. He was with a section of his of Windsor ace, s ' { desolation was carried on for sometime ;

 

gineers, and although wounded in the leg stuck to

fttack, led several charges on the German redoubt,

ne, under heavyfire, repeatedly rallied the men

his splendid example and cool courage he was mainly

ation. and in establishing firmly his part of the

He remained at his post until relieved in

company of the Royal En:
his. duty throughout, the a
and at a very critical
who were near him. By i
instrumental in saving the situ
position which had been taken.
the evening.

Major C€ r
Nigeria Regiment, who die

    

rles Henry Green, South Staffordshire Regiment, attached to

eg : dd of wounds on November Sth, 1917, was the

  

f inted adjutant of his battalion in May, 1917. if ~ ‘

REeenant Robert Cameron Jackson, killed in action, SeRete

1882, and after coming to London in 1902 entered the pobliehing.. Se

working with Messrs. Hutchinson & Co. and Mess J. M. Dent & f Ona

in 1908 becoming one ofthe original directors of Sidgwick& Jackson, eaie

He attested under the Derby scheme, and when called up in Sapa A %,

enlisted in the London Scottish. At the end of that year he ee

commission in the Machine Gun Corps, and lett for the front in July, 1017,

to fall in action on September 28rd.

 

 
 

 

      

 

     
   Major C, H. GREEN,

§. Staffs, attd. Nigeria Regt.

  Capt. G. H. MORGAN,. BELL-IRVING 6
ere Royal Welsh Fusiliers.-» Hussars,
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an heroic and shining
page in martial literature.
It began at Mons, and
no one. knows where it
will-end, but only a. few
weeks ago the Guards

were fighting as well as ever in. the
dseperate struggle around Cambrai. Our
articles began fittingly with. the Cold-
stréams; the oldest regiment in the Army,
then followed the Irish, the. Scots, and the
Grenadier Guards. Each: one took- the
tale a little further, and it is now the
turn of* the Welsh Guards, the fifth.and
youngest regiment in thebrigade.
Some time during 1915 it was decided

to take thevarious battalions of Guards
out of the different divisions and brigades
in which they were, and to unite them
into a single division, which, owing to the
exceptional -physique and training of the
Guards, would” be a ‘corps d’élite.* To
make up a full division thirteen battalions
were required, twelve to compose the
division’s three brigades of four battalions

  

number, but the rest pressed on, and at

5.30 in the afternoon they were ready
for their big effort.
The 4th Grenadiers led, but soon their

yanks were so thinned that the Welsh
went up to support them. The two
battalions then pushed steadily forward,
and were soon almost on the top of the
hill, where there was a redoubt, around

which were the dead bodies of the High-
landers who had assailed it on the Satur-
day. Just in front of it they dug them-
selves in, and from that line they didnot

budge. During the night the -Scots
Guards came up to hold it, and the Welsh
were relieved. Ehey had fought théir
first action and had: won. ,
Two deeds performed on this day-are

. guished themselves especially.

it was a confused struggle in which, as
one officer said, the things. most required

were compasses, |

At Cambrai

OF the grim-details we as yet know. very
little, and: we know, even less about the
f

  

ights. of 1917. In, October the Guards
were in. Flanders; where, having, rushed

a .position and..taken, four hundred
prisoners, they held a. line close to Houit-

hulst -Ferest, which was; deseribed as. a
wilderness of mud. and water. In No-
vember. they were im, the: fierce fighting
for Cambrai, and at Fontaine they distin-

It was. before these autumn attacks,

 

 

 

  

 

        

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

      

 

             
 

Welsh Guards.
ae ec.-Lient. A. 6. BOROUGH, Sec.-Lieut. R. C. JACKSON.Sec.-Lieut. L. TUDSBERY., Sec.-Lien Msiees Ooene ’

Yeomanry. Coldstream Guards,

  
 

Welsh Guards. Its brigade, the 3rd, was
im reserve, and so behind a ridge the

ie

Ginchy towards a most formidable position
some little distance away. The struggle

 
first time.

A. W.-H.

 

: each, and -one to act as pioneer
Of ‘the thirteen battalions: eight were

4 alteady at the front, so-five new Ones were
i sent out from-Englaid: - One. of “these
y “was: the tst“ Battalion®~ of the -Welsh |

\ i Guards; raised: only a short time before, ;

a and it joined the 3rd Guards Brigade,

i At Loos_

Hee as ~The Welsh Guards received their |
x baptism: of fire at Loos. This. battle, it |

j 7 will. be remembered, began ‘on Saturday |; & morning, September 25th, 1915. Some | |
BR . : . 3 : j : comers Sa ground was won, but the advantages |

; ) . H. S. BENJAMIN, Capt. J. J. BEDDOW, Lieut. C. C. HOR : could not be pressed home, and it resolved |

JON, me, Rife Evade”apes eee Captcrocatershire’Regt. Essex Regt. North Staiis Regt. itself into a sanguinary struggle around —
‘ oe ray 4 two or three strong positions. |

i : The Guards were kept in reserve about |
4 twenty” miles. «from ‘Loos: Sir John OFFICERS OF THE WELSH GUARDS.—Frontrow(left fo tight): Maj. H, I. Bromfield, DS.0., |

| oeteeeeieeehCRry
a —Se eeeBEE ce Second ae Pecolt. Ga6: Aeee Lt.H. E. Wethiered, See. Li. aon F. Morgan, Lt. K. & |
, required, but he ordered their general; Minzies, Sec.-Lt. W. A. Dox Pitt, Sec.-Lt. F. A. V. Copland Griffiths, See.-Lt, G. ©. Hi, Crawshay. |
i ae. oe soneoneee e es ae‘ ey we oe Giovgh, es = Boia pesFt an ¥ HADESSEU *

; t |{ to the front, and on the Saturday they Newall ; See-Lt. H. Dene, Se H. J. Suéton, Li. HE. Allen; Lt. J. J. P. Evans, Sec.-Lt.

% a |] were maxching at a steady pace‘towards 7 Wapyieesochit HEM,Martineau SeocLtB.C. Williame-dliies
ot 4 ' jhe the noise; of the guns. . ; |

i On Saturday. evening they bivouacked well worthy of mention. Captain. Rhys much earlier in the year, that Sergeant |
‘a eight miles: from. Loos, and on Sunday ‘Williams, who was in charge of the Robert Bye, of the Welsh Guards, won
iit morning Sir John French-told Sir Douglas battalion’s machine-guns, was wounded, the. Victoria Cross. An. assault was in |

3 : Ss a Haig he: could: make use of them as he but he came back to his work as soon progress, and two German ‘‘ pill-boxes,”’ or |
Z bas , : ae nae a sppagit a - Douglas had no doubts, as his injuries had been dressed. Then, something of that kind, were in the way. |

a : : © Sec,-Lieut. W. CREAGH, Sec.-Lieut. C. P. » or during the day some ground near Loos lying on his back, for he was unable to. Bye rushed one of them, and it troubled |

u ger Boeerae Suerechees. R.E.E. Leinster Regt, Suffolk Regt. . tt had boas lot and it ot be won back. ae he directed his men until the with- the Guards no more. The attack con- |
§ aoe : The Guards were to win it. drawal at midnight. In the same attack tinued, and it became necessary to clear |
j iS » Onecan imagine the excitement at the Private G. C. Grant won distinction by ‘another line of German. defences.- Bye |
i . P headquarters of the division. Lord Cavan carrying’ ammunition and messages to offered to lead the party detailed for this
é ss a Y has sent for his brigadiers, who motor-up the front line. hazardous work ; this he successfully did, ||

, ; and enter his- room: Maps are spread For about a year after Loos little was and many prisoners were taken...
oH out, and expert Staff officers staitd around, heard of the Guards. The Battle.of the As already stated, the Welsh Guards |

e a One tells of what the artillery can do, Somme began, and was continued through- is avery young regiment. In February, |
ia ty another how the flying men will assist, out July and August, but yet there was 1915, the King gave permission for the |
y a ' |} andso on. Lord Cavan reads Sir Douglas -no word of them in action. Rumour said formation of this unit. A..badge and |

i) » Haig’s orders. These are discussed, and that they were being trained and kept motto were approved, and. from the .
tin 4 ¥ at length a plan of attack is settled.. The for some special enterprise, and so it Grenadier Guards'a number of Welshmen U
i £ Uy three brigadiers. motor away, each to may have been, Anyhow, we know that were taken for a nucleus. The ranks »
e “= assemble his colonels and arrange their the Tanks and.the Guards entered the were quickly filled, and on St, David's My

Pah SS U _ part in the coming struggle. battle on the same day, September 15th. Day, March 1st, the regiment mounted u
i wi - ; * Here we are only concerned with the The Guards advanced, as required;from guard at Buckingham Palace for the ¥
by Sec.-Lieut. J. H. JEHN, _Sec.-Lieut. R. C. DRUMMOND, U us
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The Empire’s
JO PREDERICK HENRY JOHNSON, V.C3 Royal Engineers,

2 isitea Trcronas born in 1890. the son of Mr. Samuel Rogers Johnson,

 

fourth son of Sir Frederick and Lady Green, of Hainault Lodge, Chigwell oot

Educated at Harrow and Sandhurst, he entered the South patton ee

Regiment in 1901, served in the West African Frontier Yoree from 1908 to

  

 

T this series of articles men waited while the other two brigades was terrific. In front of them machine-
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t ve one Dn Titeift Middle School and St. Dunstan’s, i v' eB yee Oo eRe an Ota? we have told’ step opened the attack. Then came the order. guns spurted from a sunken road, and

eee Catfords and continned‘nestudiesatthe Battersea ‘Polxteehnie reinohSete feoe Tirst Miettlerofpres, goeoaahad et ; by step the story of that the 3rd was to cross the ridge and from Meee side they were assailed. They
: University of London, wherehe took the BeeCCeLCS Seems oer or the peesheGarecovering: he went to Cameroon, and thence. to another i the Brigade of Guards move forward to support the 2nd, their fought ou, however, and the ualties.to
fs LondonUniversity 0.T.C. betore weSeecameinid toa field company front, where he had taken part in all the fightingsince as ie Rifle’ 4 during the Great War. objective-being the hil marked 7o. They their officers bulked large in the Roll of

¢ aeReeaesoanalieuvenant when he was awarded the Temporary-Captain andSieaemataeone f It is a wonderful story, marched first through the ruined village Honour on the last days of the month.

Bf Victoria Cross for most conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty in. the Brigade aoWestGlasgow. He hadserved with distinction, and was j and should one day, fill of Loos, where gas-shells disabled a good The fighting amidst shell-holes, ruin, and a
5 attack upon Hill 70 on September 25th, 1915. He was with a section of his of Windsor ace, s ' { desolation was carried on for sometime ;

 

gineers, and although wounded in the leg stuck to

fttack, led several charges on the German redoubt,

ne, under heavyfire, repeatedly rallied the men

his splendid example and cool courage he was mainly

ation. and in establishing firmly his part of the

He remained at his post until relieved in

company of the Royal En:
his. duty throughout, the a
and at a very critical
who were near him. By i
instrumental in saving the situ
position which had been taken.
the evening.

Major C€ r
Nigeria Regiment, who die

    

rles Henry Green, South Staffordshire Regiment, attached to

eg : dd of wounds on November Sth, 1917, was the

  

f inted adjutant of his battalion in May, 1917. if ~ ‘

REeenant Robert Cameron Jackson, killed in action, SeRete

1882, and after coming to London in 1902 entered the pobliehing.. Se

working with Messrs. Hutchinson & Co. and Mess J. M. Dent & f Ona

in 1908 becoming one ofthe original directors of Sidgwick& Jackson, eaie

He attested under the Derby scheme, and when called up in Sapa A %,

enlisted in the London Scottish. At the end of that year he ee

commission in the Machine Gun Corps, and lett for the front in July, 1017,

to fall in action on September 28rd.

 

 
 

 

      

 

     
   Major C, H. GREEN,

§. Staffs, attd. Nigeria Regt.

  Capt. G. H. MORGAN,. BELL-IRVING 6
ere Royal Welsh Fusiliers.-» Hussars,
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an heroic and shining
page in martial literature.
It began at Mons, and
no one. knows where it
will-end, but only a. few
weeks ago the Guards

were fighting as well as ever in. the
dseperate struggle around Cambrai. Our
articles began fittingly with. the Cold-
stréams; the oldest regiment in the Army,
then followed the Irish, the. Scots, and the
Grenadier Guards. Each: one took- the
tale a little further, and it is now the
turn of* the Welsh Guards, the fifth.and
youngest regiment in thebrigade.
Some time during 1915 it was decided

to take thevarious battalions of Guards
out of the different divisions and brigades
in which they were, and to unite them
into a single division, which, owing to the
exceptional -physique and training of the
Guards, would” be a ‘corps d’élite.* To
make up a full division thirteen battalions
were required, twelve to compose the
division’s three brigades of four battalions

  

number, but the rest pressed on, and at

5.30 in the afternoon they were ready
for their big effort.
The 4th Grenadiers led, but soon their

yanks were so thinned that the Welsh
went up to support them. The two
battalions then pushed steadily forward,
and were soon almost on the top of the
hill, where there was a redoubt, around

which were the dead bodies of the High-
landers who had assailed it on the Satur-
day. Just in front of it they dug them-
selves in, and from that line they didnot

budge. During the night the -Scots
Guards came up to hold it, and the Welsh
were relieved. Ehey had fought théir
first action and had: won. ,
Two deeds performed on this day-are

. guished themselves especially.

it was a confused struggle in which, as
one officer said, the things. most required

were compasses, |

At Cambrai

OF the grim-details we as yet know. very
little, and: we know, even less about the
f

  

ights. of 1917. In, October the Guards
were in. Flanders; where, having, rushed

a .position and..taken, four hundred
prisoners, they held a. line close to Houit-

hulst -Ferest, which was; deseribed as. a
wilderness of mud. and water. In No-
vember. they were im, the: fierce fighting
for Cambrai, and at Fontaine they distin-

It was. before these autumn attacks,

 

 

 

  

 

        

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

      

 

             
 

Welsh Guards.
ae ec.-Lient. A. 6. BOROUGH, Sec.-Lieut. R. C. JACKSON.Sec.-Lieut. L. TUDSBERY., Sec.-Lien Msiees Ooene ’

Yeomanry. Coldstream Guards,

  
 

Welsh Guards. Its brigade, the 3rd, was
im reserve, and so behind a ridge the

ie

Ginchy towards a most formidable position
some little distance away. The struggle

 
first time.

A. W.-H.

 

: each, and -one to act as pioneer
Of ‘the thirteen battalions: eight were

4 alteady at the front, so-five new Ones were
i sent out from-Englaid: - One. of “these
y “was: the tst“ Battalion®~ of the -Welsh |

\ i Guards; raised: only a short time before, ;

a and it joined the 3rd Guards Brigade,

i At Loos_

Hee as ~The Welsh Guards received their |
x baptism: of fire at Loos. This. battle, it |

j 7 will. be remembered, began ‘on Saturday |; & morning, September 25th, 1915. Some | |
BR . : . 3 : j : comers Sa ground was won, but the advantages |

; ) . H. S. BENJAMIN, Capt. J. J. BEDDOW, Lieut. C. C. HOR : could not be pressed home, and it resolved |

JON, me, Rife Evade”apes eee Captcrocatershire’Regt. Essex Regt. North Staiis Regt. itself into a sanguinary struggle around —
‘ oe ray 4 two or three strong positions. |

i : The Guards were kept in reserve about |
4 twenty” miles. «from ‘Loos: Sir John OFFICERS OF THE WELSH GUARDS.—Frontrow(left fo tight): Maj. H, I. Bromfield, DS.0., |

| oeteeeeieeehCRry
a —Se eeeBEE ce Second ae Pecolt. Ga6: Aeee Lt.H. E. Wethiered, See. Li. aon F. Morgan, Lt. K. & |
, required, but he ordered their general; Minzies, Sec.-Lt. W. A. Dox Pitt, Sec.-Lt. F. A. V. Copland Griffiths, See.-Lt, G. ©. Hi, Crawshay. |
i ae. oe soneoneee e es ae‘ ey we oe Giovgh, es = Boia pesFt an ¥ HADESSEU *

; t |{ to the front, and on the Saturday they Newall ; See-Lt. H. Dene, Se H. J. Suéton, Li. HE. Allen; Lt. J. J. P. Evans, Sec.-Lt.

% a |] were maxching at a steady pace‘towards 7 Wapyieesochit HEM,Martineau SeocLtB.C. Williame-dliies
ot 4 ' jhe the noise; of the guns. . ; |

i On Saturday. evening they bivouacked well worthy of mention. Captain. Rhys much earlier in the year, that Sergeant |
‘a eight miles: from. Loos, and on Sunday ‘Williams, who was in charge of the Robert Bye, of the Welsh Guards, won
iit morning Sir John French-told Sir Douglas battalion’s machine-guns, was wounded, the. Victoria Cross. An. assault was in |

3 : Ss a Haig he: could: make use of them as he but he came back to his work as soon progress, and two German ‘‘ pill-boxes,”’ or |
Z bas , : ae nae a sppagit a - Douglas had no doubts, as his injuries had been dressed. Then, something of that kind, were in the way. |

a : : © Sec,-Lieut. W. CREAGH, Sec.-Lieut. C. P. » or during the day some ground near Loos lying on his back, for he was unable to. Bye rushed one of them, and it troubled |

u ger Boeerae Suerechees. R.E.E. Leinster Regt, Suffolk Regt. . tt had boas lot and it ot be won back. ae he directed his men until the with- the Guards no more. The attack con- |
§ aoe : The Guards were to win it. drawal at midnight. In the same attack tinued, and it became necessary to clear |
j iS » Onecan imagine the excitement at the Private G. C. Grant won distinction by ‘another line of German. defences.- Bye |
i . P headquarters of the division. Lord Cavan carrying’ ammunition and messages to offered to lead the party detailed for this
é ss a Y has sent for his brigadiers, who motor-up the front line. hazardous work ; this he successfully did, ||

, ; and enter his- room: Maps are spread For about a year after Loos little was and many prisoners were taken...
oH out, and expert Staff officers staitd around, heard of the Guards. The Battle.of the As already stated, the Welsh Guards |

e a One tells of what the artillery can do, Somme began, and was continued through- is avery young regiment. In February, |
ia ty another how the flying men will assist, out July and August, but yet there was 1915, the King gave permission for the |
y a ' |} andso on. Lord Cavan reads Sir Douglas -no word of them in action. Rumour said formation of this unit. A..badge and |

i) » Haig’s orders. These are discussed, and that they were being trained and kept motto were approved, and. from the .
tin 4 ¥ at length a plan of attack is settled.. The for some special enterprise, and so it Grenadier Guards'a number of Welshmen U
i £ Uy three brigadiers. motor away, each to may have been, Anyhow, we know that were taken for a nucleus. The ranks »
e “= assemble his colonels and arrange their the Tanks and.the Guards entered the were quickly filled, and on St, David's My

Pah SS U _ part in the coming struggle. battle on the same day, September 15th. Day, March 1st, the regiment mounted u
i wi - ; * Here we are only concerned with the The Guards advanced, as required;from guard at Buckingham Palace for the ¥
by Sec.-Lieut. J. H. JEHN, _Sec.-Lieut. R. C. DRUMMOND, U us
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ee next issue of -Tne War ILius-

TRATEDwill be the last of the current

volume, and I must, therefore, remind

my. readers of the.impending increase in

the-cost- of the binding cases, not only

for this, but for future volumes and

also. fear the earlier volumes as well.
As IT indicated some weeks ago, for reasons
which must really have been so obvious
io my readersthat it was hardly- worth
while tg recapitulate them, the price at

which the binding cases-are to be sold,

beginning with the cases for Volume 7,

which will be placed on the-market next
week, must be advanced from 1s. 6d.
“to 2s. Every reader who still has in his
possession the completed parts for any
of the earlier volumes but has not secured
the binding cases for them, should not
fail to do -so immediately, as they are
still obtainable at the old price of 1s. 6d.,

but on and after February 6th, when the
cases for Volume 7 will be issued to the
public, the price for the binding cases
of all volumes of THE War ILLUSTRATED,
from 1 to 7 inclusive, will be 2s. each.
In my next issue I shall have something
further to say with regard to my plans
for the new volume of THe War ILLus-
TRATED, which will begin with Part 183,

and for which I am. busily engaged at
present in securing some extremely
attractive features which, I think, cannot
fail to make the next volume in every
way more interesting, both from the

literary and- pictorial point of view, than
any ol those that have precededit.

“Our King and Queen’

EVIERAL of my readers have men-
tioned that they have not been

able to secure copies of ‘‘ Our Xing and
Queen in. the Great War,” the very
beattiful art portfolio recently issued by
the publishers of “ The Great War,” at

the price of 1s. net. It is quite probable
that the distribution of this publication
at first may not have been so widespread
xs could have been wished, owing to

rtain unavoidable delays in “producing
it, the consequence of labour shortage
and ‘the difficulty of securing materials.
As they came from the press, Supplies
were immediately absorbed by advance
‘orders, and those who‘ had not ‘taken
the precaution to order in advance had
necessarily to wait until all such orders
“had been fulfilled’ .I am told, however,

that there is now no_ difficulty whatever
in securing copies of the publication, and

that it is to be had‘at any bookstall
in * the United ‘~ Kingdom. ©‘ Certainly,
there is no bookseller ‘or newsagent who
canhot, in the course of a day or ‘two,
securc.a copy for a customer whoplaces a
definite order, ¢ ‘

“Cue ising and Queen in the Great
War”is, in myestimation, the most

rkable value forts. that has beenoffered
sent publishing, and this is explained

when I state that it was not issued by the
publishers as a mere commercial .under-
taking but ‘rather to meet a patriotic
demand that had arisen for the reproduc-
tion of the literary and pictorial matter

the book contains, which had appeared

originally in the pages of our contem-

porary .“‘The Great War.” “Ihe ~pub-
lishers have no intention of making any

profit out of the sales of ‘ Our King and

Queen in the Great War,” and whatever

profit, if any, results fromits sale, will be
handed over to one of the charities in
which the King is interested.. Let me
recommend my readers once again to
secure a copy of this very timely and
beautifully produced art work which is
in every way a marvel of value for Is,

Women and War

R. F. W. WILEdraws attention in a
recent issue of the “ Daily Mail’

to the present German attitude towards
the question of Women’s Suffrage and
War.. He says that although it is now
an acknowledged fact that the mainten-
ance of Germany’s war industry, is only
made possible by the work of millions of
women, a fresh campaign against giving
them the vote has just been» launched.
The opposition springs mainly from the
Prussian women Junkers, the kinswomen
of the militarists. and land-barons who
comprise the reactionary element in
Germany. In a violent attack on the
petition recently submitted to the Reich-
stag by the League of German Women’s
Associations, a -certain. Baroness von

Pawel-Rammingen fulminates :

Votes for women would gravely imperil
the future of our nation. Political ‘activity
with all its obligations would be too heavy
a burden: for women. The woman’s place
is the home, her duties those of the house-
wife and the mother. “The woman with
capacity for politics could not fulfil her
duties in that field without neglecting her
fireside and children. She would have no
recourse but to abandon that natural sphere
of activity and leave it to the care of others,
to the direct detriment of familylife.

What both men and women Junkers
fear, says Mr. Wile, is that giving the
vote to millions of women among the
German’ masses would effectually ‘seal
the doom of Junker rule.

‘* Lugenhaftigkeit”’

UCHis the German word for a charac-
teristic of which the German

authorities have lately given’ the world
some capital illustrations. "On the night
of January 15th the enemyindulged in a
‘five-minute “ tip-and-run *’ bombardment
‘of, Yarmouth in the pitch dark, during
which approximately fifty small’ shells
{cll‘in or near the town, and no other part
of the coast was bombarded at all. Yet
the ‘““German official’ stated that their
‘naval forces advanced. close to the English
coast’ to the north of the Thames and fired
over 300 rounds “ from close range and
‘under good conditions of ‘visibility ” at
“important port establishments.”. In
plain English, we call “ Ligenhaftigkeit ”’
a lying disposition.

pe very same. day that gave us this
evidence. of Teutonic mendacity

‘gave us anotheralso, for it was’shownthat§ a

,
the “ German Wireless’? had announced

as an excuse for the sinking of the hospital

ship Rewa, that the British Press had
publicly declared that British hospital

ships were used forthe transport of troops,

and gave the name of the paper and the
date of its “declaration,” All that the
journal in question had done was to -pub-
lish a report of a case in which a woman
was tried and convicted for making the
declaration! There is such a thing as
whistling to keep your courage up—the
Germans seem to find lying more effective
in their own case, or more necessary for
keeping up the courage of their duped
people. ;

Art Treasures of Venice

UCH concern has been expressed by
lovers of antiquities over the fate of

Verrochio’s celebrated -monument ~ to
Bartolomeo Colleoni at Venice owing. to
the fact that on account of its stupendous
weight (146 tons) it was found impossible.
to remove it during the critical phase of
the October. retreat. It is therefore
pleasant to learn (from the Milan corre-
spondent of-the “ Daily Chronicle’’) that
Commendatore Colasauti-has successfully
accomplished the, arduous task entrusted
to him by the Ministry of Fine Arts, and
that the Colleoni monument has arrived”
safely at Rome, whither the four massive
horses from the facade of the basilica of
St. Mark had preceded it to find a tem-
porary homeinthe ancient castle of Sant?
Angelo on the banks of the Tiber. tuskin
said of the Colleoni monument: “I do not
believe that there is a more glorious work
of sculpture existing in the world than
that equestrian statue of Bartolomeo
Colleoni by, Verrochio.”

Those Iron Crosses

FROM time to time fun has been made
—outside Germany, of course, for

within its*- borders such, doubtless,
would be flat lése-majesté—of the lavish
distribution: of ~Iron Crosses. Recently
there has come news that even in Germany
the decoration is now held to have been
made. too cheap. At a meeting of the
“ Fatherland: Party ” some disabled’ sol-
diers were first. refused a hearing, and
later ~assaulted. Then it came to .be
known that. certain “‘ carpet Imights ’2 of
the ‘‘ Fatherland Party.’ were -flaunting
Tron Crosses, and it was proposedthatthe
soldiers should return their too-cheapened
decoration. On the first day after ‘the
proposal had been made 1,300 crosses
were returned to the War Minister from
Berlin alone! A proverb tells us that-it
wasthe last straw which broke the camel’s
back; it would be strange if the military
dominators of Germany should find that
the bestowal of a last Iron Cross brought
about their undoing. It is a truism that
great events from small occasions spring,
and later news of the German. soldiers’
anti-Iron Cross movement may be awaited ~
with. interest. ; :
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

OF WORDS AND WORK
ORE than-once and twice in the long

hundredor-so- of articles that I have
been allowed ‘to contribute to this page

of Tae War InrusrrateD have I referred

to the deep impression that is made

inevitably upon all thinking minds by

consideration ‘of the silence in which

Natuze works, and in which, throughout

history, the preparation for all the great

movements of human activity has been

brought to the point of completion.

Silence is proof of concentration of

purpose and augury of successful result

of effort. When hounds settle down to

thescent and not awhimperrises from the

close-bunched pack, it is long odds that

the fox will be killed. When a couple of

hundred boys gathered im a school-reom

for evening “ prep.” pass the couple of

hours without whispering or shuffling

in their seats, the prefects mayfeel pretty

sure that work, not mischief, is forward.

And what is true of hunting-field and

school is‘true of the graver operations of

adult man. Works and words comprise

the sumof his activities, but they have to

be engaged in separately if they are to be

engaged in thoroughly and profitably.

  

TIAT truth, of course, has always

received general .recognition, and

the particular respect which has been paid

to it by the peopleof this country and

this Empire since the war began has been

most commendable. United in a single

purpose they dropped all party interests,
all differences of epinion on other matters,

all . contentious questions of

—

policy,

domestic and international, For the

achievement of their purpose they volun-

tarily surrendered constitutional rights

and -privileges which remote ancestors

had shed blood to wrest for them from
tyrannical overlords. Capital consented
to deprivation of its profits; Labour to
the increase of its hours of toil. Both
gave with equal generosity their blood

and life. In grim silence the entire

Empire settled down to_the single work
of beating the enemyinthe field.

To that. purpose it is impossible
not. to believe the entire Empire

is still resolutely determined. Neverthe-
less, two facts are undeniable. (The enemy
is not defeated, and words—always a
distraction from work—are buzzing in
the air. . Individually the word-spinners
are people of no importance, but their

chatter is a nuisance and an interruption,
and it-is surely time that someone in
authority got up and-called out ‘ Silence |
Do get on with your work!”

FHERE -is a considerable difference
between discussion of the methods

adopted in the prosecution of the war and
discussion of the propriety ofcontinuing
to prosecute it. Thus, men with expert
knowledge and with inside information
may be aware that commanders in the
field have made blunders, and may con-
sider it vitally necessary that thése men
should be replaced by more reliable
tacticians or less adventurous spirits.

. Unless it would serve the enemy, there can
be no impropriety in public discussion
of the efficiency of a commander, or a
Minister,, or a service, when its sole
object is to secure the highest possible
efficiency. : -

I" seems to me to be quite another matter
when public discussion is raised of

the “use” of going on with a war when
the-honour of the Empire is pledged to
do so—pledged to both its quick and its

dead—and when ordinary sanity is fully
aware of what the alternative would bring.
Wars are won byfighting, not by talking.
The war can be ended to-morrow by
talking, and laughter would ring through
hell. Sotoend it, by compromise, would
be a confession by the vast majority of
the civilised peoples of the world that the
combined forces of right were inadequate
to vindicate good, unable to cope with
fhe organised might of-wrong. So would
evil reign in.the world, fer never again,
perhaps, would it be possible to array so
many peoples together to maintain the
right.

ITHthe exception,then, of the delivery
of considered replies by the chosen

leaders of the Allied Powers to statements

er proposals put forward by the official
representatives of the Central Powers,
I can see no justification for speeches by
anybodyuntil the enemy has been beaten
in the field. President Wilson hasdeclared
the rule that all the Allies should observe :
“No parley with the enemy.’ Etymology
has its great significance still. “‘ Parley”? is
talk. And “ discussion” means shaking
apart. There is no occvipation in which
the enemy would be more glad for us as a
people to indulge than one calculated to
break up our cohesion and distract us
fromour serious task of beating them with
their chosen weapon, the mailedfist.

T would be a good thing if readers of
Tue War ELLusTRATED would readthe

account of the British autumm offensive
on the western front that is now appearing
in “‘ The Great War,” Written by Mr.
Edward Wright, whose admirable contri-
butions to this paper will be generally
remembered, the story_of the heroic fight”
put up by the British Armyis punctuated
with many shrewd and illuminating com-
ments on German political strategy. For
example, he proves that the Getman High
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The Eleventh Hour
PP this sonnet Lieutenant Franeis St. Vineent

Morris has put with finesimplicity the feeling
that impelled the best of the young manhood of
the country to respondin the hour of that country’s
need. JLientenant Morris, the youngest son of
Canon Morris of Ashbourne, was an officer of the
3rd Sherwood Foresters, attached to the R.F.C.,
when he made the supreme sacrifice in April last.
The sonnet appears in the small sheaf of ““ Poems ’’.
(Blackwell), which represent yet one more of the
many lives of poetie promise cut Short by the war.

[5 this to live >—to cower and stand aside
While others fight and perish, day by day ?

To see my loved ones slaughtered and to say—
* Bravo ! bravo !-how nobly you have died!”
Is this to love >to heed myfriends no more,

But watch them perish in a foreign land
Unheeded, and to pire no helping hand,

But smile and say, ‘‘ Howterrible is war!”

Nay, this is not to love, nor this to live!
I will go forth ; I hold no more aloof;

AndI will give all that I have to give
-Andleave the refuge’of my father’s roof ;

Then,if I live, no man will say, think I,
“Helives because he did not dare to die!”

Command concentrated on hammering
the Canadian troops withespecial severity
with the particular object of so dis-
heartening the people of the Dominion
by the heavy casualties that they might
refuse to continue the supply of manhood
to make good the losses. ‘That refusal,
they calculated, would immediately

entail serious and permanent dissension
between the Dominion and the Mother
Country.

H® shows, too, how German authority

encouraged the dissemination among

the peoples in-arms against the Central
Empires of the notion that the moral of
the German Army was weakening, whereas
in point of fact, by a brilliant propaganda,
racial fanaticism was stimulated among
the German rank and file to a degree

exceeding that which it attained in the
first days of the war, when the wildest
hopes of Pan-Germanism seemed in a fair —

way. towardsrealisation. The sum of his

comments is strong corroboration of the
suggestion warningly put forward by
other well-informed men, that the reports
of unrest among the long-suffering people
of the Germanic confederation are circu-
lated with intent to deceive by the very —
military party whom they are supposed
to be endeavouring to overthrow. “‘ They
say. What say they? Let them say.”

_In the name of common-sense, let the
enemy talk if they want to, and let us
stick 10 the fighting.

NOTICE that some of the Russian
gentlemen now engaged in talking

at Brest Litoyskhave declared the German*
- protestations of acquiescence in - their
views “in principle”. to be so many
“—anconscionable lies.’”?- They appear to
have made the discovery rather late in
the day. For I} also read that a hundred
and twenty-five miles of Russian frontier
are entirely open to German forces lying
in front of them. There ismuch practical
wisdom contained in old nursery saws,
and ene comes to mind in connection with
this -Bolshevist complaint of German
insincerity... It runs, ‘ Sticks and stones
may break my bones, but names will
never hurt me.’ No German minds being
called a liar, and you will never make
one stick to his word by the mere process
of calling him names.- The only way to
persuade the Germans to evacuate the
territories they have occupied,is to put
them out, and thereafter to keep them
out, And the best way to put them out
is to pack the hundred and twenty-five
ae of frontier with stout men with-
go guns. Whether Russia is in: a
position to do that now I shall not
speculate. But if she is not, it is all
Lombard Street to a china orange that
the Germans will. very: shortly. occupy
some more of her territory, and that-is
all she will get for a very Iong time to
come as a result ef her talking. Andso,
to return to ourselves, let one obscure
individual appeal to his fellows, little less
obscure than himself, to hold their tongues
just a little longer. Eloquent, fluent,
admirable in the abstract as all their

- verbiage may be, it is a distraction from
the work in hand. Let usfinish the work,
and they can talk to their heart’s content
as long as they -please thereafter.
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OUR OBSERVATION POST

OF WORDS AND WORK
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consideration ‘of the silence in which
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close-bunched pack, it is long odds that
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TIAT truth, of course, has always

received general .recognition, and

the particular respect which has been paid

to it by the peopleof this country and

this Empire since the war began has been
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purpose they dropped all party interests,
all differences of epinion on other matters,

all . contentious questions of

—

policy,

domestic and international, For the

achievement of their purpose they volun-

tarily surrendered constitutional rights

and -privileges which remote ancestors

had shed blood to wrest for them from
tyrannical overlords. Capital consented
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the increase of its hours of toil. Both
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and life. In grim silence the entire

Empire settled down to_the single work
of beating the enemyinthe field.

To that. purpose it is impossible
not. to believe the entire Empire

is still resolutely determined. Neverthe-
less, two facts are undeniable. (The enemy
is not defeated, and words—always a
distraction from work—are buzzing in
the air. . Individually the word-spinners
are people of no importance, but their

chatter is a nuisance and an interruption,
and it-is surely time that someone in
authority got up and-called out ‘ Silence |
Do get on with your work!”

FHERE -is a considerable difference
between discussion of the methods

adopted in the prosecution of the war and
discussion of the propriety ofcontinuing
to prosecute it. Thus, men with expert
knowledge and with inside information
may be aware that commanders in the
field have made blunders, and may con-
sider it vitally necessary that thése men
should be replaced by more reliable
tacticians or less adventurous spirits.

. Unless it would serve the enemy, there can
be no impropriety in public discussion
of the efficiency of a commander, or a
Minister,, or a service, when its sole
object is to secure the highest possible
efficiency. : -

I" seems to me to be quite another matter
when public discussion is raised of

the “use” of going on with a war when
the-honour of the Empire is pledged to
do so—pledged to both its quick and its

dead—and when ordinary sanity is fully
aware of what the alternative would bring.
Wars are won byfighting, not by talking.
The war can be ended to-morrow by
talking, and laughter would ring through
hell. Sotoend it, by compromise, would
be a confession by the vast majority of
the civilised peoples of the world that the
combined forces of right were inadequate
to vindicate good, unable to cope with
fhe organised might of-wrong. So would
evil reign in.the world, fer never again,
perhaps, would it be possible to array so
many peoples together to maintain the
right.

ITHthe exception,then, of the delivery
of considered replies by the chosen

leaders of the Allied Powers to statements

er proposals put forward by the official
representatives of the Central Powers,
I can see no justification for speeches by
anybodyuntil the enemy has been beaten
in the field. President Wilson hasdeclared
the rule that all the Allies should observe :
“No parley with the enemy.’ Etymology
has its great significance still. “‘ Parley”? is
talk. And “ discussion” means shaking
apart. There is no occvipation in which
the enemy would be more glad for us as a
people to indulge than one calculated to
break up our cohesion and distract us
fromour serious task of beating them with
their chosen weapon, the mailedfist.

T would be a good thing if readers of
Tue War ELLusTRATED would readthe

account of the British autumm offensive
on the western front that is now appearing
in “‘ The Great War,” Written by Mr.
Edward Wright, whose admirable contri-
butions to this paper will be generally
remembered, the story_of the heroic fight”
put up by the British Armyis punctuated
with many shrewd and illuminating com-
ments on German political strategy. For
example, he proves that the Getman High
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Morris has put with finesimplicity the feeling
that impelled the best of the young manhood of
the country to respondin the hour of that country’s
need. JLientenant Morris, the youngest son of
Canon Morris of Ashbourne, was an officer of the
3rd Sherwood Foresters, attached to the R.F.C.,
when he made the supreme sacrifice in April last.
The sonnet appears in the small sheaf of ““ Poems ’’.
(Blackwell), which represent yet one more of the
many lives of poetie promise cut Short by the war.

[5 this to live >—to cower and stand aside
While others fight and perish, day by day ?

To see my loved ones slaughtered and to say—
* Bravo ! bravo !-how nobly you have died!”
Is this to love >to heed myfriends no more,

But watch them perish in a foreign land
Unheeded, and to pire no helping hand,

But smile and say, ‘‘ Howterrible is war!”

Nay, this is not to love, nor this to live!
I will go forth ; I hold no more aloof;

AndI will give all that I have to give
-Andleave the refuge’of my father’s roof ;

Then,if I live, no man will say, think I,
“Helives because he did not dare to die!”

Command concentrated on hammering
the Canadian troops withespecial severity
with the particular object of so dis-
heartening the people of the Dominion
by the heavy casualties that they might
refuse to continue the supply of manhood
to make good the losses. ‘That refusal,
they calculated, would immediately

entail serious and permanent dissension
between the Dominion and the Mother
Country.

H® shows, too, how German authority

encouraged the dissemination among

the peoples in-arms against the Central
Empires of the notion that the moral of
the German Army was weakening, whereas
in point of fact, by a brilliant propaganda,
racial fanaticism was stimulated among
the German rank and file to a degree

exceeding that which it attained in the
first days of the war, when the wildest
hopes of Pan-Germanism seemed in a fair —

way. towardsrealisation. The sum of his

comments is strong corroboration of the
suggestion warningly put forward by
other well-informed men, that the reports
of unrest among the long-suffering people
of the Germanic confederation are circu-
lated with intent to deceive by the very —
military party whom they are supposed
to be endeavouring to overthrow. “‘ They
say. What say they? Let them say.”

_In the name of common-sense, let the
enemy talk if they want to, and let us
stick 10 the fighting.

NOTICE that some of the Russian
gentlemen now engaged in talking

at Brest Litoyskhave declared the German*
- protestations of acquiescence in - their
views “in principle”. to be so many
“—anconscionable lies.’”?- They appear to
have made the discovery rather late in
the day. For I} also read that a hundred
and twenty-five miles of Russian frontier
are entirely open to German forces lying
in front of them. There ismuch practical
wisdom contained in old nursery saws,
and ene comes to mind in connection with
this -Bolshevist complaint of German
insincerity... It runs, ‘ Sticks and stones
may break my bones, but names will
never hurt me.’ No German minds being
called a liar, and you will never make
one stick to his word by the mere process
of calling him names.- The only way to
persuade the Germans to evacuate the
territories they have occupied,is to put
them out, and thereafter to keep them
out, And the best way to put them out
is to pack the hundred and twenty-five
ae of frontier with stout men with-
go guns. Whether Russia is in: a
position to do that now I shall not
speculate. But if she is not, it is all
Lombard Street to a china orange that
the Germans will. very: shortly. occupy
some more of her territory, and that-is
all she will get for a very Iong time to
come as a result ef her talking. Andso,
to return to ourselves, let one obscure
individual appeal to his fellows, little less
obscure than himself, to hold their tongues
just a little longer. Eloquent, fluent,
admirable in the abstract as all their

- verbiage may be, it is a distraction from
the work in hand. Let usfinish the work,
and they can talk to their heart’s content
as long as they -please thereafter.
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AERIAL POSSIBILITIES OF I918
ROPHESYINGis ever a risky game,
and doubly so in war time. Never-
theless, one may anticipate future

developments by following. past develop-
ments to their logical conclusions, making
due allowancefor snags on the road. There-
fore one may risk making a few remarkson
some aerial possibilities of 1918, while

paying strict regard to the fact that
various. interesting things. which- are
bound to occur must not be mentioned.
Knowing that the Germans neveroriginate
anything, but that they are remarkably
clever at picking up and working out
schemes which other people originate, and
then discard as impracticable, one has to
keep an eye very wide open for. anything
which may start the enemy on a new
line of thought, Hence it must not be
imagined for a moment that what is set
down hereafter pretends to represent all
the aerial possibilities of 1918. It is, in
fact, rather the obvious possibilities which

appear, and it may be some satisfaction
to readers to know that we have a good
deal up our sleeve, over and above the

developments indicated.
In the first place, it is pretty well known

that all the belligerent nations are making
strenuous efforts to increase the size of
their air fleets to the greatest possible
extent. Each side will vie with the other
to produce a host of fighting aeroplanes
vhich will be able to chase its enemies
out of. the-air. In this branch of air war
everything is on the side of the Altes.
It is true that the new British Air
Force will have to find vast numbers
of seaplanes and pilots for the anti-
submarine campaign, and that the French
Aviation Service is under a similar
necessity. But against this, Germany has
to find aeroplanes. for all her allies.
Austria produces but few “aeroplanes,
Turkey and Bulgaria none at all.

 

America’s Coming Air Fleet

Calculating the number of aeroplanes
needed for the Austrian, Bulgarian and
Turkish fronts, one would probably find
them about balancing the numberrequired
for the sea services of the Allies.
On the other hand, France and Britain

have together probably a bigger output
of aercplanes than has Germany. And
Italy has certainly a much bigger output
than Austria.
Over and above this there is the

American Air Fleet to be considered.
When once Americans get to work they
are very rapid in their movements; so,
although none of us expects American
aviators to appear in large numbers
before the 1919 campaign, it would not
be surprising te see a good many
squadrons ef them at work im France
during the summer of 1918. And they will
be all so much to the good, for it is
generally understood that America’s chief
effort will be in the direction of building
small, fast, fighting aeroplanes and very
big bombing machines, leaving the inter-
mediate sized reconnaissance and photo-
graphy machines to France and Britain.

Nowas regards air fighting. When the
war began, and aviators fought with

pistols and rifles, they met at-a height of

4,000 or 5,000 feet, and very few aero-
planes of the period could reach r10,co0.
feet. To-day, fighting with machine-guns
takes place regularly at heights between
10,000 and 15,000 feet, despite the fact
that most machines’carry two machine-
guns, and some three, with perhaps a
thousand roundsof cartridges for each gun.

-

By C. G. Grey
Editor of “‘ The Aeroplane”

Thetactics of the air fighter have always
been to get above his opponents and dive
on to them, the force of gravity thus

adding speed to his mathine and making
it easier for him to catch his enemy and
less likely for himto be hit. Until well on
in, 1917 the Germans always. had the

advantage over the Allies in this respect,
for, owing to their excellent engines, they

were almost always able to get higher.
To-day, however, things are very different.
British engimes and aeroplanes in’ par-
ticular have been so improved that
fighting now takes place frequently at
over 15,000 feet, and one has even known
of fights at 20,000 feet.

Coming West Front Air War

Few aviators can fly with physical
comfort at 20,000 feet, for the air is then
so thim that breatl ing becomes difficult,
and-at anything over 20,000 feet it is

sary to use oxygen, carried in com-
pressed form in steel bottles. The thin air
also affects the engines, which give less
power, and the aeroplane itself, which

finds insufficient support for its. wings.
Therefore it is not worth while to fly
higher than 20,000 feet, for the quick
manceuvring which is necessary to win
an air fight-becomes impossible.. Hence
one may’ assume that, now the allied
aviators are able to climb as high as the
Hun aviators, the advantage in 1918 will
be with the Allies. ‘
Man for man the British, French and

Italian aviators are, on the average,

better: than the German, despite the
wonderful number of victories claimed
for the Huns’ “ star turn” fighting pilots.

   

The-American aviators, of whom there are “
a large number in both the British and
French services, have proved to be
excellent air fighters, so. that when the

Americans appear in force the balance
will be_still more on our side.
At the end of 1917 the British Royal

Flying Corps had distinctly the upper
hand in the air, and the Germans were
then knownto be depleting their cavalry
of men to turn theminto aviators, knowing

that horsemen almost always make good
flyers. This influx of cavalrymen into the
German flying service may tend to restore
the balance, but knowing also the vast
numbers of young picked menin training
for the British Air Force, it is at least a
reasonable possibility that, so far as air
fighting is concerned, the war in the air
will be won on the west front during 1918.

Given that the allied aviators win the
air war during 1918, or even supposing
that they merely maintain the position
which, as Sir Douglas Haig stated in his
summary of the war of 1917, has been
won by the gallantry and skill 6f our
pilots, 1t is certain that we shall see an
enormous increase in offensive bombing
raids into Germanterritory during 1918,

Bigger Bombing Raids

Much has been written about the
German bombing machines — Gothas,
Rumplers, and Friedrichshafens, with four
and even six engines apiece. They are
known generally as the Riesenflugzeug,
or giant flying-machine type. Much is
expected from them by the Germans, but

it. will be remembered that much was
expected from the Zeppelins also.
One aerial possibility of 1918 is

that there will be considerably bigger
bomb raids on England than any which
have occurred hitherto. Against this one
may set it down as a certainty that,
however big those raids may be, they will
ultimately"be defeated. The view of the
anti-aircraft gunners and home-defence
aviators is rather that the more German
aeroplanes come over the more there will
be for them to bring down. :
An interesting point in this connection

is that while the German raiders can only
start from a limited area in Flanders,
and can only reach a limited area in
England, owing to their range of flight
being limited by the amount of petrol
they can carry, the Allies’ aviators can
start from anywhere along a very lengthy
line in France, arid can reach a great

nuniber of important German cities which
are devoted fo the manufacture of
munitions in a shorter distance than that
separating the German starting-places
from English and French munition centres
—with the exception of London.

It is well to make it clear that the
designs of British, as of many French and

Italian, aeroplanes are consistently ahead
of the best German designs, and that the

Americans have wisely decided to repro-
duce the best European designs, instead

of starting to experiment on their own
account, Thus it is certain that, so long
as no labour troubles interfere with the
production of aeroplanes, the Alles can
keep well ahead of Germanyin both the
quantity and quality of their aeroplanes.
This being so, the wholesale bombing of
the important German munition centres
becomes more than-a possibility of 1918
—it becomes practically a certainty.

Flying Over the Atlantic

Yet another almost certainty of 1918
is the crossing of the Atlantic. It is-a
subject of common discussion in America
whether the American-built long-distance
bombing aeroplanes can be flown across
to Europe, to save shipping. Many people
who are well qualified to judge believe
that, with careful organisation and a
proper system of signalling, these machines
can be flown across in big batches- when-
ever the weather is favourable.. Study of
the question rather confirms than contra-
dicts this view, so that we may yet see
great squadrons of American bombing
aeroplanes arriving by air direct from
America, landing in Ireland, and thence
flying direct to France. Thusit is possible
that American aeroplanes may bomb
Germanyafter starting from their factory,
with intermediate landings only in New-
foundiand, Ireland and France. The idea
is immense, but it is quite a possibility.

Another of the possibilities of 1918 is
the establishment-of regular aerial postal
services between the capitals of all allied
countries. Many war-worn pilots, unfit
for campaigning, are available for this
purpose, as are a number of excellent
aeroplanes and engines which are not
quite good enough for war service at its
present high pitch. They could be usefully-
employed in expediting the delivery of
important official and service letters at
first, and when proved successful, ini-
portant commercial letters between allied.
countries could be handled also. Thus we
may see in 1918 the~-beginning of the
world-wide postal air service of ‘the
future, .
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Aerial Activity from Flanders to the Adriatic
British Official Photographs
 

 
 

 

With Britain’s flying
aerodramebehind their lines on the Italian front.
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’Planes of the R.F.C. atan aerodromein Italy—where
British airmen have scored somesignal successes.
 

   

 

Oneof the enemy aeropianes which have been brought
downinthe British tines onthe !talianfront.
 

  
 

Carrying off a Germanscouting aeroplane brought downin the British lines in France, and (right) squadron of British air scouts lined
up for a trip over the enemy._lines on the western front. Inset: Flight-Lieut. Max Muller, German champion airman, recently kiiled.
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and doubly so in war time. Never-
theless, one may anticipate future

developments by following. past develop-
ments to their logical conclusions, making
due allowancefor snags on the road. There-
fore one may risk making a few remarkson
some aerial possibilities of 1918, while

paying strict regard to the fact that
various. interesting things. which- are
bound to occur must not be mentioned.
Knowing that the Germans neveroriginate
anything, but that they are remarkably
clever at picking up and working out
schemes which other people originate, and
then discard as impracticable, one has to
keep an eye very wide open for. anything
which may start the enemy on a new
line of thought, Hence it must not be
imagined for a moment that what is set
down hereafter pretends to represent all
the aerial possibilities of 1918. It is, in
fact, rather the obvious possibilities which

appear, and it may be some satisfaction
to readers to know that we have a good
deal up our sleeve, over and above the

developments indicated.
In the first place, it is pretty well known

that all the belligerent nations are making
strenuous efforts to increase the size of
their air fleets to the greatest possible
extent. Each side will vie with the other
to produce a host of fighting aeroplanes
vhich will be able to chase its enemies
out of. the-air. In this branch of air war
everything is on the side of the Altes.
It is true that the new British Air
Force will have to find vast numbers
of seaplanes and pilots for the anti-
submarine campaign, and that the French
Aviation Service is under a similar
necessity. But against this, Germany has
to find aeroplanes. for all her allies.
Austria produces but few “aeroplanes,
Turkey and Bulgaria none at all.

 

America’s Coming Air Fleet

Calculating the number of aeroplanes
needed for the Austrian, Bulgarian and
Turkish fronts, one would probably find
them about balancing the numberrequired
for the sea services of the Allies.
On the other hand, France and Britain

have together probably a bigger output
of aercplanes than has Germany. And
Italy has certainly a much bigger output
than Austria.
Over and above this there is the

American Air Fleet to be considered.
When once Americans get to work they
are very rapid in their movements; so,
although none of us expects American
aviators to appear in large numbers
before the 1919 campaign, it would not
be surprising te see a good many
squadrons ef them at work im France
during the summer of 1918. And they will
be all so much to the good, for it is
generally understood that America’s chief
effort will be in the direction of building
small, fast, fighting aeroplanes and very
big bombing machines, leaving the inter-
mediate sized reconnaissance and photo-
graphy machines to France and Britain.

Nowas regards air fighting. When the
war began, and aviators fought with

pistols and rifles, they met at-a height of

4,000 or 5,000 feet, and very few aero-
planes of the period could reach r10,co0.
feet. To-day, fighting with machine-guns
takes place regularly at heights between
10,000 and 15,000 feet, despite the fact
that most machines’carry two machine-
guns, and some three, with perhaps a
thousand roundsof cartridges for each gun.

-

By C. G. Grey
Editor of “‘ The Aeroplane”

Thetactics of the air fighter have always
been to get above his opponents and dive
on to them, the force of gravity thus

adding speed to his mathine and making
it easier for him to catch his enemy and
less likely for himto be hit. Until well on
in, 1917 the Germans always. had the

advantage over the Allies in this respect,
for, owing to their excellent engines, they

were almost always able to get higher.
To-day, however, things are very different.
British engimes and aeroplanes in’ par-
ticular have been so improved that
fighting now takes place frequently at
over 15,000 feet, and one has even known
of fights at 20,000 feet.

Coming West Front Air War

Few aviators can fly with physical
comfort at 20,000 feet, for the air is then
so thim that breatl ing becomes difficult,
and-at anything over 20,000 feet it is

sary to use oxygen, carried in com-
pressed form in steel bottles. The thin air
also affects the engines, which give less
power, and the aeroplane itself, which

finds insufficient support for its. wings.
Therefore it is not worth while to fly
higher than 20,000 feet, for the quick
manceuvring which is necessary to win
an air fight-becomes impossible.. Hence
one may’ assume that, now the allied
aviators are able to climb as high as the
Hun aviators, the advantage in 1918 will
be with the Allies. ‘
Man for man the British, French and

Italian aviators are, on the average,

better: than the German, despite the
wonderful number of victories claimed
for the Huns’ “ star turn” fighting pilots.

   

The-American aviators, of whom there are “
a large number in both the British and
French services, have proved to be
excellent air fighters, so. that when the

Americans appear in force the balance
will be_still more on our side.
At the end of 1917 the British Royal

Flying Corps had distinctly the upper
hand in the air, and the Germans were
then knownto be depleting their cavalry
of men to turn theminto aviators, knowing

that horsemen almost always make good
flyers. This influx of cavalrymen into the
German flying service may tend to restore
the balance, but knowing also the vast
numbers of young picked menin training
for the British Air Force, it is at least a
reasonable possibility that, so far as air
fighting is concerned, the war in the air
will be won on the west front during 1918.

Given that the allied aviators win the
air war during 1918, or even supposing
that they merely maintain the position
which, as Sir Douglas Haig stated in his
summary of the war of 1917, has been
won by the gallantry and skill 6f our
pilots, 1t is certain that we shall see an
enormous increase in offensive bombing
raids into Germanterritory during 1918,

Bigger Bombing Raids

Much has been written about the
German bombing machines — Gothas,
Rumplers, and Friedrichshafens, with four
and even six engines apiece. They are
known generally as the Riesenflugzeug,
or giant flying-machine type. Much is
expected from them by the Germans, but

it. will be remembered that much was
expected from the Zeppelins also.
One aerial possibility of 1918 is

that there will be considerably bigger
bomb raids on England than any which
have occurred hitherto. Against this one
may set it down as a certainty that,
however big those raids may be, they will
ultimately"be defeated. The view of the
anti-aircraft gunners and home-defence
aviators is rather that the more German
aeroplanes come over the more there will
be for them to bring down. :
An interesting point in this connection

is that while the German raiders can only
start from a limited area in Flanders,
and can only reach a limited area in
England, owing to their range of flight
being limited by the amount of petrol
they can carry, the Allies’ aviators can
start from anywhere along a very lengthy
line in France, arid can reach a great

nuniber of important German cities which
are devoted fo the manufacture of
munitions in a shorter distance than that
separating the German starting-places
from English and French munition centres
—with the exception of London.

It is well to make it clear that the
designs of British, as of many French and

Italian, aeroplanes are consistently ahead
of the best German designs, and that the

Americans have wisely decided to repro-
duce the best European designs, instead

of starting to experiment on their own
account, Thus it is certain that, so long
as no labour troubles interfere with the
production of aeroplanes, the Alles can
keep well ahead of Germanyin both the
quantity and quality of their aeroplanes.
This being so, the wholesale bombing of
the important German munition centres
becomes more than-a possibility of 1918
—it becomes practically a certainty.

Flying Over the Atlantic

Yet another almost certainty of 1918
is the crossing of the Atlantic. It is-a
subject of common discussion in America
whether the American-built long-distance
bombing aeroplanes can be flown across
to Europe, to save shipping. Many people
who are well qualified to judge believe
that, with careful organisation and a
proper system of signalling, these machines
can be flown across in big batches- when-
ever the weather is favourable.. Study of
the question rather confirms than contra-
dicts this view, so that we may yet see
great squadrons of American bombing
aeroplanes arriving by air direct from
America, landing in Ireland, and thence
flying direct to France. Thusit is possible
that American aeroplanes may bomb
Germanyafter starting from their factory,
with intermediate landings only in New-
foundiand, Ireland and France. The idea
is immense, but it is quite a possibility.

Another of the possibilities of 1918 is
the establishment-of regular aerial postal
services between the capitals of all allied
countries. Many war-worn pilots, unfit
for campaigning, are available for this
purpose, as are a number of excellent
aeroplanes and engines which are not
quite good enough for war service at its
present high pitch. They could be usefully-
employed in expediting the delivery of
important official and service letters at
first, and when proved successful, ini-
portant commercial letters between allied.
countries could be handled also. Thus we
may see in 1918 the~-beginning of the
world-wide postal air service of ‘the
future, .
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Aerial Activity from Flanders to the Adriatic
British Official Photographs
 

 
 

 

With Britain’s flying
aerodramebehind their lines on the Italian front.
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’Planes of the R.F.C. atan aerodromein Italy—where
British airmen have scored somesignal successes.
 

   

 

Oneof the enemy aeropianes which have been brought
downinthe British tines onthe !talianfront.
 

  
 

Carrying off a Germanscouting aeroplane brought downin the British lines in France, and (right) squadron of British air scouts lined
up for a trip over the enemy._lines on the western front. Inset: Flight-Lieut. Max Muller, German champion airman, recently kiiled.
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Physical Fitness Guarded in Trench & Dug-Out
British and New Zealand Official Photographs
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

British medical officer attending to cases of trench-feet among
the menof his battalion who are in the front line.  
 

 
Instruction as to the use of gas respirators to men of the York

and Lancaster Regiment on their arrival in the trenches.
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Behind the lines on the western front. ‘ Break off!?’ The welcome words have been given, and the group of soldier workers have
put aside their implementsfor a few minutes of rest and refreshmentby a roadside fire.

 

 

 

Denta! parade of men of the New Zealand Force. A special
Dental Corps tooks after the teeth of the men onactive service.
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With General Marshall's Men in Mesopotamia
British Official Photographs
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Making cooling drinks in a thirsty land at a British regimental soda-water “factory.” A daily ration of two “sodas” is allowed
each officer and man during the hot weather. Right: A British heavy gun firing.

 

 

        
 

 

Indian sappers engaged in laying a trench telephone cable, and (left) keeping well
under cover while going along a desert trench.
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 Ruins of a Caliph’s house which were adapted by British soldiers as q ready-made dug-out, and (right) Indi i

a trench cut through the stony sanont: : ee , SEeee
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From the Field of Conflict to the Camp of Care
, British Official Photographs
 

  
 

A group of Turkish prisoners captured at Ramadie marching across the
desert to Bagdad, somesixty miles to the eastward.
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Turkish prisoners drawing boots at an advanced sanitary section in Mesopotamia. After bathing, each prisoner is supplied with a
complete outfit and new marching boots—humaneconsideration characteristic of the British. Right: Registering prisoners’ names.
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Men of the sanitary section in Mesopotamia cropping the hair of Turkish prisoners, treatment dictated only bynecessary attention to

cleanliness and hygiene. Riaht: A batch of prisoners resting on the march across the desert under escort to internment in Bagdad,
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M. Joffe, the prominent Revolutionary who
was. President of the Russian Peace Delegates
at Brest Litovsk until Trotsky took control.

  
M.Shingareff, former memberof the
Kerensky Provisional Government,
who was murdered by Red Guards.

M. Antonov, Commandant of Petrograd—an
example of the unsoldierly type that a revo-

lution may thrust into military command.

 
 

 

 

  
Votingfor the election of Members of the Constituent Assembl
authorities. Right: M. Gurevitch (standing) making his speec

of national funds before Jakoff, the workm

 

  

 

 
y—which was summarily dismissed after assembly by the Bolshevist
h for the defence of Countess Panina when on trial for appropriation
an President of the Russian Revolutionary Tribunal.

 

 
General Krylenko, Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Armies.
He had retired and engaged in scholastic work, but rejoined as an

ensign when the Revolution broke out.

  
 

  
General Muralov, Commandant of Moscow, where the garrison
numbers some 100,000 men. Unlike the Revolutionary Comman-
dant of Petrograd, shown above, Murafov is asoldier by profession.
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MY CORNERS OF ARMAGEDDCN--XX17
 

WHY I STILL BELIEVE IN RUSSIA
New Light on the True Inwardness of Bolshevism

LLthe time that I was ‘im Russia
A the kettle of Revolution was get-

ting hotter. It began gradually.
Not until the spring of 1915 was its singing
to be heard in the open. All opinions
unfavourable to the Old System were for a
long time beaten down, as one can beat
down the first flames of a prairie fire
running swiftly nowin this direction, now
in that. Then came the demand of the
Progressives, the intelligent business and
professional men of the country, that the
carrying on of the war should be entrusted
to more capable hands.

It was the refusal of that demand,
coming on the top of the appalling losses
suffered by the Russian armies andof the
knowledge, filtering through the country,
that the disasters were caused by corrup-
tion «and muddile-~headedness—these. were
the two chief causes of the Revolution.

If the Tsar had been a man of any sense
or capability, if France and England had
told him plainly that he was heading
towards catastrophe, if among his Mint
sters there had been two or three, or even

  

one, courageous enough to proclaim alond _
the follies and crimes that were being
committed, the war would be over, and
Nicholas Romanoff would be reigning
happily as a constitutional sovereign like
out King George. ,
But ‘“‘ against stupidity the gods them-

selves fight vainly.” Stupidity was the
defect which brought Charles the First
to the scaffold, and lost James the Second

his job, and put Louis the Sixteenth’s”
head under the guillotine. Stupidity
ruined Nicholas the Second.

I remember, in the days when the food
queues began in the big cities, walking
past one with an acquaintance, whosaid,
“ There is the beginning of the end.”

Hunger Breeds Revolution ;

All revolutions of the people have been
caused by hunger. Th¢ English people
have never. been hungry, therefore we

have never had.a popular revolution.
Ours have been managed by~ the aris-
tocracy and the middle class. The Pro-
gressive Party in Russia, made up largely
of noble and middle-class men, hoped to
accomplish their Revolution in the same
way. But theirs’ was the fault of “ the
untrimmed lamp and the wungirt loin.”
They could never make up their minds to
act. My ‘acquaintance was right. It
was hunger that brought about the end
of the Old System,’hunger due to the
incompetence of the ruling class.
The Progressive ideal, transformation

by peaceful means of autocracy into con-
stitutional monarchy, was the ideal of
almost all the more enlightened, educated

people. in the country. Only now and
then was a rumble heard which suggested
the possibility of more drastic change.
“Bolshevism,” [which means Extremism,
was not a newfaith, but it could not be
openly preached. All the more famous
of its prophets were in exile. I confess
that I never thought the Progressives
would be so feeble and faint-hearted as to
lose their grip through indecision. When
Revolution was talked of, no one took
Bolshevism into aecount.
“There are no pages in history more

By HAMILTON FYFE

instructive, and few more humiliating
and depressing, than those which record
the judgments of great thinkers and
pohticians on the verge of the changes
that have most profoundly affected the
destiny of mankind,” wrote Leckyin his
“ History of the Eighteenth Century.”
Nowit may be thought an exaggeration

to call Bolshevism a ‘‘ change that is
likely to affect profoundly the destiny of
mankind.’ Yet that is what I do firmly.
believe it to be.

It had been plain for many years -that
changes were preparing; changes in the
political, in the social, in the economic
order. Howthey would come, whether
gradually, or with a rush, was not plain.
Suddenly when the Russian system
collapsed, the ideas of change began to
pour out over the world.

Bolshevist Integrity of Purpose

You must not think of the Bolshevist
leaders, the writers and thinkers, disciples
of Tolstoy, who have been preaching this
new religiori in obscure lecture-halls, in

badly-printed periodicals which were never
seen on the bookstalls anywhere—you
must not think of these men as hooligans,
as self-seeking adventurers, as men unfit

to take part in the business of govern-
ment. They are “fanatics’’. in the
worldly sense. The world claps this
label on- to all who pursue without
flinching some aim which is not merely
that of personal aggrandisement, of
“ getting-on.”’. But they are neither
scoundrels nor fools.
They are determined, if they can, to

establish in Russia the rule of those who
have hitherto been the downtrodden, and

to spread this change into all countries.
They say that, up to now the people
have everywhere been humbugged by
ruling classes, that government has
nowhere been in the interests of the
people but for the benefit of the ruling
classes.
Among the consequences of this, they

contend, have been the degradation of
the great mass of the people, wars in
which the people have always suffered
and never. gained, industrial anarchy,

shamefully unequal conditions of life,
and wage-slavery which is more cruel
than .the older form of slavery, since the
old slaves had-to be kept in pretty good
condition, whereas the wage-slave can be
thrown out when he is exhausted and
easily replaced.

Putting Theory Into Practice
I have heard these doctrines expounded

often in Russia. They were the doctrines
of those who tried to make the Revolution
of 1905, and failed because they had not
got at the mind of the peasant. Between
1905 and r9t7 the peasant and the city
workman .were converted. Pamphlets
by Tolstoy, preaching the newreligion,
were distributed by millions.
The first step towards improvement,

the Bolshevists consider, is to get rid’ of
the old gangs drawn from the ruling
classes. They have done that.
The next step is to persuade the people

everywhere that in all countries their
interests are the same. ‘Then they will
never be deluded, as the Germans were,

into. making war for the benefit of a-
ruling class, or, as the Russians have
often been, to uphold the prestige of a
monatch. They will quickly learn that
war is, out of date. When a monarch
could. say, “‘ L’état, c’est moi,” it. was

natural enough that kings and emperors
should make war on. one another for
reasons of greed or spite.. But as soon
as it is made clear that the State is the
people, then wars become unnecessary and
absurd. 5
No people ever wanted to oppress

another people, nor to take anyterritory
from them, nor to prevent them from

governing themselves as they pleased.
‘These acts were once the “ common
form’’ of monarchs, and theyare still

looked upon as legitimate by bat-eyed
governing persons who do not yet realise
that the old order has passed away. But
in countries which are supposed to enjoy
“ Government of the People by the People
for the People ” even the talk of suchacts
should be meaningless. The Bolshevis‘s
base their foreign policy on that.
As for their proceedings at home, these

are governed by their conviction that
the land and the means of production
must be the property of the people. It
will be instructive to watch the production
of those factories which have been taken
over by the workers in them. Some have
kept the owners or managers on to
manage under the direction of a com-
mittee. That the Russian people’ will
do well on the land I ‘have no doubt.

Idealism of the Russian People

You can understand the attraction of
the Bolshevist programme for the peasant
and the workman. Its idealism appeals
to them not less than its practical side.
When men have nothing to lose, they are
always inclined to side with those who
promise them some gain. A friend of
mine just returned from Petrograd asked
a porter why he was in favour of the
Bolshevists. The man said: ‘‘ You see
these trousers, and this blouse? They
are the only ones I possess. Any change
may make me better off. It can’t make
me any worse off.”
That is the attitude of many, but there

is a strong idealist side to the Russian
character, and theirs is an idealism which
calls for action. They do not keep their
ideals and their practice in separate com-
partments. If they are convinced that
any. course will be advantageous, they
want to follow it at once.
You may say that idealism is hard to

square with the horrible crimes that have
been committed by ‘“ Bolshevis With
these crimes, however, the real Bolshevists,
the leaders. have no more connection
than Mr. Lloyd George had with the
recent sand-bagging of soldiers in a
London street. -Unfortunatety there are
always men of criminal instinct ready to
commit atrocities under shelter of ‘new
religions and in disturbed times.

Bolshevism maysuffer for these detest-
able acts, and it may’ be overthrown for
the moment. But I find it hard to believe
hat its doctrines will disappear per-
manently, either in Russia or anywhere
else.
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numbers some 100,000 men. Unlike the Revolutionary Comman-
dant of Petrograd, shown above, Murafov is asoldier by profession.
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got at the mind of the peasant. Between
1905 and r9t7 the peasant and the city
workman .were converted. Pamphlets
by Tolstoy, preaching the newreligion,
were distributed by millions.
The first step towards improvement,

the Bolshevists consider, is to get rid’ of
the old gangs drawn from the ruling
classes. They have done that.
The next step is to persuade the people

everywhere that in all countries their
interests are the same. ‘Then they will
never be deluded, as the Germans were,

into. making war for the benefit of a-
ruling class, or, as the Russians have
often been, to uphold the prestige of a
monatch. They will quickly learn that
war is, out of date. When a monarch
could. say, “‘ L’état, c’est moi,” it. was

natural enough that kings and emperors
should make war on. one another for
reasons of greed or spite.. But as soon
as it is made clear that the State is the
people, then wars become unnecessary and
absurd. 5
No people ever wanted to oppress

another people, nor to take anyterritory
from them, nor to prevent them from

governing themselves as they pleased.
‘These acts were once the “ common
form’’ of monarchs, and theyare still

looked upon as legitimate by bat-eyed
governing persons who do not yet realise
that the old order has passed away. But
in countries which are supposed to enjoy
“ Government of the People by the People
for the People ” even the talk of suchacts
should be meaningless. The Bolshevis‘s
base their foreign policy on that.
As for their proceedings at home, these

are governed by their conviction that
the land and the means of production
must be the property of the people. It
will be instructive to watch the production
of those factories which have been taken
over by the workers in them. Some have
kept the owners or managers on to
manage under the direction of a com-
mittee. That the Russian people’ will
do well on the land I ‘have no doubt.

Idealism of the Russian People

You can understand the attraction of
the Bolshevist programme for the peasant
and the workman. Its idealism appeals
to them not less than its practical side.
When men have nothing to lose, they are
always inclined to side with those who
promise them some gain. A friend of
mine just returned from Petrograd asked
a porter why he was in favour of the
Bolshevists. The man said: ‘‘ You see
these trousers, and this blouse? They
are the only ones I possess. Any change
may make me better off. It can’t make
me any worse off.”
That is the attitude of many, but there

is a strong idealist side to the Russian
character, and theirs is an idealism which
calls for action. They do not keep their
ideals and their practice in separate com-
partments. If they are convinced that
any. course will be advantageous, they
want to follow it at once.
You may say that idealism is hard to

square with the horrible crimes that have
been committed by ‘“ Bolshevis With
these crimes, however, the real Bolshevists,
the leaders. have no more connection
than Mr. Lloyd George had with the
recent sand-bagging of soldiers in a
London street. -Unfortunatety there are
always men of criminal instinct ready to
commit atrocities under shelter of ‘new
religions and in disturbed times.

Bolshevism maysuffer for these detest-
able acts, and it may’ be overthrown for
the moment. But I find it hard to believe
hat its doctrines will disappear per-
manently, either in Russia or anywhere
else.
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Representatives of the British Navy and Army outside the municipal offices at Bagdad, where the British flag supplanted the Turkish

one on the late Sir Stanley Maude’s dramatic capture of the ancient city of the Caliphs in July of last year.
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British, French, and Italian officers near the town well of Custozza, a beautiful place eleven miles south-west of Verona, which has

twice been the scene of important battles in the history of italy’s struggles with her domineering neighbour, Austria.
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Protective Colouring and Pyrotechnics in War
 

 
 

British soldiers wearing white overalls, to lessen the chance of detection against the snow, going over the top for a daylight patrol.
Even the danger before them is unable to blunt the men’s amusementat the odd figures they cut when thus ‘“‘ dressed up.”

 

  
Infantry in a front-line trench about to send up a rocket as a signalto the artillery behind them. A picturesque featureof modern war

is the effect produced by the multiplicity of rockets, star-shells, and other devices formerly knownas “* fireworks,’’ now used in battle.
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CHILDREN’
Some Thrilling Episodes in the Story of the Light Cruisers

Chronicled by John S. Margerison

“NHAT’S us—Nobody’s Children,
ft though if you called us.“ Every-

body’s Servants’ the name would
fit justas well... We don’t get talked about
much,thoughif you'll run througha collec-
tion of official Admiralty despatches, Ill
guarantee you'll find “‘light cruisers ”’
mentioned three times to every once for
another type of ship. We're only babies
as far as length of service goes, thoughif
you reckon excitement and incident as
milestones along the road to age, you can
count us the Navy’s veterans.
Theynevergive us.time to grow up and

soak in that spirit of tradition which so
grandly animates the bigger ships ; they
usually bump us to sea as soon as we are
off the stocks of the shipbuilding yard, and
it is a strange thing that we usually run
across trouble almost as soon as we get
clear of the land.

And, besides this, we’re comfortless

beasts, combining all that. is .to be
deplored in destroyers with the vices of
the bigger craft. Even in a small, choppy
sea that leaves the huge battleships un-
moved, we chuck our weight about like
corks ; in harbour, unless we’re tied up

to an immovable wall, we try to roll out
our funnels, and the dockyards are for
ever howling bitterly because we've lost
lifeboats and fittings overboard. And
when the ‘‘ stormy winds do blow-ow,” we
know-it to the full. We never seem able
to make up our immature minds whether
we wantto rise from our dipped sterns and
y into the air like super-super-Zepps, or

if the incline of our bows is going to be
enough to take us downwards till we're
new-patterr submersibles,

In the Bight

Also, at such times, our water-line seems
to shift till it’s just above the upper deck
—at least our bulwarks don’t keep out the
long rollers that swirl along the decks,
carrying away everything that isn’t lashed
securely, cascading down hatchways and
making mess-desks where we live, move,

and have our utter being so manypools of
brackish, swirling water.

There’s one good pointiabout that sort
of thing, however—the sea cleans out the
corners far more effectively than even the
most energetic of brooms, though it has a
nasty knack of sending one’s spare sea-
boots into somebody else’s mess, where_
they are confiscated as “sculling and
unclaimed.”

But,of course, it isn’t always like that—

we do run into a patch of sunshine and
fair weather. now and then, and at such
times, especially if there’s a scrap at all
handy, we’re-as* happy as munition
millionaires. And the funny thing about
it is that there hasn’t yet been a scrap of
any note where the light cruisers haven't
figured.
Take the start of the war, for instante,

when that superlative chummy ship of
ours made her famous name still more
famous—when the Arethusa fought in the
Bight of Heligoland. Light cruisers first
got into touch there, and helped the big
ships to polish off a few of the enemy, and
in the finish hustled the remainder back
behind their mine-fields and harbour
defences. :

 

  

The same thing happened at Jutland—
the light cruisers found the enemyfirst—
and again at the recent skirmish on the
confines of the Bight, which, by the way,
is the light cruisers’ happy hunting-
ground.
Take the first scrap of all at sea—when

the Amphion metand sank an enemymine-
layer crossing to drop her deadly “‘eggs”
off ourcoast, and rememberthat the same
ship was the first fighting vessel to make
the supreme sacrifice. Hers was a some-
what sad end\for she was mined in sight

of home, off the Thames estuary as she
made her home port for repairs after the
action.

 

 

Seaplane ‘‘ Mothers ”

The Pathfinder, too, fell shortly after-
wards, though hers was a legitimate end ;

she was torpedoed off the East Coast: of
Scotland a monthlater, about the same
time. as another unloved child—the
Pegasus—was being sunk by the superior
gun fire of the Kénigsberg as she lay in
the harbour at Zanzibar.
And that reminds me—there hasn’t yet

been a hunt for enemyraiders that wasn’t
carried out by usscouts. Regardless of the
fact that the chess-boards have been the
oceans of the world—the Atlantic, for

instance, is more than 240,000 square miles
in areaand the enemy’s pawns moving
at long distances, their manceuvres hidden
in mystery, we've always managed at the-
long last to- find and deal-with them.
You need only remember that the High-
fiyer—one of the oldest of light cruisers—
dealt with one raider ; that the Sydney—
hen only a two-year-old—put “‘finis ”’ to

the Emden’s career; that the Glasgow
wasone of the gallant four which engaged
Von Spee’s powerful squadron off the
Falklands ; “that the Kent found and
finished the Dresden, to realise what large
parts the light cruisers have played inthis
particular branch of war.

Again, we light cruisers act as seaplane
mothers sometimes, and perish while so
doing. “The Hawke and the Hermes were
both small vessels of this type, and both
have, in the sailorman’s expressive phrase,
““sone west.”

There was one light cruiser which saw
over the horizon, one. fine morning, -an

enemy raider hove-to close alongside a
steamer. The light cruiser called to her
with an outranged gun, and the raider,
not waiting to see what might be the size

 

 

 

 

‘of this cheeky little intruder, picked up
her heels and ran. .

Fracas with a Zeppelin

- When. the light cruiser closed “the
steamer, she found that the enemy
had set her on fire-im half a dozen
places, leaving her crew to roast or to
jump overboard and take their chance
of drowning. The light cruiser picked up
that crew, and sent half her own men,
armed with hoses worked from her own
powerful steam-pumps, to deal with the
conflagration. They toiled without cessa-
tion for two days, at the end of which
time the steamer’s crew were again trans-
shipped -to their vessel and sent rejoicing
on theit lawful occasions, the fire now
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being out. And the best part of that story
is that the ship belongedto a neutral and
non-combatant nation, and the British
war vessel would have been quite justified
had she rescued the ship’s company and
left her to burn.

The honour of sinking the first sub-
marine in the war fell to another light
cruiser, the Birmingham, as the news-
papers related at the time.

There was the light cruiser which lost her
way in a fog and brought up inside the
Frisian Islands, some few miles from the
North German coast. Here she found a
convoytrying to slip through to Zeebrugge,
and immediately commenced to make
merry with them. The fog prevented her
seeing what were the size and number of
the vessels escorting the merchantmen, but

she needirt have troubled much about
that, for at the first shot they turned and.
ran atvay, and the enemynever got those
stores, after all.

Then, again, there was the light cruiser
which, while sculling round the NorthSea,

became involved in a fracas with an
inquisitive Zeppelin. _By means of her
own, andbyhiding herself behind a smoke
screen, she managed to persuade the gas-
bag to descend a little lower, and then

presented her with a full bouquetof shells,
one of which burst a hole in her portside.
The Zeppelin, having droppedall her bombs
into the sea and killed some hundreds of
fish, turned and sped. homewards with a’
heavylist to port, and ever after, to the

finale of her somewhat inglorious career
the finale, by the way, was an incandes-

cent one—she carried a patch on her side
as tribute to the good shooting of that
light cruiser’s gunlayers.

Capture of a New U Boat

Incidentally, it was the same ship
which arrived in port one day with a
brand-new U boat at her tail—a U boat
whose guns had never fired a round,
whose stores and torpedoes were still

intact, ‘but whose crew, having been
frightened out of their wits, had in-
continently surrendered at the cruiser’s
request.
Working with the Pack that Hunts the

Unterseeboot ; playing special constable
to mine-sweepers and mine-layers ; doing
point duty across the seven seas; nosing
round for the enemy so that he may be
delivered to the tender mercies of the
Grand Fieet ; convoying merchantmento.
and fro on their lawful occasions; follow-
ing the~questing seaplanes in order to
render assistance and succour and backing
where needed; occasionally strafing
Fritz ashore on the Belgian coast ; watch-
ing over the few enemy merchantmenstill
interned in harbours belonging to remain-
ing neutrals ; leading destroyer flotillas
into action, and helping them when there’;
defining the limits to which raiding enemy
-torpedo craft may come;

Such are just a few of the jobs which
are entrusted to the light cruisers, the
scouts, which, because of their handiness,
are everybody’s servants, and whichalso,
because of their invariable propensity
for running into trouble, are Nobody’s
Children. .
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Keeping the furnaces going [n a merchant ship. The “black
squad,’’ carrying on below the water-line, despite the new dangers
of the deep, are as heroic as their fellows in the fighting-line. 

     
 

Oiling the starboard shaft, and (right) boy bringing a barrowload of coal along the Y ; i< angway bet 3 i
Throughout the war, and despite the ‘‘ unrestricted” use of the submarine by caercantaes the ata per SatiiotyMravecnttic teeing

have declined to be terrorised into refusing to sian on and have stuck loyally to their work. a
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Chronicled by John S. Margerison
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war vessel would have been quite justified
had she rescued the ship’s company and
left her to burn.

The honour of sinking the first sub-
marine in the war fell to another light
cruiser, the Birmingham, as the news-
papers related at the time.

There was the light cruiser which lost her
way in a fog and brought up inside the
Frisian Islands, some few miles from the
North German coast. Here she found a
convoytrying to slip through to Zeebrugge,
and immediately commenced to make
merry with them. The fog prevented her
seeing what were the size and number of
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that, for at the first shot they turned and.
ran atvay, and the enemynever got those
stores, after all.
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which, while sculling round the NorthSea,
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inquisitive Zeppelin. _By means of her
own, andbyhiding herself behind a smoke
screen, she managed to persuade the gas-
bag to descend a little lower, and then

presented her with a full bouquetof shells,
one of which burst a hole in her portside.
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into the sea and killed some hundreds of
fish, turned and sped. homewards with a’
heavylist to port, and ever after, to the

finale of her somewhat inglorious career
the finale, by the way, was an incandes-

cent one—she carried a patch on her side
as tribute to the good shooting of that
light cruiser’s gunlayers.

Capture of a New U Boat

Incidentally, it was the same ship
which arrived in port one day with a
brand-new U boat at her tail—a U boat
whose guns had never fired a round,
whose stores and torpedoes were still

intact, ‘but whose crew, having been
frightened out of their wits, had in-
continently surrendered at the cruiser’s
request.
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point duty across the seven seas; nosing
round for the enemy so that he may be
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ing over the few enemy merchantmenstill
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into action, and helping them when there’;
defining the limits to which raiding enemy
-torpedo craft may come;

Such are just a few of the jobs which
are entrusted to the light cruisers, the
scouts, which, because of their handiness,
are everybody’s servants, and whichalso,
because of their invariable propensity
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Aspectsof Sir Edmund Allenby’s Palestine Army American Soldiers Enter Steraly Into Action

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turkish prisoners of war washing at a trough in a base camp at
Heliopotis, in Lower Egypt, near Cairo.       

 

 American machine-gun in action on the western front, where A crowded trench. Some of the American troops in France who
forces of the Western Republic have begun their great task. are completing their training before going into the front line.

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

British soldiers holding a signalling post in Sinai using the helio-
graph for communicating with troops twenty-six miles away.
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3 eB ‘ Houdini getting out of a strait jacket while suspended ‘ his feet American soldiers in their training camp engagedin practising
J in New York. His‘ stunt’? was done to rouse interest in a per- ‘nicking off the enemy,” a task which they hope soon to be doing

General Sir Edmund Allenby leaving Jerusalem, the scene of his most historic triumph, by the Jaffa Gate. (British official.) Right: j formancefor the benefit of dependents of menlostonthe Antilles. - : in deadly earnest on the battlefietd in Europe.
Entrainina horses for the use of the Yeomanry withthe forcesin Palestine. where these peculiarly Enalish troops have done good work.
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Emergencies in Frontier Fighting in the East:

 

    
 Oxen cometo the aid of a motor-car belonging to a contingent of the Royal Flying Corps in India. The draught animal of the

ancients is called upon. to assist in towing one of the most modern of vehicles across a shallow stream.

 

 

  
 With the R.F.C. men in India. Receiving wireless Various methods of carrying the sick and woundedutilised in the recent Mahsud

messages from a comradealoft in the air. campaign, in country where wheeled traffic could not be employed.

 
 

 
 

   
 Mountain battery in position during the advance on Barmand in the Mahsud campaign,and (right) a “net stretcher’ used for the

carrying of the sick. It is described as having the merits of being light and handyfor the bearers and comfortable for the patient.
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the Mahsud Campaign

 
 Fine work has been done by Anglo-Indian forces on the North-
West Frontier. tn March, 1917, some 2,000 Mahsuds advanced
on Sarwekai, in South Waziristan, and surrounded the rae
commanded by Major F. L. Hughes, who was killed. The
Darajat Movable Column, under Brigadier-General GQ. M.

-burned.

Baldwin, relieved Sarwekai, and the Mahsuds withdrew to near
Barwand, whero they were dispersed and their encampments

The country operated over was most difficult, as is
suggested by this photograph of Nepatese treops moving atonga
narrow track between two sheer precipices.
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Active Women Wield the Woodman’s Axe & Saw Keeping the Ways Clear With Constant Work
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Women foresters watching their men colleagues putting the finishing touch to
their work of felling a tree. Right: A wood-womanleads her cart-horse home.

Clearing the mud off one of the well-laid wooden ways on which the guns go
forward on the westorn front. Right: A puppy mascot of one of the Tanks.

i :

Swinging the axe, and (right) laying the cross-cut saw tothe roots of atree. Forestry work is interesting and healthy, and, wheronly ‘/ light timber hasto be felled, as for pit-props, not beyond the strength of women, whohaveproved themselves adept and useful foresters. ©

1 y

A team in the woods, and (right) two of the girls carrying logs. Five or six hundred women are employed already in forestry work l ' : iti i i Il bunchand the Board of Agriculture, in co-operation with the Women’s Forestry Corps, has issued an appeal ee riore,offevitig ou pay. } A cheery-looking crowd. A working-party on the British front in France range themselves before the camera behind a small bunc

of Shells and coils of wire which they are about to move up to where the guns are firing near ths front lino.
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Decorated for Deeds of
EMPORARY CAPTAIN PHILIP FLETCHER FULLARD,D.S.O., M.C.

(and Bar), son of the late Mr. T. F. Fullard, of Hatfield, joined the Inns of
Conrt O.T.C. in 1915, He joined the Royal Flying Corps, and after acting for

> time as instructor, went to France in April, 1917. In six months’
ying’ he brought down forty-two enemy aeroplanes and three balloons,
is record for a single day being four aeroplanes.
Captain James Thomas Byford McCudden, M.C., was born in 1895, son of

the late Mr. W. H. McCudden, warrant offi inthe Royal Engineers. He
went to France with the original British Expeditionary Force as an air
mechani nd having had some experiencein the air, was pressed into service
at Mons as an_observer, and was one of the small reconnaissance party that
gaye information of the enemy’s movements whichled to the historic fighting
retreat. Officially promoted observer, he won the Military Medal and the
Croix de Guerrein the first year of the war as a non-commissionedofficer. Since
becoming pilot in charge of a single-seater scout, he has brought down
thirty en enemy machines to date. " 5

Acting-Corporal John Collins, Royal Welsh Fusiliers, was awarded the
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Gallantry and Devotion
Victoria Cross for a magnificent exhibition of initiative and fearlessness.
Whenhis battalion, after deployment, was lying out in the open and suffering
manycasualties, he repeatedly went out and brought wounded back. Later,
he made himself conspicuous in rallying his command, led the final assault
over uncut wire in the face of heavyfire at close range, bayoneted fifteen of
the enemy, and with a Lewis gunpressed on beyond the objective and covered
the consolidation of the position, although himself isolated and under fire.
Company-Sergeant-Major Frank Dickinson, Manchester Regiment, has

been awarded the Distinguished Conduet Medal for great gallantry on the
western front during Octoberlast. With a Lewis gunner he hadtaken a ‘ pill-
box,’”’ when the enemy, seeing that there were only the two of them there,
demanded their surrender. Dickinson shot two of themwitha rifle, and with
his comrade remained out for forty-four hours until relief came.

Corporal Leo Phillipson, Machine Gun Corps, awarded the Military Medal
for gallantry and devotion at Messines Ridge, enlisted in the Highland Light
Infantry in August, 1914, and after service in Gallipoli. where he was wounded,
transferred to the Machine Gun Corps, and has since served in France.

 

  

 

 

 

  

   

 

    
Temp. Capt. P. F. FOLLARD,
D.S.0., M.C. and Bar, R.F.C. V.C., Highlan

Actg.-Cpl. J. HAMILTON, Capt. B. McCUDDEN, M.C.,i Light Int REC. Capt. H, F. B. SHARP,
M.C. and Bar, R.F.A.
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Cpl. W. CLAMP,V.C., Actg.-Cpl. JOHN COLLINS,
York. Regt. Killed. V.C., Royal Welsh Fus.

Sergt. F. GREAVES, V.C., Lt.-Col. A. D. BORTON,V.C. jPea RTON, V.C., Major A. M, LAFONE, V.C.,
D.S.0., London Regt. Yeomanry. Killed.
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Lt.-Col. F. HALL, D.S.0., Capt. WEDGWOOD BENN,
R.F.A., M.P. D.S.0., Croix de Guerre, M.P.

Capt. E. SMITH, M.C.,
Durham Light Inf.

Capt. R. A. DENCH, C.-§.-M. F, v
M.C. and Bar, Leinster Regt. Pt WooshonD.C.M., Manchester Regt.

 

          
  

  
 

  
  

    

 

  
Sergi.-Major G. TOLLY, Cpl. L, PHILLIPSON, M.M., Sergt. G. 8. D

D.C.M. and Bar, W. Yks. Ret. M.G.C, D

Portraits by, Lafayette, Ch

 

D.C.M., Black Watch.
Capt. G. C. A. COX, M.C.,

Leicester Regt,
OIG, M.M., Capt. B. G. BUXTON, M.C.

and Bar, W. Riding Rest.

ancellor, and Bassano.

Endof Seventh Volume
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS~—-LVII z

CANADIAN INFANTRYTHE t¢TH
OME few weeks

S ago, in writing
about the Royal

Highlanders of
Canada, we mentioned
afew of the doughty
deeds done by~ the
Canadian troops as a
whole during 1917.
Men from British

Columbia took part, we know, in the
capture of Vimy Ridge and of Passchen-
daele. At Passchendaele they were on the
right of the. advance, and during its pro-
gress they were assailed by enfilade fire
from.machine-guns on Becelaere Ridge.
North of the Broodseinde Road they came
up against a yery strong position, and
this. they took by working round the
end and then rushingit. sie
The 7th Canadian Infantry Battalion,

composed of men from British Columbia,
was in theIst Division which landed in
England in 1914, trained on Salisbury
Plain through the winter, and reached
the front just before the Battle of Neuve
Chapelle in March, t915. The Canadians
worked hard in France. Close behind the
lines they saw aud learned muchof the
nature of the war in which they were
serving, and before long they were pro-
nounced fit for the front line. On April
17th; therefore, the 2nd and3rd Brigades
took over from the French 1ith- Division
a section of the line in front of Ypres, and
five days later they were destined to
face a terror which had never before
assailed British troops. :

  

 

G St. Julien
Everyone knows. the story of -the first

gas attack by~ which the Germans,. on
. April 22nd, opened a gap in the: French
lines. The 3rd Canadian Brigade was the
one mainly endangered by the French
retirement, and to support it, as General
Turner moved it round to ward off the
German attacks, the British Columbians
(the 7th) were sent over from the 2nd.
‘Fhe battalion -was-placed.ona ridge near

St. Julien, and its orders were to make
the position safe, against a probable
attack. It was then afternoon, and this
work must be done during the darkness,
for, the ridge was under constant shell
fire, Accordingly, Colonel Hart-McHarg,
with one or two ofhis officers, went out to
choose new positions for the trenches.
Their experiences were exciting. They ,

_-had gone forward for some distance when,
-suddenly they found themselves on one
side of a hedge and a lot of Germans on
the other. Being good soldiers, they
threw themselves down flat at once, but
Hart-McHarg, having rolled into a shell-
hole, was hit.. His wounds were dressed,
andafterwards he was carried: back to-his
own headquarters, but his injuries were
serious, and thenext day he’ died.
Then came days of storm for the bat-

talion. Attacks were made on it, some-
times in front, sometimes on the flanks,
sometimes on all together. Inless than
three days it lost 600 men killed or
wounded, every company officer having
been hit. With only’ roo men left, the
British Columbiansfell back with the rest
of the brigade to which they were attached.
Among the heroes of this fight was Ser-
geant W. Swindells, who, when all the
officers of his company had been injured
and the few remaining men were retiring,
‘led them back again.

A short rest followed these exertions,
but on May 23rd the British Columbians
were again in fhe front line. At this time
the fiercest fighting was around Festubert,
where our men had tried and failed to
seize a redoubt named Bexhill. Another
attempt was necessary, so the 5th Cana-
dian Infantry were ordered to try their
hands. ‘To assist them, the 7th sent 100

men, 50 to build the necessary bridges,
and 50 to consolidate any positions won.
The bridges were made, twelve of them

crossing a ditch ten feet wide, but heavy
losses were incurred in the operation.
However, the desired positions were cap-

tured, another company from the 7th
coming up to assist, and under very
heavy fire they were held.
The Canadians did not take any part

in the Battle of Loos, and the tst Division
for there were now others in the field—
had, during the latter part of 1915, a com-
paratively quiet time. In November,
however, the 7th Battalion took partin

a successful trench raid, which is worth a

brief déscription.’ At nine o’clock in the
evening five men crept across No Man's

German crouching under some corrugated
iron, but they did not spend much time
over him. They hurried along the trench,
followed by their men. Bombs were used
freely, and, as the dug-outs were full, the

Germans suffered many casualties. An
officer stationed at the entrance sent back
word over the wire of the progress of the
raid, and kept a sharp look-out for any of
the enemy, while onr guns were hard at
work to cut off reinforcements,

At Hooge

The prisoners taken were passed back
from one waiting group to another,
and soon {he signal to retire was given.
The twenty minutes allowed- for the
stay in the trench were over, and the
Canadians retired across No Man’s Land.
A most successful raid, splendidly planned
and carried out, was to the credit of the
British Columbians. From this time we
know less- of these men from the Far
West. They were in the fighting near
Hooge in June, 1916, and it is tolerably
certain that they were not far from
Courcelette in the following September.

 

 

 

 
OFFICERS OF THE BRITISH COLUMBIA REGIMENT.—-Front row (left to right): Lt. C. C.
Holmes, Lt. W. 'T. Barton, Lt. Hodgson, Lt. O. F. Brothers, Lt. G. H. Leslie, Lt. Kh. F. Steeves,
Lt. T. G. Forshaw. Middle row: Capt. L. E. Haines, Capt. 8. D. Gardner (Adijt.),° Maj. P. Byng
fall, D.S.O., Lt.-Col. W. Hart-McHarg, Maj. G. Moberley, Maj. P: Rigley, Capt. the Rev. W. Barton.
‘Back row: Lt. L. G. Hornby, Capt. W. H. Edmund-Jenkins, Capt. G. H. Gibson, C.AMEL.C,, Lt. E. D.

Bellew, Lt. N. A. Jessop; Lt. W. Ashton, Capt. T. Locke.

Land and begansilently to cut the wire in
front of the German trenches, They
could only cut whem clouds closed over
the moon; at other times they just lay
still. By midnight they had made two
lanes through the wire; these were in the-
shape of a V, meeting in front of the
enemy’s trench. A small river was, also
‘bridged in. three places—another neces-
sary piece of work, At the appointed

- time two selected parties set out. Each
man had his own particular task ; every-
one wore a black mask, and none carried

any badge or markof identification what-
ever. Bayonet men, grenade throwers,
grenade carriers, wire men, and shovel
men went first, while five riflemen, a tele-
phonist, a linesman, and two stretcher-

bearers followed.
It was raining hard when these Colum-

bians jumped into the German trench.
The two officers leading fell on to a

British Columbia occupies a somewhat
isolated and difficult position in the
Canadian Federation. Before it joined
the other States in 1872 its interests were
centred solely on the Pacific coast, and
consequently it had no part in those wars
and rumours of wars which kept the
Canadians on the St. Lawrencealert, and
Ied them to create a militia) which was
called out in case of need: However,
after 1871 they soon formed their own
regiments, and these, among them, the

7and Seaforth Highlanders of Canada,

the roznd Rocky Mountain Rangers, and

the ro4th joined the Canadian Militia,
and proved themselves equal to the best.
There was, too, no lack of zeal when the
Great Danger came, and, as we have seen,
the menof British Columbia threw them-
selves into the struggle as keenly as if they
lived on the Germanfrontier and not some
thousands of miles away. A.W. H.
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Decorated for Deeds of
EMPORARY CAPTAIN PHILIP FLETCHER FULLARD,D.S.O., M.C.

(and Bar), son of the late Mr. T. F. Fullard, of Hatfield, joined the Inns of
Conrt O.T.C. in 1915, He joined the Royal Flying Corps, and after acting for

> time as instructor, went to France in April, 1917. In six months’
ying’ he brought down forty-two enemy aeroplanes and three balloons,
is record for a single day being four aeroplanes.
Captain James Thomas Byford McCudden, M.C., was born in 1895, son of

the late Mr. W. H. McCudden, warrant offi inthe Royal Engineers. He
went to France with the original British Expeditionary Force as an air
mechani nd having had some experiencein the air, was pressed into service
at Mons as an_observer, and was one of the small reconnaissance party that
gaye information of the enemy’s movements whichled to the historic fighting
retreat. Officially promoted observer, he won the Military Medal and the
Croix de Guerrein the first year of the war as a non-commissionedofficer. Since
becoming pilot in charge of a single-seater scout, he has brought down
thirty en enemy machines to date. " 5

Acting-Corporal John Collins, Royal Welsh Fusiliers, was awarded the
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Gallantry and Devotion
Victoria Cross for a magnificent exhibition of initiative and fearlessness.
Whenhis battalion, after deployment, was lying out in the open and suffering
manycasualties, he repeatedly went out and brought wounded back. Later,
he made himself conspicuous in rallying his command, led the final assault
over uncut wire in the face of heavyfire at close range, bayoneted fifteen of
the enemy, and with a Lewis gunpressed on beyond the objective and covered
the consolidation of the position, although himself isolated and under fire.
Company-Sergeant-Major Frank Dickinson, Manchester Regiment, has

been awarded the Distinguished Conduet Medal for great gallantry on the
western front during Octoberlast. With a Lewis gunner he hadtaken a ‘ pill-
box,’”’ when the enemy, seeing that there were only the two of them there,
demanded their surrender. Dickinson shot two of themwitha rifle, and with
his comrade remained out for forty-four hours until relief came.

Corporal Leo Phillipson, Machine Gun Corps, awarded the Military Medal
for gallantry and devotion at Messines Ridge, enlisted in the Highland Light
Infantry in August, 1914, and after service in Gallipoli. where he was wounded,
transferred to the Machine Gun Corps, and has since served in France.
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D.S.0., M.C. and Bar, R.F.C. V.C., Highlan
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Cpl. W. CLAMP,V.C., Actg.-Cpl. JOHN COLLINS,
York. Regt. Killed. V.C., Royal Welsh Fus.

Sergt. F. GREAVES, V.C., Lt.-Col. A. D. BORTON,V.C. jPea RTON, V.C., Major A. M, LAFONE, V.C.,
D.S.0., London Regt. Yeomanry. Killed.
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Lt.-Col. F. HALL, D.S.0., Capt. WEDGWOOD BENN,
R.F.A., M.P. D.S.0., Croix de Guerre, M.P.

Capt. E. SMITH, M.C.,
Durham Light Inf.

Capt. R. A. DENCH, C.-§.-M. F, v
M.C. and Bar, Leinster Regt. Pt WooshonD.C.M., Manchester Regt.
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D.C.M. and Bar, W. Yks. Ret. M.G.C, D
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D.C.M., Black Watch.
Capt. G. C. A. COX, M.C.,

Leicester Regt,
OIG, M.M., Capt. B. G. BUXTON, M.C.

and Bar, W. Riding Rest.
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OME few weeks

S ago, in writing
about the Royal

Highlanders of
Canada, we mentioned
afew of the doughty
deeds done by~ the
Canadian troops as a
whole during 1917.
Men from British

Columbia took part, we know, in the
capture of Vimy Ridge and of Passchen-
daele. At Passchendaele they were on the
right of the. advance, and during its pro-
gress they were assailed by enfilade fire
from.machine-guns on Becelaere Ridge.
North of the Broodseinde Road they came
up against a yery strong position, and
this. they took by working round the
end and then rushingit. sie
The 7th Canadian Infantry Battalion,

composed of men from British Columbia,
was in theIst Division which landed in
England in 1914, trained on Salisbury
Plain through the winter, and reached
the front just before the Battle of Neuve
Chapelle in March, t915. The Canadians
worked hard in France. Close behind the
lines they saw aud learned muchof the
nature of the war in which they were
serving, and before long they were pro-
nounced fit for the front line. On April
17th; therefore, the 2nd and3rd Brigades
took over from the French 1ith- Division
a section of the line in front of Ypres, and
five days later they were destined to
face a terror which had never before
assailed British troops. :

  

 

G St. Julien
Everyone knows. the story of -the first

gas attack by~ which the Germans,. on
. April 22nd, opened a gap in the: French
lines. The 3rd Canadian Brigade was the
one mainly endangered by the French
retirement, and to support it, as General
Turner moved it round to ward off the
German attacks, the British Columbians
(the 7th) were sent over from the 2nd.
‘Fhe battalion -was-placed.ona ridge near

St. Julien, and its orders were to make
the position safe, against a probable
attack. It was then afternoon, and this
work must be done during the darkness,
for, the ridge was under constant shell
fire, Accordingly, Colonel Hart-McHarg,
with one or two ofhis officers, went out to
choose new positions for the trenches.
Their experiences were exciting. They ,

_-had gone forward for some distance when,
-suddenly they found themselves on one
side of a hedge and a lot of Germans on
the other. Being good soldiers, they
threw themselves down flat at once, but
Hart-McHarg, having rolled into a shell-
hole, was hit.. His wounds were dressed,
andafterwards he was carried: back to-his
own headquarters, but his injuries were
serious, and thenext day he’ died.
Then came days of storm for the bat-

talion. Attacks were made on it, some-
times in front, sometimes on the flanks,
sometimes on all together. Inless than
three days it lost 600 men killed or
wounded, every company officer having
been hit. With only’ roo men left, the
British Columbiansfell back with the rest
of the brigade to which they were attached.
Among the heroes of this fight was Ser-
geant W. Swindells, who, when all the
officers of his company had been injured
and the few remaining men were retiring,
‘led them back again.

A short rest followed these exertions,
but on May 23rd the British Columbians
were again in fhe front line. At this time
the fiercest fighting was around Festubert,
where our men had tried and failed to
seize a redoubt named Bexhill. Another
attempt was necessary, so the 5th Cana-
dian Infantry were ordered to try their
hands. ‘To assist them, the 7th sent 100

men, 50 to build the necessary bridges,
and 50 to consolidate any positions won.
The bridges were made, twelve of them

crossing a ditch ten feet wide, but heavy
losses were incurred in the operation.
However, the desired positions were cap-

tured, another company from the 7th
coming up to assist, and under very
heavy fire they were held.
The Canadians did not take any part

in the Battle of Loos, and the tst Division
for there were now others in the field—
had, during the latter part of 1915, a com-
paratively quiet time. In November,
however, the 7th Battalion took partin

a successful trench raid, which is worth a

brief déscription.’ At nine o’clock in the
evening five men crept across No Man's

German crouching under some corrugated
iron, but they did not spend much time
over him. They hurried along the trench,
followed by their men. Bombs were used
freely, and, as the dug-outs were full, the

Germans suffered many casualties. An
officer stationed at the entrance sent back
word over the wire of the progress of the
raid, and kept a sharp look-out for any of
the enemy, while onr guns were hard at
work to cut off reinforcements,

At Hooge

The prisoners taken were passed back
from one waiting group to another,
and soon {he signal to retire was given.
The twenty minutes allowed- for the
stay in the trench were over, and the
Canadians retired across No Man’s Land.
A most successful raid, splendidly planned
and carried out, was to the credit of the
British Columbians. From this time we
know less- of these men from the Far
West. They were in the fighting near
Hooge in June, 1916, and it is tolerably
certain that they were not far from
Courcelette in the following September.
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Land and begansilently to cut the wire in
front of the German trenches, They
could only cut whem clouds closed over
the moon; at other times they just lay
still. By midnight they had made two
lanes through the wire; these were in the-
shape of a V, meeting in front of the
enemy’s trench. A small river was, also
‘bridged in. three places—another neces-
sary piece of work, At the appointed

- time two selected parties set out. Each
man had his own particular task ; every-
one wore a black mask, and none carried

any badge or markof identification what-
ever. Bayonet men, grenade throwers,
grenade carriers, wire men, and shovel
men went first, while five riflemen, a tele-
phonist, a linesman, and two stretcher-

bearers followed.
It was raining hard when these Colum-

bians jumped into the German trench.
The two officers leading fell on to a

British Columbia occupies a somewhat
isolated and difficult position in the
Canadian Federation. Before it joined
the other States in 1872 its interests were
centred solely on the Pacific coast, and
consequently it had no part in those wars
and rumours of wars which kept the
Canadians on the St. Lawrencealert, and
Ied them to create a militia) which was
called out in case of need: However,
after 1871 they soon formed their own
regiments, and these, among them, the

7and Seaforth Highlanders of Canada,

the roznd Rocky Mountain Rangers, and

the ro4th joined the Canadian Militia,
and proved themselves equal to the best.
There was, too, no lack of zeal when the
Great Danger came, and, as we have seen,
the menof British Columbia threw them-
selves into the struggle as keenly as if they
lived on the Germanfrontier and not some
thousands of miles away. A.W. H.
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O-DAYour seventh half-yearly volume
iscompleted.. The occasionis another

landmark in our progress,“ and «prompts
some editorial confessions. At the end
of three-years andahalf I can say frankly
that THe War ILLusTRateED’s position in
public favouris as high as I had hoped
it might attain: It is established. on the
sure foundations of merit and value.

HE WAR ILLUSTRATED came out
as‘ something new,”’ and_it remains

something new to-day. ‘There is no other
periodical that quite resembles it.. ~At

-first it had a host of imitators. I could
name no fewer than eight—and there
were’more! All are dead and forgotten,
long since. There was a later one which
reproduced our characteristics in flagrant
detail, but this, too, fluttered for a few
brief weeks anddied.

MAYbe pardoned, therefore, in looking
back over these forty-two months

with ‘some little satisfaction, so far as
the-achievements of this pictorial review
are concerned. Not only has it withstood
all rivalry, but it has discharged a»useful
national. work in diffusing innumerable
official photographs and authentic draw-
ings from every region of the war, and
numerous brilliantly written expositions of
the world-drama. Something likeseventy
million copies of Tne War ILLUSTRATED
have been’ circulated throughout the
world since the war began!

HEN it is remembered that each of
our’ numbers enjoys a much

longer existence than any daily picture-
paper, and that hundreds of thousands of
volumes made from the weekly issues are
in existence, some. notion can be formed

“of the importance that may attach to
even-so apparently, simple a production—
provided it contains the right stuff 1
Certainly, THe War ILLUSTRATED: cannot
have failed to help many to a proper
understanding of the pros and cons of the
great struggle we are all still unhappily
witnessing.

I AM sure my readers will agree with
me that; for variety of interests and

highlevel of literary andpictorial contents,
the volume of which this is the last page
has more than ‘maintained the promise
with which the publication’ set out. What
ofthe volume that begins- next week ?
As I-hinted recently,:- the. continuous
increase in the cost of materials has long
made it a difficult matter to maintain
THE WarILLUSTRATED fat the price fixed
three years and a half ago.

N°

its price, beginning with’ the issue of
next week, will inereased temporarily
fo 8d. And I shall not have the slightest
fear of the result if my readers will
compare eyen this week’s issue with any
other 3d.. publication. Contrasted_ with
the penny and twopenny pictorial journals
its value is greater, quite apart from the
fact that our contributors are’ writers of
the highest distinction, whose services can
be retained only at an expenditure quite
unusual in popular weekly journalism.

diminution will be made in the size
or substance of the publication, but:

M* hope -was to continue THe War
ILLUSTRATED as. a twopenny-publi-

cation throughout the war, and indeed to
maintain it afterwards at that price as a
picture-record of the new era for whi¢h
we are all so ardently longing. But my
readers, I am sure, will prefer to pay the

extra’ penny, so long as that may be
necessary, rather than see their favourite
journal cut downin quantity and quality,
which was the only alternative.

WHILE this temporary advance in
_ price is’ meant, deliberately to limit

the weekly circulation, at the same time
tf am determined that, within ‘the limits
imposed upon us by the, shipping diffi-
culties, ourlittle publication shall continue
to improve. Indeed, it will be my aim
to make it in every respect as good value
for 3d. as it has been for 2d. a

ICTORIALLY, our nowfamiliar and
much~ approved. methods will be

continued, -but my. issue of next> week

will contain certain alterations enhancing
its value, especially to those who bind
their weeklyparts into half-yearly volumes.
The outer pages will be found mote suitable
for retaining in the bound volumes than
heretofore. Various coloured inks will
give greater-eflect to these pages, and the
number of. war pictures exclusively sup-
plied ‘to us will be notably augmented.

ROM the literary point of view there
will also be still “‘ something new.”

Naturally, those famous war writers, Mr.

Lovat Vraser and Mr. Hamilton Fyfe,
will continue to be the principal members
of my .regulat contributing staff. Mr.
Lovat Fraser (whose nameis unavoidably
absent from our pages this week for the
first time for manyissues) is the ablest
publicist writing on the war to-day, and I
esteem it a:privilege to give week by week
an exclusive page from his careful and
alwaysfascinating pen. Mr. Hamilton Fyfe,
mostwidely travelled of all correspondents,
will charm my readers, week by week,
witha brilliant ne-yseries of contributions,
entitled “*A “Wanderer in War Lands:
Memories and Pictures.”’

"THE war has produced many remark-
able new -writers. . There is a- group

that I esteem the Master Writers of the
Great War. Theyare chiefly young men
.who had not wontheir spursin literature
before the war, but have disclosed real
genius in the very: natural desire to record
some of their war experiences ; to share

their impressions and eniotions » with
others. Mostof them are known only by
noms de guerre. A so ge ’ .
““TAN HAY,” however; was a name

famous to novel readers before the
war, and when as an officer in-the New
Army its owner came to write ‘‘ The First
Hundred Thousand,” it was not necessary
to veil his identity further, since ‘ Tan
Hay ” was a pseudonym. “Sapper ” on
the other hand, and ‘‘ Bartimeus ’’ also,
are new writers whoselively and pictur-
esque pens have done much to interpret
the life’ of our fighting men to their stay-°
at-home compatriots.

e EDETTE,” who’ in ‘The Adven-
tures ofan Ensign’” has written

cne of .the real _masterpicces of ‘war-

itself,

literature, was a well-knownandbrilliant
journalist ere he became an officer in a
regiment of Guards; and “Contact 4

whose joyous :book ‘An  Airman’s
Outings ” is the very embodiment of the
British Flying spirit, was also a.journalist
before he became a flyer. Mr. Patricl:
MacGill and Mr. Gilbert Frankau are two
men of letters who had wonliterary,
reputations before taking to soldiering,
but-have since made. most effective use
of their military experience.

R. TRANKAU,as a poct of the war,
takes -high and permanent. place.

with such a masterpiece as “The Guns.”
Te and others mentioned will be repre-'
sented in, the new serics ‘ The -Master’
Writers of the Great War,” beginning’ in
my next number. Mr. Gilbert Trankau’s’
contribution, which is ga very brilliant
story based uponactualfacts, will probably:
be the first of this notable newseries.
That world-famous young Frenchman, M.
Henri Barbusse, author of the wonderful,
book “ Under Fire,” has also seat me_an
important original coatribution for this=
series, and Signor Luigi Barvini will, I‘
hope, represent Italyinit.

A very important feature of next week’s
issue—the -first at. 3d.—-will be a
GRATIS ART SUPPLEMENT. :

AMsure that every reader, like myself,
“has oftén “wished that ..he . could ~

identify at a glance “the various Coloured*
ribbons with which so manyof our fighting;
forces are ‘now-‘decorated..-Can you;?for
instance, recognise «the srtbbon of «the;
1914 Star, >the Military Cross, or the.

Military: Medal ? : In. addition -to° these -
there: are «many others, such as the -V.C., -
D.S.05.5 DS.C;7'2D:CaM: the .senes of

Albert Medals, Good Service’.Medals, and
various foreign Orders given by our
Allies to British officers. pi game}

ere these; to the total. of thirty-six, .
are beautifully reproduced in their:

full colours in this art supplement which
ts to be presented to every purchaser of |
next week’s “War Illustrated,’? «and |
having regard to the present cost of |
materials I may say that this is a gift *
well worth the charge for the periodical

The printing order is limited and °
cannot be increased, so that only those’.

who take the precaution to order in’
advance are certain of being supplied.

"‘THE Binding Cases for Volume 7 of
THe War ILLustRatEep, which Jis

completed. with this part, are now ready, ~
and the charge for themis 2s. which, as

previously announced, is now the price
for the binding cases of all the volumes.»
Given away with the cases is a very-fine -
colour plate of Sir Rosslyn Wemyss; the
First Sea Lord, together. with anartistic °
title page and full index to’ the various
literary and pictorial items. » The twenty- :
six. weekly parts, when: brought together |
within: these cases; form a volume of
inexhaustible interest for to-day and
to-morrow—a .volume «which in’ com-
parison ~with other published books ‘is
absurdly cheap at its total cost to its

- owner,»
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ISOLATION OFTHE OUTLAW
I HAVE never allowed myconfidence

in the ultimate triumph of the Allies
over the Central Powers to betray meinto
hazardous guesses-as ta the date when
the achievement of the triumph might be
expected.
the idle company of ‘ prophets” now.
Only the astonishing shortness of the
people's memory—added, perhaps, to the
entire wnimportance of the individual
prophets, saves them from being pilloried
publicly, as most vain and foolish persons,
and-I have ne desire te be counted oneof
their silly kind and a proper object for
the same contempt. All this, however,
does net deter me from declaring that I
am happier to-day because I amsure I see
a glimmer of light which means that the
absolute darkness of the night is passing
and that the dawn is behind it sure
enough, ;

 

 

HY this jubilation ?. Because of an
article -in «tke Vienna —Socialist

paper .the “‘‘ Arbeiter

_

Zeitung,” which
shows that in the Central Empires there
is one man with eyes that can see facts
underneath ali the sophistries with which
they are disguised by tke angels and
ministers of evil, and with courage to.
proclaim their significance aloud or the
chance of there being one man who has
ears and will hear. The article is a
criticism

_

of Count Hertling’s recent
speech. It describes that apparently un-
compromising deliverance as being mani-
testly the result of a compromise between
two opposing forces, between statesmen
and generals, between German democracy
and Prussian militarism, and between a
majority of the German people and a
small but powerful minority. which puts
class avarice above the vital interests of
the nation.

Al that is statement of opinion, ta be
agreed with or disagreed with as

you may happen to please, Here is the
statement of fact on which my mind has
fastened: “‘ The German Empire stands
in war against the whole world.’ The
toling classes of Germanyhave succeeded
in exciting in five divisions of the globe
fierce hatred against the German nation.”

[e is not the first time the statement
nes been made that ‘the German

Empire stands in war against the whole’
world.” Pitching his raucous voice to a
different note from that to which hefirst
attuned it, the Kaiser himself has said
the same thing, with intent to convince
his hoodwinked subjects that it is indeed
only a defensive wat tfat he is waging on
their behalf against an envious and
malignant world that seeks to blot them
out of existence. The difference is that
whereas the Kaiser, heart-sickened by
hope deferred, proceeds to whine “ n6-
body loves me,” and affects to wonder
why, the Austrian Socialist declares the
same truth, but presents it in another
way, which simultaneously supplies the
answer to the Kaiser’s plaintive bleat of
inquiry. It is the rvling classes of
Germany who have excited in the world
the fierce hatred against the German
nation which most certainly exists. And
if the German nation wants—I will not
saysomeone to love it—that fierce hatred
to die away and be replaced by_at least

I have nointention of joining,

willingness to breathe the same air, the

sooner it gets rid of those ruling classes
the better. Austria is beginning to
realise that if she wants to be readmitted
into the comity of nations, she must
repudiate the Prussian militarism for
which the Hohenzollerns, as representa-

tives of the ruling classes of Germany,
stand. Between that and the rest of the
world there never will be peace.

REPUDIATION of mihtarism, or con-
tinuation of war—those are the

clean-cut alternatives, and there is small
doubt now which Austria will choose. Her
detection from the partisans cf might will
mark the penultimate stage of the war.
The article in the ‘‘ Arbeiter Zeitung ”
proves that a glimmer of light is pene-
trating the mental and moral darkness
in which the Teutonic peoples are wrapped.
Very slowly, perhaps, but nevertheless‘
steadily, it will spread untii they perccive
that a doctrine which the whole of the
rest of the world rejects they may be
wrong in retaining—if not because it is
morally wrong, then becauseit is obsolete.
Pusey said of the doctrine of the divine
right of kings that it was discarded, not
because it was disproved, but because it
was out of date. The reason was valid
there, and it is valid for the rejection of
the more pernicious doctrines upon which
the state system of Prussian militarism
rests. The rest of the world will not
greatly care by what process of reasoning
the Teutonic pecyles free themselves of
their damnable obsession, but it is quite
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Australia Will be

There
EF the following verses Lieut. A: B, Robertson,

A.L.F., expresses something of the fine spizit_of
Australia, a part_of whose great effort in the war
is discussed by Mr. Basil Clarke in this number of
THE War IYLLUSTRATED. ‘The verses are quoted
irom “The Gazette,” that delightful miscellany .of
witty and interesting letterpress and pictures which
Sergt. Noel Irving, R.A.M.C: (E.), produces each
month from the varied talents of patients andstaft
of the 3rd London General Hospital at Wandsworth.

WHEN the joy bells loudly peal, telling of
the last war clashes,

Whenthe boys speed homewardsfrom the fray,
When the Hun is down and beaten, and his

dreamsare in the ashes,
All his vaunted brag, his toasts unto “Der

Tay,

Wheragain bright Peace has settled: o'er the
nations’ warring lands,

And there’s sign of Plenty everywhere,
And John Bull’s far-flung family. then con-

gregate—‘“‘all hands "— ~
To set the Empire's children free from care,

Australia willbe there.

Yes,” Australia will be there, boys, Australia
will be there, :

She'll see the gameis fair, boys, when Peace is
in the air.

Her Anzac lads have ever shown
They’ll take hard beating on their own;
But with the family,fully grown,
They stuck it out, without a moan,
Andfoughttill flesh gave place to bone.

Australia has been there, =
Andsheshall-reap, as she has sown,

Australia will be there.

determined that they shall abandon their
attempt to impose it upon other people.

TILL more slowly and reluctantiy the
German people are awaking to

perception of the same fact that they are
not. the sole depositories of wisdom, and
the day they make the same choice be-
tween the two alternatives will mark the
beginning of the last stage of the war.
That the present labour’ disturbances in
the German Empire are more than afalse
dawn of that day I do not believe. Not
yet are the people, dragooned for sixty
years, sufficiently emancipated in soul to
hurl their military idol from its pedestal ;
not yet would the high priests and the
custodians of that shrine hesitate to smite
with the shining sword and the hammer-
blow of the mailed fist any daring re-
cusants from that idolatry. There still
are machine-guns in plenty at the War
Lord’s command, and he would turn them
upon a rebellious populaceas ruthlessly as
upon a mutinous army. Might has not
lostits magic yet in Teutonic imagination.

the true dawn will be a very redO,
N one, and it will rise over a battle-
field where the German Army has been
defeated, and the might of Prussian
militarism shattered. Its only justifica-
tion is success. Failure will carry it down
to the pit of dead things.
doubt, the German people will begin to
work out their own salvation and earn
readmittance among the civilised peoples
ot the world. But the light has still to
be let in upon them from outside, by us
and our Allies ; we cannot afford to allow
the evil spirit of militarism the longer
time to work its mischief, which it would
have were the German people left to
exorcise it themselves,

OUR duty, then, remains as clear and
present as it was three and a haif

years ago—to fight. And surely we shall
do it with even keener energy when we
detect in the obstinate face of our op= (|
ponent a dawning doubt of the absolute
rightness of his cause, which has been his ~
mainstay, even as faith in the absolute
rightness of our cause is our mainstay. I
amnot such a theory-mongeras to suggest
that the Prussian military machine jis
going to break down because an Austrian
Socialist suddenly shows a gleam of in-
telligence, It has got to be broken down

ik

= SDs

Then, -no~

by British guns andblown to smithereens _
by British high explosives. And that is
going to be done, good and plenty. But
Ido suggest that when Prussian militarism
has been destroyed, the likelihood- of
enduring peace will be greater because
the defeated Germany will be less bitter’
if it has seen that it was mistaken as to
the rightness of the cause for which it
went to war. Andit is anenduring peace
that alone is worth the awful sacrifice we
are making. Already Prussian militarism
is talking about “next time.” As long
as Prussian militarism exists there always
may be “another time.” But if we
smash Prussian militarism, the German
people, there is reason to hope andbelieve,‘will throw away the last fragments-of
their discredited idol, on whose abomin-’
able altar so much blood has been shed,Then there will be no “ next time,”

c. M.
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    in Mesopotamia. The late
eve wall-seevedt artillery ’—

(British official photograph.)

i i fighti—Firi British 60-pounder during the fig

Abnitanwas tradesapt alcnetorenee: i the parvines of the artillery—
which was recently made public.

ARTILLERY IN ACTION Fi
ir S { Maude more than once made specia

£5, HuNizacthe. uifioultios of desert fighting in his last despatch,e
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Only the astonishing shortness of the
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speech. It describes that apparently un-
compromising deliverance as being mani-
testly the result of a compromise between
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and generals, between German democracy
and Prussian militarism, and between a
majority of the German people and a
small but powerful minority. which puts
class avarice above the vital interests of
the nation.

Al that is statement of opinion, ta be
agreed with or disagreed with as

you may happen to please, Here is the
statement of fact on which my mind has
fastened: “‘ The German Empire stands
in war against the whole world.’ The
toling classes of Germanyhave succeeded
in exciting in five divisions of the globe
fierce hatred against the German nation.”

[e is not the first time the statement
nes been made that ‘the German
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different note from that to which hefirst
attuned it, the Kaiser himself has said
the same thing, with intent to convince
his hoodwinked subjects that it is indeed
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their behalf against an envious and
malignant world that seeks to blot them
out of existence. The difference is that
whereas the Kaiser, heart-sickened by
hope deferred, proceeds to whine “ n6-
body loves me,” and affects to wonder
why, the Austrian Socialist declares the
same truth, but presents it in another
way, which simultaneously supplies the
answer to the Kaiser’s plaintive bleat of
inquiry. It is the rvling classes of
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the fierce hatred against the German
nation which most certainly exists. And
if the German nation wants—I will not
saysomeone to love it—that fierce hatred
to die away and be replaced by_at least
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willingness to breathe the same air, the

sooner it gets rid of those ruling classes
the better. Austria is beginning to
realise that if she wants to be readmitted
into the comity of nations, she must
repudiate the Prussian militarism for
which the Hohenzollerns, as representa-

tives of the ruling classes of Germany,
stand. Between that and the rest of the
world there never will be peace.

REPUDIATION of mihtarism, or con-
tinuation of war—those are the

clean-cut alternatives, and there is small
doubt now which Austria will choose. Her
detection from the partisans cf might will
mark the penultimate stage of the war.
The article in the ‘‘ Arbeiter Zeitung ”
proves that a glimmer of light is pene-
trating the mental and moral darkness
in which the Teutonic peoples are wrapped.
Very slowly, perhaps, but nevertheless‘
steadily, it will spread untii they perccive
that a doctrine which the whole of the
rest of the world rejects they may be
wrong in retaining—if not because it is
morally wrong, then becauseit is obsolete.
Pusey said of the doctrine of the divine
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was out of date. The reason was valid
there, and it is valid for the rejection of
the more pernicious doctrines upon which
the state system of Prussian militarism
rests. The rest of the world will not
greatly care by what process of reasoning
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determined that they shall abandon their
attempt to impose it upon other people.

TILL more slowly and reluctantiy the
German people are awaking to

perception of the same fact that they are
not. the sole depositories of wisdom, and
the day they make the same choice be-
tween the two alternatives will mark the
beginning of the last stage of the war.
That the present labour’ disturbances in
the German Empire are more than afalse
dawn of that day I do not believe. Not
yet are the people, dragooned for sixty
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blow of the mailed fist any daring re-
cusants from that idolatry. There still
are machine-guns in plenty at the War
Lord’s command, and he would turn them
upon a rebellious populaceas ruthlessly as
upon a mutinous army. Might has not
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N one, and it will rise over a battle-
field where the German Army has been
defeated, and the might of Prussian
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ot the world. But the light has still to
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ik

= SDs

Then, -no~

by British guns andblown to smithereens _
by British high explosives. And that is
going to be done, good and plenty. But
Ido suggest that when Prussian militarism
has been destroyed, the likelihood- of
enduring peace will be greater because
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if it has seen that it was mistaken as to
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people, there is reason to hope andbelieve,‘will throw away the last fragments-of
their discredited idol, on whose abomin-’
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c. M.
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‘STANDING-TO’? ALONG THE WEST
HE Allies are ‘“ standing-to”’ on the

T western front; waiting. for the great

German. attack which has. been
talked of for so many weeks. The British
line; weeare: told atthenroment ofwriting;

is strangely silent... It is said that nosuch
hush has: been: knownfor nearly a year..

Our men are ready and calmly confident,
as they: haye always been. Such stray

impressions. as reach me from France

imply that the. bulk of our armies believe

that the Germans mean to try again.

On the other hand, in many shrewd

quarters, one hears: suggestive reasons

why the enemy may not stake all their -

strength upon another mighty blow in
the west. ~

Here, then, is the only possible subject
upon which to say something in the first
number of the new volume: of THE: WAR
ILLUSTRATED. Did ever a:journal devoted
to war topics: begin. a. fresh. volume> at: a
moment. more’ fraught with destiny 2
Before: this: volume. is complete the: fate
of the: world’ may have been: decided}, and?
the most tremendousbattle ever comesined!
by mankind: may have: been- fought: t@ a
finish. Before these pages are. im the
hands: of the: binder we ought. to: lnvew.
definitely how the war is going to: end!
There never was such chaos upemtle

cartly as now. Those older lapses: of
civilisation; of which. I have often spoken
here, seem’ to: have been. smaller in scope

and slower in their precesses:;- When the
Teutonic: tribesmen. burst forth im. past
centuries. and smote Enrope asunder,
their movements were more-gradual, and
science: had not made war so swift and
deadly.
Is:there-anything in history to. com-

pare with the suddem series of calamities
which: haye changed Russia in three
years: from an: ordered; if archaic, State
into a. welter of anarchy ? Has thereever
been any’ precedent for the marshalling
of hundreds of millions:in: Western Europe
into. battle: array and into the®> tasks
which: ainy at battle ?

The Climax is at Hand

Instinctively the world begins: to feel
that the climax is at hand, and that we
shall larow. the best, or worst, within: six

months;.. Therein lies- my theme: The
war has: passed from Eastern: Europe, but
what. ts: likely to happen: in the west ?
We can clear the ground: by stating: first
what will nol happen. [f.a fresti offensive
on the grand scale. is imavgurated, the
Allies’ will not make>-itt. They have
reached a definite pauseim their operations
frem: reasons largely beyondi their control.
‘The destruction. of the Russian Army from
within, the immobilising of Rumania, and
evem-the-invasion for which Italy Has paid

_ By Lovat Fraser
stories are-rife about the number’ of

American troops actually: in» the field:
All that will be said lere*is: that there-are

not yet enough United: States: forces: in

France to:turn the scale in:the west. We

come; then, to: our-first conclusion, which.

is that if anybody: strikes. this spring, it
must be the enemy: 3

But will the Germans:attack ? That.is
just where disputation begins. $

Will the Germans Attack ?

IT haveheard dozens of reasons why they
should not. The first and: most potent
of these-is that if Germany attacks again
and does not succeed; her chances will
vanish. She will have to risk everything
im arspring offensive; and if she does not
shew quick results; she may not be. able
ta: keep» her deluded and war-weary.
population under control. Personally,
LP reject these: contentions. The’ Germans’:
are: always: ready to face. big risks, and
they. are probably able to keep their own
people in. subjection.

Another and a-far better reason is that
it may not pay Germany to launch
another tremendous offensive in the west
just now. Whether peace is near or far,
all’ the: beHligerents are probably thinking
that they cannot go to the council-table
with no armies: at their back. That is
why. the old phrase about fighting ‘‘ to
the last breath. of mam and: horse’”’ does
not apply to this: huge war. When the
armistice comes, the nations. will still
require: large: armies: to»-support. their
demands. Trotsky made: tHat «not very
subtle discovery. in. the negotiations at
Brest Litovsk Having broken up the
Russian’ Army, he: found: the Germans
and Austrians: talking as: victors; and

saying that they were: able to enforce
their terms; witle the: Balshevists: could!
not do so..Germany;, then;, wall’ probably,
hesitate about using: all’ her forces: in: one
terrific: onslaught: im the west.

There: are ether considerations: which
may. inditce: her tox Hold’ her handi. Stie
is going ta make huge gains iv Western
Russia unless. the Western Allies can
impose their will upon her. She has had
a.considerable success with her submarine
warfare; and im spite of the firm: confidence:
of Sir Erie Geddes; she> probably retains
great. faith in‘ her submarines; She sees
symptoms in all the western countries
which may lead her to suppose that if she
stands fast. she may recciye some sort of
offer.

A Case of ‘‘ Now or Nevez”
so heavy a price, are all factors which:
Great Britain and France coukl ‘not
prevent, though in the case of Ialy the
statement might be qualified:
The discussions im this: country. om the

new: Military Service: Bill, as well as*the
last despatch of Sir Douglas Haig, have
shown that for the time being we must
pass to the defensive. We have a-vast
and powerful Army. im the field, but just
now it. must be econemised. As for the
French, for mamy months’ a very. definite
limitation. has: been placed upon. their
striking capacity, Italy’s case is plain.
She actually needs help. in order to hold
her own; amd she®> has: received: it in.
generous measure, Very ~exaggerated

Never-having understood the nations
with whom she’is fighting, she may. listen
to the shallow hubbub on the. surface
without realising the deep and endufing
purpose which lies below. Balancing one
thing with another; she may ‘conclude
that it will pay her best not to attack.

Finally, a very subtle reason against
a German onslaught has been put forward
by a -Serviee newspaper. It is that a
complete defeat in-the field would mean
the downfall of the military caste in

Germaity, and they will not rumthe risk

 

if they see the smallest chance of bringing.
ahoutan early peace by uegotiation.
This newspaper ~makes the fantastic

statement that it would evenlike to see
food and materials leak through the

blockade to Germany in sufficient. quan-
tities “to keep her going until the Entente
is: fit to» defeat: her: iny the: field”. My
reply to the: first’ of the: two. suggestions
is) that Germany runs: the: risk of the
failure of an: offensive, but that. “a: com+

plete defeat in the field.” is- unlikely: this
spring. 2 :

My. own: belief, for what. it is: wort,

is that the Germans: will attack, end that

they will not wait much longer. The

_ best military opinion agrees. that_ they
can in any case withdraw large numbers

of men and: guns from the Russian: front,
and that the: process of transfer is already
far advanced. The principal reason~ I
urge‘is psychological. The instinct of the
German commanders will favour attack,
and they will knew that they.can never
hope for a victory: in the west after a
million Americans are: in the field. For
them it is a case of now or never. On
paper they mayhave a chance, although
not a good chanee. If they fail, there
must still be a. long interval before the
Allies: can pass: to the offensive. The
Germans should still be strong enough to
chold their own during another winter;
economic difficulties apart. The stakes
are immeasurable, and, after allj. it is
not. such an appalling gamble: as: they
ventured in to14.. Their leaders: are: bold
aud desperate men, and their armies are
as elated as short rations: will’ permit.

One: More: Bid for Calais

But if we come: tos the» conelusion that
the Germans wilk probably attack, we
have next to-ask:where they are likely to
deliver their blow:. I shall content. myself
with suggesting: possible alternatives: [fithe
enemy were: able ta: go indefinitely; there
cam be little donbt. that they would-be
sorely tempted! to» attack Italy im ever-
whelming strength. If they could pour
over Northern Italy and dispose: of the
allied forces: on: the Italian front, they
would be m an immeasurably more
favourable position for awaiting: the
ultimate event. of the United’ States
Army. Another great kingdom would be
beneath their heel, they would Have
fresh resources: to draw upon; and) the
French and’ British armies: would Rave
another. front-to:lold: between Mont Blanc
and the: sea:.
But the conquest. of Northerm Italy,

even if it could. be accomplished. would
take all the summer, andlit woul notbe

 

the absolutely, decisive: blow at-which the’
Germans*are-now boundta: aim: No, if
they attack withim the-next two months,
they will probablydo: so in Franee and
Flanders. They will doubtless: press
simultaneously alli the: way. from- Alsace
to the sea, while their main: strokes: will
fall in one or more selected: places: The
experts talk of another attempt at Verdun,
orof an.assault. in Champagne;or of a great
thrust onthe Scarpe. For myself,in spite
of the difficulties. our, troops: encountered
before. Ypres last’ autumm,. TP shall’ look to
see the principal’ Gersnan. move: directed
against the Cltannel ports once> more:
They: haxe: tried: twice for Calais, and: just
now Calais: means: Paris: and’ all Nerthern
France: j
But our men: are: “ standing-to;” and

again. IT express) my unshakable con-
vietion: that the: new, German: offensive
will fail, ce

‘
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i = ians i i ye ht in heavy snow. AA terlude on the western"front. One of the Canadians charms The Canadianofficial photographer’s car caug| ¢ ‘
his goinnades with a little music from his fiddle outsideadug-out. Chinaman(left) takes a hand with the shovel in helping toclearit.

 

Scottish soldiers rebuilding their dug-out blown in overnight. Left:
Framework of an unfinished pill-box taken from the enemy.
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R.F.C. men removing the fuselage of a German: giant aeroplane which was:

= brought down within the British lines in France... The machine was: built
to carry six people. (British official’ photograph.)
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Er P British aeroplane fiying over the Gotha brought down in Essex. Engaged at close range by the two scouts shown above, standing -i 4. by thes wreckage, Captain GH. Hackwell, RiF.C. (left), and'Sec.-Lt, C..C. Bankes, R.F.C., it-tookfire and’ fell: TOj}000 foot:tis oarthe,

its three occupants being burnt to death: Inset’: Britishbombing machinereturning froma night flight’ itv France: (Frencti official.)~
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French officers training native levies at Yaunde, in Cameroon,

a German colony, now underBritish and French control.

 

      
i i e them from destruction by

Fr di on the western front laying field telephone and telegraph wires underground to secure € ‘

chee: carcnaiesdia artillery fire. Right: The men passing the cables by hand along the trench in which they are to be buried.
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A WANDERER IN

 

By Hamilton Fyfe

 

MEMORIES. OF SOME FELLOW WANDERERS

are anything like the fancy portraits
of them drawn by- novelists and

playwrights, please get that idea out of
your head at once.

The-first of whom I read in fiction were
the two newspaper men in. Jules Verne’s
capital’ tale: “‘ Michael Strogofi: The
Courter: of: the: Tsar.” Do you recollect
how: one ofithem, in-order to prevent the>
other. from: getting at the telegraph wire;
vhile: they. aré- waiting for impertant
news;, begins: to. transmit the Book of
Genesiss andi carries: the: stary: well’ beyond?
the Falliof Mam?’ If a: correspondent: did
anything: of that kind: nowadays: he-would
soon: bes in: search: of a. jeb:

Then: there: are war correspondents: in
Rudyard Kipling’s: ‘* Light That Failed.’
Not a: bit like! As: far: as I: remember,
they frequented’ smart. restaurants: in
evening dress;, and. drank large- quantities
of champagne: to» ““ the: day” when: war
would: begin:agaim. Allitie:correspondentss
nowadays: who, really know: war Hates it
And‘ they are-nottim the leastlikely, to: be=

covered! drinking champagne—ueniess
someone: elSe* is: paying: for it!
When:T talked'in the United States: and

Canada Bei my experiences: during: the
war I used’ to. begim by: apologising: to»my
audiences. for not coming up to the
popular. idea: of what a: war correspondent
should Yook like: Tor nearly alli the men
I know im this: line of activity the: saime
apology; would! have: to- be made: Weare
not amadventurous; dare-devil lot by any
meanss

E you imagine that war correspondents

  

   

Uniform—and! an Umbrella

Far from: hemg-‘‘ armed to the-teeth;”
as stage war correspondents always are
we scarcely ever carry arms at ail. Lhad
never done so until I was-wanderingabout

in. Rumania: among: a peasautry made
savage: by their sufferings, and in certain
districts-specially furious with» us because
they thought we were going to destroy,

the stores of grain to: prevent the: enemy.
getting them. I have avoided troubie
many times: by ep m0) weapons: with
me, and at least once, im: Mexico during
the Revolutionary Wfan it saved my life:

I have known: war correspondents who
neithex: rode: a horse: nor: drove a nrotor-
car, who would Iiave hated to sleep
without a bed, and. who became very
peevish if they. were not fed at regular
mtervals; One: in partienlar with whom:

 

‘I once campaigned grew so intolerable: if
he got hungry that another man andi [
used to carry eatables about, with us: and
give them to. him. to keep him in good
humovr. Heisin the Army now. I have
no dovbt he:luxnuriates in a-"* cushy.” job:
Onthe British front the correspondent’s

costumehas been wisely standardised: He
wears officer's: uniform without badgev:
On some other fronts. the questiom, of
dress: was leftito: be decided by, cach: man
fer himself... E recollect one, a thoroughly
good fellow and’ really brilliant writer for
Americam periodicals; who went cam-
paigning im Russia. attired: thus: Hee wore
a soldier’s a with. Breeches: and
gaiters.. That was‘am odd: comiination: by;
itself. Over thei he- wore a: tweed
overcoat, ‘om his head’ was: a squashy-
looking canvas cap like a muffin, and*in
his hand he: always carried: an umbrella.
One of the English artists sent over
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to France ta make pictures at the front
had an adventure with an umbrella.
He had put on his uniformfor the: first
time and was walking: along: tle: Strand
when it began to: rain: Reavilig. Instinet
drove him: into® a: shop: andi caused? him
to: buy an umbrella: THen; justassIte:
was: leaving: the: slop» andi pnttihg: the
umbrellaup; he-recoilectedi that; off canrse;
beings im uniform;, Hes eauld? not use: it
He: backed! into: the- shop;. told! the: salés=
man some: lame: story: about: buyiig: it
as: az present: for a friend). and blushingly:
askedi that: it might: be: sent:

An: ‘* Officer's’ Predicament!

Anether Americam in: Russia; was tlie
hero; of a: delightful little: comedy;. one: off
these: absurd’ ineidents: which: amuse: one=
alli tie: more because of the: sombre: back
ground’ against which they osour H&
had: Been doing: very’ goodi. warkk for &
long: time; and! was: quite: contented’ with

his:lo#, witen: tHere- appeared! otthiessame
front: another. Americam newspaper: man
wite: Bore> the: rank. of and: wore: the
uniform: of- a. colonel im: the: US: Nationali.
Guard. THis: seemed! to» lielf hine along;
so, the: first correspondent’ immediately.
begamto. consider how’ he: might. do: like=
wise: :

He: found: ont that: itt was: possible: to
be: nominated: a: major or colonel’ ins the
National’ Guardi by jeiming the staff of
@ State: governor hiss was:what: Corre-
spondent No. 2: Had’ done: So. No: &
cabled over to thee gavernor of his: State,
and in:a: short. while: received a-document
appointing him; &.DiC. with- the: rank: of:
major. Then: he procured: a. uniform,
had new cards printed, and! went. off to
the front.
As soon as he got -there: his: troubles

Began: He: used: to give the: funniest
accounts: of them, for he: had? a real'sense

of humour and. could Jaugh at himself.
Troops. would’ be paraded: for hinn to
inspect, he-not knowing even how to take-
a@ salute correctiy:. Problems: of strategy.
would’ be» submitted for his opinions:
Worst: of: all} every officer -he- talked: to

would ask him; ‘““ What is: your Brauch
of the: Service>>?”
Now, he couldinot answer-thissquestion}

for the- best of reasons*:: he did! nat. knows
So he: hit upon: this: ingenious: method: of
parrying it. Heused torask, “ Wellinow,;
do. you: know: the: systemr of thes American
Army ?”’? Theyalways:said’‘“ No: Then
he would go on: “ [shonid like-tmexplain:
to you the system: of the: AmericamArmiy;:”
and would embark upon a rigmarole of
ceniused intricacy and  interminall&
length. No Russtan- officer ever: stayed:
awake long enough. to know what. tlie
system of the American Army was; or to
which branch of the Serviee my friend
belonged.

Lady as War Correspondent

Correspondents; when they wear uni-
forms, are sometimes saluted and some-
times not. Most of us, I’ think, would
rather not be. It makes us feel we are .

receiving a recognition to which we are
not truly entitled. But in such a matter
weaccept, of course, the ruling of the
Amy authorities. The first time I went
to» the Russiam front I went. with a
correspondent who was, at the outset;
quite shy- about acknowledging ‘salutes:

Wedrove to the station together and tried." *
not to look as if we expected the soldiers
who passed us to pay us any attention,
Yet, ina few days, my companion had
changed: his attitude completely. If a
man went by without- saluting, he was
quite> annoyed ‘

AS war correspendent, whom Italian
soldiers: took pleasure: in» saluting was: a
woman, the only: woman: F have -met
engaged’ int reporting: this: war... There
was; a Rumanian:, girl’ (ins the: Balkan
campaigmof nor2), but. Mis: Aviees Water-
man» is}, so» far as; [. Knows, tlie: only repre-
sentative: off Hier sex: wlioshas= campaigned
during: tie: last= tiree: and’ a: half years.
Slie- campaigned! vigorously, toe, and with
alla: man’ssendirance:

Slie> is: a) pretty woman,, and! doesn't
look:asifishe could support severe fatigues.
But: the: way site reported, on almost the
highest part. of the Italian front, a battle
in“which the: Italians: captured’ aa of
snow-covered. rock. which; had* very.
troublesome gun mounted! on: it, eraser
her to be a woman of rare-spirit:
To get up to this region of. eternal snow

it was necessary. first to. drive to the lead
of a valley, then to be- swung: up» in: five
successive: ““ telefericas:’’. These: are: wire
ropes: running ati a steep» angle: up: the
mountains. Upon» them: runs: a. small
wooden. box, helding’ only twa people.
The: wire is moved! by motors: at either
end, winding: it round a: capstan: Ass you
move through: mid-air and‘ lool down cn
the tree-tops: hundreds: of. feet, or at
stony ground which: makes: yow: shiver if
you think of falling’ om it, your impres-
sions at first. arerather ‘‘ skeery,’’ Mrs.
Waterman took the five journeys: without
showing: that: she: felt any; tremors: at all.

= Novelty—and Staleness

Then: for some: miles dog-sléighs tool
us.over the snowassfaras theheadquarterSs
afaidivision.. Hromliere there: wassa long
and tiring walk to) a peint) of: vantage
whence the attack on: the=horn: could be
perfectly seen: It- was: am attaeli ex-
ceedingly well:planned: and carried: with
dashing’energy;. The Italians: wore: white
cloaks; andi evens white shoes:. ‘TMieyy crept
up- under the: Hern: and. themstormed’ it.
Mrs. Watermam ‘saw. everything: and
wrote a. capitali despatch: 3, Only after all

* was: over did! tlie: strain: andi tlie-wearihess
of whats she: had’ gone: through avercome |
her.

Slie: Kept: lier: enthusiasm and! interest’
always: warm:. lim a great manycarre-
spondents: they; inevitably grow? cold}, and
ave: only: stirred? to flame: by” miusual,
events At® first: everything: is: fresh and
sitinibtioresr Tittle: Gay littie: all’ becomes
familiar: aad stale. Ef reealli a vivid
illustration: a
Galicia,, Severalicarrespendénts: liad: been.
lunching Witla Cossackcregiment.. Luneh

  

over, we went outside>tieiz mess; Inthe
air two: aeroplanes: were: fighting: a duel:
& Dutch correspondent: wass greatly ex?’
cited! by this. He had’ never seem any-
thing: of tlie Kind: before: Ais: Hie: gazed,
fasomated! and? thrilled, a Cossack:offieer
went: up tolim: and: said: ‘* Wilk you:
come;, please>?? We: want! to: have a group

 

photograpli: talien.”” =}

 

The Dutchman: was furious; He could
not. understand! that tothe: rest of us air
duels were>everydayevents:-

 

tiiis: whiiel Happened: in!
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British naval officer interpreter conversing with some short and sturdy Lapps at
a settlement on the Varsuna River, in Northern Lapland.
 

 
With the Navy in the Arctic Circle. A snow-

decked collier alongside one of H.M. ships.

 

  
 

 

 

Russian ice-breakes making a channel for a merchant ship in the River Dwina at
Arcnangel. The river gets frozen over again afew minutesafter the ship’s passing.
 

    .
 

In the land of fog and ice. Portion of one of
H.M. ships in Kola Inlet, North Russla.

Officers from one of H.M. ships at a Lapp settlement on the Varsuna River having
lunch in a comparatively sheltered spot.
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A WANDERER IN

 

By Hamilton Fyfe

 

MEMORIES. OF SOME FELLOW WANDERERS

are anything like the fancy portraits
of them drawn by- novelists and

playwrights, please get that idea out of
your head at once.

The-first of whom I read in fiction were
the two newspaper men in. Jules Verne’s
capital’ tale: “‘ Michael Strogofi: The
Courter: of: the: Tsar.” Do you recollect
how: one ofithem, in-order to prevent the>
other. from: getting at the telegraph wire;
vhile: they. aré- waiting for impertant
news;, begins: to. transmit the Book of
Genesiss andi carries: the: stary: well’ beyond?
the Falliof Mam?’ If a: correspondent: did
anything: of that kind: nowadays: he-would
soon: bes in: search: of a. jeb:

Then: there: are war correspondents: in
Rudyard Kipling’s: ‘* Light That Failed.’
Not a: bit like! As: far: as I: remember,
they frequented’ smart. restaurants: in
evening dress;, and. drank large- quantities
of champagne: to» ““ the: day” when: war
would: begin:agaim. Allitie:correspondentss
nowadays: who, really know: war Hates it
And‘ they are-nottim the leastlikely, to: be=

covered! drinking champagne—ueniess
someone: elSe* is: paying: for it!
When:T talked'in the United States: and

Canada Bei my experiences: during: the
war I used’ to. begim by: apologising: to»my
audiences. for not coming up to the
popular. idea: of what a: war correspondent
should Yook like: Tor nearly alli the men
I know im this: line of activity the: saime
apology; would! have: to- be made: Weare
not amadventurous; dare-devil lot by any
meanss

E you imagine that war correspondents

  

   

Uniform—and! an Umbrella

Far from: hemg-‘‘ armed to the-teeth;”
as stage war correspondents always are
we scarcely ever carry arms at ail. Lhad
never done so until I was-wanderingabout

in. Rumania: among: a peasautry made
savage: by their sufferings, and in certain
districts-specially furious with» us because
they thought we were going to destroy,

the stores of grain to: prevent the: enemy.
getting them. I have avoided troubie
many times: by ep m0) weapons: with
me, and at least once, im: Mexico during
the Revolutionary Wfan it saved my life:

I have known: war correspondents who
neithex: rode: a horse: nor: drove a nrotor-
car, who would Iiave hated to sleep
without a bed, and. who became very
peevish if they. were not fed at regular
mtervals; One: in partienlar with whom:

 

‘I once campaigned grew so intolerable: if
he got hungry that another man andi [
used to carry eatables about, with us: and
give them to. him. to keep him in good
humovr. Heisin the Army now. I have
no dovbt he:luxnuriates in a-"* cushy.” job:
Onthe British front the correspondent’s

costumehas been wisely standardised: He
wears officer's: uniform without badgev:
On some other fronts. the questiom, of
dress: was leftito: be decided by, cach: man
fer himself... E recollect one, a thoroughly
good fellow and’ really brilliant writer for
Americam periodicals; who went cam-
paigning im Russia. attired: thus: Hee wore
a soldier’s a with. Breeches: and
gaiters.. That was‘am odd: comiination: by;
itself. Over thei he- wore a: tweed
overcoat, ‘om his head’ was: a squashy-
looking canvas cap like a muffin, and*in
his hand he: always carried: an umbrella.
One of the English artists sent over
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to France ta make pictures at the front
had an adventure with an umbrella.
He had put on his uniformfor the: first
time and was walking: along: tle: Strand
when it began to: rain: Reavilig. Instinet
drove him: into® a: shop: andi caused? him
to: buy an umbrella: THen; justassIte:
was: leaving: the: slop» andi pnttihg: the
umbrellaup; he-recoilectedi that; off canrse;
beings im uniform;, Hes eauld? not use: it
He: backed! into: the- shop;. told! the: salés=
man some: lame: story: about: buyiig: it
as: az present: for a friend). and blushingly:
askedi that: it might: be: sent:

An: ‘* Officer's’ Predicament!

Anether Americam in: Russia; was tlie
hero; of a: delightful little: comedy;. one: off
these: absurd’ ineidents: which: amuse: one=
alli tie: more because of the: sombre: back
ground’ against which they osour H&
had: Been doing: very’ goodi. warkk for &
long: time; and! was: quite: contented’ with

his:lo#, witen: tHere- appeared! otthiessame
front: another. Americam newspaper: man
wite: Bore> the: rank. of and: wore: the
uniform: of- a. colonel im: the: US: Nationali.
Guard. THis: seemed! to» lielf hine along;
so, the: first correspondent’ immediately.
begamto. consider how’ he: might. do: like=
wise: :

He: found: ont that: itt was: possible: to
be: nominated: a: major or colonel’ ins the
National’ Guardi by jeiming the staff of
@ State: governor hiss was:what: Corre-
spondent No. 2: Had’ done: So. No: &
cabled over to thee gavernor of his: State,
and in:a: short. while: received a-document
appointing him; &.DiC. with- the: rank: of:
major. Then: he procured: a. uniform,
had new cards printed, and! went. off to
the front.
As soon as he got -there: his: troubles

Began: He: used: to give the: funniest
accounts: of them, for he: had? a real'sense

of humour and. could Jaugh at himself.
Troops. would’ be paraded: for hinn to
inspect, he-not knowing even how to take-
a@ salute correctiy:. Problems: of strategy.
would’ be» submitted for his opinions:
Worst: of: all} every officer -he- talked: to

would ask him; ‘““ What is: your Brauch
of the: Service>>?”
Now, he couldinot answer-thissquestion}

for the- best of reasons*:: he did! nat. knows
So he: hit upon: this: ingenious: method: of
parrying it. Heused torask, “ Wellinow,;
do. you: know: the: systemr of thes American
Army ?”’? Theyalways:said’‘“ No: Then
he would go on: “ [shonid like-tmexplain:
to you the system: of the: AmericamArmiy;:”
and would embark upon a rigmarole of
ceniused intricacy and  interminall&
length. No Russtan- officer ever: stayed:
awake long enough. to know what. tlie
system of the American Army was; or to
which branch of the Serviee my friend
belonged.

Lady as War Correspondent

Correspondents; when they wear uni-
forms, are sometimes saluted and some-
times not. Most of us, I’ think, would
rather not be. It makes us feel we are .

receiving a recognition to which we are
not truly entitled. But in such a matter
weaccept, of course, the ruling of the
Amy authorities. The first time I went
to» the Russiam front I went. with a
correspondent who was, at the outset;
quite shy- about acknowledging ‘salutes:

Wedrove to the station together and tried." *
not to look as if we expected the soldiers
who passed us to pay us any attention,
Yet, ina few days, my companion had
changed: his attitude completely. If a
man went by without- saluting, he was
quite> annoyed ‘

AS war correspendent, whom Italian
soldiers: took pleasure: in» saluting was: a
woman, the only: woman: F have -met
engaged’ int reporting: this: war... There
was; a Rumanian:, girl’ (ins the: Balkan
campaigmof nor2), but. Mis: Aviees Water-
man» is}, so» far as; [. Knows, tlie: only repre-
sentative: off Hier sex: wlioshas= campaigned
during: tie: last= tiree: and’ a: half years.
Slie- campaigned! vigorously, toe, and with
alla: man’ssendirance:

Slie> is: a) pretty woman,, and! doesn't
look:asifishe could support severe fatigues.
But: the: way site reported, on almost the
highest part. of the Italian front, a battle
in“which the: Italians: captured’ aa of
snow-covered. rock. which; had* very.
troublesome gun mounted! on: it, eraser
her to be a woman of rare-spirit:
To get up to this region of. eternal snow

it was necessary. first to. drive to the lead
of a valley, then to be- swung: up» in: five
successive: ““ telefericas:’’. These: are: wire
ropes: running ati a steep» angle: up: the
mountains. Upon» them: runs: a. small
wooden. box, helding’ only twa people.
The: wire is moved! by motors: at either
end, winding: it round a: capstan: Ass you
move through: mid-air and‘ lool down cn
the tree-tops: hundreds: of. feet, or at
stony ground which: makes: yow: shiver if
you think of falling’ om it, your impres-
sions at first. arerather ‘‘ skeery,’’ Mrs.
Waterman took the five journeys: without
showing: that: she: felt any; tremors: at all.

= Novelty—and Staleness

Then: for some: miles dog-sléighs tool
us.over the snowassfaras theheadquarterSs
afaidivision.. Hromliere there: wassa long
and tiring walk to) a peint) of: vantage
whence the attack on: the=horn: could be
perfectly seen: It- was: am attaeli ex-
ceedingly well:planned: and carried: with
dashing’energy;. The Italians: wore: white
cloaks; andi evens white shoes:. ‘TMieyy crept
up- under the: Hern: and. themstormed’ it.
Mrs. Watermam ‘saw. everything: and
wrote a. capitali despatch: 3, Only after all

* was: over did! tlie: strain: andi tlie-wearihess
of whats she: had’ gone: through avercome |
her.

Slie: Kept: lier: enthusiasm and! interest’
always: warm:. lim a great manycarre-
spondents: they; inevitably grow? cold}, and
ave: only: stirred? to flame: by” miusual,
events At® first: everything: is: fresh and
sitinibtioresr Tittle: Gay littie: all’ becomes
familiar: aad stale. Ef reealli a vivid
illustration: a
Galicia,, Severalicarrespendénts: liad: been.
lunching Witla Cossackcregiment.. Luneh

  

over, we went outside>tieiz mess; Inthe
air two: aeroplanes: were: fighting: a duel:
& Dutch correspondent: wass greatly ex?’
cited! by this. He had’ never seem any-
thing: of tlie Kind: before: Ais: Hie: gazed,
fasomated! and? thrilled, a Cossack:offieer
went: up tolim: and: said: ‘* Wilk you:
come;, please>?? We: want! to: have a group

 

photograpli: talien.”” =}

 

The Dutchman: was furious; He could
not. understand! that tothe: rest of us air
duels were>everydayevents:-

 

tiiis: whiiel Happened: in!
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British naval officer interpreter conversing with some short and sturdy Lapps at
a settlement on the Varsuna River, in Northern Lapland.
 

 
With the Navy in the Arctic Circle. A snow-

decked collier alongside one of H.M. ships.

 

  
 

 

 

Russian ice-breakes making a channel for a merchant ship in the River Dwina at
Arcnangel. The river gets frozen over again afew minutesafter the ship’s passing.
 

    .
 

In the land of fog and ice. Portion of one of
H.M. ships in Kola Inlet, North Russla.

Officers from one of H.M. ships at a Lapp settlement on the Varsuna River having
lunch in a comparatively sheltered spot.
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Shipsof the Desert as Aids to the Men of War Courage that Endures
stirrup-irons, bridle-arm held high. ‘See

Exclusive Photographs
  

 

  

 

Indian soldier on sentry go, posted
campin the Palestine desert.

near the camel lines of
He is armed with a knife.

 

     Laundry work with the troops in Egypt: An Indian soldier
washing clothes by beating them against a table.

  
 

     

 
    

to heroism or cowardice on the
__ battlefield are as little understood

by the averagecivilian as they are dis-
cussed by the average soldier. To the
former—reared on legends of unflinching
courage, flashing sabres, and multitudinous
medals—war is apt to appear as a rather
glorious, rather dangerous, but always

fascinating sport. To the lattér, trained in
the harsher school of personal experience,
the so-called sport is merely an un-
satisfactory fob (mto which he has some-
how drifted}, a job usually boring, occa-
sionally frightening, but always desper-
ately repuguant, from which he hopes
at long best to escape with a fairly whole
skin. For the duration of that job, only
the finest of mental lines divide the so-
called hero from the so-called coward.
As evidence for which extremely unpopular
theory I produce the case of Second-
Lieutenant Harry B.. Batstone, some-
time subaltern of ““C” Battery in the
artillery brigade of which I was adjutant
during the earlier days of this war.

Ik

Imagine a bey, well over: six feet tall,
broad in proportion; large, capable
hands, intense clear-blue eyes; com-
plexion almost nut-brown; hair just a
trifle too long for British Army traditions,
brown also; the usual khaki tunic,

service cap, Sam Browne belt, but
breeches inclined to bag over at the knee,
and boots, just too loose in the calf for
smartness, oVer-spurred at high heels.
To me the boots and breeches betrayed
their wearer the first time I saw him,
whipless, galloping’ an unclipped chestnut
across Salisbury Plain. Later he rode
up as we stood by the hot guns, and made
himself known to mycolonel in the un-
mistakable drawl of the Westerner. He

"Es mental processes which conduce

hadjust joined, and the Staff captain had- _
posted him to the divisional ammunition
column, and the divisional ammunition
column wasn’t a fighting unit, and did the
colonel think he could take him into his
brigade because:
“You see, sir, IE want to be with the

gums.” |. :
We discwssed it, the colonel and I,

riding home across the downs to Larkhill
Catyp. Said the colonel:

“ But how on earth did he manage fo
get into Kitchener’s Army? The man’s

an American, if ever I saw one.”
Said I: “ I don’t know,sir. But young

Wardle, af “ C”’ Battery, is 4
“I know what he is,” grunted the

colonel, and we jogged on in a heavy
-silerice. :
~ But that evening, after mess, Batstone
appeared again, drawl more pronounced
than ever, eyes intense with purpose.
“You see, sir,” he said, sipping his port,
“Tve come an. awful long way for this
show. And the columm seems a pretty
tame kind. of proposition.” :
“Know anything about horses ?’”’ the

colonel askedcasually.
I watched Batstone, saw his left eyelid

quiver for the fraction of a second, saw
him master a vast inclination fo open up,
heard him say: “Oh, yes, a little ”’ ;
wondered where he, an American, had
learned his: super-British assumption of
reticence. For I knew my C.O.; knew
howcarefully he was testing a man whom

 

 

By GILBERT FRANKAU

all his traditions told him to regard as a
“ foreigner.”

* And how about your gunnery ?”’ he
went on.
“Oh, I don’t think I know muchless

than most of the others,’ drawled
Batstone. Two dayslater sawhimposted
to our brigade:

Hil
We frained back from firing-practice

to Deepceut Barracks, Aldershot; andlife,

for me, became one hectic avalanche of
papers. The brigade—one of Kitchener's
earliest—had been formed more than
nine months, but only within the last
two of them had our equipment begun to
materialise. Now, day after day, the
battery quartermasters wrestled with the
ordinance for harness, dial-sights, pick-

axes, bicycles, signalling lamps, and all
the various “ spares” which g6 to com-
plete the impedimenta of sixteen 48-pr.
O.F. guns with their accompanying
limbers, G.S. waggons, mess-carts, tele-
phone cart, water-carts, and the rest.
The chronicling of which operations, in
addition to driving my orderly-room
clerks to the verge of insanity, postponed
for some time that heart-to-heart talk
with Batstone my literary soul desired.

However, my opportunity came at
last, ome evening as I sauntered down the

orderly-room. steps on to the gravelled
gun-park.

“Hallo, adjutant!”
known voice.
pretty busy.”

““ They do,” I answered. -We began a
silent, leisurely inspection of the newly-
painted vehicles drawn up in the already
darkening square.
“How ate you getting on?

tinued.
“ Bully!” “he. answered, and then:

“Say, it was awful. good of you to get
the old man to take me on.”

I disclaimed the credit, adding,
did it yourself.”

“Well, in a way,” he admitted. His
voice rose a semitone above the English
pitch he had trained himself to. “ You
see,” he went on, “FE just couldn’t stick

being in that old ammunition column.
L came over here to fight.”

  

drawled a well-
“They seem to keep you

”
I con-

“ You

“But ’’—L seized :the opening—it
isn’t your fight at all. Your country’s a
neutral.”
He expressed himself picturesquely

anent neutrality.
“How did you manage your ,com-

mission ?”’ J ventured.
“Easy enough.” He bit eff the

confidence at his lips, leaving my imagina-
tion busy with stories of forged birth-
certificates, stolen naturalisation papers,
a hundred theories which remain so to
this day. But his reasons for joiming us
he gave succinctly enough.
“My!” said Batstone. “Do you

think any man who called himself a man
could keep out of a scrap like this? It
would have just driven me crazyto stiek
ever there.and read in the newspapers
what you chaps were doing.” -

Three nights later I watched—by the
uncertain waving light of the acetylene
flares—‘‘C”’ Battery file off out of the
gun-park on their way to France. In
rear of the clanking water-cart. rode

you the other side,” he called, as he
vanished into the jingling darkness. »

IV

This being the story of Harry B.
Batstone, Westerner, and not a history

of the r915-16 campaign on the western
front, I shall skip lightly over many
months. Suffice it that we ‘fought at
Loos, and emerged with fifteen of our
sixteen guns ‘out of action,” that w
rested at Watou, and were thereafter
condemned to general-post up and down
that sodden triangle of cratered swamps
and flattened farms which men know
as “‘ the salient.”

Batstone did his duty, with the guns:
with the front-line infantry, at the
battered house on the Potije Road whence
one watched through a high-powered
telescope the black ‘‘ five-nines ”’ burstitig
over and among the straggling semicircle
of shallow trenches built up with sand-
bags—did it neither better nor worse
than his fellow-sabalterns. I used to
hear his: “Is that you, adjutant?’ on
the buzzing wires ; used to see him some-
times when I visited the batteries.

““Good chap Batstone!” the colonel
would say. “‘ Very keen; accurate in

his reports, too. Rather -high-strung,

perhaps.” It -meeds something of :a
psychologist to command twenty-six
officers and seven hundred mem And
no doubt the colonel, too, had noticed
that slight puckering of the skim round
Batstone’s eye-sockets, the tendency of
his voice to over-pitch itself, the vague
thinness of the nut-brown cheeks.

But Batstone stuck it, like the rest

of them, till they moved us out.

Vv

In the days before the Second Army
drove the enemy from Wytschaete Ridge,
capturing Messines-and so freeing the
southern section of the salient, Neuve
Egtise was a field-artillery brigade head-
quarters and Hill 63 a nest-of observation-
posts, screened by a thick-set hedge from
the enemy on the opposite slope.

The brigade approved of Neuve Eglise-
Batteries. lived in a pleasant valley,
scarcely ever fired at; waggon-lines
horses.a short mile or so to the rear.
But the brigade did not approve so highly
of the observation-posts on Hill
which were frequently shelled by day,
and contimwously machine-gunned~ by
night. However, it was alla vast im-
provement on the salient, especially as
spring—a mild, dry spring—had suddenly
smiled over the countryside.
Nevertheless, we were not without

casualties. They happened intermit-
tently; now a driver wounded ‘here,

now a gunner killed there. Batstone
chanced to be on the hill during our
worst day. “The: German guns- were
“ searching ’’ the hedge which concealed
our observation dug-outs. The one next
to his was blown in, two men wiped out
on the spot, a third badly hit in the

abdomen. Batstone helped to get him
out, carried him to the dressing-station.

  

  

63,

‘It took nearly half an hour before they
found a doctor with morphia, and the
man was screaming with pain from the
time Batstone picked him up till the

m
n
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to heroism or cowardice on the
__ battlefield are as little understood

by the averagecivilian as they are dis-
cussed by the average soldier. To the
former—reared on legends of unflinching
courage, flashing sabres, and multitudinous
medals—war is apt to appear as a rather
glorious, rather dangerous, but always

fascinating sport. To the lattér, trained in
the harsher school of personal experience,
the so-called sport is merely an un-
satisfactory fob (mto which he has some-
how drifted}, a job usually boring, occa-
sionally frightening, but always desper-
ately repuguant, from which he hopes
at long best to escape with a fairly whole
skin. For the duration of that job, only
the finest of mental lines divide the so-
called hero from the so-called coward.
As evidence for which extremely unpopular
theory I produce the case of Second-
Lieutenant Harry B.. Batstone, some-
time subaltern of ““C” Battery in the
artillery brigade of which I was adjutant
during the earlier days of this war.

Ik

Imagine a bey, well over: six feet tall,
broad in proportion; large, capable
hands, intense clear-blue eyes; com-
plexion almost nut-brown; hair just a
trifle too long for British Army traditions,
brown also; the usual khaki tunic,

service cap, Sam Browne belt, but
breeches inclined to bag over at the knee,
and boots, just too loose in the calf for
smartness, oVer-spurred at high heels.
To me the boots and breeches betrayed
their wearer the first time I saw him,
whipless, galloping’ an unclipped chestnut
across Salisbury Plain. Later he rode
up as we stood by the hot guns, and made
himself known to mycolonel in the un-
mistakable drawl of the Westerner. He

"Es mental processes which conduce

hadjust joined, and the Staff captain had- _
posted him to the divisional ammunition
column, and the divisional ammunition
column wasn’t a fighting unit, and did the
colonel think he could take him into his
brigade because:
“You see, sir, IE want to be with the

gums.” |. :
We discwssed it, the colonel and I,

riding home across the downs to Larkhill
Catyp. Said the colonel:

“ But how on earth did he manage fo
get into Kitchener’s Army? The man’s

an American, if ever I saw one.”
Said I: “ I don’t know,sir. But young

Wardle, af “ C”’ Battery, is 4
“I know what he is,” grunted the

colonel, and we jogged on in a heavy
-silerice. :
~ But that evening, after mess, Batstone
appeared again, drawl more pronounced
than ever, eyes intense with purpose.
“You see, sir,” he said, sipping his port,
“Tve come an. awful long way for this
show. And the columm seems a pretty
tame kind. of proposition.” :
“Know anything about horses ?’”’ the

colonel askedcasually.
I watched Batstone, saw his left eyelid

quiver for the fraction of a second, saw
him master a vast inclination fo open up,
heard him say: “Oh, yes, a little ”’ ;
wondered where he, an American, had
learned his: super-British assumption of
reticence. For I knew my C.O.; knew
howcarefully he was testing a man whom
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all his traditions told him to regard as a
“ foreigner.”

* And how about your gunnery ?”’ he
went on.
“Oh, I don’t think I know muchless

than most of the others,’ drawled
Batstone. Two dayslater sawhimposted
to our brigade:

Hil
We frained back from firing-practice

to Deepceut Barracks, Aldershot; andlife,

for me, became one hectic avalanche of
papers. The brigade—one of Kitchener's
earliest—had been formed more than
nine months, but only within the last
two of them had our equipment begun to
materialise. Now, day after day, the
battery quartermasters wrestled with the
ordinance for harness, dial-sights, pick-

axes, bicycles, signalling lamps, and all
the various “ spares” which g6 to com-
plete the impedimenta of sixteen 48-pr.
O.F. guns with their accompanying
limbers, G.S. waggons, mess-carts, tele-
phone cart, water-carts, and the rest.
The chronicling of which operations, in
addition to driving my orderly-room
clerks to the verge of insanity, postponed
for some time that heart-to-heart talk
with Batstone my literary soul desired.

However, my opportunity came at
last, ome evening as I sauntered down the

orderly-room. steps on to the gravelled
gun-park.

“Hallo, adjutant!”
known voice.
pretty busy.”

““ They do,” I answered. -We began a
silent, leisurely inspection of the newly-
painted vehicles drawn up in the already
darkening square.
“How ate you getting on?

tinued.
“ Bully!” “he. answered, and then:

“Say, it was awful. good of you to get
the old man to take me on.”

I disclaimed the credit, adding,
did it yourself.”

“Well, in a way,” he admitted. His
voice rose a semitone above the English
pitch he had trained himself to. “ You
see,” he went on, “FE just couldn’t stick

being in that old ammunition column.
L came over here to fight.”

  

drawled a well-
“They seem to keep you
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I con-

“ You
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isn’t your fight at all. Your country’s a
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He expressed himself picturesquely
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“How did you manage your ,com-

mission ?”’ J ventured.
“Easy enough.” He bit eff the

confidence at his lips, leaving my imagina-
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certificates, stolen naturalisation papers,
a hundred theories which remain so to
this day. But his reasons for joiming us
he gave succinctly enough.
“My!” said Batstone. “Do you

think any man who called himself a man
could keep out of a scrap like this? It
would have just driven me crazyto stiek
ever there.and read in the newspapers
what you chaps were doing.” -

Three nights later I watched—by the
uncertain waving light of the acetylene
flares—‘‘C”’ Battery file off out of the
gun-park on their way to France. In
rear of the clanking water-cart. rode

you the other side,” he called, as he
vanished into the jingling darkness. »
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posts, screened by a thick-set hedge from
the enemy on the opposite slope.
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But the brigade did not approve so highly
of the observation-posts on Hill
which were frequently shelled by day,
and contimwously machine-gunned~ by
night. However, it was alla vast im-
provement on the salient, especially as
spring—a mild, dry spring—had suddenly
smiled over the countryside.
Nevertheless, we were not without
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tently; now a driver wounded ‘here,

now a gunner killed there. Batstone
chanced to be on the hill during our
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our observation dug-outs. The one next
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“ MY FRIEND BATSTONE,” By GILBERT FRANKAU (Contd,)
 

needle slipped in under the skin of the
forearm.

Batstone went back to his dug-out,
raised the shutter, glued his eye to the

telescope for-an hour, had his tea, and

stayed on duty till the next morning.
His captain reported. him—confidentially
—‘a little bit nervy.”

VI
To realise what followed, you must

understand that, although it is no dis-
grace for the average officer to admit
himself suffering from nerve-strain, Bat-

stone was an American serving in the
British  Army—on his national honour,
so to speak—terribly anxious. not to
appear a “quitter” in the eyes_of ‘his
fellow-subalterns. Not a nice position
for a boy of twenty-two, with the imag-

inative temperament, who feels himself
for the moment incapable of performing
his duties.
He fought it out with himself for a

whole miserable sleepless week, turning
it over in. his mind, this way, that. way;
decided he would be playing the coward
if he threw his hand in; kicked himself
for not having sufficient moral courage
to own up that he was beat. Then an
observant B.C. sent. him back to the
horse lines for a day or two, and one
of the Boche long-range guns; looking
for one of ours, began-dropping 8 in.
shells among the crowded teams. -Bat-
stone got them all awayin safety, quietly,
without any panic, a hundred and twenty-
five of them, two by two, drivers riding
the off-horses. ‘“‘C” waggon lines were
quite close to Headquarters, and the
colonel and I watched them file out of
the trees, at a walk, Batstone lJast—on

foot.. This happened three days in
succession—never at the same hour.
To appreciate the effect of such an
experience.on nerves already shaken by
six months of hard fighting, one requires
an intimate knowledge of 8 in. shells
and the psychology of stampeding horses.

Shortly afterwards Batstone came to
interviewthe colonel. J was not present
at that interview, nor, from the colonel,

did I ever hear the details of it, only
the result.

“ Batstone’s feeling rather off colour,”
he said, ‘‘ so I’m transferring him to the
brigade ammunition column for a bit of
a rest... You can post that new youngster
—what’s his name, Merriless or Merriwell
—to ‘C’ Battery.”

Batstone gave me the remainder of
the story himself, when I went over to

inspect the damage that had been done
to the waggon lines.

“‘T presume the old man told you all
about it?”
‘All abont what?” I prevaricated.
“ All about me.” His reserve broke

suddenly, completely. “My God,’ he
burst out, “I feel like a dog, a little
yellow dog! And what’s the use—I
can’t stick it.” :
“Oh, shut up!” I interrupted.
You're only a bit off colour!”
“ Off colour be damned. It’s nice of

you to put it that way, adjutant. But
I’m a coward, a rotten coward, a quitter.

What the hell’s the use of blinking things.
If I'd been in the ranks they’d have
shot me for cowardice; as it is, being an

oficer—fine, lovely officer, aren’t I ?—
you send me back for a bit of a rest.”
“Don’t be an ass! Nobody’s called

you a coward.”
“ Except myself.” An awful detach-

ment crept into his voice. ‘I tell you

   

«

Tama coward. My nerve’s just cracked.
I keep on remembering things—God, it’s

awful! Those poor deyils im The Buffs

after the mine exploded ’—he spoke of

a tragedy nearly three months old—

“ and that chap screaming when I picked

him up!”
I did mybest to soothe him; explained

and explained that he had everyright to

a rest, that it was only temporary, that

nobody thought any the worse of him for

it, that he had shown his courage not

ence but half a dozen times, that a

coward would never have owned up as

he had done, that it was an officer’s duty

fo ask for a rest when he felt himself no

longer capable’ of command. All. the

while, Hstening to its own voice, my

brain kept questioning: “ How much

longer can vou stand it ? Supposing they

start shelling these waggon lines while
vou re here?”
“~&® little of what I said seemed to

penetrate Batstone’s consciousness; every
now and then normality would come
back to his. unkeyed mind. But I knew
it was only the force behiid my words,
the effort of my own mentality to capture

his, which held the shadows from him;

realised that as soon as I was gone, and

he alone again in that bare, canvas-
walled Armstrong hut, all the demons of
selfreproach would return to hiss
*eoward ”’ at his soul. - = .
We talked late that afternoon, talked

till the sun set red hehind the tree-
trunks—I walking up and downthelittle
hut, Batstone perched on the edge of his
camp-bedstead, hunched up, motionless,
save for the hands which kept stretching
out for something to touch—his field-
glasses, the case of his prismatic compass,
the mackintosh sheet: which covered his
valise. He toid me of his earliest years,
of his college days, his few months of
manhood, of the call which had come to
him at the outbreak of war; and every

tale held the same tragedy—the fear of
being afraid, which is the greatest terror.

Vil
More than a hundred miles behind the

earmost gin of all, ina quiet, clean town

of Western France, lives the Statistical
Department of the Army. There, day
by day, typewriters click, forms arefiled,
and “returns” tabulated, dissected,
collated, till the twin problems ‘ man-
power” and ‘‘ munition-power”’ emerge
tangible in coloured curves and columns
of varying height, and figures that a man
maygrasp im a comprehending half-hour.
Tt plays. with human_ beings, moves
them hither or thither, shuffles-and sorts

them like cards on the long~ brown
gambling-table ef battle. We were just
cards, Batstone and I, and the depart-
ment cut us-into different packs —
“ decks ” he would have called them.

Ji was merelya trifle of reorganisation
_but it separated us as effectively as a
prison-wall. Batstone passed from my
colonel’s command, vanished imto another
unit. We never saw him; only every
now and then a_subaltern—sent back
on some message in connection with the
supply. of shells—would bring us vague
word of his existence. ‘
At the end of July we were shifted

south to the Battle of the Somme.

Vill
Compared with this, Loos and the

Salient had been rest-cures. Guns practic-
ally in the open, barely protected against

_ splinters, firing day and night for weeks
on end; front-line trenches hidden under
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a perpetual barrage ; communication as
fitful as it was important; storms of

shell on roads, battery positions, waggon
lines, dressing-stations ; and always that

one battered village, flat to the ground,
speckled with white chalk-heaps, where
a handful of men crouched to their
machine-guns—holding up an army.

Ourdivision had better luck than most,
but casualties were heavy enough, especi-

ally among the junior officers. Fourteen
went downin thre first ten days, and, of

course, the divisional ammunition column

had to fill some of the vacancies... They
sent up Batstone, with two others, to

join the brigade on our right, just a few

days before Guillemont fell. He didn’t
volunteer for the duty ; he didn’t (as he
might have done) protest against it,
explain to his new colonel that he had
been sent back for a rest. He just went.

I give the rest of the story, as it was
told to me by his battery commander,
weeks afterwards, whem we had- been

relieved.
“Must say the D.A.C. did us damn

well for reinforcements. They sent me
up an officer who was as good a feller as 1
ever met. By the way, I believe he used
to be in your brigade—name of Batstone
—a great big chap—Canadian, I should
think by his accent. Never saw such a
lad for the front line—couldn’t keep him
awayfrom it—used to go up almost every
day. Funnything about it was that ke
should be killed in. the battery after all.
You remenrber the night they put those
new gas-shells over us—rotten sort of
things, seemed to come slower and slower,

no burst to them, they just sighed off like
a used soda-syphon—well, Batstone got it
into his head that some of the men had
taken off their respirators. We were
quite all right in the telephone dug-out,
and I told him to lie doggo. The damn
things kept coming over one after the
other, faster. tham one could count.
‘You'll get strafed!’ I said.. But he
wouldn’t leave it alone; said he was

worried about the left section—they were
some wayoff and a shell had cut our wires
to them. So'at last I let him go; just to
take a dekko round. He'd hardly put his
head outside the dug-out when they got
him—a direct hit. Jolly nearly got
strafed myself, pulling him in. Quite
useless, of course. He was stone dead.”

x,
That is the story of my friendBatstone.

I have tried to tell it simply, almost
colloquially, without any verbiage. Bat
if you think about it enough—as I have
thought ; use your imagination in read-
ing—as I have nof used mine in writing ;
if you try to picture to yourself his
mental processes, the first screwing-up
of resolution to join in another nation’s
scrap; the- difficulties he must have
experienced in getting his commission ;
his determination to go out with a fighting
unit; the months when he made his
weak nature play a strong part; his
struggle before he would admit himself
beat; the self-reproach he must have
endured_in the column; and the wayin

which, at the end, he whipped up every
fibre of soul-force for one last big effort—~
then, im addition to realising a little of
what war-really means (for Batstone’s
temperament. was mot the exception,
rather the rule),-I believe you will admit
that I have proved the unpopular theory
with which EF began.

Andif, having read and thought'of my
friend Batstone, you do not see him as a
particularly large size in heroes, the
fault lies not in his life but in his
biographer.
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“ MY FRIEND BATSTONE,” By GILBERT FRANKAU (Contd,)
 

needle slipped in under the skin of the
forearm.

Batstone went back to his dug-out,
raised the shutter, glued his eye to the

telescope for-an hour, had his tea, and

stayed on duty till the next morning.
His captain reported. him—confidentially
—‘a little bit nervy.”

VI
To realise what followed, you must

understand that, although it is no dis-
grace for the average officer to admit
himself suffering from nerve-strain, Bat-

stone was an American serving in the
British  Army—on his national honour,
so to speak—terribly anxious. not to
appear a “quitter” in the eyes_of ‘his
fellow-subalterns. Not a nice position
for a boy of twenty-two, with the imag-

inative temperament, who feels himself
for the moment incapable of performing
his duties.
He fought it out with himself for a

whole miserable sleepless week, turning
it over in. his mind, this way, that. way;
decided he would be playing the coward
if he threw his hand in; kicked himself
for not having sufficient moral courage
to own up that he was beat. Then an
observant B.C. sent. him back to the
horse lines for a day or two, and one
of the Boche long-range guns; looking
for one of ours, began-dropping 8 in.
shells among the crowded teams. -Bat-
stone got them all awayin safety, quietly,
without any panic, a hundred and twenty-
five of them, two by two, drivers riding
the off-horses. ‘“‘C” waggon lines were
quite close to Headquarters, and the
colonel and I watched them file out of
the trees, at a walk, Batstone lJast—on

foot.. This happened three days in
succession—never at the same hour.
To appreciate the effect of such an
experience.on nerves already shaken by
six months of hard fighting, one requires
an intimate knowledge of 8 in. shells
and the psychology of stampeding horses.

Shortly afterwards Batstone came to
interviewthe colonel. J was not present
at that interview, nor, from the colonel,

did I ever hear the details of it, only
the result.

“ Batstone’s feeling rather off colour,”
he said, ‘‘ so I’m transferring him to the
brigade ammunition column for a bit of
a rest... You can post that new youngster
—what’s his name, Merriless or Merriwell
—to ‘C’ Battery.”

Batstone gave me the remainder of
the story himself, when I went over to

inspect the damage that had been done
to the waggon lines.

“‘T presume the old man told you all
about it?”
‘All abont what?” I prevaricated.
“ All about me.” His reserve broke

suddenly, completely. “My God,’ he
burst out, “I feel like a dog, a little
yellow dog! And what’s the use—I
can’t stick it.” :
“Oh, shut up!” I interrupted.
You're only a bit off colour!”
“ Off colour be damned. It’s nice of

you to put it that way, adjutant. But
I’m a coward, a rotten coward, a quitter.

What the hell’s the use of blinking things.
If I'd been in the ranks they’d have
shot me for cowardice; as it is, being an

oficer—fine, lovely officer, aren’t I ?—
you send me back for a bit of a rest.”
“Don’t be an ass! Nobody’s called

you a coward.”
“ Except myself.” An awful detach-

ment crept into his voice. ‘I tell you
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Tama coward. My nerve’s just cracked.
I keep on remembering things—God, it’s

awful! Those poor deyils im The Buffs

after the mine exploded ’—he spoke of

a tragedy nearly three months old—

“ and that chap screaming when I picked

him up!”
I did mybest to soothe him; explained

and explained that he had everyright to

a rest, that it was only temporary, that

nobody thought any the worse of him for

it, that he had shown his courage not

ence but half a dozen times, that a

coward would never have owned up as

he had done, that it was an officer’s duty

fo ask for a rest when he felt himself no

longer capable’ of command. All. the

while, Hstening to its own voice, my

brain kept questioning: “ How much

longer can vou stand it ? Supposing they

start shelling these waggon lines while
vou re here?”
“~&® little of what I said seemed to

penetrate Batstone’s consciousness; every
now and then normality would come
back to his. unkeyed mind. But I knew
it was only the force behiid my words,
the effort of my own mentality to capture

his, which held the shadows from him;

realised that as soon as I was gone, and

he alone again in that bare, canvas-
walled Armstrong hut, all the demons of
selfreproach would return to hiss
*eoward ”’ at his soul. - = .
We talked late that afternoon, talked

till the sun set red hehind the tree-
trunks—I walking up and downthelittle
hut, Batstone perched on the edge of his
camp-bedstead, hunched up, motionless,
save for the hands which kept stretching
out for something to touch—his field-
glasses, the case of his prismatic compass,
the mackintosh sheet: which covered his
valise. He toid me of his earliest years,
of his college days, his few months of
manhood, of the call which had come to
him at the outbreak of war; and every

tale held the same tragedy—the fear of
being afraid, which is the greatest terror.

Vil
More than a hundred miles behind the

earmost gin of all, ina quiet, clean town

of Western France, lives the Statistical
Department of the Army. There, day
by day, typewriters click, forms arefiled,
and “returns” tabulated, dissected,
collated, till the twin problems ‘ man-
power” and ‘‘ munition-power”’ emerge
tangible in coloured curves and columns
of varying height, and figures that a man
maygrasp im a comprehending half-hour.
Tt plays. with human_ beings, moves
them hither or thither, shuffles-and sorts

them like cards on the long~ brown
gambling-table ef battle. We were just
cards, Batstone and I, and the depart-
ment cut us-into different packs —
“ decks ” he would have called them.

Ji was merelya trifle of reorganisation
_but it separated us as effectively as a
prison-wall. Batstone passed from my
colonel’s command, vanished imto another
unit. We never saw him; only every
now and then a_subaltern—sent back
on some message in connection with the
supply. of shells—would bring us vague
word of his existence. ‘
At the end of July we were shifted

south to the Battle of the Somme.

Vill
Compared with this, Loos and the

Salient had been rest-cures. Guns practic-
ally in the open, barely protected against

_ splinters, firing day and night for weeks
on end; front-line trenches hidden under
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a perpetual barrage ; communication as
fitful as it was important; storms of

shell on roads, battery positions, waggon
lines, dressing-stations ; and always that

one battered village, flat to the ground,
speckled with white chalk-heaps, where
a handful of men crouched to their
machine-guns—holding up an army.

Ourdivision had better luck than most,
but casualties were heavy enough, especi-

ally among the junior officers. Fourteen
went downin thre first ten days, and, of

course, the divisional ammunition column

had to fill some of the vacancies... They
sent up Batstone, with two others, to

join the brigade on our right, just a few

days before Guillemont fell. He didn’t
volunteer for the duty ; he didn’t (as he
might have done) protest against it,
explain to his new colonel that he had
been sent back for a rest. He just went.

I give the rest of the story, as it was
told to me by his battery commander,
weeks afterwards, whem we had- been

relieved.
“Must say the D.A.C. did us damn

well for reinforcements. They sent me
up an officer who was as good a feller as 1
ever met. By the way, I believe he used
to be in your brigade—name of Batstone
—a great big chap—Canadian, I should
think by his accent. Never saw such a
lad for the front line—couldn’t keep him
awayfrom it—used to go up almost every
day. Funnything about it was that ke
should be killed in. the battery after all.
You remenrber the night they put those
new gas-shells over us—rotten sort of
things, seemed to come slower and slower,

no burst to them, they just sighed off like
a used soda-syphon—well, Batstone got it
into his head that some of the men had
taken off their respirators. We were
quite all right in the telephone dug-out,
and I told him to lie doggo. The damn
things kept coming over one after the
other, faster. tham one could count.
‘You'll get strafed!’ I said.. But he
wouldn’t leave it alone; said he was

worried about the left section—they were
some wayoff and a shell had cut our wires
to them. So'at last I let him go; just to
take a dekko round. He'd hardly put his
head outside the dug-out when they got
him—a direct hit. Jolly nearly got
strafed myself, pulling him in. Quite
useless, of course. He was stone dead.”

x,
That is the story of my friendBatstone.

I have tried to tell it simply, almost
colloquially, without any verbiage. Bat
if you think about it enough—as I have
thought ; use your imagination in read-
ing—as I have nof used mine in writing ;
if you try to picture to yourself his
mental processes, the first screwing-up
of resolution to join in another nation’s
scrap; the- difficulties he must have
experienced in getting his commission ;
his determination to go out with a fighting
unit; the months when he made his
weak nature play a strong part; his
struggle before he would admit himself
beat; the self-reproach he must have
endured_in the column; and the wayin

which, at the end, he whipped up every
fibre of soul-force for one last big effort—~
then, im addition to realising a little of
what war-really means (for Batstone’s
temperament. was mot the exception,
rather the rule),-I believe you will admit
that I have proved the unpopular theory
with which EF began.

Andif, having read and thought'of my
friend Batstone, you do not see him as a
particularly large size in heroes, the
fault lies not in his life but in his
biographer.
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Members of a Women’s Fire Brigade at a Middlesex factory.
Eight go on duty at a tims, the day being divided into three shifts.
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Inside ths Y.M.C.A. Information Bureau in Trafalgar Square,
where sailors and soldiers may inquire within about everything.

 

  
Lady Denman, Director of the In the operating theatre of th
Women’s Institutes Branch of
the Food Production Dept. Serbia.

   

e Scottish Women’s Hospitalon the ~
western front, where it continues the splendid work it began in

(French official photograph.)

 

Dame Katharine Furse, D.B.E..
Director of the Women’s Royal

Naval Service.

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

Women of Nancy engagedin dealing with supplies
for the French Army. (Frenchofficial.)

Lord Harewoodinspecting women land workers of the West Riding of Yorkshire at
Leeds on the occasion of their first annual “ rally.’’
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4 : out his “ tin bat”? for his money. Arrangements for paying the leave men on arrival in London have recently been greatly improved.
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On the arrival of a leave traim the clerks at the pay office are kept busy. Right: A Scot takes: care to check his notes. The new
arrangements allow the leave man to draw the money te which he is entitled without any vexatious delay.
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Wajor-General Sir J. W. McCay, K.C.M.G., accompanied by the Rt. Hon. Andrew Fisher, High Commissioner for Australia, inspecting
Australian Cadets at Cambridge ; the march past.

 

Right : General McCay decorating one of the Cadets with a war-won medal. -
The Cadets included thirty-six recipients of Distinguished Conduct Medals and Military Medals. :
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THE DAYS WORKBY SEA,SHORE,AND SK?

THEDOINGS OF ‘THE TRADE’
Some Thrilling Adventures of British Submarines

CHRONICLED BY JOHN S. MARGERISON

UBMARINES have been so often

S described of late that their general

appearance and interior construc-

tion must be quite familiar to the average

school-child; but, with all this publicity

about our craft themselves, little or

nothing has. been told of the multifarious

things we do or the thrills which some-

times come to our crews.

Have you ever heard of a watching

patrol? No? Well, that was the first

kind of job we got after commissioning

some three years ago, and a deadlyjob it

was, too, though not without its trace of

excitement or danger. “All we had. to do

was to lie just off the mouth of the Elbe

and, with our periscope-tip just above

the surface, glean everylittle item of pos-

sible information, and then, when oppor-

tunity offered, signal it by wireless to

those who could-make use of it. We had

a week of this, and for the first five days

nothing happened. “Then, on the evening

of the sixth day, we sighted a huge fleet

of Zeppelins bent upona strafing raid on

England ; so, chancing our luck, we rose

to the surface and shonted the alarm.

One of the gasbags must have intercepted

the message, for she detachedherself from

the fleet and came cruising back to look

for us. The light was bad, but she must

have seen our periscope as we hastily

dipped. She managed to find us with

her searchlight. Also, at the same time,

she called up her hunters, and they,

knowing exactly where. their quarry was

jying, set about making things hotforus.

In a Tight Corner

We-were at supper whenthe first intima-
tion of the rise in temperature came ; it
took the form of a harsh, grating sound,
that began at our nose and swept.towards
the conning-tower.
“Nets!” yelled our skipper, making a

leap for the control position; andit is
still questionable whether he first rang
for “full speed astern’ or whether our
engineer executed the order before it was
given. Suffice it—and we were rather
glad of the fact—that we jumped astern
smartly, leaving those terrible nets waving
fruitlessly in the waters ahead of us.

Daylight found the waters above us
alive with hunters, while half a dozen sea-

planes came'along and helped theminthe
chase. We were hunted and harried
from point to point. It was useless to lie
doggo and kick up the mud with our

screws, trying to hide beneath the opaque
waters; it was useless to keep still and
Jet them think we were strafed. But,

somehow or other, they couldn’t quite

find us, and one brainy German con-
ceived the idea of exploding small mines
in various places and at various depths
in the hope that we'd be strafed that way.
He only desisted when we emptied a keg
of lubricating oil into the air-lock and let
it float to the surface, to make him think
that we’d been strafed at last. Then the
hunters and the seaplanes went home in
triumph—while we carried on.

There was another time, when we wete
on patrol in the Channel, when a too-

eager tramp steamer, having foynd a
47 in. gun to play with, started

potting at us as soon as we showed our

periscope. Wedipped hurriedly, but rose

on the other side and quiteclose to him;

whereupon our skipper treated that semi-

blind fellow-mariner to as fine an estimate

of his immediate parentage, his own per-

sonal attributes, and his probable—ulti-

mate fate as ever one sailorman heard

fromthelips of another.

Equal to the Emergency

In the beginning of things we took mines
very seriously indeed, and therefore it

wasn’t to be wondered at that our hearts

missed a beat when, one day, we found

ourselves in the very midst of a Boche
mine-field. They swayed and grated and

jarred all around us, and we didn’t dare

to move at all for fear we'd bumpagainst

a detonator and go to glory in a cloud of

splinters. So.we just shut off our motors

and kept perfectly still, trusting to the

current to drift us clear of danger, and

indulging in unlimited hope that nothing
would happen until we did get clear. >It
didn’t—and now our standing orders

for procedure in a mine-field state that we

are to shut off motors, remain perfectly
still and silent, and hope like the very

dickens.
There was one of oursisters which, nosin®

about in forbidden waters, got mixed up
with as fine a selection of nets as ever
Bocheland turned out. They were har-
bour defences, most cunningly arranged,
and as soon as she started disturbing
them they enveloped her fromall sides.
Luckily, her screw remained unfouled,

and she backed astern, only to be brought
up all standing by a net catching in the
hinges of her torpedo-tube door. She
decided to go to the bottom and think
things over, but couldn't quite manage
it, because the nets wouldn't be dragged
under the surface ;“so she remainedstill,

much to the disappointment of the three
Boche torpedo-boats waiting on the sur-
face to talk rudely to her.
Among other things, she possessed a

Fluess diving-dress and an intrepid Irish
able-seaman. The latter donned the
former, and, making his way outside
through the air-lock, floated through the
green waters like.a bloated mermaid and
put in a strenuous ~half hour hacking
through that net so that the boat could
get away. And get away she did—and
the Irish A.B. presently found himself
the proud possessor of a D.S.M., a week’s
leave, and a five-pound note—a present
from his skipper—to spend thereon.

Duel to the Death ©

In anothercase a C class boat managed
to get inside the enemy’s net barriers, but
conldn’t get out again; so she slammed
off a torpedo and rushedblindly through
the hole torn in the deadly barrier byits
explosion. She came home with three
of her cylinders missing fire, her. storage
batteries almost exhausted and_ giving
off chlorine gas-fumes where the salt water
had got at them through her strained
hull-plating ; all that saved-her from be-
coming a total wreck was the indomitable
will of. her crew.

There have been strange happenings
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in connection with the Submarine Service

since August, 1914—-Stranger things than

even Jules Verne ever wrote about. There

were two submarines-—one British; the

other German—who encountered each

other one day in the depths, sensing each

other’s presence by means of their micro-

phones. The British knew she had. an

enemyfirst, and, trusting wholly to sound,

let rip one of her torpedoes ; it missed, as

might only be anticipated, and the German

submarine had the naivete to ask the
name_of the third Unterseeboot whose

presence she had detected. She got no

answer, which mystified her more than a

bit, and presently to the ears of her crew
came the most uncanny of sounds, as
the British boat blundered alongside her
and rubbed plates. “The Britons were
almost- as startled as the enemy, but
quickly realised the situation, and stayed
there till Fritz cut off communication by
suddenly canting his helm. Then- she
shot to the top in time to catch the -Boche
rising to see what might-be on-his“hee!s,
and she greeted him with shells from her
whaleback gun, and .sent hini bottom-

wards in a hurry, never to riseagain.

The Biggest Thrill

But the biggest thrill of all was that
experienced by the artificer of a sub-
marine which had to be abandoned on the
sea-bed. She. sank through her bows
being rammed bya destroyer,.andall save
the artificer—who was working in a com-
partment below the deck—managed to
‘leave her by means of the conning-towcr
andtheir safety-helmets. Whenhe found
himself alone, the poor man went almost

mad. Then he began to scheme a way
out of the mess, and finally decided to

compress the air in the boat sufficiently
to raise the torpedo-hatch and so let him
shoot to the surface. But all the com-
pressed air in the reservoirs had been ex-
pended; there remained only that in_ the
normal atmosphere of the vessel. Then
he made a desperate decision.” He
openedthe seacocks andlet the water into
the boat, and, of course, as it rose, it com-

pressed the air above. At last he tried
the hatch, but could onlylift it just suffi-
ciently to let the air eScape, and all his
work went for nothing. He was desperate;
so bracing his feet against a near-by pro-
jection on the boat’s’side, he thrust up-
wards with all his fear-increased strength,
andthe hatch giving way, floated upwards
to the sun and air andlife once more.
There was another boat in similar case,

but in the opensea, which, before shooting

her men out of her conning-tower to the
surface, fired all her torpedoes with their

supply-valves shut, so that they acted as so
many lifebuoys to which the crewcould
cling till a passing patrol vessel happened
that way and picked them up. And, .
strange to say—but it is typical of “ The
Trade "’—all those menare still serving
in the Submarine Service.

Of course nobody in. the submarines
will talk about them unless you catch him
in an expansive mood. Jf you mention
thrills or risks or danger to them, they: Il
laugh and say that such things don’t
exist. ‘
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Police in Mediterranean Waters
French and Italian Official Photographs
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  Crew: of the: W boat that. sank the Frenef cruiser Chateaurenault im tire
foniam Sea om December 14th, 1917, aboard the avenging: French ship.

 

        

  

  
‘The pirate captain. Destroyers escorting the Chateaurenault sani the
submarine, but.rescudd 22 of the crewfrom the death they deserved.

 

  
 

 Cruising drifters patrolied by torpedo boats of the Italian Navy. Inset: One of Italy’ i i 5%coreg € F vy. 2 aly’s great battiesh i *s i
wants mypiescrbros haveassumed a large share of theresponsibility of poticing the NMudtiecrandar, veidhiipirotpanatethatRustrie’s: Nieug

asbeen bottled! up: im Adriatic harbours, andthe transport of troous: and suppliesfor the Allies has proceeded’ unchecked. .
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THEDOINGS OF ‘THE TRADE’
Some Thrilling Adventures of British Submarines

CHRONICLED BY JOHN S. MARGERISON

UBMARINES have been so often

S described of late that their general

appearance and interior construc-

tion must be quite familiar to the average

school-child; but, with all this publicity

about our craft themselves, little or

nothing has. been told of the multifarious

things we do or the thrills which some-

times come to our crews.

Have you ever heard of a watching

patrol? No? Well, that was the first

kind of job we got after commissioning

some three years ago, and a deadlyjob it

was, too, though not without its trace of

excitement or danger. “All we had. to do

was to lie just off the mouth of the Elbe

and, with our periscope-tip just above

the surface, glean everylittle item of pos-

sible information, and then, when oppor-

tunity offered, signal it by wireless to

those who could-make use of it. We had

a week of this, and for the first five days

nothing happened. “Then, on the evening

of the sixth day, we sighted a huge fleet

of Zeppelins bent upona strafing raid on

England ; so, chancing our luck, we rose

to the surface and shonted the alarm.

One of the gasbags must have intercepted

the message, for she detachedherself from

the fleet and came cruising back to look

for us. The light was bad, but she must

have seen our periscope as we hastily

dipped. She managed to find us with

her searchlight. Also, at the same time,

she called up her hunters, and they,

knowing exactly where. their quarry was

jying, set about making things hotforus.

In a Tight Corner

We-were at supper whenthe first intima-
tion of the rise in temperature came ; it
took the form of a harsh, grating sound,
that began at our nose and swept.towards
the conning-tower.
“Nets!” yelled our skipper, making a

leap for the control position; andit is
still questionable whether he first rang
for “full speed astern’ or whether our
engineer executed the order before it was
given. Suffice it—and we were rather
glad of the fact—that we jumped astern
smartly, leaving those terrible nets waving
fruitlessly in the waters ahead of us.

Daylight found the waters above us
alive with hunters, while half a dozen sea-

planes came'along and helped theminthe
chase. We were hunted and harried
from point to point. It was useless to lie
doggo and kick up the mud with our

screws, trying to hide beneath the opaque
waters; it was useless to keep still and
Jet them think we were strafed. But,

somehow or other, they couldn’t quite

find us, and one brainy German con-
ceived the idea of exploding small mines
in various places and at various depths
in the hope that we'd be strafed that way.
He only desisted when we emptied a keg
of lubricating oil into the air-lock and let
it float to the surface, to make him think
that we’d been strafed at last. Then the
hunters and the seaplanes went home in
triumph—while we carried on.

There was another time, when we wete
on patrol in the Channel, when a too-

eager tramp steamer, having foynd a
47 in. gun to play with, started

potting at us as soon as we showed our

periscope. Wedipped hurriedly, but rose

on the other side and quiteclose to him;

whereupon our skipper treated that semi-

blind fellow-mariner to as fine an estimate

of his immediate parentage, his own per-

sonal attributes, and his probable—ulti-

mate fate as ever one sailorman heard

fromthelips of another.

Equal to the Emergency

In the beginning of things we took mines
very seriously indeed, and therefore it

wasn’t to be wondered at that our hearts

missed a beat when, one day, we found

ourselves in the very midst of a Boche
mine-field. They swayed and grated and

jarred all around us, and we didn’t dare

to move at all for fear we'd bumpagainst

a detonator and go to glory in a cloud of

splinters. So.we just shut off our motors

and kept perfectly still, trusting to the

current to drift us clear of danger, and

indulging in unlimited hope that nothing
would happen until we did get clear. >It
didn’t—and now our standing orders

for procedure in a mine-field state that we

are to shut off motors, remain perfectly
still and silent, and hope like the very

dickens.
There was one of oursisters which, nosin®

about in forbidden waters, got mixed up
with as fine a selection of nets as ever
Bocheland turned out. They were har-
bour defences, most cunningly arranged,
and as soon as she started disturbing
them they enveloped her fromall sides.
Luckily, her screw remained unfouled,

and she backed astern, only to be brought
up all standing by a net catching in the
hinges of her torpedo-tube door. She
decided to go to the bottom and think
things over, but couldn't quite manage
it, because the nets wouldn't be dragged
under the surface ;“so she remainedstill,

much to the disappointment of the three
Boche torpedo-boats waiting on the sur-
face to talk rudely to her.
Among other things, she possessed a

Fluess diving-dress and an intrepid Irish
able-seaman. The latter donned the
former, and, making his way outside
through the air-lock, floated through the
green waters like.a bloated mermaid and
put in a strenuous ~half hour hacking
through that net so that the boat could
get away. And get away she did—and
the Irish A.B. presently found himself
the proud possessor of a D.S.M., a week’s
leave, and a five-pound note—a present
from his skipper—to spend thereon.

Duel to the Death ©

In anothercase a C class boat managed
to get inside the enemy’s net barriers, but
conldn’t get out again; so she slammed
off a torpedo and rushedblindly through
the hole torn in the deadly barrier byits
explosion. She came home with three
of her cylinders missing fire, her. storage
batteries almost exhausted and_ giving
off chlorine gas-fumes where the salt water
had got at them through her strained
hull-plating ; all that saved-her from be-
coming a total wreck was the indomitable
will of. her crew.

There have been strange happenings
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in connection with the Submarine Service

since August, 1914—-Stranger things than

even Jules Verne ever wrote about. There

were two submarines-—one British; the

other German—who encountered each

other one day in the depths, sensing each

other’s presence by means of their micro-

phones. The British knew she had. an

enemyfirst, and, trusting wholly to sound,

let rip one of her torpedoes ; it missed, as

might only be anticipated, and the German

submarine had the naivete to ask the
name_of the third Unterseeboot whose

presence she had detected. She got no

answer, which mystified her more than a

bit, and presently to the ears of her crew
came the most uncanny of sounds, as
the British boat blundered alongside her
and rubbed plates. “The Britons were
almost- as startled as the enemy, but
quickly realised the situation, and stayed
there till Fritz cut off communication by
suddenly canting his helm. Then- she
shot to the top in time to catch the -Boche
rising to see what might-be on-his“hee!s,
and she greeted him with shells from her
whaleback gun, and .sent hini bottom-

wards in a hurry, never to riseagain.

The Biggest Thrill

But the biggest thrill of all was that
experienced by the artificer of a sub-
marine which had to be abandoned on the
sea-bed. She. sank through her bows
being rammed bya destroyer,.andall save
the artificer—who was working in a com-
partment below the deck—managed to
‘leave her by means of the conning-towcr
andtheir safety-helmets. Whenhe found
himself alone, the poor man went almost

mad. Then he began to scheme a way
out of the mess, and finally decided to

compress the air in the boat sufficiently
to raise the torpedo-hatch and so let him
shoot to the surface. But all the com-
pressed air in the reservoirs had been ex-
pended; there remained only that in_ the
normal atmosphere of the vessel. Then
he made a desperate decision.” He
openedthe seacocks andlet the water into
the boat, and, of course, as it rose, it com-

pressed the air above. At last he tried
the hatch, but could onlylift it just suffi-
ciently to let the air eScape, and all his
work went for nothing. He was desperate;
so bracing his feet against a near-by pro-
jection on the boat’s’side, he thrust up-
wards with all his fear-increased strength,
andthe hatch giving way, floated upwards
to the sun and air andlife once more.
There was another boat in similar case,

but in the opensea, which, before shooting

her men out of her conning-tower to the
surface, fired all her torpedoes with their

supply-valves shut, so that they acted as so
many lifebuoys to which the crewcould
cling till a passing patrol vessel happened
that way and picked them up. And, .
strange to say—but it is typical of “ The
Trade "’—all those menare still serving
in the Submarine Service.

Of course nobody in. the submarines
will talk about them unless you catch him
in an expansive mood. Jf you mention
thrills or risks or danger to them, they: Il
laugh and say that such things don’t
exist. ‘
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The War Mlustrated, 16th February, 1918.

Police in Mediterranean Waters
French and Italian Official Photographs
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  Crew: of the: W boat that. sank the Frenef cruiser Chateaurenault im tire
foniam Sea om December 14th, 1917, aboard the avenging: French ship.

 

        

  

  
‘The pirate captain. Destroyers escorting the Chateaurenault sani the
submarine, but.rescudd 22 of the crewfrom the death they deserved.

 

  
 

 Cruising drifters patrolied by torpedo boats of the Italian Navy. Inset: One of Italy’ i i 5%coreg € F vy. 2 aly’s great battiesh i *s i
wants mypiescrbros haveassumed a large share of theresponsibility of poticing the NMudtiecrandar, veidhiipirotpanatethatRustrie’s: Nieug

asbeen bottled! up: im Adriatic harbours, andthe transport of troous: and suppliesfor the Allies has proceeded’ unchecked. .
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Early Arrivals from America in Action Abroad
Official Photographs
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An American soldier.in France “‘ digging in ’’--work on the expeditious performance of which life would depend inaction. Right

of the powerful American locomotives that have been sent from the United States to France for the use of the Expeditionary Army.

     

 

   
An American field kitchen immediately behind the front-line trench on the western front. The American Expeditionary Army is

entirely self-supporting, all fhe supplies for it being imported from the States. Right: An American soldier in the firing-line.

 

 

    
 

  i

| A groupof cheerful Americans putting a ‘‘ rod in pickle ”’ for the Germans, who_aftect to regard their arrival upon the scene of action

: 7 as of no importance. Right: Men of the Hospital Corps giving first treatment to a wounded American behind the first-line trenches.
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‘ignettes of Varied Interest From Four Fronts
French and Belgian Official Photographs

  
 

 

 

Naval gun: used by the French beyond Monastir. Crudely camou-
flaged), the gun has bombarded Bulgarian: positions constantly.
 

       
The pestwoman arriving at a hospitak centre on the western frant where women are employed im the Army Postal Service. Right: An

old hewsewife returning from a shopping: expedition to Pont-a-Mousson, France, has to satisfy the santry that her papers arein order.

 

 

   
Elizabeth, Queen of the Belgians, has founded a. school a few miles fram the frént im Belgian Flanders, which she has named “The
Charles Theodor and Marie Jose.’? Six hundred Belgian children are keing cared for here. Some of the children outside the school.
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The War Iustrated, 16th February. 1918.

APTAIN ROBERT ALAN DOBB, R.F.A., was the youngest son of

Mr. Harry Dobh, of Essex Court, Temple. On the outbreak of wart he

was posted to a battery of the R.W.A., and went out with the 8rd Cavalry

Division in October, 1914, serving withit during i retirement and at the First

Battle of Ypres. Invalided home before Christmas, he rejoined early in 1915,

was appointed A.D.C. to a brigadier of one of the new divisions, and went to

France in July, becoming adjutant to a brigade of artillery and seeing much

fighting at Ypres, St. Eloi, Armentieres, and the Bluff. He was sent home

wounded from the Somme, and on recovery was posted toa newly-formed

brigade of artillery, with which he went to Mesopotamia, where he died last

  

i

December. :

Captain Thomas Vicars Hunter, Rifle Brigade, attached R.F.C., was younger

son of Mr. H. C. V. Hunter, of Abermarlais Park, Llangadock, Carmarthenshire,

and Kilbourne Hall, Derby. Educated at Eton and Sandhurst, he received

his commission in December, 1914. In January; 191s, he had an accident

whichresulted in the loss of aleg. THe worked for some time in the War Office,

andthen, being passedfit for homeservice; rejoinedhis regiment in November,

= ee.

; Page 20

THEEMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
1916. Early in 1917 he joined the R.F.C., and wentto the front in Tune as a

pilot, being promoted flight-commander in September. He was killed en

December Sth, and posthumously gazetted captain in the Rifle Brigade five

ayslater. = :

Seas Charles Skeffington West, D.S.0., R.N.V.R., RN D., was MOR

in 1886, son of the late Rey. H. M. West, of Wokingham. After leaving ie

Britannia he served in the Channel and China Squadrons until 1905, when hc

was invalided out of the Service. He entered Trinity College, Cambridge, au

1908, and took honours in history. Volunteering for service on the outbreak

of war, he was gazetted lieutenant R.N.V.R., and went with the Haw ke

Battalion, Royal Naval Division, to Antwerp, whence he managed to eacang

disguised, without having given his parole, when most of the battalion were

interned. He-went to Gallipoli as second in command ot the Collingwood

Battalion, was wounded, and wasone of the last to leave in the evacuation of

Cape Helles. In May, 1916, he went to France as secondin command 50}

another battalion, of which he later was appointed commander, He Ww as three

times mentionedin despatches, and was awarded the D.S,O. in April, 1917.
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Capt. T. V, HUNTER,
Rifle Brigade, attd. R.F.C.

  

 

Capt. F, WARD,‘ BANK, M.C.,
Garhi dy ee London Regt.Border Regt.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 
 

Lient. R. L. PYMAN, Sub.-Lieut. D. P. CHRISTIE,
Middlesex Regt. R.N.

Comdr. C. S. WEST, D.S.9.,
RB.N.Y. R.N.D.

Sec.-Lieut, H. V. HOBBS, Lieut. R. B. G. OTTDEY,
Manchester Regt. R.F.C.3
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Sec.-Lieut. C. F KING,Lieut. WALLINGTON.
ee Devons, attd. K. L’pool Regt.Devons, attd. K. L’pool Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. W.W. FREEMAN,
Durham Light Infantry.

Sec.-Lieut. V. JEEVES, M1.M.,Sec.-Lieut, H. W. PINK,
: rf R.E. Devons, attd. K. L’pool Regt.
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Sec.-Lt.Lt. G. L. F. FORSHAW,
eer Highland Light Infantry.Lancashire Fusiliers,    

F. T. GARDINER,  Sec.-Lieut. J, P. WATERS, Sec.-Lieut. F, FARRAR,Sec.-Lieut. W. BARR,
rt Lincolnshire Regt.Northumberland Fusiliers,

     
   

Portraits by Lafayette, Walter Barnett, Swaine, and Bassano.
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' perament,
of the wars of religion and of the-  

     

will serve. And it must be a dis-
honourable peace for Germany.

The Prussians are a leper race, a dis-
honourable people. Rooted in dishonour,
they have enmeshed all the Germanic
tribes within their net of perfidy. A liar
people, captained by a blasphemousliar!
Their eo military writer does not
model himself upon hisinfamous Emperor,
for Lieutenant-General von Freytag-
Loringhoven is as cold-blooded as a shark.
But, when the occasion serves, he also is
a lia—and a cold-bloode
illustrate in a moment, ,
-“* Deductions from. the World War”

is the title of his latest book,just issued
by Messrs.Constable & Co. in an English
translation, Freytag may fairly be de-
scribed as the foremost militarycritic of the

Ais but one possible peace that

time, since he is accepted as the intellectual.
expression of Prussian militarism,

Hehaslived to no end but the advance--
ment of militarism, and his ‘‘ Deductions”
represents_an effort to fan-into fiercer
flame, while the conflict still endures,
the fire he has so long tended, lest in the
horrors it has caused evenits slaves might
be tempted to let it burn down. This
book was ant for Germans only, but it
has high as for the peoples who are
now. battling to save civilisation. Its
study ought to be made compulsory to

| every pacifistandconscientious objector,

Devilish Lies

I purposé offering a few extracts which
strike me as among the more noteworthy,
but any adequate review of the work—
it runs to no more than 1476 octavo pages
of big type-—would require a book of
equal dimension, so furiously does it
“give us to think’! Unlike the wind-
bag professors of the 'tschke school,
Freytag does not mouth futilities about
the Germans as the chosen of the Lord,
the regenerators of the earth. Yet, as a
liar, he is more detestable, he is so appar-

ently passionless. Consider this, on the
_ French: soldier: ale te 4

_ In “the treatment of our ‘prisoners. his .con-
duct has'-beén Aworthy of an Apache. The
French, both. white and black, -and. their
women no less, have not scrupled to jeer at
andill-treat our prisoners in the most flagrant
mannér, and the Government of the Republic
has in’ general furnished an’ example of -un-
worthytreatment of prisoners. Thé natur-

| ally- amiable” and, under ordinary “circum-
* stances, good-natured Frenchman!  éasily
_ degenerates, as a result of his excitable tem-

into the very opposite. The
histor
Revolution affords evidence of the fact. The
human beast isalways roused in him with sur-
prising suddenness, ‘

And.pass on to. the following triumph of
theliar’s art(the italics are mine) :_

‘Though the Englishman is less excitable
y yerament, he is all the more obstinate

in ging to anotion which has once taken
t in his mind,- This stirring-up of hatred

is, in his case; too, engendered distressing
cesses as regards the treatment of German
soners, In certain cases, even if not as a

el tule, the English have shown themselves
ot. behind the. French in brutality: - Ce

complaint against Freytag is that
knows these. statements to be devilish
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one—as I shall:

 

(Critique by the Editor)

lies ; he is too well-informed to believe
them. Think of the torturers and de-
spoilers of Belgian women and children,
the mutilatorsof French civil prisoners,
the murderers of the thousand innocents
of the Lusitania writing these things !
The only excuse is that they are for
““home consumption,” and the shark is

a loathsome thing that will mutilate
own kind if the temptation is given—nay,
as readers of “ Moby Dick’ will: récall,
it will devour its’ own entrails in- its
rapacity ! “And this kultured shark de-
duces from the “ deedsof horror andthe
senseless rage of destruction ’’ which’ this
war has witnessed that “ the notion that
humanity “as a whole had. advanced
spiritually was proved to be anerror.”

  

Zeppelin’s “Moral” Value

. There must have been laughter-of dim-
concealed gods. in the background when
Freytag the humourless penned that sen-
tence, -and this:

Central Powers, that lofty, moral strength,
arising from the sense of righteous self-
defence in a war which had been thrust
upon them, showed its superiority to the
zeal which a commercial and predatory
war could kindle in our enemies.”
A sane, honest Englishman mustreally

doubt ‘his own sanity. when he reads such
perversion of the truth—of truth that is
patent to the vast majority of God’s
creatures who do not belong tothe leper
race. Let us remember, however, that
it is merely to deceive his native audience
of all-too-willing dupes that this cool-
brained militarist pens such stuff.
We now turn to Freytag’s comments

-on ““ The Influence of Technical Science,”’
where we read:

The hitherto untried weapon of war fur-

“In the case of the

BOOKS OFTHEWAR

FROM THE WORLD WAR
By General von Freytag-Loringhoven .

 

enemyis, saps case as in other spheres,
F ‘relegated to the background.

This cannot be gainsaid. Freytag here
states an unpalatable truth which no
amount ,of querulous questionings, such
as Mr. Hall Caine’s ‘‘ Is war organised
murder ? ’’ can minimise. I doubt if Mr.
H. G, Wells was right when he said the
present was “‘a war to end war.” It
looks more like ‘‘a war to begin real-
“war ’’; and for the student of war on the
vast new scale Freytag has much that is
iduminating to offer. On fortifications
and entrenchments he writes with the
precision of an expert, and everwith the
humanity- of a shark.~ ;
He is constantly quoting. Clausewitz,

the’ greatest. of all theorists on war, and
“every attack must lead to defence ”’ is
a pregnant passage ; while his ownreflec-
tion, “victories used up armies slowly
but just as surely asdefeats;”’ is not 1
true, and may be applied to the first
German onrush, to the invasion .of Italy,
to -the Grand Duke’s successes, to -the
British Battles of the Sonime, Arras, and
Passchendaele with equal cogency; and
also, I shall venture to hope, to the coming
“great push ‘of the Hun. Yet there has
always been for the Hun, sofar, a certain
consolation in these words of Clausewitz :
‘A’ defence which is organised on -con-
quered’ territory has a-much-more irri-
tating character than one ‘upon our own
soil; the offensive principle is grafted on
it in a certain measure.”

~

Thus. the Hun
has been on the defence in the West ever
since the Marne, except before Verdun,
and we know the “irritating-character ”
of it. For him the old adage that “ the
spade digs the grave of the offensive ”
has not proved correct.

 

   

“Spirit of Militarism ”

Freytag’s comment on Lord Kitchener’s
achievement in creating our new armies

nished by aircraft brought about a number 1S.0ne of admiration, but he quotes these
of new phenomena. Thé dirigible airship,
valuable as it has proved for reconnoitring
at sea, has given way before the aeroplane in
land warfare. The brilliant invention of
Count Zeppelin provided a weapon which,
‘especially at the beginning of the war, was of
great moral importance, and wasalso of indis-
putable value, because, with the Zeppelin,
we got over to England; but in this sphere _
also the large fightingaeroplane has taken its
place. The importance of aeroplanes has
considerably increased< since it has becomé
possible for them to-keep at heights of far
more than 3,000 metres, thereby reducing
the danger from gun firirected against them
from .the ground,

Expert—and Shark ~

' To the foregoing I must conjoin the
following, with which I have no quarrel :

In. the course of these aerial raids some
unfortified places without military signifi-
cance have had to suffer. The bombardment
-of these places is in itself objectionable, but
the limits of what is permissible are in this
matter inmany wayselastic. A new weapon
opens up its own paths, as is shown, for
example, by the submarine war. In any
case, in this contest of nations, with its
economic background, the war is turned more.
and more against the enemy countries, and
the principle hitherto accepted that war is
-made only against the armed power of the

 

words of Napoleon to damp our hopes:
. It is possible to capture a strong position
by means of a young army, but, not to
conduct. a campaign to a victorious con-
clusion.””. .To which one might retort that
this may be one of the manypreconceived
notions of the old military genius which
this strange new war has upset.
What it has not upset, -so far, is “the

spirit of German militarism, which,”’.says
Freytag, “‘ has enabled us to- stand the

test of the World. War,. and. which we.
must preserve in the future, because with
it our world-position stands orfalls.” -
And let us note well the words with

which he concludes his ‘“‘ Deductions” :
‘In the future, as in the -past, the n
people will;have toseek firmcohesion in
its glorious Army and inits belaurelled
young - Fleet.” es 2 Ser cee

If anyonetells you that German _mili-
tarism is showing signS of exhaustion,
you will'do that person a service by. asking
him to read this frank study of the World
War by Germany's foremost military
writer, who, liar though he be when it
suits him to lie, does ‘not hesitate to tell
the military truths in which he‘has been
trained, and which he is bent on teaching
Germany of to-day for its wars 6f the
future. Saat i      
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was posted to a battery of the R.W.A., and went out with the 8rd Cavalry

Division in October, 1914, serving withit during i retirement and at the First

Battle of Ypres. Invalided home before Christmas, he rejoined early in 1915,

was appointed A.D.C. to a brigadier of one of the new divisions, and went to

France in July, becoming adjutant to a brigade of artillery and seeing much

fighting at Ypres, St. Eloi, Armentieres, and the Bluff. He was sent home

wounded from the Somme, and on recovery was posted toa newly-formed

brigade of artillery, with which he went to Mesopotamia, where he died last
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Captain Thomas Vicars Hunter, Rifle Brigade, attached R.F.C., was younger

son of Mr. H. C. V. Hunter, of Abermarlais Park, Llangadock, Carmarthenshire,

and Kilbourne Hall, Derby. Educated at Eton and Sandhurst, he received

his commission in December, 1914. In January; 191s, he had an accident

whichresulted in the loss of aleg. THe worked for some time in the War Office,

andthen, being passedfit for homeservice; rejoinedhis regiment in November,
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Britannia he served in the Channel and China Squadrons until 1905, when hc

was invalided out of the Service. He entered Trinity College, Cambridge, au

1908, and took honours in history. Volunteering for service on the outbreak

of war, he was gazetted lieutenant R.N.V.R., and went with the Haw ke

Battalion, Royal Naval Division, to Antwerp, whence he managed to eacang

disguised, without having given his parole, when most of the battalion were

interned. He-went to Gallipoli as second in command ot the Collingwood

Battalion, was wounded, and wasone of the last to leave in the evacuation of

Cape Helles. In May, 1916, he went to France as secondin command 50}

another battalion, of which he later was appointed commander, He Ww as three

times mentionedin despatches, and was awarded the D.S,O. in April, 1917.
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Capt. T. V, HUNTER,
Rifle Brigade, attd. R.F.C.

  

 

Capt. F, WARD,‘ BANK, M.C.,
Garhi dy ee London Regt.Border Regt.

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 
 

Lient. R. L. PYMAN, Sub.-Lieut. D. P. CHRISTIE,
Middlesex Regt. R.N.

Comdr. C. S. WEST, D.S.9.,
RB.N.Y. R.N.D.

Sec.-Lieut, H. V. HOBBS, Lieut. R. B. G. OTTDEY,
Manchester Regt. R.F.C.3
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Sec.-Lieut. C. F KING,Lieut. WALLINGTON.
ee Devons, attd. K. L’pool Regt.Devons, attd. K. L’pool Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. W.W. FREEMAN,
Durham Light Infantry.

Sec.-Lieut. V. JEEVES, M1.M.,Sec.-Lieut, H. W. PINK,
: rf R.E. Devons, attd. K. L’pool Regt.
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Sec.-Lt.Lt. G. L. F. FORSHAW,
eer Highland Light Infantry.Lancashire Fusiliers,    

F. T. GARDINER,  Sec.-Lieut. J, P. WATERS, Sec.-Lieut. F, FARRAR,Sec.-Lieut. W. BARR,
rt Lincolnshire Regt.Northumberland Fusiliers,

     
   

Portraits by Lafayette, Walter Barnett, Swaine, and Bassano.
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' perament,
of the wars of religion and of the-  

     

will serve. And it must be a dis-
honourable peace for Germany.

The Prussians are a leper race, a dis-
honourable people. Rooted in dishonour,
they have enmeshed all the Germanic
tribes within their net of perfidy. A liar
people, captained by a blasphemousliar!
Their eo military writer does not
model himself upon hisinfamous Emperor,
for Lieutenant-General von Freytag-
Loringhoven is as cold-blooded as a shark.
But, when the occasion serves, he also is
a lia—and a cold-bloode
illustrate in a moment, ,
-“* Deductions from. the World War”

is the title of his latest book,just issued
by Messrs.Constable & Co. in an English
translation, Freytag may fairly be de-
scribed as the foremost militarycritic of the

Ais but one possible peace that

time, since he is accepted as the intellectual.
expression of Prussian militarism,

Hehaslived to no end but the advance--
ment of militarism, and his ‘‘ Deductions”
represents_an effort to fan-into fiercer
flame, while the conflict still endures,
the fire he has so long tended, lest in the
horrors it has caused evenits slaves might
be tempted to let it burn down. This
book was ant for Germans only, but it
has high as for the peoples who are
now. battling to save civilisation. Its
study ought to be made compulsory to

| every pacifistandconscientious objector,

Devilish Lies

I purposé offering a few extracts which
strike me as among the more noteworthy,
but any adequate review of the work—
it runs to no more than 1476 octavo pages
of big type-—would require a book of
equal dimension, so furiously does it
“give us to think’! Unlike the wind-
bag professors of the 'tschke school,
Freytag does not mouth futilities about
the Germans as the chosen of the Lord,
the regenerators of the earth. Yet, as a
liar, he is more detestable, he is so appar-

ently passionless. Consider this, on the
_ French: soldier: ale te 4

_ In “the treatment of our ‘prisoners. his .con-
duct has'-beén Aworthy of an Apache. The
French, both. white and black, -and. their
women no less, have not scrupled to jeer at
andill-treat our prisoners in the most flagrant
mannér, and the Government of the Republic
has in’ general furnished an’ example of -un-
worthytreatment of prisoners. Thé natur-

| ally- amiable” and, under ordinary “circum-
* stances, good-natured Frenchman!  éasily
_ degenerates, as a result of his excitable tem-

into the very opposite. The
histor
Revolution affords evidence of the fact. The
human beast isalways roused in him with sur-
prising suddenness, ‘

And.pass on to. the following triumph of
theliar’s art(the italics are mine) :_

‘Though the Englishman is less excitable
y yerament, he is all the more obstinate

in ging to anotion which has once taken
t in his mind,- This stirring-up of hatred

is, in his case; too, engendered distressing
cesses as regards the treatment of German
soners, In certain cases, even if not as a

el tule, the English have shown themselves
ot. behind the. French in brutality: - Ce

complaint against Freytag is that
knows these. statements to be devilish

 

THE BEST |
egiesrea

one—as I shall:

 

(Critique by the Editor)

lies ; he is too well-informed to believe
them. Think of the torturers and de-
spoilers of Belgian women and children,
the mutilatorsof French civil prisoners,
the murderers of the thousand innocents
of the Lusitania writing these things !
The only excuse is that they are for
““home consumption,” and the shark is

a loathsome thing that will mutilate
own kind if the temptation is given—nay,
as readers of “ Moby Dick’ will: récall,
it will devour its’ own entrails in- its
rapacity ! “And this kultured shark de-
duces from the “ deedsof horror andthe
senseless rage of destruction ’’ which’ this
war has witnessed that “ the notion that
humanity “as a whole had. advanced
spiritually was proved to be anerror.”

  

Zeppelin’s “Moral” Value

. There must have been laughter-of dim-
concealed gods. in the background when
Freytag the humourless penned that sen-
tence, -and this:

Central Powers, that lofty, moral strength,
arising from the sense of righteous self-
defence in a war which had been thrust
upon them, showed its superiority to the
zeal which a commercial and predatory
war could kindle in our enemies.”
A sane, honest Englishman mustreally

doubt ‘his own sanity. when he reads such
perversion of the truth—of truth that is
patent to the vast majority of God’s
creatures who do not belong tothe leper
race. Let us remember, however, that
it is merely to deceive his native audience
of all-too-willing dupes that this cool-
brained militarist pens such stuff.
We now turn to Freytag’s comments

-on ““ The Influence of Technical Science,”’
where we read:

The hitherto untried weapon of war fur-

“In the case of the

BOOKS OFTHEWAR

FROM THE WORLD WAR
By General von Freytag-Loringhoven .

 

enemyis, saps case as in other spheres,
F ‘relegated to the background.

This cannot be gainsaid. Freytag here
states an unpalatable truth which no
amount ,of querulous questionings, such
as Mr. Hall Caine’s ‘‘ Is war organised
murder ? ’’ can minimise. I doubt if Mr.
H. G, Wells was right when he said the
present was “‘a war to end war.” It
looks more like ‘‘a war to begin real-
“war ’’; and for the student of war on the
vast new scale Freytag has much that is
iduminating to offer. On fortifications
and entrenchments he writes with the
precision of an expert, and everwith the
humanity- of a shark.~ ;
He is constantly quoting. Clausewitz,

the’ greatest. of all theorists on war, and
“every attack must lead to defence ”’ is
a pregnant passage ; while his ownreflec-
tion, “victories used up armies slowly
but just as surely asdefeats;”’ is not 1
true, and may be applied to the first
German onrush, to the invasion .of Italy,
to -the Grand Duke’s successes, to -the
British Battles of the Sonime, Arras, and
Passchendaele with equal cogency; and
also, I shall venture to hope, to the coming
“great push ‘of the Hun. Yet there has
always been for the Hun, sofar, a certain
consolation in these words of Clausewitz :
‘A’ defence which is organised on -con-
quered’ territory has a-much-more irri-
tating character than one ‘upon our own
soil; the offensive principle is grafted on
it in a certain measure.”

~

Thus. the Hun
has been on the defence in the West ever
since the Marne, except before Verdun,
and we know the “irritating-character ”
of it. For him the old adage that “ the
spade digs the grave of the offensive ”
has not proved correct.

 

   

“Spirit of Militarism ”

Freytag’s comment on Lord Kitchener’s
achievement in creating our new armies

nished by aircraft brought about a number 1S.0ne of admiration, but he quotes these
of new phenomena. Thé dirigible airship,
valuable as it has proved for reconnoitring
at sea, has given way before the aeroplane in
land warfare. The brilliant invention of
Count Zeppelin provided a weapon which,
‘especially at the beginning of the war, was of
great moral importance, and wasalso of indis-
putable value, because, with the Zeppelin,
we got over to England; but in this sphere _
also the large fightingaeroplane has taken its
place. The importance of aeroplanes has
considerably increased< since it has becomé
possible for them to-keep at heights of far
more than 3,000 metres, thereby reducing
the danger from gun firirected against them
from .the ground,

Expert—and Shark ~

' To the foregoing I must conjoin the
following, with which I have no quarrel :

In. the course of these aerial raids some
unfortified places without military signifi-
cance have had to suffer. The bombardment
-of these places is in itself objectionable, but
the limits of what is permissible are in this
matter inmany wayselastic. A new weapon
opens up its own paths, as is shown, for
example, by the submarine war. In any
case, in this contest of nations, with its
economic background, the war is turned more.
and more against the enemy countries, and
the principle hitherto accepted that war is
-made only against the armed power of the

 

words of Napoleon to damp our hopes:
. It is possible to capture a strong position
by means of a young army, but, not to
conduct. a campaign to a victorious con-
clusion.””. .To which one might retort that
this may be one of the manypreconceived
notions of the old military genius which
this strange new war has upset.
What it has not upset, -so far, is “the

spirit of German militarism, which,”’.says
Freytag, “‘ has enabled us to- stand the

test of the World. War,. and. which we.
must preserve in the future, because with
it our world-position stands orfalls.” -
And let us note well the words with

which he concludes his ‘“‘ Deductions” :
‘In the future, as in the -past, the n
people will;have toseek firmcohesion in
its glorious Army and inits belaurelled
young - Fleet.” es 2 Ser cee

If anyonetells you that German _mili-
tarism is showing signS of exhaustion,
you will'do that person a service by. asking
him to read this frank study of the World
War by Germany's foremost military
writer, who, liar though he be when it
suits him to lie, does ‘not hesitate to tell
the military truths in which he‘has been
trained, and which he is bent on teaching
Germany of to-day for its wars 6f the
future. Saat i      
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ew heading
f this page

wea does not indicate

any change in its contents, asI find

these rambling remarks of mine, SO

long the concluding feature of each

weekly number, are not without favour

among myreaders. In this corner of the

paper editor and reader can get into

friendly correspondence. The newheading,

which is at once arresting and pleasing,

is symbolic of the very important part

played inour lives by the Red Box atthe

corner of the street. -—Even in these wat

times, despite much curtailment, the

inestimable ser ricgof the Red Boxis being

maintained with’ remarkable sefficiency,

if we allow for the great reduction in the

man-power at the disposal of the’ postal

authorities.

The ‘| Red Box” as a Symhol

HE Red Box is, for all of us, associated

with the most memorable things in

our lives, anditcalls forlittle imagination

to conjure up its endless pc sibilities of

romance—of tragedy and good fortune.

For my immediate purposeit offers what

{1 venture to regard as a very attractive

title for a page of jottings which fre-

| quently owes its origin to the correspon-

dence that arrives on my. editorial table

from readers throughout the Empire ; and,

moscover, it has a decorative value which

wil! be particularly appreciated by those

who wish to bind the entire Copy of each

number offHE War ILLustRAtepintheir

volumes. It will be found that the last

page of one number and the first page of

the next have now a“ balanced ”’ effect

when brought together in sequence.

Fes reminds me that various readers

have suggested the desirability of

numbering “the pages of each part con-

secutively, regarding the first page of the

wrapper as page I. It* will be noticed

that I have not decided to fall in with

geestion, and the new volume,

which begins” with* this ‘issue, will be

carried through on precisely the same

lines as those that have’ preceded‘it, the

outer four pages being numbered in Roman

numerals; distinctly from the inner pages,

so that those who do not wish to preserve

themin their bound volumes need not do

so. _Butd have decided to meet the wishes

of thosewho do bind ‘thesé pages with the

rest} by providing at the end of cach

volume a special index to them, as they

will, in the future even more than in the

pest, contain a good’ deal of interesting

matter ; although, for the most part their

contentsavill beof more temporary import

thaios of the interior pages. At any

rate,

I

feel that Volume 8 promises to be

_ quite the most attractive of all. :

Our Picture Gallery ofAeroplanes 23

J& NOTHERnewfeature which I expect
£% tointroduce into Tur War Ittus-
TRATED presently is a series of original
drawings of aeroplane types. Mr, Geoffrey
Watson, whois one of the most successful
of the artists: who specialise in aero-
nautical subjects, is at work preparing
tills new ‘series. The most interesting
types of aeroplane in use to-day by the

ft LP

” Printed and: publishedby?theA3tALa! MATED PRUSS,
Australia and Sig Zealand ; byhe Central

Tnland,
at

  

a
Allics and the enemy will be illustrated

in detail, and there will be~brief but

a descriptions of the distinguishing

charaéteristics of these scouts and cruisers

of the upper atmosphere, among which>

itis confidently anticipated, extraordinary

developments in strange new conditions

of warfare will have to be chronicled

before the present year has run its

momentous course.

GATHER from my reading in one

of the +daily papers recently that

the “‘ Times ” is to be heartily congratu-

lated on the recent resignation of its

military correspondent,Colonel Repington.

This gentleman, who chose to cut himself

adrift from the great newspapet with

which he had become identified for

reasons which have been curiously mis-
construed in, certain organs. of the
Press, seems ‘to have ‘assumed the role

of candid friend to the British nation,

 

 

 

       
 

[Luca Commerio, Milan.

Mr. Gilbert Frankau, the brilliant soldier-
author, whose fine story, ‘‘My Friend
Batstone,”’ appears in this numberof “ The

; WarIilustrated.”’

and the @pinions he has-expressed to the
“ New York Times ”’ are as individual as
they. are unpleasagy I have personally”
no particular love for, censors, but when
a military writer—whose reputation, by
the way, was chiefly the result-of his
association with the world’s leading news-
paper—chooses: to inform: the American

public that:Britain has. not pulled: her
weight.” along withthe otherAllies of the
west, and;that the total British casualties
in killed, wounded, and missing since the
beginning of the war “(are but_ little
higher than the numberof French dead,”
T have a feeling.that there is occasionally
work for a censorto do. 95 ,
These statements are. obtusely wrong

and ‘grosslyunfair to thé magnificent
éffort which’ Great Britain hasput forth
and the sacrifice she has made. ~ It is

r niet 5 g a get

PEDhe: Beets
ws Agency, Ltd., in South Africa ; and The Impeti

F oe

 

¥ Frouse,’ FarringdonStreet;

only too notorious—-and Colonel Reping-

ton’ must know it—that the British

casualties last year were at least equivalent
to those of the Trench. But what. is

“erotesque in this column of national

depreciation, which Colonel Repingtonhas

seen fit to circulate, for Heaven knows

what purpose in America, is his statement

that one of the two most Striking things”

to be noticed in. England as compared

with France; is ‘‘ the comparatively small

number of women whom you sce in

mourning.” I have previously had some

regard for the colonel’s opinions, but the

childishness of

-

this observationfills me

with wonder... man, ”

Crape as Index ofNational Sacrifice!

Evidently, the gallant colonel is. not

aware that mourning has ever been in

Trance and in all Latin countries a custonr

observed to excess in comparison with

mourning in England.

—

‘Ten or fifteen

years before the war you would have

seen forty people in mourning in France

for every one to be seen in England;

even the female cousins remotely removed

of the deceased trailing clouds of crape

in public. I sincerely hope that many

of his military opinions which I have from
time to time accepted, may have some

better foundation than his belief in the

smallness of Britain’s sacrifice as judged

by the difterence in the public evidences

of mourning in France and England.

pee has been much. talk of the
army behind the Army—in recog-

nition of the obvious fact that an army

in the field must be kept constantly sup-

lied with the mass of manifold materials

called for by modern warfare. I have

just beensreading Mr. Bart Kkennedy’s

‘* Soldiers of Labour ’”’ (Hodder & Stough-

ton, 1s. net), and find that in it he gives

graphic impressionist’ descriptions of the

work of many. of those who, by “ putting

their back-into it,“ in-workshop, factory,

and field’ are. doing their best to enable

the fighting nian to do his best. The

striking letterpress is accompanied by a

number. of appropriate illustrations by

Mr. Joseph Simpson.
Now is the Time!

Tre habit of binding their half-yearly

volumes must how have becomeso

thoroughly established with a large body

of .my readers that it hardly seems

worth while reminding them to doso,

and in viewof the difficulty. of obtaining

material for these bindings. except at

extraordinary cost, the publishers have

no particular wish to pushtheir sale. The

cases for Volume 7 can beobtained atany_

bookseller’s ot newsagent’s;. the dealer

who ‘serves you” with your weckly copy

can supply the bindings, and he will also

forward your gathered parts to be sewn.

into book form’: The..price, of: the, cases

is 2s.; and thecost of binding uptheparts

varies slightly according to the Jocal;

facilities, but it is not heavy, and when

the total expense of securing, the com-

pletely bound volume is reckoned,” THE®|

\War ILLUSTRATED volume. will ‘be found’

to be quite the cheapest book proposition:

of the day. : sno Ry oa

——5.9-3:
“Leadon, H.G, 4 Published by Gordon &Gotehi
al News Co., Toronto and Montreal, in Canada,_ ‘

N3id. per Sopy, post free, Abroad, 4d, per copy, post free.
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British Howitzer Camouflaged with Network
Bows of Green Ribbon Suggesting a Leafy Bower 
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LEADING article of exceptional
dignity and beauty in the “ Times”

of February 6th described the com-
parative military... quiescence_. upon _
the western front during the past few
weeks as ‘silence before battle.” The
whole world is standing at gaze, the writer
said, waiting the breaking of the storm.
Germany, to whom the offensive now
passes, 13 brepanns to make-a supreme
effort to” secure a definite decision before
the American Army gathering in Europe
attains a numerical preponderance that
must determine the issue -adversely to
the Central Powers.{ At what precise
point the attack will begin no one cansay.
The uncertainty adds “something to the

solemnity of the rfomentin the world’s
history, but need add nothing to the
natural anxiety with which the non-
combatant population of the Alhed
Powers awaits the disclosure. For,
wherever the attack may be made, the
defence is ready. AW along that line
fromthe sea to Switzerland the host
assembled to defend civilisation from the
aggression of reactionary might is fully
armed, glert, and confident. The coming
supreme effort by Germany may prove
to be herfinal effort, and this impending
conflict ‘‘the last great battle in the
west.”

  

HE battle will inevitably be so tremen-
dous, and the carnage so ghastly,

that it almost savours. of imperti-
nence for a man to talk about it at all
when he is taking no personal part in the
fighting himself and is not. responsibly
concerned. in the conduct of affairs at
home. He also serves, however, who
only stands and waits.. Sometimes that
is the hardest part of the business. More-
over, there are some things that I think
may be said usefully.

HE first thing is that there is no justi-
fication for nervousness among us

civiians at home in the sense of fear
of the result. —In anticipation it affects
us more ‘than any that have preceded
it because it-is the first that we have
definitely expected to _.begin within a
limited: number of wiecks, or days.- We
have. known very little about the others
before they were actually joined.. There
is a good dealof difference between know-
ing that onewill have to be operated upon
some day and knowing that one is going
to be operated upon to-morrow. ‘Then,
too, we know that the number of men and

guns engaged will be larger than in any
previous battle, and that, consequently,
the casualties are likely to be actually,

though not, perhaps, relatively, heavier ;
for manyof us that increases personal
anxiety on behalf of some brave man.

FURLEER we have grounds for be-
lieving that the German High Com-

mand intend this coming campaign to be
the decisive one, and therefore will use
every resource, legitimate andillegitimate,
that their man-power and organisation
and conscienceless ingenuity can placeat
their disposal. They certainly will em-
ploy any means their native devilry
suggests, but if that foreknowledge does
not, disturb the equanimity of the soldier
in the trenches who will have to meet it,
it ought not to disturb the confidence

OUR OBSERVATION POST 

that should be pinced in the soldier by the
sugar-broker travelling from Brompton
to the City.

HE next thing that may be said use- ,
fully is that now, more than at any

previous period in the war, does it
behove us civilians at home to give the
Government as little trouble as possible,
I am making no innuendo here against
“Labour.” All the workers—in  ship-
building yards, munition works, aeroplane
factories, everywhere—are playing up 
_splendidly. I do, however, refer directly
to those so-called ‘“* Labour leaders ” who
talk about strikes on any ground. -what-
soever. <A strike should be unthinkable
just now. But, chiefly, I have in mind
people like myself, employed ‘in other
kinds of work that help the country in
the war only-by earning dividends which
help to swell the war-chest and represent
the ‘‘ silver bullets.” We, who are neither
fighting nor making things with which
other men fight, nor yet directing affairs
at home, have no excuse that I can see
for criticising the General Staff or the
Government. We can_ help best—and
very practically—by merely being “ very
good and quiet.”

HAT does not seem a very dignified
role for grown-up people, perhaps,

but there’s merit attaching to it, for some

of us have a good deal to put up with.
There is this food question—a difficult
one for all of us, and a serious one for
some of us. It is really interesting to
discover its ramifications. Plaintive
appeal for some linen to. be senthome
that had been with a-Taundry for three
weeks brought apologetic’ explanation
from the manageress that it was not

ready ; the laundry-women were quite
unable to keep their regular hours of work
because it took them so longto do their
necessary shopping. ‘Thus delay in the
issue of food tickets deprives decent men
of clean shirts. Talk about the web of
creation! But the applicatiot: of - this
particular observation is that the decent
mien must ask their wives to wash their
shirts at home, and must refrain from
bothering Lord Rhondda with yet more
correspondence.

PDOPOSOS3>SDSSD<S aeqaedee =
~ necessaries of lifewhich are’ not warranted
by the actual shortage of supplies, butareFour Epitaphs.

ee note of simplicity characteristic-of the
epigrains preserved in the Greek Anthology

distinguishes the four epitaphs by Mr. J. M.
Edmonds, here reproduced frori the “ Times.”
The last distich is singularly felicitous in- the
modesty of its appeal and the large significance
with which if is charged. It deserves td be
perpetuated in the manner suggested byits author

For a General Grave on Vimy Ridge,

You come from England ; is she Englandstill ?
Yes, thanks to you that died uponthis hill.

On Some who died early in the Day of Battle.

Went the day well? We died and never -
knew ; ;

Butwell orill, England, we died for you.

On those who died at the Battle of Jutland,

Proud we went down, and there content welie
"Neath English sea if not neath Enelsky.

For a Village War Memorial. Fe

Ye thatlive on ‘mid English pastures green,
Rememberus, and think what might have been.

IN THE LULL BEFORE THE STORM
PX connection with this food ae

there are two more things that may be
said usefully, and with the utmost serious-
ness of intention, Thefirst is that in-
valuable help will be given to the Ministry
of Food, and invaluable relief to thousands
of poor working people, by those persons
who, having rendered themselves liable to
the provisions.of the Hoarding Order—
“by inadvertence,” as Lord Rhondda
generously suggests, or by cowardice and
malice prepense—took advantage of the
opportunity offered them, and during
the week between February 11th and
18th reported their stocks to the Food
Control Committees with a view to their
surrender for the benefit of the public.

HE Minister of Food has shown both
political wisdom and knowledge of

human nature in granting this week of
grace in which conscience was given a
final chance to work. It has verylikely
resulted in the saving of many tons of food
from destruction by hoarders afraid of
public exposure, accompanied by for-
feiture of the goods and heavy fines, and
it has enabled a good many people who
were thoughtless rather than bad to
recover some of their self-respect. To
ascertained hoarders specifically excepted
from the indemnity, and to other hoarders

who did not avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity and are detected subsequently,
let us hope no mercy will be shown, for
their offence is mean and un-English
and its harmful effect very far-reachittg.

AND thenthere are the dealers in food, -
who might- consider whether they

might not let their conscience affect their
conduct before it is too late tosave their
face. “use what seems to me temperate
language when I saythat, of all classes in
the ‘English commonwealth, the retailers
of food have ‘“shown up’. worst in this
war.. They have taken advantage of
conditions arising out of the war to over- ;
charge to the point of robbery, to harass
and to injure the health ofthe wives and
children of the men to whose courage and ~
endurance alone it is due that they still -
occupy..a free country and have any
business left to- pursue. At this very
moment* they are demanding prices: for-

)

due solely to their avarice and greed for
money ; and, further, when part of their
imposition has-been thwarted by orders

- from the Ministry of Food, they. have:
displayed an ingennity in finding loop-
holes of éscape and fresh mean devices -
for making unfair profits which can only
-be described as German in their subtiety-
and low cunning. They have made money,
indeed ; but it is tainted gold.

eee is straight talking. But is it not
true? Why say it now, and in con-

nection with this coming great battle in
the west ? Because over there the quality
of our manhood is about to be tried in a
seven times heated furnace. We have
no right to count on their exhibitionof
superlative -virtue while we fall short of
excellence ourselves. Now, in this wait-
ing moment, can we not vow that we, too,
henceforth will play the man? é
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FEBRUARY 23, 1918.

RESOLUTE AND READY: FROW THE SEA TO SWITZERLAND.—AII along the western front the allied armies are awaiting the
Germanoffensive. A curious hush reigns over the trenches where, with rifles at hand upon the fire-step and machine-guns pointed
through the embrasures, every man is ready for the word that what may prove to be ‘‘the last great battle in the west’’ has begun.
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LEADING article of exceptional
dignity and beauty in the “ Times”

of February 6th described the com-
parative military... quiescence_. upon _
the western front during the past few
weeks as ‘silence before battle.” The
whole world is standing at gaze, the writer
said, waiting the breaking of the storm.
Germany, to whom the offensive now
passes, 13 brepanns to make-a supreme
effort to” secure a definite decision before
the American Army gathering in Europe
attains a numerical preponderance that
must determine the issue -adversely to
the Central Powers.{ At what precise
point the attack will begin no one cansay.
The uncertainty adds “something to the

solemnity of the rfomentin the world’s
history, but need add nothing to the
natural anxiety with which the non-
combatant population of the Alhed
Powers awaits the disclosure. For,
wherever the attack may be made, the
defence is ready. AW along that line
fromthe sea to Switzerland the host
assembled to defend civilisation from the
aggression of reactionary might is fully
armed, glert, and confident. The coming
supreme effort by Germany may prove
to be herfinal effort, and this impending
conflict ‘‘the last great battle in the
west.”

  

HE battle will inevitably be so tremen-
dous, and the carnage so ghastly,

that it almost savours. of imperti-
nence for a man to talk about it at all
when he is taking no personal part in the
fighting himself and is not. responsibly
concerned. in the conduct of affairs at
home. He also serves, however, who
only stands and waits.. Sometimes that
is the hardest part of the business. More-
over, there are some things that I think
may be said usefully.

HE first thing is that there is no justi-
fication for nervousness among us

civiians at home in the sense of fear
of the result. —In anticipation it affects
us more ‘than any that have preceded
it because it-is the first that we have
definitely expected to _.begin within a
limited: number of wiecks, or days.- We
have. known very little about the others
before they were actually joined.. There
is a good dealof difference between know-
ing that onewill have to be operated upon
some day and knowing that one is going
to be operated upon to-morrow. ‘Then,
too, we know that the number of men and

guns engaged will be larger than in any
previous battle, and that, consequently,
the casualties are likely to be actually,

though not, perhaps, relatively, heavier ;
for manyof us that increases personal
anxiety on behalf of some brave man.

FURLEER we have grounds for be-
lieving that the German High Com-

mand intend this coming campaign to be
the decisive one, and therefore will use
every resource, legitimate andillegitimate,
that their man-power and organisation
and conscienceless ingenuity can placeat
their disposal. They certainly will em-
ploy any means their native devilry
suggests, but if that foreknowledge does
not, disturb the equanimity of the soldier
in the trenches who will have to meet it,
it ought not to disturb the confidence

OUR OBSERVATION POST 

that should be pinced in the soldier by the
sugar-broker travelling from Brompton
to the City.

HE next thing that may be said use- ,
fully is that now, more than at any

previous period in the war, does it
behove us civilians at home to give the
Government as little trouble as possible,
I am making no innuendo here against
“Labour.” All the workers—in  ship-
building yards, munition works, aeroplane
factories, everywhere—are playing up 
_splendidly. I do, however, refer directly
to those so-called ‘“* Labour leaders ” who
talk about strikes on any ground. -what-
soever. <A strike should be unthinkable
just now. But, chiefly, I have in mind
people like myself, employed ‘in other
kinds of work that help the country in
the war only-by earning dividends which
help to swell the war-chest and represent
the ‘‘ silver bullets.” We, who are neither
fighting nor making things with which
other men fight, nor yet directing affairs
at home, have no excuse that I can see
for criticising the General Staff or the
Government. We can_ help best—and
very practically—by merely being “ very
good and quiet.”

HAT does not seem a very dignified
role for grown-up people, perhaps,

but there’s merit attaching to it, for some

of us have a good deal to put up with.
There is this food question—a difficult
one for all of us, and a serious one for
some of us. It is really interesting to
discover its ramifications. Plaintive
appeal for some linen to. be senthome
that had been with a-Taundry for three
weeks brought apologetic’ explanation
from the manageress that it was not

ready ; the laundry-women were quite
unable to keep their regular hours of work
because it took them so longto do their
necessary shopping. ‘Thus delay in the
issue of food tickets deprives decent men
of clean shirts. Talk about the web of
creation! But the applicatiot: of - this
particular observation is that the decent
mien must ask their wives to wash their
shirts at home, and must refrain from
bothering Lord Rhondda with yet more
correspondence.

PDOPOSOS3>SDSSD<S aeqaedee =
~ necessaries of lifewhich are’ not warranted
by the actual shortage of supplies, butareFour Epitaphs.

ee note of simplicity characteristic-of the
epigrains preserved in the Greek Anthology

distinguishes the four epitaphs by Mr. J. M.
Edmonds, here reproduced frori the “ Times.”
The last distich is singularly felicitous in- the
modesty of its appeal and the large significance
with which if is charged. It deserves td be
perpetuated in the manner suggested byits author

For a General Grave on Vimy Ridge,

You come from England ; is she Englandstill ?
Yes, thanks to you that died uponthis hill.

On Some who died early in the Day of Battle.

Went the day well? We died and never -
knew ; ;

Butwell orill, England, we died for you.

On those who died at the Battle of Jutland,

Proud we went down, and there content welie
"Neath English sea if not neath Enelsky.

For a Village War Memorial. Fe

Ye thatlive on ‘mid English pastures green,
Rememberus, and think what might have been.

IN THE LULL BEFORE THE STORM
PX connection with this food ae

there are two more things that may be
said usefully, and with the utmost serious-
ness of intention, Thefirst is that in-
valuable help will be given to the Ministry
of Food, and invaluable relief to thousands
of poor working people, by those persons
who, having rendered themselves liable to
the provisions.of the Hoarding Order—
“by inadvertence,” as Lord Rhondda
generously suggests, or by cowardice and
malice prepense—took advantage of the
opportunity offered them, and during
the week between February 11th and
18th reported their stocks to the Food
Control Committees with a view to their
surrender for the benefit of the public.

HE Minister of Food has shown both
political wisdom and knowledge of

human nature in granting this week of
grace in which conscience was given a
final chance to work. It has verylikely
resulted in the saving of many tons of food
from destruction by hoarders afraid of
public exposure, accompanied by for-
feiture of the goods and heavy fines, and
it has enabled a good many people who
were thoughtless rather than bad to
recover some of their self-respect. To
ascertained hoarders specifically excepted
from the indemnity, and to other hoarders

who did not avail themselves of this oppor-
tunity and are detected subsequently,
let us hope no mercy will be shown, for
their offence is mean and un-English
and its harmful effect very far-reachittg.

AND thenthere are the dealers in food, -
who might- consider whether they

might not let their conscience affect their
conduct before it is too late tosave their
face. “use what seems to me temperate
language when I saythat, of all classes in
the ‘English commonwealth, the retailers
of food have ‘“shown up’. worst in this
war.. They have taken advantage of
conditions arising out of the war to over- ;
charge to the point of robbery, to harass
and to injure the health ofthe wives and
children of the men to whose courage and ~
endurance alone it is due that they still -
occupy..a free country and have any
business left to- pursue. At this very
moment* they are demanding prices: for-

)

due solely to their avarice and greed for
money ; and, further, when part of their
imposition has-been thwarted by orders

- from the Ministry of Food, they. have:
displayed an ingennity in finding loop-
holes of éscape and fresh mean devices -
for making unfair profits which can only
-be described as German in their subtiety-
and low cunning. They have made money,
indeed ; but it is tainted gold.

eee is straight talking. But is it not
true? Why say it now, and in con-

nection with this coming great battle in
the west ? Because over there the quality
of our manhood is about to be tried in a
seven times heated furnace. We have
no right to count on their exhibitionof
superlative -virtue while we fall short of
excellence ourselves. Now, in this wait-
ing moment, can we not vow that we, too,
henceforth will play the man? é
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FEBRUARY 23, 1918.

RESOLUTE AND READY: FROW THE SEA TO SWITZERLAND.—AII along the western front the allied armies are awaiting the
Germanoffensive. A curious hush reigns over the trenches where, with rifles at hand upon the fire-step and machine-guns pointed
through the embrasures, every man is ready for the word that what may prove to be ‘‘the last great battle in the west’’ has begun.
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WHERE WILL THE LAST BLOW FALL?

of a great German attack in the
west, and clesed by discussing the

alternative theories about the points at
which the enemy’s blow maybe delivered.
This week I propose to develop the latter
theme more fully, and te consider further
the question of likely spots for a great
German: offensive.

T see. no reason. whatever to withhold
support from the widespread belief that
the Germans mean to strike. Doubts have
been expressed in many quarters, but I
think our foes will attack because they
dare not remain inactive all this year,
That million of Americans will upset the
balance in the west, andi the Germans
cannot wait.

There is no reason, that I can: see; why

the enemy should turm either to: Salenika
or to the interier of Russia. Ef they
thrust at Salonika. te-morrow they would
be no nearer a_decisiem. A move on
Petrograd could uot be undertaken im
force for many weeks: to come; and’ the
same is trre of all the Ukraine country
towards Kieff and Kharkoff. These
districts: are. impassable for large armies,

peace has been: made with the Ukraine,
and the bulkof the German troops: have
gone: westward: ar a
“But,” say ‘the objectors, “ den’t you
think food is_a primary necessity for
Germany just now? Is it not™ possible
that the enemy may push into Russia in
search: of food ? ” a
My reply is that the primary necessity

for Germany, as. for ourselves, is vrctory.

} AST week T spoke of the expectation

Moreover, the food whitch remazus in Russia
cannot be collected. ~

‘“@ne Last Great Threw”
Whydo you suppese the Bolshevists

of Petrograd: have actually threatened
to stir yp strife m China unless. she
sends: them food; ef which she: has
little: to: spare ?
Because the cities of Northern Russia

have reached the border-line- of famime:
In the south the great granaries:, of
Odessa. and the other .graim feentres. are:
almost. empty. —AdE the food is: hidden
away in thousands of. villages. over an
enormous area. The peasant will net part
with it now that money has lost its
value, the means: of transportation have
broken down, and enemy armies would
eat the graim as-fast-as;:thev collected. it.
No, Germany will not feed her home

population. at this: eritical juncture. by
extending her inmvasiom of Russia, She
must seek a. military decision im the west
because the submarine: will not give her
victory. I think she is about to make
one last great throw of the dice. of war:
Where, then, will her last blow fall >

Very few of the experts. with whom I have
talked favour the idea of an early -on-
slanght upom Tialy. They say that on
the: northerm half of the Italian frent no
great enterprise will be possible until May.
It is truethat amoffensive from the- mouth:
of the River Piawe to the foot-hills: of the
Venetian Alps: would be practicable
earlier, but) the consensus of trus’ y
opinion: appears to: be that any attack on:
the Italian front will not be confined: to.
the: Piave: sector. It will mclude fresl:
attempts: on the Asiago plateau, and: may
develop into @ plan to penetrate the
Lombardy Plain, and to reach Milan by

an attack west of Lago di Garda. With
‘some misgiving, andatter trying to collect

a Tenewal of

By Lovat Fraser
ihe best. available views,. Iam inclined to
think we shall hearlittle of the Ttaliar -
frent-during the next two-meuths.
We must turn, then, te France, and! at

once we find that many stories have
gained currency regarding intense German
activity in Alsace. Some-of these reports
come from Switzerland, and they cannot

be regarded: as. very trustworthy.. Very
possibly theyare inspired, and in any case
they must-be looked upon with suspicion.
A push inthe direction of Belfort, for
example, is almost inconceivable.

St. Mibiel and Verdun

Farther north the front passes: astride
the Vosges Mountains, and here a

really Serious enterprise seems improbable
until we reach the gap im the old hne of
defences, the centre of which is Luréville.

Oneis: bound! to record the persistency af
‘anticipations, regarding vaneus portions
of the Alsace regien, but ow the surface

ene would be mere . disposed to pay
attention to: Lorraine. Many Took for
another blow at Nancy.
The next censpicuous point which:

attracts comment is the pronounced andi
advantageous: salient which the Germans
have held-ever since the last week of
September, rorg. at St. Mihiel, om the
heights: of the Meuse. St. Milne! has been
called the wicket-gate: inte Champagne;
and: im spite: of the exposed: character ef
the: salient the enemy have: cling to: it
with. extraordinary obstinacy. t may
well be that their tenactous: retentiom ef
the elt Romam camp. abewe St. Mihiel).

whick commands the crassing of the
Meuse;. has. am ebject whick maynew be
developed: y
Verdum is: another favourite cabject of

speculatiom just new... Et must be under
stood that our Frencih allies Rawe-recovered
all the: ground: wrested! frenm them by the
enenvy im their great attack early im rgrG,
and more-besides. The Germans, it might

be thought, are. not very willing to-tempt
fortune: again before Verdim, having lest
half a milion men in thei last attempt
totake it_
Some think they will try fer Verdum

ence more beeanse the Germam mind
moves in grooves, and, perhaps, sti?
more: because: Werdun is really the cen-~
tral key to thiewhole westerim lime: Per-
sonally, I doubt if we shall see anether
assault on. Verdun, because it is a name
ofextreme: ill-omento Germany, amd: the

German pnblic would probably tegard
the attack with extreme

apprehension: ‘ .

On the British Line
Champagne and: the .rolling uplands

immediately west of the Forest of the
Argonne are: another possibility, and
Rheims. wilf'require very careful watching,
The. Germans: stillhold some of the great
heights to the north which dominate
Rheims, and it will not be surprising if
they try to capture the shell of the old .
cathedral’ city.
No place of importance: in the west,

with:the: exception of Ypres; has sufferer
more: than Rheims: ix this: merciless war..
It has been Taid almost ny ruins, andi
though, after nearly four years cf bom.
bardment, it. stilt! helds: ent, it offers:
conspicuous: temptations: ir the planning
of a new Germanoffensive. :
On the heights north of the Aisne the

Germans have Jost all the commanding

positions, thanks, chiefly. to General
Nivelfe’s bold attack last spring, which
came nearer to cemplete’ success, than is
commonly + imagined: « The autumnal
fighting north of Soissons greatly in-
creased the advantage thus gained.
Althongh the enemy remain: in possession
of the formidable bastion formed! by the
high. Forest of St. Gobain, south of La
Fere, I do not credit the suggestion that
they. will attempt to burst throughin this
area by the shortest route to Paris.
So far as the British line is concerned,

the prespects: for the enemy are few and
unpremising: The: spirits of the troops
are high, and! the change to the defensive
has. been accompanied by. a. very great
strengthening of our front at all poim*ts.
Fortunatety for writers om these subjects,
it is: always. permissible to: speculate abeut
what. the enenry may do; though nothing
must be said about our own intentions.
There: seenr to: be only three sectors:im our
line: where. the Germans miglit fancy they
had a chance. he first is, about, St.
Quentin, where the- terrain. presents: few
natural difiiculties, and’is likely tm reeover

earliest fron» the effects: of winter:
The second is all that stretch ef country

between. Cambrai: and’ the Scarpe;. which
icludes, the: senthern: endef the exemny’s
Wotan: line... Here, again, the topography
is) not. uninviting. This: 2xrea: includes
Geuzeancourt, on the-right, and’ alli tho-e
folds: stretching: away to Bulecourt: and
Croisilles. andi Monchy, avound:. wiiich
there: was; so: much heavy fighting: last
year. Omthe left lies the. Hne of #2:
Searpe.. Between the Scheidt and th,
Searpe; therefore, is another likely spat.

Lure of the Channel Poris

‘Fhe third Hes-on the borders.of Belgium.
Our commandof the Vimy Ridge ought to
bar any offensive: immediately north of

Asras;, andit ts almostineredible that the
Germans: haxe_any thengit of stuking
again at the Passchendacle and) Zenne-
beke Ridges. ; .

Even: if they obtained a smecess at
the: start, they wanid pilurge: inte sreund
beyond Passchendaele. where: a: west-
ward advance: isi now aimost ont of
ther question. We hoid most of the
ridges, andi enght to remain. in: possession
of thenn. But between the: Messines
Ridge: adiLa: Bassée- there lies: a section
of Ime witere: there: Kas: been: nespecially
heavy work: fora very-long time: Tim this
area Lille stands:om the enemy/’S side; and
Armentiéres: om eur-ewm. Hf my assump-
fiew last weelk that the- Germans:willstill

 

 

be influenced by: the lure of te Channel
ports-4s: well-founded;, then the line: ef the
Lys may be. the scene of teiprincipal
endeavour in: the: nerth. ab oe

Should this: anticipated! German blow
- fall in the west, the:possibility thatit may
be accompamed: by nawal actimity on an
extensive scale must not. be ruled. ont.
The ‘enemy have rarely showm much
perception of the possibility of combined
action on land and sea, but it must. not
beforgotten that Hindenburg controls. the
Fleet: as: well. as: the Avmy

it, has always heen expected that. the
‘High Sea Fleet: would! be throwar into,
the scale at the climax: of the» war.
Rememberthat theGermam Navy-is' how
relieved” of alli menace: im the Baltic.
That is why the Germans are able to
use more small craft ia the North Sea
than: ever before.” -~ :
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- Steady Toil Through Winter’s Truce of Snow
g British and Canadian Official Photographs
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Heavy snowstorm in a French village behind the lines on the Canadian front. On the right men of the Canadian battalions are
cheerfully “ falling in”’ for pay parade despite the cheerlessness of the weather.
 

  or oe

Filling a water-tank within shell range onthe Canadian front.
The tank is drawnalong a light railway by an armoured tractor.

Right: Carrying water-cans up to the front line.
 

    
“Canadian Pioneers at work preparing for the building of an ammunition dump on Snowy ground near the western front. They are

{engaged in clearing and levelling the ground in readiness for a fresh supply of the all-important Shells.
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WHERE WILL THE LAST BLOW FALL?

of a great German attack in the
west, and clesed by discussing the

alternative theories about the points at
which the enemy’s blow maybe delivered.
This week I propose to develop the latter
theme more fully, and te consider further
the question of likely spots for a great
German: offensive.

T see. no reason. whatever to withhold
support from the widespread belief that
the Germans mean to strike. Doubts have
been expressed in many quarters, but I
think our foes will attack because they
dare not remain inactive all this year,
That million of Americans will upset the
balance in the west, andi the Germans
cannot wait.

There is no reason, that I can: see; why

the enemy should turm either to: Salenika
or to the interier of Russia. Ef they
thrust at Salonika. te-morrow they would
be no nearer a_decisiem. A move on
Petrograd could uot be undertaken im
force for many weeks: to come; and’ the
same is trre of all the Ukraine country
towards Kieff and Kharkoff. These
districts: are. impassable for large armies,

peace has been: made with the Ukraine,
and the bulkof the German troops: have
gone: westward: ar a
“But,” say ‘the objectors, “ den’t you
think food is_a primary necessity for
Germany just now? Is it not™ possible
that the enemy may push into Russia in
search: of food ? ” a
My reply is that the primary necessity

for Germany, as. for ourselves, is vrctory.

} AST week T spoke of the expectation

Moreover, the food whitch remazus in Russia
cannot be collected. ~

‘“@ne Last Great Threw”
Whydo you suppese the Bolshevists

of Petrograd: have actually threatened
to stir yp strife m China unless. she
sends: them food; ef which she: has
little: to: spare ?
Because the cities of Northern Russia

have reached the border-line- of famime:
In the south the great granaries:, of
Odessa. and the other .graim feentres. are:
almost. empty. —AdE the food is: hidden
away in thousands of. villages. over an
enormous area. The peasant will net part
with it now that money has lost its
value, the means: of transportation have
broken down, and enemy armies would
eat the graim as-fast-as;:thev collected. it.
No, Germany will not feed her home

population. at this: eritical juncture. by
extending her inmvasiom of Russia, She
must seek a. military decision im the west
because the submarine: will not give her
victory. I think she is about to make
one last great throw of the dice. of war:
Where, then, will her last blow fall >

Very few of the experts. with whom I have
talked favour the idea of an early -on-
slanght upom Tialy. They say that on
the: northerm half of the Italian frent no
great enterprise will be possible until May.
It is truethat amoffensive from the- mouth:
of the River Piawe to the foot-hills: of the
Venetian Alps: would be practicable
earlier, but) the consensus of trus’ y
opinion: appears to: be that any attack on:
the Italian front will not be confined: to.
the: Piave: sector. It will mclude fresl:
attempts: on the Asiago plateau, and: may
develop into @ plan to penetrate the
Lombardy Plain, and to reach Milan by

an attack west of Lago di Garda. With
‘some misgiving, andatter trying to collect

a Tenewal of

By Lovat Fraser
ihe best. available views,. Iam inclined to
think we shall hearlittle of the Ttaliar -
frent-during the next two-meuths.
We must turn, then, te France, and! at

once we find that many stories have
gained currency regarding intense German
activity in Alsace. Some-of these reports
come from Switzerland, and they cannot

be regarded: as. very trustworthy.. Very
possibly theyare inspired, and in any case
they must-be looked upon with suspicion.
A push inthe direction of Belfort, for
example, is almost inconceivable.

St. Mibiel and Verdun

Farther north the front passes: astride
the Vosges Mountains, and here a

really Serious enterprise seems improbable
until we reach the gap im the old hne of
defences, the centre of which is Luréville.

Oneis: bound! to record the persistency af
‘anticipations, regarding vaneus portions
of the Alsace regien, but ow the surface

ene would be mere . disposed to pay
attention to: Lorraine. Many Took for
another blow at Nancy.
The next censpicuous point which:

attracts comment is the pronounced andi
advantageous: salient which the Germans
have held-ever since the last week of
September, rorg. at St. Mihiel, om the
heights: of the Meuse. St. Milne! has been
called the wicket-gate: inte Champagne;
and: im spite: of the exposed: character ef
the: salient the enemy have: cling to: it
with. extraordinary obstinacy. t may
well be that their tenactous: retentiom ef
the elt Romam camp. abewe St. Mihiel).

whick commands the crassing of the
Meuse;. has. am ebject whick maynew be
developed: y
Verdum is: another favourite cabject of

speculatiom just new... Et must be under
stood that our Frencih allies Rawe-recovered
all the: ground: wrested! frenm them by the
enenvy im their great attack early im rgrG,
and more-besides. The Germans, it might

be thought, are. not very willing to-tempt
fortune: again before Verdim, having lest
half a milion men in thei last attempt
totake it_
Some think they will try fer Verdum

ence more beeanse the Germam mind
moves in grooves, and, perhaps, sti?
more: because: Werdun is really the cen-~
tral key to thiewhole westerim lime: Per-
sonally, I doubt if we shall see anether
assault on. Verdun, because it is a name
ofextreme: ill-omento Germany, amd: the

German pnblic would probably tegard
the attack with extreme

apprehension: ‘ .

On the British Line
Champagne and: the .rolling uplands

immediately west of the Forest of the
Argonne are: another possibility, and
Rheims. wilf'require very careful watching,
The. Germans: stillhold some of the great
heights to the north which dominate
Rheims, and it will not be surprising if
they try to capture the shell of the old .
cathedral’ city.
No place of importance: in the west,

with:the: exception of Ypres; has sufferer
more: than Rheims: ix this: merciless war..
It has been Taid almost ny ruins, andi
though, after nearly four years cf bom.
bardment, it. stilt! helds: ent, it offers:
conspicuous: temptations: ir the planning
of a new Germanoffensive. :
On the heights north of the Aisne the

Germans have Jost all the commanding

positions, thanks, chiefly. to General
Nivelfe’s bold attack last spring, which
came nearer to cemplete’ success, than is
commonly + imagined: « The autumnal
fighting north of Soissons greatly in-
creased the advantage thus gained.
Althongh the enemy remain: in possession
of the formidable bastion formed! by the
high. Forest of St. Gobain, south of La
Fere, I do not credit the suggestion that
they. will attempt to burst throughin this
area by the shortest route to Paris.
So far as the British line is concerned,

the prespects: for the enemy are few and
unpremising: The: spirits of the troops
are high, and! the change to the defensive
has. been accompanied by. a. very great
strengthening of our front at all poim*ts.
Fortunatety for writers om these subjects,
it is: always. permissible to: speculate abeut
what. the enenry may do; though nothing
must be said about our own intentions.
There: seenr to: be only three sectors:im our
line: where. the Germans miglit fancy they
had a chance. he first is, about, St.
Quentin, where the- terrain. presents: few
natural difiiculties, and’is likely tm reeover

earliest fron» the effects: of winter:
The second is all that stretch ef country

between. Cambrai: and’ the Scarpe;. which
icludes, the: senthern: endef the exemny’s
Wotan: line... Here, again, the topography
is) not. uninviting. This: 2xrea: includes
Geuzeancourt, on the-right, and’ alli tho-e
folds: stretching: away to Bulecourt: and
Croisilles. andi Monchy, avound:. wiiich
there: was; so: much heavy fighting: last
year. Omthe left lies the. Hne of #2:
Searpe.. Between the Scheidt and th,
Searpe; therefore, is another likely spat.

Lure of the Channel Poris

‘Fhe third Hes-on the borders.of Belgium.
Our commandof the Vimy Ridge ought to
bar any offensive: immediately north of

Asras;, andit ts almostineredible that the
Germans: haxe_any thengit of stuking
again at the Passchendacle and) Zenne-
beke Ridges. ; .

Even: if they obtained a smecess at
the: start, they wanid pilurge: inte sreund
beyond Passchendaele. where: a: west-
ward advance: isi now aimost ont of
ther question. We hoid most of the
ridges, andi enght to remain. in: possession
of thenn. But between the: Messines
Ridge: adiLa: Bassée- there lies: a section
of Ime witere: there: Kas: been: nespecially
heavy work: fora very-long time: Tim this
area Lille stands:om the enemy/’S side; and
Armentiéres: om eur-ewm. Hf my assump-
fiew last weelk that the- Germans:willstill

 

 

be influenced by: the lure of te Channel
ports-4s: well-founded;, then the line: ef the
Lys may be. the scene of teiprincipal
endeavour in: the: nerth. ab oe

Should this: anticipated! German blow
- fall in the west, the:possibility thatit may
be accompamed: by nawal actimity on an
extensive scale must not. be ruled. ont.
The ‘enemy have rarely showm much
perception of the possibility of combined
action on land and sea, but it must. not
beforgotten that Hindenburg controls. the
Fleet: as: well. as: the Avmy

it, has always heen expected that. the
‘High Sea Fleet: would! be throwar into,
the scale at the climax: of the» war.
Rememberthat theGermam Navy-is' how
relieved” of alli menace: im the Baltic.
That is why the Germans are able to
use more small craft ia the North Sea
than: ever before.” -~ :
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- Steady Toil Through Winter’s Truce of Snow
g British and Canadian Official Photographs
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Heavy snowstorm in a French village behind the lines on the Canadian front. On the right men of the Canadian battalions are
cheerfully “ falling in”’ for pay parade despite the cheerlessness of the weather.
 

  or oe

Filling a water-tank within shell range onthe Canadian front.
The tank is drawnalong a light railway by an armoured tractor.

Right: Carrying water-cans up to the front line.
 

    
“Canadian Pioneers at work preparing for the building of an ammunition dump on Snowy ground near the western front. They are

{engaged in clearing and levelling the ground in readiness for a fresh supply of the all-important Shells.
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Beauty and Brutality Amid the Moonlit Skies
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Arms and Apparatus for Night-Flying Airmen
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French. official photograph showing the intricate engines of the latest types of French aeroplanes and, incidentally, some of the details
of the new high-speed machines. Right: Typeof machine-gun used by German airmen in position on a captured German aeroplane.
 

 
 

British flying man crossing a veritable sea of clouds under the full moon. ‘‘ Contact,’’ most notable of the flying men moved to describe

that lately conquered world of the air, describes the cloudscapes from above as taking a strange resemblance to land and sea scapes.

    
Officer of an-R.F.c. night-bombing squadren
fixing the electrical feot-sole and glove-heating
apparatus before going up. (British official.)

 
British pilot and observer on the western front
dressing for anight-pombing: expedition over
enemyterritory. (British: official. photograph.)
=e Ses ——

 

 
 

  ae a ma h ‘ AALS
Remarkable photograph of the raid by Gothas on Paris on January 30th, showing star-shells bursting, and (to the right) the distant

3 ‘ . glow of a fire that had been caused by an incendiary bomb, Four enemyair squadrons reached the French capital, and 36 people wer2 '
2B ne Z Za i i aS killed and 190 injured, manyof the victims being women and children. The Germansclaim to have dropped 14tons of bombs.

ne of Germany’s crack. airmen, who is said
>)and’ believed to be a nrisener in Enaqltand.

  
   an Caproni. machines in flight over an Italian town.to have brought down twenty-six: hostile: machines. He has tn cle: Lieut. Dostier,.o

beenposted as“ missing
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vengers of Arras Advance Their Artillery
British. Official Photographs >

 

    
British artillerymen moving up big guns on-the western front. Some idea of the conditions prevailing in the battie area can he gathered :
from the foreground of this picture, the rain-filled shell-holes presenting:obstacies. to movement that appear well-nigh insuperable,

 

    
ee the Grande Place in Arras, with soldiers gathering to listen to a British regimental band. The material damage caused by thewar to this picturesque old city is equalled and exceeded in hundreds of French towns, and represents many million poundssterling,
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Pitiful Plight of the Little Country Places
British Official Photographs ss
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View cf the main square of Nesle, one of the French country towns delivered by the British in the great push of March, 1917.

town was not greatly damaged byshell fire, but the Germans wrought destruction here that branded them with infamy.
  

& 
      
 

Horses of the Royal Field Artillery sheltered near the ruins of a village church on the western front. Right: Making the best of
things. A British gunner arooming his horse outside a building so shattered by shells that it is only better than no stahle at all. 
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Coolness and Courage

 

of Comradesin Arms
 

    
 

   

italian soldiers: crossing the Piave. to raid) the Austriantrencties.

Perilous as the outward journeys, the:return will befar-more:so;.

with the aroused enemy searching the waters far their ferry,

 

   
French soidiers, under fire on Monte Tomba, snowballing each
other in the trenches captured from the Austrians on Dec. 30th,  
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THEMASTER WRITERS OF THE WAR

How in Fighting one Foe he Conquered Another

By HENRI BARBUSSE
Author of the World-famous Book of the War, “ Under Firz”

 

TOIRE was dozing at the far end
of the trench, some ten feet long by
one foot wide, that comprised the

little advanced post. He was curled up
like a dormouse in a round hole like the
damp bottom of a well, or. of a cask,
very nowand then he yawned and stirred,
unstuck himself from the ground and wall,
and then hid this ruddy face deeper in the
shadow and resumed his dozing.
Near him the others were talking, close

huddled, knee to knee, Above their
heads German and French shells swept
aeross tie sky in ghastly traffic, some
bursting around the Cathedral of Soissons
to the south, the others, to the northward,
round the quarries of Pasly ; two hurri-
canes sweeping through space in opposite
directions, wnceasing and invisible, lke
death. —.

Postaire was detailing a difference of
opinion he ‘had had with a stingy inn-
keeper.

“ He poured me, out one measly little
drop in the café, and I said to him, ‘ All
right, I'm entitled to have a look at the
bottle, ain’t I?” ”’ ;
Panneau was picking up the threads of

some long story.
“Talk about a crust, my lad! We had

‘aspick and a shovel’ on eachside of our
plate, and in front of\his plate every man
hada couple of bottles, and——”

HILE he was still in the middle of
it, Amochet broke in with his yarn.

“Twas having a sit down that day with
a glass; just a drop of my own poison,
‘cause you may as well know there isn’t
anybody to stand me treat. I have to
stand myself treat.’’
Plumety was bewildering his comrades

with card. tricks.
“There,” he said, “‘ that’s the king of

hearts, and that’s the seven of spades.”
And he turned the cards up as he named
them, amid exclamations of astonishment.

Then the conversation reverted to more
material things.
“What we put down our necks that

day!” exclaimed Panneau. ‘ You know
it takes something to choke my drain-
pipe,’ he added to the companygenerally.
“Well, we had. ze )

Postaire, proud ‘of his gift of ready

repartee, went on repeating his brilliant
retort appreciatively.
“All right,’ says I to him, ‘if that’s all

you're going to give me, but I’mentitled

to have a look at the bottle, ain’t I1?’”

 

UTOIRElistened first with one ear only,
then he cocked the other as well. He

turned his: face towards the speakers, a
perfect caricature of a face under its tan
and dust and camouflage of wnshavenhair,
and listened attentively to the conversa-
tion. These things imterested him cnor-
mously. He was a ood soldier, and a
good chap, but he had a weakness for
cating and astill greater one for drinking.
He was at his flask every hour of the day
and night. He knew he was a- fool,
because as his flask got empty his pocket
got empty, too, by the ordinary law of
logic. He was always sorry he had
“drunk, when he had drunk. He wagged
his chin and frowned, and said, “‘ It wasn’t
right,” over and over again, with much

more contrition than other folks say
“God forgive me!” And even when he
was thoroughly well oiled, as the saying
is, he never went to sleep without giving
a loving thought to his wife Adéle and his
little garden, so far away, where thelittle
wooden table was all ringed in with great
margucrites.

Just then were seen coming from a
little, long, low dug-out, the entrance to
which could easily have been covered by
a pocket handkerchief, first the feet and

then the body of Métreur, the sergeant
in charge of the post. Slithering along to
the men, he hailed them:

“Well, boys, what about it? Who's
coming on patrol with me to-night ?”
“Tam, sergeant,” said Butoire, and

“So am I,” said others.

HEN evening fell, Butoire sat down
at the far end of his little hole and

leisurely began 46 get ready—that is to
say, to overhaul his rifle and see that his

boot-laces wereall right—aunder a greyish
sky, dotted here and there with stars and
rockets amid the bewildering setting of
the shells.
At that moment, in the middle of this

flat and lonely wilderness, shadowy
figures appeared, encumbered, clanking,
and bowed beneath great packs, and
jumped downinto the hitle post with the
clatter of soup tins peculiar to a fatigue-
party bringing up rations.
The trench lay some six hundred yards

in advance of the French lines at St.
Christopher, and about a hundred yards

from the Aisne, whose opposite bank was
at that time in German possession. No
sap or communication trench led to it.
It was surrounded on all sides by the
open plain, like an island by the sea.
Thus one could only get to-it or. [from
it under cover of darkness. The only
occupants of the ground round about
were dead—who day by day sank slowly
a¥little deeper into the earth—and vague
shadows of the quick.

 

il
HE fatigue-party brought up lentils,

andalso wine. Butoire, who had paid
for some wine and had no appetite for
lentils, filled his flask and sat down with
it by his side. The flask, still uncorked,

looked up at him with an imploring eye,
and Butoire yielded. At first only to the
extent of a trifling drop, a negligible
quantity—almost, one might say, a mere
caress. :

It was a first-rate flask. It held the
best part of two quarts, and in those days
flasks like that were few and far between”
at, the front. It had belonged to a
Moroccan, and a happily planted blank
cartridge had increased its capacity by
quite another half .a pint. Butoire’s
“comrades were aware of this detail, but
the shop people were not, with the cor-
sequence that, when they were doling
out wine in the tap-rooms in the back-
shops in rest billets, Butoire was always

swindled a little Jess than his pals were.
When Sergeant “Métreur inspected in

the dim light the four men whom he was
taking out on patrol, Butoire, propped up
by the wall, stiffened his muscles and
assumed a fine deportment, but when the

little party went over the topof thetrench,
working their way up with their fingers
and knees, and proceeded across the open
ground, Butoire, who brought uptherear,
was conscious of a general vagueness of
mind, and he floundered through thc
darkness as though through water. His
will, tenacious and iron-braced, kept him
right side up.

E bent all his purpose on marching
noiselessly over the inkyfelt of the

plain, holdinghisrifie a little way fromhirn
in his right hand, and grasping the sheath
of his bayonet inhis left to prevent it from
rattling, and he tried hard not to lose sight

of the stumpy, distorted, intermittent,
fantastic and, occasionally, double and

triple back of the man ahead of him.
But intoxication, increased bythe chill

night air, made his brain as cloudyas the
awful clouded sky above his head, and
at the same time dragged his fect like
dead weights to the ground. They had
been-marching along and gradually down
the slope that dominates the river course,
for hardly as much as ten minutes when
Butoire began to lag behind despite h
best endeavour, “became slower and
slower and more and more separated from
the others, and realised with anguish that
he wasfalling asleep even as he marched.

Sense of duty and vague fear of vague
punishment richly deserved spurred him
on. He challenged himselfthickly, tot-
tered on fer a few mere steps, and, in his
distress, was on the point of calling out
to his comrades ; but—good heavens !—
he choked the cry back in his throat
abruptly. Just fancy speaking out loud,
fancycalling out here, where shadows and
silence were the only thin screen between
themselves and death!

 

  

HE kept silence, but he stopped. No
power could prevent him from

slipping, from sinking into heavyslecp.
He stumbled on the top of the slope and
squatted down. In maudlin mood he
spoke fondly to his rifle and turned his
thoughts to his wife Adéle, as he ever did
in bad moments. He sawagain the lanes
that led to his village, in the summer
weather, with the warm glory of the
orchard trees in the sun;. he saw,the
village again as it was on winter mornings:
the bare upland behind the farm, with
the pond glazed with ice, and the men
and women moving along the faggote<
thickets looking as if they were all dressed
in paper.

Lorpor at last enwrapped his limbs,
quenched the brain wherein the will was
making its last obstinate effort, shut his
eyes by force, and Butoire fell asleep,
He woke up in the middle of a wild

nightmare, his brow constricted, his brain
hammered swith headache, his stomach
in agony of consuming fire, and at a loss
to know both where he was and even who
he was.
At that same moment, however, he

pricked his ear at a sound in the midst
of the horror of the night. Despite every-
thing, his- well-trained instinct of night
sentry worked amid the chaos of his mind.
It may even have been the sound that
awakened him—so strong within him

(Continued on page $2
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it by his side. The flask, still uncorked,

looked up at him with an imploring eye,
and Butoire yielded. At first only to the
extent of a trifling drop, a negligible
quantity—almost, one might say, a mere
caress. :

It was a first-rate flask. It held the
best part of two quarts, and in those days
flasks like that were few and far between”
at, the front. It had belonged to a
Moroccan, and a happily planted blank
cartridge had increased its capacity by
quite another half .a pint. Butoire’s
“comrades were aware of this detail, but
the shop people were not, with the cor-
sequence that, when they were doling
out wine in the tap-rooms in the back-
shops in rest billets, Butoire was always

swindled a little Jess than his pals were.
When Sergeant “Métreur inspected in

the dim light the four men whom he was
taking out on patrol, Butoire, propped up
by the wall, stiffened his muscles and
assumed a fine deportment, but when the

little party went over the topof thetrench,
working their way up with their fingers
and knees, and proceeded across the open
ground, Butoire, who brought uptherear,
was conscious of a general vagueness of
mind, and he floundered through thc
darkness as though through water. His
will, tenacious and iron-braced, kept him
right side up.

E bent all his purpose on marching
noiselessly over the inkyfelt of the

plain, holdinghisrifie a little way fromhirn
in his right hand, and grasping the sheath
of his bayonet inhis left to prevent it from
rattling, and he tried hard not to lose sight

of the stumpy, distorted, intermittent,
fantastic and, occasionally, double and

triple back of the man ahead of him.
But intoxication, increased bythe chill

night air, made his brain as cloudyas the
awful clouded sky above his head, and
at the same time dragged his fect like
dead weights to the ground. They had
been-marching along and gradually down
the slope that dominates the river course,
for hardly as much as ten minutes when
Butoire began to lag behind despite h
best endeavour, “became slower and
slower and more and more separated from
the others, and realised with anguish that
he wasfalling asleep even as he marched.

Sense of duty and vague fear of vague
punishment richly deserved spurred him
on. He challenged himselfthickly, tot-
tered on fer a few mere steps, and, in his
distress, was on the point of calling out
to his comrades ; but—good heavens !—
he choked the cry back in his throat
abruptly. Just fancy speaking out loud,
fancycalling out here, where shadows and
silence were the only thin screen between
themselves and death!

 

  

HE kept silence, but he stopped. No
power could prevent him from

slipping, from sinking into heavyslecp.
He stumbled on the top of the slope and
squatted down. In maudlin mood he
spoke fondly to his rifle and turned his
thoughts to his wife Adéle, as he ever did
in bad moments. He sawagain the lanes
that led to his village, in the summer
weather, with the warm glory of the
orchard trees in the sun;. he saw,the
village again as it was on winter mornings:
the bare upland behind the farm, with
the pond glazed with ice, and the men
and women moving along the faggote<
thickets looking as if they were all dressed
in paper.

Lorpor at last enwrapped his limbs,
quenched the brain wherein the will was
making its last obstinate effort, shut his
eyes by force, and Butoire fell asleep,
He woke up in the middle of a wild

nightmare, his brow constricted, his brain
hammered swith headache, his stomach
in agony of consuming fire, and at a loss
to know both where he was and even who
he was.
At that same moment, however, he

pricked his ear at a sound in the midst
of the horror of the night. Despite every-
thing, his- well-trained instinct of night
sentry worked amid the chaos of his mind.
It may even have been the sound that
awakened him—so strong within him

(Continued on page $2
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ookhouses

   
 New Zealanders belonging to the Otago Battalion calling at their field kitchen just behind the lines for meat-pies served all hot by
the regimental cooks, who watch with amusement the expression of interested curiosity, followed by one of smiling appreciation,

with which their culinary productions are received.

   
Ration-party of the York and Lancaster Regiment fetching rations from the trench cookhousefor t
cramped and inconvenient corner, b

disposal, and maintainthe rep

é ° he men in the front line. In the
y courtesy termed a kitchen, the regimental cooks work wonders with the materials at their
utation of the British Army in the Great War as the best fed army that ever took the field.
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Friends by the Running Brooks and Beaten Roads
 

3S  
 Fri_ndliest relations exist between the Italian population and the British troops now installed near the Monteilo Ridge. The latter
keenly enjoy the novelty of the life in a part of the world few of them expected ever to see. Taking the washing is an interesting

fatigue when the laundry is the course of a running stream and the washerwomenare cheerful and smiling countryfolk.

  
 British drivers inquiring the way from their Feench comrades on the western front. 2 fit
among men of British stock, but the likelihood of making mistakes in a matter as important as this to military movementis largely

The gift of learning languages ‘is not common

obviated by the maps with which the drivers are supplied and over which French soldiers on the right are poring.
ae
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“‘ BUTOIRE.” By HENRI BARBUSSE (contd. from p. 29)
 

hs was the habit of vigil.
thing was toward. 3
Choking back a groan, he crawled pain-

; fully and hesitatingly over the turf. His
eyelids were. fluttering, and something
was singing strangely in his head, as he

- peered over the top of the slope which
dominated the Aisne, as if he were peering
over the parapet of some colossal trench.
The bank fell almost sheer below him.

It was invisible right at the foot because
the thick shadows, but at the very
m could be distinguished the vague

ection of the water, bordered -on the

Hefelt that some-
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opposite side by the dim, wan thread of”
rhe towing-path. On that pale strip,
hin-spun in the graining of the night, a

 be seen—a German patrol.

isappeared amid the re-
ereat black mass that jutted

e inky waters of the river.
Butoire knew it so well

urnal aspect that he was able
to put name to it even in the kind of night-

: - mare in which he was still labouring.
But suddenly his attention, buzzing

and excited, was drawn to something
much nearer at hand than the-noise he had

His eyes peered through
. When he saw, barely a

score of paces away, below him and coming
as cver nearer, ever nearer, a German, slowly

working his way up the slope on hands
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The enemysoldier was making his way
id the swelling shadows of the slope,
ght into the staring eyes of Butoire.

atoire hadhis ride ready imfront of him.
took .careful aim at the object, fired,

d the German, who was on all-fours,
fell forward on his stomach and there lay.
“Th und of the shot re-echoed through

night. Butoire, conscious that he

been suddenly steadied and was at
ng from the fumes of the drink,
first, holding his breath. A
rang out, one after another,

there on the horizon, a momen-
C ing-each explosion.
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A QUARTERof an hour pa Under
a the shock of intense excitement,

i ; . Butoire had largely recovered his powerof
; lucid thinking. Throughthe thin grey and

black tapestry of fringed clouds blown
: before it the moon diffused her light upon

the pl The dry, cold air uponhis face

 

   

 

  

  

 

‘ completely sobered him. Only a little
i} ianguor still possessed him.
i He sct about the task of reaching his

im and scarching him. After that
‘ he would go back to the little post ; that

, ze child’s: play, and Buteire -con-
, gratulated himself as he refiected that the
i ci mstances in which he returned would

’ relieve him of all censure. for having lost
touch with the patrol.

So, taking all necessary precautions, he
got down again upon his hands and knees,
pushing his rifle before him at everyfoot.
He crossed the crest of the slope, lying
out at full length in order to make the
least possible curve upon the ‘sky-linc,

a and: crawled down the other side, accom-
panied by his rifle. He arrived at the
dead German. Dead he most certainly
was—his brain-pan pulped like a smashed
cgg. Butoire passed his hand over his
clothes and weapons. Then he suddenly
started, with a stified cry. He staggered
to his feet as if he had gone mad, brandish-
ing a helmet above him, and standing

a there in the midst of that horrible pool
of silence, hcedless of the death that he

  

was calling down upon himself, heedless
of everything, he emitted a roar of agony.

The man whom he had killed was a
Frenchsoldier!

Hil
Pex that mement until the dawn of

day Butoire remained upon the slope
beside the corpse, a crushed and terrified
man.
He sobbed, with his head ~buried in

his hands ; he beat his breast. He threw
his arms up towards the heavens. Wildly
he exclaimed again and again: “I
killed him because I was drunk! If I
hadn’t- been drunk I shouldn't have
iated him!”
What in the name of all that is won-

derful had led him to suppose this was
a German ? Nothing at all, except that
he was coming from the direction of the
Aisne. And he had shot him at such
close-range that, even in the shadows,

it was impossible not to distinguish a man.
Only—well, there it was—he was drunk.
He sat down on the ground, sinking

eve: minute imte a deeper abyss of
terror and distress. He writhed as though
in supplication to immensity, lost in the
silent desolation of the world.

  

E E was cold, he was hot. He did not
know what todo. The idea came to

shim of rushing back to the post to de-
nounce himself. He got up and went a
few paces, with the words that he would

utter—* Sergeant, i have done a foul

thing ! ’"—already on his lips.
Then, anable to resist the impuise, he

came back towards the corpse, crouched
down beside it, touched it, moved it,
raised it up, and embraced it. He tried,
in his madness, to warm it in his arms;

he tried to place it on its knees before
him, but the man was stiff as any log
already. :
Then Butoire groaned more loudlystill,

as thoughts came into his mind of his
Adéle whom he would never see again.
He took her portrait from his pocket,
tore it to pieces, and threw them far
frem him, in order that they might be
sundered for ever, that poor woman and
the monster that he was. And then he
passionately cursed Gédéon, the man

in the ration-party who had sold him
the wine, without which he would not
have been drunk. And then he ceased
his cersing and broke into maudiin tears.
Next moment an idea broke over him.

Hefell to a paroxysm of definite mono-
mania. He wrenched his flask from his
belt, threw it down on the ground, pierced
it through with his bayonet, stamped it
under foot as though it were his own
heart there before him; and from the

flask, that still was half full, a red stream

flowed into-a pool.
And then again he came and went,

twisted and turned, coming every moment
up against some new and terrifying idea,
a Jost soul whom henceforth nothing—
nothing, nothing, nothing—could ever
avail to save. ;

 

  

 

eeu the celestial vault the blue-black
of night faded. The first wan streaks

of light from the clouded sky brought
into relief the- identity disc upon his
laxly-swinging arm: “ Butoire, Adolphe,
1905.” And with a long shudder running
through his vitals he saw in those words
and figures the name and class of a
murderer. And once more, for the last

time, he saw his own home—desolate.: -

The sky was clearer now. Long rays

Page 32

of early- dawn were stretching down
towards the accursed spot.

Then, in the merciless denunciation of
daylight, on the very summit of the
exposed acclivity, Butoire stood erect,
motionless, immense. Very soon a bullet
smacked upon his greatcoat.
He uttered a little grunt, as if relieved

of existence, and dropped on his knees,
then on his back.

IV

T was in-a little whitewashed schoel-
room, converted into a hospital, that

he awoke, swathed in white. \
One of the patients, who was a trifle

more nimble than the rest, was busy .

about the ward and carrying the tin
plates and dishes into the kitchen. Seeing
that Butoire’s cyes were open, this man
came up to him and spoke:

“ Got an eye open, eh? That means
you're better. Well, you know that’s
the military medal they've hung on the
foot of your cot there. They hung it
on to you jolly quick, the day after you
were brought in here on the. five o'clock
train, because they were afraid your
number was up, poer old chap; savvy ?
You see, the Boche, decked out like 2

Frenchman, whom you killed was an
officer with plans on him that were no
end important, But I must get along
to the kitchen with all this paraphernalia.
You see, I help the nurses here a bit,

seeing as there’s only one of them. Oh,
I knowI might do a bit more than f do;
that’s so, but in this life the mere you
do the less they think of you.”
“Ah!” murmured Butoire, and he

went to sleep again, quite incapable of
taking it all in. Se much could not be
expected to penetrate into his brain at
ence and take shape there forthwith.
Very gradually, in the. evening, and

during the following .morning, he under-
stood. He came back to life with keen
delight. He found a new view anda
newsavour in everything. He sawcvery-
thing in the world in a kind of Sunday
atmosphere. He felt that from hence-
forward he would always be happy.

In his soul and conscience, and in all

simplicity, -he decided that it was not
required of him to tell the story ef the
wine even to the murse, who was as kind

and gentle as a sister, a true sister sof
mercy. He thonght that in those fei
hours, during his night of agony upon
the river-bank, he had sufficiently expiated
the old vice that had haunted him ali.
his life.

WHE he rejoined his company, after
having been restored and regenerated

in the warm south, his cemrades offered
hima drink of wine. He refusedit.
“No, thanks, boys. I shall never have

another thirst,” he said:
Disconcerted by the cryptic and most .

unexpected reply. his friends pressed him,
“ Just one little one! What ?.”’
Butoire pretended to be angry.
“No. <A thousand times, no. What

do you take me for?” And they could
not get anything more out of him. .

Blushing a little at first, and then
quite boldly, he drank water with ‘his
meals. It wasbard at first. When he
said that he would never have another
thirst for wine he lied, not without some
rather bitter inward satisfaction, but still
he lied. But also, when he heard-passers-
by remarking on his medal, and saying,
“That chap earned it,” obstinately and
most heroically sober now, he said-to
himself that, after all, that was perfectly
true.
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Parade of horses at a centre im France, where the animals were being inspected by nrembers: of the A i issi i
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Right: Stallion from M. Aveline’s stud presented for the restocking of French devastated farms.

 

  
 

German: trench breastpiates captured) by the French during recent fighting, and
(left) German prisensrs being brought in- by the French om the western front.
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Camels are utilised for purposes of warand peace. Here they are drawing the primitive plaughs of their Arab masters in Palestine.
Right: German picture ofa British Tank in Berlin, The Germansctaim to have cantured itin an uniniured statein the Battle of Cambrai. 
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hs was the habit of vigil.
thing was toward. 3
Choking back a groan, he crawled pain-

; fully and hesitatingly over the turf. His
eyelids were. fluttering, and something
was singing strangely in his head, as he

- peered over the top of the slope which
dominated the Aisne, as if he were peering
over the parapet of some colossal trench.
The bank fell almost sheer below him.

It was invisible right at the foot because
the thick shadows, but at the very
m could be distinguished the vague

ection of the water, bordered -on the
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opposite side by the dim, wan thread of”
rhe towing-path. On that pale strip,
hin-spun in the graining of the night, a

 be seen—a German patrol.

isappeared amid the re-
ereat black mass that jutted

e inky waters of the river.
Butoire knew it so well

urnal aspect that he was able
to put name to it even in the kind of night-

: - mare in which he was still labouring.
But suddenly his attention, buzzing

and excited, was drawn to something
much nearer at hand than the-noise he had

His eyes peered through
. When he saw, barely a

score of paces away, below him and coming
as cver nearer, ever nearer, a German, slowly

working his way up the slope on hands
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The enemysoldier was making his way
id the swelling shadows of the slope,
ght into the staring eyes of Butoire.

atoire hadhis ride ready imfront of him.
took .careful aim at the object, fired,

d the German, who was on all-fours,
fell forward on his stomach and there lay.
“Th und of the shot re-echoed through

night. Butoire, conscious that he

been suddenly steadied and was at
ng from the fumes of the drink,
first, holding his breath. A
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there on the horizon, a momen-
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‘ completely sobered him. Only a little
i} ianguor still possessed him.
i He sct about the task of reaching his

im and scarching him. After that
‘ he would go back to the little post ; that

, ze child’s: play, and Buteire -con-
, gratulated himself as he refiected that the
i ci mstances in which he returned would

’ relieve him of all censure. for having lost
touch with the patrol.

So, taking all necessary precautions, he
got down again upon his hands and knees,
pushing his rifle before him at everyfoot.
He crossed the crest of the slope, lying
out at full length in order to make the
least possible curve upon the ‘sky-linc,

a and: crawled down the other side, accom-
panied by his rifle. He arrived at the
dead German. Dead he most certainly
was—his brain-pan pulped like a smashed
cgg. Butoire passed his hand over his
clothes and weapons. Then he suddenly
started, with a stified cry. He staggered
to his feet as if he had gone mad, brandish-
ing a helmet above him, and standing

a there in the midst of that horrible pool
of silence, hcedless of the death that he

  

was calling down upon himself, heedless
of everything, he emitted a roar of agony.

The man whom he had killed was a
Frenchsoldier!

Hil
Pex that mement until the dawn of

day Butoire remained upon the slope
beside the corpse, a crushed and terrified
man.
He sobbed, with his head ~buried in

his hands ; he beat his breast. He threw
his arms up towards the heavens. Wildly
he exclaimed again and again: “I
killed him because I was drunk! If I
hadn’t- been drunk I shouldn't have
iated him!”
What in the name of all that is won-

derful had led him to suppose this was
a German ? Nothing at all, except that
he was coming from the direction of the
Aisne. And he had shot him at such
close-range that, even in the shadows,

it was impossible not to distinguish a man.
Only—well, there it was—he was drunk.
He sat down on the ground, sinking

eve: minute imte a deeper abyss of
terror and distress. He writhed as though
in supplication to immensity, lost in the
silent desolation of the world.

  

E E was cold, he was hot. He did not
know what todo. The idea came to

shim of rushing back to the post to de-
nounce himself. He got up and went a
few paces, with the words that he would

utter—* Sergeant, i have done a foul

thing ! ’"—already on his lips.
Then, anable to resist the impuise, he

came back towards the corpse, crouched
down beside it, touched it, moved it,
raised it up, and embraced it. He tried,
in his madness, to warm it in his arms;

he tried to place it on its knees before
him, but the man was stiff as any log
already. :
Then Butoire groaned more loudlystill,

as thoughts came into his mind of his
Adéle whom he would never see again.
He took her portrait from his pocket,
tore it to pieces, and threw them far
frem him, in order that they might be
sundered for ever, that poor woman and
the monster that he was. And then he
passionately cursed Gédéon, the man

in the ration-party who had sold him
the wine, without which he would not
have been drunk. And then he ceased
his cersing and broke into maudiin tears.
Next moment an idea broke over him.

Hefell to a paroxysm of definite mono-
mania. He wrenched his flask from his
belt, threw it down on the ground, pierced
it through with his bayonet, stamped it
under foot as though it were his own
heart there before him; and from the

flask, that still was half full, a red stream

flowed into-a pool.
And then again he came and went,

twisted and turned, coming every moment
up against some new and terrifying idea,
a Jost soul whom henceforth nothing—
nothing, nothing, nothing—could ever
avail to save. ;
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and figures the name and class of a
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of early- dawn were stretching down
towards the accursed spot.

Then, in the merciless denunciation of
daylight, on the very summit of the
exposed acclivity, Butoire stood erect,
motionless, immense. Very soon a bullet
smacked upon his greatcoat.
He uttered a little grunt, as if relieved

of existence, and dropped on his knees,
then on his back.

IV

T was in-a little whitewashed schoel-
room, converted into a hospital, that

he awoke, swathed in white. \
One of the patients, who was a trifle

more nimble than the rest, was busy .

about the ward and carrying the tin
plates and dishes into the kitchen. Seeing
that Butoire’s cyes were open, this man
came up to him and spoke:

“ Got an eye open, eh? That means
you're better. Well, you know that’s
the military medal they've hung on the
foot of your cot there. They hung it
on to you jolly quick, the day after you
were brought in here on the. five o'clock
train, because they were afraid your
number was up, poer old chap; savvy ?
You see, the Boche, decked out like 2

Frenchman, whom you killed was an
officer with plans on him that were no
end important, But I must get along
to the kitchen with all this paraphernalia.
You see, I help the nurses here a bit,

seeing as there’s only one of them. Oh,
I knowI might do a bit more than f do;
that’s so, but in this life the mere you
do the less they think of you.”
“Ah!” murmured Butoire, and he

went to sleep again, quite incapable of
taking it all in. Se much could not be
expected to penetrate into his brain at
ence and take shape there forthwith.
Very gradually, in the. evening, and

during the following .morning, he under-
stood. He came back to life with keen
delight. He found a new view anda
newsavour in everything. He sawcvery-
thing in the world in a kind of Sunday
atmosphere. He felt that from hence-
forward he would always be happy.

In his soul and conscience, and in all

simplicity, -he decided that it was not
required of him to tell the story ef the
wine even to the murse, who was as kind

and gentle as a sister, a true sister sof
mercy. He thonght that in those fei
hours, during his night of agony upon
the river-bank, he had sufficiently expiated
the old vice that had haunted him ali.
his life.

WHE he rejoined his company, after
having been restored and regenerated

in the warm south, his cemrades offered
hima drink of wine. He refusedit.
“No, thanks, boys. I shall never have

another thirst,” he said:
Disconcerted by the cryptic and most .

unexpected reply. his friends pressed him,
“ Just one little one! What ?.”’
Butoire pretended to be angry.
“No. <A thousand times, no. What

do you take me for?” And they could
not get anything more out of him. .

Blushing a little at first, and then
quite boldly, he drank water with ‘his
meals. It wasbard at first. When he
said that he would never have another
thirst for wine he lied, not without some
rather bitter inward satisfaction, but still
he lied. But also, when he heard-passers-
by remarking on his medal, and saying,
“That chap earned it,” obstinately and
most heroically sober now, he said-to
himself that, after all, that was perfectly
true.
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Camels are utilised for purposes of warand peace. Here they are drawing the primitive plaughs of their Arab masters in Palestine.
Right: German picture ofa British Tank in Berlin, The Germansctaim to have cantured itin an uniniured statein the Battle of Cambrai. 
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Valuable War-Time Village Vegetable Industry

 

 

 

 

     
stoking the boiler, an important feature in the new village industry of vegetable drying established, under the auspices of the Ministry

of Food, in a Kentish village. Right: Some of the women workers spreading out the vegetable ohips on the drying-fioor.  

 

 
Hoa Island as it was three months before the American Government deter- American girl workers who wear masks for protec-

mined to convert its stretch of.arid land into a great.shipyard. _ tion against gas used in fumigating cotton cargoes.

 

 

 

      

 

  Carrying a basketload of swedes to the peeling machine, and (right) busy with the peeling machine and with the hand-peeling of
potatoes. The vegetables have, of course, to be ‘cleaned and shredded up before the process of drying them begins. The islandjshown in the first photograph after three months—with shipways

for fifty vessels:in the making. Right: Borine an American big gun.
 

    

     
    

     
    

  

at an American munition works ; and (right) examining the muzzle of a new American gun by meansofBoring the breech of a gun
movable mirrors, to make sure that there are no defects in the metal. a

    

Examining shredded potatoes in their drying trays to make sure that they are ready for bagging up. Right: Turning a freshlot of
potatoes into the washing tank. These desiccated vegetables form an important addition to the war food of the country. i
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WAR-TIME WASTAGE OF
A Heartening Contrast with the Napoleonic War

T is a remarkable fact, which few can

| havefailed to notice, that throughout

the present .war naval losses have

been regarded by the majority of people

in a far different light“from that in which

they look uponthose sustained ashore.

It would be difficult-to say whythis

difference exists, but, to begin with, the loss

of a ship is a definite incident which each

one_of us can picture in his mind’s eye,

while the present conditions of land
warfare but rarely permit of an inde-
pendent. action on a big scale with an
independent casualty list. For another,
there is no doubt that, at least in the
eatly stages of the war, there was a
general idea that the Navy, being British
and predominant, had no business to be
involved in any losses at all.

Folk with those ideas would have done
well to consider the facts of the old wars.
In the year of Trafalgar the British Navy
lost thirty vessels, of which no fewer than
eleven were taken by the enemy. Here
is.a-complete_ statement. showing our
naval losses at sea in 1805 and the three
succeeding years—that is to say, after
the naval power of our enemies had been
so gloriously broken by Nelson:

Warships 1805 1806 1807 1808
Wrecked Re SS 12 Si a0 e25
Foundered eS a 7 Sh ro I
Accidentally burnt .. — I iI.—
Taken by the enemy.. It 9 Q.f
Suak<by shore puns 5.9 —, —— = I
Scuttled re LS iE
Merchant ships taken.. 507 519 559 469

Changed Conditions

These figures show how very far it is
from the truth to imagine that in the
old wars, and even after such a decisive
victory as Trafalgar, the command of the
sea could be maintained in its entirety—
that is, so as completely to prevent

maritime activity on the part of the
enemy—or without loss. In the four
years dealt with above we captured no
fewer than 154 of the enemy’s privateers;
but that did not save us fromlosing ships
at a rate which, in proportion to the
size of our merchant fleet, was probably
greater than the rate at which we have
been losing them through the heaviest
phase of the U boat campaign. ;

It will_be recognised from a_-‘glance
at the above table that the nature and
cause of losses in maritime war have
changed considerably. In a total of 132
ships no fewer than 88, or exactly two-
thirds, were lost throughstress of weather

or those occasional lapses on the part
of the navigator that are unavoidable
when hundreds of ships are in constant
service. Forty ships were taken by the
enemy—a fact which to many will
probably be the most surprising of all,
since the surrender of a ship of war has
becn one of the most infrequent of hap-
penings in the present conflict. Indeed,
I believe I am right in saying there have
sofar been only two cases. The first was
that of the German gunboat {SKomet,
now. H.M. Australian ship Una; and
the second was, that ‘of the cruiser
Emden, whose crew waved a table-cloth
over the side—since the ensign had been
nailed to. the mast and could not be
jiowered—after she had been driven ashore
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and badly battered by the Sydney.
There is, of course, the case of the mine-

laying submarine UC5, captured off the

East Coast in April, 1916, but she had

grounded on a shoal.
One verysufficient reason for the lack

of captures in-modernaval war is that

there is such little chance of it, owing

to the vastly increased vulnerability of

the armour-clad_ super-Dreadnoughts and
the other steel-built craft that make up
a twentieth-century armada. In the old
days a warship could stand an almost
unlimited amount of battering without
being destroyed. As the Victory led the
weather line to the attack at Trafalgar
the long line of the enemy began firing
at her at about noon, but, converging
at the rate of about three miles an hour,

it was not until an hour later that the
flagship replied, and the distance that
then separated her~ from her chosen
opponent was no more thanten yards !

Long-Range Fighting

This sort of thing was only possible
because of the universal use of solid
shot, which merely made a hole and

scattered splinters, and only through
some rare chance would cause a ship
to catch fire. In such circumstances
surrender was a frequent and perfectly
honourable thing, and was so recognised
by innumerable  courts-ntartial upon
officers who -had lowered their colours after
rutting up a good fight against odds.
The ships of to-day are vastly different,

and so are the methods of attacking them.
The unsuspected mine or torpedo never
offers the alternative of surrender, even
if such an idea ever entered the heads
of the. officers and men destined to be
its victims. A. hundred -years ago the
principal object in battle was to disable
your opponent's armament—a fairly easy
objective at the ranges then customary—
and it was not long before the war that
a very distinguished British admiral, Sir
Reginald Custance, wrote a long treatise
to showthat this should still be the aim
of the British Fleet in action. But
when you are fighting at anything from
10,000 to 18,000 yards, or more, it is
impossible to aim at the enemy’s gun-
turrets and try to knock them over the
side, in the first place because the ship
itself presents no more than the tiniest
imaginable target only partly visible, at
the longest ranges, above the horizon ;
and in the second because, if a. shell fired
from a distance of 18,000 yards should
happento strike a turretfairly the chances
are that it would go clean through it
and burst in the very vitals of the ship.

Shot—and Shell

Naval projectiles to-day are not, as in
Nelson’s time, designed merely to make

holes and knock things over. They are
made to burst after they have penetrated
and to scatter flaming destruction in
all directions. If they burst in an engine-
room or a magazine, the case of that ship
is probably hopeless—like that of our
Queen Mary and Indefatigable in the
Jutland Battle, which disappeared ina
flash after they had been struck. Such
incidents were virtually impossible in the
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days of wooden walls, when shot did

not burst.

By way of contrast with the table
already given, I have prepared one to
Show the causes’ of the principal losses
sustained by the British Navy in this

war, down to and ‘including the raid
of the Goeben and the Breslau from the

Dardanelles on January 20th last. The

only vessels included are battleships,
battle-cruisers, and regular naval cruisers
of other types, together with the Raglan,
sunk by the Goeben. The reason for
exclusion of other types is that the
Admiralty does not announce the name
of the vessel in all such cases, while in
others it is impossible to trace the tonnage.
Within the limits laid down, then, our
losses down to the date mentioned had
been as follows:

Percentage
of tonnage

By No. Tons. to total.
Gunfire .. eS 136,885 .. 30:34
Submarine sold 143,525. 31°82
Mine are eno 99,110 21°97
Internal explosion 3 47,800 10°6
Torpedofired from

destroyer see, 12,950 2°87

Stranding.. Tet 10,850 24

It will be seen that more than one-half
of our loss in the- ships dealt with has
been occasioned by submarine and mine.
It would be unwise, however, to accept

the table as in any waya definitive guide to.
the cause of naval losses in the aggregate.
The exclusion of vessels below the rating
of light cruiser, for instance, makes an
appreciable difference. On the other-hand,
a single fleet action on the lines of the.
Jutland fight would be liable to alter the
proportions. very considerably, for that
battle alone accounted for six ships of
104,700 tons sunk bygun fire, while only
one was struck by a. torpedo, and she
was brought safely into port.

Counting the Cost

In all wars losses must be considered
in advance in relation to the end that is
to be achieved. Our naval losses, much
heavier than the German, have been
sustained in keeping the seas open for
our shipping and that of our friends.
Germany’s losses have availed her nothing
-beyond her own coastal waters and the
Baltic. Losses must be calculated and
a designed operation decided upon or
rejected according as to whether the
objective is regarded as worth the esti-
mated loss. :
The convoy system, now employed

so successfully for the protection of our
merchant shipping, inevitably —leads
to heavier losses of warships through
submarine attack, since the escorts hover
round the convoysin’ order to keep the
U boats out of range of the latter, thereby
accepting the bulk of the risk themselves.
Taking one thing with another, however,
and balancing loss against gain, as must
be donein this as in every other operation
of war, it is unquestionable that. the
convoy system has so far been an efor-
mous success. ‘That is a fact to be borne
in mind whenever we are tempted to
cavil at the slightly greater rate of loss
among our warships through submarine
attack. ;
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Manifold Dangers of the Deep
 
 

   
   

American passengers on board a liner within the danger zone in
British waters cheering the Stars. and Stripes. proudly flying

from the masthead of a United States destroyer convey.

Tue Anuant, car ying forty passengers and @ crew of two
hundred, was torpedsed and’ sunk off Uister om January 28th,

tue* as boat drill was beginning.. Oniy two: lives were: lost.

 

 

 

    

 
   

  

British warship: nvaking for her base in the teethof one of the vieient snowstorms. tnat add to the Navy’s perm wnen guarding the

“ coast. On the night of January 12th two destroyers ran ashore in Scotland in such a blizzard and became total wrecks,  
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Truth: the Most P
 

   
Capt. W. H. Davis, M.C., chaplain toa Canadian Sec.-Lt. H. C. Wookey, R.F.C.,
battalion, recently awarded the Military Cross sentenced to penal servitude by the
for heroism in attending to wounded .(Canadian.) Germansfor dropping leaflets.

  

 

  s       
General Orth, of the Belgian Army, decorating General Sir Arthur Currie, in
command of the Canadians on the western front, with the Belgian Croix de

Guerre. (Canadian official photograph.)
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Lieut. E. Scholtz, R.F.C., who has also been
_sentenced to ten years’ penal servitude for the

: same offence.

‘THe portraits on this page illustrate some-
thing of the significance of the familiar

phrasé as to the fortunes of war. The two
young British officers shown, Sec.-Lieut. Wookey
and Lieut. Scholtz, both of the Royal Flying
Corps,. having had the misfortune to fall into

the enemy’s hands, have been sentenced to ten

years’ penal servitude, their ““ crime ”’ being the

dropping of leaflets over the German-lines! |
Hun aviators may drop poisoned sweets and *
suchlike samples of Kultur—that is presumably
an amiable weakness. To put their troops in
the wayof learning truthis the worst of crimes;

for truth is a’poison to militarism against which
there is no antitoxin. ;
Two chaplains—the one French, the other

Canadian—are shown, both of whom have 
‘distinguished themselves by fine courage in
carrying on their workinthefield; -Pére Cabanel
has served with the Alpine Chasseurs. of the
Seventh French Armyfrom the day of mobilisa-
tion—he is wearing the chevrons of two and a
half years’ service on his sleeve. “Captain Davis,
M.C., gained his distinction by his cool work in

No Man’s Land in the Passchendaele fighting,
when he tended the wounded underheavyfire.

Captain Georges Weill, who has recently been
speaking in London, was at one time member
of the Reichstag for Metz, but joining the French
Army on the outbreak of war has devoted him-
self to the freeing of Alsace-Lorraine.

 

 

   
 

    
Capt. Weill, ex-member of the General Puyperioux decorating Sergt. Lasserie, of the Pere Cabane! is a member of
Reichstag for Metz, who joined French Army, with the Croix de Guerre for great bravery the French Mission to the United

the French Army. in action. (French official photograph.) States.
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ontrivances & Fortitude
 

       
 

Shower-baths improvisedout of casks by French soldiers in a shattered building
close up to the frontline. Left: On observation duty ina ruined village.

      
  

 

   
Removing a casualty from a first-aid post on a wheeled stretcher. Right:
Carrying a wounded man along a communication trench. (French official.)
   

    
 

 

A 4°8 in. gun brokenin half by a “coaibox.” Right: One of the motor-driven trench-diggers used in the French Army. The earth
dug up by the succession of shovels on the chain is thrown up automatically to form the parapet. (French official photograph.)
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close up to the frontline. Left: On observation duty ina ruined village.

      
  

 

   
Removing a casualty from a first-aid post on a wheeled stretcher. Right:
Carrying a wounded man along a communication trench. (French official.)
   

    
 

 

A 4°8 in. gun brokenin half by a “coaibox.” Right: One of the motor-driven trench-diggers used in the French Army. The earth
dug up by the succession of shovels on the chain is thrown up automatically to form the parapet. (French official photograph.)
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OUR DIARY OF THE WAR

Chronology of Events, January Ist to 31st, 1918

Jax. 1.—General Allenby reports further ex-
tension of his line north of Jerusalem.

Austrians abandon bridgehead at the
Zenson loop of the Piave.
2.—Hitch in peace negotiations between

nany and Bolshevists.
—Reported that Sir George Buchanan,

Ambassadorat Petrograd, is returning to
and.
the result of local fighting on the

Cambrai front, in the neighbourhood of
the Canal du Nord, four British advanced

pressed back a short distance.
xeneral Allenby reports a further

advance on the part of his line north of
Jerusalem for a‘distance of over a mile.

3ritish airmen bomb Metz bynight.
British hospital ship Rewa torpedoed

and in Bristol Channel; all the

  

   

  

     

  

  

  
  
  
  

  

  

  

nakes strong local attack
h positions in the Hinden-

> east of Bullecourt, and tem-
$s a sap in advanceof our

Arab. forces have made
id on the Hedjaz Railw. on

of Syria and bia. Farther
Turkish «gar n of an im-

ant post is captured.
Mr. Lloyd George states the British

waraims in an historic speech to Trade
Union leaders

British attack at Hatum.and.Jabir
(Aden) and destroy defences of former.

Jax Day of National Intere and
nksgiving in all the churc
—Lord Reading appointed Hig

er in the United States
racter of Ambassador Extraor

and Plenipotentiary on Special M
Lord Northcliffe to remain in Lon

as Chairman of London Headquarte
the British War M n to United States.

British in E Africa defeat Germans
j ion of Luvambula and Luj

go miles north-east of

    

 

  

 

 

   

  
  

 

     

   

  

 

    

 

  

 

   

 

   

  

  

   

jooting in our trenches, but are ejected
in counter-attack.

ident Wilson’s Message to Congress
ects of a world’s peace.

‘rench carry out big raid in the St
1 Wedge, penetrating German p

tions on _a front of three-quarters of-a
mile, and destroy the defences.

Jan. 9.—War_ Office reports renewed “Arab
ity on Hedjaz Railway north of

Maan; Turks’ communications harassed.

H.M.S. Racoon (destroyer) sunk in
snowstorm off North Coast of Ireland;
all hands lost

Jax. 10—London and Rifle Regiments
cessfully raid at~three different points
the enemy’s trenches south-east of Ypres.
Announced America has an. army of

1,500,000 in the field or in training at
home or abroad.

al Nivell

 

  

  <

  
    

aC-

Ne to command French
in Algeria.

Fighting in Portuguese East Africa.
ar Office announces new campaign

begun against the German forces in
Portug st Africa under General
von Le Three columns. of

  

    
     

   

  

   

British rith
the Pox f the
enemy. h enemy
about 7 iS<

rman attack on French, on the
Chaume Wood- front, north of Verdun
repulsed.

Ty yers wrecked in
violent gale c of Scotland.

. 13.—Peace negotiations continuing at
Brest Litovsl, aes
Admiralty issues detailed statement of

changes in the personnel of the Board
and the alterations in organisation.

  

Jay. 14.—British Bomb Karlsruhe—Our air
squadrons in broad daylight carry out a
most successful raid into Germany, their
objective being the railway station and
munitions factories at Karlsruhe, in the
Rhine Valley; one and a quarter tons
of bombs are dropped with excellent
results.

M. Caillaux, an ex-Premier of France,
arrested.

Sir Auckland Geddes, Minister of
National Service, introduces new Man-
PowerBill in the House of Commons.
Yarmouth bombarded from the sea at

night by German torpedo-boat destroyers,
about twenty-six shells falling on the town;
four people killed and eight injured.

British Air Raid on Metz Area.—The
steelworks of Thionville, midway between
Metz and Luxemburg, are bombed at
night by British air squadrons.’ Bombs
are also dropped on two large railway

junctions near Metz.
Italian troops advance to the east of

Brenta Walley and straighten the line
in the Asolone district; 300 prisoners

taken.
Jan. 15.—German attack at Chaume Wood

fails.
Bolshevist Government sends ultimatum

to Rumania threatening war, alleging
hostile acts against Russian soldiers.

Jan. 16.—Germans raid British post-north-
west of St. Quentin.

Austrians attack east of Capo Sile, on
the Piave Vecchia, but are defeated by
Italians, who take 3x19 prisoners, with
several machine-guns.

British airmen bombjunction of Berns-
dorf, 30 miles south-east of Metz.

Jan. 17.—Germans raid British post east of
Epéhy.
Commodore Sir Reginald Y. Tyrwhitt

promoted an Acting Rear-Admiral.
Jan. 18.—Lord Rhondda, in an important

review of the food situation, says there
is no fear whatever of a famine.

Russian Constituent Assembly meets,
and after declaring its intention not to
submit to dictation of Bolshevist minority
is dissolved by Bolshevist Government.
Advance in Palestine on four-mile front

in. neighbourhood of Durah.
Arab, forces Of King of the Hedjaz

capture important Turkish convoy near
Medina,

JAN. 19.—Enemy raid south-east of Grain-
court (south of Bapaume-Cambrai road)
repulsed. ore -

JAN. 20.—Dardanelles Sea Battle—British and
Turkish naval forces engaged at entrance
to the Dardanelles.
Breslau, with destroyers, ventute into
the Mediterranean. The Breslau is mined
and sunk, and the -Goeben escapes badly
damaged by mine, and is beached at
Nagara Point, where she is attacked by
British naval aircraft. The British losses
are the monitor Raglan and a smaller
moriitor; casualties, 6 officers and 127

killed, 27 men wounded.
British bombard Ostend from the sea.

i camps and stores close to
Samaria bombed. by British aeroplanes.

JAN. 21-—H.M.. armed boarding steamer
Louvain torpedoed in Eastern Mediter-
ranean; loss of 224 lives.

Sir Edward Carson resigns from the
War Cabinet.
_ War Office annonces British column
in contact with enemy in Portuguese
East Africa;-a second column based on

ston, at southern end of’Lake
\ , has forced enemynorthwards.
British squadrons at night make

raid into Germany, and drop two tons
of bombs on Thionville stee! works and
on railway stations south of Metz.

Jan. 22.—Germansraid British post south of
St. Quentin,

irst meeting of Allied Naval Council
held in London,

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

   

  

  

  
  
  

 

The Goebén and”

JAN. 23.—Germanthrust at Nieuport. After
an intense bombardment the Germans
gain a footing in an advanced element of
the French front line east of Nieuport
town, but are immediately ejected.
New Appointments at British Head-

quarters: Staff—Yollowing changes are
announced: Lieut.-General Sir-H. Law-
rence, Chief of the General Staff; Colonel
E. W. Cox, Brigadier-General, General
Staff (Intelligence) ; Lieut. - General
Travers Clarke, Quartermaster-General.

Jan. 24.—Announced two German destroyers
mined and sunk in North Sea.

Italians surprise an enemy advanced
ost at Capo Sile (north-east corner. of
Venetian Lagoons).
Count Hertling (the German Imperial

Chancellor) and Count Czernin reply to
allied war aims.

  

British night-flying -machines raid
Mannheim, ‘Treves, Saarbriicken, and
Thionville.

JAN. 25.—Germans raid British post cast of
Loo

JAN. 26.—Announced British front extended
to slightly south of St. Quentin.
Cunard liner Andania torpedoed off

Ulster coast; two of the crew drowned.
JAN. 27.—British air raid on Treves, the railway

station and communications being suc-
cessfully bombed.
The Goeben refloated.

JAN. 28.—Moonlight air raid on London ;
58 killed and 173 injured, practically all
the casualties occurring in the London
area. One machine brought down in
Essex.

General Plumerreports British air suc-
cesses on the Italian front.

Italians Storm Heights. — Italian
infantry storm enemy’s positions on -the
heights to the east of the Asiago Basin
[Plateauj, break through them at several”
points, and resist violent  counter-
offensives ; 1,500 prisoners taken.

Civil war in Finland, Helsingfors cap-
tured by Red Guards and Finnish Senate
overthrown.

H.M.S. Hazard, torpedo-gunboat, sunk
in English. Channel,“ as result of a col-
lision. j
Rumanian Legation ordered to leaye

  

 Russia. ;
JAN. 29.—Moonlight aeroplane attacks against

London by about fifteen hostile machines,
but all fail to get over the métropolis,
most of them being turned back by gun
fire. Bombs are dropped in the south- *
western outskirts, Ten persons killed and
Io injured “

Italian Gains Extended.—Continuing
their offensive, the ‘Italian troops of the. —
Plateau Zone Army capture Monte di--
Val Bella, To date the Italians have
taken 2,600 prisoners and six guns.

JAN. 30.—Big Strikes in Germany.—The
greatest strikes since opening of the war
reported to have broken out in Germany
They. have spread from Berlin to many
centres, including Hamburg and Kiel, ~

Sittings of the Allied Conference begin
at Versailles. :

Further Arab successes reported near °
the Hedjaz Railway.

Gotha Attack on Paris.—Tour squad-
rons of German aeroplanes heavily. bomb ~
Paris at night. Two hospitals are. hit,
and several buildings “burned and
damaged. Casualties: 49 killed, 206
wounded. One Germanaeroplane brought
downandits occupants taken prisoner.

American Trenches Raided.—Enemy
raid American position in certain section
of the French front during heavysdog.
Two American soldiers killed and four
wounded, one taken prisoner,

JAN. 31.—Announced Brazil to send naval
squadron to co-operate with Allied Fleets.

Lord. Rhondda states that a national
system of rationing will slortly be
brought into operation. :
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Raggy,

FIEN on a Sunday I haye d
with admiration a fine, t
cantering on See along a

certaj hill in North London. rs-by
will stop to look after him as the clatter
of the horses’ hoofs—for a friend always

rides by his side—takes their attention for
a moment from the droning aeroplanes
that are usually disporting themselves in
the suburban sky, but few seem to notice
that the fine horseman is blind, unless
they know him to be Captain Gilbert
Nobbs,late of the London Rifle Brigade.

Captain Nobbs is to me one of the real
heroes of the war, and yet his actual war
service, on his own showing, was not
extraordinary, certainly not more valuable

‘than that of many an unknown company
commander who has not even a single
wound stripe to display. But he is the
embodimentof resolute courage, of truest
manliness, and heroic devotion. It is long
since he won his war. He went through
the most dreadful tortures of any imagined
hell, and there he walks and rides to-day,

goes to business, lectures, still touches

Life with cool, confident hands; has

manifold usefulness, despite that terrible
loss of sight, the everlasting evidence of
sacrifice to his country’s cause. He is
an object-lesson in courage, endurance,
hope—a winner of battles! And this book
of his reminds me of Whitman’s words:
“Camerado,. this is no book. Who
touches this, touches a man.”

“Shot Through the Head”

“Englishman, Kamerad!” (Heinemann,
3s. 6d. net) may not be noteworthy as
literature, but it is eminent among the

human documents of the Great War, and
I should rejoice to hear of its achieving
wide circulation.
Though the opening chapters of the

book go over ground familiar enough to
all my readers, I would wish none of
them away; for they make the work a

rounded whole and lead naturally to the
supreme episode of the story, and so to
its splendid, almost joyous, conclusion.

For Captain Nobbs, the supreme
moment came when he had to take his
company of the London Rifle Brigade
into a desperate action in Leuze Wood,in
the autumn of t916, during the long and
sanguinary Battle of the Somme. His
company, at heavy loss, had reached their

‘ objective, but were being threatened with
extermination by a movement of Hur
bombers, which he timely detected, along
a flanking trench. Withsix'or seven men
he had to clear these bombers out at the
oint of the bayonet, or all would have

een lost. As he jumped out of the shell-
hole with his men to the attack, he fell
with a bullet through his head.

I was wounded! I was blind! But the
moments that tollowed are clear inmy memory.
The brain shocked by a blow works quickly
and actively in its excited effort to hold -‘ts

a
~ own,

I was quite conscious and: thinking clearly:
I knew what had happened and what would
happen; I rememberedevery detail.
My lead at the moment was inclined to

the right, for I was shouting to the men.
Like a flash I remembered that about. fifty
yards to the left of me there was a “German

_ Strong point’ still’occupied by the Germans.

. * THE BEST BOOKS OF THE WAR
 

LISHMAN, KAMERAD!?
aptain Gilbert Nobbs

(Critique by the Editor)

A bullet had entered myleft temple; it must
have come from a sniper in that strong point.
The bullet had passed clean through my head;
I thought it had emerged through my right
temple. I was mistaken on that point, for
I found some dayslater it had emerged through
the centre of my right eye.

I rememberdistinctly clutching my head
and sinking to the ground, andall ‘the time
I.was thinking, “So this is the end—the
finish of it all; shot. through the head, mine
is a fatal wound.”

> @
“I WasAlive”

Arnold jumped up, and catching me in his
arms, helped me backinto the shell-hole, . . .

I was blind then, as I am now; but the
blackness which was then before me under-
went a change. A voice from somewhere
behind me said: ‘‘ This is death, wHl you
come?”
Then gradually the blackness became more

intense. A curtain seemed.0be slowlyfalling ;
there was space; there was darkness, blacker
than my blindness; everything was past.
There was a peacefulness, a nothingness ;
but a happiness indescribable.

I seemed for a moment somewhere in the
emptiness looking down at my body lying in
the shell-hole, bleeding from the temple.
I was dead, and that was my body; but |
was happy!
But the voice I heard seemed to be waiting

for an answer. I seemed to exert myself by a
frantic effort, like one in a dream who is
trying to awaken.

I said: “No, not now; I won’t die.”
Then the curtain slowly lifted; my body
moved and I was moving it. I was alive!

Then he lost censciousness, and pre-
sently regained it, to find “Arnold”
trying to bind his blinded eyes with his
field-dressing.

I was sinking; Ifelt myself going; I felt
that the end was at hand. I clutched his
shoulder and pulled him: towards me.

**Arnold, I’m. going. If you get back—
tell my—wite But the message that
was on my lips was not finished; I could
speak no more. I was dropping into space,
dropping, dropping; everything disappeared.
I remembeved no more.

‘“T Was Alone”

In this dread plight consciousness came
and went to the blinded man lying there,
with one living companién in that shell-
hole onthe bloodiest field of history. Yet
worse remained.

WhenI regained consciousness for the third
time it seemed to me that I had beeninsensible
for a great length of time. But I seemedto be
muchrefreshed, although very weak.
Everything was.silent, uncannny; I could

see nothing, hear noting. Yes, I remembered;
I was shot blind, and I wasstill in the shell-
hole. I felt-my head; there was a rough
bandage round it, covering my eyes. The
_bandage over a right eye was hardened with
blood, and dried blood covered my left cheek.
My hair was matted with clay and blood,
and my clothes seemed to be covered with
loose earth. :

But what did this uncanny silence mean ?
Arnold, where was he? I called him by name,
but there was no response. I remembered the
firing I had heard: yes, he must be dead.

In my blindness and despair I groped on
my hands and knees around the shell-hole
to find his body. He was not there. I was
alone !

 

No imagination can conjure up a more
terrifying moment of human experience ;
not even Poe’s fictitious terrors of ‘‘ The
Pit and the Pendulum ” strike me as less
supportable. And a superlative degree
has still to be reached in this gallant
captain’s frightful ordeal. For four days
had he lain in that pit where he had
fallen with the bullet through his head,
“Arnold” having crawled out for assist-
ance, only to fall into the hands of the
enemy. But the Germans sent out
stretcher-bearers to look for the blinded
captain, and it was when he regained con-
sciousness for the third time that he heard
the words, “ Englishman, Kamerad!”
They had found him, and he was carried

to their trenches. Six days later, when

he had been sent on to Hanover, he says:

 

My wound hadreceived no-attent’on, and
my right eye was hopelessly mutilated. The
optic nerve of my left eye was damaged
beyondrepair, andthe eye itself was obscured
by an enormous swelling. My sense of smeil
was gone, and mycheeks, nose, and mouth
were swollen and numbed to a painful degree.

  

  

  

© Just Imagine It”

So muchfor this story of the agony and
horror of war. Here is a hint of that
triumph of Hope and Courage over
suffering and misfortune, which is the
peculiar value of this spirited narrative.
It was the first night of Captain Nobbs
arrival at Hanover that he was fully
restored to consciousness of his condition
and to the realisation that though he

 

- was blind he was otherwise uninjured.

Howmiserable some people are who have
no right to be. They cannot know how
wonderful life is, Oh, how wonderful it is to
die, and then to come to life again!

I’m only blind’ Just imagme it! What
is that? It’s nothing at a’ compared with
life: and when I get well and strong I won’t
be a blind man.

I may not recover my sight, but that
dosen’t matter a bit. I will ‘augh at it, defy
it. I will carry on as usua ; T will overcome
it andlive the life that has been given back
to me.

I wil! be happy, happier than ever. I’m
in a bedalive! Oh, God! I amgrateful’

The story of his subsequent experiences
atthe. hands of the enemy is full of
interest, and is extremely well told, with a

modesty and yet with a certain zest that
commend the auther to the reader’s
affection. The Huns treated him with no
pronounced harshness, but obviously he
would have starvedhadhis relatives, alter
four weeks of mourning him as dead—he
was officially reported among the fallen—
not been able to send food and moneyto
keep him alive until his release, some two
months later, as one of those prisoners
whose captors did not think it worth
while to keep.

“War is a monstrous machine of the
devil,” he writes. “At one end the man-
hood of Britain was pouring into its fiery
cauldron ; and here, at the otherend the

devil was raking out the cinders.” But
was it the devil who was raking them out ?
I think the captain’s metaphor goes wrong
here. The man who could write this book
of hope and inspiration, after the hellish
ordeal he went through, is no “ cinder ”
of the devil’s raking.
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OUR DIARY OF THE WAR

Chronology of Events, January Ist to 31st, 1918

Jax. 1.—General Allenby reports further ex-
tension of his line north of Jerusalem.

Austrians abandon bridgehead at the
Zenson loop of the Piave.
2.—Hitch in peace negotiations between

nany and Bolshevists.
—Reported that Sir George Buchanan,

Ambassadorat Petrograd, is returning to
and.
the result of local fighting on the

Cambrai front, in the neighbourhood of
the Canal du Nord, four British advanced

pressed back a short distance.
xeneral Allenby reports a further

advance on the part of his line north of
Jerusalem for a‘distance of over a mile.

3ritish airmen bomb Metz bynight.
British hospital ship Rewa torpedoed

and in Bristol Channel; all the

  

   

  

     

  

  

  
  
  
  

  

  

  

nakes strong local attack
h positions in the Hinden-

> east of Bullecourt, and tem-
$s a sap in advanceof our

Arab. forces have made
id on the Hedjaz Railw. on

of Syria and bia. Farther
Turkish «gar n of an im-

ant post is captured.
Mr. Lloyd George states the British

waraims in an historic speech to Trade
Union leaders

British attack at Hatum.and.Jabir
(Aden) and destroy defences of former.

Jax Day of National Intere and
nksgiving in all the churc
—Lord Reading appointed Hig

er in the United States
racter of Ambassador Extraor

and Plenipotentiary on Special M
Lord Northcliffe to remain in Lon

as Chairman of London Headquarte
the British War M n to United States.

British in E Africa defeat Germans
j ion of Luvambula and Luj

go miles north-east of

    

 

  

 

 

   

  
  

 

     

   

  

 

    

 

  

 

   

 

   

  

  

   

jooting in our trenches, but are ejected
in counter-attack.

ident Wilson’s Message to Congress
ects of a world’s peace.

‘rench carry out big raid in the St
1 Wedge, penetrating German p

tions on _a front of three-quarters of-a
mile, and destroy the defences.

Jan. 9.—War_ Office reports renewed “Arab
ity on Hedjaz Railway north of

Maan; Turks’ communications harassed.

H.M.S. Racoon (destroyer) sunk in
snowstorm off North Coast of Ireland;
all hands lost

Jax. 10—London and Rifle Regiments
cessfully raid at~three different points
the enemy’s trenches south-east of Ypres.
Announced America has an. army of

1,500,000 in the field or in training at
home or abroad.

al Nivell
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aC-

Ne to command French
in Algeria.

Fighting in Portuguese East Africa.
ar Office announces new campaign

begun against the German forces in
Portug st Africa under General
von Le Three columns. of

  

    
     

   

  

   

British rith
the Pox f the
enemy. h enemy
about 7 iS<

rman attack on French, on the
Chaume Wood- front, north of Verdun
repulsed.

Ty yers wrecked in
violent gale c of Scotland.

. 13.—Peace negotiations continuing at
Brest Litovsl, aes
Admiralty issues detailed statement of

changes in the personnel of the Board
and the alterations in organisation.

  

Jay. 14.—British Bomb Karlsruhe—Our air
squadrons in broad daylight carry out a
most successful raid into Germany, their
objective being the railway station and
munitions factories at Karlsruhe, in the
Rhine Valley; one and a quarter tons
of bombs are dropped with excellent
results.

M. Caillaux, an ex-Premier of France,
arrested.

Sir Auckland Geddes, Minister of
National Service, introduces new Man-
PowerBill in the House of Commons.
Yarmouth bombarded from the sea at

night by German torpedo-boat destroyers,
about twenty-six shells falling on the town;
four people killed and eight injured.

British Air Raid on Metz Area.—The
steelworks of Thionville, midway between
Metz and Luxemburg, are bombed at
night by British air squadrons.’ Bombs
are also dropped on two large railway

junctions near Metz.
Italian troops advance to the east of

Brenta Walley and straighten the line
in the Asolone district; 300 prisoners

taken.
Jan. 15.—German attack at Chaume Wood

fails.
Bolshevist Government sends ultimatum

to Rumania threatening war, alleging
hostile acts against Russian soldiers.

Jan. 16.—Germans raid British post-north-
west of St. Quentin.

Austrians attack east of Capo Sile, on
the Piave Vecchia, but are defeated by
Italians, who take 3x19 prisoners, with
several machine-guns.

British airmen bombjunction of Berns-
dorf, 30 miles south-east of Metz.

Jan. 17.—Germans raid British post east of
Epéhy.
Commodore Sir Reginald Y. Tyrwhitt

promoted an Acting Rear-Admiral.
Jan. 18.—Lord Rhondda, in an important

review of the food situation, says there
is no fear whatever of a famine.

Russian Constituent Assembly meets,
and after declaring its intention not to
submit to dictation of Bolshevist minority
is dissolved by Bolshevist Government.
Advance in Palestine on four-mile front

in. neighbourhood of Durah.
Arab, forces Of King of the Hedjaz

capture important Turkish convoy near
Medina,

JAN. 19.—Enemy raid south-east of Grain-
court (south of Bapaume-Cambrai road)
repulsed. ore -

JAN. 20.—Dardanelles Sea Battle—British and
Turkish naval forces engaged at entrance
to the Dardanelles.
Breslau, with destroyers, ventute into
the Mediterranean. The Breslau is mined
and sunk, and the -Goeben escapes badly
damaged by mine, and is beached at
Nagara Point, where she is attacked by
British naval aircraft. The British losses
are the monitor Raglan and a smaller
moriitor; casualties, 6 officers and 127

killed, 27 men wounded.
British bombard Ostend from the sea.

i camps and stores close to
Samaria bombed. by British aeroplanes.

JAN. 21-—H.M.. armed boarding steamer
Louvain torpedoed in Eastern Mediter-
ranean; loss of 224 lives.

Sir Edward Carson resigns from the
War Cabinet.
_ War Office annonces British column
in contact with enemy in Portuguese
East Africa;-a second column based on

ston, at southern end of’Lake
\ , has forced enemynorthwards.
British squadrons at night make

raid into Germany, and drop two tons
of bombs on Thionville stee! works and
on railway stations south of Metz.

Jan. 22.—Germansraid British post south of
St. Quentin,

irst meeting of Allied Naval Council
held in London,

  

 

  

 

 

  

  

   

  

  

  
  
  

 

The Goebén and”

JAN. 23.—Germanthrust at Nieuport. After
an intense bombardment the Germans
gain a footing in an advanced element of
the French front line east of Nieuport
town, but are immediately ejected.
New Appointments at British Head-

quarters: Staff—Yollowing changes are
announced: Lieut.-General Sir-H. Law-
rence, Chief of the General Staff; Colonel
E. W. Cox, Brigadier-General, General
Staff (Intelligence) ; Lieut. - General
Travers Clarke, Quartermaster-General.

Jan. 24.—Announced two German destroyers
mined and sunk in North Sea.

Italians surprise an enemy advanced
ost at Capo Sile (north-east corner. of
Venetian Lagoons).
Count Hertling (the German Imperial

Chancellor) and Count Czernin reply to
allied war aims.

  

British night-flying -machines raid
Mannheim, ‘Treves, Saarbriicken, and
Thionville.

JAN. 25.—Germans raid British post cast of
Loo

JAN. 26.—Announced British front extended
to slightly south of St. Quentin.
Cunard liner Andania torpedoed off

Ulster coast; two of the crew drowned.
JAN. 27.—British air raid on Treves, the railway

station and communications being suc-
cessfully bombed.
The Goeben refloated.

JAN. 28.—Moonlight air raid on London ;
58 killed and 173 injured, practically all
the casualties occurring in the London
area. One machine brought down in
Essex.

General Plumerreports British air suc-
cesses on the Italian front.

Italians Storm Heights. — Italian
infantry storm enemy’s positions on -the
heights to the east of the Asiago Basin
[Plateauj, break through them at several”
points, and resist violent  counter-
offensives ; 1,500 prisoners taken.

Civil war in Finland, Helsingfors cap-
tured by Red Guards and Finnish Senate
overthrown.

H.M.S. Hazard, torpedo-gunboat, sunk
in English. Channel,“ as result of a col-
lision. j
Rumanian Legation ordered to leaye

  

 Russia. ;
JAN. 29.—Moonlight aeroplane attacks against

London by about fifteen hostile machines,
but all fail to get over the métropolis,
most of them being turned back by gun
fire. Bombs are dropped in the south- *
western outskirts, Ten persons killed and
Io injured “

Italian Gains Extended.—Continuing
their offensive, the ‘Italian troops of the. —
Plateau Zone Army capture Monte di--
Val Bella, To date the Italians have
taken 2,600 prisoners and six guns.

JAN. 30.—Big Strikes in Germany.—The
greatest strikes since opening of the war
reported to have broken out in Germany
They. have spread from Berlin to many
centres, including Hamburg and Kiel, ~

Sittings of the Allied Conference begin
at Versailles. :

Further Arab successes reported near °
the Hedjaz Railway.

Gotha Attack on Paris.—Tour squad-
rons of German aeroplanes heavily. bomb ~
Paris at night. Two hospitals are. hit,
and several buildings “burned and
damaged. Casualties: 49 killed, 206
wounded. One Germanaeroplane brought
downandits occupants taken prisoner.

American Trenches Raided.—Enemy
raid American position in certain section
of the French front during heavysdog.
Two American soldiers killed and four
wounded, one taken prisoner,

JAN. 31.—Announced Brazil to send naval
squadron to co-operate with Allied Fleets.

Lord. Rhondda states that a national
system of rationing will slortly be
brought into operation. :
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Raggy,

FIEN on a Sunday I haye d
with admiration a fine, t
cantering on See along a

certaj hill in North London. rs-by
will stop to look after him as the clatter
of the horses’ hoofs—for a friend always

rides by his side—takes their attention for
a moment from the droning aeroplanes
that are usually disporting themselves in
the suburban sky, but few seem to notice
that the fine horseman is blind, unless
they know him to be Captain Gilbert
Nobbs,late of the London Rifle Brigade.

Captain Nobbs is to me one of the real
heroes of the war, and yet his actual war
service, on his own showing, was not
extraordinary, certainly not more valuable

‘than that of many an unknown company
commander who has not even a single
wound stripe to display. But he is the
embodimentof resolute courage, of truest
manliness, and heroic devotion. It is long
since he won his war. He went through
the most dreadful tortures of any imagined
hell, and there he walks and rides to-day,

goes to business, lectures, still touches

Life with cool, confident hands; has

manifold usefulness, despite that terrible
loss of sight, the everlasting evidence of
sacrifice to his country’s cause. He is
an object-lesson in courage, endurance,
hope—a winner of battles! And this book
of his reminds me of Whitman’s words:
“Camerado,. this is no book. Who
touches this, touches a man.”

“Shot Through the Head”

“Englishman, Kamerad!” (Heinemann,
3s. 6d. net) may not be noteworthy as
literature, but it is eminent among the

human documents of the Great War, and
I should rejoice to hear of its achieving
wide circulation.
Though the opening chapters of the

book go over ground familiar enough to
all my readers, I would wish none of
them away; for they make the work a

rounded whole and lead naturally to the
supreme episode of the story, and so to
its splendid, almost joyous, conclusion.

For Captain Nobbs, the supreme
moment came when he had to take his
company of the London Rifle Brigade
into a desperate action in Leuze Wood,in
the autumn of t916, during the long and
sanguinary Battle of the Somme. His
company, at heavy loss, had reached their

‘ objective, but were being threatened with
extermination by a movement of Hur
bombers, which he timely detected, along
a flanking trench. Withsix'or seven men
he had to clear these bombers out at the
oint of the bayonet, or all would have

een lost. As he jumped out of the shell-
hole with his men to the attack, he fell
with a bullet through his head.

I was wounded! I was blind! But the
moments that tollowed are clear inmy memory.
The brain shocked by a blow works quickly
and actively in its excited effort to hold -‘ts

a
~ own,

I was quite conscious and: thinking clearly:
I knew what had happened and what would
happen; I rememberedevery detail.
My lead at the moment was inclined to

the right, for I was shouting to the men.
Like a flash I remembered that about. fifty
yards to the left of me there was a “German

_ Strong point’ still’occupied by the Germans.

. * THE BEST BOOKS OF THE WAR
 

LISHMAN, KAMERAD!?
aptain Gilbert Nobbs

(Critique by the Editor)

A bullet had entered myleft temple; it must
have come from a sniper in that strong point.
The bullet had passed clean through my head;
I thought it had emerged through my right
temple. I was mistaken on that point, for
I found some dayslater it had emerged through
the centre of my right eye.

I rememberdistinctly clutching my head
and sinking to the ground, andall ‘the time
I.was thinking, “So this is the end—the
finish of it all; shot. through the head, mine
is a fatal wound.”

> @
“I WasAlive”

Arnold jumped up, and catching me in his
arms, helped me backinto the shell-hole, . . .

I was blind then, as I am now; but the
blackness which was then before me under-
went a change. A voice from somewhere
behind me said: ‘‘ This is death, wHl you
come?”
Then gradually the blackness became more

intense. A curtain seemed.0be slowlyfalling ;
there was space; there was darkness, blacker
than my blindness; everything was past.
There was a peacefulness, a nothingness ;
but a happiness indescribable.

I seemed for a moment somewhere in the
emptiness looking down at my body lying in
the shell-hole, bleeding from the temple.
I was dead, and that was my body; but |
was happy!
But the voice I heard seemed to be waiting

for an answer. I seemed to exert myself by a
frantic effort, like one in a dream who is
trying to awaken.

I said: “No, not now; I won’t die.”
Then the curtain slowly lifted; my body
moved and I was moving it. I was alive!

Then he lost censciousness, and pre-
sently regained it, to find “Arnold”
trying to bind his blinded eyes with his
field-dressing.

I was sinking; Ifelt myself going; I felt
that the end was at hand. I clutched his
shoulder and pulled him: towards me.

**Arnold, I’m. going. If you get back—
tell my—wite But the message that
was on my lips was not finished; I could
speak no more. I was dropping into space,
dropping, dropping; everything disappeared.
I remembeved no more.

‘“T Was Alone”

In this dread plight consciousness came
and went to the blinded man lying there,
with one living companién in that shell-
hole onthe bloodiest field of history. Yet
worse remained.

WhenI regained consciousness for the third
time it seemed to me that I had beeninsensible
for a great length of time. But I seemedto be
muchrefreshed, although very weak.
Everything was.silent, uncannny; I could

see nothing, hear noting. Yes, I remembered;
I was shot blind, and I wasstill in the shell-
hole. I felt-my head; there was a rough
bandage round it, covering my eyes. The
_bandage over a right eye was hardened with
blood, and dried blood covered my left cheek.
My hair was matted with clay and blood,
and my clothes seemed to be covered with
loose earth. :

But what did this uncanny silence mean ?
Arnold, where was he? I called him by name,
but there was no response. I remembered the
firing I had heard: yes, he must be dead.

In my blindness and despair I groped on
my hands and knees around the shell-hole
to find his body. He was not there. I was
alone !

 

No imagination can conjure up a more
terrifying moment of human experience ;
not even Poe’s fictitious terrors of ‘‘ The
Pit and the Pendulum ” strike me as less
supportable. And a superlative degree
has still to be reached in this gallant
captain’s frightful ordeal. For four days
had he lain in that pit where he had
fallen with the bullet through his head,
“Arnold” having crawled out for assist-
ance, only to fall into the hands of the
enemy. But the Germans sent out
stretcher-bearers to look for the blinded
captain, and it was when he regained con-
sciousness for the third time that he heard
the words, “ Englishman, Kamerad!”
They had found him, and he was carried

to their trenches. Six days later, when

he had been sent on to Hanover, he says:

 

My wound hadreceived no-attent’on, and
my right eye was hopelessly mutilated. The
optic nerve of my left eye was damaged
beyondrepair, andthe eye itself was obscured
by an enormous swelling. My sense of smeil
was gone, and mycheeks, nose, and mouth
were swollen and numbed to a painful degree.

  

  

  

© Just Imagine It”

So muchfor this story of the agony and
horror of war. Here is a hint of that
triumph of Hope and Courage over
suffering and misfortune, which is the
peculiar value of this spirited narrative.
It was the first night of Captain Nobbs
arrival at Hanover that he was fully
restored to consciousness of his condition
and to the realisation that though he

 

- was blind he was otherwise uninjured.

Howmiserable some people are who have
no right to be. They cannot know how
wonderful life is, Oh, how wonderful it is to
die, and then to come to life again!

I’m only blind’ Just imagme it! What
is that? It’s nothing at a’ compared with
life: and when I get well and strong I won’t
be a blind man.

I may not recover my sight, but that
dosen’t matter a bit. I will ‘augh at it, defy
it. I will carry on as usua ; T will overcome
it andlive the life that has been given back
to me.

I wil! be happy, happier than ever. I’m
in a bedalive! Oh, God! I amgrateful’

The story of his subsequent experiences
atthe. hands of the enemy is full of
interest, and is extremely well told, with a

modesty and yet with a certain zest that
commend the auther to the reader’s
affection. The Huns treated him with no
pronounced harshness, but obviously he
would have starvedhadhis relatives, alter
four weeks of mourning him as dead—he
was officially reported among the fallen—
not been able to send food and moneyto
keep him alive until his release, some two
months later, as one of those prisoners
whose captors did not think it worth
while to keep.

“War is a monstrous machine of the
devil,” he writes. “At one end the man-
hood of Britain was pouring into its fiery
cauldron ; and here, at the otherend the

devil was raking out the cinders.” But
was it the devil who was raking them out ?
I think the captain’s metaphor goes wrong
here. The man who could write this book
of hope and inspiration, after the hellish
ordeal he went through, is no “ cinder ”
of the devil’s raking.
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I SUSPECT that
most. of .my

readers who care
fully follow the

course of the newsin the daily Press have

long since come to realise that anything

headed “Amsterdam,” which does notalso
bear the name of an accredited corre-

spondent, may pretty safely be read as an
etiort of the imagination. During the war
Amsterdam has become-the metropolis, ol
lying,-and in saying this noinsult is in-
tendéd to our Dutchfriends. But there the
enemy haye been permitted to establish
their bureaux of foreign propaganda,
whence they sendforth their lies through-
out the world... ‘There also journalists of
a dubious sort originate arid circulate
‘news.’ which they hope will be accept-
able.to the Allies.” That is putting the
best interpretation on their motives, but
‘possibly it might be nearer the ttuth to
savy muchof the good news wehear from
Amsterdam is of enemy origin, intended
to delude us.

“Amsterdam ” Lies

Gee - other.day.I read avery amusing
Amsterdam story, set forth with all

the pomp and: circumstanceof a truthful
and importantreport, describing’ exciting
street fighting in London, Oxford Street
being named as the seat of one of the
encounters between the’ police “and ‘the
people & The date is evel given, as witness
the following: :

On January 17th, at 3 p.m., there: was a
conflict between the police and the crowd, in
which the police had the worst of it and were
put. to ‘flight, Then a detachment of Scotch
recruits who were in barracks’at Sheper{sic]
Bush“were Summoned to their assistance.

There is no need to’quote further, and it
would certainly be a waste of-word’s to
deny this quaint bit of‘ news,’? but I .
have thought it worth while referring. to
the matter mierely to remind my readers
that they ‘have here ai opportunity. of -
testing for themsélves the value of much
that» comes from “Amsterdam. * They
should bear in mind.thatthe stories of

‘gaint starvation and food ‘riots in Berlin
an all likelihood have originated at® the
‘same source. ‘These fictions of internal
disturbance 1n -England* sent from ~Am-
sterdam to Berlin have been “ officially”
circulated’ by the German Admiralty
W‘ircless. eS 5

British Bolshevisté

NEof ‘my readers the other day sent
me a copy, ofthe ‘Herald,”..a

weekly journal . understood to be repre-
sentative of the Lahour opinionof Great
Britain, and drew my attention to its
leading ‘article. =1. confess to being a
frequent reader of that publication, much
though I disagree with it at times, for, on
some points ‘T am with its ‘editor, Mr.
George Lansbury. * Ihaveoften marvelled
at the freedom with whichhe is permitted
to express his opinions.

~

Can it be a sign
of weaknéss on the part of the Govern-
ment * that) anti-war opinions “and ‘un-
adulterated Bolshevisin may be advocated
week by’ week, “and widely circulated
among certain sections of the labouring
classes, whose guiding principle is thas

they are open to take anything soins
whohavealittle more than they, but re

to surrendernothingof thelittle they mz
have themselves? «I wonder. In Ge
many Mr, Lansbury would be in gaol,
and one such issue of the ‘‘ Herald’ as”
my correspondent sends me would be its
last. The paper and what it stands for
are symptomatic of the state of war
weariness which,.must come to all the
peoples of the belligerent nations, and the
element of truth: which is editorially
expressed in it is its main danger to the
cause of the nation andof civilisation.

N face of the hideous state of affairs: in
Russia these British Bolshevists are

their arms and ‘be -trapped by the still
braggart power of the German people as
the” Bolshevists, “criminal and innocent,
‘have been trapped at Brest Litovsk.
_Let me urge my readers not to be misled
by any English pacifist who would seek to

 

   
 

 

Captain Gilbert” Nobbs, whose br: je and
fascinating story of his ‘persona _expe-
riences, “|Englishman, Kamerad!’’ is

described on the preceding page.

persuade them that there, is a great
-and. growing German | democracy bent
upon makingpeace on terms which “ will
make’ “the “world safe for democracy.”
Germany is military and  Imperialistic
not from thé’ Kaiser dowhward, but from
the labouring man upward.* ‘There is no
conceivable community‘of feeling bétween
the. German, working. classes “and “the
‘British jworkers, and they are traitors to

the. cause: of Semieetne who. should
seek, at; this. critical moment to weaken
the strength of ourresistance to Getman
aggression by spreadingamongthé British
multitude those delusive: doctrines which
have brought to Russia a-German“peace’
and plunged that unhappy land into a
state of anarchy and misery such as may
yet make her peoplelong for a returnof
the bad De régime of autocracy. :

HAViE received a note from some brave
British’ cyclists'on the Italian front

suggesting that the words under-oneof the

“now touting the province

~

pices sin THE WAR ILLUSTRATED. of* ‘
ecer 29th might be interpreted as
Alec discredit on their unit byits
ference to signallers and cyclists who

wake “ neither armed with rifles” nor
rane’ in their use.’ ‘The actual words,

quoted from a war “correspondent, were
doubtléss written in thoughtless haste.
“Of course, it is well-known that men of
the cyclist battalions are trained: in the
use of the rifle—include, indeed, many
crack marksmen. ‘Ihe slip was, by. no
means intendédas a slur on‘thatfine body
of men who form: thesignalling sections
‘and the cyclist battalions of our armies,
and does not lessen the ludicrousness of
the scene depicted.

willing that, the allied armies lay down - :

War-Time Prices .

M* correspondent; Mr. I'rancis Grant,
.who recently criticised the figures

.given in an. article on this subject,, has
written me further, pointing out that no
article offoodis cheaper to-daythanbefore
the war, and emphasising his point that
the all-round percentageof increaseis far
greater than stated. Mr, EH. Halliday, of
“South Chingford, who also writes to me

to the same effect, emphasises. tthe great

difference between pre-war pr of. fish
and the recently. “ fixed?’ 9p and
insists that, taking all expenditures into
consideration, it. cannot be proved that
the purchasing power of-the sovereign is
nowten shillings as compared with pre-
war days...

HOUGIHE- I. gladly allow. my corre-
spondents this further expression of

their views, bmust point out that.we ha
not -space, to: carry on a
‘correspondence in the pages of Tue
IntustRatep. I would. also point out
‘that the fact that so considerable an item
“as rent generally remaius on a pre-war
basis, and that so important anarticle as
bread is but about fifty per cent. up,
serves to SNES the average percentage

ase which appears
even more considerable than it is. when
certain. other items of expenditure are
singled, out. ‘

Save, Save, Save

R= CENTLYLhavye beencloselyfollowing
the successes achievedby.the varfous

Tank-Banks which, under the control of
the:National War Sayiings Committee, ‘are

Up-to-date
I learn that some twenty-cight: towns
have been visited, and something over

<4 80,000,000 has been raised.» The Tanks
certainly are as irresistible ¢on the financicv1
front ‘as they’ are’in Trance, andthe
rising weekly ‘totals must’ be very’ cheerful

readingfor the soldiérs in the field.> They,
at least, know how necessary. to their
-safety and comfort moneyis, or rather
the things which money buys. Equally;
the knowledge. that this steady_stream of
moneyis ‘flowing into the nation’s coffers

must be yéry unpleasing reading for the
foe... Lhe. National Committee has also
inavf&urated a scheme by which shops are
selling War Savings Certificates and “45
National War Bonds over ‘Heir counters,
and it is. hoped that there will soon be
25,000 shops doing this ‘valuable kind
‘of work. :

IaH
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OF
FEWnights ago I was standing in
the bar of a public-house—waiting

for the obliging proprietor to bring me
a stamp. An evening paper was lying
on the counter, with a big headline
splashed across the front page informing
the King’s lieges that the Germans had
1,575,000 bayonets—I think that was
the number—massed in- the west. It
was the kind of headline that, true or
false, leaves me cold, but I am quite

prepared to admit that it may have
been a good one from a commercial point
of view, for it arrested the attention of
everyone who came into the place. Each
fresh customer picked up the paper, read
the headline, and sought comfort in drink
before exchanging comments with the’
man beside him. And the sum of their
comments, if reported faithfully, would
have provided reading compared with
which the Book of Lamentations would
have been cheery frivolity.

RESENTLYa soldier-man blew in—
six feet of London Scot, with a

grimly humorous twist to a steel trap
of a mouth, a gold stripe on his sleeve
in memory of Loos, and only one grievance
im life—that he had. missed

.

the. Mons
medal by thirty hours, his draft having
reached France too late by that space
of time to entitle him to the decoration?
He, too, picked up the paper, glanced at
the splashed headline, and put the paper
down. ‘‘ Well, they'll want ’em,” he
remarked. “We're doing something.
Double Scotch, please!”

WAS never more. tempted to pay
for another man’s drink. ~His com-

ment, fresh and invigorating, had the
same sort of effect on the people in the
reom that -is produced in a crowded
theatre when the sliding. roof is moved
aside and the heated air escapes at once,
replaced by an atmosphere in which one
can draw free and wholesome breath.

AXOTHER small incident. ‘‘ Did yon
read Wilson’s speech ?””’ one man

asked another yesterday morning in aroom
where I happened to be. “ Fine speech ;
fine man.” “ Didn't read it,” was the
tired answer. “I’m ~sick of speéches.
Whenever things go badly, we're stalled
off with speeches.- Oratory is a very fine
thing, no doubt, but it doesn’t save liners
from being “torpedoed and destroyers
from running ashore.” The proposition
was incontrovertible, and depressing ;

°

it
nipped the conversation to/an ugly death,
as a touchof frost kills vesctable-marrows.

"THOSE two small incidents seem to
me worth recalling “as illustrations

of the unconsciousness with” which men ~
exercise their power to create atmosphere
around them. In* both

©

instances “the
actual remarks were quite trivial; their
effect, however, was very great. They
altered the temper completely of the
people who heard them,. changed the
colour of things in their imagination and
transformed the spirit in which they
faced, and~would face, facts. Tnasmuch
as the nation is but the sum of the indi-
viduals who compose it, a most serious
responsibility rests upon every man to
remember that he has this power to
create atmosphere, and to be very careful
what kind of atmosphere he creates.

OUR OBSERVATION POST
 

HAVE heard people
wished health was as infectious as

disease. It is. A day may come when
we shall be compelled by law to spread
health as already we are prohibited by
law from spreading disease. Human
nature, however, being what it is, ~pre-
hibitive legislation must for a long time
yet precede mandatory——there is much
significance in the fact that so many
of the Ten Commandments begin with
“Thou shalt not’’—and the most we
can hope for within measurable distance
of time is that it shall be made a punish-
able offence to spread a morbid state of
mind, as it is punishable now to spread
measles or scarlet fever. Some begining
has been made already, in these clanses
of the Defence of “the Reahn Act which
penalise the dissemination of reports with
imtent to encourage the enemies of the
King and to dispirit his lieges—I am
speaking without book, but correctly in
substance, I believe; but those clauses

were drawn with application limited to
the particular conditions arising out’ of
the war, and the~sermon that I would

preach from the text I picked up in a
public-house has perpetual application.

say that they

EOPLE are especially sensitive to
outside impressions just now because

their nerves are in a state of extreme
tension due to anxiety about their private -
aifairs, the welfare of their menfolk in
the Army perhaps, ands because their
nerves are fretted by the hundred and
one interferences withtheir lifelong habits,
enforced alteration of their accustomed |

SHSDDSSDPHKKKKKKKKRES
New Army

OBODY knows the process of selection by
which the New Army chooses the songs to

which it marches on its great adventures. Those,
however, upon which its’ choice has fallen have:
been

.

consecrated. More -than one ditty, with
crudely sentimental or seemingly pointless humer-
ous words and a simple melody strung on a few
notes with intent to catch the favour of an u-
caitical music-hall audience; has thusbeen elevated
to the emotional plane of the battle hymns of an
Empire, never again to be heard without a thrill by
anyone who once heard it sung on the march by
those inconmparable heroes.- Thatis the thought
ensbrined in the following: poem “hy J.C.F., part
of which we reproduce irom 2 recent issue of the
* Graphic.”

A BLEAKnorth-easier chilled the blood;
The driven rain was cold asslezt;

Over the cobblestones the mud
Lay thick along the sordid street ;

Undera leaden, lowering sky,
Singing a music-hall refrain,

A Kitchener Brigade went by,
Marching through Merville in the rain... .

 

] couldn't hear the words they sang,
I didn’t recognise the song,

- Butclear to any listener rang
The meaning, “ Now wesha’n't be long.”

Atlast they heard the sounds of war,
Parades and field-days now were done,

To eagerears the blizzard bore
The grumble of the German gun.

Under a brighter, warmer sky
I fancied I could hear and see

The Roman gladiators cry,
“Salutant morituri te 1”

The new battalions marched away—
Somehow I'd like to hear again

The simple song they sang that sy
Marching through Merville in the rain.

CREATING ATMOSPHERE
diet, darkened streets, and things of that
kind; to expect them to adapt them-
selves to so changed and unpleasant an
environment easily would be to betray
gross ignorance of human nature and
entire misapprehension of the beauty
and use of philosophy. A man who has
been a “ breakfast eater’ for, say, forty
years, isn’t a “baby” if he is irritated
by having to go to his office with nothing
more inside him than a “ rational Devon-
portion” of bread—the phrase, I’m sorry
to say, is not of my coining—thinly spread
with margarine and a cup of unsweetened
tea. His wife will be ill-advised to tell
him to be philosophical, and assure him
that there are lots of little children who
would be only too glad to have had
what he has had. She should thank her
stars that her husbandis not a philosopher
——just fancy being married to a Diogenes!
—and get him off as quickly as she can,
Personally I don’t care two pins whether
I have any breakfast or not, but if my
tobacco is cut off, Heavem help mywife !

W/HAT every one of us ought to
remember, not as a matter of

exasperating philosophy but in common
decency, is that the whole sum of the
world’s cares and annoyances does not
rest upon our own one pair of shoilders.
Our irritation was natural and, therefore,
pardonable, and by our own folk no
doubt pardoned. But that must not
be the end of it. Knowledge of our own
abnormal irritability due to the abnormal
conditions should make us resolute in
long suffering of the unwonted irritability
of other people with whem we come in
contact and determined at least to try
not to aggravate it. In our homes and
in our country we need, more than
at any previous moment in our history,
the sweet atmosphere generated by the
combination of mutual goodwill and
confidence,

FOR us Civilians at home I am perfectly
sure this matter of keeping the

“atmosphere ”* wholesome is most im-
portant.

.

It means for us what ‘“ moral”
means for the Army, and the man who
does .anything to affect that adversely
is a traitor. For him 1 have no forgive-
ness.

.

I ¢an find it in my heart to forgive
the man who,-not being-in a responsible
position and therefore: bound in duty
to deal. only in facts, has communicated
some rumour which encouraged -at the
time even though later it proved to be
without good foundation. Early in the
war I spent some drab months in lodgings
in. London, away from my people and
very comfortless, Every morning the
landlady,*a pale, gaunt figure, brought
my breakfast.to my small bed-sitting-
room. She .placed the tray upon a tiny
table, drew up the blind, and gave me
first’ information of the day’s news.
Once she could not wait to draw up
the blind. She put down the tray and’
clapped her hands, -‘‘ Great news from
Gallopolipippoli |’ she exclaimed. ‘‘ We're
within two miles of a great victory!” I
don't remember that we ever got any
nearer ; but if it was froma fool’s paradise,
the gleam which that good soul brought
into one grey day remains in my memory
still. 3

c. M,
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OF
FEWnights ago I was standing in
the bar of a public-house—waiting

for the obliging proprietor to bring me
a stamp. An evening paper was lying
on the counter, with a big headline
splashed across the front page informing
the King’s lieges that the Germans had
1,575,000 bayonets—I think that was
the number—massed in- the west. It
was the kind of headline that, true or
false, leaves me cold, but I am quite

prepared to admit that it may have
been a good one from a commercial point
of view, for it arrested the attention of
everyone who came into the place. Each
fresh customer picked up the paper, read
the headline, and sought comfort in drink
before exchanging comments with the’
man beside him. And the sum of their
comments, if reported faithfully, would
have provided reading compared with
which the Book of Lamentations would
have been cheery frivolity.

RESENTLYa soldier-man blew in—
six feet of London Scot, with a

grimly humorous twist to a steel trap
of a mouth, a gold stripe on his sleeve
in memory of Loos, and only one grievance
im life—that he had. missed

.

the. Mons
medal by thirty hours, his draft having
reached France too late by that space
of time to entitle him to the decoration?
He, too, picked up the paper, glanced at
the splashed headline, and put the paper
down. ‘‘ Well, they'll want ’em,” he
remarked. “We're doing something.
Double Scotch, please!”

WAS never more. tempted to pay
for another man’s drink. ~His com-

ment, fresh and invigorating, had the
same sort of effect on the people in the
reom that -is produced in a crowded
theatre when the sliding. roof is moved
aside and the heated air escapes at once,
replaced by an atmosphere in which one
can draw free and wholesome breath.

AXOTHER small incident. ‘‘ Did yon
read Wilson’s speech ?””’ one man

asked another yesterday morning in aroom
where I happened to be. “ Fine speech ;
fine man.” “ Didn't read it,” was the
tired answer. “I’m ~sick of speéches.
Whenever things go badly, we're stalled
off with speeches.- Oratory is a very fine
thing, no doubt, but it doesn’t save liners
from being “torpedoed and destroyers
from running ashore.” The proposition
was incontrovertible, and depressing ;

°

it
nipped the conversation to/an ugly death,
as a touchof frost kills vesctable-marrows.

"THOSE two small incidents seem to
me worth recalling “as illustrations

of the unconsciousness with” which men ~
exercise their power to create atmosphere
around them. In* both

©

instances “the
actual remarks were quite trivial; their
effect, however, was very great. They
altered the temper completely of the
people who heard them,. changed the
colour of things in their imagination and
transformed the spirit in which they
faced, and~would face, facts. Tnasmuch
as the nation is but the sum of the indi-
viduals who compose it, a most serious
responsibility rests upon every man to
remember that he has this power to
create atmosphere, and to be very careful
what kind of atmosphere he creates.

OUR OBSERVATION POST
 

HAVE heard people
wished health was as infectious as

disease. It is. A day may come when
we shall be compelled by law to spread
health as already we are prohibited by
law from spreading disease. Human
nature, however, being what it is, ~pre-
hibitive legislation must for a long time
yet precede mandatory——there is much
significance in the fact that so many
of the Ten Commandments begin with
“Thou shalt not’’—and the most we
can hope for within measurable distance
of time is that it shall be made a punish-
able offence to spread a morbid state of
mind, as it is punishable now to spread
measles or scarlet fever. Some begining
has been made already, in these clanses
of the Defence of “the Reahn Act which
penalise the dissemination of reports with
imtent to encourage the enemies of the
King and to dispirit his lieges—I am
speaking without book, but correctly in
substance, I believe; but those clauses

were drawn with application limited to
the particular conditions arising out’ of
the war, and the~sermon that I would

preach from the text I picked up in a
public-house has perpetual application.

say that they

EOPLE are especially sensitive to
outside impressions just now because

their nerves are in a state of extreme
tension due to anxiety about their private -
aifairs, the welfare of their menfolk in
the Army perhaps, ands because their
nerves are fretted by the hundred and
one interferences withtheir lifelong habits,
enforced alteration of their accustomed |

SHSDDSSDPHKKKKKKKKRES
New Army

OBODY knows the process of selection by
which the New Army chooses the songs to

which it marches on its great adventures. Those,
however, upon which its’ choice has fallen have:
been

.

consecrated. More -than one ditty, with
crudely sentimental or seemingly pointless humer-
ous words and a simple melody strung on a few
notes with intent to catch the favour of an u-
caitical music-hall audience; has thusbeen elevated
to the emotional plane of the battle hymns of an
Empire, never again to be heard without a thrill by
anyone who once heard it sung on the march by
those inconmparable heroes.- Thatis the thought
ensbrined in the following: poem “hy J.C.F., part
of which we reproduce irom 2 recent issue of the
* Graphic.”

A BLEAKnorth-easier chilled the blood;
The driven rain was cold asslezt;

Over the cobblestones the mud
Lay thick along the sordid street ;

Undera leaden, lowering sky,
Singing a music-hall refrain,

A Kitchener Brigade went by,
Marching through Merville in the rain... .

 

] couldn't hear the words they sang,
I didn’t recognise the song,

- Butclear to any listener rang
The meaning, “ Now wesha’n't be long.”

Atlast they heard the sounds of war,
Parades and field-days now were done,

To eagerears the blizzard bore
The grumble of the German gun.

Under a brighter, warmer sky
I fancied I could hear and see

The Roman gladiators cry,
“Salutant morituri te 1”

The new battalions marched away—
Somehow I'd like to hear again

The simple song they sang that sy
Marching through Merville in the rain.

CREATING ATMOSPHERE
diet, darkened streets, and things of that
kind; to expect them to adapt them-
selves to so changed and unpleasant an
environment easily would be to betray
gross ignorance of human nature and
entire misapprehension of the beauty
and use of philosophy. A man who has
been a “ breakfast eater’ for, say, forty
years, isn’t a “baby” if he is irritated
by having to go to his office with nothing
more inside him than a “ rational Devon-
portion” of bread—the phrase, I’m sorry
to say, is not of my coining—thinly spread
with margarine and a cup of unsweetened
tea. His wife will be ill-advised to tell
him to be philosophical, and assure him
that there are lots of little children who
would be only too glad to have had
what he has had. She should thank her
stars that her husbandis not a philosopher
——just fancy being married to a Diogenes!
—and get him off as quickly as she can,
Personally I don’t care two pins whether
I have any breakfast or not, but if my
tobacco is cut off, Heavem help mywife !

W/HAT every one of us ought to
remember, not as a matter of

exasperating philosophy but in common
decency, is that the whole sum of the
world’s cares and annoyances does not
rest upon our own one pair of shoilders.
Our irritation was natural and, therefore,
pardonable, and by our own folk no
doubt pardoned. But that must not
be the end of it. Knowledge of our own
abnormal irritability due to the abnormal
conditions should make us resolute in
long suffering of the unwonted irritability
of other people with whem we come in
contact and determined at least to try
not to aggravate it. In our homes and
in our country we need, more than
at any previous moment in our history,
the sweet atmosphere generated by the
combination of mutual goodwill and
confidence,

FOR us Civilians at home I am perfectly
sure this matter of keeping the

“atmosphere ”* wholesome is most im-
portant.

.

It means for us what ‘“ moral”
means for the Army, and the man who
does .anything to affect that adversely
is a traitor. For him 1 have no forgive-
ness.

.

I ¢an find it in my heart to forgive
the man who,-not being-in a responsible
position and therefore: bound in duty
to deal. only in facts, has communicated
some rumour which encouraged -at the
time even though later it proved to be
without good foundation. Early in the
war I spent some drab months in lodgings
in. London, away from my people and
very comfortless, Every morning the
landlady,*a pale, gaunt figure, brought
my breakfast.to my small bed-sitting-
room. She .placed the tray upon a tiny
table, drew up the blind, and gave me
first’ information of the day’s news.
Once she could not wait to draw up
the blind. She put down the tray and’
clapped her hands, -‘‘ Great news from
Gallopolipippoli |’ she exclaimed. ‘‘ We're
within two miles of a great victory!” I
don't remember that we ever got any
nearer ; but if it was froma fool’s paradise,
the gleam which that good soul brought
into one grey day remains in my memory
still. 3
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TheWar Ilusinated, Ind Marsh, 1918.

WHATA BOLSHEVIST

SHE. -latest Bolshevist -manceuvres:
leave Russiain a worse plight than
ever. Lenin and Trotsky, having

destroyed the Russian Army, nowdiscover
that the country is defenceless before an
implacable enemy.

It is very important that the people of
Great Britain should understand precisely
what the outcome of the prolonged
““peace”’ negotiations at Brest Litovsk
has been. The present situation reveals
both the sinister of Germany and
the futility of Bolshevist methods.
Lenin and Trotsky took German gold

and used it to undermine the cohesion

and the discipline of the Russian force
They were perfectly candid about their
objects. They. wanted to stop the war
in order to initiate a far more destructive
class warfare in every cow in Europe,
with the deliberate intenti { shattering
the existing fabric of civilisation. Their
idea was that if they 1 only announce
to the German “ proletariat ” their desire
to make peace, the German “ workers.”

would force the Government to cease
hostilities, and Bolshevist ex es would
begin at once in all lands. Things have
net worked out that way. Nosensible
und thoughtful man ever believed they
would, but Lenin and Trots for all

their fine phrases, are narrow atics of

a most blind and bigoted type. Theyare
destructive and not constructive, and the
same may be said of all -conspirators of
their particular variety. ;
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Trotsky’s One Service

They succeeded only too well in Russia.
They broke the State intg fragments.
They abolished the police, the lawcourts,
the institution of marriage, the Church,
all forms of property, whether real or
personal, and they repudiated the National

 

Debt. They reluctantly summoned a_
Constituent Assembly, and forcibly closed
it when its members did not agree-with
them. They suppressed all newspapers
which were not of their way of thinking.
They connived at pillage and murder, and
rendered life unsafe for amy man who wore
a clean collar or a respectable:coat. They
sought to thrust their mad doctrines: upon
Finland and Southern Russia, exactly as
the leaders of the first French Revolution
attempted to do in Western. Europe.
The climax came when they opened

negotiations. with the Central Powers at
Brest Litovsk. At once they were con-
fronted with grim soldiers and infiexible
statesmen who bluntly and rightly claimed
to be victors, and laughed at their windy

talk. The Germans and Austrians had
their legions at their back. Trotsky had
no troops and no real mandate, for all
Russia was plunged in civil war. He
began by demanding that the Germans
should withdraw from the Baltic provinces
of Courland, Lithuania, and Esthonia,
and leave the people of these regions to
decide for themselves what form of rule
they would adopt. The Germans re-
sponded that the inhabitants might decide
for themselves, but Germany would super-
‘vise the voting, and the German garrisons
would remain. Therein lay the one great
service which Trotsky has rendered to
the world im all this miserable business,
and, despite the incalculable mischief he
and~ his. associates have wrought, he
deserves credit. for havingforced Germany
to disclose her hand. He made the

By Lovat Fraser
German. . Government-. admit -that they
meant to keep their conquests.

At this stage a delegation arrived: at
Brest Litovsk from the newly-constituted
Ukraine Republic. J must pause here to
explain briefly the essentials of the
Ukraine question. Under the Tsars the
‘Ukraine consisted of four provinces,
chiefly inhabited by Ruthenians, or “ Little

Russians,” who also dwell in Eastern
Galicia. The chief cities of the “old
Ukraine are Wieff.and WKharkoft.. The
Ruthenians.are allied in origin to the rest
of the Russian stock, but have very
distinct. characteristics of their own.
They have, however, no very clearly
demarcated history, though it is most
important to note that their leaders
have long aspired to a separate national
existence, and have been the object of
Austro-German intrigue for years.

The Ukraine Position

When Russia split up under the
Bolshevists, the people of the Ukraine
formed a separate Republic extending
far beyond their old limits; They marked
out a territory extending from Brest
Litovsk to Odessa. and the Black Sea.
They summoned a “‘Rada,”’ or Parliament,
of their own, and they quickly repudiated
Lenin and Trotsky and ail their works.
The ideas of the Ukrainian leaders were’
tolerably advanced ; they-were soon forced
to agree to give all the land to the
peasants, but shrank from the universal
anarchy favoured by the Bolshevists.
While Trotsky was babbling daily at

Brest Litovsk, the Ukraine leaders quietly
coneluded and signed a definite peace
with the Central Powers. Germany had
two great objects in arranging this peace.
She wanted food, and she wanted the
alternative route te the East. She
promised: protection to the Ukraine, but
she is not likely*to obtain much food
this year. JI have made careful inquiries
on this point, and my information is
that when the Bolskevists harried the
Ukraine late last autumn they destroyed
most of the fdéod reserves. The region
is, however, exceptionally fertile. It is

the centre: of the famous “ black earth ”
area, and is an even. more productive
granary than Southern Rumania. If
Germany ¢an keep control of the Ukraine
she will have, a vast additional source
of food supply for the next war, of which
she-is already thinking.

Failure of Lenin and Trotsky

Trotsky was nouplussed by the Ukraine
peace, and his pretentious attitude was
quickly altered. He tried to settle an
impossible situation by declaring that
“the state of war was ended,” but he
refused to sign peace. The reasons for
his refusal were so confused and cen-
tradictory that there is no need to recapi=
tulate them, except to note that with
characteristic intolerance he resented: the
separate action of the Ukraine leaders.
So much was this the case that the
Bolshevists, while unwilling to fight
Germany, renewed their war with the
Ukraine Republic and began extensive
hostilities around Kieff. _
The Germans cut. the tangle in the end

by declaring that, as. the Bolshevists
refused to sign peace; they considered

Page 42

‘PEACE’ MEANS

that the armistice was: over, and. they
held themselves at liberty  ta~ resume
hostilities. The°-irrelevant Bolshevists
responded by declaring war on Rumania,
while at the time of writing they. have
made no formal reply to the German
ultimatum. The opinion of those best
competent to judge is that Lenin and
Trotsky have neared the end of their
tether. ,Their final card» with their
followers was their promise to secure
peace. As they have failed either. to
negotiate peace or to wage war, while they
have: reduced Russia’.to chaos, the as-

sumption is that they will soon be over-
thrown. Some people in’ this country
profess to see in their wild policy an
object of admiration. I canmet share
this view. I cannot get beyond. the fact
that they have wrecked Russia and
dispersed the Russian forces, while they
continue obstinately to declare that their
ultimate purpose is to obliterate the
established order of things in every State
in Europe. Similar mad’ talk was heard
in Paris at the end of the eighteenth
century, before. the rise of Napoleon.

There are many things in this: country
which a number of people wouldlike to sce
altered, but I am ‘firmly convinced that

 

    
t

the British nation has no intention of
pullmg to pieces, at the bidding ‘of-a
Lenin or Trotsky, a State which has
taken a thousand years to construct.

 

  

Where the One Hope Lies

The move nowlies with Germa
it is well to note in a practical way
courses which lie open to her. There can
be no doubt that the policy of the Bol-
shevists, or their lack of policy, confronts
Germany. with difficulties. It, means
that she must keep substantial forces on
the Russian front, which may limit
her expected offensive in the west.

There is ,reason to believe that the
Austrian attitude is designed, and’ is

intended to mislead the Allies. Far more
significant and more genuine is the
protest of the Poles, who feei that they

have been betrayed. One of the clauses
of the German peace with the Ukraine
gives to the Ruthenians a large slice of
the historic territory of Poland, andthere
cam, be no deubt that the object of this
subtle gift is; to sow dissension. My
personal view is, however, that Germany

will overcome by force all the obstacles
which appear to confront her in’ Western
Russia. The deciding factor will be that
she is armed.and militant. The one hope
for Poland and for Russia lies in a military
victory inthe west.

‘Fhat is the conclusion to which all these
confused episodes lead. ‘‘ War is war,”
as Prince Henry of Prussia observedin a
telegram: to some stranded British tourists
om the Rhine. The Bolshevists have
tried to terminate the war by talking
pleasantly to the Germans. One might
as well try to talk affably to a cobra.
There is.no way out of the present com-
plications save by overthrowing the enemy
iv battle. They are believed to be about
to seek a. decision in the west. If we
repulse. them; asf believe we. shall; we
must still fight on until they are routed.
‘The Bolshevist way. of ‘“ peace ’’ will not
defeat the enemy, and it avowedly

portends. unending internal strife, which

the western nations flatly reject.
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Canadians Homeward Bound, Their Duty Done
Canadian War Records
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Canadians who havebeen discharged from mili-ary service, after having struck
their blow for freedom and right, about to start on their journey home to Canada.

 
    
 

   
icti 2 i ipti is **R.1.P. Mime. Delabre

a i Idiers at the grave of a woman victim of Germantyranny. The inscription on the cross is *R. Mm )

SeliceBuse Byithe Gennianss Oct., 1914.’ Right: Canadian corps commander examining a rifie when inspecting a divisional train.

 

    
 

   

stern front. Right: One of the survivors of the Fort Garry Horse, who made the famous
A:gnoup of cheery. Canadians on the we , packing his kit preparatory to his return to Canada.
charge through a battery of German gunsin the Battle of Cambrai on Nov. 20th
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leave Russiain a worse plight than
ever. Lenin and Trotsky, having

destroyed the Russian Army, nowdiscover
that the country is defenceless before an
implacable enemy.

It is very important that the people of
Great Britain should understand precisely
what the outcome of the prolonged
““peace”’ negotiations at Brest Litovsk
has been. The present situation reveals
both the sinister of Germany and
the futility of Bolshevist methods.
Lenin and Trotsky took German gold

and used it to undermine the cohesion

and the discipline of the Russian force
They were perfectly candid about their
objects. They. wanted to stop the war
in order to initiate a far more destructive
class warfare in every cow in Europe,
with the deliberate intenti { shattering
the existing fabric of civilisation. Their
idea was that if they 1 only announce
to the German “ proletariat ” their desire
to make peace, the German “ workers.”

would force the Government to cease
hostilities, and Bolshevist ex es would
begin at once in all lands. Things have
net worked out that way. Nosensible
und thoughtful man ever believed they
would, but Lenin and Trots for all

their fine phrases, are narrow atics of

a most blind and bigoted type. Theyare
destructive and not constructive, and the
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Trotsky’s One Service

They succeeded only too well in Russia.
They broke the State intg fragments.
They abolished the police, the lawcourts,
the institution of marriage, the Church,
all forms of property, whether real or
personal, and they repudiated the National

 

Debt. They reluctantly summoned a_
Constituent Assembly, and forcibly closed
it when its members did not agree-with
them. They suppressed all newspapers
which were not of their way of thinking.
They connived at pillage and murder, and
rendered life unsafe for amy man who wore
a clean collar or a respectable:coat. They
sought to thrust their mad doctrines: upon
Finland and Southern Russia, exactly as
the leaders of the first French Revolution
attempted to do in Western. Europe.
The climax came when they opened

negotiations. with the Central Powers at
Brest Litovsk. At once they were con-
fronted with grim soldiers and infiexible
statesmen who bluntly and rightly claimed
to be victors, and laughed at their windy

talk. The Germans and Austrians had
their legions at their back. Trotsky had
no troops and no real mandate, for all
Russia was plunged in civil war. He
began by demanding that the Germans
should withdraw from the Baltic provinces
of Courland, Lithuania, and Esthonia,
and leave the people of these regions to
decide for themselves what form of rule
they would adopt. The Germans re-
sponded that the inhabitants might decide
for themselves, but Germany would super-
‘vise the voting, and the German garrisons
would remain. Therein lay the one great
service which Trotsky has rendered to
the world im all this miserable business,
and, despite the incalculable mischief he
and~ his. associates have wrought, he
deserves credit. for havingforced Germany
to disclose her hand. He made the

By Lovat Fraser
German. . Government-. admit -that they
meant to keep their conquests.

At this stage a delegation arrived: at
Brest Litovsk from the newly-constituted
Ukraine Republic. J must pause here to
explain briefly the essentials of the
Ukraine question. Under the Tsars the
‘Ukraine consisted of four provinces,
chiefly inhabited by Ruthenians, or “ Little

Russians,” who also dwell in Eastern
Galicia. The chief cities of the “old
Ukraine are Wieff.and WKharkoft.. The
Ruthenians.are allied in origin to the rest
of the Russian stock, but have very
distinct. characteristics of their own.
They have, however, no very clearly
demarcated history, though it is most
important to note that their leaders
have long aspired to a separate national
existence, and have been the object of
Austro-German intrigue for years.

The Ukraine Position

When Russia split up under the
Bolshevists, the people of the Ukraine
formed a separate Republic extending
far beyond their old limits; They marked
out a territory extending from Brest
Litovsk to Odessa. and the Black Sea.
They summoned a “‘Rada,”’ or Parliament,
of their own, and they quickly repudiated
Lenin and Trotsky and ail their works.
The ideas of the Ukrainian leaders were’
tolerably advanced ; they-were soon forced
to agree to give all the land to the
peasants, but shrank from the universal
anarchy favoured by the Bolshevists.
While Trotsky was babbling daily at

Brest Litovsk, the Ukraine leaders quietly
coneluded and signed a definite peace
with the Central Powers. Germany had
two great objects in arranging this peace.
She wanted food, and she wanted the
alternative route te the East. She
promised: protection to the Ukraine, but
she is not likely*to obtain much food
this year. JI have made careful inquiries
on this point, and my information is
that when the Bolskevists harried the
Ukraine late last autumn they destroyed
most of the fdéod reserves. The region
is, however, exceptionally fertile. It is

the centre: of the famous “ black earth ”
area, and is an even. more productive
granary than Southern Rumania. If
Germany ¢an keep control of the Ukraine
she will have, a vast additional source
of food supply for the next war, of which
she-is already thinking.

Failure of Lenin and Trotsky

Trotsky was nouplussed by the Ukraine
peace, and his pretentious attitude was
quickly altered. He tried to settle an
impossible situation by declaring that
“the state of war was ended,” but he
refused to sign peace. The reasons for
his refusal were so confused and cen-
tradictory that there is no need to recapi=
tulate them, except to note that with
characteristic intolerance he resented: the
separate action of the Ukraine leaders.
So much was this the case that the
Bolshevists, while unwilling to fight
Germany, renewed their war with the
Ukraine Republic and began extensive
hostilities around Kieff. _
The Germans cut. the tangle in the end

by declaring that, as. the Bolshevists
refused to sign peace; they considered
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that the armistice was: over, and. they
held themselves at liberty  ta~ resume
hostilities. The°-irrelevant Bolshevists
responded by declaring war on Rumania,
while at the time of writing they. have
made no formal reply to the German
ultimatum. The opinion of those best
competent to judge is that Lenin and
Trotsky have neared the end of their
tether. ,Their final card» with their
followers was their promise to secure
peace. As they have failed either. to
negotiate peace or to wage war, while they
have: reduced Russia’.to chaos, the as-

sumption is that they will soon be over-
thrown. Some people in’ this country
profess to see in their wild policy an
object of admiration. I canmet share
this view. I cannot get beyond. the fact
that they have wrecked Russia and
dispersed the Russian forces, while they
continue obstinately to declare that their
ultimate purpose is to obliterate the
established order of things in every State
in Europe. Similar mad’ talk was heard
in Paris at the end of the eighteenth
century, before. the rise of Napoleon.

There are many things in this: country
which a number of people wouldlike to sce
altered, but I am ‘firmly convinced that
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Where the One Hope Lies

The move nowlies with Germa
it is well to note in a practical way
courses which lie open to her. There can
be no doubt that the policy of the Bol-
shevists, or their lack of policy, confronts
Germany. with difficulties. It, means
that she must keep substantial forces on
the Russian front, which may limit
her expected offensive in the west.

There is ,reason to believe that the
Austrian attitude is designed, and’ is

intended to mislead the Allies. Far more
significant and more genuine is the
protest of the Poles, who feei that they

have been betrayed. One of the clauses
of the German peace with the Ukraine
gives to the Ruthenians a large slice of
the historic territory of Poland, andthere
cam, be no deubt that the object of this
subtle gift is; to sow dissension. My
personal view is, however, that Germany

will overcome by force all the obstacles
which appear to confront her in’ Western
Russia. The deciding factor will be that
she is armed.and militant. The one hope
for Poland and for Russia lies in a military
victory inthe west.

‘Fhat is the conclusion to which all these
confused episodes lead. ‘‘ War is war,”
as Prince Henry of Prussia observedin a
telegram: to some stranded British tourists
om the Rhine. The Bolshevists have
tried to terminate the war by talking
pleasantly to the Germans. One might
as well try to talk affably to a cobra.
There is.no way out of the present com-
plications save by overthrowing the enemy
iv battle. They are believed to be about
to seek a. decision in the west. If we
repulse. them; asf believe we. shall; we
must still fight on until they are routed.
‘The Bolshevist way. of ‘“ peace ’’ will not
defeat the enemy, and it avowedly

portends. unending internal strife, which

the western nations flatly reject.
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Canadians Homeward Bound, Their Duty Done
Canadian War Records
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Canadians who havebeen discharged from mili-ary service, after having struck
their blow for freedom and right, about to start on their journey home to Canada.

 
    
 

   
icti 2 i ipti is **R.1.P. Mime. Delabre

a i Idiers at the grave of a woman victim of Germantyranny. The inscription on the cross is *R. Mm )

SeliceBuse Byithe Gennianss Oct., 1914.’ Right: Canadian corps commander examining a rifie when inspecting a divisional train.

 

    
 

   

stern front. Right: One of the survivors of the Fort Garry Horse, who made the famous
A:gnoup of cheery. Canadians on the we , packing his kit preparatory to his return to Canada.
charge through a battery of German gunsin the Battle of Cambrai on Nov. 20th
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Quaint Quarters ofthe Fighting Men in Erance | Clouds of Shell-Smother Caught by the Camera
Australian and Canadian Official Photographs
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This dug-out: on the western front was: originally excavated by
French shells, then enlarged and adapted by German troops, and

z is new in French occupation. z atie
 —  

   
Canadians. resting in abarn. Wire hammocks have been-slungon
framework, three stories: high, witha narrow gangway down: the:

centre. (Canadian War Records.)    
 

Canadian motor-car undershell fire on the western front. The chauffeur had stopped and sought refuge from any flying fragments on

 

 

 

 

 

; S . Ps # ¢ : the off-side step—where he waited while the ‘‘ strafe ’’ expended itself. At the very momentof photographinga big shell had exploded.
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An elaborate French dug-out. Its back is towards the Germanlines, overwhich its roof garden provides a gaod:observation post, and

in frent is a vegetable garden. (French official.) Inset: French first-line trenches, showing the dug-outs infthe earthen walls.
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During the Battle of Messines—the bursting of an enemyshell near aroad, well behind the battle-front, along which Australian soldiers

were taking a transport vehicle. The row of eiaht slender trees had so far escaped destruction.
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Trifles Picked Up on the Blazed Trail of War.
British Official Photographs
 

    

 

    

Victors returning with the spoils ofwar. Men of the Wiltshire
Regiment coming in from the trenches wearing trophies in the

shape of helmets, caps, and coats captured from the enemy.

 

  

   

 

 

Camoufiaging a road from the too inquisitive eyes of German observation officers and airmen.., Ri > Briti i ifi 2 .. Right: British soldiers buying eggs to
take into the trenches. This was the last shop out on the way to the line, the road being barricadedjust beyond the oe" Housed
 

 

     
        
Tubes containing dynamite with which the Germans intended to ‘hina = ia aie of - vill = = tire v f k 3 > age now held’ by British troops, Right:
Repairino shells on a roadside dump, on which no non-commissioned officer or man is allowed unless actually engaged omtiie ork
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West
 

   
One of the entrances to Arras, the old capita! of the Department of
Pas-de-Calais, which suffered greatly in the war, until the firing-

: line was pressed some miles to the eastward.
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British soldiers from the firing-line raise their ‘ glasses ’’—that is to say, their jam-pots and milk-tins-—and drink to their friends

at home. inset above : A scene on the Fampoux road, where a numberof British soldiers are gathered around a stranded Tank.
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The True Story of Henry : ,
By “ VEDETTE”

Author of the Famous War Book, “ The Adventures of an Ensign”

N that region of France where flat
] plains and brimming ditches warn

you that Belgium is close at hanc
stands a collection of crumbling heaps of
masonry and ragged sandbags which, in
happier days, was a rich and pleasant
hamlet. German gunners have long since
wiped it off the map. But there was a
time, earlier in the war, when the greater

part of the village was yet fairly well
preserved. The long, low farmsteads,
with their ample barns, the neat cottages,
and the larger houses about the white
stone church, furnished roomy and com-
fortable billets for the troops im reserve
in this sector of the British lime.
At the time of which I am writing, an

infantry brigadier had. his headquarters
in the lawyer's house, an old-fashioned,
single-storied building, which had suffered
somewhat from the enemy’s rather in-
accurate shooting at the church steeple.
About the brigadier there is nothing more
to be said, save that he was a vigorous,

resilient personality, with a keen sense
of humour and a heart of gold. For this
story concerns his soldier-servant, which,

his name was Henry.

Be the headquarters staff. there was
no more important personage than

Henry.. This statement will not seem
extravagant to anybody who campaigned
in France during the long, cold season
of the opening of r9r5, for in those days
a good servant made just the difference
between comparative discomfort and
squalid misery wnrelieved.
Henry was. the perfect valet—quiet,

efficient, and intelligent. His private
recipe for boot polish, compounded some-
where in the Shepherd Market, at the
back of Piccadilly, and jealously cherished
as a profound secret, made the brigadier’s
field-boots the envy of the brigade. He
was as careful of the appearance of “ his
officer’ as he was about his own—and
that is saying a great deal. No matter
at what hour of the day or night the
brigadier returned from his daily, round
of the trenches, Henry awaited him with

hot water and a change, and he kept the
general's bed-room, even when it was
nothing better than a dug-out, as spick
and span as a lady’s boudoir.
But Henry was not onty an excellent

servant. He practically ran the mess,
knew enough about horses to keep the
general’s groom up to the mark, attended
to the brigadier’s orders to London
tradesmen for such commodities as
cigarettes, and cakes for tea, and supplied
his master with a regular service of the
remarkable rumours which seem to be
part and parcel of life at the front.
‘Whenever it could be arranged, the
brigadier took Henry home with him when
he went on leave, for there was what

Henry used to call “a understanding”
between himself and the cook at the
brigadier’s cottage in Hampshire.

 

 

 

ETWEEN Henry and thé general the
‘ understanding was perfect. The

general liked to talk, and Henry was an
excellent listener. By nature taciturn, he
was apt upon occasion to deliver himself
of a pungent reflection which, from the
mouth of Bernard Shaw, would have

been termed an epigram.

something to keep out the wet.

‘the manthetelling-off he deserved.

“Henry,” the brigadier would say, as
the latter was pulling off his master’s
muddy boots after the general’s daily
round, “Henry, these Huns will be the

death of me?”
“They'll be the. death of

Vm thinking, sir,” Henry

gravely, “afore this war's
severin’ lot, I call ’em!” :

A middle-sized, grave, clean-shaven

man was Henry. He rarely smiled, and
when he did, checked the inclination
half way, as thoughafraid of being caught
in the act. He ruled everybody at head-

quarters with a rod of iron. With the
servants and orderlies he relied on a
deadly and withering sareasm as his
offensive weapon; “with “the general’s
staff he adopted a form of passive
resistance, cloaked by his silent and
dignified air, which always secured him

his own wayin the domestic afiairs of the
headquarters’ mess.

many of us,
would reply
gone.  Per-

HE general swore at him occasionally,
but he also swore by him. When

the commanding officers of the battalions

in the brigade lamented to the general
about the hardships and discomforts of
their mode of existence, the general would
launch forth on a eulogy of Henry.
“Look at my man,” he would say.

“None of your specially enlisted men,
mind you, but a plain soldier from the
ranks. Picked him out myself from my
battalion when we were on the Aisne.
A good servant wants a bit ofspotting,
I grant you; but you've got all sorts in
the Army nowadays. You've only got to
look around a bit to find a first-class
fellow.  You.won’t get another Henry,
of course. He’s a wonder, that man, and

I’d trust him anywhere !”
What was the amazement, therefore, of

the brigade when it became known that
the immaculate Henry had had a lapse
from virtue. From battalion’to battalion,
from brigade to brigade, until it reached
the division, flew the incredible news
that Henry had got gloriously drunk on
the preceding evening and was in close
arrest. At some battalion headquarters
that day there were malicious comments,
for,, to tell the truth, the general had

ridden his hobby rather hard at times.

  

MEANWHILE, in the brigade office,
the general with a set face was

listening to Henry’s story. It was soon
told. The general had been out all day ;
the weather was bitterly cold, with gusts
of icy rain; and the village estaminet

was there with joyous company and
Chilled

to the bone, Henry had “ popped in”
for a drink; one glass had led to another,

with the result that at closing-time the
man had emerged in a state of advanced
drunkenness. Henry was popular in his
quiet way, or otherwise the evidence
regarding the delinquent’s subsequent
rather violent encounter with the guard
might have made his offence appear far
more serious. But the_sergeant of the
guard gave a mercifully inaccurate account
of what took place, and then Henry
waited for sentence to be pronounced
on him.
The general had no heart left to give

He

might have sent him for court-martial,
but he gave Henry the benefit of his good
record.

“ Returned to duty,” said the general

curtly, averting his face. “ March out!”

rh HAT night, when the brigadier’s old
battalion went up to the front line,

Henry marched. with his old company.
The night was raw, and black as x,
the communication trench ankle-deep in
slime, the shelling violent. But Henry
cared for none of these things. His heart

was down at brigade headquarters with
his. old master.
Henry was crushed with the shame

of his position. He was no longer Henry,
the reliable, the trusted Henry, but just
a private with a number, “ broken ’”’ for
drink. But worse than this was the
realisation that his general had trusted
him, and that he had failed his general.
What would the general do without

him? Who would impart that glossy
sheen, to his field-boots now ? Who would

order the general’s cigarettes? Henry
knewhis successor, one Mullins, a willing
but stupid fellow, as he told himself.
What did he know of waiting on a
gentleman like the general ?
“As he plodded along the trench in the

darkness towards the Vereylights spouting
on the horizon, Henry had a vivid mental
vision of another man in his place as
servant, confidant, and friend to the

general. And the picture pained him so
that he gritted his teeth together and
wished he might die.

pHows at brigade headquarters the
- general sat at dinner with the rain

dripping dismally through the sacking
that very indifferently patched a gaping
shell-hole in the ceilmg of the lawyer's
house. The brigadier was morose and
silent. He- missed his faithful Henry
more than he was willing to admit, even
to himself. He had hadahardstruggle
that morning between his own feelings
and his duty to the Army, and it was no
consolation to him to feel that his sense
of responsibility had wen.

That evening already everything had
gone wrong. Mullins had managed to
smash a bottle of hair-wash over the
brigadier’s bed, and the soup was burnt.
Andalways in his mind’s eye the gener
had a picture of the immaculate Henry
immersed in the mire of the front line.

“Archie,” said. the general, to his
brigade major, when they separated that
night, “I’ve decided to give Henry
another chance. He’s had his lesson.
Whenhis battalion comes out of theline,

Tl take him back.”

 

  
 

  

 

UT it was not to be.- That very night
a stray bullet got Henry through

the head, and he mustered for that roll-

call where generals and batmen fall in
together. And the worst of this storyis
that it is true, one of the infinitesimal
little tragedies of which the hideous
drama of war is composed.

For Henry there were two who mourned
greatly—a general who went out of the
Jawyer’s house and walked by himself
for a spell on the ‘road, and a humble
maidservant who cried her eyes out in
the kitchen of a Hampshire cottage.
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The True Story of Henry : ,
By “ VEDETTE”

Author of the Famous War Book, “ The Adventures of an Ensign”

N that region of France where flat
] plains and brimming ditches warn

you that Belgium is close at hanc
stands a collection of crumbling heaps of
masonry and ragged sandbags which, in
happier days, was a rich and pleasant
hamlet. German gunners have long since
wiped it off the map. But there was a
time, earlier in the war, when the greater

part of the village was yet fairly well
preserved. The long, low farmsteads,
with their ample barns, the neat cottages,
and the larger houses about the white
stone church, furnished roomy and com-
fortable billets for the troops im reserve
in this sector of the British lime.
At the time of which I am writing, an

infantry brigadier had. his headquarters
in the lawyer's house, an old-fashioned,
single-storied building, which had suffered
somewhat from the enemy’s rather in-
accurate shooting at the church steeple.
About the brigadier there is nothing more
to be said, save that he was a vigorous,

resilient personality, with a keen sense
of humour and a heart of gold. For this
story concerns his soldier-servant, which,

his name was Henry.

Be the headquarters staff. there was
no more important personage than

Henry.. This statement will not seem
extravagant to anybody who campaigned
in France during the long, cold season
of the opening of r9r5, for in those days
a good servant made just the difference
between comparative discomfort and
squalid misery wnrelieved.
Henry was. the perfect valet—quiet,

efficient, and intelligent. His private
recipe for boot polish, compounded some-
where in the Shepherd Market, at the
back of Piccadilly, and jealously cherished
as a profound secret, made the brigadier’s
field-boots the envy of the brigade. He
was as careful of the appearance of “ his
officer’ as he was about his own—and
that is saying a great deal. No matter
at what hour of the day or night the
brigadier returned from his daily, round
of the trenches, Henry awaited him with

hot water and a change, and he kept the
general's bed-room, even when it was
nothing better than a dug-out, as spick
and span as a lady’s boudoir.
But Henry was not onty an excellent

servant. He practically ran the mess,
knew enough about horses to keep the
general’s groom up to the mark, attended
to the brigadier’s orders to London
tradesmen for such commodities as
cigarettes, and cakes for tea, and supplied
his master with a regular service of the
remarkable rumours which seem to be
part and parcel of life at the front.
‘Whenever it could be arranged, the
brigadier took Henry home with him when
he went on leave, for there was what

Henry used to call “a understanding”
between himself and the cook at the
brigadier’s cottage in Hampshire.

 

 

 

ETWEEN Henry and thé general the
‘ understanding was perfect. The

general liked to talk, and Henry was an
excellent listener. By nature taciturn, he
was apt upon occasion to deliver himself
of a pungent reflection which, from the
mouth of Bernard Shaw, would have

been termed an epigram.
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‘the manthetelling-off he deserved.

“Henry,” the brigadier would say, as
the latter was pulling off his master’s
muddy boots after the general’s daily
round, “Henry, these Huns will be the

death of me?”
“They'll be the. death of

Vm thinking, sir,” Henry

gravely, “afore this war's
severin’ lot, I call ’em!” :

A middle-sized, grave, clean-shaven

man was Henry. He rarely smiled, and
when he did, checked the inclination
half way, as thoughafraid of being caught
in the act. He ruled everybody at head-

quarters with a rod of iron. With the
servants and orderlies he relied on a
deadly and withering sareasm as his
offensive weapon; “with “the general’s
staff he adopted a form of passive
resistance, cloaked by his silent and
dignified air, which always secured him

his own wayin the domestic afiairs of the
headquarters’ mess.

many of us,
would reply
gone.  Per-

HE general swore at him occasionally,
but he also swore by him. When

the commanding officers of the battalions

in the brigade lamented to the general
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“Look at my man,” he would say.
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fellow.  You.won’t get another Henry,
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ridden his hobby rather hard at times.

  

MEANWHILE, in the brigade office,
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was there with joyous company and
Chilled

to the bone, Henry had “ popped in”
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quiet way, or otherwise the evidence
regarding the delinquent’s subsequent
rather violent encounter with the guard
might have made his offence appear far
more serious. But the_sergeant of the
guard gave a mercifully inaccurate account
of what took place, and then Henry
waited for sentence to be pronounced
on him.
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He

might have sent him for court-martial,
but he gave Henry the benefit of his good
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curtly, averting his face. “ March out!”
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was down at brigade headquarters with
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of his position. He was no longer Henry,
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a private with a number, “ broken ’”’ for
drink. But worse than this was the
realisation that his general had trusted
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him? Who would impart that glossy
sheen, to his field-boots now ? Who would

order the general’s cigarettes? Henry
knewhis successor, one Mullins, a willing
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darkness towards the Vereylights spouting
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vision of another man in his place as
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general. And the picture pained him so
that he gritted his teeth together and
wished he might die.

pHows at brigade headquarters the
- general sat at dinner with the rain

dripping dismally through the sacking
that very indifferently patched a gaping
shell-hole in the ceilmg of the lawyer's
house. The brigadier was morose and
silent. He- missed his faithful Henry
more than he was willing to admit, even
to himself. He had hadahardstruggle
that morning between his own feelings
and his duty to the Army, and it was no
consolation to him to feel that his sense
of responsibility had wen.

That evening already everything had
gone wrong. Mullins had managed to
smash a bottle of hair-wash over the
brigadier’s bed, and the soup was burnt.
Andalways in his mind’s eye the gener
had a picture of the immaculate Henry
immersed in the mire of the front line.

“Archie,” said. the general, to his
brigade major, when they separated that
night, “I’ve decided to give Henry
another chance. He’s had his lesson.
Whenhis battalion comes out of theline,

Tl take him back.”

 

  
 

  

 

UT it was not to be.- That very night
a stray bullet got Henry through

the head, and he mustered for that roll-

call where generals and batmen fall in
together. And the worst of this storyis
that it is true, one of the infinitesimal
little tragedies of which the hideous
drama of war is composed.

For Henry there were two who mourned
greatly—a general who went out of the
Jawyer’s house and walked by himself
for a spell on the ‘road, and a humble
maidservant who cried her eyes out in
the kitchen of a Hampshire cottage.
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Another mechanical invention, like the Tank comparable to the prehistoric monsters that made their way through the trackless
ooze, has made its appearance on the battle-front. This is a tractor engine with caterpillar chain plates, which surmounts
almost any obstacle. This one is in use in Palestine, and is shown dragging a waggon-load of stores across an unbridged stream.

 
 Trench messenger dog serving with the British Army waiting for a despatch which it will carry back from the front line. Dogs have
proved invaluable as despatch carriers in this war, being frequently able to get across open ground where a man could not show him-

self and live. Both dogs and pigeonsfare habitually taken to trenches with whichthereis no field telephone communication.
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Music appeals to a natural instinct and also has a distinct: military value. Some of the British troops now in Palestine, not having Serving out small-arms ammunition to French soldiers in the firing-line. On the Continent dogs were trained for military service
a regimental band with them, organised a camp band with mouth-organs, pipes hollowed out of reeds, ‘‘ bones,’’ and native drums. , ms before they were officially recognised by the British Army authorities. Besides their good work as ammunition carriers, they are

To the inspiriting music of these simple instruments the men marched gravely, muchto their own satisfaction, : most serviceable to sentries on duty in advancedpositions, giving early warning of the approach of undesirable strangers,
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A WANDERER IN WAR LANDS
 

Some Lively

was so warm in November that
we could sit outside a café and

drink our breakfast coffee in the open
air at 7.30a.m. -An attractive little town,

now unfortunately long in, enemy hands
—a town I have several good reasons to
remember.
One was that I found in it an excellent

bath-house, fitted up in a style most
unusual in that part of the world, for the
benefit of Europeanised Rumanians who
went to pass the spring or summerthere.
To get really hot water in a large, real
bath of porcelain, and a cold shower to
end up with, was:so-rare a treat on the
eastern front that I could quite con-
tentedly_have made a long stay at Turn-
Severin if the Germans had only left it
alone.

Another memory, more vivid and

A T Turn-Severin, on the Danube, it

   

bizarre, connected with those last days,
of the Rumanian resistance in Moldavia
(as the western part of their country is

called) is the memoryof a Serbia detach-
ment of _bomb-throwers, which ‘was
stationed close by on one of the Danube
islands.° The first .evenimg I was in
Turn-Severin I made acquaintance with a
black-bearded Russian colonel in the res-
taurant where everyone dined. His name
was Ratmanoff. He told me he had
been a naval captain, but, as his wife

vas Serbian and he knewthe language
well, he was given a commission in the
Army and appointed to command this
irregular band of Serbian “‘ komitadjis.”

On a Danube Island
,

 

A ‘“ komitadji,’”’ you must understand,

is, in peace time, a Balkan politician.

He is a member of a “‘ committee,’ which

means that he is engaged in trying to
exterminate the members of some other—
or probablyof every other—‘‘ committee”’
in his part of the country. Party warfare
in the Balkans is the real thing, not
waged with speeches and arguments but
with knives and bombs.

These Serbian “‘ komitadjis ”’ had now
put their political skill and experience
at the service of their country.. They
used to make raids across the Danube
into Bulgaria and throw hand-grenades
with useful effect. Their. black-bearded
colonel -was proud of them, and with

good reason. ‘They were a tough, adven-
turous lot.

I went to see them on their island
at the colonel’s invitation. They had
trenches on the side facing Bulgaria, but
they were of no use either for defensive
purposes or as rifle-pits. They were
shallow and narrow. The only way to
be hidden in them would have been to
lie down. As we walked through them
we were in full view of the Bulgarians,

not more than two hundred and fifty
yards away. However, this did not in

the least worry the Serbians. -They had
no use for trench warfare. Bomb-throw-
ing was their game.
They insisted after that on giving

an -exhibition of the way they threw
them. I did not want to see it at all.
I recalied the accident which not long
before had happened to Lady Sybil Grey
on the Russian front when she was
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watching a similar practice. I thought
of the story of the man who was assured
that a gun could not go off so long as
the “safe”? was on. He said: “ Yes,
that’s all very well. You knowit can’t
go off, and I knowit can’t. Bué does
the gun know it?” However, we had to
go through it.
The man who gave the exhibition was

a tall, bony, loose-jointed creature who

had lived twelve years in the woods to
escape from rival “politicians.” He had
the title of Voivode, which means warrior,

and conférs great honour. A few days
before he had been across the: river by
himself, and had killed five Bulgars,
wounding twelve more. So I think he
deserved his title.

Commandeered Sucking-Pig

As we had landed on the island from
the launch which took us over we had
seen some of the ‘ komitadjis ’. cooking
a sucking-pig. It was spitted on a stick,
and they were turning it over a fine
red log-fire. .After we had walked round,

the colonel commandeered the sucking-
pig, and insisted that we should sit down
and eat it with him at five o’clock in the
afternoodn. _He told us we could not go
back to the Rumanian shore entil dark
fell, so we might as well fill up our time
by eating and drinking. A delightfully
Russian view! So down we sat in the
open and fell to.

Luckily, the Bulgarian gunners began
just about this hour to put across their
usual afternoon dose of shells. J had an
excuse to finish up quickly my pretence
of eating, and go down to the river-bank
to see what sort of hits they were making.
The Rumanian batteries soon answered,

so we had a brisk bombardment going on
over our heads. The. colonel said the
Bulgars had evidently seen us, and hoped
to catch us as we went back. I asked
him why they did not,pepper the island.
“Oh,” he said, ‘‘ they never begin that

until eight-thirty at night.”
We crossed safely in the early darkness

and river mist, though we nearly ran into
one of the Rumanian defensive mines
owing to a heated disagreement between
the colonel and the motor-man as to
where it would be best to land. And
then the colonel asked me to take supper
with him and some of his officers. He
did not live on the island, but im the
town. After the sucking-pig I hardly
felt like another meal, but there was no
way out of it, so I promised to be with
him at eight o’clock.

Enjoyment—of a Sort

As soon as I got to the house I heard
the scraping of violins. On one side
of the dining-room there was a small
conservatory, and from out the greenery
of this peered the pathetic faces of three
gloomy Tzigane fiddlers. They looked
scared. I wondered why. Later on I
knew why.
From the moment we began supper the

young Serbian cfficers danced. After the
first few courses they pushed back the
table to one side so that they might have
more room. They danced quite well, to
wild, blood-stirring tunes of Old Serbia.

Once or twice the serving-woman ‘who

brought in the dishes and changed our
plates joined in their figures, linked arms
with them, cut nimble capers, then went

on taking away the plates,
From time to time the colonel rose

and. solemnly stepped to the music, his
black beard wagging over his chest. An
aged Cossackofficer serving with him could
not resist the infection of the dance and
footed it stiffly, but with vast enjoyment.
When he was not dancing, the colonel
sat watching his young men with affec-
tionate approval. Every now and then
he- would call one of them to him and
would kiss him for doing so well. _He
was not an old man really,. but he had
the air of a patriarch among his grand-
sons. Toasts. followed one another
briskly. We drank red wine, pleasant,
but not strong. No one drank too much.
Their exhilaration was not alcoholic, but
temperamental.

Dinner over, we still sat; the officers

still danced, and then began another
phase of the proceedings. I heard a shot
in the room. I looked round, and saw

the man sitting next to me had fired his
Browning pisto! between his knees. 1
‘immediately picked my feet up and
curled my legs as near the seat of my
chair as I could. NowI understood why
the fiddlers were scared. Pistol shots
went on all-about the room. They fired
into the ceiling, into the wainscoting, into
the floor. The colonel beamed. The old
Cossack officer’s eyes shone. Enjoyment
was at its height, everyone’s but mine.

A Kiss to be Proud Of

Now the bomb-thrower, the Voivode,

played the wildest, most fantastic tricks.
He hugged the serving-woman, he hugged
the Tziganes. He pretended to play the
guitar on his leg, which he managed, some-
how, to get into the position of a guitar.
He sang and danced like a man possessed.
The only one of the officers who did

not seem to enter enthusiastically into
the spirit of the evening was a little
Austrian Trentenant, of Slav birth and
sympathies. He had deserted to the
Rumanians and been attached to Colonel
Ratmanoff’s staff. I wondered what he
thought of it all, and whether he was
contrasting the scene with the elegancies
of life in Vienna, where he had lived.
Or perhaps it was the knowledge that
if he were captured he would certainly

be shot as a “ traitor ’’ which prevented
his spirits from rising. {
Not even the colonel’s speeches cheered

him, though these poured forth in an
almost uninterrupted stream. He pro-
posed every conceivable toast which we

. honoured in every kind of wine. I think
we all made speeches, several apicce,
but I should not like to swear. Of one
thing I am certain. When I insisted on
departing about midnight, in spite of
assurances that the evening had -only
just begun, the colonel kissed me, black
beard and all. i

And, although at the moment I was
taken aback, I am proud to have been
kissed by so brave a man.
Of his bravery shortly after that Supper-

party I must tell you another time, _
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In the skin shop: Making experiments. with the gold-beaters’ skin employed

for the lining of rigid airships.  
 

 

 

Female propeller-workers testing the propellers on a specially designed
apparatusin the inspection-room to ascertain whether the balance is true.

 

   

 

 

 

. A girl at the stamping machine in the civilian
engineering shop making aero-engine parts,

 

 

   
 

Women employed in airship construction sewing envelopes in the fabric shop of a Royal Naval Airshipstation, to the purring of

numberless sewing machines. Right: An acetylene worker im the wire-rigging shop wearing goggles to protect the eyes from the
intense white light and heat.
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Britannia, the Tank that Rules the Trenches

 

 

     

 

 
 

Dummy Tank drawnby horses on the western front. Instead of ss Nealter,’? an imitation Tank which took part_in the Scottish

a true ‘' caterpillar,’’ the make-believe is mounted on wheels. Red Cross Fund’s *‘ day ’’ at Hong Kong. z

 

 
 

 

   The Tank Britannia about to cross a trench at Camp Upton is
watched with interest by many of America’s soldiers in training. 4 we di
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H.M.L.S. Britannia at a camp of the U.S. National Army, whereit
was engaged in demonstrating various aspects of Tank warfare.

 

   
 

 
  

 
 

Britannia bridges the trench during her American demonstrations of the capabilities of a Tank. Right: Rear view of the landship
after clearing a trench. This Tank, now touring the States as “ recruiter,’’ fought in the Battie of the Somme.
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Ships to Feed You & MeInstead of the U Boats
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Aft view of the hull of the steel and concrete sea-going motor ship recently com-
pleted by the Fougner Company in Norway, and(left) forward view of the same.
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——SSS SEN aS    
The concrete and steel vessel! afloat and under way. This very interesting experiment in shipbuilding has proved thoroughly success-
ful.on her trials. The special value of concrete. ships at the present time is that they can be built in a third of the time and ata third

of tha cost ef steel vessels, and thus provide am effective answer to U hoat pirates’ sinking of food ships.

 

 

 
 

    
Khaki on the canals: Every effort is being made to’ promote the carriage of goods by inland waterwaysin order to relieve pressure
on the overburdened railways. These photographs show some of the barges in charge of men of the special Canal Transport Section.
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Britannia, the Tank that Rules the Trenches

 

 

     

 

 
 

Dummy Tank drawnby horses on the western front. Instead of ss Nealter,’? an imitation Tank which took part_in the Scottish

a true ‘' caterpillar,’’ the make-believe is mounted on wheels. Red Cross Fund’s *‘ day ’’ at Hong Kong. z

 

 
 

 

   The Tank Britannia about to cross a trench at Camp Upton is
watched with interest by many of America’s soldiers in training. 4 we di
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H.M.L.S. Britannia at a camp of the U.S. National Army, whereit
was engaged in demonstrating various aspects of Tank warfare.

 

   
 

 
  

 
 

Britannia bridges the trench during her American demonstrations of the capabilities of a Tank. Right: Rear view of the landship
after clearing a trench. This Tank, now touring the States as “ recruiter,’’ fought in the Battie of the Somme.
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Ships to Feed You & MeInstead of the U Boats
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Aft view of the hull of the steel and concrete sea-going motor ship recently com-
pleted by the Fougner Company in Norway, and(left) forward view of the same.
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THE EFFORT OF THE DOMINIONS

 

AUSTRALIA’S GREAT ACHIEVEMENT

Heroic Doings of the Commonwealth on Land and Sea

thefinest fighting men contributed
by a population ‘only two-thirds of

that of London!! Andall volunteers, not
a ‘“‘ pressed ’”? man among them !

That is Australia’s war effort expressed
in terms of recruiting alone. It is an
heroic figure, representing a degree of
sacrifice, devetion, and patriotism not
excelled in any part of the Empire.

fhree hundred and fifty thousand!
Yet this splendid effort is but one ofall
the many warefforts Australia has made,
and, big as it is, it is not disproportionate

in comparison. I havesingled it out, in
fact, merely to serve as a gauge to help
towards realisation of the measure of
Australia’s war sacrifices; for, as with

recruiting, so with every other possible
form of war effort. One and all are on
the same munificent scale. By her huge
GI of men and money, indeed, Australia

has gone towards jeopardising herfinancial
resources and progress for years to come.
And she has doneit gladly.

> war was hardly a few hours old
before a telegram fom the Governor-
General of Australia reached the Colonial
Ofiice offering to raise, equip, and maintain
aiLexpeditionary force of twenty thousand
men for service in Europe with the Armies
of the Empire. This offer sounds small,
now that we are used to speaking of
armies and soldiers in millions, but in
these early days of the war twenty
thousarid was a tremendous figure, a
magnificent offer. It was readily accepted.

“Last Man—Last Shilling "’

Virtually at the same time Australia’s
excellent little Navy of some twenty ships
and two submarines was handed over to
the control of the Imperial Admiralty at
home—though still maintained and paid
for by Australian money.
A fortnight later—August roth—Aus-

tralian men andships sailed from Sydney
on the grim errand of war. -Since that
day a steady streamof the finest soldiers,
carefully trained, splendidly equipped, and
cager to fight, has never ceased to flow.
It continues, and will continue as long as
the. Motherland has need of them. Aus-
tralia is making good the stirring promise
made on her behalf by her Prime Minister
“to stand by the Motherland to the last
man andthe last shilling.”

It is not generally known that from the
very first day of war Australia had to be
as smartly on the qui vive as any country
near the enemy. At five o’clock on the
morning following the declaration of war
trains were steaming from Melbourne and
other capitals each| carrying hundredsof
citizen “soldiers with rifles and kit-bags.
Certain units from each State had re-
ccived mobilisation orders. Soldiers to
the number of fifteen thousand, were thus
drafted off to- garrison posts—more than
fifty in number-—which might be exposed
to attack. Enemy warships were known
to be off the coasts, and Australia could

feREEhundredandfifty thousand of

       

  

 

 

   

take no risks. -That night and succeeding ~
nights searchlights were sweeping the
waters round Raestralia’s shores ; gunners,

with shells beside them, kept a ceaseless
watch, night and day alike. Besides enemy
Wwarships, there -wefe many German

By BASIL CLARKE

merchant vessels that had to be stopped.
Australia’s first shot of the war was fired
at one of these ships attempting to leave
Port Philip Heads againstorders.

Australia’s other military tasks at home
comprised the dismantlingof private wire-
less stations, the arrest of-. German

Reservists, and their safe housing in

 

  

-concentration camps.
All this time Australia’s Army and Navy

were getting ready at break-neck pace for
oversea war enterprises. The first of
these to fall to them was the capture of
Germanpossessions in the Pacific, which
wereof great advantage to the enemyas
coaling and wireless stations and a great
danger to British shipping.

First Blow. Struck

On September 11th at dawnfifty men
of the Australian Naval Reserve were
landed from Australian; warships at
Herbertshéhe, in the ~Bismarck Archi-
pelago. They hailed the wharf, and were
told by the Germans gathered there that
no resistance would be offered. They
landed, formed fours, and set out along
the road through the forest for the wire-
less station, four miles inland. They had
not gone a mile before they were am-
bushed. Germans had entrenched them-
selves at right angles to the road, and
from the cover of dense tropical vegetation
fired volleys into the contingent. Native
blacks, armed by the Germanswithrifles,

fired on the mem fromtree-tops. A retreat
before such odds would have been no dis-
grace, but the Australians charged the
trenches and captured them at the point
of the bayonet.

Nearer to the wireless station more
entrenchments were met. Lives had been
lost and many men wounded. <A runner
was sent back to the Ship for reinforce-
ments, and camp was pitched for the
night—an anxious night, too, it was!
Early next morning reinforcements arrived
with 12-pounder guns and quick-firers.
The party advanced, but the German
garrison on secing them backed frony their
trenches,-blew up the station, and escaped
into the bush. -From that momentserious
opposition was at anend. The remaining
task was the rounding-up. of the German
Governor and other prisoners; and the

proclamation that the territory was now
held in the name of King George.

H.M.A.S. Sydney's Great Fight

This bald account of the landing and
capture of New Britain is given merely to
serve as an illustration of the kind of
work Australia did in clearing the Pacific
of German posts and possessions. Some
of their work entailed serious fighting and
loss of life. Much of it was most. com-
prehensive. in its scope, and at times
Australian. warships had to bring their
guns into play to cover the advance of
land parties. But all the fighting was
undertaken in the same brave, fearless

spirit ; and by winter such was the work
of the Australiafs, the New Zealanders,

and-the Japanese, that not a German post
remained in the Pacific. This splendid
work is not known in the Mother Country
as it deserves to be.- Australia’s workin the
early days is a big chapter of war history,

 

One last point about Australia’s naval
war work in the Southern Seas—namely,
the sinking of the notorious German
commerce raider,. the cruiser Emden
(3.554 tons). -Flying many flags, the
Emden had sunk eighteen cargo steamers
and two Russian warships before-H.M.AS.
Sydney (5,400 tons) cornered her at Cocos
Island, and in a running fight so pounded
her that she had to be run ashore at
North Keeling. That fight was the first
Jaurel to go in the young Australian

Navy’s cap.
From this period of the wat onwards

the ‘principal field of Australia’s fighting
effort was nearer the centre of war.
Throughout the winter of ror4-15 Aus-
tralian transports, escorted by Australian
warships, were steadily ferrying troops
across-the water to the great camps bythe
Egyptian Pyramids, where the pick of
Australia’s young manhood was training
for battle. It was_in this part of the
world that Australia first came into touch
with the enemy (the Turks in this: case),
and excellently they acquitted themselves.
But Australia’s first really great feat of
armis—a feat that will live in war history
as long as war history lives—was. the
landing on Gallipoli in the early springof
915. As a story of courage, tenacity,
and dogged heroism. it is unsurpassed in
British annals. The reputation of Aus-
tralians as soldiers and fighters was set
upon an unshakable basis,

A Great Promise Nobly Kept

Since that day it has never lessened.
On the Somme, in the offensive that filled
the later months of 1916, and again this
year in the hammer-blows struck at the
enemy in Flanders, Australian soldiers
have re-proved their qualities and have
wonfor themselves a reputationas fighters
second to none in the whole of the British
forces. No one has been more willing to
accord them this appreciation than the
British home regiments. No bettertesti-
monial could be had of the Australians’
fighting qualities than this: that other
units have askedspecially for the privilege
of fighting alongside them.

Of the 306,227 soldiers who had left

Australia by June, 1917, New South Wales
sent 311,970, Victoria 86,648, Queens-

land 42,955, South Australia 28,039, West
Australia 26,342, and Tasmania 10,273.

They constitute an army that is. now
complete in every detail—gunners, sap-
pers, horse and foot, flying corps, railway
corps, transport, mecedical corps with
nurses,. and the r The Australian

Flying Corps promises torival in efficiency
and daring that of any other section of
the allied armies.

This huge armyis equipped and trans-
ported at Australia’s own expense. Aus-
tralia’s tiny population has thus con.
tributed to the war cost some £80,000,000,

quite apart from all the charity work she
is doing. Recruiting and the transport
of a: steady stream of soldiers*goes on
unceasingly.. Losses in the field—heay:y
as they are, both in men and material—
are more than made good. ‘There is no
relaxing. ‘ The last man and the last
shilling!” that was the promise, and
Australia is holding nobly to it.
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_ BraveFightersfrom Beneath the Southern Cross
 

 

 

 
 

 

n troops. assembled on the esi ofa Soediethas camp in England readiness: for inspection by: the King: Tae the
war his Majesty displayed. great personatiinterest in the welfare and progress of the overseas troops while stationed in this country.

 

    

 

 

Austratians training in England! making-thin wire ropes. The Men: of theastealiee lionpctan Forces marching on: tc the naa
apparatus: is: of the simplest, but the product quite satisfactory. ground of their camp for the: Royal’ inspection.
 

 

 
 

Battery of an Australian Division on the western front at Lewis-gun drill behind
the: lines.. (Australian official photograph.) Right: AustraliansimLondon for Anzac

Day with their terrier, which went through the GallipoliCampaign.  
 

  
 

Australian soldiers in London accuse their votes inthie Australian Federal Election. In the recent Referendum to decide between
conscription andvoluntary military service for the Commonweaith, the soldiers’ vote was 51,090 for and 56,000 against conscription,

and the general result was'a majority against of 465,000,
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made on her behalf by her Prime Minister
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morning following the declaration of war
trains were steaming from Melbourne and
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Battery of an Australian Division on the western front at Lewis-gun drill behind
the: lines.. (Australian official photograph.) Right: AustraliansimLondon for Anzac

Day with their terrier, which went through the GallipoliCampaign.  
 

  
 

Australian soldiers in London accuse their votes inthie Australian Federal Election. In the recent Referendum to decide between
conscription andvoluntary military service for the Commonweaith, the soldiers’ vote was 51,090 for and 56,000 against conscription,

and the general result was'a majority against of 465,000,
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 An artist N.C.O. at work on aposterin his shell-struck‘' studio’ near the western front. During his ‘‘ off time ’’ he designs announce-

ments of the entertainments got up by the soldiers for soldiers. Right: A British soldier camouflaging his hut. (British official.)
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Well hidden from enemy observation. A herd of cattle ina quarry close behind the French front. The beasts, destined for food for
the French Army, would not be recognisable in their sunken pen, or “ coldharbour,’”’ by enemy airmen flying over.

Sepoy at the grave of two British airmen in the desert. The enemy who brought them down erected the propeller as a monument.
(British official.) In centre: ‘‘ Chums”in Palestine. Right: Australian barber operating on a comrade on the beach in Palestine.
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A Canadian tailor outside his ‘‘shop ”’ on the western front. Asa sign he has set up a sewing-machine found among someruins.‘ame (Canadian War Records.) Right: A tailor anda shoemakerwith the British forces in Italy busy outside their billets. (British official.) : : : i:e : < War-made treglodytes on the Rheims sector of the French front. Afamily whose home has been destroyed have improvised a
temporary substitute in a cave in a wood until such time as their countryside shall be free of the invader,
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THE DAY'S WORK BY SEA, SHORE, AND SKY 

THE ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARIES
Adventurous Happenings in a Humdrum Existence

CHRONICLED BY JOHN S. MARGERISON

have places in the voluminous
pages of the Navy List; though

we use the Royal Dockyardsas ourbases,
and the Naval Victualling Yards supply
us with everything we eat, drink, wear,
or smoke, you would hardlycall us war-
ships. For one thing, our crews seldom
wear anything in the nature of a proper
uniform, save for going ashore, and eve1
the biggest and best of us couldn’t boast
a gun until quite recently, when the too-
pressing attentions of Fritz in the Unter-
seeboot made us look to our repellent
weapons.

Yet, for all that, we pride ourselves
that we are-most important units of the
‘Sure Shield’; that, without us and the

things which we bring to the Vleet in
being, that Fleet would find its radi
of action greatly limited, andits ef
enormously impair And this
to every type and of fighting v essel,

from the monstrous armoured, citadel-like
battleships to the puny, eggshell-plated
submarines.

All Sizes—and All Duties

"Poe wefly the White Ensign and

We are of all-sizes, from the small-

hundred-t« x-gunboat that supplies
the Fleet in base anchorages with fresh
drinking water to the seven-thousand-
tonner whose job is the transportation
of oil fuel to the great battle-cruisers of
the Cat Squadron. Weincludefreighters
for carrying  freshly-killed beef and
utton and sacks of vegetables from the

victualling yards to the innumerable Fleet
3; colliers, whose vocation is adver-

d by their universally grimy hue;
storeships, from which the needy warrior
essels may draw anything from a new

‘ re
kirmish ; water-tanks,

readytoSe half a fleet with precious
listilled fluid for drinking ‘purposes;
oil-tankers, to whomneedydestroyers and
torpedo craft flock for re-fuelling, and
whose bunkers hold some thousands of
tons of fel; ‘ammunition carriers

with their cargoes of shell and eor
gun-cotton and trinitrotoluol; tele
ships, hospital ships, with their whitehulls
and green bands, which accompanythe
Ileet on all its occasions—all these and
many others are numbered in the lee
be ‘leet; are ed under tha
all-embracing heading—the Royal Fleet
Auxiliaries.

Existence, for us, is as a rule somewhat
humdrum, but there do come hectic
moments in ourlives, and these compensate
inlarge degree for the universal monotony
of our other days. For instance, there was

the time when we—abig oil-tanker—broke
our starboard engine supporting colummin
the North Sea one day when the snow
flurries hid even the face of the waters.
The engineer immediately pressed all
hands into service in getting the spare
column from the hold, where it had lain
since the ship was first sent to sea, and
thus it was that nobody aboard saw the
Uboat emerge and lay herself alongside
us. Indeed, it was nottill all her hands—

armed “to the teeth with automatic
revolvers and cutlasses—clambered to
our upper deck and shot the cook as he

emerged from his galley, that we knew
anything about it at all, but immediately
the shot was heard we dropped every-
thing and went to see what might have
happened. Luckily, when we sighted
the prize crew already in possession, we
remembered three cases of rifles, with

bayonets complete, and half a dozen
boxes of ammunition stowed in the after
hold. A small door in the casing gave
access to the cargo; several unsuspected
hatches all over the ship gave access to
the upper deck, and eventually every
manof us had causeto bless the training
which hadinsisted on his having practised
firing on the ranges at targets representing
men at the run and firing from behind

sa feverish time whileit lasted, and,
the gangway being completely enfiladed
by the rifles of the skipper and his two
mates, the Boches’ line of retreat was cut.
And the upshot. of the whole matter was
that we had eight prisoner labourers
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CAPT. THE HON.H.A.V.HARMSWORTH,

—M.C., Irish Guards

Died of wounds February 12th, 1918

HEeldest son of Lord Rothermere, the
Air Minister, and nephew of Lord

Northcliffe, Captain the Hon. Harold
Harmsworth was born in -1894, and
educated at Eton and Christ Church,

Oxford. He joined the Irish Guards a
few days after the outbreak of war,’and

went to the front ih December, rorq.
After being severely woundedin 1915, he
wasfor a time on theStaff of Lord French
in London ; but, eager to be at the front
again, returned to France in August last,
and in the Battle of Cambrai received
the wounds from which he died. A few
weeks ago, while in hospital, Captain
Harmsworth -had- been awarded the

Military Cross.
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helping with the replacement of the
cracked engine column, and an empty
U_ boat dangling at the, end of a wire
hawser when we got under way to com-
plete our crrand and deliver: oil-fuel to
a clamouring destroyer flotilla, which
thirsted alike for the blood of Fritz in
the Unterseeboot and unlimited prize-
money.

Thenthere was another hooker-—a beef-
boat this time, which chancedto beat sea
when a fleet of Zeppelins tried to scatter
frightfulness over the British coast one
densely black night. She didn’t stop
her engines to look round, though there is

no doubt that her crew were cricking their
necks as they gazed into the nothingness
overhead, trying to make out exactly
from what quarter the noise of aerial
engincscame, Thus it was that, when the

bump-——-the thin,” eerie shrieking of
tortured steel—came, all hands_ were
thrown face downwards. But whenit
ceased, and the carpenter had sounded
the well, and the look-outs had uselessly
strained their eyes peering overside,
nothing could be foundta account for the
collision, and it wasn’t till dawn showed
the upper part of a periscope caught in
the flukes of the anchorat the beef-boat’s
bows that her crew knew they'd rammed
and sunk a submarine.

The Steel Blockade

They were in dread that the periscope
would show it to have been a friend,
but the experts examined it and advised
them to put in a claim for prize-money
and depression gave way to exultation;
ever since that beef-boat’s crew havé
given themselves almost insufferable airs
jor having ‘“‘ downed a ['ritz,”’ though it
happened entirely by accident.

And,best of all, there was the powerful

tug which, one day, when returning from
carrying munitions to a fast cruiser
squadron, fell in with a full-rigged sailing
ship, now denudedof her foremast through
heavy weather and urgently requiring
a tow. Asthe sailer flew Danish colours,
and our tug was temporarily unemployed,
the process of carting the former towards
her own shores was readily undertaken
by ‘the latter. All went well for a time,
then an eagle-eyed signalman happened
to’ notice that the wooden-hulled sailing

ship had a more than usually substantial
sheath of copper around herhull, under
the water-line—a sheath that was three
or. four inches thick in placés.. The tug
demandedthe reasonfor this. The sailing
vessel had no adequate answer, and was
finally turned about and towed home—
not to her Danish home, but to that home
which the Navy has established for the
detention of all ships-caught trying to
run contraband through the lines ofthe
Steel Blockade.
And those are just a few things that

come to break the monotonyof our days,
just brilliant incidents that makelife indhe
fleets: behind the Fleet worth while. And,
besides these, there is also the knowledge
that, at the time when we are most
required, we are all—beef-boat, oil-tanker,
store-ship, and heaven only knows what—
doing our bit in the maintenance of that
“ Sure Shield” upon which the integrity
of our Empire mainly depends,
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 TTHE Bristol “ Fighter,” built by the
British and Colonial Aeroplane Com-

pany, of Bristol, first ‘made its appearance
during 1917, and has since proved on
active service to compare very favour-
ably with the best that the enemy can
put up againstit.
As a type it belongs to the two-seated

armed “ general purpose” class, and

AIRCRAFT PICTURED & DESCRIBED. I.
Seay: ?drawn for The WarIllustrated

carries, for defensive purposes, two
machine-guns. Oneis fixed forward, and

is fired ‘“through”’ the propeller by the
pilot, who sits just in front of the ob-
server, who in turn operates the rear gun.
This rear gun, which is mounted on a

revolving turret (or “ gun-ring’’), can be

adjusted so as to fire in any desired direc-
tion, horizontallyor vertically, and is shown

above in action, beating off a tail attack.
In appearance the Bristol is distinctive
on account of the rather unusual shape
of the fuselage and engine-housing. The
nose of the machine contains the radiator
—in appearance not unlike the ordinary
venetian blind—for cooling the big fixed
engine, whose exhaust-pipes protrude from
the side of the cowl.
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THE DAY'S WORK BY SEA, SHORE, AND SKY 

THE ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARIES
Adventurous Happenings in a Humdrum Existence

CHRONICLED BY JOHN S. MARGERISON
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boxes of ammunition stowed in the after
hold. A small door in the casing gave
access to the cargo; several unsuspected
hatches all over the ship gave access to
the upper deck, and eventually every
manof us had causeto bless the training
which hadinsisted on his having practised
firing on the ranges at targets representing
men at the run and firing from behind
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EDE TIE
whose very

interesting and
engaging vignette

from life at thefrontis published in our ex-

clusive series of Master Writers of the War

this week, has tohis credit, in “ TheAdven-
an Ensign,” one of the outstanding

war ;. It is, indeed, a strong com-

petitor with ‘‘ An Airman’s Outings,’end

{ doubt if it would be possible for anyone
more vivid mental picture

of what the Battles of the Somme meant

to the men who fought through them

than is to be found in this most notable

book.. I Pups including a critique
of it in an early issue, but, meanwhile, I

am very glad, indeed, to be able to present

to my readers excellent an original
contribution, expressly written for Tue
War ILLUSTRATED, as that which appears
n another page of this issue under the

title of ‘‘ One-of War’s Little Ironies.”

». Secure a

So

*

“Germany at Bay”

A BOOK~1I. have been reading with
much interest and satisfaction re-

cently is ‘‘ Germany at Bay,” by Major
Haldane Macfall. Major Macfall, whose
reputation as a man of letters.is now
of. old-standing, has a remarkablegift of
lea and convincing exposition. Although
he headings to the sections of his book,
“Of Strategy in General,” “Of the

Strateey of the War,” and ‘‘ The Peace
Map,” may, to the Man in the Street,
appear at-first sight a little forbidding,
the subjects.are dealt with in a manner
which’ eyen that very-‘‘average person”
will have no momentarydifficulty in under-
standing. Major Macfall has mis-
givings as to the world position to-day
and the inevitableness of, the path which
the Allies must tread.” “ If your enemy,
not wholly beaten to his knees, suddenly

surrender a part of his design in order
to patch up a peace, then look to your-
self, or you will. become his tool and
plaything, for he is but preparing your
utter ruin.”

Study the Hun

VERYone of us must at times feel that
we should gladly welcome the newsof

peace, even“ by negotiation,” but the
more deeply we study the problems pre-
sented by the world ambitions of the Hun
as revealed to us by his-actions in‘ the
Great War, and rememberhis age-old pre-
ey habits, the more surely shall we be
forced to the conclusion” that*there is
nothing for the “Allies to do but*fight on.
Better to do so even if years hence we had
achieved no more than mutual exhaustion,
for ithen® the possibilities “of "Germany
immediately renewing. her preparations
for.<another war would=have become
remote indeed... Major Macfall has been
a_contributor.to the’ pages of Tue War
ILLUSTRATED, in which my readérs will
recall particularly his ~ very interesting
article on: ‘The ‘Two; Maps.’-- Tam: not
surprised » to hear that “Germany, at
Bay,: which, is published, by.~ Messrs;

-at 6s., is having a> great
success, and; the more. widely: it is read
the. better will be the common-under-
standing, of ;the FOS ands branches oF
the Great War.

no

HAVE received from ‘Mr.- l'redgrick
Barrett, of Staines, a pleasantly com-

mendatory and not ‘unpleasantly critical -
note, in the course of which he’ takes
exception to the views expressed in Mr.
Hamilton Fyfe’s article on the Bolshevists
in a recent number of THe War ILLus-
TRATED. In reply I would point out that
such an article 1s necessarily the expres -
sion of the point of view of the writer,
and that Mr. Fyfe, from his long and
intimate knowledge of Jussia and .the
Russians, always merits a sympathetic

hearing of his views. For my own part,

I have never attempted in THe WaR
ILLUSTRATED to disguise my detestation
of the disruptive forces of Anarchy and
Socialism. I think, however, that my

correspondent will agree that a writer
with the credentials of Mr. Fyfe is well
entitled to express his views, even when
they do not happen to agree with those
which others of us may have formed.

AANOTBER of my correspondents, refer-
ring to the increased price of THE

War ILLustrRAtED made necessary by

 

    
 

Brigadier-General W.F. Mildren,C.M.Q.,
D.S.O., who has recéntly been promoted,
isa Direotor of the Amalgamated Press.

changed conditions, says that “to add
fifty per cent.‘ on the price, and at the
same. time cut down’ the quality of. the
paper, | is unfair to “the readers.’’ Com-
paring, as he does,eu recently-completed
Vol. 7.ewith-Vol.-1, the quantity ofpaper
is necessarily” slightly less, but I ‘think
that I mayfairly: claim that the quality”
of our journal has. gone. from good‘to
better.” I ‘find that “my readers as <a
body ‘are with me in agreeing that ‘the
increase in price was a better way of
meeting the situation than! any further
decrease in the number of our pages
would “have> beens . I> may point out=to
any other ‘readers who may share “thé
viewsofthis correspondent that withthe
great increase in: the cost of ‘all materials
the’ numbers of THe War’ ILLUSTRATED.
now-being published | are, on.a- basis -of
values} , even: “cheaper- than _ wereet
of our first VOIDS:

-which he is a director,

N Warsaw a Polish pamphlet addressed
to the Kaiser is described by a German

newspaper.as having been recently extén-
sively circulated. The German. journal
quotes a part of it, which suggests
that Polish “ self-determination ’’ -would
scarcely be in favour of Prussian rule:

Thanks be to thee that thine Army has
taught us evangelical poverty, It robbed
,0uses. of pictures, pianos, carpets, furniture,
china, and family souvenirs, If thou’ art the
victor, free Poland will in a few years become
an eastern province of the Empire. Thou
wilt bury the White Eagle under heaps of
ashes, Aboveall are thanks due to thee, O
Kaiser, thou Mighty One and our~fine-lord,
that this simple peopleis as yet not stupefied
by the narcotic. The serpent’s brood so
deeply hates thee that it would rather have
Satan than thee. Thou treatest- the people
like Congo niggers, and even the niggers hate
thee—for who loves thee ? Eventhyallies—
thou Prussian race !—Hungary and Bavaria,
hate’ thee. Receive, Imperial Majesty, our
deepest gratitude for the proclamation
wherein your Majesty and your allies have
resolved to restore the Polish Empire—with
the exception of Great Poland, Pommern,
Lithuania, and Galicia.

Brigadier-General Mildren

E.of THE War ILLUSTRATEDnaturally
take an especial pride in the splendid

progress of the newly promoted Brigadier-
General W. F.° Mildren, C.M.G., D.S.O.
At the outbreak of the war the new
brigadier was.actively engaged in his work
at ‘the. Amalganiated Press, Limited, of

and it was as a
captain of Territorials—in which movement
he had*been anearly enthusiast—that he
blithely answered thecall, with manyof
his fellow-workers of the Amalgamated
Press who belonged to the same company.
Promoted major in France, then colonel,
and nowbrigadier, General Mildren has
advanced by sheer devotion to duty and
enthusiasm”for the profession of arms,
originally his avocation and nowhisgreat
voécation. His other honours, “won in
continuous active service on the western
front since the early spring of r1915,
indicate howsingularly equipped for the
command of men must General Mildren
have been, and his military career should
be a’source of inspiration and encouragé-
ment to enthusiastic young captains ot
to-day.

/ Get the New Habit

HERE is a newhabit in this country.
It is the habit of buying National War

Bonds. The tost of the \war- being so
enormous, some time ago’ it became

evident that a new method was necessary
to,meet the new conditions. This was

‘introduced some months ago, and-it may
be described ‘as a@ policy” of : continuous
borrowing—which means, obviously,’ con-
tinuous lending. That* is“ why =it «is
so.important to acquire the War. Bond:
habits. Regular’ saving on the ‘part? of
everybody, and regular investment of the
money. so saved~in either War-Bonds or
War Savings Certificates, -is* the “one way

to. accomplish *, this desirable’ end: It
should,. therefore, be a+ point of )pride: ¥

all of us to go without all unessential = UE
things.in- order. “to hhaye more:.money‘to3
lend to ‘the countryin these critical: times. :
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HIS afterncon I read the account
contained in the current part of

“ The GreatWat ”’-of the deeds ofsupreme
valour and devotien to duty which were
rewarded with the Victoria Cross. during
the third year of hostilities; and since
laying the story down I have thought a
good deal, in my own. too nebulous
fashion, about courage in the abstract,
about these courageous men in the con-
crete, about the reward that is due to
exhibition of the virtue, and about the
rightway to perpetuate the remembrance

=
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2
9
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|; clusion on any one of these things; but
| of me—happy man that I am—it is not

required to be informative. We are no
|| “ high brows,”’ you and I oneither side
| cf my hearth (thank goodness !)—but we

could hardlyfind a better subject for high
thinking; so let me talk about. it over
this final pipe, and to-morrow read the
story for yourself.

|
i

 
VERYone of the hundred andforty-

five men to whom the Victoria Cross
was awarded between August 4th, 1916,
and August 3rd, 1917, exhibited perfect
courage, and since perfection has no
degrees, there is no question of drawing
comparisons between ‘their respective
deeds. These can be classified, however,

| aS various manifestations of an equal
| virtue. Thus, some were exhibitions of

|| heroic fighting quality, such as-that given
|; by Commander Loftus Jones, of H.M.S.
i| Shark, and by Private Thomas Alfred
j|| Jones, of the Cheshire Regiment. Some

were manifestations of utter selflessne
such as that made by Sapper Hackett, of
the Royal Engineers, and by Captain Noel
Chavasse, of the R.A.M.C. Some were
signal instances of devotion to duty, such

as that shown by Boy Cornwell, of H.MLS.
Chester. Some were extraordinary dis-
plays. of daring and skill, such as that
given by Captain Albert Ball and by
Lientenant Leefe Robinson. Some were
acts of supreme self-sacrifice, such as that

of Second-Lieutenant Cates, of the Rife
Brigade, and of Corporal Jarratt, of the
Royal Fusiliers. The cour was equal
that produced all these ving deeds,
but it arouses greater or less astonishment
and admiration in our minds according to
the knowledge we have of our own
temperament, with consequent greater
or less possibility. of imagining our-
selves capable of performing any one ef
them.

  

        

 

  
   

   

 

‘THINK for a moment about these
flying men. Twenty-five -years_ago

the art of which they are masters did not
exist. _I purposely say twenty-five years,
because so long ago as that these men did
not exist either. Not one ofthem hadyet
been born. But no new nerve was intro-
duced into the human frame when they
were originated, aud no new quality of

nature when they were born. Yet we
know that a flying manis a “ type.”

.

It
is a rather tremendous thonght that a
quality has been lying latent in mankind,
unsuspected -during all the zons since
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of it. I have arrived at no clear con=,

courage came into the world of human -

man was made in the image of God, but

———

OUR OBSERVATION POST 

LLOW in imagination a German
airman making a night raid over

een brave man, surely, on how-
er hellish an errand bent. He -

flown across the Channel in company with
half a dozen other aeroplanes, andthere,

at the appointed spot, our barrage leaps
up to meet them. Nerve fails six pilots,
who turn back—the one part of the ad-
venture in which I can visualise myself—
and only this one goes rocketing over the
guns. So there he is, somewhere over
London, as we know by thewhine and
the explosion of our shells, by therattle of

our shrapnel on roofs and walls, by the

shivering of, s, by the sound of our
shell-cases falling on the pavements, and -
by the occasional shattering burst of one
of his bombs.

OWmuch of the hideous din he can
hear above the noise of his own

engines I do not know ; but he can ‘see
every one of those. bursting shells of ours,

of which he knows himself the sole target,
and even if by good luck he evades the
barrage and escapes from the-range ofthe
defending guns, he knows that along
running fight with British flying m@n still
remains to be made. No German raider
counts himself happytill he isback in his
hangar again. I can withhold the word
“brave ’’ from none of them-
trates the defences of Londo:   

   

 

  
 

bombs within the metrgpolitan area,
albeit I would add the certain penalty of
death to therisks he incurs if asingle
woman or child were killed as result of
his daring andhe fell alive into pase :ee

DO not mind hew high Germans or
Germanophils rate the courage and

skill of German flying men, forthe fact
now established is thatthey are definitely
outclassed by the British flying men.
Evidence of that? Well, the official
report in to-day’s paper announces that:
“the great air fighting of Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday at the front has
resulted in fifty-seven German machines
being brought down by the R.I°C. for the

DSHDSHPD Ss

A FallemLeaf
TS sopnet—diselosing a young man’s bravely

: serene attitude in the constant. preseaee of-
death, and charged with a happyarp
survival of personality after death—is taken
“The Dawn Patrol,” a collection of poems written
—some of them while actually flying in’ the air—
by Paul Bewsher, of the Royal Naval Air Service,
whose prowess has already been rewarded with the.
Distinguished Service Cross. ‘The little volume,
which is published by- Erskine Macdonald, has
already, we notice, reac a@ second impression.

WHENDeath has crossed my name from out
* the roll

_~ Of dreaming childrenserving in this War ;
And with these eyes I gaze no more

Upon sweet England’s grace—perhaps my soul
Will visit streets down which I usedto stroll

Att sunset-charmed dusks, whea London’sroar
Like ebbing surfotisome Atlantic shore-

Would trance the ear. Then may | hear notoll

Ofheavy bells to burden allthe air ;
With tuneless grief: for happy will] be !——

Whatplace on earth could eyer be morefair
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loss of ten British, and that R.N.AS.
pilots have accounted for six more
machines and lost none.’ Further, that
our night-flymg squadrons successfully
attacked certain towns in face of very
active German aircraft and anti-aircraft”
guns, and. that. “‘ another raid in. bread
daylight,’ the third within thirty-six
hours, was carried out by British flying-
men upon Tréves, despite very consider-
able anti-aircraft gun fire and repeated .
attacks by hostile scouts, which were

iven off. That just happens to be the
report on the day when this is written ; it
is not chosen because it suits my brief.
And any man home from the frontwill -
tell you that, though it wouldbe an
exaggeration to say there is no sign of life
in the German Air Service, it is the fact
thatour reconnoitring and photographing ~
aeroplanes areup and at workall the time,
whereas a German machine is rarely seen
over our lines. All the air fighting takes
place over the enemylines. ;

ACATEVER the quality is that was
~~ latent in man until called ferth by

the invention of flying machines, it
manifestly is possessed in very’ large
measure by the British race. A tradition
cannot be established in three years ; but
even in that short space of time ~the
British“flying man has set the standard
ef courtesy inaerial fighting. Courtesy
and courage are the two halves of chivalry.
We may be quite sure that in hisfuture’
“service tohis kind in this new element the
British knight will prove supreme as he
has proved supreme in service to his kind
both upon land and sea.

- respect of purely military service
the Hower ef. modern British chivalry

are these heroes of the Victoria Cross,
and ene cannot help wondering whether
they are perfectly content with the_
material reward of. their. prodigious
valour. An inch of ribbon, blue or red,
ane aps twelve pennyworth of bronze
taken from a captured. gun—thatdoes .
not seem a great material reward for a
deed which saved a situation, and’ so
perhaps a battle, and so perhaps an
Empire ;_ or for a deed, again, which won
a position, andso perhaps a battle, and
soperhaps a country from a tyrant who
had wrested it from itslawful owner. Is
the reward adequate ?

     

  
  

 

  

 

INESTLY, I believe it is—believe,
too, that these men fecl it is. Be-

cause they are theflower of chivalry,
whether they realise thatfact or not.
Blenheim and aperpetual pension to a’
Marlborough; Strathfieldsaye and a
perpetual pension to a Wellington; and
the little bronze cross and ten pounds a
year for life, or whatever the pittance is,
to Private Tom’ Readitt, “the stripling ~
who stood up to an army,” and to
““Todger ” Jones who single-handed took’
a hundred and two armed Germans >
prisoner; and to Private Robert Ryder,
whose gallantry. made possible and
inspired an advance and turned possible ~
failure into success.
at first sight.

It seems unequal
But is there material

-equivalent for that which money cannot
buy ? Not Blenheim and Strathfield-
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ready to burst into immediate and full Than own presence >—Mourn not then saye and the two perpetual pensions ‘all
flower the very moment the function it for me, : ; put together could purchase the Victoria
nefulfil is required by the scheme of Norwrite, pray, “ Hegave ’—upen my cled— Cross for a man, with the right to wearit

_ human progress. ‘ge fie thas ic Pagland,”* bet “his soul to- God,” on his breast. 3 SC. My
feCe —— 323-2

       

  
MARCH9, 1918.

 
THE NEW CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL
in succession to Sir William Robertson.
during 1914-15 in France, was in Novemb
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VENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR No. 186. VOL. 8.

GENERAL STAFF. -General S enry Hughes Wilson, appointed Chief of Staff
Sir Henry Wilson, who commanded the Fourth Army of the British Expeditionary Forces
er last appointed Great Britain’s representativo on the Versailles Inter-Allied War Council.
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HIS afterncon I read the account
contained in the current part of

“ The GreatWat ”’-of the deeds ofsupreme
valour and devotien to duty which were
rewarded with the Victoria Cross. during
the third year of hostilities; and since
laying the story down I have thought a
good deal, in my own. too nebulous
fashion, about courage in the abstract,
about these courageous men in the con-
crete, about the reward that is due to
exhibition of the virtue, and about the
rightway to perpetuate the remembrance

=
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2
9
:
3
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|; clusion on any one of these things; but
| of me—happy man that I am—it is not

required to be informative. We are no
|| “ high brows,”’ you and I oneither side
| cf my hearth (thank goodness !)—but we

could hardlyfind a better subject for high
thinking; so let me talk about. it over
this final pipe, and to-morrow read the
story for yourself.

|
i

 
VERYone of the hundred andforty-

five men to whom the Victoria Cross
was awarded between August 4th, 1916,
and August 3rd, 1917, exhibited perfect
courage, and since perfection has no
degrees, there is no question of drawing
comparisons between ‘their respective
deeds. These can be classified, however,

| aS various manifestations of an equal
| virtue. Thus, some were exhibitions of

|| heroic fighting quality, such as-that given
|; by Commander Loftus Jones, of H.M.S.
i| Shark, and by Private Thomas Alfred
j|| Jones, of the Cheshire Regiment. Some

were manifestations of utter selflessne
such as that made by Sapper Hackett, of
the Royal Engineers, and by Captain Noel
Chavasse, of the R.A.M.C. Some were
signal instances of devotion to duty, such

as that shown by Boy Cornwell, of H.MLS.
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Royal Fusiliers. The cour was equal
that produced all these ving deeds,
but it arouses greater or less astonishment
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the knowledge we have of our own
temperament, with consequent greater
or less possibility. of imagining our-
selves capable of performing any one ef
them.

  

        

 

  
   

   

 

‘THINK for a moment about these
flying men. Twenty-five -years_ago

the art of which they are masters did not
exist. _I purposely say twenty-five years,
because so long ago as that these men did
not exist either. Not one ofthem hadyet
been born. But no new nerve was intro-
duced into the human frame when they
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.
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is a rather tremendous thonght that a
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of it. I have arrived at no clear con=,

courage came into the world of human -

man was made in the image of God, but

———

OUR OBSERVATION POST 
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MASTER WRITERS OF THE WAR 

Page 62

THE ._DAY—AND THE MORNING AFTER
SomeLighter Aspects of a Fleet Action

The Celebrated Author of “ A Tall Ship,” “ Naval Occasions,”ete.

great events one is apt to be
struck by the wealth of insignifi-

cant detail with which memory burdens
itself.
Of all the thunderous panorama in

which a fleet action presents itself to
the imagination very little is recorded
in the mind of a participant at. the
time.

Later on a@ man may fit the details
together into an orderly, comprehensive
tableau for the benefit of relations and
others, supplying from hearsay and
imagination all that he missed as an
insignificant actor in the great drama.

Groping among the memories of the
Battle of Jutland and the part played
therein by the fleet flagship, it is not
unnatural, therefore, that a private of

Marines should come most readily to
mind.
He it was who, in enjoyment of the

ofice of my servant, jerked aside the

curtain of my cabin door about 3.15 p.m.
on May 31st, 1916, and announced in

Iaconic tones that the Fleet was going to
action stations in half an hour’s time.

| OOKING back on a kaleidoscope of

I

I HAD kept the morning watch, and
was engaged on-my bunk in whatis

colloquially known as a “stretch off the
land.”
“Eh 2?” IT said.
“Arf an hour,” repeated the messenger

of Mars. There was in his tone that note
of impassive stoicism usually reserved
for the announcement that my gold links
had gone, in the cuffs of a shirt, to the
wash, or similarly soul-shaking tidings.
I descended from the bunk in search of
the sinews of war. : :
“Where the devil’s my gas-mask?” I

queried, after a breathless search.
“Andy,” replied the stoic. He rum-

maged in an obscure “ glory-hole” and
produced in turn my boot-cleaning gear,
his ditty-box, private. stock of tobacco,
fiancée’s portrait, and finally my gas-
mask.

This, emptied of a further assortment
of his personal possessions, he gravely
handed to me.

I. rapidly collected my remaining
impedimenta and struggled into a
“British warm.” As I did so, certain
obscure warnings of the distant past
(those far-off days when we read hand-
books and attended lectures on war in_
the abstract) came back to mind. “ By
the way,” I said, “ underclothing. In
the Russo-Japanese War they always
put on clean underclothing before going
into action, I. remember. Septic wounds,
and all that. When did I have a clean
shift last ?”-
My official valet closed his eyes, as if

contemplating a vista of time greater
than the human memory could in justice
-be expected to span. Finally he shook
his head gloomily. “Couldn’t rightly
say, but——” :
“Never mind,’ I interrupted hastily.

‘“T haven’t time now, anyway.” And I
made for the door.

By “BARTIMEUS”

i
HEclatter of cups and saucers in the

neighbouring pantry guided my’
footsteps to the ward-room in search of
tea. AE

That the warning had gone round
was evident from the prevalent wakeful-
ness (unusual at that hour) of all the
occupants of the mess. Everyone was
garbed for. the fray according to his
prospective rédle or individual taste.
Costumes ranged between cricketing
flannels and duffle overalls with Balaclava
helmets and sea boots. :

It might reasonably have been ex-
pected that one topic and one only—
“Der Tag ”’—would have been on every-
one’s lips. The*German Fleet was out,
was even then being lured north by the
battle-cruisers, and we were rushing to
meet it in battle array. The hour for
which the Fleet had waited twenty-two
weary months was about to strike, and
no one even mentioned it.
The affectation was somehow peculiarly

British. Drake epitomised it for all time
when he declared there was time to finish
the game and beat the Spaniards, too ;
but I question whether the self-conscious
imperturbability of that gameof bowls
on Plymouth Hoe equalled ours as we
sat in noisy banter round the tea-table,

munching bread and jam with a furtive
eye on the clock.

It was left to the Commander-in-Chief’s ~
flag lieutenant to break the spell. He
put down his cup with a clatter, picked
up his telescope, and rose to his feet,
fastening the toggles of his duffle coat.

‘““Well, boys 2” he said, and walked
towards the door as the bugles began to
blare along mess-deck and battery.

Hil
ONCEALMENTof his emotions is not
a marked characteristic of the British

bluejacket or Marine, whatever affecta-
tions may be cherished by his officers in
that respect.
The exultant speculations, prophecies,

and thanksgiving of a thousand men,

crowded in those confined spaces, met

the ear [with a noise like the sea.
Commonplace sounds suddenly acquired
a thrilling significance, and the clang of
the securing chains of the guns as they
were released, the tireless drone of the
turbines far below, shrilling pipe and
blare of bugles overhead, combined to
set the pulses at a gallop. :

I passed forward throug that
electrical tide of emotion and Jatighing
men that surged towards the hatchways,
and en route overtook a leading seaman.
He was normally a staid, unemotional
individual, whom I knew best (from the
standpoint of censor) as an incorrigible

 letter-writer. ;
_» He was capering,literallycapering, along

the battery. And, as he capered, he
shouted : 2
They're out, lads!  They’re. out!
By“heavens,-they’re out this.time ! *~
And out they were; for presently, on

the wind that sang past the naked rails of
the forebridge and the bellying halliards,

~

came the first grumble of gun fire out of
the haze ahead.

Perhaps it was the utter absence of
colour, the dull grey monochrome of sea
and sky, ships and smoke, that heightened
the resemblance of what followed to the
shifting scene of a cinema- show. It
robbed even dire calamity of all terror
at the time. It seemed incredible that
the cruiser on the starboard quarter,
ringed all about with yeasty pinnacles of
water, was one of ours, being hammered to
extinction by the guns of an. enemy
invisible.
The eye followed her dispassionately

as she ran that desperate gauntlet of
pitching salvos, and when the end came
and she changed inthe flutter of an
eyelid into a cloud of- black smoke, it
was some time before a subconscious
voice said : :

“There goes gallant Sir Robert, and
you'll never shake Dicky Carter by the
hand again.”

IV
FQUaALLy remote and unreal were the

effects of our own gunfire, seen and
lost and glimpsed again in that ever-
shifting North Sea haze. A crippled
German destroyer, crawling out of range,
down. by the stern, like a hare whose hind-

quarters have been paralysed by a clumsy
sportsman; an enemy light cruiser, dis-
masted, funnels over the side, one gun
spitting defiance from a shambles of a
battery as she sank; a great battleship
listing over, all a-swarm with specks of
humanity—surely it was none of our noisy
doing ? :
And then suddenly a salvo of rq in.

shells “straddled” us, and a yeoman of
signals beside. me put out a hand and
pulled me behind the shelter of a canvas
wind-screen.

“ Best get behind ’ere, sir,” he said.
Then the absurdity of it struck us
simultaneously, and we both laughed.

Vv
Y¥ insignificant duties took me at a

later phase in the action to the
lower conning-tower. Situated far below
the water-line and behind all the available
armour, it is deemed the safest place in
the ship, and is the salubrious resort of
various seconds-in-command, waiting to
step into the shoes of defiant superiors
as occasion may arise. They were not a
cheerful company, since their réle was -
pro tem. necessarily passive. Furthe
their knowledge of what was going on was —
limited to scraps of information that’
filtered down a voice-pipe from the upper
conning-tower, through a variety of
mediums all busily- employed on other
matters. Ceres :

The, assistant constructor (sometime
darling of International Rugby crowds)
stood with his ear to the voice-~pipe and
begged: for news as a Neapolitan beggar
beseeches alms. _ aN Sere

Suddenly he paused, and his face
brightened. ~~ :
_“ Disabled Zeppelin floating on the

é - (Continued on page 64
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Canadians laying in stores of brushwoodfor fuel, using horses to
drag the faggots backto billets in a fashion customary in Canada.
 

   
House in Lens where the Canadiansshelter their water-tanks from
frost. The man in the centre is standing behind, not in, the tank.
 

 

 

An Australian on the western front with his machine-gun packed
{ up for transport—a study in economyin weight and labour,
 

    
  

 

An economyreminderfor the troops in France: ‘‘ Save our Stores andall help to fill our Salvage Dump. Millions of poundsare saved
monthly. Millions more could be saved.’? A National Salvage Council has been formed to deal with civil as with Army waste. ‘

Right: Repairing telearaph wires which had been brought down by frost upon the western front. I
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This, emptied of a further assortment
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handed to me.
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was even then being lured north by the
battle-cruisers, and we were rushing to
meet it in battle array. The hour for
which the Fleet had waited twenty-two
weary months was about to strike, and
no one even mentioned it.
The affectation was somehow peculiarly

British. Drake epitomised it for all time
when he declared there was time to finish
the game and beat the Spaniards, too ;
but I question whether the self-conscious
imperturbability of that gameof bowls
on Plymouth Hoe equalled ours as we
sat in noisy banter round the tea-table,

munching bread and jam with a furtive
eye on the clock.

It was left to the Commander-in-Chief’s ~
flag lieutenant to break the spell. He
put down his cup with a clatter, picked
up his telescope, and rose to his feet,
fastening the toggles of his duffle coat.

‘““Well, boys 2” he said, and walked
towards the door as the bugles began to
blare along mess-deck and battery.

Hil
ONCEALMENTof his emotions is not
a marked characteristic of the British

bluejacket or Marine, whatever affecta-
tions may be cherished by his officers in
that respect.
The exultant speculations, prophecies,

and thanksgiving of a thousand men,

crowded in those confined spaces, met

the ear [with a noise like the sea.
Commonplace sounds suddenly acquired
a thrilling significance, and the clang of
the securing chains of the guns as they
were released, the tireless drone of the
turbines far below, shrilling pipe and
blare of bugles overhead, combined to
set the pulses at a gallop. :

I passed forward throug that
electrical tide of emotion and Jatighing
men that surged towards the hatchways,
and en route overtook a leading seaman.
He was normally a staid, unemotional
individual, whom I knew best (from the
standpoint of censor) as an incorrigible

 letter-writer. ;
_» He was capering,literallycapering, along

the battery. And, as he capered, he
shouted : 2
They're out, lads!  They’re. out!
By“heavens,-they’re out this.time ! *~
And out they were; for presently, on

the wind that sang past the naked rails of
the forebridge and the bellying halliards,

~

came the first grumble of gun fire out of
the haze ahead.

Perhaps it was the utter absence of
colour, the dull grey monochrome of sea
and sky, ships and smoke, that heightened
the resemblance of what followed to the
shifting scene of a cinema- show. It
robbed even dire calamity of all terror
at the time. It seemed incredible that
the cruiser on the starboard quarter,
ringed all about with yeasty pinnacles of
water, was one of ours, being hammered to
extinction by the guns of an. enemy
invisible.
The eye followed her dispassionately

as she ran that desperate gauntlet of
pitching salvos, and when the end came
and she changed inthe flutter of an
eyelid into a cloud of- black smoke, it
was some time before a subconscious
voice said : :

“There goes gallant Sir Robert, and
you'll never shake Dicky Carter by the
hand again.”

IV
FQUaALLy remote and unreal were the

effects of our own gunfire, seen and
lost and glimpsed again in that ever-
shifting North Sea haze. A crippled
German destroyer, crawling out of range,
down. by the stern, like a hare whose hind-

quarters have been paralysed by a clumsy
sportsman; an enemy light cruiser, dis-
masted, funnels over the side, one gun
spitting defiance from a shambles of a
battery as she sank; a great battleship
listing over, all a-swarm with specks of
humanity—surely it was none of our noisy
doing ? :
And then suddenly a salvo of rq in.

shells “straddled” us, and a yeoman of
signals beside. me put out a hand and
pulled me behind the shelter of a canvas
wind-screen.

“ Best get behind ’ere, sir,” he said.
Then the absurdity of it struck us
simultaneously, and we both laughed.

Vv
Y¥ insignificant duties took me at a

later phase in the action to the
lower conning-tower. Situated far below
the water-line and behind all the available
armour, it is deemed the safest place in
the ship, and is the salubrious resort of
various seconds-in-command, waiting to
step into the shoes of defiant superiors
as occasion may arise. They were not a
cheerful company, since their réle was -
pro tem. necessarily passive. Furthe
their knowledge of what was going on was —
limited to scraps of information that’
filtered down a voice-pipe from the upper
conning-tower, through a variety of
mediums all busily- employed on other
matters. Ceres :

The, assistant constructor (sometime
darling of International Rugby crowds)
stood with his ear to the voice-~pipe and
begged: for news as a Neapolitan beggar
beseeches alms. _ aN Sere

Suddenly he paused, and his face
brightened. ~~ :
_“ Disabled Zeppelin floating on the

é - (Continued on page 64
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Canadians laying in stores of brushwoodfor fuel, using horses to
drag the faggots backto billets in a fashion customary in Canada.
 

   
House in Lens where the Canadiansshelter their water-tanks from
frost. The man in the centre is standing behind, not in, the tank.
 

 

 

An Australian on the western front with his machine-gun packed
{ up for transport—a study in economyin weight and labour,
 

    
  

 

An economyreminderfor the troops in France: ‘‘ Save our Stores andall help to fill our Salvage Dump. Millions of poundsare saved
monthly. Millions more could be saved.’? A National Salvage Council has been formed to deal with civil as with Army waste. ‘

Right: Repairing telearaph wires which had been brought down by frost upon the western front. I
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OUT WITH THE HEAVIES
An Aeroplane Shoot on the Western Front

LL. was quiet in the B.C. Post. The
officer on duty was sleeping heavily
on his wire bed, exhausted after a-

midnight call; the telephonist, yawning
at his switchboard, had’ barely enough

energy to turn the leaves of the book he

was reading. Now and again a rat scuttled

behind the wooden boarding of the dug-

out ; the gas-blanket protecting the door-

way swung drearily to and iro in the
light wind.

Outside, in the battery, the hot night
was just merging into a summer dawn ;
the four great howitzers, each hidden in
its camouflaged gun-pit, loomed- in-
distinctly from under their tarpaulin
covers; the tired men were sleeping In
their dug-outs, and only the gas sentry
paced ceaselessly up’ and down in his
solitary vigil; the dismal croaking of a

frog or the distant crack of a gun alone

broke the stillness.

“* Action!” x

“* Aeroplane just calling up, sit!”
The telephonist’s voice broke into my

dreams, and I sat up with a jerk, in-
stinctively glancing at my wrist-watch.
The hands showed five o'clock.

Serambling out of bed, I rushed to the

~ doorway and, picking up the megaphone
hanging there from a hook, shouted with
the full strength of my lungs:

“* Action }” 5

Hardly had my stentorian tones rung
through the battery than the ground was
alive with men, vomited forth, as it were,
from the very ground. Each man went
to_his own gun, and each knew exactly
his own duties. Some stripped the covers
off the metal monsters, others set about
removing the camouflage’ netting con-
cealing the muzzles; the layers glanced
through their: sights and checked thelay,
given over night in preparation for the
dawn shoot ; loading and fusing numbers
made certain that a sufficiency of ammu-
nition was stacked in the pit; the
Numbers I gave an experimental twirl to
the many wheels and levers bristling
around the breech of the great gun; and
finally my subaltern in charge sang
out = :

‘Battery ready to. load, sir !**

Messages from the Air

“Amatol, full charge, load!” rang
back the quick answer, and in a trice
up run four brawny gunners, the hundred-
pound shell balancing between them; the
breech is swung open, in slips the
projectile.

“Tome ! ’”? roars Number rf.

A mighty thrust with four iron-shod
levers; clang,!. as _the “ breeches are
clashed to, and: ° ; ¢

“Battery ready to fire, sir !’. shouts _
my subaltern, ©

Meanwhile, in the wireless-room, the
operatorsits bent over his delicate
instruments, receivers clamped to each

car, straining to pick up the codesignals
tapped down to him from above by the
fmgers of the observer. Atmy elbow in
the B.C. Post is the telephone running
from the wireless dug-out, and through
this are transmitted the messages morsed
through the air.

In the four gun-pits the firing numbers

By-.° 0. PIP”
have picked up their lanyards, and now
stand; straining on the cords, tensely
waiting for the order. ;
Bythis time the perfect June morning

has fully dawned; the east is flooded
with pinkish streaks, and a ‘great silence
broods over_the whole front.. An early
bird. pipes a note or two, our aeroplane
drones lazily overhead, then suddenly the
metallic voice of the wireless operator
in “my ear:

* Aeroplane sending ‘ Fire!” sir.”
“ Fire No. 1!” I bellow, and:

“Fire No. r!’’ repeats the megaphone
outside. ~ : ‘ S
The Hercules in the gun-pit gives a

mighty heave, the howitzer gives a great
shudder, a thunderous roar, and the mass
of metal has been belched forth, screaming

in its flight, “as it rushes unerringly
towards the distant target, more than
four milesaway.

Meanwhile, the aeroplane up aloft has
ceased: its circling flight and, steering -
straight for theGerman battery at which
we are shooting, has observed the fall

of the. shell. /

A puff of dust, followed by a little
cloud of whitey-grey smoke, suddenly
appears a couple of hundred yards in
front of the target: :

Turning, he flies back, and as he
comes his fingers are busy with the

key of his wireless sending the necessary
correction for the gens. Then:

“* Fire!” says the voice of the wireless
operator agam imto the receiver at my

“ Fire No. 2!” bellows the megaphone,
and—boom !—another shell has been
despatched on its deadly mission.

Something Accomplished

Another pause and another correction,
and so the work goes ontill the aeroplane
observer is satisfied that the work of
destruction has been completed. He has
seen round after round drop in the middle
of the enemy’s battery, has seen the
explosions caused as ammunition dumps
are struck, and finally taps out:

“Going home. Splendid shoot!” —
‘Empty guns!” comes the order in

the battery. :

“Cease fire, and-cover up!” follows,
and the shoot is finished. _

Over in the .cook-house breakfast is
all ready forthe men. Huge “‘ dixies,”
emitting a savourysteam of tea, simmer
gently over the fire; iron frying-pans
sizzle with their load of appetising rashers,
while piles of bread, sliced into convenient
hunks, await demolition. =F

And next morning in the communiqué
we read:
“Our heavy artillery accomplished a

most successful shoot, knocking out an
enemy battery and inflicting casualties.”

THE DAY—AND THE MORNING AFTER
Contd. from Page 62)

surface ahead,” he announced.. There
was a general brightening of the counten-
anees around. Followed a long pause.
Then :
“Wash out! Not a Zeppelin. Bows

of a battle-cruiser sticking out of the
water.”
“Good egg!” said someone. “ Another

Hun done in!” ?
Tt didn’t seem to occur to anyone that

it might not have been a Hun. As a
matter of fact ‘it was the Invincible, or
all that was left of her.

Vi

Gee the lower conning-tower a
little group of messengers, electric

light, fire, and wreckege parties stood
and. discoursed. They were. displaying
an unwonted interest in the merits and
demerits of swimming-belts. :

“ Got yours on, Nobby? ” inquired one
boy messenger of another.
“Yus,” was the reply in tense, grave

tones. ‘“ An’ if we sinks I’m goin’to save
Admiral Jellicoe an’ get the. Victoria
Cross.” es ;

This pious flight of fancy apparently
rathertook his friend’s breath away, for
there was a moment'ssilence. :
“You can ’elp,’”’ he added generously.

They were “ Raggies,” apparently. —_

Vil

EACTION came with the following
‘dawn ; a weariness of the soul that

no fatigue of the -flesh can equal. All
one’s energies seemed needed to combat
the overwhelming desire for sleep, and
the sensitive plate which records even

[By “¢ Bartimeus ”

‘ absurdities in the mind holds httle save
one recollection of that dawn.
But whatever has grown dim and been

forgotten, the memory of a journeyaft
along the mess-deck in search of a cup of
tea will always survive. The grey day-
light struggled through the gun-ports and
mingled with the sickly glare of electric
lights along thé narrow vista of the mess-
deck.
One watch of stokers had beenrelieved,

and they lay where they had dropped
.on coming up from the stokehold.
On every available inch of space along
the deck sprawled a limp bundle of grimy
rags—that was a man asleep.

_ it was like picking a pathway through
a charnel-house_ of ebon dead. They
lay on their backs with outstretched
arms -or face downwards with their
arms under their foreheads, in every
imaginable attitude of joimtless, aban-
doned exhaustion. ;
-The warm, sour smell of perspiration

mingled with the aftermath of cordite_
fumes.
_The guns’ crews beside their guns were —

_ silent. They stood orsat, arms akimbo,-
motionless in the apathy of reaction and
fatigue, following the passer-by with their
eyes. te . ie

Aft, in the medical distributing station, —
_ all was stillas death. Men lay motionless,
snoring beside the stretchers and operating
tables. - But as I passed, something ~
moved inside the arms of a sleeping man.
Astumpy tail wagged, andthe ponderous
bulk of Jumbo, the mascot bulldog, rose,
shook himself, and trotted forward,
grinning a greeting from one survivor of
Jutland to another. ;
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French shel! dump: A scene typical of that on the whole western
line, at any part.of which the German offensive may begin.
 

 
 

Tuning up one of the ‘‘ heavies’’ on the British front in France, and (inset) ‘ assembling,” or putting together, the parts of a big
- British gun in France preparatory to railing it forward to its position in the artillery line on the front.
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OUT WITH THE HEAVIES
An Aeroplane Shoot on the Western Front

LL. was quiet in the B.C. Post. The
officer on duty was sleeping heavily
on his wire bed, exhausted after a-

midnight call; the telephonist, yawning
at his switchboard, had’ barely enough

energy to turn the leaves of the book he

was reading. Now and again a rat scuttled

behind the wooden boarding of the dug-

out ; the gas-blanket protecting the door-

way swung drearily to and iro in the
light wind.

Outside, in the battery, the hot night
was just merging into a summer dawn ;
the four great howitzers, each hidden in
its camouflaged gun-pit, loomed- in-
distinctly from under their tarpaulin
covers; the tired men were sleeping In
their dug-outs, and only the gas sentry
paced ceaselessly up’ and down in his
solitary vigil; the dismal croaking of a

frog or the distant crack of a gun alone

broke the stillness.

“* Action!” x

“* Aeroplane just calling up, sit!”
The telephonist’s voice broke into my

dreams, and I sat up with a jerk, in-
stinctively glancing at my wrist-watch.
The hands showed five o'clock.

Serambling out of bed, I rushed to the

~ doorway and, picking up the megaphone
hanging there from a hook, shouted with
the full strength of my lungs:

“* Action }” 5

Hardly had my stentorian tones rung
through the battery than the ground was
alive with men, vomited forth, as it were,
from the very ground. Each man went
to_his own gun, and each knew exactly
his own duties. Some stripped the covers
off the metal monsters, others set about
removing the camouflage’ netting con-
cealing the muzzles; the layers glanced
through their: sights and checked thelay,
given over night in preparation for the
dawn shoot ; loading and fusing numbers
made certain that a sufficiency of ammu-
nition was stacked in the pit; the
Numbers I gave an experimental twirl to
the many wheels and levers bristling
around the breech of the great gun; and
finally my subaltern in charge sang
out = :

‘Battery ready to. load, sir !**

Messages from the Air

“Amatol, full charge, load!” rang
back the quick answer, and in a trice
up run four brawny gunners, the hundred-
pound shell balancing between them; the
breech is swung open, in slips the
projectile.

“Tome ! ’”? roars Number rf.

A mighty thrust with four iron-shod
levers; clang,!. as _the “ breeches are
clashed to, and: ° ; ¢

“Battery ready to fire, sir !’. shouts _
my subaltern, ©

Meanwhile, in the wireless-room, the
operatorsits bent over his delicate
instruments, receivers clamped to each

car, straining to pick up the codesignals
tapped down to him from above by the
fmgers of the observer. Atmy elbow in
the B.C. Post is the telephone running
from the wireless dug-out, and through
this are transmitted the messages morsed
through the air.

In the four gun-pits the firing numbers

By-.° 0. PIP”
have picked up their lanyards, and now
stand; straining on the cords, tensely
waiting for the order. ;
Bythis time the perfect June morning

has fully dawned; the east is flooded
with pinkish streaks, and a ‘great silence
broods over_the whole front.. An early
bird. pipes a note or two, our aeroplane
drones lazily overhead, then suddenly the
metallic voice of the wireless operator
in “my ear:

* Aeroplane sending ‘ Fire!” sir.”
“ Fire No. 1!” I bellow, and:

“Fire No. r!’’ repeats the megaphone
outside. ~ : ‘ S
The Hercules in the gun-pit gives a

mighty heave, the howitzer gives a great
shudder, a thunderous roar, and the mass
of metal has been belched forth, screaming

in its flight, “as it rushes unerringly
towards the distant target, more than
four milesaway.

Meanwhile, the aeroplane up aloft has
ceased: its circling flight and, steering -
straight for theGerman battery at which
we are shooting, has observed the fall

of the. shell. /

A puff of dust, followed by a little
cloud of whitey-grey smoke, suddenly
appears a couple of hundred yards in
front of the target: :

Turning, he flies back, and as he
comes his fingers are busy with the

key of his wireless sending the necessary
correction for the gens. Then:

“* Fire!” says the voice of the wireless
operator agam imto the receiver at my

“ Fire No. 2!” bellows the megaphone,
and—boom !—another shell has been
despatched on its deadly mission.

Something Accomplished

Another pause and another correction,
and so the work goes ontill the aeroplane
observer is satisfied that the work of
destruction has been completed. He has
seen round after round drop in the middle
of the enemy’s battery, has seen the
explosions caused as ammunition dumps
are struck, and finally taps out:

“Going home. Splendid shoot!” —
‘Empty guns!” comes the order in

the battery. :

“Cease fire, and-cover up!” follows,
and the shoot is finished. _

Over in the .cook-house breakfast is
all ready forthe men. Huge “‘ dixies,”
emitting a savourysteam of tea, simmer
gently over the fire; iron frying-pans
sizzle with their load of appetising rashers,
while piles of bread, sliced into convenient
hunks, await demolition. =F

And next morning in the communiqué
we read:
“Our heavy artillery accomplished a

most successful shoot, knocking out an
enemy battery and inflicting casualties.”

THE DAY—AND THE MORNING AFTER
Contd. from Page 62)

surface ahead,” he announced.. There
was a general brightening of the counten-
anees around. Followed a long pause.
Then :
“Wash out! Not a Zeppelin. Bows

of a battle-cruiser sticking out of the
water.”
“Good egg!” said someone. “ Another

Hun done in!” ?
Tt didn’t seem to occur to anyone that

it might not have been a Hun. As a
matter of fact ‘it was the Invincible, or
all that was left of her.
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Gee the lower conning-tower a
little group of messengers, electric

light, fire, and wreckege parties stood
and. discoursed. They were. displaying
an unwonted interest in the merits and
demerits of swimming-belts. :

“ Got yours on, Nobby? ” inquired one
boy messenger of another.
“Yus,” was the reply in tense, grave

tones. ‘“ An’ if we sinks I’m goin’to save
Admiral Jellicoe an’ get the. Victoria
Cross.” es ;

This pious flight of fancy apparently
rathertook his friend’s breath away, for
there was a moment'ssilence. :
“You can ’elp,’”’ he added generously.

They were “ Raggies,” apparently. —_

Vil

EACTION came with the following
‘dawn ; a weariness of the soul that

no fatigue of the -flesh can equal. All
one’s energies seemed needed to combat
the overwhelming desire for sleep, and
the sensitive plate which records even

[By “¢ Bartimeus ”

‘ absurdities in the mind holds httle save
one recollection of that dawn.
But whatever has grown dim and been

forgotten, the memory of a journeyaft
along the mess-deck in search of a cup of
tea will always survive. The grey day-
light struggled through the gun-ports and
mingled with the sickly glare of electric
lights along thé narrow vista of the mess-
deck.
One watch of stokers had beenrelieved,

and they lay where they had dropped
.on coming up from the stokehold.
On every available inch of space along
the deck sprawled a limp bundle of grimy
rags—that was a man asleep.

_ it was like picking a pathway through
a charnel-house_ of ebon dead. They
lay on their backs with outstretched
arms -or face downwards with their
arms under their foreheads, in every
imaginable attitude of joimtless, aban-
doned exhaustion. ;
-The warm, sour smell of perspiration

mingled with the aftermath of cordite_
fumes.
_The guns’ crews beside their guns were —

_ silent. They stood orsat, arms akimbo,-
motionless in the apathy of reaction and
fatigue, following the passer-by with their
eyes. te . ie

Aft, in the medical distributing station, —
_ all was stillas death. Men lay motionless,
snoring beside the stretchers and operating
tables. - But as I passed, something ~
moved inside the arms of a sleeping man.
Astumpy tail wagged, andthe ponderous
bulk of Jumbo, the mascot bulldog, rose,
shook himself, and trotted forward,
grinning a greeting from one survivor of
Jutland to another. ;
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French shel! dump: A scene typical of that on the whole western
line, at any part.of which the German offensive may begin.
 

 
 

Tuning up one of the ‘‘ heavies’’ on the British front in France, and (inset) ‘ assembling,” or putting together, the parts of a big
- British gun in France preparatory to railing it forward to its position in the artillery line on the front.
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With the men of the Royal Flying Corps in Palestine. Officers buying sheep for the R.F.C. mess from the Arabs. Right: R.F.C. men |
on the western front in France who indulge in the hobby of rabbit-keeping, though well within range of enemyshell fire. (British official.) | &

British kite balloon about to make an Aeroplane fiying around an observation Descent by parachute from a British

ascent for observing enemy movements. balloon before approachingto set it on fire. observation balloon on the western front.
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Australian flying men preparing for a bombing “ stunt.’ (Australian official.) (
Right: Canadian using an enemy ’plane asa clothes-horse. (Canadian official.) ‘ S }

= : 2 < = Parachutist who has safely reached the ground having the rope attachment, which kept
\ him in a perpendicular position while descending, removed over his head.

Group of French observers engaged in measuring the altitude at which enemy aeroplanes are flying. The result of their observation is Hit! An observation balloon fired by an Finis! The remains of a fired observation balloon continuing to burn and to send

at once transmitted by the machine in the foreground for the guidance of an anti-aircraft gun battery. (Frenchofficial photograph.) ot enemy aeroplane falling in flames. forth a cloud of dense smokeafter reaching the earth.
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Queen Mary at Wellington Barracks, accompanied by Princess Mary, inspecting the motor-transport of the Women’s Reserve

Ambulance (the Green Cross Socirty) on Feb. 16th. Right: Her Majesty chatting with Mrs. Beatty, Commandant of the Gorps. x Sy :

Centre part of a French Tank, showing the opened trap-door through which the crew can emerge, and oneof the side guns pivoted to |
CESS | BRE fire in various directions. Right: A French Tank that had been placed hors de combat. g
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Womenat the Government Seed Testing Stationat Victoria inspecting and damping i i { |

the seedsin the incubator pans, and (right) counting the percentage of germinations. e ~
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: Germanrailway munitions trucks (from Essen) that have been captured by the French on the western front. A communication trench,
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From the Forge of Vulcan to the Field of Mars
 

    
Weaponsof this size are rarely seen on these trains, and the

sorbing the force of the recoil enable the guns
be discharged as a broadside is tremendous.

French marine gunners manning

a

train of powerful naval ordnance.

destructive force of such a Dreadnought on wheels can hardly be imagined. Devices for ab

to be fired almost at right angles from the carriages, and the weight of metal which can

 

    
Italian artillerymen setting a big howitzer in a new emplacement. The enormouspiece of ordnance is moved on a carriage fitted with

caterpillar wheels, and powerful cranes are used tolift its monstrous muzzle, which is then guided into position by many pairs of
hands. A howitzer of 15 in. calibre throwsa projectile weighing about a ton.
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New Men & Old Material to Batter Back the Hun
 

    
Selecting material which appears worth sending to the base for repair and reissue. The

n battle, from mrotor-cars downto wirefor entanglements,is, of course, enormous,
e utilised in the manufacture of fresh supplies.

Salvage work upon a recent battlefield :
wastage of material of every description in a moder

but salvage-parties follow an advance and collect vast quantities which ar
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Light artillery battery of the American Expeditionary Force moving forward in France, watched by an old French couple typical of the

smali-proprietor class that is the backbone of the French nation. The sector of the front held by the American troops is in the St.

Mihiel “ dent,’? where for more than three years a German salient has projected into the Allies’ line.
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Soldiers at an agricultural school in Surrey having an indoor : es Sekar

lecture on motor-tractor ploughing. é ics :

  
 

  

‘God Speed the Plowand Send Us CornEnow’ ©

  

 
 

Two soldier classes following the tractor ploughs in Surrey opened
by the Food Production Department of the Board of Agriculture.
Above : Showing the soldiers how the share should strike the ground.

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

    
  Soldiers undergoing instruction at Godstone in the pr ical management of the motor-tractor and its plough. Right:

i Guards Division “ resting ” behind the lines on the western front fend a handat the ploughing.
Menof the
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BOATS AND THE USS.
A Confident View of the Transatlantic Transport

N January 29th Mr. N. D. Baker,the
United States Secretary for War,

warned his countrymen that the
Germans were preparing a great submarine
offensive against the Americanlines of com-
munication with France. Exactly a week

later the transport Tuscania was torpedoed

and sunk by a submarine off the Irish coast,

and the temptation to draw the super-

ficially obvious conclusion was a good

deal too strong for many people. “It is

only a week ago,” they said in effect,
“that we were warned of what the
Germans were preparing, and they have
already opened their campaign. success-
fully—for them—by sinking a transport
loaded with American troops.” It will
be recalled that only just over one hundred
lives were lost out of a company of more
than two thousand, of whom the great

majority were soldiers; but this is a
point that does not enter into our present
inquiry. What I want to call attention to
is the great unreasonableness of these who
took- the view I have already quoted.
They know that America declared war
upon Germany in April, 1917, and they
know that America began sending troops
across the Atlantic im some force at least
nine months ago; and yet they are willing
to deceive themselves into the sonrewhat
nervous belief that the U boats did mot
begin to try to attack the American
transports until the end of last January,
and that within a few days they succeeded
in sending one to the bottom.

What People Forget

This view, which is really out of all
true perspective, arises from two causes.
The first is the shortness of the public
memory, and the second is the fact that

when sea-power is most effective it is
least manifest to the public eye. Between
four and five thousand ships. enter and
leave the ports of the United Kingdom
every week, and the only intimation of
the fact we get is a bald and regular
statement of the precise total, to which

few of us give more thana passing glance.
That may seem rather like a digression,

but it is not. What is true of the work of
the British Navy in general, -is true of the
transport of the UnitedStates Army in
particular. If it had been remembered
that the first attack om an American
military convoy was reported as. having
been made on June 22nd, 1917, there
would not have been the inclination to
attach so great a significance to thesinking
of the Tuscania. There is: every reason to
believe that the organised campaign of
the U boats agaist these vessels began
with the sailing of the very first shipload
of Americam soldiers; indeed, the force
under Rear-Admiral Gleaves, which was
subjected toa series of attacks far out in
the Atlantic early last summer, was
officially described as being engaged in
“ carrying the first United States Ex-
peditionary Force to France.’ Thereis no.
reason whatever to believe that the
Germans have relaxed their efforts since—
although, as we hear nothing about them
when they miscarry, we are naturally
apt unconsciously to think otherwise.
GeneralPershingindicated the real truth

_ in an interview published last November,

By PERCIVAL A. HISLAM~
whem he said: “ Thanksto the efficiency

of the protection afforded by the British,

French, and American Navies, the enemy’s

submarines cannot boast of having caused
tie loss of life of a single American soldier
embarked for conveyance to France.”

It is those “thanks” that’ we are
liable to forget in the ordimary way, and

it is doubtful if the work of sea-power

will be properly appreciated even when
the full fruit of America’s effort is in

place on the western front.
There can be no doubtthat the Germans

realise to the full the part America is
destined to play, and that their chance of
checkmating it lies not om the western
front, but in the farther west of the wide
Atlantic.

Super-Submarines

No more vulnerable line of communi-
cations could ever be conceived than
that which the American armies must
travel to the firing-line. It is more than
three thousand miles im length, and
hostile submarine operations are possible
along every mile of it. Ten years ago
the submarine was .just growing out of
the harbour-defence stage. To-day it
is quite an average boat that cam maintaim
herself at sea while she cruises a matter
of five or six thousand miles; and, among
all thefairy tales we have read from time
to time of the gigantic U boats under
construction in Germany, the solid fact

emerges that the enemy has now in
service submarines which carry a much
heavier armament than an up-to-date
destroyer, and which are capable of
cruising for three months on end without
any assistance whatever. From what we
knowof the Deutschland the probability
would seem to be that these submarine
cruisers could cross the Atlantic from
Cuxhaven in three weeks and operate in
the’region of the American coast for forty
days or more before turning back.
Lord Jellicoe stated last year that

he had warned the American authorities
that U boats would probably lay mine-
fields off their ports. Vessels like the
Deutschland, and improved asa result of
her experiences, could probably carry a
hundred mines. They would have little
use for a heavy gum armament, since
Atlantic convoys are always well protected
against surface attack, but, im default of

mines, they could probably carry three or
four times as many torpedoesias tlre normal
U boat of 800-1,200 tons.

Great Naval Achievement

So far as the protection of troops at
sea is concerned, we have the experience

of the past to guide us, and that
should be - more’ valuable. than any
amount of unsupported theorising as to
.the future. In moving a vote of thanks
to the Services last October, the Prime
Minister said that since the beginning”
of the war 13,000,000 men had crossed

and recrossed the seas, and out of that

vast number only 2,200 had been~ lost
through the action of the enemy. This
indicates the loss, approximately, of one
man in every 6,o00—surely one of the
most convincing tributes to the efficiency.
of the Navy’s protection (and incidentally

to the skill of the indomitable mercantile _

crews of the tramsports) that could be

conceived. These troops,’ it must be’
remembered, have not been carried merely

to and fro across the Channel. They have

come from (or- gome to) all parts of the

world—the Far -East, Australia, New

Zealand, India, South Africa, Canada,

Mesopotamia, Gallipoli, Salonika, and

many. other places. The U boat, one

might say, has had every opportunity in

both the wide and the narrow seas, and
the aggregate military loss wpon~ those
seas is one man im six thousand.

In that fact alone there is surely every
ground for confidence so far as the trans-
port of the American Armyis concerned—
a transport which, do not forget, is in
progress every hour of every day, even
though we hear nothing about it. A few
weeks ago Sir Eric Geddes, First Lord of
the Admiralty, told an American imter-
viewer that “if (why ‘if, I wonder)
you are to bring across the Atlantic the
number of troops that you plan, there will
be losses, aud probably heavy ones.”
Tt is, of course, one of the axioms of war
to plan for the best and prepare for the
worst, but one cannot help thinking that
this sentiment hardly fitted in with Sir
Eric’s opening statement that he was
“an optimist regarding the U boat war.”

** Adequate Safety”

Short of a miracle, it is to be- feared

substantial losses are inevitable, and the

loss of a single transport, with a-freight of
perhaps two thousand men, would be a
tragic and deplorable event which, for
the time being, would overshadowall the
successful work that had been accom-
plished ; but one feels that there is good

reason for the opinion of Mr. Josephus
Daniels, the American Naval Secretary,
that the U.S. and other fleets in combina-
tion will see the armies across in “ adequate
safety.”

After all, absolute safety for fighting
men in war time is hardly to be looked
for, either afloat or ashore.

It is admitted, of course, that

Atlantic crossing presents the enemy w
something like an unprecedented oppor-
tunity of which he is certain to make the
most. We cannot protect that route
as we protect thé Channel-ferry, and there
are likely to be fifty troopships crossmg
from the U.S. for every one that we have
had to bring from Canada. But there
are important factors on the other side
of the ledger. Our own work against the
U boats is steadily growing im success.
According to official statements we are
now entering on that phase of the under-
water war where the destruction of enemy
submarines outpaces their production;
and on top of that there is just coming to
fruition America’s gigantic {70,000,000
destroyer programme. For more than
three years Germany was building sub-
marines faster tham we could sink them,
and over the whole of that period she was
able to account for only one out of every
6,000 Britishsoldiers en the seas. I stop
short of prophecy, but I dothink it is
reasonable to anticipate, with Mr. Daniels,
that the American armies will be brought
to Europe in what he modestly describes
as ‘‘ adequate safety.” : :
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The spirit of play informing men who are engaged in the stern tasks of war on the Palestine front, where a play, ‘“* The Rose of Gaza,’’
has been successfully produced, the stage being erected alongside a trench in which members of the orchestra were seated. The

play was entirely got up and performed by members of the Essex Regiment.

 

  
 

   
 

With the machine-guns during Sir Edmund Allenby’ i i i =n J s r r y’s triumphant advance. Men of a machine-gun section engaged in unloading andgetting their Weapons into immediate action as soon as they found themselves within range of the repBatitG Trunks. Before the end ot, ebruary General Allenby had captured Jericho and forced the enemyinto a further retreat to the north. ,
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A WANDERER IN WAR LANDS

AT ARMY HEADQUARTERS
Contrasting Experiences From Various Fronts

' FHAT a scene those words used to
conjure upforme .-. . before
Thad ever seen the actuality for

which they stood.
E used to imagine tall men with Welling-

tonian noses or Napoleonic beetling eye-
brows sitting at the receipt of despatches
—at least two a minute. :

I could see them tearing open the
envelopes brought in by panting despatch-
riders, whe had left their horses in a

lather outside, flinging the reins to a
sentry and rushing into the chateau or
the cottage, as the case might be.
From time to time the tall men would

spring frem their chairs, cast a. glance
at one of the maps hanging on the svalls,
then jerk out some order, which a subor-,
dinate obediently hastened to write out
and send off.
There was a bustle, a coming and

going, an- atmosphere of excitement,
usually thrillimge with good news, some-
times, perchance, with tragedy, much
clattering of hoofs, much movement of
marching men.
Army Headquarters may have been

like that once. To-day they are seen
under a. much less dramatic aspect.
The sound I chiefly connect with them

now is the click-clack, not of hoofs, but
of typewriters. There is an air, not of
romance, but rather of bureaucracy about
them. They are extremely businesslike.

This is true, so far as my observation
has gone, of Army Headquarters every-
where. Allowing for slight differences,
due to national idiosyncracies, such as
the prevalence of pipes among British
and of cigarettes among Russian Staff
officers, they are all very much alike.

““G.H.Q.” in Strange Places

Everywhere an atmosphere of studious
‘calm, with hard work and long hours for
the chiefs. Everywhere unutterable bore-
dom for those who cannot find sufficient
occupation, such as the members of
foreign military missions. Everywhere
that kind of suppressed mutual irritation,
developing at times into hatred, which
is found among schoolmasters and monks,
and all who are obliged to live together
in a circumscribed space.
The more remote the situatiom the

more intolerable the boredom. TheGrand
_ Duke Nicholas had his Headquarters: for
a long time in a railway train om a siding
in the Forest of Baranovitchi. No more
devoted proof of brotherly atfection has
‘ever been given than was given by his
brother Peter, who stayed there to keep
him company. He saved himself fromy
going mad by playingchess all day long
with the chaplain.
No one but a Russian general would

‘choose toliye in a trai, just as no one
but a Russianadmizal would have hoisted
his flag as Commander-in-Chief of the
‘Baltic Fleet im a yacht moored alongside
a quay at Helsingfors. That was where
I found Naval Headquarters.
Whenthe Tsar himself commanded the

_ Russiam Army the“ Stavka,” as G.H.Q.
is éalled im Russian, was at a small
town named Mogileff. Here the miscailled

_ autocrat, who was rather an automaton
in the hands of the Court camarilla, lived
in a little house with his little son, and

By HAMILTON FYFE

used to walk around unattended in the
most unceremonious way.
Every morning ke walked from his

house to General Alexeiefi’s office, and

had explained to him amy change in the
disposition of the troops, or any opera-
tions which might have been taking place.
He had not much head for big subjects,
but he was quick to grasp small pomts.

For example, a British general, who
was very friendly with him, suggested
one day that it might raise the spirit
of the Russian people if their Emperor
made speeches more often to encourage
them. The Tsar said he did not like
that kind of thing, it was too much like

advertisement. The general persisted,
and. the Tsar said he would think it over.

Contrasting Commanders

A few evenings afterwards, as they sat

down to dinner, the Tsar whispered to
the general, “I’ve been doing some
advertising to-day.”. He had been mak-
ing a speech of the character suggested.
Unfortunately, speeches were not enough.
He should have added actions to his
encouraging words, and disaster might
have been avoided.

Alexeiefi was as little like a soldier
“As it is possible to imagine a Chief of
Staff, who is really Commander-in-Chief,
to be.. He is a small man with a large
head, an unwholesome complexion, and

an extreme shyness of manner. Far
more of a professor than a fighting man,
he was a marvellous campaign director.
The final stages of the Russian retreat in
the early autumn of ror5 were managed
by him with consummate skill. . “ Amyone
can conduct an advance,” I remember a
famousstrategist sayimg to me-once ; “it
is retreating which shows whether’ a
commander has his wits about him.”
In this Vilna operation Alexeieff was
playing against the best Germam general-
ship and won the match.
To a quite different type belonged

General Brussiloff. He was the dashing
_ Cavalryman, at home im amy society,

and master of several languages. The
first time I saw him at his Headquarters
he talked for an hour in the most frank
and friendly tone. Yet he would have
been, in some ways, a better commander

than Alexeieff, for Alexeieff liked doing
everything himself, whereas Brussiloff, ©
good organiser that he was, understood
that the chief ought to keep his hands
free from detail.

Evicting an Intruder

When ‘one went to see him his table
was almost empty of papers. He never
seemed to beworried, or even very busy.
He kept his mind alert and ready for the
big decisions. The smaller matters he
left to his Staff, and, although they liked
him, they all said that he was a chief who
had to be exactly and imstantly obeyed.
His Headquarters were at a towncalled

Berdeecheff, where, out of a hundred
thousand inhabitants, some: eighty thou-
sand are Jews, Jews im-gaberdines, with
ringlets on each side of the face, and
little flat caps on their heads. Most of
them spoke only Yiddish. It was an
odd ‘experienee to hear what sounded
like German talked openly im shops and

streets when speaking German was for-
bidden all over Russia. Yiddish, a
dialect of German, cannot be forbidden,

‘for a vast number of the Russian Jews
have no other language. ~

In Berdeechett I saw one day, in a

small restaurant, an episode which re-

mains my funniest recollection of the
war. There rambled about the town 2
half-witted creature who begged cigarettes
of strangers. While Arthur Ransome and
I were having lunch the little restaurant
was_all of a sudden filled with a tremen-
dous seuffling and fighting. The idiot
had seen us through the window and had
slipped in. The waiter who was handing
us potatoes had gone for him at once.

They: struggled about the room, or,
rather, the waiter pummelied the idiot

about with incredible rapidity. It was
like two cocks fighting. The combatants
seemed to be all over the place at ance.
Nowon this side, now on that; raising
the dust, knocking knives and forks off
the tabies, filling the room with uproar.
At last the waiter got the intruder

to the door, and, with a neatly-planted

lick, sent him into the middle of the
road. Then he returned to us, and,
without a word, as if such incidents were
of the commonest occurrence, resumed

handing us the potatoes. We had looked
on speechless and spellbound, but now
we broke imto roars of laughter. We
could not stop laughing. The waiter
only shrugged his shoulders, and went
away to fetch the next course.

A Close Shave

Rumanian Headquarters was for some
months in a village school, where the
pictures and diagrams, by which the
children were taught natural history and
arithmetic, still hung on the walls. After

that they moved about very rapidly.
We used to get to 2 town, organise a
headquarters’ mess, and start work.
Suddenly news would come of another
German advance. Off we went again.
The movement was-almost as rapid

as that of British Headquarters in the
first weeks of the war. A distinguished
officer, who then held a very high position
in the “ contemptible little Army,” tells
with sardonic humour the story of his
being nearly cut off and taken prisoner.
The Staff had arrived in a village and

taken possession of ‘various buildings.
The general was hard at work towards
evening with his chief assistant. Sud-
denly his assistant remarked:
“Very quiet this village, sir.
““Good thing, too,” said his superior.
Pause.
“Seems to me unusually quiet, sir.”
“ Don’t you make a mistake.”
Another pause.
“J don’t like this quiet at all, sir.”
“Then, for goodness” sake, get out and

leave me im peace!” :
The assistant got out, and soon dis-

coveredthat they were the only members
of the G.H.Q. Staff left. They stood
not upom the order of their going, but
went. When they caught wp they were
grected with, “ Why, we thought you’d
been captured by the Boche !”
“And I think,” adds the story-teller,

“ they were rather sorry I hadn’t been.”
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The spirit of play informing men who are engaged in the stern tasks of war on the Palestine front, where a play, ‘“* The Rose of Gaza,’’
has been successfully produced, the stage being erected alongside a trench in which members of the orchestra were seated. The

play was entirely got up and performed by members of the Essex Regiment.

 

  
 

   
 

With the machine-guns during Sir Edmund Allenby’ i i i =n J s r r y’s triumphant advance. Men of a machine-gun section engaged in unloading andgetting their Weapons into immediate action as soon as they found themselves within range of the repBatitG Trunks. Before the end ot, ebruary General Allenby had captured Jericho and forced the enemyinto a further retreat to the north. ,
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A WANDERER IN WAR LANDS

AT ARMY HEADQUARTERS
Contrasting Experiences From Various Fronts

' FHAT a scene those words used to
conjure upforme .-. . before
Thad ever seen the actuality for

which they stood.
E used to imagine tall men with Welling-

tonian noses or Napoleonic beetling eye-
brows sitting at the receipt of despatches
—at least two a minute. :

I could see them tearing open the
envelopes brought in by panting despatch-
riders, whe had left their horses in a

lather outside, flinging the reins to a
sentry and rushing into the chateau or
the cottage, as the case might be.
From time to time the tall men would

spring frem their chairs, cast a. glance
at one of the maps hanging on the svalls,
then jerk out some order, which a subor-,
dinate obediently hastened to write out
and send off.
There was a bustle, a coming and

going, an- atmosphere of excitement,
usually thrillimge with good news, some-
times, perchance, with tragedy, much
clattering of hoofs, much movement of
marching men.
Army Headquarters may have been

like that once. To-day they are seen
under a. much less dramatic aspect.
The sound I chiefly connect with them

now is the click-clack, not of hoofs, but
of typewriters. There is an air, not of
romance, but rather of bureaucracy about
them. They are extremely businesslike.

This is true, so far as my observation
has gone, of Army Headquarters every-
where. Allowing for slight differences,
due to national idiosyncracies, such as
the prevalence of pipes among British
and of cigarettes among Russian Staff
officers, they are all very much alike.

““G.H.Q.” in Strange Places

Everywhere an atmosphere of studious
‘calm, with hard work and long hours for
the chiefs. Everywhere unutterable bore-
dom for those who cannot find sufficient
occupation, such as the members of
foreign military missions. Everywhere
that kind of suppressed mutual irritation,
developing at times into hatred, which
is found among schoolmasters and monks,
and all who are obliged to live together
in a circumscribed space.
The more remote the situatiom the

more intolerable the boredom. TheGrand
_ Duke Nicholas had his Headquarters: for
a long time in a railway train om a siding
in the Forest of Baranovitchi. No more
devoted proof of brotherly atfection has
‘ever been given than was given by his
brother Peter, who stayed there to keep
him company. He saved himself fromy
going mad by playingchess all day long
with the chaplain.
No one but a Russian general would

‘choose toliye in a trai, just as no one
but a Russianadmizal would have hoisted
his flag as Commander-in-Chief of the
‘Baltic Fleet im a yacht moored alongside
a quay at Helsingfors. That was where
I found Naval Headquarters.
Whenthe Tsar himself commanded the

_ Russiam Army the“ Stavka,” as G.H.Q.
is éalled im Russian, was at a small
town named Mogileff. Here the miscailled

_ autocrat, who was rather an automaton
in the hands of the Court camarilla, lived
in a little house with his little son, and

By HAMILTON FYFE

used to walk around unattended in the
most unceremonious way.
Every morning ke walked from his

house to General Alexeiefi’s office, and

had explained to him amy change in the
disposition of the troops, or any opera-
tions which might have been taking place.
He had not much head for big subjects,
but he was quick to grasp small pomts.

For example, a British general, who
was very friendly with him, suggested
one day that it might raise the spirit
of the Russian people if their Emperor
made speeches more often to encourage
them. The Tsar said he did not like
that kind of thing, it was too much like

advertisement. The general persisted,
and. the Tsar said he would think it over.

Contrasting Commanders

A few evenings afterwards, as they sat

down to dinner, the Tsar whispered to
the general, “I’ve been doing some
advertising to-day.”. He had been mak-
ing a speech of the character suggested.
Unfortunately, speeches were not enough.
He should have added actions to his
encouraging words, and disaster might
have been avoided.

Alexeiefi was as little like a soldier
“As it is possible to imagine a Chief of
Staff, who is really Commander-in-Chief,
to be.. He is a small man with a large
head, an unwholesome complexion, and

an extreme shyness of manner. Far
more of a professor than a fighting man,
he was a marvellous campaign director.
The final stages of the Russian retreat in
the early autumn of ror5 were managed
by him with consummate skill. . “ Amyone
can conduct an advance,” I remember a
famousstrategist sayimg to me-once ; “it
is retreating which shows whether’ a
commander has his wits about him.”
In this Vilna operation Alexeieff was
playing against the best Germam general-
ship and won the match.
To a quite different type belonged

General Brussiloff. He was the dashing
_ Cavalryman, at home im amy society,

and master of several languages. The
first time I saw him at his Headquarters
he talked for an hour in the most frank
and friendly tone. Yet he would have
been, in some ways, a better commander

than Alexeieff, for Alexeieff liked doing
everything himself, whereas Brussiloff, ©
good organiser that he was, understood
that the chief ought to keep his hands
free from detail.

Evicting an Intruder

When ‘one went to see him his table
was almost empty of papers. He never
seemed to beworried, or even very busy.
He kept his mind alert and ready for the
big decisions. The smaller matters he
left to his Staff, and, although they liked
him, they all said that he was a chief who
had to be exactly and imstantly obeyed.
His Headquarters were at a towncalled

Berdeecheff, where, out of a hundred
thousand inhabitants, some: eighty thou-
sand are Jews, Jews im-gaberdines, with
ringlets on each side of the face, and
little flat caps on their heads. Most of
them spoke only Yiddish. It was an
odd ‘experienee to hear what sounded
like German talked openly im shops and

streets when speaking German was for-
bidden all over Russia. Yiddish, a
dialect of German, cannot be forbidden,

‘for a vast number of the Russian Jews
have no other language. ~

In Berdeechett I saw one day, in a

small restaurant, an episode which re-

mains my funniest recollection of the
war. There rambled about the town 2
half-witted creature who begged cigarettes
of strangers. While Arthur Ransome and
I were having lunch the little restaurant
was_all of a sudden filled with a tremen-
dous seuffling and fighting. The idiot
had seen us through the window and had
slipped in. The waiter who was handing
us potatoes had gone for him at once.

They: struggled about the room, or,
rather, the waiter pummelied the idiot

about with incredible rapidity. It was
like two cocks fighting. The combatants
seemed to be all over the place at ance.
Nowon this side, now on that; raising
the dust, knocking knives and forks off
the tabies, filling the room with uproar.
At last the waiter got the intruder

to the door, and, with a neatly-planted

lick, sent him into the middle of the
road. Then he returned to us, and,
without a word, as if such incidents were
of the commonest occurrence, resumed

handing us the potatoes. We had looked
on speechless and spellbound, but now
we broke imto roars of laughter. We
could not stop laughing. The waiter
only shrugged his shoulders, and went
away to fetch the next course.

A Close Shave

Rumanian Headquarters was for some
months in a village school, where the
pictures and diagrams, by which the
children were taught natural history and
arithmetic, still hung on the walls. After

that they moved about very rapidly.
We used to get to 2 town, organise a
headquarters’ mess, and start work.
Suddenly news would come of another
German advance. Off we went again.
The movement was-almost as rapid

as that of British Headquarters in the
first weeks of the war. A distinguished
officer, who then held a very high position
in the “ contemptible little Army,” tells
with sardonic humour the story of his
being nearly cut off and taken prisoner.
The Staff had arrived in a village and

taken possession of ‘various buildings.
The general was hard at work towards
evening with his chief assistant. Sud-
denly his assistant remarked:
“Very quiet this village, sir.
““Good thing, too,” said his superior.
Pause.
“Seems to me unusually quiet, sir.”
“ Don’t you make a mistake.”
Another pause.
“J don’t like this quiet at all, sir.”
“Then, for goodness” sake, get out and

leave me im peace!” :
The assistant got out, and soon dis-

coveredthat they were the only members
of the G.H.Q. Staff left. They stood
not upom the order of their going, but
went. When they caught wp they were
grected with, “ Why, we thought you’d
been captured by the Boche !”
“And I think,” adds the story-teller,

“ they were rather sorry I hadn’t been.”
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Whichthe Foe has Fled
 

      
 

British officers making stretchers out of sticks, after the fighting
at Nyangao in October, one of the bitterest conflicts in the campaign.

   
  

German nativewounded waiting for a convoy. They had heen
captured by the British during the later fighting in East Africa.
 

    
British movable wireless plant in use in the bush in German East

Africa during the closing stages of the’ campaign.

 
Miotor-car food convoy passing through the East African bush
during the final drive of the enemy to the Portuguese frontier.
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Arresting Attila’s Advance to the Adriatic
 

 

 

British and French Official Photographs
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Scottish regiment headed by its pipes marching into an Italian /
viliage on its way to aid in arresting the Hun invasion of Italy. f

 

 

 

and Austrians captured has steadily increased. Right: French Al
italian Intelligence officer interrogating Turkish prisoners. Sine

p
e tho arrival of reinforcements on the Piave the number of Turks /
ine Chasseurs digging trenches in their section of the italian front.

 

    
 
 

French Alpine GChasseurs paraded on the Italian front, with a British and an Italian soldier representing the Alliance. This famous
French regiment won fresh glory on Monte Tomba on December 30th. Right: British soldiers happily at homein their Italian billets.
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Held Up by Snow & Flood from Franceto Serbia

  

 

 

  
Snowed-in at a Serbian headquarters camp. This striking photograph, while it affords a really beautiful view of the effect of wintry

weather in the Balkans, also suggests something of the difficulties of campaigning in such country during the winter.

 

 

 
 

TO es Shy Wo ae   
Far-spreading floods on the Aisne front, where the melting of the snow has’ served to put great stretches of war-torn ground under

water, and to leave the line of barbed-wire unapproachable from either side.
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‘is still uniquely her own.
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THE EFFORT OF THE DOMINIONS
 

NEW LAWS FOR NEW CONDITIONS
How the Australian Commonwealth Set the Example

- fighting effort there is another side
. of her war work, less conspicuous
perhaps but hardly less valuable. This
is Australia’s legislative effort. One finds
expert observers, in fact, who argue
that ‘the example Australia has set in
warlegislation has been as great a British
contribution towards the war as_ the
fighting of her splendid. soldiers and
sailors. This is-probably an overestimate.

Viaeeee as has been Australia’s

_ Nevertheless it would be hard to speak
too highly of the lead Australia’s legis-
laters have given the Mother. Country—
and the Allies generally. They have

_ set the pace in warlegislation. Showing
the greatest resolution, courage, and _
independence of thought, they dared to
act while the Mother Country was.thinking
and doubting: It is not giving secrets
away to say that Australia goaded some
of our home legislators and was largely
responsible for definite action on the part
of statesmen more careful than courageous
who would have much preferred-to dally
with war problems before taking decisive
steps to respond to popular demands.

In such matters as stopping trade with
the enemy, restriction of aliens, seizure
of enemy property, cutting out of
cnenry interests, shipping control, food
and food prices control, organisation of
national resources, curtailment of luxuries
—in these and in many similar matters
of first war importance Australia set the
Mother-Country an invaluable example.

Prompt Action agaiast Germans

The war was not many days old before
search-parties were visiting enemy haunts
in Australia, seizing.idocuments and persons,
Enemy Reservists were rounded up and
bundled into concentration camps. ‘There
was no such egregious folly as enemy
Reservists getting out of Australia and
home after war was declared. In fact,
Australia from the outset grasped far
more readily than we at home the fact
that war was war, am enemy an enemy,
and Germans an enemy not to be treated
as one tréats opponents in a football or
cricket match,. Legislation to seize enemy

“property, to annul contracts that might
in any way benefit the enemy either then
or later; and to eliminate enemy share-
holders from Australian concerns, was
quickly pass¢d. In-the matter of food
control, also, Australia set the pace. The
fixing of food ‘prices, the “ wheat pool,”
the regulation of meat supplies, and, in ~
fact, of all food supplies, and the control
of exports were matters in which the
Commonwealth was strikingly ahead of
the home Government.

Fortunately the British Parliament at
Jast fell into line in most of these and

similar matters, and, as conditions at
home are now much on a par with those
in’ Australia, there is no need to detail
them. One can pass on to other matters
in which Australia’s legislative foresight

Early among’ these “cameAustralia’s
- buying of ships. She was one of thefirst
nations to acquire a national mercantile
fleet. Quite early in the war a pro-
hibition was issuedforbidding the transfer’
of ships from the Australian. register.

By BASIL CLARKE

Next we see no less a man than Mr. Hughes
himself out on a ship-buying expedition.
He bought in Europe fifteen ships at
prices that were criticised pretty strongly
at the-time. Perhaps the best answer
to this criticism was to be found in the
fact that after one year of war Australia’s
merchant fleet (then numbering eighty-
five steamers) had earned the Common-
wealth {1,000,000 in profit besides doing
work-of vital national-importance.  Inci-
dentally many German ships were seized
and added to the national fleet without
any juridical niceties as to whether it
was right to use them or not.

Securing the Metal “Resources

The Commonwealth Line of steamers
looks like providing an example that
many nations will have to follow during
the war or when peace comes, as a means
of striking a course betweennational néeds
and private interests; and critics who

assailed Australia for buying ships on
an expensive market may fmd themselves
forced to follow her example —on a
market still more expensive. :
Among other schemes calculated to put

Australia on a better. footing for peace,
as well as for war, was her enlightcned
.action with regard to metal production,
one of the chief imdustries of the country.
Australia found that Germany, by her
years of “‘ peaceful penetration,’ had got
her tentacles firmly gripped upon the

- mineral wealth of Australia. Many metal
companies were frankly and openly
German, while others were German in all

s@ve name. The effect was to assure
Germany. vast supplies of. zinc, lead,
copper, and other minerals which she
imported in the form of concentrates
to be worked up in Germany itself.
Australia even lacked the means- for
treating these concentrates. In one dis-
trict, for imstance, with a yearly output
of zinc of 400,000 tons, the smelting
capacity was no more than 15,000 tons
a year. In lead and copper things were
hardly anybetter. Owing to this shortage
of working facilities, and to her controlling
interest in many of the producing com-
panies, Germany had assuredherself of the
lion’s share of Australia’s metal output.

Dealing with ‘‘ Luxuries ”’

- Every trace of this German influence
in the metal trade of Australia was
-ruthlessly -wiped out. An Australian
Metal Exchange was established to safe-
guard the destination of every ton of
metal, and this-is-to be maintained on a
permanent basis. There is to be no more
grabbing of Australia’s national resources
by any country. Steps have been taken,
moreover, to’ increase enormously the
smelting facilities of the country to enable
them to cope with all the raw materials
produced. Already Australia can execute
big metal contracts which in former years
would have had to be seht to England,
Germany, or America for completion.
Another example of an_ enlightened

trade legislation is to beseenin Australia’s
decision regarding imported luxuries.
A Luxuries Board has been established
to determine what imported articles come
under the head of “ not essential to the

general health and welfare of the com-
munity,’ and to lay down regulations
for restricting their importation. This
policy had a positive as well as a negative
side to it, for it is the duty of the Board
to encourage the home production of
articles to replace luxuries imported from
overseas. There are some luxuries, of
course, the importation of which was
never of special advantage to the country,
and was in some cases even harmful.
There will be no effort to replace these
things. Other commodities, on the other
hand, had their value even if they were.
unessential, and to encourage the pro-
duction of these things the Luxury Board
will provide money bounties to stimulate
and help home producers. The public:
is. to be protected from any extortion
in the matter of price.
As in trade, so in other matters, ihe

legislators of the Commonwealth have
set the Mother Country something of an
example. It is mot very long since we
had the noyel spectacle of Australian
soldiers voting on vital Australian ques-
tions, even though those soldiers were at
war, thousands of miles from their home-

Jand. The question put to them was one
needing no more than a simple yes or
no concerning compulsory service. This
voting was-an admirable illustration of
the-referendum at work. <Areferendum,
probably, will soon be recognised as the
only possible way of discovering the r
feeling of a nation on any issue. Withij
consideration of party or anything else 4.2
elector can express an opinion,

Referendum in Action

Australia used the referendum notwith-
standing its thousands of square miles
of sparsely-populated area and the absence
of thousands of its voters overseas. In

time to come it should not be beyond
the wit of the Mother Country to do
likewise, and so obtain once and for all
an unequivocal expressien of what the
will of this country really is on aay
contentious point.. One other matter.
Australia was so alive to the duties
attaching to citizenship. as to agree to
impose a fine of {rt on any citizen who
without adequate excuse failed to vote.

It is not untimely just now to mention
what Australia has done to suppress
“Boloism ”’ in her midst. By legislation
passed more than a year ago (Decentber
21st, 1916) the Government, by their ‘‘ Un-
lawful Associations Act,” declared illegal

certain industrial organisations suspected
of German mfluence, and laid down
penalties to be imposed upon any person
connected with those associations who
did anything calculated to endanger life
or property or to hinder the production
of any war material, including foodstuffs.
In addition to these steps, most stringent

measures were taken to suppress peace
cranks and others less innocent who
tended. to discourage or hinder the vigorous
prosecution of the war. Societies of the
sort now working in this country, openly
“boosting * Germamy -as an injured
imnocent and spending vast sums of
money to create a public opinion favour-
able to Germany,-would in-—Australia be

~ given the short shrift they deserve.
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Held Up by Snow & Flood from Franceto Serbia

  

 

 

  
Snowed-in at a Serbian headquarters camp. This striking photograph, while it affords a really beautiful view of the effect of wintry

weather in the Balkans, also suggests something of the difficulties of campaigning in such country during the winter.
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Far-spreading floods on the Aisne front, where the melting of the snow has’ served to put great stretches of war-torn ground under

water, and to leave the line of barbed-wire unapproachable from either side.
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—in these and in many similar matters
of first war importance Australia set the
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The war was not many days old before
search-parties were visiting enemy haunts
in Australia, seizing.idocuments and persons,
Enemy Reservists were rounded up and
bundled into concentration camps. ‘There
was no such egregious folly as enemy
Reservists getting out of Australia and
home after war was declared. In fact,
Australia from the outset grasped far
more readily than we at home the fact
that war was war, am enemy an enemy,
and Germans an enemy not to be treated
as one tréats opponents in a football or
cricket match,. Legislation to seize enemy

“property, to annul contracts that might
in any way benefit the enemy either then
or later; and to eliminate enemy share-
holders from Australian concerns, was
quickly pass¢d. In-the matter of food
control, also, Australia set the pace. The
fixing of food ‘prices, the “ wheat pool,”
the regulation of meat supplies, and, in ~
fact, of all food supplies, and the control
of exports were matters in which the
Commonwealth was strikingly ahead of
the home Government.

Fortunately the British Parliament at
Jast fell into line in most of these and

similar matters, and, as conditions at
home are now much on a par with those
in’ Australia, there is no need to detail
them. One can pass on to other matters
in which Australia’s legislative foresight

Early among’ these “cameAustralia’s
- buying of ships. She was one of thefirst
nations to acquire a national mercantile
fleet. Quite early in the war a pro-
hibition was issuedforbidding the transfer’
of ships from the Australian. register.

By BASIL CLARKE

Next we see no less a man than Mr. Hughes
himself out on a ship-buying expedition.
He bought in Europe fifteen ships at
prices that were criticised pretty strongly
at the-time. Perhaps the best answer
to this criticism was to be found in the
fact that after one year of war Australia’s
merchant fleet (then numbering eighty-
five steamers) had earned the Common-
wealth {1,000,000 in profit besides doing
work-of vital national-importance.  Inci-
dentally many German ships were seized
and added to the national fleet without
any juridical niceties as to whether it
was right to use them or not.

Securing the Metal “Resources

The Commonwealth Line of steamers
looks like providing an example that
many nations will have to follow during
the war or when peace comes, as a means
of striking a course betweennational néeds
and private interests; and critics who

assailed Australia for buying ships on
an expensive market may fmd themselves
forced to follow her example —on a
market still more expensive. :
Among other schemes calculated to put

Australia on a better. footing for peace,
as well as for war, was her enlightcned
.action with regard to metal production,
one of the chief imdustries of the country.
Australia found that Germany, by her
years of “‘ peaceful penetration,’ had got
her tentacles firmly gripped upon the

- mineral wealth of Australia. Many metal
companies were frankly and openly
German, while others were German in all

s@ve name. The effect was to assure
Germany. vast supplies of. zinc, lead,
copper, and other minerals which she
imported in the form of concentrates
to be worked up in Germany itself.
Australia even lacked the means- for
treating these concentrates. In one dis-
trict, for imstance, with a yearly output
of zinc of 400,000 tons, the smelting
capacity was no more than 15,000 tons
a year. In lead and copper things were
hardly anybetter. Owing to this shortage
of working facilities, and to her controlling
interest in many of the producing com-
panies, Germany had assuredherself of the
lion’s share of Australia’s metal output.

Dealing with ‘‘ Luxuries ”’

- Every trace of this German influence
in the metal trade of Australia was
-ruthlessly -wiped out. An Australian
Metal Exchange was established to safe-
guard the destination of every ton of
metal, and this-is-to be maintained on a
permanent basis. There is to be no more
grabbing of Australia’s national resources
by any country. Steps have been taken,
moreover, to’ increase enormously the
smelting facilities of the country to enable
them to cope with all the raw materials
produced. Already Australia can execute
big metal contracts which in former years
would have had to be seht to England,
Germany, or America for completion.
Another example of an_ enlightened

trade legislation is to beseenin Australia’s
decision regarding imported luxuries.
A Luxuries Board has been established
to determine what imported articles come
under the head of “ not essential to the

general health and welfare of the com-
munity,’ and to lay down regulations
for restricting their importation. This
policy had a positive as well as a negative
side to it, for it is the duty of the Board
to encourage the home production of
articles to replace luxuries imported from
overseas. There are some luxuries, of
course, the importation of which was
never of special advantage to the country,
and was in some cases even harmful.
There will be no effort to replace these
things. Other commodities, on the other
hand, had their value even if they were.
unessential, and to encourage the pro-
duction of these things the Luxury Board
will provide money bounties to stimulate
and help home producers. The public:
is. to be protected from any extortion
in the matter of price.
As in trade, so in other matters, ihe

legislators of the Commonwealth have
set the Mother Country something of an
example. It is mot very long since we
had the noyel spectacle of Australian
soldiers voting on vital Australian ques-
tions, even though those soldiers were at
war, thousands of miles from their home-

Jand. The question put to them was one
needing no more than a simple yes or
no concerning compulsory service. This
voting was-an admirable illustration of
the-referendum at work. <Areferendum,
probably, will soon be recognised as the
only possible way of discovering the r
feeling of a nation on any issue. Withij
consideration of party or anything else 4.2
elector can express an opinion,

Referendum in Action

Australia used the referendum notwith-
standing its thousands of square miles
of sparsely-populated area and the absence
of thousands of its voters overseas. In

time to come it should not be beyond
the wit of the Mother Country to do
likewise, and so obtain once and for all
an unequivocal expressien of what the
will of this country really is on aay
contentious point.. One other matter.
Australia was so alive to the duties
attaching to citizenship. as to agree to
impose a fine of {rt on any citizen who
without adequate excuse failed to vote.

It is not untimely just now to mention
what Australia has done to suppress
“Boloism ”’ in her midst. By legislation
passed more than a year ago (Decentber
21st, 1916) the Government, by their ‘‘ Un-
lawful Associations Act,” declared illegal

certain industrial organisations suspected
of German mfluence, and laid down
penalties to be imposed upon any person
connected with those associations who
did anything calculated to endanger life
or property or to hinder the production
of any war material, including foodstuffs.
In addition to these steps, most stringent

measures were taken to suppress peace
cranks and others less innocent who
tended. to discourage or hinder the vigorous
prosecution of the war. Societies of the
sort now working in this country, openly
“boosting * Germamy -as an injured
imnocent and spending vast sums of
money to create a public opinion favour-
able to Germany,-would in-—Australia be

~ given the short shrift they deserve.
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THE WAR /

ADVENTURES OF AN ENSIGN

in the whole course of the: Great
War must surely have been on

that morning of September 15th, 1916,
when vague rumours—hints of something
new and wonderful that had beensilenced
“with a “Hush! Hush!’—were found
to be based in something real, incredible,
and, evenin all the grimness of an attack,

laughable.
The secret had, indeed, been well kept.

Men on the very front, where the new
wonder was about to be demonstrated,
knew nothing—or but such camp and
trench tales as got afloat—of the mar-
vellous monsters that were actually to
lead them into battle against the enemy.

It. is, then, small wonder that the

coming of the: Tanks should. occupy an
important place in first-hand chronicles
of the war that tell of events during the
second half of 1916 on the western front.
As we near the story of the Battle of the
Somme, in ‘* The Adventures of an
Ensign,” by “ Vedette ” (Blackwood. 6s.),
we are made to realise anew the astonish-
ment (and amusement) caused by the
appearance of the trench-jumping “ catey-
pillars.”

siDid’ t he see them with his own ey5,”
thefoxy man continued, tugging at his pull
through, ‘‘leppin’ the ditch and off across
the open the same as Se might be a lot
of -young horses? -‘The Lord saye.us!?
sez the officer, him as was with the wather-
party... “°Tis_ the cateypillars!’ “Catey-
pillars!’ sez O’Flanagan, the chap as was
telling us about it, * Catey:pillars is ut??
sez he. * Begob,’ sez he, *’tis the first time
I ever see cateypillars lop a ditch 122

i: of the most dramatic moments

The Pulse of Empire .

It is only occasionally that « Vedette”
gives his readers such bits ‘ofthe soldicrs’
vernacular; for the most part he sticks
to his brief and keeperthe personal
experiences of his secor utenant. ee:
sign is, of course, now.but a hickn

the rank having long since been ates
away with.) The Ensign’s adventures so
carry the stamp of actuality thatthe
reader is convinced that the author has
himself seen: the sce ech he describes,
has himself felt the tions which he
ascribes to his hero—that, indeed, it is
a case of thefirst person using the modest
disguise of the third. —~ *

 

‘ ee Ensign still carriesin his memory a

See

id as he saw it
t was a spectacle
ve from-his mind

icture of the training-gro
oees first hot morning:

5 pWhehning ‘th ; it dr
oment’ all the « essions raiike

sorbing qauting his months of train

 

  withthe Gu As-he gazed at» the —
panorama 0 . plateau he felt his hear
throbin answer to that patriotic appeal of
Britain in arms. For, fromall sides and by
every road, he saw dense columns of men
converging ‘on a great central parade-ground,
Wi ‘brass band, with drums and fifes, or
with pipés arid, drums at their head, the thick
brown columns pouredin‘by every approach,
the men in full marching order, their rifles
slung, the sweéat trickling down their sun-
burnt faces from their-climb up the steep
ascent. Cockneys, men of Kent, men of the
Midlands, and men of the West Country,

Geordies,” Lowlanders an Highlanders,
- Catholics and Orangeme’ ustralians, New
Zealanders, Canadians 1 ae there, You
could almost hear the pulse of Empire beat
as they swarmed in their thousands on to

‘the parade-groa :

 

By “Vedette”
(Critique by Walter Jerrold)

Undulatingripples ran here and there along
the close ranks of that vast host as company
after company ordered arms and stood at
ease. Commands were shouted; instructors,
with yellow arm-bands on their sleeves, ran
hither and thither in the press. Still that
endless stream of khaki dened forth on to
the parade-ground, still the blare of brass,
the squeal of fifes, or the skirl of pipes pro-
claimed the coming of fresh legions along
the1roads of the camp.

Take a good look at that picture!” said
a captain ofthe Coldstreams at our Ensign’s
elbow. “‘You have never seen so many
British soldiers together before !”
That is a fine piece of description;
one on the reader’s mind, as good
description should, , something approxi-
mating. to the impression left on the
memory of the eye-witness himself.

New Act in a Great Drama
Such broad, effective description is,

however, but one side of ‘“ Vedette’s ”
impressive work, His successive chapters
tell of the experiences of a subaltern of
the Guards from~ his leaving aans
with a. friend—and a dread that the
would be over before they got to the nt||
—through training camp and_ billeting
experiences to the“support-line, and then

to the trenches on the old stubbornly-
held Ypres salient and the greatness of
the great push on the Somme, ‘The
clarity of his presentatian of the successive
stages is such that it is casy to believe
that inrecording the adventures of onc
he has in effect recorded those of thou-
sands of: young subalterns who have gone
or are going through similar experiences.

It was on the Ypres salient—where
© everything, living and dead, seems yowed
to destruction ’’—that the Ensign was
inducted into the duties of a junior officer
in the front-line, where he came to know
the first excitement, the first horror, of
trench fighting, and then:

The scene changes. The stage is set afresh
for another act in the great drama in which
our hero plays the leading part or-the tiniest.
of réles, according as we take his conception
or history’s of the;great events amongst which

running its course. For, by.analysis,
id to be made up of millions of

ramas in which the “lead” is played
by every: single combatant, in which the
greatest actors mayhave but the shadowiest
of xrdles, in which the most portentous
moments of history are but “noises off.” It
is only the historian, coldly surveying the
stage through the lorgnette of posterity, who
candisentangle the myriad threads -of thi
subsidiary incidents and weave them int
mighty drama, in which-the great actors are
seen in their properréles, where such pygmies
as out Ensign are but blurred figures in a vast
stage crow:d. = . +“

$ In theGreat Push

The change, as has been hinted, was

from Ypres to the Somme, and in the
course of it the Ensign was entrusted
with the trying dutiesof billeting officer.

Take a large French village, shell it a little,
and bombit a little from aeroplanes so that
all the windows are broken and most of the
roofs- damaged, remove the civilian inhabi-
tants, pass several hundred troops through
it, plant horse-lines all roundit, so that every
road approaching it is churned into a morass
by the horses’ hoofs, make the road running

 

 

 

  

 

°  

impressions of the scenes

into battle, and choke it—day and night—
with marching troops and motor-ambulances

andlongstringsoflorries, smear it alternately
with layers of dust and mud, add several
billion flies—horse, house, and bluebottle—
pop in a hundred thousand rats or- so, bring
back a few score civilians to take possession
of the only whole houses remaining, and serve
hot—extremely hot—andstinking. Andth
you have the village of M , the brigade’s

 

  re
 

next halting-place, as it presented itself to
our Ensign and his billeting-party about the
hour of noon on a blazing hot day.

The main part of “ Vedette’s” vivid
and fascinating volume is taken up with

his Ensign’s adventures going forward
with the Guards to the Somme and on
the Somme battlefield. With rare success
he makes us feel the actuality of the
episodes, described in a style that is
simple, direct,.and strong :

Then the whistles sounded, and with a
yoar= like the breaking of a tropical squall,
the hurricane was let loose, Amid the most

- appalling roar of guns the Guards moved
steadily off up the long brown slope, while
from the German lines in the distance rose
great spouts of red and green and white
rockets clamouring for a barrage. Those
cascades of coloured lights were “frantic in
their appe it i air above
the exploding shells and densepillars of white
and black and yellow smoke, silent amid the
furious. din of battle, but emphatic in their
cry: “Help us quickly!" We are being
attacked!” The S OS of the battlefie
The whole line peered in a dens

sistible impact, wave uponwave, The
was indescribable. T sing shriek of

the shells, simultaneous, successiv ; iparssants
fermed a vast diapason accompanin.. to

      

  

 
 

   

  

  

   

  

 

snap and whinny and_ whist) ‘_the
pues whirling through the air, sign
plodding along with a flee by
the secondin popemand, “O
attack, felt his blood potas ae the thrill
of that mighty roar of noise... Lhe sense of
power which the guns gave was overwhelm-
ingly exhilarating. He looked about him,
and saw that the menal! around were bubbl  

 

is
with high spirits as they trudged forward in
and about and around the shell-hol There
was no rush about this attack. It. was a

ss, irresistible.  slow, steady advance, relent!

The Country Beyond

They broke over the three German
lines, over the whole scarred and tartured

stretch to the top ofa lowridge, andthen:

A broad green valley lay unfolded before
them, a beauteous panorama as yet unspoiled
by. war. Mars had not. laid a finger on the
long green slopes and smiling valleys. Neat
little villages still snuggled intact amid clumps
of bosky trees, betweer1 them long white
ribbons ‘of reoads bordered by trim rows of
poplars. Here was a pretty hamlct with the
glint of red roofs amid the verdant foliage,
through which a slender yellow church-tower
thrust itself up into the azure sky. As though
protruding right into the foreeground—though
in reality it was_a mile-behind the hamlet
ran a broad white ribbon with a tall fringe
of trees—one cf the great national highways
of France 4 >
The warfor a while had got outinto the

open, giving those who had won through
for a brief timea prospect of peace.

Deeply interesting as contemporary
f the Somme

fighting, ‘‘ Vedette’s ”. chapters will have
an abiding place in the history of the
great- battle which recovered from the
invader so largeva tract of the fair land
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and, evenin all the grimness of an attack,
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As we near the story of the Battle of the
Somme, in ‘* The Adventures of an
Ensign,” by “ Vedette ” (Blackwood. 6s.),
we are made to realise anew the astonish-
ment (and amusement) caused by the
appearance of the trench-jumping “ catey-
pillars.”

siDid’ t he see them with his own ey5,”
thefoxy man continued, tugging at his pull
through, ‘‘leppin’ the ditch and off across
the open the same as Se might be a lot
of -young horses? -‘The Lord saye.us!?
sez the officer, him as was with the wather-
party... “°Tis_ the cateypillars!’ “Catey-
pillars!’ sez O’Flanagan, the chap as was
telling us about it, * Catey:pillars is ut??
sez he. * Begob,’ sez he, *’tis the first time
I ever see cateypillars lop a ditch 122

i: of the most dramatic moments

The Pulse of Empire .

It is only occasionally that « Vedette”
gives his readers such bits ‘ofthe soldicrs’
vernacular; for the most part he sticks
to his brief and keeperthe personal
experiences of his secor utenant. ee:
sign is, of course, now.but a hickn

the rank having long since been ates
away with.) The Ensign’s adventures so
carry the stamp of actuality thatthe
reader is convinced that the author has
himself seen: the sce ech he describes,
has himself felt the tions which he
ascribes to his hero—that, indeed, it is
a case of thefirst person using the modest
disguise of the third. —~ *

 

‘ ee Ensign still carriesin his memory a

See

id as he saw it
t was a spectacle
ve from-his mind

icture of the training-gro
oees first hot morning:

5 pWhehning ‘th ; it dr
oment’ all the « essions raiike

sorbing qauting his months of train

 

  withthe Gu As-he gazed at» the —
panorama 0 . plateau he felt his hear
throbin answer to that patriotic appeal of
Britain in arms. For, fromall sides and by
every road, he saw dense columns of men
converging ‘on a great central parade-ground,
Wi ‘brass band, with drums and fifes, or
with pipés arid, drums at their head, the thick
brown columns pouredin‘by every approach,
the men in full marching order, their rifles
slung, the sweéat trickling down their sun-
burnt faces from their-climb up the steep
ascent. Cockneys, men of Kent, men of the
Midlands, and men of the West Country,

Geordies,” Lowlanders an Highlanders,
- Catholics and Orangeme’ ustralians, New
Zealanders, Canadians 1 ae there, You
could almost hear the pulse of Empire beat
as they swarmed in their thousands on to

‘the parade-groa :

 

By “Vedette”
(Critique by Walter Jerrold)

Undulatingripples ran here and there along
the close ranks of that vast host as company
after company ordered arms and stood at
ease. Commands were shouted; instructors,
with yellow arm-bands on their sleeves, ran
hither and thither in the press. Still that
endless stream of khaki dened forth on to
the parade-ground, still the blare of brass,
the squeal of fifes, or the skirl of pipes pro-
claimed the coming of fresh legions along
the1roads of the camp.

Take a good look at that picture!” said
a captain ofthe Coldstreams at our Ensign’s
elbow. “‘You have never seen so many
British soldiers together before !”
That is a fine piece of description;
one on the reader’s mind, as good
description should, , something approxi-
mating. to the impression left on the
memory of the eye-witness himself.

New Act in a Great Drama
Such broad, effective description is,

however, but one side of ‘“ Vedette’s ”
impressive work, His successive chapters
tell of the experiences of a subaltern of
the Guards from~ his leaving aans
with a. friend—and a dread that the
would be over before they got to the nt||
—through training camp and_ billeting
experiences to the“support-line, and then

to the trenches on the old stubbornly-
held Ypres salient and the greatness of
the great push on the Somme, ‘The
clarity of his presentatian of the successive
stages is such that it is casy to believe
that inrecording the adventures of onc
he has in effect recorded those of thou-
sands of: young subalterns who have gone
or are going through similar experiences.

It was on the Ypres salient—where
© everything, living and dead, seems yowed
to destruction ’’—that the Ensign was
inducted into the duties of a junior officer
in the front-line, where he came to know
the first excitement, the first horror, of
trench fighting, and then:

The scene changes. The stage is set afresh
for another act in the great drama in which
our hero plays the leading part or-the tiniest.
of réles, according as we take his conception
or history’s of the;great events amongst which

running its course. For, by.analysis,
id to be made up of millions of

ramas in which the “lead” is played
by every: single combatant, in which the
greatest actors mayhave but the shadowiest
of xrdles, in which the most portentous
moments of history are but “noises off.” It
is only the historian, coldly surveying the
stage through the lorgnette of posterity, who
candisentangle the myriad threads -of thi
subsidiary incidents and weave them int
mighty drama, in which-the great actors are
seen in their properréles, where such pygmies
as out Ensign are but blurred figures in a vast
stage crow:d. = . +“

$ In theGreat Push

The change, as has been hinted, was

from Ypres to the Somme, and in the
course of it the Ensign was entrusted
with the trying dutiesof billeting officer.

Take a large French village, shell it a little,
and bombit a little from aeroplanes so that
all the windows are broken and most of the
roofs- damaged, remove the civilian inhabi-
tants, pass several hundred troops through
it, plant horse-lines all roundit, so that every
road approaching it is churned into a morass
by the horses’ hoofs, make the road running

 

 

 

  

 

°  

impressions of the scenes

into battle, and choke it—day and night—
with marching troops and motor-ambulances

andlongstringsoflorries, smear it alternately
with layers of dust and mud, add several
billion flies—horse, house, and bluebottle—
pop in a hundred thousand rats or- so, bring
back a few score civilians to take possession
of the only whole houses remaining, and serve
hot—extremely hot—andstinking. Andth
you have the village of M , the brigade’s

 

  re
 

next halting-place, as it presented itself to
our Ensign and his billeting-party about the
hour of noon on a blazing hot day.

The main part of “ Vedette’s” vivid
and fascinating volume is taken up with

his Ensign’s adventures going forward
with the Guards to the Somme and on
the Somme battlefield. With rare success
he makes us feel the actuality of the
episodes, described in a style that is
simple, direct,.and strong :

Then the whistles sounded, and with a
yoar= like the breaking of a tropical squall,
the hurricane was let loose, Amid the most

- appalling roar of guns the Guards moved
steadily off up the long brown slope, while
from the German lines in the distance rose
great spouts of red and green and white
rockets clamouring for a barrage. Those
cascades of coloured lights were “frantic in
their appe it i air above
the exploding shells and densepillars of white
and black and yellow smoke, silent amid the
furious. din of battle, but emphatic in their
cry: “Help us quickly!" We are being
attacked!” The S OS of the battlefie
The whole line peered in a dens

sistible impact, wave uponwave, The
was indescribable. T sing shriek of

the shells, simultaneous, successiv ; iparssants
fermed a vast diapason accompanin.. to

      

  

 
 

   

  

  

   

  

 

snap and whinny and_ whist) ‘_the
pues whirling through the air, sign
plodding along with a flee by
the secondin popemand, “O
attack, felt his blood potas ae the thrill
of that mighty roar of noise... Lhe sense of
power which the guns gave was overwhelm-
ingly exhilarating. He looked about him,
and saw that the menal! around were bubbl  

 

is
with high spirits as they trudged forward in
and about and around the shell-hol There
was no rush about this attack. It. was a

ss, irresistible.  slow, steady advance, relent!

The Country Beyond

They broke over the three German
lines, over the whole scarred and tartured

stretch to the top ofa lowridge, andthen:

A broad green valley lay unfolded before
them, a beauteous panorama as yet unspoiled
by. war. Mars had not. laid a finger on the
long green slopes and smiling valleys. Neat
little villages still snuggled intact amid clumps
of bosky trees, betweer1 them long white
ribbons ‘of reoads bordered by trim rows of
poplars. Here was a pretty hamlct with the
glint of red roofs amid the verdant foliage,
through which a slender yellow church-tower
thrust itself up into the azure sky. As though
protruding right into the foreeground—though
in reality it was_a mile-behind the hamlet
ran a broad white ribbon with a tall fringe
of trees—one cf the great national highways
of France 4 >
The warfor a while had got outinto the

open, giving those who had won through
for a brief timea prospect of peace.

Deeply interesting as contemporary
f the Somme

fighting, ‘‘ Vedette’s ”. chapters will have
an abiding place in the history of the
great- battle which recovered from the
invader so largeva tract of the fair land
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through it one of the main arteries leading of France. = ¥ -. U
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The Wur Illustrated, 9h March, 1918.
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“| AM: padic ularly
: glad whenever I
can “discover a new
writer worthy. .of

introducing to the readers of THe WAR

ILLUSTRATED, and I believe I have just

had the, good fortune. to. find- such a

one.

*

THeis a young gunner with a record

of two™ years’ active service in’ France,
and a.-very remarkable literary gift,
Awhich ‘he shares with other distinguished
writers. who* are his” near relatives.
Wounded and on’'sick Jeave in IEngland,
he has ‘recently found time. and‘strengtl
to write me a series of most ‘interesting
and attractive contributions. “Apart from
their intrinsic attractiveness they will be
particularly fresh to my yeaders, as they
dealin a-vivid and’ réalistic® manner with
the work of the heavy guns, “and this is a

feature of 'the fighting in dfrance which
has not hitherto been fully <deseribed. in
our pages. “This new wat writer, for whose
worl lL anticipate considerable popularity,
is usiig- the nom de guerre of ‘ O, Pip,”
and the first of his arficles appeats in
this isSuc. :

“ To Sinn Fein”

NIrish correspondent {alls me that
‘Mr. Martin Harvey, inspired perhaps

y the example in America of the late
r Herbert*?free (and posssibly even with

an. eye on; Lenten pastor:an), took a bold
step -the other week for an actor among
thie Trish:<. Trusting, to. his. great popu-
iteith’ Dulalin audiences,. he addressed

wmFein ?@an open letter, beginning,

1 and” “Brothers.”* Printed< in
. gnaadvertisement, it occupied

yin.the middie of the front
es.”’ The ‘appeal

‘ ae unique its kind. Re-
cruiting isicas. cry del icate, subject in

Ireland: Jpist now, Sbut—the -pluck and
downrightneéss:6f-Martin Harvey'sappeal
must ha gone, £0 the heart of all” that is

4he> country.-*“f1f you™ don’t
want to fight by the side of England;
hie said’ fo! the” Sinn Yeiners; ‘don’t!
ght by. thie side of your old Stock from

“ats : tvom- the -United’ States; Trom
Africa,‘ Australia; Canada.‘ ~:~. ~Throw
il yourlot withtheglorious Allies to-day.’

Wark Game of Chance

INCE the war began‘I‘find that, omni-
-yorous reader though I was. before,

the hanged conditions of our s6ajal life
shaye miade me. more.of a bookworm than
CMCE. Among the hundredsof books I
have -read, _cither in. the course of. my
editorial .work or for my. own pleasure,
there shave —been~ quite ‘a _number.:of
standard authors’. to whom I have

‘turned at hazard, and none of these has
everj Jailed to provide me with somepas-:

inent.to the conditions of to-day,
neto time I have Auoted some of

het in this page, and, thé latest to come *

“under my notice-is not. the least curious,

rH other Raat I took down ‘from my
shelves “ The Chouans,”. by .Balzac,

one of some halfdozen volumes by that

-great author I had not yet read. -I con-
tess that I foundit oneof the crudest and
‘most amateurish pieces of romance bya depicts asmete Sek

writer of genius I have ever coméacre
Tndeed, IT could urge no * avers ie. reader”

-=unless he avere. stranded on a -desert
island,” with ho’ Gther printed matter -at
hand—to occupy: his time: with it. “The
chatacters are nearly all shadowy and
ill-defined.” They are puppets, that act
merely as their worker wishes, and for the
pine being he seemsa creature of caprice.

to ’ - S re 2

eS, aseDr, Johnson reminds us, there
is no book so bad’ that we may, not

derive some -goad. from it, and there is
probably as much historical background
iv ‘* Phe Chowians ’* as might have been
‘conveoein anarticle of a thousand words
on the 1799 revolt of the Breton peasants
seat: the” Directory. And here is a
“passage curiously apropos of to-day. “The
hero of the story, the young Marquis de
Montauran, who has :espoused- the cause
“ofthe monatchyy iis speakingto the heroi

—a spy of Touché—Mile. "de Vernucil,

 
   

 

- * Bartimeus’!. (Paymaster L. Da Costa
Ricci), whose: vivid -sketch of §' The Day
—and the Morning After,’! was ially

waEten for “The War HiGss : :
x

HO. has fallen in love.sat Montauran,
whomshe had beenemployed -to'betiay:

“Do you notice, mademoiseIle, ae “he said,
“howlittle sour feclings flow in™ their’ acts:
tomed ‘chafinels in these: timtés “of “terror “in
whith iverlive:? <Ig there nota Striking and
unexplainable spoitaneity about “everything
-that takes place around us? —Wetlovesnowa?
days, or we-hate, on.thé-strength of a single
glance, We are bound:,together. for life, «or
we are severed with e@ same spced sthat
brings, us to. the 7 Wedo everything
in”“haste. like the nation in itS fermént. **We
‘cling*'to7 eaéh Other more closely amid ‘these

p pee thanéin® the -comnion. course Of life:
Lately, in: Paris, we-have:come-to know, as
mien learn on the battlefield, all that ds pace
By a p of the hand.”

fegbbe, thirst fora full Jife in a tittle space,”
‘she said, ‘‘ was felt then bec2auise méti used to
hétye So ‘short a time to live.”

Our’ daily “papers just, now are- full. of
evidences of this feverish life which Balzac

sting in the killing times a

 

 nO-e-C-Ome.
- Printed and published byttheA \LGAMATED Pr . Limitep,BetheTleetwa aTringdon: Strect,

hundred years ago. He has another
nee whith has proved all too tue

August Ors ; War is altogether,

a yes of chance, *’ A ‘
«

; “ Dixmude ”’

HICILas the best book of the war?
The question is very difficult to

answer, and I have not the confidence
of ,a friend who recently nominated
“ Dixmude:, The Epic “of the French ©
Marines ’’ for that Honour.” “This ‘is’ "an
extremely interesting. work, indeed” @

masterpiece in its way, written by Chatles$
le -Goffic, “and ‘published in. 1916 “by: Mr;
William Téinemanh; who,” by “the way,
hastohis credit many. of the finest. books
of the Wwar. 1 had‘not‘réad ‘it until the
other night, when I went through if very
carefully at. the, suggestion ‘of my ‘tiend,
only to wind up by disagreeing with Him.
The “book tells: one of the. most heroic’
stories of the war, “and as a’nionograplt
on. what might be thought a_minor event
in the Virst Battlé of ¥ pres, but what was
reallya vital episodeof the war'sfirst, phase
itis in every way admire ible. The’ author
has a descriptiveffaculty peculiar!y T’rench,
and a fine sense of sympathy with those
splendid Marines whose ‘epic’ story. he
teHS so well. “But I never feel so held’
by a narrative that is compact of excerpts
from the writings of many persons, as I
do in such a strughtforward soldier’s tale’
as ‘S’Ehe. Adyentures of an Ensign,”, a
critique of which appears on_the pres ,
ing page, Nevertheless, I considerz) Di
mude”? a book well worth reading, and at
this distance‘of time particularly. so, as a
help toplace certain of thecarlier€pisddes
of ‘the war in their due perspectiveoe

Hints from a Reader.

TRIED DLY and -. most heartening
gletter from Mr.: William, Taylor, of

Belfast, mi ne suggestions for-T
WAR ILL which, have reccived:

Oneiis that
oducéd

in the AhesesGf saforttiphitly; OL Cy
monthly, article giving an account hi
torically 2-of that. period’s* fighting.’ Tk
will :; be’, remembered: -that MrB.A;
McKenzie used .to, eontribute ‘a weekly
article’, of this jnature: ‘It was dropped
for” two Teasonss _ one, that owingsto: the.

necessity of the paper going to ‘pr 1
adyance ofthe actual date ot _publication,
the events, dealt®with:iin it Were ofttn,
Superseded’ i interest by others’
of: more recént_ occurrence; the ‘oiler;
that limitations : made it-imp
sible t6 "deal adequately with*operations,
taking ’ place’—on several fronts,» T
Diary of the War, wh sh-T ‘publish eyery
month, suffices to record” U outstanding
facts, ‘and enables” my érs. to” fefer
casily’ to newspaper ‘fil full details.
Another .suggestion, thi i should
publish more reproductions, “of ae chines:
and: drawings, will: be borne in ihind, :
se perhaps acted upon if opportunity-

but while I-yield-to no one in.
Appicciative enjoyment o£:aptain Bai f
fathét’s most original genius, I thinks “that?
his droll drawings would not,“quite accord ,
with tlie “serious ‘survey “and.chronicle
inpictures Biocrs by TukWAR ILius
TRATED. ss =aHo.-

Tondon, 4. Published by Gordon &cotatiia
Australia and New Zealand; by The Central News Agency, Ltd., in South “‘Airiea sand The Imperial News Co., T.‘oronto and Montreal, in Can: Vda.
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British Officer Clipping. a Cylinder Containing
a Message to the Leg of a Carrier-Pigeon 
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The War INustrated, loth Murch, 1918.

NE of the days just lately past was
the xth anniversary of my arrival

in this world. In the words of a small
daughter, who spoke of it- much as. if it
were a spot on mynose, [ “ had a birth-
day,” and you will admit that F could not

have had anything more likely to set a
mild egoist a-thinking. It would be
proof of quite abnormalself-depreciationif
I did not consider some of the resultant
thoughts good enough to furnish material
for this weekly article, more particularly
since they were inevitably coloured by
the lurid light of war, the phenomena of
which it is the purpose of THE War
IELUSTRATED to record. Whatever their
value, I’m going to use them.

FREY were retrospective rather
speculative imto- the future, w
ndid adm

  

  

   

      sion of the fact that I’m
not so young as I was. But, hang it all,
sir, neither are you ;. so that’s that! And
one reason why they were retrospective
was that they were turned that way by
the first thing I did on leaving the house—
namely, get on to an omnibus, an achieve-
ment which never fails to surprise a man
of my age whois reluctant to learn thatif
ie observes the old rule of allowing ladies
to go first he himself will never-goat all.

  

AVINGto ose between losmg my
‘bus and losing myjob, I went into

the scrum without hesitation, and despite
some good shoulder-work by a lady in a

| blue uniform, not unlike a -policeman’s,
| and some very effective head-work by
| another lady with several inches of cold

steel “protruding from a khaki smasher

|
|

 

 
hat, I got up the stairs in one piece, and

secured the near hind seat—the best seat
| for a smeker—lighted mypipe, and gener-

| ally got going.~ It was only natura}, this
being mybirthday, that F should “‘ think
back ’’ to the days “when I was only
twenty-one,’ and should take stock, as it

| were, of some of the changes that have
come over London in mytime.

  

WILL not dwell upon the very hoary
past when omnibuses had little swing

doors at the back, beside which the con-
ductor swung perilously by a strap, and
narrowiron ladders, up which no woman

i} could have climbed, ta the roof; where
the male passengers sat’ on the knife-
board, back to back and facing sideways.
Muchlater than that women not only did
not dreamof travelling outside omnibuses,
but at that hour in the morning did not
travel by them at all. The greatindus-
trial revolution which has brought women
into crowded clerkdom had mot begun.

, Within the square mile of the City such a
thing as.a petticoat was never seen at ten
o'clock m the morning, unless upon a
belated charwoman. . Certainly one was
never.seen on the top of an omnibus.
(One doesn’t see as many now as there are
women to wear them, but that’s perhaps
impertinent—not pertinent, I mean.)

 

 T was a masculine companyexclusively

buses, and, as is the masculine way,the
regular passengers had a nodding acquaint-
ance with one another and respected one
another’s prescriptive right to a particular
place. Two sat on each side of the driver,
and these acquired a p nal knowledge
of the variops routes d the various

 

  

- shepherd’s-plaid

that travelled by those early omni-

OUR OBSERVATION POST
 

feams of .cattle that gave a pecubar
interest to the daily journey. They knew
the idiesyneracies of each of the five pairs
of. horses belonging to cach omnibus,
watched with Sympathetic attention the
fresh pair being led up by the horse-
keeper under the shadow of Westminster
Abbey, and the horse-cloths being thrown
over the pair that had done their journey
for the day ; knew whenthe strain would

be felt on the collar between the Admir-
alty and Charing Cross, and resented the
thoughtlessness of anyone who chose
that spot to stop the ‘bus and so put the
extra strain upon the horses of starting it
again. And on the Piccadilly route they

cast a friendly .glance at the window
where they were so likely to sce the kind
head of old Rothschild, whose racing
colours. adorned the whip of every ’bus-
driver in London one day in the year,
im acknowledgment of that brace of
pheasants received. Little things, all
these, but quite pleasant in the memory.

 

HERE were figures, too, that one saw,

and. recognised, that have vanished
from Londonlife. Crossing-sweepers, for
example. No doubt the horse or motor-
drawn circular brush that has swept them
away iS much more efficacious, but it’s
also muchless considerate. The crossing-
sweeper had a very proper respect for the

trousers and spotless
spats of his elderly patrons, and on very
muddy days he preceded them as they
crossed the Mall to their club, removing
the streaks of wet dirt Icft by passing cabs
across the straight and narrow gangway
he had swept. It was a thoughtful atten-
tion—and a sound commercial proposi-
tion. Remuneration did not savour of

  

 

Betas
VSeEEL

Our Anglo-Saxon
Motherland

  Sere : SSS

: GyesEkors warmth of kinship aud ringing
sincerity of sympathy makenotable the poem

by Lyman’ Edwyn Davis, of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.,
with the abovetitle, published lately im the “ Daily
Chronicle,” from whieh we quote five verses.
With the Anglo-Saxon race thus solid against
Teutonic aggression, civilisation need have. no
fear of the issue of the war, and that this poem fs
not the literary expression of a merely pious
sentiment has already been proved by the ardour
and suceess with which the poet’s brother
roiap have entered upon active service in the
field. .

 

 

  

AJR England’s calm, self-ruling race
Is sundered not by mountorsea,

~ Hertribes hold rank o'er time andplace,
Forever one, forever freef....

The storied bells of London Town,
That tell the ages, timed with all,

Ringtrue to freedom’s high renown,
And ovr great Lincoln's bugle-call.

Forgotten every feud of yore,
Oneall-united race we stand, -

And jom Columbia’s kindred shore
* With our embattled Motherland.

And wed at freedom’s ancient shrine
With Celt and Roman, Slav and Gaul,

Weenter freedom’s war divine,
The God of battles over all f

One race united, strong and true,
With blended banners high unfurled;

Ourflag the same red-white-and-blue;
Ourgoal the freedom of the world!

a * pyili

MY UMPTY-SECOND BIRTHDAY
patronage, and a personal relation was
established between erossing-sweeper and
old boy that frequently found expression
in a bequest of ten pounds from the latter
to the former when the eld boy ‘‘ hopped
it.” The mechanical sweeper that charges
down the Haymarket at certainly not less
than twelve miles an hour, shooshing the
viscous brown mud in a parabolic breaker
over the pavement—what is there human
or picturesque about that ?

ACS butcher-boys. ]
the young incarnation of speed.

Remarkably crect, with very glossy hair
perfectly curled and fixed with cosmetic

 

so that the swift breeze disordered not “|
a single hair—they never wore a hat—
in Jong apron of bright butcher-blue, they
sat on the box-seat of their high cart and
drove faster than Jehu, but witheut a

trace of his fury, the fawn-coloured

ponies, stockier than polo ponies, and not
so many hands high, that scem to have
vanished with them. How they raced
past the steady horses that drew the
omnibus, and what a clean pair of heels >

they showed to Gentleman Joe behind
his speekless hansom, albeit his own Irish
mare was. putting up an uncommonly
respectable trotting performance ! I don’t
know when. last saw a butcher’s-hoy—
old style.

HE hansom TI shall always regret.
“Gondolas of London,’ some

lyrical Clubman called them; and soon, I
dare say, F shall be writing to ‘‘ Notes and
Queries’
manner of craft those were. I am not so
confirmed @ praiser of the past alone that
I have no word of praise for the modern
taxi-cab. No man, however, who hasever

had and loved a horse of his own—no
man, indeed, even if that hasnot been his
happiness—will ever get as much. sheer
pleaure from the swiftest and easiest taxi-
cab that plies for hire that was to be got
from. the longer-drawn and more live
enjoyment of sitting in a well-hung, comi-
fortably-cushioned hansom cab behind a
clever horse with high spirit and good
action. The ring of the hoofs on the road-
way and the musical chime ofthe bells
gave life and piquant charm to the home-
ward journey after theatre and supper,
fresh zest to the drive to Kew or Rich-
mond on high summer afternoons. But ©
the hanson had to go. As long as it was
-the fastest vehicle on the streets its exist-
ence and its popularity were secure. ©It
could not compete in speed with thetaxi-
cab, and it ceased to be safe when the
motor-omnibes won the command of the
streets.

S° here fam on my ‘bus. again, and, by
Jove, this is Ludgate Circus! I rise

to my feet, lurch on to the handrail, and
break throughthe scrimmage packed on
the pavement. Wonderful how that little

woman controls the crowd-that mobs her !
Woman? The *bus-conductress: one cf
the best and bravest things that has hap-
pened in this unhappy war. I should
have deemed the work too hard and trying
to he aught but bad for any woman; but
if it isn’t, L hope the "bus-conductress has
come to stay. She is brave and she is
civil, and she is the only creature living
that can control the female furies fighting
to get om to an omnibus. c. mM.
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MARCH 16, 1918.

 
NEWS OF BATTLE FROM THE FIRING-LINE.—Arrival at a company headquarters on the western front of a ‘f runner” with a
message. Invaluable is the work done by the runners entrusted with messages fromthe firing-line, and many heroic deeds have been

recorded of men who, though mortally wounded, have yet ** got through,’' and have only collapsed on their task being achieved.
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NE of the days just lately past was
the xth anniversary of my arrival

in this world. In the words of a small
daughter, who spoke of it- much as. if it
were a spot on mynose, [ “ had a birth-
day,” and you will admit that F could not

have had anything more likely to set a
mild egoist a-thinking. It would be
proof of quite abnormalself-depreciationif
I did not consider some of the resultant
thoughts good enough to furnish material
for this weekly article, more particularly
since they were inevitably coloured by
the lurid light of war, the phenomena of
which it is the purpose of THE War
IELUSTRATED to record. Whatever their
value, I’m going to use them.

FREY were retrospective rather
speculative imto- the future, w
ndid adm

  

  

   

      sion of the fact that I’m
not so young as I was. But, hang it all,
sir, neither are you ;. so that’s that! And
one reason why they were retrospective
was that they were turned that way by
the first thing I did on leaving the house—
namely, get on to an omnibus, an achieve-
ment which never fails to surprise a man
of my age whois reluctant to learn thatif
ie observes the old rule of allowing ladies
to go first he himself will never-goat all.

  

AVINGto ose between losmg my
‘bus and losing myjob, I went into

the scrum without hesitation, and despite
some good shoulder-work by a lady in a

| blue uniform, not unlike a -policeman’s,
| and some very effective head-work by
| another lady with several inches of cold

steel “protruding from a khaki smasher

|
|

 

 
hat, I got up the stairs in one piece, and

secured the near hind seat—the best seat
| for a smeker—lighted mypipe, and gener-
| ally got going.~ It was only natura}, this

being mybirthday, that F should “‘ think
back ’’ to the days “when I was only
twenty-one,’ and should take stock, as it

| were, of some of the changes that have
come over London in mytime.

  

WILL not dwell upon the very hoary
past when omnibuses had little swing

doors at the back, beside which the con-
ductor swung perilously by a strap, and
narrowiron ladders, up which no woman

i} could have climbed, ta the roof; where
the male passengers sat’ on the knife-
board, back to back and facing sideways.
Muchlater than that women not only did
not dreamof travelling outside omnibuses,
but at that hour in the morning did not
travel by them at all. The greatindus-
trial revolution which has brought women
into crowded clerkdom had mot begun.

, Within the square mile of the City such a
thing as.a petticoat was never seen at ten
o'clock m the morning, unless upon a
belated charwoman. . Certainly one was
never.seen on the top of an omnibus.
(One doesn’t see as many now as there are
women to wear them, but that’s perhaps
impertinent—not pertinent, I mean.)

 

 T was a masculine companyexclusively

buses, and, as is the masculine way,the
regular passengers had a nodding acquaint-
ance with one another and respected one
another’s prescriptive right to a particular
place. Two sat on each side of the driver,
and these acquired a p nal knowledge
of the variops routes d the various

 

  

- shepherd’s-plaid

that travelled by those early omni-
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feams of .cattle that gave a pecubar
interest to the daily journey. They knew
the idiesyneracies of each of the five pairs
of. horses belonging to cach omnibus,
watched with Sympathetic attention the
fresh pair being led up by the horse-
keeper under the shadow of Westminster
Abbey, and the horse-cloths being thrown
over the pair that had done their journey
for the day ; knew whenthe strain would

be felt on the collar between the Admir-
alty and Charing Cross, and resented the
thoughtlessness of anyone who chose
that spot to stop the ‘bus and so put the
extra strain upon the horses of starting it
again. And on the Piccadilly route they

cast a friendly .glance at the window
where they were so likely to sce the kind
head of old Rothschild, whose racing
colours. adorned the whip of every ’bus-
driver in London one day in the year,
im acknowledgment of that brace of
pheasants received. Little things, all
these, but quite pleasant in the memory.

 

HERE were figures, too, that one saw,

and. recognised, that have vanished
from Londonlife. Crossing-sweepers, for
example. No doubt the horse or motor-
drawn circular brush that has swept them
away iS much more efficacious, but it’s
also muchless considerate. The crossing-
sweeper had a very proper respect for the

trousers and spotless
spats of his elderly patrons, and on very
muddy days he preceded them as they
crossed the Mall to their club, removing
the streaks of wet dirt Icft by passing cabs
across the straight and narrow gangway
he had swept. It was a thoughtful atten-
tion—and a sound commercial proposi-
tion. Remuneration did not savour of
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Motherland
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: GyesEkors warmth of kinship aud ringing
sincerity of sympathy makenotable the poem

by Lyman’ Edwyn Davis, of Pittsburgh, U.S.A.,
with the abovetitle, published lately im the “ Daily
Chronicle,” from whieh we quote five verses.
With the Anglo-Saxon race thus solid against
Teutonic aggression, civilisation need have. no
fear of the issue of the war, and that this poem fs
not the literary expression of a merely pious
sentiment has already been proved by the ardour
and suceess with which the poet’s brother
roiap have entered upon active service in the
field. .

 

 

  

AJR England’s calm, self-ruling race
Is sundered not by mountorsea,

~ Hertribes hold rank o'er time andplace,
Forever one, forever freef....

The storied bells of London Town,
That tell the ages, timed with all,

Ringtrue to freedom’s high renown,
And ovr great Lincoln's bugle-call.

Forgotten every feud of yore,
Oneall-united race we stand, -

And jom Columbia’s kindred shore
* With our embattled Motherland.

And wed at freedom’s ancient shrine
With Celt and Roman, Slav and Gaul,

Weenter freedom’s war divine,
The God of battles over all f

One race united, strong and true,
With blended banners high unfurled;

Ourflag the same red-white-and-blue;
Ourgoal the freedom of the world!

a * pyili

MY UMPTY-SECOND BIRTHDAY
patronage, and a personal relation was
established between erossing-sweeper and
old boy that frequently found expression
in a bequest of ten pounds from the latter
to the former when the eld boy ‘‘ hopped
it.” The mechanical sweeper that charges
down the Haymarket at certainly not less
than twelve miles an hour, shooshing the
viscous brown mud in a parabolic breaker
over the pavement—what is there human
or picturesque about that ?

ACS butcher-boys. ]
the young incarnation of speed.

Remarkably crect, with very glossy hair
perfectly curled and fixed with cosmetic

 

so that the swift breeze disordered not “|
a single hair—they never wore a hat—
in Jong apron of bright butcher-blue, they
sat on the box-seat of their high cart and
drove faster than Jehu, but witheut a

trace of his fury, the fawn-coloured
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HE hansom TI shall always regret.
“Gondolas of London,’ some

lyrical Clubman called them; and soon, I
dare say, F shall be writing to ‘‘ Notes and
Queries’
manner of craft those were. I am not so
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ence and its popularity were secure. ©It
could not compete in speed with thetaxi-
cab, and it ceased to be safe when the
motor-omnibes won the command of the
streets.
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break throughthe scrimmage packed on
the pavement. Wonderful how that little

woman controls the crowd-that mobs her !
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pened in this unhappy war. I should
have deemed the work too hard and trying
to he aught but bad for any woman; but
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HOW JAPAN MAY RESCUERUSSIA ©

-

HE proposal that Japan should
enter Siberia to.restore order and

5 to-obtain control. of the great
Trans-Siberian Railway is perhaps the
strangest outcome of this unprecedented
war. It is a reversal of one of- the
broadest tendencies of the history of
the last three centuries.

Sixty years ago we peoples of the
West broke down the medieval isolation
of Japan and forced her to accept the
external characteristics of our civilisation.
The essential spirit of her race, deep-

rooted in the past, we did not and could
never change. To-day the proudest
Western nations turn§to Japan and ask
her to rescue Russia from the chaos
wrought by the devotees of a mad political
philosophy. They beg her further to
keep out of Northern Asia a European
horde more barbarous and more truly
destructive tham any of the multitudes
which in past ages have swept westwards
from the Asiatic uplands.
The appeal to Japan is a break from

the accepted order of. things, and it
shatters many landmarks ; but let us try
to Took at it in the right’ light. We
asked Japan to expel the Germans from
their great stronghold at Tsing-tan, in
Northern China, and she promptly did
so. Japanese destroyers have long been
chasing German submarines in European
waters. We looked to Asia for aid when
we brought the splendid Indian con-
tingents' to France. The only difference
is that the request to Japan to enter
Siberia is something far bigger, something
more elemental and significant, some-
thing fraught with far deeper possibilities
than any help yet rendered m the war
by an Asiatic nation.

After Words—Deeds

It must be remembered that Japan
would have taken some sort of action
on the Asiatic mainland whether asked
to do so or not. -She is bound to think
of her own interests, which will not be
served either by a German irruption into
Siberia or by the spread of undiluted
_Bolshevism to the shores of the Sea
of Japan. For the moment it is not
the appearance of German troops which
she has to fear, bet rather the advent
in Siberia of swarms of corrupt Bolshevist
agitators with a gang of German agents
lurking in the background. The Japanese
have also a very direct mterest in the
preservation of the Trans-Siberian Rail-
way, upon which they depended before
the war for their swiftest communication
with Europe. I have travelled- from
Tokio to England by way of Canada
and by way of Siberia, and-I can well
understand the mtense anxiety of the
Japanese to save the Siberian route from
menace, It is their most vital link with the
West, and has done more to bring them
into close touch with European countries.
than all the steamships ever built.
Why do we want the Japanese to send

an army into Siberia ? I am only statmg
my Own purely personal view, but-I knaw
very well why I want to see the Japanese
moving towards Lake Baikal and Irkutsk.
It is because it would be the best way,
and the only practical way, of extending
direct help to Russia. We haveall talked
and talked and talked about the plight of
Russia; our statesmen have slobbered
over the garrulous Waensky ; our maudlin
sentimentalists have gushed about Lenin

By Lovat Fraser
and Trotsky, wha took German gold and
foully betrayed their country in the
implacable pursuit of ideas which may
still destroy humansociety ; and all the
time in the last twelve months the Allies
have never done a single practical thing
to rescue Russia from destruction.
Do you think that the unclean sewer-

rats who have been lording it in Petrograd
and Kronstadt, and trying to fight the
German legions with their mouths, are
true Russians in any sense of the word?

The True Russians

They are men of no. country. The great
mass of Russia’s- millions are simple,
kindly peasants, and they are untaught
children who are suffering from the
neglect of their ruling classes, but far
more from the deep and obscure conse-
quences. of three -centuries of Tartar
domination. Have you ever caught a
little English child pulling the wings off,
a fly? I have ; and he is exactly like the
Russian peasant when he starts out to
murder one minute.and blubber the next.
Above the Russian peasantry, think of all
the kindly soldiers, the engineers, the

bridge-builders, the really able and over-
worked admiistrators, the toiling pro-
fessors, the enterprising merchants, the
mekers of railways, the dreamers of great
dreams, the scofiers at the Tsardom, if
you will, whom one used to meet when

wandering about the old Russia which has
not yet pertshed. Yhey have vanished
from our sight, because the only news we
get from Russia is Bolshevist im origin,

bet they are not all dead. Ht is these
mem of whom | think when EI want to see
a Japamese army marching across Siberia.

I believe, in short, that Russia can be
helped, and that the way to begin is by
puttmg the whole busimess into the
hands of the Japanese, who would
-undoabtedly work im full consultation
and agreement with the rest of the Allies.
We nrust trust the Japanese implicitly.
Tf China, whois also at war with Germany,
can send some forces, so much the better ;

but I imagime that the chief work of the
Chinese would be to provide material and
coolie labour. It is of little use to talk
‘of sending a force to Siberia from the
United States. Every available American
soldier is needed im France, and there are

“+no ships to spare to carry United States
troops across the Pacific.

“Rule the East” =

- The Japanese would begin by seizing
the great. Russian port of Vladivostok,
the proud name of which means “ Rule
the East.” \They would move simul-
taneously along the Manchuriam Railway
to the importamt junction of Harbin,
where they would cut the line to Vladivo-
stok. Thence they would advance over a.
flat and treeless plaim to the Hingam
Mountains, and so through Transbatkalia
to Lake Baikal and the city of Irkutsk.
There should be no opposition at all in
all this region, where the population is so
scanty that the country seems wuin-
habited. .The only tunnels on.the whole
Siberian line are around the southern end
of Lake Baikal, with the single exception
of a tunnel through the Hingan range.
The whole problem as far as Lake Baikal
is one of railway transport, and that is
serious enough, though not insuperable.
The Japanese railways in Manchuria are
of smaller gauge than the Russian, and
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the rolling-stock would have to be ad-
justed. JI believe provision for such a
change has been made.
Even west of Lake Baikal the question

of transport would still be the principal
difficulty, but I am personally convinced
that a Japanese army of moderate strength
could in a very short time seize the whole
Siberian Railway up to a point near the
Ural . Mountains. without encountering
serious opposition. What would be the
résult ? -I hold that the Japanese force
would form a nucleus on the borders of
Europe to which vast numbers of men
representing the stable elements in Russia
would gradually flock. The Germans
would be barred from the dairy-farming
lands of Western Siberia and the wheat-

. growing lands between Tomsk and Lake
Baikal. They would be hopelessly barred
from the Pacific. Siberia would be saved
from the devastation of Bolshevism, and
the knell of the Bolshevists in Russia—who
deserve. no mercy beeause they have
shown none—would quickly sound. From
those low Ural: ridges, which divide Asia
from Europe, forces would eventually
advance which might conceivably rescuc
Russia from criminal anarchy and from
ruthless invaders; but that development
could not come this: year.
Such is the scheme, sketched hastily

with a very broad brush. [Its ultimate
success would very largely depend upon
the outcome of the mighty conflict: now
developing im France amd Flanders.

Dawn from the East

Tt is not chimerical to anyone who,

like myself, has travelled over these

Imimense areas, which affright one om the

map, but shrink very much when they are
spanned by irom rails. It is nothing like
so formidable as the British advance up
the Tigris to Bagdad, not onme-fiftieth so.
disconcerting as the attack on the German
lime? on the Somme im rgr6. Remember
that, as Lord Kitchener said to me, “‘rail-
ways are indestructible * ; that the utmost
the enemy could do would be to blow upa
few tunnels ix the Baikal area and destroy

,_ the bridges over the mighty Siberian rivers ;
that no considerable force, either German

or Bolshevist, could gather to oppose the
Japanese advance ; and that, as I confi-
dently hold, the bulk-of the law-abiding
people in the few Siberian cities would
hail the Japanese as deliverers.
However far-reaching these proposals

may seem, I cling most strongly to the
conviction that the Allies should hold out
a helping hand to stricken and obliterated
Russia. Great statesmen will not’ help
these myriads gropimg in the dark by
telling them, in words which cannot pene-
trate, that their hearts bleed for. them.
If the true patriots of Russia, the men
who are scattered and: despairing, saw a
single ray of light, however faint and dis-
tant, coming over the hills from the East,
they would feel that the dawn might be
at hand once more. While Cabinets
hesitate and raise difficulties Russia is
perishing. Japan could do something
towards saving her by traversing Siberia
with a mobile army, but she will do no.
good if she simply seizes the Pacific pro-
vinces and them sits down. In any case,
her active intervention cannot have the
smallest effect upon the actual military
situation on the western front this year.
On that point the British public must
cherish no delusions.

Ailenby’s Anzacs Reach
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Ruins of a Samaritan inn on the road across the sandy hills to Jericho, and (right) at the Fountain of Elijah near that town. ‘The

capture of Jericho by General Allenby’s forces on Feb. 21st marked the opening of a fresh offensive against the Turks in Palestine.
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Baptising in the River Jordan: A beautiful glimpse of the scenery of the sacred river. Right : Looking from the ruins of old Jericho

across the intervening groves to the modern town into which Australian troops were the first to ride on Feb. 21st.
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implacable pursuit of ideas which may
still destroy humansociety ; and all the
time in the last twelve months the Allies
have never done a single practical thing
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Do you think that the unclean sewer-

rats who have been lording it in Petrograd
and Kronstadt, and trying to fight the
German legions with their mouths, are
true Russians in any sense of the word?
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They are men of no. country. The great
mass of Russia’s- millions are simple,
kindly peasants, and they are untaught
children who are suffering from the
neglect of their ruling classes, but far
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Ailenby’s Anzacs Reach
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Ruins of a Samaritan inn on the road across the sandy hills to Jericho, and (right) at the Fountain of Elijah near that town. ‘The

capture of Jericho by General Allenby’s forces on Feb. 21st marked the opening of a fresh offensive against the Turks in Palestine.
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Baptising in the River Jordan: A beautiful glimpse of the scenery of the sacred river. Right : Looking from the ruins of old Jericho

across the intervening groves to the modern town into which Australian troops were the first to ride on Feb. 21st.
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      Wien of one of H.M. ships on duty in the far frozen North indulging in a lively game of
football on the ice. -

 as    

 

 

Canadian soldiers coming out cf a Boche concreted tunnel in the captured outskirts ef Lens. These tunnels run in many directions,
and are provided with many such outlets as that. shown. Right : Canadian railway treeps laying a light line near the firing-front.
 

 

   
British navalofficer in the rig in which
he defies the severity of the Arctic.

  

 

   
Forcing open the safe of a derelict vessel salved by one of H.M. .ships somewhere ‘in

5 : EE : : ne BG Ne oo ; the Arctic—a task calling for strength and ingenuity.

Anammunition loading-station behind the Canadian line, showing something of the ordered activity which goes on unceasingly along' the western front. Right: Canadian Pioneerssplitting logs for use in the building upof trenches, dug-outs, etc. .
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z : ee - ; ; : . i sctic lendsa hand: 2 A : i .M, i i he frozen North: An ice-breaking steamer smashing the ice around R.N.R. officer in the Arctic 2= = Se - — — > : aeee ree Pe frozen-in vessel in the Dwina River. at breaking ice on a salvaged ship.A South African nurse at the grave of her brother on the Sommebattlefield. The padre whostands by her had been the tad’s teacherat school. Right: Canadian Pioneers carrying split logs across the Souchez River over a footbridge formed of duck-boarding.  
a8 nnrn2penn RY ert oho meter ° ——
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  Carrying heavy shells to a light railway which connects an ammunition dump with a battery on the French front. The arrival and
despatchof shells at the great parks, or dumps,along the western front is carried out with remarkable precision by specially trained mer. P

 
Testing the range and elevation of one of the big French naval

guns in rdadiness for the new battles in the west. 

 

DSADLE 

 
e
e  

Working one of the great naval guns from the entrance to its
strong emplacement on the French front.

 

 
  

 

 

French soldiers loading up a light-railway truck ata shell dump. The shells are rubbed with chalk to make the manipulation of them
easier. Right: Men in chargeof a section at a sheH dump telephoning to the battery with which they are connected.

 

     
 

  

Loading up shells for ‘‘ 75’s”’ at one of the great ammunition dumps on the French front.” Inset above: One of the fine French naval

* gunsin its strongly-constructed emplacement onthe western front ready for the anticipated great spring offensive,
General view of one of the great dumps, or shell parks, along the French western front, indicating something of the extent of these

places and the vast accumulation of heavy ammunition that is made necessary by the conditions of modern artillery warfare.  
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MASTER WRITERS OF THE WAR 

THE ASSEMBLY TRENCH
Wherein are Shown the Perils of Preparation

By “SAPPER”
The Famous Author of “ Sergeant Michael Cassidy,” “ Men, Women, and Guns,” ete,

2 LE you had wandered along Deven Lane
on Monday morning you would have

+ arrived at the junction Number 23
Boyau—popularly known as “ Fritz’s
Own.” owing to the large number of dead
Huns who graced it with their presence.
You would have perceived Nuntber 23
forking awayleft-handed to the front line
thirty er forty yards ahead ;° you would
have seem Devon Lane, under its new

name of Number 22, doing the same thing
towards the right. Only, as the wooden

notice-beards conveying these mystic
numbers had long ago beem burnt for
firewood, and the new tim omes had not
arrived, alk that you would really have

perceived on Monday morning would have
deen the junction of two streams of
liquid mud, lying stagnant and grey
between_their chalky walls. Here and
there a few sandbags fallen in,

formimg a sodden wh island at the
bottom: of the trench; here and there

the decaying end of a trench-board sat up
and laughed. If you stood: on it the
other end, working on the principle of
a see-saw, arose and knocked you

down; if you didn’t stand on it, you
drowned. V h ali goes to show that
it was an excellent spot to spend Monday
morning.

 

    

 

  

  

   

IRMLYgripping his. waders with beth
hands.as he took each step, am officer

plucked his: way along the morass until
he reached the junction. Argived there,
he leaned against the side and carefully
examined a trench-map which he produced
from his pocket. Then once again he
struggled om up the right-hand branch
of the fork. He went perhaps twenty
yards, and them he stopped, and cautiously
peered over the side. His eyes searched
the flat sea of dirt and desolation m the
hope of spotting some landmark which
would serve hime as a guide for the job
that had to be dome that night. But the
quest was hopeless, and after a moment.
or two he felt im his pocket for his compass:
Taking off his steel helmet—for no compass
can be used with ome on—he made a rapid
calculation.

“ True bearimg of the bally trench, one
hundred and twenty degrees,’ he mut-
tered. “ Compass bearing—one hundred
and thirty-two. That will bring us near
that little mound, and: =

Ping-phat ! » With the agility of 2
young lamb the officer descended into. the
trench, and replaced his tim hat. :

“ Taking the air, sapper 2 ’” said a voice
behind him, and the maker of calculations

 

 

 

turned to find the second in command of.
the. battalion holding the Hme grinning
gently. “ Methought I heard a little
visitor up there.”

_‘: Of course, James,” returned the sapper
in pained surprise, “if your snipers are so
singularly rotten that they allow the Hun
to interrupt me in my work, no one can
blame me if the assembly trench is-laid
out wrong.” :
“Ts this where we start from ?’’
The major thoughtfully filled his pipe.
“cheery trench to get a working-
ty up at night!” he continued.
. Better to bring ’em up along the top.

Our friend yonder will have closed, down
by then.” The sapper replaced his map.
“But Fm thinking well have some
casualties to-night.”

ND of alt casualties perhaps the work-
img-party one e the most unsatis-

factory. In an attack a mam is up and
doing ; he is moving, and he has a chance

ot domgthe killing himself. Ina working-
party, when the men are wiring or digging,
it’s a different matter. They are shot at,
and they cannot shoot back; they are
killed, and they cannot kill back. And yet

without the working-party, without the
trenches where the other men later may
assemble before am assault, the attack is
bownd to fail. Fhe dull preparations—out
of the imelight—are as important as the
final job—on the-day.. Such a little thing
may cause such a big difference. A trench
a few degrees out of the direction in which
it should be may throwout the direction
of one wave of the assaulting troops;
may bring them askew on to their objec-
tive ; may cause disaster. H is the same
all through. One battalion will gain its
objective with thirty casualties ; the ome
next to it with six hundred. And the
reason iS one machine-gun im an unex-
pected place, or an officer’s watch half a
minute wrong. Mais—c’est Ia guerre !

 

  

  

  

“ FESO: your tight, Sergeant Palmer. Get
that tape two yards to yourright.” 

From Boyau 22 came the muttered orders ~
to the N.C.O. who was standing on the top.
Inside the boyau, with the compass laid
carefully on the side to give the direction,
stood the sapper officer. Glowing faintly
in the darkness, the luminous patches on
the Hd of his instrument showed the
bearing ef one hundred and thirty-two
degrees, which marked the direction in
which the assembly trench had to be dug.
Before the infantry working-party arrived,
the white tracing tape which showed them:
im the darkness what they had to do must
be stretched along theground. It marked!
the front of the trench, and on it the mem
would be extended at a distance of two
yards. Then—dig, and go om digging till
the job is done. 5

“ That's got it. Nowcarry on in that
line. FH check you every fifty yards.”
The sapperofficer came out of the trench,
and followed along behind his sergeant,
who was tunming the tape off a stick.
“ Steady! Let’s have a look at the
direction now.”
hand he peered steadily at the white line:
on the ground. “ Getting a little too much
to. the left, Palmer. Save the mark-—

where’s that one going to ?’”

Bole men watched with expert eyes the
trail of sparks that shot up into the

air from the German lines. It was the
outward and visible sign of the rum-jar—
so called because of its likeness in ap-
pearance to that homely and delightful
commodity. Except in appearance, how-
ever, the likeness was not great. The
sparks continued for a while and then
disappeared as the abomination reached
its highest poimt of flight and started to

With his compass in his:

descend. Yow can’t see it—that’s the
devil of it. You knowit’s there—above
you—somewhere > you knowthat im about
two seconds, according to friendNewton’s
inexorable rule, it will no longer be above
you. Youalso know that one secondafter
it has become sociable, and returned out

of the clouds, a great tearimg explosion
wHl shake the ground ; bits of metal will
ping like lost souls through the night ; a
cloud of stiffimg fumes will hang like a
pall for a while—a coud which will
gradually drift away om the faint night
breeze. Moreover, it always happens at
the moment whem you're waiting that
you remember the poor devil who imad-
vertently went to ground in the same hole
asthe. rum-jar,. and* who was finally
identified by his boots.* :
“H's short, E -thimk, ‘sis,” said the

sergeant. .

 

“FRE officer did. not answer. He was
listening, waiting for the soft thud

which would announce the arrival of the
Hun's. little message of love.. Suddenly he
heard it—ominously near. There was a
faint swishing as the rum-jar came down
through the air, and then a squelching
thud. As if actuated by a single string,
the two men dived inte a. Shell-hole and
crouched, watting.

“Tt's near, sir!’ ‘Fhe sergeant just
got out the words befgre it came. <A
shewer of mud and water rained down on
them, and the fumes drifting over left
them coughing andspluttering. With a
metallic ring a lump of metal hit the
officer on his hat, and them once mrore

silence reigned.
“Damned near! Far too damned near!

If they’re going to send over many of
those, Palmer, we're going to have quite
a cheery time. Where was it exactly ?”’

“Here, sir!’ The N.C.O.’s voice came
to him out of the darkness. “‘ It’s cut the
tape.” :

Just one of the little things.” Had they
started from Boyau 22 a quarter of a
minute after they did, that rum-jar would

hawe bagged a bigger quarry than a piece
of white tracing tape:

“ Knot it together. We must be
getting a move on, Palmer. The worling-
party will be here soon.” fs

.

Tz was 2 quarter.of am hour later, to be
exact, that the two mew retraced their

footsteps: along the tape towards Boyar 22..
No ntore rum-jars had come to disturb
them: ; only the great green flares: had
gone om continvously bobbing up into the
night. From away to the south, where
the horizonflickered and danced with the
flashes of the guns, there came a ceaseless,

monotonous rumble; but at Devon Lane

all was peace. Everything was ready for
the alteration of the landscape ; only-the
actual performers, who would prepare
Sresh. vistas for the beholders on Tuesda
morning, were absent. ;
The sapper officer looked at his watch.
“Very nicely timed, Palmer. I hope

they’re not late.’’
[The second and concluding episode of “ The
mene™ will appear in our next
aussie. ‘
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   French naval gunners on the western front, who work their weapon
in novel surroundings with the same sangfroid as on board ship.
   

 

 

British officers’ dug-out quarters on part of the front line near
St. Quentin, where British troops have recently relieved the French.

 

 

 

 
French doctors compelled to work underground owing to the

German airmen’s fondness for attacking the Red Cross.
 

     
   
 

Lewis gunner of an Irish regiment at his post in the new frontline
recently taken over by the British on the St. Quentin sector.

  

    — j

; the entrance to their dug-out on a part of the western front frequently bombed by Hun airmen. Note the strength
CPehbiteccentone : Right: Behind the Canadian lines on the western front. A “ villa,’’ the walls of which are made of petrol-tin ;
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British soldiers who had taken part in the conquest of Southern Palestine and the capture of the Holy City watching natives ploughing
near Jerusalem, where henceforth, under British dominion, all men may pursue their peaceful occupations without fear. Mixed

teams of this kind are frequently seen in the East, but the Jews were forbidden to yoke the ox and the ass together.
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Sheep destined for Army use grazing under the care of French Army shepherds over the ground that in 1914 was the scene of the
Battle of the Marne, which stayed the German invasion and turned their initial success into certainty of ultimate defeat. Amazing

_ work has been done by the Allies to make their armies ever more self-supporting, and so lessen the burden on the available freight,
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American soldiers marching through Paris en route for the fighting-front. Recently American troops were said to be occupying a

portion of the French line on the Ailette, and on that sector some of them took part for the first time ina brilliant raid on the enemy

trenches during February, acting in conjunction with their Frenchallies, and acquitting themselves splendidly.

 

 
 

 

PPn“f:
   
Member of the American Red Cross Relief Committee issuing food tickets to Serbian refugeesat Vodena,in Macedonia. The system

of relief established there by the American Red Cross necessitates the feeding of no fewer than three thousand of these refugees at the
centre, To maintain sanitary conditions, the food cards aré only issued to those who have used the bathing facilities provided.
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Gas, Fire and S War-Tortured France
 

   
Serbian officers on a visit to the western front watching a liquid-fire display, and

(left) donning masks before entering a gas-filled dug-out.
   

  

  

   
Canadian narrow-gauge armoured engine taking ammunition upto the front line through an already battered village. Further dilapida~

tion was caused by the removalof the lower story of a house projecting into the course mapped for the track.

seen partially overhanging the passing trucks.

‘The uvper story can be
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IN A DAYLIGHT RAID
Twenty Minutes in an Enemy Trench

f EN minutes to go yet,” said the
T company commander, consulting

his wrist-watch.
I was the F.O.O., or Forward Observa-

tion Officer, and we were standing

together, chatting in whispers.
The sun-baked trench was unbearably

hot; overhead the bright blue sky of a

midsummer noon was unrelieved by a

single fleck of cloud. ;
The parapet, on either hand of us, was

lined with men, every one fully equipped
for the work in hand—bandoliers bulging

with cartridges, bayonets fixed, emergency

rations dangling in their little canvas

bag, gas-helmet adjusted to the “‘ ready ”’
position, steel hats firmly fixed on every

head.
The air was, tense with an atmosphere

of strained expectancy; the men con-S
versed with each other in nervous
whispers, their eyes all’ the time wandering
to their watches ; trembling fingers were
fumbling with little details of kit, fastening
here a strap, there tightening a belt ;
only the officers made a. pretence of
indifference, and leaned against the
trench wall idly watching the blue smoke
from their cigarettes.

“ everything ready ?”’ I asked, turning
roundto address my signalling bombardier
who, with a gunner from the battery,

stood behind me, laden with gear—two -
drums of light cable, instruments, pliers,

and the necessary material for mending
breaks. im the line.

“ All OuIX.,” he replied, saluting.
“Vve just. been speaking to the

battery, sir, and the line’s a perfect
treat |”

“ Right-ho, bombardier! We shall be
off in a couple of minutes now.’

‘““Two Minutes to Go”

The front had grown strangely quiet—
perhaps the calm before the storm. An
aeroplane flickered to and fro low over
our heads; a machine-gun, away some-
where onthe left, stammered a few rounds ;
the gleaming bayonets now and again
caught inthe sunlight and flashed a deep
crimson, as though stained in blood ;
officers, whistle in “month, were intent on

the sluggard minute handof their watches.
“Pwo minutes to go,” said my friend.

And down the trench passed the muttered
message.
Round each little ladder, propped up

against the parapet, half a dozen figures
were clustered. My fingers weré “busy
scratching inthe mud, making a hand-
hold. ‘Then:

- “Up!shouted the company com-
mander, but his voice was drowned‘ by
one whistling roar as the packed batteries
in’ rear a out in the intensive
barrage.

Tn less than a minute the enemy’s line
ahead of us was thickly veiled in a mass
of smoke and dust, pierced in a hundred
places by little bursts and pin-points of
light as the shrapnel and high-explosive .
shells shed their deadly contents.°

For a fleeting second my imagination
flew to the enemy opposite us, all un-
prepared for the horror that had come

By “O. PIP”

upon him. I could picture sleepy figures

rushing up the steps of subterranean
dug-outs, officers vainly shouting down

telephones, the trench lined with bleeding

men.
But now we were over.

With a mighty heave I hoisted myself

out, and began to run over the shell-
pocked ground. The going was terrible.

At every step masses of rusty barbed-wire

bristled at one’s feet, while slime-covere
shell-holes were everywhere.

Two hundred’ yards in front of, me

our barrage danced and roared—thefield-

guns on~the front line, the “‘heavies’
concentrating on the reserve lines. Not

a single Hun machine-gun opposed us as

we rushed aeross that strip of Death’s
playground. :
To every known or suspected position

one special gun had beenallotted ; every
yardof his trench was literally smothered
in shells.

In the Enemy Trench

Now we were nearing our objective, and
already our guns had lengthened their
fuses, and had lifted off the front line,

leaving it to the infantry to finish the
“mopping up” of the, demoralised
garrison.
At last, panting and gasping, I jumped

into the ‘friendly shelter of the battered
trench, closely followed by my two men.
Back behind us, across the desolation we
had just crossed, snaked a black ribbon
of wire.
“Now then, look sharp and get con-

nected !”’ I ordered. And, leaving-the two
men busy with their task, I went down
the trench to search for my friend.
And what a sight met “my eyes!

Ruined parapets, their sandbags torn and
gaping, broken traverses crushing. in
their fall dug-outs formerly sheltering
under their lee; blown-in doorways,

with a glimpse of wooden steps descending
to the blackness below, and everywhere
pools of blood and men, lying in every
conceivable position, many dead, some
wounded, groaning in-their agony, mangled
limbs, crushed under great beams, there

a severed handstill grasping a revolver.
And still the devil’s tattoo roared on

ahead of us, the shouting of our men as
they came to grips with the Germans,
the bursting of bombs, the clashing of
bayonet against bayonet, the shrieks

  

and
yells of men in mortal conflict, a blended
into one great discord.

Enfiladed ! é

And then came a shouting behind me.
“ We're’ throwgh,~ sir!’’-. rang the

triumphant voice of my bombardier.
“ Hallo—hallo— hallo! ’? —the racket

around ES was frightful—‘‘Is that
battery ? Put me through to group!”
A moment’s pause.
“Hallo, sir! Is that the colour: sir ?

Oh, it’s Smith talking, sir, from the
Boche trench: We've got here all right ;
very few casualties. What’s that, sir ?
Oh, the Boche barrage! Very =
indeed, sir.’ Hardly bothered us at all yet
I — I Sipe 
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Our conversation was rudely inter-

tupted. Flying round the traverse c

the company commander, hat off,

tunic covered with blooc :

“Smith !’”’ he shouted. “For God's

sake, get a battery on to Dead~Cow

Farm over there! Those devils have got

it full of machine-guns enfilading us!”

“ Ring off, please, sir!” I shouted

back into the telephone with scant
ceremony.

“Hallo, Exchange! Hallo, «hallo!

Give me battery again—quick |!”

5 eeagonising wait.

I glanced at my mud-covered map, and

sett noted the position of .the

troublesome farm. :

“Battery speaking, sir!” said my
bombardier at last.

“Here, order ‘Cease fire,” and get on
to this target as quick as light. Dead Cow
Farm, x24 455. Ten rounds rapid,
Pll let you knowhowthe shooting goes !

I dashed down the trench to whe
by crawling on a little hummock over
the parapet, I could see my target:
Only the shattered walls of the farm

remained, but from behind these came

the staccato tac-tac, with a steady rush
of bullets, as the Hun gunners poured in
their rain of lead. Then:

“ Battery opened fire!’’ came
shouted message to me, and crash—cra

—cra1sh—crash! came the four

and

  

       

first
rounds, all a little beyond the target.

“ Tell ’emto shorten fifty !’’ I ordered,
and waited, eyes glued to myglasses, for
the next salvo.

Ah, there it came! One, two, three,
four—two. direct hits, one “dud,” and

one just in the courtyard.

A Deadly Curtain

But now our time was drawing short.
Already the whistles of the officers were
sounding the recall. Across No Man's
Land a score of prisoners were hobbling,
running for dear life te reach the friendly
shelter of the British trench.
One by one our menslipped over the

parapet, many burdened with a German
helmet, a souvenir for. those at home;
now the company commander was going
—only I was left. Already I could hear
the Germans coming back up the com-
munication trench. ~Then :

‘Barrage back on the Boche front-
line!’’ I roared down the: telephone.
My two men were-already scrambling
out of the trench. With a jerk of my
knife I cut the- wires, picked up the
instrument and; with a heave, was out

in .the open again. And then’ down
dropped the barrage, a solid. wall of
protection to cover our retreat.. No Hun
machine-gunner dare put up his weapon
under that _ deadly. curtain, no sniper

dare show himself to shoot at the eS
receding from him.

Fifteen minutes the guns kept up their
roaring beat, the fire slackened, changed
to desultory rounds, and finally ceased.
Back in our trench the roll was being

called, the doctor was busy with his
bandages.
And the raid was over.
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Wounded Borne in Barges by Quiet Waterways
British Official Photographs
 

  

    
 

   

  

Lowering a patient by means of a lift into the hospital ward ofa
Red Cross barge on a French canal.
 

  
 

Underthe Red Cross flag on a French canal. Nurses and doctors
: on the deck of one of the British barge hospitals.

  
 

  i
Vicw inside one of the British Red Cross barges kept for the transport of wounded along the French canals, showing someof the patients

and membersof the staff. Inset above: One of the nurses lights a patient’s cigarette for him.
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Triumphs Old & New of Women’s War-Time Work
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Womantractor driver ing her machine at Wye, in Kent, where women whohave been selected from amongthe landworkersare being
trained as farm bailtiffs—work at which they have already proved their worth. Right: Women road-sweepers at work at Kingston.

 

   

 

    
 
 

       
 

nee os
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io Frenchwomen at work tending their vines not far from the battle-front. Right : Saroness
de T’Serclaes, M.M., and Miss Chisholm, M.M.—the heroines of Pervyse—whorecently

visited London. They have carried on their Pervyse dressing-station since 1914.

i}

Acheerful company. Dutchnurses with someof the British solgiers whohave been recently released from Germanprisons en route for as

England. Right; Girls in an English factory engaged in the careful work of welding aerials for wireless installations, ‘
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Appalling German Abuse of a Wayside Calvary

  
 

 
 

it would be hardto find a more striking example of the irrever-
ence ingrained in the German character that so shocks all the
rest of Christendom than this abuse cf a wayside Calvary. The
soldiery of all the Allies treat these shrines with deep respect, and
not one of them could be induced tofire deliberately at the Figure

Knowing
this, the Germansselected this Calvary as the safest imaginable
spot whence an observer could direct the fire of their artillery—
sacrilegiously seeking shelter behind the outstretched arm of the
Christ whom they are crucifying anew every day.

that presents all the ideals for which they are fighting.

 
nations,
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SAFEGUARDING THE SOLDIER
How Australia Has Taken Thought for the Future

HEBishopof Kalgoorlie, in Austratia,
tells a little story about visiting
the miners of the Murchison

district the day after war was declared.
They were just coming out on strike. The
bishop met them and announced the out-
break of war, and at ‘the same time

reminded themof the duty of al! true men
at such a time. When he had finished, a
miner jumped to the box from which the
bishop had spoken. He was the strike
leader, a notorious firebrand. ‘“‘ All. I
have to say, boys,” he shouted to. his

comrades,'* is, ‘Yo hell with the Strike,
and God save the King!” ”

That story illustrates the attitude of
AuStralia towards the war. All personal
ends, all private interests, all thought of
sett forgottem ; nothing but the war and

the nation’s. duty-in it. The wave of
splendid emotion: that touched the strike «
leader of Murchison swept over the whole
ef Australia. “ What can we do to help?”
was the question each asked.

IE haye shown earlier how the fighting
manhood of Australia did its part; also
how the legislators cid. their part. A
wonderful record it all makes ; a glorious
chapter in Australtan history. There
were others, neither fighters nor legis-
lators. They; too, were as_keen as the
rest to make their war sacrifice, and they
made it splendidly—in gifts to help the
war and to mitigate the horrors and hard-
ships for its victims.

Huge Sums Raised

Australia’s war charities are phenomenal.
No part of the Empire has surpassed them.
A population only two-thirds that» of
London has not only borne the cost of
equipping and maintaining a most generous
contribution of men and ships towards the
Imperial fighting services, but has already
contributed some 7,500,000 for war
charities, besidesinnumerable gifts in kind.

In the first few weeks of the war the
Australian Parliament voted £100,000
from national public funds for the relief
of Belgium. ‘This was no more than an
earnest of the intention of the nation as
a whole. Since that day the Belgium
Relief Fund has had from New South
Wales alone £680,000; from Victoria,
{320,000 ; from South Australia, £125,000;
front Queensland, £85,000, besides other
sums from smaller States. There is not
a national relief fumd—Serbian, Polish,
Montenegrin, or other—to which Australia
has not~. contributed lavishly. To be
afflicted and in distress was claim enough
on Australia’s purse.’ Other funds, such
as the ambulance funds of all the allied

trench’ comforts, and soldiers’
comforts funds, the Edith Cavell Fund,
the French Société Maternelle—all these
and many others have benefited by
generous gifts from Australia. In Red
Cross work, especially, the women of
Australia, under thecapableleadership. of
the‘Governor-General’s wife, Lady Helen
Munro-Ferguson, have done wonders.

Charity in Australia, in fact, assumed
such vast proportions. that some form of
Government supervision became  neces-
sary, and the innumerable public funds
are now co-ordmated under Federal and
State supervision, Australia

her. soldiers.

has in

By BASIL CLARKE

London a Government Commissioner with
numerous assistants, specially to see to
the proper allocation and distribution of
charitable funds from Australia, Other
officials are posted in France: and else-
where for the same purpose.

Naturally, a foremiost place —m
Aastralia’s war interests is occupied by
the Australian soldier. His friends “at
home are thinking of him always, and
always devising means for making his
exile more tolerable. The home country
sends him funds and comforts oi a most
lavish seale, Colonel J. A. Murdoch, a
Sydney business man of great ability, is
posted in London specially to see to the
wants- of Australian soldiers, and ‘the

spending and distribution of all the funds
and comforts sent over.

Needs of the A..F,

The Australian Imperial Foree Club, the
second largest elub in London, can “‘sleep”’
a thousand mena night. Australian money
maintains it. The Anzac Club. provides
entertainment for 25,c00 soldiers a month.

‘There are similar Australian institutions
at work in Franceand Egypt and wherever |
Australian troops are gathered. In addition
there are trench comforts funds, tobacco
funds, winter clothing funds, and many
others, The AuStralian soldier is indeed
welllooked after by his kinsmen at home.

Australia’s benevolence does not stop
at providing merely the present needs of

Even'a greater side of her
charitable work is concerned with the
future—the day when the war is over and
the nation’s soldiers, some maimed and
broken, shall return*to the land ‘that sent
them. Among the greatest of these plans
for the future. is the Australian Re-
patriation Scheme. The scheme is under
State patronage and control. The huge
funds that are bemg subscribed in cach
State are. to be spent in providing home-
steads and training and working capital
for every type of land worker.
One can take the scheme adopted by

New South Wales as an example. The
idea there is to settle returned soldiers on
the land in groups of forty or fifty farms
or holdings to each.group. Tracts of -
land, big enough for cutting up and sub-
dividing in this way,: have. already been
earmarked in several different parts of
the State, and already some of the
returned soldiers who have expressed a
wish to take advantage of the scheme are
at work helping in the business of making
teady farms and he!ldings which they and
fellow-soldiers are ultimately to occupy.

Great Land Scheme

Many are novices im agricultural
work, but they are under guidance’ otf
experts, whom the State has appointed
to prepare holdings and show the future
occupants how to work them.. Thus,
éven in the preliminary work ofpreparing
their future homes and lands, these pupils
are acquiring an interest in as well as
knowledge of their future work.

It is hoped to develop the scheme in
New South Wales till it comprises not
merely farming and horticulture alone,
but also fruit-growimg, pig - rearing,
poultry-keeping, and bee-farming. It is

     

   
hoped, in fact, to have in vai 5
of the States’ little settlements,
villages, of feturned soldiers
comfortably at agricultural pursui
to their degree of health and str
The great feature of the scheme is this

-—that the initial upkeepof the settler will
be paid for out of the Repati
either in the form of wages
as the settler can be self-sup
means of temporary advar
terms of interest and repaymen

Another very generous fe
opportunities _for settleme
lands will xof- be- conf
Australian soldiers, but «ill

available for other British soldi
the scheme is being taken up-with greate
enthusiasmby Australian peoDN: Onehears
of citizens who in their Spare. time are at
work preparing these farmsteads and homes
for returned soldiers; and it is reported
that among the most eagerof these workers
are school-children, whoare digging gardens
and planting them withflowers.

Just as the height of art is to concea
art, so also is it the height of charity to
conceal charity. Australia has remem-
bered this in thinking out further measures
to ensure the welfare of her thousands of
young men, maimed in body or under-
mined in health by the war, also in pr
viding for all those who, by the death
some sldier, have: lost not only... t}
dearest of kith and kin, but also. the
breadwinner, What should the country
do for all these sufferers ?

Rights—not Doles

The point. was discussed with all the
warmth of heart that Australia puts into
such matters. Widowsandorphans’ funds,
aid societies, benevolent institutions, and
the like were all discussed, but they were
turned aside as being schemes too obvi
ously “ charitable ’—and the Australian
mind dislikes charity exceedingly. How
else was the thing to be done ?
The difficulty was overcome bydeciding

upon a scale of pensions that should
prove adequate without any charity to
keep maimed men and bereaved women
and children- in reasonable comfort.
Australia’s pension list is om a more
generous scale than that of any other
country. As a right, and not as a dele,

every man maimed in the wars, and every

dependent of a man killed or maimed in
the wars, will receive a Government
pension that will at least enable them to
jog along: The lowest pension is {1 a
week, with ten shillings for wife andfive
shillings for each child, and if the rate of
pay drawn by the lulled or incapacitated
soldier were higher than the private’s
rate of pay, then his pension is ———
on a higherscale.

Australia has had many thousands of
deaths in the ranks.of her Army, as well as
many men maimedforlife, and the pensions

list will make a heavydrain on the Govern-
ment every year. But _ the country’s
feeling on the matter was unmistakable—
namely, that every man who had given
his life or his strength for his country
should be assured legally, and not by

“ charity,” of a competence for his wife
and dependents, cost what it might.
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Appalling German Abuse of a Wayside Calvary

  
 

 
 

it would be hardto find a more striking example of the irrever-
ence ingrained in the German character that so shocks all the
rest of Christendom than this abuse cf a wayside Calvary. The
soldiery of all the Allies treat these shrines with deep respect, and
not one of them could be induced tofire deliberately at the Figure

Knowing
this, the Germansselected this Calvary as the safest imaginable
spot whence an observer could direct the fire of their artillery—
sacrilegiously seeking shelter behind the outstretched arm of the
Christ whom they are crucifying anew every day.

that presents all the ideals for which they are fighting.
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SAFEGUARDING THE SOLDIER
How Australia Has Taken Thought for the Future

HEBishopof Kalgoorlie, in Austratia,
tells a little story about visiting
the miners of the Murchison

district the day after war was declared.
They were just coming out on strike. The
bishop met them and announced the out-
break of war, and at ‘the same time

reminded themof the duty of al! true men
at such a time. When he had finished, a
miner jumped to the box from which the
bishop had spoken. He was the strike
leader, a notorious firebrand. ‘“‘ All. I
have to say, boys,” he shouted to. his

comrades,'* is, ‘Yo hell with the Strike,
and God save the King!” ”

That story illustrates the attitude of
AuStralia towards the war. All personal
ends, all private interests, all thought of
sett forgottem ; nothing but the war and

the nation’s. duty-in it. The wave of
splendid emotion: that touched the strike «
leader of Murchison swept over the whole
ef Australia. “ What can we do to help?”
was the question each asked.

IE haye shown earlier how the fighting
manhood of Australia did its part; also
how the legislators cid. their part. A
wonderful record it all makes ; a glorious
chapter in Australtan history. There
were others, neither fighters nor legis-
lators. They; too, were as_keen as the
rest to make their war sacrifice, and they
made it splendidly—in gifts to help the
war and to mitigate the horrors and hard-
ships for its victims.

Huge Sums Raised

Australia’s war charities are phenomenal.
No part of the Empire has surpassed them.
A population only two-thirds that» of
London has not only borne the cost of
equipping and maintaining a most generous
contribution of men and ships towards the
Imperial fighting services, but has already
contributed some 7,500,000 for war
charities, besidesinnumerable gifts in kind.

In the first few weeks of the war the
Australian Parliament voted £100,000
from national public funds for the relief
of Belgium. ‘This was no more than an
earnest of the intention of the nation as
a whole. Since that day the Belgium
Relief Fund has had from New South
Wales alone £680,000; from Victoria,
{320,000 ; from South Australia, £125,000;
front Queensland, £85,000, besides other
sums from smaller States. There is not
a national relief fumd—Serbian, Polish,
Montenegrin, or other—to which Australia
has not~. contributed lavishly. To be
afflicted and in distress was claim enough
on Australia’s purse.’ Other funds, such
as the ambulance funds of all the allied

trench’ comforts, and soldiers’
comforts funds, the Edith Cavell Fund,
the French Société Maternelle—all these
and many others have benefited by
generous gifts from Australia. In Red
Cross work, especially, the women of
Australia, under thecapableleadership. of
the‘Governor-General’s wife, Lady Helen
Munro-Ferguson, have done wonders.

Charity in Australia, in fact, assumed
such vast proportions. that some form of
Government supervision became  neces-
sary, and the innumerable public funds
are now co-ordmated under Federal and
State supervision, Australia

her. soldiers.

has in

By BASIL CLARKE

London a Government Commissioner with
numerous assistants, specially to see to
the proper allocation and distribution of
charitable funds from Australia, Other
officials are posted in France: and else-
where for the same purpose.

Naturally, a foremiost place —m
Aastralia’s war interests is occupied by
the Australian soldier. His friends “at
home are thinking of him always, and
always devising means for making his
exile more tolerable. The home country
sends him funds and comforts oi a most
lavish seale, Colonel J. A. Murdoch, a
Sydney business man of great ability, is
posted in London specially to see to the
wants- of Australian soldiers, and ‘the

spending and distribution of all the funds
and comforts sent over.

Needs of the A..F,

The Australian Imperial Foree Club, the
second largest elub in London, can “‘sleep”’
a thousand mena night. Australian money
maintains it. The Anzac Club. provides
entertainment for 25,c00 soldiers a month.

‘There are similar Australian institutions
at work in Franceand Egypt and wherever |
Australian troops are gathered. In addition
there are trench comforts funds, tobacco
funds, winter clothing funds, and many
others, The AuStralian soldier is indeed
welllooked after by his kinsmen at home.

Australia’s benevolence does not stop
at providing merely the present needs of

Even'a greater side of her
charitable work is concerned with the
future—the day when the war is over and
the nation’s soldiers, some maimed and
broken, shall return*to the land ‘that sent
them. Among the greatest of these plans
for the future. is the Australian Re-
patriation Scheme. The scheme is under
State patronage and control. The huge
funds that are bemg subscribed in cach
State are. to be spent in providing home-
steads and training and working capital
for every type of land worker.
One can take the scheme adopted by

New South Wales as an example. The
idea there is to settle returned soldiers on
the land in groups of forty or fifty farms
or holdings to each.group. Tracts of -
land, big enough for cutting up and sub-
dividing in this way,: have. already been
earmarked in several different parts of
the State, and already some of the
returned soldiers who have expressed a
wish to take advantage of the scheme are
at work helping in the business of making
teady farms and he!ldings which they and
fellow-soldiers are ultimately to occupy.

Great Land Scheme

Many are novices im agricultural
work, but they are under guidance’ otf
experts, whom the State has appointed
to prepare holdings and show the future
occupants how to work them.. Thus,
éven in the preliminary work ofpreparing
their future homes and lands, these pupils
are acquiring an interest in as well as
knowledge of their future work.

It is hoped to develop the scheme in
New South Wales till it comprises not
merely farming and horticulture alone,
but also fruit-growimg, pig - rearing,
poultry-keeping, and bee-farming. It is
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available for other British soldi
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enthusiasmby Australian peoDN: Onehears
of citizens who in their Spare. time are at
work preparing these farmsteads and homes
for returned soldiers; and it is reported
that among the most eagerof these workers
are school-children, whoare digging gardens
and planting them withflowers.

Just as the height of art is to concea
art, so also is it the height of charity to
conceal charity. Australia has remem-
bered this in thinking out further measures
to ensure the welfare of her thousands of
young men, maimed in body or under-
mined in health by the war, also in pr
viding for all those who, by the death
some sldier, have: lost not only... t}
dearest of kith and kin, but also. the
breadwinner, What should the country
do for all these sufferers ?

Rights—not Doles

The point. was discussed with all the
warmth of heart that Australia puts into
such matters. Widowsandorphans’ funds,
aid societies, benevolent institutions, and
the like were all discussed, but they were
turned aside as being schemes too obvi
ously “ charitable ’—and the Australian
mind dislikes charity exceedingly. How
else was the thing to be done ?
The difficulty was overcome bydeciding

upon a scale of pensions that should
prove adequate without any charity to
keep maimed men and bereaved women
and children- in reasonable comfort.
Australia’s pension list is om a more
generous scale than that of any other
country. As a right, and not as a dele,

every man maimed in the wars, and every

dependent of a man killed or maimed in
the wars, will receive a Government
pension that will at least enable them to
jog along: The lowest pension is {1 a
week, with ten shillings for wife andfive
shillings for each child, and if the rate of
pay drawn by the lulled or incapacitated
soldier were higher than the private’s
rate of pay, then his pension is ———
on a higherscale.

Australia has had many thousands of
deaths in the ranks.of her Army, as well as
many men maimedforlife, and the pensions

list will make a heavydrain on the Govern-
ment every year. But _ the country’s
feeling on the matter was unmistakable—
namely, that every man who had given
his life or his strength for his country
should be assured legally, and not by

“ charity,” of a competence for his wife
and dependents, cost what it might.
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“66 Billy,’”? a regimental mascot, has assisted in taking over a fresh part of the French line. Right: ‘‘ Nancy,” the pet of a South African
battalion on the Sommebattlefield. She has been in manyactions, and has one horn twisted as a result of a shell burst. (British official.)

 

 

  

 

Americans in France being instructed in the use of anew trench gun
by French soldiers who havetested it in action. (French official.)
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An officer with his pet kitten near St. Quentin. Centre: A pair of eagle owls adopted as its mascot by a Scottish regiment in the Balkans.
Right: The mascot of the York and Lancaster Regiment. This cat has caught as manyas twenty rats in an hour. (British official.)
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A French Red Cross dog returning in a French hospital ship to France with its wounded master. Right:A British despatch-rider taking
. some of the trained Government service carrier-pigeons up te the trenches for use as messengers in emergency.

  U6 Wounded American and French soldiers being taken to a cinema show in France. Right : Where the first American blood was spilled for
France and freedom. The inscription on-the rough board monument, decorated with the flags of the two republics, reads : ‘' Dug-out

D.H. Harden. On this spot the first American officer was wounded by a Germanshell, October 25th, 1917.”
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OUR DIARY OF THE WAR.
Chronology of Events, February 1st to 28th, 1918

—Announced that two British airmen
Lieuts» Scholtz and Wookey—who had

to descend in enemy territory, have been
sentenced to ten years’ penal servitude
for dropping leaflets behind the German

  

  

ines.
Mutiny of Greek troops at Lamia sup-

pressed.
Fes. 2.—Thestrikes in Germanyhavereached

their climax and are jastening to their

close.
Frs. 3.—Official report of the Supreme Wat

Council in Paris issued, in which it is
stated that in view-of the speeches of
Count Hertling and Count Czernin, the
only immediate task is the vigorous
prosecution of the war. Complete agree-
ment arrived at on policy to be pursued.

Mtarika, in Lujenda Valley, occupied
byBritish, and Von Lettowdriveneast.
“4.—Announced H.M. submarine .E14

been lost in the Dardanelles.
Announced Polish units of Russian

Army have joined the revolt against the
Bolshevists in “Ru and occupy. town
of Rogatcheff. ~

British raid "German~ po
Poeleappelle.

—Hostile artillery very active south-
west of Cambrai, north of Lens, and nerth-
east of Ypres. a

U.S. Transport Sunk.—Anchor liner
Tuscania, carrying American troops, tor-

 

   
   

  
  

 

  

itions near   

     

 

   
  

pedoed off the Irish Coast Of 23397
people on board, 2,235 were saved.

French air raid on Saarbriicken.

 

Germans raid British post west of
idvoorde.

6.—Sir Douglas Haig rep¢

 

   
 
   

enemy

to

 

er into peace negotiations.
glish-troops raid a German post
st of Quéant.

Announced General Kaledin renounces
e rip of Don Cossacks in favour of
General Alexeieff, and latter moving on
Be alshevist for towards Moscow.

: -Sir Douglas Haig reports hostile
artillery active between Bullecourt and
the Scarpe River.
Meat Rationing Scheme for London and

the Home Counties published.
British destroyer Boxer sunk in Channel

    

 

 

as result of a collision; one boy missing.
Fes. o.—British night-bombing machines

carry out suc ful raid .on railway.   

 

junction at Courcelles-les-Metz, south-
east of Metz, nearly.a ton of bombs being
dropped with good results.

Central Powers sign peace with the
Ukraine. :

Frs.. 10,— Lord Beaverbrook. appointed
Minister of Propaganda and Chancellor

hy of Lancas
Office provisional v

embargo on Dutch commercial cables
Russia Out of the War.—M. Trotsky

states that Russia declares that, the state
of war With Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Turkey, and Bulgaria is at an_ erid,
although no formal treaty of peace is
Set Russian forces.on all fronts to
be demobilised.

Powerful raid by Austra troops
Gemana position of

Heavy casualties are» inflicted
on the enemy, and 37 prisoners brought
bac

Ex-Sultan of Turkey, Abdul Hamid If,
dies.

Frs. rxr.—President Wilson, in address to
Congr repliés to speeches of Count
Hertling and Count Czernin, andrestates
war aims.

All Austrian attempts to win back the
heights overlooking the Brentafails.

Fes. 12.—British aireraft fly across the Rhine
and bomb Offenburg, in Baden.
Canadian troops make two fine raids

into German lines at night, one near
Hargicourt and the second near Lens

 

  

  

  

  

      

  

Australian pilots fly over, Dead Sea
and bomb El] Kutrani, on the Hedjaz
Railway, ;

Tres. 13.—North-west of Passchendaele a
German party attacks and temporarily
occupies two of our posts. The enemyis
subsequently ejected by our counter-
attack, and both posts are regained.

AnnouncedBritish line in Italy extended.
It is lengthened east of the Montello
Ridge along the .Piave, and extends
some miles east of Netvesa.

French and American Joint Thrust.
—Backed by American guns, French
infantry win from the Germans a
dangerous salient between Tahure and
the Butte du Mesni!, in Eastern Cham-
pagne, penetrating nearly a mile into
the. German third line. Oyer 150
prisoners taken,

Frs. r4.—Canadian troops make a successful
raid in the Lensdistrict.

30lo Pasha and his associate Cavallini
condemned to death by the court-martial
in Paris for high treason.

Sir Ceccil|Spring Rice, British Ambyassa-
SAS;

 

  s

 

  

 

advance on a Gore of six miles on,¢ither
side of the village of Mukhm east of
JewaeSac road, to an average
depth of two miles.

Fes. 15.—Destroyer Raid in the Dover Strait.
—One British trawler and seven drifters
while hunting a submarine in the Strait
of Dover, are attacked and sunk by a
flotilla of large German destroyers,

Fes. 16:—German submarine bombards
Dover; one child killed, seven persons
injured.

Air Raid on London by Night.—Half a
dozen aeroplanes attack London, but all
of them turned back excépt one. Total
casualties: 11 killed, 4 injured. Later in
evening an aeroplane attack on Doveris

 

driven off. -One enemy .machine after
being attacked is seen to plunge into the
sea,

Sir William Robertson resigns as Chief
of the Imperial General Staff, and is
succeeded by Sir Henry Wilson. ;

Fer. 17—Air Raid-on. London.—Bombs ‘are
dropped in the capital; 19° Ailled, 34
injured. i

Fes. 18—End of “Russian armistice; war
resumed after: noon. A German army.
crosses the Dwina, and a second starts
into the Ukraine. Dvinsk and Lutsk
occupied.

Attempted air raid on London. Enemy
aeroplanes fail to penetrate the defences
of the capital. ;

British troops raid into “Houthulst
Forest on a-wide front.

_ Germansfail in attempt to recover lost
trenches in Eastern Champagne.

Sir William Robertson accepts the
Eastern (Home) Command.
eee air raid on Treves and ‘Thion-

ville.

  

 

Sues for Peace:—Lenin- and
v send message to German Govern-

ment to the effect that in the circum-
stances they are forced to declare their
willingne to sign peace upon the
conditions dictated, .

Tres. 19.—General Kaledin, until recently
leader of Don Cossacks, feported to have
committed suicide.
Announced Treves attacked by British

~ bombing squadrons three times within
36 hours—twice by \day-and once by

  

   

night,
General Sic Henry Rawinson becomes

British Military Representative at
Versailles.
Advance towards Jericho. — General’

 

Allenby’s troops advance to the attack
on a frontage of 15 miles east of Jeru-
salem, and secure all objectives to an
average depth of two miles.

   

Fes. 20,—French. carry out a big raid in
Lorraine, to the north of Bures andto the
east of Moncel; 525 prisoners taken,
“Advance on the Euphrates. — British

troops occupy Khan Ape Rayat, 14 miles
from Ramadie, and our patrols advance
to within ten miles of Hit,
German armies reported advancing

into the heart of Russia, from Riga to
Volhynia. They have captured 2,500
prisone $ and several hundred guns.

Italian air raid on Innsbruck,
Austria-Hungary aad the Ukraine

an agreement by which the holmdistrict
of Polandwill not necessarily be included
in the Ukraine Republic.

General Allenby’s fore within four
miles of Jericho, on the edge of the
Jordan Valley. At same date British
troops to north of Jerusalem. advance
on a four-mile front on’ the Shechem
road.

Fes. 21.—German armies reported marching
forward towards Reval,” Petrograd,
Moscow, and Isieff, taking thousands ot
prisoners, guns,and othef war material.
New Zealand troops raid enemy

trenches east of Polygen Wood.
Announced Brit line extended from

St. Quentin to La Pere.
Fall of Jericho. — General Allenby

announces that Australian “mounted
troops enter_the vill at §.20\a.m.,
subsequently establishing themselves on
the line of Jordan and the WadyAuia.

Big enemy raid in the Ypres sector.
FEB. 22 —Scottish troops« rv out asuccessful

raid in the neighbourhood of Monchy-le-
Preux.

British Airmen’s Fine Record. Air
Ministry issues a return showing that
between December 1, 1917, and February
19, 1918, Brit airmen carried ouf 36
raids into Germany and dropped 22-tons
of‘bombs on different objectives.
German ultimatum presented to the

Leninites.
Fes. 23.—Germans

    

  

 

  

   

  

   

  
 

 

 

   

  

attempt raid near Brood-
s nde, but are repulsed, fifteen Dees
being captured by us.

FEB.24.~The Russian Surrender. — Russia
aecepts Germar terms, conditions of
Which are territorial, ~ military;- and
economic, In doing-so she abandons
territories amounting~ to “nearly one-
quarter of the total -area of. European
I a, together with about one-third
of its total. population.

Trebizond falls to Turkish troops.
It is announced from Germanythat the

ary cruiser Wolf has returned home
after a voyage of fifteen-months, The
British Admiralty -issues a list of eleven
vessels, being posted as missing, which
are presumed. to have been sunk by the
Wolt in the Indian andPacific Oceans.
25.—Rationingfschemefor meat, butter,

and margarine in Eondon and Home
Counties begins.

. German troops occupy Reval and P:

 

  
  

 

   

  

 

TrEs.

 

off,
Count Hertling’s speech in Reichstag ~

on war aims.
Trp, 26.—Hospital ship Glenart astle tor-

pedoed and sunk in Bristol Channel, 153
persons missing. She swas outward bound
and there were no patients on board.

British reach Rujm el Bahr, at. north
end of the Dead Sea,

Canadians carry out successful “raid
at Lens.

Treves- and Metz- again bombed by
British airmen, :
Grave damage done to “Veniée by

Gotha.raid, which lasted eiglit hours. ~—
—German attempts

French positions south-west of the Butte
du Mesnil stopped by French artillery
fire.

Trp. 28.—Japan proposes to other Powers at
war with Germany joint military opera-
tions in Siberia to save supplies and stores
at Vladivostok,
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aS picture shows a

give a very good account of themselves.

others out of control, w
have only amounted to eight.

“Camel” in
action on the Italian front, where

our air squadrons have been able to

They have destroyed fifty-eight enemy -
machines, and have driven down many

while our losses

Specially drawn for The War Illustrated

The Sopwith “Camel ”is typical of the
single-seater fighting class of biplane, and
carries by way of armament two fixed
machine-guns, the muzzles of which may
be seenfiring forward through thetractor-
screw,the firing being synchronisedwith the
rotary engine whichdrives the machine.
The nickname ‘“ Camel” was suggested
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by the hump onthe backof tc fuselage
just behind thepilot’s head. This hump
served as a head-rest for the pilot, and
also served to lessen theair suction ; it is,
however, less pronouncedon later models.

In appearancethis machineis distinctive
on account of the upwardslope of the
lower planes, the top remainingflat.
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OUR DIARY OF THE WAR.
Chronology of Events, February 1st to 28th, 1918

—Announced that two British airmen
Lieuts» Scholtz and Wookey—who had

to descend in enemy territory, have been
sentenced to ten years’ penal servitude
for dropping leaflets behind the German

  

  

ines.
Mutiny of Greek troops at Lamia sup-

pressed.
Fes. 2.—Thestrikes in Germanyhavereached

their climax and are jastening to their

close.
Frs. 3.—Official report of the Supreme Wat

Council in Paris issued, in which it is
stated that in view-of the speeches of
Count Hertling and Count Czernin, the
only immediate task is the vigorous
prosecution of the war. Complete agree-
ment arrived at on policy to be pursued.

Mtarika, in Lujenda Valley, occupied
byBritish, and Von Lettowdriveneast.
“4.—Announced H.M. submarine .E14

been lost in the Dardanelles.
Announced Polish units of Russian

Army have joined the revolt against the
Bolshevists in “Ru and occupy. town
of Rogatcheff. ~

British raid "German~ po
Poeleappelle.

—Hostile artillery very active south-
west of Cambrai, north of Lens, and nerth-
east of Ypres. a

U.S. Transport Sunk.—Anchor liner
Tuscania, carrying American troops, tor-

 

   
   

  
  

 

  

itions near   

     

 

   
  

pedoed off the Irish Coast Of 23397
people on board, 2,235 were saved.

French air raid on Saarbriicken.

 

Germans raid British post west of
idvoorde.

6.—Sir Douglas Haig rep¢

 

   
 
   

enemy

to

 

er into peace negotiations.
glish-troops raid a German post
st of Quéant.

Announced General Kaledin renounces
e rip of Don Cossacks in favour of
General Alexeieff, and latter moving on
Be alshevist for towards Moscow.

: -Sir Douglas Haig reports hostile
artillery active between Bullecourt and
the Scarpe River.
Meat Rationing Scheme for London and

the Home Counties published.
British destroyer Boxer sunk in Channel

    

 

 

as result of a collision; one boy missing.
Fes. o.—British night-bombing machines

carry out suc ful raid .on railway.   

 

junction at Courcelles-les-Metz, south-
east of Metz, nearly.a ton of bombs being
dropped with good results.

Central Powers sign peace with the
Ukraine. :

Frs.. 10,— Lord Beaverbrook. appointed
Minister of Propaganda and Chancellor

hy of Lancas
Office provisional v

embargo on Dutch commercial cables
Russia Out of the War.—M. Trotsky

states that Russia declares that, the state
of war With Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Turkey, and Bulgaria is at an_ erid,
although no formal treaty of peace is
Set Russian forces.on all fronts to
be demobilised.

Powerful raid by Austra troops
Gemana position of

Heavy casualties are» inflicted
on the enemy, and 37 prisoners brought
bac

Ex-Sultan of Turkey, Abdul Hamid If,
dies.

Frs. rxr.—President Wilson, in address to
Congr repliés to speeches of Count
Hertling and Count Czernin, andrestates
war aims.

All Austrian attempts to win back the
heights overlooking the Brentafails.

Fes. 12.—British aireraft fly across the Rhine
and bomb Offenburg, in Baden.
Canadian troops make two fine raids

into German lines at night, one near
Hargicourt and the second near Lens

 

  

  

  

  

      

  

Australian pilots fly over, Dead Sea
and bomb El] Kutrani, on the Hedjaz
Railway, ;

Tres. 13.—North-west of Passchendaele a
German party attacks and temporarily
occupies two of our posts. The enemyis
subsequently ejected by our counter-
attack, and both posts are regained.

AnnouncedBritish line in Italy extended.
It is lengthened east of the Montello
Ridge along the .Piave, and extends
some miles east of Netvesa.

French and American Joint Thrust.
—Backed by American guns, French
infantry win from the Germans a
dangerous salient between Tahure and
the Butte du Mesni!, in Eastern Cham-
pagne, penetrating nearly a mile into
the. German third line. Oyer 150
prisoners taken,

Frs. r4.—Canadian troops make a successful
raid in the Lensdistrict.

30lo Pasha and his associate Cavallini
condemned to death by the court-martial
in Paris for high treason.

Sir Ceccil|Spring Rice, British Ambyassa-
SAS;

 

  s

 

  

 

advance on a Gore of six miles on,¢ither
side of the village of Mukhm east of
JewaeSac road, to an average
depth of two miles.

Fes. 15.—Destroyer Raid in the Dover Strait.
—One British trawler and seven drifters
while hunting a submarine in the Strait
of Dover, are attacked and sunk by a
flotilla of large German destroyers,

Fes. 16:—German submarine bombards
Dover; one child killed, seven persons
injured.

Air Raid on London by Night.—Half a
dozen aeroplanes attack London, but all
of them turned back excépt one. Total
casualties: 11 killed, 4 injured. Later in
evening an aeroplane attack on Doveris

 

driven off. -One enemy .machine after
being attacked is seen to plunge into the
sea,

Sir William Robertson resigns as Chief
of the Imperial General Staff, and is
succeeded by Sir Henry Wilson. ;

Fer. 17—Air Raid-on. London.—Bombs ‘are
dropped in the capital; 19° Ailled, 34
injured. i

Fes. 18—End of “Russian armistice; war
resumed after: noon. A German army.
crosses the Dwina, and a second starts
into the Ukraine. Dvinsk and Lutsk
occupied.

Attempted air raid on London. Enemy
aeroplanes fail to penetrate the defences
of the capital. ;

British troops raid into “Houthulst
Forest on a-wide front.

_ Germansfail in attempt to recover lost
trenches in Eastern Champagne.

Sir William Robertson accepts the
Eastern (Home) Command.
eee air raid on Treves and ‘Thion-

ville.

  

 

Sues for Peace:—Lenin- and
v send message to German Govern-

ment to the effect that in the circum-
stances they are forced to declare their
willingne to sign peace upon the
conditions dictated, .

Tres. 19.—General Kaledin, until recently
leader of Don Cossacks, feported to have
committed suicide.
Announced Treves attacked by British

~ bombing squadrons three times within
36 hours—twice by \day-and once by

  

   

night,
General Sic Henry Rawinson becomes

British Military Representative at
Versailles.
Advance towards Jericho. — General’

 

Allenby’s troops advance to the attack
on a frontage of 15 miles east of Jeru-
salem, and secure all objectives to an
average depth of two miles.

   

Fes. 20,—French. carry out a big raid in
Lorraine, to the north of Bures andto the
east of Moncel; 525 prisoners taken,
“Advance on the Euphrates. — British

troops occupy Khan Ape Rayat, 14 miles
from Ramadie, and our patrols advance
to within ten miles of Hit,
German armies reported advancing

into the heart of Russia, from Riga to
Volhynia. They have captured 2,500
prisone $ and several hundred guns.

Italian air raid on Innsbruck,
Austria-Hungary aad the Ukraine

an agreement by which the holmdistrict
of Polandwill not necessarily be included
in the Ukraine Republic.

General Allenby’s fore within four
miles of Jericho, on the edge of the
Jordan Valley. At same date British
troops to north of Jerusalem. advance
on a four-mile front on’ the Shechem
road.

Fes. 21.—German armies reported marching
forward towards Reval,” Petrograd,
Moscow, and Isieff, taking thousands ot
prisoners, guns,and othef war material.
New Zealand troops raid enemy

trenches east of Polygen Wood.
Announced Brit line extended from

St. Quentin to La Pere.
Fall of Jericho. — General Allenby

announces that Australian “mounted
troops enter_the vill at §.20\a.m.,
subsequently establishing themselves on
the line of Jordan and the WadyAuia.

Big enemy raid in the Ypres sector.
FEB. 22 —Scottish troops« rv out asuccessful

raid in the neighbourhood of Monchy-le-
Preux.

British Airmen’s Fine Record. Air
Ministry issues a return showing that
between December 1, 1917, and February
19, 1918, Brit airmen carried ouf 36
raids into Germany and dropped 22-tons
of‘bombs on different objectives.
German ultimatum presented to the

Leninites.
Fes. 23.—Germans

    

  

 

  

   

  

   

  
 

 

 

   

  

attempt raid near Brood-
s nde, but are repulsed, fifteen Dees
being captured by us.

FEB.24.~The Russian Surrender. — Russia
aecepts Germar terms, conditions of
Which are territorial, ~ military;- and
economic, In doing-so she abandons
territories amounting~ to “nearly one-
quarter of the total -area of. European
I a, together with about one-third
of its total. population.

Trebizond falls to Turkish troops.
It is announced from Germanythat the

ary cruiser Wolf has returned home
after a voyage of fifteen-months, The
British Admiralty -issues a list of eleven
vessels, being posted as missing, which
are presumed. to have been sunk by the
Wolt in the Indian andPacific Oceans.
25.—Rationingfschemefor meat, butter,

and margarine in Eondon and Home
Counties begins.

. German troops occupy Reval and P:

 

  
  

 

   

  

 

TrEs.

 

off,
Count Hertling’s speech in Reichstag ~

on war aims.
Trp, 26.—Hospital ship Glenart astle tor-

pedoed and sunk in Bristol Channel, 153
persons missing. She swas outward bound
and there were no patients on board.

British reach Rujm el Bahr, at. north
end of the Dead Sea,

Canadians carry out successful “raid
at Lens.

Treves- and Metz- again bombed by
British airmen, :
Grave damage done to “Veniée by

Gotha.raid, which lasted eiglit hours. ~—
—German attempts

French positions south-west of the Butte
du Mesnil stopped by French artillery
fire.

Trp. 28.—Japan proposes to other Powers at
war with Germany joint military opera-
tions in Siberia to save supplies and stores
at Vladivostok,
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aS picture shows a

give a very good account of themselves.

others out of control, w
have only amounted to eight.

“Camel” in
action on the Italian front, where

our air squadrons have been able to

They have destroyed fifty-eight enemy -
machines, and have driven down many

while our losses

Specially drawn for The War Illustrated

The Sopwith “Camel ”is typical of the
single-seater fighting class of biplane, and
carries by way of armament two fixed
machine-guns, the muzzles of which may
be seenfiring forward through thetractor-
screw,the firing being synchronisedwith the
rotary engine whichdrives the machine.
The nickname ‘“ Camel” was suggested
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by the hump onthe backof tc fuselage
just behind thepilot’s head. This hump
served as a head-rest for the pilot, and
also served to lessen theair suction ; it is,
however, less pronouncedon later models.

In appearancethis machineis distinctive
on account of the upwardslope of the
lower planes, the top remainingflat.
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The War Tllust

Sth and oth: >
‘Italian front;-November*17thy

‘ago, from a visit to his home: city,

1e-o-o-E-e—
Printed and~ published-by the Anata

15

fed, 16th March, 1918,

er -.‘&:

I AMglad tobeable
to inelude in our

a series of »sketches
by Master, Writers

of the War a fine contribution, “ The
Assembly ‘Trench,’ by “Sapper,” the
first part, of which appears in the present
issue, and the concluding poten of
which will appear next week. Sapper
is one of the most: brilliant df ourwar-
made authors, as thosevof Ix!réadcis will

who. are familiag > with ‘his
“Sergeant Michael *@assidyy Rr,” and
a number of other bo@ks
written with’ humour, pathos; sympathetic
understanding, and remarkable" power: of
the war, in which*he= has” performed. his
part as anofficer in the Royal: lngincers.

‘*War Illustrated” Maps
@*= of my correspondents: (We M. R.,

Greenock), in the course ~of a, very
appreciative Ictter, mentions that T have
not given so nyany maps in-recent‘issues
as in the earher numbers of THe War
ILLUSTRATED. This is no doubt correct,
but there ‘is good enough reason forit; in

that, having already published so’ many
maps of the various battle areas, the need
to reprint these only arises when very
considerable modifications have taken
esin the dispositions of the opposing
forces

recognise

HEchanges -in the west of late eve

sWwhich® lie has ©

been veryslight indeed, so thatit can ~
hardly be said that: the
Tue War ILLUSTR
are even now greatly. .out {of date. <l
would suggest that 1f.my readeis madeva
practice of referring:

maps gi yen in

pages when they wished. to refresh: their
memories, they would seldom begat_a-loss

to_discover. in-some of; these the infornia-
tion they sought, ~
dates of themostrecent maps of the yarious
battle-fronts <published in’ our. pages, .and
may say.that- other useful Mapsate: now

in preparation “for. publicaition in: forth.
coming, issues? “Arias area, issuesofMay

Ypres area, August r8th;
Palestine,

iecentber) 2548 EOE9 #

HEN we-are fooling paeiawiey sore
at-having to-paya piratical war-time

price for some commodity, there’ isa
certain cold comfort:.to-be .found: in’ re-
membeting that,: bad <though’ our’ own

case may be, others are-in’ much-worse.

‘A friend of mine, a Swiss gentleman, who
just ‘returned ‘to London’a week. or two

where
hewas in touch with acquaintances who
had within’ .the*last:few weeks been-into
Germany, and“ Austria,‘tells mie: that it “is
really very difficult; for us to form”any

adequate snotion: of -the’ famine prices
prevailing in Vienna. What.appealed to
his imagination ‘as quite the most extra-
ordinary.- example of'=-inflation: was «the
statement, vouched for by a friend who
had “been-in “Vienna in “December, that
seven shillings was a comnionprice:to-pay
there for a twopennyreel of sewingcotton!
Naturally, this-is not ‘an index price; ‘nor
can it -be regarded. as typical; but itis ‘at
Teast sloadent of the SuSHtaer’ inan
directions.

I-am-gixing: here. the.

ATED some months ago.

back. to; the -latest :

maps of the different ‘war, areas insou

CONTROL Gf clothes Nad:
established in Vienna, are popie’

houses were being visited byofficials whos
duty it was to makesurethat nobody had’
more than. two suits; and a minimum
supply of all other clothing. Household

linen and the like were being reduced to
a regulated minimum and the surplus
commaudeered for redistribution. If the
facts bear any approximationto this state-
ment, then*indéed Vienna, at least, is in
v= bad way. In Hungary, my friend

informs me; things are much better, and

there is no lack of food in Budapest, the
Fungarians refusing to allow supplies to
be shipped to Vienna. Also an intense
and furious anti-German spirit is arising
throughout =the Dual Monarchy, as the
fecling is becoming more deep-rooted that
Prussia is the cause of all their suffering,

and that Prussia alone has amything to

1
gain by a victorious war.

 

 

    
 

Mir. C. M. Sheldon,*the well-known war
artist, whose work appears exclusively. in
“The War.Illustrated;” is at present on a

vistt to Uiwestern front.

a the «way, I wonder when people
LD will, stop calling them

and call them ‘ Bill,’ I never heard the
word .-'Fommy ’. in a soldier’s~, mouth:
He* was a red-coated man. But every
mate’s called=, Bill ’—ain’t*™ he, * Bill 2’.
This'is an extract from Enid Bagnold’s

book,=“.A° Diary Without Notes ’’—the
“very intéresting account of the experiences
of a V.A.D. nurse—andit. 1aises’ a point
which ought .fo»be, settled. definitely “in
the interests of what maybe, called the
intimate history of the New Army. I
agree with Miss Bagnold. .TommyAtkins,
of the Old Army,.«Was. azscarlet-coated
Their. ky too,» have never heard one

ofthe khaki-clad:heroes.of-the New. Armty-
speak of a comrade as ‘. Tommy.’’ More-
over, is it. not Old Bill who-fills the Better
‘Olé in’ our: hearts as well as in our:music>
halls,? ee Yee MEN OP a DS >

Some‘striking: Eputoe Were given in thé
House of -Commons | lately- oi the

first occasion on-Sean Aik ony, ae

‘to need any introduction,

“Lommy.

_the past and popular

Baird; *in
rk-of our

pre seit
the-COu :

Lingsme!

Major

f the w
past few

striking,&

52 enemy machines
tember last, and
control.

photographs were
the same mont!

InSeptember and O. tober 2 ons of
were dropped on the enemy

Tn December 123,000, and in Jz ;
machine-gun rounds: were lat enen
troops from aeroplanes.

leven long-range bombi 1 Pete ad
in two months against German ri
into this country (though: London is n
more easily, reached. than
Germany we can operate against).

Air activities, it
by any means
front, but are

bombs
‘om the air,

any part

not

western

was emphasised, are
confined to the

carried on in all .theatrés

of the war both oyer the land and sea.
At about the same time, too, it was an-

nounced that in America Congress was

being asked to vote a sumof overfifty-five
million ‘pounds for the provision of a¢ro-
plane bombs,

“My Round of the War ”

CAPITALbookthat I have been read-
ing lately, and one that should have

a special interest for all readers: of. Tue
Wak ILLUSTRATED, is ‘* My Round ‘of the
Var,’ by Basil Clarke (Heinemann).
Mr. Clarke is too well known to’ my readers

but. I gladly
take™ this telling. them
that the i E

opportunity of
book recording his varied: and

interesting. experiences. .is an. excellent
additionto theliteratureof the Great War.
The author was in-Flanders in those‘first
momentous months of the great. conflict ;
later he’ was in the Near East; then he

was on the Somme—and‘alws I
seeing ‘cyé and a’ power, of . Ns
graphic pen that should “make water ‘
realise sométhing of that which he saw. =<
“My*"Round. of the War” ’= which,
may add, includes chapters that. originally
appeared”,in Tie War ILLustRATED ‘and <
Selenesreat War.’-—is an admi
and onéthat may be commended to the,
notice of those ‘on the look-out-for”good

~Wwarreading.”

“The Old Country’
“The Old Country: .

Book of Love andPraiseofEngland,’
the> volumé which Mr. Ernest Rhys ee
edited .and° MeSsrs: Dent &- Sons »have
published» (3s.- 6d’ net),- should. commend
itself to readers of the:most diverse tastes
while the fact that itis published«forthe
benefit of the -Y.M.C.A. should make its
appeal irresistible. The “book ‘is some-
thing new.in the way of:an anthology,
with. its*interminglingof prose and verse
and pictures in colour and in black and
white, its passages from great writers ‘of

-penmen of «the
present, and its. many. glimpses of the
work done under the-Red. Triangle of com-*
radéship’during the ~war.! It, is\a beauti+
ful ‘anda :companionable book-=one that»
will, I am sure, be widely appreciated and,
as -I believe; be’ greatly treasured. :

ibHe
35D.=.

Y-its meré title, ‘

 

Australia and NewZealand; by The Central News ‘Agency, Ltd., in South Africa ;
dInland, 34d, per copy, post free.

STATED PRESS, LIMITED; The FleetwaLy ‘House, Warringdon: Street,
and ‘he Impcrial NewsCo.,

Abroad, 4d, per copy, post free.
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z MR \ApHEN Mactin’ Harveyproduced ‘The FESPIONAGE and treason were. not met. it om amything like equal terms. fi 2 MARCH23, 1918. A PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR No. 188. VOL.8.
> | Only Way,” the critics speke with primarily responsible for the in- I5ven Dannenberg, which undeniably was a) ‘

> }| especial praise. of his stage management vasion of Belgium, although they facili- a military: disaster of the, first. magni-

5 of the “ crowd.” One bit of ‘“business”’ tated its progress. It was planned: long tude for Russia, can be explained without 4
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remains very vivid in my memory. Sidney
Carton stood with Mimi in a close-shut-
tered room lstening: to the ominous
murmur of the populace rioting along the
street outside. Cautiously Carton opened
the window to. peep outside ; at once the

r swelled into a roar, and above
the roar there rose a single, piercing shriek.
Mimi, shudderingfstopped her ears ; Carton
hurriedly closed ‘the window, the roar

sank into a murmur, and again the.two
protagonists held the undivided attention
of the audience, who were leit unenlight-

ened as to the other tragedy enacted
beyond the range of their vision,

 

    

   

a few menihs ago, -Teutonic
g aceomplshed what  /Feutonic

might had failed to da, and, making a gap
jn the Itahan line on the Isenzo, front, Iet
a food of invasion into the Venetianplain,
the loyal HtaliansArmystayed its compul-
sory. general retreat upon the hither side
of a river and painfully began to organise
its defences. “Fo it hurried an Halitan
Minister to. cheer its depressed spirit with
news of help at hand. He spoke to the
troops’ feverishly cntrenching along the
river, and while he was still speaking the
piercing scream of an Halian woman in
the hands of a bestial enemy rang over
the water in the gathering night. Murder
flamed in the heart of every ItaHan soldier
who heard it, sand a hailstorm of bullets
sped across the stream, unavailing, no
doubt, to; stop tne horrors even then being

   

  

 

   

pathy changed into an angry and most
menacing roar. Hardly could the police-
men secure their captive from the people

into’a cab, to be taken away
to be dealt withby the law. Who she.
was, and what her end, I do not know.
But God forbid that ¥ should ever sce
such a sight and hear such a scream, m, the

   

beforehand by the German High Com-
mand, and the devastation wrought by
it was magnified bythe resistance proudly
offered’ by the heroic Belgian ~people.
Espionage and treason were responsible”
for the invasion of Italy,.and at the judg-.
ment. seat of God the traitors, as well as
the ravishers, will have to-answer for the
seream of that Italian peasant woman
whomthey betrayed. . And espionage and’
treason are responsible. for the invasion
of Russia, in the streets of more thanone
of whose towns screams have rung of kk
comparable to those that rang ins Paris
in the worst days of the Terror. “With
these terrible object-lessons patent before
me, Flay myself open to no charge of being
cither scaremonger, or spy-maniac if Tsay
that the man whd. thinkslightly of dis-
affection is conniving at an agent that
must bring disaster. :

  

FeuRtHER, it seems quite worth while
to insist that it is the only agent

that can bring ‘disaster to the armed
opponents of Prussian militarism.  Wide-
spread over Turepe as that is at. the
present moment, it did not get there by
vietory in the field. “It is an astonishing
fact to look back upon, and a most en-
couraging one for the future, that the
much-vaunted, German Army has not yet
beaten an Army of any other Power that
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There is aelight of the day,

~ Fading a : grey
‘Theaimthehusb, 7

 

of en; “es

StalVaough, the years a boon— +

the least special pleading as due to
other causes than inferiority of Russian
generalship and fighting quality. Ger-
many is entitled to retort complacently
that she “is there.”® It still remains
to, be seen whether she will “remain
there.> +

 

PREACHERY dissolyed the Russian
- armies that, under the Grand Duke

Nicholas, Alexeiefi, Brussitof, and others,
-shad-kept German andAustrian armies on-

the, run for three years. Treachery
brought about the armistice and “ peace ”’
that in.a week left Russia shorn of half a~.
million square miles. ‘reachery opened
the gap in the Italian line that brought
_a.cruel enemy into the Venetian -plains
and undid the work of eighteen months
in as many days. In neither casewas the
disaster to: Germany.’s, enemy due to.
Germany's military prowess. Large and
monstrous, as that terror-still looms in the
imagination of some nervous folk, it is. m
reality a-bogy whose. turnip head has been
exposed. ;

ALE themore, therefoxe, doesit bebove
us to. be on our guard against the

insidious means by which Prussian mik-

 

tarism has achieved its, present measure —
of success, for Prussianmilitarism has got
to be destroyed. Disaffection is the small
uleer from which the malignant eancer of
treachery may develop; and by irrita-
tion, caused in a thousand imgentious, un-

  

   

  

  

  

 

The mind that entertains, the thought,
the hand that drives, one rivet less, is the
mind, the hand of a traitor. Once more—
‘may God forbid that the presence of one

such im ourmidst should éver bring it to,

in German hands yang over an English
valley + ; :
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remains very vivid in my memory. Sidney
Carton stood with Mimi in a close-shut-
tered room lstening: to the ominous
murmur of the populace rioting along the
street outside. Cautiously Carton opened
the window to. peep outside ; at once the

r swelled into a roar, and above
the roar there rose a single, piercing shriek.
Mimi, shudderingfstopped her ears ; Carton
hurriedly closed ‘the window, the roar

sank into a murmur, and again the.two
protagonists held the undivided attention
of the audience, who were leit unenlight-

ened as to the other tragedy enacted
beyond the range of their vision,

 

    

   

a few menihs ago, -Teutonic
g aceomplshed what  /Feutonic

might had failed to da, and, making a gap
jn the Itahan line on the Isenzo, front, Iet
a food of invasion into the Venetianplain,
the loyal HtaliansArmystayed its compul-
sory. general retreat upon the hither side
of a river and painfully began to organise
its defences. “Fo it hurried an Halitan
Minister to. cheer its depressed spirit with
news of help at hand. He spoke to the
troops’ feverishly cntrenching along the
river, and while he was still speaking the
piercing scream of an Halian woman in
the hands of a bestial enemy rang over
the water in the gathering night. Murder
flamed in the heart of every ItaHan soldier
who heard it, sand a hailstorm of bullets
sped across the stream, unavailing, no
doubt, to; stop tne horrors even then being

   

  

 

   

pathy changed into an angry and most
menacing roar. Hardly could the police-
men secure their captive from the people

into’a cab, to be taken away
to be dealt withby the law. Who she.
was, and what her end, I do not know.
But God forbid that ¥ should ever sce
such a sight and hear such a scream, m, the

   

beforehand by the German High Com-
mand, and the devastation wrought by
it was magnified bythe resistance proudly
offered’ by the heroic Belgian ~people.
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for the invasion of Italy,.and at the judg-.
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must bring disaster. :

  

FeuRtHER, it seems quite worth while
to insist that it is the only agent

that can bring ‘disaster to the armed
opponents of Prussian militarism.  Wide-
spread over Turepe as that is at. the
present moment, it did not get there by
vietory in the field. “It is an astonishing
fact to look back upon, and a most en-
couraging one for the future, that the
much-vaunted, German Army has not yet
beaten an Army of any other Power that
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the least special pleading as due to
other causes than inferiority of Russian
generalship and fighting quality. Ger-
many is entitled to retort complacently
that she “is there.”® It still remains
to, be seen whether she will “remain
there.> +
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HUNS’ NEW THREAT TO THE WORLD

HE people of Great Britain hardly
| realise yet the tremendous change

which the surface character of the
war has undergone in the last three or
four weeks. The Germans have suddenly
dropped “all pretence, and are redrawing
the map of Europe with a, haste which
leaves onlookers breathless.
The suggestion that they have been

fighting a warof self-defence has vanished.
It was’ only meant to deceive neutrals,

and there are few neutrals now left in the
world. Eyen the Argentine Republic is
now turning to theallied cause.

Excited by the collapse of Russia,
the German soldiers and statesmen have
brazenly disclosed their aims of wide-
spread conquest. They believe they are
winning the war, they know they have
obtained a decision in Eastern Europe,

and they are unblushingly gathering in
the spoils. They rendered lp-service to
.the Bolshevist formula of “no annexa-
tions and no indemnities,’ but at the
first epportunity annexed province after
province and intend to indemnify them-
selves by exploiting to the utmost the
resources of the territories seized.
One wonders whether the political

grasp of the nations of Western Europe
is weakéning.. Both in England and im
France an incredible amount of nonsense
was spoken and written about thé peace
negotiations with the Bolshevists at Brest
Litovsk. ‘Trotsky, we -were told, had
nonplussed the Germans. Théy did not
know howto answer him, it was said.

“Peace” at the Sword’s Point

He confronted them -with no army at
his back, and with no definite mandate
from the Russian nation. He preached
an_ equivalent ofthe theory of passive
resistance, said he would not fight them,
but would yield nothing, and bade them
do their worst. The British admirers of
Bolshevism, happily few in number, were
ecstatic. They called upon us to: admire
the masterly tactics of the new.diplomacy,
and vowed that.a new era had dawned in
international relationships.
And thea the bubble burst? The

Germans at Brest Litovsk had been
playing with Trotsky as a cat plays with
a mouse. They let him make long and
‘unconventional speeches, and listened in
smiling silence. When the farce was
played out they crushed him and crushed
Russia like a nut beneath a steam-
hammer. ._They had millions of men at
their call, while Trotsky and Lenin had
wilfully destroyed the Russian armies.
At a given moment General Hoffmann,
the real -negotiator of this “ peace.”
exacted at the sword’s point, stated the
German terms. Russia was compelled to
hand over vast previnces,-and even then

the Germans did not concede the péace
which -was promised. They are “still
moving in the direction of Petrograd,
and the discomfited Bolshevists are seek-
ing safety in the interior of Russia. Z
“fhe Bolshevists were’ first baffled by

the separate peace which the Germans
concluded with the néw Ukraine Republic.
The move upset their vague and muddled
plans, and from that moment they were
doomed. The Germans renewed hostilities,
although there were no disciplined forces
_to oppose them, and the Bolshevists
hastily “agreed to°the most humiliating
surrender ever conceded bya great nation.
Then the enemy turned to fhe isolated

By Lovat Fraser
and despairing Rumanians;. and extorted
from them terms almost equally drastic
m character. In three moves Germany
became’ the unquestioned master of
Eastern Europe and the Balkans, and the
wayinto “Asia lay bare before her.
A distinguished man telephoned to me

on the day the terms of the treaty with
Rumania were published, and asked
whether I thought the “British public
grasped what was happening in* Eastern-
Europe.

Sinister Situatioa

He said that, without striking a
‘blow. on the Russian: front in the last
twelve months, the German Empire had
doubled its power, its influence, and its
resources by these successive treaties
with the Ukraine, the Bolshevists, and
Rumania. Even thinking Englishmen, he
added, did not seem to recognise the
immensity, of the transformation thus
wrought., I hesitate to give myfull reply,
because THE -War ILLUSTRATED is not a
political publication, and rightly eschews
contentious issues. I will enly say that
in answering I. mentioned two points.
The first was that very little public notice
appeared to have been takenof the sinking
of a hospital ship in the Bristol Channel, ©
from which I deduced that the “keenness
of popular emotion and interest had been
dulled by. the constant succession of
moving events. The second was. that
Lord: Lansdowne, in his datest letter on
the prospects of peace, had ignoréd the
whole sinister situation on the ‘Russian.
and Rumanian fronts, If se experienced
a_statesman could shut his eyes to the
tragic dismemberment of Russia and
Rumania, chow, I asked, could lesser men
be expected to appreciate the spoliation
which had’ beenpractised by Germany ?
We are suffering, in short, fromthe

insularity of our national interests. Our
gaze has been so_ exclusively ~turned
towards Belgium and the western front,

and to the campaign in Palestine for the.
defence of Egypt, that we fail to com-
prehend the magnitude of the changes
suddenly accomplished in Russia and the
Near and Middle East. Esthonia and
Lithuania. and Conrland are names which
convey little or no meaning to the bulk
of our people. How many men and
women in this country could define-
without inquiry the dimensions of the
old Ukraine, sti Jess of the new Ukraine
Republic which stretches from Brest
Litovsk to Odessa and the Black Sea ?

What it all Means

T am-not sure that I could do so off-
hand myself, although it is my business
to study these grave matters. Our
national interests in foreign affairs have
run in certain very natural grooves. To
us Russia. was Russia, and we cared little
about its'many sub-divisions in Europe.
How can the busy working men and
women among us be expected to under-
stand at a glance the extraordinary and
quite unforeseen movements which have
swiftly blotted a great deal of Western
Russia off the old-fashioned maps ? :
Yet these things. must be recognised

by the bulk of our people if the meaning
of Germany’s acquisitiéns are to be appre-
ciated. In the long run, they may mean
“as much to us as the disappearance of
Belgium from the map.” Let us try to
.sum up briefly what has happened, re-
membering always that every province

‘

torn from Russia becomes essentially a
Germanpossession. :

In the first place, then, Finland has
gone, and the area of Finland extends far
beyond the Arctic Circle, and goes very
near the North Cape. Finland is called a
republic, but becomes a German outpost.
The Aland Islands, at the northern end
of the Baltic, which command St6ckholm
and the Swedish coast, have been occupied
by German troops. — The whole of the
Gulf of Finland becomes German in
character, and the important Russian
port of Reval is already in German hands.
Not a single port remains to Russia in
northern waters except Petrograd, which
may soon be taken fromher. The three
Baltic provinces of Courland, Esthonia,
and Livonia, already stealthily German-
ised in time of peace, are cut off from
Russia altogether. They are to determine
their own future, it is said, but behind
German: bayonets. Their seizure means
the ‘political obliteration of the hardy
peasant races known as the Ests and the
Letts. The same fate is apparently in

_ Store for the Lithuanians» There is a
talk of German kings for Finland and the
Baltic provinces.
The hopes of the Poles are shattered

in the dust. Poland; although: her people
have been given a sham Assembly, is now
to be bound hand and foot-to.Germany
and Austria. Instead of extending the
boundaries of Poland, and making her
independent, as the Allies desired, a slice
of Poland has-been given to the Ukraine
Republic. ‘

; The Only Remedy

Parts of the frontiers of Rumania are
to be transferred to Hungary. The great
district of the Dobruja, at the mouth of
the Danube, does not, according to the
treaty, pass to Bulgaria, but to Germany
and Austria. Across the Black Sea, in
Asia Minor, the whole of Armenia, which
the Russian Army conquered so valiantly,
reverts to Turkey. The great petroleum
port ofBatoum, and the fortress of Kars,
the key of Transcaucasia; have been
shamefully handed. by the Bolshevists to
the Tutks. $ reat ae
What need is there to continue the

long catalogue of spoils ? It would take
many pages to explain in detail the —
enormous accretion of strength to Germany
implied by these manifold ~bloodless
conquests, the fruits -of mad, anarchy
induced by German bribes, The control of
the Baltic; thetimber of Finland-and
the Baltic provinces; the great trade of
Riga; the flourishing and valuable
industries of Poland; the fertile wheat
lands of the Ukraine and Wallachia ;- the
great petroleum deposits of Rumania and
the Caucasus; the navigation of the
Danube from source to sea; complete .
command of the Black Sea, which means
an incéssant menace to the Mediterranean
sea route; two alternative routes to
India, .which makes ‘possession of the
Bagdad Railway .almost. superfltous—

. these are only a few of the gains which
have accrued to the’Germans.
The events of the last few weeks mean

that, with Russia broken and prostrate,
Germany will soon bestride the Old
World and menace the New. Her con-
quests threaten the security of Great -
Britain just as surely as though shehad
captured Calais and Boulogne. ‘There is
only one remedy, and that is to fight on
until she is defeated in the field. — 4
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~ Soldiers of Japan Who MayStrike in Siberia
 

   
; cos. + : . ae Sealot
Japanese infantry wading across a shaltow river in the cours? o

their grand military manceuvres ; and (inset) Japanese infantry
in line of formation behind the firing-line.

 

  

 
i Ai ili ice between the ages of 17 and 40,

he Japanese are nominally liable for military service N t

ar eteenath of the Japanese Army—divisible into the Active Army and its reserves

and a second line, fully trained, of about 900,000 men.

Japanese cavalry marching in close formation. T

but the age of enlistment is ordinarily 20. The w '

and the National Armyandits reserves—is a first line of about 490,000,
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resistance, said he would not fight them,
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Germans at Brest Litovsk had been
playing with Trotsky as a cat plays with
a mouse. They let him make long and
‘unconventional speeches, and listened in
smiling silence. When the farce was
played out they crushed him and crushed
Russia like a nut beneath a steam-
hammer. ._They had millions of men at
their call, while Trotsky and Lenin had
wilfully destroyed the Russian armies.
At a given moment General Hoffmann,
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The move upset their vague and muddled
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and despairing Rumanians;. and extorted
from them terms almost equally drastic
m character. In three moves Germany
became’ the unquestioned master of
Eastern Europe and the Balkans, and the
wayinto “Asia lay bare before her.
A distinguished man telephoned to me

on the day the terms of the treaty with
Rumania were published, and asked
whether I thought the “British public
grasped what was happening in* Eastern-
Europe.

Sinister Situatioa

He said that, without striking a
‘blow. on the Russian: front in the last
twelve months, the German Empire had
doubled its power, its influence, and its
resources by these successive treaties
with the Ukraine, the Bolshevists, and
Rumania. Even thinking Englishmen, he
added, did not seem to recognise the
immensity, of the transformation thus
wrought., I hesitate to give myfull reply,
because THE -War ILLUSTRATED is not a
political publication, and rightly eschews
contentious issues. I will enly say that
in answering I. mentioned two points.
The first was that very little public notice
appeared to have been takenof the sinking
of a hospital ship in the Bristol Channel, ©
from which I deduced that the “keenness
of popular emotion and interest had been
dulled by. the constant succession of
moving events. The second was. that
Lord: Lansdowne, in his datest letter on
the prospects of peace, had ignoréd the
whole sinister situation on the ‘Russian.
and Rumanian fronts, If se experienced
a_statesman could shut his eyes to the
tragic dismemberment of Russia and
Rumania, chow, I asked, could lesser men
be expected to appreciate the spoliation
which had’ beenpractised by Germany ?
We are suffering, in short, fromthe

insularity of our national interests. Our
gaze has been so_ exclusively ~turned
towards Belgium and the western front,

and to the campaign in Palestine for the.
defence of Egypt, that we fail to com-
prehend the magnitude of the changes
suddenly accomplished in Russia and the
Near and Middle East. Esthonia and
Lithuania. and Conrland are names which
convey little or no meaning to the bulk
of our people. How many men and
women in this country could define-
without inquiry the dimensions of the
old Ukraine, sti Jess of the new Ukraine
Republic which stretches from Brest
Litovsk to Odessa and the Black Sea ?

What it all Means

T am-not sure that I could do so off-
hand myself, although it is my business
to study these grave matters. Our
national interests in foreign affairs have
run in certain very natural grooves. To
us Russia. was Russia, and we cared little
about its'many sub-divisions in Europe.
How can the busy working men and
women among us be expected to under-
stand at a glance the extraordinary and
quite unforeseen movements which have
swiftly blotted a great deal of Western
Russia off the old-fashioned maps ? :
Yet these things. must be recognised

by the bulk of our people if the meaning
of Germany’s acquisitiéns are to be appre-
ciated. In the long run, they may mean
“as much to us as the disappearance of
Belgium from the map.” Let us try to
.sum up briefly what has happened, re-
membering always that every province

‘

torn from Russia becomes essentially a
Germanpossession. :

In the first place, then, Finland has
gone, and the area of Finland extends far
beyond the Arctic Circle, and goes very
near the North Cape. Finland is called a
republic, but becomes a German outpost.
The Aland Islands, at the northern end
of the Baltic, which command St6ckholm
and the Swedish coast, have been occupied
by German troops. — The whole of the
Gulf of Finland becomes German in
character, and the important Russian
port of Reval is already in German hands.
Not a single port remains to Russia in
northern waters except Petrograd, which
may soon be taken fromher. The three
Baltic provinces of Courland, Esthonia,
and Livonia, already stealthily German-
ised in time of peace, are cut off from
Russia altogether. They are to determine
their own future, it is said, but behind
German: bayonets. Their seizure means
the ‘political obliteration of the hardy
peasant races known as the Ests and the
Letts. The same fate is apparently in

_ Store for the Lithuanians» There is a
talk of German kings for Finland and the
Baltic provinces.
The hopes of the Poles are shattered

in the dust. Poland; although: her people
have been given a sham Assembly, is now
to be bound hand and foot-to.Germany
and Austria. Instead of extending the
boundaries of Poland, and making her
independent, as the Allies desired, a slice
of Poland has-been given to the Ukraine
Republic. ‘

; The Only Remedy

Parts of the frontiers of Rumania are
to be transferred to Hungary. The great
district of the Dobruja, at the mouth of
the Danube, does not, according to the
treaty, pass to Bulgaria, but to Germany
and Austria. Across the Black Sea, in
Asia Minor, the whole of Armenia, which
the Russian Army conquered so valiantly,
reverts to Turkey. The great petroleum
port ofBatoum, and the fortress of Kars,
the key of Transcaucasia; have been
shamefully handed. by the Bolshevists to
the Tutks. $ reat ae
What need is there to continue the

long catalogue of spoils ? It would take
many pages to explain in detail the —
enormous accretion of strength to Germany
implied by these manifold ~bloodless
conquests, the fruits -of mad, anarchy
induced by German bribes, The control of
the Baltic; thetimber of Finland-and
the Baltic provinces; the great trade of
Riga; the flourishing and valuable
industries of Poland; the fertile wheat
lands of the Ukraine and Wallachia ;- the
great petroleum deposits of Rumania and
the Caucasus; the navigation of the
Danube from source to sea; complete .
command of the Black Sea, which means
an incéssant menace to the Mediterranean
sea route; two alternative routes to
India, .which makes ‘possession of the
Bagdad Railway .almost. superfltous—

. these are only a few of the gains which
have accrued to the’Germans.
The events of the last few weeks mean

that, with Russia broken and prostrate,
Germany will soon bestride the Old
World and menace the New. Her con-
quests threaten the security of Great -
Britain just as surely as though shehad
captured Calais and Boulogne. ‘There is
only one remedy, and that is to fight on
until she is defeated in the field. — 4
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~ Soldiers of Japan Who MayStrike in Siberia
 

   
; cos. + : . ae Sealot
Japanese infantry wading across a shaltow river in the cours? o

their grand military manceuvres ; and (inset) Japanese infantry
in line of formation behind the firing-line.

 

  

 
i Ai ili ice between the ages of 17 and 40,

he Japanese are nominally liable for military service N t

ar eteenath of the Japanese Army—divisible into the Active Army and its reserves

and a second line, fully trained, of about 900,000 men.

Japanese cavalry marching in close formation. T

but the age of enlistment is ordinarily 20. The w '

and the National Armyandits reserves—is a first line of about 490,000,
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pa Hay oy Horsemen from Afar in the Saddle for Action
Men & Machines that are Making Reprisal Raids
 

   

   

 

     
    

Serving out a gun to an observer in the gun-room of a British aerodrome in
France. Right: Handing an aerial photographer plates for his camera.
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Inspection of Canadian cavalry on the western front by General Sir Charles Kavanagh, .C.B.; and (inset above) a tcouB of pos

- ; cavalry charging up a steep hill in France in training for the day when mounted troops can get into action. (Canadian War Records.)

One of the large bombs which are being dropped with excellent material and moral damage upon enemy towns. Right: Effectivs ,

repairs to an aeroplane which had ‘ returned safely ” to the British lines after a raiding expedition.
.

On January 21st, Major Baird
announcedthat the British had carried out eleven raids into Germany as against eight which the Germanshad carried out on England. i
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arrying On with Ingenuity and Intrepidity | KingAlexander with the British in the Balkans
British Official Photographs
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i Outside view of the window of a dug-out near the British front line in France. it has been ingeniously constructed of soda-water
: bottles set in cement, and (right) a view from inside of another of these adaptations of handy material to novel purpose by handy men.

 

   

 

 

; = a King Alexanderof Greece on a visit to the British sector of the Macedonian front.

i : ’ : Arrival of his Majesty (in front) on the parade ground, accompanied by the

, . : Commander-in-Chief (saluting) of the British Salonika forces. |
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Carrying shell for an 8 in. howitzer on the British front in France, and(teft) officers
wading through the slush of a trench on the new British line near’St. Quentin.
  

 

   

 

 

i z i is visi iti i i i 5 ight: King Alexander (centre
The King of Greece during his visit to the British front in Macedonia watches a flight of aeroplanes Rig e

‘ofthe first trio) with the British Commander-in-Chief on the Salonika front (on his right) and membersof their Staffs.

 

 

  
 

 
 

   
 

% a he i 5 - an liquid-fire projector. The quaint figure
officers visiting the British western front_in France are interestedin examining a lig fire 2 qu :

outh African forces, ; inthecentre is the: man who works the projector in his special dress. Right: Serbian officers visiting an English training centre.Presentation of decorations to soldiers from South Africa on the Sommebattiefield by General Lucan, who eh the centre of the group
with a stick under his arm. Thetall officer behind Genera! Lucsnis one of the leading generals-of the
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A WANDERERINWAR LANDS

RUMANIA A VICTIM OF UNREADINESS
My Memories of Bukarest and a Brave Queen

HEN I went down to Rumania
\ V from the Russian front in August,

1916, I went in good spirits,

believing that the Rumanian Army would
be able to help towards the ending of
the war.

¥ left the country four months later,

having seen that Army broken to pieces
and the richest part of the kingdom over-
run by the enemy. Now,left in the lurch

by Russia’s refusal to go on_ fighting,
Rumania sees herself compelled to give
in. Looking back to-day, one is almost
tempted to ask if it was not a disaster for
her, for us, for the world which longs so
wearily’ for the war to be over, that
Rumania ever took up arms? And yet
no other course seemed open to her at the
hour of decision.

I remember walking up and down the
platform of the frontier station on a

ing
a

  

 

sunnyafternoonin harvest-time, than
goodness that I was getting out of Russi
for a time.

Tn another. few hours I should be in
a Latin country, instead of one which
based its system of Government and,
in large measure, its civilisation upon
Byzantine- remains. I was sick of that
system. It had taken a week to get my
passport arranged, and I was- under
orders to go “at once.” Even on-that
railway-station there were still formalities
to be gone through, and one could never
feel quite sure until they had been com-
pleted that some difficulty might not be
raised.

Yet four months later, when I left
Rumania, I was glad to be getting into
Russia again.

 

   

Coming of Gloom

The Rumahian people are all right.
The peoples everywhere are all might.
Troubles arise from their being governed
badly. M. Bratiano governed _Rumania
for a long time, and he made a terrible
mess of it... This-could not be said while
he. was still -Prime Minister,~ but now
that he has -been- succeeded by. that
excellent soldier and honest man, General
Avarescu, I need not hesitate to say
that it is M. Bratiano who will have
to bear, according to the verdict of -

‘history, the blame of leading Rumanig
astray.
Somehow I -felt as soon as I reached

Bukarest that a shadow of coming evil
lay across that once gay and dissipatéd
little capital. The railways were in a
state of confusion which made me uneasy
about the management of the war. In-
stead of leaving the frontier in the after-
noon, ‘and reaching Bukarest at night, I
had to spend the night at Jassy, little
thinking how well I was to knowthis
dirty town later on, when it became the
seat of Government.

Next morning the train left about eight.
I hoped to get to Bukarest towards
evening, -but we dragged on all through
the hot day, and half through the night
as well. We did not pull into the dark
station of the capital until half-past
two o’clock.

Station dark, streets dark, not a cab

By HAMILTON FYFE -
to be found. Terror of the air raids
had already gripped the —populatioh.
Nothing for it but to walk to a hotel,
hiring a rapacious fellow to carry one’s
baggage. Fifteen francs (12s. 8d.) was his
charge. Take it or leave it. Plenty of
passengers ready to take it if I did not.
I paid gladly enough. Sometimes there
were no men to carry luggage even. A

friend of mine, who arrived some weeks

afterwards, had to leave his and walk

to-the hotel, pyjamas in one pocket of
his overcoat, toothbrush and slippers in
the other. <

Tea and Gossip Shoo

Frombeing the “ racketiest *’ of pleasure
places Bukarest had transformed itself
imthe first days of war into the most
gloomy. Everything closed at nine
o'clock, all taxis and almost all horse-cabs
“gone to the war.” No one allowed to
be out after nine without a special permit.
Windows had to be darkened ‘on this
wise >

At. half-past seven an. hotel servant
would march into my room; shut the

outer windows, pull a venetian blind
over them, shut the inner windows, which
had blue paper, pasted on them into the
bargain, then lower a thick green blind.
Imagine what rooms so sealed up were
like on a hot September evening!
There was a famous tea-shop in the

main street’ of Bukarest. They made
really good tea there, which could not be
said of any other tea-shop. ‘The secretary
of the British Legation had once gone
down into the kitchen and shown them
how to make it. This was both a fashion-
able resort and a great place for gossip -
among politicians. Suddenly it was
closed.
The Government were afraid of gossip,

even over. the teacups, -after the
reverse which the Rumanian troops
suffered in the south at the hands of the
Bulgarians. After this nothing went
right for them. 5

Very soon it became evident that,
instead of being prepared for war, as the
British and French nations had been
encouraged to believe, the Rumanian
Army was not in any state to undertake
even an easy campaign. M. Bratiano
had either deceived himself or misled the
Allies. He had no heavy artillery for
his troops, no aeroplanes to speak of.
He sent old gencrals to command at the
front, men who were unfit for any position
of responsibility. The ~soldiers. even
lacked such necessaries of campaigning
under  to-day’s conditions as nippers to
cut barbed-wire ;° there. were in some
units not enough. spades for digging
positions.

Terrible Mismanagement.

TI saw a good deal of the~hospitals in
the early days. They showed plainly
that the war had_not been: prepared for
in a medical sense. The Army Medical
Service had studied what ought to be
done. It was the only branch of the
Service which had done this. It had sent
officers to the front in France to make
reports, and asa result the Rumanian

field hospitals were good. ~ But here
again nuisfortune befell. The idea of M.
Bratiano was that the invasion of. Tran-
sylvania must be easy, the Austrians
being, as he thought, exhausted and the
Germans having no assistance to Spare.
The medical service was, therefore, all

up at the front; There many hospitals
had nothing to do, while in the rear, at

Bukarest and in other cities, the wounded.
men were pouring into the improvised
hospitals, and the difficulties of taking
care of them caused a terrible number
of deaths and a tragic amount of suffering
which better management might have
avoided. :

Tremembervisiting in Craiova a hospital
where four hundred sick and wounded
were under the charge of one heroic
womansurgeon with a few junior students
to.help her. She was a young woman,
and very strong, she declared, but she
admitted the strain was telling on_her.
Howcould it be otherwise ? <A French

doctor, one of a very fine party of able
and: self-sacrificing- men, told me. the
number of wounded Rumanians sent back
to the Army after treatment was only
ten per cent. It sounded unbelievable.
But I amafraid it was not far from being
literally true.
Queen Marie had in the Palace one of

-the best hospitals of Bukarest. As she
said to me one day: “ Of course mineis
all right. I can get anything that is
to be had.” But it was well managed,
-too, which was more than could be said
for most; and there was no stealing.
A lady who had a hospital, the mother
of a Rumanian friend of-mine, told me
her doctors were aggrieved because she
would not let them take-away meat and
vegetables to their homes. They said
“all other- hospitals allowed. it.”’

Rumania’s Brave Queen

The Queen is not only the most beau-
tiful of her class, but I shouldthink the
most capable, too.. She has noné of tke
shyness. and. gauchérie which. so-- often
make Royal personages, and those who
are presented to them, uncomfortable.
She niade me feel after I had beentalking
to her for ten minutes as if we had known.
each other for years. She was periectly.
frank and natural. “It has been difficult
for the King and me,” she said. “-He is
a German. Jam English. But we have
never let difficulties stand in our away.
We are both Rumanian. That was our
safeguard.” :

She has been through hard times, such
times as neither she nor’ her cousin, the
Empress of Russia, ever dreamed of
going through until misfortune fell upon
them. But Queen Marie has never
flinched or faltered. -She has sometimes
said, ““It is hard on the children.’ But
not a complaint will she make about what
she herself suffers. I hate to think of
what she must be feeling in her brave
English heart in this dark hour of Ru-
mania’s humiliation, brought upon that
unhappy country by political incapacity
and intrigue. 5; $
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‘n the Maple Leaf hut a aeavily-laden scidier is interested ina
batch of light pastry being taken from the gas-oven.  

 

Just arrived off a troopship, an overseas soldier looks in at
the Maple Leaf Club toinquire “What's for dinner, mother?”
  

  
 

Cadet Brigade Commandant Sir William Watts, K.C.B., V.D., inspecting the Imperial Cadet Yeomanryat Regent’s Park Barracks. The

commandant taking the salute.

 

Inset above: Workpeople engaged at a Japanese printing house drilling, with canes in lieu of rifles.
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up at the front; There many hospitals
had nothing to do, while in the rear, at

Bukarest and in other cities, the wounded.
men were pouring into the improvised
hospitals, and the difficulties of taking
care of them caused a terrible number
of deaths and a tragic amount of suffering
which better management might have
avoided. :

Tremembervisiting in Craiova a hospital
where four hundred sick and wounded
were under the charge of one heroic
womansurgeon with a few junior students
to.help her. She was a young woman,
and very strong, she declared, but she
admitted the strain was telling on_her.
Howcould it be otherwise ? <A French

doctor, one of a very fine party of able
and: self-sacrificing- men, told me. the
number of wounded Rumanians sent back
to the Army after treatment was only
ten per cent. It sounded unbelievable.
But I amafraid it was not far from being
literally true.
Queen Marie had in the Palace one of

-the best hospitals of Bukarest. As she
said to me one day: “ Of course mineis
all right. I can get anything that is
to be had.” But it was well managed,
-too, which was more than could be said
for most; and there was no stealing.
A lady who had a hospital, the mother
of a Rumanian friend of-mine, told me
her doctors were aggrieved because she
would not let them take-away meat and
vegetables to their homes. They said
“all other- hospitals allowed. it.”’

Rumania’s Brave Queen

The Queen is not only the most beau-
tiful of her class, but I shouldthink the
most capable, too.. She has noné of tke
shyness. and. gauchérie which. so-- often
make Royal personages, and those who
are presented to them, uncomfortable.
She niade me feel after I had beentalking
to her for ten minutes as if we had known.
each other for years. She was periectly.
frank and natural. “It has been difficult
for the King and me,” she said. “-He is
a German. Jam English. But we have
never let difficulties stand in our away.
We are both Rumanian. That was our
safeguard.” :

She has been through hard times, such
times as neither she nor’ her cousin, the
Empress of Russia, ever dreamed of
going through until misfortune fell upon
them. But Queen Marie has never
flinched or faltered. -She has sometimes
said, ““It is hard on the children.’ But
not a complaint will she make about what
she herself suffers. I hate to think of
what she must be feeling in her brave
English heart in this dark hour of Ru-
mania’s humiliation, brought upon that
unhappy country by political incapacity
and intrigue. 5; $
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‘n the Maple Leaf hut a aeavily-laden scidier is interested ina
batch of light pastry being taken from the gas-oven.  

 

Just arrived off a troopship, an overseas soldier looks in at
the Maple Leaf Club toinquire “What's for dinner, mother?”
  

  
 

Cadet Brigade Commandant Sir William Watts, K.C.B., V.D., inspecting the Imperial Cadet Yeomanryat Regent’s Park Barracks. The

commandant taking the salute.

 

Inset above: Workpeople engaged at a Japanese printing house drilling, with canes in lieu of rifles.
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Women farm workers of Cheshire, LancaShire, and Westmorland
woman at work clearing ashippon. Right : Women, undergoing the

undergoing efficiency tests at Warrington. On the left isa cow-
ir efficiency tests at the threshing-machine, clearing away the straw.
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At the Women’s Land Armyefficiency tests at Warrington on March1st.
busy demonstrating their ability to do all the work of a threshing-machine.  
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Member of the American Ladies’
care of the society. (French official.)

Red Cr6ss Society in France with some of the goats kept for supplying milk to invalids
Inset above: Two merry W.A.A.C.’s in France who are getting the ground ready for potatoes.

 

 

By “SAPPER”

{ _ Being a Further Episode from the Assembly Trench

The Famous Author of “ Sergeant Michael Cassidy, R.E.,” “Men, Women, and Guns,”ete.

O those who are wont to think of war
as an occupation teeming with ex-
citement the digging of an assembly

trench by a working-party will probably-
stem a singularly flat entertainment.
And, in parenthesis, one may say that
it is the heartfelt wish of all the performers
that. it will prove so.

Since work of that sort fills by far the
greater part of the madness called war,
and since the appetite for excitement of
the death-or-glory type is more prevalent
in stories than in reality, all that the
average digger asks for is easy soil anda
quick finish.
But Jet us labour under no delusions.

There is room during the night’s
work for enough excitement to satisfy
the veriest glutton; and though the
oecupation would not thrill crowded
houses:at the “ movies’ if it were filmed,
it can be jumpy—deuced jumpy! Things
do happen. 5

FRYERYIHING was peaceful in Devon
Lane as the sapper officer and his

geant ‘sat waiting for their working-
party, Occasionally, by the light of a
Verey flare, the white. tracing-tape they
had just laid ont could be seen stretching
away over the ground.
No further rum-jars had cometo disturb

the harmony of the evéning ; and, except
for the muttering of the guns away south,
there was silence.

Suddenly the metallic clang of a pick
o2 a shovel’ made the sapper logk up,
and at the same moment a low voice
hiiled him. z

“Are- you there, sapper? The men
are behind.” < 4

There is something oddly mysterious
i1 watching a partyfiling past in the dark-
ness. The occasional creak, of equip-
ment, the heavy breathing of the men,
the sudden curse as: someone. slips—ail
tend to help the illusion that one is watch-
ing some sinister deed.
They crowd on one out of the night,

looming up in turn, and disappearing
azain into the darkness. -Now and again,
as a flare lights up everything, the whole
lize becomes motionless. Crouching, rigid,
each man waits, with the green light
shining on his face.
Away—tight away—auntil one loses it in

the night, runs the line of silent men,
Just so many units—that’s all; so many
piwns in the great game., In a moment,
when the darkness comes again, they will
b2 ‘passing on, these pawns, Once more;
they will have become dim shapes,
squelching by.

 

BY just for that moment it’s different.
The human touch. comes in; the

man stooping beside one is an individual
—not° a pawn. Perhaps there’s a smile
‘on his face; perhaps there’s a curse on
his. lips. Perhaps he’s a stockbroker ;
perbaps ‘he’s a navvy. *

But, whatever he is, whatever he looks
like, for the moment he is not a shape.
He -is an individual; and he—that

individual—may- be the man to stop a
stray-bullet. before the dawn. But, then,
for that -matter; so. may you. So what’s
the use of worrying, anyway,

i — yra LEENA Face

”* Been quiet up to date ? The officer
in charge ef the working-party strolled
slowly along the line of digging men with
the sapper. The chink of a pick on a
stone, the soft fall of the excavated carth,
the dim line of figures bending and heav-
ing, bending and heaving, silently and
regularly, showed that the night’s work
had_ begun.
“A rum-jar unpleasingly close was the

only excitement,” returned the sapper.
“ But there’s plenty of time yet, so don’t
despair.”
“Gaw lamime!”’ A hoarse voice from

just in front of them made themstop, and
they saw one of the men peering into the
hole’ where he was digging. “ Gaw
lumme! "Erb, we’ve struck the blinking
bag of nuts *ere!”
The information apparently left “Erb

cold. ‘‘ Wot's the matter?” he de-
manded. “Got. a Fritz?”
“Not arf, Lain’t! Damme! Ain’t ’e

a fair treat? “Idden treasure ain’t in
it.”

’

UT the two officers had not waited
for further explorations. With due

attention to the direction of the wind,
they faded away, and left the proud
discoverer to his own devices.
“Howthe devil,” remarked the sapper,

““some of these fellows can stand it I don’t
know! That Hun. was. guaranteed to
make. a-Maltese goat unconscious at the
range of a mile.”

“YT remember taking’ over a line once
where the parapet was revetted with ’em,”
said the infantryman. “It’s all a ques-
tion of habit.”
And so is most of-this war—a question

of habit. Where Deathis such a common
visitor, it stands to reason he loses much
of his horror. If it were not so, men
would go mad. But, mercifully for them,
a callousness numbs their sensibilities,
and the dead are just part of the scenery.
It will not last.

In time ‘the crust will break away, and
a man’s outlook on life will become as
it once was. The things that are hap-
peaing over the water will-seem to them
then a dteam, and the horror of that
dream will be glossed over by the kindly
hand. of Time. Only a certain contempt
of Death will remain—the legacy ‘of their
present mood.

“Clang!”’ The noise came distinctly.
to the two officers standing for a few
minutes in Devon. Lane.

“That's it!” said the infantryman
irritably. ‘Let’s have a brass band
while we're at it. A machine-gun on this
little lot, sapper, would he the deuce.”
“There are a lot of stray rifle-bullets

coming’ acro: remarked the other. “I
wouldn’t be surprised if that wasn’t one
of them getting “busy.”

 

HEY scrambled out of the trench,
and even as they got on the top the

ominous order for stretcher-bearers came
downthe line.

“ Whois it, Sergeant Ratclifie ?’’ said
the infantryman.
“Don’t know, sir. Someone up the

other end, I, think.’ ,
To be exact, it was “Erb. There lies

= Iyn taney - a

e

the impartiality of it all. It might have
been the finder of the bag of nuts; it
might have been any of the two hundred
odd men stretched out along the tape.
Just. a stray, unaimed bullet loosed off by
a sentry into the blue, and ’Erb had

stopped it. :

HEYfound him lying on the ground,
and because he was a man, and a

big man, for all his shortness, he wasn’t
making a fuss. Just now and again he
gave little groan, and his feet. drummed

feebly on the ground. Around him there
crouched three or four others, who, with
clumsy gentleness, were trying to make
the passing easier.
“Don’t bunch, men.” The infantry-

man’s voice made them look up. ‘‘ The
stretcher-bearers’ are coming, so get on
with your job.”
He knelt down beside the dying man.
“Where were you hit, lad? They’ll be

here for you in a minute.”
“No-wse this time, sir. I’ve blinking

well copped it through the back!” His
voice was feeble, and as he finished spe

ing .he. groaned and moved weak
“Lumme!- “And I was due for leave !
The words trailed away tnto a whisper, and
the officer, bending over him, caught a
woman’s name. =

Screening the light with his body, he

flashed his torch for a moment on to the
man’s face. Then he stood up, and the
Sapper beside him saw him shake his
head.
“None so dusty, Liza, You weren’t

much to look at—but ’”—once again. he
was silent—‘it ain’t fair, sir—it ain't
fair—not altogether.”
“What isn’t, lad ?”’ The officer bent

over him.
“My cousin, sir. Tén pounds a week.

Unmarried. .Blarst him! ”%
Ten seconds later the stretcher-bearers

arrived, but the soul of “Erb had already
started on the Great Journey. And if.he
went into the Valley with an oath onhis
lips, maybe the Judge is human. It ain’t
fair—not altogether

   

  

  

 

UCH are the Little thumbnail sketches
of the game over the water. Ther

are thousandssimilar, and yet each onei

different—for each one is: the tragedy o
the individual to someone. The stretcher-
bearers took him away, and later, in one
of the military cemeteries behind the line
there will appear a cross, plain and unpre-
tentious—‘‘ No. 1234 Private Herbert
Musson. The Leamshires. R.I-P.”” But
that is later: At present all that matters
is that "Erb has coppedit, and the blinking
trench has got to be finished.

It’s got to becused, that trench, in a few
days. Men will have to sit there and
wait. The shells will be screaming over
them, the ground will be shaking—one of
the show-pieces of war, beloved of the
newspaper correspondent, will be about
to start. And unless the trench has been
finished, and finished correctly, by the
*Erbs, the show-piece mayfail.
So that if you regard “Erb as_a pawn,

the price is not great. Unfortunately, to
Liza he’s an individual. And that is the
tragedy of war.
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Women farm workers of Cheshire, LancaShire, and Westmorland
woman at work clearing ashippon. Right : Women, undergoing the

undergoing efficiency tests at Warrington. On the left isa cow-
ir efficiency tests at the threshing-machine, clearing away the straw.
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At the Women’s Land Armyefficiency tests at Warrington on March1st.
busy demonstrating their ability to do all the work of a threshing-machine.  
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Member of the American Ladies’
care of the society. (French official.)

Red Cr6ss Society in France with some of the goats kept for supplying milk to invalids
Inset above: Two merry W.A.A.C.’s in France who are getting the ground ready for potatoes.
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O those who are wont to think of war
as an occupation teeming with ex-
citement the digging of an assembly

trench by a working-party will probably-
stem a singularly flat entertainment.
And, in parenthesis, one may say that
it is the heartfelt wish of all the performers
that. it will prove so.

Since work of that sort fills by far the
greater part of the madness called war,
and since the appetite for excitement of
the death-or-glory type is more prevalent
in stories than in reality, all that the
average digger asks for is easy soil anda
quick finish.
But Jet us labour under no delusions.

There is room during the night’s
work for enough excitement to satisfy
the veriest glutton; and though the
oecupation would not thrill crowded
houses:at the “ movies’ if it were filmed,
it can be jumpy—deuced jumpy! Things
do happen. 5

FRYERYIHING was peaceful in Devon
Lane as the sapper officer and his

geant ‘sat waiting for their working-
party, Occasionally, by the light of a
Verey flare, the white. tracing-tape they
had just laid ont could be seen stretching
away over the ground.
No further rum-jars had cometo disturb

the harmony of the evéning ; and, except
for the muttering of the guns away south,
there was silence.

Suddenly the metallic clang of a pick
o2 a shovel’ made the sapper logk up,
and at the same moment a low voice
hiiled him. z

“Are- you there, sapper? The men
are behind.” < 4

There is something oddly mysterious
i1 watching a partyfiling past in the dark-
ness. The occasional creak, of equip-
ment, the heavy breathing of the men,
the sudden curse as: someone. slips—ail
tend to help the illusion that one is watch-
ing some sinister deed.
They crowd on one out of the night,

looming up in turn, and disappearing
azain into the darkness. -Now and again,
as a flare lights up everything, the whole
lize becomes motionless. Crouching, rigid,
each man waits, with the green light
shining on his face.
Away—tight away—auntil one loses it in

the night, runs the line of silent men,
Just so many units—that’s all; so many
piwns in the great game., In a moment,
when the darkness comes again, they will
b2 ‘passing on, these pawns, Once more;
they will have become dim shapes,
squelching by.

 

BY just for that moment it’s different.
The human touch. comes in; the

man stooping beside one is an individual
—not° a pawn. Perhaps there’s a smile
‘on his face; perhaps there’s a curse on
his. lips. Perhaps he’s a stockbroker ;
perbaps ‘he’s a navvy. *

But, whatever he is, whatever he looks
like, for the moment he is not a shape.
He -is an individual; and he—that

individual—may- be the man to stop a
stray-bullet. before the dawn. But, then,
for that -matter; so. may you. So what’s
the use of worrying, anyway,
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”* Been quiet up to date ? The officer
in charge ef the working-party strolled
slowly along the line of digging men with
the sapper. The chink of a pick on a
stone, the soft fall of the excavated carth,
the dim line of figures bending and heav-
ing, bending and heaving, silently and
regularly, showed that the night’s work
had_ begun.
“A rum-jar unpleasingly close was the

only excitement,” returned the sapper.
“ But there’s plenty of time yet, so don’t
despair.”
“Gaw lamime!”’ A hoarse voice from

just in front of them made themstop, and
they saw one of the men peering into the
hole’ where he was digging. “ Gaw
lumme! "Erb, we’ve struck the blinking
bag of nuts *ere!”
The information apparently left “Erb

cold. ‘‘ Wot's the matter?” he de-
manded. “Got. a Fritz?”
“Not arf, Lain’t! Damme! Ain’t ’e

a fair treat? “Idden treasure ain’t in
it.”

’

UT the two officers had not waited
for further explorations. With due

attention to the direction of the wind,
they faded away, and left the proud
discoverer to his own devices.
“Howthe devil,” remarked the sapper,

““some of these fellows can stand it I don’t
know! That Hun. was. guaranteed to
make. a-Maltese goat unconscious at the
range of a mile.”

“YT remember taking’ over a line once
where the parapet was revetted with ’em,”
said the infantryman. “It’s all a ques-
tion of habit.”
And so is most of-this war—a question

of habit. Where Deathis such a common
visitor, it stands to reason he loses much
of his horror. If it were not so, men
would go mad. But, mercifully for them,
a callousness numbs their sensibilities,
and the dead are just part of the scenery.
It will not last.

In time ‘the crust will break away, and
a man’s outlook on life will become as
it once was. The things that are hap-
peaing over the water will-seem to them
then a dteam, and the horror of that
dream will be glossed over by the kindly
hand. of Time. Only a certain contempt
of Death will remain—the legacy ‘of their
present mood.

“Clang!”’ The noise came distinctly.
to the two officers standing for a few
minutes in Devon. Lane.

“That's it!” said the infantryman
irritably. ‘Let’s have a brass band
while we're at it. A machine-gun on this
little lot, sapper, would he the deuce.”
“There are a lot of stray rifle-bullets

coming’ acro: remarked the other. “I
wouldn’t be surprised if that wasn’t one
of them getting “busy.”

 

HEY scrambled out of the trench,
and even as they got on the top the

ominous order for stretcher-bearers came
downthe line.

“ Whois it, Sergeant Ratclifie ?’’ said
the infantryman.
“Don’t know, sir. Someone up the

other end, I, think.’ ,
To be exact, it was “Erb. There lies
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the impartiality of it all. It might have
been the finder of the bag of nuts; it
might have been any of the two hundred
odd men stretched out along the tape.
Just. a stray, unaimed bullet loosed off by
a sentry into the blue, and ’Erb had

stopped it. :

HEYfound him lying on the ground,
and because he was a man, and a

big man, for all his shortness, he wasn’t
making a fuss. Just now and again he
gave little groan, and his feet. drummed

feebly on the ground. Around him there
crouched three or four others, who, with
clumsy gentleness, were trying to make
the passing easier.
“Don’t bunch, men.” The infantry-

man’s voice made them look up. ‘‘ The
stretcher-bearers’ are coming, so get on
with your job.”
He knelt down beside the dying man.
“Where were you hit, lad? They’ll be

here for you in a minute.”
“No-wse this time, sir. I’ve blinking

well copped it through the back!” His
voice was feeble, and as he finished spe

ing .he. groaned and moved weak
“Lumme!- “And I was due for leave !
The words trailed away tnto a whisper, and
the officer, bending over him, caught a
woman’s name. =

Screening the light with his body, he

flashed his torch for a moment on to the
man’s face. Then he stood up, and the
Sapper beside him saw him shake his
head.
“None so dusty, Liza, You weren’t

much to look at—but ’”—once again. he
was silent—‘it ain’t fair, sir—it ain't
fair—not altogether.”
“What isn’t, lad ?”’ The officer bent

over him.
“My cousin, sir. Tén pounds a week.

Unmarried. .Blarst him! ”%
Ten seconds later the stretcher-bearers

arrived, but the soul of “Erb had already
started on the Great Journey. And if.he
went into the Valley with an oath onhis
lips, maybe the Judge is human. It ain’t
fair—not altogether
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tentious—‘‘ No. 1234 Private Herbert
Musson. The Leamshires. R.I-P.”” But
that is later: At present all that matters
is that "Erb has coppedit, and the blinking
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It’s got to becused, that trench, in a few
days. Men will have to sit there and
wait. The shells will be screaming over
them, the ground will be shaking—one of
the show-pieces of war, beloved of the
newspaper correspondent, will be about
to start. And unless the trench has been
finished, and finished correctly, by the
*Erbs, the show-piece mayfail.
So that if you regard “Erb as_a pawn,

the price is not great. Unfortunately, to
Liza he’s an individual. And that is the
tragedy of war.
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A BATTERY MOVEBY NIGHT
Getting the Guns Into Action by Time-Table

HE telephone on the mess table by
the major’s elbow buzzed sharply.

“ Officer wanted. to speak to
group,sir.” ;
‘Hallo! Yes, major speaking. Good-

evening! Yes,, we’re all ready: to go. >
What’s that ? Oh, -caterpillars coming at
ten o’clock.. Right-ho! So long !”’=

. “Caterpillars coming for you at ten;
Smith,” said the major. “I suppose
you'll be ready, for them ? ”
“Tve only. got my kit to pack now,

sir,’ I replied, “and my servant can do
that in half an hour.” f

- That morning the battery had received”
orders to move from its. present position
to another five‘or six miles up the line,
And I had been detailed to superintend

the transfer, a job that is never easy.
In the conditions in-which this move
was “to be. carried out the difficulties
might well have appalled a new hand.
First of all, the weather wasvile, streaming’
with rain, and the ‘ground consequently
churned up into a-morass. Secondly,
Tt had to find the new position in pitch
darkness ‘by the aid of a -map-point.
Thirdly, I had to see that the dozen odd
lorries: that ‘would come along with the
guns arttived safely at.their destination,
were unloaded and got back out of the
¢<ront area again before the dawn, -lest
some prowling Germanairman,up with the
lurk, Should spot them. Fourthly, I had-
to have the guns in action again'in the
new position by ten a.m. It looked as if
I were to pass a pleasant night.

Removal by Cateraillar

Meanwhile, out in the gun-pits, all had
been prepared. The howitzers stood there
ready limbered up, the gun-stores securely
lashed tothe trail. Beside each were the
extra stores that would be carried on the
lorries. “The delicate and costly sights
had been safely —packed away in. their
cottonwool-lined leather cases, the equally
precious clinometers each reposed in ‘its
little wooden box, the crews had all been:
warned, and. their “Kits stood stacked
together undera tarpaulin.

~“€aterpillars coming, sir !’”’ sounded
the voice of the trusty sergeant-major as
the mess clock showed 10.30.
T hastily gulped down my whisky-and-

soda, picked up mytin hat andgas helmet,
and.stumbled out into the pitch darkness.
Therain was coming downintorrents.

-““Good -night for a ‘move, sergeant-
major,” L-said, attempting a feeble jest.
-“Well, it do-tain a “bit, don’t it, ‘sir,”

cameback'the answer in thetmperturbably .
cheerfultone that a really goodsergeant-~
major never loses. “‘ Still, itll keep the
‘Hun gunners quiet, sir, that’s-one thing to
be thankful for.”’

It¢wasindeed. If, toadd to.all our other
yaiseries, the. enemy began a. sudden
““strafe,”” well
“By this time we had reached the guns,_

 

Jooming indistinct under their great
wrappings. And, looking back down the
slope,1 could see twolittle -pin-points of
light struggling slowly towards me; a
faint roar of the engines of the great
machines also reached my-€ars.
_ “Better getthemen busy with those
stores, mow, sergednt-major,” I. said,
pointing to the miscellaneous collection
of articles lying about, ranging from a

By “O. PIP”
cooking “‘ dixie” to the artificer’s pump.-
All this stuff had to be man-handled down
the light railway from the battery position
to the road, half a mile downthe hill.

. Already the caterpillars were beginning
to take shape, as they heaved themselves
ponderously: into sight, their engines
roaring and rattling with the fearful strain,
the great steel-Studded “ drives’ one on
eachside, bit into the muddysoil, tearing
out great. pieces of turf as they gripped
for a hold.- Walking beside them came
the A.S.C. officer, who had brought them
from the corps’ caterpillar park.

Hitch the First :
With a final grunt the first .caterpillar

waddled wp and planted itself in front of
No. 1 gun. The-trail of the imber was
dropped onto the massive hook protruding
from its rear, the security bolt shot home,
and then away they went, slipping and
sliding down the hill. No. 2 followed
suit, and then came an hour’s wait for
their return. The rain was still coming
down in sheets, and the men huddled
together under the lee of the hedge,
seeking the little shelter provided.
Now and again a Verey light soared up

from the front line and hung a minute,

burning in the sky, then again the .dark-
ness and a strangesilence.

Ah:!- There they come at fast, panting
up the bill. All hands stand round, and
in a trice No. 3 and No. 4 are limbered up
and off they go, followed by myself and
the remaining men. It is-a dreary walk
through mud, and when we reach the road
everyone ts mired to the knees.
Next comes the loading up of the lorries.

The job is soon completed, and now
the column stands in a long Jine down the
road, the four guns in front, the lorries
tailing away behind. I hoist myself up
beside the.driver of the leading caterpillar,
give one final glance back

“ Allin, sir!” says the sergeant-major.
All goes well for the first couple cf miles,

 

‘then comes the first check. The water in
the radiator of No. 3’s caterpillar has
boiled, and we must wait for-it to cool.
We wait.

Tlook at my watch. Nearly one o’clock
already. No time to lose.

Westart off afresh and roll peacefully
to a smail village, where I have to take a
turning to the right.» But two roads are
shown, running parallel till they . fork
half a mile from my destination. Which
to~take ? ; :
One I have been told is impassable

after a mile for heavy traffic ; if I take
the wrong one, turning will be impossible,
and there we shall be stuck to await
the dawn and the coming of the Boche
aeroplanes. ;

Of Two Turnings—Which?
At last I-came to a decision.
““Corporal Paton, take your lorry down

the first turning. We will wait for you for
half an hour. If in that time you have
not returned, I shall understand that you
have got bogged, and we will take the
second road. Off yougo!”
We waited there, in. the “main street

of ‘the little hamlet with’ its shattered
cottages and roofless church. Twenty
minutes passed, twenty-five, thirty, not
a sound to be heard downthe road.

~

“We'll go on now, driver,” I ordered,
and with a grinding of gears the column
started again. A couple of hundred yards
brought us to the secondturning, a sharp
turn to the right and we wererolling and
rattling down a rutted lane.
Two more miles and the motor-cyclist

attached to the battery, whom I had sent
forward, came dashing back.

“ Road all clear, sir !’’ he reported, and
with a muttered “ Thank God!” I sank
back in my seat.
We were there.. Iwo guns I placed in

a ruined garden, hidden from view by the
brick ~walls of surrounding houses, and
the other section sat behind a hedge, their
snouts buried in the withered folkage.

It was nowhalf-past three. In an hour
the dawn would be upon us’ and much
remained to be done. The men were
tired and soaked to the skin, but still they
turned to with vigour.
One by one the lorries: were emptied

and trandled off; already the eastern sky

showed grey. I was so tired I could
hardly stand, my sodden clothes hung
round myshivering limbs, shedding water
with every step I took, still, we had to get
those lorries away before the dawn.

“ Adone, sir !°’*came the ever-cheerful
voice of the sergeant-major as the last
lorry backed, turned, and rocked away:
The dawn was just breaking and the rain

had ceased: The guns’sat,-just.as they
had been left, surrounded- by piles ‘of
miscellaneous stores ; the street in which
we stood, with its ruined cottages and
plaster-littered pavement, presented a
dreary picture in the greylight; the men
stood about in dejected-looking groups.

Plainly they must have a little rest
before the real work of building the gun-
pits was begun. And we had to be in
action by ten o’clock that morning.

“Tn Action by Ten”

I took a swift decision.
“ Sergeant-major,.knock the men. off

till half-past seven ; they can get a litile
sleep in these ruined houses. The cooks
will have to stay, up and prepare some
food, they can get a rest afterwards. Iam
going to liedown fora bit. Where’s.my
servant ?”’

‘‘ Here, sorr ! ’’ said a voice at myelbow.
E-mentally blessed my curly-haired

Trish boy, and went to inspect his prepara-
tions. There was my camp bed,. with
sleeping bag and blankets stretched on
it; oma wooden box avere arranged my
shaving kit and a clean towel; dry
uniform and. shirt were laid out on a
battered chair, minus back and one leg,

while a tin mug of steaming cocoa com-
pleted the joyful -picture.
My feelings were too much for words.

I threw off mysoaking clothes, swallowed
‘the wonderful drink, and, creeping into
bed, soon felt a grateful warmth stealing
over. my numb limbs, yet all the while,
one sentence was. repeated again and
again in my tired brain—‘‘ Get the guns
in action by ten o’clock—get the guns——”

“Well, you seem to have done preity
well, Captain Smith,” said the colonel
next morning, when he came round to
inspect the finished position. “You must
have had a pretty rongh timeof it.”

I-groaned. inwardly, and said nothing.
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A BATTERY MOVEBY NIGHT
Getting the Guns Into Action by Time-Table

HE telephone on the mess table by
the major’s elbow buzzed sharply.

“ Officer wanted. to speak to
group,sir.” ;
‘Hallo! Yes, major speaking. Good-

evening! Yes,, we’re all ready: to go. >
What’s that ? Oh, -caterpillars coming at
ten o’clock.. Right-ho! So long !”’=

. “Caterpillars coming for you at ten;
Smith,” said the major. “I suppose
you'll be ready, for them ? ”
“Tve only. got my kit to pack now,

sir,’ I replied, “and my servant can do
that in half an hour.” f

- That morning the battery had received”
orders to move from its. present position
to another five‘or six miles up the line,
And I had been detailed to superintend

the transfer, a job that is never easy.
In the conditions in-which this move
was “to be. carried out the difficulties
might well have appalled a new hand.
First of all, the weather wasvile, streaming’
with rain, and the ‘ground consequently
churned up into a-morass. Secondly,
Tt had to find the new position in pitch
darkness ‘by the aid of a -map-point.
Thirdly, I had to see that the dozen odd
lorries: that ‘would come along with the
guns arttived safely at.their destination,
were unloaded and got back out of the
¢<ront area again before the dawn, -lest
some prowling Germanairman,up with the
lurk, Should spot them. Fourthly, I had-
to have the guns in action again'in the
new position by ten a.m. It looked as if
I were to pass a pleasant night.

Removal by Cateraillar

Meanwhile, out in the gun-pits, all had
been prepared. The howitzers stood there
ready limbered up, the gun-stores securely
lashed tothe trail. Beside each were the
extra stores that would be carried on the
lorries. “The delicate and costly sights
had been safely —packed away in. their
cottonwool-lined leather cases, the equally
precious clinometers each reposed in ‘its
little wooden box, the crews had all been:
warned, and. their “Kits stood stacked
together undera tarpaulin.

~“€aterpillars coming, sir !’”’ sounded
the voice of the trusty sergeant-major as
the mess clock showed 10.30.
T hastily gulped down my whisky-and-

soda, picked up mytin hat andgas helmet,
and.stumbled out into the pitch darkness.
Therain was coming downintorrents.

-““Good -night for a ‘move, sergeant-
major,” L-said, attempting a feeble jest.
-“Well, it do-tain a “bit, don’t it, ‘sir,”

cameback'the answer in thetmperturbably .
cheerfultone that a really goodsergeant-~
major never loses. “‘ Still, itll keep the
‘Hun gunners quiet, sir, that’s-one thing to
be thankful for.”’

It¢wasindeed. If, toadd to.all our other
yaiseries, the. enemy began a. sudden
““strafe,”” well
“By this time we had reached the guns,_

 

Jooming indistinct under their great
wrappings. And, looking back down the
slope,1 could see twolittle -pin-points of
light struggling slowly towards me; a
faint roar of the engines of the great
machines also reached my-€ars.
_ “Better getthemen busy with those
stores, mow, sergednt-major,” I. said,
pointing to the miscellaneous collection
of articles lying about, ranging from a
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cooking “‘ dixie” to the artificer’s pump.-
All this stuff had to be man-handled down
the light railway from the battery position
to the road, half a mile downthe hill.

. Already the caterpillars were beginning
to take shape, as they heaved themselves
ponderously: into sight, their engines
roaring and rattling with the fearful strain,
the great steel-Studded “ drives’ one on
eachside, bit into the muddysoil, tearing
out great. pieces of turf as they gripped
for a hold.- Walking beside them came
the A.S.C. officer, who had brought them
from the corps’ caterpillar park.

Hitch the First :
With a final grunt the first .caterpillar

waddled wp and planted itself in front of
No. 1 gun. The-trail of the imber was
dropped onto the massive hook protruding
from its rear, the security bolt shot home,
and then away they went, slipping and
sliding down the hill. No. 2 followed
suit, and then came an hour’s wait for
their return. The rain was still coming
down in sheets, and the men huddled
together under the lee of the hedge,
seeking the little shelter provided.
Now and again a Verey light soared up

from the front line and hung a minute,

burning in the sky, then again the .dark-
ness and a strangesilence.

Ah:!- There they come at fast, panting
up the bill. All hands stand round, and
in a trice No. 3 and No. 4 are limbered up
and off they go, followed by myself and
the remaining men. It is-a dreary walk
through mud, and when we reach the road
everyone ts mired to the knees.
Next comes the loading up of the lorries.

The job is soon completed, and now
the column stands in a long Jine down the
road, the four guns in front, the lorries
tailing away behind. I hoist myself up
beside the.driver of the leading caterpillar,
give one final glance back

“ Allin, sir!” says the sergeant-major.
All goes well for the first couple cf miles,

 

‘then comes the first check. The water in
the radiator of No. 3’s caterpillar has
boiled, and we must wait for-it to cool.
We wait.

Tlook at my watch. Nearly one o’clock
already. No time to lose.

Westart off afresh and roll peacefully
to a smail village, where I have to take a
turning to the right.» But two roads are
shown, running parallel till they . fork
half a mile from my destination. Which
to~take ? ; :
One I have been told is impassable

after a mile for heavy traffic ; if I take
the wrong one, turning will be impossible,
and there we shall be stuck to await
the dawn and the coming of the Boche
aeroplanes. ;

Of Two Turnings—Which?
At last I-came to a decision.
““Corporal Paton, take your lorry down

the first turning. We will wait for you for
half an hour. If in that time you have
not returned, I shall understand that you
have got bogged, and we will take the
second road. Off yougo!”
We waited there, in. the “main street

of ‘the little hamlet with’ its shattered
cottages and roofless church. Twenty
minutes passed, twenty-five, thirty, not
a sound to be heard downthe road.

~

“We'll go on now, driver,” I ordered,
and with a grinding of gears the column
started again. A couple of hundred yards
brought us to the secondturning, a sharp
turn to the right and we wererolling and
rattling down a rutted lane.
Two more miles and the motor-cyclist

attached to the battery, whom I had sent
forward, came dashing back.

“ Road all clear, sir !’’ he reported, and
with a muttered “ Thank God!” I sank
back in my seat.
We were there.. Iwo guns I placed in

a ruined garden, hidden from view by the
brick ~walls of surrounding houses, and
the other section sat behind a hedge, their
snouts buried in the withered folkage.

It was nowhalf-past three. In an hour
the dawn would be upon us’ and much
remained to be done. The men were
tired and soaked to the skin, but still they
turned to with vigour.
One by one the lorries: were emptied

and trandled off; already the eastern sky

showed grey. I was so tired I could
hardly stand, my sodden clothes hung
round myshivering limbs, shedding water
with every step I took, still, we had to get
those lorries away before the dawn.

“ Adone, sir !°’*came the ever-cheerful
voice of the sergeant-major as the last
lorry backed, turned, and rocked away:
The dawn was just breaking and the rain

had ceased: The guns’sat,-just.as they
had been left, surrounded- by piles ‘of
miscellaneous stores ; the street in which
we stood, with its ruined cottages and
plaster-littered pavement, presented a
dreary picture in the greylight; the men
stood about in dejected-looking groups.

Plainly they must have a little rest
before the real work of building the gun-
pits was begun. And we had to be in
action by ten o’clock that morning.

“Tn Action by Ten”

I took a swift decision.
“ Sergeant-major,.knock the men. off

till half-past seven ; they can get a litile
sleep in these ruined houses. The cooks
will have to stay, up and prepare some
food, they can get a rest afterwards. Iam
going to liedown fora bit. Where’s.my
servant ?”’

‘‘ Here, sorr ! ’’ said a voice at myelbow.
E-mentally blessed my curly-haired

Trish boy, and went to inspect his prepara-
tions. There was my camp bed,. with
sleeping bag and blankets stretched on
it; oma wooden box avere arranged my
shaving kit and a clean towel; dry
uniform and. shirt were laid out on a
battered chair, minus back and one leg,

while a tin mug of steaming cocoa com-
pleted the joyful -picture.
My feelings were too much for words.

I threw off mysoaking clothes, swallowed
‘the wonderful drink, and, creeping into
bed, soon felt a grateful warmth stealing
over. my numb limbs, yet all the while,
one sentence was. repeated again and
again in my tired brain—‘‘ Get the guns
in action by ten o’clock—get the guns——”

“Well, you seem to have done preity
well, Captain Smith,” said the colonel
next morning, when he came round to
inspect the finished position. “You must
have had a pretty rongh timeof it.”

I-groaned. inwardly, and said nothing.
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Paris Precautions Against Return of the Raiders
French Official Photographs ' ‘ :
 

 

  
   

 

 

Protecting the monumentsof Paris against a possible return of the bomb-dropping
Gothas. The 14th of July Column,and (inset) the Horse of Narly.

 

 

    

 

      
Another of the Paris monuments built in with timber and sandbags, and (right)

the Rhone statue at Versailles, partially covered in with protecting sandbags. \

 

 

 

     
 

 

, One of the statues in the Tuileries Garden, with timber frame against which protecting sandbags will be placed. Right: The bass

€ 4 reliefs of the Arc de Triompheshielded by sandbags placed on specially erected platforms.
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Iron MenaceofGunsin Italian Forest & Stream
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Halian naval gun mounted on a pontoon on the Lower Piave. .tafian sailors are playing an important part in the military operations

along the coast region of the Italian front, garrisoning bridge-heads and patrolling the district around the mouth of thePiave.

 
Austrian gun team preparing an emplacement for heavy guns on the Italian front. ** Reciprocal cannonades” have been the order

of the day since the Austro-German invasion of Italy was stayed on theline of the Piave. ° (From a German Paper.)
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** Quick! Come and look!” A vivid study of the excitement with

which the French people near Cambraifirst saw the Tanks.

 

   

Canadians coming away from service in a shattered building used

asa churchwithinashort walk of the first-line trenches in Flanders.
 

 

  

   
 

British troops, in a trench on the western front, well masked

‘against gas and confidently awaiting the order to advance.

Italians firing anti-aircraft guns installed on pontoons moving

about the lagoons that are a feature of the fenland around Venice,

 

;man in every three or four:

‘Zealand.
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NEW ZEALAND’S GREAT RECORD
Wonderful Work of the Most Distant of All the Britains

EW Zealand’s record in the war is
second. to-none,.. From a popula-
tion of a little more than a million

‘she has contributed some 100,000 men
to the fighting forces of the Empire.
_This number. in these days of. millions
of soldiers may not sound very much; but
think what it means to New Zealand! Of
her total population of a million about
one-half are males. Of these only some
three-to four hundred thousand are adults.
Thus. New Zealand has contributed one

It is a-fine
achievement, and one that entailed great
‘sacrifices. Fronr the outbreak of war no
countryhas been readier to make them.

In the: first week, country.and town
districts alike vied with each other in
yielding both men and material. Em-.
ployers made it easy for their men to
enlist ;. holders of produce -and- stores
gave them up freely to provision an
expeditionary.-foree>’ _In’ the “‘ back
blocks ’* volunteers collected hay and
forage and horses’ from willing farmers,
atid took them*to-railway stations, often
miles away, without-pay. Within: three
weeks an expeditionary. force left New
Zealand.on a warerrand to the German
island of Samoa, m the Pacific.

Capture of Samoa

Two thousand picked men were sent
away on the Samoa Expedition while the
country settled downto recruit and train
an army ready for despatch to the main
seat of war in Europe. Great training
camps were set upin different parts ‘of
the country, two in the north, two in
the south; later a big new camp was
established at Fetherston. Only one thing
oe military system of New Zealand
lacked, and that was an officers training
centre. The result of this was that many
men of excellent education and attain-
ments, men well fitted for commissions,
enlisted in the ranks.

A-cutious evidence of this was forth-
comingin the island of Samoa. After the
capture was “made and ‘the German
Governorand his Staff were taken prisoner
and shipped to New Zealand, it became
necessary to elect new officials for the
island. A New. Zealand private became
Chief Justice, another private became
Governor of the Gaol ; a corporal became
Collector “of Customs, and so on. Men
fitted for these and similar important
administrative posts “were found in the
ranks of New Zealand’s. Army, It is_a
fine tribute, by the way, to the spirit-and
patriotism of this Army that many of the
new officials: threw. sup these. “snug
billets ’’ to join the Army again that they
might go to Europe and fight.

Meanwhile, New Zealand was training
and equipping men for an Expeditionary
Force for service in Europe. .Men_ofall
tanks and professions were enlisting ;
no class held back. -Among the most
eager were the Maori natives of New

The chiefs of the various
tribes, or septs,journeyed to the capital
‘to ask to be allowed to take part inthe
war andto raise-a Maori force. Oddly
enough, the chief of the tribe wwhich_
had™béeen’ thé last to surrender to the
British was the first to offer to lead his

By BASIL CLARKE

men to fight for Great Britain.
of the Maoris was accepted.
The Maori women wanted to fight, too.

They sent speakers to the capital to urge
that in previous. generations the Maori
“wahine ” had always gone into battle
with her man, and there was nothing she
would like better than to do so again.
This brave offer the Government had. to
refusc, but they assured the Maori women
how greatly their offer was. valued,
nevertheless,

Sailing of the N.Z.E.F.

There is one interesting point that may
be mentioned before. leaving the subject
of the Maoris of New Zealand. They were
probably the first fighting men to use
trench warfare. While resisting the
British years earlier they had fought from
the cover of trenches. These they had
barbed, not ~with barbed-wire, which was
then unknown, but with its nearest
equivalent, made of sharp stakes and
thorns. It was their ingenuity in this type
of warfare, their valour and doggedness,
that-made them so hard to overcome.

Mustered in four different towns of New
Zealand the Expeditionary Force of New
Zealanders for service in Europe sailed
in October, rgty. They «were in twelve
transports, under the escort of the
Japanese warship Ibuki. At ‘sea they
joined forces with the Australian Contin-
gent, and thence under a strengthened
escort sailed across the Pacific in two Jong
lines, each of sixteen ships. Such was
the secrecy observed that no refuse dare
be thrown overboard lest it should float
and give an indication to the enemyships

The offer

.then in these waters that troopships had
passed. Ail. refuse was .burnt. There
were, of course, no exposed light at nights
and no mast lights. During the voyage
H.M.A.S. Sydney left the convoy on a
secret mission. The Ibuki picked up
on her wireless, some days later, news of
the sinking of the German cruiser Emden
by the Sydney. “The TPbuki displayed a
big Japanese battle-flag as a sign of the
good tidings, which were cheeredlustily.
from the two lines of grey transports.
The united Australasian Force landed

at Alexandria on December 4th, after
a seven: weeks’ voyage. Their passage
along the Suez Canal had been one of
extraordinary welcome from the allied
troops assembled on its banks.; At Port
Said the crew ofsa French warship sang
the “ Marseillaise,”’ by way of a welcome.
For answer the 30,000 Australasian troops
sang the National Anthem.

“Dummy Rifle: Fire’

The New Zealanders underwent their
baptism of fire in February, near the
waters of the Suez Canal, against -the
Turks. _In April they were shipped to
Lemnos, to take part in that glorious
but unhappy aflair—Gallipoli.

In the terrible months that followed,
New Zealand played an heroic part-in
that deadly struggle. Notwithstanding
heat intolerable, poor food, bad water,
flies, dysentery, jaundice, and the perma-
nent stench of rotting dead, the New
Zealanders never faltered. Quinn’s Post,
Walker’s Ridge, Courtenay’s Post,

Nibranesi. Point, Chunuk
and many other names. will go.down in
history to.-the lasting glory of New
Zealand bravery. In retreat as well as
in attack they showed the sameintrepidity
and steadiness. It was the New Zealanders
who invented the dummyrifle fire-a
rifle fired automatically by dripping
water, which slowly filled a.can attached
by string to the trigger—a device which
led the enemy to believe that trenches

            

‘already evacuated werestill garrisoned.
The New Zealanders’ next fighting was

against the Senussi.in the Libyaw plateau,
and Christmas Day, 1916, will ever be
celebrated in-New Zealand in memory of
the smashing up by the New Zealand
brigade of sheilchs and-Arabs in fierce
hand-to-hand combat.

At last came the transfer to France and
the chance of a blow at the main enemy,

Germany, for which all New Zealanders
had been longing.* Their splendid work
at Armentiétes, Delville Wood, Messines,
and elsewhereis too fresh in all our minds
to need retelling: Their devotion and
bravery were unsurpassable,

H.M.S. New Zealand

Meanwhile, on the sea, the battleship
NewZealand, given by the Donninion to
the Home Fleet, was establishing a fine
reputation by her splendid work. It is

recorded that in the Battle of the Dogger
Bank her captain, Captain Halsey, wore
the. green-stone tiki and the flax kilt
which had been presented to him bythe
Maori chiefs of New -Zealand when the
ship was-formally handed over by the
New Zealand Government. Later, in
the Battle of Jutland, the crew made to

known to the new captain that “they
would like him to wear these things, too.
He complied, and throughout the battle
stayed in all the heat of the co nning-
tower, the captain’s post in battle, with
the Maori luit and ornaments over his
naval uniform. The fact was told later
to the Maori chiefs, who very proudly
attributed H.M.S. New Zeaaland’s success
to the powerof ‘‘Mana’’ emanating from
the charms they had supplied.

Like Australia; New Zealand has shown
a most open-handed generosity duri
the war. Bythe end of:1916 war chzarities
totalled more than £2,000,000o—/2 a head
for every man,. woman, and child in. the

colony. She has. supplied regularly
£15,000 a month for stricken Belgians.
She has given hospital-ships, aerroplanes,
and more than 200° shiploads of gifts in
kind She has subscribed many milliens
to public loans. Her’ shipments of
meat.to the home Government exceed
those of any other. colony. Her war
expenditure of {12,000,000 a year and her
drafts of men at the rate of 2,500 a month
are met regularly and cheerfully. -The
only anxiety about the war that New
Zealand ever shows is that peace should
come before Germanyis smashedutterly.

In Ottober last an English town—
Nottingham—presented NewZealandwith
an aeroplane “' as a token of grafitude for
the loyalty and sacrifice displayed by the
Dominion’ during the war. It was meet
and fitting. The Motherland can indeed
take prideiin a colonylike that.
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** Quick! Come and look!” A vivid study of the excitement with

which the French people near Cambraifirst saw the Tanks.

 

   

Canadians coming away from service in a shattered building used

asa churchwithinashort walk of the first-line trenches in Flanders.
 

 

  

   
 

British troops, in a trench on the western front, well masked

‘against gas and confidently awaiting the order to advance.

Italians firing anti-aircraft guns installed on pontoons moving

about the lagoons that are a feature of the fenland around Venice,

 

;man in every three or four:

‘Zealand.
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NEW ZEALAND’S GREAT RECORD
Wonderful Work of the Most Distant of All the Britains

EW Zealand’s record in the war is
second. to-none,.. From a popula-
tion of a little more than a million

‘she has contributed some 100,000 men
to the fighting forces of the Empire.
_This number. in these days of. millions
of soldiers may not sound very much; but
think what it means to New Zealand! Of
her total population of a million about
one-half are males. Of these only some
three-to four hundred thousand are adults.
Thus. New Zealand has contributed one

It is a-fine
achievement, and one that entailed great
‘sacrifices. Fronr the outbreak of war no
countryhas been readier to make them.

In the: first week, country.and town
districts alike vied with each other in
yielding both men and material. Em-.
ployers made it easy for their men to
enlist ;. holders of produce -and- stores
gave them up freely to provision an
expeditionary.-foree>’ _In’ the “‘ back
blocks ’* volunteers collected hay and
forage and horses’ from willing farmers,
atid took them*to-railway stations, often
miles away, without-pay. Within: three
weeks an expeditionary. force left New
Zealand.on a warerrand to the German
island of Samoa, m the Pacific.

Capture of Samoa

Two thousand picked men were sent
away on the Samoa Expedition while the
country settled downto recruit and train
an army ready for despatch to the main
seat of war in Europe. Great training
camps were set upin different parts ‘of
the country, two in the north, two in
the south; later a big new camp was
established at Fetherston. Only one thing
oe military system of New Zealand
lacked, and that was an officers training
centre. The result of this was that many
men of excellent education and attain-
ments, men well fitted for commissions,
enlisted in the ranks.

A-cutious evidence of this was forth-
comingin the island of Samoa. After the
capture was “made and ‘the German
Governorand his Staff were taken prisoner
and shipped to New Zealand, it became
necessary to elect new officials for the
island. A New. Zealand private became
Chief Justice, another private became
Governor of the Gaol ; a corporal became
Collector “of Customs, and so on. Men
fitted for these and similar important
administrative posts “were found in the
ranks of New Zealand’s. Army, It is_a
fine tribute, by the way, to the spirit-and
patriotism of this Army that many of the
new officials: threw. sup these. “snug
billets ’’ to join the Army again that they
might go to Europe and fight.

Meanwhile, New Zealand was training
and equipping men for an Expeditionary
Force for service in Europe. .Men_ofall
tanks and professions were enlisting ;
no class held back. -Among the most
eager were the Maori natives of New

The chiefs of the various
tribes, or septs,journeyed to the capital
‘to ask to be allowed to take part inthe
war andto raise-a Maori force. Oddly
enough, the chief of the tribe wwhich_
had™béeen’ thé last to surrender to the
British was the first to offer to lead his

By BASIL CLARKE

men to fight for Great Britain.
of the Maoris was accepted.
The Maori women wanted to fight, too.

They sent speakers to the capital to urge
that in previous. generations the Maori
“wahine ” had always gone into battle
with her man, and there was nothing she
would like better than to do so again.
This brave offer the Government had. to
refusc, but they assured the Maori women
how greatly their offer was. valued,
nevertheless,

Sailing of the N.Z.E.F.

There is one interesting point that may
be mentioned before. leaving the subject
of the Maoris of New Zealand. They were
probably the first fighting men to use
trench warfare. While resisting the
British years earlier they had fought from
the cover of trenches. These they had
barbed, not ~with barbed-wire, which was
then unknown, but with its nearest
equivalent, made of sharp stakes and
thorns. It was their ingenuity in this type
of warfare, their valour and doggedness,
that-made them so hard to overcome.

Mustered in four different towns of New
Zealand the Expeditionary Force of New
Zealanders for service in Europe sailed
in October, rgty. They «were in twelve
transports, under the escort of the
Japanese warship Ibuki. At ‘sea they
joined forces with the Australian Contin-
gent, and thence under a strengthened
escort sailed across the Pacific in two Jong
lines, each of sixteen ships. Such was
the secrecy observed that no refuse dare
be thrown overboard lest it should float
and give an indication to the enemyships

The offer

.then in these waters that troopships had
passed. Ail. refuse was .burnt. There
were, of course, no exposed light at nights
and no mast lights. During the voyage
H.M.A.S. Sydney left the convoy on a
secret mission. The Ibuki picked up
on her wireless, some days later, news of
the sinking of the German cruiser Emden
by the Sydney. “The TPbuki displayed a
big Japanese battle-flag as a sign of the
good tidings, which were cheeredlustily.
from the two lines of grey transports.
The united Australasian Force landed

at Alexandria on December 4th, after
a seven: weeks’ voyage. Their passage
along the Suez Canal had been one of
extraordinary welcome from the allied
troops assembled on its banks.; At Port
Said the crew ofsa French warship sang
the “ Marseillaise,”’ by way of a welcome.
For answer the 30,000 Australasian troops
sang the National Anthem.

“Dummy Rifle: Fire’

The New Zealanders underwent their
baptism of fire in February, near the
waters of the Suez Canal, against -the
Turks. _In April they were shipped to
Lemnos, to take part in that glorious
but unhappy aflair—Gallipoli.

In the terrible months that followed,
New Zealand played an heroic part-in
that deadly struggle. Notwithstanding
heat intolerable, poor food, bad water,
flies, dysentery, jaundice, and the perma-
nent stench of rotting dead, the New
Zealanders never faltered. Quinn’s Post,
Walker’s Ridge, Courtenay’s Post,

Nibranesi. Point, Chunuk
and many other names. will go.down in
history to.-the lasting glory of New
Zealand bravery. In retreat as well as
in attack they showed the sameintrepidity
and steadiness. It was the New Zealanders
who invented the dummyrifle fire-a
rifle fired automatically by dripping
water, which slowly filled a.can attached
by string to the trigger—a device which
led the enemy to believe that trenches

            

‘already evacuated werestill garrisoned.
The New Zealanders’ next fighting was

against the Senussi.in the Libyaw plateau,
and Christmas Day, 1916, will ever be
celebrated in-New Zealand in memory of
the smashing up by the New Zealand
brigade of sheilchs and-Arabs in fierce
hand-to-hand combat.

At last came the transfer to France and
the chance of a blow at the main enemy,

Germany, for which all New Zealanders
had been longing.* Their splendid work
at Armentiétes, Delville Wood, Messines,
and elsewhereis too fresh in all our minds
to need retelling: Their devotion and
bravery were unsurpassable,

H.M.S. New Zealand

Meanwhile, on the sea, the battleship
NewZealand, given by the Donninion to
the Home Fleet, was establishing a fine
reputation by her splendid work. It is

recorded that in the Battle of the Dogger
Bank her captain, Captain Halsey, wore
the. green-stone tiki and the flax kilt
which had been presented to him bythe
Maori chiefs of New -Zealand when the
ship was-formally handed over by the
New Zealand Government. Later, in
the Battle of Jutland, the crew made to

known to the new captain that “they
would like him to wear these things, too.
He complied, and throughout the battle
stayed in all the heat of the co nning-
tower, the captain’s post in battle, with
the Maori luit and ornaments over his
naval uniform. The fact was told later
to the Maori chiefs, who very proudly
attributed H.M.S. New Zeaaland’s success
to the powerof ‘‘Mana’’ emanating from
the charms they had supplied.

Like Australia; New Zealand has shown
a most open-handed generosity duri
the war. Bythe end of:1916 war chzarities
totalled more than £2,000,000o—/2 a head
for every man,. woman, and child in. the

colony. She has. supplied regularly
£15,000 a month for stricken Belgians.
She has given hospital-ships, aerroplanes,
and more than 200° shiploads of gifts in
kind She has subscribed many milliens
to public loans. Her’ shipments of
meat.to the home Government exceed
those of any other. colony. Her war
expenditure of {12,000,000 a year and her
drafts of men at the rate of 2,500 a month
are met regularly and cheerfully. -The
only anxiety about the war that New
Zealand ever shows is that peace should
come before Germanyis smashedutterly.

In Ottober last an English town—
Nottingham—presented NewZealandwith
an aeroplane “' as a token of grafitude for
the loyalty and sacrifice displayed by the
Dominion’ during the war. It was meet
and fitting. The Motherland can indeed
take prideiin a colonylike that.
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the was attached first —to the North Staffordshire and then to the South
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APTAIN SYDNEY McGOWAN, M.C., killed in action, was son of Mr.

William McGowan, of Broomholm Place, Langholm. A trooper in the

Lanarkshire Yeomanry, he joined up with his regiment on the outbreak of

war, and afterwards transferred to the King’s Own Scottish Borderers, in-

yhi i ; he ai his commission as a second-lieutenant. Later, Lon t to.
which regiment he. obtained ee aenito sith

he obtained his comm
    

Staffordshire Regiment, where he rose rapidly to the rank of captain.In

September, 1916, he was decorated with the Military Cross- by the King,

for [bravery ina bombing Taid, and it was in a bombing raid that he lost

his life in May, 2917. :

Second-Lieutenant A. J. D. Torry, M.C., R.G.A., attached R.F.C.,-was only

son of the Rev. A. EF. Torry, Rector of Marston, Beds., formerly Dean of

St. John’s College, Cambridge. Educated at Bedford Grammar School and

St. John’s College, Cambridge, he joined the Public Schools Corps on the

outbreak of war, and received a commissionin the R.G.A. inA pril, 1915.

.

He

went to the western front in September, 1915, and wa continually on service

until killed in an aerial fight in-Qctober, 1917. He was awarded the Military

Cross for conspicuous bravery at Thiepval, in October, 1916. i

Lieutenant W. J. Smith, York and Lancaster Regiment, killed in action,

 

in Kitchener’s Armyin Av

 

     
in the following September.

    

           oS,
fer :   

master sergeant in the Leicestershire Regiment. He i n io

in the Royal Warwickshire Regiment in March, 1917, and was killed in action

Page 120

THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
was well known in St. Albans as a prominent meniber of the Salvation Army,

who took a great interest in young pcople’s Classes and in ambulance work

A carriage cleaner on the Midland Railway, he enlisted in the Bedfordshire

Regiment in September, 1914, and rose to the rank of sergeant within. six

months, ~He went to France in August, 1915, and returning wounded in May,

ebourne as a muaketry instructor. In fFebruary, 1917

on, and in April went back to France, where he passed

through several engagements and was again wounded. He was killed on

October Ist, 1917, having been gazetted lieutenant just before his death. *

Lieutenant Harold Marshall, North Staffordshire Regiment, attached B.C,

was killed while night flying over Lincolnshire, on January 2ist, 1918; He

went to the front in France in March, 1915, and in October of that year was

given a commission in his battalion, with which he remained until October,

1917, when hetransferred to the Royal FlyingCorps from France. :

Second-Lieutenant E. W. @, Voss, Royal Warwickshire Regiment, enlisted
t, 1914, and roseto the rank of company quarter-

He was given a commission

 

 

 

 
  

t Capt. S. McGOWAN, M.C., Lieut. G. H. G. CROSFIELD,
sea K.OS.B, attd. §. Statts Rest. Rifle Brigade,

Yorks Regt.

 

Sec.-Lit. A. J, D. TORRY,
M.C., R.G.A., attd, R.F.C.

 

 

     

 

   

 

      
     
 

Lieut. B. W. BAILEY,
British Columbia Regt.

Sec.-Lieut: E. W. T. VOSS,
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Lieut. H. §. MARSHALL,Lieut. W. J. SMITH,
North Staffs, attd. R.F.C.York & Lanc. Regt.

Sec,-Lieut. H. GRIMBLE,
Suffolk Regt.

 

 

    

 

   

 

      
    

Sec.-Lieut. H. C. FARNES,D. F. CHAP-
R K.R.R.C,, attd. R.F.C.LU, » EVAN.

Sec.-Lt. W. BE. M. GARDINER,
London Regt.

 

  

       
i,        

 

  

 

  

 

Sec.-Lt. W. E. BERRIDGE, J, L. WILKINSON,  Sec.-Lieut. G. C. BURNAND,
Somerset L.I, R.E, R.E.C,

 

Sec.-Lieut, A. C, WHITE,
York & Lanc. Rest,

Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Russell, and Chuncellor.

Sec.-Lieut. E. A, STREET,
Manchester Regt,
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to be spokenof in the distant time
“before the war” as though they

were classes. wide apart as could he in the
same social system. The crucible of war
has worked many changes, including the,
welding. of seemingly opposite, qualities
in the same individual. ~ ?

. Among writers turned - fighters by
Armageddon, the author of “ ‘The First
Hundred ‘Thousand ”’ stands out for his
graphic renderings of the wonderful work
of the first part of Kitchener’s Army,
whieh ayent “out-to Wrance. to carry ou

» the. task so astonishingly, begun by the
 *“ Old Contemptibles”’ of the Virst Seven

Divisions in 1914-15. ;
Knowledge, sympathy, and. humour.—

“these. three admirable qualities of a con-
temporary. chrosicler Ian Hay possesses

‘im. semething like ~p2rfect. balance, and
they are freshly and abundantly shown

in’ Carrying On—After the First Hundred
.. Fhousand ” (Blackwood, 6s.), a volume
_ which should go far to qualify the common
impression that.a sequel is something to
be tolerated rather than admixed,

“Tn a Martyred City : :

It is a truly wonderful realisation of
the whole that we get from the, glinypses
of..certain parts, of the. western, front

. afforded in’ a boek-which, though it may
‘be. conventionally classified as fiction,
owingtoits author’s reputation as a story-
Writer, is instinet- with. the spirit of
actuality. It focuses the conditions in

“which the. heroic “‘ K (t)’? and -their
h- Successors lived and diced’ in the months
Jteading up to the great Somme. ofiensive
h Of Jaly, Tore. ;
y « In his typical individuals of.the batta-

lion with -the fortunes of which he is
primarily concerned, Ian Hay succeeds
im making his readers feel a personal
interest, and at the same time realise
that they are typical.: The author does

- not indulge in: hereics ; he follows, the
subtler lines of humour. - That he is also

= master <of vivid. description” is seen in
many “passages,asin those concerning
“the martyred: city-of Ypres :

Bees men and writing men used
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We glide through the ancient gateway and
. along the ghostly streets, and survey the
icrowning achievement of thecultured Boche.

“he great buildings—the Cathedral, the Cloth
all—are jagged ruins. The fronts of the

houses have long disappeared, lJeaying the
interiors exposed to yiew, like a coll’s house,
 Heréis a street full Of shops. - That heap of
splintered wardrobes and legless tables was
once a furniture warehouse. ‘That snug little
corner house, with the tottering zinc counter
and the twisted beer-engine, is an obvious

_estaminet. . You..may observe the sign, dux
- Revie Amis, in dingy. lettering over the door-

az “way. ’Here is an oil and colour shop; you~
‘can still see the red ochre and white lead

splashed about among the ruins, In almost
| évery house the‘ceilings of the upper floors

‘have fallen in. “Chairs, tables, and bedsteads
hang precariously into the room below. Here
aid there a picture’still adheres to the wall.

“From one of the bedposts flutters a tattered
-and:.diminutiye: garment of | blue-and-white
Check—somedittle girl’s frock. . Where is that

- little girl now,we wonder, and has she got
} another frock ? a Se My oe aia

year Such is the appearance presented “by~ the
venerable and historic city of Ypres, after
fifteen months of personal contact with the

 

  

    

  
 

   

  

  

 

i, BEST BOOKS OFSHEWAR

Bylan Hay
(Critique by Walter Jerrold)
apostles of the new. civilisation. Only the
methodical and ‘painstaking Boche could trave
reluced a town, of such a size to suchastate.
Imagine Chester in a similar condition, and
you mayrealise the number of shells which

e fallea, and are still falling, into the
ken. city.

 

  
Well might Private Reilly, of “B”

Company, say to the Roman Catholic
padre, after-three months in the Ypres
salient: ‘‘ I doot we'll get excused_a good
slice of purgatory for this, father?”

** Cure” for Agnostics

Much has been written of the Virgin of
Albert, falien horizontal, and yet holding
eut the Child over-the-shattered town.
lan Hay-has to tell that this is not an
isclated case. There stands somewhere
at cross-roads in the Somme region a
Calvary—a bak of stane, a lofty cross,
and life-sized figure of Christ, facing cast
towards the German. lines :

This. spot is shelled every day—has been
shelled every day for months. Possibly the
enemy suspects a machine-gun or an observa-
tion post amid the tumble-down buildings.
Hardly one brick renrains upon another. And
yet, the -sorrawful Figure is unbroken. The
body is riddled with bullets—in the glowing
dawn you may count not five but fifty wounds,
but the face is untouched.
miracle of this. most materialistic war.
Throughout. the length of France you will see
the same thing, ;

Agnostics ought to come out here for a
“ cure.’

   

Many such bits of the realities of the
battle areas are comprised within the
narrative of the sayings and doings of the
small group of officers and men of the
“oth ip, & AY. “Highs.” “Phe -Ypres
salient—when the third .battle there, as
planned by the Germans, was bronght to
an abrupt end by the mighty growth of
British artillery—and the opening ofthe
Battle of the Somme, provide the setting.

 

Camouflage aad the Saving Grace

In an incidental-and natural fashion in
following the story of his few, lan Hay
gives graphic accounts of the experiences
of the-many. We 'see the: tired .troops
leave the: trenches fora month’s “‘ rest,”
and. then, as they have reached the haven
ef their. billets, ordered’ back to_retake
the redoubt which their. teliefs had lost,
and the record is illuminated by that
humour which makes it a living thing
rather than a mere record.

Of late the scene-painter’s art—teehnically
knownas camouflage—has raised the conceal-
ment of batteries and theit observation posts
‘to the realmof the uncanny. According to
Major Wagstatie “you can now disguise any-
body aS-anything; For instance, you can
make up a battery of G in, guns to look
like a flock of sheep, and herd them into
action browsing. Or. you .can despatch a
scouting-party across No Man’s Land dressed
up as pillar-boxes, so that the deluded Hun,
instead of opening fire with a machine-gun,
will merely post letters in’ them, valuabie
letters, contaming military secrets.

Lastly, and moreimportant still, you can
disguise yourself to. look like nothing at all,
and in these days of intensified artillery fire,
it is very scldom that nothing at all is hit.

It isthe standing”

= : Xd?BoSee

‘CARRYING ON—AFTER THEFIRST 100,000
Most readers will get a better idea of

camouflage from that pretty bit of
exaggeration than from a disquisition on
the subject.

Humour, it has been said by s
humourless persons, is out of place in
titanic tragedy of war, but the soldiers
themselves are happily endowed with the
saving grace. It is shown in the names
they give thcir dug-outs, their trenches,
and the ugly bits ahead of them.

 

Soms names have ol 7 been bes
by officers, as ‘* Sdckviile “Street,”
Albany,” and Burlington Arcade ”

* Pinch-Gut ” and“ Crab-Crawk” spi
themselves. So does * Vermin Vila.” .-C
localities, again, have obviously been la
by persons endowed with a nice gift of
“Sanctuary Wook”is the last place oz
where anyone would dreamof taking sanctuary

Walk,” which bounds it,
isetie.s almost daily expositions ot
the choicest brands of Bache hate.

   

   
  

  
     

  

 

These names will remain, characteristic
and fitting memorials of the braye men
whose wonderful spirit they reveal.

‘*Portnum and Mason”

Fun invented about the horrors of war
by men in stay-at-home security is a
deplorable and disgusting thing ; but the
humour of those. who face horror and
death with a jest while carrying on at
their heroic task has something of grandeur
in it, though frequently exemplified in the
grimmest fashion, as ine Bobby Little's
and Major Wagstafte’s stories :

“Phat Cockney. regiment-which lay beside
us at Albert, last summer, were a pretty

1
 

   

  

priceless lot.. Do you remember apair of fat
fellows in their leading platoon ?_ We called
them Fortnum and:Mason.”te : »

   do; particularly Fortuum. Go on!
“Well, their bit of trench was being shelled

one day, and Fortnum, who was in No. rt Bay
with five other men, kept shouting eut to
_Mason, who was round_a traverse, and out of
sight, to inquire how he was getting on.
Ate you all right, Biil?~ “Are you sure

you're all right, Bill?* ~‘Are you still all
right, Bill?’ Andsoon. At Jast Bill, getting
fed-up with this unusual solicitude, yelled back
“What's all the anxiety abaht, eh?” And
Fortnum put his head round the traverse and
explained. ‘We're getting up a little sweep-
stake in our. bay,’ he said, “abaht the first
casualty, and I’ve drawn you, ole son {””

Wagstaffe chuckled.
“That must have been the regiment that

had-the historic poker-party,” he said.
‘“What yarn-was that 2.”
‘IT heardit from the brigadier—four tim

to be exact. Five men off duty were sitting
in a dug-out playing poker. A. gentleman
named *Erb had just gone to the limit on his
hand; when a rifte-grenade came into the
dug-out from somewhere and did him in.
While they were- waiting for the stretcher-
bearers, one of the other players picked up
*Erb’s hand and examined it. hen he laid
it down again and said, ~It doesn’t matter,
chaps, poor *Erb woulda’t a” made it, anyway.
1 ’ad four queens!’ ”

   

Droll, too, is the talk among the
woundedas to the issue of the gold stripe
for wounds. ‘ Where will us wear if?”
asks a“Yorkshiremanfrom one stretcher.
““ Wherever you was ‘it, lad,”* answers
a Cockney from another. “At that
rate, 1 shall “ave to stand oop to show
mine |’
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the was attached first —to the North Staffordshire and then to the South

 

The War Illustrated, 23rd March, 1918.

APTAIN SYDNEY McGOWAN, M.C., killed in action, was son of Mr.

William McGowan, of Broomholm Place, Langholm. A trooper in the

Lanarkshire Yeomanry, he joined up with his regiment on the outbreak of

war, and afterwards transferred to the King’s Own Scottish Borderers, in-

yhi i ; he ai his commission as a second-lieutenant. Later, Lon t to.
which regiment he. obtained ee aenito sith

he obtained his comm
    

Staffordshire Regiment, where he rose rapidly to the rank of captain.In

September, 1916, he was decorated with the Military Cross- by the King,

for [bravery ina bombing Taid, and it was in a bombing raid that he lost

his life in May, 2917. :

Second-Lieutenant A. J. D. Torry, M.C., R.G.A., attached R.F.C.,-was only

son of the Rev. A. EF. Torry, Rector of Marston, Beds., formerly Dean of

St. John’s College, Cambridge. Educated at Bedford Grammar School and

St. John’s College, Cambridge, he joined the Public Schools Corps on the

outbreak of war, and received a commissionin the R.G.A. inA pril, 1915.

.

He

went to the western front in September, 1915, and wa continually on service

until killed in an aerial fight in-Qctober, 1917. He was awarded the Military

Cross for conspicuous bravery at Thiepval, in October, 1916. i

Lieutenant W. J. Smith, York and Lancaster Regiment, killed in action,

 

in Kitchener’s Armyin Av

 

     
in the following September.

    

           oS,
fer :   

master sergeant in the Leicestershire Regiment. He i n io

in the Royal Warwickshire Regiment in March, 1917, and was killed in action

Page 120

THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
was well known in St. Albans as a prominent meniber of the Salvation Army,

who took a great interest in young pcople’s Classes and in ambulance work

A carriage cleaner on the Midland Railway, he enlisted in the Bedfordshire

Regiment in September, 1914, and rose to the rank of sergeant within. six

months, ~He went to France in August, 1915, and returning wounded in May,

ebourne as a muaketry instructor. In fFebruary, 1917

on, and in April went back to France, where he passed

through several engagements and was again wounded. He was killed on

October Ist, 1917, having been gazetted lieutenant just before his death. *

Lieutenant Harold Marshall, North Staffordshire Regiment, attached B.C,

was killed while night flying over Lincolnshire, on January 2ist, 1918; He

went to the front in France in March, 1915, and in October of that year was

given a commission in his battalion, with which he remained until October,

1917, when hetransferred to the Royal FlyingCorps from France. :

Second-Lieutenant E. W. @, Voss, Royal Warwickshire Regiment, enlisted
t, 1914, and roseto the rank of company quarter-

He was given a commission

 

 

 

 
  

t Capt. S. McGOWAN, M.C., Lieut. G. H. G. CROSFIELD,
sea K.OS.B, attd. §. Statts Rest. Rifle Brigade,

Yorks Regt.

 

Sec.-Lit. A. J, D. TORRY,
M.C., R.G.A., attd, R.F.C.

 

 

     

 

   

 

      
     
 

Lieut. B. W. BAILEY,
British Columbia Regt.

Sec.-Lieut: E. W. T. VOSS,
Royal Warwickshire Regt.

Lieut. H. §. MARSHALL,Lieut. W. J. SMITH,
North Staffs, attd. R.F.C.York & Lanc. Regt.

Sec,-Lieut. H. GRIMBLE,
Suffolk Regt.

 

 

    

 

   

 

      
    

Sec.-Lieut. H. C. FARNES,D. F. CHAP-
R K.R.R.C,, attd. R.F.C.LU, » EVAN.

Sec.-Lt. W. BE. M. GARDINER,
London Regt.

 

  

       
i,        

 

  

 

  

 

Sec.-Lt. W. E. BERRIDGE, J, L. WILKINSON,  Sec.-Lieut. G. C. BURNAND,
Somerset L.I, R.E, R.E.C,

 

Sec.-Lieut, A. C, WHITE,
York & Lanc. Rest,

Portraits by Lafayette, Elliott & Fry, Russell, and Chuncellor.

Sec.-Lieut. E. A, STREET,
Manchester Regt,
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The War lilustrated; 23rd March, 1918.
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to be spokenof in the distant time
“before the war” as though they

were classes. wide apart as could he in the
same social system. The crucible of war
has worked many changes, including the,
welding. of seemingly opposite, qualities
in the same individual. ~ ?

. Among writers turned - fighters by
Armageddon, the author of “ ‘The First
Hundred ‘Thousand ”’ stands out for his
graphic renderings of the wonderful work
of the first part of Kitchener’s Army,
whieh ayent “out-to Wrance. to carry ou

» the. task so astonishingly, begun by the
 *“ Old Contemptibles”’ of the Virst Seven

Divisions in 1914-15. ;
Knowledge, sympathy, and. humour.—

“these. three admirable qualities of a con-
temporary. chrosicler Ian Hay possesses

‘im. semething like ~p2rfect. balance, and
they are freshly and abundantly shown

in’ Carrying On—After the First Hundred
.. Fhousand ” (Blackwood, 6s.), a volume
_ which should go far to qualify the common
impression that.a sequel is something to
be tolerated rather than admixed,

“Tn a Martyred City : :

It is a truly wonderful realisation of
the whole that we get from the, glinypses
of..certain parts, of the. western, front

. afforded in’ a boek-which, though it may
‘be. conventionally classified as fiction,
owingtoits author’s reputation as a story-
Writer, is instinet- with. the spirit of
actuality. It focuses the conditions in

“which the. heroic “‘ K (t)’? and -their
h- Successors lived and diced’ in the months
Jteading up to the great Somme. ofiensive
h Of Jaly, Tore. ;
y « In his typical individuals of.the batta-

lion with -the fortunes of which he is
primarily concerned, Ian Hay succeeds
im making his readers feel a personal
interest, and at the same time realise
that they are typical.: The author does

- not indulge in: hereics ; he follows, the
subtler lines of humour. - That he is also

= master <of vivid. description” is seen in
many “passages,asin those concerning
“the martyred: city-of Ypres :

Bees men and writing men used

 
 

S
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We glide through the ancient gateway and
. along the ghostly streets, and survey the
icrowning achievement of thecultured Boche.

“he great buildings—the Cathedral, the Cloth
all—are jagged ruins. The fronts of the

houses have long disappeared, lJeaying the
interiors exposed to yiew, like a coll’s house,
 Heréis a street full Of shops. - That heap of
splintered wardrobes and legless tables was
once a furniture warehouse. ‘That snug little
corner house, with the tottering zinc counter
and the twisted beer-engine, is an obvious

_estaminet. . You..may observe the sign, dux
- Revie Amis, in dingy. lettering over the door-

az “way. ’Here is an oil and colour shop; you~
‘can still see the red ochre and white lead

splashed about among the ruins, In almost
| évery house the‘ceilings of the upper floors

‘have fallen in. “Chairs, tables, and bedsteads
hang precariously into the room below. Here
aid there a picture’still adheres to the wall.

“From one of the bedposts flutters a tattered
-and:.diminutiye: garment of | blue-and-white
Check—somedittle girl’s frock. . Where is that

- little girl now,we wonder, and has she got
} another frock ? a Se My oe aia

year Such is the appearance presented “by~ the
venerable and historic city of Ypres, after
fifteen months of personal contact with the

 

  

    

  
 

   

  

  

 

i, BEST BOOKS OFSHEWAR

Bylan Hay
(Critique by Walter Jerrold)
apostles of the new. civilisation. Only the
methodical and ‘painstaking Boche could trave
reluced a town, of such a size to suchastate.
Imagine Chester in a similar condition, and
you mayrealise the number of shells which

e fallea, and are still falling, into the
ken. city.

 

  
Well might Private Reilly, of “B”

Company, say to the Roman Catholic
padre, after-three months in the Ypres
salient: ‘‘ I doot we'll get excused_a good
slice of purgatory for this, father?”

** Cure” for Agnostics

Much has been written of the Virgin of
Albert, falien horizontal, and yet holding
eut the Child over-the-shattered town.
lan Hay-has to tell that this is not an
isclated case. There stands somewhere
at cross-roads in the Somme region a
Calvary—a bak of stane, a lofty cross,
and life-sized figure of Christ, facing cast
towards the German. lines :

This. spot is shelled every day—has been
shelled every day for months. Possibly the
enemy suspects a machine-gun or an observa-
tion post amid the tumble-down buildings.
Hardly one brick renrains upon another. And
yet, the -sorrawful Figure is unbroken. The
body is riddled with bullets—in the glowing
dawn you may count not five but fifty wounds,
but the face is untouched.
miracle of this. most materialistic war.
Throughout. the length of France you will see
the same thing, ;

Agnostics ought to come out here for a
“ cure.’

   

Many such bits of the realities of the
battle areas are comprised within the
narrative of the sayings and doings of the
small group of officers and men of the
“oth ip, & AY. “Highs.” “Phe -Ypres
salient—when the third .battle there, as
planned by the Germans, was bronght to
an abrupt end by the mighty growth of
British artillery—and the opening ofthe
Battle of the Somme, provide the setting.

 

Camouflage aad the Saving Grace

In an incidental-and natural fashion in
following the story of his few, lan Hay
gives graphic accounts of the experiences
of the-many. We 'see the: tired .troops
leave the: trenches fora month’s “‘ rest,”
and. then, as they have reached the haven
ef their. billets, ordered’ back to_retake
the redoubt which their. teliefs had lost,
and the record is illuminated by that
humour which makes it a living thing
rather than a mere record.

Of late the scene-painter’s art—teehnically
knownas camouflage—has raised the conceal-
ment of batteries and theit observation posts
‘to the realmof the uncanny. According to
Major Wagstatie “you can now disguise any-
body aS-anything; For instance, you can
make up a battery of G in, guns to look
like a flock of sheep, and herd them into
action browsing. Or. you .can despatch a
scouting-party across No Man’s Land dressed
up as pillar-boxes, so that the deluded Hun,
instead of opening fire with a machine-gun,
will merely post letters in’ them, valuabie
letters, contaming military secrets.

Lastly, and moreimportant still, you can
disguise yourself to. look like nothing at all,
and in these days of intensified artillery fire,
it is very scldom that nothing at all is hit.

It isthe standing”

= : Xd?BoSee

‘CARRYING ON—AFTER THEFIRST 100,000
Most readers will get a better idea of

camouflage from that pretty bit of
exaggeration than from a disquisition on
the subject.

Humour, it has been said by s
humourless persons, is out of place in
titanic tragedy of war, but the soldiers
themselves are happily endowed with the
saving grace. It is shown in the names
they give thcir dug-outs, their trenches,
and the ugly bits ahead of them.

 

Soms names have ol 7 been bes
by officers, as ‘* Sdckviile “Street,”
Albany,” and Burlington Arcade ”

* Pinch-Gut ” and“ Crab-Crawk” spi
themselves. So does * Vermin Vila.” .-C
localities, again, have obviously been la
by persons endowed with a nice gift of
“Sanctuary Wook”is the last place oz
where anyone would dreamof taking sanctuary

Walk,” which bounds it,
isetie.s almost daily expositions ot
the choicest brands of Bache hate.

   

   
  

  
     

  

 

These names will remain, characteristic
and fitting memorials of the braye men
whose wonderful spirit they reveal.

‘*Portnum and Mason”

Fun invented about the horrors of war
by men in stay-at-home security is a
deplorable and disgusting thing ; but the
humour of those. who face horror and
death with a jest while carrying on at
their heroic task has something of grandeur
in it, though frequently exemplified in the
grimmest fashion, as ine Bobby Little's
and Major Wagstafte’s stories :

“Phat Cockney. regiment-which lay beside
us at Albert, last summer, were a pretty

1
 

   

  

priceless lot.. Do you remember apair of fat
fellows in their leading platoon ?_ We called
them Fortnum and:Mason.”te : »

   do; particularly Fortuum. Go on!
“Well, their bit of trench was being shelled

one day, and Fortnum, who was in No. rt Bay
with five other men, kept shouting eut to
_Mason, who was round_a traverse, and out of
sight, to inquire how he was getting on.
Ate you all right, Biil?~ “Are you sure

you're all right, Bill?* ~‘Are you still all
right, Bill?’ Andsoon. At Jast Bill, getting
fed-up with this unusual solicitude, yelled back
“What's all the anxiety abaht, eh?” And
Fortnum put his head round the traverse and
explained. ‘We're getting up a little sweep-
stake in our. bay,’ he said, “abaht the first
casualty, and I’ve drawn you, ole son {””

Wagstaffe chuckled.
“That must have been the regiment that

had-the historic poker-party,” he said.
‘“What yarn-was that 2.”
‘IT heardit from the brigadier—four tim

to be exact. Five men off duty were sitting
in a dug-out playing poker. A. gentleman
named *Erb had just gone to the limit on his
hand; when a rifte-grenade came into the
dug-out from somewhere and did him in.
While they were- waiting for the stretcher-
bearers, one of the other players picked up
*Erb’s hand and examined it. hen he laid
it down again and said, ~It doesn’t matter,
chaps, poor *Erb woulda’t a” made it, anyway.
1 ’ad four queens!’ ”

   

Droll, too, is the talk among the
woundedas to the issue of the gold stripe
for wounds. ‘ Where will us wear if?”
asks a“Yorkshiremanfrom one stretcher.
““ Wherever you was ‘it, lad,”* answers
a Cockney from another. “At that
rate, 1 shall “ave to stand oop to show
mine |’
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HAVE received,
from a_corre-

spondent,T.0.T.W.,
an interesting com-

munication on the subject of business men

in Government departments. Ie contends

that when a.busin man ‘has been given

control-of a Government department, the

civil-servants already attached to it have

made. anything like ‘carrying out ..of

business ;methods impossible, with the
consequenee that: 2

Hemut cither sign, orassimilate Govern-

ment. methods, .-If he does the first he fecls

that he is unpatriotic; .if he does the second

‘he-loses -his business; reputation,~ and“gets
soundly, abused by the Pres$ and-the public.
“There= is: no “other~ alternative: In -a~ few

months’stime’ the business man is“as heIplessly

280und in red tape:éas a fly in a Suen3 vhls

Suggested Brocriment Pits ad

UCH -is* the gist of : the destructive
criticism --offered-- by... T.0.T.W.-—

» his letter is far. too long for me to
“reproduce- in. its. entirety—and che then
socs on. to suggest that the experiment of

*: business

new fashion. BERS e : : ne5 “
Induce a-business man im eee into Beate

of a department ;4let himstaff the depart-
ment. with -cither his own subordinates or
‘other subordinatestaken from other com-
“mercial: firms, Ifa Government seasoning is
-a-sine qua non, attach. to the department one
“or more Government ©officials—civilians. .or
offices Wilio “have -been*tuined ‘out of employ-
ment, forcedto-resign“or. :stellenbosched dor

~inability to assimilate Government methods
_(théte are plenty of theny about). * Then give
the: businessman-a frée. hand to make the
best he can out of his -depattment for: (say)
twelve “inonths, at -which™ period: haye.
combined investigation ® by:cGommnneat:
Partiamént, arid private men to report whether
the result justifies its:¢ontinuance or not.”

ERE sZeecults anticipated from
“procedure,-; my correspondent — De-

-lieves, would We (tp that less public money
‘would-be wasted, and’ (2) that there would
not be the usuakcomplaints as to dilatori:
ness. and want of: forethought feund * in
Government controlled: = enterpr S pL
ee I thidils, ben ognised ay dairness

“Gov ernme Lt dlepartriient s for wailsineéss
C complaints of people a

selvésiif manycaseshayé beeit r ponsi €
for the delayes whichwith , withering
sareasinthey -attributet0 the, 4 Mudding
Mauds ” randy‘ Weary. WVilies 2s of a
~Government Office, S=!- Sy 5

f Ki Sis % : :
_The Duty of Cheerfulness .. . OE

IR WFit,AM- ROBERTSON’Sadyice
on the duty of cheérfulness “cannot

betoo strongly emphasised, and therefore
I feel; that -no apology -is necessary. for
quoting the following -“passagefrom,’ a
speech which he-‘recently Atlivered at
Lincoln; es Meese y ;

oie ee thes4 t You
: to. ‘lool on -thebright. side of
veil asonthe dark side, because.

ubtedly there is brig) le. ‘Think of -
ihe manydifficultiesof theenemy: - Thinkdt

“whatthe! ‘doesfot-usUa apis:i

With’ much of*what- has beén done.

control..shewld >be started m a-:

such

the D.S.0;, =73

ceaselessly and ‘silently, guards these shores
froin thé terrors of dnvasion. Think” fais
there is not a single Germansoldier on British
soif-after three arid a half years of war with
an enemy who canie into: the ‘field with the
greatest.Army the world has ever seen and
after many years’ preparation. Think that
our Dominions have sent their men tyom every
quarter of the globe to assist this country.
With not too great encouragement, we have
every reason tobe confident and tobesatisfied

More

might have beendone, but there: is ‘nothing
‘toe complain >of “in the conduct. of our-;own
people,’ so, I suggest that: this side of the
‘pic ture be more frequently looked’at than it is

LUEGUM.’:has sent.to the “ Daily
“Mail’* 2. list ‘of war honours wo!

up. to Rebruaryist-. bye am ‘Australian
infantry-brigade... It is certainly.eyidence
of most distinguished service, of which

 

    
 

 

[Vandyk

woke rai Hay22 iGapenti John Hay Beith),
the famous author of ‘The First
Hundted Thousand,’? whose second and
no less” fascinating volume aboutthe
doings of the:men of ;Kitchener’s Army,
‘© Carrying: On,’ is. the subject of a -

critique on the preceding page. E

Austr:alia mi:Ly: be proud, and it would be
interesting to “kwow.~ whether “any. other
brigade can? produce. a more cere
record.= Tere tis the: list : 4° WV.GESS
SBSPAawo:oi Gi's;>19 sD O. Sai:“bar 8

3° M:Cite; 3. barsto the? M:C5
<D.CM.28, oh bar. to the DCM~4rt

ALIM.’e, 16 bars.to “the Me M>, 23201. S: M.’s;
22.,foreign, honours, 164. mentions, in
‘despatches; ‘artd $8 mentions’ in ‘ corps
‘and Armyorders. This affords a pleasant
-comment.on” the stary.of the Dominions’
great achicvement in-the war, which Mr.
Tasil- Clarke:‘is ; unfelding -in aie pages
of THE NSAR ILLS ATED."

t i i o : ie f

@* seardele éxpects,to Fatt war_.items
in ‘Such a publication’ asthe “ew--
Bulletin,’ but1 note that ina recent
issue there’are someinteresting‘particulars
of the wild flowers which have sprung’oe
on:the. ground |.OVEX. which-thes Battle™
ihe.Somme was fought. :
scultivaLib ‘sincethe*Stimmé

a: Ate) +hol Se Socess Tas

this tract was mostly reduced to a shell-
pitted and muddy waste, yet we are told
that during last summer’ and -autumn—
the belt of war-destruction having shifte:
castward—it became clothed with plant
life.” “Among the more familiar flowers
noted by thewriterin the’ Kew Bulletin ”
were poppy, cornflower, scarlet pimpernel,
dog’s mercury, nightshade, charlo¢ls,-
white and~ycllow, goosefoot, camomile,
thistle, forget-me-not,° speedwell,~ looking-
élass* flower, hemp-nettle,-“* sow-thistte,
‘Lhere seems to be little doubt that these
plants, sprang up from seed that had long
lain ‘dormant, m

“‘ Getting the Wind Up”Me

~ITAVE ‘no doubt that manyof my
-readérs have been’ puzzled, as=I heive

been, over theorigin of this*phras¢e; which
secins “so happily expressive “and: yét=so,.
difficult of definition, “1 lately” nosed”
the™ following. ingenious explanation tb
the origin 6f “it; and cannot help wonde :
ing whether ifs the true one* ‘g

Aneexpressive phrase of “the campswhich ie,
have néver seen-traced fo its source is-ihat,
which is: tiniversally used: to desétibe ‘all’ the,
stages of. scare.’ It never falls*6n “my ear
without reminding: me-of- the disastrous’ en
of a long morning’s stalls in “Ross-shire. We
Avere crawling into final ]positions-forthé shot>
when the deer.suddenlylifted their heads apd
were off like a flash, led by the stag whicli Awe,
specially coy ected, Got the wind 0"
us up etter a’,” said the gillie, with a couple’
of words. of preface, as he dampeda finger to?
detect the faint air drifting fromaus to-where =
the quarry had basen. =I guppose-that.gomeof»
the -gillié. sharpshooters “took the plirase *to-
Trance. peti s re Arie] (Pe Eins

HExereading this, I felt sure that-
_there must <be>a more ‘satisfactory

origin of the now faiiliar :phrase, ands
since then’ Chave comeacrossthefollowing
explanation in another quarter : {£ To get?
‘the wind, -or weather-gauge, of anyone is-
a -pautical phrase,» meaning tobe: to_
windward::+ ‘dn-the morning;therefore,.
ATE found theyvhad: got: the -weath

gage of us, and were coming upon us. with.
full sail; :so.w G‘raneforit-. eas \Wetwtete:
all more scared than hurt,.added Dampier.
in aamanuscript note.”1fthisas not the,
correct explanation,. it. is, certainly . the
most plausible that 1 have seen as vet,
the ‘delightfully naive admission “at-the
end being one that most of ws ‘have to
make after getting our owawindup. es

“Garry On”

HE ssame informant produces ain
y use_of, that other familiar expression,
ey on,” the’ established —rule .of
conduct. among all seamen; cand. ihe le
‘order-that an officer or. non-commissioned:
officer gives to the next in commandwhen
he himself becomes a casualty. ie
passage ‘quoted is contained in‘< i
written .on Septemiber*, rst, °1847,°Bye
William the educational retgrmer,

to Dr. W.B. Hodgson: /““,Our-me rchants
are.practical coasting -naviigato SWwho-

venture en voyages - to. the;‘Paci fi at
Fudian: seas without,‘clironomet
not knowinghowto work lunats
ettheyfearlessly carry -on sepicing-

“theOse"cc Saud’ warn them*“of: their
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Trained Dogs which Have Proved Trusty Messengers
Along the British Front-Line Trenches in the West 
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GRABBE
READER of THE War ILLUSTRATED

is very cross with me for having
declared my opinion in-a recent. article
that ‘‘ of all classes in the English common-
wealth the retailers of food have ‘ shown
up’ worst in this. war.’”’ My subsequent
assertion—that ““they have taken advan-
tage of war conditions to overcharge to
the point of robbery, to harass and to
injure the health of the wives and children
of the men to whose courage and endur-
ance alone it is due that theystill occupy
a free country and “have any business
left to pursue, and that at this very

moment they are demanding prices for
necessaries of life which are not watranted
by the actual shortage of supplies, but
are due solely to their avarice and greed
for money ’’—all this my critic roundly
asserts to be a lie and a libel upon an
honest and patriotic class which, if not
interfered with by the Government, would
have- put ideals into’ practice and have
prevented all the troubles for which
Lord Devonport and Lord Rhondda and
other painstaking men have been so
puzzled to finda remedy...

MY first allegation, that retailers over-

charged to the point of robbery,
seems to me to be borne out by the fact
that it was found necessary to fix maxi-
mum. prices. The English wild rabbit,
properly cooked, furnishes a very delect-
able dinner, but the bunny has never

been born that was worth three shillings
nd ninepence in market overt. Never-
eless, seven-and sixpence was the price
id for a couple by a friend of mine

a week or twobefore the present maximum
price was fixed. I. think myfriend was
a fool=to pay the money, and I think
the dealer was a knave to-ask it. He
is still- selling rabbits, at the fixed

price, and I absolutely refuse to believe
that “he is doing so for any other
purpose than to put moncyin his pocket:
If he is making a fair profit now, on the
present basis, he was making an unfair—
that is a dishonest—profit before.

 

  

Bu that sort of thing is all over now,
done away with by the fixing of

prices. Is it? To-day I went-to a tea-
shop for “ luncheon,” the humorous name
for the light refreshment taken by hard-
working men in busyoffices in the interval
of work still more humorously called the
“dinner hour.’ Most of the hard-work-
ing men, being middlingly unselfish
husbands: and fathers, leave their meat
coupons in their wives’ management and
wag along, between a fairly early break-
fast and an attenuated late dinner, on

egg or vegetable “ dishes.” Some of
them, students, I suppose, of the mystery
of calorics, have a plate of porridge and
a herring, and some of them, craving, I

suppose, for sugar in their system, have

“sweets” like “‘ college pudding ”—a
comestible unknown; I will swear, at

Cambridge—or boiled‘ rice with a_tea-
spoonful of jam. Dear, good men!

 

 

 
HAT I was going to say was that
-in that tea-shop a boiled egg is

priced at fivepence, I dare say a pericctly
fair price. But a poached egg on toast
costs sevenpence-halfpenny. Two boiled
eggs cost tenpence. Two poached eggs

OUR OBSERVATION POST
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on toast costa shilling. Like Lord
Beaconsfield, I have not the low cunning
necessary 10 make me an arithimetician,
and there is something here that puzzles
me. I should be less puzzled if two
poached eggs on toast cost one and three-
perice—twice the price, that is to say,
of one poached egg on toast. Possibly
the explanationis that there is. a reduction
on taking a quantity... The fact that
emerges salient is that the slice of toast
necessary to support one poached egg
costs twopence halfpenny and the slice
necessary to hold two costs. twopence.
Measure either, divide an ordinary loaf
into a number of portions of equal size,
and multiply the quotient by two.or by
two and a half, and you will ascertain

the. price at which that tea-shop is
retailing. bread. When you have done
the sum I think you will agree that it
represents an overcharge which amounts to
robbery. It is the public as well as the
eggs that are had ontoast.

 

N Saturday, February 23rd, 1918, I

went to a grocer round. the corner
a few minutes before he closed his shop
for the night to get something that had
been forgotten earlier in the day. There
were some tins of corned beef on the
counter, and I asked how muchthey were.
The answer was twoshillings and three-
pence for a pound tin. Greatly admiring
the’ costliness of so- delicate a viand, I
allowed the -grocer> to keep it: On:
Monday, February 25th, 1918, the price
of a pound. of corned beef in that same
shop was one shilling and -sixpence. I
do not believe that between closing-time
on Saturday and opening-time on Monday.
that grocer had received a large consign-
ment. of bully beef, and the conclusion
at-which I arrived was that the coming
into force of the meat rationing system
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The Soldier

[®SPIRATION for many a good poem has been
found in the emotion of the woman speeding

the man of her heart to battle. Undoubtedly it
is the woman who suffers most intensely in the
tragedy. of war, and those who are denied the joy
of welcoming their heroes back may well find all
suggestions of comfort nothing but ~ ‘‘ vacant
chaff well meant for grain.” The utter sadness
of such a woman is well conveyed in this touching
sonnet, contributed to the ““ Observer” by Judith
Lytton, the daughter of Wilfred Scawen Blunt,
himself a poet of conspicuous merit.

W/EAKEN him not with grief; with useless
tears

Show not the bitter anguish of thy soul,
Lest he should lose the least of his control,
Lest heshould hesitate with nameless fears.”
Give him thy faith, thy strength, and all thy

» prayers.
To pain andtoil, perhaps to death he goes,
Or worse than death, and this worse truth he

mows, ”

To live in wreck of life through shattered years.
Gone .. . Is he gone? a week, a month, or

seven?" =
And now a mortal silence and no word.
. .. Avclasp'... a medal, and a broken

sword, - ‘
All that remains of him earth-side of heaven.
Cold onthehills he lies, nor shall again ©
Come back to her who waits ... . who waits

in yain.

UNLIMITED
had put an end to his gross overcharging
for that particular article of food.

(PRE ‘grocer, indeed, ‘has aroused my
most vehement ire. The system

he introduced of making sale of tea and
sugar and butter—all three being things
necessary to the very poor—conditional
upon the expenditure in his shop of at
least two shillings on other groceries
which poor people could have done very .
well without, was an iniquity that was
made illegal much too late. It was that
system which was uppermost in my
mind when I said that retailers of food
had done so much to harass the wives
of men at the front. With the inevitable
increase of price of necessary commodities
already harassing them, imposition of
this kind was an added anxiety which
it was immoral to put upon them, and I
am. delighted that it was made a punish-
able offence.

ROCERS were not alone in perpe-
trating this iniquity. Greengrocers

were nearly as bad. They made the sale
of potatoes conditional upon the purchase
of other vegetables, and when this was
stopped, and when, the price of potatoes
was fixed, they raised the price of other
vegetables to a quite unjustifiable height.
I know the old saying that what you
lose on the swings always comes home
on the roundabouts, but as I have
wandered about the street markets in
these last two winters and watched the
faces of poor women doing their Saturday
night’s shopping, I have been hot with
indignation.

N°: I will not_recant the opinion I
expressed which drew so heated a

protest from my anonymous critic. It
is held by an increasing numberof people,
‘who are becoming articulate on the
subject, and with whom theretail trades-
men will have to reckon some day. In
one newspaper published the very day
I am writing ‘this I.see these words:
“There are some things that will not be
forgotten after the war. I have in my
mind, as most housewives have, a black
list of tradespeople. who will never be
dealt with after the war.~.There are
many traders who are grabbing all they
can now. I am sorry for them in the
lean years that await them.” And of
the restaurants to which I have referred,
two weekly papers spoke in leading articles
this Sunday just last past in plainest
possible terms. ‘A system of rapacious
extortion ’ was the heading of one leader
which demanded’ that “the barefaced
public robbery which 4s gcing on must
cease.”” The other asked the Ministry of
Food to co-operate with employers to
establish some communal principle of
feeding workers in ordinary business
concerns, on the ground that “ while -
nothing is done to check the restaurant
tramp, the majority of _London- workers
will be underfed.” ‘I will not quarrel
with the terms. ‘ Grab,’ ‘rapacious
extortion,” ‘public robbery,” “‘ ramp,”
all seem,te- me to be fairly near the
mark. They are not pretty, but the
fact to which they apply is not pretty,”
either. it is, indeed, an uncommonly

ugly one. c. M.
 CoQe: 
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MARCH 30, 1918.

SENDING OFF A WINGED MESSENGER FROM A WINGED MACHINE.—British airman,

on the waves, releasing one of his carrier-pigeons with a message.

with him. Even the master of

A PIGTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND, SEA AND AIR

   

the wonderful flying machine of to-day finds a serviceable friend in th

 
 who has brought his seaplane to rest

ir bservation duty carries at least two pigeons

tinge nconvicenbte € e bird which Noah employed.
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~DANGER-POINTS IN THE EAST

and the Russian Black Sea Fleet,
which is chiefly concentrated at

Sebastopol, should soon bein their power.
Before long they will undoubtedly enter

r i XHE Germans have reached Odessa,

By Lovat Fraser

oil trade of Batum, but rather the fresh
starting-points from which she can develop
“her vast schemes of Asiatic conquest.”

In the'first place, she secures contact

with the Russian railway route into
Petrograd, whence most of the Bolshevist ¥ Turkestan. No one can suppose that
leaders have already fled. German troops
have invaded Finland, and it seems possible
that the Russian warships at Kronstadt
may pass into enemypossession. N15

I need. make no apology for reverting

this week to the rapid sweep of. the

German legions over vast territoriés in
Eastern Europe. The British public must
learn to turn its gaze to far horizons, for
the tremendous changes at work within
the borders of Russia are likely to affect
very. deeply the whole future of..the
world andof civilisation. We have to
study and to ponder over these remoter
issues, and must not keep our eyes fixed

xsively upon Belgium and Northern
France. German forces at Odessa and
Petrograd are going to touch our interests
just as gravely as the German occupation
of Antwerp andLille in the west.

These new devélopments in the eastern
theatre have many aspects, some of which
I have repeatedly discussed of late in
Tue War It_ustRatep. The problems
presented are so far-reaching that they
can only be examined piecemeal. Last
week I explained compactly the extent
of the dominions which Germany now
laims to control, either directly or
ndirectly, within the old Russian Empire.
A week earlier I expounded the plan by -
which, it is hoped, the heroic Army of

Japan will rescue the fertile lands of
Southern Siberia from Germanpenetration.

‘his week I propose to consider in greater
detail the possibilities which are typified
by the German capture of Odessa, and in
doing so I shall indicate the principal
danger-points in the Near and Middle East.

German Schemes in Asia

It may be taken for granted that the
Germans never foresaw, any more than we
did ourselves, the amazing disintegration
which Russia has undergone. They have
long hoped to obtain possession of the
Baltic provinces of Russia, they ha
long planned the obliteration of Rus:
Poland, and they have long intrigued
in rather vague fashion with the people
of the Ukraine; but we need not give
them credit for a prescience which they
do not possess. They never realised the
amazing consequences which. would flow
from the bags of gold they handed to
Lenin and Trotsky and the rest of the
Bolshevist leaders. What they have now <
done is to’ adapt their plans swiftly to
the changes wrought byanarchy.
Germany had plans of conquest in the

west and in the east, but there can be
little doubt that in 1914 her schemes of
penetration into Asia werestill bound up
with the Bagdad Railway. She dreamed
of reaching the Persian Gulf, and there-
after of menacing India, by the great
route she had devised through Aleppo
and Bagdad to Basra. ‘To-day, although
the Bagdad route is by no means aban-
doned, it has suddenly receded into the
background. Byobtaining direct access
to. Odessa, and by seizing the Rumanian
port of Constantsa, the Germans have
obtained alternative routes to thé Middle
Fast and Central Asia.. It has been
rightly observed that her chief gains are
not the corn-lands of the Ukraine or the

the Germans will stop short at Odessa,
when the Black Sea is converted into a
German lake, and the Turks are pushing

into Transcaucasia. Although the ‘‘ Cau-
casus Republic”? repudiates the Brest
Litovsk peace ‘treaty, the next aim of
the enemy will be to obtain control of
the line which runs from Batum to the
Caspian, with its new branch to Tabriz,
the gréat. city in North-West Persia.
From the eastern shores of the Caspian
the Russian trunk railway traverses the
provinces of Turkestan to the very borders
of China. That railway is the first of
the danger-points I shall.name.

China and Afghanistan

These Russian provinces of Turkestan
are almost exelusively inhabited ‘by
Mohammedans, who are throwing off the

Russian yoke, and entering into relations
with their co-religionists the Turks. Already
Turkish emissaries, instigated by Ger-
many, are at work among them, and the

ominous Pan-Turanian movement, of
which I spoke in a recent number, is
becoming a reality. -By creating a fer-
ment among the Mohammedansof Central
Asia the enemy hopes that the Afghans,
and eventually the Mohammedans of
India, may be stirred into active unrest.
A subsidiary object is to rouse the
Mohammedans of North-West China, for
one of Germany’s aspirations and. the
real heart of the menace through Siberia
is gradually to dominate and control the
myriads of China.
The next danger-point may be taken

to be all that tract of mountainous
country stretching from the Black Sea
to the hills east-of Bagdad, which is inter-
sected by numerous passes. We must
expect to see small mobile forces entering
Persia through this region, and moving
towards Afghanistan, in the hope of
inducing the Afghans to take up arms for
“the loot of India, without the sanction of
the Amir Habibullah, who is faithful to .
his pledges to the British Government.
This is no wild theory, for the enemy has
already tried to put it into practice in the
present war. Germans and Austrians,
headed by one of the princes of Reuss,
raised a rebellion in Persia, and nearly

reached Teheran before being defeated by
the Russians. A German agent approached
the borders af Afghanistan with a cara-
van laden with arms; Turkish emissaries
have penetrated to Kabul. :

New Threat to Persia

Moreover, from Merv, on the Trans-
caspian Railway, a branch line runs
through Penjdeh to the Afghan frontier,
and-another branch runs from Samarkand
to Termes on the Upper Oxus. If the
Germans ¢ver get the upper hand in
Russian Central Asia, the old apprehen-
sions of “‘ trouble from the north,” which
long dominated Indian military policy,”
will be revived in a new and more deadly
form. The Amir of Afghanistan keeps a
firm grip on his turbulent and unruly
subjects, but some of his leading men do
not share his enlightenment and modera-
tion. An inflammatory religious move-
ment, fanned by Turco-German agents,

might at any time set Afghanistan ablaze.
Another danger-point is ‘Persia, which
must soon be penetrated, as I have
indicated, by influences which the fickle
and unstable Persians may find it difficult
to resist. At present the Persians are:
rejoicing at the gradual withdrawal of
most of the Russian troops from their
country; but they are already finding
that the change leaves them practically
defenceless before their hereditary foes
the Turks. In Southern Persia a small
British force, headed by SirPercy Sykes,
has raised a Jocal gendarmerie, which has

done muchto restore and preserve order;
but if the floodgates are opened and .the
enemy- pours in once more, the plight of
Persia may be worse than ever. .There
can be no doubt that much pressure will
be used to induce the Persians to throw
in their lot with the Turco-Germans.

Against all these considerations must
be set the strong British armies which
have invaded Mesopotamia and Palestine.
They count for much, and it is sometimes
contended that the Germans will not
endeavour to thrust far into the Middle
East while these formidable British force
stand victoriously on their flank: I cannot
share this view. Our forces are at present
too far south to offer any decisive opposi-
tion to German and Turkish movements
farther north. Persia could be overrun,
as it was in I915, without any risk of
retaliation from our army on the Tigris
and Euphrates. I would even be inclined
to include Mesopotamia ‘among our pos-
sible danger-points. We are holding a
very long line and a very wide front in
all this region, and our troops there have
seen long service in a most trying climate.

Situation in the Near East
At present there. is no need for appre-

hension, especially as- the two German
divisions which were marching on Bagdad
have been diverted to Palestine; but it
must not be assumed that our victorious
forces in Mesopotamia will for ever temain
unchallenged.

In the same way we must not reckon
that General Allenby’s gradual and most
successful conquest of Judea can neces-
sarily continue at the pace of the last two
or three months. The German successes
in Eastern Europe are bound to react in
the end upon his admirable campaign.
The Germans have made promises to the
Turks, and though they are usually
heedless of their pledges, they may
furnish further assistance. Falkenhaynis
believed to be still in Syria, with a tar-
nished reputation to retrieve, and he is
not staying in the wilds for nothing. :

Finally, there is Salonika, which even
Mr. Bonar Law admits to be a danger-
point in the Near East. There is much
disputation about whether the .Germans
will begin an offensive in the west, but it
can hardly be doubted that they will
round off their eastern triumphs by trying
to reach Salonika. Though I have written
in sombre vein about these various possi-
bilities, I should like to close by observing
that with the British, French, and Italian
Armies firmly aligned in the west, and
with the United States: Army steadily
arriving, we canstill afford to look calmly
at the other side of the picture. It was
well said the other day that “ fronx the
moment the United States came in, the
war was won.” That is the simple truth,
as events will assuredly prove.
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 British soldiers salving sacred objects irc
by further German bombardment. Right:

/

i i hurchringing the statues of prophets and saints from the c

caiienes hey had directed men’s minds to thoughts of peace.

Zz

i ier t hould be wholly destroyedbadly damaged church in Armenticres before they s A

fati Heesamuinthe Botdnes from the walls and removing the larger canvases from thei

frames and rolling themup for easier transport to safe custody.

   
 Removing the canvas

here on earth from
of a very large picture from its frame,a
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~DANGER-POINTS IN THE EAST

and the Russian Black Sea Fleet,
which is chiefly concentrated at

Sebastopol, should soon bein their power.
Before long they will undoubtedly enter

r i XHE Germans have reached Odessa,

By Lovat Fraser

oil trade of Batum, but rather the fresh
starting-points from which she can develop
“her vast schemes of Asiatic conquest.”

In the'first place, she secures contact

with the Russian railway route into
Petrograd, whence most of the Bolshevist ¥ Turkestan. No one can suppose that
leaders have already fled. German troops
have invaded Finland, and it seems possible
that the Russian warships at Kronstadt
may pass into enemypossession. N15

I need. make no apology for reverting

this week to the rapid sweep of. the

German legions over vast territoriés in
Eastern Europe. The British public must
learn to turn its gaze to far horizons, for
the tremendous changes at work within
the borders of Russia are likely to affect
very. deeply the whole future of..the
world andof civilisation. We have to
study and to ponder over these remoter
issues, and must not keep our eyes fixed

xsively upon Belgium and Northern
France. German forces at Odessa and
Petrograd are going to touch our interests
just as gravely as the German occupation
of Antwerp andLille in the west.

These new devélopments in the eastern
theatre have many aspects, some of which
I have repeatedly discussed of late in
Tue War It_ustRatep. The problems
presented are so far-reaching that they
can only be examined piecemeal. Last
week I explained compactly the extent
of the dominions which Germany now
laims to control, either directly or
ndirectly, within the old Russian Empire.
A week earlier I expounded the plan by -
which, it is hoped, the heroic Army of

Japan will rescue the fertile lands of
Southern Siberia from Germanpenetration.

‘his week I propose to consider in greater
detail the possibilities which are typified
by the German capture of Odessa, and in
doing so I shall indicate the principal
danger-points in the Near and Middle East.

German Schemes in Asia

It may be taken for granted that the
Germans never foresaw, any more than we
did ourselves, the amazing disintegration
which Russia has undergone. They have
long hoped to obtain possession of the
Baltic provinces of Russia, they ha
long planned the obliteration of Rus:
Poland, and they have long intrigued
in rather vague fashion with the people
of the Ukraine; but we need not give
them credit for a prescience which they
do not possess. They never realised the
amazing consequences which. would flow
from the bags of gold they handed to
Lenin and Trotsky and the rest of the
Bolshevist leaders. What they have now <
done is to’ adapt their plans swiftly to
the changes wrought byanarchy.
Germany had plans of conquest in the

west and in the east, but there can be
little doubt that in 1914 her schemes of
penetration into Asia werestill bound up
with the Bagdad Railway. She dreamed
of reaching the Persian Gulf, and there-
after of menacing India, by the great
route she had devised through Aleppo
and Bagdad to Basra. ‘To-day, although
the Bagdad route is by no means aban-
doned, it has suddenly receded into the
background. Byobtaining direct access
to. Odessa, and by seizing the Rumanian
port of Constantsa, the Germans have
obtained alternative routes to thé Middle
Fast and Central Asia.. It has been
rightly observed that her chief gains are
not the corn-lands of the Ukraine or the

the Germans will stop short at Odessa,
when the Black Sea is converted into a
German lake, and the Turks are pushing

into Transcaucasia. Although the ‘‘ Cau-
casus Republic”? repudiates the Brest
Litovsk peace ‘treaty, the next aim of
the enemy will be to obtain control of
the line which runs from Batum to the
Caspian, with its new branch to Tabriz,
the gréat. city in North-West Persia.
From the eastern shores of the Caspian
the Russian trunk railway traverses the
provinces of Turkestan to the very borders
of China. That railway is the first of
the danger-points I shall.name.

China and Afghanistan

These Russian provinces of Turkestan
are almost exelusively inhabited ‘by
Mohammedans, who are throwing off the

Russian yoke, and entering into relations
with their co-religionists the Turks. Already
Turkish emissaries, instigated by Ger-
many, are at work among them, and the

ominous Pan-Turanian movement, of
which I spoke in a recent number, is
becoming a reality. -By creating a fer-
ment among the Mohammedansof Central
Asia the enemy hopes that the Afghans,
and eventually the Mohammedans of
India, may be stirred into active unrest.
A subsidiary object is to rouse the
Mohammedans of North-West China, for
one of Germany’s aspirations and. the
real heart of the menace through Siberia
is gradually to dominate and control the
myriads of China.
The next danger-point may be taken

to be all that tract of mountainous
country stretching from the Black Sea
to the hills east-of Bagdad, which is inter-
sected by numerous passes. We must
expect to see small mobile forces entering
Persia through this region, and moving
towards Afghanistan, in the hope of
inducing the Afghans to take up arms for
“the loot of India, without the sanction of
the Amir Habibullah, who is faithful to .
his pledges to the British Government.
This is no wild theory, for the enemy has
already tried to put it into practice in the
present war. Germans and Austrians,
headed by one of the princes of Reuss,
raised a rebellion in Persia, and nearly

reached Teheran before being defeated by
the Russians. A German agent approached
the borders af Afghanistan with a cara-
van laden with arms; Turkish emissaries
have penetrated to Kabul. :

New Threat to Persia

Moreover, from Merv, on the Trans-
caspian Railway, a branch line runs
through Penjdeh to the Afghan frontier,
and-another branch runs from Samarkand
to Termes on the Upper Oxus. If the
Germans ¢ver get the upper hand in
Russian Central Asia, the old apprehen-
sions of “‘ trouble from the north,” which
long dominated Indian military policy,”
will be revived in a new and more deadly
form. The Amir of Afghanistan keeps a
firm grip on his turbulent and unruly
subjects, but some of his leading men do
not share his enlightenment and modera-
tion. An inflammatory religious move-
ment, fanned by Turco-German agents,

might at any time set Afghanistan ablaze.
Another danger-point is ‘Persia, which
must soon be penetrated, as I have
indicated, by influences which the fickle
and unstable Persians may find it difficult
to resist. At present the Persians are:
rejoicing at the gradual withdrawal of
most of the Russian troops from their
country; but they are already finding
that the change leaves them practically
defenceless before their hereditary foes
the Turks. In Southern Persia a small
British force, headed by SirPercy Sykes,
has raised a Jocal gendarmerie, which has

done muchto restore and preserve order;
but if the floodgates are opened and .the
enemy- pours in once more, the plight of
Persia may be worse than ever. .There
can be no doubt that much pressure will
be used to induce the Persians to throw
in their lot with the Turco-Germans.

Against all these considerations must
be set the strong British armies which
have invaded Mesopotamia and Palestine.
They count for much, and it is sometimes
contended that the Germans will not
endeavour to thrust far into the Middle
East while these formidable British force
stand victoriously on their flank: I cannot
share this view. Our forces are at present
too far south to offer any decisive opposi-
tion to German and Turkish movements
farther north. Persia could be overrun,
as it was in I915, without any risk of
retaliation from our army on the Tigris
and Euphrates. I would even be inclined
to include Mesopotamia ‘among our pos-
sible danger-points. We are holding a
very long line and a very wide front in
all this region, and our troops there have
seen long service in a most trying climate.

Situation in the Near East
At present there. is no need for appre-

hension, especially as- the two German
divisions which were marching on Bagdad
have been diverted to Palestine; but it
must not be assumed that our victorious
forces in Mesopotamia will for ever temain
unchallenged.

In the same way we must not reckon
that General Allenby’s gradual and most
successful conquest of Judea can neces-
sarily continue at the pace of the last two
or three months. The German successes
in Eastern Europe are bound to react in
the end upon his admirable campaign.
The Germans have made promises to the
Turks, and though they are usually
heedless of their pledges, they may
furnish further assistance. Falkenhaynis
believed to be still in Syria, with a tar-
nished reputation to retrieve, and he is
not staying in the wilds for nothing. :

Finally, there is Salonika, which even
Mr. Bonar Law admits to be a danger-
point in the Near East. There is much
disputation about whether the .Germans
will begin an offensive in the west, but it
can hardly be doubted that they will
round off their eastern triumphs by trying
to reach Salonika. Though I have written
in sombre vein about these various possi-
bilities, I should like to close by observing
that with the British, French, and Italian
Armies firmly aligned in the west, and
with the United States: Army steadily
arriving, we canstill afford to look calmly
at the other side of the picture. It was
well said the other day that “ fronx the
moment the United States came in, the
war was won.” That is the simple truth,
as events will assuredly prove.
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by further German bombardment. Right:
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i i hurchringing the statues of prophets and saints from the c

caiienes hey had directed men’s minds to thoughts of peace.
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frames and rolling themup for easier transport to safe custody.

   
 Removing the canvas

here on earth from
of a very large picture from its frame,a
its canopled niche in the chancel to await

and (right) taking the figure of a former soldier of the Church militant

the time when the forces of evil shall bedriven back and broken. 
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Blindfolding a Turkish prisoner before taking him through the British lines on the Jebel

Hamarin, and (right) wounded Indian soldier being assisted to a dressing-station.
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Ancient Babylonian ruins im Mesopotamia, far be whiyond which General
Marshall has now advanced. Hillah, about sixty miles south-west

of Bagdad,is believed to be the site of old Babylan. x4
     

  

British soldiers at a Turkish observation Youthful Turk taken prisoner in Mesopotamia

post, on a telegraph pole, near Ramadie. he was receiving sympathetic treatment may

 
 

being interrogated by a British officer. That .

be gathered from his smile of amusement.

 

  
 

  
t had beenleft behind by the Turks in their vetreat.

‘ Staff officers in Mesopotamia examining a number of bombsof various sizes tha
dvanced dressing-station in Mesopotamia.

Right: Giving a drink of water toa wounded Turkish prisoner at an a

indian cavairy at Ramadie dump, and (inset) Turkish divisional head i ia thorn quarters at Ramadie. After battlh t
Turks at Ramadie, on the Euphrates, nearly 4,000 in number and including 145 officers, earrondancd to-the Britioh,Sent.son.FOr7e
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Ruins of the Church of Notre Dame de Lorette, near Ablain St.
Nazaire, west of Souchez, and about four miles south-west of Lens.

  
 

fine chateau on their Lens sector. It has-been the direct object of Germanartillery strafing.

 
  

 

Canadian soldiers dismantling an old bridge on their sector near Lens. [nset above: Canadian soldiers looking at all that is left ofa
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Gotha brought downin the British lines in France. It had turned

completely over, and reached the earth with its wheels in theair.
Allied aircraft in the ‘Balkans. French biplane on the Serbian

front which bears on its fuselage a Serbian name, ‘‘ Mektoub.”

 

  

 

 
 

    
Street signal used in Paris for giving warning of an impending air raid.

ht: French gun used against enemyair raiders. (French official photographs.)
a siren that can be heard over a wide area. Rig

The cylinder is filled with compressed air which blows

 

   
 

  
 

 

Giant searchlight which the German soldiers on the western front

use to detect the approach of aircraft. (From a German paper.)

 

Captured German scouting aeroplane on view in Cairo. tt had

been takenintact, and was afterwards used by British flying men.
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2 4A WANDERER IN: WAR LANDS

‘THEONLY STATESMANIN THE WORLD’
 

How the Hour has Produced the Man

HAD no idea whenI first saw Professor

Woodrow Wilson in London, about

the -year 1900, that he would ever

distinguish himself in any way save as a

writer of scholarly, but not very readable,

books.

T had no idea when I first met him as

President of the United States, in the

fter his election, that he would

world-figure, an arbiter

of the f nations, the mest

powerful ruler of Europe that Europe has

ever had.
When he waselected President, I made

a bet that he would-be ejected at the

end Of his first term with the same relief

marked the ejection of

I jost the bet, and I am
rd of it. But I still think

yf that time justified me
forecast to the extent of

year a

become a great
 
rtunes of

 

 

and scorn

President
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ink that at that
He has grown
wrtunities have

   

tion. His ¢  
  

 

developed both his character and his
mind

in public life have their
   
Few men

 

ed. The effect is usually
the other . Bet the President Wilson
of to-day is certainly not the President
Wilson who meade such a mess of Mexico.
He has pri himself an exception to
the rule byreiusing to allow his intellect
to be deadened and his -vitality to. be
squandered upon the various details of
administration.

He United his People

By applying themselves to office work,
most politicians encourage dry-rot to
attack their brains and their energy both.
Mr. Wilson saves himself for the big
problems. _He understands that the chief
governor of a State must be a thinker,if

the State is to prosper. He sits apart and
above. He applies his mind: steadily and
vigorously. to the things that matter.
That explains whyheis the only statesman
in the world.
Thad not been long in the United States

before I discovered for myself how the
President’s personality. had developed
under the hammer-strokeof tremendous
times, just as the iron is shaped bythe
biacksmith’s hammer. At the end _of
June, 1917, I was.on the Italian front, at
Cortina, high up in the mountains; oa
whet had been, and nowis again, Austrian
territory. Here a telegram was handed
to me calling me to join the British War
Mission in New York, I started et once,
reached- New. York on July. 17th, and
stayed till November, throughout the
critical pertod of the mobilisation for war
of the most peaceful country the world
has ever known. ~

Whether the President had determined
on war before he declared it, or whether
he represented the mind of his nation, and
desired to keep out as long as possible,

    

  

 

  

. declaration,

By HAMILTON: FYFE

stay out, I cannot tell. Possibly history

may be able to. Possinly not.

But this I can assert without hesitation.

It was President Wilson who stirred his
country to rapid and vigorous: action.

It was he whoresolved to profit by Great

Britain’s lesson, and. to make military

service. compulsory at.once. It is he

who is doing far more tham any other

statesman to back up military action by

statesmanship.

He united his people in-support of the

war by the entire absence of anything like,

a Jingo spirit in his speeches. The calm,

sane words in which he expresses’ his

practical idealism have gone a long way

towards convincing the Austrians, and a

large proportion of the Germans, that
they are fighting for a lost cause against
the good sense and good feeling of the

world. *
“Too Many Commissions”

He has done all this upon his own
initiative, as the eutcome of his solitary
pondering upon the fearful responsibilities
that are attached to his position. There

a notion that Colonel House stood
behind the President. That I soon
discovered to be_a mistake. Mr. Wilson
asks Colonel House for advice as he asks
others. But no one ‘‘ stands behind him.”
He alone is the Government of the
United Stateg so far as decisions are
concerned.

T learned last summer a great deal more
about him tham I knew before I went, for
the fifth time, to the United States on
War Mission business. Even in manner
he has changed. He is not so dogmatic
im his judgments. He has found out that
“there is more in heaven and earth than
was dreamt of” in his philosophy of a
few years back.

Talking to a friend of mine, he made

one day a curious slip, which showed how
far he had travelled from his earlier
position. He said: “There are too many
Commissions already. I will appoint no
more. “I have the Government of this
country in hand, -and.I.-will not be

hampered by Commissions composed
largely of college professors.”’ Which was
an odd remark from one who used to be

   

 

» reproachedonly a little while before with
being a “ college professor ’’ himself.

Scottish Preshyterian—from Ulster

In one aspect I doubt if-he has been
changed at all. On the morning after he
was elected President, he greeted~ the
Democratic Party manager with the

“Now I believe in pre-
destination and fore-ordination.” The
party manager felt hurt. He thought the
result of the election ought to be put to
is credit, not to that of Heaven. The
President thought otherwise. He saw in
it the Hand of God. He still, I am sure,

considers his power as entrusted to: him
for the benefit of the world. -
The late British Ambassador in Wash-

ington said a witty and a true thing about
him, An American had spoken of him as

“Yes,” assented Sir Cecil Spring-Rice,

“Dut you must add, ‘ from Ulster.’ ”’

‘Brom Ulster! Why, what dificrence

does that make ?”’ the American asked,

surprised. : ;

“ AME the difference,” replied Sir Cecil

blandly, ‘‘ between ar alligator and a

lizard.” oR

The. President has all the Ulster grit

and strength of jaw which means. will-
power. But at the same time he has the ~

grim Ulster humour which many don’t

recognise as humour because it is so
smileless, Thus, at the time of the
disclosures as to Sweden’s part in assisting

Germany to keep up communication with

her representatives in enemy or neutral

countries, the Swedish Minister protested,
and said his Government believed the -
disclosures were meant to influence the
elections in Sweden.

“ Are. there- elections in -Sweden 2’
inquired the President, looking him full
and steadily in the eye.
He has, too, the Ulster warmth of

temperament hidden. under a surface
which seems at times to be cold and
passionless. Once a woman asked him
““ did he really mean what he had said ina
speech, that the United States must have
the greatest navy. on the oceans.’’ He
had altered the phrase in the published
version to “a navy adequate for all
eventualities.”’

He: replied to his questioner quite
frankly. “In the heat of speaking,” he
admitted, “I was carried away, as people
often.are. I said more than I meant to
say.” é

 

Statesman, not ‘Politician

Such refreshing admissions of liability
to stumble are very seldom made by
politicians. But the President is not a
politician. He is a statesman, and a man
who is great enough to have no need of
any pretence that he is not human like
the rest. ef mankind. - : i
He was human. enough. to be annoyed

when a Washington newspaper made fun
of the typewriter on which he types his
speeches, “messages to Congress, and

other State papers.. It was said to ‘be old
and worn, with the alignment defective.
The President protested to a man I
know with a good deal of vehemence
against what he called “a complete
fabrication.”

A Jonely manin one sense, as all men of
mental stature far above their fellows
must be. Buta man wlio erijoyshis life,
enjoys being with his family, reading
Wordsworth to them, taking them once

a week to a variety show, going to bed,
as a rule, at cleven o'clock. JI like to
think of this President who, to myview,
is the only statesman in the world, the
one man who sees with clear, prophetic
vision—Ilike to think of him as one of
his own “ plain people” (who are hence-
forward to decide matters of government
for themselves), as a simple, unpretentious
citizen.
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The French infantry—representing the young
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stay out, I cannot tell. Possibly history

may be able to. Possinly not.

But this I can assert without hesitation.

It was President Wilson who stirred his
country to rapid and vigorous: action.

It was he whoresolved to profit by Great

Britain’s lesson, and. to make military

service. compulsory at.once. It is he

who is doing far more tham any other

statesman to back up military action by

statesmanship.

He united his people in-support of the

war by the entire absence of anything like,

a Jingo spirit in his speeches. The calm,

sane words in which he expresses’ his

practical idealism have gone a long way

towards convincing the Austrians, and a

large proportion of the Germans, that
they are fighting for a lost cause against
the good sense and good feeling of the

world. *
“Too Many Commissions”

He has done all this upon his own
initiative, as the eutcome of his solitary
pondering upon the fearful responsibilities
that are attached to his position. There

a notion that Colonel House stood
behind the President. That I soon
discovered to be_a mistake. Mr. Wilson
asks Colonel House for advice as he asks
others. But no one ‘‘ stands behind him.”
He alone is the Government of the
United Stateg so far as decisions are
concerned.

T learned last summer a great deal more
about him tham I knew before I went, for
the fifth time, to the United States on
War Mission business. Even in manner
he has changed. He is not so dogmatic
im his judgments. He has found out that
“there is more in heaven and earth than
was dreamt of” in his philosophy of a
few years back.

Talking to a friend of mine, he made

one day a curious slip, which showed how
far he had travelled from his earlier
position. He said: “There are too many
Commissions already. I will appoint no
more. “I have the Government of this
country in hand, -and.I.-will not be

hampered by Commissions composed
largely of college professors.”’ Which was
an odd remark from one who used to be

   

 

» reproachedonly a little while before with
being a “ college professor ’’ himself.

Scottish Preshyterian—from Ulster

In one aspect I doubt if-he has been
changed at all. On the morning after he
was elected President, he greeted~ the
Democratic Party manager with the

“Now I believe in pre-
destination and fore-ordination.” The
party manager felt hurt. He thought the
result of the election ought to be put to
is credit, not to that of Heaven. The
President thought otherwise. He saw in
it the Hand of God. He still, I am sure,

considers his power as entrusted to: him
for the benefit of the world. -
The late British Ambassador in Wash-

ington said a witty and a true thing about
him, An American had spoken of him as

“Yes,” assented Sir Cecil Spring-Rice,

“Dut you must add, ‘ from Ulster.’ ”’

‘Brom Ulster! Why, what dificrence

does that make ?”’ the American asked,

surprised. : ;

“ AME the difference,” replied Sir Cecil

blandly, ‘‘ between ar alligator and a

lizard.” oR

The. President has all the Ulster grit

and strength of jaw which means. will-
power. But at the same time he has the ~

grim Ulster humour which many don’t

recognise as humour because it is so
smileless, Thus, at the time of the
disclosures as to Sweden’s part in assisting

Germany to keep up communication with

her representatives in enemy or neutral

countries, the Swedish Minister protested,
and said his Government believed the -
disclosures were meant to influence the
elections in Sweden.

“ Are. there- elections in -Sweden 2’
inquired the President, looking him full
and steadily in the eye.
He has, too, the Ulster warmth of

temperament hidden. under a surface
which seems at times to be cold and
passionless. Once a woman asked him
““ did he really mean what he had said ina
speech, that the United States must have
the greatest navy. on the oceans.’’ He
had altered the phrase in the published
version to “a navy adequate for all
eventualities.”’

He: replied to his questioner quite
frankly. “In the heat of speaking,” he
admitted, “I was carried away, as people
often.are. I said more than I meant to
say.” é

 

Statesman, not ‘Politician

Such refreshing admissions of liability
to stumble are very seldom made by
politicians. But the President is not a
politician. He is a statesman, and a man
who is great enough to have no need of
any pretence that he is not human like
the rest. ef mankind. - : i
He was human. enough. to be annoyed

when a Washington newspaper made fun
of the typewriter on which he types his
speeches, “messages to Congress, and

other State papers.. It was said to ‘be old
and worn, with the alignment defective.
The President protested to a man I
know with a good deal of vehemence
against what he called “a complete
fabrication.”

A Jonely manin one sense, as all men of
mental stature far above their fellows
must be. Buta man wlio erijoyshis life,
enjoys being with his family, reading
Wordsworth to them, taking them once

a week to a variety show, going to bed,
as a rule, at cleven o'clock. JI like to
think of this President who, to myview,
is the only statesman in the world, the
one man who sees with clear, prophetic
vision—Ilike to think of him as one of
his own “ plain people” (who are hence-
forward to decide matters of government
for themselves), as a simple, unpretentious
citizen.
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Lessen War’s Heavy Strain.
 

 
 

Wrestiing on camel-back, a sport in

for their onlooking comrades.
which our soldiers in the Near East find lively relaxation and provide considerableentertainment
The camels appear to regard with disdain the wrigglings and strugglings of their riders.
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Membersof aChinese labour battalion behind the lines on the western front celebrating their New Year (Feb. 11th) with dancing to the
playing of various improvised instruments, The ‘‘ drum ’? was an empty biscuit tin, while the ‘‘ cymbals "’ were old steel helmets.
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Recreation for the Brain & Rest for the Body
The War Illustrated, 304)) March 18

 

 

 

French soldiers billeted
building

in the ruins of a village church on the western front.
to afford shelter to the men who made their temporary home and found brief rest init.

 

 
 

There waslittle left beyond the bare walls of the

  
** The largest circulating library at the front.’’

condition of which is that books borrowed shall be duly returned when they have been read.
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British soldiers form an eager queue for changing their books at a library, the only
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Enemy Mines at Sea
 

 

 

(right) cutting the wire for mine nets.

  
Large numbers of women and girls are now engaged on shore work in connection
with the Drifter Patrol of Dover. Some of them are here seen splicing wire, and
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Women at the vice, making “‘ thimbles”’ for cables,
which the women at homecarry on in a manner wor    

din connection with the work of the Drifter Patrol.

 

   
ngaged in preparing material for the special mine  

 

    

 

These photographs show something of theway in
Patrol whee fine work they help to make possible.
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THE WINNERS
age ae A Tale of the “Old Contemptibles ”

By BOYD CABLE
The Famous Author of “ Between the Lines,’ and other fine War Books

those people who knew the trenches
in the first winter of the war, the

cruel strain on the men in them, the

horrible conditions of life there, and the
intolerable longing to escape them even
for a day or an hour,if those same people
who knewthese things did not also know
the manner of men who endured them.
This story may help to illustrate both.

- The 1st Bombardiers had had a very
bad eight days on end in the front line,
and had finished by having a portion of
their trench captured from them on their
last night in. This was in the first’ mid-
winter period before the trenches on both
sides had hardened to that solidly de-
fended line which afterwards made im-
possible any successful attack not backed
with many guns and men, a period when
the front lines were neverinactive, when
there was a constant bicker of rifle fire,

local attacks, attempts to rush a portion
of trench here, an outpost there, when

the rifle and gunfire never ceased day or
night,

|; tale might hardly be credible to

ECAUSE these attacks were so
frequent, and because the Germans

had such a greater weight of mem and
metal to fling on any selected point of our
line, there were few battalions which could
boast that they had never lost a trench
or yielded ground without the. battalion
having been ordered to do so. The. 1st
Bombardiers could and did-so boast, so

thadé the losing of their trench on this last
night hit them in a very tender spot.
They fought savagely to hold it, even
after their fire failed to hold the Germans
off and they got a footing in the trench ;
and then when they were being overborne
by sheer weight of numbers, they fought
it out to the finish with butt and bayonet
and, it was said, with bare fists.- But a

portion of the trench was taken and its
occupants killed, and although- fierce
counter - attacks were immediately
launched, they were beaten back with
heavy casualties.
The fighting, the attacks and counter-

attacks, went on all night in a pande-
monium of rifle and machine-gun fire,
banging: and crashing of bombs and
grenades, yelling and shouting’; thefield-
guns battering away their hardest in the
background, and sending their shells
rushing and: shrieking close over the
tangled mass of the fighters, who swayed
and staggered to and fro on the wet
ground, with the trenchflares sizzling and

blazing in vivid white light, and the
bursting shells and grenades throwing a
momentary hot orange-yellow glow over
the inferno.

platoon commander, went along the
remnant of his platoon next day and
regarded his men with some anxiety.
There could be no rest for any manof the
battalion that day, because the Germans
might try to push their advantage, andit
was necessary to maintain a show of
vigorous defence to prevent them, and
because it was also wise, by constant
firing and the occasional showing of
bayonets and bobbing caps: above the
trench edge, to pretend an attack, and so
hinder the Germans in the strengthening
of their defences on the captured trench.

OMMY DODD was anxious. His men
‘looked so utterly done, so haggard

and worn, so dead beat, that he began

to wonder what would happen if another
attack came, to wonder even if they
would he able to hold out on the defensive
all day. He went along them talking
cheerfully, reminding themthat they were

, going out that night for a rest, telling

T ended at daylight as one might>
expect, with the captured portionstill

held by the heavily superior enemy forces
brought up fresh for the attack against a
weakened battalion of weary men who
had been in action almost without a rest
or break for ‘months, had been eight days
in the front line, were worn with strain,
with cold and wet, with want of rest, were
hardly fitSto keep their feet from sheer
physical fatigue.

Lieutenant Tomnry Dodd, a ‘youthful

them that they must buck up and hang
on until they were relieved. The men—
tattered, mud-bedaubed, dirty scare

sunk-eyed and stubble-chinned, rocking
on their feet with fatigue—still answered
cheerfully enough, and assured him they
were all right, and they all wanted to
know this—were they to counter-attack
again andget their lost trench back.
Tommy Dodd was discussing this with

his company commandera little later on.
“ They’re pretty near the edge of done
in,’ he said. .“ An’ ’pon mysoul, if
they're asked to try again I dunno. if
they’ve got the strength to climb out of
this trench.. D’you think we’ll try ? ”
“Lord knows!” said the captain,

sucking ineffectually at his pipeful of wet
tobacco. “.I hope not, for the men’s sake
—although I hate leaving them that bit
of our trench.” 4

   

Pomy DODD’Ssergeant came along
and interrupted with a ‘‘ Beg

pardon, sir!"
Mes, what is<it 7’?

“The men have asked me to tell you,

sir, that they’d like the officers to tell the

C.O. we hope we can be allowed to stay
in another night and take back our.
trench.”
Tommy Dodd and the captain both

looked a little staggered, but sent the
sergeant off with a promise they’d pass on
the request. When he had gone they
laughed quietly. :
“The beggars!’ said Tommy Dodd

admiringly.
“ They’re- thinking of that brag of

theirs about never losing a trench,” said
the captain. -‘‘ Conceited devils !’”’
Tommy Dodd chuckled again.
“ Anyway, they're willing to pay for

their conceit. Personally, I’m wondering

if they can keep awake until night, much
léss go through another night with an
attack thrown in.”
The request was duly passed to ‘the.

C.O., and every other company had passed
up. the saine wish. It was refused. They
were being relieved by their 2nd Battalion
at dusk ; the arrangements were complete

and could not be altered.
“So that finishes: that,” said Tommy

Doddto his
them I like

 

sergeant. ‘ But
heir cheek ! ””

  

Tdidn’t finish it. An hourlater anot
request was passing up to the C.O. from

all the men that, if they couldn't stay
another night, might they make anatt
before dark, take back their trenc

have it to hand over to the
battalion. The answer this
merely ‘“No”’; ‘the colonel
but it couldn’t be done.
“What’s the idea ? ” said Tommy Dodd

to his sergeant. ‘‘ Do theyreally meanit
D’you think they’re fit for <
attack: ?.” .

“IT think so, sir,’’ said the s
“ They'd try, anyway. They’
enough to get out for a day
but they don’t like losing
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and. staggered and waded and wall |
back bythe short communication trench
waist deep in water and mud in s
parts, to the shell-battered y :
behind the line, collected
groups, and trudged slowly

rain across the s A
bullets: whimp
head, until they
turned downit.

“Thank Heaven we're -ou

said Tommy Dodd to his caq
due for a couple of night’s
anyhow.”

“* Another reprieve,’’ said the
“Fairly safe to live throughar
days, with any luck.”
“Touching wood,” said Tommy Dodd,

thrusting out the stock of his x

both solemnly touched.
enough, a “reprieve,” a

the inevitable ‘ killed orcz
what a few days out of th
meant in those times—the tim V
the quoted uverage life’ throug
the whole Expeditionary Force w
seven months, which meant—deduct
the Base and L. of C men—somew
round two or three months a man
firing-line could reasonably
living, Yet the whole battalion
to stay “in” for another twe
hours, to be given the certaint

killed and wounded, for
recovering a lost trench an

tion, You might think
remembering their conditic
save the ¢ ( r of the ba
The men didn’t.
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~O.mueh is history and, I
official *record. What

obvious,reasons, is not.

The battalion reached their billets
few miles- back, adter midnigl
Tommy Dodd was greatly concerned to
find that his sergeant had not tu
on arrival there. He thought
when and where he had k > I
the read -after eoming out and crassi

the fields, remembered the high bul

“screamers’’ and odd shells bu
wide, wondered and worried, until <

the men told him he had
[Continued o
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Stout-Hearted Soldiers of Resurgent Serbia

 

 

 

 

 

Picturesque snapshot of Serbian cavalry. The Serbian Army, reorganised at Corfu, landed at Salonika in May, 1916, and after some

severe fighting recovered Monastir, November 19th, 1916, Serbian cavalry being among thefirst allied troops to ride into the town.

 

       A volley of Serbian rifie-bombs exploding. Right: General Vassitch, who originally

commandedthe First Serbian Army, photographed at the front.

 

=

        
i i i : i ifle- hargea volley. The characteristic uniform,

; 5 BD Serbian soldier about to fire a rifie-bomb. Right: Serbian rifie-bombers preparing to disc

= $ sandals, and kepi of the Serb were replaced in the reorganisation by British khaki, stout boots, and useful metal helmets.
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sergeant complain of a sore foot and saw
him drop out. Then next day it was
reported throughout the Battalion that
five men were missing from each platoon.
The numerous explanations offered by
others of this man and that being done up,
and falling out on the march, seemed

under. the known circumstances quite
plausible, although to be sure it was odd
that there were exactly the same number
missing from each of sixteen platoons.

peese the day about one-third of
them straggled in to the billets, led

byTommy Dodd’s sergeant. Each told the
same tale of sore feet, done up, forced to
fall out on the march. But beyond this the
stories became curiously involved and,’
under cross-examination, rather contra-
dictory accounts of their doings developed,
and an extraordinary tale of how they had
lost their way and thought the best thing
to do was to get back to the trench, where
they knew they would find the 2nd
Battalion. A few of them, it appeared,
had “ got mixed up”’ in the- attack, and
on further and individual cross-examina-
tion every man admitted to being one of
the “ few.’’ And another “ few’ (about
two-thirds of the lot, epeeene had
been killed or wounded.

Here the C.O.,; suspecting: much, but
able or anxious, perhaps, to BO nothing;
let the matter ‘drop.
Then Tommy Dodd got ‘hold of his

sergeant and “put him through the
hoop.” The sergeant blandly persisted in-
his tale of sore feet, forced to fall out,, lost
way, and so on. ‘Lommy Dodd tried
another line. He knew the sergeant, and

the sergeant knew him ; giving his word!
that this was as man to man and in strict
confidence—what was the truth, and the
whole truth? Then he got the amazing
story.

HE men hadresented not being allowed
to get their trench back, and when they

heard, through the signaller of the artillery
forward observing officer, that the 2nd

- Battalion were to take it after they had
gone, they resented more than ever. Each

- platoon drewlots at last, and five men
‘selected from each dropped out as they
left the line, and crept back to the front
trench. They had asleep then, but when
the attack was. made the 1st Battalion
men “were first over and first into the
trench, and had the biggest share inits
retaking,. with the: sergeant, who hadalso
drawn lots with his fellow-sergeants,
leading them.
Then Tommy Dodd told the sergeant

whathethought of him. He had trusted
the sergeant to back him and maintain
discipline; and here he had gone and
allowed—no, worse, deliberately led his

men into relaxing discipline andbreaking
orders. The sergeant must know that not
one of those men could be depended upon
to take an order from him again. ‘‘ Oh,
yes, I think they will, sir!’’ said the
sergeant grimly. And—and—and he
talked largely about crime and courts-
martial, until the sergeant reminded him
gently that anything said was inconfi-
dence, and that there was no-crime in a
man having sore feet and falling out on
the march. Tommy Dodd changed the
text, and went into another brief but
bitter homily on disobedience of orders
and failure of duty, with especial em-
phasis on trust im one’s: officers.

“ That’s what I’mmost angry about,”
he concluded. ‘ You should havetold me
about it right at the beginning.”
“How could J, sir?” pleaded the

 

sergeant. ‘If you think it was a
crime. a
“Crime!” exploded Tommy Dodd.

“Why should it be a crime for me more
than for you ? Isn’t an officer allowed to
have sore feet, or to fall out on the march?

And there should have been at least one
officer there to put. it through properly.
Tf I'd known in time——

 

HE stopped Teipiy, seeing the little
twitch- onthe sergeant’s lips.

“Never mind that now,” he said
hastily. “ Only I’m very angry about the

1whole thing—very angry !
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As the sergeant was going he stopped
him with another question.

“T’ thought all the men were about
dead beat and aching to get out to rest
Wasit hard to find men willing to—er—
draw ‘lots ?”
The sergeant smiled.
“Oh, no, sir. They all drew. ~A straw

to every man, and five short ones in each
platoon.”

“Ysee. The five short straws were the
losers, and-had: to stay. Any difficulty in
keeping them to the bargain ? ”
The sergeant looked puzzled a moment.
“Losers, sir? You've got it wrong,

sir. Yow see, they all wanted to stay, so
the five that drew the short straws had
the right to. They were The Winners!’

 

    
ON THE WAY TO JERICHO.—View of the stony slopes through which the road to
Jericho runs, and over which General Allenby’s forces recently continued their

victorious advance against the Turks, capturing Jericho itself on February 21st.
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Stout-Hearted Soldiers of Resurgent Serbia

 

 

 

 

 

Picturesque snapshot of Serbian cavalry. The Serbian Army, reorganised at Corfu, landed at Salonika in May, 1916, and after some

severe fighting recovered Monastir, November 19th, 1916, Serbian cavalry being among thefirst allied troops to ride into the town.

 

       A volley of Serbian rifie-bombs exploding. Right: General Vassitch, who originally

commandedthe First Serbian Army, photographed at the front.
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i i i : i ifle- hargea volley. The characteristic uniform,

; 5 BD Serbian soldier about to fire a rifie-bomb. Right: Serbian rifie-bombers preparing to disc

= $ sandals, and kepi of the Serb were replaced in the reorganisation by British khaki, stout boots, and useful metal helmets.
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sergeant complain of a sore foot and saw
him drop out. Then next day it was
reported throughout the Battalion that
five men were missing from each platoon.
The numerous explanations offered by
others of this man and that being done up,
and falling out on the march, seemed

under. the known circumstances quite
plausible, although to be sure it was odd
that there were exactly the same number
missing from each of sixteen platoons.

peese the day about one-third of
them straggled in to the billets, led

byTommy Dodd’s sergeant. Each told the
same tale of sore feet, done up, forced to
fall out on the march. But beyond this the
stories became curiously involved and,’
under cross-examination, rather contra-
dictory accounts of their doings developed,
and an extraordinary tale of how they had
lost their way and thought the best thing
to do was to get back to the trench, where
they knew they would find the 2nd
Battalion. A few of them, it appeared,
had “ got mixed up”’ in the- attack, and
on further and individual cross-examina-
tion every man admitted to being one of
the “ few.’’ And another “ few’ (about
two-thirds of the lot, epeeene had
been killed or wounded.

Here the C.O.,; suspecting: much, but
able or anxious, perhaps, to BO nothing;
let the matter ‘drop.
Then Tommy Dodd got ‘hold of his

sergeant and “put him through the
hoop.” The sergeant blandly persisted in-
his tale of sore feet, forced to fall out,, lost
way, and so on. ‘Lommy Dodd tried
another line. He knew the sergeant, and

the sergeant knew him ; giving his word!
that this was as man to man and in strict
confidence—what was the truth, and the
whole truth? Then he got the amazing
story.

HE men hadresented not being allowed
to get their trench back, and when they

heard, through the signaller of the artillery
forward observing officer, that the 2nd

- Battalion were to take it after they had
gone, they resented more than ever. Each

- platoon drewlots at last, and five men
‘selected from each dropped out as they
left the line, and crept back to the front
trench. They had asleep then, but when
the attack was. made the 1st Battalion
men “were first over and first into the
trench, and had the biggest share inits
retaking,. with the: sergeant, who hadalso
drawn lots with his fellow-sergeants,
leading them.
Then Tommy Dodd told the sergeant

whathethought of him. He had trusted
the sergeant to back him and maintain
discipline; and here he had gone and
allowed—no, worse, deliberately led his

men into relaxing discipline andbreaking
orders. The sergeant must know that not
one of those men could be depended upon
to take an order from him again. ‘‘ Oh,
yes, I think they will, sir!’’ said the
sergeant grimly. And—and—and he
talked largely about crime and courts-
martial, until the sergeant reminded him
gently that anything said was inconfi-
dence, and that there was no-crime in a
man having sore feet and falling out on
the march. Tommy Dodd changed the
text, and went into another brief but
bitter homily on disobedience of orders
and failure of duty, with especial em-
phasis on trust im one’s: officers.

“ That’s what I’mmost angry about,”
he concluded. ‘ You should havetold me
about it right at the beginning.”
“How could J, sir?” pleaded the

 

sergeant. ‘If you think it was a
crime. a
“Crime!” exploded Tommy Dodd.

“Why should it be a crime for me more
than for you ? Isn’t an officer allowed to
have sore feet, or to fall out on the march?

And there should have been at least one
officer there to put. it through properly.
Tf I'd known in time——

 

HE stopped Teipiy, seeing the little
twitch- onthe sergeant’s lips.

“Never mind that now,” he said
hastily. “ Only I’m very angry about the

1whole thing—very angry !
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As the sergeant was going he stopped
him with another question.

“T’ thought all the men were about
dead beat and aching to get out to rest
Wasit hard to find men willing to—er—
draw ‘lots ?”
The sergeant smiled.
“Oh, no, sir. They all drew. ~A straw

to every man, and five short ones in each
platoon.”

“Ysee. The five short straws were the
losers, and-had: to stay. Any difficulty in
keeping them to the bargain ? ”
The sergeant looked puzzled a moment.
“Losers, sir? You've got it wrong,

sir. Yow see, they all wanted to stay, so
the five that drew the short straws had
the right to. They were The Winners!’

 

    
ON THE WAY TO JERICHO.—View of the stony slopes through which the road to
Jericho runs, and over which General Allenby’s forces recently continued their

victorious advance against the Turks, capturing Jericho itself on February 21st.
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“The Rolls-Royce of Agriculture ’—remarkable new ploughing tackle and one of the two engines that work it. Right: Rear view

of tie caperaiccan at work. .The machine is capable of ploughing upwardsof thirty acres of grass land per day.
/ = Primitive laundry work in the Balkans. A Macedonian woman Goodly pile of Turkish rifies captured by Cossacks who have heen
j beating the wet clothes with a stick on a rock by a wayside stream. co-operating with the British forces on the Mesopotamian front.
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i Vir. Cooke, of Holland, Lincolnshire, who has bought two sets
! of this super-ploughing machine, measuring an 18 in. furrow.
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} New life-saving device attached to lifeboats which enables the boat to be kept clear of the sides when a vessel! lists. Right : Hut on the
j x Serbian front ingeniously contrived by a French flying man out of the case in which an aeroplane had been packed.)
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Chinese labourers working at a quarry on the western front. They are working on the loose surface stone, Canadian Engineers doing Members of a Canadian Mission visiting the western front. In the foreground is Monsignor Lucon, Archbishop of Rheims, who had,
the work in the quarry itself. Inset above: Crushing stone obtained from the quarry for road-making, (Canadian War Records.) : < been showing the visitors round his devastated cathedral, Right: Packina khaki-covered Bibles for the American fortes in France.
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Sweeping the Deep for Mines and Submarines
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i i i i i ibed beatking in pairs the trawlers and drifters move up and down their prescri at,

Mae Supicient to cross the cables anchoring the enemy’s mines. The anchors being
when they are exploded by gun fire from the mine-sweepers’ decks.

Wline-sweepers at work in the North Sea.
drawing between them a cable submergedto a depth s

thus detached, the mines rise to the surface,
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i i - 1 ley pack of armedliners,1 torpedo-boats and destroyers, lurching trawlers and drifters, armed motor-boats, and a mot | €

sadileseteusnetes and tiGe constitute the North Sea Patrol. In heavy weather, whenthe vessels bore into every Successive.sen and ship
it green over the forecastle, the unceasing vigil for enemy submarines and raiding destroyers becomes a very nightmare.
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THE EYES OF THE BATTERY
Certain Liveliness at an Artillery Observation Post

f SK the battery if they are ready
A yet,” I said in a peevish voice,

turning away from the observa-
tion slit to address my telephonist, seated

.on the floor in the gloom behind me.
“Hallo, battery, hallo, hallo—aren’t

yer ready. yet? What, another five
minutes ? Oh, try and get a move on!”
“They say another five minutes,sir.’?
The narrow, timber-walled dug-out,

excavated out of the side of a trench,
was dimly illuminated by a single ray of
light, that came through the narrow chink
cut.in the side commanding the enemy’s
lines. A couple of planks, resting on tin
biscuit-boxes, served me for a scat, while
on the floor the second telephonist was
busily engaged in preparing the stove that
was to boil our afternoon tea—an empty
bully-beef tin, filled with odd scraps of

candle, wrapped in morsels of sandbag.
It was a quiet day on the front. Out-

side, in the trench, I could hear the men
talking—now and again the solitary crack
of some sniper’srifle. z
Then suddenly broke in the even tones

of the telephonist :
“ Battery ready to fire, sir!”
Isat up with a jerk and, turning, gazed

out of my peephole. It was a desolate
picture that. met my eyes.

Mile after mile of desdlated country,
annihilated by the deluge of shells that
had crashed down upon it, day by day,
for three years every few yards bristled
entanglements. of barbed-wire, red with
rust, and almost hidden by the long grass
that had grown up around them ; roughly
a thousand yards from my observation
post ran the two’ lines of trenches, the
soche parapet, easily distinguishable by
the multi-coloured sandbags of which it
was composed ; in between, the crowning
dreariness of No Man’s-Land, thick with
seum-covered shell-holes, and in the

background, stretching awayupthe slope,
the enemy’s support and reserve trenches,
with here and there the crumbled ruins of
afarmhouse or chateau.

The Battery Fires

Fire, No, r!?’ I said at length, glancing
instinctively at the stop-watch that was
ticking away on tlie shelf beside me.
*“No. 1 fired, sir;”.~murmured the

telephonist. nn ae :
: Five seconds gone—ten seconds gone—

fifteen seconds gone. :
“IT. leisurely picked up my powerful

field-glasses and, looking away over to the
top of-the slope, fixed my gaze on a
large “concrete dug-out, reputed by the
infantry to be a nest of machine-guns
and .trench-mortars, -
“Twenty seconds—Up -
And“ simultancously, some fifty yards

to the left and a couple of hundred yards
short of the target, a.sudden “cloud of
dust and smoke arose from the ground
and drifted slowly away in the wind.
‘Thirty minutes more right. add two

degrees,”” T gave the correction.
“Thirty minutes. more right, add two

degiees,”’ repeated the parrot voice behind
me ;~ then,.““ Correct !’’ as the message
was checked back fromthe battery.

Silence for a minute. I lit a cigarette,
and began to wonder idly whether there
really were any Huns in that» deserted
looking dug-out up onthehillside,

 

1»

 

By “O. PIP”
The buzzer began its staccato tic-tac.
"No. 2: fired, sir.”
I heard the screaming whistle as the

great shell rushed past, two thousand feet
overhead, in its headlong flight to the
target. My watch ticked monotonously.

Ah, there it is at last—a topping burst!
A little beyond the target this time,

but dead in line.
“ Drop thirty minutes.”
Again the pause; then:

“No. 3 fired, sir.”
I gazed expectantly through myglasses.

No. 3 had always been our best:gun of
the four, and this round ought surely to
be very near the target.
And, true enough, a perfect fountain of

smoke suddenly arises right at the foot,
as it seems, of that dug-out. I can plainly
see bits of stone and trunksof trees tossed
up into the air, and then my view is
obscured by the veil of dust.

    

Salvo of Shrapael

“OK. !- Repeat,’* murmurs the voice

behind me, repeating my order.
And whenI look out again I can plainly

see that one of the concrete walls has

subsided, and the whole erection is now

at an angle, one side being higher from
the ground than the other
And then, running like mad out across

the open, come half a dozen figures,

darting one by one from the ruins of the
wrecked dug-out. Awaytheytear,1
ing at top speedfor the shelterof afrie
trench that gapes along the side ofahill,
three or four hundred yards distant.
But the 4 5 (light howitzer) officer, who

has been watching the shoot at myside;
has seen the target. Rushine to his tele-
phone, he yells down the mouthpiece .

“ Battery, action! Three degrees left
of zero. At five thousand four hundred,
shrapnel. Salvo!” :
One minute of agonising waiting. Al-

ready the half dozen figures have near
reached shelter.

““Will they never be ready?” groans
my companion, and even as he speaks :
“ Battery ready,” says his operator.
“Fire!” the order is shouted back.

Six shells come whistling over our heads—
the excitement grows intense. The Huns
are just at the trench, when’:

Wouff ! Wouff ! Wouff ! Wouff ! Wouff !
Wouff! Right over their heads breaks
the salvo. Six little: fleecy clouds driit
away in the wind, and all around them

we can_see the hundreds of bullets splash-
ing in the waterlogged shell-holes. _Two

   
  

 

  

 

 

stagger and fall, three-jump into the
trench, and the last crawls painfully over
the ground-to reach the shelter. And:

“ Lea ready, sir !”’ says mytelephonist,

Night in the O.P.

Gradually night drew on. ©The sun
went down in a blaze of crimson glory
over behind the Boche trenches, and
visibility became worse and worse.

As the light faded so the activity in
my trench increased... Working-parties,
detailed, perhaps, for a dangerous wiring
job in No Man’s Land, trampedstolidly
past me as I stood smoking in the doorway
of my O.P. Infantry reliefs, destined for
the front line, filed through, the men
whistling cheerily the while. Machine-
guns with their crews followed, going

  

   

up to mantheir night posts. Rati
burdened down with cases of b
boxesof bis s, thermos heatei

ing hot stew, jars of rum, and pe
of water, staggered along in the rear.
About half-past nine I returned to my

lonely vigil. Every observation post
along the front is always manned both
by day and by night by an At
night there sits the officer, crari up i

his close quarters from darktill d He
dare not showa light, throug (
giving away the position of
therefore, even the distraction of reading
is barred. All night through he must sit
peering out into the darkness, with nothing
to see save the occasional flashes of o
shells as they explode over the H:
or the passing glare of a Verey| t
up from the trenches. He has no one to
tallk to, except hi telephonist, whosits,

nodding, onthe floor; the receive apped

round his head, so that anycall from the
battery may arouse himonthe instant.
The crack of a rifle or the

whistle of a shell are the only si
break the monotony.

Then, suddenly, out of the blz
in frons of me burst an infernal
sound. The crack-crack of
the furious toc-toc of machi
phut-phut of rapid. rifle fire.
down the line Vereylights began to
in cascades of white light.

I sat up with a jerk, simultane
shouting to the telephonist:

“ Get through to battery and te
to stand by!"

It was impossible to tell
happening, but bythe co j
flashes over our own trenches it
obvious that they were being heavi
shelled by the Germans.

“S$ 0.S”from tie Froat
Then I knew.
Right in front of me, o

trenches, went up a trio o
and green rockets. I tore from
and snatched up the telephone.

“Hallo!- Hallo! Tell the «
duty “S O S° on ‘right sector
Got that ?”

Already the war
we are attacked ”’
Half a dozen observation
different O.P.’s watching, as I, throu
night, had recognised the sudden b
rockets; half.a dozen tele
furiously rung up their batt

Already a hundred -gur
were crackling and_ spitting
poured forth their thousands
I could picture the scenes in-the
—the hurriedly awakened c
across to the gun-pits, the offic

ing ‘out orders from the B.C. posts,
moment’s pause, then:

“ Al cguns Yeady,. sir !.”
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Battery, salvo, fire!”
A deafening roar, six spurts

and away whistle the shells as
towards the enemytrench.

 

 > “Had a thick night of it, Smith ?”
I woke up with a jerk and looked up.
There stood myrelief, laughirg in

doorway. Outside, the first grey -nis
of dawn were already creeping up.
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thus detached, the mines rise to the surface,
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THE EYES OF THE BATTERY
Certain Liveliness at an Artillery Observation Post

f SK the battery if they are ready
A yet,” I said in a peevish voice,

turning away from the observa-
tion slit to address my telephonist, seated

.on the floor in the gloom behind me.
“Hallo, battery, hallo, hallo—aren’t

yer ready. yet? What, another five
minutes ? Oh, try and get a move on!”
“They say another five minutes,sir.’?
The narrow, timber-walled dug-out,

excavated out of the side of a trench,
was dimly illuminated by a single ray of
light, that came through the narrow chink
cut.in the side commanding the enemy’s
lines. A couple of planks, resting on tin
biscuit-boxes, served me for a scat, while
on the floor the second telephonist was
busily engaged in preparing the stove that
was to boil our afternoon tea—an empty
bully-beef tin, filled with odd scraps of

candle, wrapped in morsels of sandbag.
It was a quiet day on the front. Out-

side, in the trench, I could hear the men
talking—now and again the solitary crack
of some sniper’srifle. z
Then suddenly broke in the even tones

of the telephonist :
“ Battery ready to fire, sir!”
Isat up with a jerk and, turning, gazed

out of my peephole. It was a desolate
picture that. met my eyes.

Mile after mile of desdlated country,
annihilated by the deluge of shells that
had crashed down upon it, day by day,
for three years every few yards bristled
entanglements. of barbed-wire, red with
rust, and almost hidden by the long grass
that had grown up around them ; roughly
a thousand yards from my observation
post ran the two’ lines of trenches, the
soche parapet, easily distinguishable by
the multi-coloured sandbags of which it
was composed ; in between, the crowning
dreariness of No Man’s-Land, thick with
seum-covered shell-holes, and in the

background, stretching awayupthe slope,
the enemy’s support and reserve trenches,
with here and there the crumbled ruins of
afarmhouse or chateau.

The Battery Fires

Fire, No, r!?’ I said at length, glancing
instinctively at the stop-watch that was
ticking away on tlie shelf beside me.
*“No. 1 fired, sir;”.~murmured the

telephonist. nn ae :
: Five seconds gone—ten seconds gone—

fifteen seconds gone. :
“IT. leisurely picked up my powerful

field-glasses and, looking away over to the
top of-the slope, fixed my gaze on a
large “concrete dug-out, reputed by the
infantry to be a nest of machine-guns
and .trench-mortars, -
“Twenty seconds—Up -
And“ simultancously, some fifty yards

to the left and a couple of hundred yards
short of the target, a.sudden “cloud of
dust and smoke arose from the ground
and drifted slowly away in the wind.
‘Thirty minutes more right. add two

degrees,”” T gave the correction.
“Thirty minutes. more right, add two

degiees,”’ repeated the parrot voice behind
me ;~ then,.““ Correct !’’ as the message
was checked back fromthe battery.

Silence for a minute. I lit a cigarette,
and began to wonder idly whether there
really were any Huns in that» deserted
looking dug-out up onthehillside,
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By “O. PIP”
The buzzer began its staccato tic-tac.
"No. 2: fired, sir.”
I heard the screaming whistle as the

great shell rushed past, two thousand feet
overhead, in its headlong flight to the
target. My watch ticked monotonously.

Ah, there it is at last—a topping burst!
A little beyond the target this time,

but dead in line.
“ Drop thirty minutes.”
Again the pause; then:

“No. 3 fired, sir.”
I gazed expectantly through myglasses.

No. 3 had always been our best:gun of
the four, and this round ought surely to
be very near the target.
And, true enough, a perfect fountain of

smoke suddenly arises right at the foot,
as it seems, of that dug-out. I can plainly
see bits of stone and trunksof trees tossed
up into the air, and then my view is
obscured by the veil of dust.

    

Salvo of Shrapael

“OK. !- Repeat,’* murmurs the voice

behind me, repeating my order.
And whenI look out again I can plainly

see that one of the concrete walls has

subsided, and the whole erection is now

at an angle, one side being higher from
the ground than the other
And then, running like mad out across

the open, come half a dozen figures,

darting one by one from the ruins of the
wrecked dug-out. Awaytheytear,1
ing at top speedfor the shelterof afrie
trench that gapes along the side ofahill,
three or four hundred yards distant.
But the 4 5 (light howitzer) officer, who

has been watching the shoot at myside;
has seen the target. Rushine to his tele-
phone, he yells down the mouthpiece .

“ Battery, action! Three degrees left
of zero. At five thousand four hundred,
shrapnel. Salvo!” :
One minute of agonising waiting. Al-

ready the half dozen figures have near
reached shelter.

““Will they never be ready?” groans
my companion, and even as he speaks :
“ Battery ready,” says his operator.
“Fire!” the order is shouted back.

Six shells come whistling over our heads—
the excitement grows intense. The Huns
are just at the trench, when’:

Wouff ! Wouff ! Wouff ! Wouff ! Wouff !
Wouff! Right over their heads breaks
the salvo. Six little: fleecy clouds driit
away in the wind, and all around them

we can_see the hundreds of bullets splash-
ing in the waterlogged shell-holes. _Two

   
  

 

  

 

 

stagger and fall, three-jump into the
trench, and the last crawls painfully over
the ground-to reach the shelter. And:

“ Lea ready, sir !”’ says mytelephonist,

Night in the O.P.

Gradually night drew on. ©The sun
went down in a blaze of crimson glory
over behind the Boche trenches, and
visibility became worse and worse.

As the light faded so the activity in
my trench increased... Working-parties,
detailed, perhaps, for a dangerous wiring
job in No Man’s Land, trampedstolidly
past me as I stood smoking in the doorway
of my O.P. Infantry reliefs, destined for
the front line, filed through, the men
whistling cheerily the while. Machine-
guns with their crews followed, going

  

   

up to mantheir night posts. Rati
burdened down with cases of b
boxesof bis s, thermos heatei

ing hot stew, jars of rum, and pe
of water, staggered along in the rear.
About half-past nine I returned to my

lonely vigil. Every observation post
along the front is always manned both
by day and by night by an At
night there sits the officer, crari up i

his close quarters from darktill d He
dare not showa light, throug (
giving away the position of
therefore, even the distraction of reading
is barred. All night through he must sit
peering out into the darkness, with nothing
to see save the occasional flashes of o
shells as they explode over the H:
or the passing glare of a Verey| t
up from the trenches. He has no one to
tallk to, except hi telephonist, whosits,

nodding, onthe floor; the receive apped

round his head, so that anycall from the
battery may arouse himonthe instant.
The crack of a rifle or the

whistle of a shell are the only si
break the monotony.

Then, suddenly, out of the blz
in frons of me burst an infernal
sound. The crack-crack of
the furious toc-toc of machi
phut-phut of rapid. rifle fire.
down the line Vereylights began to
in cascades of white light.

I sat up with a jerk, simultane
shouting to the telephonist:

“ Get through to battery and te
to stand by!"

It was impossible to tell
happening, but bythe co j
flashes over our own trenches it
obvious that they were being heavi
shelled by the Germans.

“S$ 0.S”from tie Froat
Then I knew.
Right in front of me, o

trenches, went up a trio o
and green rockets. I tore from
and snatched up the telephone.

“Hallo!- Hallo! Tell the «
duty “S O S° on ‘right sector
Got that ?”

Already the war
we are attacked ”’
Half a dozen observation
different O.P.’s watching, as I, throu
night, had recognised the sudden b
rockets; half.a dozen tele
furiously rung up their batt

Already a hundred -gur
were crackling and_ spitting
poured forth their thousands
I could picture the scenes in-the
—the hurriedly awakened c
across to the gun-pits, the offic

ing ‘out orders from the B.C. posts,
moment’s pause, then:

“ Al cguns Yeady,. sir !.”
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Battery, salvo, fire!”
A deafening roar, six spurts

and away whistle the shells as
towards the enemytrench.

 

 > “Had a thick night of it, Smith ?”
I woke up with a jerk and looked up.
There stood myrelief, laughirg in

doorway. Outside, the first grey -nis
of dawn were already creeping up.
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Honour for Heroes Who Maintain the Tradition
PRIVATE JAMES DUFFY, Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers, of Letterkenny,

was awarded the Victoria Cross for most conspicuous bravery displayed

while his company was holding a very exposed position. Private Duffy

(a stretcher-bearer) and anotherstretcher-bearer went outto bring ina seriously

wounded comrade : when the other stretcher-bearer was wounded he returned

to get another man; when again going forward the relief stretcher-bearer
was killed. Private Duffy then went forward alone, and under heavy fire
sueceeded in getting both wounded men under ‘cover and attended to their

injuries. His gallantry undoubtedly saved both men’s lives, and he showed

throughout an utter disregard of danger under very heavyfire.
L.-Dafadar Gobind Singh, V.C., Indian Cavalry, was awarded the Victoria

Cross for most conspicuous bravery and devotion to duty in thrice volunteering

to carry messages between the regiment and Brigade Headquarters, a distance
of a mile and a half over open ground whith was under the observation and
heavy. fire of the enemy.” He succeeded each time in delivering his me re,
although on each occasion his horse was shot and he was compelled to finish
his journey onfoot.

Sister Mabel Jennings, A.R.R.C., T.F.N.S., was awarded the Military Medal
for coolness and gallantry displayed in the performance of her duties when a
casualty clearing-station was heavily shelled.

 

  

     

Tieutenant Kilroy Harris, D.S.0., M.C. and two bars, R V.R., PR.G.S.,
of New South Wales, a company commander in the Drake Batfalion of the
Royal Nayal Division, is a well-known writer and traveller. Ife has made
many notable overland journeys, his expeditions including an eight hundred
mile ride on horseback from Sydney to Brisbane, a seventeen hundred mile
eattle-driving trip, a two thousand mile drive in a one-horse sulky from Sydney
io Adelaide and back, and another drive of more than two thousand miles
from Sydneyto Broken Hilland back. Whenelected to the Royal Geographicat
Society in 1912 he was only twenty-three years of age, and was the youngest
Fellow of the Society.

Lientenant-Commander Charles Fox was captain of H.M.S. Mary Rose,
The destroyer was convoying merchantmen when, on October 17th, 1917,
flashes of gun fire were sighted astern. Tox turned toinvestigate, and presently
sighting three Germanlight cruisers, closed to within a mile, under heavy fire ;
turning to bring. his torpedo-tubes to bear, his ship was disabled bya salvo
bursting in the engine-room. ‘The captain came downfrom the bridge and
cheered his men, working the only gun left in action, with repeated cries of
“We're not done yet!” At last, unable to fire another shot, he destroyed
his papers, ordered his crew to the boats, gave the gunner the order to sink
the ship, and went downwith her with the colours flying.
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Capt. R. GEE, V.C., M.C.,

Royal Fusiliers,

 

  

 
   

   
  
 

Border Regt.

 

  
 

Pte. J. DUFFY, V.C.,
Royal Inniskilling Fus,

HONOURING THE MEMORY OF THE LATE MAJ.-GEN. 0. G. GUNNING.
General Hill presenting the Insignia of the C.M.G. and D.S.0. to General Gunning’s son. Albert Medal.
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C.F. V.C., Indian Cavalry.
L.-Dafadar GOBIND SINGH, Sister MABEL JENNINGS,

M.M., A.R.R.C., T.F.N.S. ,

 

 

cpl. C. W. TRAIN, V.C., _—~&P.. O. PITCHER,V.C., D.S.M.,
London Regt. RN.
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Lieut, E. R. HARRIES, M.C., _ Cpl. FRANKLIN, D.C.M., Lt.-

Welsh Regt. R.A.M.C,

 

Pte. J. CURRAN, D.C.M., Lt, K. HARRIS, D.S.0...M.C.,
M.M., Royal Scots. B.N.V.R-

~

  

ergt. C. E. SPACKMAN, V.C., .

Capt. O. C. BRYSON, R.F.C.,
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AIRCRAFT PICTURED & DESCRIBED.
Specially drawn for The War Illustrated

   HE German Albatros fighting one-
J. seater, pictured above,is typical of the
destroyer ©. class of machine, intended as

an answerto our fighting scouts.
. As will be seen, the body is of a very
good “streamline ’”’ shape, which. makes
for. very little real resistance, and theréby
increases the.speed of the machine:
The Albatros is of interest owing to the

 

great-amount of three-ply wood used in
the construction of the whole type, body
and tail, thereby «greatly increasing the
strength of the after-part of the machine.
Two fixed machine-guns are fitted, and
are operated bythe pilot to fire forward
through ”’ the propeller in synchronism

with: the ‘engine’ in-such a way~as to
stem the stream of bullets whenever the

il.—THE ‘V STRUT’ ALBATROS

99-25-93

f
fl

propeller blades would cross their patl
The engine is a Mercédés of 175 hor
power, and the speed of the machine
about 130 miles per hour. The nickname
“V Strut” was given to the machine on
account of the shape’ ofthe struts inter--
posed between the upper and lower wings.
This practice was first used on the French
Nieuport biplanes as far back as 1915.
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(a stretcher-bearer) and anotherstretcher-bearer went outto bring ina seriously

wounded comrade : when the other stretcher-bearer was wounded he returned

to get another man; when again going forward the relief stretcher-bearer
was killed. Private Duffy then went forward alone, and under heavy fire
sueceeded in getting both wounded men under ‘cover and attended to their
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of New South Wales, a company commander in the Drake Batfalion of the
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mile ride on horseback from Sydney to Brisbane, a seventeen hundred mile
eattle-driving trip, a two thousand mile drive in a one-horse sulky from Sydney
io Adelaide and back, and another drive of more than two thousand miles
from Sydneyto Broken Hilland back. Whenelected to the Royal Geographicat
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Lientenant-Commander Charles Fox was captain of H.M.S. Mary Rose,
The destroyer was convoying merchantmen when, on October 17th, 1917,
flashes of gun fire were sighted astern. Tox turned toinvestigate, and presently
sighting three Germanlight cruisers, closed to within a mile, under heavy fire ;
turning to bring. his torpedo-tubes to bear, his ship was disabled bya salvo
bursting in the engine-room. ‘The captain came downfrom the bridge and
cheered his men, working the only gun left in action, with repeated cries of
“We're not done yet!” At last, unable to fire another shot, he destroyed
his papers, ordered his crew to the boats, gave the gunner the order to sink
the ship, and went downwith her with the colours flying.
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I AMpleased to he
able to include

this week, in our
brilliant’ series of

sietelres by Master Writers of the War, a
contribution, “The Winners: A Tale of

the Old Contemptibles,” by Boyd Cable
(the nom de guerre of a_ brilliant officer
who-has seen much active *service. in
France).* *Boyd‘Cable has. been described
as one’ of ‘the writers “ madé by.the wat,
and “his volumes, “ Between the. Lines,
‘Grapes: of Wrath,’ etc., have enjoyed
well-merited popularity.

Health of Our Troops
At a recent mecting in honour of Sir

Alfred ‘Keogh,* who’ lately retired
after three ‘and a half years’ Service_as
Directot-General: of. the Army Medical
Services: Mrs, Aw HH. Dy Acland_ gave
some interesting: facts with regard ‘to the

health sof, the troops in. fhe Great War.
He’ pointed -out*:that= the .deaths from
itssGase<in® the South African War were

“67.per-cent., while in this war the number
s less than 4 per cent. Under,the olc

conditions,. judging “by past standa
the casualties from. typhoid would: 1
been. halffa miflion,--whereas they had
been less than’3;000. :

ECENTLY 51. gave .the astin;
particulars. of German. and British

air“raids: as they had=been presented to
f Since aAvicy were ’.so pre-

scn ed athe: tonoy & interesting com-

E Shas “been a8 wed: showing .the
droppedduring January

oothe enemy“intfic area oceupied bythe
ish troops in nee, and the number

dropped bythie :
Australian Fly:

To Enemy. British.
Days; +s Peele ieee) ODO)
Night i TOT ete eds 753)

En Total eovicag

Tt will be noted that the complete
eendancy of our airmen in daylight,

eee‘objectiyes can be best sought and
reached, is evidencedinthefact that more
than twenty-six bombs had been dropped
on the enemy’slines for évery_one,that he
dropped on ours. On-the average of day
and night together the proporton is Anore
than)five pemes to one:

Lj402ie. 00s 73055

es Conscience Doth Make Cowards”

HAVE ‘Sometimes wondered whether
Shakespeare's dictum that conscierice

doth “make “cowards of. us all. has not
frequently, been “reversed ,, within * these
years of *wat, if, that is, cowards havenot
made-‘. consciences, es “and 1 wondered

anewif that was not so when:f happened ~
upon the following. passage ip.“an ~old-
time volume ;

To objections from conscience I can, of
course, answer in+no other -way _than -by
requesting the youthful “objector toascertain
with strict self-examination, “whether?other
influences may not<be: at<jWwork, whether
spirits “not of health,’ and ‘with: wliispers
not from-heaven,’* may: not be<walkin‘’

in the twilight._of his: *Gonsciousness.-» Lict
him cataloguehis scruples,.and. réduce them
to a distinct int ‘Ah gible form;. oie him: be

certain that he has read with a docile mind it aS ups to the Herr Doctor to_satisfy
and favourable dispositions the best and the world at large that any thing is to be
most, fundamental works. on the subject;
that he*has had both mind and heart opened
to the great andillustrious qualities of the
may venowtiéd characters who had doubted
like himself, and whose researches had ended
in the clear conviction that their doubts had
been groundless, or; at least, in no proportion
to the ~counter-weight, <Happy will it be
forsucha man, if among his, contemporaties.
older than himéclf, he‘should meet» with one
who, with similar powers andfeelings as acute
as his own haderitertained the samescruples ;
-had acted upon them; and who, .by after
reseatch. had <discovered “himself to have
quarrelled with received gpinions only tohave
embraced errors. ine

[t is, true that those words of Samuel
Taylor Coleridge .:were written about
something -other than” military service,
but they:‘might well -be pondered by v3
“C:0.'5 42 of to-day,

ERR *SCHULZE GAEVERNILZ; a>
Radical member of ..the* Reichstag,

made. a speech recently, which: is satis-
factory evidence that the Allies» are

 

 

    
 

 

‘« Boyd Cable,’’ the celebrated “author”
whose tale of the Old Contemptibles; ©
‘The Winners,” specially written:for
«The, War. Illustrated,” appears in

‘this issue. vee

damping the enthusiasm ofthe German
people for air raids bytheir-energetic and
successful reprisals. ‘‘ We are not, bar-
barians,’’ the Herr Doctor protested;.with

greater piteousness than accuracy. ““.We
never ‘bombed Oxford’ whereas the Allies
have shamefully bombed our--uniyersity

,town, Treiburg. The same -hatred. nov
boiling’ in évéry Freiburg heart must boil

sin the:hearts of Parisians: and: Londoners.
Naturally this only prolongs. the war.
Could “not “international “agreements be
arrived at prohibiting air bombardments
outside the army ‘zones ? ?’ Loud cheers
greeted the suggestion. Ihave always
‘heen under the-impression that Louvain
vas a university, town,» and most ‘people
will tegard: the s > bombardment

of Rheims . Cathedral.as* indicative- of
something: approaching bartbarism; And

 

ated and‘published -by-the-AMALGAMATED
and NewZealand>
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gained by entering into agreements with
Germany. There was an international
agreement, one remembers, providing for

the neutrality of Belgium, What about
that ?

EPERRINGagain to slang phrases, by
the way, I:see that the Australian

soldiers .are< credited with ‘calling--their
country by the diminutive of “Aussie ’
(pronounced»/‘Ozzy.’’),° and . that they
dub a chum a “‘ cobbery’ Purther, it. is
said that-a man who has had. a ‘* bosker
time on leave has had a good time,’ and<
that. the French tout suitehas been port-
manteaued into ““ tootsweet;” and ‘ampli-
fiedinto ‘ the tooter the sweeter.’’. Itis to’
be:hoped that somebodyis ¢ompiling-a
slang dictionary of the years of war.

The Teutonic ‘‘ Must”

ERMANYpossesses an, Imperial Pro-
paganda Department for the

Enlightenment. of Ioreign Countries, and
one of’ the writers employed” by. that
départment (Dr. Alfred Lanick) has lately
published a book on “ Clearness About
War Aims,’ which suggests that Germany

has as yet not mzistered the AB C of the
lesson which she has to. be taught: before
the world can hope for a peace which
would be anything more than a pause in
preparation ‘for further war,+ Says Dr.
Lanick::

In_order. to protect ourselves from the
destructive will, of our enemies. for all time—
and this=will to:destroy,us will exist in the
future—we must first _of- all. obtain those
strategic’ extensions <of Our frontiers which,

sin the’ dpinion offotrnaval and military ex-
+ perts, are necess for our security.. Further,
+ we tMhust“add-.to, this So much’ territory in
the opinions, of: our. economic authorities, will
guarantee us or economic~ development,
‘These territories must be_ politically advan-
tagéous: and° Compatible with a healthy: prin-
ciple of natievahty.” For this reason. there
must bé ne,soft-of timidity at, the adoption ’of
measures ‘whiel Hiay,seem to be temporarily
harsh—such, -for-example, as:the deportation
of a whole popyttétions< Por such measures
serve to ¢liminate the: possibility of a future
war, and‘ therefore-egn form to the*high moral

- object ofa World

si Fire and Rain

OPULAR beliefs are jist tenacious
Again and again during the war has

been repeated the: ola idea ‘of great gun
firing: producing rains Vagain and again
have the menof scienee told us that there
is ‘“nothing init.’ ow I see that Mr.
Fredérick J. Brodie, writing in ‘‘ Symons’s
Meteorological Magazine,” ‘cites some facts
to prove that the supposed connectionis
not: wholly:imaginary. Statistics for the
past three years showastriking increase
of, rainfall, (as compared withthe years
.1909-12) over the eastern and southern

districts, -which are nearest the battle-
fields’.in I’rance- and Belgium. In the
case of the south-eastern corner of England

the increase shownis as much as 26 per
cent. ; while in the localities féurthestfrom

the scene of fighting—Lancashire and
Cumberland,* North Wales; and the. West
of Scotland—therainfallhadin every case
diminished.
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Electrically Heated Clothes, Enabling Airmen to Endure
Intense Cold at Great Heights, is a British Invention 
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HESE really are very disconcerting
times in which to live. One never

knows what is going to happen next.
Walking with decorous gravity down my
front steps this morning and upthe street
with intent to get upon an omnibus, I had
the slight misfortune to be overtaken by
an acquaintance whom-I am_ generally
careful to avoid, because he has a stammer
which is a much greater affliction to me
than it appears to be to himself. He had
the effrontery to touch me on the back
-—I loathe bemg pawed—and, ignoring my
scowl, he said as briskly as his impediment
allowed: ‘‘ You've g-g-g-got to g-9-g-go
to b-b-bedat half-past nine,”

 

T= announcement was so entirely
unexpected that it almost upset the

equanimity, proper to an English gentle-
man in any emergency, which I like to
think I possess. Perhaps: some sub-
conscious premonition of the time he
would take to explain what he meant,
owing to his impediment of speech, helped
to prevent me from asking what the
dickens he did mean. However this may
have been, all I said was: “ Yes, and it’s
nearly half-past nine now. I must hurry
or I shall be late.” And I scurried away
from -him as f as the White Rabbit
scurried from Alice when on his wayto
the Duchess.

STABLISHED on the top of an omni
bus, I opened my morning paper

and saw light at once. The Board of
Trade, I read, had in preparation a war

sure under which all places of enter-
inment andpublic restaurants in T_ondon

and the South of England would be closed
at 9.30 p.m!, the measure, if decided upon,
to take effect, most appropriately, on

A littl map of Eneland,

 

   

  
    

  
  

  
April ist.
showing the suggested line of demarcation
between South and North for the purposes
of the measure, proved graphically that a
season ticket between London and any
town in the area unaffected would be
beyond my power to afford ott of my
present salary. And finding myself thus
further involved in the meshes of Dora
Dominatrix, I proceeded to read the
arguments advanced in favour~-of her
latest encroachment upon my personal,
liberty, testily vowing that I would ne’er
censent, while all the time consenting.

 

   

 

To arguments are, indeed, unanswer-
able. The combative spirit of the

Englishman prompts him to resent the
recognition of the existence of German
flying men that is made by excluding
large assemblies of people from anysingle
building to which they may be disposed
to flock. In view of the fact, however,
that raiders scattering bombs blindly over
London have dropped some near theatres
before, commonsenseis obliged to confe:
that the’responsibility upon the managersa 5
of houses usually crowded is too great to

 

be allowed’ to continue ; and; further, it
vould ‘be contrary to the public interest
to allow-a practice to be continued which
might, -by chance, give the enemy the

faction of causing a large number of
sualties bya single high-explosive bomb.
one whose memories include a theatre
ster such as thuse that occurred long

ago at Exeter and Sunderland will depre-
cate as-" grandmotherly ”’ any legislation
that diminishes the likelihood of another
befalling. s

    

  

  

UCH more cogent—irresistible in-
decd—is the argument that, unless

light and fuel are economised rigorously
during the summer, the supply of house-
hold coal will be insufficient next winter.
It has been bad enough lately to see the
queues of people waiting outside grocers’
shops for sugar and tea, and it was bad
enough to see the queues of people that
waited outside greengrocers’ shops some
time ago for potatoes, but in both these
instances the onlooker could derive some
comfort from the reflection that the
queues were not brought there by sheer
necessity ; the people could have done
without all those commodities and not
have beenreally distressed. It is certainly
no hardship to drink coffee without sugar;
for children, cocoa is probably better than

either tea or coffee. And in England, at
any rate, there was no danger of poor
people actually starving last winter, even
if for weeks on end some of them got no
potatoes at all.

ze coal shortage was a much more
serious matter. In the faces of the

women lined up outside the yards of small
retailers of coal in poor districts, and
thronging round the waggons and lorries
of coalmen selling hundredweight and
half-hundredweight sacks in better-class
streets, I Nave seen an expression often

that. told of painful anxiety, and some-
fimes of tragedy.
food was practically out of their reach,
for in few of their small houses or single
rooms were gas stoves to be found. And
there may have been a sick child m the
cold room at home, whose life depended
on the warmth which without coal could
not be produced. For all of them there
was a ast ~imecrease of misery -.and
wretchedness and dirt,

NE remembers ‘stories, told in lighter
mood, of rich people calling in costly

motor-cars at the little shops and trium-
phantly bearing away with them half a

  

A Prayer in KMhaki
Tt would be diffienlt to find a stronger contrast

to the blasphemous familiarity with. the-Divine |
Majesty, that is so shocking a note in all the Kaiser's
professions of his faith, than the simple trust and
modest courage that find utterance in this poem by
Robert Garland, written in an American training
camp. Something of the Puritan spirit that made
Cromwell’s Ironsides such formidable: fighting men
informs the grave and earnest lines, which we
fete from a recent number of the New York
“ Outlook.’ <

O LORD, my God, accept my prayer of
__, thanks

That Thouhast placed me humbly in the ranks
Where I can do my part, all unafraid—
A simple soldier in Thy great crusade.

   

I pray Thee, Lord,let others take command ;
Enough forme, a rifle in my hand,
Thy blood-red banner ever leading me
Where I can fight for liberty and Thee.

‘Give others, God,the glory ; mine the right
Tostand beside my comradesin the fight,
To die, it need be, in some foreign land—
Absolved and solaced by.a soldier's hand.

O Lord, my God, pray hearken to my prayer
And keep meever humble, keep me where
Thefight is thickest, where, ‘midst steel and

flame,
Thysonsgive battle, calling on Thy name.

  

Without coal, cooked -

XxX

hundredweight of the precious mineral.
For them it was something of an adven-
ture, with a strong admixture, no doubt,
of the really unpleasant; but they at
any rate were sure of their hot meals,
cooked on gas stoves at home or bought
at club or restaurant, and they were
warmly clad, and were inconvenienced at

worst, not affected in health.

an intermediate class there was an
_ amount of inconvenience that bor-

dered closely on distress. I myself had
experiences which, after the event, can be .
presented in a more or less humorous
light, but were far from amusing at the
time ; when, after a day spent in a warm

and comfortable room in the offices of the
firm for which I work, I spent an hour
and two hours wandering round mean
streets in the quarter of the town where
I lived in search of fuel for the little flat,
and deemed myself most fortunate if I
could stagger home with sixpennyworthof
coal in a fish-bag in one hand and dragging
a sack with twenty-eight pounds of coke
in it with the other. If I was not fortunate
in my quest, I passed the rest of the
evening in the free library, and when
closing time came went. home to the cold
flat and to bed forthwith, cancelling all
the merit I might have won by such
sobriety of conduct by myreally shocking
bad temper. :

pF Dora’s new pronunciamento means
that there will be no return of the

discomfort and inconvenience and distress
that we knew. last year, we shall obey it
gladly enough—would do. so even -if
curfew rang at cight o'clock instead of
half-past nine, In our inmost. hearts we
rather like Dora, though we maintain our
British right. to grumble at her inter-
ference with what we call our liberty. I
will surrender myliberty to her without a -
murmur, and so will every right-thinking
Briton whostill prefers death to slavery.

ND there, now I come to think of it,
is the point at which I aimed when

‘I first’ seized Iny grey goose-quill to-night.
ft is not Dora whois interfering with our.
liberties, debarring us from getting good
beer whenever we feel inclined ‘for it,
turning us out of restaurants at half-past
nine instead of half-past twelve, darkenirg.
our streets, and compelling us to abandon
our Wayzgooses, Or waysgeeze, or wayz-
goosen—ivhat is the plural. of that very
singular word? It is the Kaiser who is
the culprit, and every sturdy Briton ought
to remember the fact.

os OW much longer, pray, will you
abuse our forbearance ?, How

much farther yet will you run amok-in
your megalomania and your unbridled
presumption ?” Many years have gone
by since I first read that passage in the
original, but to-night a tricksy memory
recalled the opening words, and I took
down a shabby old school-book from a
shelf, to be interested in the applicability
to the Kaiser, in the year of our Lord
nineteen, hundred and eighteen, of words
thundered by Cicero against Catilina in
the Temple of Jupiter Stator on the. 7th
of November in the year 63 before Christ.
Maythe end of the Kaiser and-his cause
be annihilation as complete as thatwhich
overtook Catilina. : c. M.
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HESE really are very disconcerting
times in which to live. One never

knows what is going to happen next.
Walking with decorous gravity down my
front steps this morning and upthe street
with intent to get upon an omnibus, I had
the slight misfortune to be overtaken by
an acquaintance whom-I am_ generally
careful to avoid, because he has a stammer
which is a much greater affliction to me
than it appears to be to himself. He had
the effrontery to touch me on the back
-—I loathe bemg pawed—and, ignoring my
scowl, he said as briskly as his impediment
allowed: ‘‘ You've g-g-g-got to g-9-g-go
to b-b-bedat half-past nine,”

 

T= announcement was so entirely
unexpected that it almost upset the

equanimity, proper to an English gentle-
man in any emergency, which I like to
think I possess. Perhaps: some sub-
conscious premonition of the time he
would take to explain what he meant,
owing to his impediment of speech, helped
to prevent me from asking what the
dickens he did mean. However this may
have been, all I said was: “ Yes, and it’s
nearly half-past nine now. I must hurry
or I shall be late.” And I scurried away
from -him as f as the White Rabbit
scurried from Alice when on his wayto
the Duchess.

STABLISHED on the top of an omni
bus, I opened my morning paper

and saw light at once. The Board of
Trade, I read, had in preparation a war

sure under which all places of enter-
inment andpublic restaurants in T_ondon

and the South of England would be closed
at 9.30 p.m!, the measure, if decided upon,
to take effect, most appropriately, on
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GERMANTHRUST FOR THE OPEN SEA

rEEKafter week the almost illimit~
W able consequencesof the appalling

collapse of Russia continue to be
revealed. Fresh aspects of the gigantic
tragedy are constantly being opened up.
It has suddenly been realised that the
policy of Germany has undergone a new
development in the wintry north.
Through the protectorate which she

establishing over Finland, Germany:
seeking to obtain-an ice-free port in,the
Arctic seas. If she succeeds, the \hele~

future naval position of Great Britain:
and the United States may be affected,
We can stand watch and ward over the
approaches to Wilhelmshaven and Wiel,
but we can never hope to hemin a German
naval base in the Arctic Circle. If Ger-
many completes her plans in Finland, she
will obtain open access to the Atlantic.
The situation alters so frequently, new

developments are so incessant, that even.
diligent observers can scarcely follow the

meaning of so kaleidoscopican outlook. It
is quite certain that when Germanywent
to war she was thinking of Brussels and
agdad, and not of the North Cape and the
midnight sun; yet to-dayshe is taking-
advantage in every direction of Russia’s
downiall, and her scheme for reaching

oceanic water through Lapland is a very
gravemenace. It may eventually threaten
the supremacy of the Royal Navy, on
whichthesecurityof these islands depends.

Let me try to unravel as simply as
possible a very tangled story, and explain
the successive complications which have
ied Germany to thrust for the opensea.

   

 

  

Fians aad Prussians Akin

The bulk of the people of Finland have
not been well disposed towards the
\llies during the war, because of their
ingrained .and not unnatural hostility
towards Russia. Finland has been an
cbject of warlike contention between
Russia and Sweden fdr eight hundred
years, but during the greater part of that
long period the country was Swedish.
Ressia finally obtained possession: of
Finland and the Aland Islands in 1808,
but the Finns were always allowed tc
retain a large measure of independence.
Russia granted Finland an extremely
democratic Constitution in 1905 in response
to prolonged agitation, but the Finns
remained discontented because oppressive
and even tyrannous Russian influences
were afterwards exercised against them.

It is not generally recognised in ‘this
country that the Finns and the Prussians
are Tacially akin. The Prussians are not
Teutonic, as is commonly supposed. Their
ethnological origin is Finno-Slav. The
Prussians, the Finns, the Magyars, the
Bulgars, and-the Turks have all sprung
from the same Turanian stock, and this
undoubted fact goes far to explain the
links which bind all these races together
in the present war. The true Pan-
Turanian movement is not merely Turkish.
It extends from Finland through East
Prussia and Potsdam:and Budapest. to
Constantinople and the steppes of Central
Asia. If our people appreciated this sur-
prising ethnological kinship there would
be a better understanding of the remark-
able alliances’ now visible in Eastern
Europe and Western Asia.
The Russian Bolshevists, after seizing

power Jast November, very quickly sent
emissaries into Finland to stir up the

   

By Lovat Fraser
fe ’class warfare’? which is the real object
they have always had in view. The
Bolshevist agents succeeded only too well,
and the horrors which have marked the

civil war in Finland are worse than any
recorded in Russia. Wholesale murders
of well-to-do people have been committed,
and the Prime Minister of Finland only
saved his life by escaping in a small
steamer ‘actoss the Baltic. He reached

~ Berlin on March 12th as a refugee, to be
‘received by the Kaiser with open arms.

New German-Finnish Treaty

Finland had been declared a Republic
during the earlier stages of the Russian
Revolution. After Germany had extorted
sham “peace” treaties at Brest Litovsk
irom the Ukraine and from the Russian
Bolshevists, she madea separate “‘ treaty ”
on March 8th at Berlin with the Finns.
It is not clear what mandate the delegates
from Finland possessed, The Finnish
“White Guards” and the Bolshevist
“ Red Guards ” were fighting one another
at the time, and the Prime Minister,
M. Svinhufvud, must then have been

escaping from the Bolshevists.
The practical effect of the “ treaty?’ is

that Germany takes the Republic of Fin-
Jand under her protection. The Aland
Islands are recognised as forming part of
iinnish territory, These islands are an
extensive archipelago at the entrance to
the Gulf of Bothnia, and they command

the Upper Baltic. They were taken from
Sweden-by Russia in 1809, and are still
chiefly populated by persons of Swedish
descent. Theré is more than one excel-
lent potential naval harbourintheislands, ~

within three hours’ fast steaming of the
approaches to Stockholm. .While Russia
held the archipelago she was unable to
make anyserious strategic use of it through:
fear of incurring German resentment.
Now that Germany is supreme in the
Baltic, she can utilise the islands to domi-
nate and overawe Sweden. Already she
has assembled warships there, and has
landed troops. It is not surprising that
Sweden at last begins bitterly to regret
her complacent attitude towards Germany
throughout the war. ;

Outlet in the Arctic

Having seized the Aland Islands, com-
mandeered the food stocksof the islanders,

and instituted a most oppressive system
of control, Germanyis nowsending troops
into Finland ‘“‘to restore order.” Most
of the Finns welcome her intervention,
because they wish to see an end of the
horrible massacres and destruction inces-
santly perpetrated by the Bolshevist
“Red Guards”; but a small minority
are believed to turn towards the Allies,
because they realise that ‘ Germany over
all” means an end to all prospect of the
genuine independence which Finland has
always craved and never found.
And here I approach the culminating

point of this involved narrative. A
“treaty ’’ Was also signed at the begin-
ning of March between the Russian
Bolshevists and Finland, which contained
some remarkable. provisions. The full
text has not been published, but appar-
ently the Bolshevists’ consented to an
expansion of the northern and eastern
boundaries of Finland. You must under-
stand that up till now the boundaries of

Finland have not extended to the Arctic
Ocean, and they were drawn very far to
the west of the great gulf known as the
White Sea. The Bolshevists are said to
have given to Finland that portion of
Russian Lapland which touches the
Azctic Ocean, and they also permitted
the Finns to extend their frontiers cast-
ward to the White Sea. Virland de-
manded a port in the Arctic, and the
Bolshevists gave it to them. Under
present conditions, a Finnish port in Lap-
land will be a German port. 1 am person-
ally more than ever convinced by this
event that the Bolshevists are secretly
working in collusion with Germany.

Consider what. this concession means.
Because Archangel is frozen up in winter,
the Russians have laboriously constructed
since the war began a line, called the

Murman Railway, to Kola, on the Arctic
Ocean, not far from the frontier of Norway.

Kola lies at the head of a small gulf known
as Ekaterina Harbour, which is washed

by warm currents from the south, and is
free from ice all the year round. To-day
the Murman Railway and Kola represent
Russia’s sole ice-free outlet to the worlc
without. She is cut off from the Black
Sea and the Baltic, and a line of new
German States, stretching from Finland
to Odessa, bars her from access by land

to the rest of Europe. The extension of
Finland’s boundaries means that Germany
will soon gain control of the Murman
Railway and its terminal port, and Russia
will be completely landlocked. The only
door left to her will be Archangel, which
is ice-bound for many months each year.

Perii to Scandinavia

In order to appreciate this grave issue,
the question should be studied with the
aid of good. modern maps. I can also
recommend an admirable book, entitled
“Through Lapland with Skis and “Rein-
deer,’ recently written” by. Mr._Frank
Hedges Butler, which gives a very full
account of this region. Mr. Butler,who
travelled through Lapland™ only’a few
months before the war,dwells upon the
comparative mildness of the climate, and
quotes the opinion of a naval officer: that
“the harbours of Russian Laplandare in
every Tespect equal to those of Northern
Norway ; they would makeequally good.
naval or commercial stations.” seh

It is this mild northern area which
Germany now aspires to control, in addi-
tion to alf her conquests in Eastern
Europe. Her scheme is one more bid
for the Admiralty of the Atlantic. The
acquisition of Ekaterina Harbour as a
naval base would mean the creation of a
German Vladivostok in the north.

Jf any further proof were needed that
Germany aims at world-domination, it
can be found in this new scheme, disclosed
within the last few weeks. The Scandi-’
navian nations have at last awakened to
their deadly peril,-after having fancied
for years that their only menace was to
be found in Russia. When will our own
countrymenrealise the full andimmeasur-
able extent of the German danger? I

“say again, as I have said so often in this
journal, that there is only one.way to
smash these vast designs, and that way is

to fight doggedly on until we andour!
Allies, have inflicted an overwhelming

defeat upon .the German Army. “o
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cbject of warlike contention between
Russia and Sweden fdr eight hundred
years, but during the greater part of that
long period the country was Swedish.
Ressia finally obtained possession: of
Finland and the Aland Islands in 1808,
but the Finns were always allowed tc
retain a large measure of independence.
Russia granted Finland an extremely
democratic Constitution in 1905 in response
to prolonged agitation, but the Finns
remained discontented because oppressive
and even tyrannous Russian influences
were afterwards exercised against them.

It is not generally recognised in ‘this
country that the Finns and the Prussians
are Tacially akin. The Prussians are not
Teutonic, as is commonly supposed. Their
ethnological origin is Finno-Slav. The
Prussians, the Finns, the Magyars, the
Bulgars, and-the Turks have all sprung
from the same Turanian stock, and this
undoubted fact goes far to explain the
links which bind all these races together
in the present war. The true Pan-
Turanian movement is not merely Turkish.
It extends from Finland through East
Prussia and Potsdam:and Budapest. to
Constantinople and the steppes of Central
Asia. If our people appreciated this sur-
prising ethnological kinship there would
be a better understanding of the remark-
able alliances’ now visible in Eastern
Europe and Western Asia.
The Russian Bolshevists, after seizing

power Jast November, very quickly sent
emissaries into Finland to stir up the

   

By Lovat Fraser
fe ’class warfare’? which is the real object
they have always had in view. The
Bolshevist agents succeeded only too well,
and the horrors which have marked the

civil war in Finland are worse than any
recorded in Russia. Wholesale murders
of well-to-do people have been committed,
and the Prime Minister of Finland only
saved his life by escaping in a small
steamer ‘actoss the Baltic. He reached

~ Berlin on March 12th as a refugee, to be
‘received by the Kaiser with open arms.

New German-Finnish Treaty

Finland had been declared a Republic
during the earlier stages of the Russian
Revolution. After Germany had extorted
sham “peace” treaties at Brest Litovsk
irom the Ukraine and from the Russian
Bolshevists, she madea separate “‘ treaty ”
on March 8th at Berlin with the Finns.
It is not clear what mandate the delegates
from Finland possessed, The Finnish
“White Guards” and the Bolshevist
“ Red Guards ” were fighting one another
at the time, and the Prime Minister,
M. Svinhufvud, must then have been

escaping from the Bolshevists.
The practical effect of the “ treaty?’ is

that Germany takes the Republic of Fin-
Jand under her protection. The Aland
Islands are recognised as forming part of
iinnish territory, These islands are an
extensive archipelago at the entrance to
the Gulf of Bothnia, and they command

the Upper Baltic. They were taken from
Sweden-by Russia in 1809, and are still
chiefly populated by persons of Swedish
descent. Theré is more than one excel-
lent potential naval harbourintheislands, ~

within three hours’ fast steaming of the
approaches to Stockholm. .While Russia
held the archipelago she was unable to
make anyserious strategic use of it through:
fear of incurring German resentment.
Now that Germany is supreme in the
Baltic, she can utilise the islands to domi-
nate and overawe Sweden. Already she
has assembled warships there, and has
landed troops. It is not surprising that
Sweden at last begins bitterly to regret
her complacent attitude towards Germany
throughout the war. ;

Outlet in the Arctic

Having seized the Aland Islands, com-
mandeered the food stocksof the islanders,

and instituted a most oppressive system
of control, Germanyis nowsending troops
into Finland ‘“‘to restore order.” Most
of the Finns welcome her intervention,
because they wish to see an end of the
horrible massacres and destruction inces-
santly perpetrated by the Bolshevist
“Red Guards”; but a small minority
are believed to turn towards the Allies,
because they realise that ‘ Germany over
all” means an end to all prospect of the
genuine independence which Finland has
always craved and never found.
And here I approach the culminating

point of this involved narrative. A
“treaty ’’ Was also signed at the begin-
ning of March between the Russian
Bolshevists and Finland, which contained
some remarkable. provisions. The full
text has not been published, but appar-
ently the Bolshevists’ consented to an
expansion of the northern and eastern
boundaries of Finland. You must under-
stand that up till now the boundaries of

Finland have not extended to the Arctic
Ocean, and they were drawn very far to
the west of the great gulf known as the
White Sea. The Bolshevists are said to
have given to Finland that portion of
Russian Lapland which touches the
Azctic Ocean, and they also permitted
the Finns to extend their frontiers cast-
ward to the White Sea. Virland de-
manded a port in the Arctic, and the
Bolshevists gave it to them. Under
present conditions, a Finnish port in Lap-
land will be a German port. 1 am person-
ally more than ever convinced by this
event that the Bolshevists are secretly
working in collusion with Germany.

Consider what. this concession means.
Because Archangel is frozen up in winter,
the Russians have laboriously constructed
since the war began a line, called the

Murman Railway, to Kola, on the Arctic
Ocean, not far from the frontier of Norway.

Kola lies at the head of a small gulf known
as Ekaterina Harbour, which is washed

by warm currents from the south, and is
free from ice all the year round. To-day
the Murman Railway and Kola represent
Russia’s sole ice-free outlet to the worlc
without. She is cut off from the Black
Sea and the Baltic, and a line of new
German States, stretching from Finland
to Odessa, bars her from access by land

to the rest of Europe. The extension of
Finland’s boundaries means that Germany
will soon gain control of the Murman
Railway and its terminal port, and Russia
will be completely landlocked. The only
door left to her will be Archangel, which
is ice-bound for many months each year.

Perii to Scandinavia

In order to appreciate this grave issue,
the question should be studied with the
aid of good. modern maps. I can also
recommend an admirable book, entitled
“Through Lapland with Skis and “Rein-
deer,’ recently written” by. Mr._Frank
Hedges Butler, which gives a very full
account of this region. Mr. Butler,who
travelled through Lapland™ only’a few
months before the war,dwells upon the
comparative mildness of the climate, and
quotes the opinion of a naval officer: that
“the harbours of Russian Laplandare in
every Tespect equal to those of Northern
Norway ; they would makeequally good.
naval or commercial stations.” seh

It is this mild northern area which
Germany now aspires to control, in addi-
tion to alf her conquests in Eastern
Europe. Her scheme is one more bid
for the Admiralty of the Atlantic. The
acquisition of Ekaterina Harbour as a
naval base would mean the creation of a
German Vladivostok in the north.

Jf any further proof were needed that
Germany aims at world-domination, it
can be found in this new scheme, disclosed
within the last few weeks. The Scandi-’
navian nations have at last awakened to
their deadly peril,-after having fancied
for years that their only menace was to
be found in Russia. When will our own
countrymenrealise the full andimmeasur-
able extent of the German danger? I

“say again, as I have said so often in this
journal, that there is only one.way to
smash these vast designs, and that way is

to fight doggedly on until we andour!
Allies, have inflicted an overwhelming

defeat upon .the German Army. “o
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America Prepared&Resourcefulin the War

  

 

  

Preparing a pointed argument for the Hun. American soldier'in France “ pointing *’ his bayonet on a grindstone. Right: Americans
who haveinstantly affixed their gas-masks sounding a Klaxon horn to give the alarm that gas-bombsare coming over.
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lines of communication through a French village.
American linesmen putting up telephone wires for their Locomotive engineers of the American Expeditionary Force putting the

finishing touches to a Baldwin engine in France.
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Light artillery squad of Americans arriving on the range for practice behind the lines in France. Recently there has been newsof variouspoints at whichthe American troopsarein the firing-line ; many thousands moreare in reserve camps and training camps.
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Members ofan Australian Tunnelling Company on the western front constructing an underground dug-out. Wonderful underground work
has been achieved by the miner soldiers from Australia. Right: In the subterranean cookhouse of an Australian Tunnelling Company.

 
 

 

 
Australian machine-gun position on the western front. Right: In an Aus-
tralian Tunnelling Company’s rescue station. The men are provided with ‘
special respirators and have smal! cage-birds to give warning of impure air. z

 

 
 

 
   
 
 

ina British underground cookhouse near the front tine, fully equipped so that everything can be ca;ried on inthe deep dug-out; the pre-

pared foodis hauled to the surface for distribution. Right: Australians boring with a Wombatdrill a ventilating hole for a deep dug-ous
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SOWINGTHE SEAS WITH MINES
Huns’ Cowardly Misuse of a Legitimate

the submarine mine should make
so strong an appeal to the German

type of mind, and that is that when you
are hit by a mine you can’t hit back. Sink
or swim, you have just got to go through
with it, knowing that. the enemy ship
which placed the mine in that particular
spot has ‘probably been back inport for
some days, and will for ever be ignorant—
and inditferent—as to whether her victims
were British men-of-war’s men or neutral
passenger folk. The submarine mine is
perfectly legitimate as a weapon of war,
but. all the illegitimate methods of using

oeis one very Obvious reason why.

it were exhausted by the enemy long ago. _
They leave loose mines adrift in the seas
at the mercy of wind and tide; they
plant anchored fields right in the track
of merchant shipping, and never warn
neutrals whose vessels. may steam
calamitously into the midst of them;
and they have never, of course, even
pretended to adhere to that Hague agree-
ment which declared that all mines should
be so constructed as to become harmless
within a few hours if they were broken
adrift from their moorings. It is possibly
news to'some, by the way, that the
position of minefields outside territorial
waters should, according to international
law, be published to the world. The
object of the publication is, of course,
to prevent unnecessary risks being: run
by neutral merchantmen; and it does
not necessarily affect the military value
of the mines, which, in most cases where,
they are used legitimately, are used not
so much to sink ships as to prevent the
use of certain channels or areas byhostile
vessels.

Pre-War Preparation

Germany had made ample preparations
for the use of mines before the ~war,
though the fact was not evident from
published information. Within a few
hours of our declaration of war the con-
verted liner KGnigin Luise was discovered
laying mines off the East Coast—proof
positive that the policy was decided upon
and prepared for long before the war,
since a ship cannot. be converted into a
minelayer ina few hours. The Luise was
sunk, but our first war loss was registered
in her name, for the light cruiser Amphion
came to. grief in that minefield next day.
As the war has progressed, the cult of

the mine has gained extraordinary
popularity in Germany. We had early
evidence that ordinary German warships
carried a liberal supply, for when the two
attacks were made'on the East Coast by
“ tip-and-run ” cruiser squadrons towards
the end of 1914 large numbers of mines
were scattered about, disorganising our
trafic and throwing a vast amount of
highly dangerous work upon the mine-
sweeping flotillas, then just bourgeoning
into effectiveness.
From that time onwards the menace

of the mine has never ceased to grow,
although, thanks to the heroic and un-
remitting labours of the gallant fishermen
who are in the main responsible for
countering this particular phase of the
enemy's activity, the damage they do is
surprisingly small. ,

_ At the same time the necessity for
keeping the seas as clear as possible
imposes a great drain upon our resources

By PERCIVAL A. HISLAM
in, men and small craft, so that even from
that point of view the Germans may
regard themselves well repaid for their own
outlay. However that may be, they have
in the Jast year or two vastly extended
their arrangements for minelaying, not
only from submarines—of which more
later—but from surface ships.
When the raider Wolf broke through

our blockade she carried with her such a
supply-of mines that she was able, not
onlyto deposit several~“‘ fields” of her
own, but also to fit out the captured
British steanter Turritella as an auxiliary
minelayer. The latter’s career was short,
and she was scuttled by her prize crew
to prevent her recapture by a British
warship; but one of the Wolf's mines
sank the P. & O. liner Mongolia off
Bombaylast year.

“‘Minelaying Cruisers”

Nearer home the Germans have made
preparations for minelaying on a vast ~
scale. The Albatross, one of their two
original ships designed for this purpose,
was driven ashore and badly damaged
.on the coast of Gothland, in the Baltic,

by a Russian squadron in July, ro15.
On the other hand, nearly all the older
cruisers have, without surrendering their
normal armament, been converted for
the scattering of mines, of which from
eighty to one hundred:and twenty are
carried by each ship, according to type,
while new vessels designed since the out-
break of war seem all to have had this
minelaying characteristic embodied in
their construction. Take, for instazice,
the new Emden class. The new Emden—
and several others of like character—is
now in service. They are of 5,400 tons
and 28 knots speed, and they carry the
powerful armament for their size of ten
59 in. guns. In addition to their guns,all
the new Emdens carry one hundred and
twenty mines—and there are understood
to be at least six of them.

Far more notable, however, as marking
the embodiment of lessons Germany has
learned from the war, is a batch of so-
called “ minelaying cruisers,” of which
six are known to be named Brummer,
Bremse, Hummel, Natter, Skorpion, and
Wespe. These vessels would be formidable
as ordinary cruisers, for on a displacement
of 4,000 tons they steam 35 knots, and
carry an armament of four 5°9 in. and
eight 4°r in. guns. Ontop of this, how-
ever, each vesselis fitted to carry and sow
four hundred and eighty mines, so that
on a single excursion one of them, given
the opportunity, could deposit one mine
every half mile of the distance between
Norway and the coast of Scotland. The
particular object with which these vessels
have been built we do not know,

Naval Battles—and Mines

Ten years or more ago Commander
(now Commodore) Murray Sueter, R.N.,
wrote that “the future — successful
naval tactician will not be the one who
places his fleet in the most advantageous
position for gun fire, but the one who can

force his opponent over a skilfully mined
area.” It is, perhaps, difficult to imagine
that the German Fleet will ever “‘ force ’’
the British Fleet anywhere, but the word
“entice ”’ may be substituted. For the

Weapon ofWar

greater part of the Jutland Battle our
movements, in spite of our superior
strength, had to rest upon those of: the
enemy, and it is conceivable that he might,
on some future and similar occasion,
endeavour to lead our squadrons into a
hurriedly-laid minefield of whose existence
our commanders were not aware—such a”
field, for instance, as might be prepared
in a night by a couple of vessels: of the
Emdenclass.

Tt may be recalled in connection .with
Commodore Sueter’s theory that in one
commuyigué, dealing with the January
sortie of the Goeben and Breslau, the
Admiralty’s information was that the
Breslau was “ foreed into,one of our minc-
fields,” where she struck a mine and sank;
while one “ expert’ improved upon this
by declaring that both ships were driven
into minefields “ of whose existence they
were well aware.” We must accept. the
Admiralty’s information as correct: . Yet
the Breslau was merely. shadowed-- by
two destroyers which dare not approach
her because of her heavy and accurate
firing, and it is remarkable that they could
have “ forced” her anywhere ; while the
Goeben was attacked only by seaplanes,
and even if it was they that persuaded
her to changeher course, their attack could
hardly have been:so terrible as to drive the
great battle-crniser to commit hara-kiri
in a minefield of whose existence she was
well aware,

Submarine Mine-Sowers

I have said little here about mine-
laying by submarines, which, after all, is
‘the form with which our seamen are best
acquainted. Germany scems to have
begun this in the spring of 1915, although,
curiously enough, the first Power to build
a minelaying submarine was Russia,
whose 500-ton Krab, designed to carry
sixty relatively small weapons, was
Jaunched on the Black Sea in 1912. The
majority of the mining U_ boats. belong
to the UC class, of which the UC5,
which stranded and was captured off the
East Coast in April, 1916, was one of the
earliest. It is believed that somewhere
about a hundred UC boats have been
built, the earlier ones catrying twelve

and the latter eighteen mines, arranged
in pairs in open tubular shafts that pass _
right through the boat. There are also in
the enemy’s service, however, a number
of minelaying submarines which are
identified by only a U and a number, and
these are simply ordinary U boats which
carry a smaller numberof torpedoés than
is usual, and make up the weight by
shipping about three dozen mines.

There: is obviously no reason why a
submarine of the ocean-going type—the
UC’s are all very small—should not be
equipped with mines to the exclusion of
everything clse but what she needs to get
along with, and it is somewhat startling
in this connection to consider the poten-
tialities of such a vessel as the Deutsch-

_ land, once a “‘ submarine merchantman,”
doubtless now anactive U boat. The cap-
tured UC5 carried twelve mines of 16 cwt.
each, The Deutschland was credited with
having taken to America a cargo variously
estimated at Irom 500 to 750 tons. On
the smaller of those figures she should
‘carry 625, and on thelarger, 937. mines,
weighing three-quarters of a ton apiece !
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Ships for Which the Submarine Has no Terror
 

 

Covering buoyancy \boxes with galvanised iron on
the Lucia, the ex-Austrian warship, now con-

verted into an unsinkable American transport.
 

    
Buoyancy boxesfixed between the frames and beams of each deck of the Lucia. Absolutely unsinkable American transports are now
ready. A hole forty feet in diameter would waterlog only a tenth of the Lucia’s honeycombed andair-tight cells, and she wouldstill

float. Incircle: Mr. W. J. Donnelly, inventor of the unsinkable ship. Right: An American merchantmanon the stocks.

 

 
 

 
  

" £ nti ; i P triot who paid a special visit to theThe Grand Fleet at anchor, drawnby the French artist Albert Sebille, fr om notes made by a compa special
Bases Theta rge vessel on the left is a battle-cruiser of up-to-date design, and vessels of almost every other type are represented.
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type of mind, and that is that when you
are hit by a mine you can’t hit back. Sink
or swim, you have just got to go through
with it, knowing that. the enemy ship
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some days, and will for ever be ignorant—
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were British men-of-war’s men or neutral
passenger folk. The submarine mine is
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but. all the illegitimate methods of using
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it were exhausted by the enemy long ago. _
They leave loose mines adrift in the seas
at the mercy of wind and tide; they
plant anchored fields right in the track
of merchant shipping, and never warn
neutrals whose vessels. may steam
calamitously into the midst of them;
and they have never, of course, even
pretended to adhere to that Hague agree-
ment which declared that all mines should
be so constructed as to become harmless
within a few hours if they were broken
adrift from their moorings. It is possibly
news to'some, by the way, that the
position of minefields outside territorial
waters should, according to international
law, be published to the world. The
object of the publication is, of course,
to prevent unnecessary risks being: run
by neutral merchantmen; and it does
not necessarily affect the military value
of the mines, which, in most cases where,
they are used legitimately, are used not
so much to sink ships as to prevent the
use of certain channels or areas byhostile
vessels.

Pre-War Preparation

Germany had made ample preparations
for the use of mines before the ~war,
though the fact was not evident from
published information. Within a few
hours of our declaration of war the con-
verted liner KGnigin Luise was discovered
laying mines off the East Coast—proof
positive that the policy was decided upon
and prepared for long before the war,
since a ship cannot. be converted into a
minelayer ina few hours. The Luise was
sunk, but our first war loss was registered
in her name, for the light cruiser Amphion
came to. grief in that minefield next day.
As the war has progressed, the cult of

the mine has gained extraordinary
popularity in Germany. We had early
evidence that ordinary German warships
carried a liberal supply, for when the two
attacks were made'on the East Coast by
“ tip-and-run ” cruiser squadrons towards
the end of 1914 large numbers of mines
were scattered about, disorganising our
trafic and throwing a vast amount of
highly dangerous work upon the mine-
sweeping flotillas, then just bourgeoning
into effectiveness.
From that time onwards the menace

of the mine has never ceased to grow,
although, thanks to the heroic and un-
remitting labours of the gallant fishermen
who are in the main responsible for
countering this particular phase of the
enemy's activity, the damage they do is
surprisingly small. ,
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in, men and small craft, so that even from
that point of view the Germans may
regard themselves well repaid for their own
outlay. However that may be, they have
in the Jast year or two vastly extended
their arrangements for minelaying, not
only from submarines—of which more
later—but from surface ships.
When the raider Wolf broke through

our blockade she carried with her such a
supply-of mines that she was able, not
onlyto deposit several~“‘ fields” of her
own, but also to fit out the captured
British steanter Turritella as an auxiliary
minelayer. The latter’s career was short,
and she was scuttled by her prize crew
to prevent her recapture by a British
warship; but one of the Wolf's mines
sank the P. & O. liner Mongolia off
Bombaylast year.

“‘Minelaying Cruisers”

Nearer home the Germans have made
preparations for minelaying on a vast ~
scale. The Albatross, one of their two
original ships designed for this purpose,
was driven ashore and badly damaged
.on the coast of Gothland, in the Baltic,

by a Russian squadron in July, ro15.
On the other hand, nearly all the older
cruisers have, without surrendering their
normal armament, been converted for
the scattering of mines, of which from
eighty to one hundred:and twenty are
carried by each ship, according to type,
while new vessels designed since the out-
break of war seem all to have had this
minelaying characteristic embodied in
their construction. Take, for instazice,
the new Emden class. The new Emden—
and several others of like character—is
now in service. They are of 5,400 tons
and 28 knots speed, and they carry the
powerful armament for their size of ten
59 in. guns. In addition to their guns,all
the new Emdens carry one hundred and
twenty mines—and there are understood
to be at least six of them.

Far more notable, however, as marking
the embodiment of lessons Germany has
learned from the war, is a batch of so-
called “ minelaying cruisers,” of which
six are known to be named Brummer,
Bremse, Hummel, Natter, Skorpion, and
Wespe. These vessels would be formidable
as ordinary cruisers, for on a displacement
of 4,000 tons they steam 35 knots, and
carry an armament of four 5°9 in. and
eight 4°r in. guns. Ontop of this, how-
ever, each vesselis fitted to carry and sow
four hundred and eighty mines, so that
on a single excursion one of them, given
the opportunity, could deposit one mine
every half mile of the distance between
Norway and the coast of Scotland. The
particular object with which these vessels
have been built we do not know,

Naval Battles—and Mines

Ten years or more ago Commander
(now Commodore) Murray Sueter, R.N.,
wrote that “the future — successful
naval tactician will not be the one who
places his fleet in the most advantageous
position for gun fire, but the one who can

force his opponent over a skilfully mined
area.” It is, perhaps, difficult to imagine
that the German Fleet will ever “‘ force ’’
the British Fleet anywhere, but the word
“entice ”’ may be substituted. For the
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greater part of the Jutland Battle our
movements, in spite of our superior
strength, had to rest upon those of: the
enemy, and it is conceivable that he might,
on some future and similar occasion,
endeavour to lead our squadrons into a
hurriedly-laid minefield of whose existence
our commanders were not aware—such a”
field, for instance, as might be prepared
in a night by a couple of vessels: of the
Emdenclass.

Tt may be recalled in connection .with
Commodore Sueter’s theory that in one
commuyigué, dealing with the January
sortie of the Goeben and Breslau, the
Admiralty’s information was that the
Breslau was “ foreed into,one of our minc-
fields,” where she struck a mine and sank;
while one “ expert’ improved upon this
by declaring that both ships were driven
into minefields “ of whose existence they
were well aware.” We must accept. the
Admiralty’s information as correct: . Yet
the Breslau was merely. shadowed-- by
two destroyers which dare not approach
her because of her heavy and accurate
firing, and it is remarkable that they could
have “ forced” her anywhere ; while the
Goeben was attacked only by seaplanes,
and even if it was they that persuaded
her to changeher course, their attack could
hardly have been:so terrible as to drive the
great battle-crniser to commit hara-kiri
in a minefield of whose existence she was
well aware,

Submarine Mine-Sowers

I have said little here about mine-
laying by submarines, which, after all, is
‘the form with which our seamen are best
acquainted. Germany scems to have
begun this in the spring of 1915, although,
curiously enough, the first Power to build
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Ships for Which the Submarine Has no Terror
 

 

Covering buoyancy \boxes with galvanised iron on
the Lucia, the ex-Austrian warship, now con-

verted into an unsinkable American transport.
 

    
Buoyancy boxesfixed between the frames and beams of each deck of the Lucia. Absolutely unsinkable American transports are now
ready. A hole forty feet in diameter would waterlog only a tenth of the Lucia’s honeycombed andair-tight cells, and she wouldstill

float. Incircle: Mr. W. J. Donnelly, inventor of the unsinkable ship. Right: An American merchantmanon the stocks.

 

 
 

 
  

" £ nti ; i P triot who paid a special visit to theThe Grand Fleet at anchor, drawnby the French artist Albert Sebille, fr om notes made by a compa special
Bases Theta rge vessel on the left is a battle-cruiser of up-to-date design, and vessels of almost every other type are represented.
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THE STRAFE
In Which a Cockney Refused to be

T was a shell bursting near at hand
that awoke me from the heavy
slumber into which I had fallen. I

sat up in the dug-out and looked out
through the door, at the sloughy trench
and the deserted fire-step opposite. Getting
to my feet I made my way outside, as yet
only half awake, for the night before had
been a weary one, and no sleep conld be
obtained. As a stretcher-bearer, I was
busily engaged the whole time in helping
to carry wounded men across the soddeu
fields and back to the dressing-station in
the village to the rear. Night in the sector
was generally quiet, for the enemy con;
tented himself withintervals of “ strafing”’
during the day, and left us in peace to
take our wounded away whenthe darkness
fel. But by night there were generally
many wounded, and the stretcher-bearers
had to work from dusk to dawn. Then,
whentheir work was finished, they might
sleep if the enemy was not nasty. But
the enemy was not going to allowus any
peace, and by day it was impossible to
sleep when the big shells were pounding
the parapet to pieces and blowing the
dug-outs into the air.

WENToutinto the trench and crawled
up on the fire-step. The day was a

typical autumn one, mild and raining ;
the sky and earth met out at the German
trench in one dull tint of grey. Some-
times the rain flew over the sandbags in a
fine mist, and again it dropped into the
trench in heavy drops.
A mate of mine, a Cockney with twink-

ling light eyes, straight: as a lance and
with a calm stamp of firmness in his whole
bearig, came round the traverse smoking
a cigarette. He was very small, but in his
lissom body there lurked a humour and
spirit that nothing could subdue. He had
been blown up by a shell the day before,
and flung out of the trench on to the
reverse slope of the parapet. But this
seemed to have no effect on the boy, for
he immediately got to his feet again and
came back to the trench and lit a fire to
cook his midday meal.
“T think they’re goin’ to begin strafin’

again to-day,” ‘said the Cockney, coming
up on the fire-step beside me, and looking
across the sandbags at No. Man’s Land.
“It’s not twelve o'clock. They began
yesterday at half-past eleven.

AS he spoke a dozen shells dropped out
in front, falling in our barbed-wire

and smashing it to atoms. Splinters flew
past‘our heads and buried themselves in
the parados. Both of us bent down,
sheltering our heads behind the sandbags.

“ Blimey, they’re not ’arf letting fly!ee
murmured the Cockney, as a number of
fresh shells whizzed over our heads and
dropped in the wood to rear. This wood
was known as Bois Hugo. It had comein
for much “‘ strafing,’ and the trees were

for the most part shot down, leaving
nothing remaining but the peeled trunks,
which at night looked like lepers.
The roar of the gunsincreased in inten-

sity, and a blinding smoke covered the
whole trench.. The air was full of the smell
of cordite, which caused me to cough and
sneeze as if I were swallowing gas. Some-
thing hit the dug-out which I“had just left,
and it fell in a heap, the roof timbers

By PATRICK MACGILL
creakingandthe posts of the door breaking
with a crack. Lucky for me that T was
not in there now ! The shell which had
hit was a dud, and did not explode,. but

the force with whichit fell was sufficient
to wreckthe whole construction. It must
have taken weeks to build, for the shelter

wasone of the best that [ had.ever beenin.
“TL think that the bloomin’ bounders

are startin’ to shell us now” said the
Cockney, as another dug-out was hit and
sandbags and’ roof-beams were blown
up in the air. The shell. exploded, and
one man, flung “across the traverse,
landed on the top of the dug-out in which
I had beenasleep fifteen minttes before.
His face was all plastered with mud; his
tunic was torn at neck and shoulder , and
blood was dripping out on to his clothing.
I ran over to help him, but seeing me

coming he motioned me off with his hand,

as if advising me to keep away.
‘Are-you much hurt, matey? ?°1

inquired as I reached him.
“ Not so bad; but V’ve stopped one or

two packets ” he said with a wry smile.
‘ But don’t you trouble with me. Stay
where you were—it’s safer, and I can
crawl in underthe fire-step when I gct my
breath back.”

E lay back as he spoke and looked up
atthesky. Icould see that a splinter

of shell had struck his shoulder, and the
blood from the wound was oozing out
throtgh the tora khaki. I bent down,
dressed the wound, and, assisted by my
Cockney. mate, carried the poor fellow in
~and placed. him~on the fire-step in the
shelter of the parapet.
The Londonerlit a cigarette, his hand

trembling a little as he did so. Then he
peeped over the sandbags and looked at
No Man’s Land,

“Tt’s not safe to look over,” T said.
“When worklike this is goin’ on one

place is as good as another” said the
Cockney, blowing a puff of smoke into
the air. “If a bloke’s inside 0’ a dug-
out it may get blown in atop o’ ’im, If

s bendin’ down a ricochet may gct ‘im.
It’s all the same anyway, for if a man’s
bullet ‘as ‘is numberit’s all up wiv’im,it
doesn’t matter where ‘eis. It’s all in the
game, and we've got to put wp with any-
thing in these ‘ard times.” :

Hi paused, blew the ash from his
cigarette, and burst into song. The

doggerel which: he sang ee like a
direct challenge to Tate :

“ The German’as one 0’ "is nastyfits,
°E’s blowin’ our bloomin’ ole trench to bits;
But we aren’t down’earted, Mr. Fritz,

In these “ard times.”

I looked overthe sandbags. All the field
was now in an uproar, and shells from

British and German guns were pounding
on thelevels, flinging the earth and wires
broadcast. Our trench was falling in on
itself, and the bay next to the one in
which I stood was levelled in on top of
the men who held it. On the right the
same thing had happened, and the two
of us, the Cockney and I, were isoiated
from the remainder of our company. ‘Fo
rejoin our mates we had to crawl out
across the open and get into the trench
farther along. On our way we would
come underthe eyes of the enemysnipers,
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Downhearted

so we decided that it was better to risk
the chance shell than the sure bullet.

“They'll start strafin’ us in earnest in
a minute,’’ said the Cockney, as a shell
flew over his head and burst in Bois Hugo.
“ They’re ‘otter to-day than they were
yesterday. I’m darned blue if this! war
isn’t gettin’ worse every day. Whenfirst
we came out here the trenches were-bad
enough, but when we got out o* ‘the
trenches and back to our billets it wasn’t
so bad.. If we were back -a bit we Avere
safe enough. But now, wot’s it like ? We
get inter some village miles behind the
lines, and there we find the German airmen

comin’ across and droppin’ bombs. If it’s
not that it’s big guns that can fling dirt
for twenty miles or so, shellin’ us while
we're lyin’ down ‘avin’ a kip.. Blimey.
it’s gettin’ worse and worse every day!”

AS he spoke he handed me a cigarette.
I took it and lit it from the stump

which he held out towards me. Then my
eyes rested on the man who had been
flung on the top of the fallen dug-out, and
who was nowlying quite still on the fire-
step, his eyes closed and his tegs hunched
up—asleep, Or
A soldier creeal into our bay dragging

 

- himself along like a worm in the slush.
ife had come from thebay in which the
dug-out had been blown up into the air.
fis leg and arm were torn, and the blood
was flowing out from the wounds and
downhis tunic andtrousers.
“Is this the way out?”

with a 2roan.
“You're on the way,’’ said the Cockney.

“ But it’s better for you to stay where you
are. until this darnedshellin’s over, matey.”

‘But [£ can crawl down through the
trench as far as the dressing-station,”’ said
the man. “It’s safer than being here.”

“Let me dress your wounds, anyway,”

T said, taking a roll of bandages from my
pocket. It’s impossible to get past this
bay, for the trench has been “blown down

farther along, and it’s death to crawl
over the top.” :

he inquired

ae man decided to stay, and the
Cockney and I placed him on the

fire-step, where I dressed his wounds. ~A
shell splinter had hit him in the fore:

 

T
.and a bullet had gone through the thick
of his leg.
“T got the bullet back there, Bshe told

us, pointing with his thimb towardsthe
portion of trenchwhich hehad left.“ It’s
all blown in, and 1 crawled over the top.
and got hit. A sniper sawme, I suppose.

‘Well, you lie low Wwhere you are now,”
said. the Cockney.  ‘‘ They'll leave™ off
shellin’ in a minute, and when night comes
you can be carried down to the village.
They are quieting down now, so smokea
cigarette and wait till the cloudsroll by.’
He placed a cigarette in the mouth of

the wounded manand lit it.
“ That’s better!” he said. ‘“ You'll be

in Blighty to-morrow night, and Gawd,
don’t I wish that I was wiv you!”
He wassilent for a moment.
“But it doesn’t matter a ang, ae he

added, when he had pufted his cigarette
for a space... “ Just tell ’em at ’omethat
it’s pretty stiff, the work out ‘ere, but us
as are in the thick .o’ it are not down-
Garted. yet." = y
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Memorial service at the Citadel, Bagdad,for Sir Stantey Maude, che
conqueror of the historic city, who died on November 18th, 1917,
of cholera contracted while visiting a plague-stricken districtwhose
inhabitants desired to give him public thanks for kindness shown

tothem. Inset: The clergyofficiating at the service.

  

 

 
 

On February 17th, 1918,

  
Brigade whofell in action there in July; 1916.

  
 

  

 
service was held in Delville Wood in memory of the officers and men of the ist South African

Reonthe A tall wooden cross commemorates their heroic death within the wood,
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only half awake, for the night before had
been a weary one, and no sleep conld be
obtained. As a stretcher-bearer, I was
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he immediately got to his feet again and
came back to the trench and lit a fire to
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“T think they’re goin’ to begin strafin’

again to-day,” ‘said the Cockney, coming
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“It’s not twelve o'clock. They began
yesterday at half-past eleven.

AS he spoke a dozen shells dropped out
in front, falling in our barbed-wire

and smashing it to atoms. Splinters flew
past‘our heads and buried themselves in
the parados. Both of us bent down,
sheltering our heads behind the sandbags.

“ Blimey, they’re not ’arf letting fly!ee
murmured the Cockney, as a number of
fresh shells whizzed over our heads and
dropped in the wood to rear. This wood
was known as Bois Hugo. It had comein
for much “‘ strafing,’ and the trees were

for the most part shot down, leaving
nothing remaining but the peeled trunks,
which at night looked like lepers.
The roar of the gunsincreased in inten-

sity, and a blinding smoke covered the
whole trench.. The air was full of the smell
of cordite, which caused me to cough and
sneeze as if I were swallowing gas. Some-
thing hit the dug-out which I“had just left,
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landed on the top of the dug-out in which
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blood was dripping out on to his clothing.
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coming he motioned me off with his hand,

as if advising me to keep away.
‘Are-you much hurt, matey? ?°1

inquired as I reached him.
“ Not so bad; but V’ve stopped one or
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‘ But don’t you trouble with me. Stay
where you were—it’s safer, and I can
crawl in underthe fire-step when I gct my
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“Tt’s not safe to look over,” T said.
“When worklike this is goin’ on one
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Cockney, blowing a puff of smoke into
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I looked overthe sandbags. All the field
was now in an uproar, and shells from

British and German guns were pounding
on thelevels, flinging the earth and wires
broadcast. Our trench was falling in on
itself, and the bay next to the one in
which I stood was levelled in on top of
the men who held it. On the right the
same thing had happened, and the two
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rejoin our mates we had to crawl out
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farther along. On our way we would
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service was held in Delville Wood in memory of the officers and men of the ist South African

Reonthe A tall wooden cross commemorates their heroic death within the wood,
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In and Out of Action on the Western Froht—-Men Who Brave & Guns That Throw the Barrage
  

   
French soldiers cressing a river under heavyfire. Nerve tempered like fine steel is called for ata moment like this. The men realise the an instant’s notice. They have the feeling that if the bridge has not been destroyed already it is because the fire is only béing withheld until the

practical certainty that enemy observers have located the exact position of the pontoon bridge and that anintense barrage can be turned onto it at troops Shall attempt to cross it. Then the barrage will open, and for a few breathless moments every man will have to run the gauntlet of death.

 

   
 

 
Nell,’ a Canadian heavy gun, arriving at a Canadian mobile workshop forrepairs to her constitution that has been impaired by much wear Canadian gunners have removed hee from the tro!ly on which she has travelled back and are assisting her to her quarters in rest billets for pre-

and fear and by enemy violence sufficiently serious to take her out of the firing-line, but not grave enough to require her removal to the base. fessional attendance. The mobile ordnance workshopsare equipped for dealing with ali but the very worst injury to thesheavy gunsat the front.
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Threshing the Corn that Helps to Thrashthe Hun

 2 Se ms  
 

Landgirls at an agricultural training school in Buckinghamshire

 

— feeding a threshing machine,and (inset) bringing ina sack of corn.

  
Girls threshing a rick. Women are being
be used as power for threshing as well as for

 
 

given particular instruction at this school in the use of the mechanical tractor which can
. ploughing and hauling. !n eight weeks they are competent to work the engines anywhere.

~

 

  a there. with tags of green cloth.
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OUT WITH THE HEAVIES

rang out the barrack-square tones
of the flight-sergeant. s

That morning the colonel of the group
had rung. up the battery to say that an
officer was. to be detailed to make an
ascent in the balloon to observe a ‘‘ shoot,”

| the idea, apparently, being to familiarise
artillery officers with the’ work of the

se SieDYwith those guy-ropes now|” 
| ‘balloon observers. I had been selected for
a the job, and so here I was, fitted out with
a leather coat and fur gloves, gloomily

' watching the preparations.
j By this time the balloon had been

' guided into the middle of the field, and
we walked over to where the diminutive
basket, in which we were to be suspended,

reposed on the turf.
; “You'd better let me fix your para-

chute for you, sir,’’ sounded the voice of

the sergeant at my clbow.
| I turned, and with horrified amazement
i 3 regarded the: complicated arrangement

of straps, attached to a sort of small

{ canvas bucket he was carrying.
“You don’t mean_to say I have to

have that thing on?” I asked, turning
to my companion, who was to make the
ascent with me.

~ Youd better,’ he replied; “Ifa
Boche “plane comes over and fires the
balloon you mayneed it!”

IT shuddered, and meekly submitted.
= “Time we were off!”

We clambered into the basket, and the

two parachutes hung-“down over the
wicker sides,

Soaring Upward

“All clear, sir!’ shouted the sergeant.
“ Right—cast off !’’ We begantorise.

We were off. “I< leant out from the
basket and, with fascinated eyes, watched
the ground slowly recede from: us. ~Up
and up we soared, each hundred feet
broadening. the landscape before us.~ I
looked down instinctively to pick out my
own. battery.> I rubbed my eyes. There
was_the hedge, behind which I knewthe
guns were sheltering ; there was thelittle
pond, beside which we had the officers’

j mess-—-but I could see neither guns nor
q dug-out. Then, like a flash, I had

' the explanation, The camouflage ! Guns,

dug-outs, tracks, everything liable to
attract-notice from aloft was covered

} over with thin netting, dotted here and
How

4 successful the concealment was!
; Bythis time we had reached over 2,000

feet, and the balloon swung lazily to and
fro with a slight jerking motion. Straight
away:in front of us we could see mile after
mile into the enemy’s country. The
visibility was perfect.
And yet, in all that vast landscape,

there was no movement ; the countryside

might have beendesolate and uninhabited.
Stil, I knew that those white-lined
trenches were full of men; that those
shattered woods in the background hid

| enemy guns; that those little villages,
glinting in the sunshine, held reserves of
troops, living deep beneath the ground in
their subterranean dug-outs.
“ll just test the telephone,” said my

companion, and with a jerk 1 came back
to the practical side of the war.

“Hallo! Is that chart-room? What
about that‘ shoot’ ? Ask the batteryif

{ they are ready for us yet ?”’

?

By “°Q: PIP”

© He turned back to me and began to
point. out on’ the map the concealed
positions of the Hun batteries. The one
we had been elected te “ strafe’’ was, I

discovered, nestling behind a railway
embankment, some five thousand yards
back from the frontlinc.
“What, battery ready? Right! Tell

‘em to carry on!” My observer was

 

 

speaking into the telephone.

Coming of the Boche

A pause. The slight breeze hummed
in the rigging, the tooting of a motor-car
drifted up faintly from below—nowand
then the “‘ boom!” of a gun.
“No. x fired,~ si came the voice

from the chart-room.
I looked down at my battery. <Apuff

of smoke was drifting from the hedge.
“A bit left and well over!” muttered

my companion, who had been watching
the target. I picked up myglasses and
gazed away towards the embankment.
Little eddies of dust werestill rising from
a spot well behind it.

“Left and plus,’ went the message
down the telephone. Again the pause.
Then’ “ Woof-woof ! ”

I glanced over in the direction of the
sound. Away to ourleft a little cloud of
anti-aircraft bursts had suddenly ap-
peared in the blue sky
“Must be a Boche somewhere,” I mut-

tered. ‘‘ Hope-he’s not coming for us!”’
The telephone suddenly buzzed frantic-

  

ally. I picked up the receiver.
“German aeroplane making for the

balloon, sir! ’’ sounded a laconic voice.

I glanced round, but could see no
machine anywhere. Obviously he was
comingfrom aboye, and concealed by the
envelope swaying over our heads.

‘““Boche ‘plane coming for us!” I
shouted to my companion, my voice
being nearly drowned by the deafening
clamour of the “Archies’’ below as they
spat upwards at the intruder.
Nowwe could hear the distant hum of

the engine, but still could catch no

glimpse ofthe machine.

Prepare to Jump

‘*Plane pretty near now, sir!” How
I cursed that fellow’s cool voice. There
was he, sitting safely on the ground, while
we were swinging in a wretched Iittle-
basket, two thousand feet up.

“ Zip-zip-zip-zip !’’ And:
“"Plane started firing, sir——better pre-

pare to jump!”’ came from below.
I looked down at the void and gasped.
My companion, meanwhile, had not

turned a hair—he told me afterwards
that it was his third jump.
“See your parachute hangs clear,

Smith,’’ was all he vouchsafed, and

busied himself with tearing up and throw-
ing over the side the various secret maps
and papers.

“ Balloon on fire, sir—jump ! ’—a
little more feeling in the voice this time.

“ All ready, Smith ? Youfirst!”
I clambered over the side of the bask:t

till I hung suspended, my fingers gvipping
the wicker edg2.- 1 shut my eyes, held my
breath, and dropped. <3

Down-down-down—TI seemto fall for a
hundred years—a rushing of wind in my

é
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OBSERVING FROM A ‘SAUSAGE’
A Perilous Leap Into Space

     ears—a great blackness, and—I found
myself floating slowly down to earth, my
body swinging like a pendulum, as the
umbrella above mebellied in the bre

I glanced up. Sailing away slantwi
from me, I saw my late companion, s
anchored to his open parachute,
aboye, the balloon, smoking like a furnace,

was dropping slowly. Only pray to God
it doesn’t catch us up!
Downwe go, and ever the ground comes

closer and closer. I suddenly realise that
the wind is carrying us towards the front
line. _Dewn, down—I can see the men

below gaping up from the trenches. Only
a couple of hundred feet now andsafety

-but still that wind drifts us on towards
the enemy. Not a shot is fired—even
the Hun can be sporting sometimes. Now
we are crossing our support line. Where
will we land ?
Over our ownfrontline wesail, clearing

the parapet by a bare couple of yards.
The envelope above me trembles, my
feet scrape the ground, and then my
hand closes by instinct as it were round
the haft of the sailor’s knife which I had
been given before leaving the hangar.
One quick slash, a snapping of severed

cords, and I fall into a shell-ho'e in No
Man’s Land, whiie the parachute, freed

of my weight, bounds into the air and
goes Sailing away into Huriland.

> “A Blighty One”

What was Ito do next ? If I got owt of
my hole and made for my ownside, I
should only be “ plugged” before I had
made ten yards, and those friendly
trenches were a good thirty-five away.
The question was decided for me.
Roomp-boom! Roomp-boom!
A couple of German “ whiz-bangs ”’

screeched over my head and landedin a
smother of dust twenty yards in rear.

Better take a chance run thanlic here
andbe killed like a rabbit, I thought.

I took a nip at_myflask, threw off the
remainder- of the parachute cords and
scrambled to myfeet.

“Better wait for that next salvo,” I
ruminated.

Ah, there it came again! Roomp-
boom ! Roomp-boom!—nearer this time.

I burst out of myshell-hole like a
frightened hare. Running, stcmbhng,

tripping, E blundered wildly towards that
jar-away parapet.’ Bullets whizzed past
me, the air was thick with the crackling

of machine-guns—I was nearly done!
“Keep it up, sir!” shouted a friendly

voice. ‘‘ Only a few more yards!”
NowI was at the barbed-wire, protect-

ing our trench. By some miraculous
chance I had struck a point where a
zigzagging path had been cut in it, by
which night patrolling-parties could make
their way into No Man’s Land.

I crashed throughit, the spikes tearing
my. breeches to ribbons. Now I had a
hand on the sandbags—a sudden pair
tore my left arm. .
“Over you" come, sir! Two arms

under each of mine, one great heave, and

I fell, a tumbled, bleeding mass on to

the muddyfloor of the trench. The faces
looking down at me began to fade away,
the sky above commencedto whirl round.
That evening, in the battery mess:

““Smith’s gota Blightyone,”’ said the majer,
“Lucky devil!”
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Threshing the Corn that Helps to Thrashthe Hun

 2 Se ms  
 

Landgirls at an agricultural training school in Buckinghamshire

 

— feeding a threshing machine,and (inset) bringing ina sack of corn.

  
Girls threshing a rick. Women are being
be used as power for threshing as well as for

 
 

given particular instruction at this school in the use of the mechanical tractor which can
. ploughing and hauling. !n eight weeks they are competent to work the engines anywhere.

~
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OUT WITH THE HEAVIES
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of the flight-sergeant. s
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se SieDYwith those guy-ropes now|” 
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two parachutes hung-“down over the
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Soaring Upward
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We were off. “I< leant out from the
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broadening. the landscape before us.~ I
looked down instinctively to pick out my
own. battery.> I rubbed my eyes. There
was_the hedge, behind which I knewthe
guns were sheltering ; there was thelittle
pond, beside which we had the officers’

j mess-—-but I could see neither guns nor
q dug-out. Then, like a flash, I had

' the explanation, The camouflage ! Guns,

dug-outs, tracks, everything liable to
attract-notice from aloft was covered

} over with thin netting, dotted here and
How

4 successful the concealment was!
; Bythis time we had reached over 2,000

feet, and the balloon swung lazily to and
fro with a slight jerking motion. Straight
away:in front of us we could see mile after
mile into the enemy’s country. The
visibility was perfect.
And yet, in all that vast landscape,

there was no movement ; the countryside

might have beendesolate and uninhabited.
Stil, I knew that those white-lined
trenches were full of men; that those
shattered woods in the background hid

| enemy guns; that those little villages,
glinting in the sunshine, held reserves of
troops, living deep beneath the ground in
their subterranean dug-outs.
“ll just test the telephone,” said my

companion, and with a jerk 1 came back
to the practical side of the war.

“Hallo! Is that chart-room? What
about that‘ shoot’ ? Ask the batteryif

{ they are ready for us yet ?”’

?

By “°Q: PIP”

© He turned back to me and began to
point. out on’ the map the concealed
positions of the Hun batteries. The one
we had been elected te “ strafe’’ was, I

discovered, nestling behind a railway
embankment, some five thousand yards
back from the frontlinc.
“What, battery ready? Right! Tell

‘em to carry on!” My observer was
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was he, sitting safely on the ground, while
we were swinging in a wretched Iittle-
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pare to jump!”’ came from below.
I looked down at the void and gasped.
My companion, meanwhile, had not

turned a hair—he told me afterwards
that it was his third jump.
“See your parachute hangs clear,

Smith,’’ was all he vouchsafed, and

busied himself with tearing up and throw-
ing over the side the various secret maps
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little more feeling in the voice this time.
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From Far Eastern Lands to the Forests of.
 

    
Wien of the indian Labour Corps serving in Francefelling timber for the countless purposes -of modern warfare. In October, 1916, the
forestry battalions at the front were developedinto a Forestry Corps under the commandof Brigadier-General MacDougall. Thousands

of Canadians enlisted in the corps, besides Portuguese, Finns, Indian and Chinese coolies, and menOf other nationalities.

    
Coolies packing charcoal to’ be used for heating purposes in the trenches. On March 16th, 1918, the King inspected at BuckinghamPalace
@ party of officers and non-commissioned officers of the Indian Labour Corps under the command of Captain Fowler, Indian Army
Reserve of Officers. The party was composed of men fromthe Chin Hills, in Upper Burma, who were in England on leave fromthe front,
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“THE DAY'S WORK BY SE4J, SHORE, AND SKY

FROM FOREST TO TRENCH
How Newfoundlanders in Scotland Feed the Army With Timber

CHRONICLED BY JOHN S. MARGERISON

 

   we men of the Newfoundland Forestry
Corps went to Scotland to work

upon the woods and forests of a certain
great plantation up there. Snow lay
thick upon the ground, hard frost bound
everything in a steel grip, and above the

TL almost seemed like home again when

white carpet the dark green of spruce and
Jarch trees made a -picture that a poet
trom Britain’s smallest and oldest colony
could have turned into a poem.
. But we didn’t have time for poetry ; we
avere told to get to work, to fell and trim

the trees, to turn them into workable-
sized balks and planks, and to get them
‘ready for the Army. Now, the Government
home here had received certain plans and
estimates for the cost of getting this
timber—growing on the tops of high hilis
and on all sorts of bad ground—down to
a place where its transhipment.would be
casy.. I forget what the exact estimate
was, but to build the necessary railways
‘alone would have taken: some thousands
of pounds from the national purse.
We didn’t want to waste cash—most of

us Newfoundlanders earn ours too hard
to waste amy—so our commander sct to
work and finally evolved a scheme which
saved a huge sum, and yet was simplicity

 

‘itself. Perhaps, if I tell you from the
beginning how we work, -you'll better
understand how we saved this money.

First of all, with a cross-cut saw in
most cases, and with huge axes in others,

the trees are felled—and it isn’t so easy
as it sounds. Tor one thing, there is.
always the risk of a tree falling too soon
and crushing the fellers; or, when three
or four gangs of men are working close
together, a tree falling upon you as you
are sawing or chopping away.

Shooting the Chute

Then, the trees down, the branches are
trimmed off, leaving a bare, straight pole
of the trunk.. This is next measured and
cut into logs, again with the cross-cut

saw, and presently the timber is ready for
the first stages of transporting.
Along come the sledges and each takes

a couple. of the Jonger logs. <A pair of
heavy cart-horses are harnessed -to the
iront of the sledge, and these haul the
stuff.to the head of a chute, about which
1 will tell you in a minute. “‘ Snigging ”
is another method of transporting, but in
this case a horse drags a log along the bare
ground, without sledge of any kind.
The chute has been spoken of by

engineers as the most simply wonderful
thing. they’ve seen.. It claims to be the
longest in the world, and the whole 3,500
feetof its length is made up of logs and
tree-trunks we have ourselves felled. It’s
quite simple. Three logs are laid down
on the groutid in a scooped-out. hollow,
andwalls-are built on-each side two jogs
high. As the whole thing runs downthe
side of a mountain, you can easily
estimate the angle of the inclined plane
down which the logs shoot like torpedoes
flashing through water. Every now and
then they have to pass a brake, which not
only checks their impetus but prevents
them from leaping out of the chute at
places where there are slight curves.
ven with these brakes the logs leap

out at times, and it is a commonsight to

‘chute every hotr, you will ea

see a forty-foot tree-trunk, weighing close
on. a.ton, leap into the air and twist
somersaults while aloft like a porpoise
juntping out of the water. Whena. log
“breaks” anywhere near a party of men
they waste’ no ‘time in looking—they
knowthat theyhaye to jump, and jump
lively, if they don’t want a grave or a
hospital bed. We. haven't killed any-
body-yet on the job, but I can, without
bragging at all, asstive you solemnly that
there are times when it is muchsafer out at
the front than in the logging camp.

 

  

 

 

Checking a Jam

Well, .ali down the length of the chute
theygo, until they reach thevalley. Here
is a simple yet ingenious device for
stopping their ruua—what we call a ‘“ pull-
up butte.” It is nothing more or Iess
than a continuation cf the chute uphill,
which naturally checks the way of the
racing logs and finally bris them to a
standstill. It is sa arrang that at the
very end of the run they are¢hrowneut of
the chute on to rising ground—and when
they fall they raise a dust Jike a big shell
exploding: Dirt, snow, and mud fly
about in all dircetions, and sometimes the
logs remain wedged im the holes that they
make. Now, as anything from three to
four hundred logs are racing down the

sily realise
that-if one is left at the head of the butte,
the others will quickly pile upon it and
make a jam that would take weeks to
clear. So, armed with handspikes and
hook ropes, men attack the jammed log,
heave it over smartly—-taking great care
to dodge the others which are continually
arriving—and haul it away with horse-
power until it floats in the stream along-
side the butte ; you see, we are wsing the

natural resources of the district—inclined
planes, hillsides; and streams.:

It floats down this—again running
downhill—to a spot where a light railway
—still running downhill—waits to pick
up the logs. Then they are taken down
to the saw-mills, and finally emerge in
clean, straight balks and planks, to be
stacked-in the store-yards till the trains
come and take them away to the Army.
Our day begins at nine o’clock every

morning, and by the time that six in the
evening arrives we reckonit’s been a very
bad day if we haven’t disposed of at least
forty thousand feet of timber—timber
which, standing alive in the morning, is
mostly- planed and sawn planks by the
night. Not a bad day’s work for those
among us who are deemed physically
unfit for the firing-line !

 

 

  

  

  

Cinema Mishap -

But it isn’t all work. The owner of
the estate, who is a big nobleman, has
generously: given us permission to shoot
over his ground. Then, again, we some-
times get a dickylittle cinema show on
our own; and the films we like best are
these which show what the Tanks are
doing on the other side—a place to which,
though soldiers, we of the Forestry Corps
have never been.

In connection with cinemas, a certain
company recently sent up an operator to
film us at work, and we did” our best to
give him a fine time—him being a fine
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He photographed us
down, trimming, 1

sledging trees, a
get a good picture of

chute-at work. He selected a place wh
r¢ called the “‘ Death Trap,”

; the finest possible pl
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day,

ped the chute.at this p
, hed down right
it-—there’d been seventeen the dz
and over twentytI y before tl
he wasn’t to be dissuaded—he was out to
get the best pictures, he said ; he-wanted

to showthe. public just howit v
And he gained his point. We
hima little stage one night after k
off time, and got him up there br
arly the uext morning. €

that ne down the chute jumped
above his place’ of vantage, 1

g over, brought stage, operator, and
machine crashing to the ground.
But even then he wasn’t satisfied. He

said he’d dispense with the stage; and got
one ¢ ds to keep. a good look-out,
with ir ions to yell if there were any
signs of a log “ breaking.” ‘‘ Hang the
camera!’ said he. -‘‘ I'll jumplike the
dickens if you shout, and let the old
machine take its chance, We can always
get another ! ” :

It seenzed as if the chute was onits
behaviour that day—perhaps it w
the public to see howdocile and goo
could be—and never a log broke. T
operator at last finished his picture and
descended from his coign of vantage—
and he hadn’t got twenty yards away
with his camera before a big. forty-footer
broke suddenly and, leaping high into the
air, crashed down upon the very spot the
cinema man had dately vacated, and

splintered the ruins of his stage to match-
wood—just a minute too late to kill the
operator and spoil his day’s work.
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A Narrow Escape

Quite a thrill of a different nature was
one that seemed to threaten -to spoil our,
record of having’ ever‘killed a ‘man. In

~ this case two sets of fellers’ were working

close together -one windy day, when one
huge larch tree took charge and, when haif
cut through, crashed to the ground rapidly;
giving the men just time to jump clear.
One of the men working on the other tree
caught his foot’ as he jumped, and to
everybody’s horror went sprawling -on
the ground. It seemed to us that the
larch fell right across him. We all ran
to shift it as rapidly as possible, but, to
our amazement, could not see him any-
where—though we knew, from the deep
rumbling of his.curses, that he was some-,
where underneath, and not yet dead.
We got the tree hauled away, and then

saw his head bob-up; all cevered’ with
leaves—he had, it afterwards turned out,

fallen into a hole sunk when, long ago,
somebody was prespecting for Coal mthis
region, and had so got clear of the falling
tree. “And that night, at one of our sing-
songs, he was rattling out ragtime with
as cheerful a face as though he’d never
grinned at death on the topside of a
falling tree, thousands of miles away from
his Newfoundland home,
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How Newfoundlanders in Scotland Feed the Army With Timber

CHRONICLED BY JOHN S. MARGERISON

 

   we men of the Newfoundland Forestry
Corps went to Scotland to work

upon the woods and forests of a certain
great plantation up there. Snow lay
thick upon the ground, hard frost bound
everything in a steel grip, and above the

TL almost seemed like home again when

white carpet the dark green of spruce and
Jarch trees made a -picture that a poet
trom Britain’s smallest and oldest colony
could have turned into a poem.
. But we didn’t have time for poetry ; we
avere told to get to work, to fell and trim

the trees, to turn them into workable-
sized balks and planks, and to get them
‘ready for the Army. Now, the Government
home here had received certain plans and
estimates for the cost of getting this
timber—growing on the tops of high hilis
and on all sorts of bad ground—down to
a place where its transhipment.would be
casy.. I forget what the exact estimate
was, but to build the necessary railways
‘alone would have taken: some thousands
of pounds from the national purse.
We didn’t want to waste cash—most of

us Newfoundlanders earn ours too hard
to waste amy—so our commander sct to
work and finally evolved a scheme which
saved a huge sum, and yet was simplicity

 

‘itself. Perhaps, if I tell you from the
beginning how we work, -you'll better
understand how we saved this money.

First of all, with a cross-cut saw in
most cases, and with huge axes in others,

the trees are felled—and it isn’t so easy
as it sounds. Tor one thing, there is.
always the risk of a tree falling too soon
and crushing the fellers; or, when three
or four gangs of men are working close
together, a tree falling upon you as you
are sawing or chopping away.

Shooting the Chute

Then, the trees down, the branches are
trimmed off, leaving a bare, straight pole
of the trunk.. This is next measured and
cut into logs, again with the cross-cut

saw, and presently the timber is ready for
the first stages of transporting.
Along come the sledges and each takes

a couple. of the Jonger logs. <A pair of
heavy cart-horses are harnessed -to the
iront of the sledge, and these haul the
stuff.to the head of a chute, about which
1 will tell you in a minute. “‘ Snigging ”
is another method of transporting, but in
this case a horse drags a log along the bare
ground, without sledge of any kind.
The chute has been spoken of by

engineers as the most simply wonderful
thing. they’ve seen.. It claims to be the
longest in the world, and the whole 3,500
feetof its length is made up of logs and
tree-trunks we have ourselves felled. It’s
quite simple. Three logs are laid down
on the groutid in a scooped-out. hollow,
andwalls-are built on-each side two jogs
high. As the whole thing runs downthe
side of a mountain, you can easily
estimate the angle of the inclined plane
down which the logs shoot like torpedoes
flashing through water. Every now and
then they have to pass a brake, which not
only checks their impetus but prevents
them from leaping out of the chute at
places where there are slight curves.
ven with these brakes the logs leap

out at times, and it is a commonsight to

‘chute every hotr, you will ea

see a forty-foot tree-trunk, weighing close
on. a.ton, leap into the air and twist
somersaults while aloft like a porpoise
juntping out of the water. Whena. log
“breaks” anywhere near a party of men
they waste’ no ‘time in looking—they
knowthat theyhaye to jump, and jump
lively, if they don’t want a grave or a
hospital bed. We. haven't killed any-
body-yet on the job, but I can, without
bragging at all, asstive you solemnly that
there are times when it is muchsafer out at
the front than in the logging camp.

 

  

 

 

Checking a Jam

Well, .ali down the length of the chute
theygo, until they reach thevalley. Here
is a simple yet ingenious device for
stopping their ruua—what we call a ‘“ pull-
up butte.” It is nothing more or Iess
than a continuation cf the chute uphill,
which naturally checks the way of the
racing logs and finally bris them to a
standstill. It is sa arrang that at the
very end of the run they are¢hrowneut of
the chute on to rising ground—and when
they fall they raise a dust Jike a big shell
exploding: Dirt, snow, and mud fly
about in all dircetions, and sometimes the
logs remain wedged im the holes that they
make. Now, as anything from three to
four hundred logs are racing down the

sily realise
that-if one is left at the head of the butte,
the others will quickly pile upon it and
make a jam that would take weeks to
clear. So, armed with handspikes and
hook ropes, men attack the jammed log,
heave it over smartly—-taking great care
to dodge the others which are continually
arriving—and haul it away with horse-
power until it floats in the stream along-
side the butte ; you see, we are wsing the

natural resources of the district—inclined
planes, hillsides; and streams.:

It floats down this—again running
downhill—to a spot where a light railway
—still running downhill—waits to pick
up the logs. Then they are taken down
to the saw-mills, and finally emerge in
clean, straight balks and planks, to be
stacked-in the store-yards till the trains
come and take them away to the Army.
Our day begins at nine o’clock every

morning, and by the time that six in the
evening arrives we reckonit’s been a very
bad day if we haven’t disposed of at least
forty thousand feet of timber—timber
which, standing alive in the morning, is
mostly- planed and sawn planks by the
night. Not a bad day’s work for those
among us who are deemed physically
unfit for the firing-line !

 

 

  

  

  

Cinema Mishap -

But it isn’t all work. The owner of
the estate, who is a big nobleman, has
generously: given us permission to shoot
over his ground. Then, again, we some-
times get a dickylittle cinema show on
our own; and the films we like best are
these which show what the Tanks are
doing on the other side—a place to which,
though soldiers, we of the Forestry Corps
have never been.

In connection with cinemas, a certain
company recently sent up an operator to
film us at work, and we did” our best to
give him a fine time—him being a fine
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get a good picture of

chute-at work. He selected a place wh
r¢ called the “‘ Death Trap,”

; the finest possible pl
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day,

ped the chute.at this p
, hed down right
it-—there’d been seventeen the dz
and over twentytI y before tl
he wasn’t to be dissuaded—he was out to
get the best pictures, he said ; he-wanted

to showthe. public just howit v
And he gained his point. We
hima little stage one night after k
off time, and got him up there br
arly the uext morning. €

that ne down the chute jumped
above his place’ of vantage, 1

g over, brought stage, operator, and
machine crashing to the ground.
But even then he wasn’t satisfied. He

said he’d dispense with the stage; and got
one ¢ ds to keep. a good look-out,
with ir ions to yell if there were any
signs of a log “ breaking.” ‘‘ Hang the
camera!’ said he. -‘‘ I'll jumplike the
dickens if you shout, and let the old
machine take its chance, We can always
get another ! ” :

It seenzed as if the chute was onits
behaviour that day—perhaps it w
the public to see howdocile and goo
could be—and never a log broke. T
operator at last finished his picture and
descended from his coign of vantage—
and he hadn’t got twenty yards away
with his camera before a big. forty-footer
broke suddenly and, leaping high into the
air, crashed down upon the very spot the
cinema man had dately vacated, and

splintered the ruins of his stage to match-
wood—just a minute too late to kill the
operator and spoil his day’s work.
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A Narrow Escape

Quite a thrill of a different nature was
one that seemed to threaten -to spoil our,
record of having’ ever‘killed a ‘man. In

~ this case two sets of fellers’ were working

close together -one windy day, when one
huge larch tree took charge and, when haif
cut through, crashed to the ground rapidly;
giving the men just time to jump clear.
One of the men working on the other tree
caught his foot’ as he jumped, and to
everybody’s horror went sprawling -on
the ground. It seemed to us that the
larch fell right across him. We all ran
to shift it as rapidly as possible, but, to
our amazement, could not see him any-
where—though we knew, from the deep
rumbling of his.curses, that he was some-,
where underneath, and not yet dead.
We got the tree hauled away, and then

saw his head bob-up; all cevered’ with
leaves—he had, it afterwards turned out,

fallen into a hole sunk when, long ago,
somebody was prespecting for Coal mthis
region, and had so got clear of the falling
tree. “And that night, at one of our sing-
songs, he was rattling out ragtime with
as cheerful a face as though he’d never
grinned at death on the topside of a
falling tree, thousands of miles away from
his Newfoundland home,
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In a class-room of the school, under Army Schoolmaster Mr. L. W. Philpott, at the Royal Military School of Music, Kneller Hall, near

Hounslow. Right: Boys at Kneller Hall engaged in individual practice in one of their dormitories.

  

   
Cadets in ‘training for the Navy at the Royal Naval College at

Keyham, Devonport, engaged in rigging and raising ‘‘ sheer !egs.”’

sd a   
  

Practising with “‘ heavy brass ”’ at Kneller Hall. The school where

Army musicians are trained owes its name to the fact that it was

once the property of Sir Godfrey Kneller, the great artist.

 

  

 

 
 

Receiving instruction in navigation. Cadets on their training ship at Keyham, standing round the compass and taking the bearings

of the sun, and (right) taking sun sights with the sextant for determining the exact position of their ship.

 

  

 

    
A cadet engaged in ** heaving the lead”? to ascertain the depth of the water. A ship’s hand. lead, weighing from seven to oleven
pounds, is attached to a leadline about twenty fathoms (120 ft.) long. Right: Cadets learning to hoist and lower a manned boat.

   
 

The famous British Guards Band marching through Milan on its recent visit to Italy, and (inset above) representatives (left to right)

of the Italian, American, British, and French military bands gathered in Milan, one of the chief musical centresin Italy.
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of the Italian, American, British, and French military bands gathered in Milan, one of the chief musical centresin Italy.
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Latin Church schools at RamAllah, about five miles north of Jerusalem, used as a hospitalafter the British occupation of the Holy City.
Whereas the British troops were careful to injure no sacred building, the Turks dropped a shell right through the roof of this church.

 

   
 

Changing the Mohammedan guard at the Mosque of Omar,buiit in 688 in honour of the Caliph Omar, who conquered pommpaiey in 637.
Onthis occasion a guard from Vaughan’s Riffes, Punjab Frontier Force, was relieving a guard provided by the 123rd Qutram’s Riffés.

 

How Her Men Were Raised and How They Fight

Tn peace time it's :. “ Confourd your
Stupid, unreasonable, fat-headed, doomed,
arrogant soul.” In time of need it's:
“ Count on us to the limit.’ -

N these words—they might have been
| Kipling’s —a shrewd American,
zs summed up the peace and war
attitudes of the Colonies, India, and
Ireland towards the Mother Country.
As to Ireland, India, and Africa, where

the Germans had counted on revolution
helping their base designs, this American
estimate was not untrue; and it was

becoming true of Canada’s attitude, too.
Outwardly, at least, Canadians had given
¥a peace time the impression of being a
little “ied-up’’ with England. They
found fault with the Mother Country’s
more-than-matronly slowness in moving,
with her dullness to new ideas, with her

passive resistance to improvements and
to-dateness. The culminating point

in this criticism was poignantly expressed
in the “No Englishmen need apply”
notices, which I myself met more than

once in the spring of 1914, during ex-
periments in Canada as an immigrant. It
was helpful, for the purpose oi getting
work, to adopt a Scots name and aceent.

Yet this very Colony-that criticised us
so roundly has thrown her whole heart
and soul, men, money, and effort into the
task ofehelping us in this time of need.

 

“Count. on us’ to-the limit!” that is”
Canada’s war attitude—the counterpart,
expressed in Canadian language, of Aus-
tralia’s:~'* To the dast man and thelast
shilling.’’ From the moment that news
of the declaration of war buzzed over the
prairies on the telephones which link up
almost cvery farmstead, no matter how
remote,all criticism “of the Motherland

ceased, «all complaints were forgotten.
Into their places in Canada’s mind crept
a single idea—the wish to help.

The First. Divisian.

 

The Dominion Government at once-
cébled to England an offer to raise men
to fight.” Twenty thousand was the num-
ber suggested and asked for, but swarms

came ferward. They rolled up to the
recruiting ‘centres from the towns and
the hill and prairie stations till the
authorities—who at that time could have
‘no idea of what dimensions the war was
‘eventually going to attain—had to turn
them away. This was after 40,000 had
been enrolled. On October 3rd the First
Contingent of 33,000 men, fully equipped,
sailed from Quebec for England, leaving
behind the nucleus of a second division,
the raising of which was. begun the ~
moment the first division had_ sailed.
The First Canadian Contingent comprised
one complete infantry division and Prin-
cess Patricia’s Canadian Light Infantry,
a force raised by the splendid generosity
and energy of a Canadian, Mr. Hamilton
Gault, of Montreal, who, at his own
expense, scoured Canada for the ‘‘ right
men,’’ and paid for their equipment.
Many of them were old British soldiers
who had fought in earlier wars. They
gave a splendid account of themselves
in the severe fighting which was to fall
to their task. Also with the First Con-
tingent sailed the Newfoundland Regi-
ment, under the separate control of the

By BASIL CLARKE
Newfoundland Government. The Royal
Canadian Regiment of Regulars was
shipped to Bermuda for garrison duty.
No sooner had the First Contingent left
Canada than the country, foresceing the
call that was likely to be made for men,
settled down to the serious business of
raising new contingents to follow. In
six weeks’ time a huge camp, capable of
accommodating 40,000 troops, was erected
at Valcartier, about fourteen miles from
Quebec. To this camp were drafted
recruits in a steady stream, and since
October 3rd, 191%4, Canada has not failed
to keep up a constant supply of the best
possible type of (soldiers. Already no
fewer than 420,000 have been forth-
coming, and the flow has not yet ceased.
“To Ahe’ limit? That was Canada’s
attitude from’ the start, and she has not
waveredfromit,

Great Irish Rally

It is a pretty’ commentary upon the
“Trish Hatred,’ upon which the Germans
were counting, that one Canadian- unit
contained well “over sixty per cent, of
men born in Ireland—-men who, to take
Germany’s estimate of them, had emi-
grated “to escape the hated British
yoke.” It is queer how willingly they
rushed back under that ‘hated yoke ”
as soon as theysawthe load was too heavy
for the Old Countryte pull. In the same
connection may be mentioned the action
of the native Indians of Canada, who,

according to Germany, were living in
virtual slavery and imprisonment in
the Indian Reservations. Yet they begged
te be allowed to raise an Indian unit
and to fight for the Great White Mother.
They gave ponies and skins, and worked
to get supplies from outlying lands to
rail and boat.” Lastly, in this outburst
of patriotism, it may be mentioned that
fifty deserters from the British Navy,
resident in: Montreal district, expressed a
wishto rejom. They were sent to Canada’s
cruiser Niobe, all faults forgiven.
Oddly enough; the native

 

Freneh
Canadians of the Québec Province showed.
at first some disinclination to take a very
active share in the war, and’ there were

pacifist meetings there more serious in
their tone than in any other part of the
Empire. But it was not for long that this
feeling prevailed. Vive thousand French
Canadians were soon forthcoming to
fight side by side with France, and they
took back with themto the land of their
forefathers the speech and the songs of
Louis» NIV.—-songs which made the
French peasants ransack their memories
to discover where they had heard them
or of them before. It was as though the
Australians had marched through English
roads singing the songs of the ‘ Merrie
England ”’ of three hundred years ago.

  

Fighting in Flanders

One unexpected feature in this. vast
wave of fighting enthusiasm that over-
swept Canada—a wave that affected all
Canadians, Scandinavians, Poles, Lith-
uanians, Slavs, Saxons, and Celts alike—
was the attitude of the Germans of Canada.
“Once a German always a German,”
may-be a good working rule, but the case
of the Germans of Canada seems the

 

proverbial exception to it. Both in words
and in deeds they have shown every
resentment at the brutality their mother
country has shown. -The Germans of
Berlin and Hanover (in Ontario) not

only raised money and gifts for the cam-
paign against their Fatherland; but they
offered to raise troops to fight. So far
there has been nothing to suggest that
their attitude was not thoroughly honest
and above-board.
The men of the First Canadian Con-

tingent, after training on Salisbury Plain
(where a winter of mud, wind and rain such

as they had neyer experienced was some
preparation for the state of things they
were sent to meet on the battlefield), were
landed in Flanders. They arrived in
time to take a glorious part in a phase
of the war which will ever be counted
as:one of the most critical for the allie
armies. The lirst Battle of Ypres had bec:
won by the troops of. that-splendid first
Armyofours, “ the Old Contemptibles,”
but the second attack on Ypres, with all

the added horrors of poison gas, was 3
to be won. The French, who were on the
Canadians’ left, were decimated by way

of German gas—we had never he
such things as gas-masks in those daj
and the enemy poured through the gap
thus made into St. Julien Wood.
The Canadians’ flank and rear became

thus exposed, and they were in a good
way to be surrounded. But they t!
out a flank, patching up old trenches
digging newoneswitha speed phenome
and when the Germans. came aloi
expecting a ‘‘ walk-over,” they were me
with an opposition that sent them stag-
gering. They brought uptheir gas.

“These Splendid Troops ”

The Canadians had no masks; theydid

not even Inow what steps to take to
counteract it. But they stood their
ground. ~Gasping for breath, with seared
and scorched lungs, they kept at their
posts. Men worked machine-guns and
rifles till they fell where they stood, and
died, with hands tearing at their seared
and burnt-up throats. There have been
few finer deeds than the Canadians’
stand then ; and Sir John French was not
slow to acknowledge the service they had
rendered. ‘It is not too muchto say,”
he reported, “that the tenacity and
courage of these splendid troops averted
a disaster that might have been attended
with most serious consequences.”
A fortnight later the Canadians moved

south to take part in the bloody Battle
of Festubert. All summer they held
the line about “‘Plug Street’ and St.
Eloi. Their skill as “ raiders ’’ became
notorious. They “set the fashions” in
raid warfare. Next spring they were in
the Ypres salient again, where thev
achieved the magnificent victoryof “‘ The
Craters."". In the Somme offensive and
later the Canadians surpassed even
their own records. Between May and
November, 1917, they took nihe villages,
smashed up eight German divisions, and
captured more than 5,000 prisoners,
besides 64 guns and howitzers, 106
trench-mertars, and 126 machine-guns.
These things speak eloquently for them-
selves of Canada’s fighting qualities.
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Latin Church schools at RamAllah, about five miles north of Jerusalem, used as a hospitalafter the British occupation of the Holy City.
Whereas the British troops were careful to injure no sacred building, the Turks dropped a shell right through the roof of this church.

 

   
 

Changing the Mohammedan guard at the Mosque of Omar,buiit in 688 in honour of the Caliph Omar, who conquered pommpaiey in 637.
Onthis occasion a guard from Vaughan’s Riffes, Punjab Frontier Force, was relieving a guard provided by the 123rd Qutram’s Riffés.
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Newfoundland Government. The Royal
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Canada than the country, foresceing the
call that was likely to be made for men,
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raising new contingents to follow. In
six weeks’ time a huge camp, capable of
accommodating 40,000 troops, was erected
at Valcartier, about fourteen miles from
Quebec. To this camp were drafted
recruits in a steady stream, and since
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fewer than 420,000 have been forth-
coming, and the flow has not yet ceased.
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of the Germans of Canada seems the

 

proverbial exception to it. Both in words
and in deeds they have shown every
resentment at the brutality their mother
country has shown. -The Germans of
Berlin and Hanover (in Ontario) not

only raised money and gifts for the cam-
paign against their Fatherland; but they
offered to raise troops to fight. So far
there has been nothing to suggest that
their attitude was not thoroughly honest
and above-board.
The men of the First Canadian Con-

tingent, after training on Salisbury Plain
(where a winter of mud, wind and rain such

as they had neyer experienced was some
preparation for the state of things they
were sent to meet on the battlefield), were
landed in Flanders. They arrived in
time to take a glorious part in a phase
of the war which will ever be counted
as:one of the most critical for the allie
armies. The lirst Battle of Ypres had bec:
won by the troops of. that-splendid first
Armyofours, “ the Old Contemptibles,”
but the second attack on Ypres, with all

the added horrors of poison gas, was 3
to be won. The French, who were on the
Canadians’ left, were decimated by way

of German gas—we had never he
such things as gas-masks in those daj
and the enemy poured through the gap
thus made into St. Julien Wood.
The Canadians’ flank and rear became

thus exposed, and they were in a good
way to be surrounded. But they t!
out a flank, patching up old trenches
digging newoneswitha speed phenome
and when the Germans. came aloi
expecting a ‘‘ walk-over,” they were me
with an opposition that sent them stag-
gering. They brought uptheir gas.

“These Splendid Troops ”

The Canadians had no masks; theydid

not even Inow what steps to take to
counteract it. But they stood their
ground. ~Gasping for breath, with seared
and scorched lungs, they kept at their
posts. Men worked machine-guns and
rifles till they fell where they stood, and
died, with hands tearing at their seared
and burnt-up throats. There have been
few finer deeds than the Canadians’
stand then ; and Sir John French was not
slow to acknowledge the service they had
rendered. ‘It is not too muchto say,”
he reported, “that the tenacity and
courage of these splendid troops averted
a disaster that might have been attended
with most serious consequences.”
A fortnight later the Canadians moved

south to take part in the bloody Battle
of Festubert. All summer they held
the line about “‘Plug Street’ and St.
Eloi. Their skill as “ raiders ’’ became
notorious. They “set the fashions” in
raid warfare. Next spring they were in
the Ypres salient again, where thev
achieved the magnificent victoryof “‘ The
Craters."". In the Somme offensive and
later the Canadians surpassed even
their own records. Between May and
November, 1917, they took nihe villages,
smashed up eight German divisions, and
captured more than 5,000 prisoners,
besides 64 guns and howitzers, 106
trench-mertars, and 126 machine-guns.
These things speak eloquently for them-
selves of Canada’s fighting qualities.
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A -armed man loading a waggon, and (right) a discharged soldier ploughing up land for flax in the first Crown Colony at Holbeach,

Linipaleatice:: This eoldny Fagin area of 1,000 Bones) and is under the command of Captain Boddy, under whose Care it is thriving.
 

  
Soldiers at the Holbeach Crown Colony feeding cattle, and (right) riddling potatoes. After a_ term of probation, which is now being
served by a large numberof men,each man passed proficient is allotted ten acres anda cottage. Several men have now taken possession.
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Feeding pigs, and (right) ex-Private Ragsdell, who lost an arm at Fricourt in July, 1916, feeding his chickens. The Holbeach Colony
is one of several Crown Colonies started for the benefit of discharged soldiers, and its success augurs well for the future of the scheme. SSeeoe
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NORTH STAFFORDSHIRES
HEREare sonie

-E regiments
which do not

receive very much
notice in the news-
papers or from the
public generally. It

fis difficult to say why,
for those who follow

ee ; the records. know
that, when called upon, they do just as
well as their comrades. Their officers
and men earn their tale of D.S.O.’s and
D.C.M’s, and even an occasional. V.C.,
and it is quite easy to find mentions
of the battalions. in brigade and other
general orders. It may be that it is
just because they are those English
regiments of the line which everyone
takes for granted will do their duty
without any fuss whatever. One of them
is the North Staffords.
At the opening of the Great War this

regiment was not represented at the
front, for of its two Regular battalions
one was in India and the other in Ireland.
However, the 1st, the one in Ireland,
soon got orders to move, and in September,
ror4, itreached France. The Battle of the

‘Aisne was then raging, but in this the

6th Division (in which the North Staffords
were) tooklittle ot no part.

Ypres, Armentieres, and Hooge

~ Under General Pulteney the two divi-

the.6th, were soon moved from.the Aisne
to, Flanders. . Theytravelled quickly, for
the times were critical... On Gctober- 9th
the NorthStaffords were at Compidgne;
on the. 11th they, were lodged. in some
glassworks. at, Arques, three miles from
St:.Omer, and on the 13th they were
under shell fire at. Hazebrouck. From
there, .they fought their way. forward
towards the River Lys; Sailly, and. then
Armentiéres were: reached, but .a_ little
later the men came up against the main
German line, where. they were stopped.
Then followed ‘the First Battle of Ypres,
in which this Third Corps, on the right

of the British line, prevented the Germans
from entering Armentiéres.
There the Staffords remained through-

out the doleful winter of ror4-15, and
there they were when our men assaulted
Neuve Chapelle. To help the big attack,
their brigade, the 17th, stormed the
hamlet of L’Epinette and held it against
-counter-attacks. In this fighting Lieu-
tenant V. V.-Pope was Specially noted
for the clever and dashing way he led
his. company. >
.« About this. time -Sir John French’s
army was strengthened by the arrival
of Territorial. battalions, and among these
were the 5th North Staffords from Hanley,
and the 6th from Burton-on-Trent. During
the gas. attacks of April these civilian
soldiers were -near Kemmel, and there

some of them ‘showed their quality by
entering a mine gallery to’ rescue some
comrades who had been overcome by gas.
or a time they did not have a ‘great
deal. of hard fighting, but plenty of this
was in.store for them. ; :
“Foreturn for a moment:to the Regulars.
In July the 1st North Staffords were near
Hooge, and on the 5th one of their
sergeant-majors won the D.C.M.for rally-
inga platoonbelonging to a neighbouring

sions-.of, the Third Corps, the: 4thand

battalion, leading the men. back to their
lost trench, and then, with some of his

own company, making this again defen-
sible. In August the battalion shared in
the fighting by which a big crate near
Hooge was recovered, and then .was
entrusted with the defence of a section
of the restored line. They took no part
in the Battle of Loos, but on October
30th and 31st they were busy in repelling
Germanattacks on the desirable positions
they were protecting.
But if the North Stafford Regulars

were not engaged in the stern struggle of
September and October; 1915, which ‘is
known as_the Battle of Leos, the Terri-
torials were;. After. the main encounter
had. ended it was decided that-another
attempt should be made -on.the Hohen-
zollern Redoubt andits attendant defences.
This was fixed for. October 13th, and was

Ridgway, and several subalterns were
killed, and a larger number wounded.

The 6th lost Captain Jenkinson killed and
several subalterus cither killed or wounded.

At Gallipoli

The records of this regiment also
include services in Gallipoli. Thither, in
‘a division of the New Army, went the 7th
Battalion. It was one of the battalions
landed at Anzac Cove to assist the
Australians and New Zealanders in their
August attacks on the Turkish lines. They
were in those desperate struggles, waged
against heat and_thirst as well as a more
tangible foe, which tested human en-

-durance to its very Jimit. There it was
that Sergeant J. Bollington and Quarter-
master-Sergeant- P. Maddock won_ the
D.C.M. for giving example and encourage-
azment to those under their command.
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the Staffordshire Regiment waiting to go

entrusted to a division of Midland Terri-
torials ; in this was a brigade composed
of two battalions, the 5th and 6th from

North, and two from South Staffordshire.

The plan was for the Staffordshire men
to capture the so-called Dump Trench
and Fosse 8, which lay behind. ‘the
Hohenzollern and were connected withit.
To reach their objective they hada good
distance to go, but the 5th North Staffords,
one of the two leading battalions, went

“over the top’’ in good -heart. ..The
German machine-guns were numerous and
ready, and in crossing the open fully half
of the men were shot down. The 6th
Battalion, as arranged, followed in sup-

port, but it, too, Iost.so heavily that it
was. decided the. survivors were too few
to push the attack home. ;
’ In. this assault . the..two. battalions,
especially the 5th, were almost destroyed,
and the losses .among .the.. officers. tell
their own tale. Of the 5th, Colonel. f. H.
Knight “was ‘first returned. as‘*missing,
but was afterwards found to be dead;
the adjutant, Captain Fleming,’ Captain

THE WESTERN FRONT.—-Battalion of

up to the front line. (Sritish official.)

In the last hours of this _ Gallipoli

Campaign the Staffordshires were to the
fore. On January 7th, 1916, the first
of the two days selected for the al
disembarkation at Cape Helles, the Turks
made a big attack on our lines. “They
sprang two mines, and at two points
advanced with the bayonet, but’ the
Staffords completely repulsed this attack,
and the enemy retired after a large
proportion of his’ force had been killed
or wounded.
The NorthStaffordshire Regiment, called

also the Prince of Wales’s, is comp
of the old 64th and 98th. The forz
raised in 1758, served against the Americar
Colonists, and in the West Indies, where
in 1803 they stormed St. Lucia, and in
1804 assaulted Surinam, in Dutch Guiana.
The 98th, raised in 1824, served in China
in*1842, and in 1851 against the Afndi
‘tribesmen, while five years later the 64th
were in‘ Persia. They “fought in the
Indian Mutiny under Havelock, and the
‘end Battalion served through the Boer
War. A.W. H.
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A -armed man loading a waggon, and (right) a discharged soldier ploughing up land for flax in the first Crown Colony at Holbeach,

Linipaleatice:: This eoldny Fagin area of 1,000 Bones) and is under the command of Captain Boddy, under whose Care it is thriving.
 

  
Soldiers at the Holbeach Crown Colony feeding cattle, and (right) riddling potatoes. After a_ term of probation, which is now being
served by a large numberof men,each man passed proficient is allotted ten acres anda cottage. Several men have now taken possession.
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Feeding pigs, and (right) ex-Private Ragsdell, who lost an arm at Fricourt in July, 1916, feeding his chickens. The Holbeach Colony
is one of several Crown Colonies started for the benefit of discharged soldiers, and its success augurs well for the future of the scheme. SSeeoe
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for those who follow
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well as their comrades. Their officers
and men earn their tale of D.S.O.’s and
D.C.M’s, and even an occasional. V.C.,
and it is quite easy to find mentions
of the battalions. in brigade and other
general orders. It may be that it is
just because they are those English
regiments of the line which everyone
takes for granted will do their duty
without any fuss whatever. One of them
is the North Staffords.
At the opening of the Great War this

regiment was not represented at the
front, for of its two Regular battalions
one was in India and the other in Ireland.
However, the 1st, the one in Ireland,
soon got orders to move, and in September,
ror4, itreached France. The Battle of the

‘Aisne was then raging, but in this the

6th Division (in which the North Staffords
were) tooklittle ot no part.

Ypres, Armentieres, and Hooge

~ Under General Pulteney the two divi-

the.6th, were soon moved from.the Aisne
to, Flanders. . Theytravelled quickly, for
the times were critical... On Gctober- 9th
the NorthStaffords were at Compidgne;
on the. 11th they, were lodged. in some
glassworks. at, Arques, three miles from
St:.Omer, and on the 13th they were
under shell fire at. Hazebrouck. From
there, .they fought their way. forward
towards the River Lys; Sailly, and. then
Armentiéres were: reached, but .a_ little
later the men came up against the main
German line, where. they were stopped.
Then followed ‘the First Battle of Ypres,
in which this Third Corps, on the right

of the British line, prevented the Germans
from entering Armentiéres.
There the Staffords remained through-

out the doleful winter of ror4-15, and
there they were when our men assaulted
Neuve Chapelle. To help the big attack,
their brigade, the 17th, stormed the
hamlet of L’Epinette and held it against
-counter-attacks. In this fighting Lieu-
tenant V. V.-Pope was Specially noted
for the clever and dashing way he led
his. company. >
.« About this. time -Sir John French’s
army was strengthened by the arrival
of Territorial. battalions, and among these
were the 5th North Staffords from Hanley,
and the 6th from Burton-on-Trent. During
the gas. attacks of April these civilian
soldiers were -near Kemmel, and there

some of them ‘showed their quality by
entering a mine gallery to’ rescue some
comrades who had been overcome by gas.
or a time they did not have a ‘great
deal. of hard fighting, but plenty of this
was in.store for them. ; :
“Foreturn for a moment:to the Regulars.
In July the 1st North Staffords were near
Hooge, and on the 5th one of their
sergeant-majors won the D.C.M.for rally-
inga platoonbelonging to a neighbouring

sions-.of, the Third Corps, the: 4thand

battalion, leading the men. back to their
lost trench, and then, with some of his

own company, making this again defen-
sible. In August the battalion shared in
the fighting by which a big crate near
Hooge was recovered, and then .was
entrusted with the defence of a section
of the restored line. They took no part
in the Battle of Loos, but on October
30th and 31st they were busy in repelling
Germanattacks on the desirable positions
they were protecting.
But if the North Stafford Regulars

were not engaged in the stern struggle of
September and October; 1915, which ‘is
known as_the Battle of Leos, the Terri-
torials were;. After. the main encounter
had. ended it was decided that-another
attempt should be made -on.the Hohen-
zollern Redoubt andits attendant defences.
This was fixed for. October 13th, and was

Ridgway, and several subalterns were
killed, and a larger number wounded.

The 6th lost Captain Jenkinson killed and
several subalterus cither killed or wounded.

At Gallipoli

The records of this regiment also
include services in Gallipoli. Thither, in
‘a division of the New Army, went the 7th
Battalion. It was one of the battalions
landed at Anzac Cove to assist the
Australians and New Zealanders in their
August attacks on the Turkish lines. They
were in those desperate struggles, waged
against heat and_thirst as well as a more
tangible foe, which tested human en-

-durance to its very Jimit. There it was
that Sergeant J. Bollington and Quarter-
master-Sergeant- P. Maddock won_ the
D.C.M. for giving example and encourage-
azment to those under their command.
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The plan was for the Staffordshire men
to capture the so-called Dump Trench
and Fosse 8, which lay behind. ‘the
Hohenzollern and were connected withit.
To reach their objective they hada good
distance to go, but the 5th North Staffords,
one of the two leading battalions, went

“over the top’’ in good -heart. ..The
German machine-guns were numerous and
ready, and in crossing the open fully half
of the men were shot down. The 6th
Battalion, as arranged, followed in sup-

port, but it, too, Iost.so heavily that it
was. decided the. survivors were too few
to push the attack home. ;
’ In. this assault . the..two. battalions,
especially the 5th, were almost destroyed,
and the losses .among .the.. officers. tell
their own tale. Of the 5th, Colonel. f. H.
Knight “was ‘first returned. as‘*missing,
but was afterwards found to be dead;
the adjutant, Captain Fleming,’ Captain
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fore. On January 7th, 1916, the first
of the two days selected for the al
disembarkation at Cape Helles, the Turks
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sprang two mines, and at two points
advanced with the bayonet, but’ the
Staffords completely repulsed this attack,
and the enemy retired after a large
proportion of his’ force had been killed
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also the Prince of Wales’s, is comp
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raised in 1758, served against the Americar
Colonists, and in the West Indies, where
in 1803 they stormed St. Lucia, and in
1804 assaulted Surinam, in Dutch Guiana.
The 98th, raised in 1824, served in China
in*1842, and in 1851 against the Afndi
‘tribesmen, while five years later the 64th
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SOO

NOTHER new
series of very

interesting contri-
butions, touchinga

feature of the war which has been very little
written about in our pages, willtbegin in
an-early issue, {The* title. of these new
articles, for which P-expect a very ready
Seewill be ‘“‘ More Observations
of an Orderly,” and the writer is Mr. Ward
Muir, a well known joutnalist.and author
before-the war, who has madea war-time
reputation with that yery popular book,
“The Observations of am Orderly,” and
is: bringing out another. céuted “Fhe
Happy Hospital.” »For nearly three years
he has’served at home in the ranks of the
R.A.M.C., and the brightness with which he
writes, his lightness of touch, andthe sound

commonsenseof his opinions, alladdto the
attractiveness of the subjects he chooses. {

E will tell our readers, in a racy
manner; what the recruit’s. first day

in the R.A.M.C. islike ; what happens:on
visiting day at a war ‘hospital; and will
illustrate something of the humours- of
war hospital life, as-well as describe with
vivid and sympathetic pen the kindly
treatment and the mayy humane inven-

tions for handling. the poor fellows
brought back from France “broken. in
the war.’”’. Mr. Ward Muiris a writer who
would find it difficult to be uninteresting,
and_I can promise my readers that, how-
ever little they might thinkthe life of our
war hospitals |offered attractive subjects,
they will be stire to .read with pleasure
and: sympathy thése further ‘ Observa-
tions of an Orderly.” =

Gur Outer Pages :

UITE a number of. correspondents
“have been writing to me recently

with reference to the matter which appears
on the outer pages of Tie War Iiivus-
TRATED.” This is an old and curiously-
debated question between me andcertain
of my readers. .[here are those ~who
would have me_print only in the inside
Pasuch features as ‘“Our Observation
Pc ‘Records of the Regiments,’ our

warmaps, aeroplane types, and “other
literary.and -pictorial matter which, from
time, to time, 1 deem it best to give in
these outer . bages. My“reply to. them
has been 2°“ You cannot eat your cake
and hayei Better that these attractive
features should appear on the outer pages
than not at-all, for there is no alternative
between that and ‘suppressing thény.
Thus; the moreattractive I make these
pages, the more. do I receive complaints

from certain readers, so that there have
been times when I ie almost regretted
that, for the sake of my readers, I long
ago refused to accept the valuable adver-
tisements which were ireely offered for
these pages !

when each
value which,

more than. ever,
leaf of paper has. a

before the .war, .would “haye seemed
fantastic to anyone in’, the. publishing
business, the utmost use-must be made
of the material in each issue. , Indeed,

{ would advise my. readers, now that J
have efiected further improvements in
the. production ‘of these outer pages, to

O-DAY,

regard themas integral parts of the issue,
and-either to" bind thém-as they are with
the. parts in making up. their volumes,
or to keep them clean, for grouping
together and binding at the end of the
volume.. The matter they contain is,
in manycases, worthy of preserving, the
maps and pictures in particular, and
with a very little care on the part of
stibscribers there shouldbe no difficulty
in keeping these pages sufficiently. clean
to be boundin either of the ways indicated
without disfiguring. the volume. Cer-
tainly, in view of the paper famine, which
increases from week to week, it is every
editor’s duty- to’: make the very best
possible “ise of the limited amount of
paper he can secure:~ For that reason I
amafraid I must disappoint those corre-
spondents “above mentioned by .con-
tinuing to regard the. outer four pages of
Tue War ILLusrrRaTeD as being. now
at least quite as valuable to my readers
in general as anyof the interior pages.
 

 

    
 

 

Mr. Patrick MacGill, who asa soldier
writing of the war has addedto the repu-
tation he had already established as an
author. A vivid trench sketch by Mr.
MacGill; specially written for ‘‘ The War

Illustrated, »* appearsin this issue.

EMARIKABLE, indeed, is the follow-
ing “family record ’”’ which -I find

in one of the daily papers—arecord which
1 think’ wells merits:-reproducing here
It that-of a Tooting family, three
members of which haye madethe supreme
Sac rifice ;

Private’ C. J. Anderson,
hds served’ in Vrance and
the Mons" Star. 7 lt > .

> The late Sergeant -J.. Anderson,
Middlesex Regiment; gained the
service in France. ;

The. late’ Private
Wiltshire Regiment,
held. the China’ Medal:

* Coloui-Sérgeant W. H. Anderson, aed $2
Machine, Gun Corps, has” served" in’ France,
and holds the"Rutissian’ Ordér of St! George.

late Sergeant -T Andersoni, aped 28,
served ‘in *lrance “and held. the

is

R.W.E., aged
Italy, ard

40,
has

aged
IDCMA

43

Anderson, aged
ee in France

38,
and

4 : Sab? ss ee

; Corporal- G.!- Anderson; -aged _ 25, EF
Lancashire Regiment,: has: servect in. [ranec
and holds. the| 1.C.M.-and Mons Star.
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NOTHER capital volume of naval
- sketches. by Mr. John S. Margerison

he is}just been published under thetitle of
* Destroyer ~-Doings’’ (Pearson, 1s. Od.
net).» Readers-of THe WAR ILLUSTRATED

are familiar with Mr. Margerison’s vivid
style of narrative in presenting repre-
sentative episodesof activelife at sea and
elsewhere in a bright and informing
fashion, as evidenced in_the series giving
impressionsof “‘ The Day’s Work bySea,
Shore, and Sky.” In & Destroyer Doings”’
the author takes a-typical destroyer and
gives his impressions. of the’ service of
the manyby following the fortunes of the
one—and her crew. “The book is sure of
populatity, and it merits it.

”

| RECENTLY quoted -Sir William
Robertson’s wise words on the duty

of cheerfulness, and have since ‘come
upon the following pleasant pendant to
those words in the following tribute’ to
the spirit of our soldiers at the front,
from ‘an officer who is with them.» ‘‘ Do

not think Iam complaining. “Godforbid!
Tommy, in spite of discomforts, wakes
up singing, sings all ‘day, and goes to
bed singing, If any person is fed-up’ at
homeorwears a coffee-pot face he should
be utterly ashamed of himself, as Tommy
is the finest specimen of brightness “any:
body could ever see.”

A Fascinating Narrative

ROM time to time I- have
about the most interesting -books

of the war, and among the -many “score
that I have read I -have*-very~¢l
established in my mind ‘the qualities
which would make me choose certain of
them‘as excelling all the others. But I
should not-be surprised*if a book that is
at~ present appearing serially in -the
“Daily Telegraph ’”’. were eventually” to
prove the most fascinating narrative of
the, war.’ I refer to- “ The Germans. in
Belgium :- A Personal Narrative,’ by

Brand=- Whitlock, who,- as American
Minister in Brussels during the earlydays
of the war, had. unique opportunities for
acquiring material of everlasting interest
to the. historian. It is not everyone,
however, with these unique opportunities,
that would have made such splendid use
of them, and what fascinatés ‘me about
Mr. Whitlock’s story is not so muchits
mattér as the mannerofits telling:

spoken

Oa man of letters it is a delight. to
his narrative; to
itis maintained; with what
and success he. brings each

I -have, read, nothing
than his story, so~far,

“complaint is,. that, the
‘Telegraph’? has published. it at most
irregular andirritating intervals. Happily,
it will appear eventually in volume form
from the publishing house of Mr.-William
Heinemann, which is equivalent to saying
that it will. be .adequately presented.
The narrative,’ L- believe, runs to’ some
300,000 words, and will require at least
two stout:volumes to contain it,-but I
am ‘sure;that né one who once becomes
interested in-it sill have a word of com-
plaint as to its length. 2

| (J. H,

read note how
beautifully
ingenuity
chapter to’ a-close.
more fascinating
and «my~ only
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At.Work with a Big British Siege Gun
in a Gunpit on the Western Front 
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The WarMinstrated, 13th April, 1918:

 

  XXXIV
 Cooo-e- é 

WATCHING ANDWAITING
EFOREthe words are printed that T

shall write to-night, in performance
of my modest duty for this paper, the
issue of the battle which the whole world
is watehing may have been determined.
Had I anything useful to say about it
now, it would be belated then.» And I

have not, Mylips are touched to dumb-
ness. Iamone of the people of his Empire
for whom the King spoke truly and
sufficiently when he assured Sir Douglas
Haig that we realise the fortitude, courage,
and self-sacrifice with which the troops
under his command continue so heroically
to resist greatly superior numbers, and
that we stand calm and confident in our
soldiers. ‘‘ May God bless them and give
them strength in this time of trial.” From
my heart I say ‘‘ Amen!” to that. My
lips shall say no more.

HIS is a supreme moment’ in the
history of the world, and I have

been wondering what my thoughts and
feelings are while living through it. It
would be immensely interesting to know
what people felt and thought and said at
other gteat moments in history—when,
for example, the beaconlights flared up
from =Plymouth Hoe to Berwick-upon-
Tweed to announce that the Spanish
Armada had passed Plymouth Sound;-
when word came through that Napoleon,
escaped from-Elba, was off to the Low

Countries with an enthusiastic army
behind him, aiming to crush Wellington
and Blicher separately, and make the
Coalition payfor the Battle of the Nations,
Choose what moment appeals to you
most, but let it be a cardinal one. You
would greatly like to know what yourfor-
bears then alive, whose portraits perhaps
are looking down from the wall upon you
now, said and did in that time of crisis.
Your descendants will be still more
interested in knowing what you say and
do now,for it is safe to assert that nineteen

hundred and wartime, and especially the

period of this Second Battle of the Somme,
is pregnant with greater influence upon
the progress of the world than eighteen
hundred and war time was, and’ even the
Hundred Days.

MY contemporary notes contributory
to future realisation of our psycho-

logical state in this tense period will not
be less valuable because they make men-
tion only of little things. Perhaps they
are more valuable for that very reason.
The movements of the fingers of a witness
under examination sometimes reveal more
than the words uttered byhis lips.. I am
sure that I personally fully realise the
tremendous importance of the battle, and
I am_ convinced that every gtown-up
person whom I have seen to-day also
realises it fully. Adequate proof of that,
in myopinion, is that there has been a
general refusal to talk about it. Every
newspaper was bought up the moment it
was on. sale, but I heard almost no

exchange of comment on the successive
communiqués. Casual conversation was
about almost any other topic.

O* the other hand, there was plenty of
casual conversation. about other

matters, and it was noticeably free from
hectic teverishness and laborious desire
to distract the mind from a single obses-
sing preoccupation. That, in my opinion,

OUR OBSERVATION POST 

is adequate proof of the general calm and
confidence which, the Jing assured the
Commander-in-Chief, marked the. present
temper of the Empire. All the talk
I heard to-day, like all the newspaper
articles I read, was normal andintelligent.
I can only suggest one fact which would
have indicated to an acute observer that
all the time we were waiting for fresh
news from the battlefield—flippancy and
jocularity were entirely absent.

MY mind is one upon which events
ols seem to make a superficial impres-
sion at the moment of their happening,
but to bite into ever more deeply as time
passes. I am often astonishedto find how
pictures “ develop”? in my memory of
scenes which I left with only a vague and
blurred general impression. And the
Jonger the time, the clearer and fuller the
details of the picture. To-night I discover
that I have no clear recollection of the
men and matters that came= within my
immediate ken at the timeof the retreat
from Mons. If mychildren were to ask me
about that, my answers would be based
almost wholly. upon what Ihave read.
Tf, however, they asked me about the

“ blackdays ” in the South African War,
I could -give them some very. vivid de-
scriptions of things I saw and’ heard in
London which: might enable them to
realise the mental state of the people
when things were going hardly with us in
that conflict. I am interested in the fact
that I find no likeness between the temper
of Londoners in the.much graver crisis of
to-day and their temper when facing the
reverses and disasters that then befell
British arms. There must be a reason for

 

We reproduce this week from the ‘“ Literary
Digest,” of New York, a translation made

for that paper by Mr. Richard Duffy of verses
written by René Fauchois, and published in. the
Paris “ Gaulois,” which reflect the mood of longing
for home into whith the indomitable soldiers of
France relapse in moments of respite trom their
awful ordeal.

BREAD of our home—oh, year of the
end—

Howgood ‘twill be to eat,
. .Whenwerecall im sudden mood

Thirst and the fighter’s scanty food,
Howclean ‘twill taste and sweet !

Wine of our vineyards—year of the end——
How warm ‘twill glow to sight,

As werecountin brave old song
Victory, tho’ the test was long,
Nor wearied weoffight.

Bells of our towers r of the end—
On Sabbathssoft shall chime,

Crooning requiems o'er the grave,
Sheltering warm the fallen brave
Here orin foreign clime.

Girls of our town—oh, year of the end-—
How protd shall be your thought,

Whenthere appear the hearis of steel
Showing youstill the love they feel,

Forall the war has wrought,

Rose of our gardens—year of the end—
By slopes of Loire and Meuse,

Perfume you'll bear of glory’s thrill,
Colours of vict'ry’s iron will ©
And glow of peaceful hues.

— aaa

our greater calm and confidence now, and
I think I know whatit is.

NEVER before, probably, in the history
of the world has the issue between

right and wrong been so clearly defined
as it was in August, 1914. There was room

- for two opinions about the ethics of Great
Britain’s action in respect of South Africa
in r899 and of Russia in 1854. The law of
self-preservation toola her. into the
Napoleonic Wars. In respect of Germany
in 1914, her action was dictated solely by
conscience. No Jingo spirit moved the
people, who indeed allowed the Govern-
ment to go almost beyond the limits
imposed by honour in their efforts to
avert the war. Then, when the sword
was drawn, the Empire went forth to
battle with a fairly accurate estimate of
the magnitude of the task before it.

HE task has not increased in magni-
tude in the intervening years. The

Empire’s power to deal with it has. And
every day the issue between plain right
and plain wrong has been defined more
clearly, until now there is not a country
in the world, not excepting Prussia,_
where the people do not see the truth—
not one, excepting perhaps Prussia, where

- the people are not sure that, the right will
prevail. The King declared a simple fact.
She British Empite is confident and,
therefore, calm.

"Fs is the greatest battle ever fought.
Already the Kaiser is claiming that

his armies have won it. If he really be-
lieves that td be thé fact, does he suppose
it is the last battle his armies will have
to fight in-this war ? If so, his ignorance
of the qualities of the Anglo-Saxon race
is as colossal as his vanity and ambition,
He has millions of the British people yet
to deal with, and many millions more of

the American people. “ Lookat the land
we have taken,” a German officer said to
Mr. Ernest: Pyke at Ruhleben. “ And
look at the sea we hold,” that indomitable
Englishman replied. - Has the Kaiser, in
the absence of his ships from the surface
of every’sea, forgotten that sea-power is
‘an essential factor in world-wide dominion?
We, atany rate, do not forget these things
in these anxious days.

We are confident. The Germans, -we
believe, are desperate. Yet our

anxiety is scarcely less than theirs, al-
though upon a different score. It is for
the men who must fall to preserve the
freedom that is our heritage that we
grieve ; to learm who and how many they
are that we are so anxious. Two. million
and five hundred thousand of his own
male subjects has that most bloody
Emperor driven to the slaughter already,
human sacrifices on the altar of his insane
ambition ; two million and five hundred
thousand men, every one of whom might
have lived to a peaceful old age, but for
this one megalomaniac. Germany mayfor-
give him that wholesale murder if she can.
We cannot forgive him for the wanton
slaughter caused among our gallant men.
Wepray for victory in this battle because
it is the last big bid that Germany will
make for victory, and if she fails, the end.
of the killing time will be in sight. Other--.
wise it must continue—until Kaiserism is
destroyed. Cc. M.
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f i aplanes fought five enemy seaplanes near
FIGHT AGAINST HEAVY ODDS.—On March 12th three British seap' F nae

< ihe Norn eonenuring it an enemy submarine appeared. The British ’planes swooped down.and fired, whee thea 4

F Three of the German seaplanes were driven downandthe others pursued unti! their pursuers’ ammunition was exnaus .
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WATCHING ANDWAITING
EFOREthe words are printed that T

shall write to-night, in performance
of my modest duty for this paper, the
issue of the battle which the whole world
is watehing may have been determined.
Had I anything useful to say about it
now, it would be belated then.» And I

have not, Mylips are touched to dumb-
ness. Iamone of the people of his Empire
for whom the King spoke truly and
sufficiently when he assured Sir Douglas
Haig that we realise the fortitude, courage,
and self-sacrifice with which the troops
under his command continue so heroically
to resist greatly superior numbers, and
that we stand calm and confident in our
soldiers. ‘‘ May God bless them and give
them strength in this time of trial.” From
my heart I say ‘‘ Amen!” to that. My
lips shall say no more.

HIS is a supreme moment’ in the
history of the world, and I have

been wondering what my thoughts and
feelings are while living through it. It
would be immensely interesting to know
what people felt and thought and said at
other gteat moments in history—when,
for example, the beaconlights flared up
from =Plymouth Hoe to Berwick-upon-
Tweed to announce that the Spanish
Armada had passed Plymouth Sound;-
when word came through that Napoleon,
escaped from-Elba, was off to the Low

Countries with an enthusiastic army
behind him, aiming to crush Wellington
and Blicher separately, and make the
Coalition payfor the Battle of the Nations,
Choose what moment appeals to you
most, but let it be a cardinal one. You
would greatly like to know what yourfor-
bears then alive, whose portraits perhaps
are looking down from the wall upon you
now, said and did in that time of crisis.
Your descendants will be still more
interested in knowing what you say and
do now,for it is safe to assert that nineteen

hundred and wartime, and especially the

period of this Second Battle of the Somme,
is pregnant with greater influence upon
the progress of the world than eighteen
hundred and war time was, and’ even the
Hundred Days.

MY contemporary notes contributory
to future realisation of our psycho-

logical state in this tense period will not
be less valuable because they make men-
tion only of little things. Perhaps they
are more valuable for that very reason.
The movements of the fingers of a witness
under examination sometimes reveal more
than the words uttered byhis lips.. I am
sure that I personally fully realise the
tremendous importance of the battle, and
I am_ convinced that every gtown-up
person whom I have seen to-day also
realises it fully. Adequate proof of that,
in myopinion, is that there has been a
general refusal to talk about it. Every
newspaper was bought up the moment it
was on. sale, but I heard almost no

exchange of comment on the successive
communiqués. Casual conversation was
about almost any other topic.

O* the other hand, there was plenty of
casual conversation. about other

matters, and it was noticeably free from
hectic teverishness and laborious desire
to distract the mind from a single obses-
sing preoccupation. That, in my opinion,
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is adequate proof of the general calm and
confidence which, the Jing assured the
Commander-in-Chief, marked the. present
temper of the Empire. All the talk
I heard to-day, like all the newspaper
articles I read, was normal andintelligent.
I can only suggest one fact which would
have indicated to an acute observer that
all the time we were waiting for fresh
news from the battlefield—flippancy and
jocularity were entirely absent.

MY mind is one upon which events
ols seem to make a superficial impres-
sion at the moment of their happening,
but to bite into ever more deeply as time
passes. I am often astonishedto find how
pictures “ develop”? in my memory of
scenes which I left with only a vague and
blurred general impression. And the
Jonger the time, the clearer and fuller the
details of the picture. To-night I discover
that I have no clear recollection of the
men and matters that came= within my
immediate ken at the timeof the retreat
from Mons. If mychildren were to ask me
about that, my answers would be based
almost wholly. upon what Ihave read.
Tf, however, they asked me about the

“ blackdays ” in the South African War,
I could -give them some very. vivid de-
scriptions of things I saw and’ heard in
London which: might enable them to
realise the mental state of the people
when things were going hardly with us in
that conflict. I am interested in the fact
that I find no likeness between the temper
of Londoners in the.much graver crisis of
to-day and their temper when facing the
reverses and disasters that then befell
British arms. There must be a reason for

 

We reproduce this week from the ‘“ Literary
Digest,” of New York, a translation made

for that paper by Mr. Richard Duffy of verses
written by René Fauchois, and published in. the
Paris “ Gaulois,” which reflect the mood of longing
for home into whith the indomitable soldiers of
France relapse in moments of respite trom their
awful ordeal.

BREAD of our home—oh, year of the
end—

Howgood ‘twill be to eat,
. .Whenwerecall im sudden mood

Thirst and the fighter’s scanty food,
Howclean ‘twill taste and sweet !

Wine of our vineyards—year of the end——
How warm ‘twill glow to sight,

As werecountin brave old song
Victory, tho’ the test was long,
Nor wearied weoffight.

Bells of our towers r of the end—
On Sabbathssoft shall chime,

Crooning requiems o'er the grave,
Sheltering warm the fallen brave
Here orin foreign clime.

Girls of our town—oh, year of the end-—
How protd shall be your thought,

Whenthere appear the hearis of steel
Showing youstill the love they feel,

Forall the war has wrought,

Rose of our gardens—year of the end—
By slopes of Loire and Meuse,

Perfume you'll bear of glory’s thrill,
Colours of vict'ry’s iron will ©
And glow of peaceful hues.

— aaa

our greater calm and confidence now, and
I think I know whatit is.

NEVER before, probably, in the history
of the world has the issue between

right and wrong been so clearly defined
as it was in August, 1914. There was room

- for two opinions about the ethics of Great
Britain’s action in respect of South Africa
in r899 and of Russia in 1854. The law of
self-preservation toola her. into the
Napoleonic Wars. In respect of Germany
in 1914, her action was dictated solely by
conscience. No Jingo spirit moved the
people, who indeed allowed the Govern-
ment to go almost beyond the limits
imposed by honour in their efforts to
avert the war. Then, when the sword
was drawn, the Empire went forth to
battle with a fairly accurate estimate of
the magnitude of the task before it.

HE task has not increased in magni-
tude in the intervening years. The

Empire’s power to deal with it has. And
every day the issue between plain right
and plain wrong has been defined more
clearly, until now there is not a country
in the world, not excepting Prussia,_
where the people do not see the truth—
not one, excepting perhaps Prussia, where

- the people are not sure that, the right will
prevail. The King declared a simple fact.
She British Empite is confident and,
therefore, calm.

"Fs is the greatest battle ever fought.
Already the Kaiser is claiming that

his armies have won it. If he really be-
lieves that td be thé fact, does he suppose
it is the last battle his armies will have
to fight in-this war ? If so, his ignorance
of the qualities of the Anglo-Saxon race
is as colossal as his vanity and ambition,
He has millions of the British people yet
to deal with, and many millions more of

the American people. “ Lookat the land
we have taken,” a German officer said to
Mr. Ernest: Pyke at Ruhleben. “ And
look at the sea we hold,” that indomitable
Englishman replied. - Has the Kaiser, in
the absence of his ships from the surface
of every’sea, forgotten that sea-power is
‘an essential factor in world-wide dominion?
We, atany rate, do not forget these things
in these anxious days.

We are confident. The Germans, -we
believe, are desperate. Yet our

anxiety is scarcely less than theirs, al-
though upon a different score. It is for
the men who must fall to preserve the
freedom that is our heritage that we
grieve ; to learm who and how many they
are that we are so anxious. Two. million
and five hundred thousand of his own
male subjects has that most bloody
Emperor driven to the slaughter already,
human sacrifices on the altar of his insane
ambition ; two million and five hundred
thousand men, every one of whom might
have lived to a peaceful old age, but for
this one megalomaniac. Germany mayfor-
give him that wholesale murder if she can.
We cannot forgive him for the wanton
slaughter caused among our gallant men.
Wepray for victory in this battle because
it is the last big bid that Germany will
make for victory, and if she fails, the end.
of the killing time will be in sight. Other--.
wise it must continue—until Kaiserism is
destroyed. Cc. M.
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE OF AMIENS:

great offensive in the west, and on
March 2rst they struck withterrific

force. on-a fifty-mile front between the
Rivers Scarpe and Oise, or between the
cathedral towns of Arras and Noyon. As
I write, the issue of the battle, which has

been raging for many days, is still des-
perately uncertain. From the outset it
was seen that the main immediate ob-
jective of the enemy was Amiens, which

possesses the finest Gothic cathedral in
France.

It is surprising how much doubt was
expressed among the Allies regarding the
intention of the Germans to attack in
Trance. The troops.in the trenches never
doubted. For many weeks beforehand
they were convinced that an onslaught
was coming. They caught glimpses of the
preparations, and our airmen saw much
mere. The Germans made no secret of
their purpose. They shouted it aloud to
the skies, they filled their newspapers with
boasts. of the crushing blow they were
about to deliver. They had two excellent
reasons for scorning concealment. T

first we

Ts Germans have begun their last

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

  s that the preparations were on
huge a scale that they could not be

hidden. second was that their
population had to be

ged even atithe sacrifice of pre-
tentious secrecy ; for the German citie
are not deceived by the
successés in. Russia. Tt are longing for
a swift peace, and still more for the bread
which they vainly think peace will bring.
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Last Moment Doubtings

Yet both the British and French Higher
Commands, while preparing for any
emergency, seemed unable -to believe that
the *Germans meant business. J «have
never heard precisely why so many great
soldiers were incredulous, but I knowthey
were. Perhaps they were convinceé that
tive <allied lines “were too. formidable ;

perhaps they considered that it would not
pay the Germans tostrike. I dealt in THE
War ILLUSTRATED of February réth with
some of the reasons publicly advanced to
prove that there would ke no enemy
offensive this year. They meke curious
reading to-day. Even Mr. Bonar Lawsaid
in the House of Commons, on March 7th,

that he was “ still a little sceptical” about
the threatened German slaught, and
undoubtedly he was reflecting the view
which preponderated among the military
leaders of both coun a nother pre
is that on the day the battle began X
Bonar Law made another speech in the
House, in which -he admitted that only
three days earlier “‘ Headquarters i:
France ” told the Cabinet that they had
‘now definitely come to the conclusion
that an attack was going to be launched
unmediately.” Tt all sounds a little
belated. One famous soldier whe never
for a moment swerved from his. conviction
that the Germans mearit to strike swith
their whole strength was General Foch.

My relations with the readers of THE
War ILLUSTRATED are now so intimate
and. continuous that I may perhaps be
pardoned for pointing out here that I have
persistently put before them the view
that this mighty German attack -was
coming quickly. Se long ago as Decem-
ber 29th I wrote.an article in this publica-
tion in which I traced the probable course
of events with an exactitude which now
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By Lovat Fraser
surprises even myself. I wish myreaders
would turn to that article, entitled “ The
Huns’ Last Hope,” and also to anarticle
on February 16th, in the first number of
our new volume, in which I again repeated

the warning.- In a further article on
February 23rd, entitled, ““ Where Will the
Last Blow Fall?” I said that if the
Germans decided to attack the British
front, there were only three sectors where

might fancy they had a chance.”
sectors were, first, “about St.

Quéntin,” second “all that stretch of
country between Cambrai and the Scarpe,”
including Bullecourt and Croisilies ; third,

opposite Armentiéres.. The Germans
combined the first and second, and

attacked on a much longer front than
anybody expected.

  

  

A Bracing Shock

 

So far as the actual war was concerned,
this country was ina sort of winter sleep
when the blow fell, I cannot recall a
time when so manyinterests were exacting
attention, when so many controversics
were in progress, all of which had little
or nothing to do with the fighting-lne,
the only thing that really mattered.
There: w far more talk about rations
and food+ supplies, about the
order and the coal shortage, than about
the positions of the armies in the field.
Political partisans were thinking of the
new register and a tal election, and
we seemed to be drifting towards the old
political sham fights. All warnings that
the Germans were crowding into France
fell upon deaf cars. Even the first day’s
reports failed to attract public attention
very much, although Sir Douglas Haig
frankly ‘stated: that in certain parts of
the front the cnemy had penetrated
“inte our battle positions,’ which means

the positions in rear of the front line. Not
until Saturday morning, March 23rd,

when a bulletin arrived announcing that
on the previous afternoon the enemy had
“broken through our defensive system
west of St: Quentin,” did the public begin
to realise what had happened:

The shock braced the nation in an
instant. All trivial questions were thrust
aside, workmen who had been talking
about striking swiftly withdrew their
threats, and a splendid spirit-of national
unity at once reappeared.
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Purpose of the Enemy

he broad purp
very soon manif

os Our front w
Army, under Sir

Fiith Army, the Thir
half of th
the southern half

   

  

 se of the cnemry was
d when the battle

held by the Thira
jan Byng, andthe

d holding the northern
and the Fifth

ar as the eutskirts
of La Fére, on the © where contact-was
made with the French. -On the first day
Amiens did not come yery much inte the
picture. The Germans concentrated most
of their weight against the two wings, on
our left agaimst the positions just south-
east of Arras, and on our right against the
line south of St. Quentin.
have hammered in both our wings, or even
one of them, they svould then have en-
veloped our centre. 3

‘ But they had further objects in view,
and although some disputation has already
arisen regarding the German battle-plan,
it is fairly obvious that, in a sense, all

   

 

     

lighting —

If they could .

 

the advocates of rival theories are equally
correct. The enemy wantedto destroy
our armies. They wanted to force a
wedge between our armies and the French,
because the poimt of contact between two
allies in line is always regarded as a
weak spot. They wanted to get to
Amiens i order to turn our line about
La Bassée and Ypres, to cut the main

railway to Paris, to reach the’ estuary
oi the, Somme, and to strike at the
Channel ports. They wanted so .to
shatter the power of ‘resistance of the
Allics as to compel them to accept a
German peace. : :

Too much has been made of the un-
doubted. fact that the German time-
table prescribed a far more rapid advance
than was actually achieved. We ought
not to delude ourselves because the enemy
fell short of their own plan. Over and
over again, In our own offensives in France
and in other theatres, we have given our

troops objectives which they have either
found themselves unable to attain, or

have only seached long after-the ap-
pointed time. In one respect the enemy
had great luck, for they advanced against

our positions under cover of a thick mist.
dn some areas the¥ were actually in touch
with our defences before their presence
was discoyered,

 

 

   

Grave Episode of March 22nd

Their plan only really succeeded at one
point on the opening day. Along ‘most
of the jine our troops were simply forced
from. their advanced front. to their main
battle positions, constituting a limited
withdrawal which was fully expected.
The’ defence always yields a little at the
outset of a big offensive. The Third
Army, in the northern half of the battle,

had to bear the brunt of by far the heaviest
attack, and its defence was so admirablo

that it xelinquished compatatively little
ground. We knownowthat the Germans
expected to make a very early entrance
into Arras, ‘and their aim was frustrated
by the magn: s nce they encoun-
tered. But on the extreme right of the
ififth Army they were so far successful
that they forced our line over four miles
back to the Crozat Canal... The actual
point of penctration was at Essigny, about
four miles ‘south of St. Quentin.

The real break-through came on the
afternoon of Friday, March 22nd, on a
wide front north-west of St. Quentin,
and-it was this grave episode which Sir
Dougias Haig disclosed in his: ‘bulletin
published on the morning of Saturday,
Masch 23rd. The ‘break was so serious
that our whole battle-line very sodn
had to ‘ali back -to conform with the
retreat. The Germans then massed thcir

3 agaimst our centre, and portions

of the Third Army were im turn unable
to withstand their pressure. A final
thrust in the neighbourhood of Bapaume,
which compelled part of the Third Army
to xetire rapidly across the old Somme
battiefield,.brought about a farther with-

drawal which was not stayed until tke
northern half of our line ran from tke.
heights east ofArras down to Albert... -
The problems ‘connected «with the cloze_

of the first phase, which left the ehemy

in possession ef Albert and Montdidier,
while their centre was within-ten miles~
of Amiens, must be reserved for future
discussion, E ;
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Parrying the Germans’ Most Stupendous Blow

i ; i re, i i alry had little opportunity
iti i ¢. The Germanoffensive ended the period of trench warfare, in which cavalry 1 or’

Feeeecheeich day of the battle they came into action and achieved a success which was described as brilliant.
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v iti i i ivisi i st Division of Highlanders were
i i n in the line. The 9th Division, a Scottish one, and the Sist ;

Gre{eeeal by SiDeusmeHaln xe having specially distinguished themselves in the resistance to the German onslaught.
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i i 3 - lions of theisl d (left) English troops moving up to support. Batta

Beeancnaricnetition shared some extraordinary fighting at Mory.

i siti ivisi hich they regard as containingthe
Germanskeep a “ black list” of the British divisions whi is Re reasotic

mosteeeeanens TheBist Division of Highlanders is on this list, and is careful not to forfeit the enemy's flattering opi
mostterri ; ‘
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE OF AMIENS:

great offensive in the west, and on
March 2rst they struck withterrific

force. on-a fifty-mile front between the
Rivers Scarpe and Oise, or between the
cathedral towns of Arras and Noyon. As
I write, the issue of the battle, which has

been raging for many days, is still des-
perately uncertain. From the outset it
was seen that the main immediate ob-
jective of the enemy was Amiens, which

possesses the finest Gothic cathedral in
France.

It is surprising how much doubt was
expressed among the Allies regarding the
intention of the Germans to attack in
Trance. The troops.in the trenches never
doubted. For many weeks beforehand
they were convinced that an onslaught
was coming. They caught glimpses of the
preparations, and our airmen saw much
mere. The Germans made no secret of
their purpose. They shouted it aloud to
the skies, they filled their newspapers with
boasts. of the crushing blow they were
about to deliver. They had two excellent
reasons for scorning concealment. T

first we

Ts Germans have begun their last

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

  s that the preparations were on
huge a scale that they could not be

hidden. second was that their
population had to be

ged even atithe sacrifice of pre-
tentious secrecy ; for the German citie
are not deceived by the
successés in. Russia. Tt are longing for
a swift peace, and still more for the bread
which they vainly think peace will bring.
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Last Moment Doubtings

Yet both the British and French Higher
Commands, while preparing for any
emergency, seemed unable -to believe that
the *Germans meant business. J «have
never heard precisely why so many great
soldiers were incredulous, but I knowthey
were. Perhaps they were convinceé that
tive <allied lines “were too. formidable ;

perhaps they considered that it would not
pay the Germans tostrike. I dealt in THE
War ILLUSTRATED of February réth with
some of the reasons publicly advanced to
prove that there would ke no enemy
offensive this year. They meke curious
reading to-day. Even Mr. Bonar Lawsaid
in the House of Commons, on March 7th,

that he was “ still a little sceptical” about
the threatened German slaught, and
undoubtedly he was reflecting the view
which preponderated among the military
leaders of both coun a nother pre
is that on the day the battle began X
Bonar Law made another speech in the
House, in which -he admitted that only
three days earlier “‘ Headquarters i:
France ” told the Cabinet that they had
‘now definitely come to the conclusion
that an attack was going to be launched
unmediately.” Tt all sounds a little
belated. One famous soldier whe never
for a moment swerved from his. conviction
that the Germans mearit to strike swith
their whole strength was General Foch.

My relations with the readers of THE
War ILLUSTRATED are now so intimate
and. continuous that I may perhaps be
pardoned for pointing out here that I have
persistently put before them the view
that this mighty German attack -was
coming quickly. Se long ago as Decem-
ber 29th I wrote.an article in this publica-
tion in which I traced the probable course
of events with an exactitude which now
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By Lovat Fraser
surprises even myself. I wish myreaders
would turn to that article, entitled “ The
Huns’ Last Hope,” and also to anarticle
on February 16th, in the first number of
our new volume, in which I again repeated

the warning.- In a further article on
February 23rd, entitled, ““ Where Will the
Last Blow Fall?” I said that if the
Germans decided to attack the British
front, there were only three sectors where

might fancy they had a chance.”
sectors were, first, “about St.

Quéntin,” second “all that stretch of
country between Cambrai and the Scarpe,”
including Bullecourt and Croisilies ; third,

opposite Armentiéres.. The Germans
combined the first and second, and

attacked on a much longer front than
anybody expected.

  

  

A Bracing Shock

 

So far as the actual war was concerned,
this country was ina sort of winter sleep
when the blow fell, I cannot recall a
time when so manyinterests were exacting
attention, when so many controversics
were in progress, all of which had little
or nothing to do with the fighting-lne,
the only thing that really mattered.
There: w far more talk about rations
and food+ supplies, about the
order and the coal shortage, than about
the positions of the armies in the field.
Political partisans were thinking of the
new register and a tal election, and
we seemed to be drifting towards the old
political sham fights. All warnings that
the Germans were crowding into France
fell upon deaf cars. Even the first day’s
reports failed to attract public attention
very much, although Sir Douglas Haig
frankly ‘stated: that in certain parts of
the front the cnemy had penetrated
“inte our battle positions,’ which means

the positions in rear of the front line. Not
until Saturday morning, March 23rd,

when a bulletin arrived announcing that
on the previous afternoon the enemy had
“broken through our defensive system
west of St: Quentin,” did the public begin
to realise what had happened:

The shock braced the nation in an
instant. All trivial questions were thrust
aside, workmen who had been talking
about striking swiftly withdrew their
threats, and a splendid spirit-of national
unity at once reappeared.
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Purpose of the Enemy
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 se of the cnemry was
d when the battle

held by the Thira
jan Byng, andthe

d holding the northern
and the Fifth

ar as the eutskirts
of La Fére, on the © where contact-was
made with the French. -On the first day
Amiens did not come yery much inte the
picture. The Germans concentrated most
of their weight against the two wings, on
our left agaimst the positions just south-
east of Arras, and on our right against the
line south of St. Quentin.
have hammered in both our wings, or even
one of them, they svould then have en-
veloped our centre. 3

‘ But they had further objects in view,
and although some disputation has already
arisen regarding the German battle-plan,
it is fairly obvious that, in a sense, all

   

 

     

lighting —

If they could .

 

the advocates of rival theories are equally
correct. The enemy wantedto destroy
our armies. They wanted to force a
wedge between our armies and the French,
because the poimt of contact between two
allies in line is always regarded as a
weak spot. They wanted to get to
Amiens i order to turn our line about
La Bassée and Ypres, to cut the main

railway to Paris, to reach the’ estuary
oi the, Somme, and to strike at the
Channel ports. They wanted so .to
shatter the power of ‘resistance of the
Allics as to compel them to accept a
German peace. : :

Too much has been made of the un-
doubted. fact that the German time-
table prescribed a far more rapid advance
than was actually achieved. We ought
not to delude ourselves because the enemy
fell short of their own plan. Over and
over again, In our own offensives in France
and in other theatres, we have given our

troops objectives which they have either
found themselves unable to attain, or

have only seached long after-the ap-
pointed time. In one respect the enemy
had great luck, for they advanced against

our positions under cover of a thick mist.
dn some areas the¥ were actually in touch
with our defences before their presence
was discoyered,

 

 

   

Grave Episode of March 22nd

Their plan only really succeeded at one
point on the opening day. Along ‘most
of the jine our troops were simply forced
from. their advanced front. to their main
battle positions, constituting a limited
withdrawal which was fully expected.
The’ defence always yields a little at the
outset of a big offensive. The Third
Army, in the northern half of the battle,

had to bear the brunt of by far the heaviest
attack, and its defence was so admirablo

that it xelinquished compatatively little
ground. We knownowthat the Germans
expected to make a very early entrance
into Arras, ‘and their aim was frustrated
by the magn: s nce they encoun-
tered. But on the extreme right of the
ififth Army they were so far successful
that they forced our line over four miles
back to the Crozat Canal... The actual
point of penctration was at Essigny, about
four miles ‘south of St. Quentin.

The real break-through came on the
afternoon of Friday, March 22nd, on a
wide front north-west of St. Quentin,
and-it was this grave episode which Sir
Dougias Haig disclosed in his: ‘bulletin
published on the morning of Saturday,
Masch 23rd. The ‘break was so serious
that our whole battle-line very sodn
had to ‘ali back -to conform with the
retreat. The Germans then massed thcir

3 agaimst our centre, and portions

of the Third Army were im turn unable
to withstand their pressure. A final
thrust in the neighbourhood of Bapaume,
which compelled part of the Third Army
to xetire rapidly across the old Somme
battiefield,.brought about a farther with-

drawal which was not stayed until tke
northern half of our line ran from tke.
heights east ofArras down to Albert... -
The problems ‘connected «with the cloze_

of the first phase, which left the ehemy

in possession ef Albert and Montdidier,
while their centre was within-ten miles~
of Amiens, must be reserved for future
discussion, E ;
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i ; i re, i i alry had little opportunity
iti i ¢. The Germanoffensive ended the period of trench warfare, in which cavalry 1 or’

Feeeecheeich day of the battle they came into action and achieved a success which was described as brilliant.
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v iti i i ivisi i st Division of Highlanders were
i i n in the line. The 9th Division, a Scottish one, and the Sist ;

Gre{eeeal by SiDeusmeHaln xe having specially distinguished themselves in the resistance to the German onslaught.
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i i 3 - lions of theisl d (left) English troops moving up to support. Batta

Beeancnaricnetition shared some extraordinary fighting at Mory.

i siti ivisi hich they regard as containingthe
Germanskeep a “ black list” of the British divisions whi is Re reasotic

mosteeeeanens TheBist Division of Highlanders is on this list, and is careful not to forfeit the enemy's flattering opi
mostterri ; ‘
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The Reserves Go Forward to the Battle Line |

British field artillery galloping througha French village on the way to
take part in holding up the great German attack. The artillery tate

nificently supported the indomitable infantry in their great stand.

   
British troops marching forward to the or n ere rmany trie raw wgreat battle front Ge y tried to ive a wed ies of Britain and¢ t : f wh a ige between the armies
of France. Inset above: German prisoners taken in the great battle inthe west, with their British guards, resting ina French village.
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British field-guns going
onslaught with obstinate courage,

only when the enemy was

into action.
on one occasion limbering up and
actually within twenty-five yards.
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4 WANDERER IN WAR LANDS
 

SMOKE-CLOUDS OF DESTRUCTION
How a Great Task was Greatly Achieved

Wei will happen to the Rumanian
oil-fields ? Mamy people would be
glad to know, especially those

who have money invested in them. Will
the Germans try te keep them? If so,
will the property of British investors be
confiscated ?
The British, French, ai

Governments agreed, so it was
Rumania at the time ef the destruction
of the wells, te pay compensation for

age done. NewRussia has no Govern-
t. -Wall France and Ba

  

 

  

 

    
     

1 TaN Tecom-

pense sharehelders in oil companies for

h

 

eir whole loss
What would those losses amount to if

oil district were annexed? That
i leave to “ someone in the City ” to
compete. All 1 knowis that the engineers
put the value of the property destroyed
towards the end of 197at thirty million
pounds ! A more effective, mere creditable
piece of work has not been done during
he war.

Yet it was, of course, a melancholy
ssiess. It had taken many years te
id -up the Rumanian oil industry.

s of thought and labour,of effort and
cekculation. Years, at last, of triumpl
and profitable toi! for all concerned. ;

 

  

 

   

  

  

 

A “Destroying Angel”

The industry kept a large population
y and prosperous. It provided the

world with more than one of the neces-
ies of life, as we live it to-day—with
bt and heat, with grease te make the

 

  

driving power for nullions ef automobiles
und other kinds of petrol motors. Hun-
dreds of thousands of people depended
uponits continued working for their Living,
or for part of it. The convenience and
comfort of milhens have been affected by
the lessening of the petrol supply. Yet it
was a military act of necessity to destroy
the mdustry as far as possible.

“ What is war,” Napoleon asked, “ but

a game of barbarians?” Savage and
mseless, save from its own distorted

view-point, acts of war must always be.
It was on a sunny November day that I

first saw in Bukarest myold acquaintance
“Jack ” Nerton‘Griffiths—‘‘ Empire Jack ”
his constituents used to call him. He was
lcoking at the ruins of a building wrecked
in the early morning air raid. At first I
did not recognise him, in uniform with
red tabs, but I found that being a Staff
colonel had not a whit changed his jolly,
kindly, care-free nature, mor diminished

his immense energetic capability by a
job of “ militarism.” ;
He had been sent out to see that the

Germans got as little as possibie out of
Rumania, either in the way of of] or grain.
Already it was clear that the Rumanian
Army could not save the country irom
invasion. Help was looked for from
Russia, but the Russians could net send it

in time. They were most unjustly accused
of “ petraying Rumania.” That is non
sense. General Alexcicfi was ready to do
all that lay im ‘his power, but he could not
work miracles. Only a miracle could hhave
moved sufficient Russian troops to save
Rumania from Mackensen’s machine-like
rmianipulation of his forces.

3y the end of November it was-clear
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By HAMILTON FYFE
‘that the oil-wells must either be destroyed
or presented to the enemy. Already they -
had been left untouched tco long. The
Rumanian Government urged that they
should be left a little longer. But now
Colonel Norton Griffiths had his orders.
Off he went te Plocsti, the capital of the

oil country.
He called together the Brit imeers

and managers who had longest experience,
and those whe were reputed to pessess the
longest heads. We got valeable advice
also from American oilanen. There was
general agreement that the only way to
seal up a well, so that it could not be used
again, was to drop the dipping machinery
into it upside down. Wherever such a
thmg had happened by accident, it had
been found impossible to get the machinery
out. ji

Thenthe colonel gct to werk. He is, by

the way, the founder and head of a very
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Lieut.-Col. Sir J. Norton Griffiths, K.C.B.,
D.S.O., M.P., in charge of the party of
engineers who dismantled and destroyed
the Rumanian oil-wells while the enemy

were rapidiy approaching.

big contracting firm which makes docks,
digs canals, builds harbours all over the

world. Now he proved that he was no less
competent ‘at destruction than at con-
struction. A “ destroying angel,” the oil
people nicknamed him. One mine manager,
of-a poetical turn, described him to meas
being “ in love with ruin.” i
A great deal of oil was pumped or run

off from the reservoirs into shallow basins,
where it was set on fire. It did mot explode.
It did not blaze up. It burned sullenly,
giving off a dense black smoke. Ali over
the country the dense black smoke rolled
im sinister, slowly-moeving clouds. At a
place called Targovistea, twenty miles
away, it was thick enough to blot out the
daylight and make dark night at four in
the afternoon.
As I look back, those days of destruction

are like a nightmare in my memory. A
nightmare lit up by huge flares of burning
petrol, lakes of petrol, rivers of petrol,
and always above them dense, black,
stinking smoke.
Nothing in the war has made a deeper

 impression on my mind, The iurid sens
tionalism of it, the hurry in which it was
all done, with the query lurking at the
back of everyone’s thoughts: ‘Can we
do it-in time ?”’
With Colonel Norton Griffiths worked

several oil-men. The newofficers set to
work with as many helpers as they could
enlist by promise of reward. It was a
perilous job they were engaged in. There
were dangers of falling roofs or walls,
dangers of fire, dangers of sufiocation.
And, added to these, there was danger in
ihe threatening mood of the population.

These unfortunate people had to look on
and see their hving vanish. They saw the
wells and refineries which supported them
and ‘their families being choked up and
knocked down. “ Better that the Germans
should have them, and employ us, than
that we should have no work and starve.”
That was how they argued.
The colonel was here, there, and everv-

-where, “ the life and soul of the party,”
as another mine manager put it. Th
poor fellow had helped to break up his
own home. His furniture, piano, a library
ef books which he had been collecting

since he was a boy, all had gone. His job
had gone. The oil-ficld which he hed
managed so capably, and made to yield
its increase in growing volume year aftcr
year, was out of action. “Yet he joked
about it. He was the most cheerful of us
all as we sat at our scanty meals. ;

 

 

: Just in Time

If the oil would not light up quickly,
the colonel took. bundles of blazing straw
and flung them into it. He was secn
swinging sledge-hammers against the oil-
refining machinery. ‘‘ He ought to have
been killed a hundred times,” said an
admiring American. ‘‘ Why he wasn’t, I
cannot understand.” His example made
all his assistamts work like three men
apiece.

just in time they got their work finished.
The sound of the guns, magnified by the
mountain echoes, had been coming nearcr
and nearer. Through the town wounded
men and deserters and fugitives were
flowing in solid streams. There was no
hope now that the enemy could be
checked before he had captured: Bukarcst
and the oil region.

The well-to-do part of the frightencd
population had no thought but to ficc.
The rest, for the most part, took a fatalist
view. “Let the Germans come,” they
said to cach otier. ““ They can’t harm,us
more than these foreigners have ‘done.”’ :
On a Saturday the destruction was

almost completed. Tt was known that the
Rumenian Headquarters Staff had passed
through Ploesti in flight. “Give it up
now,” the colonel was urged. Lhe bom-
bardment sounded very near. -
“No,” he said, “ we'll makea clean job

of at.” They went on until the Monday.
Then the remains of Avarescu’s Army
began pouring down from the passes they
had held so bravely, and se much longer
than they had been expected to hold
them. Only then did Colonel Norton
Griffiths give the word to quit. i

It would, indeed, have been useless to

stay longer. There was nothing left
to do. =a
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Stopping the Swing of the Hun Sledge-Hammer
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A little company of Scotsmen, intensely keen and confident, watch-
ing the tide of the greatest battie in history moving towards them.
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Smiling “ kilties ** going into action show the splendid spirit of ;

the British Army under the supremetest of Germany’s full might.

 

   
 

       
 

Ammunition dump fired and well alight during the great battle.
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Inset: British soldiers bringing back a wounded man on a stretcher

rested on a child’s perambulatorfor his greater comfort. Every

  
 
 

thing on wheels is useful for the easier conveyance of casualties.
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his constituents used to call him. He was
lcoking at the ruins of a building wrecked
in the early morning air raid. At first I
did not recognise him, in uniform with
red tabs, but I found that being a Staff
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his immense energetic capability by a
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‘that the oil-wells must either be destroyed
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had been left untouched tco long. The
Rumanian Government urged that they
should be left a little longer. But now
Colonel Norton Griffiths had his orders.
Off he went te Plocsti, the capital of the

oil country.
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general agreement that the only way to
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big contracting firm which makes docks,
digs canals, builds harbours all over the

world. Now he proved that he was no less
competent ‘at destruction than at con-
struction. A “ destroying angel,” the oil
people nicknamed him. One mine manager,
of-a poetical turn, described him to meas
being “ in love with ruin.” i
A great deal of oil was pumped or run

off from the reservoirs into shallow basins,
where it was set on fire. It did mot explode.
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: Just in Time
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A little company of Scotsmen, intensely keen and confident, watch-
ing the tide of the greatest battie in history moving towards them.
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Smiling “ kilties ** going into action show the splendid spirit of ;

the British Army under the supremetest of Germany’s full might.

 

   
 

       
 

Ammunition dump fired and well alight during the great battle.
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Inset: British soldiers bringing back a wounded man on a stretcher

rested on a child’s perambulatorfor his greater comfort. Every
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 Wheeling ammunition to the British guns on the Ypres salient along one of the light railways laid ‘behindthe lines for facilitating ; : : : SHUREonealoneriie eneniviicenmoreSEVEELEOTeEeeernie DHGhorLINeteDeoriuniMiiesete

phe sfeedingiof: the antlheny = ogra joaded! trucks was being: pushedaby man-power alone, while the other was attached to a day, thudding away in the back villages with a menacing persistence that told the enemy he would require all his reserves.
motor. The scene is one typical of the incessant activity that goes on behind the lines in keeping the guns supplied: * 2

 
 

 

      British troops collecting debris from the battlefield beyond Ypres.
neighbourhood of an old gun position.

war zone, sorted out, and sent-to the rear to be distributed to fi

 The men were mostly engaged in salving shell-cases in the . British gunners bringing a heavy gun into position. The steadiness with which our gunn€érs stuck to their positions, Mr. HamiltonAll manner of waste material that can be made in any way to serve again is collected from the ~ ¢ - Fyfe wrote on March 25th, prevented the enemy from flooding the countr
he proper centres where it cat be repaired. or made anew- he would have done otherwise,

y with mounted forces accompanied by horse artillery, as
‘He certainly has not come along these last three days as rapidly as he did during the first two.’
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Men Who KeptTheir Spirit & the Line Unbroken
 

    

 

 

An injured British soldier, wounded in the great German offensive, being assisted through a ruined French village by one of his comrades,

and (right) getting a wounded German—taken prisoner in the great battle—aboard an ambulance train from a stretcher.

 

 
 

 

Wounded Canadians and some of their wounded captives at a
dressing-station onthe western front.
 

    
Stretcher cases—both British soldiers and their prisoners—at a
British dressing-station on the western front awaiting removal,

 
 

Some of the first of the wounded men from the great battle inthe

west smile at their hearty welcome homein London.
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DAY I WAS WOUNDED
Some Episodes in a Severe Artillery Strafing

you, sir!”
I woke with a start from the

fitful doze I had fallen into, with the
voice of the telephonist ringing in my
‘cars.. Our underground B:C. post, sunk
some thirty feet below the ground, was in
complete darkness, save for one little
circle of light from the carefully-shaded
electric lamp on-the switchboard. Enemy
shelling, combined with the waterlogged
condition of the ground,” made under-
ground quarters imperative in that sector
of the Ypres salient, and the kindly

sappers ‘had built for us a wonderful
tunnel with double emergency exits,
where officers and men lived, slept, and

ate when not on duty with the guns,
1 scrambled off the map table, on which

I -had been lying fully dressed, and
switched on the light. The big dug-out,
fully twenty feet by twelve, was walled
and roofed in rough timber, through the
cracks of which the water oozed and
trickled ; the floor and the passage outside

were ankle-deep in muddyslime.
I pulled on my gumboots and waded

to the doorway.
‘© Well, Sanders,’ I said, “what is it

you want?” “
“If you please, sir, we've had a couple

of men wounded, and I came to ask you

to telephone for an ambulance to mect
the stretcher-parties at the cross-roads.”

{ groaned inwardly.. Every day for the
past two weeks we had had several
ecasualtics, and always the best men

=es SANDERS to speak to

   

, seemed to have been chosen.

Casualties at No. 2

“Who are they this time?” I asked.
“The Jayer of No. 2, six, and one of

the loading mumbers.”
“Just what I expected! However,

TH come up with you right away now.
‘elephonist, get through to group, and
fix up an ambulance.”
We-tramped off down the passage.

ascended some forty oddslippery steps,
and finally came out of the shaft into the
open, The fresh air tasted pleasantly
sweet after the close atmosphere of the
tunnel down: below.
“Where are those two fellows?” I

asked, turning to mysergeant.
“ Over yonder in the gun-pit, sir.”
We crossed over to the camouflaged

pit of No. 2 gun. Bending my head
under the netting, I stepped into the
sunken pit. One man, the layer, was

sitting, Jeaning his back against his
beloved gun; a bandage round his left
arm slowly dripped blood. The other poor
fellow was stretched full-length on a
blanket, spread over the muddy floor.
One foot had been blown completely off,
and the mangled stump, already clotied
with black blood, was roughly swathed

in lint. A ‘home-made > tourniquet,
fashioned from a lanyard, had -been
twisted tightly round the calf, thereby
arresting the flow of blood. -His face,
the colour of lard, showed no signs of
consciousness,
_ I gently took the wounded man by the

' shoulders, another by the middle, a third
by the undamaged leg.

“ Carefully!” I warned, and so, very
gingerly, we edged up into the open. And

By “O. PIP”

in five minutes the little procession was
well on its way to the cross-roads.

 

“ At seven aan. this morning batterics
will carry out an hour's practice barrage
on objectives, as laid down in programme
already circulated. Gas-masks will be
worn by all. ranks for this shoot.
Acknowledge.”

‘Guns Alf Ready!”

Iwas sitting in the B.C. post when the
pink message form was handed to me. I
glanced at my wrist-watch—alrcady a
quarter to seven. No time to lose.
“Get through to the sections!” I

ordered, turning to the telephonist.

“And teil Nos: 1 and 2 to get on the
barrage target No. 1; and Nos. 3 and4
to get on to barrage target No. 2.”
While the operator was busy with his

key, I picked my gas-mask off its hook
and dashed upstairs.

It had now developed into a perfect
morning ; the sun’had sucked upall the
dawn mists, and the air was soft and
balmy. Away downthe slope, from the
bank on which I steed, 1 could see rows

of batteries of every calibre, from the

humble 18-pounder field-gun to the pon-
derous 9°2 in. heavy howitzer. LEvery-
where was the bustle of preparation.
“Guns all ready, sir!” said my

subaltern officer, coming up, saluting.
I glanced down at the gun-pits. All

the four howitzers were cocked up, their
muzzles pointing to the sky; the firing
numbers, lanyard in hand, stood waiting.

  

. Every man was wearing his gas-mask,
whose protruding snout and goggle cye-
pieces made him resemble some uncouth
monster.
“Time we put our nose-bags on, Mills,”

J said, and I slipped the abomination over
my head, simultaneously taking the rubber
mouthpiece between my teeth.

I looked at my watch—two minutes
to go.
An uncanny silence brooded over the

whole countryside, broken only by a
sullen crash as a German 5’9 burst in the
wood on the ‘right.
Suddenly the field-battery immediately

behind us started to fire.. Crack-crack-
crack-erack-crack-crack-crack-crack-cerack.
[ raised my right hand. Time was up.
Seyen o'clock exactly.

“There’s another muttered the
major, as the earth above us shook and
rumbled. The six o rs were sitting in
the B.C. post, while the tunnel and the

ether dug-outs were packed with the
men. The Boche was doing a heavy

“strafe”’ on our battery, and everyone.

had perforce to take cever.

  

Interrupted!

“Try that line to the right section
dug-out, telephonist,” said the major.
“It can’t last long at this rate.”

“ Dat-dat-dara-dat—dat-dat-dara-dat-—
dat-dat-dara i
The little instrument on the switch-

board ticked in vain.
“Line must be down, sir,” I ventured,

speaking in myofficial capacity as signal .
officer to the battery. “Shall I go and
have a look at it 2?”

 

“J think you'd better, Smith. Be
careful of the shelling, though.”

1 chose my two linesmen, and together
we climbed upstairs. The Hunshelling
was more spasmodic now, and we emerged
safely from the head of the steps. -
“TU go ahead and markthe breaks, and

you two follow up and join ’em,” I said
curtly, and followed the light-coloured
wire that ran from the B.C. post to the
right section dug-out. It certainly was

in an awful state—breaks every fiftcen
or twenty yards, while, where it was not

actually broken, the silk covering
been frayed off the wire.
However, we got the job done. Every

nowand then, when a shell.came too:
there had to be a momeutary duck into
a convenient shell-hole, but at last we

reached the dug-sut.
J rushed inside and p

instrument, cager to get t
the line was again broken.

“Hallo, hallo! That B:C. post? Line
all right. I want to speak to the major.”
A pause.
“Hallo Smerth, is-——”.
His voice was suddenly cut off.
“Come .on, you fellows!” I said.

“We've got to get busy again.”
I was just emerging from the doorway

when, between us and the tunnel, four

large-sized ‘‘crumps’’. burst with a
shattering roar.

I decided to wait a bit.
We waited, but every minute the firing

became heavier and heavier. It seemed
to me as if every Germanbatteryin that
sector was engaged ina massed “‘strafe ”’

F r wvretches sitioon our wretched position. A Direst Hit

The situation was beginning to be most
unpleasant. Here was I, shut up with
the fifteen men of the section, in a small

dug-out, the roof of which, still in course

of construction, consisted only of thin
metal sheeting, covered with-one layer
of biscuit boxes filled with earth. Against
any kind of direct hit we had no pro-
tection of any kind. : >

I stocd in the lee of the doorw
watching the amazing scene. By this
time some,ten to twelve rounds were
falling every minute, literally all around
us. The dug-out lurched: and tremb!ed
as though shaken by an earthquake.
Boom-boom-boom-boom-boom!
Vould it never stop? It was certain

death to venture into the open.
‘The morning wore on, and. still- the

shelling continued. At noon the me
nerves began to show signs of wear.
They were all hardened veterans, but
there is always a limit, and s
bardment was out of the ordinary.

i passed round mycigarette“case.
“Tt cant Jast much longer now,” I

reassured them.
And then it came. One long whistling

roar. I ducked away from the doorway
and turned my back. There was a general
scattering, then—Crasu! The dug-out
seemedfull of smoke and dust. I had an
intolerable ache in my head, a roaring in
my cars

  

     

   

iecked up t
wough bef:
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“Feeling better
Sister.

T epened my eyes and smiled.

now?” asked the
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Two American airmen starting on a trial. flight in France, and. (right) Br

brought down in France. Inset above: British officer holding a German
itish officer in a German scout machine which he had

* propaganda”? balloon which Tell in our lines on the

western front, bearing leaflets in French decrying the British effort,
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Out of the Great Battle
 

    

 

  
 

German prisoners, taken by the British in the great battle which began on
WMiarch 21st, waiting to be interrogated. Left: A captor and two captives.
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Marching a batch of German prisoners, taken in the course of the great
battle, to'the “ cages.” Some of the-captives are exceptionally tall men.  ee    

 

  
 

Fwo batches of prisoners, taken by the British early in the great German. offensive, resting on the way to internment. It was ascer-

 

 

 

tained from prisoners that Germany had in the first five days thrown over seventy divisions into the attack on the British front.
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Out of the Great Battle
 

    

 

  
 

German prisoners, taken by the British in the great battle which began on
WMiarch 21st, waiting to be interrogated. Left: A captor and two captives.
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On Vigil While Victory Wavers in the Balance
 

   
British officers and men on night observation duty during the Germanoffensive. The senior officer is giving instructions toa runner

starting with a message, while the others keep their gaze on the spectacle of searchlights, star-shells, and bursting high explosive.

 
 

Eritish soldiers following the progress of the battle in a subterranean telephone exchange fifty feet below the surface of oe aetiet ave

instruments fastened on their heads and plans spread out, they mark the enemy movements reported from forward observation-} S.
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CANADA ANDTHE SHELL CRISIS
How Her Engineers Worked Wonders

had raised some hali million
fighters, soldiers, and sailors, for

Great Britain, besides sending conti
gents of reservists and volunteers to
neatly all the allied armies—France,
Russia, Serbia, and Rumania. I travelled

across the Mediterranean in January,
1916, with a score of Serbian-Canadians

who, had come all the way fron the
Yukon River country to fight for Serbia
and at their own expense.
This tremendous British force, #epre-

senting a tenth. of the English-speaking
population of Canada—which it must. be
remembered has nearly three million
imihabitants who do not speak English—
was virtually all raised before the com-
pulsory service regulations “became
operative.

it was’ a .giand recruiting _achieve-

B’ the beginning of 1918 Canada

   

ment. The young men of the country,-
by enlisting,. the. older men of. the
country, -by their voting, shewed that
the war spirit of Canada, so abundantly
and. venthusiastically manifested at the
outbreak of «the iwar, w ‘horn of no

shallow Jipgoism but of a. deep-seated
sense of duty: towards the Motherland
and ‘the: Allies and* the. ,~world - ata;
to xvid Europe of its arch-warmaker and
\indicate the claims’ of right and justice
over brute force x De TREE Ay
Had Canada’s war effort ceased with

her man-powercontribution it would have
been a handsome achievement,

 

  

   

Meeting the Call <s 2 4 2,-

Man-power was only part: of Canad
sacrifice and effort.’ Ii munitions; food,
money, and all forms of “war work and
effort, both voluntary and other, Canada

has contributed on the same lavish scale.
But for Canada the Mother Country, it
may truly be admitted, would hardly
have rounded some of the difficult corners
into which German ruthlessness and- hér
own unpreparedness landedher.

Do-. you know, for instance, that

Canada “was pouring shells into this
country before any of our own_ shell
factories (apart from the few Government
factories and’ the few armament firms
who made shells as their regular business)
had contributed a single extra shell to

the “Army’s all-insufiicient supply ? In
aetual fact, Canada had contributed more

than .250,coo shells of all sizes before

the auxiliary British shell. firms started
their output.
he secret of this achievement lay in

= the quickness with which Canada realised
the important part that shells and
munitions would play in modern war.
After discussion among ‘the Canadian
cngineering firms and the authorities, the
Canadian ‘Shell Committee was formed
ws early in the war as the month of

~ ‘September, ror4, and from that moment

Canada began the making of niunitions
-on a highly-organised plan.
*.One of the leading spirits in this
Magnificent work was Mr. Joséph Flavelle
-—a Canadian engineer of French extrac-
tion to whomthe Allies, and Great Britain

_especially, will owe a Jasting debt. He
and his committee mapped out in record
time the munition-making capacity, of

~- ‘astern Canada. It is recorded that in
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By BASIL CLARKE

a few wecks’ time they had “ production
charts ’’ showing the locality of machines,
and materials, and man-power for the
making of shells in all parts of Canada.
By the time that models and gauges were
available from England, Canada had a

whole circle of workshops, nrachines, and
men ready to turn on to the work of
shell-case making. It was not a large
cixcle—as sheli-making came to be under-
stood later—but it was highly efficient
and thoroughly .capable of turning out
the quantity which had been estimated
as the probable maximum contribution

  

  

 

needed from Canada.

“To the Limit”

But the filling of these, shells’ with
explosives had to be arranged for, and

the excellence of Canada’s achievement
will be the better realised from this
simple fact—that before the war there
was not a factory other than the small
Government ammunition factory at
Quebec which was capable of filling shells

 

  

   
or even of making the various explosive

g filled.

 

jngredi ewith they
Nitro-glycerine for. the propelling

and. trinitrotolucl- fer the
charge were manufactures
known to Canada. y of
mén with the requisite. knowled to
make them, but the requisite plant and
machinery did 1ad all to
be found and set up ; workpeople had to
be taught this dangerous trade.

All the things the Canadian Shell
ontmittee organised with skill and pre-
on,’ and from Canada began to flow

a .stream of ‘shes which represented
“Canada’s quota ’-so far as that quota
had een estimated on the scale of
previous wars.* They came from the
fifty new “ shell shops ” which had been
set up under the committee’s supervision.
And then came that moment when it

was realised that the precedents cf all
previous wars were of no use whatever;
that the demaud for munitions would
exceed by a hundred times anything that
had been anticipated, and that shells not

m thousands or tens of thousands but
in millions would be needed.

This was the moment when Canada
excelled herself and showed those x
powers of adaptability for which Cana-
dians are famous. Mr. Joseph Flavelle
and his helpers were suddenly confronted
with a demand expressed in urgent
telegrams from the home Government,
“Can you double your output ?”’ to be
followed before many days were past
with “treble it,” then ‘‘ extend it to
the limit.”
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““Vin-Opener and Gridirca”

 

Tt was done. 1adian engineers
achieved it. Canada’s ‘iifty shell shops
became, in. the short space of ten weeks,
two hundred. Less than a yearlater the
number was six hundred. Each shell
works of the original circle became, in its
turn, a munition. centre, enlisting the

services {as sub-contractors) of ail the
firms in its neighbourhood that were
fitted for making shells, or parts of shells,
er were capable of being converted into
shell shops. Firms were shown how to
adapt their works and machinery for

 

, million munition

 

shellmaking. w machir we
in as fast as they could be deli
and, in addition, “‘ gadgets,”
and makeshifts such as only; adi
or American engineer could devisi ere
set up and got to work.

I heard a British: engineer at +
Ministry of Munitions in Wi
Gardens des ng to his colleagues
of the clever makeshifts 1}
during a visit to the Canadian munitio:
factories, and one of the phrases with
which he concluded his narrative \
pleasantly descriptive: ‘‘ Those
he said, “would make a first

with a tin-opener and a gridiron.
By August, 1916, more than 20,000,

shells made in Canada had been
in Europe, and since that day the fi
has inéreased. "

The munition making of Canada” ex

tended and extended till -eventually
embraced all :
well as shells.
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endangered the lives of thous

in some cases, unfortunately, resulted

in the loss of those liv Hew ma
of the fires, explosions, ship-sinkings, and

deaths that occurred in Canada and
America were the work of German
American spices and agents wl, perhaps,
never be known, but the number of proven
cases ismany- A dirtier form of warfare
it would be hard to imagine.- Germany's
excellence in it is one of her many. in- .
glorious achievements in this war, one

that will be long remembered against h
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On Vigil While Victory Wavers in the Balance
 

   
British officers and men on night observation duty during the Germanoffensive. The senior officer is giving instructions toa runner

starting with a message, while the others keep their gaze on the spectacle of searchlights, star-shells, and bursting high explosive.

 
 

Eritish soldiers following the progress of the battle in a subterranean telephone exchange fifty feet below the surface of oe aetiet ave

instruments fastened on their heads and plans spread out, they mark the enemy movements reported from forward observation-} S.
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THLE Women’s Royal Naval Service—the members
of which have been instantly and happily

nicknamed ‘‘ Wrens ’—-has been created to eftect
substitution -of-women for men whenever the work
is such as:women can do. It is not proposed that
women shouldgo to sea, so that their sphere in naval

work is necessarily limited; but a very high standard
is required of women whovolunteer.
The Wrens must come forward with a serious wish

to help the country to win the war, and with the
determination to win the best possible reputation for
women’s service in war time. Lhe work, it is frankly

explained, is strenuous, but it is hoped that the
conditions maintained will be such as to ensure the | oSrattepenchas

health and content of all who join. &¥
Enrolment as a Wren-is for the duration of the : : ;

war—a regulation necessary to prevent such restless-
ness as is wastelul, and would tend to lessen the real
efficiency required: by the service. Officers are being
trained in all matters affecting the well-being of the
women for whom they will later on be responsible,
and the chief needs in the ranks .at present are said :
to be cooks, waitresses, shorthand-typists, motor- ~ , Se ak

drivers, ledger-clerks, and women with various =

technical qualifications. Applications for oflicers’
: See : posts should be made to the Professional. Women’s

; Dame Katherine Furse.(second from. left) with Captain Jones, R.M.L.I., Register, 28, Broadway, Westminster, S.W.1, and
I watching the recruit drilf-of a squad of the Women’s Royal Naval Service. for enrolment to the Employment Exchanges.

fiSS AS s e : My

Captain Jones, R.MI.L.I., explaining to Dame The Director of the Women’s Royal Naval Service, Dame Katherine Furse, with — \ |
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*- AREA OF THE QREAT BATTLE tN THE WEST.—This map Armies had fallen back by April 1st. The attack extended roughly

y showsthetract of country along which the Germans began their from naar Arras to La Fera, andthough the Allies had to relinquish

ee Hae great attack on March 21st. The black line indicates the position much of the ground they had won in the great Sommeoffensive

fi Ly : of the battle front at the time that the enemy began his offensive; - of 1916, the enemy had failed to separate their armies and had

» ‘ - : ee oat oy pe z “ a _- the dotted line showsthe positions te which the British and French paid in colossal casualties for the territory which he reoscupied. -

i Officers’ squad of the Wrens at drill. The drill and physical exercises produce good results by instilling discipline and by ensuring “ ?
i greater health and well-being. The instructors report that the women are very quick in learning the most difficult movements.  
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C= of my con-
tributors, who

has written a great
deal about naval

affairs, tells me that the story of the Hull
captain—about a torpedo that wasfired
at him from a U boat turning round
and, boomerang fashion, going back to

its senders to explode and sink the ship
which discharged it—contains at least the

elements of probability. In the years of.
peace, when fleets carried out torpedo
battle practices .at short range, and

individual ships “ran.” torpedoes every
quarter, it was by no meansa. novelty for
a torpedo to slew on its own ruddersand
head back in the opposite direction:
One.case which, he says, was well authen-

ticated, and caused some stir im.,Service
circles at the time, was of a torpedo—
with non-explosive exercising head _fitted,
of course —which not only returned to its
senders, but also jammeditself half-way
back into the tibe from which, five
minutes before, it had been expelled!

reading recently what
may well. be- regarded as, one of the,

most remarkable ‘pieces of poetry, yet
produced by our fighting men... This. is

The- Judgement of Valhalla,” by Mr.
Gilbert ‘rankau (Chatto & Windus). As
Mr. -WNipling’ in ‘; Tomlinson~’ described
the post-earthly. experiences of an ineffec-
tive resident, of Berkeley Square, so Mr.
Itrankau_ tells -of. what. happened to a
British soldier .who. had been shot for
desertion. when: his “wraith sought ad-
mission to Valhalla. It is strong, effective
work, somewhat Kiplingesque in rhythm
and. rhetoric, but of a kind which, I'am
sure, will impress.a far wider ¢ cle than
that: which ordinarily réadsae
poetry. ‘ ¢

HAVE- been

HE clasing part. of the volume, The
Other Side,” purporting to be a letter

Of remonstrance from‘ Major Average, of

the Royal Field. Artillery, in f° landets, “is
a vivid portra of the: actualities ofthe ©
war zone. contrasted Ww ith the impre ions.
given by. those who {rant and rattle
conventionalities about. the- soldier, "his
life and death. “The closing Jin embody

the spirit: which made enduranc c of those
actualities pose et

Andif poste rity should ask of me» ,
What high, what base. emotions ‘Keyed weal .

flesh’ _
To face such torments, I would answer:-<You}
Notfor themselves; O daughters, grandsons, sons,
Your tortured forbears:Merough this mirac1e.5 5,
Not for themsé LY.
‘his -loathlies
But just because
And onl > :GET they
Secure a world mortajiving in—for yo

ROM time «to time I have in the
notes on this page drawn attention

to some_reniarkable’ passages in old-time
writers that, have’ had “curious applica-
bility to ‘the present, ~I- was, therefore,

greatly struck bya recent: letter *froni
Mr. Robert H.-Murray, which appeared
in the “ Times,’ containing an. extract
from Roger Bacon's: ‘ “Opus IMajus’”:

Hence the Saracens and Pagans in many
parts of the world are becoming quite-impos-

and especially
sea, and in Prus and the iands bordering
on Germany, because the brethren of the
German Housé(7.e., the Teutonic Knights)
ruin all hopes of converting them owing to
the wars which they are alwaysstirring up,
and because of their lust of domination.
There is no doubt that all the heathen nations
beyond Germany would long ago’ have been
converted but for the brutality of the German
House, because the Pagan race has again
and again been ready to receive the faith in
peace through preaching. But they of the
German House wil! not allow it because they
want to subjugate them and reduce them to
Slavery.

As.“ the German. House” Was,
than five centuries ago, so is it now,
enemyof civilisation.

sible to convert,

”
more

the

MONG the many appeals that are
“made on behalf of what are invidi-

ously termed warcharities there are some

claimants*that may be overlooked. My
attention, for instance, has lately been

 

   
Mr. if A. Hemicnertont “(left) ‘and Wir. H. Ww.
Wils yn, joint Ediforsof ‘(The Great War,’’

} after. returning from a'yisit to the trenches
duringere rmecent tour of the western front.

directed to..the “Merchant “Seamen's Help’
Society, which exists for ‘the purpose of -
sending parcelss to men” of. the, “British
merchant service who are prisoners
war.in’ Germany. It .is-wnnecessary: ‘to
cmphasise the. magnificent heroism ~ of
the men. of our merchant sérvice, and the
knowledge of the needs of ‘siich~men as
have had’ the’ misfortune to fall into* the
hands of the enemy. should meet “with
immediate response, that their lot» may
be alleviated. The, maintenance of a
supply ‘of parcels {rom home, as returned _
prisoners from Ruhleben haye declared,
is” essential to keep our pewlcntstay in
enemy hands alive. The secretary cf
the fund for sending. such -help to our
merchant seamen who have been. made
prisoner is the Hon.-Mrs.-Neeld,-Twatley,

Malm
i Nem,

(WAG
beyond the’

_scfaped out of conscription. by

“over

Of,

bury. Admiral and Mrs. Neeld
( a daughter of Lord isher) were

in-Germany when the war broke out, and

have personal experience of German
internment GAEEDS:

HAVEreceived, from a correspondent
in Ireland the following interesting

note on the question of Irish recruiting.
The scandal to which he refers at the
close is one that the authorities ought to
be able to deal with;

interests
Goverit-

_Newsteps are being taken in the
of recruiting in Ireland, “Could the
ment devise a measure that would satisfy
Sinn Fein the: gain “to the Imperial Army
would be great, for in the South ‘and West
especially sturdy young Sinn Feiners abound,
Who, if the real truth were known, would
like to be in the ranks for mere adyventure’s
sake. They are the Gascons of Ireland, and
it is matter of history that they always fight
better out. of their country than in it.” In
recruiting, up to the present date, province
by province, Ulster has decidedly the® best *
of it, Leister is'a moderately good’ second,
Munster an andifferent third; Connaught,
where there “is much fine. young = stuff, -a
wretched®fourth. One_ scandal there “is -in
Ireland ‘for.which Treland is not reSponsible
Swarms ‘of loaters.of the Enelisli racecourse,
most. of them well under military age, have

0 aping into
Ireland, where they, cannot be seized for the
ee

oh is hardly yet realised, I am sure, to

what extent the War Savings, move-

ment’-has- gripped the school-children of
this country. Yet, out of the 37,840. War
Savings. AsSociations which were “in
existence at the end of 1917, noless than

12,900. were connected -with schools... This

result has not been attained without hard
work, of which one instance maybe givett.
During last. year there.was a wonderful
campaign among the elementary schools
inthe thinly populated county of Cardigan.
Officials of,the National War Savings Com-
mittee visited all the:-schéols, and in a

short* time. the following results ‘were
reported.“ The amount invested on ‘the
‘average through the one hundred and'six
eleméntary: schools in, the county worked
‘out at: £2;t00 per school. No-less than
“tiventy-two'.of these schools invested in
‘War. Savings Certificates during the year,

£50-for every pupil in average at-
tendancé.= Seven of them reached the
astonishing average of over £100 per head;
and the one at the top had {£437 12s. per
head. . ne mea?

OW. thatethe blurred ribbén of. the
Mons-(191t4)-Star, and..the red and

blue chevrons of service are to be seen on
‘almost every-soldier’s uniform> one begins
‘to -wonder, when the; undecorated Navy
will begin to come in for the. recognition:
which is its due.’ At -present ‘there is no
distinction between “those who. served
through the terrible winter, of 1914, and
fought at-Heligoland and Jutland and
few other places, and those who latterly
jomed the ‘‘ Only Service in the World *
to escape being conscripted. into’ the
Army. Of course, the Navyis the “ Silent
Service,’’ but surely there ought to -be

some limit to its voicelessness
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.> THE GUNS
IN serves the devil a very bad turn

sometimes, and I think the shelling
by the Germansof that Paris churchlast
Good Friday will remain a notable
illustration of that truth. It is an
atrocity that has aroused throughout
Christendom the most intense detestation
of its perpetrators. ‘‘ The wretches!”
exclaimed the Archbishop of Paris, as he

gazed with tear-filled eyes at the mangled
womenand children lying in the desecrated
fane. “The wretches! They have
chosen the very day and hour when Christ
was crucified to perpetrate this crime.”’
Righteous indignation dictated the actual
rhetoric, for, of course, the murderers
never gave a thought to Good Friday,
and did not knowthat they were hitting
a church. But the rhetorical phrase
expresses the sentiment of horror with
which the whole world, contemplates the
crime committed on that most solemn day
in .the Christian calendar, and-~ that

“ deplorable chance hit,” as the Germans
nowdescribe it, rather perturbed, it may

be, by the passionate denunciation it has
provoked, will be «cited for- ever as a
salient example of German sacrilege in
its most damnable extreme.

[ applying the word.“ deplorable ”’ to
their chance hit, the Germans are

not to be crédited with dawning repent-
ance. Their choice of the epithet reveals
rather the cringing cowardice of the bully
who, having killed the woman he intended
only to bruise, seeks to cheat the hangman
byprotesting that there was no premedita-
tion- behind the homicide, that nothing

was farther from his intention than to
commit a capital crime. He forgets, or
does not know, that malice prepense may
be implied as well as express in law, and
that if he intends to do-another felony and
undesignedly ‘kills-a man, this is also

murder, “ I didn’t mean to ” has brought
many a criminal fool to the gallows. It
has gibbeted Germany now

ITH proper British respect for strict
justice. IT am willing to accept

Germany’s assurance that_ she. did not
mean to hit this particular church and
kill women and children gathered in it
to commemorate the death of Christ upon
the Cross at that hour of that day nearly
nineteen hundred years before. But the
evil design in general, the dictate of a
wicked, depraved, and. malignant heart
which constitutes the malice prepense
that is the grand criterion distinguishing
murder from othér killing, was there, and
Germany cannot escape the decision of
strict juStice that this homicide was
malicious and tantamount to murder,

being neither justified nor excused nor
yet alleviated into manslaughter. by any
circumstances whatever. The legal issue
is not complicated by the fact that the
murder happened to be committed upon
Good Friday. Germany has reason to
deplore that fact. I venture to say that
the rest of the world has not, for it invests
the crime with an adventitious horror
that will confirm civilisation in its resolve
that this time the criminal shall not cheat
the gallows.

OUR OBSERVATION POST

IN ST.
means and methods of conducting war to
which they submitted in the interests of
humanity. Nevertheless, it is not waste
of time to refer to the clauses of The Hague
Conventions which forbade the bombard-
ment of open towns entirely, and -the
bombardmentof towns in military occupa-
tion until after the expiry of timesufficient
to permit of their evacuation by the
civilian population.. A similar intention
to prevent the blind destructionof life and
property not of military importance
underlay the clauses prohibiting the bom-
bardment, of towns from the air, and by
weapons of range so great that any but
random shooting was impossible. It is
in respect of both these points that
Germany’s bombardment of Paris from
the Forest of St. Gobain is improper, in
having been begun without proper notice;
and in being conducted by blindartillery.

 

HATeffect is the “ impropriety.” to
have upon our conduct of affairs ?

Let.us honestly acknowledge that with her
newlong-range guns Germanyhas sprung
a first-class surprise upon us all. Let us
philosophically accept the fact that she
has thrown over another rule of civilised
warfare. And let us regard ourselves’ as
released morally’ -and:, logically from
another limitation, and proceed to new
reprisals. It will not be beyond the power °
of British and. American. gunmakers~ to
find an equivalent for Krupp’s guns in
St.. Gobain. The Essen. Works have

fairly earned their Imperial shareholder’s
congratulations on a remarkable achieve-

DOPPPMKAKARERRE

Freedom
KY TTOUCHSTONE'S ” almost daily contributions

to the ‘ Daily Mail” are read by so
many millions of people that it may seem almost
supererogatory to repreduce. any one of them
here, He has, however, raised topical verse to
the high level of true poetry, and seldom with
more conspicuous success than in this new‘ Ode to
a Skylark,” with its pointed appeal to all of us who
owe our equal freedom to the incomparable men
fighting across the narrowsea, :

: UPWARD into the blue
A lark is winging,

lnto the rain-washed sky,
Where white clouds hurry by,

Soaring andsinging.
A\nd o’er the narrow sea
Mendie to keep us free !

 

Free as yourself, dear bird,
In your blue heaven !

Then by us hereto-day,
Safe-sheltered from the fray,
Whatshall be given >

Are there nogifts to yield -
Save on thestricken field >

While yet we keep thefaith
Your song adoring

Toliberty divine
.Gladdens our hearts as wine

In its outpouring.
God's dearest gift on earth -
Makesall else nothing worth.

But should wefaintorfail

GOBAIN
ment, but if it is to be a question of
turning out “the biggest gun ever,” the
betting is on Bethlehem, Pa.

EANTIME, the guns in the Forest of
St. Gobain suggest. possibilities

which it is- interesting to consider in
advance. In legitimate enjoyment of
the week-end rest I was lying rather late
in bed the morning the first news of them
arrived, and I wasstill drowsy when my
wife brought me a cup of tea and a news-
paper. ‘“ Not very good news from the
tront,’’. she said. ‘‘The Germans are
shelling Paris.” “Well, wake me when
they shell London,” I replied, ungraciously
I fear; but the statement scemed_so very
preposterous. “There is sugar in the
tea,” my wife said with gentle patience,
and. when that had brought me up, all

sitting, she went on:. “It’s quite true
about Paris. The Germans have a new
gun with a range of at least fifty. miles,
probably more, and there doesn’t’ seem
to be any reason why they shouldn’t yet
have one that will bombard London.”

pus more recent, fuller information
tends to confirm the idea that some

day they, will...The. Germans certainly
are anxious to spread that idea among us,
expecting, of course, that it will frighten
us and weaken our “‘ will to. victory,”
thereby proving that_their knowledge of
ballistics is sounder than their knowledge
of our temperament. Most feople, I
fancy, would rather be shelled by a gun
than bombed from an aeroplane, though
if it comes to a direct hit there is nothing
to. choose between the two. Our native
common-sense, which the Germans hate

so much because it counteracts all. the
black magic of their frightfulness, reminds
us that the odds against being hit by a
gun that can only fire one shell every
fifteen minutes~are very much greater
than the odds against being hit by an
airman who can drop ten.or a dozen bombs
in about as many seconds; also that the
odds against the airman’s success are
shortened by the fact that he cam see his
objective from a height of two miles
above, whereas no gunner can see a target
even as big as London from a distance of
seventy-five miles. No; at present the

general disposition is to regard the guns
in St. Gobain as immensely interesting
forerunners of hitherto unimagined mon-
ster pieces of ordnance, as a first-class
advertisement for Krupp, and as a most
stimulating challenge to ourselves.

HENall this has-been said, however,
we revert to “our carlicr mood _6f

angry detestation of an ugly crime. The
atrocity of this blind murder of- women
and children is aggravated in our-miinds
by the fact that they were done to death
in “a church “and on the day observed
throughout Christendom as the anniver-
sary of the death of the Saviour of-man-
kind upon the Cross. Accident or not,
the atrocious crime is congruous with the
habitual blasphemy of the Kaiser that
also outrages Christian sentiment every
time the megalomaniac opens his foaming
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U
T In mesa + mouth. Once more these Huns have gono U

aa f © guard our one desire, too far. They have outraged Christianity... ¥
ERMANY’S cynically callous scrap- Then bya searing fire Outlaws cadeacreieranicate, they shall U
_ping of all treaties and conventions Our souls were branded, be driven by Christendom to their proper»

has inevitably entailed the release of her And sight or sound of thee doom, U
opponents from the limitations upon their Were ane and agony. i co. M. u
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 HIGH SPIRITS THOUGH LAID LOW.

 

No. 192. VOL. 8.

British wounded being carried back through the French lines. The cheerfulness of the

wounded in the great battle elicited the particular admiration of the King during his visit .to the front on March 28th-30th. Con-

sciousness of having stopped the greatest onslaught in the war gave an elation which seemed to deprive wounds of power to hurt.
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sometimes, and I think the shelling
by the Germansof that Paris churchlast
Good Friday will remain a notable
illustration of that truth. It is an
atrocity that has aroused throughout
Christendom the most intense detestation
of its perpetrators. ‘‘ The wretches!”
exclaimed the Archbishop of Paris, as he

gazed with tear-filled eyes at the mangled
womenand children lying in the desecrated
fane. “The wretches! They have
chosen the very day and hour when Christ
was crucified to perpetrate this crime.”’
Righteous indignation dictated the actual
rhetoric, for, of course, the murderers
never gave a thought to Good Friday,
and did not knowthat they were hitting
a church. But the rhetorical phrase
expresses the sentiment of horror with
which the whole world, contemplates the
crime committed on that most solemn day
in .the Christian calendar, and-~ that

“ deplorable chance hit,” as the Germans
nowdescribe it, rather perturbed, it may

be, by the passionate denunciation it has
provoked, will be «cited for- ever as a
salient example of German sacrilege in
its most damnable extreme.

[ applying the word.“ deplorable ”’ to
their chance hit, the Germans are

not to be crédited with dawning repent-
ance. Their choice of the epithet reveals
rather the cringing cowardice of the bully
who, having killed the woman he intended
only to bruise, seeks to cheat the hangman
byprotesting that there was no premedita-
tion- behind the homicide, that nothing

was farther from his intention than to
commit a capital crime. He forgets, or
does not know, that malice prepense may
be implied as well as express in law, and
that if he intends to do-another felony and
undesignedly ‘kills-a man, this is also

murder, “ I didn’t mean to ” has brought
many a criminal fool to the gallows. It
has gibbeted Germany now

ITH proper British respect for strict
justice. IT am willing to accept

Germany’s assurance that_ she. did not
mean to hit this particular church and
kill women and children gathered in it
to commemorate the death of Christ upon
the Cross at that hour of that day nearly
nineteen hundred years before. But the
evil design in general, the dictate of a
wicked, depraved, and. malignant heart
which constitutes the malice prepense
that is the grand criterion distinguishing
murder from othér killing, was there, and
Germany cannot escape the decision of
strict juStice that this homicide was
malicious and tantamount to murder,

being neither justified nor excused nor
yet alleviated into manslaughter. by any
circumstances whatever. The legal issue
is not complicated by the fact that the
murder happened to be committed upon
Good Friday. Germany has reason to
deplore that fact. I venture to say that
the rest of the world has not, for it invests
the crime with an adventitious horror
that will confirm civilisation in its resolve
that this time the criminal shall not cheat
the gallows.
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means and methods of conducting war to
which they submitted in the interests of
humanity. Nevertheless, it is not waste
of time to refer to the clauses of The Hague
Conventions which forbade the bombard-
ment of open towns entirely, and -the
bombardmentof towns in military occupa-
tion until after the expiry of timesufficient
to permit of their evacuation by the
civilian population.. A similar intention
to prevent the blind destructionof life and
property not of military importance
underlay the clauses prohibiting the bom-
bardment, of towns from the air, and by
weapons of range so great that any but
random shooting was impossible. It is
in respect of both these points that
Germany’s bombardment of Paris from
the Forest of St. Gobain is improper, in
having been begun without proper notice;
and in being conducted by blindartillery.

 

HATeffect is the “ impropriety.” to
have upon our conduct of affairs ?

Let.us honestly acknowledge that with her
newlong-range guns Germanyhas sprung
a first-class surprise upon us all. Let us
philosophically accept the fact that she
has thrown over another rule of civilised
warfare. And let us regard ourselves’ as
released morally’ -and:, logically from
another limitation, and proceed to new
reprisals. It will not be beyond the power °
of British and. American. gunmakers~ to
find an equivalent for Krupp’s guns in
St.. Gobain. The Essen. Works have

fairly earned their Imperial shareholder’s
congratulations on a remarkable achieve-
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to the ‘ Daily Mail” are read by so
many millions of people that it may seem almost
supererogatory to repreduce. any one of them
here, He has, however, raised topical verse to
the high level of true poetry, and seldom with
more conspicuous success than in this new‘ Ode to
a Skylark,” with its pointed appeal to all of us who
owe our equal freedom to the incomparable men
fighting across the narrowsea, :

: UPWARD into the blue
A lark is winging,

lnto the rain-washed sky,
Where white clouds hurry by,

Soaring andsinging.
A\nd o’er the narrow sea
Mendie to keep us free !

 

Free as yourself, dear bird,
In your blue heaven !

Then by us hereto-day,
Safe-sheltered from the fray,
Whatshall be given >

Are there nogifts to yield -
Save on thestricken field >

While yet we keep thefaith
Your song adoring

Toliberty divine
.Gladdens our hearts as wine

In its outpouring.
God's dearest gift on earth -
Makesall else nothing worth.

But should wefaintorfail

GOBAIN
ment, but if it is to be a question of
turning out “the biggest gun ever,” the
betting is on Bethlehem, Pa.

EANTIME, the guns in the Forest of
St. Gobain suggest. possibilities

which it is- interesting to consider in
advance. In legitimate enjoyment of
the week-end rest I was lying rather late
in bed the morning the first news of them
arrived, and I wasstill drowsy when my
wife brought me a cup of tea and a news-
paper. ‘“ Not very good news from the
tront,’’. she said. ‘‘The Germans are
shelling Paris.” “Well, wake me when
they shell London,” I replied, ungraciously
I fear; but the statement scemed_so very
preposterous. “There is sugar in the
tea,” my wife said with gentle patience,
and. when that had brought me up, all

sitting, she went on:. “It’s quite true
about Paris. The Germans have a new
gun with a range of at least fifty. miles,
probably more, and there doesn’t’ seem
to be any reason why they shouldn’t yet
have one that will bombard London.”

pus more recent, fuller information
tends to confirm the idea that some

day they, will...The. Germans certainly
are anxious to spread that idea among us,
expecting, of course, that it will frighten
us and weaken our “‘ will to. victory,”
thereby proving that_their knowledge of
ballistics is sounder than their knowledge
of our temperament. Most feople, I
fancy, would rather be shelled by a gun
than bombed from an aeroplane, though
if it comes to a direct hit there is nothing
to. choose between the two. Our native
common-sense, which the Germans hate

so much because it counteracts all. the
black magic of their frightfulness, reminds
us that the odds against being hit by a
gun that can only fire one shell every
fifteen minutes~are very much greater
than the odds against being hit by an
airman who can drop ten.or a dozen bombs
in about as many seconds; also that the
odds against the airman’s success are
shortened by the fact that he cam see his
objective from a height of two miles
above, whereas no gunner can see a target
even as big as London from a distance of
seventy-five miles. No; at present the

general disposition is to regard the guns
in St. Gobain as immensely interesting
forerunners of hitherto unimagined mon-
ster pieces of ordnance, as a first-class
advertisement for Krupp, and as a most
stimulating challenge to ourselves.

HENall this has-been said, however,
we revert to “our carlicr mood _6f

angry detestation of an ugly crime. The
atrocity of this blind murder of- women
and children is aggravated in our-miinds
by the fact that they were done to death
in “a church “and on the day observed
throughout Christendom as the anniver-
sary of the death of the Saviour of-man-
kind upon the Cross. Accident or not,
the atrocious crime is congruous with the
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE OF AMIENS: FIRST PHASE

Amiens may be held to have ter-
minated on Easter Monday, April

tst, when there was a very marked lull

which lasted three days. On that day it
was evident that the expectations of an
early. decision, one way or the other, were

not destined to be realised.
Had the Germans wonthefirst round ?

In one sense they had done so, for
they had achieved great and undeniable
successes. They had driven back our
Fifth and Third Armies, and had recovered

almost all the ground we gained in the
Battles of the Somme and the Ancre, and

in the subsequent retreat of the enemy
to the so-called Hindenburg line. In
another sense they had not done so, for
they had failed to fulfil their principal
objects, and had certainly fallen very far
short of their arrogant expectations.
They had so far disorganised our

Fifth Army that it had been? gradually
replaced by French contingents, and was

-
]

Ty" first phase of the great battle for

n process of reconstruction behind the
ine. They had driven our Third Army
back, and had compelled: the temporary
withdrawal of some of the exhausted units
composing its, right wing. They had
drawn appreciably closer to Arras.
South of the Ancre they were even back
in those three aeries, the Schwaben
Redoubt, the “ Wonder Work,” and the
Liepzig salient, all om. spurs of the in-
valuable Thiepval plateau. They were

in Albert, the centre of a knot of important
roads, and a place which they had only

d for a. single fortnight in the first rush
outhivards. in. 19mg. They had got back

Péronne, and south of the Somme they
were withim a dozen. miles of Amiens.

British Line Unbroken

They Had captured the town of Mont-
didier and certain heights beyond, giving
them gun positions from which they
could command the main railway line
from Amiens to Paris.~ They shad ‘re-
taken Noyon, and the old cathedral,

which Robert Louis Stevenson described
so pleasantly, was in flames.. They had
caused us the loss of some of our lateral
railways, of certain aerodromes, of vast
quantities of stores and ammunition
dumps, of fifty miles of our wired and
fortified line, of eight hundred or more
guns, and of prisoners and casualties to

an extent not publicly disclosed at the
time of writing. =
On the other hand, they had not broken

the allied line. Sir Douglas Haig’s per-
fecthy correct description, which was
published on Saturday, March 23rd, was:
that they had “ broken. through 6ur
defensive system,” which was a very
different thing. All round the huge new
salient the Allies stood firm. Dominion
and other forces held the enemy im check
north of the Somme. The Germans had
paid a very big price for their advance,
and their own bulletins: and other official
announcements showed that in Germany
the losses had caused’ great. alarm.
They had been skilfully handled, but

had not made the most of their. mitial
chances. I am firmly convinced that
when the whole truth is known about
General von Hutier’s share in the battle,
military historians. will hold that his
failure to develop fully the advantages he
gained on the line Moreuil-Montdidier
Lassigny - Noyon is far more open to

 

   

By Lovat Fraser
criticism than our lack of success after
the opening stages of the Battle of
Cambrai. He was completely unable to
drive an effective wedge between the
French and British armies, The enemy
had not reached Amiens, they partially
dominated but had not cut the.express
route to Paris, and when they tried to
take Arras they had suffered a costly
repulse. If the allied line in the battle
area was neither safe nor comfortable, the

German position was worse.

Failure of Enemy Aims

North of the Somme, in particular,
they were in the midst of horrible ground,
where their own dead had. been buried in
untold numbers. They were moving
through an area rendered desolate by their
own wholesale destruction during the
retreat in the spring of 1917. The French
were pouring in reinforcements, the strong
British reserves were coming into line, the

British airmen ‘still enjoyed a certain
degree of domination.

Onbalance, then, I hold that though the

Germans, from their own point of view,

had won great successes, the menace of
which it would be foolish to ignore, they
had notsucceeded in their principal aims.
The first phase of the battle lacked: any
element of decision, and it had not gone
“ according to plan.”
Something further must be said here

about the general position in the west
when the battle began. Contrary to: the
popular belief in this:;country, the Germans
were not in superior strength in the west.
The most authentic estimates caleulate
that in the third week im March the Allies
in France and Flanders. had roughly about
120,000 more men, and possibly 1,500,
more guns, than the Germans. These
figures take fully into account the masses
of men and guns which the enemy had
from the Russian front. How,. then, were
they able to break through our defensive
positions ? On this point the explanations
of the authorities must be awaited.
The -facts about the actual course of

events: im the opening phase are now
becoming clearer. The battle began
between: four army units. In the northern
half of the battle the British Third Army,
under Sir Julian Byng, was opposed by
General Otto von Below, the soldier who
took the Italian line on the Isonzo, Von
Betow attacked with twenty-onedivisions,
numbering 168,000 rifles, and Byng was
probably slightly superior in strength.

Pressure om Fifth Army

It must be understood that German
divisions number at present about: 8,000
rifles, while British divisional units;, which

are differently constituted, are appreciably
stronger. When generals: tall of divisions
they never think of alli the: miscellaneous
troops—the transport and ambulance
men, and possibly thousandsof ‘ details.’”

who go to make up a divisiom Phey
invariably speak of “rifles” Tm the
southern half of the battle the Biitish:
Fifth Army, under General Sir Hubert.
Gough, was opposed by Generali vom
Hutier, who took Riga by a new methed
of advance believed to-be his owndevice:
Von MHutier attacked with thirty-five:
divisions, numbering. 280,000’ rifles; amd
he was very greatly stronger than Gough.
These figures relate only to’ the outset of
the battle, for it is impossible to gather at

present howthe relative strengths varied
later on. It will be noted that by far
the heaviest weight was thrown against
the right of our battle front, and in this
respect my statement in our last number
requires amendment. The pressure upon
the Fifth Army indicates that “the
primary object of the Germans was to
sever the point of junction between the
French and Britishline. %

Beyond doubt the Germans were greatly
assisted on the first day, and I think on

the second day also, by the fact that they
were able to advance under cover of mist.
Their first definite success was gained
early on the first day on the extreme right
of the Fifth. Army, south of St. Quentin,

where they forced back our troops. between
the villages of Essigny and Benay. Our
men took up a fresh line behind the
Crozat Canal, more than three miles’ in”
rear, but it did not then seem that grave
consequences. were impending.
The real trouble came on the after-

noon of Friday, March 22nd, when the
enemy stormed the positions held by the
Fifth Army west of St. Quentin, andafter
overcoming a very desperate resistance
at many points, especially at Etreillers,
forced their way some miles to a line
astride the Omignon stream, such line
extending from Poeuilly through Beauvois
to. Vaux. This was the break-through
which the country was informed of by
Sir Douglas Haig in the frankest way
early next. morning; andto it most of the

subsequent events. were traceable.

Tenacity of Third Army

The Fifth Army fell back to the line of
the Somme above Péronne, and behind
the Crozat Canal, all the time hotly,

pressed by the enemy. The Third Army,
farther north, was compelled to withdraw

its right wing, in conformity with this
movement, in all the country south-west
of Cambraiz The right wing took up a
newline north of the: Sommeonthelittle
River Tortille, between Péronne and Ytres,
but meanwhile a very heavy attack in
the country about Croisilles; still farther
north, had enabled the enemy to reach
the village of Mory.

On Sunday, March 24th, Von Below
delivered a very severe attack against the
right wing of the Third Army, gained the
line of the Tortille, entered Péronne, and _
captured the important position of Sailly-
Saillisel, om the edge of our old Somme
battlefield, afterwards reaching the Morval
ridge. Next. came am exceedingly. fierce
fight for Bapaume, followed by a-danger-
ous thrust south of that heap of ruins;
which carried the enemy as far as Cource-
Jette, near the Lower Ancre. Somewhere
about this time the right wing of the Third
Arnry was. considerably in rear of Gough’s
left wing, which was still struggling to
hold the Somme above Péronne.

By the night of Monday, March 25th,
the Third. Arnyy was for the most part
back on the lime: from: Albert northward,
which was held by our forces: when the
first phase closed. The splendid tenacity
of the left wing of the Third Army, east
and south-east. of Arras; was the true
salvation of the situation, as must be told
Jater, when we mustalso relate the gallant
way in which the French reinforcements
under: General Fayolle came to the relief
of the sorely-tried Fifth. Army,
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King George With His Armies That Held the Huns
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King Georgevisiting New Zealand troops, and (left) talking to an officer during the

visit which he paid at the end of March to his armies in France.

  
  

   
 

His Majesty inspecting some of the men whohad inflicted heavy losses on the enemy

in the great battle, and (right) talking to a wounded sergeant ona hospital train.
 

 

     
 

The King talking to a Scottish soldier, and (right) inspecting men of a Scottish battalion who had just come out of the line, where

they had greatly upheld their great tradition. During the visit the King fell in with the 51st Division. ‘‘ We all know the 51st,’’ he :

said; and, as a correspondentputit, ‘“‘ the Highlanders tore the skies with their cheers.”’
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE OF AMIENS: FIRST PHASE

Amiens may be held to have ter-
minated on Easter Monday, April

tst, when there was a very marked lull

which lasted three days. On that day it
was evident that the expectations of an
early. decision, one way or the other, were

not destined to be realised.
Had the Germans wonthefirst round ?

In one sense they had done so, for
they had achieved great and undeniable
successes. They had driven back our
Fifth and Third Armies, and had recovered

almost all the ground we gained in the
Battles of the Somme and the Ancre, and

in the subsequent retreat of the enemy
to the so-called Hindenburg line. In
another sense they had not done so, for
they had failed to fulfil their principal
objects, and had certainly fallen very far
short of their arrogant expectations.
They had so far disorganised our

Fifth Army that it had been? gradually
replaced by French contingents, and was

-
]

Ty" first phase of the great battle for

n process of reconstruction behind the
ine. They had driven our Third Army
back, and had compelled: the temporary
withdrawal of some of the exhausted units
composing its, right wing. They had
drawn appreciably closer to Arras.
South of the Ancre they were even back
in those three aeries, the Schwaben
Redoubt, the “ Wonder Work,” and the
Liepzig salient, all om. spurs of the in-
valuable Thiepval plateau. They were

in Albert, the centre of a knot of important
roads, and a place which they had only

d for a. single fortnight in the first rush
outhivards. in. 19mg. They had got back

Péronne, and south of the Somme they
were withim a dozen. miles of Amiens.

British Line Unbroken

They Had captured the town of Mont-
didier and certain heights beyond, giving
them gun positions from which they
could command the main railway line
from Amiens to Paris.~ They shad ‘re-
taken Noyon, and the old cathedral,

which Robert Louis Stevenson described
so pleasantly, was in flames.. They had
caused us the loss of some of our lateral
railways, of certain aerodromes, of vast
quantities of stores and ammunition
dumps, of fifty miles of our wired and
fortified line, of eight hundred or more
guns, and of prisoners and casualties to

an extent not publicly disclosed at the
time of writing. =
On the other hand, they had not broken

the allied line. Sir Douglas Haig’s per-
fecthy correct description, which was
published on Saturday, March 23rd, was:
that they had “ broken. through 6ur
defensive system,” which was a very
different thing. All round the huge new
salient the Allies stood firm. Dominion
and other forces held the enemy im check
north of the Somme. The Germans had
paid a very big price for their advance,
and their own bulletins: and other official
announcements showed that in Germany
the losses had caused’ great. alarm.
They had been skilfully handled, but

had not made the most of their. mitial
chances. I am firmly convinced that
when the whole truth is known about
General von Hutier’s share in the battle,
military historians. will hold that his
failure to develop fully the advantages he
gained on the line Moreuil-Montdidier
Lassigny - Noyon is far more open to
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criticism than our lack of success after
the opening stages of the Battle of
Cambrai. He was completely unable to
drive an effective wedge between the
French and British armies, The enemy
had not reached Amiens, they partially
dominated but had not cut the.express
route to Paris, and when they tried to
take Arras they had suffered a costly
repulse. If the allied line in the battle
area was neither safe nor comfortable, the

German position was worse.

Failure of Enemy Aims

North of the Somme, in particular,
they were in the midst of horrible ground,
where their own dead had. been buried in
untold numbers. They were moving
through an area rendered desolate by their
own wholesale destruction during the
retreat in the spring of 1917. The French
were pouring in reinforcements, the strong
British reserves were coming into line, the

British airmen ‘still enjoyed a certain
degree of domination.

Onbalance, then, I hold that though the

Germans, from their own point of view,

had won great successes, the menace of
which it would be foolish to ignore, they
had notsucceeded in their principal aims.
The first phase of the battle lacked: any
element of decision, and it had not gone
“ according to plan.”
Something further must be said here

about the general position in the west
when the battle began. Contrary to: the
popular belief in this:;country, the Germans
were not in superior strength in the west.
The most authentic estimates caleulate
that in the third week im March the Allies
in France and Flanders. had roughly about
120,000 more men, and possibly 1,500,
more guns, than the Germans. These
figures take fully into account the masses
of men and guns which the enemy had
from the Russian front. How,. then, were
they able to break through our defensive
positions ? On this point the explanations
of the authorities must be awaited.
The -facts about the actual course of

events: im the opening phase are now
becoming clearer. The battle began
between: four army units. In the northern
half of the battle the British Third Army,
under Sir Julian Byng, was opposed by
General Otto von Below, the soldier who
took the Italian line on the Isonzo, Von
Betow attacked with twenty-onedivisions,
numbering 168,000 rifles, and Byng was
probably slightly superior in strength.

Pressure om Fifth Army

It must be understood that German
divisions number at present about: 8,000
rifles, while British divisional units;, which

are differently constituted, are appreciably
stronger. When generals: tall of divisions
they never think of alli the: miscellaneous
troops—the transport and ambulance
men, and possibly thousandsof ‘ details.’”

who go to make up a divisiom Phey
invariably speak of “rifles” Tm the
southern half of the battle the Biitish:
Fifth Army, under General Sir Hubert.
Gough, was opposed by Generali vom
Hutier, who took Riga by a new methed
of advance believed to-be his owndevice:
Von MHutier attacked with thirty-five:
divisions, numbering. 280,000’ rifles; amd
he was very greatly stronger than Gough.
These figures relate only to’ the outset of
the battle, for it is impossible to gather at

present howthe relative strengths varied
later on. It will be noted that by far
the heaviest weight was thrown against
the right of our battle front, and in this
respect my statement in our last number
requires amendment. The pressure upon
the Fifth Army indicates that “the
primary object of the Germans was to
sever the point of junction between the
French and Britishline. %

Beyond doubt the Germans were greatly
assisted on the first day, and I think on

the second day also, by the fact that they
were able to advance under cover of mist.
Their first definite success was gained
early on the first day on the extreme right
of the Fifth. Army, south of St. Quentin,

where they forced back our troops. between
the villages of Essigny and Benay. Our
men took up a fresh line behind the
Crozat Canal, more than three miles’ in”
rear, but it did not then seem that grave
consequences. were impending.
The real trouble came on the after-

noon of Friday, March 22nd, when the
enemy stormed the positions held by the
Fifth Army west of St. Quentin, andafter
overcoming a very desperate resistance
at many points, especially at Etreillers,
forced their way some miles to a line
astride the Omignon stream, such line
extending from Poeuilly through Beauvois
to. Vaux. This was the break-through
which the country was informed of by
Sir Douglas Haig in the frankest way
early next. morning; andto it most of the

subsequent events. were traceable.

Tenacity of Third Army

The Fifth Army fell back to the line of
the Somme above Péronne, and behind
the Crozat Canal, all the time hotly,

pressed by the enemy. The Third Army,
farther north, was compelled to withdraw

its right wing, in conformity with this
movement, in all the country south-west
of Cambraiz The right wing took up a
newline north of the: Sommeonthelittle
River Tortille, between Péronne and Ytres,
but meanwhile a very heavy attack in
the country about Croisilles; still farther
north, had enabled the enemy to reach
the village of Mory.

On Sunday, March 24th, Von Below
delivered a very severe attack against the
right wing of the Third Army, gained the
line of the Tortille, entered Péronne, and _
captured the important position of Sailly-
Saillisel, om the edge of our old Somme
battlefield, afterwards reaching the Morval
ridge. Next. came am exceedingly. fierce
fight for Bapaume, followed by a-danger-
ous thrust south of that heap of ruins;
which carried the enemy as far as Cource-
Jette, near the Lower Ancre. Somewhere
about this time the right wing of the Third
Arnry was. considerably in rear of Gough’s
left wing, which was still struggling to
hold the Somme above Péronne.

By the night of Monday, March 25th,
the Third. Arnyy was for the most part
back on the lime: from: Albert northward,
which was held by our forces: when the
first phase closed. The splendid tenacity
of the left wing of the Third Army, east
and south-east. of Arras; was the true
salvation of the situation, as must be told
Jater, when we mustalso relate the gallant
way in which the French reinforcements
under: General Fayolle came to the relief
of the sorely-tried Fifth. Army,
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King George With His Armies That Held the Huns
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King Georgevisiting New Zealand troops, and (left) talking to an officer during the

visit which he paid at the end of March to his armies in France.

  
  

   
 

His Majesty inspecting some of the men whohad inflicted heavy losses on the enemy

in the great battle, and (right) talking to a wounded sergeant ona hospital train.
 

 

     
 

The King talking to a Scottish soldier, and (right) inspecting men of a Scottish battalion who had just come out of the line, where

they had greatly upheld their great tradition. During the visit the King fell in with the 51st Division. ‘‘ We all know the 51st,’’ he :

said; and, as a correspondentputit, ‘“‘ the Highlanders tore the skies with their cheers.”’
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Behind the Lines of the Great Battle-Line
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Wounded German: prisoners being; escorted along a road behind the British lines im France. Mr. HamiltomFyfe, in-one of his: spirited
despatches about the great battle to the ‘‘ Daily Mail,’” says. that a divisional general told him that one of the prisonersdeclared that

the ground which the Germans had taken was. not big: enough te serve as:a cemetery for their mem killed in: taking: it..

 

 

    
British stretcher-bearers carrying a wounded comrade toa dressing-station during: the course: of the great Germanoffensive. ‘‘ The
men are splendid!” has been repeated again during the course of the terrific contest, and the spirit of the wounded has been the

admiration of all who have comein contact with them. ~
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British and French Undivided and Undaunted
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Big British gun in action checking the German advance in the Sommeregion, and (right) another of the British ‘‘ heavies ’’ which helped
to smash and hinder the massed hordesof the enemy during the advance which cost them so heavily in lives.

 

 

 

  
British soldiers, tired-out by sustained resistance to the onslaught,

‘ se 4 snatching brief sleep while awaiting renewal of the attack.
  
 

    
French cavalry and British soldiers waiting the enemy’s anticipated approach, and (inset) French cavalry patrol working with British

infantry. The allied cavalry has proved itself anew in the incessant fighting against Germany’s massed forces on the Somme front.
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the ground which the Germans had taken was. not big: enough te serve as:a cemetery for their mem killed in: taking: it..
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Big British gun in action checking the German advance in the Sommeregion, and (right) another of the British ‘‘ heavies ’’ which helped
to smash and hinder the massed hordesof the enemy during the advance which cost them so heavily in lives.
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‘ se 4 snatching brief sleep while awaiting renewal of the attack.
  
 

    
French cavalry and British soldiers waiting the enemy’s anticipated approach, and (inset) French cavalry patrol working with British
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OF AN ORDERLY
‘My First Day in a War Hospital

By WARD MUIR

Author of the Popular ‘“ Observations of an Orderly”

Readings” (so called, for they seldom
included any reading, and cost

more than a penny to enter) were en-
livened on their musical side by a. song
with a refrain, “ Oh, what an afternoon !”

That moek-melancholy phrase recurred
to my mind on a certain night of May,
1915, as I relaxed my exhausted limbs

between Armyblankets. im an Army hut
for the first timein my life. Pale moon-
light,, diffusing itself through the rows of
uncuttained windows, revealed. a double

rank of beds, and behind each bed khaki
clothimge: suspended: from nails-in the wall.
Behind my own bed there: hung a khaki
suit ; beneath the bed was:a square-toed,

iron-shed pair of boots. Upon a shelf were
a water-bottle and a mess-tin. These
strange, queerly theatrical properties were
mine. I was a soldier. I had a‘* number.”
All around me—some snoring, some
wakefully smoking, like myself—were
soldiers, each with a “ number.”

Most of them had spent a day similar
to my day, and were probably as tired! as

Et the era of my youth the “ Penny

  

 

  
I w, “ Oh, what. an: afternoon!” The
moriing had had its mild fatigues. and
excitements—hangimg about till this 
oifieial or that could spare-time to attend
to the needs: of the new recruit. There
was: the sergeant-major to see,, there was
the corporal in charge of the company
clothing store, there: was. a. clerical’ young
centleman in the staff clerks’ office, who

hadto fill in Army forms: and be informed
as to: the name and adidress: of ome’s: next-
ofkin.

Good-Nature and .Comradeship

I had tredged from one. department
of this vast institution to another,
spent intermediate half hours im waiting
obsequiously outside closed doors, and
ended by discarding mycivilian tweeds
and (not without triumph) robing myself
in a uniform. Then I had eaten a rough-
and-tumble. meal in the canteen. Then,
with a hundred and fifty other uniform:
wearers, I had lined up, at 2 p.m., for
parade.
The sergeant-major faced us—a grizzled

veteran, the Geneva crosses on his sleeves
very faded, and astrip of old campaign
ribbon om his breast.

“ Clerical and nursing orderlies, right
turn !’”” he barked. Most of the company
right turned. “‘ To your duties! Quick
march ! ””
The parade had dissolved. I found

myself, with seven other unclassified

wights, left on the parade ground.
“Ward equipment this afternoon,”

announced the sergeant-major. ‘‘ Here
you are!” (to # waiting corporal). ““Take
this squad and. get busy with B. Corridor.
Quartermaster says: B Corridor must be
finished. to-day, or he'll want to know
the reason why.”
“Very good, major!” replied: the

corporal.
The sergeant-major withdrew, and the

corporal tool: charge. ‘

It was from this: moment: that, looking
back, I envisage my experiences: in
terms of that exclamatory ‘“‘ Oh, what am

afternoon!” Not that there was any-
thing to grumble about in the treatment
I received. On the contrary, the good-

 

nature and the comradeship pervadingall
ranks were noticeable to me then, as ever
afterwards. When I enlisted im’ the
R.A.M.C., and was put to work at a
London. military hospital, I expected to
have, at anyrate at first, a bad time of it.
And I never did have a bad time of it.
But;, to. one accustomed to sedentary
pursuits, and scornfully rejected else-
where: as: ‘‘ unfit for active service,” there
is something a little novel—to put the
point mildly—in being asked to carry
leads: ef heavy mattresses, bedsteads,
tables, and stores a distance of a. humdred

yards, and expected to: do this for several

heurs: at .a gait which, if not actually
deseribable as: running; is: at least far
frony being a comfortable wall.

  

Hustling-up a Hospital

The great war hospital, at the period of
which I write, was in process of extension.
A long wing, consisting of corrugated-iron
hut wards connected by corridors, had

been: thrown out, increasing the capacity
of the hospital to 2,000 beds. These hut
wards, though built at a tremendous pace
(I saw many of themerected, and began
to revise my opinion as to the English
incapacity for hustle); were beautifully
designed for their purpose. Their side
walls: were mainly occupied by patent
windows, which let in illimitable: supplies
of air amd: sun but kept out the raim.
Their interiors. included kitchen, store
room, sink-room, bath-room, lavatories;

and a small isolation ward—in addition
to. the main ward. Water, gas; and electric
light were laid on to each. The rapidly-
constructed drainage system of that huge
village of huts was in itself a miracle of
engineering. In the corridor between
each pair of huts there was a telephone.
Centrally located in the huts stood the
operating-theatre ; also the linen-store,
steward’s store, main bath-house, kitchen,
board-room, X-ray department, massage-
roomt, nurses’ room, and patients’ recrea-
tiomroom. The whole collective structure,
in fact, comprised an up-to-date hospital
om the most scientific and humanelines.
Yet, looking down on it from a passing
balloon—and flights of balloons passed
incessantly, on what mysterious errand
I know not—you wouldhave seen naught
but an uninviting and geometrical array
of tin roofs, and might have imagined.
that here was a bare, unhomely, hap-

hazard barracks,

Of Putting Up Beds

“B Corridor’”” was im the throes of
being: got ready for the wounded. Every
ward along it had to be equipped with
twenty beds, twenty mattresses, equiva-
lent sets of blankets and sheets and
pillows, twenty lockers, twenty chairs,
two: tables, and (as it seemed) about a
thousand! other things. Ail these items
had to be carried, by the squad of which
I was: a member, from a distant store:

place ;, and as soon as we hadgot all the
twenty beds erected in each of the twelve
wards. with which we were, for the
moment, concerned, a ferocious person
called the quartermaster came andtold us
to take them away again. -Whether we
had brought the wrong beds, or he had

changed his mind about the beds, was
not made clear. Back those beds had. to
go; and anothersort of beds, of a slightly
different pattern, had to be brought im
their places.

Fortunately the mattresses suited either
type of bed. So: each mattress accom-
plished only one journey. But it was a
toilsome and perspiring journey. I never
realised before: what outrageously heavy
and cumbrous: objects: mattresses. are,
until that afternoon. whem I carriedia
score or more of them down: those. long
corridors: to the new wards: Ai mattress:is
too: big to: carry under your arm, and too
long to. carry on your back. If youroll it
up and try to carry it on your shoulder,
and if you move at more than a snail’s
crawl, it suddenly unwinds itself and

tumbles to the ground, or with ponderous
humour tilts your cap off. I have tried
every method of carrying a mattress.
The best method is to carry it on your
head. This, in time, makes your head
ache. But one does not grudge a head-
ache when one thinks of the weary,
wounded bodies which are to find repose
upon those mattresses.

A Mental Rest-Cure

As I lay and drowsily smoked a ast
cigarette in the darkened hut—lights: out
was at 10.15, and the réveillé bugle
would sound at 5.30 to-morrow—TI re-
flected that though I was very footsore,
byreasom of the unwonted weightiness of
those: Army boots of mine, and though I
was: likewise very spent, this introduction

te a new life had not been in the least
unpleasant. Paradoxically enough, it had
been in the main restful. My day, unlike

my civilian “days, had been devoid of

that irksome feature—personal’ respon-
sibility. Other people — people with
stripes on their arms—had done all my
thinking for me ; and perhaps people with
pips on their shoulders had done all the
thinking for the people with stripes on
their arms.
A queer world, where one does not have

to make up one’s. mind in regard to one’s
actions! For many months afterwards
I found this: quality made it, for one who
was mentally played out, a wholesome
and: reeuperative world. The Army—
albeit: only this humble, stay-at-home
branch of the Army—was a respite from
“nerves.” Evem the men who had served
gallantly in the field tell me that they
discovered what: I then had already begun
to discover, that by entering the Army
you achieved’ one nrost desirable feat—
you got away from the war. :

Carrying mattresses: and. bedsteads; that
afternoom, I had learnt what it was to
get away from the war. Later, when I
was “ detailed for duty in a ward,’ I was
to learm that mm the midst of wounded
men, and confronted by every sort of
suffering (and sometimes; by deathitself),
this: blessed: calm—the: calm: of nerves: and
conscience unstrained by trivial private
anxieties—remains, and is summed. up in
a sensation of strange freedom. Mean-
while now, im these: scratchy brown Army

blankets, when. I had thrown away the

stump of my cigarette; I presently learnt
what it was to enjoy dreamless and
refreshing: sleep.
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Women engaged in painting the interior of a Tank at a factory in a Midland area, and

(right) women workers sewing the covering on the wing of a large aeroplane.
 

 

  
Camouflaging gun limbers by women at a factory in the Birmingham district.
Right : Women aeroplane workers making the ribs for the wings of the machines.

 

   
Girls of Roedean School exhibiting evidence of their having become expert as carpenters in the making of bed-tables for wounded

‘soldiers, and other articles. Right: Women ata factory in the Birmingham area painting identification discs on aeroplane wings,
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OF AN ORDERLY
‘My First Day in a War Hospital

By WARD MUIR

Author of the Popular ‘“ Observations of an Orderly”

Readings” (so called, for they seldom
included any reading, and cost

more than a penny to enter) were en-
livened on their musical side by a. song
with a refrain, “ Oh, what an afternoon !”

That moek-melancholy phrase recurred
to my mind on a certain night of May,
1915, as I relaxed my exhausted limbs

between Armyblankets. im an Army hut
for the first timein my life. Pale moon-
light,, diffusing itself through the rows of
uncuttained windows, revealed. a double

rank of beds, and behind each bed khaki
clothimge: suspended: from nails-in the wall.
Behind my own bed there: hung a khaki
suit ; beneath the bed was:a square-toed,

iron-shed pair of boots. Upon a shelf were
a water-bottle and a mess-tin. These
strange, queerly theatrical properties were
mine. I was a soldier. I had a‘* number.”
All around me—some snoring, some
wakefully smoking, like myself—were
soldiers, each with a “ number.”

Most of them had spent a day similar
to my day, and were probably as tired! as

Et the era of my youth the “ Penny

  

 

  
I w, “ Oh, what. an: afternoon!” The
moriing had had its mild fatigues. and
excitements—hangimg about till this 
oifieial or that could spare-time to attend
to the needs: of the new recruit. There
was: the sergeant-major to see,, there was
the corporal in charge of the company
clothing store, there: was. a. clerical’ young
centleman in the staff clerks’ office, who

hadto fill in Army forms: and be informed
as to: the name and adidress: of ome’s: next-
ofkin.

Good-Nature and .Comradeship

I had tredged from one. department
of this vast institution to another,
spent intermediate half hours im waiting
obsequiously outside closed doors, and
ended by discarding mycivilian tweeds
and (not without triumph) robing myself
in a uniform. Then I had eaten a rough-
and-tumble. meal in the canteen. Then,
with a hundred and fifty other uniform:
wearers, I had lined up, at 2 p.m., for
parade.
The sergeant-major faced us—a grizzled

veteran, the Geneva crosses on his sleeves
very faded, and astrip of old campaign
ribbon om his breast.

“ Clerical and nursing orderlies, right
turn !’”” he barked. Most of the company
right turned. “‘ To your duties! Quick
march ! ””
The parade had dissolved. I found

myself, with seven other unclassified

wights, left on the parade ground.
“Ward equipment this afternoon,”

announced the sergeant-major. ‘‘ Here
you are!” (to # waiting corporal). ““Take
this squad and. get busy with B. Corridor.
Quartermaster says: B Corridor must be
finished. to-day, or he'll want to know
the reason why.”
“Very good, major!” replied: the

corporal.
The sergeant-major withdrew, and the

corporal tool: charge. ‘

It was from this: moment: that, looking
back, I envisage my experiences: in
terms of that exclamatory ‘“‘ Oh, what am

afternoon!” Not that there was any-
thing to grumble about in the treatment
I received. On the contrary, the good-

 

nature and the comradeship pervadingall
ranks were noticeable to me then, as ever
afterwards. When I enlisted im’ the
R.A.M.C., and was put to work at a
London. military hospital, I expected to
have, at anyrate at first, a bad time of it.
And I never did have a bad time of it.
But;, to. one accustomed to sedentary
pursuits, and scornfully rejected else-
where: as: ‘‘ unfit for active service,” there
is something a little novel—to put the
point mildly—in being asked to carry
leads: ef heavy mattresses, bedsteads,
tables, and stores a distance of a. humdred

yards, and expected to: do this for several

heurs: at .a gait which, if not actually
deseribable as: running; is: at least far
frony being a comfortable wall.

  

Hustling-up a Hospital

The great war hospital, at the period of
which I write, was in process of extension.
A long wing, consisting of corrugated-iron
hut wards connected by corridors, had

been: thrown out, increasing the capacity
of the hospital to 2,000 beds. These hut
wards, though built at a tremendous pace
(I saw many of themerected, and began
to revise my opinion as to the English
incapacity for hustle); were beautifully
designed for their purpose. Their side
walls: were mainly occupied by patent
windows, which let in illimitable: supplies
of air amd: sun but kept out the raim.
Their interiors. included kitchen, store
room, sink-room, bath-room, lavatories;

and a small isolation ward—in addition
to. the main ward. Water, gas; and electric
light were laid on to each. The rapidly-
constructed drainage system of that huge
village of huts was in itself a miracle of
engineering. In the corridor between
each pair of huts there was a telephone.
Centrally located in the huts stood the
operating-theatre ; also the linen-store,
steward’s store, main bath-house, kitchen,
board-room, X-ray department, massage-
roomt, nurses’ room, and patients’ recrea-
tiomroom. The whole collective structure,
in fact, comprised an up-to-date hospital
om the most scientific and humanelines.
Yet, looking down on it from a passing
balloon—and flights of balloons passed
incessantly, on what mysterious errand
I know not—you wouldhave seen naught
but an uninviting and geometrical array
of tin roofs, and might have imagined.
that here was a bare, unhomely, hap-

hazard barracks,

Of Putting Up Beds

“B Corridor’”” was im the throes of
being: got ready for the wounded. Every
ward along it had to be equipped with
twenty beds, twenty mattresses, equiva-
lent sets of blankets and sheets and
pillows, twenty lockers, twenty chairs,
two: tables, and (as it seemed) about a
thousand! other things. Ail these items
had to be carried, by the squad of which
I was: a member, from a distant store:

place ;, and as soon as we hadgot all the
twenty beds erected in each of the twelve
wards. with which we were, for the
moment, concerned, a ferocious person
called the quartermaster came andtold us
to take them away again. -Whether we
had brought the wrong beds, or he had

changed his mind about the beds, was
not made clear. Back those beds had. to
go; and anothersort of beds, of a slightly
different pattern, had to be brought im
their places.

Fortunately the mattresses suited either
type of bed. So: each mattress accom-
plished only one journey. But it was a
toilsome and perspiring journey. I never
realised before: what outrageously heavy
and cumbrous: objects: mattresses. are,
until that afternoon. whem I carriedia
score or more of them down: those. long
corridors: to the new wards: Ai mattress:is
too: big to: carry under your arm, and too
long to. carry on your back. If youroll it
up and try to carry it on your shoulder,
and if you move at more than a snail’s
crawl, it suddenly unwinds itself and

tumbles to the ground, or with ponderous
humour tilts your cap off. I have tried
every method of carrying a mattress.
The best method is to carry it on your
head. This, in time, makes your head
ache. But one does not grudge a head-
ache when one thinks of the weary,
wounded bodies which are to find repose
upon those mattresses.

A Mental Rest-Cure

As I lay and drowsily smoked a ast
cigarette in the darkened hut—lights: out
was at 10.15, and the réveillé bugle
would sound at 5.30 to-morrow—TI re-
flected that though I was very footsore,
byreasom of the unwonted weightiness of
those: Army boots of mine, and though I
was: likewise very spent, this introduction

te a new life had not been in the least
unpleasant. Paradoxically enough, it had
been in the main restful. My day, unlike

my civilian “days, had been devoid of

that irksome feature—personal’ respon-
sibility. Other people — people with
stripes on their arms—had done all my
thinking for me ; and perhaps people with
pips on their shoulders had done all the
thinking for the people with stripes on
their arms.
A queer world, where one does not have

to make up one’s. mind in regard to one’s
actions! For many months afterwards
I found this: quality made it, for one who
was mentally played out, a wholesome
and: reeuperative world. The Army—
albeit: only this humble, stay-at-home
branch of the Army—was a respite from
“nerves.” Evem the men who had served
gallantly in the field tell me that they
discovered what: I then had already begun
to discover, that by entering the Army
you achieved’ one nrost desirable feat—
you got away from the war. :

Carrying mattresses: and. bedsteads; that
afternoom, I had learnt what it was to
get away from the war. Later, when I
was “ detailed for duty in a ward,’ I was
to learm that mm the midst of wounded
men, and confronted by every sort of
suffering (and sometimes; by deathitself),
this: blessed: calm—the: calm: of nerves: and
conscience unstrained by trivial private
anxieties—remains, and is summed. up in
a sensation of strange freedom. Mean-
while now, im these: scratchy brown Army

blankets, when. I had thrown away the

stump of my cigarette; I presently learnt
what it was to enjoy dreamless and
refreshing: sleep.
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Women engaged in painting the interior of a Tank at a factory in a Midland area, and

(right) women workers sewing the covering on the wing of a large aeroplane.
 

 

  
Camouflaging gun limbers by women at a factory in the Birmingham district.
Right : Women aeroplane workers making the ribs for the wings of the machines.

 

   
Girls of Roedean School exhibiting evidence of their having become expert as carpenters in the making of bed-tables for wounded

‘soldiers, and other articles. Right: Women ata factory in the Birmingham area painting identification discs on aeroplane wings,
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French infantry moving up to the firing-line past British comrades resting by the wayside.“ The extreme right of the British troops

was greatly helped in the opening of the battle by a French army corps, to which some of the British units became attached as the

battle proceeded. French and British together stood successfully against German forces of from two to three times their number.
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British and French soldiers in action alongside each other. At many points on the vast battlefield the Allies were standing
actually shoulder to shoulder, and whole sections of line were mingled, blue and khaki. The sight was practical illustration of the

absofute unity of action of the Allies and emblematic of the singleness of their purpose to resist Prussianism to the death.
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Heroes Who Kept the German Hordes at Ba
 

    
Britishinfantry reserves in a small wood awaiting the signal to go into action in the great battle. The spirit of the men has been illus-

trated by many records. Mr. Hamilton Fyfe, in the ‘ Daily Mail,’’ tells of a machine-gun sergeant who fired his gun until the

Germanswere within twenty-five yards. When asked how he got away, he said grimly, ‘ The ones I hadn't killed went away back!"

 

 

    
British soldiers who have been woundedin the stubborn holding up of

line to the base. ‘The stories told by the woundedtally
‘ta third of what we did to them.”

Welcome refreshment during a pause on the way to hospital.

the German mass attack on the western front journeying from the fighting-

most wonderfully in emphasising the comparative casualties—‘‘ Whatthey did to us isn
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Aeroplanes in action; the British machine risin = uncniatl
to ‘‘ flatten out”? and attack the German from Seva in Brat
Paris windows paper-protected against air-raid concussion.
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Capt..James B. McCudden, V.C., D.S.O. and bar, M.C. and bar,
M.M. Capt. VicCudden has participated in 78 offensive patrols,
and accounted for 54 enemy aefoplanes. Right: New uniform for

officers of the Royal Air Force.

  
 
Trio of American flying menflying over an aerodrome during the visit of Secretary Baker and General Pershing tothe A.E.F, in France.

Right : British air pilots bringing in their reports as to enemypositions during the great Germanoffensive.
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ON THE DAY OF THE STRAFE
Seeking an O.P. on Newly-Captured Ground

HE front had: been: fairly quiet,, save
for tlie: cascade of Verey lights:sent
up by the enemy;, always: a sure:

sign of ragged! nerves’; our gums: had
peem silent ; only amv occasional machine-

gun. stutteredi a: few rounds: into» Nor Man’s
Land, or a stray; rifle cracked’ sharply
from: our front ling, running: five hundred
yards: in: front: of me.

The: front seemed to become: quieter.
and quieter. The big, round meon,
already paling: before tite: first: lights. of
daw, still showed through the driving:

wrack: of clouds; throwing a. faint and
unreal light over a vast scene: of desola-
tion. And them everyting Had: begun
at once. The great mimes; laid’ after
months of toil beneath: the: very heart. of
the enemy’s defences, hadi beem touched:
off, and living tongues of flame shot
hundreds of feet into the air,. while the
whole ground shook and shuddered as
though shaken by some great earthquake.
Thousands of guns had taken up the
chorus: until, behind me, the whole sky

was alight with their flashes; while, in
front, every yard of ground: was covered
with the lights of the bursting shells.
And so it had continued for hour after

hour. Gradually the light had come,

and the great battle: unrolled itself before
my eyes. At first everything was
obscure—all veiled. in: the drifting smoke
and. dust of the. mighty: barrage: But,
as our guns: lengthened their fuses and
the attack adwanced,. I was enabled
through my powerful glasses:to pick out
the little: groups: of advancing infantry,
to see: the stretcher-earers' already busy,
to watch the Tanks: slowly making: their
way? over the: brokem ground.

“ Battery Calling Up”

As the morning: advanced, so the road
running behind my O.P. became more
and more congested with traffic. Field-
gims, going forward to take up new posi-
tions, rattled past at a gallop ;_ lorries,
Jaden with their ammunition, groaning

and snorting behind them, Train after
train of horse-waggons:, bumped and
creaked along: over the unevenroad, their
sides: bulging with sides of bacon andtins
of biscuits—rations for the troops in the
forward area, Red Cross ambulances
purred smoothly, hastening to the dress-
img-stations for fresh loads of wounded.
Staff cars, filled with dust-covered. officers,

dashed by; while -despatch-riders on
their: motor-cycles -threaded their way
nimbly through’ the: press. *
On the footpath marched battalion

aiter battalion of treops—reinforcements,
going up to’ take: over from their comrades
the positions: already won. Tired and
dusty and hot-—yet every man’s lips: were
moving as. he whistled the refrain. that
rose in a mighty: chorus from the threng:

In the reverse: directiom came the
prisoners—Germans: of every sort and
kind, fair-haired! Bavarians, swarthy Prus-

sians,. ‘sallow-cheelied! Poles—tall and
short; fat-and thim. some: limping along,

painfully dragging. limbs: swathed in

bleodstained bandages; others: nursing
a shattered arm or shoulder. Many
stretchers there were’ also; carried by
unwounded prisoners.

“Battery calling up, sir!”
I turned back into the O.P.
‘Hallo, yes, sit! How are things

 

By “O. PIP”
going? Oh, very well, as far as I cansee,
Our men are well beyond the crest now,
and) any; amount of prisomers are coming
im. Very: little: Boche: strafing sofar.”

““Tt’s: heem very quiet: downin the bat-
tery; too;’” replied’ the: voice of the major.
““Naw;. lao here; Smith,” he added,
“the: colonel’ wants you to go forward,

when things: have quietened’ down. a little,
and havea:look at: the lie off the:land. We
want an. ©:P.. for the forward! area, from
which: to observe the new German posi-
tions. Take: your own time about it; and,

don’t. forget, am orderly with you.”
It was: just. halif-past sevem

Aeross No: Man's: Land

An: eur later I was: making my tor-
tuous way through the craters and barbed-
wire of No Man’s Land. I crossed our
previous front trench—nowdeserted, save
for a few wounded men awaiting

stretchers, and a couple of “ caretakers”
—and approached the old German first
line. Dreadful sights met my eyes at
every turn—dead were lying everywhere,
some so torn and shattered by shell fire
as to have lost all resemblance to human
shape: In front of me yawned one of the
enormous: mime-eraters. I stepped to the
edge and. looked’ down into a veritable:
chasm: Great boulders of clay lay at. the
bottom; thinly covered with a scun» of

greenish: water, im which were fragments

of human bodies; dismembered by the
shattering force-of tons of explosive:
And then, as: I stood there, gazing at

the fearful sight, a far-away murmur
came to my ears.
“Time to be moving,” I muttered;. and

pursued my forward progress. Even as
I moved the hum became louder, cul-
minating in a sullen crash, while. a. thick
cloud of black smoke drifted slowly away
some forty feet over my head, where
the German shrapnel had burst.
We went on, and soon were climbing

the hill, at the crest of which stood the
little village, now battered by the guns
into a pile of smoking ruins. The slope
presented a scene of feverish activity
Labour companies, superintended by
sapper officers, were busily emgaged con-
structing a road through the conquered
territory. The road grew under my very
eyes ;_ shell-holes: were filled up, trenches

bridged, dug-outs dismantled. On the
lower slopes, where: the: track had been
compteted, trains: of mules; ladem with

ammunition andi rations; were alteady
making their way up the hilt. Tiree or
four Tanks: were: slowly going: forward to
relieve others: which: fad: borne. the brunt
of the. opening: attack.

Omthie Crest

By now we were: getting near the actual
fighting area. Rifle shots cracked dis-
tantly, amdi om tite horizon, bounded by

a sharp: slope; seme: two thousand yards
away, I could! see:thie palliof smoke created
by the: fielditemm barrage that was inces-
santly whistling: ever my head. From
the: top: of! the: midge: I. hoped! to: find some
suitable observation-point,, and I pushed

on, followed! by tle: orderly: The going
was extremely Bad; a. slight shower had
turned! all the: tumbled ground into a
veritable quagmire of mud, and so I

 

 

 

. following: debouched into: anotit

 

decided to follow an old communication
trench that. zigzagged: its way towards
the point. I wished to»reach. Progress was
quicker now, and, save for a short. halt,

necessitated by a sharp-outburst. of shrap-
nel overliead, we continued’ our way un-

interrupted’ until the trench: we were
at-ght

angles:toit, which ran along the crest.
L pulled! myself up to the parapet and

glanced!) over the top: I had struck a
wonderful’ point of vant<
on whieh: we stood:. The
away, at our feet, rolling. dowmim a gradual
slope-to the banks: of the canal. A: comple
of villages, still: neaxly intact, nestled at
the water’s edge, surrounded by a belt of
trees, and behind them lay

panorama. of chimney-stacks: and fac-
tories, marking the site of a large: town.
Heavyfighting was going om ur. the

middle distance. Sharp bursts f
machine-gunfire and rapid volleys: of
fire came up from the valley, while <
of trenches, running about a mile in front
of the canal, where a few gleaming
bayonet-points revealed the presence of
the enemy, was being heavily shelled by
our artillery.

E slithered back to the bottom of the
trench and took out my map. I had
found the observation ridge, but what
about the observation-post ? Any regular
observation from the parapet would be
bound’ to attract attentiom from the enemy
gunners; and the spot would soon become

too dangerous for use:

 

  

    

   

  

   

In a French of Dead

At this moment my telephonist reported
that: he had discovered a row of old
Germam dug-outs, strongly built of con-
rete:. Would I come:and look ?

‘““ There are a lot: of dead ‘ums about,

thougi, sir,” he: added.
He: spoke truly. Never have I seen

such a collection. of corpses. Obviously
the trench had been the scene of heavy
local fighting ; round every traverse one
or more Germans lay, stiffened out and

already putrefying in the hot sun. Some
had been killed with the bayonet, with
great, gaping wounds, now black with
buzzing flies; others had met a mere

merciful death with the bullet; while
still others had beer literally blown to
pieces by close-range bomb-fighting.

TI took a deep breath and hurried on,
scrambling, through. the broken trench
and jumpimg: the: bodies that lay in. my
path. Soon. the dug-outs: came into view.
Ehere were four of them, built side by
side, and! a: narrow slip-trench: ran dewn
t@ them from the maim line P was in. It
was am ideal! spot: for my pu e. Bend-
ing double; we edged? our w cautiously
down the slope; while [ inctively
loosened: the flap of my revolver: holster.
In the confusiom ef the-tight some Germans
might: hawe been. overlooked. My pre-
cautions were needless; The air was
heavy with: the sickly smell of corrup-
tion, and’ the byilliant sunshine: only
served. ta intensify the depressiom of the
spat. More dead bodies: were: heaped
thickly; round! the doorways, botlr British
andi Germam;; while down: the stairway
leading: underground! other shadowy forms
lay Rmddled in: strange: attitudes.

Tt was:no time, however; for moralising.

I had done my job,. The O.P. was found.
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Aeroplanes in action; the British machine risin = uncniatl
to ‘‘ flatten out”? and attack the German from Seva in Brat
Paris windows paper-protected against air-raid concussion.
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Capt..James B. McCudden, V.C., D.S.O. and bar, M.C. and bar,
M.M. Capt. VicCudden has participated in 78 offensive patrols,
and accounted for 54 enemy aefoplanes. Right: New uniform for

officers of the Royal Air Force.

  
 
Trio of American flying menflying over an aerodrome during the visit of Secretary Baker and General Pershing tothe A.E.F, in France.

Right : British air pilots bringing in their reports as to enemypositions during the great Germanoffensive.
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Land, or a stray; rifle cracked’ sharply
from: our front ling, running: five hundred
yards: in: front: of me.

The: front seemed to become: quieter.
and quieter. The big, round meon,
already paling: before tite: first: lights. of
daw, still showed through the driving:

wrack: of clouds; throwing a. faint and
unreal light over a vast scene: of desola-
tion. And them everyting Had: begun
at once. The great mimes; laid’ after
months of toil beneath: the: very heart. of
the enemy’s defences, hadi beem touched:
off, and living tongues of flame shot
hundreds of feet into the air,. while the
whole ground shook and shuddered as
though shaken by some great earthquake.
Thousands of guns had taken up the
chorus: until, behind me, the whole sky

was alight with their flashes; while, in
front, every yard of ground: was covered
with the lights of the bursting shells.
And so it had continued for hour after

hour. Gradually the light had come,

and the great battle: unrolled itself before
my eyes. At first everything was
obscure—all veiled. in: the drifting smoke
and. dust of the. mighty: barrage: But,
as our guns: lengthened their fuses and
the attack adwanced,. I was enabled
through my powerful glasses:to pick out
the little: groups: of advancing infantry,
to see: the stretcher-earers' already busy,
to watch the Tanks: slowly making: their
way? over the: brokem ground.

“ Battery Calling Up”

As the morning: advanced, so the road
running behind my O.P. became more
and more congested with traffic. Field-
gims, going forward to take up new posi-
tions, rattled past at a gallop ;_ lorries,
Jaden with their ammunition, groaning

and snorting behind them, Train after
train of horse-waggons:, bumped and
creaked along: over the unevenroad, their
sides: bulging with sides of bacon andtins
of biscuits—rations for the troops in the
forward area, Red Cross ambulances
purred smoothly, hastening to the dress-
img-stations for fresh loads of wounded.
Staff cars, filled with dust-covered. officers,

dashed by; while -despatch-riders on
their: motor-cycles -threaded their way
nimbly through’ the: press. *
On the footpath marched battalion

aiter battalion of treops—reinforcements,
going up to’ take: over from their comrades
the positions: already won. Tired and
dusty and hot-—yet every man’s lips: were
moving as. he whistled the refrain. that
rose in a mighty: chorus from the threng:

In the reverse: directiom came the
prisoners—Germans: of every sort and
kind, fair-haired! Bavarians, swarthy Prus-

sians,. ‘sallow-cheelied! Poles—tall and
short; fat-and thim. some: limping along,

painfully dragging. limbs: swathed in

bleodstained bandages; others: nursing
a shattered arm or shoulder. Many
stretchers there were’ also; carried by
unwounded prisoners.

“Battery calling up, sir!”
I turned back into the O.P.
‘Hallo, yes, sit! How are things

 

By “O. PIP”
going? Oh, very well, as far as I cansee,
Our men are well beyond the crest now,
and) any; amount of prisomers are coming
im. Very: little: Boche: strafing sofar.”

““Tt’s: heem very quiet: downin the bat-
tery; too;’” replied’ the: voice of the major.
““Naw;. lao here; Smith,” he added,
“the: colonel’ wants you to go forward,

when things: have quietened’ down. a little,
and havea:look at: the lie off the:land. We
want an. ©:P.. for the forward! area, from
which: to observe the new German posi-
tions. Take: your own time about it; and,

don’t. forget, am orderly with you.”
It was: just. halif-past sevem

Aeross No: Man's: Land

An: eur later I was: making my tor-
tuous way through the craters and barbed-
wire of No Man’s Land. I crossed our
previous front trench—nowdeserted, save
for a few wounded men awaiting

stretchers, and a couple of “ caretakers”
—and approached the old German first
line. Dreadful sights met my eyes at
every turn—dead were lying everywhere,
some so torn and shattered by shell fire
as to have lost all resemblance to human
shape: In front of me yawned one of the
enormous: mime-eraters. I stepped to the
edge and. looked’ down into a veritable:
chasm: Great boulders of clay lay at. the
bottom; thinly covered with a scun» of

greenish: water, im which were fragments

of human bodies; dismembered by the
shattering force-of tons of explosive:
And then, as: I stood there, gazing at

the fearful sight, a far-away murmur
came to my ears.
“Time to be moving,” I muttered;. and

pursued my forward progress. Even as
I moved the hum became louder, cul-
minating in a sullen crash, while. a. thick
cloud of black smoke drifted slowly away
some forty feet over my head, where
the German shrapnel had burst.
We went on, and soon were climbing

the hill, at the crest of which stood the
little village, now battered by the guns
into a pile of smoking ruins. The slope
presented a scene of feverish activity
Labour companies, superintended by
sapper officers, were busily emgaged con-
structing a road through the conquered
territory. The road grew under my very
eyes ;_ shell-holes: were filled up, trenches

bridged, dug-outs dismantled. On the
lower slopes, where: the: track had been
compteted, trains: of mules; ladem with

ammunition andi rations; were alteady
making their way up the hilt. Tiree or
four Tanks: were: slowly going: forward to
relieve others: which: fad: borne. the brunt
of the. opening: attack.

Omthie Crest

By now we were: getting near the actual
fighting area. Rifle shots cracked dis-
tantly, amdi om tite horizon, bounded by

a sharp: slope; seme: two thousand yards
away, I could! see:thie palliof smoke created
by the: fielditemm barrage that was inces-
santly whistling: ever my head. From
the: top: of! the: midge: I. hoped! to: find some
suitable observation-point,, and I pushed

on, followed! by tle: orderly: The going
was extremely Bad; a. slight shower had
turned! all the: tumbled ground into a
veritable quagmire of mud, and so I

 

 

 

. following: debouched into: anotit

 

decided to follow an old communication
trench that. zigzagged: its way towards
the point. I wished to»reach. Progress was
quicker now, and, save for a short. halt,

necessitated by a sharp-outburst. of shrap-
nel overliead, we continued’ our way un-

interrupted’ until the trench: we were
at-ght

angles:toit, which ran along the crest.
L pulled! myself up to the parapet and

glanced!) over the top: I had struck a
wonderful’ point of vant<
on whieh: we stood:. The
away, at our feet, rolling. dowmim a gradual
slope-to the banks: of the canal. A: comple
of villages, still: neaxly intact, nestled at
the water’s edge, surrounded by a belt of
trees, and behind them lay

panorama. of chimney-stacks: and fac-
tories, marking the site of a large: town.
Heavyfighting was going om ur. the

middle distance. Sharp bursts f
machine-gunfire and rapid volleys: of
fire came up from the valley, while <
of trenches, running about a mile in front
of the canal, where a few gleaming
bayonet-points revealed the presence of
the enemy, was being heavily shelled by
our artillery.

E slithered back to the bottom of the
trench and took out my map. I had
found the observation ridge, but what
about the observation-post ? Any regular
observation from the parapet would be
bound’ to attract attentiom from the enemy
gunners; and the spot would soon become

too dangerous for use:

 

  

    

   

  

   

In a French of Dead

At this moment my telephonist reported
that: he had discovered a row of old
Germam dug-outs, strongly built of con-
rete:. Would I come:and look ?

‘““ There are a lot: of dead ‘ums about,

thougi, sir,” he: added.
He: spoke truly. Never have I seen

such a collection. of corpses. Obviously
the trench had been the scene of heavy
local fighting ; round every traverse one
or more Germans lay, stiffened out and

already putrefying in the hot sun. Some
had been killed with the bayonet, with
great, gaping wounds, now black with
buzzing flies; others had met a mere

merciful death with the bullet; while
still others had beer literally blown to
pieces by close-range bomb-fighting.

TI took a deep breath and hurried on,
scrambling, through. the broken trench
and jumpimg: the: bodies that lay in. my
path. Soon. the dug-outs: came into view.
Ehere were four of them, built side by
side, and! a: narrow slip-trench: ran dewn
t@ them from the maim line P was in. It
was am ideal! spot: for my pu e. Bend-
ing double; we edged? our w cautiously
down the slope; while [ inctively
loosened: the flap of my revolver: holster.
In the confusiom ef the-tight some Germans
might: hawe been. overlooked. My pre-
cautions were needless; The air was
heavy with: the sickly smell of corrup-
tion, and’ the byilliant sunshine: only
served. ta intensify the depressiom of the
spat. More dead bodies: were: heaped
thickly; round! the doorways, botlr British
andi Germam;; while down: the stairway
leading: underground! other shadowy forms
lay Rmddled in: strange: attitudes.

Tt was:no time, however; for moralising.

I had done my job,. The O.P. was found.
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A Visit to the Vanguard of America’s Vast Army
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The Hon. Newton Baker, U.S. Secretary for War, seated between General Pershing
(left) and General Walsh, studying engineering plans at an Americantransportation

centre in France. Left: Mr. Baker at an aviation training centre.
 

 

   

     
Sergt. John Letzing, of the American Expeditionary Force, talking to a German prisoner whom he captured in No Man’s Land during
the fighting near the Chemin des Dames. Right: A specimen of the fine type of soldier that America is sending to help the Allies.

 

      The Hon. Newton Baker, with the A.E.F. in France, minutely examined every detail of the vast organisation now in being. These
Photographs show him with General Pershing looking at some camouflaged ordnance, and (left) examining the breech of a heavy gun.
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ChineseCome fromCanadato AidtheAllies’ Cause
 

     
Chinese beotmaker at:a Canadian Labour Camp, and (right) a Chinese barber operating on some of his compatricts who have also left
the: Bominion: to:serve: the British Army. on the western front. The-Nissen huts were decorated in honour of the Chinese New: Year’s: Day.

 

     
A Chinese missionary: reader conducting:a meeting:at a table decorated with Chinese flags. Right: Two Chinamen praying for good

luck at a joss-house built for them whenthey celebrated their New Year’s Day (February 11th) at the front,
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Destroyers’

  
in the darkness before dawn on March 21st two British and three
French destroyers found and attacked eighteen German torpedo
craft that had ventured into the Channel on a raiding expedition.
Oneof the British vessels, H.M.S. Morris, bursting through the
smoke screen flung out by the fleeing enemy, cut off a German
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destroyer of a large type and torpedoed her at five hundred yards’
angou: She Blew: Gpeand sank almost immediately. The other
British destroyer, H.M.S. Botha, rammed another enemy boat,
cutting her clean in half ; a third was accounted for bythe French
destroyers, and a fourth torpedoed just as she was making Ostend.

 

in the Early Dawn .
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THE EFFORT OF THE’ DOMINIONS
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-CANADA’S LOYAL CO-OPERATION
How Supplies Came from the Great Granary of the West

( atl as I have shownin previous
-articles; sentus men—half a million

of the very best of them; she sent
us also munitions, and at a time when
they were worth their weight in gold to
us. Without either of these war-conttibu-
tions Great Britain would have been in
very difficult circumstances indeed. But
Canada sent us another war supply,
without which we could’ not have rounded
the awkward corners we have had to
round, and our position to-day might
have been that of a nation iw extremis,
instead of a nation well on the road to
victory. This,contribution was food.
Canada has stood as Great Britain’s

sheet anchor in the matter of food supply.
We had many food sources; of course,
colonial and other. But of all these
sources Canada was the one we had. to.
regard as our safest. Australia. and New
Zealand are both great food-growing
countries, but: a ten or twelve weeks’
voyage (in war time) separates them from
us. Had the: German submarine offensive
proved more telling than it -has been,
thesé couiitries might have been cut. off,
In any case they would have been ‘ren-
dered: very: uncertain food sources, for-if
every food ship had to take six months to
make the round voyagé, out and home,
far fewer cargoes could be carried, andit

would-have beem very difficult to maintain
sufncient ships to transport food so far.

“Hustle” and Food Supply

, America -was another of our great
feod sources, but until America. entered
the war’on our side it would have been
extremely “imiprovident to have relied
absolutely on our ability to obtain food
from her. America might easily—had her
sympathies run the other way—have
placed difficulties in the way. Neutral
countries might at any moment have
fallen under Germany’s thumb.
Thus Canada, as the nearest and most

capable of our food producers, and’ as’ the
one* upon whose co-operation we could
count, occupied chief place in the thoughts
of the men to whom was entrusted the
duty: of. looking -ahead. to ensure food
supplies. for the Army and. the nation.
Canada had only to hear our expecta-

tions of \ her to give the most loyal
and enthusiastic co-operation.
Canada’s ‘“‘ food hustle,” begun straight-
way upon the opening of the war, deserves
to ranle among the war's ‘‘ great hustles.”
In the speed and enthusiasm with which
it was undertaken it can compare with our:
owneffort in the matter of shells.

There began at once a campaign to
ensure=the ‘necessary co-operation of the
farmers, cattlemen, and dairymen. The
Canadian Board of Agriculture, a body of
the most go-ahead sort, undertook propa-
ganda among the food producers by
lectures; by pamphlets, by meetings, and
by a.scoreof other means. They helpedin
the exchange and procuring of seeds and
implements; they helpéd in the raising
of Te@ans, ‘and even st6od:as guarantors. for .
certain loans:to enable farmers and others
to launch out: upon a. bigger food pro-
duction programme. ‘The great railways
of Canada, notably the Canadian Pacific,
whose chairman, Lord Shaughnessy, ‘has
been one of Britain’s most‘notable war

In fact,-

>Open’? war

By BASIL CLARKE
workers, did great things to help the
movement. They placed special railway
facilities at the disposal of farmers and
food. producers and, what is more, they
gave, without fee or profit, most valuable
assistance to the British Government,
both in railway and in shipping services,
to enable more food to be grown and
carried across the Atlantic. The C.P.R.
and other Canadian liners have been
among the most persistent and successful
eluders of the Germans’ U boats. With
the Atlantic liners of this country they
have maintained a steady service of prime
necessities ever since the outbreak: of war,

Great Part of the Farmers

The great marvel of the food move-
ment in Canada was the part the farmers
played. I have worked on a Canadian
farm, and seen something of a good many
farms, and it never struck me that
“hustle” was one of the qualities for
which Canadian farming was Conspicuous.
Life is pretty leisurely as a rule. But
there was no leisureliness about Canada’s
war food-growing: Huge as are the
quantities she normally grows, her output
was speeded up no less than 50 percent. ;
wheat and grain of all kinds, hay, and all
farm produce were forthcoming in quan-
tities never before contemplated. Canada’s
cheese, supplied in thousands of tons;
Canada’s bacon, largely from the huge
new pig-killing factory at Peterboro,
Ontario, opened specially to supply war-
bacon; Canada’s wheat, oats, and hay,

of which there has been a never-ceasing
supply, have formed main factors in our
war-time food both for the Army and-the
civil population alike. -The figures have
been published from time to time bythe
War Office and other departments, and
there is no-need to repeat themhere.

Men, munitions, food ! Even these were
not all. Canada lent and gave us money.
Canada bears her own share of the vast
war expenditure. She maintains her own
Army onservice, providing food, clothing,
pay, and pensions. The onlycharge falling
to the Imperial. Government is the cost
cf their accommodation during the time
they are in England. Canada also financed
British war contracts in Canada. In the
ordinary way. gold would have had to be
shipped over (or Canadiansecurities sold)
to meet the cost of the huge orders for
food, munitions, and material that we

purchased from Canada. But instead of
this being necessary, Canada put. up
£85,000,000 towards our. war purchases,
and has arranged to do even more in this
direction. She has also raised great sums
for war loans;

War Loans—and Gifts

In November, for5;: a loan’ ~~of

£10,000,000 ~was more than doubly sub-

scribed, and it was increased to a lean of
£20,000,000... Less than. a year later

loan. to the extent of
£36,000,000 was’ taken up with avidity.
In March, 1917, a loan of £30,000,000 was
offered to the public. Their response was
to over-subscribe it by no less a sum than
£50,000,000. The“ Victory Loan” offered
in December’ last had raised before the
end of the year some £85,000,000. _In
addition to these vast sums, internal loans
amounting to about £20,000,000 were

 

successfully floated in the United States.
Figures such as these leave little room
for doubt as to Canada’s’ willingness to
stand by the Old Country through thick
and thin. To the end of 1916 alone
Canada’s war expenditure had run to
£158,000,000, and the rate since then has
mcreased rather than diminished.
Canada has been a military storehouse

for hundreds of essential Armynecessities

 

i
Saddles andleather work, shirts, blanke

  

 

rifles, clothing, braces, boots, picks,
shovels and trench tools, planks and
trench timber, wire—these, and things
too: numerous to mention, have been
supplied to us literally in their millions.
Copper and other metals for munition
making, and even coal, have been supplied
by Canada to the Mother Countryor for
-her needs elsewhere.

~

Britain’s war pur-
chases from the Dominion nowtotal no
less than $1,812,000,000, say, £362,500,000.
Canada has also built us ships to the

value of £9,0c0,000.

Come now to Canada’s gifts. Try to
picture the value to us in these hard times
of such gifts as these: 1,000,000 sacks of
flour from Alberta, 4,000,000 pounds of
cheese from the dairy-farming province of
Quebec, 25,000 cases of salmon from

British Columbia, 1,500 horses from

Saskatchewan, 25,000" sacks of flour ftom

Ontario. Yet these-are only a few items
taken at random fromall the hugelist of
gifts that Canada, out of sheer goodness
of heart, has sent along to us.

  

$s elf-Sacrificing Patriotism

London readers will remember éertain
ceremonies that took place in London not
very long ago, when ‘the mayors of the
poorer districts made distribution of loaves
and cheese and salmon, and other food-

stuffs, that had been sent specially for.this
purpose by the generous people of Canada.
At this point I look over my notes in

some despair, Scores of stirring little acts
of patriotism and. goodwill remain wnre-
corded. Take a few examples:

_M. Blandinresigns Postmaster-General-
ship of Quebec to raise a French regiment.

Canadiam Association. of Trained Nurses
volunteered en masse for: field. service in
France. :
Canadian National Bureau of Breeding

offer 30,000 horses for England.
J. K. L. Ross contributes £100,000 to

the Government for war purposes.
Montreal citizens offer their pleasure

boats, tugs,.and yachts for service as
patrol boats.

Sir Richard McBride offers to raise a
corps of naturalised aliens: and: Russians.

“ Cheese Day ” in Ontario; collection
of cheese gifts throughout the province.

Canadaoffers to accept Belgian refugees
as emigrants, and to previde homes and
work. :

Sir Adam Beck presents. his stable of
prize horses to. the Government.
Redskin Indians: of Brantford. furnish

a company of one hundred and twenty
officers and men.

Scores of picturesque items such as
these could be quoted to show the
Canadian war spirit. A more loyal and
warmhearted support of the Mother
Country could not have been forthcoming,
Canada has proved a helpmeet indeed!
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supply, have formed main factors in our
war-time food both for the Army and-the
civil population alike. -The figures have
been published from time to time bythe
War Office and other departments, and
there is no-need to repeat themhere.

Men, munitions, food ! Even these were
not all. Canada lent and gave us money.
Canada bears her own share of the vast
war expenditure. She maintains her own
Army onservice, providing food, clothing,
pay, and pensions. The onlycharge falling
to the Imperial. Government is the cost
cf their accommodation during the time
they are in England. Canada also financed
British war contracts in Canada. In the
ordinary way. gold would have had to be
shipped over (or Canadiansecurities sold)
to meet the cost of the huge orders for
food, munitions, and material that we

purchased from Canada. But instead of
this being necessary, Canada put. up
£85,000,000 towards our. war purchases,
and has arranged to do even more in this
direction. She has also raised great sums
for war loans;

War Loans—and Gifts

In November, for5;: a loan’ ~~of

£10,000,000 ~was more than doubly sub-

scribed, and it was increased to a lean of
£20,000,000... Less than. a year later

loan. to the extent of
£36,000,000 was’ taken up with avidity.
In March, 1917, a loan of £30,000,000 was
offered to the public. Their response was
to over-subscribe it by no less a sum than
£50,000,000. The“ Victory Loan” offered
in December’ last had raised before the
end of the year some £85,000,000. _In
addition to these vast sums, internal loans
amounting to about £20,000,000 were

 

successfully floated in the United States.
Figures such as these leave little room
for doubt as to Canada’s’ willingness to
stand by the Old Country through thick
and thin. To the end of 1916 alone
Canada’s war expenditure had run to
£158,000,000, and the rate since then has
mcreased rather than diminished.
Canada has been a military storehouse

for hundreds of essential Armynecessities

 

i
Saddles andleather work, shirts, blanke

  

 

rifles, clothing, braces, boots, picks,
shovels and trench tools, planks and
trench timber, wire—these, and things
too: numerous to mention, have been
supplied to us literally in their millions.
Copper and other metals for munition
making, and even coal, have been supplied
by Canada to the Mother Countryor for
-her needs elsewhere.

~

Britain’s war pur-
chases from the Dominion nowtotal no
less than $1,812,000,000, say, £362,500,000.
Canada has also built us ships to the

value of £9,0c0,000.

Come now to Canada’s gifts. Try to
picture the value to us in these hard times
of such gifts as these: 1,000,000 sacks of
flour from Alberta, 4,000,000 pounds of
cheese from the dairy-farming province of
Quebec, 25,000 cases of salmon from

British Columbia, 1,500 horses from

Saskatchewan, 25,000" sacks of flour ftom

Ontario. Yet these-are only a few items
taken at random fromall the hugelist of
gifts that Canada, out of sheer goodness
of heart, has sent along to us.

  

$s elf-Sacrificing Patriotism

London readers will remember éertain
ceremonies that took place in London not
very long ago, when ‘the mayors of the
poorer districts made distribution of loaves
and cheese and salmon, and other food-

stuffs, that had been sent specially for.this
purpose by the generous people of Canada.
At this point I look over my notes in

some despair, Scores of stirring little acts
of patriotism and. goodwill remain wnre-
corded. Take a few examples:

_M. Blandinresigns Postmaster-General-
ship of Quebec to raise a French regiment.

Canadiam Association. of Trained Nurses
volunteered en masse for: field. service in
France. :
Canadian National Bureau of Breeding

offer 30,000 horses for England.
J. K. L. Ross contributes £100,000 to

the Government for war purposes.
Montreal citizens offer their pleasure

boats, tugs,.and yachts for service as
patrol boats.

Sir Richard McBride offers to raise a
corps of naturalised aliens: and: Russians.

“ Cheese Day ” in Ontario; collection
of cheese gifts throughout the province.

Canadaoffers to accept Belgian refugees
as emigrants, and to previde homes and
work. :

Sir Adam Beck presents. his stable of
prize horses to. the Government.
Redskin Indians: of Brantford. furnish

a company of one hundred and twenty
officers and men.

Scores of picturesque items such as
these could be quoted to show the
Canadian war spirit. A more loyal and
warmhearted support of the Mother
Country could not have been forthcoming,
Canada has proved a helpmeet indeed!
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Page 192

OUR DIARY OF THE WAR
Chronology of Events, March Ist to 31st, 1918

Mar. 1.—Announced Austro-Hungarian troops

march into the Ukraine after an appeal

by the Ukraine Government.

To the south-west of the Butte du

Mesnil the Germans succeed in regaining

a footing in a. part. of the positions

captured by the French on Feb. 13.

Announced that a German gas attack

on Americantroopsresults in 66 casualties.

H.M. armed mercantile cruiser Cal-

garian torpedoed and sunk: 48 lives lost.

Man. 2.—Peace signed between Russia and

Central Powers at Brest Litovsk.

After heavy bombardment on a wide

front from Neuve Chapelle northwards,

Germans enter Portuguese front trenches,

but ejected by a counter-attack.

British: Palestine advance is nowhalf-

wayto Shechem.

~ Bumania to accept the conditions of

the Central Powers.
Mar. 3.—British naval aircraft bomb sea-

plane sheds at Ostend.
Reported that Germans capture Kieff,

Australians. carry out successful night

raid.at Warneton, killing 50 of the enemy

and bring back rz prisoners.

Mar. 4.—Sir Douglas Haig’s despatch on

Battle of Cambrai published.

Announced that fighting has

place on Trans-Siberian Railway between

Cossack and Bolsheyist troops.

Mar. 5.—Sir Erie: Geddes, in statement on

Navy Estimates in Comimons,refers in

gravest terms. to falling off in shipbuilding

in this country.

Penal Terms to Rumania.—A_ pre-

liminarytreaty of peace between Rumania

and. the Central Powers ‘signed ; among

territorial losses imposed on Rumaniais

the cession of the whole of the Dobruja.

Germans take some Belgian posts north

of Pervyse, but the Belgians counter-

attack and take over 100 prisoners and

seven machine-guhs.

Mar. 6.—British raid-enemy’s trenches east

of Bullecourt.

Great aerial activity on west front; 20

German machines down to three Britisli-

Mar. 7.—Moonless air raid on London; 20

killed, 45 injured.

Germany and Finland sign a treaty of

peace. ;
British advance in Palestine three miles

on eighteen-mile front.

 

   

  

  

    

 

Mar. 8—Houthulst Forest Fighting.—South~

of the forest enemy attack on a front ofa

mile, and by-using liquid flame compel

our troops to fall back on the left. Later

Yorkshire infantry not only take back

ground, but drive enemy 300 yards

behind original line.
Stiff fighting from Polderhoek Chateau

to the south, the German attack being

met and broken by King’s Royal Rifle

Corps.
Gotha raid on Paris; 13

injured.

Mar. 9.—General Allenby’s troops on west
of Jordan Valley continue their march
northwards. North of Jericho they force
passage of Wady Auja, and in centre

   

killed, 50

overcome difficult mountain barrier cul--
minating in height of Tel Asur.

British occupy Hit.
Daylight raid on Mainz by British air-

men,
Lenin abandons Petrograd and Trotsky

resigns office.

Mar. 10.—British raid on Stuttgart, when the

Daimler motor works are attacked.
In Palestine British continue advance

to Shechem, gaining ridges overlooking
north bank of Wadyel Jib.

Hospital ship Guildford Castle, home-
ward bound from East Africa, attacked
by submarine near LundyIsland; she is
hit, but. manages to reachport.

‘Mar. 11.—Austrian air raid on Naples; 16

killed, 40 injured.
Air raid on Paris by several squadrons

of Gothas; 7o killed, 71 injured. In
addition 66 persons are killed in a panic
rush for shelters on the Metropolitan

 

 

taken -

Railway. Four enemy machines brought

down.

Mar. 12.—Fighting against Bolshevists at

Blagovestchensk (on Manchurian fron-

tier), in which Japanese and Chinese

Volunteers take part.

Zeppelin raid on Yorkshire coast ; four

bombs dropped on Hull, where a woman

dies of shock.
TwoBritish seaplanes attack five enemy

aircraft in North Sea, and destroy one,

drive a second down, andkill observer of

the third.

British Air Raid into Germany.—Our

airmen bomb factories and barracks at

Coblenz, on the Rhine, over a ton >of

bombs being dropped. :
Germans occupy Abo (Finland).
British troops advance northwards in

coast region in Palestine to an average

depth of three miles.
Turks retake Erzerum.

Mar. 13.—Germans occupy Odessa.
Zeppelin raid on Hartlepool;

22 injured.
British air raid on Freiburg.

Mar. 14.—Germans begin -heavy bombard-

ment from Vermelles to south of Armen-

tiéres.
Soviet Congress at Moscow

Peace Treaty by majority of 453.
Mar. 15.—French regain trenches west of

Mont Cornillet, in Champagne, captured

by Germans on March1. ‘

Mar. 16.—French carry out big raids on west
of Meuse near Cheppy and Malancourt,

and take 160 prisoners.
British air raid on Zweibriicken.

Mar. 17.—British aeroplanes bomb barracks

and railwaystation at Kaiserslautern, in
the Rhine Palatinate. :

18.—Alliés and Russia—The Prime
Ministers> ard. Foreign Ministers of
Entente, in London, issue
important Note on German crime against
Russian people, showing how Russia was
tiicked ‘into a peace treaty. .“ Peace
treaties such as these,”’ the Note declares,
“wwe do not, and cannot, acknowledge.”

Holland accepts terms for use of Dutch
shipping in American and allied ports,
with certain reservations.

British air raid on Mannheim.

Mar. 19.—British Raid Records.—Mr. Mac-
pherson’ announces that since October
British have made 38 effective raids into
Germany, and dropped 48 tons of cx-
plosives. Approximately 250 flights have
been made and only 10 machineslost.

Mar. 20.—-The Shipping Problem.—Sir Eric
Geddes in Commons gives information of
losses of British and neutral tonnage,
and also figures of reconstruction.

Lord Pirrie appointed Controller-General
of Merchant Shipbuilding. fe

U.S.A. seize Dutch ships in United
States ports.

Mar. 21.—Gréat German Offensive.—Germans
-attack with 40 divisions on. a_fifty-mile
front, from the Scarpe to the Oise. They
break through our outpost positions and
penetrate into our battle positions ©in
.certain places. The attacks delivered in
large masses, and cause the enemy

exceptionally heavy. losses.
Naval Fight off Dunkirk.—Two British

and three French destroyers engage force
of German destroyers which -had pre-
viously bombarded Dunkirk. Two enemy
destroyers and two torpedo-boatsbelieved

to have been sunk: i
British monitors bombard Ostend.
British seaplanes attack enemy mine-

sweepers in Heligoland Bight.
Mar. 22.—Sir Douglas Haig’s report on great

German offensive refers to exceptional

gallantry shown by. troops of 24th Divi-
sion in defence of La Verguier, of the
3rd Division, and of the 51st Division in
region of Bapaume-Cambrai. Road.
Germans Claim 16,000 prisoners and

200 guns captured.
Germans Penetrate British Defences.—

Powerful hostile attacks delivered ‘with

8 killed,

ratifies

Mar.

  

great weight of infantry and artillery

break through our defensive system west

of St. Quentin, British retiring to line of

the Somme.
British cross the Jordan.

Mar. 23.—South and west of St. Quentin our

troops take up their new positions, and

are heavily engaged.

Enemy’s long-range gun shells Paris
from estimated distance of 75 miles.

British destroyer sinks after a col-

lision; all saved except one officer and

one man,
Mar. 24.—Peronne and Ham Lost.—Enemy

- overcomes defences of heights of Monchy

and converges on old Somme battlefield

from Bapaume to Péronne. Péronne lost

to British and Ham evacuated, also

Chauny. South of Péronne the Germans

cross. the River Somme. North of

Péronne they attack with greatest vio-

lence line of River Tortille, and British

withdraw to new positions.. Germans

claim 30,000 prisoners and 600 suns

captured. : :
British air raid on Mannheim.
Cologne raided by British.

Mar. 25. — Continued German Advance.—

Enemy’s onslaught felt mainly between

Arras and Péronne. South of Péronne

Germans who cross the river are driven

back.

.

Germans reach, near Maricourt,

their original line of July, 1916. Bapaume

and Nesle lost.

German long-range gun again bom-

bards Paris.
French evacuate Noyon.

Mar. 26.—British capture Es Salt, half-way

between the Jordan and the Hedjaz

Railway.

New Battles South of the Somme.—

Germans heavily attack south of the

Somme and take Roye and Chaulnes.

ete British, French, and American

- troops fight shoulder to shoulder. New

hostile attacks commence in neighbour-

hood of Chauines.
Victory on the Euphrates.—Ourtroops,

moving up the Euphrates from Hit,

aftack the Turkish positions about Khan

Baghdadie, and repulse enemy with
heavyloss; 3,000 prisoners taken.

Mar. 27. — German
Rosiéres all enemy’s assaults beaten off.

Fierce fighting takes place against our

positions between Somme and Ancre.

The enemy attacks in great strength in

neighbourhood of Bucquoy and Ablain-

zeville, and gains a_ footing in latter

village. The Germans occupy Albert.

French heavily engaged between Roye

and Montdidier, and lose latter during

the night.

Mar. 28.—Germans attack British on Arras

front in great strength, but are repulsed

with heavy loss. South of the -Scarpe

determinedassaults are beaten off. Fierce

fighting in Somme valley and to the

south.

In Palestine British advance beyond

Ana, 83 miles north-west of Hit; 2,000

more prisoners taken.

Mar. 29:—Our positions north of Sommeall

maintained. Germans progress between

Albert and. the Avre, xz miles from

Amiens.
Paris church hit by German long-range

gun; 75 killed, 90 injured.

Mar. 30.—Tenth Dayof Great Battle.—Strong

German attack north of Somme thrown

back. South of Somme, British near the

river regain ground. On all rest of the

front south of the Somme very large

_ Germanforces attack, but Franco-British
completely check them, Moreuil finally

left in Allies’ possession.
MAR. 31.—Enemyrepulsed on west side of

Albert. Ourline east of Arras advanced.
Franco-British recapture Hangard,

French recapture villages between
Montdidier and Lassigny. Enemy at-
tempts to cross the Oise smashed

General Foch to co-ordinate action of
_allied armies on the western front,
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HE French Nieuport machines have
been employed by the Aviation

U Service of our Allies since the early days
of the war, and, owing to their high speed
and quickness in mancuvre, have come

Uto be regarded as most efficient fighting
U scouts or “‘ avions de chasse.”

A curious point in their construction
Y is the very small bottom plane, which

serves as a girder to strengthen the top
plane, which is of much larger proportions
than its brother.
The two planes are separated bya pair

of V-struts, one on each side. This
method has been imitated by the German
designers of the Albatros fighting biplane,
in which two pairs of V-struts are fitted
in a precisely similar manner.

the Wer Illustrated, 20th April, 1918.

 
A swivelling machine-gun is fitted

above the top plane, and can be raised
and lowered by the pilot, who is his own
gunner. He can thereby attack an
opponent from below by simply swivelling
his gun upwards and directing his fire
into the engine and tanks of the enemy.
A high-powered rotary engine is em-

ployed driving a tractor screw.
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OUR DIARY OF THE WAR
Chronology of Events, March Ist to 31st, 1918

Mar. 1.—Announced Austro-Hungarian troops

march into the Ukraine after an appeal

by the Ukraine Government.

To the south-west of the Butte du

Mesnil the Germans succeed in regaining

a footing in a. part. of the positions

captured by the French on Feb. 13.

Announced that a German gas attack

on Americantroopsresults in 66 casualties.

H.M. armed mercantile cruiser Cal-

garian torpedoed and sunk: 48 lives lost.

Man. 2.—Peace signed between Russia and

Central Powers at Brest Litovsk.

After heavy bombardment on a wide

front from Neuve Chapelle northwards,

Germans enter Portuguese front trenches,

but ejected by a counter-attack.

British: Palestine advance is nowhalf-

wayto Shechem.

~ Bumania to accept the conditions of

the Central Powers.
Mar. 3.—British naval aircraft bomb sea-

plane sheds at Ostend.
Reported that Germans capture Kieff,

Australians. carry out successful night

raid.at Warneton, killing 50 of the enemy

and bring back rz prisoners.

Mar. 4.—Sir Douglas Haig’s despatch on

Battle of Cambrai published.

Announced that fighting has

place on Trans-Siberian Railway between

Cossack and Bolsheyist troops.

Mar. 5.—Sir Erie: Geddes, in statement on

Navy Estimates in Comimons,refers in

gravest terms. to falling off in shipbuilding

in this country.

Penal Terms to Rumania.—A_ pre-

liminarytreaty of peace between Rumania

and. the Central Powers ‘signed ; among

territorial losses imposed on Rumaniais

the cession of the whole of the Dobruja.

Germans take some Belgian posts north

of Pervyse, but the Belgians counter-

attack and take over 100 prisoners and

seven machine-guhs.

Mar. 6.—British raid-enemy’s trenches east

of Bullecourt.

Great aerial activity on west front; 20

German machines down to three Britisli-

Mar. 7.—Moonless air raid on London; 20

killed, 45 injured.

Germany and Finland sign a treaty of

peace. ;
British advance in Palestine three miles

on eighteen-mile front.

 

   

  

  

    

 

Mar. 8—Houthulst Forest Fighting.—South~

of the forest enemy attack on a front ofa

mile, and by-using liquid flame compel

our troops to fall back on the left. Later

Yorkshire infantry not only take back

ground, but drive enemy 300 yards

behind original line.
Stiff fighting from Polderhoek Chateau

to the south, the German attack being

met and broken by King’s Royal Rifle

Corps.
Gotha raid on Paris; 13

injured.

Mar. 9.—General Allenby’s troops on west
of Jordan Valley continue their march
northwards. North of Jericho they force
passage of Wady Auja, and in centre

   

killed, 50

overcome difficult mountain barrier cul--
minating in height of Tel Asur.

British occupy Hit.
Daylight raid on Mainz by British air-

men,
Lenin abandons Petrograd and Trotsky

resigns office.

Mar. 10.—British raid on Stuttgart, when the

Daimler motor works are attacked.
In Palestine British continue advance

to Shechem, gaining ridges overlooking
north bank of Wadyel Jib.

Hospital ship Guildford Castle, home-
ward bound from East Africa, attacked
by submarine near LundyIsland; she is
hit, but. manages to reachport.

‘Mar. 11.—Austrian air raid on Naples; 16

killed, 40 injured.
Air raid on Paris by several squadrons

of Gothas; 7o killed, 71 injured. In
addition 66 persons are killed in a panic
rush for shelters on the Metropolitan
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Railway. Four enemy machines brought

down.

Mar. 12.—Fighting against Bolshevists at

Blagovestchensk (on Manchurian fron-

tier), in which Japanese and Chinese

Volunteers take part.

Zeppelin raid on Yorkshire coast ; four

bombs dropped on Hull, where a woman

dies of shock.
TwoBritish seaplanes attack five enemy

aircraft in North Sea, and destroy one,

drive a second down, andkill observer of

the third.

British Air Raid into Germany.—Our

airmen bomb factories and barracks at

Coblenz, on the Rhine, over a ton >of

bombs being dropped. :
Germans occupy Abo (Finland).
British troops advance northwards in

coast region in Palestine to an average

depth of three miles.
Turks retake Erzerum.

Mar. 13.—Germans occupy Odessa.
Zeppelin raid on Hartlepool;

22 injured.
British air raid on Freiburg.

Mar. 14.—Germans begin -heavy bombard-

ment from Vermelles to south of Armen-

tiéres.
Soviet Congress at Moscow

Peace Treaty by majority of 453.
Mar. 15.—French regain trenches west of

Mont Cornillet, in Champagne, captured

by Germans on March1. ‘

Mar. 16.—French carry out big raids on west
of Meuse near Cheppy and Malancourt,

and take 160 prisoners.
British air raid on Zweibriicken.

Mar. 17.—British aeroplanes bomb barracks

and railwaystation at Kaiserslautern, in
the Rhine Palatinate. :

18.—Alliés and Russia—The Prime
Ministers> ard. Foreign Ministers of
Entente, in London, issue
important Note on German crime against
Russian people, showing how Russia was
tiicked ‘into a peace treaty. .“ Peace
treaties such as these,”’ the Note declares,
“wwe do not, and cannot, acknowledge.”

Holland accepts terms for use of Dutch
shipping in American and allied ports,
with certain reservations.

British air raid on Mannheim.

Mar. 19.—British Raid Records.—Mr. Mac-
pherson’ announces that since October
British have made 38 effective raids into
Germany, and dropped 48 tons of cx-
plosives. Approximately 250 flights have
been made and only 10 machineslost.

Mar. 20.—-The Shipping Problem.—Sir Eric
Geddes in Commons gives information of
losses of British and neutral tonnage,
and also figures of reconstruction.

Lord Pirrie appointed Controller-General
of Merchant Shipbuilding. fe

U.S.A. seize Dutch ships in United
States ports.

Mar. 21.—Gréat German Offensive.—Germans
-attack with 40 divisions on. a_fifty-mile
front, from the Scarpe to the Oise. They
break through our outpost positions and
penetrate into our battle positions ©in
.certain places. The attacks delivered in
large masses, and cause the enemy

exceptionally heavy. losses.
Naval Fight off Dunkirk.—Two British

and three French destroyers engage force
of German destroyers which -had pre-
viously bombarded Dunkirk. Two enemy
destroyers and two torpedo-boatsbelieved

to have been sunk: i
British monitors bombard Ostend.
British seaplanes attack enemy mine-

sweepers in Heligoland Bight.
Mar. 22.—Sir Douglas Haig’s report on great

German offensive refers to exceptional

gallantry shown by. troops of 24th Divi-
sion in defence of La Verguier, of the
3rd Division, and of the 51st Division in
region of Bapaume-Cambrai. Road.
Germans Claim 16,000 prisoners and

200 guns captured.
Germans Penetrate British Defences.—

Powerful hostile attacks delivered ‘with

8 killed,

ratifies

Mar.

  

great weight of infantry and artillery

break through our defensive system west

of St. Quentin, British retiring to line of

the Somme.
British cross the Jordan.

Mar. 23.—South and west of St. Quentin our

troops take up their new positions, and

are heavily engaged.

Enemy’s long-range gun shells Paris
from estimated distance of 75 miles.

British destroyer sinks after a col-

lision; all saved except one officer and

one man,
Mar. 24.—Peronne and Ham Lost.—Enemy

- overcomes defences of heights of Monchy

and converges on old Somme battlefield

from Bapaume to Péronne. Péronne lost

to British and Ham evacuated, also

Chauny. South of Péronne the Germans

cross. the River Somme. North of

Péronne they attack with greatest vio-

lence line of River Tortille, and British

withdraw to new positions.. Germans

claim 30,000 prisoners and 600 suns

captured. : :
British air raid on Mannheim.
Cologne raided by British.

Mar. 25. — Continued German Advance.—

Enemy’s onslaught felt mainly between

Arras and Péronne. South of Péronne

Germans who cross the river are driven

back.

.

Germans reach, near Maricourt,

their original line of July, 1916. Bapaume

and Nesle lost.

German long-range gun again bom-

bards Paris.
French evacuate Noyon.

Mar. 26.—British capture Es Salt, half-way

between the Jordan and the Hedjaz

Railway.

New Battles South of the Somme.—

Germans heavily attack south of the

Somme and take Roye and Chaulnes.

ete British, French, and American

- troops fight shoulder to shoulder. New

hostile attacks commence in neighbour-

hood of Chauines.
Victory on the Euphrates.—Ourtroops,

moving up the Euphrates from Hit,

aftack the Turkish positions about Khan

Baghdadie, and repulse enemy with
heavyloss; 3,000 prisoners taken.

Mar. 27. — German
Rosiéres all enemy’s assaults beaten off.

Fierce fighting takes place against our

positions between Somme and Ancre.

The enemy attacks in great strength in

neighbourhood of Bucquoy and Ablain-

zeville, and gains a_ footing in latter

village. The Germans occupy Albert.

French heavily engaged between Roye

and Montdidier, and lose latter during

the night.

Mar. 28.—Germans attack British on Arras

front in great strength, but are repulsed

with heavy loss. South of the -Scarpe

determinedassaults are beaten off. Fierce

fighting in Somme valley and to the

south.

In Palestine British advance beyond

Ana, 83 miles north-west of Hit; 2,000

more prisoners taken.

Mar. 29:—Our positions north of Sommeall

maintained. Germans progress between

Albert and. the Avre, xz miles from

Amiens.
Paris church hit by German long-range

gun; 75 killed, 90 injured.

Mar. 30.—Tenth Dayof Great Battle.—Strong

German attack north of Somme thrown

back. South of Somme, British near the

river regain ground. On all rest of the

front south of the Somme very large

_ Germanforces attack, but Franco-British
completely check them, Moreuil finally

left in Allies’ possession.
MAR. 31.—Enemyrepulsed on west side of

Albert. Ourline east of Arras advanced.
Franco-British recapture Hangard,

French recapture villages between
Montdidier and Lassigny. Enemy at-
tempts to cross the Oise smashed

General Foch to co-ordinate action of
_allied armies on the western front,
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HE French Nieuport machines have
been employed by the Aviation

U Service of our Allies since the early days
of the war, and, owing to their high speed
and quickness in mancuvre, have come

Uto be regarded as most efficient fighting
U scouts or “‘ avions de chasse.”

A curious point in their construction
Y is the very small bottom plane, which

serves as a girder to strengthen the top
plane, which is of much larger proportions
than its brother.
The two planes are separated bya pair

of V-struts, one on each side. This
method has been imitated by the German
designers of the Albatros fighting biplane,
in which two pairs of V-struts are fitted
in a precisely similar manner.

the Wer Illustrated, 20th April, 1918.

 
A swivelling machine-gun is fitted

above the top plane, and can be raised
and lowered by the pilot, who is his own
gunner. He can thereby attack an
opponent from below by simply swivelling
his gun upwards and directing his fire
into the engine and tanks of the enemy.
A high-powered rotary engine is em-

ployed driving a tractor screw.
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Ar
rHIS week. I am

pleased ‘to be
able .to .give my
readers the first of

a new andhighly interesting series that
has been specially written for THE WAR
ILLUSTRATED by Mr. Ward. Muir, the well-
known eens and journalist, whose
admirable “‘ Observations of an Orderly ”
has oe one of the deservedly popular
war-books. Mr. Ward Muir has served
for close upon three years in the ranksof
the R.A.M.C., and for all that time ‘was
attached to one.of the big London military
hospitals. Gifted with the observing
powers of a novelist, and possessed of the
twin qualities of sy mpathy and humour,
he showsin his newseries that he had by
no means exhausted his “ observations”
in his volume. I feel sure that “ New
Observations of an Orderly” will prove
deeply interesting to my readers, for the
clear impressions they afford of life in the
hospitals in which our maimed and
wounded soldiers are nursed back to
health. A Super-Aeroplane

eeROVEMENTS in aircraft possess a
special fascination for us all at the

aent time. I was therefore interested
in seeing, in a recent account of the vast
work accomplished by Birminghamas one
of the most remarkable of the workshops
of the war, a description of a new super-
aeroplane coming from the great hive of
manufacturing industry. It is said that
this giant aeroplane carries four menasits
ordinary crew, but can carry twenty with
ease, and canlift more than its own weight.
It canvattain a speed of between seventy
and eighty miles-an hour, and can carry
bombs of a size’ sufficient to devastate a

»decent-sized town—a matter of some
interest. to towns on the Khine, over
which before long it is’ said that the
machine may be expectedto fly.

At one of our biggest acrodromes, Iam
told, the flying men of the, Naval

, branch’ of the R.A.T*. are occupying their
spare time and utilising the spare ground
around the edges of the alighting ground
for cultivating vegetables.” In -this way
the exponents of the most modern of
sciences return to the most primitive of
pursuits, finding recreation and. respite
from the exhausting demands of the air
inthe fresh bosom of:Mother Earth. In
addition—and in accordance with that
wise rule of ‘the Navy which utilises all
men and all things where they can best
serve—these young pilots and observers
are navvies as well, using the stones they.
‘dig out of the ground for.the construction
and repair of the roadways leading to the
aerodrome.

Healthy Advice

[ th de‘ when. everybodyhas
more orle whole-heartedly adopted. ,

Voltaire’s advice, “ Let us cultivaté “our
garde ns,4" eviery, “‘. pointer ”’ that swe. can

obtdin’ ‘on’ getting the best+ sult {rom
that--é€ultivation” is worth *-passimg* on.
Therefore I make no‘apology for drawing
‘attdntion to somie pregnant: passages ina
lecture’,_focently“delivered: veh Prolessor

  

7: Hickson on “ Birds and Insects in
Helstion to Crops.” He pointed out that
though determined naval resistance had
been pitted against the German destruc-
tion of food ships, yet the not less serious
destruction of food at home had not
received the serious attention it deserved,

nor had it been madethe subject of wide
interest and co-ordinated effort.

yet, Professor
say, if one called to mind the

damage ‘caused to various food crops
during the summerof 1917 byinsect pests
suchas the wire-worm, the wheat.bulbfly,
the cabbage root maggot, the onion and

carrot flies, and the caterpillars of various
species, it was probably no exaggeration
to say that the insects alone destroyed
more of our home-grown food than the
enemy destroyed of food. from abroad.

Hickson went on to

ch allotmentecrcando his bit infighting,
this insidious insect menace
that™“he can, firstly

by doing all
to. learn. something
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Mr. Ward Muir, the distinguished author,’
«who has written a series of ‘‘ New Ob-
servations of an Orderly’’ specially for

‘* The WarHlustrated.”*

about the lurking enemies of his crops,
and, “secondly, to~ destroy them, The
report of Professor’Hickson’slecture which
I saw did < not“ include any reference to

the*part played bybirds, but'it is safé to
say. that the insect-eaters are thee gardener’s

most valuable ‘ally, and should. be. en-
couraged; while the sparrow, whose name
is legion, can*“be responsible for much

destruction :and*“disappointment:—especi-
ally if the is:allowed‘a- few hours’ play on
unprotected and newly-sown seed beds.

3 OCIAT,ISts,_in-.Germany build -high
“hopes, on the electoral .

“promised them -by.the powers above them

at-a fame when ‘the military: Situation
‘mdde- it, especially “desirable- that
spopld’ be:kept dan a state ofpaate

. Can;

reforms”

with a German professor named Francke,
said: “‘I* shall stand or fall with the
Prussian Suffrage Reform Bill. I have
pledged my word on it, and inmylong
life I have never broken my word of
honour.” A sceptical world has its own
opinion about the value of a German’s
word “of honour. That opinion was
expressed once by a comedian in a
German revue, who defined a ‘‘ word

of honour ”’ as something a German gave
when he did not want to bind himself;
in a_ business way. Another excellent
example of a true word spokenin jest.

“To Smash them Brutes”

HE other day,so I was told, a working

man walked into the offices of the
National War. Savings Committee and
produced a bundle of forty £1 Treasury
Notes. They represented a year’s savings.
He. explained that he wanted to lend them
to the country—to buy National War
Bonds with them. Anofficial began to
tell him not only where he could purchase
the Bonds, but what interest he could get

on.them each year. ».“/ Qh, cut that,”

said. the working man, “all I want is to
fecl sure that my money's. helping to
smash them Boche. brutes!” That
should be the spirit of every one of us
to-day. We’ all ought to be buying
National. War Bonds “just as often as we

and. to as great a value as we can.
Theywill bring us in goodinterest, and,
in addition, we are certain to get all our

money back. and.more when the time |:
comes for the country to repay the loan.
But the important point is that our money
is helping. in this great struggle—backing
up our brothers-and our friends who are
engaged in bloody conflict to decide the
destiny of the world.

. ®

‘*Records of the Regiments ”

EVERAL correspondents having re-
cently inquired as to whether par-

ticular regiments have already been dealt
with in our “ Records of the Regiments,’’
I give a completelist.of the articles ‘that
have. so-far appeared... Others will be
published, from time to time.as oppor-
tunity occurs.
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British Tanks Have Been of Considerable Service During the

Great Battle in Holding Up the Enemy in Rearguard Actiors
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OUR OBSERVATION POST 

3-33-33:

A PLEA FOR WILLING SERVICE
he voice of the recruiter wasstill loud in fiT this moment our existence depends,

under God, upon the Army, and the
first, next, and last dutyof every non-com-

batant, from Prime Minister to girl-
messenger, is to jump to do whatever the
Army wants. If it wants men, go. If it
wants munitions, make them. Ifit wants
money, give it. The issue has been
simplified to life and death, and it is going
to be determined by deeds, not words, on
battlefields, not in Parliaments. If Ger-
many is vanquished, we live, and every
sacrifice will have been worth while. If
Germany is victorious, nothing more
matters, for we die. Germany will make
very sure of that.

 

HESEthings are so obyious that TI.

am amazed when I discover’ that
men—upon whose judgment I have been
accustomed to rely in matters presenting
difficulty to myself—are capable of being
blinded to the main point by the closer
consideration of minor accidentals.
Amazement, indeed, is not the only
emotion aroused by the experience.
Faith in one’s kind is disturbed, for,
secking explanation of the unexpected
defect of vision, one thinks first of self-
interest; and when once that horrid

suspicion has$ been directed upon a man,
it is very difficult to dismiss.

ye is, of course, the publication of the

text of the new Military Service Bill
that has put ‘these rather melancholy
thoughts into my mind. _Nobodydisputes
the urgent need for more men to meet the
nowdisclosed effort of the enemyto secure
a military decision this year, whatever
the consequence to themselves. Nobody *
denies that it is the duty of the Govern-
ment to provide whatever man-power
may be required. Nobody disputes its
right to take power towutilise the whole of
the available resources of the country.
This being so, the criticism one would
have expected to find directed against it
would have been that the Bill did not give
it power to call up men quite irrespective
of age—men of sixty, or seventy, or a
hundred-and two, if it thought they
would be of any use. The criticism that
is directed against it is that it has defined
the “available” resources aS*ending at
the moreor less arbitrarily fixed point of
fifty-one or fifty-six. A clamour has
immediately. broken out, urging the
Government to reconsider the question
and not to make the age higher than
forty-seven, or forty-eight at the outside.
And I thik the Clamour symptomatic of
omething ugly, and want to know who
aises it, and why.

  

HE first clause of the Bill extends
obligation of military service upon

every male British subject who, at the
date of the passing of the Act, has attained
the age of eighteen years, and has not
attained the aye of fifty-one years, or who
at any subsequent date attains the age of
eighteen years. If we are to have amend:
ments, Why not move that the words
“and has not attained the age offifty-one
years ”’ be omitted ? At anyrate, every
male British subject would be liable then
to be called-up if he were wanted—the
proper situation for every self-respecting

sh subject to occupy. <A further
provision of the Bill is that an Order-in-

Council. may subsequently be issued, if
necessary, substituting the age of fifty-six
for fifty-one, either as respects men gener-
ally or as. respects any class of men; but

Sir George Cave has beenat pains to assure
nervous old. gentlemen that it is not
intended to use this power except in case
of great national emergency.

DO not want to be unreasonable. All
the men who were physically fit and

wanted to get into the Army got into it
long ago. No disgrace attaches to a man
of middle-age who shrinks from the idea
of being pitchforked into that shell-torn
swamp of mud and bleod in France, and
of leaving his family to exist in poverty,
perhaps, after enjoying years of affluence
derived from the business he has built up
painfully, which will fall to pieces when
he goes.
physically fit man who tries to evade
going by a plea that he is “too old at
fifty,” and who tries to get the age limit
fixed at forty-eight—or forty-nine, at
most—in the interests of the Army. Is
a man too old at fifty? Haig is fifty-
seven this year, Plumeris sixty-one,

Rawlinson a mere child of fifty-four:
Trench was sixty-two when he took the
original British Expeditionary Force. to
France, and I have no doubt a census of
the glorious ‘‘Old Contemptibles ” would
show the names of many non-commissioned
officers who had passed their fiftieth year.

Oe to-night I met a man who was,
I amsure, sincerely glad that I had

no immediate occasion to fear disruption
of my ordered ways of life. “ Well,
you're one of the lucky ones,” he said ;

and I refrained from answering him with
the question, “Is it lucky to be deemed
too old for use?” But an epigram of
Oscar Wilde came to  my~ memory:
“The tragedy of old age is not that one
is old, but that one is young.’ That is
true. One cannot retort, ‘“ A man is as
old as he feels,” for that is not true. When
it comes to going before a doctor, he is
more likely to learn that he is as old as his
arteries.

HAVE had personal experience of
that, not unamusing in the retro-

spect. It was in August, 1915, before
the Derby scheme was started, and while
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For Our Dead
‘THE inadequacy of speech to express our sense

of debt to the men who have fallen in the
war has never been declared more pathetically than
in this brief, closely concentrated poem by sir
sidney Low which appeared in a recent issue of
the *.Daily Chronicle.” ~Readers of “Lae WAR
ILLUSTRATED, remembering Sir Sidney’s contribu-
tions to this.paper, will be glad to have the touching
yerses brought more particularly to their notice.

FOR you, our dead, beyond thesea,
Whogave yourlives to hold usfree,

By us, who keep your memory,
‘What can besaid >

We cannotsing your praises right,
Lost heroes of the endlessfight ;
Whose souls into the lonely night

Too soon have fled.

Wecan but honour, cherish, bless,
Your sacred names ; no words express
The measure of our thankfulness  ~

To you, our Dead.

But disgrace does attach to the’

the land. A particularly eloquent speaker
had gathered a considerable crowd around
the Gladstone statue, but beguiled no one

to the little table at the top of the steps
to sign the attestation form and pose as a
shining example of patriotism. At last
the happy thought occurred to him of
trying to get some of the older men te
shame the younger ones into volunteering
by doing so themselves. “‘ Any gentic-
men here of forty-nine,” he demanded,
“who are willing to swear they are thirty-
nine and let me get ’em through ? Better
join the white-lie brigade than the white-
feather brigade. Any gentlemanof forty-
nine whois a good liar and a good sports-
man, please put up his hand.”’ Andfive
went up in the air, one of mine among
them.

  

 

 

  

E toddled—I should say, marched— |
us off to the nearest recruiting-cflice,

informed a somewhat surprised-looking
official that I was anxious to join the
King’s Royal Rifle Corps, secured my-
signature to a statement that I was thirty-
nine years and no months old, affixed his
ownsignature to a statement that I had
received a notice from him and under-
stood its meaning, and in two two’s had
me stripped mother-naked behind the
arras and was teaching me, parrotwise,
the order of the smallest letters on the>

sight-testing chart with which I should
presently be-conironted. And in another
two two’s I was in the presence of the
doctor, repeating my_ parrot alphabet,
saying ‘‘ Ninety-nine,’’ and. feeling more
horribly self-conscious than I ever fgit
before or since. Rook :

{

|
}

He was a friendly little man, and I
really thought I was on the high

road to the K.R.R.C. I had. given on
the attestation form the correct namie
of the place where I was born, a rather
out-of-the-way place-in the Far East,
and as luck, bad or good, would haveit,

his doctor had beenthere for some years,

accupying the very house in which I had
been ushered into the world, no more
naked then than I was on the present
occasion. He taiked animatedly about
the place while dabbing his stethoscope
at my chest and back, and I evaded pit-

falls by explaining that my people had
left the East soon after I was born.- Then
I was dismissed; to resume my clothes
behind the arras and await the verdict.

himself to break the
A

"THE doctor came
news and return Army Form B.2505

stamped, “‘ Not... accepted. Medica
Unfit.” He was genuinely sympathetic.
with me in my disappointment. “A
Pleasant chat,” he said; “quite an
interesting coincidence. The world is a
very little place, isn’t it? What year did
your people come-liome, did you say ?”
And, without thinking of the admissien
entailed, I said, “‘ Eighteen sixty-six.’’.
He took the Army form from my hand
and looked at my name at the top.
““C..M.,” he said, reflectively.
how I thought it wasn’t George Washing-
ton.”
arteries, not lies, that prevented me from
being admitted on that e@ccasion into the
finest Army the world has ever seen.
Perhaps I may get there yet. Cc. M.
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EYES AND EARS THAT GUIDE THE GUNS.—
as to the offect of artillery fire.
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British wireloss operator on the western front receiving messages from aeroplanss
His companion megaphones the message as received to the men of the battery, who thus by quidancea

from the air are enabled to ensure the accuracy of their aim on enemy positions,
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A PLEA FOR WILLING SERVICE
he voice of the recruiter wasstill loud in fiT this moment our existence depends,

under God, upon the Army, and the
first, next, and last dutyof every non-com-

batant, from Prime Minister to girl-
messenger, is to jump to do whatever the
Army wants. If it wants men, go. If it
wants munitions, make them. Ifit wants
money, give it. The issue has been
simplified to life and death, and it is going
to be determined by deeds, not words, on
battlefields, not in Parliaments. If Ger-
many is vanquished, we live, and every
sacrifice will have been worth while. If
Germany is victorious, nothing more
matters, for we die. Germany will make
very sure of that.

 

HESEthings are so obyious that TI.

am amazed when I discover’ that
men—upon whose judgment I have been
accustomed to rely in matters presenting
difficulty to myself—are capable of being
blinded to the main point by the closer
consideration of minor accidentals.
Amazement, indeed, is not the only
emotion aroused by the experience.
Faith in one’s kind is disturbed, for,
secking explanation of the unexpected
defect of vision, one thinks first of self-
interest; and when once that horrid

suspicion has$ been directed upon a man,
it is very difficult to dismiss.

ye is, of course, the publication of the

text of the new Military Service Bill
that has put ‘these rather melancholy
thoughts into my mind. _Nobodydisputes
the urgent need for more men to meet the
nowdisclosed effort of the enemyto secure
a military decision this year, whatever
the consequence to themselves. Nobody *
denies that it is the duty of the Govern-
ment to provide whatever man-power
may be required. Nobody disputes its
right to take power towutilise the whole of
the available resources of the country.
This being so, the criticism one would
have expected to find directed against it
would have been that the Bill did not give
it power to call up men quite irrespective
of age—men of sixty, or seventy, or a
hundred-and two, if it thought they
would be of any use. The criticism that
is directed against it is that it has defined
the “available” resources aS*ending at
the moreor less arbitrarily fixed point of
fifty-one or fifty-six. A clamour has
immediately. broken out, urging the
Government to reconsider the question
and not to make the age higher than
forty-seven, or forty-eight at the outside.
And I thik the Clamour symptomatic of
omething ugly, and want to know who
aises it, and why.

  

HE first clause of the Bill extends
obligation of military service upon

every male British subject who, at the
date of the passing of the Act, has attained
the age of eighteen years, and has not
attained the aye of fifty-one years, or who
at any subsequent date attains the age of
eighteen years. If we are to have amend:
ments, Why not move that the words
“and has not attained the age offifty-one
years ”’ be omitted ? At anyrate, every
male British subject would be liable then
to be called-up if he were wanted—the
proper situation for every self-respecting

sh subject to occupy. <A further
provision of the Bill is that an Order-in-

Council. may subsequently be issued, if
necessary, substituting the age of fifty-six
for fifty-one, either as respects men gener-
ally or as. respects any class of men; but

Sir George Cave has beenat pains to assure
nervous old. gentlemen that it is not
intended to use this power except in case
of great national emergency.

DO not want to be unreasonable. All
the men who were physically fit and

wanted to get into the Army got into it
long ago. No disgrace attaches to a man
of middle-age who shrinks from the idea
of being pitchforked into that shell-torn
swamp of mud and bleod in France, and
of leaving his family to exist in poverty,
perhaps, after enjoying years of affluence
derived from the business he has built up
painfully, which will fall to pieces when
he goes.
physically fit man who tries to evade
going by a plea that he is “too old at
fifty,” and who tries to get the age limit
fixed at forty-eight—or forty-nine, at
most—in the interests of the Army. Is
a man too old at fifty? Haig is fifty-
seven this year, Plumeris sixty-one,

Rawlinson a mere child of fifty-four:
Trench was sixty-two when he took the
original British Expeditionary Force. to
France, and I have no doubt a census of
the glorious ‘‘Old Contemptibles ” would
show the names of many non-commissioned
officers who had passed their fiftieth year.

Oe to-night I met a man who was,
I amsure, sincerely glad that I had

no immediate occasion to fear disruption
of my ordered ways of life. “ Well,
you're one of the lucky ones,” he said ;

and I refrained from answering him with
the question, “Is it lucky to be deemed
too old for use?” But an epigram of
Oscar Wilde came to  my~ memory:
“The tragedy of old age is not that one
is old, but that one is young.’ That is
true. One cannot retort, ‘“ A man is as
old as he feels,” for that is not true. When
it comes to going before a doctor, he is
more likely to learn that he is as old as his
arteries.

HAVE had personal experience of
that, not unamusing in the retro-

spect. It was in August, 1915, before
the Derby scheme was started, and while
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‘THE inadequacy of speech to express our sense

of debt to the men who have fallen in the
war has never been declared more pathetically than
in this brief, closely concentrated poem by sir
sidney Low which appeared in a recent issue of
the *.Daily Chronicle.” ~Readers of “Lae WAR
ILLUSTRATED, remembering Sir Sidney’s contribu-
tions to this.paper, will be glad to have the touching
yerses brought more particularly to their notice.

FOR you, our dead, beyond thesea,
Whogave yourlives to hold usfree,

By us, who keep your memory,
‘What can besaid >

We cannotsing your praises right,
Lost heroes of the endlessfight ;
Whose souls into the lonely night

Too soon have fled.

Wecan but honour, cherish, bless,
Your sacred names ; no words express
The measure of our thankfulness  ~

To you, our Dead.

But disgrace does attach to the’

the land. A particularly eloquent speaker
had gathered a considerable crowd around
the Gladstone statue, but beguiled no one

to the little table at the top of the steps
to sign the attestation form and pose as a
shining example of patriotism. At last
the happy thought occurred to him of
trying to get some of the older men te
shame the younger ones into volunteering
by doing so themselves. “‘ Any gentic-
men here of forty-nine,” he demanded,
“who are willing to swear they are thirty-
nine and let me get ’em through ? Better
join the white-lie brigade than the white-
feather brigade. Any gentlemanof forty-
nine whois a good liar and a good sports-
man, please put up his hand.”’ Andfive
went up in the air, one of mine among
them.

  

 

 

  

E toddled—I should say, marched— |
us off to the nearest recruiting-cflice,

informed a somewhat surprised-looking
official that I was anxious to join the
King’s Royal Rifle Corps, secured my-
signature to a statement that I was thirty-
nine years and no months old, affixed his
ownsignature to a statement that I had
received a notice from him and under-
stood its meaning, and in two two’s had
me stripped mother-naked behind the
arras and was teaching me, parrotwise,
the order of the smallest letters on the>

sight-testing chart with which I should
presently be-conironted. And in another
two two’s I was in the presence of the
doctor, repeating my_ parrot alphabet,
saying ‘‘ Ninety-nine,’’ and. feeling more
horribly self-conscious than I ever fgit
before or since. Rook :
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He was a friendly little man, and I
really thought I was on the high

road to the K.R.R.C. I had. given on
the attestation form the correct namie
of the place where I was born, a rather
out-of-the-way place-in the Far East,
and as luck, bad or good, would haveit,

his doctor had beenthere for some years,

accupying the very house in which I had
been ushered into the world, no more
naked then than I was on the present
occasion. He taiked animatedly about
the place while dabbing his stethoscope
at my chest and back, and I evaded pit-

falls by explaining that my people had
left the East soon after I was born.- Then
I was dismissed; to resume my clothes
behind the arras and await the verdict.

himself to break the
A

"THE doctor came
news and return Army Form B.2505

stamped, “‘ Not... accepted. Medica
Unfit.” He was genuinely sympathetic.
with me in my disappointment. “A
Pleasant chat,” he said; “quite an
interesting coincidence. The world is a
very little place, isn’t it? What year did
your people come-liome, did you say ?”
And, without thinking of the admissien
entailed, I said, “‘ Eighteen sixty-six.’’.
He took the Army form from my hand
and looked at my name at the top.
““C..M.,” he said, reflectively.
how I thought it wasn’t George Washing-
ton.”
arteries, not lies, that prevented me from
being admitted on that e@ccasion into the
finest Army the world has ever seen.
Perhaps I may get there yet. Cc. M.
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His companion megaphones the message as received to the men of the battery, who thus by quidancea

from the air are enabled to ensure the accuracy of their aim on enemy positions,
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE FOR AMIENS
 

MENACING THE CHANNEL PORTS ©

the Germans began their great
battle between Arras and La Feére,

they struck a fresh blow farther north
on the line of the Lys, north and south of
Armentiéres. In four days more the new
operation had developed into a second big
battle, and it was estimated that at least

twenty-five divisions were being used in
the northern offensive alone.
Both the battle on the Lys, and that on

the Somme, are really one, although a

gap of about fifteen miles divided them
in the second week in April. The sugges-
tion was made in many quarters that the
Germans were striking in a fresh place
because they had* failed to reach Amiens
or to cut the main line from Calais to Paris.
Nothing could well be more delusive.

For the sake of convenience, I will

continue to speak of the two operations
as the northern and the southern battle
respectively. The position reached at
the end of the first phase of the southern
battle was that the great new German
salient had a long and apparently very
vulnerable flank between Montdidier and
Noyon. The French were hurrying up
reinforcements ; they had practically taken
over half of the battle, and it was a
reasonable presumption that before very
long they might be in a position to make a
counter-stroke. By that time General
Foch had been given supreme control of
the strategy of the battle, and he is no
laggard in war.

O*April oth, exactly twenty days after

Security Before Brilliance

Onlookers wondered whether he would
strike on the southern flank of the new
salient, somewhere between Mentdidier
and the Oise. A thrust somewhere about
Lassigny was the kind of exploit which
Napoleon would probably have tried,
but the risk would have been tremendous. —
It would have been staking the fortunes
of the Allies, and the future of the world,
ona single throw. Men who realised the
position watched and waited in doubtful
silenee. Even after the Germans struck
on the Lys it was still possible for a few
hours to make an attempt at Lassigny
or thereabouts. It would have meant
leaving the British on the Lys to take
care of themselves; it would have meant
disaster in the event of failure ; but if such
a blow had succeeded the Germans would
have been in deadly peril,

General Foeh, whe conceals a very

calm brain beneath a mercurial exterior,

chose the safer course, and there can be no
doubt he was justified. He was under
no necessity to risk the whole of his
reserves on one move, because his position

was neither hopeless nor even desperate.
The enemy were definitely held in the
southern battle, and, as events showed,

could also be held in thenorth. The
French reinforcements, so far as can be

judged, were therefore used to strengthen
the front in both battles. Security was
preferred to brilliance.
But whydid the Germans begin the new

battle in the north ? Possibly one reason
was that they wished to prevent: any
counter-stroke of the kind I- have indi-
cated. They sought to attract the allied
troops in a new direction, and they also
hoped to place themselves in a more
favourable position for further operations

 

By Lovat Fraser
on the Somme. But believe the dominant
factor may have been the arrival of more
German divisions from the Russian front.
Last week I mentioned that in the third
week in March, when the southern battle
began, the Allies were in slight numerical
superiority on the western front. Early in
April it was found that fresh German
divisions from Russia were being put into
the field against us. Move ave coming, and
that is the gravest feature in the whole
problem.

The Northern Attack

While the enemy are accumulating
additional troops in the west, . pas-
sive obstruction in some quarters, and
sheer bhindering in others, have stopped
the Japanese from creating a diversion
through Siberia. No step should be
omitted which might compel the Germans

to keep strong forces in Russia; yet,
while a heavy toll is being taken of the
allied armies in France and Flanders,
nearly sixty Japanese divisions are left
inactive.
The Germans, then, finding their

strength inereasing, attacked on April 9th
between the La Bassée Canal and the
River Lys. Next day they extended their
new battle front north of the Lys as far
as the northern end of the Messines
Ridge. Their immediate and local
purpose was to reach Hazebrouck, the
most important strategic centre in all this
northern area. Manyrailways and roads
converge upon Hazebrouck. Its loss
would imply. a partial severance of our
communications with the Ypres salient.
With the Germans at Hazebrouck, the

long line of low heights extending from
Cassel through Wytschaete. to Passchen-
daele would be almost turned, and it

might become necessary to abandon
Ypres and all we gained beyond it last
autumn. The larger purpose wasto separate
us from the French, to drive us back on the
coast, and fo setze the Channel ports.
The heaviest blow on April goth fell

upon a Portuguese division, somewhere
about Neuve Chapelle. The conditions
which prevailed on March 21st south of
St. Quentin were repeated,for after a
short and heavy bombardment the enemy
advanced in great strength through a
dense mist. They were into the Portu-
guese trenches before their presence was
realised, and within three hours they

were sweeping over the flat countryside
as far as Laventie. The Portuguese
were greatly outnumbered, and all
accounts concur that they offered a
gallant though unavailing resistance.

Value of the Heights

The Germansreachedtheline of the Lys
below Armentiéres the same morning.
It took them a day or two to establish
themselves on. the farther bank; but
once they were well across the stream,
which is about twenty yards. wide and
quite shallow, they poured northwards
towards Bailleul, and north-westward
towards Hazebrouck. Armentiéres was
very soon abandonedby our troops. _

On. April 14th, when the northerm

battle had lasted a week, the enemy had
undoubtedly made substantial gains.
They had captured the southern half of
the Messines Ridge, though we were still
in the village of Wytschaete. They had

seized the famous “ Plug Street ”’ Wood.
They had won the rising ground upon
which stands Neuve Eglise, though they
were still two and a half miles south
of Mont Kemmel, the historic height
which dominates the whole wide battle-
field from the northern side. They were
on the southern edge of the fine old
town of Bailleul, and had more than once
made their way into houses on-its out-
skirts. They were about five miles from
Hazebrouck, and south of the Lys they
were three miles from Béthune.-
On the other hand, they were still down

on “the flats,’ and had not gained any
foothold on the long line of northern
heights except around, the ruins of
Messines. The allied flanks of the battle
had been held with magnificent tenacity.
The stand made by the 55th Division
(West Lancashire Territorials), who stuck
to the ruins of Givenchy and the line of
the La Bassée Canal against enormous
odds, is one of the finest episodes in the
war. The stubborn fortitude with which
the oth Division clung to Wytschaete
and the crest of the Messines Ridge was
equally splendid. The powers of General
Foch had been extended, he had become
actual Commander-in-Chief of the whole of ©
the allied forces in France and Flanders,
and once more he was hurrying French
reinforcements to our aid.

Threat to Hazebrouck

On the seventh night of the new
battle, the Germans appeared to be
checked in the north, as they had been
checked on the Somme. Heavy rain was
falling, and their guns were deep in the
mud of Flanders. ‘

Yet the outlook for the Allies remained
sufficiently disturbing, and there was not
the smallest room for jubilation. It had
always been regarded as almost axiomatié
on the western front that if the Germans
ever advanced between Armentiéres and
La Bassée, and carried the line of the
Lys, the whole of the- Ypres salient might
be endangered. So long.as the hills from
Cassel to Kemmel were held, the axiom
was not entirely admissible, but the real
menace of the local situation lay in the
threat to Hazebrouck. The~- loss of
Bailleul could be faced, but Hazebrouck
Was more serious. -

Behind the immediate dangers lay the
fact that in a week the Germans had
advanced, in the centre of their new
salient; a distance of about nine miles.
Their infantry line was within forty miles
of Calais. There were still very great
and powerful enemy forces on our
old Somme battlefield, between Arras
and Albert. At any moment, it was felt,
the Germans might resume their attack
in the direction of Amiens and Doullens
and the Somme estuary, while continuing

their pressure in the north. Above all,
even if our line of April 14th on both
battle-fronts: hel everywhere, men were
still thinking of ome month, two months,
three months hence, and of the further
divisions which might be brought from
Russia. They were thinking, too, of the
masses of Austrians in the. Trentino,
waiting to strike a desperate blowat Italy
when the snows melted. But if the
outlook seemed dark, the spirit of the
nation was never more resolute.
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King George on board a giarit aeroplane during his recent visit to the air station at which Prince Albert is an officer, and (right) his
Wiajesty and Prince Albert inspecting the men who are under the princ2’s command.
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Handing out guns to observers who are going out on someof the British battleplanes which, whenevervisibility has permitted, have

played so big a part in the recent heavy fighting. Right: Airmen who have just arrived with their report as to enemy positions.
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At a British air station on the western front. Filling drums with cartridges for the machine-gun of a battleplane, and (right) handing

anew drum of ammunition to flying men about to set out over the enemy lines.
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE FOR AMIENS
 

MENACING THE CHANNEL PORTS ©
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week in March, when the southern battle
began, the Allies were in slight numerical
superiority on the western front. Early in
April it was found that fresh German
divisions from Russia were being put into
the field against us. Move ave coming, and
that is the gravest feature in the whole
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additional troops in the west, . pas-
sive obstruction in some quarters, and
sheer bhindering in others, have stopped
the Japanese from creating a diversion
through Siberia. No step should be
omitted which might compel the Germans

to keep strong forces in Russia; yet,
while a heavy toll is being taken of the
allied armies in France and Flanders,
nearly sixty Japanese divisions are left
inactive.
The Germans, then, finding their

strength inereasing, attacked on April 9th
between the La Bassée Canal and the
River Lys. Next day they extended their
new battle front north of the Lys as far
as the northern end of the Messines
Ridge. Their immediate and local
purpose was to reach Hazebrouck, the
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northern area. Manyrailways and roads
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would imply. a partial severance of our
communications with the Ypres salient.
With the Germans at Hazebrouck, the

long line of low heights extending from
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daele would be almost turned, and it

might become necessary to abandon
Ypres and all we gained beyond it last
autumn. The larger purpose wasto separate
us from the French, to drive us back on the
coast, and fo setze the Channel ports.
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about Neuve Chapelle. The conditions
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short and heavy bombardment the enemy
advanced in great strength through a
dense mist. They were into the Portu-
guese trenches before their presence was
realised, and within three hours they

were sweeping over the flat countryside
as far as Laventie. The Portuguese
were greatly outnumbered, and all
accounts concur that they offered a
gallant though unavailing resistance.
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below Armentiéres the same morning.
It took them a day or two to establish
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once they were well across the stream,
which is about twenty yards. wide and
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towards Bailleul, and north-westward
towards Hazebrouck. Armentiéres was
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the Messines Ridge, though we were still
in the village of Wytschaete. They had

seized the famous “ Plug Street ”’ Wood.
They had won the rising ground upon
which stands Neuve Eglise, though they
were still two and a half miles south
of Mont Kemmel, the historic height
which dominates the whole wide battle-
field from the northern side. They were
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town of Bailleul, and had more than once
made their way into houses on-its out-
skirts. They were about five miles from
Hazebrouck, and south of the Lys they
were three miles from Béthune.-
On the other hand, they were still down

on “the flats,’ and had not gained any
foothold on the long line of northern
heights except around, the ruins of
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checked on the Somme. Heavy rain was
falling, and their guns were deep in the
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Their infantry line was within forty miles
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and Albert. At any moment, it was felt,
the Germans might resume their attack
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anew drum of ammunition to flying men about to set out over the enemy lines.
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Man & Beast Whirled in the Maelstrom of War | Street-Built Barricades for Staying the Huns
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British soldiers using French transport waggons—oneof the small
details that prove how the allied troeps are working as one army.'
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British troops building a barricade in a French village on the
western front during the mass pressure of the German offensive,
and (inset) British troops marching forwardto the fighting front.

 
 

 
   

  
 

erses as well as men are provided with gas-masks now, and show a -docility which seems to prove that they understand it is for
their benefit. Right: British soldiers relieving abandoned cows and simultaneously providing themselves with fresh milk.

 
 

  
 

    
  

British soldiers on duty near the Somme, where the floods have comeout too late to interfere e=riously, with the German offensive British soldiers on i i i i i i: . oe . A . « guard at a barricade in a village on the western front threatened by the advance of the Germansin their great
Right : Ammunition mules tethered behind a haystack as some protection from German bombardment during the great spring battle. — effort to ‘break through”? in France. Such barricades were formed of shutters, doors, or any material from the deserted Sacuaa 
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MASTER WRITERS OF THE WAR
 

Fire

The Famous Author of “ Adventures of an Ensign”®

   e THINKit’s damned unfair,” said

| Dicky hotly. ‘‘ There’s no pleas-

ing Jerry. It wasn’t my fault

that that fool of a quartermaster-sergeant

muddled up the men’s soup after. that

night fatigue. The platoon-sergeant said

it would be all right, so, as I was just

about dead beat, I went off to bed.

And nowit appears. that about half my

platoon didn’t get any supper. Old

Jerry talked to me like a sergeant telling

off a recruit. He said that an officer who

doesn’t think of his men’s comfort before

his ownisn’t fit to be an officer.”

“Well, Dicky,” said Dennis, his brother

subaltern and the senior by three days,

who was eating tinned salmon out of an

enamel scup plate, “I suppose he was

right.”
“T don’t care,” retorted the other,

“but he ought to make allowances.

Conipany commanders don’t have to go
on night fatigues. I wonder how he’d
have liked that. eight-mile walk of ours
and shelled to blazes all-the way home.
There’s no justice in the Army.”

 

HE boysnorted indignantly and poured
himself out some port into his enamel

mug.
“Anything like slackness always did

makeold ferry wild,” said Dennis thought-
fully, ‘‘ he is terribly keen about what he
calls ‘sand.’ He says a slack officer is
like an empty sand-bag-—useless. It only

its mission when you put the

  the Lord's sake, Den,’ groaned
Dicky, ‘don’t quote old Jerry’s dull
maxims to me! I’m fed up with him.
Hallo} ”’
He broke off in some alarm, for a

shadow obscured the candle guttering
in the dug-out entrance, and the subject

of his. remarks came in.- He was a
slightly-built, wiry young man with a
grave face belied by a twinkling blue eye,
which, like poteen and politics, is: a

typically Irish product.
“ Hallo, boys!’’ he said.

very snug in here. Howare things?’
“Oh, all right,” answered Dennis, as

the senior, “ but up in the front line—.
Picky is im charge of the two platoons
there—there’s the deuce of a lot of
machine-gun fire about.”’

Jerry nodded.
“Ti know,”* He -said. “I: heard::. it

coming up. Hark! There it is again,”

“ You seem

  

A SUCCESSIONof rapid staccato barks
rang through the night, and they

heard the whining ‘‘ swoosh’”’ of bullets
singing past the trench.

““T don’t see us doing much work out
in front, Dicky,” said Jerry, ‘“‘ with all

this stuff flying about. The Huns are
devilish close, too. Fortunately there’s
not a great deal to do..’ 2

Again the light- was obscured. A
helmeted figure came in, stooping, then

straightened himself up and salutel.
“ From battalion headquarters, sir,’”’ he

said, holding out an envelope.

 

Jerry read the missive and whistled.

“ Dicky,” he said, “I spoke too soon.

The brigade want an assembly trench dug

 

out in front to-night.. The C.O; says it

is most urgent. I suppose the lads whoare

relieving us to-morrow evening have a

little show up their sleeve. The RE.

people will mark it out. You're to

take thirty men and make ‘em dig like

hell.”
“ Right-ho !’’ replied the boy, getting

up and reaching for his steel helmet

which hung upon one of the uprights

of the dug-out. ““I’d better be getting

along then, hadn’t F? Where the blazes

is my orderly ? ”

HE bent downto clear the low doorway

of the dug-out and was gone. :

“By Jove,” said Dennis,

simplyfrightful outside! You've no idea

what it’s like since we rolled up that
patrol ‘of theirs. And with this moon

 
Jerry looked thoughtful for a minute.
““This is the first time that boy’s been

outside, isn’t it ?’’ he asked.

The other nodded.
“This is his first time in,” he replied.

“ He’s only been with us a month. He
joined us when you were away on that
course.”

Jerry was putting on his helmet.
“T- think TIL go up and have a look

round,” he said.
Outside, a large cold moon hung high

in the sky, so clear and lucent that the

Verey lights seemed to pale for very
shame. Its bright pallor made the dark-
blue vault of the sky seem immeasurably
distant, a -vast sounding-box against
which the clatter of machine-gun fire
reverberated with long, rolling echoes.
The front line was astir with that dull

suggestion of bustle which is characteristic
of working-parties going out of the trench
at night. “There was the faint chink of
tools, a certain amount of hoarsely-
whispered command, and a great deal

of sotto-voce expletive.

ERRYscrambled up over the parapet,
his orderly at his heels. The men were

trailing out into No Man’s Land, He
followed them through a gap in the wire,
round shell-holes, and across some kind
of corn land grown wild in three years
of war to where Dicky, a. dark, indis-
tinguishable figure in a Burberry, was
whispering to the R.E. officer.

“ Covering-party out?’ asked Jerry.
The boy nodded.
“N.€.0O. and: ten men,’ he replied.

““We had one mankilled going out.”
“it’s. fair~ murder,”? sard the Rub.

officer, turning away to take his men
back.

‘* Stretcher-bearer|”
The word passed in a whisper along

the line of figures bending to their task,
The machine-guns stuttered loudly. There
was the-patter of bullets in the grass.

‘There's another man hit,” said. Dicky
“ Til just go and‘see whoitis,”

 

 

  

“itl be:

Jerry turned and walked back to the

trench. He went straight to the signallers’

dug-out and called up battalion head-

quarters. He explained the situation to

the €.O., and suggested that it would be

_best to postpone digging the trench.

‘HE C.O. told him that the work had

to goon. The coming operations made

it absolutely essential that the trench

should be dug, no matter at what cost.

And Jerry, scrambling back over the

parapet, blundered out again into the

seething hubbub of No Man’s Land.

Dicky came to meet him.

“Three men hit in five minutes,” he

reported, and his voice trembled a. little.

“Morris, that’s my. orderly, got one

straight through -the head.: I suppose

this job must be done to-night. I—I—I

don’t mind for myself, you know, but

the men are getting restive ef
Jerry took: him: by the arm.
“The brigadier wants the trench dug

at all costs, Dicky,” he said. ‘“Let’s go
along and tell the men.”

The two officers: walked along the line,
stooping and remaining quite still when
the German Verey lights soared aloft.

>

 

Presently Dicky turned to his company _
commander:

“T say, you know,” he said, “I shall
be quite all right by myself. -There’s no
need for you to stay unless—unless you
think you can’t trust me.’’

Jerry laughed and squeezedhis arm:
“This is your show, Dicky,’’ he said.

“Ym only here as an onlooker. You
carry on as though I weren’t here. You're
quite- right. I’ve no business. here at
all) But it’s. devilish dull. down at
company headquarters, so I think I’
stay and keep you company.”

LL throughthe night the machine-guns
barked their stammering note, andall

through the night the stream of bullets
sang and pattered, now loud, now faint,
as the guns traversed round on their
mountings. The whispered cry. of
“ Stretcher-bearer!’’ ran up and down
the line again and again. Still, the men
bent, sweating, to their work, and the
two. officers—the. boy who was in front
for the first time and the man who
had no business there—strolled up and
down. -

Long before dawn had put its beacon
in the sky, and summoned them back
to the trench, Dicky realised the gallant
thought that had prompted the other
to bear him company through the night.
To play his part im making a novice’s
first hard lesson of wara little less. bitter,
a little less lonely, the man at his side

had needlessly risked his life.

As Dicky was scrambling back over
the parapet a bullet hit a sand-bag beside
him a vicious thud, The sand-bag burst
and gushed a little spurt of sand overhis

puttec. 2 ,
The boy smiled happily.
“Tt’s the sand that counts,’”’ he said,
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Now York police in’ New York Harbour searching a suspicious launch that failed to sto( 7 N » t p p whenorderedito do so. An ‘officer stood» read
to fire his:machine-gun at an instant’s. notice. Right: New York Harbour police: bringing’ in‘ two suspects taken on°a ous "
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Buring the British recruiting rally in New York the Tank Britannia demonstrated its abilit i ic j i i I. ‘ ere 4 : y to negotiate excavations proceeding in the
city. Right: Finger-print experts of the U.S. Navy who have recorded impressions of the digits of every man inthe Navy. :
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Americansoldiers at.gas drill. They are provided with ‘flapper’? fans made of stiff canvas ; rhythmic beating: of the bottom of the
trench produces air currents.which soon displace the qas. Right: U.S. Army expert assembling a machine-qun while blindfolded.
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The Proving of a Man Under

  

~ ‘SAND’

By “VEDETTE”
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MASTER WRITERS OF THE WAR
 

Fire

The Famous Author of “ Adventures of an Ensign”®

   e THINKit’s damned unfair,” said

| Dicky hotly. ‘‘ There’s no pleas-

ing Jerry. It wasn’t my fault

that that fool of a quartermaster-sergeant

muddled up the men’s soup after. that

night fatigue. The platoon-sergeant said

it would be all right, so, as I was just

about dead beat, I went off to bed.

And nowit appears. that about half my

platoon didn’t get any supper. Old

Jerry talked to me like a sergeant telling

off a recruit. He said that an officer who

doesn’t think of his men’s comfort before

his ownisn’t fit to be an officer.”

“Well, Dicky,” said Dennis, his brother

subaltern and the senior by three days,

who was eating tinned salmon out of an

enamel scup plate, “I suppose he was

right.”
“T don’t care,” retorted the other,

“but he ought to make allowances.

Conipany commanders don’t have to go
on night fatigues. I wonder how he’d
have liked that. eight-mile walk of ours
and shelled to blazes all-the way home.
There’s no justice in the Army.”

 

HE boysnorted indignantly and poured
himself out some port into his enamel

mug.
“Anything like slackness always did

makeold ferry wild,” said Dennis thought-
fully, ‘‘ he is terribly keen about what he
calls ‘sand.’ He says a slack officer is
like an empty sand-bag-—useless. It only

its mission when you put the

  the Lord's sake, Den,’ groaned
Dicky, ‘don’t quote old Jerry’s dull
maxims to me! I’m fed up with him.
Hallo} ”’
He broke off in some alarm, for a

shadow obscured the candle guttering
in the dug-out entrance, and the subject

of his. remarks came in.- He was a
slightly-built, wiry young man with a
grave face belied by a twinkling blue eye,
which, like poteen and politics, is: a

typically Irish product.
“ Hallo, boys!’’ he said.

very snug in here. Howare things?’
“Oh, all right,” answered Dennis, as

the senior, “ but up in the front line—.
Picky is im charge of the two platoons
there—there’s the deuce of a lot of
machine-gun fire about.”’

Jerry nodded.
“Ti know,”* He -said. “I: heard::. it

coming up. Hark! There it is again,”

“ You seem

  

A SUCCESSIONof rapid staccato barks
rang through the night, and they

heard the whining ‘‘ swoosh’”’ of bullets
singing past the trench.

““T don’t see us doing much work out
in front, Dicky,” said Jerry, ‘“‘ with all

this stuff flying about. The Huns are
devilish close, too. Fortunately there’s
not a great deal to do..’ 2

Again the light- was obscured. A
helmeted figure came in, stooping, then

straightened himself up and salutel.
“ From battalion headquarters, sir,’”’ he

said, holding out an envelope.

 

Jerry read the missive and whistled.

“ Dicky,” he said, “I spoke too soon.

The brigade want an assembly trench dug

 

out in front to-night.. The C.O; says it

is most urgent. I suppose the lads whoare

relieving us to-morrow evening have a

little show up their sleeve. The RE.

people will mark it out. You're to

take thirty men and make ‘em dig like

hell.”
“ Right-ho !’’ replied the boy, getting

up and reaching for his steel helmet

which hung upon one of the uprights

of the dug-out. ““I’d better be getting

along then, hadn’t F? Where the blazes

is my orderly ? ”

HE bent downto clear the low doorway

of the dug-out and was gone. :

“By Jove,” said Dennis,

simplyfrightful outside! You've no idea

what it’s like since we rolled up that
patrol ‘of theirs. And with this moon

 
Jerry looked thoughtful for a minute.
““This is the first time that boy’s been

outside, isn’t it ?’’ he asked.

The other nodded.
“This is his first time in,” he replied.

“ He’s only been with us a month. He
joined us when you were away on that
course.”

Jerry was putting on his helmet.
“T- think TIL go up and have a look

round,” he said.
Outside, a large cold moon hung high

in the sky, so clear and lucent that the

Verey lights seemed to pale for very
shame. Its bright pallor made the dark-
blue vault of the sky seem immeasurably
distant, a -vast sounding-box against
which the clatter of machine-gun fire
reverberated with long, rolling echoes.
The front line was astir with that dull

suggestion of bustle which is characteristic
of working-parties going out of the trench
at night. “There was the faint chink of
tools, a certain amount of hoarsely-
whispered command, and a great deal

of sotto-voce expletive.

ERRYscrambled up over the parapet,
his orderly at his heels. The men were

trailing out into No Man’s Land, He
followed them through a gap in the wire,
round shell-holes, and across some kind
of corn land grown wild in three years
of war to where Dicky, a. dark, indis-
tinguishable figure in a Burberry, was
whispering to the R.E. officer.

“ Covering-party out?’ asked Jerry.
The boy nodded.
“N.€.0O. and: ten men,’ he replied.

““We had one mankilled going out.”
“it’s. fair~ murder,”? sard the Rub.

officer, turning away to take his men
back.

‘* Stretcher-bearer|”
The word passed in a whisper along

the line of figures bending to their task,
The machine-guns stuttered loudly. There
was the-patter of bullets in the grass.

‘There's another man hit,” said. Dicky
“ Til just go and‘see whoitis,”

 

 

  

“itl be:

Jerry turned and walked back to the

trench. He went straight to the signallers’

dug-out and called up battalion head-

quarters. He explained the situation to

the €.O., and suggested that it would be

_best to postpone digging the trench.

‘HE C.O. told him that the work had

to goon. The coming operations made

it absolutely essential that the trench

should be dug, no matter at what cost.

And Jerry, scrambling back over the

parapet, blundered out again into the

seething hubbub of No Man’s Land.

Dicky came to meet him.

“Three men hit in five minutes,” he

reported, and his voice trembled a. little.

“Morris, that’s my. orderly, got one

straight through -the head.: I suppose

this job must be done to-night. I—I—I

don’t mind for myself, you know, but

the men are getting restive ef
Jerry took: him: by the arm.
“The brigadier wants the trench dug

at all costs, Dicky,” he said. ‘“Let’s go
along and tell the men.”

The two officers: walked along the line,
stooping and remaining quite still when
the German Verey lights soared aloft.

>

 

Presently Dicky turned to his company _
commander:

“T say, you know,” he said, “I shall
be quite all right by myself. -There’s no
need for you to stay unless—unless you
think you can’t trust me.’’

Jerry laughed and squeezedhis arm:
“This is your show, Dicky,’’ he said.

“Ym only here as an onlooker. You
carry on as though I weren’t here. You're
quite- right. I’ve no business. here at
all) But it’s. devilish dull. down at
company headquarters, so I think I’
stay and keep you company.”

LL throughthe night the machine-guns
barked their stammering note, andall

through the night the stream of bullets
sang and pattered, now loud, now faint,
as the guns traversed round on their
mountings. The whispered cry. of
“ Stretcher-bearer!’’ ran up and down
the line again and again. Still, the men
bent, sweating, to their work, and the
two. officers—the. boy who was in front
for the first time and the man who
had no business there—strolled up and
down. -

Long before dawn had put its beacon
in the sky, and summoned them back
to the trench, Dicky realised the gallant
thought that had prompted the other
to bear him company through the night.
To play his part im making a novice’s
first hard lesson of wara little less. bitter,
a little less lonely, the man at his side

had needlessly risked his life.

As Dicky was scrambling back over
the parapet a bullet hit a sand-bag beside
him a vicious thud, The sand-bag burst
and gushed a little spurt of sand overhis

puttec. 2 ,
The boy smiled happily.
“Tt’s the sand that counts,’”’ he said,
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Buring the British recruiting rally in New York the Tank Britannia demonstrated its abilit i ic j i i I. ‘ ere 4 : y to negotiate excavations proceeding in the
city. Right: Finger-print experts of the U.S. Navy who have recorded impressions of the digits of every man inthe Navy. :
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Americansoldiers at.gas drill. They are provided with ‘flapper’? fans made of stiff canvas ; rhythmic beating: of the bottom of the
trench produces air currents.which soon displace the qas. Right: U.S. Army expert assembling a machine-qun while blindfolded.
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Modern Science at Work on Highways of Strife
 

    
British soldiers putting up camoufiage along aroad to screen troops moving up to the front line. Netting protects the road from lateral
observation, and ‘‘ flies ’’ of variously coloured strips of cloth break up the line of the highway and renderit untraceable from above.

 
 

  
 

 

Royal Engineers laying a main telephone cable along a trench. Adetachment of eight N.C.O.’s and men, including operators, can lay
a field cable at the rate of one to six miles an hour, depending on thenature of the country and the intended permanence of the fine.
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at are Fending the Foe From the Channel

 

 

   

 

 

Field artillery taking up position to hold up a German advance. Guns and ever more guns were rushed up to the northzra battle.
Though they had travelled hard and were dog-weary, the men unlimbered and came into action with splendid gameness.
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i
Bringing up ammunition to the heavy guns shelling the German masses. Describing the artillery tumult, Mr. Gibbs said, ‘‘ The
knockings and sledge-hammer strokes of the heavy guns came loud and shocking above the incessant drum-fire of the field artillery.’*
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Field artillery taking up position to hold up a German advance. Guns and ever more guns were rushed up to the northzra battle.
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Bringing up ammunition to the heavy guns shelling the German masses. Describing the artillery tumult, Mr. Gibbs said, ‘‘ The
knockings and sledge-hammer strokes of the heavy guns came loud and shocking above the incessant drum-fire of the field artillery.’*
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NEW OBSERVATIONS OF AN ORDERLY
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VISITING-DAY AT A WAR HOSPITAL
Some Varied Memories of Contrasting Callers

the war hospital’s grounds from
the main road have a severe air.

And perhaps the khaki-clad sentry who
stands.on guard at those gates sometimes
has a severe air, too. far-—there is no
denying it—his lusiness is to keep out a
considerable proportion of people who are
rather annoyed at being kept out.

Curious how many otherwise sane
citizens and citizenesses are inflamed with
a morbid desire to poke their noses: into
any and every war hospital at: amy and
every hour of the day! Curious how
indignant they are if the sentry politely
asks for their oredentials! Have they a
pass? No? Then what is the name of
the patient whomthey wish to interview?
Whereuponit turns out that the would-be
visitor merely yearns, without rhyme or
reason, to‘ look round.”
Now, there are very excellent con-

siderations whyit. is.not permissible for
inquisitive strangers to ‘look round” a
war hospital. A war hospital. and its
denizens are not a spectacle to gape at
and gush oyer. There are recognised
visiting hours. It is easy for any person
who has a friend or relative in thehospital
to obtain. a pass and enter during those
visiting hours. Otherwise, ‘‘ Narpoo!”’

—whichis:purely. the samething as saying
that a hospital for- wounded soldiers in
war time is no more a public place of
entertainment than is a civilian hospital
in peace time.

The Mother from Afar

But when the passer-by, observing that
severely-barred gate, and perhapsmoticing
the sentry in the act of declining to give
ear to the fussy importunities of same
antique spinster who is conyinced. that
she should be allowed to ‘‘ cheer up the

” eoneludes that. an.iron
militarisny is rampant, let. bim approach
nearer and peruse the regulations. He
will be -undeceivedi No red. tape en-
tangles those rules. They are framed
with the most well-intentioned common-
sense. At certain hours visitors may
enter, provided that they really have
someone to visit. At other hours they
may not enter, untess: and here is that
touch of tenderness and humanity which
gives us the hospital’s true tone !—unless
the visitors have come from.a distance,
On a large board, nailed to the gate, you
will behold, in fair, clear lettering, this

announgement: ‘ Visitors from a dis-
tance-arc admittedial anv hour.” And this
is signed by the officer in command.

Tt seems barely eredible---especially in
the light of the brazen biusterings of the
people ~who try to push past when they
have-no legitimate excuse whatever—but
more than once: a tired and sad-faced
mother, who had received news that her
son lay wounded within, has travelled
from Scotland or Ircland, and, arriving

at our gate in the carly morning, has

settled down there to wait: till the after-
noon because she knew that the visiting
hours only began at 2 pum. Racked
with anxitty. and fatigue, she has, never-

theless, not dared to speak to the sentry.
The meek and lowly of the earth are in
awe of sentries. “]Tumbly the mother,
who has journeyed all night, prepares to

Ee big barred’ gates which shut off

 

 

 

 

 

 

By WARD MUIR

stop, without. shifting, and with nowhere
to sit down, opposite that gate for long
and weary hours. You would think that
at least.she might go away, to a tea-shop
or some such resting-place, and return
later. No. ‘hese simple souts are timid
of London. Waving achieved the miracle
of finding this suburb and the hospital,

they dare net quit it, lest they lose-them-
selves in the metropolitan maze.

 

 

Guidanee in a Labyrinth

This kind of thing happened at: first-—-
even now it happens occasionally—until
one day the commanding officer, approach-
ing in. his. car, caught sight of one of
these tragic, timid’ figures, stopped, and
inquired into her story. Thereafter that
notice promptly appeared on the gate.
Not that it expre: a rule improvised
upou the spur of the moment. The rule
has always becn in force. Andit typifies
the spitit of this—and, I should think, of

every—military hospital. No one who
has a right to. enter will ever experience
the slightest difficulty in entering.
The Inquiry Bureau, staffed by V.A.D.

lady: clerks, who preside-over a card index
containing the names and regiments of
every: officer, N.C.0., and mam in the
vars, is. situated at the: hospital's frent
door, If you are not.already: armed with
a pass (posted to you. beforehand by the
patient. whom you have: come to call
upon), the Inquiry Bureau will give you
one aud direct you to-your patient's ward.
As there are sixty wards in the hospital,
and the latter's geography is. intricate,
you avill need this helpful direction on
vour first arrival, A ward’in. © Corridor
is a good five minutes’ walk from the
front door, and is. round may: turnings,
Andtheroute to: C Corridor is byno means
the route to.D Corridor: Whsty- folk who
ignore the services ofithe Inquiry Bureau
are apt to lose their way in the labyri
of corrugated-iron hut wards: and pes-
sages of a 2,000-bed war hospital.

 

   

  

 

 

Friends for the Friendless

hose passages are always thronged on
visiting afternoons, and everyclass of the
communityis represented in the gathering.
Papa, mamma, and baby have cometo pay
homage.to the big brother hero who, poor
lad! has Jeft a Jeg in Trance; papa is

~pushing the wheeled chair in which the
convalescent youngster sits with baby
perched on his remaining knee; mother
walks beside him—her eyes shining, not
with sorrowfor the cripple, but with glad-
ness that he has been spared to return to
her. Then there are: the girls (“some
birds’), who have come to sce their

‘young men”’—or, in more modern
parlance, their: “boys.” The “bird?”
whose‘‘ boy ” isnot only a soldier, but a
wounded soldier, is proud indeed. And
he—if we may judge by his expression—
is often proud, too. In the wards thie

bedpatients are-always curious as: to cach
other’s. “ birds” ; and the mam to whose
side there arrives on these occasions: a
“pretty piece of skirt’’—and) one not
above indulging in some banter with the
occupants, of the neighbouring beds—is
soon a favourite with his fellows.
Some of the wounded, whose. homes are

remote, have no friends orrelatives to

     

visit them. ‘Ubey axe: not unprovided for.
County. associations look aiter the county
men, Amstralian associations look after

Australians, and soon. Although casual

visitors are barred, we welcomeaccredited
visitors who- enjoy, in practice, a roving
commission; they have proved the
worth in this delicate task of making

friends with the friendless, and they a
given the freedom of every soldiers
ward. Quiet, humorous, taciful mortals

are these ladies (mest of the ‘‘ roving com-
mission” visitors are of the gentler sex),
seldom definable as: “‘ some birds.’’—-but,
queerly, a bigger success with many a

  

 

  

  

  

   

confess that it has sometimes
puzzled me to account for the ext
ordinary popularity: among the wounded
of certain of our regular visitors; Ther

was.one elderly woman—she is dead now,
and hundreds ef soldiers long vanished
from our midst would mourn if they knew
—a.‘‘ plain body,” whonr 1 often observed

her self-appointed work, for she par-

  

 
     

 

 

ticularly patronised the ward in which
IT was amorderly. Howshe ¢ her spell

 

over the men I haveno notion.

An Enaviable Gift

She was not pretty arclever. The little
gifts of home-baked buns whieh she
brought: were: scarcely remarkable enot
to warrant her success being aseribed. t«
their influence. And she was apt to
accompany them with a tract—which is
not, most emphatically not, the way to
touch the soldier’s heart; 1 neverssaw her
tracts. being read. Yet, thowgh other

tract distributors were fled from or
dumbly endured; this woman was: greeted

wherever she went with smiles of joy.
When they leit the hospital men would

put themselves te considerable trouble to
go and.callon her. _Seme stayed with her
in her house. Mundreds kept: up a libor-
ious correspondence with rp. T merely
record the fact. 1 can: offer no key toit.
I can.only say. that this woman possessed
within herself-a strange and enviable gift

which gave her for upwards of a year the

unquestioned entrée to our hospital ; and

I doubt whether once, in alluding to he
ministrations, it occurred to her to use
the hackneyed, futi } y-lady and
piffling “ besy war-worker ” phraseal
“cheering the dear Tommies.”

did not tall about it—she did it,
Taking, her as an ideal type of visitor,

I may put en record the observation that,

though she could not be cured of the per-
sistent and wholly inefficacious habit of
distributing tracts, she never. made what
L regard as: an equivalent mistake—the
offering of flowers.. Not ane seldier in a
hundred wanis flowers; and, apparently,
not one woman visitor in a hundred fails
to. bring: flowers. Seeondly, she did not
address: wounded men with that horridly
false. heartiness: which many visitors
affect. (There isme reason why we should
speak: to a wounded man as though he
were a hnge joke, or desperately in need
of having huge jekes fired at him.)
Thirdly, she did not assume, with some

soi-disant. experts, that the soldier does
not. want to, talk about the war, .or

that he wants to talk abeut nothing else.
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VISITING-DAY AT A WAR HOSPITAL
Some Varied Memories of Contrasting Callers

the war hospital’s grounds from
the main road have a severe air.

And perhaps the khaki-clad sentry who
stands.on guard at those gates sometimes
has a severe air, too. far-—there is no
denying it—his lusiness is to keep out a
considerable proportion of people who are
rather annoyed at being kept out.

Curious how many otherwise sane
citizens and citizenesses are inflamed with
a morbid desire to poke their noses: into
any and every war hospital at: amy and
every hour of the day! Curious how
indignant they are if the sentry politely
asks for their oredentials! Have they a
pass? No? Then what is the name of
the patient whomthey wish to interview?
Whereuponit turns out that the would-be
visitor merely yearns, without rhyme or
reason, to‘ look round.”
Now, there are very excellent con-

siderations whyit. is.not permissible for
inquisitive strangers to ‘look round” a
war hospital. A war hospital. and its
denizens are not a spectacle to gape at
and gush oyer. There are recognised
visiting hours. It is easy for any person
who has a friend or relative in thehospital
to obtain. a pass and enter during those
visiting hours. Otherwise, ‘‘ Narpoo!”’

—whichis:purely. the samething as saying
that a hospital for- wounded soldiers in
war time is no more a public place of
entertainment than is a civilian hospital
in peace time.

The Mother from Afar

But when the passer-by, observing that
severely-barred gate, and perhapsmoticing
the sentry in the act of declining to give
ear to the fussy importunities of same
antique spinster who is conyinced. that
she should be allowed to ‘‘ cheer up the

” eoneludes that. an.iron
militarisny is rampant, let. bim approach
nearer and peruse the regulations. He
will be -undeceivedi No red. tape en-
tangles those rules. They are framed
with the most well-intentioned common-
sense. At certain hours visitors may
enter, provided that they really have
someone to visit. At other hours they
may not enter, untess: and here is that
touch of tenderness and humanity which
gives us the hospital’s true tone !—unless
the visitors have come from.a distance,
On a large board, nailed to the gate, you
will behold, in fair, clear lettering, this

announgement: ‘ Visitors from a dis-
tance-arc admittedial anv hour.” And this
is signed by the officer in command.

Tt seems barely eredible---especially in
the light of the brazen biusterings of the
people ~who try to push past when they
have-no legitimate excuse whatever—but
more than once: a tired and sad-faced
mother, who had received news that her
son lay wounded within, has travelled
from Scotland or Ircland, and, arriving

at our gate in the carly morning, has

settled down there to wait: till the after-
noon because she knew that the visiting
hours only began at 2 pum. Racked
with anxitty. and fatigue, she has, never-

theless, not dared to speak to the sentry.
The meek and lowly of the earth are in
awe of sentries. “]Tumbly the mother,
who has journeyed all night, prepares to

Ee big barred’ gates which shut off

 

 

 

 

 

 

By WARD MUIR

stop, without. shifting, and with nowhere
to sit down, opposite that gate for long
and weary hours. You would think that
at least.she might go away, to a tea-shop
or some such resting-place, and return
later. No. ‘hese simple souts are timid
of London. Waving achieved the miracle
of finding this suburb and the hospital,

they dare net quit it, lest they lose-them-
selves in the metropolitan maze.

 

 

Guidanee in a Labyrinth

This kind of thing happened at: first-—-
even now it happens occasionally—until
one day the commanding officer, approach-
ing in. his. car, caught sight of one of
these tragic, timid’ figures, stopped, and
inquired into her story. Thereafter that
notice promptly appeared on the gate.
Not that it expre: a rule improvised
upou the spur of the moment. The rule
has always becn in force. Andit typifies
the spitit of this—and, I should think, of

every—military hospital. No one who
has a right to. enter will ever experience
the slightest difficulty in entering.
The Inquiry Bureau, staffed by V.A.D.

lady: clerks, who preside-over a card index
containing the names and regiments of
every: officer, N.C.0., and mam in the
vars, is. situated at the: hospital's frent
door, If you are not.already: armed with
a pass (posted to you. beforehand by the
patient. whom you have: come to call
upon), the Inquiry Bureau will give you
one aud direct you to-your patient's ward.
As there are sixty wards in the hospital,
and the latter's geography is. intricate,
you avill need this helpful direction on
vour first arrival, A ward’in. © Corridor
is a good five minutes’ walk from the
front door, and is. round may: turnings,
Andtheroute to: C Corridor is byno means
the route to.D Corridor: Whsty- folk who
ignore the services ofithe Inquiry Bureau
are apt to lose their way in the labyri
of corrugated-iron hut wards: and pes-
sages of a 2,000-bed war hospital.

 

   

  

 

 

Friends for the Friendless

hose passages are always thronged on
visiting afternoons, and everyclass of the
communityis represented in the gathering.
Papa, mamma, and baby have cometo pay
homage.to the big brother hero who, poor
lad! has Jeft a Jeg in Trance; papa is

~pushing the wheeled chair in which the
convalescent youngster sits with baby
perched on his remaining knee; mother
walks beside him—her eyes shining, not
with sorrowfor the cripple, but with glad-
ness that he has been spared to return to
her. Then there are: the girls (“some
birds’), who have come to sce their

‘young men”’—or, in more modern
parlance, their: “boys.” The “bird?”
whose‘‘ boy ” isnot only a soldier, but a
wounded soldier, is proud indeed. And
he—if we may judge by his expression—
is often proud, too. In the wards thie

bedpatients are-always curious as: to cach
other’s. “ birds” ; and the mam to whose
side there arrives on these occasions: a
“pretty piece of skirt’’—and) one not
above indulging in some banter with the
occupants, of the neighbouring beds—is
soon a favourite with his fellows.
Some of the wounded, whose. homes are

remote, have no friends orrelatives to

     

visit them. ‘Ubey axe: not unprovided for.
County. associations look aiter the county
men, Amstralian associations look after

Australians, and soon. Although casual

visitors are barred, we welcomeaccredited
visitors who- enjoy, in practice, a roving
commission; they have proved the
worth in this delicate task of making

friends with the friendless, and they a
given the freedom of every soldiers
ward. Quiet, humorous, taciful mortals

are these ladies (mest of the ‘‘ roving com-
mission” visitors are of the gentler sex),
seldom definable as: “‘ some birds.’’—-but,
queerly, a bigger success with many a

  

 

  

  

  

   

confess that it has sometimes
puzzled me to account for the ext
ordinary popularity: among the wounded
of certain of our regular visitors; Ther

was.one elderly woman—she is dead now,
and hundreds ef soldiers long vanished
from our midst would mourn if they knew
—a.‘‘ plain body,” whonr 1 often observed

her self-appointed work, for she par-

  

 
     

 

 

ticularly patronised the ward in which
IT was amorderly. Howshe ¢ her spell

 

over the men I haveno notion.

An Enaviable Gift

She was not pretty arclever. The little
gifts of home-baked buns whieh she
brought: were: scarcely remarkable enot
to warrant her success being aseribed. t«
their influence. And she was apt to
accompany them with a tract—which is
not, most emphatically not, the way to
touch the soldier’s heart; 1 neverssaw her
tracts. being read. Yet, thowgh other

tract distributors were fled from or
dumbly endured; this woman was: greeted

wherever she went with smiles of joy.
When they leit the hospital men would

put themselves te considerable trouble to
go and.callon her. _Seme stayed with her
in her house. Mundreds kept: up a libor-
ious correspondence with rp. T merely
record the fact. 1 can: offer no key toit.
I can.only say. that this woman possessed
within herself-a strange and enviable gift

which gave her for upwards of a year the

unquestioned entrée to our hospital ; and

I doubt whether once, in alluding to he
ministrations, it occurred to her to use
the hackneyed, futi } y-lady and
piffling “ besy war-worker ” phraseal
“cheering the dear Tommies.”

did not tall about it—she did it,
Taking, her as an ideal type of visitor,

I may put en record the observation that,

though she could not be cured of the per-
sistent and wholly inefficacious habit of
distributing tracts, she never. made what
L regard as: an equivalent mistake—the
offering of flowers.. Not ane seldier in a
hundred wanis flowers; and, apparently,
not one woman visitor in a hundred fails
to. bring: flowers. Seeondly, she did not
address: wounded men with that horridly
false. heartiness: which many visitors
affect. (There isme reason why we should
speak: to a wounded man as though he
were a hnge joke, or desperately in need
of having huge jekes fired at him.)
Thirdly, she did not assume, with some

soi-disant. experts, that the soldier does
not. want to, talk about the war, .or

that he wants to talk abeut nothing else.
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British Soldiers in Paris: The Entente Sociale
 

 
 

  

Mien at the entrance to the British Leave Club
in Paris examining the daily excursion list, and

(right) taking part in a whist drive.
 

  

 

 

 

; ; y Dance at the British Army and Navy -Leave
Club in Paris, maintained for affording social

relaxation to our men on leave.
 

 
 

    
An appreciative audience at one of the entertainments at the Paris Leave Club, and (right) an interval during a dance. The club is

maintained by voluntary workers, and has proved a boon to thousandsof British soldiers visiting the French capital.
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Lines of Victory in the Land Between the Rivers
 

    

 

 

British soldiers laying telephone cables over the sands of Mesopotamia. Slowly but steadily General Marshall is carrying the British

fitag through the Land between-the Rivers where Babylonian and Assyrian, Median and Ottoman Empires, have been supreme in turn.

 

   
   Turkish war material captured‘at- Ramadie, on the Euphrates, Sept. 29th, 1917, in one of the most complete victories of the Mesopotamian

Guns, arms, ammunition, stores, equipment, and nearly five thousand prisonersfell into British hands.Campaign.
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British soldiers laying telephone cables over the sands of Mesopotamia. Slowly but steadily General Marshall is carrying the British

fitag through the Land between-the Rivers where Babylonian and Assyrian, Median and Ottoman Empires, have been supreme in turn.
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WITH THE HEROESOF THE RED ENSIGN
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The men who thrash  about the sea in such a rolling workshop-
to the assistance of any naval unit in trouble anywhere—are as much entitied to our gratitude as their combatant comrades.

British repair ship with (to the left) an ready to proceed

 

     
 

 
 

British motor-launch which
The submarine promptly disappeared, but the launch dropped two depth

charges, and after the first explosion a thirty-foot column of water was throwninto the air, bearing with it flat sheets of metal.

fights with U Boats recently made public was one of a
sent for it full speed.

Among a numberof vivid accounts of exciting
sighted an enemy periscope, and    area nae eres

2 a How They Meet the Menace of the U Boats
A TRUE STORY BY AN EYE-WITNESS

“Extract from the scrap, log of the
of Liverpool:

11.46 a.m.—Torpedo fired at ship, passing
thirty yards astern.

12,—Sub. came to surface and. commenced
to shell. Shelled steadily all afternoon, up-
wards of two hundred’ and filty shots fired.
(Two. guns.)

 

 

3.45.—Shot piereed scupper over “bosun’s
room,

5:.49.—Sub. altered course to south and
submerged. ;

OMMENT on it would spoil the
tang of that brief entry in our
scrap: logbook of the six hours’

fight we: had with a German submarine
over eighty miles-of the North Atlantic.
The officer who wrote it had becn. tor-
pedoed in another ship and shelled in a
third. His was the spirit of the British
Mercantile Marine, whose deeds in this
war have for the most part yet to be
recorded and rewarded.
Ina similarly casual style ‘‘ Bright

Eyes,” a young: Lancashire: apprentice—
the only person in our steamer eager to
have anything to do with a U boat—
informed me of the opening of the battle.
He.came to my room and said : “‘ There’s
a submarine after us, sir.’ I indicated

doubts of his capacity to tell the truth.
He explained that a torpedo had just
missed us, the “old man” had ordered
the: helm hard-a-pert; and the submarine
was now visible. for the first time dead
astern,
The loud bang of our gun emphasised

his remarks, and he ram out on deck

cheerfully to ‘see the sport.” I
followed with about as much. speed,
but with not quite the same brand of
psycholog

Merciless and Wanton Warfare:
My~first impression on reaching the

deck was of the glorious weather. The
sun shone brightly from the blue sky
over the blue calm sea. Into my mind
camethe idea—onehaslittle or no control
over these things, and it may be inter-

esting to mention the fleeting fancies: of
such moments—that it was’ far too good
a day on which to die. The suggestion
of that fate seemed absurd, stupid, and
unreasonable. A spirit of mutiny welled
up at the prospect. I became defiant.
IL would refuse to be blown to pieces. by
a ‘German shell or drowned in the deep
waters of the Western Ocean. So ran
my thoughts.

But the enemy took another view.
He was badly biased and prejudiced.
Hard facts in the shape of flying shells
soon banished my illusions. There was
to be no mercy in his wanton warfare.

All hands, except the  engine-room
crowd working furiously below, gazed’ aft:
at that submarine, realising that their
lives and the life of the ship were in peril.
We flew a Red Ensign at the mainmast
intimating, according to international law

(to an enemy who had given us no wartn-
ing), that we meant to fight.
‘The U boat commander was wily.

He had risen out of our range. His shots
at first were not uncomfortably near.
On the bridge, where we had kept

double: watches, I learned’ that. the
captain, noting the wake of the torpedo,
had instantly ordered the helm hard-a-
port, calculating that by steering to the
north—we had been zigzagging to the

westward—we would bring the submarine
astern, and she would remain submerged

until sure of our tactics. In this he was
right, and his initial manceuvre gave us
the best chance for our lives.

“Let: her go,” was the word to the

engine-room. The engineers nursed their
engines, coaxed them, crooned over them,

saw themfed and oiled, and, tuning them

to the rising pitch of the battle, sent up
the speed from the normal ten knots to
thirteen and a half, enabling the captain,

as it proved, to keep ahead of and out-
manoeuvre the enemy.
Meanwhile Sparks= was, calling up the

land stations with the S°O S signal, and;
later, as shrapmel splinters spluttered on
our ‘decks, he sent off the message,

“Come on, old man, they’re—biffing- my:
caboose !’”’

“ Hold on!
answer.

All hands had donned their lifebelts,
aud three or four with the bosun were
aft helping the gunners. We watched
anxiously for atime every shot from-the
submarine, the gun flashes and the

 

 

1
Help is coming!’ was the

 

 

N THe War IrtustrateD there
have appeared at-various times—

notably in.“* The Day's Work by Sea,
Shore, and Sky’’—accounts of the way
tn which men of our different sevvices
have faced and fought the U boat. On
this page I amable to put before my
veaders a peculiarly interesting narra-
tive of an actual fight—a great encounter
ivpicul of many—put up by a British
merchant ship attacked by a German
submarine inthe Atlantic. It may be
taken as vepresentative of the magnifi-
cent heyvoism of the men. of our Mer-
cantile Martne in facing weflinchingly
the new: danger with which an unscru-
pulous enemy besets non-combatants.

—Epriror.

 

 

resultant white columns: of spray on the
water. He was horribly out of practice,
and we beeame cynical over his marks-
manship, especially as our gunners forced
him to keep at a respectable distance.
Weformed abig target 150 yards long; the
tin fish was. asmall dome 9,oo0 yardsaway.

Twenty-five or thirty miles of this
sort of duelling led to no results, and he
altered tactics, working out to our port
quarter in the haze of the sun, hoping to
hide himself, to get nearer; and, as we soon

leamed, to bring two guns to bear onus.
The doubling of his fire caused us some

uneasiness, but the “old man,” cool and

alert, altered course at the proper time,
and the enemy, losing distance, had te
follow suit, and so close in his second gun.

He: tried’ the move on several occasions,
and was always cheekmated, our captain
acting with nice judgment:in manoeuvring
and in advising the gunners when to
hold their fire.

After a spell of silence on our part
the. U boat would inerease speed and,
emerging from the long: range of safety,
creep closer for better aim. Then our
gunners would pop away at him and
astern he would: drop once: morc.
~ This game evidently riled the German
commander. IJxeeping about five miles
off, beyond the range of our gunners’
activity, he peppered us with shells thick
and fast.

   

At about our fortieth mile his persis
wildness began to get awkward. He was
hitting the water all around us: Shells
whizzed- and whistled over our heads
plunging into the sea on each bow. Others
drewcloser from astern, and, as we raced
along—the ship and everybody aboard
at high’ tension—some shots scraped our
top-sides, wetting us on the bridge with

making us the centre of an
rage of high explosives and

erial torpedoes.
The Laneashire lad. was enjo

self, picking up pieces. of shrz
souvenixs; He said it was
rabbit-shooting.
We saw: that our lifebelés were:se 5

fastened) and the boatsreally ready. It
was: odds on the boats, too. Andafter
that ?- Well, Sparks whispered to one
or two. of us the disquieting news that a
patrolisteamer not far away was hunting
another submarine which had sunk a
shipoand was firing on the boats.

This: submarine gentleman of ours was
in a mood like that. He had wasted a
£1,000 torpedo, and he was wasting,

perhaps, {200 in shells every hour- If
any of his 250 shells had hit our d
rudder, propeller, engine-room, or steer
ing gear, or if we had only travelled ten
knots, would we. havesurvived the fight ?
He hit us when we. had runfifty. miles,

but he did no vital dama The
struck us abaft the engine-roonm: on

port side. Before going t I
deck plating and two rooms be
starting. a fire, the shell first sundered a

  
  

 

  
  

 

      

  

  

    

   

 

 

  
  

   

  water-pipe, and the water considerately
put out the fire.
A youngster of fiftcen his first

 

  voyage, received a superficial wound on
the arm—our only casualty.

Eighty Miles of Fighting

The enemy was then closer than usual,
and we rephed with a shot that sent the
spray flying over his conning-tower. He
slackened speed and delivered another

 

vicious and prolonged bombardment: So
the fight went on for a farther thirty
miles, and, despite the enemy's prodigality
in- ammunition that day, he only once
reached the target. ;
A little breeze madethe water“ jun

a shot of ours appeared to hit h
headed away to the south,
wireless message, and submerged.

During the hottest of the encounter I

asked the Rancashire lad what he was
taking with him if we went in the beats.
He produced a pair of kid gloves, a coila
andtie.

““Tf we've to go- ashore in

he said, and he smiled at
““T'm going to land as.a gentleman.
He and his two felow-apprentices

behaved well throughout, although the

steward im the evening did blame.them
for pinching during the battle a big
selection of Germansausages.

In our serap logbook the entry
that day after the report of the engage
ment was: “‘ Fresh breeze. Choppysea.”

For his. conduct and skill in this ¢
the captain of the steamer was awarded
the Des.C., the chief gunner the D-CNi.,
the chief engineer and the second guwmer
were mentioned in the “‘ Gazette,
f300 “was divided among the ship’s
conipany.
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The men who thrash  about the sea in such a rolling workshop-
to the assistance of any naval unit in trouble anywhere—are as much entitied to our gratitude as their combatant comrades.

British repair ship with (to the left) an ready to proceed

 

     
 

 
 

British motor-launch which
The submarine promptly disappeared, but the launch dropped two depth

charges, and after the first explosion a thirty-foot column of water was throwninto the air, bearing with it flat sheets of metal.

fights with U Boats recently made public was one of a
sent for it full speed.

Among a numberof vivid accounts of exciting
sighted an enemy periscope, and    area nae eres

2 a How They Meet the Menace of the U Boats
A TRUE STORY BY AN EYE-WITNESS

“Extract from the scrap, log of the
of Liverpool:

11.46 a.m.—Torpedo fired at ship, passing
thirty yards astern.

12,—Sub. came to surface and. commenced
to shell. Shelled steadily all afternoon, up-
wards of two hundred’ and filty shots fired.
(Two. guns.)

 

 

3.45.—Shot piereed scupper over “bosun’s
room,

5:.49.—Sub. altered course to south and
submerged. ;

OMMENT on it would spoil the
tang of that brief entry in our
scrap: logbook of the six hours’

fight we: had with a German submarine
over eighty miles-of the North Atlantic.
The officer who wrote it had becn. tor-
pedoed in another ship and shelled in a
third. His was the spirit of the British
Mercantile Marine, whose deeds in this
war have for the most part yet to be
recorded and rewarded.
Ina similarly casual style ‘‘ Bright

Eyes,” a young: Lancashire: apprentice—
the only person in our steamer eager to
have anything to do with a U boat—
informed me of the opening of the battle.
He.came to my room and said : “‘ There’s
a submarine after us, sir.’ I indicated

doubts of his capacity to tell the truth.
He explained that a torpedo had just
missed us, the “old man” had ordered
the: helm hard-a-pert; and the submarine
was now visible. for the first time dead
astern,
The loud bang of our gun emphasised

his remarks, and he ram out on deck

cheerfully to ‘see the sport.” I
followed with about as much. speed,
but with not quite the same brand of
psycholog

Merciless and Wanton Warfare:
My~first impression on reaching the

deck was of the glorious weather. The
sun shone brightly from the blue sky
over the blue calm sea. Into my mind
camethe idea—onehaslittle or no control
over these things, and it may be inter-

esting to mention the fleeting fancies: of
such moments—that it was’ far too good
a day on which to die. The suggestion
of that fate seemed absurd, stupid, and
unreasonable. A spirit of mutiny welled
up at the prospect. I became defiant.
IL would refuse to be blown to pieces. by
a ‘German shell or drowned in the deep
waters of the Western Ocean. So ran
my thoughts.

But the enemy took another view.
He was badly biased and prejudiced.
Hard facts in the shape of flying shells
soon banished my illusions. There was
to be no mercy in his wanton warfare.

All hands, except the  engine-room
crowd working furiously below, gazed’ aft:
at that submarine, realising that their
lives and the life of the ship were in peril.
We flew a Red Ensign at the mainmast
intimating, according to international law

(to an enemy who had given us no wartn-
ing), that we meant to fight.
‘The U boat commander was wily.

He had risen out of our range. His shots
at first were not uncomfortably near.
On the bridge, where we had kept

double: watches, I learned’ that. the
captain, noting the wake of the torpedo,
had instantly ordered the helm hard-a-
port, calculating that by steering to the
north—we had been zigzagging to the

westward—we would bring the submarine
astern, and she would remain submerged

until sure of our tactics. In this he was
right, and his initial manceuvre gave us
the best chance for our lives.

“Let: her go,” was the word to the

engine-room. The engineers nursed their
engines, coaxed them, crooned over them,

saw themfed and oiled, and, tuning them

to the rising pitch of the battle, sent up
the speed from the normal ten knots to
thirteen and a half, enabling the captain,

as it proved, to keep ahead of and out-
manoeuvre the enemy.
Meanwhile Sparks= was, calling up the

land stations with the S°O S signal, and;
later, as shrapmel splinters spluttered on
our ‘decks, he sent off the message,

“Come on, old man, they’re—biffing- my:
caboose !’”’

“ Hold on!
answer.

All hands had donned their lifebelts,
aud three or four with the bosun were
aft helping the gunners. We watched
anxiously for atime every shot from-the
submarine, the gun flashes and the
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Help is coming!’ was the

 

 

N THe War IrtustrateD there
have appeared at-various times—

notably in.“* The Day's Work by Sea,
Shore, and Sky’’—accounts of the way
tn which men of our different sevvices
have faced and fought the U boat. On
this page I amable to put before my
veaders a peculiarly interesting narra-
tive of an actual fight—a great encounter
ivpicul of many—put up by a British
merchant ship attacked by a German
submarine inthe Atlantic. It may be
taken as vepresentative of the magnifi-
cent heyvoism of the men. of our Mer-
cantile Martne in facing weflinchingly
the new: danger with which an unscru-
pulous enemy besets non-combatants.

—Epriror.

 

 

resultant white columns: of spray on the
water. He was horribly out of practice,
and we beeame cynical over his marks-
manship, especially as our gunners forced
him to keep at a respectable distance.
Weformed abig target 150 yards long; the
tin fish was. asmall dome 9,oo0 yardsaway.

Twenty-five or thirty miles of this
sort of duelling led to no results, and he
altered tactics, working out to our port
quarter in the haze of the sun, hoping to
hide himself, to get nearer; and, as we soon

leamed, to bring two guns to bear onus.
The doubling of his fire caused us some

uneasiness, but the “old man,” cool and

alert, altered course at the proper time,
and the enemy, losing distance, had te
follow suit, and so close in his second gun.

He: tried’ the move on several occasions,
and was always cheekmated, our captain
acting with nice judgment:in manoeuvring
and in advising the gunners when to
hold their fire.

After a spell of silence on our part
the. U boat would inerease speed and,
emerging from the long: range of safety,
creep closer for better aim. Then our
gunners would pop away at him and
astern he would: drop once: morc.
~ This game evidently riled the German
commander. IJxeeping about five miles
off, beyond the range of our gunners’
activity, he peppered us with shells thick
and fast.

   

At about our fortieth mile his persis
wildness began to get awkward. He was
hitting the water all around us: Shells
whizzed- and whistled over our heads
plunging into the sea on each bow. Others
drewcloser from astern, and, as we raced
along—the ship and everybody aboard
at high’ tension—some shots scraped our
top-sides, wetting us on the bridge with

making us the centre of an
rage of high explosives and

erial torpedoes.
The Laneashire lad. was enjo

self, picking up pieces. of shrz
souvenixs; He said it was
rabbit-shooting.
We saw: that our lifebelés were:se 5

fastened) and the boatsreally ready. It
was: odds on the boats, too. Andafter
that ?- Well, Sparks whispered to one
or two. of us the disquieting news that a
patrolisteamer not far away was hunting
another submarine which had sunk a
shipoand was firing on the boats.

This: submarine gentleman of ours was
in a mood like that. He had wasted a
£1,000 torpedo, and he was wasting,

perhaps, {200 in shells every hour- If
any of his 250 shells had hit our d
rudder, propeller, engine-room, or steer
ing gear, or if we had only travelled ten
knots, would we. havesurvived the fight ?
He hit us when we. had runfifty. miles,

but he did no vital dama The
struck us abaft the engine-roonm: on

port side. Before going t I
deck plating and two rooms be
starting. a fire, the shell first sundered a

  
  

 

  
  

 

      

  

  

    

   

 

 

  
  

   

  water-pipe, and the water considerately
put out the fire.
A youngster of fiftcen his first

 

  voyage, received a superficial wound on
the arm—our only casualty.

Eighty Miles of Fighting

The enemy was then closer than usual,
and we rephed with a shot that sent the
spray flying over his conning-tower. He
slackened speed and delivered another

 

vicious and prolonged bombardment: So
the fight went on for a farther thirty
miles, and, despite the enemy's prodigality
in- ammunition that day, he only once
reached the target. ;
A little breeze madethe water“ jun

a shot of ours appeared to hit h
headed away to the south,
wireless message, and submerged.

During the hottest of the encounter I

asked the Rancashire lad what he was
taking with him if we went in the beats.
He produced a pair of kid gloves, a coila
andtie.

““Tf we've to go- ashore in

he said, and he smiled at
““T'm going to land as.a gentleman.
He and his two felow-apprentices

behaved well throughout, although the

steward im the evening did blame.them
for pinching during the battle a big
selection of Germansausages.

In our serap logbook the entry
that day after the report of the engage
ment was: “‘ Fresh breeze. Choppysea.”

For his. conduct and skill in this ¢
the captain of the steamer was awarded
the Des.C., the chief gunner the D-CNi.,
the chief engineer and the second guwmer
were mentioned in the “‘ Gazette,
f300 “was divided among the ship’s
conipany.

  
  sent ¢

  

 

the boats,”
the vision,
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THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
L_TEUTENANT-COLONEL JOHN HENRY STEPHEN DIMMER, V.C.,

M.C., K.R.R.C., killed in action, was born in 1884, and after serving

six years in the ranks received his commission in the 60th Rifles in 1908. He
served with the West African Regiment until 1914, whenherejoinedhis parent

regiment and went to France with the B.E.F. Mentionedin Sir John French’s
famous October despatch, he was next awarded the Victoria Cross for con-

tinuing to serve his machine-gun during the attack at Klein Zillebeke, November
12th, 1914, until he had been shot five times, even then continuing at his post
until his gun was destroyed. Later distinguished service won himthe Military
Cross, and in October, 1917, he was given the commandof a Territorial
battalion of the Royal Berkshires. r

Lieutenant-Colonel Ralph Gerard Alexander Hamilton, Master of Belhaven,
R.F.A., formerly 8rd Hussars, killed in action, was the only son of Lord
Bethaven and Stenton. Born in 1888, and educated at Eton and Sandhurst,
he went to the front with the 7th Division, was present at the First Battle of
Ypres, and in 1915 was given the commandof a battery of field artillery,

which he commanded at Loos and on the Somme. In 1917 he was present
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at the Battle of Messines, and at the Second Battle of Ypres was given the
command of a brigade of field artillery and mentioned in despatches.
Major Claud Frederick Thomas Lindsay, R.I'.A., was elder surviving son

of Lieutenant-Colonel H. H. M. Lindsay, late R.W., and Mrs. Gindsay, of
Ystrad Mynach, Glamorgan, and of Glasnevin House, Dublin, and the third
of their sons to fall in the war. Born in 1892, and edueated at Wellington

and Woolwich, he went to France with the B.E.E. in August, 1914, took part
in the retreat from Mons, andserved continuously on the western front until
he was killed in action on Easter Day, 1918.

Major-General Edward Feetham, C.B., ©.M.G., killed in action, was the
eldest son of the Rey. W. Feetham, Penrhos Raglan, Monimouthshire.
Edueated at Marlborough, he entered the Royal Berkshire Regiment in 1883,
and hada long recordof distinguished service in the Sudan (Medal with two
clasps and Bronze Star), and in South Africa (Queen’s Medal withfive clasps).
Tor services in the present war he was mentioned in despatches four times,
and awarded the C.B., the C.M.G., and the Italian Order of St. Maurice and
St. Lazarus.

 

                

 

 

C.M.G., D.S$.0., N.Z. Army. TON, D.S.0., Rifle Brigade.
Brig.-Gen. H. T. FULTON, Lt.-Col. F. H. A. WOLLAS- Reo. Se ie Lt.-Col. .H. S. C. PEYTON, Lt.-Col. Hon. R. G. A. HAMILTON,

M,.C., Rifle Brigade. Master of Belhaven, R.F.A.
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Major C. F. T. LINDSAY, Maj.-Gen. E. FEETHAM, Maj. P. K. GLAZEBROOK, Brig.-Gen. R. B. BARKER, Maj. F. M. KING, K.R.R.C..R.F.A. C.B., C.M.G. D.S.0., M.P., Yeomanry. D.S.0. & Bar, late R.W. Fus, attd. L.N. Lanes Regt. —

  

          

  

  
Capt. Sey, Capt. J. R. MOORE, M.C., Actg.-Cmdr. J. §. SCHAFER, Capt. J. BALFOUR, .M.9.,-A.M.C, R.N,Cheshire Regt., attd. M.G.C.

 

 

Scots Guards, attd. R.E.
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Lt.-Col. H. W. FESTING,
Durham Light Infantry, Canadian M.G.C.

Lt. W. H. SNYDER, Lt. Sir JOHN ANSON, Bart., Lt.-Col. St. B. R. SLADEN, Lf. N, i. COGHILUR.N, The Queen’s (R.W. Surrey B.) £cots Guards, attd. MGC.
Portraits ty Lafayetie, Elliott & Fry, Bassano, and Russell.
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"AREA OF THE FIGHTING IN FRENCH FLANDERS.—The black line indicates the battle-front on April 10th, when the enomy
began the second phase of his. great offensive, on a frent between the Ypres-Comines Canal and La Bassee Canal, with the object of
capturing Bailleul, Bethune, and Hazebro.ck. The dotted line marks the positions to which the British had withdrawn by April 15th.
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six years in the ranks received his commission in the 60th Rifles in 1908. He
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regiment and went to France with the B.E.F. Mentionedin Sir John French’s
famous October despatch, he was next awarded the Victoria Cross for con-
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12th, 1914, until he had been shot five times, even then continuing at his post
until his gun was destroyed. Later distinguished service won himthe Military
Cross, and in October, 1917, he was given the commandof a Territorial
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at the Battle of Messines, and at the Second Battle of Ypres was given the
command of a brigade of field artillery and mentioned in despatches.
Major Claud Frederick Thomas Lindsay, R.I'.A., was elder surviving son

of Lieutenant-Colonel H. H. M. Lindsay, late R.W., and Mrs. Gindsay, of
Ystrad Mynach, Glamorgan, and of Glasnevin House, Dublin, and the third
of their sons to fall in the war. Born in 1892, and edueated at Wellington

and Woolwich, he went to France with the B.E.E. in August, 1914, took part
in the retreat from Mons, andserved continuously on the western front until
he was killed in action on Easter Day, 1918.

Major-General Edward Feetham, C.B., ©.M.G., killed in action, was the
eldest son of the Rey. W. Feetham, Penrhos Raglan, Monimouthshire.
Edueated at Marlborough, he entered the Royal Berkshire Regiment in 1883,
and hada long recordof distinguished service in the Sudan (Medal with two
clasps and Bronze Star), and in South Africa (Queen’s Medal withfive clasps).
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eeIN days -before
r the great battle
for Amicns began L
had the privilege

the British battle-front, 1nof revisiting
colleaguescompany with a group of my su

of Lue War ILtusrratep and “ The

Great War?’—Mr:-H[: W. Wilson, of “ The
Great War,” Mz. C. M. Sheldon, our well-
known artist, and Mr. Edward Wright,
who has written so much and so well
for both publications. Our tour ranged
from Ypres to Albert’ and covered much
of the ground that “has temporarily been
retakenby the Tun at such fearful cost
oflife, he interest of this recent visit
was absorbing, and the fact-that ten days
later it would: have been an impossibility
adds to its interest in the retrospect.

e
e
e

O
D
e
d
So

e
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MemorySketches of War
| HAD ‘previously seen much of what

‘saw again in ~March,..but.1 now
saw it differently, perhaps with .the
quickened vision that comes when appre-
hension is felt ¢verywhere. -Lo visit. the
British front when our soldiers all along
“the. line were ‘standing to,” and the
Byche attack was expected to” begin at
any minute, was to receive quite -a
different setof impressions from those

received in the days when “all was
quiet on the western: front.”
ONS

Y had not been my wenees to write
“anything as a result of these visits,

myeditorial duties having called for them,
rather than auy purpose of authorship.
But my mind has so busied itself with
what I have seen in these little journeys
to and fro in the war zone that I have
felt: impelled to transfer some of my
impressions to paper, and.so to share
them: with my readers.” Next week I
shall: begin.. the publication of these
méimory sketches of the scenes of war,
and I shall hope that my readers may
not find theseries the least interesting of >
the many that have _becn published in
True War -ILLustra Mr. Sheldon,
who was: granted a sketching “permit
at.the front, will also contribute as*coni-
panions to -my articles “sets of
jottings of some of the‘scenes described,
and these “i- may ‘say~ will prove a new
and attraetive note in our weekly scheme
of illustration.

The Mighty Battle for Amiens

N
ee are .passing, when wild rumours
and extraordinary theories so easily find.
credence, ,it is important to be-able to
lean upon a strong, sane mind for counsel

and opinion. Personally, I confess that
each week I look forwardagerly .10
receiving~ Mr. Lovat “,lrascs, critical
study of phe unfolding of the warsitu:ation.
I am-sure always. to find in What hehas
to say the soundest information that may
be “published, knowing ‘as I do. how
authoritative are his sources of knowledge
and with what steady “eyes he envisages
the —cyer-changing war, problems. .-The
articles” which Mr. lraser_ is’ now. con-
tribuling to*THE War IntustRarep will
forma -continuous and linked record of
the mighty Battle for Amiens, a battle

dridted and ) the AMATGAMATED PRES
Australia and New Zealand;

15

peneib

these uncertain ‘days through. which.

by The Central News ‘Agency,
Inland, 2sd. per.copy, post free.

that may endure for months to come, I
venture to say that my readers will
find in any other weekly publication news
and Opinion so reliable, so worthy of
acceptance,. and, in my, judgment, so

reassuring, for L know that the writer
does not hesitate to look upon the worst
possibilities, and is no mere optimist who
says smooth things to please his public.

FAL “Geiman Peace”? means is
well illustrated by a report recently

read in Petrograd to the Commissariat. of
Commerce, in which was given the follow-
ing Summary of what Ru: ia lost» by the
peace. treaty of Brest 1ifovsk’:

500 square miles of territory.
0,000) inbabitants, or per

cher whole population,
13,431 miles of railways

the railways of Ru
73 per cent. of the total tron production.
$9 per cent. of the total coal production.
208 -sugar works, ~g18 -cloth works,?574

breweries, 133.tobaceso works;)1,685 dis-
tilleries,. 24.4 chemical avorks; 615 paper
works, and £,673 machine works,

3,( 63 cent, of

or one-thivd of all

 

    
 

 

3 (Chbte®

Mir. Lovat Fraser, the celebrated: writer on
the war, whose regular contributions are a
notable feature of “The War. Mlustrated. ee

The territories which became German
by the treaty used 6 bring in an annual

revenue .of, 845,238 million..roubles, ~or
nearly “£85,000,000, “and boasted
sayings banks. 5 ao

NOTICE,

Beresford

aissue of thit
“The

General
amusing

“Which afford

the latest
Wwitty-and delightful-miscellany,

in

Gazette
Hospital,
verses. on

of ~ the «3rd. London
“Watidsworth,® “some

“The Orderly,”
_a-pleasant pendant to the papers which
. Ma

pages.»
«Ward ©Muir

The “opening

Who rises much: before the sun,
And all dayloug ison the run, ¥
Who’s really never, never done

The Orderly.

“When ‘Nurses rag and Sisters sw ar,
Ard all the ward‘is-skin“aitd: hair,
Whois it cops the biggest share??

The Orderly.

contributmg {to our
verses run::

is

Limtrep, The 'Fleetway House,

Noe .

sspent

AGaChs

Varringdon Street, London,
Ltd,, in South Africa ; and ‘Ehe Imperi: ul News Co., Toronto and Montread, mm Canada.

Abroad, 4d, per copy, post free. N

Who brings of eoke the umpteenth score
Of sacks, and™bins, and bag5 galore,
i‘smiles swhen Sister asks for more 2

The Orderly.

Mr. Ward Muir,
editor of “* The Gazette,’

and most sustainedly
tions of its kind, now well-into its third
volume under the ene of Sergeant

Noel Irving, R.A.M.C. (L.)

I may add, was thefirst
one of the best

excellent publi

“Dug-Outs "’

CORRESPONDENT of one. of. the
daily’ papers, Mr. Tarold Spender;

hasrecently pleaded that dug-outs should
be prepared in| London on the model of
those madeat Margate and Ostend. He
declares that :

for London

fs he Tubes

sent peril ;
© a warning

are. quite inadequate for the
andthe Paris: disaster-should
to London. As one*who has

a Tube night “during a raid, I ‘know
that we are at no time veryfar dis tant from
such. possibilities.

’ Sir George Cave has nowdefinitely teld us
that no house, however big, is proof against
the new. bombs, and no one ‘who, has visited
areas recently devastated can doubt that he
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HAVIE
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INDS wholly concentrated upon one
all-absorbing matter lose con-

sciousness of time. The trivial and
irrelevant fact that to-night I have to
write another article for this paper was
needed to remind me that another—a
fourth—week has been completed of the
duration of the great battle in the west.
It has lasted a month to-day—four weeks
of ceaseless, incredibly furious fighting, in
which men are falling by the hundred
thousand amid an unimaginable horror
of noise. And to-night still more men

re coming forward by the hundred
thousand to try to bear downbyslieer
weight of their mass the Army of free men
who have rallied round Britain to save
freedom for the world. Four weeks of
extreme anxicty for every man and
woman who realises what isat stake. How
can one tall about anything else? How
ean one think about anything else while
the issue remains undecided?

WEEKago to-day Sir Douglas Haig
issued his Army Order to all ranks,
them in plain English what the

as. They ha heir backs
sainst the wall, and every man was to

to the last.. J believe that phrases
it. Army. Ordér wills be held in

memory proud as that in which the
British Ei e holds Nelson’s signalled
message to his fleet at Trafalgar. Yet at
the momentof its being made knownto us
at home it seemed to have an alarming
effect.. Why, I wonder, was that ? How
often have we demanded that we should
be told the truth, and the whole truth,

stoutly proclaiming our ability to endure
any test of our courage and endurance, if
only we were not treated as children and
put off with empty assurances that all
was very well? And then we are told
the whole truth.. With what result ? Is
it not the fact that last. week-end the
hearts of some of us in England werefail-
ing us for fear ?. Let us thank God upon
our knees that our soldiers are of stouter
stuff. The reinforcements marching to
their aid, of which Sir Douglas spoke,
have not reached them yet, so far as we

know to-night, but still the British Army
is undefeated, and its spirit is undimin-
ished. Its face is still to the foe. But
its back is still against the wall? Yes,
Faintheart ; its face to the foe, whose
dead lie “in heeatombs’”’ before it, and

its back to the sea, on which the British
Navy rides.

oe ie God,” I said last week,

“our fate depends upon the
British Army,”’ and I urged myplea for
willing service from every man and
woman. To-night I would only say, by
way of comfort to nervous folk, that our
fate could not be in better hands, and
would point to the fact that this other
seven days of conflict is bthind us.
“ Some of us ére tired,” said Sir Douglas
Haig. It seemsto me that the simple
humanity of that statement, almost

ingenuous when made on an occasion of
such tremendous importance to the world,
must have been inspired as preface to a
call to effort until death. In very truth
the call went home. No German will
ever pass through tired British troops to
wreak his infamous will upon British
homes. He will get there only over.

OUR OBSERVATION POST
 

MIDST OF
their dead bodies. Are wewho begot
them and bore them less faithful and
brave than our sons ?

NOTHING is so steadying to the nerves
of people whose character is essen-

tially sound as knowledge that upon them,~
too, rests personal responsibility for safe
emergence from a crisis. It was that

knowledge which dictated to Sir Douglas
Haig the wording of his fine Army Order.
With troops of proved incomparable
moral under his command, he knew that

his frank statement that the crisis of the
war had been reached, and that the issue
as between victory and defeat depended
upon the refusal of each individual man
to yield an imch before odds, however
overwhelming, would: evoke not alarm,

but indomitable resolution in every
breast not to be the one man who should
yield. That resolution causes intense
concentration upon individual duty, and
that concentration in its turn eliminates
both consciousness of personal danger
and nervousness as to the result of the ©
corporate effort.

y HATis true of the troops in the field
is true of the people at home. The

most restless uneasiness during. this time
of suspense is felt by those who are not
engaged upon work directly helpful’ to
the prosecution. of the war. At the
supreme crisis they have nothing to do
that takes their mind off the tremendous
issue that others are deciding. For them
this is a hideous hour of almost complete
idlegess, in-which they have timeto en-
visage something of the horror tha’
would ensue should that disaster befalt
which they are doing nothing to avert.
For them, indeed, this April is the winter
of their discontent. :

For the others, on the contrary—for
the workers in factories ‘where

munitions and aircraft’ are made; in the_

yards. where ships are built, on therail-
ways where troops and supplies are being
rushed to the front, in the forests where

HSDSPDSDBSPSSMEERKCKEK
Sonnet

HE authentic note of great poetry rings clear in
this sonnet by Mr. Laurence Binyon which

was published, without a tifle, in a recent number
of the ““Times.”* We would reproduce it if only
to re-echo the splendid trumpet-eall “Hearts, be
high, Most when the hour is darkest!” -and-to
subseribe to the assurance of sympathywith those
who proudly mourn fallen heroes, given in the first
line of the sestet. ‘Phe sonnet is one of the: finest
poems inspired by this greatest battle of all time.

NAKED reality and menace, near
Asfire to scorching flesh, shall not affright

The spirit that sees with danger-sharpened sight
Whatit must save, or die for: notthe mere
Name, but the thing, now doubly, trebly dear—
Freedom ; the breath those hands would choke :

the light :
They would put out; the clean air they would

~ blight, ;
Making earth rank with hate, and greed,andfear.

Now no man’sloss is private; we share all.
Oh,each ofus a soldier stands to-day
Put to the proof and summoned to thecall.
Onewill, one faith, one peril! Haris, be high,
Most when the hour is darkest! Come what

may, -

The soulin us is found, aad shall not die.

See

BATTLE.
timber is hewn for the use of the Army,
in the fields where food is being grown
to make good the depredations of enemy
submarines, in workshops where clothing
is made for the troops, in work-rooms
where swabs are being made and bandages
rolled for the wounded—for all these
people, men and. women alike, this
supremecrisis is the hour of justification..
It was for this hour that they have ~
worked day in and day out for now nearly_
four years, and their energy is intensified
a thousandfold in order that the victory
shall not be lost at the last minute by the
lack of one horse-shoe, one rivet, one
bullet, one shell, one man. -At° this
moment, perhaps, not theleast part of
their reward is that they have no time te
waste in nervous speculation into the
future.

x: HARP pounding, gentlemen. We'll
see who can pound longest!” I

was reminded of that laconic remark of
the Duke of Wellington by a comparison -
drawn in a newspaper to-day of the
situation on the western front with that
at Waterloo a hundred and three years
ago. “If we could multiply Waterloo
by a hundred, the position to-day would”
be the same as it was at noon at Waterloo.
Provided that we can stand the hammer-
ing without breaking, and provided. that
Bliicher is marching to the battlefield,
the position is the same,-and there is no-
reason to despair.”

I DID not know that anyone on our
side ever supposed there was, or ever

would be, reason to despair. I know-

that Foch is marching tothe battlefield,
because Sir Douglas Haig said so. And
‘I knowthat America is marching to the
battlefield, because President Wilson said
so. I don’t know whether we can stand
the hammering without breaking before
the sufficient reinforcements arrive. If
any. human beings can, the present
British Army will. If the hammering is—
-beyond human endurance, the British
Army, being human, will break, and the
Germans will win this battle. jh:

. ND then? Then we shall begin
4% again, and the Germanpeople will
sce ne reason to despair. Their High
Command has promised them that this
battle shall bethe decisive, last battle
of the war. it willbe—if we win it. If
welose it—it is not treason to put a
human possibility asa hypothesis—there

_ will be others, and for that fact the
Germanpeople are not prepared, and toit
will not consent. Financially, Austria is”
a sucked orange. Germany is in scarcely
better case. Both ate very hungry, and
both are being bled white. Not all the
grain lands and oil-fields of Rumania,
the iron-fields of France, and the corn--
fields of the Ukraine can avail to save’
Prussian militarism. Its man-power is
pinned to the west while the British Navy
has the masteryof all the seas, and has
freedomto bring over to Europe.the in-
exhaustible Supplies of men and muni-
tions of war that America is placing at.
the service of civilisation. Prussian |
militarism has staked -its all upon this
throw. Civilisation has not. But still
—God grant us the victory in this battle!

oO. Mi.
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HEROES OF FESTUBERT AND GIVENCHY.—Menofthe 55th (West Lancashire) Division marching in for a short rest. On eee

9th, and for six succeeding days, this division held its line intact against repeated assaults by greatly superior numbers, recapture

Festubert and Givenchy, and took 1,000 prisoners. The division was specially praised by Sir Douglas Haig.  
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE FOR AMIENS
 

THE NEW STRUGGLE FORCALAIS

German offensive, to which we
have given the name of the Battle

of Amiens, had lasted for a calendar
month, and had reached a brief interval

of stagnation. During the previous week
there had been little infantry fighting,
though a great deal of mutual artillery
work in the southern battlefield, which is
bisected by the River Somme. In the
northern battlefield, traversed by the Lys,
there had been several fierce conflicts ;
but by the night of Friday, April roth,
there was a definite pause.

Let us deal first with the southern
battlefield, which was still believed to be

the true storm-centre, although the

Germanlegions assembled there remained
inactive under cover of, their artillery.
The only noticeable episode during the
whole week was a fiie local attack by the
French north of Montdidier, and oppesite

Moreuil. They made'a dashing little
advance to a depth of perhaps a mile;

carried} some heights oveflooking the
River Avre, and again demonstrated their

petiority in attack. The French troops,
ike our own, have fought magnificently.
lever has the indomitable spirit of our

ies been more splendidly displayed.

YY Sunday, April 2rst, the mighty

  

 

 

   

 

Eaemy Streagth.on the Somme

if I turn constantly to this southern
battlefield, it is because as the conflict

I sits importance is bound to be
increased. It must be remembered that
the. direct pressure against Amiens is
aimed at Calais-and Boulogne just. as
surely as the attack.on the Lys. Twenty-
five miles below Amiens, just where the
Somme begins to widen into its estuary,

nds Abbeville, through which passes
the coast railway, giving commumication
with Paris. Thongh we talk of Amiens,
the true goal of the Germans in the Somme
area is Abbeville. They hope to cut off
the northern departments from the main
French forces.

 

  

   

At the time of writing, the enemy are
believed to be maintaining, and perhaps
increasing, their huge concentrations in
the southern battlefield, especially be-
tween Arras. and Bray.. They are aligned
behind the Ancre in great strength, but
their front is*not in all respects good.

All the way from Hamel to-Arras westill
hold the best of the heights, and should

they strike towards Doullens, they are

likely to have a very difficult task. A
new factor has appeared in the southern
battlefield. About the third week of the
battle the Germans extended their scope
of the offensive on their southern flank.
East of Noyon they crossed the Oise below.
Chauny, at points where various bridges
were held by certain British battalions, and

they pushed southward for perhaps three
miles. “Lhe left of their advance passed
through the Forest of Coucy. The point
is that this move was made by an entirely
new army under General von Bohn, The
new advance may herald an attempt to
eavelop Compiégne from the east.

In the northern battle, during the week
ending ou April 21st, three definite changes
occurred, all tending to the advantage of
the enemy. On Sunday, April 14th, the
British line north-east .of Ypres was

By Lovat Fraser
voluntarily withdrawn from the Passchen-
daele Ridge, and the Ypres salient was
greatly contracted. On Monday, April
15th, greatly superior German forces
captured the fine old town of Bailleul.
On Tuesday the enemy again won the
ruins of the village of Wytschaete, on the
Messines Ridge, and at other points drew
nearer to Mont Kemmel, the historic
height which dominates the Ypres salient.

Withdrawal at Passchendaele -

These successes formed the high-water
mark of their achievement in the first
phase of the northern battle, and on the
three following days their attacks were
everywhere repulsed with very heavy loss.
Thereafter, as has been stated, they
desisted from their efforts, and, in the
words of the old chroniclers, “ licked their
wounds.” *
The withdrawal from the Passchendaele

Ridge meant the relinquishment of
most of the ground gained in the costly
British offensive of last autumn. Our
new line has not been fully disclosed, but
as the enemy state that they have re-
occupied Poelcappelle and Langemarck,
it may be assumed that we now stand

on positions well to the east of the
canalised River Yser. It is declared, and
is undoubtedly true, that the newline is

- still very strong, far stronger than the
line we held in this neighbourhood a year
ago. The reason for the-retirement was

that on April z4th Mont Kemmel, the

key position to all this tract of country,
was seriousty threatened. It was, there-
fore, thought imadvisabie to remain on

the very exposed Passchendaele Ridge,
because if events had gone against us the
troops in the advanced line about Pass-
chendacle might have been imperilled.
Regrettable though the withdrawal was,
there can be no doubt about its prudence.
The fall of Bailleul was imevitable after

the loss of Neuve Eglise on April 14th.
The Germans had been in the neighbour-
hood of the railway-station and on the
southern outskirts of the town for a week.
They attacked the whole Baillen! sector
on April 15th with four fresh divisions,
to which we could only oppose six tired
battalions. Our men put up a stout
fight, but in the end they were driven
back more than a mile to the north of
the town. People have been asking why
our troops were so outnumbered, but the
obvious answer is that-with the fine net-
work of railways at their command, the
enemy have no difficulty in concentrating _

- three or four divisions at any given point
under cover of darkness,

Importance of Mont Kemmel

Baillenl was captured cn the evening
of April 15th, and next morning the

Germans attacked and ‘carried the village
of Meteren, two miles to the westward.
What was more serious was that on April
16th they also stormed Wytschaete, in
the centre of the Messines Ridge, for the
second time, and drove our troops over

the western slopes of the ridge. This
Tuesday was a critical day, for our tired
forces were being pushed back very near
the lower slopes of Mont Kemmel. The
reason why the Germans fought so
desperately for Wytschaete was that they   

hoped to cross the ridge and move
towards Poperinghe, thus enveloping from
the north the line of heights which
stretches from Kemmel to Cassel. But
help was at hand. That very same day
our men were cheered by the sight sf
French reinforcements for the northern
battle streaming along the roads. Meteren
was actually retaken by the Allies the
same night, and though it was afterwards
lost again, the Germans could make no

farther progress: An allied -counter-
attack, which left British and French
units on the very verge of Wytschacte,
simultaneously checked the menace devel-
oping on the Messines Ridge. For the
rest of the week the enemydid little more
in the neighbourheod of Mont Kemmel, ’
though it was believed that they were ”
bringing up heavy guns through Warneton.

But the pérsistent Germans, though
checked, were still full of resource. On

the morning of Wednesday, April 17th,
they struck in an entirely. new place,
on the northern flank of the Ypres salient.
They Jaunched four divisions, two of
which had been secretly brought up,
agamst the Belgian Army west of the
Forest of Houthulst. Affecting to despise
the Belgians, the attacking force advanced
without artillery preparation, and receive
the surprise of their lives. : at?

NotableBelgian Success

The Belgians at first fell back, -but
rallied, and im two counter-attacks, later
in the day, completely: recovered their line
and smashed the-enemy’s ranks. A con-
siderable force of Germans was shepherded
into a maze of streams and morassés,

where they were shot down with merciléss
precision. A remnant, eight hundred
strong, surrendered to the triumphant

Belgians, and the calculation that two
thousand were killed and wounded seems.
moderate. On a small scale the action
resembled Tannenberg, and it is said that

for the size of the affair the Germanshave
received no more crushing blow since
the war began.

Yet once more the enemy put fortune
to the test on the morning of Thursday,
April 18th. They struck at Givenchy and
the La Bassée Canal, and again they
“ caueht aTartar.’ They ran into our

id ust Division, which was fit and
fresh for the fray, and gave the Germans
such a hammering that Sir Douglas Haig
issued a special order of congratulation.
Thus ended the first phase of the northern
battle, and it ismot too much to say that
in its final episodes the enemy were very
roughly handled,
The character of the northern battle

Jed both the authorities and the public to
think more seriously than ever about the
question of the Channel ports. It was
recognised that the Kemmel-Cassel line
of heights, any. one of which. may be
ascended in.a quarter of an hour, formed
the chief remaining bulwark of the
Narrows. No other equally gooddefen-
sive line existed nearer. the sea.. If
Calais, Dunkirk, and Boulogne fell into
the hands of the enemy our naval position
would be seriouslyaffected, and it might
become increasingly difficult to feed
London. The war, it was seen, was
drawing nearer to our own-shores.
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Buildings in occupation of British troops on the western front set on fire by a German

shell. Right: Canadian signallers repairing wires in a forward trench.
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British soldiers bringing a motor wheel toa tyre-pressing depot in France to have a new tyre put on. Right: Forcing a tyre on to

a lorry wheel by hydraulic pressure at a British military tyre press.
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British Tank moving up to assist in holding up the Germans.
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THE MIGHTY BATTLE FOR AMIENS
 

THE NEW STRUGGLE FORCALAIS

German offensive, to which we
have given the name of the Battle

of Amiens, had lasted for a calendar
month, and had reached a brief interval

of stagnation. During the previous week
there had been little infantry fighting,
though a great deal of mutual artillery
work in the southern battlefield, which is
bisected by the River Somme. In the
northern battlefield, traversed by the Lys,
there had been several fierce conflicts ;
but by the night of Friday, April roth,
there was a definite pause.

Let us deal first with the southern
battlefield, which was still believed to be

the true storm-centre, although the

Germanlegions assembled there remained
inactive under cover of, their artillery.
The only noticeable episode during the
whole week was a fiie local attack by the
French north of Montdidier, and oppesite

Moreuil. They made'a dashing little
advance to a depth of perhaps a mile;

carried} some heights oveflooking the
River Avre, and again demonstrated their

petiority in attack. The French troops,
ike our own, have fought magnificently.
lever has the indomitable spirit of our

ies been more splendidly displayed.

YY Sunday, April 2rst, the mighty

  

 

 

   

 

Eaemy Streagth.on the Somme

if I turn constantly to this southern
battlefield, it is because as the conflict

I sits importance is bound to be
increased. It must be remembered that
the. direct pressure against Amiens is
aimed at Calais-and Boulogne just. as
surely as the attack.on the Lys. Twenty-
five miles below Amiens, just where the
Somme begins to widen into its estuary,

nds Abbeville, through which passes
the coast railway, giving commumication
with Paris. Thongh we talk of Amiens,
the true goal of the Germans in the Somme
area is Abbeville. They hope to cut off
the northern departments from the main
French forces.

 

  

   

At the time of writing, the enemy are
believed to be maintaining, and perhaps
increasing, their huge concentrations in
the southern battlefield, especially be-
tween Arras. and Bray.. They are aligned
behind the Ancre in great strength, but
their front is*not in all respects good.

All the way from Hamel to-Arras westill
hold the best of the heights, and should

they strike towards Doullens, they are

likely to have a very difficult task. A
new factor has appeared in the southern
battlefield. About the third week of the
battle the Germans extended their scope
of the offensive on their southern flank.
East of Noyon they crossed the Oise below.
Chauny, at points where various bridges
were held by certain British battalions, and

they pushed southward for perhaps three
miles. “Lhe left of their advance passed
through the Forest of Coucy. The point
is that this move was made by an entirely
new army under General von Bohn, The
new advance may herald an attempt to
eavelop Compiégne from the east.

In the northern battle, during the week
ending ou April 21st, three definite changes
occurred, all tending to the advantage of
the enemy. On Sunday, April 14th, the
British line north-east .of Ypres was

By Lovat Fraser
voluntarily withdrawn from the Passchen-
daele Ridge, and the Ypres salient was
greatly contracted. On Monday, April
15th, greatly superior German forces
captured the fine old town of Bailleul.
On Tuesday the enemy again won the
ruins of the village of Wytschaete, on the
Messines Ridge, and at other points drew
nearer to Mont Kemmel, the historic
height which dominates the Ypres salient.

Withdrawal at Passchendaele -

These successes formed the high-water
mark of their achievement in the first
phase of the northern battle, and on the
three following days their attacks were
everywhere repulsed with very heavy loss.
Thereafter, as has been stated, they
desisted from their efforts, and, in the
words of the old chroniclers, “ licked their
wounds.” *
The withdrawal from the Passchendaele

Ridge meant the relinquishment of
most of the ground gained in the costly
British offensive of last autumn. Our
new line has not been fully disclosed, but
as the enemy state that they have re-
occupied Poelcappelle and Langemarck,
it may be assumed that we now stand

on positions well to the east of the
canalised River Yser. It is declared, and
is undoubtedly true, that the newline is

- still very strong, far stronger than the
line we held in this neighbourhood a year
ago. The reason for the-retirement was

that on April z4th Mont Kemmel, the

key position to all this tract of country,
was seriousty threatened. It was, there-
fore, thought imadvisabie to remain on

the very exposed Passchendaele Ridge,
because if events had gone against us the
troops in the advanced line about Pass-
chendacle might have been imperilled.
Regrettable though the withdrawal was,
there can be no doubt about its prudence.
The fall of Bailleul was imevitable after

the loss of Neuve Eglise on April 14th.
The Germans had been in the neighbour-
hood of the railway-station and on the
southern outskirts of the town for a week.
They attacked the whole Baillen! sector
on April 15th with four fresh divisions,
to which we could only oppose six tired
battalions. Our men put up a stout
fight, but in the end they were driven
back more than a mile to the north of
the town. People have been asking why
our troops were so outnumbered, but the
obvious answer is that-with the fine net-
work of railways at their command, the
enemy have no difficulty in concentrating _

- three or four divisions at any given point
under cover of darkness,

Importance of Mont Kemmel

Baillenl was captured cn the evening
of April 15th, and next morning the

Germans attacked and ‘carried the village
of Meteren, two miles to the westward.
What was more serious was that on April
16th they also stormed Wytschaete, in
the centre of the Messines Ridge, for the
second time, and drove our troops over

the western slopes of the ridge. This
Tuesday was a critical day, for our tired
forces were being pushed back very near
the lower slopes of Mont Kemmel. The
reason why the Germans fought so
desperately for Wytschaete was that they   

hoped to cross the ridge and move
towards Poperinghe, thus enveloping from
the north the line of heights which
stretches from Kemmel to Cassel. But
help was at hand. That very same day
our men were cheered by the sight sf
French reinforcements for the northern
battle streaming along the roads. Meteren
was actually retaken by the Allies the
same night, and though it was afterwards
lost again, the Germans could make no

farther progress: An allied -counter-
attack, which left British and French
units on the very verge of Wytschacte,
simultaneously checked the menace devel-
oping on the Messines Ridge. For the
rest of the week the enemydid little more
in the neighbourheod of Mont Kemmel, ’
though it was believed that they were ”
bringing up heavy guns through Warneton.

But the pérsistent Germans, though
checked, were still full of resource. On

the morning of Wednesday, April 17th,
they struck in an entirely. new place,
on the northern flank of the Ypres salient.
They Jaunched four divisions, two of
which had been secretly brought up,
agamst the Belgian Army west of the
Forest of Houthulst. Affecting to despise
the Belgians, the attacking force advanced
without artillery preparation, and receive
the surprise of their lives. : at?

NotableBelgian Success

The Belgians at first fell back, -but
rallied, and im two counter-attacks, later
in the day, completely: recovered their line
and smashed the-enemy’s ranks. A con-
siderable force of Germans was shepherded
into a maze of streams and morassés,

where they were shot down with merciléss
precision. A remnant, eight hundred
strong, surrendered to the triumphant

Belgians, and the calculation that two
thousand were killed and wounded seems.
moderate. On a small scale the action
resembled Tannenberg, and it is said that

for the size of the affair the Germanshave
received no more crushing blow since
the war began.

Yet once more the enemy put fortune
to the test on the morning of Thursday,
April 18th. They struck at Givenchy and
the La Bassée Canal, and again they
“ caueht aTartar.’ They ran into our

id ust Division, which was fit and
fresh for the fray, and gave the Germans
such a hammering that Sir Douglas Haig
issued a special order of congratulation.
Thus ended the first phase of the northern
battle, and it ismot too much to say that
in its final episodes the enemy were very
roughly handled,
The character of the northern battle

Jed both the authorities and the public to
think more seriously than ever about the
question of the Channel ports. It was
recognised that the Kemmel-Cassel line
of heights, any. one of which. may be
ascended in.a quarter of an hour, formed
the chief remaining bulwark of the
Narrows. No other equally gooddefen-
sive line existed nearer. the sea.. If
Calais, Dunkirk, and Boulogne fell into
the hands of the enemy our naval position
would be seriouslyaffected, and it might
become increasingly difficult to feed
London. The war, it was seen, was
drawing nearer to our own-shores.
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Buildings in occupation of British troops on the western front set on fire by a German

shell. Right: Canadian signallers repairing wires in a forward trench.
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British soldiers bringing a motor wheel toa tyre-pressing depot in France to have a new tyre put on. Right: Forcing a tyre on to

a lorry wheel by hydraulic pressure at a British military tyre press.
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British Tank moving up to assist in holding up the Germans.
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American Ingenuity Applied to Many War Ends
 

     Happily named. The General Pershing of Portland, Oregon, one ofthe new ships for carrier service built in America. Right : American
street-car ambulance—the first of its kind in the world—designed for transporting wounded soldiers from the port of arrival te hospitals.   
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One of the sterilising machines for use with the American Army in France in combatin Siabaae: In these m ch : . 4 thi e d
efiects of men coming out of the trenches are promptlydisinfected. Right: Part of a consignment of Steritisere xeatlytor Geopatch.
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Captains of Britannia’s Cavalry of the Clouds
 

   

 

 

Two mascots of a British battle-plane squadron. Right: Masters of the art of flying—a star squadronof the Royal Air Force. Every
pilot and observer in the group has brought downat least three enemy machines. Attention is invited to the squadron’s pet puppy.
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A British battle-plane going up to engage enemy aircraft. Right: Sergeant O'Hara,
IVI.M., the only Japanesepilot in the R.A.F., chatting to an American air mechanic.
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British pilots onthe western front, where the British R.A.F. has definitely outclassed the Germanfiying service, discussing their orders
while their ’planes are being got ready. Right: Natives interested in a scouting machine in use with the British Army in Palestine.
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Two mascots of a British battle-plane squadron. Right: Masters of the art of flying—a star squadronof the Royal Air Force. Every
pilot and observer in the group has brought downat least three enemy machines. Attention is invited to the squadron’s pet puppy.
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British pilots onthe western front, where the British R.A.F. has definitely outclassed the Germanfiying service, discussing their orders
while their ’planes are being got ready. Right: Natives interested in a scouting machine in use with the British Army in Palestine.
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
 

THROUGH MINE-PATH’D WATERS

the predominant note of khaki, is

not strangely different. from the
Charing Cress I‘bade good-bye to five
years before on a long, long joumey
that took me five-and-twenty thousand

miles before I came back again, by way

of Paddington. ‘There is little excttement

as the moment for the departure of the

boat-train arrives, though many a fine

figure in dust-coloured clothes is embark-

ing on a journey longer—only God knows

how muchlonger—than twenty-five thou-

sand miles. At Waterloo it is another

matter, for there the khaki warriors

entrain by the hundred on them return

to the trenches; here it is “the Staff
train,” and officers of every rank, from

subaltern to Army commander, still

contrive another farewell in comfort,

though to-morrow—yes, within four-and-
twenty hours—many of them will be
reporting for duty in a fetid dug-out
‘over there.”
The old familiar landmarks of southern

suburbia slide past us in a haze of dream,
the rolling uplands of Kent float by as
eager eyes scan the heavens with ques-
tioning thoughts about “‘the passage.”
This time it will be fine, unlike our last,

when an autumn gale lashed the Channel
into such a fury that we had to wait a
day at Folkestone while the devoted httle
mine-sweepers puffed and snorted along
the fairway to clear our path of the
hidden death that lurked in mines-let
loose by rebellious seas.

Cee CROSS Station, save for

Under a New Power

Congenial company makes the railway
journey so short that, much sooner than
we expected, we find ourselves at Folke-
stone slowing down by the pier station,
the sun of spring illumining a slightly-
crisping sea, seaplanes and airships”
skimming like winged dragons of the
sauriam age at mo great height above the
gently-splashing waves.
There is no excitement, no show of

high spirits. The handful of us who are
not in khaki are as subdued and carnest
as those who wear it. The nurses,
V.A.D.’s, and W.A.A.C.’s—one of these, a
perfect type of English loveliness, still
in her “teens and travelling all alone—
the YM-C.A. workers, for whom- my
admiration is only second to that I feel for
the patiently-enduring British soldier, and
the fewcivilians whose urgent business
across the water has secured them the
favour of travelling in a leave-boat, line
upfor the examination of passports.
A sense of calm, almost .uncanny,

broods over the scene. There is no
urgency, no pushing; we are in the
hands of a strange, new power which
demands and receives unquestioning obe-
dience, though its embodiment in half
a dozen carelessly-dressed civilian officials
suggests nothing so fearful as a box-office
clerk telling you that every seat in the
theatre has been booked.
As we patiently await our turn the

thnd of the soldiers’ heavy boots resounds
along the wooden platform, and the files
of fate go slowly past— past with an

By the Editor
occasional laugh and a joke. Glamour,

nor “ glory of war,” does not shine upon

them. The call of duty is their only
impulse—a hateful, ineluctable duty.
Most of them have been “out” before ;

they know to what they are going back.

One or two huma snatch from the latest

revue, sometimes a group whistle, “Ht

you were the only girl in the world!”
or an old echo of ragtime. It is a long,

jong time since they sang a song called
“ Tipperary.”

Back to the Treaches

There are some ‘hundreds of these
soldier men in their soiled and stained

khaki. Were I.ten -or fifteen years
younger I would be one of them, and I
were no-true man did I say that I
lament these barring years. For here is

nothing of “ glory.” In the mass there
is little of beauty in these lumpishfigures,
grotesque in  greatcoats and jutting
accoutrements, whose colour note is

that dust to which we must all return,
and many of these lusty young men
before us are of the older stock.

“‘ Horrible, horrible,” “I seem to over-
hear one of my companions thinking aloud.~
“Poor fellows, going to the Great
Slaughter.” This is his first journey to
the war. He is of sentiment all com-
pact, and that is a bad psychological
baggage to take with one “ over there.”
Rather do I admire the strong weather-
worn faces, exhaling character and resigna-
tion, eyes of every hue, from the merry
blue of the English yeoman to the mystic
darkness of the Celt, like mountain tarns

of his far Highlands gleaming coldly in
the infrequent sun—eyes that have seen
what the lips will scarce reveal and go
to look upon it yet again. Yes, on
second thonght, there is a kind of beauty
jn these rough faces; the thewy wrists
recall some half-forgotten things of Rodin,
and I rejoice that in the Great Slaughter
they will give as good as they will get.

Over the Narrow Seas

Horrible or beautiful, as the procession
of these motley warriors may appeal to
you, there is the stern fact of it, and it
is filing past while you step along and
through it to the waiting steamer, where
the upper deck is already swarming with
every shade of khaki uniform worn by
officers, the lower decks crowded. with
the men, most of them standing quietly,
sucking at pipe or cigarette—and did
not Kitchener denounce that true solace
of the soldier !—looking still less like
Sons of Glory in the ungainly “ Boddy ”
lifebelts which all must don immediately
on going aboard. A contrivance that
resembles three small pillows, two before

and one bebind, tied to breast and back,
does not add to physical beauty, but it
does bring home to the fireside man the
grisly realities of the new perils that
anfest the deep.

‘There are two transports leaving to-day,
and other smaller craft already under
way to share the protection of the
destroyers that await us a little way out.
No “scenes” mark the casting off.

For there is a mere handful of harbour
officials, boatmen, and khakied labourers

onthe pier. The soldiers in the ‘transport

that casts off first give a hearty cheer to

their compatricts on ours, and in a few
minutes the whole convoy is under steam

for “the pleasant land of France ”—for
not all the devilry of the Hun ‘shall rob—
it of that old-time ‘epithet. As the
Channel is in friendly mood, the little
voyage 3s quite uneventful, except for

passing in amid-Channel the leave-boats
from France, with their escorts, and

even the destroyers, which in a boisterous

Novembercrossing I have seen wallowing
like pgrampus, go along arrow-wise, all

the vessels keeping station perfectly.

No throbbing joy keeps time to the

turn of the screw, as of old. Officers in

twos and threes talk quietly together, and

manysit lonely in their chairs, with thoughts
and memories they could not share. And
yet thesceneis really one that oughtto stir
emotions of high pride in every British
heart. For, apart from our convoy, the
smoke and hulls of many ships may be
seen, as they go about their lawful
occasions in these marrow seas. where
terrors, unimagined when their keels
were laid, might come upon them, Let
fearful souls, who may, doubt the power .
of the British Navy; here is its finest
justification, though two little grey boats
with ready guns, commanded by two
young, clean-shaven men, are all our eyes
can see of it.

Boulogne ‘Occupied ”’

Thus, for well-nigh four long years, such
little ships of war have proved the sure
shield of the most colossal trafficking the
Channel has ever known. In this manner

~ millions of men, and unthinkable cargoes
of war material, have been conveyed in
security from shore to shore, while every
barbaric device of Teuton cunning has
sought in vain to strike them.
As the wellremembered Jandmarks of

Boulogne Harbour and, on the northern’
cliff, the Column of the Grand Army,
memorial of Napoleon’s dreamof invading
England, disengage themselves from the
soft, summer-like haze, the destroyers are
drawing away, their duty done, and the
soldicr-freighted vessels come tranquilly to ~
their moorings, while a stalwart British
officer, with a fine, resonant voice, made
mightier by a. megaphone, issues a be-
wildering variety of instructions to the
officers on shipboard as to what they shall
jointly and severally do, according to each
his mission in France, immediately on
landing.

History has oddly repeated itself.
“ Boulogne was in the hands of the
English from 1544 to 1550,” says the
annalist. When we civiliams have satisfied
the careful and considerate group of
passport officials in the smokingzoom of
the old Channel steamer that has borne
us to this friendly port once more we
shall find that Boulogne is again largely
“in the handsof the English,” for Framce’s
sake, for Britain’s sake, for the world’s
saving ; but, let us hope, this twentieth-
century “occupation ’’ will not outrun
that of the sixteenth in length of years
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Mr. C. Mi. Sheldon, the well-known war artist whose work has of jottings from his notes, and others of a similar kind will
gppeared exclusively in ‘*‘ The War iilustrated ** since its first appear in future issues, as the Editor feels that these hasty pen-
issue, recently madea tour of the western front in order to secure cillings have a freshness and an actuality which more finished
material by personal observation for his spirited drawings, which drawings do not always possess. Accuracy of detail and actuality
are so popular a feature of our publication. The above isa page have always been distinquishing features of Mr. Sheldon’s work.
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twenty hours—many of them will be
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the sun of spring illumining a slightly-
crisping sea, seaplanes and airships”
skimming like winged dragons of the
sauriam age at mo great height above the
gently-splashing waves.
There is no excitement, no show of

high spirits. The handful of us who are
not in khaki are as subdued and carnest
as those who wear it. The nurses,
V.A.D.’s, and W.A.A.C.’s—one of these, a
perfect type of English loveliness, still
in her “teens and travelling all alone—
the YM-C.A. workers, for whom- my
admiration is only second to that I feel for
the patiently-enduring British soldier, and
the fewcivilians whose urgent business
across the water has secured them the
favour of travelling in a leave-boat, line
upfor the examination of passports.
A sense of calm, almost .uncanny,

broods over the scene. There is no
urgency, no pushing; we are in the
hands of a strange, new power which
demands and receives unquestioning obe-
dience, though its embodiment in half
a dozen carelessly-dressed civilian officials
suggests nothing so fearful as a box-office
clerk telling you that every seat in the
theatre has been booked.
As we patiently await our turn the

thnd of the soldiers’ heavy boots resounds
along the wooden platform, and the files
of fate go slowly past— past with an

By the Editor
occasional laugh and a joke. Glamour,

nor “ glory of war,” does not shine upon

them. The call of duty is their only
impulse—a hateful, ineluctable duty.
Most of them have been “out” before ;

they know to what they are going back.

One or two huma snatch from the latest

revue, sometimes a group whistle, “Ht

you were the only girl in the world!”
or an old echo of ragtime. It is a long,

jong time since they sang a song called
“ Tipperary.”

Back to the Treaches

There are some ‘hundreds of these
soldier men in their soiled and stained

khaki. Were I.ten -or fifteen years
younger I would be one of them, and I
were no-true man did I say that I
lament these barring years. For here is

nothing of “ glory.” In the mass there
is little of beauty in these lumpishfigures,
grotesque in  greatcoats and jutting
accoutrements, whose colour note is

that dust to which we must all return,
and many of these lusty young men
before us are of the older stock.

“‘ Horrible, horrible,” “I seem to over-
hear one of my companions thinking aloud.~
“Poor fellows, going to the Great
Slaughter.” This is his first journey to
the war. He is of sentiment all com-
pact, and that is a bad psychological
baggage to take with one “ over there.”
Rather do I admire the strong weather-
worn faces, exhaling character and resigna-
tion, eyes of every hue, from the merry
blue of the English yeoman to the mystic
darkness of the Celt, like mountain tarns

of his far Highlands gleaming coldly in
the infrequent sun—eyes that have seen
what the lips will scarce reveal and go
to look upon it yet again. Yes, on
second thonght, there is a kind of beauty
jn these rough faces; the thewy wrists
recall some half-forgotten things of Rodin,
and I rejoice that in the Great Slaughter
they will give as good as they will get.

Over the Narrow Seas

Horrible or beautiful, as the procession
of these motley warriors may appeal to
you, there is the stern fact of it, and it
is filing past while you step along and
through it to the waiting steamer, where
the upper deck is already swarming with
every shade of khaki uniform worn by
officers, the lower decks crowded. with
the men, most of them standing quietly,
sucking at pipe or cigarette—and did
not Kitchener denounce that true solace
of the soldier !—looking still less like
Sons of Glory in the ungainly “ Boddy ”
lifebelts which all must don immediately
on going aboard. A contrivance that
resembles three small pillows, two before

and one bebind, tied to breast and back,
does not add to physical beauty, but it
does bring home to the fireside man the
grisly realities of the new perils that
anfest the deep.

‘There are two transports leaving to-day,
and other smaller craft already under
way to share the protection of the
destroyers that await us a little way out.
No “scenes” mark the casting off.

For there is a mere handful of harbour
officials, boatmen, and khakied labourers

onthe pier. The soldiers in the ‘transport

that casts off first give a hearty cheer to

their compatricts on ours, and in a few
minutes the whole convoy is under steam

for “the pleasant land of France ”—for
not all the devilry of the Hun ‘shall rob—
it of that old-time ‘epithet. As the
Channel is in friendly mood, the little
voyage 3s quite uneventful, except for

passing in amid-Channel the leave-boats
from France, with their escorts, and

even the destroyers, which in a boisterous

Novembercrossing I have seen wallowing
like pgrampus, go along arrow-wise, all

the vessels keeping station perfectly.

No throbbing joy keeps time to the

turn of the screw, as of old. Officers in

twos and threes talk quietly together, and

manysit lonely in their chairs, with thoughts
and memories they could not share. And
yet thesceneis really one that oughtto stir
emotions of high pride in every British
heart. For, apart from our convoy, the
smoke and hulls of many ships may be
seen, as they go about their lawful
occasions in these marrow seas. where
terrors, unimagined when their keels
were laid, might come upon them, Let
fearful souls, who may, doubt the power .
of the British Navy; here is its finest
justification, though two little grey boats
with ready guns, commanded by two
young, clean-shaven men, are all our eyes
can see of it.

Boulogne ‘Occupied ”’

Thus, for well-nigh four long years, such
little ships of war have proved the sure
shield of the most colossal trafficking the
Channel has ever known. In this manner

~ millions of men, and unthinkable cargoes
of war material, have been conveyed in
security from shore to shore, while every
barbaric device of Teuton cunning has
sought in vain to strike them.
As the wellremembered Jandmarks of

Boulogne Harbour and, on the northern’
cliff, the Column of the Grand Army,
memorial of Napoleon’s dreamof invading
England, disengage themselves from the
soft, summer-like haze, the destroyers are
drawing away, their duty done, and the
soldicr-freighted vessels come tranquilly to ~
their moorings, while a stalwart British
officer, with a fine, resonant voice, made
mightier by a. megaphone, issues a be-
wildering variety of instructions to the
officers on shipboard as to what they shall
jointly and severally do, according to each
his mission in France, immediately on
landing.

History has oddly repeated itself.
“ Boulogne was in the hands of the
English from 1544 to 1550,” says the
annalist. When we civiliams have satisfied
the careful and considerate group of
passport officials in the smokingzoom of
the old Channel steamer that has borne
us to this friendly port once more we
shall find that Boulogne is again largely
“in the handsof the English,” for Framce’s
sake, for Britain’s sake, for the world’s
saving ; but, let us hope, this twentieth-
century “occupation ’’ will not outrun
that of the sixteenth in length of years
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Mr. C. Mi. Sheldon, the well-known war artist whose work has of jottings from his notes, and others of a similar kind will
gppeared exclusively in ‘*‘ The War iilustrated ** since its first appear in future issues, as the Editor feels that these hasty pen-
issue, recently madea tour of the western front in order to secure cillings have a freshness and an actuality which more finished
material by personal observation for his spirited drawings, which drawings do not always possess. Accuracy of detail and actuality
are so popular a feature of our publication. The above isa page have always been distinquishing features of Mr. Sheldon’s work.
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Men Who Have Held Grimly to Their Great Tas
The War Illustrated, 4th May, 1918.

taying the Avalanche of Massed German Might
       

   
   
 

British general on the western front saluting troops of his brigade on their way to reinforce the fighting-line during the recent severe struggle
F r Fe . A battalion of the Warwickshires marching back for a rest. The regiment, which has covered itself with glory during the war, came in for some

to hold back the massed Germans. The co eof o Idiers battl 1 f é y 5
z soe ur soldiers in a battle of unparalleled severity has been fine beyond all words o Panes savage fighting with greatly superior numbers of the enemyin the brickfield between the Forest of Nieppe and the Lys Canal on April 15th.
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of the London Scottish digging trenches to the music of their pipes during the terrific battle that has been raging in the west. Though
: . ae d dl ing their homes until shells were actually howling over their villages. Then they hurried away, old women

our armies had at timesto retire to new positions, the trenches for them were steadily prepared, and the line was kept unbroken. Manyof the peasantry delayed leaving their y Jing lag y y;

® is laden with bundles, young women carrying children, all shrinking from the roar of theBritish batteries coming into action for their defence.
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Mess party of the Women’s Royal Naval Service who are at work at Greenwich.

 

   

    

 

Right: Mrs. Gay, chief controller, W.R.N.S., at the Royal Naval College.
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At work with the potato-masher at the R.N. College, where over 2,000
prepared daily. Right: ‘‘ Cutting up ”’ in the meat store.

meals are

 

    
 

Butchers at work in the meat store, hanging up a carcase of mutton, and (right) one of the ‘‘ Wren ”’ cooks attending to the capacious
boilers in a kitchen of the Royal Naval College.   
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NEW

HANDY MEN

T 6.a.m. the orderlies of the war
hospital begin their day’s doings,
They disperse-from the paradein,

various directions, for some are employed
in clerical departments, some 'in™~ the
stores, some are on the sanitary squad,
and some are detailed to “ fatigues.” But
a considerable proportion of them are
engaged in sward work. ‘These are the
“‘ nursing orderlies,”” now more commonly
known as “ ward orderlies.”
-Truth .to tell, the “‘ nursing orderly ”

seldom had much nursing to do. He was
always, even. under the earlier régime, a
handy man rather than a nurse. Now,
when girl orderlies- have been introduced
into the wards, the mere male is still
mere recognisedly a hewer of wood and a
drawer of water than he was. (I write of
an English, not an overseas hospital.)
Although selected from the lowest medical
category—fit men are not taken for these
units of the R.A.M.C.—he is understood
to justify his existence by tackling the
heavy work, the work unsuited to the
weaker sex—d presumption not without
its ironies, inasmuch as the orderly may
be a frail wisp of a creature, and the
probationers muscular lasses capable of
felling him at a touch.

The Doing of “ Chores”

Not that there is literally any great
amount of heavy work. lTrom time to
time the orderly may be called upon to
lift-a patient, move a bed, or carry
somewhat ponderous bales; and in

winter he must furnish the stoves’ supply
of coal and coke, The metal receptacle
in which meals are brought hot from
the main kitchen is also no ight weight.
In. general, however, the orderly’s tasks
are @escribable less as heavy than as

_ tiring.
I acted as a ward orderly for some

months, both in officers’ wards and men’s
wards. The latter were preferable, partly
because 2 more free-and-easy atmosphere
prevails, and partly because that excellent
comrade, Thomas Atkins, when convales-

cent, is not above lending a band in dish

drying, floor polishing, window cleaning,
and the like. This it would be improper
for officer patients todo, even if they
were so disposed. Housemaidly “ chores,”
such as\thoese mentioned, at all events,

occupy the bulk of the ward orderly’s
programme. He soems to be incessantly
preparing and clearing away meals,
eternally tidying the ward, or performing
occult rites with the paraphernalia im that
particular shrime of his, the sink-room,
Frequently it is.his duty to escort a
patient to the bath-honse, and there bathe
him; for some of the cases, though

sufficiently recovered to have got beyond
the blanket-bath stage, are so maimed as
to be umable to do their own soaping and
sponging. During these bath-house inter-
ludes the orderly—who, as I found,is
often far too busy, when in the wards,
reallyto make his patients’ acquaintance
—has many an intimate and pleasant
chat with the companion whois wallowing
luxuriously in the warm water.

“Althoughtheorderly, of course, does a
good deal of waiting on the bed-patients,
and also stands-by (rather like a conjurer’s

 

By Ward Muir

humble assistant) while the Sister is
dressing wounds, the major portion uf
his time is occupied in the simple—but,
after a few hours, exhausting—service of
running errands.
From dawn to dusk he appears to be

for ever scurrying up and down the
corridors on these missions, either on the
patients’ behalf or for Sister. No sooner
has he arrived at the ward than he must
depart again to fetch the breakfast viands.
The allowance of bread, jam, tea, and so
on, is measured forth to. him by the
despots of the steward’s store, which is as

neatly stocked, and run on as strictly
businesslines, as the most modern grocer’s.

Some Odd Jobs

Returning, the orderly gets ready the
breakfast, puts out the patients’ bed-
tables, and, in the réle of waiter, serves
the meal. When it is finished he washes
the dishes.

Thereafter he carries sheets, towels, etc.,

to the dirty-linen store, and obtains a

corresponding number from the clean-
Imen store. This transaction must be
watched vigilantly ; he is responsible for
any errors which may occur, and Sister
is likely to be wrath if she receives back
a sheet or a towel fewer than she sent
away. E
The next journey is to the dispensary

to lay in supplies of lint, peroxide of
hydrogen, methylated spirit, or what
not, or~—alas !—to exchange that familiar
object in -hospital life, a broken ther-
mometer. Then perhaps ‘the orderly is
sent to the post-office to get English
noney for a newly arrived patient’s

French notes; or to the pack store; or
tothe dental department with a chit for
a man whose teeth need attention, or
whose jaw, having been broken by a
bullet, will require one of those beautiful

splints that save and readjust so many
smashed faces nowadays.
Another patient may have to be ac-

companied to the X-ray. expert’s lair,
where a mysteriously fizzing and flickering
apparatus locates deeply-buried fragments
of shrapnel or shows the fracture in a
bone. Again, on certain specified mornings
of the week, patients from his ward must

be taken by the orderly to the operating
theatre.

‘Orderly! Orderly!”

The Sister always goes, too; but the
-erderly is required, mot only to put the
patient on the stretcher and wheel him
theatrewards, but also to be present at
the anesthetizing and afterwards during
the operation. When thepatient is in
process of losing consciousness,- he may
be inclined to struggle. involuntarily, and
the orderly has to exert all the strength
at his-command to hold down the ob-
streperous one, and prevent him from

injuring either the anzesthetist or himself.
Operating-theatre scenes are supposed to
be gruesome; and, indeed, on occasions
Ihave here witnessed spectacles grim
enough in their way ; but, to be candid,
these excursions were more commonly
interesting than horrible, and perhaps,
now and.then, even humoreus, owing to
the singular remiarks blurted out in his
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dreams by the drugged victim who held
the stage’s centre.

After the operation the patient has to
be reinstalled in his bed as quickly as
possible. Sickness is apt to supervene ;
and in a ward where several patients have
been under the surgeon’s knife in one
forenoon, the orderly, Sister and nurses

are kept on the alert. ministering to the
dazed. individuals who are regaining their
senses after what is, at best, a highly
abnormal experience. Meanwhile, the
regular routine goes on uninterruptedly;
dinners have to be served, dishes cleansed,

messages of all sorts delivered. The
orderly never sits down for one minute
while on duty. Patients hail him at e
moment of the day. The probatio

demands his help in the kitchen or the
scullery. The nurse calls to him to lend
a hand with a splint. Sister despatches
him with clothing er bedding to the
fumigator. There is the bucket of x
bandages to be carried to the incin
And the door-handles need brighten
The brasswork of the taps is dull.
stove has gone out and must be rekindle
The patients’ bagatelle-board cue re
anew tip. The gramophone has. cx
grief, and its works must be poked

in

to

  

 

  

  

  

 

  
  

 

  
   

   
  

linen cupboard. Shelves
nailed up, or some piece
mended. And now it is tea-time and
the trays have to be laid. ~“ Orderly
Orderly !”

 

Handy Mana of the Hospital

Yes, he is that well-knownfigure,

handy man—a bit of everything
different hours of the day, but mostly

 

     
  general servant, a chambermaid-cum-

butler-cum-messenger-boy. His is nota
heroic avocation. .In theory a woman
orderly should take a-mam orderly’s place.
In practice she has. in fact, done so—
except that Well, she can do this
job, or that job, as efficiently as he (no
one denies that she may do some of them
better than be); but cam she, single-
handed, tackle «ii the jobs -which he
tackles ?

There are certain obvious ones whi
she cannot. Even apart from these, <
quite disregarding the question of phy
strength, how rarely do we meet the
complete “‘ handy man.”’ mentality in the
feminine temperament ! The fellow who
can manage a trifle of carpentry or
plumbing, attend to a brokenelectric bell
or some simple mechanism, wash dishes,
black boots, serve repasts, manipulate
the telephone, carry heavy objects, fill in
forms correctly, make good teast, sharpen
knives, mow the lawn, shave patients for

operations—and perform all these feats
without becoming confused amongst them
—is tolerably common; heis the ave
domesticated citizen of the non-nervy
and non-intellectual breed. How many
girls happen to have cultivated the same
range of accomplishments? Very few.
In their own lines they are unrivailed.
But I question whether we shall at all
frequently come across the young woman
who is the born hospital orderly, and this
though—thank heaven !—we meet. at
every turn that gentile goddess wheis the
bern hospital nurse.
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Mess party of the Women’s Royal Naval Service who are at work at Greenwich.

 

   

    

 

Right: Mrs. Gay, chief controller, W.R.N.S., at the Royal Naval College.
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At work with the potato-masher at the R.N. College, where over 2,000
prepared daily. Right: ‘‘ Cutting up ”’ in the meat store.
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Butchers at work in the meat store, hanging up a carcase of mutton, and (right) one of the ‘‘ Wren ”’ cooks attending to the capacious
boilers in a kitchen of the Royal Naval College.   
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NEW

HANDY MEN

T 6.a.m. the orderlies of the war
hospital begin their day’s doings,
They disperse-from the paradein,

various directions, for some are employed
in clerical departments, some 'in™~ the
stores, some are on the sanitary squad,
and some are detailed to “ fatigues.” But
a considerable proportion of them are
engaged in sward work. ‘These are the
“‘ nursing orderlies,”” now more commonly
known as “ ward orderlies.”
-Truth .to tell, the “‘ nursing orderly ”

seldom had much nursing to do. He was
always, even. under the earlier régime, a
handy man rather than a nurse. Now,
when girl orderlies- have been introduced
into the wards, the mere male is still
mere recognisedly a hewer of wood and a
drawer of water than he was. (I write of
an English, not an overseas hospital.)
Although selected from the lowest medical
category—fit men are not taken for these
units of the R.A.M.C.—he is understood
to justify his existence by tackling the
heavy work, the work unsuited to the
weaker sex—d presumption not without
its ironies, inasmuch as the orderly may
be a frail wisp of a creature, and the
probationers muscular lasses capable of
felling him at a touch.

The Doing of “ Chores”

Not that there is literally any great
amount of heavy work. lTrom time to
time the orderly may be called upon to
lift-a patient, move a bed, or carry
somewhat ponderous bales; and in

winter he must furnish the stoves’ supply
of coal and coke, The metal receptacle
in which meals are brought hot from
the main kitchen is also no ight weight.
In. general, however, the orderly’s tasks
are @escribable less as heavy than as

_ tiring.
I acted as a ward orderly for some

months, both in officers’ wards and men’s
wards. The latter were preferable, partly
because 2 more free-and-easy atmosphere
prevails, and partly because that excellent
comrade, Thomas Atkins, when convales-

cent, is not above lending a band in dish

drying, floor polishing, window cleaning,
and the like. This it would be improper
for officer patients todo, even if they
were so disposed. Housemaidly “ chores,”
such as\thoese mentioned, at all events,

occupy the bulk of the ward orderly’s
programme. He soems to be incessantly
preparing and clearing away meals,
eternally tidying the ward, or performing
occult rites with the paraphernalia im that
particular shrime of his, the sink-room,
Frequently it is.his duty to escort a
patient to the bath-honse, and there bathe
him; for some of the cases, though

sufficiently recovered to have got beyond
the blanket-bath stage, are so maimed as
to be umable to do their own soaping and
sponging. During these bath-house inter-
ludes the orderly—who, as I found,is
often far too busy, when in the wards,
reallyto make his patients’ acquaintance
—has many an intimate and pleasant
chat with the companion whois wallowing
luxuriously in the warm water.

“Althoughtheorderly, of course, does a
good deal of waiting on the bed-patients,
and also stands-by (rather like a conjurer’s
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humble assistant) while the Sister is
dressing wounds, the major portion uf
his time is occupied in the simple—but,
after a few hours, exhausting—service of
running errands.
From dawn to dusk he appears to be

for ever scurrying up and down the
corridors on these missions, either on the
patients’ behalf or for Sister. No sooner
has he arrived at the ward than he must
depart again to fetch the breakfast viands.
The allowance of bread, jam, tea, and so
on, is measured forth to. him by the
despots of the steward’s store, which is as

neatly stocked, and run on as strictly
businesslines, as the most modern grocer’s.

Some Odd Jobs

Returning, the orderly gets ready the
breakfast, puts out the patients’ bed-
tables, and, in the réle of waiter, serves
the meal. When it is finished he washes
the dishes.

Thereafter he carries sheets, towels, etc.,

to the dirty-linen store, and obtains a

corresponding number from the clean-
Imen store. This transaction must be
watched vigilantly ; he is responsible for
any errors which may occur, and Sister
is likely to be wrath if she receives back
a sheet or a towel fewer than she sent
away. E
The next journey is to the dispensary

to lay in supplies of lint, peroxide of
hydrogen, methylated spirit, or what
not, or~—alas !—to exchange that familiar
object in -hospital life, a broken ther-
mometer. Then perhaps ‘the orderly is
sent to the post-office to get English
noney for a newly arrived patient’s

French notes; or to the pack store; or
tothe dental department with a chit for
a man whose teeth need attention, or
whose jaw, having been broken by a
bullet, will require one of those beautiful

splints that save and readjust so many
smashed faces nowadays.
Another patient may have to be ac-

companied to the X-ray. expert’s lair,
where a mysteriously fizzing and flickering
apparatus locates deeply-buried fragments
of shrapnel or shows the fracture in a
bone. Again, on certain specified mornings
of the week, patients from his ward must

be taken by the orderly to the operating
theatre.

‘Orderly! Orderly!”

The Sister always goes, too; but the
-erderly is required, mot only to put the
patient on the stretcher and wheel him
theatrewards, but also to be present at
the anesthetizing and afterwards during
the operation. When thepatient is in
process of losing consciousness,- he may
be inclined to struggle. involuntarily, and
the orderly has to exert all the strength
at his-command to hold down the ob-
streperous one, and prevent him from

injuring either the anzesthetist or himself.
Operating-theatre scenes are supposed to
be gruesome; and, indeed, on occasions
Ihave here witnessed spectacles grim
enough in their way ; but, to be candid,
these excursions were more commonly
interesting than horrible, and perhaps,
now and.then, even humoreus, owing to
the singular remiarks blurted out in his
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dreams by the drugged victim who held
the stage’s centre.

After the operation the patient has to
be reinstalled in his bed as quickly as
possible. Sickness is apt to supervene ;
and in a ward where several patients have
been under the surgeon’s knife in one
forenoon, the orderly, Sister and nurses

are kept on the alert. ministering to the
dazed. individuals who are regaining their
senses after what is, at best, a highly
abnormal experience. Meanwhile, the
regular routine goes on uninterruptedly;
dinners have to be served, dishes cleansed,

messages of all sorts delivered. The
orderly never sits down for one minute
while on duty. Patients hail him at e
moment of the day. The probatio

demands his help in the kitchen or the
scullery. The nurse calls to him to lend
a hand with a splint. Sister despatches
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fumigator. There is the bucket of x
bandages to be carried to the incin
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linen cupboard. Shelves
nailed up, or some piece
mended. And now it is tea-time and
the trays have to be laid. ~“ Orderly
Orderly !”

 

Handy Mana of the Hospital

Yes, he is that well-knownfigure,

handy man—a bit of everything
different hours of the day, but mostly

 

     
  general servant, a chambermaid-cum-

butler-cum-messenger-boy. His is nota
heroic avocation. .In theory a woman
orderly should take a-mam orderly’s place.
In practice she has. in fact, done so—
except that Well, she can do this
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     Bringing up the guns in Mesopotamia. (The pictures on this

’ page are reproduced fromexclusive photographs.)   

  
Natives repairing and levelling the road surface of a bridge thrown

by the British engineers over a creek in Mesopotamia.

 

 

 

 

      

A corner of a store supplying the British Armyin WViesopotamia

with oil-cans, cables, tyres, and all spare parts for motor-vehicles.

 

  
 

   
Arab labourers (male and female) employed by the British military authorities in building a hospital at Basra. Inset: Indian musicians
entertaining an audience of British soldiers and the population of a Mesopotamian village with a performance on their native instruments.
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approaching an Italian battalion headquarters nearly 12,000 feet abovs sea-level.
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German priscners employed in coaling a liner in a French port. The Frenchhave put many thousands of their war priseners to
useful work. Right: British officer writing on a sculptured balustrade near the Italian front. :
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Gorman wireless station at Nauen, north-west of Berlin, said to be capable of sending and receiving messages over a 10,000 mile

radius. (From a German paper.) Right: Preparing‘cofice in a store camp in France for the use of the French Army. -
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aring that Averted Disaster

 

Onthe second occasion all the crew were

 
Canadiansfighting from armoured machine-g

 

i i i ded twice.
un cars have had amazing adventuresin the greatbattle. One car was surroun j

killed or wounded except the driver and one other, whoposted his gun at a street corner, and

fired on the enemyuntil they were quite close, when he jumpedinto the car and drove away.

 
 

Near Bapaume two 18-pdr. guns,

enemy was crowding forward.

and held off the Germans while the gun t

reduced in action to two men to each gun and the C.O., were ‘‘ sticking it’? to the last shell. The
7 ir 4 in front

In the nick of time 150 menof the Royal Fusiliers rushed up, manned somesectional trenches inf ’

Bene enroe galloped up, limbered smartly, and got the quns away, when the Fusiliers also retired.
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WITH THE TRAWLER PATROL
Adventures That Gladden Monotonous Ways

F ever there is a beauty competition
between ships, the -booby prize for
the ugliest-looking craft will cer-

tainly be awarded to us. Squat, bluff of -
bows.and broad of beam, lopsided, dirty
in all weathers, and comfortless to the
extreme, re are that unbeautiful thing—

an ordinary trawler ; one of the Navy's
special policemen and lackeys.

Perhaps the best way of describing our
lot lies in the words of a seaman from
the pukka Navy. ‘What does the
trawlers do?” herepeated. “ Everything
that’s hard and risky; nothing that
ain't,. I pities them poor devils, I do;
they've got just about the rottenest job
that ever was!”

It’s -easier to tell you what we don’t
do than to enumerate our duties.

For instance, there are the Channel
trawlers which, like signal-boxes on a
railway line, control all the traffic that

passes along the famous waterway. Does
a careless tramp strike a mine and block
the fairway: for “a time? The trawlers
stationed at set intervals shepherd the
remainder of the incoming vessels, gather
them together and steam round them to
defend them from U boat attack, and,
after anotuer section of trawlers have
succoured the crew and the hull of the
stricken ship, pass them along at certain
intervals, for all the world like trains on a
railroad system.

Some Odd Jobs

Then there are those who punch up
and down the edges of mine-fields in fair
weather and foul, warning neutral and
friendly shipping of the clear paths, and,
at.times, detailing one of their number
to guide the straying sheep to the safe
fold.

There are the Fleet messengers, eternally
at the beck and call of the big warships
who range the North Sea; thereare the
trawlers. who work with the Pack that
Hunts the Unterseeboot, and whose

““ gadgets ” score as often as these of the
fleet-footed destroyers or the fox-like
motor-boats. -
Our own particular job is—well, all

these, and afew other things. We've
been policemen on point duty in the
Channel, where one bitter morning we
picked out of the ditch a cutter fuil of
halffrozen bluejackets belonging to the
torpedoed’ Formidable; we've hunted
for U boat bases in the outlying islands
off the North-West of Scotland and off
Ireland, with what success you may some
day be toldby those in authority. We've
run King’s Messengers with important
despatches from the base to the Grand
Ficet, well out at sea, in the teeth of a

blizzard ; we've lain doggo over the
carcase of a Fritz which might possibly be
only shamming dead in the long, sweet
nights and warm days of August. And
we've killed our Fritz, too, killed him in
as fair a fight as you ever heard of.

There was nothing sensational about
that partof the business, save for the way
awe cameacrosshim. It wasa black night
last winter, when we'd been detailed for
the outer patrol of a certain Grand’ Fleet
harbour. Inside us were the guardian
destroyers, and again inside them a covey

' of light cruisers ready to engage. anything

 

and everything in the shape of an enemy
that came along. We'd punched up and
down between two points of latitude half
the night, when, about half-past two_in
the _morning, our skipper suddenly
stiffened and sniffed.

““Baccy,” said he. ‘“ And, unless. I
never smelt the stuff, Boche baccy at that.
Get the cover off the’ old popgun,” he
continued softly, “ and stand by to switch
on the searchlight. We'll givethis chap
a shock, or ’ma dud!”

Fight with a U Boat

We felt our way along a little farther,
with engines going slow so as to make no
noise, and presently the reek of the
tobacco became Stronger. ;

“ Stand by at the gun andfire as scon
as yousee a target,” ordered the skipper.
“ Switch on the searchlight t”’
The white beam stabbed out into the

darkness, and, as luck would have it,
rested full and fair on the black-and-
white diapered conning-tower of a Fritz,
whose “‘ U”’ glared in thebrilliance. The
gun crashed at the same moment, and

then commenced that absolutely fair
_ Scrap.

Fritz was surprised, but he got his gun
going, and a hand searchlight as well, so
that things were fairly matched. He
seemed to be trying to drill holes into us
and wreck our engines, and he made fair
shooting. The splinters flew all over the
ship I stopped one with the fleshy part
of my thigh, and there wasn’t many of us
that. didn’t get some scratch or other.
But the pukka Navy chap at the breech
of the gun was having a beanfeast, and

plunking shells right on to Fritz’s hull
the whole time. ‘At the finish he dropped.
one somewhere forward about her torpedo-
tubes; for there was a sudden flash that

could have been caused by no shell, a

thundering roar like a terpedo exploding
and a. vivid~sheet of flame, and Fritz
cocked his stern up into the air and
slid bottomwards—a perfectly legitimate
“spurlos versenkt,’”’ without the shadow
of a doubt.

In Dutch Disgzise

 

But that’s not the only blood we've
drawn. We had another scrap that cost. Pp
seven of our original crew the numbers of

their messes, and ended in our beingtaken

 

in tow by a destroyer which happened
along after ail was over, bar the shouting.
We were feeling our way along when we
suddenly became aware of a ship’s hull
off to portthe gloom. Of course, we
challenged—we should have challenged
just the same if it had been a battleship—
and a voice replied in Dutch that the
vessel was the s:s. So-and-so, a well--

known Dutchman, waiting for daylight
before making port. She also said she’d
been -examined and passed by “She
Search,” and as she hadthe correct pass-
word we believed her. Nevertheless,
hhad we been on any other errand, we should
have-made a point of searching her, but,
as it was, we passed along with a cheery
farewell. >
Now—1I rather think Fate must have

been taking a hand in this business—about
half an hour afterwards our. propeller

 

bearing grew hot, and. we had to stop
the engines while it cooled.. We drifted
a little in the current, noiseless and
invisible in that darkness as a. black
ghost, and presently ‘made out voices i
the night, somewhere ahead of 1 C
the language being used was (
Luckily our’ first oicer—he’s a
(a warrant officer) of the Royal

knows. German backwards,
‘to interpret for us. Imagi
when the voice we’d previously
night cried to the other chap—he y¥

U boat on the surface—about our hailing
him and how he’d diddled us. We :
raving, but couldn’t do anythingtill
blessed bearing cooled. We were p
a salt-water hose on it part of the t
and at others bathing it in oil; but it t

its own time and made us right mz
Wethought we'd bluff the situation, a
without any warning, started firing
gun as fast as we could loadit \
any target.

The: voices-stopped on the
two guns fired—we c
splashes—one from the’ big
Dutch ship, and the other from
water's edge. Then the U, boat
have got panicky and slipped oa,
neither sawnor heard her again that ni
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Ever on Duty

The engineer said that we migi
ceed with the engines, so we closed the
hooker, and gave her a raking set up w
the gun, under fire, of course, from
gun all'the time. It was-a fight in the

x ;

  

 

  off. Her weapons ceased fire, a
heard the cheeping of blocks as her bogts
were lowered. We kept on the m
foil any attempts at boarding, anc
daylight came saw her slow!
in the sea, her waterline

punctured in half a hur
There was ‘one chap still aboard—the
skipper, I think—for as soon as he sawus
he started shooting again, and this time
our engines shut up shop for good—three
shells fell among themeand turned them
into. s¢erap-iron. But the Dutch ship slid
down and down with the madman cursing
us because he’d fired all his ammunition;
and; just as he was disappearing, along
eame the. destroyer, as I said,-and towed
us to a place where there was no further
danger. Andthat was ail.

Well, we don’t get spasms

very day, worse luck. For
part we keep: the seas, fair wea
foul, watching jor U boats where
conditions allow them to werk o:
the surface, dodging floating m
the heavy .scas tear them fr
moorings, and send them down
ways to kill some good’ s
So, it you want to do us
return for the food and th that you
get because units of the Trawler Section
are eternally on duty, next time there’s ¢

storm raging round your house, whe:
you're snug before the fire, spare a thought
and breathe a prayer that the men of
Trawler Section be guarded: from i
bitterest. enemics—the mires that float
unseen on the tides in the darkness.

JOHN S. MARGERISON
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lot lies in the words of a seaman from
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that’s hard and risky; nothing that
ain't,. I pities them poor devils, I do;
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do than to enumerate our duties.

For instance, there are the Channel
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railway line, control all the traffic that
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at.times, detailing one of their number
to guide the straying sheep to the safe
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trawlers. who work with the Pack that
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carcase of a Fritz which might possibly be
only shamming dead in the long, sweet
nights and warm days of August. And
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as fair a fight as you ever heard of.

There was nothing sensational about
that partof the business, save for the way
awe cameacrosshim. It wasa black night
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the outer patrol of a certain Grand’ Fleet
harbour. Inside us were the guardian
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Get the cover off the’ old popgun,” he
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tobacco became Stronger. ;

“ Stand by at the gun andfire as scon
as yousee a target,” ordered the skipper.
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darkness, and, as luck would have it,
rested full and fair on the black-and-
white diapered conning-tower of a Fritz,
whose “‘ U”’ glared in thebrilliance. The
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in tow by a destroyer which happened
along after ail was over, bar the shouting.
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THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
TEUTENANT-COLONEL SPENCER ACKI,OM, D.S.0., M.C., ae

Light Infantry, attached Northumberland Fusiliers, oon, eee
Spencer Acklom, late Connaught Rangers, was educated at St. Paul $ Schoo
and Sandhurst, and received his commission in 1901. Aiter Serving at
Aldershot, Jersey, and in India, he was seconded as adjutant of abattalion
of the Highland Light Infantry, and went withit to France in Nov ember,
1914, and served there continuously until killed in action in April, 1918. ; In
July, 1916, he was placed in commandofa battalion of the Northumberland
Fusiliers. He was awarded the Military Cross for gallantry at Richebourg
in May, 1916, the Distinguished Service Order for gallantryat Ta Boisselle a
July of the same year, was mentioned four times in despatches, and lately
had been recommendedfor a brigade. ae :

aaedonanizeelonel John Evelyn Carmichael Darley, Hussars, was younger
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Darley, of Violet Hill, Bray, Co. \ icklow.
He obtained a commission in the 5th Tancers in 1899, in which regiment, he
served throughout the South African War (Queen’s Medal and three clasps,
King’s Medal and two clasps). In December, 1901, he was promoted to a
captaincy in an hussar regiment. He was A.D.C. to General Sir Archibalc
unter, Governor of Gibraltar from 1910 to 1913, and promoted to major.
He went to France in August, 1914, took part in the retreat from Mons, and

 

 

 

e TVirst and Second Battles of Ypres, and in April, 1916, became colonel
Orauitonte His only brother, Commander Arthur i udor Darley, R.N.,
H.M.S. Good Hope, was killed in.action at the Battle of Coronel, _ :

Major David Nelson, V.C., R.F.A., died of wounds, was soni 6f the late Mr,
G. Nelson, of Deraghland, Co. Monaghan. A sergeant in the famous Battery,
R.H.A., he won the Victoria Closs at Néry, September Ist, 1914, duringthe

retreat from Mons, when he was severely wounded. Granted a commision
for his service in the field, he wes appointed instructor at Shoeburyness, and
re o the front last December. :
retoteS B. Selous, M.C., Royal West Surrey Regiment, attached
R.F.C., was the eldest son of the great hunter and explorer, Captain I. C.
Seleus, D.S.O., on the first anniversary“of whose death in action in Africa he
was killed, at the age of nineteen. He was educated at Rugby and Sandhurst,
and went to the front in July, 1916. He was awarded the M.C. for gallantry
in action and the Italian Silver Medal for valourin the field, ;

Lieutenant the Hon. Harold Fox Pitt Lubbock, Grenadier Guards, was son
of the late Lord Avebury. Educated at Eton and Cambridge, he served in
Gallipoli as adjutant of the West Kent (Queen 3 Own) Yeomanry until the
evacuation. In July, 1917, he exchanged into the Grenadier Guards, went
to France in December, and was killed by a shell on April 4th, 1918.
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oe Royal Irish Regt.Queen’s (R.W. Surrey Regt.).
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Scots Guards,
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Lieut. R, B. STEELE, Lieut. W. H. D. DE PASS,
1.A.B.0., attd. R.F.C. Middlesex Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. C.H, BOVILL,
Coldstream Guards.

Lt, Hon. R. N. BAKEWALL, Lieut. J. W. GUNNING,
Leinster Regt. ilts RWilts Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Bassano, Walter Barnett, Elliott. & Fry, Chancellor, and Russell.
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THE WAR
 

AN AIRMAN’S OUTINGS

4 INGS! The dream of mankind
ever since the fable of Icarus was
devised has so recently become

a reality that few of us can avoid almost
involuntary searching of the skies as soon
as we hear the droning of a distant engine
far aloft—at a height that few birds ever
attain.

Somehow,all man’s marvellous adapta-

tions of natural forces to his uses seem
almost trivial when compared with this
one achievement of the still youthful
twentieth century, which has made of
lads no older than the century itself
conquerors of a world that those of us
who are but little more than twice their
age had become convinced was uncon-
“querable. And now, who shall say what

may be the limits of human achievements
in the air ?

And this whirlwind growth will. continue.
The world at large, as distinct from the small
world of aeronautics, does not realise that
‘aircraft will soot become predominant as a
means of war, any more than it reckons
with the subsequent era 6f universal flight,
when designers, freed from the subordination
of all factors to war requirements, will give
birth to machines as safe as motor-cars or
ships, and capable of carrying heavy freights
for long distances cheaply .and quickly.
Speaking as an average pilot and-a~ non-
expert enthusiast, I do not believe that even

| our organisers of victory are yet aware of
the tremendous part which aircraft-can be

. made. to take in the necessary humbling of
Germany. >

 

_~That is, of course, of the temporary
“use of the newscience of aviation in the
present war—in which-it is a new arm
transforming the condition of conflict.

us
‘Buses’ in the Somme Battle

“ Contact,””. who writes those words
in the preface to his fascinating book,
“An Airman’s Outings”. (Blackwood.
6s.), is, in a very special sense, the flying
man become articulate. _He makes us
partners with him on his aerial flights,
takes us realise something of what it
means, this astounding, ~ exhilarating
abandon’ of ~ flight, and, what is more,

he makes us realise especially what it
means in. war. . This record of many
“outings ” over and beyond the enemy
‘trenches on the western front in France

A 4S, indeed, so far, the war book dealing
with the air.“ Contact’ takes us with
him’on a, flight from near London to
France—with an amusing interlude at
~“Dovstone.”’ en route—and thento that
great day on the Somme, September
15th, 1916. -

The Flying Corps programmeon the great
\ day was amarvel of organisation. © ‘he jobs
“fittedinto.one another, and into the general
‘tactical scheme of the advance, as exactly
as the parts of a flawless motor. At no time
could enemy. craft steal toward the lines to

spy. out,the Jand. . . . The machines on 
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artillery observation were thus worried only b
“Archie,” and the reconnaissance formations

_ were able to do their work with little inter-
ruption, except‘when they passed well o tside
‘the patrol areas,. Throughout the daytise

of the air, the bombing craft; went
ss and dropped eggs on anythingbetween

General Headquarters and a railway-line.
The corps buses kept constant communication
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By “Contact”

(Critique by Walter Jerrold)

between attacking battalions and the rear.
A machine first reported the exploit of the
immortal Tank that waddled down High
Street, Flers, spitting bullets and inspiring
sick fear. And theré were many free-lance
stunts, such as Lewis-gun attacks on reserve
troops or on trains.
The three squadrons attached to our

aerodrome had to the day’s credit two long
reconnaissances, three offensive .patrols, and
four bomb raids Six Hun machines were
destroyed on these shows, and the bombers
did magnificent work at vital points. At
2 a.m.‘ they dropped -eggs on the German
Somme headquarters. An hour later they
derangedthe railway-stationof a large garrison
town. For the remaining time before sunset
they were not so busy. They merely. de-
stroyed an ammunition train, cut two railway
Jines, damaged an important rail-head, and
sprayed a bivouac ground,

   v

Mastery in the Air

That is to see, broadly; the British

mastery of the air as it was proven on
that heartening day when it seemed that
we might have reached the beginning of

the end instead of but the end of the
beginning. In the detail there were
héroism incalculable and sacrifice sad

“but splendid. :
The accounts which “ Contact” gives

of the big offensive patrol, of the fights
m1 which his particular.“ bus ”’~ was
concerned, are thrilling..-The story of
“Uncle,” who died of loss of blood while
continuing to fight when it is possible
that if he had put a tourniquet round
his thigh he might have lived, tells. of
one of the triumphing tragedies.

A great death, you say? -One of many
such. Only the day before I had helped to
lift the limp bodyof “ Paddy” from the floor
of an obseryer’s cockpit. He had been shot
over the heart. He fainted, recovered his
senses for ten minutes, and kept two Huns
at bay until he died, by which time -the
trenches were reached. : .

Imagine yourself under fire in an aeroplane
at 10,000 feet. Imagine that only a second
ago you were in the coumtry of shadows.
Imagine yourself feeling giddy and “deadly
sick fron loss. of blood, Imagine what is
Toft. of your consciousness to be. stabbed
insistently by a throbbing pain. Now
imagine how you would force yourself in

_this condition to grasp a machine-gun in
your numbed hand, pull back the cocking-

 

allowing for deflection, and fire until- yo
sink into death. Some day I hope to’ be
allowed to visit Valhalla for half an hour,
that I may congratulate “Paddy” and
<euncle,”

A Great Air Hero

Later on.in the book-comes a noble
tribute to. Captain . Albert Ball, VC,

“probably the most brilliant air fighter
of the war’’; the individualist in excelsis

amongthe knights of the‘air ; one whose
deeds we are told were partly the outcome
of pluck, but mostly of thought, instght,
experiment, and constant practice: Of
him ‘‘ Contact” tells'a story which will
rank with.some of the great stories of
our great seamen:

In the early { Ball’s dazzling exploits
his patrol leader once coniplained, after-an

handle, take careful aim at a fast ee

-a sense of -the ‘realities of flying and of

uneventful trip, ‘that he left the formation
immediately it crossed the lines, and stayed
away until the return journey. Ball’s ex-
planation. was that throughout the show
he remainedless than two hundredfeet below
the leader’s machine, “ practising conceal-
ment,”

It is the spirit of Drake and of Nelson
flaming anewin that aerial navy of which
neither Nelson nor Drake could have
dreamed.
Throughout the Somme push we were

able to maintain that aerial superiority
without which a great offensive cannot
succeed, sums up “‘ Contact,” but in the

spring of last year he says the Germans
‘once more had an innings,” yet :

 

Judged on a basis of losses, the unceasing
struggle between aeroplane and acroplane
would seem to have beenfairly equal, though
it must be remembered that three-quarters
of the fighting has had for its’ mili the
atmosphere above enemyterritory. Judged
on a basis of the maintenance of adequate
observation, which is the primary object of
rerjal attack and defence, the British have
won consistently, At no time has the R.F.C.
heen obliged to modify its duties of recon-
naissance, artillery spotting, photography, or
co-operation with advancing infantry... . .
To say that the German machines are

barred altogether from reconnaissance and
artillery direction would be exaggeration, but
vet wild exaggeration. Seldom can an enemy
‘plane call-and correct artilleryfire for longer
than half an hour.~ From time to time a
fast machine makes a reconnaissance tour
1t a great height, and from time to time
others dart across the lines for photography,
orto search for gun positions. An appreciable
proportion of these do not -return.  Four-
“fths ef the Hun bomb raids behind our front
‘take place at night-time, wher conrparative
‘freedom from attacle is balanced by impos-
sibility of accurate aini.

  

 

 

That was written last summer, and
aerial history, as ‘“ Contact”’ hints, is
made far more rapidly than we laymen
have anyidea of.

Record of ‘‘ Umpty’’ Squadron

It is a great story that the author of
this book unfolds in setting forth Some-

thing of his experiences with “ Umpty”’
Squadron in F e—a- story that moves
the reader to great pride and great pity.

 

  

“* Twelve officers léw to France-with the
flight to: which I. belonged. -Six weeks
after their first job over the dines IT was
-one-of- the only- two ‘survivors.’ -Words
uré wholly inadequate *te express the
feelings Which that simple statement
evokes, “or. that sense of pride” which
thrills us at recalling that we belong to
the race that produces a “‘ Paddy,” an
‘“/Unele,” an Albert Ball. Nor can we
escape something of a feeling of abase-
ment at the thought of how Jittle we can

do -that-is- worthy of these -heroic young
souls our countrymen, ‘and-others“no less
heroic whose deeds remain unrecorded.
To have -read “ An Airman’s Outings ”
is to find in the bald official notifications
of -airfighting in the daily papers a new
and=deepér significance, for ‘Contact ”’
possesses rare powers not only in- the
describing of episodes but-in conveying

the “experiences that make up’ the tale
of air fighting, from the dodging of
“Archies ’’ to the grim duel to the death.
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THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF HONOUR
TEUTENANT-COLONEL SPENCER ACKI,OM, D.S.0., M.C., ae

Light Infantry, attached Northumberland Fusiliers, oon, eee
Spencer Acklom, late Connaught Rangers, was educated at St. Paul $ Schoo
and Sandhurst, and received his commission in 1901. Aiter Serving at
Aldershot, Jersey, and in India, he was seconded as adjutant of abattalion
of the Highland Light Infantry, and went withit to France in Nov ember,
1914, and served there continuously until killed in action in April, 1918. ; In
July, 1916, he was placed in commandofa battalion of the Northumberland
Fusiliers. He was awarded the Military Cross for gallantry at Richebourg
in May, 1916, the Distinguished Service Order for gallantryat Ta Boisselle a
July of the same year, was mentioned four times in despatches, and lately
had been recommendedfor a brigade. ae :

aaedonanizeelonel John Evelyn Carmichael Darley, Hussars, was younger
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Darley, of Violet Hill, Bray, Co. \ icklow.
He obtained a commission in the 5th Tancers in 1899, in which regiment, he
served throughout the South African War (Queen’s Medal and three clasps,
King’s Medal and two clasps). In December, 1901, he was promoted to a
captaincy in an hussar regiment. He was A.D.C. to General Sir Archibalc
unter, Governor of Gibraltar from 1910 to 1913, and promoted to major.
He went to France in August, 1914, took part in the retreat from Mons, and

 

 

 

e TVirst and Second Battles of Ypres, and in April, 1916, became colonel
Orauitonte His only brother, Commander Arthur i udor Darley, R.N.,
H.M.S. Good Hope, was killed in.action at the Battle of Coronel, _ :

Major David Nelson, V.C., R.F.A., died of wounds, was soni 6f the late Mr,
G. Nelson, of Deraghland, Co. Monaghan. A sergeant in the famous Battery,
R.H.A., he won the Victoria Closs at Néry, September Ist, 1914, duringthe

retreat from Mons, when he was severely wounded. Granted a commision
for his service in the field, he wes appointed instructor at Shoeburyness, and
re o the front last December. :
retoteS B. Selous, M.C., Royal West Surrey Regiment, attached
R.F.C., was the eldest son of the great hunter and explorer, Captain I. C.
Seleus, D.S.O., on the first anniversary“of whose death in action in Africa he
was killed, at the age of nineteen. He was educated at Rugby and Sandhurst,
and went to the front in July, 1916. He was awarded the M.C. for gallantry
in action and the Italian Silver Medal for valourin the field, ;

Lieutenant the Hon. Harold Fox Pitt Lubbock, Grenadier Guards, was son
of the late Lord Avebury. Educated at Eton and Cambridge, he served in
Gallipoli as adjutant of the West Kent (Queen 3 Own) Yeomanry until the
evacuation. In July, 1917, he exchanged into the Grenadier Guards, went
to France in December, and was killed by a shell on April 4th, 1918.
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Northd. Fus., attd. W. Yorks. Royal Sussex Regt.
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Major N. S. THORNTON,

Rifle Brigade.

  

Capt. C. A. FRY.it. KN. BION :
eae ” -‘Bgsex, attd. Suffolk Regt.M.C., Sherwood Foresters.
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 Lieut. B. J. HODSON,t. C. B.. M. HODGSON,
oe Royal Irish Regt.Queen’s (R.W. Surrey Regt.).

Lieut. E, MACLAY,
Scots Guards,

Lieut. Hon. H. LUBBOCK, Lieut. C. H. DE WAEL,
Grenadier Guards. pK A.

   

            

 

   
 

 
 

    
Lieut. R, B. STEELE, Lieut. W. H. D. DE PASS,
1.A.B.0., attd. R.F.C. Middlesex Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. C.H, BOVILL,
Coldstream Guards.

Lt, Hon. R. N. BAKEWALL, Lieut. J. W. GUNNING,
Leinster Regt. ilts RWilts Regt.

Portraits by Lafayette, Bassano, Walter Barnett, Elliott. & Fry, Chancellor, and Russell.
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THE WAR
 

AN AIRMAN’S OUTINGS

4 INGS! The dream of mankind
ever since the fable of Icarus was
devised has so recently become

a reality that few of us can avoid almost
involuntary searching of the skies as soon
as we hear the droning of a distant engine
far aloft—at a height that few birds ever
attain.

Somehow,all man’s marvellous adapta-

tions of natural forces to his uses seem
almost trivial when compared with this
one achievement of the still youthful
twentieth century, which has made of
lads no older than the century itself
conquerors of a world that those of us
who are but little more than twice their
age had become convinced was uncon-
“querable. And now, who shall say what

may be the limits of human achievements
in the air ?

And this whirlwind growth will. continue.
The world at large, as distinct from the small
world of aeronautics, does not realise that
‘aircraft will soot become predominant as a
means of war, any more than it reckons
with the subsequent era 6f universal flight,
when designers, freed from the subordination
of all factors to war requirements, will give
birth to machines as safe as motor-cars or
ships, and capable of carrying heavy freights
for long distances cheaply .and quickly.
Speaking as an average pilot and-a~ non-
expert enthusiast, I do not believe that even

| our organisers of victory are yet aware of
the tremendous part which aircraft-can be

. made. to take in the necessary humbling of
Germany. >

 

_~That is, of course, of the temporary
“use of the newscience of aviation in the
present war—in which-it is a new arm
transforming the condition of conflict.

us
‘Buses’ in the Somme Battle

“ Contact,””. who writes those words
in the preface to his fascinating book,
“An Airman’s Outings”. (Blackwood.
6s.), is, in a very special sense, the flying
man become articulate. _He makes us
partners with him on his aerial flights,
takes us realise something of what it
means, this astounding, ~ exhilarating
abandon’ of ~ flight, and, what is more,

he makes us realise especially what it
means in. war. . This record of many
“outings ” over and beyond the enemy
‘trenches on the western front in France

A 4S, indeed, so far, the war book dealing
with the air.“ Contact’ takes us with
him’on a, flight from near London to
France—with an amusing interlude at
~“Dovstone.”’ en route—and thento that
great day on the Somme, September
15th, 1916. -

The Flying Corps programmeon the great
\ day was amarvel of organisation. © ‘he jobs
“fittedinto.one another, and into the general
‘tactical scheme of the advance, as exactly
as the parts of a flawless motor. At no time
could enemy. craft steal toward the lines to

spy. out,the Jand. . . . The machines on 
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artillery observation were thus worried only b
“Archie,” and the reconnaissance formations

_ were able to do their work with little inter-
ruption, except‘when they passed well o tside
‘the patrol areas,. Throughout the daytise

of the air, the bombing craft; went
ss and dropped eggs on anythingbetween

General Headquarters and a railway-line.
The corps buses kept constant communication
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By “Contact”

(Critique by Walter Jerrold)

between attacking battalions and the rear.
A machine first reported the exploit of the
immortal Tank that waddled down High
Street, Flers, spitting bullets and inspiring
sick fear. And theré were many free-lance
stunts, such as Lewis-gun attacks on reserve
troops or on trains.
The three squadrons attached to our

aerodrome had to the day’s credit two long
reconnaissances, three offensive .patrols, and
four bomb raids Six Hun machines were
destroyed on these shows, and the bombers
did magnificent work at vital points. At
2 a.m.‘ they dropped -eggs on the German
Somme headquarters. An hour later they
derangedthe railway-stationof a large garrison
town. For the remaining time before sunset
they were not so busy. They merely. de-
stroyed an ammunition train, cut two railway
Jines, damaged an important rail-head, and
sprayed a bivouac ground,

   v

Mastery in the Air

That is to see, broadly; the British

mastery of the air as it was proven on
that heartening day when it seemed that
we might have reached the beginning of

the end instead of but the end of the
beginning. In the detail there were
héroism incalculable and sacrifice sad

“but splendid. :
The accounts which “ Contact” gives

of the big offensive patrol, of the fights
m1 which his particular.“ bus ”’~ was
concerned, are thrilling..-The story of
“Uncle,” who died of loss of blood while
continuing to fight when it is possible
that if he had put a tourniquet round
his thigh he might have lived, tells. of
one of the triumphing tragedies.

A great death, you say? -One of many
such. Only the day before I had helped to
lift the limp bodyof “ Paddy” from the floor
of an obseryer’s cockpit. He had been shot
over the heart. He fainted, recovered his
senses for ten minutes, and kept two Huns
at bay until he died, by which time -the
trenches were reached. : .

Imagine yourself under fire in an aeroplane
at 10,000 feet. Imagine that only a second
ago you were in the coumtry of shadows.
Imagine yourself feeling giddy and “deadly
sick fron loss. of blood, Imagine what is
Toft. of your consciousness to be. stabbed
insistently by a throbbing pain. Now
imagine how you would force yourself in

_this condition to grasp a machine-gun in
your numbed hand, pull back the cocking-

 

allowing for deflection, and fire until- yo
sink into death. Some day I hope to’ be
allowed to visit Valhalla for half an hour,
that I may congratulate “Paddy” and
<euncle,”

A Great Air Hero

Later on.in the book-comes a noble
tribute to. Captain . Albert Ball, VC,

“probably the most brilliant air fighter
of the war’’; the individualist in excelsis

amongthe knights of the‘air ; one whose
deeds we are told were partly the outcome
of pluck, but mostly of thought, instght,
experiment, and constant practice: Of
him ‘‘ Contact” tells'a story which will
rank with.some of the great stories of
our great seamen:

In the early { Ball’s dazzling exploits
his patrol leader once coniplained, after-an

handle, take careful aim at a fast ee

-a sense of -the ‘realities of flying and of

uneventful trip, ‘that he left the formation
immediately it crossed the lines, and stayed
away until the return journey. Ball’s ex-
planation. was that throughout the show
he remainedless than two hundredfeet below
the leader’s machine, “ practising conceal-
ment,”

It is the spirit of Drake and of Nelson
flaming anewin that aerial navy of which
neither Nelson nor Drake could have
dreamed.
Throughout the Somme push we were

able to maintain that aerial superiority
without which a great offensive cannot
succeed, sums up “‘ Contact,” but in the

spring of last year he says the Germans
‘once more had an innings,” yet :

 

Judged on a basis of losses, the unceasing
struggle between aeroplane and acroplane
would seem to have beenfairly equal, though
it must be remembered that three-quarters
of the fighting has had for its’ mili the
atmosphere above enemyterritory. Judged
on a basis of the maintenance of adequate
observation, which is the primary object of
rerjal attack and defence, the British have
won consistently, At no time has the R.F.C.
heen obliged to modify its duties of recon-
naissance, artillery spotting, photography, or
co-operation with advancing infantry... . .
To say that the German machines are

barred altogether from reconnaissance and
artillery direction would be exaggeration, but
vet wild exaggeration. Seldom can an enemy
‘plane call-and correct artilleryfire for longer
than half an hour.~ From time to time a
fast machine makes a reconnaissance tour
1t a great height, and from time to time
others dart across the lines for photography,
orto search for gun positions. An appreciable
proportion of these do not -return.  Four-
“fths ef the Hun bomb raids behind our front
‘take place at night-time, wher conrparative
‘freedom from attacle is balanced by impos-
sibility of accurate aini.

  

 

 

That was written last summer, and
aerial history, as ‘“ Contact”’ hints, is
made far more rapidly than we laymen
have anyidea of.

Record of ‘‘ Umpty’’ Squadron

It is a great story that the author of
this book unfolds in setting forth Some-

thing of his experiences with “ Umpty”’
Squadron in F e—a- story that moves
the reader to great pride and great pity.

 

  

“* Twelve officers léw to France-with the
flight to: which I. belonged. -Six weeks
after their first job over the dines IT was
-one-of- the only- two ‘survivors.’ -Words
uré wholly inadequate *te express the
feelings Which that simple statement
evokes, “or. that sense of pride” which
thrills us at recalling that we belong to
the race that produces a “‘ Paddy,” an
‘“/Unele,” an Albert Ball. Nor can we
escape something of a feeling of abase-
ment at the thought of how Jittle we can

do -that-is- worthy of these -heroic young
souls our countrymen, ‘and-others“no less
heroic whose deeds remain unrecorded.
To have -read “ An Airman’s Outings ”
is to find in the bald official notifications
of -airfighting in the daily papers a new
and=deepér significance, for ‘Contact ”’
possesses rare powers not only in- the
describing of episodes but-in conveying

the “experiences that make up’ the tale
of air fighting, from the dodging of
“Archies ’’ to the grim duel to the death.
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ORD ROTHER-
MERE, the Air

Minister, “recently
contributed to

“Overseas” a cordial tribute to our
airmen of the R.F.C. and the R.N.A‘S
nowunited as the Royal Air Force, which
I think my readers will be glad to ‘read:

Of all the amazing object-lessons in per-
sonal bravery which Armageddon has given
us, surely there is nothing more wonderful
than the British fying man. All our previous
standards of bravery and daring have had to
be revised in face of the deeds’of the boys in

RC. and in the R.N.A.S- I do not
think that any of us who come into. daily
contact with the pilots and observers in our
Air Service ever quite lose a sense of wonder
when we come face to face with them. These
boys of hlcen, fiimeteen, and twenty, as
they are the aost part, without any
vestige of side,” all imbued with the desire
that theif spiendi@® deeds should. remain
anonvnlous,are.ene ct the miracles of the war.
~In further testimony to the wonderful
MEPROLOUr young airmen, Lord Rouiener’
said +

I wo der if

bulletins issued
the figthing on

the

reads pie daily
by the Air Service as regards
he various fronts haw any

ilea of what is entailed by the simple
ment, “Uwelve enomy aircraft were brough
down Spianing nose dives, . ttail slides,

i i * falling leaf,’ looping the loop, and
ay other “stunts ’* entailed almost

take out breath away.” The performances of
“our Asine nen to-day aaa the acrobatics
hich form part of their daily routine were

ndreamed of even -eightcen months, ago.
Only-human beings of perfect physique, of
matchless. bravery, or of extraordinary
quickness. of -brain can have: any. chance of
distingui shing

these who

themSelves in aerial warfare
And here is the miraclé—the British

{ thousands, not hundreds,
of these aes en.” Our pilets come from
all sections of the British Empire, and what
ever mistakes there may have been in the
past, itis Vety largely’ dud to the bravery of
the British man ‘that the Empire occupies
iis present position in the air,

From 7 to the Somme

peeatest. of “the many wat-books I
have. read is to-me to reveal a

very; pleasant. a an, admirable person-
ality in its author: ‘The volumeis entitled
‘Kwenty-two Months Under lire’? (John

Murray),- and. _ the- writer .is Brigadier-
General II. Page-Croft, C.M.G.,- M.P. The
outbreak of war found him an.centhusiastic
Lerritorial officer, and he sent through

all the worst. experiences of the. early
fighting, when the. trenches were mere
muddy. ditches and ourzinfantyy had no
comfortablefeeling of being well supported
byeffective attillery. The. story of is
experiences at_ Ypres, at Souchez, at the
Battle .of Loos, and eventually. through
the great Battles of the Somme,is told in
these pages in a readable, conversational
peyle, without any attempt at the literary

.) Theauthorrose, in these twentv-
two Bontie under fire; from company
commander in the Hertfordshire Regi-
ment to brigadier-general, and although
his promotion ca ‘ied him over the heads
of ‘many’ competent _officcrs of. the Old
Army,-I hav¢e afecling that it was thor-

onghly deserved, for there is not one word
in} his, extremely. interesting narrative
that indicates: any. degree. ot oyer-“satis-
faction with himself,

have liked to. find
to .deal with ‘ Ewenty-two re

Under I‘ire” at some length, but that i
not possible. One or two litle points t
must’ mention, however. During the
terrible fighting at Zillebeke in the winter
of 1914, When farmhouses along the front

were being blown*out. of existence by the
German heavy guns and we had none
wherewith to answer back, the last to

SHLOULD space

leave weroften the old people who had ~
lived on #hese farms all their lives, and
now ontstayed even the soldiers billeted
there. ‘he brigadier tells of one ‘such
farm from. phigh: he and his fellow-officers

had cleared out on account of high ex-
plosives bursting on the staliles and in the
yard and killing some of his men.

HEY. went: back again some days later
to ‘find the: old farmer and his wife

~still there, and-‘‘in one of the only rooms
left standing thelittle wrinkled old woman
gaye us huge bowls of steaming cofice.’

Just

joyful
fully engrossed in’ this

on), suddenly—crash,
as we were
task (he goes
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The Mons Star
RS ROM «a correspondent, who un

fairly assumes the pen-name “ Hard
Luck,’ I have» reccived a note of protest
as to’the disttbution of the Mons Star
He‘points out that there is no d
in the Army between the man who was
serving in 1914, the Volunteer Army, and

Ife says:

not

It must not be taken for granted that. the
whole of the Old Army were given the Mons
Stat, as such : not the case. For’ instance,
tke the case ef a few of the ola Armyof rotj
who were kept back to trainthe ‘New‘Army,
and although they volunteered to assist their
comrades overseas, they were told they could
not be spared. Howwell they did their work,
both with officers and men,’ Is shown’ to-day,
The majority of these men, now N.C.O,
have since becn.overseas—some, alas ! have
failed to. answer the roll-call, ‘while others
have been badly mauled; yet, through. no
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crash, crash) tiles flew and the heuse shook.
but all’ the-old~lady~ said was, “ Bon, ‘bon,
;shrapnel,shrapnel!” as she poured out more
‘coffee. “So. this wonderful- ‘old lady could
express ‘pleasure that only shrapnel was
crashing on her home, and not high explosives,
which> would ~-finally destroy ~her! ~ War,
indeed, teaches us to see the proportion of
things. Their stable was flattened, half their
house a massof ruins, theirbarn nowpossessed
one wall, and yet—indomitabie soul! !—
could utter, “* Bon, bon, shrapnel!” I mysel
saw two menkilled and five wounded in their
very yard ; but what happened to these two
wonders I never heard, All I do knowis that
for those three bowls of coffee three golden
sovereighs @were gladly offered, and three
3ritish officers were sad to leave such brave
hearts: who had been ‘caught? in the: clutehes

Hun Use of the Red Cross

|S his deseription of the Battle of Contal-
maison, General Page Croft avers

thats ‘ At one timetwo RedCross tote r-
vans came up to Contaimaison, and our
fury may be imagined when we saw-the
Germans, instead. of: loading* up with
wounded, unloading machine:guns; but
we were by now used to German methods,
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fault of their own, they are detached from the
grand Old Army by the Mons Star,- Surely
some distinction is due here, no matter how
small,

HERE. seems recently to have. been
a little rivalry between Leith “and

West Hartlepool as to which town_had
contributed the largest .subScription’ per
head to National War Bonds and other
securities of the kind. ~The Scots main-
tained that, for purposes of Comparison,
West ° Hartlepool should include. the
neighbouring borough of Hartlepool, and
that its population should, therefore, be
84,000, and. not . 64,000, The West
Hartlepool people replied that Hartlepool
did not comeinto the movement -untibyery
late, and put forward a tw quaqie that
a good part of Leith’s money- had. come
from’ those resident-in Edinburgh. -This
is a point upon “which -no ‘one’ can pro-
nounce definitely, but this incident seems

‘to me to be very significant of the rivalry
which is continuing. between the .towns
and. cities of the United Kingdomfor the
honour of helping on the national move-
ment for financing ae War,

E.Ce. 4. Published : by Gordon € Gtotch in
ronto and Montreal, in Canada.
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Wr millions of our sons enrolled in
armies, and for nearly four years

engaged in battles compared with which
Waterloo was a trifling operation, we
might find excuse for a man who ventured
the opinion that we were becoming a
military people. Those khaki-clad heroes
have held our eyes ‘so long that. we have
given insufficient thought to those other
soms of ours in blue whose silent werk has
beea so effective that not even German
submarines. have been able to keep us
sharply reminded of the fact that this
little Britain is am island. There has not
been a single day since the war began
when the cnemy has not remembered the
existence of the British Navy andrealised
its mastery upon the seas. To them the
positive character of its work has beea
manifest. In England, too many of us—

I say it with deep shame—have not appre-
ciated correctly our vast debt to our
Navy; dazzled by the briliant heroism
of our soldiers, we have almost over-

looked the fact that but for our sailors
not one of thos2 same soldiers ¢ould have
set foot in France,

T heart, however, we are a maritime
people, quick as in the days of

Drake and Nelson to thrill to the gal-
lantry of British seamen, and to be ready
with equally generous. response to any
cail upon our own patriotism. Tie most
valuable result of the splendid gallantry
displayed by the British seamen, so appro-
priately upon St. George’s Day, may very
likely prove to be not the material damage
to the ports of Ostend and Zeebrugge, not
even the locking-up of enemydestroyers
and other craft within the canals, but the
fanning of our patriotism into a purer
flame and fiercer heat which shall utterly
consume the last particle of selfishness
in the national character and render us
invincible.

HE whole story of this naval opera-
tion is _characteristically British.

So, too, is the primary reason of its being
made public—to wit, desire to anticipate
the probable misrepresentation of the
facts by the enemy so that it. should be

supposed that the cruisers purposely sunk
in the channels by the British had been
sunk by German gun fire. But for that
almost certainty, if is by no means im-
possible that the story would not have
been told at aH~ As it was, the Admir-
alty’s original announcement was curt to
severity; bat. having fulfilled its purpose
sud prevented a German lie, it permitted
amplification by the First Lord im the
House of Commons, and the subsequent

issue of a detailed oficial report, and so
we heard a story of devetion and heroism
that could only be true of the British
Navy.

poe of adventure is so deeply rooted
in our race that it would be sur-

prising if any one of the men engaged in
this extremely hazardous raid had not
been a volunteer. There was great com-
petition to take part in the undertaking,
bluejackets and Marines from the Grand
Fleet and from all the naval and marine
depots eagerly offering themselves for the
dangerous task of storming the Mole and
demolishing the formidable batteries on

it, the destroyer and submarine depot,

OUROBSERVATION - POST,-

and the seaplane base. Heavy odds
against him never hadterror for a British
sailorman, but each of these fine fellows

Inewthat he was going to face very heavy

odds, for the German batteries on this

Belgian coast are extraordinarily power-

ful. At- least, however, the storming

and demolition parties had a_ fighting
chanee of coming awayalive, their task
achieved:

Not so the men who manned the sub-
maxines detailed to blowupthe pile-

work connection with the Mote by ‘the
simple process of blowing up the explo-
sive-laden submarines which took them
to their objective. They volunteered for
a task thé successful accomplishment of
which they must have believed would
involve their own death. It is incon-
ecivable that the men who fired the
explosives believed that they might
emerge alive. Their self-sacrifice was com-
pleted. There is nothing tosubtract from
that assertion now, when. wehave learned

that, a8 by-a miracle, they did emerge

alive. One. of the two submarines at-
tained its objective, and in its glorious
self-destruction destroyed the pile-work
connecting the masonry portion of the
Mole with the shore. Of the fate of the
other the First Lord made no mention; but
there is no inequality between the crews
of the two in respect of devotion and true
courage. Both were sublime.

CARCELY, if any, greatcr chance of
life wes contemplated “by the men

who took the five cruisers which, filled
with concrete, they were to sink m the

entrances to the two ports. Not until the
ships, blown up, were sinking bencath
ther feet could they have assurance that
their duty was done and spring to their
boats, if boats remained, or leap into the

DDPODEDDOIDSD<ECCRC

St. George’s Day—
Ypres, IOUS

"FRESE lines, by Sir Henry Newbolt, which
appeared in a recent issue of the ‘ Times,”

express as nearlyas words ean something of the
feeling of us all for those brave lads who at Ypres
and elsewhere have died} that England, and all
for which she stands, maylive.

Ee fill the gap, to bear the brunt
With bayonet and with epade,

Four hundred te a four-mile front
Uabacked and undismayed—

What menare these, of what great race,
From what old shire or town,

That run with such good wiil to face
Death on a Flemish down?

Let be! They bind a broken linc?
As mien die, so die they.

Land of the free! thew life was thine,
It is St. George's Day!

Yet, say, whose ardour bids them stand
At bay byyonder bank,

Where a boy's voice and a boy's hand
Close up the quivering rank >

Who under those all-shattering. skies
Plays out his captain's part

With the last darkness in his eyes
And Domum in his heart ?,

Lat be, let be! Ise yonder line
All names are burned away.

Land of his love! the fame be thine,
It ts St. George’s Day!

ST. GEORGE’S DAY—1918
sea and try to reach one of the accompany-
ing vessels which, perhaps, might pick
them up. Four of the five cruisers ‘were
blown up, two at Zeebrugge, in the
entrance to the canal, with their purpose
certainly achieved; two grounded at
Ostend, where they blocked the greater
part of the fairway. a,

‘PRRGHOUTthe war, thank Heaven,
innumerable deeds of heroism have

been performed, notpeerless only because
they have been matched.; deeds of great
daring, _faithfulness, and . seli-saerifice,

they constitute a golden book in the proud
annals of our Empire. No gauge exists
by which the dynamic of each of these can
be measured, but we are very sure that.

the blood each cost contributed to swell
a mighty current that shall drive the mills
of high endeavour as long as civilisation
shall endure. Soseny ;

NEVERTHELESS, some of the deeds
‘grave themselves more deeply than

others upon the national memory, and
séem,to teach a clearer lesson. I seem
to find significance in the fact that’
three of the outstanding stories of super-
eminent heroism in the war have been
provided by the British Navy—the story
of the fight of H-M.S. Shark in the Battle
of Jutland; the story of John Travers
Cornwell, V.C., mortally wounded, fe-
maining at his post in H:M.S. Chester;
and this story of the raid upon the German
torpedo-boat destroyer and submarinc
bases at Zgebrugge and Ostend. Stories
respectively of magnificent fighting spirit,
of faithfulness unto death, and ofself-
devotion to seemingly certain destruction
at the first call for volunteers for a
hazardous enterprise—collectively they

“are proof that the British Navy is true
to its tradition.

AS? there’s my moral. At heart we
are a maritime people, and, provided

we justify our proudclaim by our conduct
should the emergency arise, we have the
right to assert that the British Navy is
representative of the British race. The
emergency has arisen. The obligation is
laid upon us now to prove our truth to our
tradition, the most splendid inheritance

from the past that amy Power has ever
enjoyed. The service that the Navy
rendered to the Empire this last St.
George’s Day is that it has inspired us
with a new enthusiasm in the cause for
which England and Great Britain have
ever stood, and shown us again the glory
of truth to one’s self and its own ex-
eceding great reward. ae

RUE to ourselves, we have freedom
for ever——surely recompense full and

flowing over for any sacrifice. We have
it on the assnrance of the Seer, not a
poetic fiction, but a prophecy: “ This
England never did, nor never shall, Lie at

 

 the proud foot of a conqueror, But when
it first did help to wound itself. Now
these her princes are come home again,
Come the three corners of the world in

arms, And we shall shock them. Nought
shall make us rue, If England to itself do
rest. but true.”

c. M.
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= Cmdr. W. TOMKINSON,
Commandeddestroyer flotilla.

 

Lt.-Cmdr. H. E. GORE-LANGTON,
, H.MLS. Phebe.

   
 

Wing-Cmdr. F. A. BROCK,
Devised the smoke-screen.

Cmdr. HAMILTON BENN,
Motor-launches at Ostend.

Lt. P. H. EDWARDS,
H.M.S, Vindictive.

  

  
 

Capt. H. C. HALAHAN,
Bluejackets’ storming-party.

Cmdr. V. GIBBS,
H.M.S. Vindictive.

Lt. S. BONHAM-CARTER,
H.M.S. Intrepid.

  
 

Surviving officers of H.M.S, Vin
OSBORNE, Captain. A.

  
 

Capt..E. BAMFORD, Cmdr. R. 8. SNEYD,
Royal Marines. Blew up H.M.S, Thetis. © 

hts Left to right: Commander

McCUTCHEON, Assistant-Paymaster YOUNG.
ARPENTER, _Staff-Surgeon

  
Lt, R. BOURKE,

Motor-launch at Ostend.
Col. B. N. ELLIOTT,

R. Marines’ storming-party.

   
THE HEROES OF ST. GEORGE’S DAY.—Notall the gallant men

whoseportraits are given here survived the dayof their great glory.

Captain Halahan and Colonel! Elliott, who were in commandof the

storming-parties of bluejackets and Royai Marines respectively,

were killed before the word for the assault had been given, and
Commander Valentine Gibbs had both legs shot away, and died
a few hours later. Commander Carpenter was immediately
promoted to captain for his services.  
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submarine and destroyer bases on
the Flemish coast the younger men

of the British Navy had been eagér to
make a swoop upon the enemy fortresses.
Tor long, however, they were restrained
by cautious admirals of the old school.
By the time some of the daring spirits
rose to flag rank at Dover and Harwich
the ‘strength of the fortifications at
Zeebrugge and Ostend excelled that of
the German works along the North Sea
in August, I9T4.
But there were inventive minds in the

Dover Patrol. Brilliant among them was
Wing-Commander Frank H. Brock, son
of the fireworks manufacturer. He altered
the conditions of landing operations by
devising an immenseartificial fog.
Then Vice-Admiral Roger J. B. Keyes,

who had conducted submarine operations
in the Heligoland Bight, and taken part
in the Gallipoli landing battles, found a
new use for underwater craft. He took
an old submarine,~filled it with tons of
high-explosive, leaving just enough room
for a small crew.to work the gigantic
torpedo across the Channel. Next, he
aroused loud indignation at Liverpool by
commandeering the Iris and Daffodil—two
double-decked ferry-boats’ used in con-
veying passengers across the Mersey at
an unwarlike crawl of nine knots. The
special virtue of these boats was that they
drew only seven feet of water, and had a
carrying capacity of seventeen hundred
men.

i en since the Germans organised

Preparing the Stroke

He connected the ferry-boats with the
second-class cruiser Vindictive—an old
thing, Jaunched in 1897, with only one-
inch armour on part of her deck, and a

nominal speed of twenty knots. She was
refitted with gangwaysof peculiar design,
and furnished with three new howitzers,
trench-mortars, and flame-throwers.

Five other cruisers—Brilliant, Sirius,
Intrepid, Iphigenia, and Thetis, varying
in displacement from 3,400 to 3,600 tons,

and, in age, from oldishness to senility
—were’. more strangely transformed.
“Thought you was a bluejacket, didn’t
you ?”’ said one transformerto his mate:
““You’re only a dock-labourer. You’re
no good for fighting!” Neither were the
cruisers, apparently. They were con-
verted into cargo-boats, and loaded with

Portland cement until they could still just
float. Despite appearances, however, the
cement freighters were as romantic objects
as the fireships which Gianibelli prepared
for Drake in the same port when the
Armada was expected.

 

   
H.M.S. [ris and Daffodil, which took part
as boarding-steamersin the attack on the

Zeebrugge Mole.

By EDWARD WRIGHT

General von Ludendorff did all he could
to assist the Dover Patrol. So bent was
he upon driving the British Army into a
corner that he neglected his own positions
along the Flemish coast, and removed
many of his Marines inland to Dixmude,
the Lys, and the Somme, replacing them
with thousands of Landsturmers. Admiral
Keyes, therefore, had a double design in
proceeding with his audacious plan. He
intended to relieve some of the pressure
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Map showing the relation of Zeebrugge
and Ostend to the coastal sector of the

western front.

on the British Army by compelling the
enemy to reinforce the coast-line, and he
aimed at interfering in the campaign of
submarine piracy by blocking one or both
sea outlets of the Antwerp Canal.
By April, 10918, weather study had

become the supremeinterest of the young
admiral. He wanted a clear night, with’
a fairly smooth sea and a steady breeze
blowing westerly. Several practice trips
were made, till, finally, in the afternoon
of April 22nd, conditions seemed pro-
mising, and the naval forces of Dover and
Harwich converged upon Zeebrugge and
“Ostend, with some French destroyers

co-operating.
The operations began with an ordinary

monitor bombardment, with numerous
motor-boats throwing up an ordinary
smoke-screen to hide the attacking
vessels. Only in the intensity of the gun
fire was there anything unusual. When
the smoke barrage thickened, the enemy
did not become alarmed, for the weather
was misty and rainy on his side of the
water, and to him it merely seemed ‘that
the sea-fog was growing denser.

Wonder of the ‘‘Fog”’

Precisely at midnight the midget-like
motor-boats, still pouring out the new
‘smoke, explored all the passages in the
enemy’s minefield, and pushed up towards
the Zeebrugge Mole and the piers of
Ostend. There they lighted calcium
flares to guide the blockships and storm-
ing ships, and for some minutes their
artificial fog was so overwhelmingly dense
that the enemy could not even see the
British signal-fires burning at the end of
his works.

Vindictive; having towed Iris and
Daffodil across the Channel, steamed
ahead of them’to the great high Mole of
Zeebrugge Harbour, guarded by the
destroyer’ Warwick, in which Admiral
Keyes flew his flag, and by two other
destroyers, North Star and Phoebe. Three
of the blockships (Intrepid, Iphigenia,

and Thetis) slowed down outside the
Bruges Harbour, while Sirius and Brilliant
were steaming past the Stream Bank at
Ostend.,
An absolutely amazing surprise stroke

seemed about to be delivered, at light cost
to the deliverers, when, suddenly, the
wind changed, and, blowing away the
Brock fog, revealed to the startled enemy
the presence of British forces. With
innumerable searchlights and hundreds of
star-shells he changed night into day.
The coast blazed with electric radiance,
and the hundred and twenty heavy guns |
lining it opened fire at point-blank range.

At Ostend the expedition wasa failure.
By his gun fire the enemy extinguished
the flames in the approaches and at the
end of the piers. Sirius and Brilliant,
failing to find the entrance, grounded and
sank themselves four hundred yards east
of the canal outlet. ;

At Zeebrugge complete success was
attained, in spite of the change of wind.
When the smoke blew away, Vindictive,
under Commander A. F. B. Carpenter,
was within three hundred yards of the
great Mole, with Iris and Daffodil equally
close. Raked by fire from the battery
at the end of the great breakwater, swept
‘by machine-guns, and hammered by the
mighty German siege-guns,. the old
cruiser and the two ferry-boats suffered
terribly.

Critical Moments

Vindictive’s decks were crowded with
storming-parties, with the Marines (under
Colonel Elliott), and the bluejackets
(under Captain H. C. Halahan), All men
were volunteers, who knew they were
going to their death, and, instead of draw-
ing back whenthe peril was explained to
them, some of them had almost mutinied
over the privilege of getting into a storm-
ing-party. / :
From the open bridge Commander

Carpenter conned his ship with superb
skill, but as he was working under a ware-
house on the thirty-foot wall of the Mole,
a big German shell struck the ship, killing
the colonel of thé Marines and wounding
and maiming many men. The machine-
gun fire, that swept the decks, slew Cap-
tain Halahan and many bluejackets,
while the forward Stokes mortar battery
was horribly smashed by the shell that
killed the leader of the Marines,

So great was the damage and loss of
life that Vindictive seemed to be out of
action, Her eighteen gangways, running
from a high false deck on the port side,
were smashed, and the German gunners
onthe high sea-wall continued to fire into

 

en

_H.M.S. Thetis, an old cruiser, which
was sunk near the entrance to the

Zeebrugge Canal.
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H.M.S. Vindictive Battered But Victorious
 

 
 

Gangwaysfitted on to the Vindictive by which the storming-party landed on
the Mole. Right: The fighting-top, where all the men but one were killed.

   
 

 

H.M.S. Vindictive at Dover after the raid. She was subjected to intense shelling directly she emerged from the smoke screen.
While grappled to the Mole her hull was shielded by the masonry, but all her upper works, masts, and funnels were badly battered.
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i i iti i fast, but obeyingOneof the crew standing in a sandbagged position on the deck. As they approached Zeebrugge, menfell thick and .
orders, not one of the unwounded movedfrom his position. Right: Sorting debris on the deck after the engagement. 
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an unwarlike crawl of nine knots. The
special virtue of these boats was that they
drew only seven feet of water, and had a
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He connected the ferry-boats with the
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inch armour on part of her deck, and a
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refitted with gangwaysof peculiar design,
and furnished with three new howitzers,
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Five other cruisers—Brilliant, Sirius,
Intrepid, Iphigenia, and Thetis, varying
in displacement from 3,400 to 3,600 tons,

and, in age, from oldishness to senility
—were’. more strangely transformed.
“Thought you was a bluejacket, didn’t
you ?”’ said one transformerto his mate:
““You’re only a dock-labourer. You’re
no good for fighting!” Neither were the
cruisers, apparently. They were con-
verted into cargo-boats, and loaded with

Portland cement until they could still just
float. Despite appearances, however, the
cement freighters were as romantic objects
as the fireships which Gianibelli prepared
for Drake in the same port when the
Armada was expected.
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on the British Army by compelling the
enemy to reinforce the coast-line, and he
aimed at interfering in the campaign of
submarine piracy by blocking one or both
sea outlets of the Antwerp Canal.
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attained, in spite of the change of wind.
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was within three hundred yards of the
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close. Raked by fire from the battery
at the end of the great breakwater, swept
‘by machine-guns, and hammered by the
mighty German siege-guns,. the old
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Vindictive’s decks were crowded with
storming-parties, with the Marines (under
Colonel Elliott), and the bluejackets
(under Captain H. C. Halahan), All men
were volunteers, who knew they were
going to their death, and, instead of draw-
ing back whenthe peril was explained to
them, some of them had almost mutinied
over the privilege of getting into a storm-
ing-party. / :
From the open bridge Commander

Carpenter conned his ship with superb
skill, but as he was working under a ware-
house on the thirty-foot wall of the Mole,
a big German shell struck the ship, killing
the colonel of thé Marines and wounding
and maiming many men. The machine-
gun fire, that swept the decks, slew Cap-
tain Halahan and many bluejackets,
while the forward Stokes mortar battery
was horribly smashed by the shell that
killed the leader of the Marines,

So great was the damage and loss of
life that Vindictive seemed to be out of
action, Her eighteen gangways, running
from a high false deck on the port side,
were smashed, and the German gunners
onthe high sea-wall continued to fire into
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Gangwaysfitted on to the Vindictive by which the storming-party landed on
the Mole. Right: The fighting-top, where all the men but one were killed.

   
 

 

H.M.S. Vindictive at Dover after the raid. She was subjected to intense shelling directly she emerged from the smoke screen.
While grappled to the Mole her hull was shielded by the masonry, but all her upper works, masts, and funnels were badly battered.
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i i iti i fast, but obeyingOneof the crew standing in a sandbagged position on the deck. As they approached Zeebrugge, menfell thick and .
orders, not one of the unwounded movedfrom his position. Right: Sorting debris on the deck after the engagement. 
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ihe crowd of Marines and seamen. To
add to the trouble, the remaining gang-
ways could not be lowered. The vessel
rolled so much in the swell that they
rebounded upon the high parapet. Then
it was that Commander Carpenter showed
what seamanship is. He directed
Daffodil to close in on him and push him
against the Mole to prevent him rocking
to wreck upon it
Then the crashing, splintering gangway

planks were again lowered, and across
them the stormers climbed the sea-wall,
and, by means of rope ladders, dropped
off it to the Mole, sixteen feet below.
They fought to the death with the enemy
gunners manning the battery on the
Mole. 3
The Iris had a harder task to land her

men on the huge breakwater. She tried
to make fast ahead of: Vindictive, but
found her grapnels were not large enough
to span the parapet. Twoofficers climbed
ashore and tried to make the holding-irons
fast, but were killed. Iris was compelled
to change position behind Vindictive, and
while she was moving one heavy. shell
put fifty-six Marines out of action, and
another killed four officers and twenty-
six men.

from the submarine the propeller of the
skiff became fouled, and, with only two

oars, the men had to row awayforlife,

for the fuse had been touched off in the
novel, gigantic torpedo. They were just
clear enough to escape entire destruction
when the cargo of high-explosive in the
submarine wentoff, destroying a hundred
feet of timber-built jetty, together with
many of the Germans who had retreated
from the Mole. ;
The Mole then became a long, narrow

island, upon which the demolition-parties
worked explosively for sixty-five minutes,
while the enemy gunners flogged the great
bank with shell, and slashed at the funnels

and fighting top of the Vindictive, show-
ing above the high seaward wall, where
Commander Carpenter was watching the
scene from his flame-thrower hut, and
directing the ships in the harbour,

Entering the Harbour =

At the end of the Mole, veiled by the
smoke-screen that would no longer blow
imto the harbour, Admiral Keyes con-

tinued to control operations by means of
various communication devices. As soon
as the attention of the enemy was concen-
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_View of the entrance to the Zeebrugge Canal, and the Mole; showing the positions taken

up by the attacking vessels and where the blockships were sunk.

The storming-party of the pushful
little Daffodil clambered into Vindictive,
and ‘reached the Mole by the cruiser’s
-gangway. In the meantime most of the
German garrison on the vast curving wall

retreated to the shore end, and -brought
their machine-gun fire to bear upon the
bombing-parties and demolition-parties
exploring the railway, hangars, ware-
houses, and other buildings. The enemy
was waiting for strong reinforcement to
make a counter-attack, but this never

took place.
For a British submarine, commanded

by Lieutenant R. D. Sandford, came to

the timber-built jetty of the great break-*
water, and appeared to be bent on getting
through the piles, in-order to make a
flanking attack upon enemy vessels in
the harbour.

» Submarine as Torpedo

Apparently the Germans thought they
would be able to capture the submarine
intact when it became fixed in the wood-
work. - They crowded the crossing above
to watch the British underwater craft
yun into the trap. -Lieutenant Sandford
fixed his boat well under the piles,
emerged, and, with his small crew,
entered a little motor-skiff. A few yards

trated on his lost breakwater and his
-exploded shoreward jetty, a swarm of
small motor-boats, making all the smoke
they could, entered the harbour in prepa-
ration for the grand stroke. One launch
sank an enemy torpedo-boat lying, along
the Mole, with mast and funnel at first
visible to the officers of the~Vindictive.
They thought she had escaped when

her funnel disappeared, but a torpedo
caught her as she was trying to make
out to sea. Other enemy craft were
attacked by the stinging little mosquitoes
of the Dover and Harwich Patrols, and

more of them were reckoned to have been
sunk, but the. confusion was so great,
owing to the way in which the smoke-
screen drifted about on the changing wind,
that the full tale of the German losses
could not be officially stated.

There can be little doubt that the
enemy thought only.a raid was intended.
His-ships scattered for safety at a time
when they should have gathered to guard
_the entranceto the canal, and his batteries

gave overmuch attention to the Vindictive
and her small consorts, and to the water-

flea-like dance of smal! British motor-
craft, instead of massing their fire upon
the blockships.
At twenty-five minutes past twelve
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Thetis, under CommanderSneyd, Intrepid,
commanded by Lieutenant S. Bonham-
Carter, and Iphigenia, under Lieutenant
E. W. Billyard-Leake, rounded the light
at the end of the Mole, exactly according
to time-table, and steamed into the boom
defending the passage running from the
tip of the breakwater. -
The Thetis led, camouflaging herself

with a cloud of smoke, and yet blazing
away with her four guns at the hostile
shore batteries. Under a tornado of
Germanshell she burst throughthe string
of armed barges, but, unfortunately,

fouled oneof her propellers in the enemy's
anti-submarine net. Getting off her
course she bumped into a bank, edged
off into the channel again, but began to
sink some hundreds of yards away from
her goal. Even there she was not useless, ©
for Commander Sneyd acted as long-
distance. pilot to the -other,_two block-
ships, until he and his reduced crew were «
taken off by a motor-launch with the
remarkably small loss of only five killed
and five wounded. BEA
Most of her men had been taken off

just outside the harbour, but Intrepid,
which followed her, had missed her motor-
launch and was’full of men. She went
straight along the channel, and, pushing
a German barge before her, entered the
canal, smoking like a volcano and some- -

what unable to see what she.was. doing.
A German gunner helped her, by hitting
one of her steam connections. The steam
blew the smoke away, and gave Lieu-
tenant Bonham-Carter a clear view. He

“placed the nose of his ship on the western
bank, ordered his crew into the attendant
motor-launch, and, from switches in the
chart-room, blew his concrete-laden ship
“up in four places. :

Then he departed on a large lifebuoy,
lighted with a flare, upon which a German
machine-gun fired continuously. It did
not, however, succeed in hitting the
distinguished officer, who caught a rope
hanging from a motor-launch, and was
towed along until he attracted attention.

Sinking of the Blockships

Lieutenant Billyard-Leake, steering
iphigenia, in accordance ‘with classic
tradition, to sacrifice in battle, had a
most difficult timeof it. He was blinded
by the smoke blowing back from the
other blockship, and his course was at
first rather wild. But, with fine ability,
he managed to beach his ship on the
eastern bank of the canal, bringing her
stern alongside the stern of the In-
trepid, so that the two concrete-laden
vessels formed a V-shaped obstacle
entirely filling the fairway used by the
enemy.

While this. last act of the blocking
expedition was proceeding Daffodil, having
most skilfully held Vindictive to the
Mole for more than an hour, towed her
off." Then, with broken, bent funnels,

streaming with flame and covering the
deck with a blaze of sparks, the old
cruiser whipped up the extraordinary
speed of seventeen knots, and, looking
like a total wreck, gloriously returned to
port.. The only considerable British loss
was one destroyer, North Star, that lost
her way-in the smoke-screen and got
sunk in the harbour, where most of her
crew were rescued by the Phoebe. ~~

Altogether the attackupon the German
submarine outlet at Zeebrugge was the .
finest thing of its kind in naval history,
The enormous increase in the defensive
power of landfortifications made it seem
impossible of success. Yet heroism and
inventiveness conquered all difficulties.
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Men Who Made History at the Zeebrugge Mole
 

       ** Roll-call ’’ of the survivors after the return from the brilliant raiding
attack with blockships on Zeebrugge and Ostend on St. George’s Day.
 

   
 

 

 

Group of membersof the gun crewsof the Vindictive

who returned from the great exploit.  
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Sailors with oneofthe flame-throwers
_ they had used in the attack.

Men of the Vindictive still wearingOne of the Vindictive’s crew shows his shipmates a
their ** bomb-proof bowlers."”piece of the Mole he had brought away as a souvenir.
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entered a little motor-skiff. A few yards

trated on his lost breakwater and his
-exploded shoreward jetty, a swarm of
small motor-boats, making all the smoke
they could, entered the harbour in prepa-
ration for the grand stroke. One launch
sank an enemy torpedo-boat lying, along
the Mole, with mast and funnel at first
visible to the officers of the~Vindictive.
They thought she had escaped when

her funnel disappeared, but a torpedo
caught her as she was trying to make
out to sea. Other enemy craft were
attacked by the stinging little mosquitoes
of the Dover and Harwich Patrols, and

more of them were reckoned to have been
sunk, but the. confusion was so great,
owing to the way in which the smoke-
screen drifted about on the changing wind,
that the full tale of the German losses
could not be officially stated.

There can be little doubt that the
enemy thought only.a raid was intended.
His-ships scattered for safety at a time
when they should have gathered to guard
_the entranceto the canal, and his batteries

gave overmuch attention to the Vindictive
and her small consorts, and to the water-

flea-like dance of smal! British motor-
craft, instead of massing their fire upon
the blockships.
At twenty-five minutes past twelve
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Thetis, under CommanderSneyd, Intrepid,
commanded by Lieutenant S. Bonham-
Carter, and Iphigenia, under Lieutenant
E. W. Billyard-Leake, rounded the light
at the end of the Mole, exactly according
to time-table, and steamed into the boom
defending the passage running from the
tip of the breakwater. -
The Thetis led, camouflaging herself

with a cloud of smoke, and yet blazing
away with her four guns at the hostile
shore batteries. Under a tornado of
Germanshell she burst throughthe string
of armed barges, but, unfortunately,

fouled oneof her propellers in the enemy's
anti-submarine net. Getting off her
course she bumped into a bank, edged
off into the channel again, but began to
sink some hundreds of yards away from
her goal. Even there she was not useless, ©
for Commander Sneyd acted as long-
distance. pilot to the -other,_two block-
ships, until he and his reduced crew were «
taken off by a motor-launch with the
remarkably small loss of only five killed
and five wounded. BEA
Most of her men had been taken off

just outside the harbour, but Intrepid,
which followed her, had missed her motor-
launch and was’full of men. She went
straight along the channel, and, pushing
a German barge before her, entered the
canal, smoking like a volcano and some- -

what unable to see what she.was. doing.
A German gunner helped her, by hitting
one of her steam connections. The steam
blew the smoke away, and gave Lieu-
tenant Bonham-Carter a clear view. He

“placed the nose of his ship on the western
bank, ordered his crew into the attendant
motor-launch, and, from switches in the
chart-room, blew his concrete-laden ship
“up in four places. :

Then he departed on a large lifebuoy,
lighted with a flare, upon which a German
machine-gun fired continuously. It did
not, however, succeed in hitting the
distinguished officer, who caught a rope
hanging from a motor-launch, and was
towed along until he attracted attention.

Sinking of the Blockships

Lieutenant Billyard-Leake, steering
iphigenia, in accordance ‘with classic
tradition, to sacrifice in battle, had a
most difficult timeof it. He was blinded
by the smoke blowing back from the
other blockship, and his course was at
first rather wild. But, with fine ability,
he managed to beach his ship on the
eastern bank of the canal, bringing her
stern alongside the stern of the In-
trepid, so that the two concrete-laden
vessels formed a V-shaped obstacle
entirely filling the fairway used by the
enemy.

While this. last act of the blocking
expedition was proceeding Daffodil, having
most skilfully held Vindictive to the
Mole for more than an hour, towed her
off." Then, with broken, bent funnels,

streaming with flame and covering the
deck with a blaze of sparks, the old
cruiser whipped up the extraordinary
speed of seventeen knots, and, looking
like a total wreck, gloriously returned to
port.. The only considerable British loss
was one destroyer, North Star, that lost
her way-in the smoke-screen and got
sunk in the harbour, where most of her
crew were rescued by the Phoebe. ~~

Altogether the attackupon the German
submarine outlet at Zeebrugge was the .
finest thing of its kind in naval history,
The enormous increase in the defensive
power of landfortifications made it seem
impossible of success. Yet heroism and
inventiveness conquered all difficulties.
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Men Who Made History at the Zeebrugge Mole
 

       ** Roll-call ’’ of the survivors after the return from the brilliant raiding
attack with blockships on Zeebrugge and Ostend on St. George’s Day.
 

   
 

 

 

Group of membersof the gun crewsof the Vindictive

who returned from the great exploit.  
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Sailors with oneofthe flame-throwers
_ they had used in the attack.

Men of the Vindictive still wearingOne of the Vindictive’s crew shows his shipmates a
their ** bomb-proof bowlers."”piece of the Mole he had brought away as a souvenir.
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Bold Comradesin Arms Who Kept the Hun atBay Canadians Honoured by Haig and Clemenceau

         British mobile canteen behind the western front, where hot coffee was being served out to the French infantry marching upto reinforco. ‘ : : oe : = me " : : ,
the hard-pressed line, and (right) British and French soldiers linked in that camaraderie which no Hun offensive can break. ; M. Clemenceau, the French Prime Minister, looking at the Germanlines from the Canadian sector. Right: Field-Marshal Sir Douglas

Haig on a visit of inspection to the Canadians, reading a map with General Sir Arthur Gurrie, Commanderof the Canadian Corps. 
 

 

Interior of an observation car built by Canadian Light Railroad troops. Lo
GermanSniper’s very heavy mask, of } in. Krupp steel, captured by Canadians.
    

British troops marching forward on the Aisne-Oise front to the strains of their regi-
mental band, are watched with interest by some French comrades. Right: A typical

Frenchfighting man has a brief roadside rest on his way from battle.   
eo
Miigo )were    

. : rs Se ; Field-Marshal Sir Douglas Haig riding down the ranks of a battalion when inspecting a Canadian brigade. The British Commander-Barricade, hastily constructed of overturned waggonsand other farm vehicles, at the entrance to a French village. It was from behind ' Chi foe . . Pant f the t fi he Dontinton throbohout the 2
euch barriers as this that the allied troops held up and took heavy tollin lives of the masses of Germansfrom village to village. in-Chief has been unstinting in his tributes to the magnificent gallantry of the troops from the eo eae oe  
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Magnificent Men From the Dauntless Dominions——Stemmingthe Teuton Torrent Making for the Sea
 

   
Australian field artillery supporting the infantry in the villages just ahead. The Australians played a great part in the restoration of the British ' Sir Douglas Haig telegraphed to General Birdwood desiring him to inform all ranks of the Australian Corps that he was fully aware of their

line east of Amiens, recapturing Villers-Bretonneux on April 24th, and preventing the enemyfrom reaching his objectives at the village of Cachy. magnificent achievements, for which he thanked them. In this appreciation he included the 1st Australian Division fighting farther north.

 

 

    
itroops going up to thesupport lines in Germanlight-railway trucks drawn by Canadian armouredtractors. In the last days of April Vimy Ridge behind them the Canadians wait serenely for the Germansto dare a frontal attack. They made the ridge peculiarly their Own
hostile artillery resumed activity on the sector of the allied line between the River Scarpe and Lens, between which points lies VimyRidge. With — in April, 1917, and would exact a terrible price in blood for any challenge to their possession of ground which they regard as sacred.
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Light and Shade on the Struggle in the West
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Salvaging useful waste behind the British line—recovering solder from old bully-beef tins by meansof a kiln.
worth of solder are recovered weekly by the N.Z. Divisional. Salvage Companyalone.

  
 

 

: Hundreds of pounds’
Right: Building a shelter of earth-filled tins.

 

  

 

 

 

 

Unloading heavy shells for the Canadian artillery from a light railway atadump. Right: An awkward predicament.wat e Oneof th
wheels of a heavy British gun has sunk deep in the soft soil by the side of the road along whichit is being drawn. ot

 

  
 

    
Germanprisoners, captured near La Bassee during the great offensive, being marshalled upfor official interrogation. Right: Loading

a barge with provisions from a forward supply store to prevent their falling into the hands of the advancing Germans.
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famous of them all,
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THEEPIC BATTLES FOR THE HILLS

HE outstanding events in the great
conflict in France and Flanders

during the week which ended on

Sunday, April 28th, were the loss of Mont

Kemmel in the north and the brilliant

repulse of the Germans before Amiens in
the south. On the balance of the week’s
fighting the Allies had every reason to be
satisfied with the results, though the fall
of Mont Kemmel was naturally deplored.

In the week we are discussing~ there
was no general resumption of the offensive
by the Germans. . The first. two days,
April 22nd and 23rd, passed comparatively
quietly on the whole front. On Wednes-
day, April 24th, the enemy began two
‘very. fierce local battles in which they
employed large forces. The northern
action consisted of a converging’ attack
on Mont Kemmel on a front of several
miles. The southern action, which was
fought* within eleven miles of Amiens,
consisted of an attack on the large village
of Villers-Bretonneux, south of the
Somme, held by British troops, and on
the adjacent village of Hangard, held by
the French.
Mont Kemmel is. perhaps the best-

known spot on the whole British front.
The plain of Flanders is broken in this
region by a line of heights and ridges
running west andeast andfinally curving
northwards towards the sea. The western
extremity-of this low range is formed by
the isolated hill of Cassel, crowned by the
quaint old town from which, on a clear

day, you may descry the sands of Ostend.

The Flanders Hills

Next comes the main group of hills,
beginning with the Mont des Cats, famous
for its monastery, and ending with the
Scherpenberg. Then follows  -Mont
{Kemmel, another comparatively isolated
hill about 512 feet high. Cassel and
Mont Kemmel stand apart like massive
sentinels, one at each end of the main
range. :

East. of Mont Kemmel the ground
falls low ahd rises again into the Messines
Ridge, which curves eastward of Ypres

and. then northward into all these low
bloodstained ridges which extend through
Veldhoek and Passchendaele, to sink
almost to sea-level at Staden.

I am describing these hills in some
detail because we are going to hear a
great deal about them in the next few
weeks. Mont Kemmel was the most

perhaps because,

from the military point of view, it was the
most valuable. Four years ago it was
thickly. clothed with trees, and at its

summit there was. a splendid belvedere,
where picnic-parties from Lille were wont
to pay a penny a head to look at the
view. By some strange chance the
“Montagne de Kemmel,” as the people of
the neighbourhood proudly called it,
suffered very little damage in the early
days of the war.
~ From Mont Kemmel you could obtain
a more extensive view than anywhere
else on the front. You looked northward
into Ypres and far beyond towards
Zonnebeke and Passchendaele. South-
eastward you looked over the plain at
the spires and tall chimneys of Lille,
which seemed astonishingly near, You
gazed downwards at the low Messines
Ridge and, what is- more important just
now, you completely overlooked Dicke-

By Lovat Fraser
busch Lake and Ridge Wood and Voor-
mezeele, and certain other spots towards

Ypres where our brave troops dug them-

selves in after Mont Kemmel fell. One
noticeable thing was that, except on its

eastward face, the woods on Mont Kemmel
were not destroyed until the week when
it was assaulted.

Attack in Mist

When General Foch decided to send
reinforcements to the northern battle he
placed some of his best veteran troops on
and around Mont Kemmel, and his men
swore that they would hold it to the last.
The hill was taken, but they nobly re-
deemed their vow. The Germans began
during the night of Wednesday, April
24th, to smother the: height with gas-
shells, which is nowtheir almost invariable
preliminary to a big attack. They were
already across the little River Douve,
south of the height, while at the village
of Dranoutre, to the south-west, they
were pressing into the depression which
separates Mont Kemmel from the main
group: Their further object, however,
was to envelop Mont Kemmel from its
northern side, and to this end masses of
troops were swarming over the centre of
the Messines Ridge just south of Wyts-
chaete before daybreak. Once more they
had the advantage of a thick mist, for
during the last week in April all this low
Flanders country was shrouded in a dank,

clammy fog in the early hours. The
Royal Scots were in the lower ground
between the Messines Ridge and Mont
Kenimel, and in the dim dawn the Ger-

mans were among them almost .before
theyrealised their presence.

, Farther north the Camerons and other
fine units of our splendid~ 9th Division
were forced from their last remaining
foothold on the ridge north of Wyts-
chaete, and the British line, pivoting on
the Ypres-Comines Canal, swung back

towards Vierstraat and Voormezeele.
But, meanwhile, Mont Kemmel had been

enveloped by the advancing hordes, and
though there was much _hand-to-hand
fighting in the village of Kkemmel, which

stands below the height to the north-east,
the Germans were clustering all round the
lower slopes by 9 a.m. on Thursday,

April 25th. The French garrison with-
drew towards the summit, and sold their

lives dearly. All that day the fate of Mont
Kemmiel wasstill in some doubt.

Desperate Contest at Loere

At noon a lonely British airman,
swooping downwards through the mist,
saw blue uniforms among the shattered
trees near the crest, and reported that the

garrison was still holding out. Not until
late on the Friday evening did Great
Britain and France learn that the famous
hill had passed into the hands of the
enemy. The probability is that the
Germans had completely conquered it by
noon on the Thursday.. They claimed
over six thousand prisoners, mostly
French, but their boasts about prisoners
have frequently been falsified. It was
afterwards announced that from 6 a.m.
the Kaiser in person watched the assault
on Mont Kemmelfrom ‘“‘ an advancedfield
position.” :

Our Higher Command were as resolute
as. ever after Mont Kemmel fell. On

Friday and Saturday, April 26th and 27th,
every bit of ground on this-local battle-

front was desperately contested, and-=it

was clear-that General Foch did not mean

to yield a single foot of the road to the

Channel ports except underforce of arsrs.
In the dip between Mont Kemmel and
the next height, Mont Rouge, stood the
village of Locre, on rising ground under
the hill, and within a few hundred yards
of the Belgian frontier. Locre had a
prominent church-tower, and round if, in

the old days, numbers of our troops were

hutted. Tour times on that grim Friday
the Germans attacked Locre, and only

at the fourth attempt did they succeed
in capturing the village. Theyheld it for
a few hours, but in the night the French

rushed the place under cover of darkness.
At dawn on Saturday Locre was once
more in French hands. Again the
Germansrecaptured it. The indomitable
French poured in gas-shells, attacked in
their gas-masks, drove the enemy out,
and werestill proudly holding Locre when
night fell on Sunday, April 28th.
The British line farther north,- just

within our old Ypres salient, had very

similar experiences. Just east of Dicke-
busch Lake is a little coppice known
as Ridge Wood, anda little beyond lies
the remnant of the village of Voormezeele,
which is three thousand yards from the
heaps of rubble which once were Ypres.

 

  

Epic Encounters

While the French were fighting at
Locre, other German divisions attacked
our men at Voormezeele and Ridge Wood,
and in all the low ground just south of
the lake.: They attacked in vain, for the
advance was shattered, and the British

were Officially said to have captured
hundreds of prisoners. On the afternoon
of Saturday, April 27th, the Germans
again moved on Voormezeele in great
masses, and this time they won the

village. During the night our men made
a vigorous counter-attack and thrust them
out headlong, and throughout the pause

which followed on Sunday, April 28th,

the British stuck to Voormezecle, just as

the French clung to Locre. So matters
stood, when at daybreak on Monday,
April 209th, the Germans. opened their
great attack on a ten-mile front, from

Meteren to the outskirts of Ypres, with

the evident hope of carrying all the hilis
in one vast sweep.

I have dwelt so long on these epic
encounters around Mont Kemmel that I
can only make the briefest allusion to the
local battle on Wednesday and Thursday,
April 24th and 25th, at Villers-Bretonneux
and Hangard, before Amiens. Yet this
battle in the south was a heartening
victory for British arms, for though at
first we lost Villers-Bretonneux and the
high ground to the north on the Wednes-

day, a mixed force of Anzacs and Old
Country troops made a most daring
counter-attack at ten o’clock the same
night, fought all through the small hours,
won back the village and the whole of the
line, and took nearly a thousand prisoners.

 

 

Though the French lost Hangard, they
inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy,

and the smashing of the German spear-
head before Amiens was believed by many
to be more important than the loss of
Mont Kemmel.-In any case, it was a
very fine exploit,
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Salvaging useful waste behind the British line—recovering solder from old bully-beef tins by meansof a kiln.
worth of solder are recovered weekly by the N.Z. Divisional. Salvage Companyalone.
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Right: Building a shelter of earth-filled tins.

 

  

 

 

 

 

Unloading heavy shells for the Canadian artillery from a light railway atadump. Right: An awkward predicament.wat e Oneof th
wheels of a heavy British gun has sunk deep in the soft soil by the side of the road along whichit is being drawn. ot

 

  
 

    
Germanprisoners, captured near La Bassee during the great offensive, being marshalled upfor official interrogation. Right: Loading

a barge with provisions from a forward supply store to prevent their falling into the hands of the advancing Germans.
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Though the French lost Hangard, they
inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy,

and the smashing of the German spear-
head before Amiens was believed by many
to be more important than the loss of
Mont Kemmel.-In any case, it was a
very fine exploit,
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British troops resting behind the lines on the western front near the uninhabitable ruins of a war-shattered house. Right: British

SRS ai

soldiers hauling up food by means of a winch from a deep underground cookhouse nearthe firing-line in France.
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Fire-escape put to a novel use by British troops

a

the top of a tree. Right: ‘ Old Bill,” a big British gun in action on the western front.

.

 

DA  
in France—it gave access to

    Anzac engineers in Palestine building a barrel-pier bridge with
wine casks procured from local wine cellars.

temporary barrel bridges as it was when completed.
Right: One of the

  
 

an observation-post which had been established at

 

 

 

 
 
Working-party of British soldiers engaged in clearing up part of an old Germanline on the western front, and (right) a couple of

2 oe

British soldiers hanging out their washing on someof the wreckage of the ruined factory in which they were billeted,
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Trestle bridge built by Anzac engineers in Palestine.

PO am mee Vo on pate aon oy Aroepre

  
 

Although whenthis photograph was taken camels and men were able to wade

scarcely more than ankle-deep, the rather lofty bridge was necessary, forthe stream whenin flood rises fourteen feet at this point.
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   The principal sketch aboveis illustrative of the contribution by
the Editor which appears on the opposite page, for Mr. C. M.
Sheldon, our artist, also visited the ‘‘ Tank and Two Crosses,”
and his pencil gives a very faithful reproduction of the scene. The
other ‘ pencillings ”’ are full of interest, and nothing could be more
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reminiscent of the daily scenes in the little French towns behing
the lines where the soldiers are billeted than the sketch of the
picture-postcard shop. When his Majesty the King visited the
“* QO. Pip” sketched at the top corner, he must have concluded
there was nothing really personal in the minatory notice-board !
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THEGREAT WAR

ATANKAND TWO CROSSES
HO does not recali the thrill that
went through the world when

the first stories of the great

British Battles of the Somme came out
carly in July, 1916? We read of the
weird fighting-machines that led our brave
soldiers across the ghastly wastes of No

Man’s Land,riddling the astonished Huns
with streams of bullets and behaving-in

such antic ways that the light-hearted

khakied men who followed up with
gleaming bayonet and ready bomb could

but laugh—laugh and forward to kill or
be killed.

Coming of the Monster

“Monsters of the primeval ooze and
slime,” ‘‘ Antediluvian creatures that
grunt and slither through the mud, that

_ lean against trees and crush them; that
put their snouts to the wall of a house and
it falls, while they crawl imperturbably
over the ruin they have made,” ‘‘ Behe-
moths’’—a rich variety of phrases such
as these flowed from the pens of the war
correspondents, then long starving for-an
opportunity to be “ picturesque.” =

It was the joy-day of the Tank. No
British paper was allowed to describe the
new creation of English mechanical
genius; to have shown a photograph of
one would have been something like
treason. Not until the counterfeit pre-
sentment of H.M. landship Créme_ de
Menthe and various others of the first
quaint fleet had been published widely
in the American Press, and the Huns had
secured some of the material monsters,

were we in England allowed to see what
they were like; and with admirable

wisdom the official photos first issued
all depicted Tanks that had come to
grief. :
Many stranger things than Tanks have

occupied our mindssince then, and Tanks
themselves have waddled along the streets
ef many a town in these islands on
Stranger missions than their first job at
zero hour on the Somme. They have
even been transported across the Atlantic
to stimulate American interest in the war,
and oneat least has figured in the streets
of Berlin to grace a Hunnish holiday.
“Hush, hush!” no longer applies to
them, and the Hun has made his own,
like the sedulous ape heis.

Weird Pioneers

To me, however, my first sight of the
Tanks in the autumnof 1917 was a sensa-

tion never to be forgotten. At the
““Tankodrome’”’ where I first saw them
parked, distantly. suggestive of what
Hamilcar’s clephants under the walls of
ancient Carthage may have looked like
before being caparisoned for battle, no
close inspection was allowed; but, later,
on one of the bloodiest battlefields of the
Somme, where-several had ended their
all-too-brief careers, I was able to explore
their mysteries.
One of these weird pioneers in that

opening. Battle of the Somme—when
another of them captured a village of
machine-gun emplacements and still
others achieved feats of valour which the
fabled doings of the gods of old could not
have rivalled—one had just crawled

 

By the Editor
across a highway and was dragging its
slow length along the sodden field of
battle when a randomshot put it out of

action for ever,

There it lay by the roadside, no longer

an object of terror, but of curiosity, of

pity.

' There was rust uponit, and one felt for
the great inert mass of reddening metal a

curious sympathy, as though it had been

a thing from which life had gone out

while it had been clumsily ‘“ doing its
bit.” The Byronic lines ;

Andthere lay the rider, distorted andpale,
With the dew on his brow and the rust on

his mail,

did not seem absurdly inapposite to the
stranded Tank, save that it was naught
but “‘ mail’? and rust. What, after all,
are Tanks but mammoth coats of mail to
encase aS brave men as ever went into
battle ?
A dead soldier by the roadside could

not have stirred more sorrow in me than
this poor Tank, struck down on its
maiden journey and probably before it
had achieved anything of the purpose for
which it had been laboriously created.

Thing of Wonder

One thought of the immense human
labour that wrought those mighty plates
of steel and drove home those thousands
of rivets, of the months of loving crafts-

manship ‘that. went to the fashioning of
its intricacies of motive machinery, the
elaborate testings of the individual parts,

before the leviathan crawled away from
its base and gruntingly reached the scene
of-action. Above all, of the wonderful,
godlike brains that conceived, designed,
and made such living things out of base
metal. .
And all for this! To-be knocked out

by a lucky shot from a_ barbarian’s
cannon. ;

Within, one could reconstitute in some
degree the fate that had overtaken the
thing. Nothing seemed destroyed in all
its maze of complicated levers and tie-
rods; the steering-gear, though rusted,
still showed a willingness to respond to
the touch of the handle; the revolving
gun-turrets on the port: and starboard
sides still swung round to a moderate
pressure; the powerful Daimler engine
astern looked as though it might ‘‘start
up ”’ aftera little oiling ; but all the racks
where the plentiful machine-gun am-
munition had been stored were empty,
and burnt bullets lay about in hundreds.
Only the petrol reservoirs were wreckage
—it was as though the heart of the un-
couth thing had burst. Its eyes, too,
were blinded, for the prisms in the peri-
scopes were shattered into fragments.
The sense of pity for the hapless thing

grew on me. Such a marvel of mechanism
destroyed at one blow—one randomshot!
It seemed horribly unfair. Yet ‘there
was the evidence of it—a jagged hole, a
little forward of the port gun-turret, into
which you could no more than put your
fist, told the tale. Here the shell had
penetrated, bursting in the forward part
of the interior, wrecking the petrol con-
tainers, and in an instant the doomed

Tank was a blazing inferno, the ammuni-

tion discharging as the flames licked

around the magazines.

Scant imagination is needed to picture

the terror of that scene. Yet nottill now

does the fate of the gallant fellows—
bravest of pioneers, who. were to the

mechanical leviathan as the soul and

spirit to the body of man—engage us.

Seven of them went forth that fateful

dayin this strange coat of mail that is,

when youthink of it, and especially when

you see it laid upon its side, horribly

suggestive of the coffin of some fabulous
giant.

A Tragic Close

Seven .of them, young, full, of en-

thusiasm, devotion, cooped up here so
that they could not stand erect, wearing

padded ‘steel headgear to prevent their
skulls from cracking on the riveted metal
roof as the strange craft lurched and
swayed downshell-holes and over heaps
of ruins, each at his particular post, to
move the inert thing forward into the
furnace of death and to die, or to slay
andtolive.
And one lucky shell out of the thou-

sands the Huns sent over decides that
they are to die, and this pioneer of land-
ships is to end in a ditch by a highway
of the Somme.
Nothing was known of the fate of the

crew to the officer who brought meto the
scene; but when we emerged from the
Tank’s interior we noted, close by, two
small mounds, well kept, with two neat
crosses and the names thereon of two of
the crew who had perished in the Tank.
We had not remarked the little grave

before, so familiar are thesé tiny crosses
throughout that vast graveyard of the
Somme, where for génerations crosses
will far outnumber trees. There, side
by side, lie two of the thousands of brave
souls who gave their lives for England
that day ; and somehowtheir graves are
to me more memorable than anyof the
multitude I saw, by reason of the dead
Tank at their side.

On Sacred Ground

Often had I thoughtof this little scene
as the panorama of my Sommejourney-
ings came back to mymind’s eye, and it
was strange enough that at a later day,
in the radiant spring weather of rg18,
when larks were singing joyously above
these fields of death, and all the mighty
armies of the Allies were “ standing-to ”
for the opening of the mighty German
Battles for Amiens, I came again, with
other friends, to this same spot; stood by

these little graves and explored once more
the interior of the Tank that told, as ina
written book, their sad, brave story.
Not many days afterwards the new

hordes from Hunland camfe back once

more, and doubtless their foul fect would
defile that little bit of ground which
seemed to me as sacred as any in West-
minster Abbey.

What of the other five brave men who
companioned the two whorest beneath
the little crosses? Who knews? Five
men, even of the bravest, are as nothing
in an army of five million. The finest
stories of the Great War are those that
wall never be tolé
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ations.as the present war .could

not .occur without many discerning

in it the fulfilment of prophecy, both

There are predic-

tions by ‘ Mother Shipton” and other

S great. a convulsion among the
n

|. medieval soothsayers which. have been

held to apply to present events, while

Shakespeare has pictured with more or

less accuracy the pending downfall of the

Ottoman Empire. The astrologers, who
, profess to read the future by the stars,

\haye,.as a matter of course, sought to

forecast the progress of the war in their

almanacks. The ephemerides and hiero-

‘ slyphics of Zadkiel, Raphael, Old Moore,
and other modern pfophets are probably
intelligible enough to their disciples, but
to the general public somewhat contra-
dictory and confusing. There is a vague-
ness about these predictions which permits
of their being variously construed,

according to the year’s actuak occurrences.
When these prophets ‘‘ condescend to

particulars,” they are not seldom un-
fortunate.. Thus, one of them—we need
not say which—predicted the death and
burial of the Kaiser, and consequent ‘close
of. the war, during the -past year. The

: non-materialisation of this prophecy may
have been a mistake of the “ vox stell-
arum,”” or only a premature anticipation.
This year, again, we are promised not
only vietory and peace, but one of the
prophets “ with confidence predicts: a
glorious. future for us all.” May his
confident guess this time prove a true one !

- Seriptural Predictions - Be

~Furning > to sacred prophecy, some
writers have displayed great ingenuity in
_the endeavour to ‘identify the Kaiser
William with the Antichrist, or “Man
of Sin,” or “ Kingof the World,” spoken
ofin the Book of Revelation and in various

Old Testament prophecies, because, they
aver, his name makes up the mysterious

“number 666. But this’ number has also
‘been read in the names of Napoléon
Bonaparte, the Emperor Napoleon IIT.,
and other historic personages, so there is
doubt as to whom it really applics. Then,
again, the Kaiser has been identified with
the Beast, of whom St. John asks, “ Who
is able to make war with him ?”’ and to
whom power was given to “ continue ” (or
“ make war,’ according to the marginal

reading) “for forty and two months ’—
a period, by the way, that has now been
well exceeded.)
A more pertinent question relating to

“the war which is being seriously discussed
~ by students of prophecy is: Is it Arma-
geddon? It- is maintained by many
that, although the Battle of Armageddon
Has not yet been fought, events are

‘rapidly leading to it, and that the great
propheticfight will be the culmination of

“the present struggle. According to the
Scriptural prediction, the Battle of the
Nationswhichis to usherin the millennium
will take place in Palestine, at a place

_““called in -the- Hebrew~- tongue Arma-
geddon” (or WHar-Mageddon, as_ the
Revised Version has it), The particular

By JESSE QUAIL

locality has been recognised as the Plain ;

of Megiddo, or Esdraclon, situated

between Mounts Carmel and~ Gilboa.

Comparing the prophecyin the Revelation

with those of Isaiah, Ezekiel, and other

Old Testament writers, supposed to refer

to the same stupendous event, we learn

that a“ mighty king”

here, and: that the Children of Israel will

be gathered from the four quarters of the

earth by the“ ships of Tarshish first,”
whichwill “ bring thy sons from far, their

silver and their gold with them.” This

Tarshish, which will be the powerful and:
aecessful ally of triumphant Israel, is

enetally recognised as the British Isles,

he “tin islands,’ or Cassiterides, with
which the Pheenicians (descendants of
Dan) traded.
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Rosh—and Russia

Ezekiel says: “‘Tarshish was thy
merchant by reason of the multitude of
all kinds of riches,’ and “ her ships were

thy caravans.” He refers also to ‘“ the
younglions thereof,’’ while Isaiah describes
it, according to one rendering, as a “ land
shadowed (or shadowing) with wings,
which sendeth ambassadors by sea in
vessels drinking up water ’’ (steamships?).
The figures “younglions ”’ and ‘‘ wings ”

are supposed to. be emblematic of the
British Colonies. Great Britain also is
the only nation possessing ‘ the gates of.
its. enemies’ (which Germany covets),
and that was part of the blessing promised
to the seed of Abraham. Before Jeru-
salem was delivered by the British arms
from her Turkish (or Edomite) oppressors,
there did-not seem much probability of
the present war eventuating in Arma-
geddon, for the great battles of the war

took place in Europe, not Palestine ; but

now a. decisive conflict in Eastern lands
is not at all improbable. he powers of
Edom, generally identified with Turkey,
also Moab and Assyria (Germany and her
allies) are to be overthrown at Arma-

geddon: :
Moreover, in the Revised Version, the

word Rosh is used as that of one of the
nations over which the allies of Israel will
triumph. Rosh stands for Russia, being
the nameof the tribe whence the Russians
came ; and as events have lately shaped

themselves, it is quite within the bounds
of possibility that Russia may become an
ally of our enemies.

 

“Signs of the Times”

Other prophetic utterances with which
Great Britain has been associated may be
deemed. more fanciful. For instance, in

the Coronation Stone at.* Westminster
Abbey we are supposed to possess the
veritable Moabite Stone, which formed
Jacob’s pillow during his dream at Luz.
This, tradition tells, was afterwards one

of the corner-stones of Solomon’s Temple,
and was. brought from the East some
2,500 years ago ; the blessing of Jacobis
said to attach to its possessor. The
people of. Britain are, further, identified

with the tribe of Ephraim, which, after
the dispersion, ended its wanderings in
these islands. The emblem of Ephraim

is to be. broken-

IS IT ARMAGEDDON ? :
Signs and Portents from the Prophets and the Magicians

was the bullock. “ Majesty is his,’’ says

the Mosaic record, whence, we are told,

comes our national personification as

John Bull. The name Englandis traced

to the Hebrew “ engl,” a bullock, in

allusion to the Divine covenant made

with Abraham. The lion and the unicorn

in our Royal Standard were both emblems

of Israel. Lastly, to this budget of pro-

phetic coincidences may be added the

statement in St. John’s Revelation, that

the seventh angel “‘ poured out his vial

(or bowl) into the air,” which is sup,

 

  

to typify the present ‘‘ war m the air.’

Apart from interpreters of prophecy who

discern. its fulfilment in current events

there are necromancers and magicians

who have a superstitious regard for omens,
and see manyin the “ signs of the times.”
Some of these omens are mere figure

puzzles, having a certain arithmetical or
mathematical interest, as illustrating
what has been called the magical pro-
perties of numbers. Perhaps the most
curious of these magical combinations of
figures is from an American source, and

itis the only one for which we have space.
It purports to showthat the year 1918is
to be the year of peace, andthis’ is
dicated by the following sum: Add up
the: mumbers comprising {1) the year of
birth, (2) the year of accession, (3) age,
and (4) years reigned, of each of the allied
Sovereigns separately, and in every case
the total divided by two (there being two
sides. in the. war) will give 1918, the
present year. Thus:

Kina GeorGe V.

 

 

  

  

 

KING OF ITALY.

   
30m ee ta BOCK Bok Sf. + 2 2B
Ascended throne,. 1910 Ascended throne... 1900
Age, years ae 53 Age, years 2 9
Reigned, yeats .. 8 Keigned, ye:

Figures that Prove—Nothing

Similar calculations on the personal
data of the King of the Belgians, the
Emperor of Japan, and the Kin of
Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro give
precisely the same result (3,836); and,
what is more curious, so do the figures

relating to the two Presidents of Republics
allied with Britain, viz. :

PRESIDENT WILSON. PRESIDENT POINCARE

  

 

Born 1856 Born aia
Tookoffice 1912 Took office ..
Age, years <a 6Z Agé, years...
Heldoffice, years. . 6 Heldoffice, years .

 
2 3836

1918 1918

Still more remarkable in this connection
is the fact that the figures relating to the

 

ex-Tsar Nicholas show, not ror8, but

1917, the year he was depesed and
retired fremm the war. We leave these
curious figures for eur readers to solve
the arithmetical. puzzle mvolved, but
would add that their propheticsignificance
is nullified by the fact that an adjustment
of the age andreigu figures to any previous
year of the war wouldgive, not 1918, but
1917, 1916, and so. on, according to the
year,
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Happy Aspects of Life Behind the Allied Lines
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The Gallic cock, emblem of France—recovered from the ruins of Grivesnes ; a symbol at onceof the fine fighting spirit of the French

and of their recovery. Right: A Canadian soldier giving his pet a much-needed washduring a rest behindthelines.
 

 
Wounded but happy.

A Serbian soldier placing a rifie-grenade in the adapterfitted to his rifie.

 
Men whohelped to stay the Germanrush in the west. Left:
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Their pet kitten takes its exercise by walking from “ Llanfair ” to “ gogoch.’?
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ations.as the present war .could

not .occur without many discerning

in it the fulfilment of prophecy, both

There are predic-

tions by ‘ Mother Shipton” and other

S great. a convulsion among the
n

|. medieval soothsayers which. have been

held to apply to present events, while

Shakespeare has pictured with more or

less accuracy the pending downfall of the

Ottoman Empire. The astrologers, who
, profess to read the future by the stars,

\haye,.as a matter of course, sought to

forecast the progress of the war in their

almanacks. The ephemerides and hiero-

‘ slyphics of Zadkiel, Raphael, Old Moore,
and other modern pfophets are probably
intelligible enough to their disciples, but
to the general public somewhat contra-
dictory and confusing. There is a vague-
ness about these predictions which permits
of their being variously construed,

according to the year’s actuak occurrences.
When these prophets ‘‘ condescend to

particulars,” they are not seldom un-
fortunate.. Thus, one of them—we need
not say which—predicted the death and
burial of the Kaiser, and consequent ‘close
of. the war, during the -past year. The

: non-materialisation of this prophecy may
have been a mistake of the “ vox stell-
arum,”” or only a premature anticipation.
This year, again, we are promised not
only vietory and peace, but one of the
prophets “ with confidence predicts: a
glorious. future for us all.” May his
confident guess this time prove a true one !

- Seriptural Predictions - Be

~Furning > to sacred prophecy, some
writers have displayed great ingenuity in
_the endeavour to ‘identify the Kaiser
William with the Antichrist, or “Man
of Sin,” or “ Kingof the World,” spoken
ofin the Book of Revelation and in various

Old Testament prophecies, because, they
aver, his name makes up the mysterious

“number 666. But this’ number has also
‘been read in the names of Napoléon
Bonaparte, the Emperor Napoleon IIT.,
and other historic personages, so there is
doubt as to whom it really applics. Then,
again, the Kaiser has been identified with
the Beast, of whom St. John asks, “ Who
is able to make war with him ?”’ and to
whom power was given to “ continue ” (or
“ make war,’ according to the marginal

reading) “for forty and two months ’—
a period, by the way, that has now been
well exceeded.)
A more pertinent question relating to

“the war which is being seriously discussed
~ by students of prophecy is: Is it Arma-
geddon? It- is maintained by many
that, although the Battle of Armageddon
Has not yet been fought, events are

‘rapidly leading to it, and that the great
propheticfight will be the culmination of

“the present struggle. According to the
Scriptural prediction, the Battle of the
Nationswhichis to usherin the millennium
will take place in Palestine, at a place

_““called in -the- Hebrew~- tongue Arma-
geddon” (or WHar-Mageddon, as_ the
Revised Version has it), The particular

By JESSE QUAIL

locality has been recognised as the Plain ;

of Megiddo, or Esdraclon, situated

between Mounts Carmel and~ Gilboa.

Comparing the prophecyin the Revelation

with those of Isaiah, Ezekiel, and other

Old Testament writers, supposed to refer

to the same stupendous event, we learn

that a“ mighty king”

here, and: that the Children of Israel will

be gathered from the four quarters of the

earth by the“ ships of Tarshish first,”
whichwill “ bring thy sons from far, their

silver and their gold with them.” This

Tarshish, which will be the powerful and:
aecessful ally of triumphant Israel, is

enetally recognised as the British Isles,

he “tin islands,’ or Cassiterides, with
which the Pheenicians (descendants of
Dan) traded.
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Ezekiel says: “‘Tarshish was thy
merchant by reason of the multitude of
all kinds of riches,’ and “ her ships were

thy caravans.” He refers also to ‘“ the
younglions thereof,’’ while Isaiah describes
it, according to one rendering, as a “ land
shadowed (or shadowing) with wings,
which sendeth ambassadors by sea in
vessels drinking up water ’’ (steamships?).
The figures “younglions ”’ and ‘‘ wings ”

are supposed to. be emblematic of the
British Colonies. Great Britain also is
the only nation possessing ‘ the gates of.
its. enemies’ (which Germany covets),
and that was part of the blessing promised
to the seed of Abraham. Before Jeru-
salem was delivered by the British arms
from her Turkish (or Edomite) oppressors,
there did-not seem much probability of
the present war eventuating in Arma-
geddon, for the great battles of the war

took place in Europe, not Palestine ; but

now a. decisive conflict in Eastern lands
is not at all improbable. he powers of
Edom, generally identified with Turkey,
also Moab and Assyria (Germany and her
allies) are to be overthrown at Arma-

geddon: :
Moreover, in the Revised Version, the

word Rosh is used as that of one of the
nations over which the allies of Israel will
triumph. Rosh stands for Russia, being
the nameof the tribe whence the Russians
came ; and as events have lately shaped

themselves, it is quite within the bounds
of possibility that Russia may become an
ally of our enemies.
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Great Britain has been associated may be
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Abbey we are supposed to possess the
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This, tradition tells, was afterwards one
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and was. brought from the East some
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was the bullock. “ Majesty is his,’’ says

the Mosaic record, whence, we are told,

comes our national personification as

John Bull. The name Englandis traced

to the Hebrew “ engl,” a bullock, in

allusion to the Divine covenant made

with Abraham. The lion and the unicorn

in our Royal Standard were both emblems

of Israel. Lastly, to this budget of pro-

phetic coincidences may be added the

statement in St. John’s Revelation, that

the seventh angel “‘ poured out his vial

(or bowl) into the air,” which is sup,
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Apart from interpreters of prophecy who

discern. its fulfilment in current events

there are necromancers and magicians

who have a superstitious regard for omens,
and see manyin the “ signs of the times.”
Some of these omens are mere figure

puzzles, having a certain arithmetical or
mathematical interest, as illustrating
what has been called the magical pro-
perties of numbers. Perhaps the most
curious of these magical combinations of
figures is from an American source, and

itis the only one for which we have space.
It purports to showthat the year 1918is
to be the year of peace, andthis’ is
dicated by the following sum: Add up
the: mumbers comprising {1) the year of
birth, (2) the year of accession, (3) age,
and (4) years reigned, of each of the allied
Sovereigns separately, and in every case
the total divided by two (there being two
sides. in the. war) will give 1918, the
present year. Thus:
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Similar calculations on the personal
data of the King of the Belgians, the
Emperor of Japan, and the Kin of
Rumania, Serbia, and Montenegro give
precisely the same result (3,836); and,
what is more curious, so do the figures

relating to the two Presidents of Republics
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Still more remarkable in this connection
is the fact that the figures relating to the

 

ex-Tsar Nicholas show, not ror8, but

1917, the year he was depesed and
retired fremm the war. We leave these
curious figures for eur readers to solve
the arithmetical. puzzle mvolved, but
would add that their propheticsignificance
is nullified by the fact that an adjustment
of the age andreigu figures to any previous
year of the war wouldgive, not 1918, but
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the

the
i publishing

“article on
war and the pro-
phets, by Mr. Jesse

Quail, in this issue, 1 would like it to be

understood that all Mr. Quail has sought
briefly to sketch:arethe evidencesof certain

old. superstitions and follies which are
flourishing among uS again.’ It. may be

taken asa very sound rule that credulity
and superstition exist in peoplein inverse

ratio to knowledge and common-sense.

War-brings severe mental strain and ex-
citement; which in turn produceall sorts

of wild theories and. lead’ to a “pathetic
readiness to listen to quacks and sooth

who. will promise aught for gain,
recrudescence of spiritualism in its

various branches, honest. and dishonest,
is symptomatic of this nervous unr
this fumbling for some touch of the unscen
world in the hopeof finding a solace which
is not too evident here.

SUy'

The

ERSONALLY, I.confess to nothing
but contempt for alk prophecies, and

I am~-entirely impatient with thoseswho -
signs.and portents where they wish to

see them. None’ the less, True WAR
ILLUSTRATED endeavours_to be a faithful
mirror of these strange times in which we
are living, it is my. editorial duty. to take

cognisance: of:.every matter. that might

interest-or instruct any. of my readers,

and I,make no apology for: devoting a
page to a review of these war. prophec

{ may: mention, howeyer, that I do

sce

as

not

invite any correspondence on the subject,’

and. that, I- shall not be
comment on anyletters received, knowing
well how many. people there are ever,cager
for an opportunity to set-forth their pet
theories on anything occult.

tempted. into

America’s First Year~

“HE arrival of the first anniversary 0
America’s’ intervention in the war

gave occdsion {ef the publication of some
figures to indicate something of what the
huge war-machine of the great Republic
had accomplished during the first year of
itS running. . As might ave been” ex-
pected,the figures are stupendous, Here
are’ a “dew of them: -The U.S. Army
increased from 9,524 officers ‘and 202;510

enlisted- men™ to .123,801 officers and
1,525,924 men. The first contingent of
the Expeditionary Yorce landed at: a
I'rench: port ~ cighty-eight days after
America had declared war; the first
American troops received their baptism
of fire one hundred and eighty-seven days
after the declaration Of war ;and American
troops permanently took over a part of
the ‘firing-lime as an American sector in
January, 1918.

HE American Nayy’s strength had
become. nearly. 21,000: officers. and

330,000 men, as against-4,792 officers and
77,046 men a year Carlier, and the total
number of persons in the Navy establish-
ment now eXceeds 425,000.. American
destroyers arrived at a British port, to
assist. in« patrolling, twenty -eight “days
after-the declaration of war.. There were
four times as many vessels in the naval.

service “as there were a ‘year befofe.
Nearly 83,000 mechanics and- civil em-
ployces are working in the Navystations
and, elsewhere.
41,500 tons, the largest in the werld, were
ordered and des: gned. The repairs of
one hundred and nine interned German
ships added more than 700,000tons to the
available naval and merchant tonnage.

“THE year’s figures of finance stagger
imagination. “Loans to foreign

Governments associated in» the war
on March t2th, 1918, aggregated
4,436,329,750 dollars, The total appro-
priations for the “War ~Department
amounted to 7,464,771,750 dollars. The
total Navy appropriations, real and
pending; were 3/333,174,085.- dollars.
Bonds, certificates of indebtedness, war

savings certificates, and thrift stamps
issued by the Treasury up to March 12th,
1918, totalled 8,560,802,052° dollars. Not
without- facts behind~*him- has “President

‘Wilson declared that. America will
all that she loves and all that:she has to
redeem, the world and makeit fit for free
mento live in.

“Old Bill"’ on the Film

EHIND the rough exterior of CapiLin
~ Bairnsfather’s. .creations, Old Bill,

Alf, and “Bert, is the spirit of —Dumas’
Three Musketeers. This is brought

with graphic verisimilitude in the
adaptation of the -Bairnsfather-lot
play, =. Lhe .-Better..-Ole;” by George
Pearson and T. A. Welsh. “Though the
six reels take nearly two hours to unfold,
the story they tell was followed at. the
private view with absorbed
Apart from the purely dramatic interest
of. this picture-play, it shows. with -re-
markable force what we are fighting for,
what the penalty will be if we shouldfail,

_and, more ‘than all, the simple courage
which animates the rank andfile of the
British Army, the readiness of the ordinary

ranker to sacrifice all, even life itself, for

the preservation of home andall it means,
even to the _humblest. Perhaps, the
humouris exaggerated, but the “ Romance
of Old Bill ’’ is ‘strong enoughiin its human
appeal to survive -that. criticism.  Tn-
cidentally, it emphasises the yalue to the
soldier at the front ofletters from home.
No one can witness its picture of a blank
mail.day and again be- guilty of post-
poning the cheery missive whichis a
sure solace for the hardships ‘of service
in the field.

CHINESE seaman saved..from a

torpedoed’ ship was asked by. the
American Vice-Consul at Genoa. for a
déscription of what had happened. *;He
replied in four words: “‘ Pouf! ‘ Bang !
Water! Hospital !’’-- When’ one comes

‘to think of it, there isn’t’ anything more
» that needed telling. And: the report is
asshdescriptive as it is terse.

@eaihn Praise of Britain

W.RITER in the Times Literary.
Supplement ” has 'recenthy “drawn

attention to a very remarkable poem by
the great German poet: Schiller—remark-
ablein that it is a tribute from Germanyto
England as © the defence against tyrants.”

oon

Six new battleships of

give

out,

filny

attention.

-a half millions is an exceptionally

The poem wasinspired by the subject of
the defeat of the Spanish Armada, ‘and
some of its passages are peculiarly appo-
site atthe nt, as’may*be seen from
the following translated €xtracts :

Blessed island—Queen of the Seas
Thouit-is who art threatened by th

al
Great-hearted Britain!

people!
Behold the storm-cloud

is Galleon

Woeto-thy free-born

Who wrought: for thee this precious jewel that
made thee Queen of all the lanc

Hast thou: not wrung from, proud king s the
wisest of constitutions ;
fagna Charta, that makescitizens of thy

kings and princes of thy citizens ?
Thy proud ‘sea-power—Hast thou not won

“= from-a million rivals in the sea fight ?
To whomdost thou oweit,
Ruddy-faced people. of this earth
To whom‘else but’thy spirit and thy sword ?

The

HEN, when the poem conics to tlie
threatening of -the approaching

Armada, are thesestriking dines :

TVrom above, God the Almighty sawthe proud
lion. pennons of thy enemy,

And saw thy destined grave. ‘
Shall,” quoth He, My Albion

My tace of herots be des troyed,
The last rock bastion goats oppression

to earth,
defence against tyrants
in” this hemisphere iy

Nev ér,”, He cried; ** shall Freedom’s paradise,
The’ shield’ of all that -is worthy: in man,

>petish.!? :

Mr. R. G. Reginald Neville, in dtawing
attention to,.this° poem,. suggests “that it

might be usefully’ printed in its origimal
German -form‘and dropped by aeroplanes
over the German lincs.. ; :

perish,

fall

be annihilatedThe

Healthy Rivalry

[* England .and.Wales there
strictly speaking, there were

fifty-five citics and towns
population of. over 100,000,- this bei
exclusive of the county of:London, To
April 6th last there were in the same atea
thirty-nine cities and towns which had
each subscribed over £1,600,c00 in (the
purchase of National Wa Bonds, andthis
list. makes very interesting reading.
Three ‘largest citics—Liverpool, Man-
chester, and Birmingham—stand_ at_ thc
top, and in that order, which. is ‘not,
however, that of their population, which
is Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester,
Liverpool's total of over twenty-five and

fille
one. Newcastlc-on-Tyneis another pli ice
which stands higher in this eompetitic iv
thanit docs onthe list of big towns, while
several places among the thirty-nine have
nothing like 100,000 inhabitants, and yet
have passed. the million mark — such
as Blackpool, Darlington, and Grimsby.
Trade. prosperity accounts for. many ob
the facts revealed in this list, but not for
all. , One can understand the high “place
taken by Coventry, but Norwichis hardly
a great munition centre, and it, too, has
done“e raordinarily well. » Perhaps the
secret. is found in the ‘(will to’save,” a
useful edqyenss to the

are or,

in IOL1

with a

TOwill tOo Wines.

JI. 4.
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Officer of the Middlesex Regiment in an Advanced

Position Writing a Message to Report Progress
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A TILE. AT A:--MILEL =~
EXCEPT the parson in the pulpit no

one enjoys such freedom of self-
expression as a man who, like myself, is
permitted weekly to air his opinions on
things in general in the columnsof a news-
paper. The parson enjoys the greater
freedom of the two. Unconventionality

of manner‘is regarded leniently as amiable

eccentricity. Unorthodoxy tantamount
to heresy in respect of matter would have
to be proved against him before he could
be inhibited from preaching or deprived
of his living, and an elaborate machinery
of ecclesiastical law. would have to be set
im motion for that purpose. Heresy
hunting, moreover, is not a sport in which

the-bishops encourage the laity to indulge.
It entails too much work and worry for
their lordships. Much less secure is the
journalist’s position. If the scribe puts
his foot in it the editor doesn’t trouble
about Courts_of Arches or Gicumenical
Councils, but jumps quick with bothfeet,
and when that happens the scribeis likely
to be flattened out.

ITHIN reasonable limits, however,
the scribe has muchliberty of speech,

and he has the comfort of knowing that
he can’t be interrupted in the middle.
Not until-he has said it do his readers
know what he is going to say. Some-
times he doesn’t know himself... And

that gives a certain piquancy to his work
which otherwise might become wearisome
to him after a time. It is really. some-
thing of an adventure to sit down at
night knowing you have to turn out an
article without having the least idea
what you are going to write about. It
is something of a surprise to get up from
your desk in the morning and find that
you have written one which will “ do.”
And adventure and surprise are the eggs
and the apples of life’s feast.

D° not imagine that I have no idea
what I am going to write about to-

night. I have; and,if there’s no air raid,
I'll do it. Just at the moment I am
thinking howsatisfactoryit is—to myself{—
that you can’t interrupt me, however

prejudiced, or illogical, or absurd, or

otherwise exasperating yyou may presently
vote me to be. .There is something
sardonically amusing, too—though not
without its reminder of the responsibility
of authorship—in +the thought of how
many of you are likely to read this
through, whatever the opinion may be
that you form as you go on.» And,
thirdly, J. am -tendering a kind of
apology in advance for taking perhaps
undue advantage of my-privileged seat
in this corner to express my-own private
and entirely unimportant, old-fashioned,
and wholly unreasonable opinions upon
a subject which has nothing whatever to
do with the war. :

Tis Lord Southwark who is responsible
for my departure from the prescribed

path. He is about to bring in a Bill
substituting the decimal system for our
present coinage, and I cannot hold my
peace in face of iconoclasm so cold-
blooded, unimaginative, - and severely
practical. If it is not too late already,
I appeal to him to desist from action so
radical, almost treasonable. If ever in

the happy days of innocent boyhood he

was tipped at school by godfatheroruncle,
let the memory of that grateful incident
stir his emotion now. If ever in the
ruffling days of very earliest manhood he
himself tipped-gamekeeper, groom, or
butler, let the memory of his ingenuous

pride on that occasion stayhis calculating
hand. If these appeals are fruitless, let
me implore him to. give a thought to
Southwark, whence he takes his title,

with its peculiarly English associations
with Chaucer, Sam Weller, and—confront-

ing it on the other side of Thames, most
English of all rivers—the Tower. of
London, and the Mint, where our present

coins are made. They are’ English, too,
characteristically English in their insular.

¢ refusal to conform to foreign standards,
and accepted the whole world over as the
best and purest money made by man.

NEWSPAPER to-day explains Lord
Southwark’s Bill to my still: un-

consenting intelligence. ‘‘ The sovereign
would remain as now,” but a new farthing
representing a thousandth part of a
sovereign would be issued~ This, to be
called a mil, would be the bronze coin of
lowest value; two, three, and four-mil

bronze pieces would come above it,
foHowed by nickel five and ten-mil
pieces; silver coins would be quarter-
Rorins, half-florins, florins, and double
florins, and in splendid isolation at the
top would be the one gold coin, the

sovereign. No longer should we have
to do intricate sums, adding up long
columns of figures labelled respectively
£ s. d.—delightful hieroglyphics—and
running risks of dividing the pence by
twelve inaccutately and the shillings by
twenty. Sovereigns alone would be our
concern, and all we should have to re-
member would be where to put what the
late Lord Randolph Churchill called
(with some justification, I think) the
d—d dot.

N_ logic, my newspaper tells me, the
case. for decimal~ coinage is un-

answerable. A fico for my Lord South-
wark’s logic. In logic the case for the

To the Pacifists
HERE have been recent rumours that the

: Pope is not indisposed to -make renewed
suggestions that the Allies should at least enter
into “ conversations ” in the hope of. ascertaining
whether peace could not be secured by negotiation
after the issue of the present great battle has been
determined. Such rumours make timely the
republication of this sonnet by Lord Latymer,
~better- known to. the- poetry-loving publie as
Francis Coutts. «First published in the “‘ Outlook,”
the sonnetdeserves to be cited every time the mere
* pacifist ” dares to raise his voice.

So you would make the sacrifices vain,
The sorrow void ; let all that wealth of woe

Be wasted, and the Prussian murderers go
Unpunished. See, the thick-sown fields of slain
And wandering coffin waters of the main” =
Teem forth the dead, who,in procession slow,
Passing before you, cry, “ We foughtthe foe,

Defending you and yours ; we died to gain ©

 

“Safety for you; now (base ingratitude !)
, You pule and palter for a futile peace,
Before the enemy for peace has sued :

First bind him fast and let him pray release,
Enforcing terms no cunning can elude ;

Only that way can you make warto cease.”

abolition of our hereditary peerage is
unanswerable. In logic the case for
female suff was unanswerable, but
logic would never have got women the
vote in England ; they wonit by throwing
politics into the dustbin and forgetting
all about it when war broke out, and
putting all their quick brains and clever
fingers and brave hearts and_ splendid
energy into man’s work for the Empire.
Logic has had mighty little to. do with|}.
the growth of the British Constitution,
but it’s the best in the world.

OGIC,. I contend, ought not to be
allowed to prevail over tradition and

character, at any rate, when- those are

good and sound.. Think of the guinea. -
You bid in guineas at Christie’s and
Vattersall’s.. Physicians and surgeons
take their fees and barristers’ briefs are

marked in guineas. Journalists are paid
in guineas per thousandwords. Directors
of companies are even Gailed guinea-pigs.
And there isn’t such a thing as a guinea.
Could anything be more absurd from the
point of view of reason, or anything more
characteristic of the English, people’s
inseparable attachment to their past ?
Why abolish the innocent fiction ?
Because people of- other nationalities
cannot understand it? Offer any one
of them a guinea and see if he doesn’t.

DO not believe, and I will not admit,
that nothing is lost by abolishing

things and-customs and systems  dis-
tinctive of countries in order to secure .
universal uniformity. Carried to its
logical conclusion the universal applica-
tion of the decimal system of coinage
should bring universal identity of coins,
entailing the immediate extinction of a
bright sidelight upon the history of all
countries. Standardisation may be en-
tirely desirable where machines and
machinery are concerned; it is not so

where people and peoples are concerned,
because levelling operations have a down-.

~ ward force. Coins and coinage systems,
like heraldry, are bench marks of the
builders of nations, and it is ungrateful,
and worse than. that, to rub them out.
The difference between the guinea and
the sovereign, so regarded, was more than
the twelve-pennyworth of gold that ‘set
the worth of the one above that of the
other. There was a similar sentimental
difference between the half-crown and
the florin, in addition to the -actual
difference in monetary value. These
shades of distinction are not contemptible
and unworthy of the consideration of
intelligent men, for they are indicative
of something in national character,

OF course, I know that the day must-
come when: the Old Guard. must

disappear. I hope to march off with as:
stiff an upper lip as any man of the,
regiment. But I also hope that when I
am paid: for my last piece of honest work
I shall receive a guinea and not {1-050.
Meantime, pending the passing of Lord
Southwark’s Bill into law, I had better
try to“learn decimals,’ which I never
compassed at school. -One never knows
one’s luck, and my wife might ask me
hew many mils there are, and where you
put the dot, in six-and-eleven-three.

£

c. M.
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The upper photograph shows: R.A
BRITISH AERIAL ACTIVITY ON THE WESTERN FRONT. .
.F. pilots and observers marking German positions ; and the lower photograph :

drop on massed Germans.
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A TILE. AT A:--MILEL =~
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for my departure from the prescribed

path. He is about to bring in a Bill
substituting the decimal system for our
present coinage, and I cannot hold my
peace in face of iconoclasm so cold-
blooded, unimaginative, - and severely
practical. If it is not too late already,
I appeal to him to desist from action so
radical, almost treasonable. If ever in

the happy days of innocent boyhood he

was tipped at school by godfatheroruncle,
let the memory of that grateful incident
stir his emotion now. If ever in the
ruffling days of very earliest manhood he
himself tipped-gamekeeper, groom, or
butler, let the memory of his ingenuous

pride on that occasion stayhis calculating
hand. If these appeals are fruitless, let
me implore him to. give a thought to
Southwark, whence he takes his title,

with its peculiarly English associations
with Chaucer, Sam Weller, and—confront-

ing it on the other side of Thames, most
English of all rivers—the Tower. of
London, and the Mint, where our present

coins are made. They are’ English, too,
characteristically English in their insular.

¢ refusal to conform to foreign standards,
and accepted the whole world over as the
best and purest money made by man.

NEWSPAPER to-day explains Lord
Southwark’s Bill to my still: un-

consenting intelligence. ‘‘ The sovereign
would remain as now,” but a new farthing
representing a thousandth part of a
sovereign would be issued~ This, to be
called a mil, would be the bronze coin of
lowest value; two, three, and four-mil

bronze pieces would come above it,
foHowed by nickel five and ten-mil
pieces; silver coins would be quarter-
Rorins, half-florins, florins, and double
florins, and in splendid isolation at the
top would be the one gold coin, the

sovereign. No longer should we have
to do intricate sums, adding up long
columns of figures labelled respectively
£ s. d.—delightful hieroglyphics—and
running risks of dividing the pence by
twelve inaccutately and the shillings by
twenty. Sovereigns alone would be our
concern, and all we should have to re-
member would be where to put what the
late Lord Randolph Churchill called
(with some justification, I think) the
d—d dot.

N_ logic, my newspaper tells me, the
case. for decimal~ coinage is un-

answerable. A fico for my Lord South-
wark’s logic. In logic the case for the

To the Pacifists
HERE have been recent rumours that the

: Pope is not indisposed to -make renewed
suggestions that the Allies should at least enter
into “ conversations ” in the hope of. ascertaining
whether peace could not be secured by negotiation
after the issue of the present great battle has been
determined. Such rumours make timely the
republication of this sonnet by Lord Latymer,
~better- known to. the- poetry-loving publie as
Francis Coutts. «First published in the “‘ Outlook,”
the sonnetdeserves to be cited every time the mere
* pacifist ” dares to raise his voice.

So you would make the sacrifices vain,
The sorrow void ; let all that wealth of woe

Be wasted, and the Prussian murderers go
Unpunished. See, the thick-sown fields of slain
And wandering coffin waters of the main” =
Teem forth the dead, who,in procession slow,
Passing before you, cry, “ We foughtthe foe,

Defending you and yours ; we died to gain ©

 

“Safety for you; now (base ingratitude !)
, You pule and palter for a futile peace,
Before the enemy for peace has sued :

First bind him fast and let him pray release,
Enforcing terms no cunning can elude ;

Only that way can you make warto cease.”
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female suff was unanswerable, but
logic would never have got women the
vote in England ; they wonit by throwing
politics into the dustbin and forgetting
all about it when war broke out, and
putting all their quick brains and clever
fingers and brave hearts and_ splendid
energy into man’s work for the Empire.
Logic has had mighty little to. do with|}.
the growth of the British Constitution,
but it’s the best in the world.

OGIC,. I contend, ought not to be
allowed to prevail over tradition and

character, at any rate, when- those are

good and sound.. Think of the guinea. -
You bid in guineas at Christie’s and
Vattersall’s.. Physicians and surgeons
take their fees and barristers’ briefs are

marked in guineas. Journalists are paid
in guineas per thousandwords. Directors
of companies are even Gailed guinea-pigs.
And there isn’t such a thing as a guinea.
Could anything be more absurd from the
point of view of reason, or anything more
characteristic of the English, people’s
inseparable attachment to their past ?
Why abolish the innocent fiction ?
Because people of- other nationalities
cannot understand it? Offer any one
of them a guinea and see if he doesn’t.

DO not believe, and I will not admit,
that nothing is lost by abolishing

things and-customs and systems  dis-
tinctive of countries in order to secure .
universal uniformity. Carried to its
logical conclusion the universal applica-
tion of the decimal system of coinage
should bring universal identity of coins,
entailing the immediate extinction of a
bright sidelight upon the history of all
countries. Standardisation may be en-
tirely desirable where machines and
machinery are concerned; it is not so

where people and peoples are concerned,
because levelling operations have a down-.

~ ward force. Coins and coinage systems,
like heraldry, are bench marks of the
builders of nations, and it is ungrateful,
and worse than. that, to rub them out.
The difference between the guinea and
the sovereign, so regarded, was more than
the twelve-pennyworth of gold that ‘set
the worth of the one above that of the
other. There was a similar sentimental
difference between the half-crown and
the florin, in addition to the -actual
difference in monetary value. These
shades of distinction are not contemptible
and unworthy of the consideration of
intelligent men, for they are indicative
of something in national character,

OF course, I know that the day must-
come when: the Old Guard. must

disappear. I hope to march off with as:
stiff an upper lip as any man of the,
regiment. But I also hope that when I
am paid: for my last piece of honest work
I shall receive a guinea and not {1-050.
Meantime, pending the passing of Lord
Southwark’s Bill into law, I had better
try to“learn decimals,’ which I never
compassed at school. -One never knows
one’s luck, and my wife might ask me
hew many mils there are, and where you
put the dot, in six-and-eleven-three.
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Page 242

THE GERMAN REPULSEIN THE NORTH

AST week our running commentary
| upon the mighty battle in France

and Flanders was brought as far
as the opening of the enemy’s attack on
Monday, April 29th, on a ten-mile front
between Meteren and the outskirts of
Ypres. By nightfall on that day the
attack had been repulsed with heavy
slaughter at all points, and for six days
afterwards, down to and including Sunday,
May 5th, the Germans showed no dis-
position to renew their offensive anywhere
on the battle-front.
The attack on April 29th was generally

and quite rightly regarded as the severest
local defeat inflicted upon the enemysince
they began their drive against the Allies
on March 21st. They made the attempt
with forces estimated to include between
eleven and thirteen divisions. Their un-
doubted objects were to smash the
southern half of the Ypres salient, and

to sweep over the main group of hills
beyond Mont Kemmel as far as the Mont
des Cats. They began with a terrific
bombardment, they flung their “ storm-
troops”? forward again and again, they
fought from dawn to darkness, and at the
end of the day they had not won a foot
of ground. Though it wasstill too soon
for rejoicing, the Allies began to believe

that they had got the measure of the
Germans. :

~ It is worth while to payspecial attention
to this particular action, which it was
thought might prove to be a turning-
point in these protracted operations.

Melting “Waves” of Attack

The right of the allied line selected for
attack was close to the village of Meteren,
two miles west of Bailleul, and about
three miles south of the Mont des Cats.
Australian units, whose fortitude had been

proved in many battles, were posted
somewhere about Meteren. Thence the
line ran north-eastward through the dip
between Mont Kemmel and the main
group of heights. French forces held all
the dip, and were established on the slopes
of Mont Rouge and the Scherpenberg.
The French were quite close to the village
of Locre, under Mont Rouge, and. their
part of the line extended north of the
heights as far as the hamlet of La Clytte.
Until the German ojfensive began all this
area was full of troops in reserve and
‘busy with the work of war. There was
even little officers’ club at Locre, where
the tall church-tower, screened in the past

by Mont Kemmel, had suffered no damage
in the earlier years.
From La Clytte British troops carried

the line onwards into the lower ground
towards Ypres. We werestill holding the
patchof tree-stumps known as Ridge
Wood, and the desolate ground east of
Dickebusch Lake, and the ruins of the
village of Voormezeele. South of Ypres
the line reached the Ypres-Comines Canal
at Lock 8, less than a mile and a half from
the site of the destroyed city. Sir Douglas.
Haig has mentioned our 25th, 49th, and
21st Divisions as having participated in
the action, and it seems probable that they
were all stationed in the sector between
La Clytte and the canal.

- The assault was preceded by a bom--
bardment. which began early in the night,
but by daybreak the enemy’s attacking
forces were moving forward. At Meteren
and in all the Jow ground towards St.
Jans Cappel the advancing “‘ waves”

By Lovat Fraser
simply melted away. The reply, of the
Australians was so vigorous and sustained
that the Germans never had the smallest
chance of turning the Mont des Cats from
the south. On the French portion of the
front the enemy reached -the lower slopes
of Mont Rouge, and they also touched
the foot of the Scherpenberg, but their
limited success was cf very short duration.
The French quickly rallied, and in the
afternoon they swept the enemy back
and drove them headlong through Locre.
Stories are told of an unnamed French
captain who led his men in a most daring
-fashion, shattered the German ranks, and
by nightfall had carried the line nearly a
mile beyond Locre towards Dranoutre.

British Invincible Tenacity

Our allies amply avenged the loss of
Mont Kemmel, and it must be added that

in this action the possession of the height
seems to have been of no profit to the
Germans. The allied artillery poured a
concentrated fire upon the hill throughout
the day. More recently, however, reports

have shown that the enemy are converting
Mont Kemmel into a formidable strong-
hotd.
The British troops north of the heights

as far as Voormezeele fought magnificently
throughout the day. Our menheid their
own with dogged determination and never
yielded an inch. Four times the Germans
advanced to the attack, only to wither

under our rifle and artillery fire. At
Ridge Wood our soldiers would not be
denied, and sallying forth they got
among the discomfited Germans with the
bayonet. The whole area of this portion
ef the attack was thickly strewn with
German dead. The achievement of these
British forces was the more remarkable
because they cannot have been holding
a very-favourable line, and they were
undoubtedly greatly outnumbered. Their
success recalls the critical days of the First
Battle of Ypres, and the nation rejoiced
when it heard of their invincible tenacity.

Such, in brief, was the action of April
29th, which grew in importance the more.
its details became known. The effect
upon the Germans was impressive, for
throughout the remainder of the week they
refrained from attacking. Thrice they
began an organised bombardment, once

down on the Somme, and on twooccasions
in the north, but their infantry made no
move.

In the Southern Salient

On Friday, May 3rd; they started late
at night to bombard the scene of their
failure on the previous Monday, but
though the Allies stood to arms, the
expected assault at daybreak on Saturday,
May 4th, did not develop. It was
thought that the formidable reply of the
British gunners deranged the plans of the
enemy, though another possible explana-
tion was that the Germans were, so to
speak, “stuck in the mud.” There was
much heavy rainfall during the week, ~
and it was remarked that betwecn the
Scherpenberg and Ypres the men in the
German front line were “living in a
bog.” : s :
‘Yet im spite of the pause, the conviction

grew that the enemy meant to attack
again» very quickly, and probably in
greater strength than ever. The success
on April 29th did not blind the Allies to
the great advantages gained by the
Germans during the preceding six weeks,

nor did it serve to conceal the gravity of
the menace still offered by the foe.. The
only puzzle was where the next blow
would fall. Their artillery work sug-
gested that they possibly meant. to
continue the northern battle, and it was
evident that they were toiling hard to
make Mont Kemmel impregnable. On
the other hand, all reports concurred in
declaring that their principal concen-
trations remained in the south, astride
the Somme. They shelled the city of
Amiens two or three times a day, and an
experienced correspondent declared that
“ Amiens as a whole is fast travelling the
same road as poor Arras.” : #2
Broadly speaking, it may be said that

there had been no general resumption of
the offensive in the south since March
30th. The Germans showed a disposition
to renew it on April 4th, but were so
severcly handled by the British north of
the Sommethat their attack soon ceased.
Thereafter they confined themselves to
occasional local assaults, of which the
principal one was the fierce struggle
at Villers-Bretonneux on April 24th and
25th. The object of this combat was
to gain possession of the highest ground
in the angle between the Somme and
the River Luce, but the Germans were
foiled by the fine couhter-attack delivered
at night by Anzacs ‘and certain British
units. It may really be said that the
enemy were comparatively stationary in
all the southern: salient for a period of
five weeks, in which time they only made
occasional limited attempts to seize
certain vantage-points.

The True and Right Policy

During all those weeks their most
prominentactivities were deflected tothe
northern battle. But the allied’ airmen
who swept constantly over the southern
salient sawthat within the line the whole
region was like a busy ant-heap.
The long delay was of inestimable

advantage to the Allies, for it enabled
General Foch and his coadjutors to com-~
plete their preparations for meeting the
next strokes of the enemy. We may take
it as absolutely certain that the German
movements had not gone “according to
plan.” Every day’s grace gained by the
allied commanders made the German
task more difficult. One thing was made
perfectly clear by the action in the north
on April 29th, and that was that the

Allies meant to fight out the issue where
they stood. There were to be no more
voluntary retirements, and indeed there

could be none. The Allies could hope
for no better line than the one they held,|
and every retrograde movement hence-.
forth was bound ultimately to tell against
them. = ,

This was especially true of the northern.
area. Much had been said in ‘some
quarters about the line of the River Aa,
and the opportunities existing for.exten-
sive inundations between St. Omer and
Gravelines, a point on the coast midway
between Calais and Dunkirk. It. was
perfectly true that there was not one

but several conceivable defensive lines
covering the Channel ports, each of which
might, doubtless, be held in an emergency.
Yet the true and right policy was that
evidently adopted by General Foch, which
was lo defend every foot of ground, as was
done in the immortal First Battle of
Ypres.
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attack had been repulsed with heavy
slaughter at all points, and for six days
afterwards, down to and including Sunday,
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The attack on April 29th was generally
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with forces estimated to include between
eleven and thirteen divisions. Their un-
doubted objects were to smash the
southern half of the Ypres salient, and
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beyond Mont Kemmel as far as the Mont
des Cats. They began with a terrific
bombardment, they flung their “ storm-
troops”? forward again and again, they
fought from dawn to darkness, and at the
end of the day they had not won a foot
of ground. Though it wasstill too soon
for rejoicing, the Allies began to believe

that they had got the measure of the
Germans. :

~ It is worth while to payspecial attention
to this particular action, which it was
thought might prove to be a turning-
point in these protracted operations.

Melting “Waves” of Attack

The right of the allied line selected for
attack was close to the village of Meteren,
two miles west of Bailleul, and about
three miles south of the Mont des Cats.
Australian units, whose fortitude had been

proved in many battles, were posted
somewhere about Meteren. Thence the
line ran north-eastward through the dip
between Mont Kemmel and the main
group of heights. French forces held all
the dip, and were established on the slopes
of Mont Rouge and the Scherpenberg.
The French were quite close to the village
of Locre, under Mont Rouge, and. their
part of the line extended north of the
heights as far as the hamlet of La Clytte.
Until the German ojfensive began all this
area was full of troops in reserve and
‘busy with the work of war. There was
even little officers’ club at Locre, where
the tall church-tower, screened in the past

by Mont Kemmel, had suffered no damage
in the earlier years.
From La Clytte British troops carried

the line onwards into the lower ground
towards Ypres. We werestill holding the
patchof tree-stumps known as Ridge
Wood, and the desolate ground east of
Dickebusch Lake, and the ruins of the
village of Voormezeele. South of Ypres
the line reached the Ypres-Comines Canal
at Lock 8, less than a mile and a half from
the site of the destroyed city. Sir Douglas.
Haig has mentioned our 25th, 49th, and
21st Divisions as having participated in
the action, and it seems probable that they
were all stationed in the sector between
La Clytte and the canal.

- The assault was preceded by a bom--
bardment. which began early in the night,
but by daybreak the enemy’s attacking
forces were moving forward. At Meteren
and in all the Jow ground towards St.
Jans Cappel the advancing “‘ waves”

By Lovat Fraser
simply melted away. The reply, of the
Australians was so vigorous and sustained
that the Germans never had the smallest
chance of turning the Mont des Cats from
the south. On the French portion of the
front the enemy reached -the lower slopes
of Mont Rouge, and they also touched
the foot of the Scherpenberg, but their
limited success was cf very short duration.
The French quickly rallied, and in the
afternoon they swept the enemy back
and drove them headlong through Locre.
Stories are told of an unnamed French
captain who led his men in a most daring
-fashion, shattered the German ranks, and
by nightfall had carried the line nearly a
mile beyond Locre towards Dranoutre.

British Invincible Tenacity

Our allies amply avenged the loss of
Mont Kemmel, and it must be added that

in this action the possession of the height
seems to have been of no profit to the
Germans. The allied artillery poured a
concentrated fire upon the hill throughout
the day. More recently, however, reports

have shown that the enemy are converting
Mont Kemmel into a formidable strong-
hotd.
The British troops north of the heights

as far as Voormezeele fought magnificently
throughout the day. Our menheid their
own with dogged determination and never
yielded an inch. Four times the Germans
advanced to the attack, only to wither

under our rifle and artillery fire. At
Ridge Wood our soldiers would not be
denied, and sallying forth they got
among the discomfited Germans with the
bayonet. The whole area of this portion
ef the attack was thickly strewn with
German dead. The achievement of these
British forces was the more remarkable
because they cannot have been holding
a very-favourable line, and they were
undoubtedly greatly outnumbered. Their
success recalls the critical days of the First
Battle of Ypres, and the nation rejoiced
when it heard of their invincible tenacity.

Such, in brief, was the action of April
29th, which grew in importance the more.
its details became known. The effect
upon the Germans was impressive, for
throughout the remainder of the week they
refrained from attacking. Thrice they
began an organised bombardment, once

down on the Somme, and on twooccasions
in the north, but their infantry made no
move.

In the Southern Salient

On Friday, May 3rd; they started late
at night to bombard the scene of their
failure on the previous Monday, but
though the Allies stood to arms, the
expected assault at daybreak on Saturday,
May 4th, did not develop. It was
thought that the formidable reply of the
British gunners deranged the plans of the
enemy, though another possible explana-
tion was that the Germans were, so to
speak, “stuck in the mud.” There was
much heavy rainfall during the week, ~
and it was remarked that betwecn the
Scherpenberg and Ypres the men in the
German front line were “living in a
bog.” : s :
‘Yet im spite of the pause, the conviction

grew that the enemy meant to attack
again» very quickly, and probably in
greater strength than ever. The success
on April 29th did not blind the Allies to
the great advantages gained by the
Germans during the preceding six weeks,

nor did it serve to conceal the gravity of
the menace still offered by the foe.. The
only puzzle was where the next blow
would fall. Their artillery work sug-
gested that they possibly meant. to
continue the northern battle, and it was
evident that they were toiling hard to
make Mont Kemmel impregnable. On
the other hand, all reports concurred in
declaring that their principal concen-
trations remained in the south, astride
the Somme. They shelled the city of
Amiens two or three times a day, and an
experienced correspondent declared that
“ Amiens as a whole is fast travelling the
same road as poor Arras.” : #2
Broadly speaking, it may be said that

there had been no general resumption of
the offensive in the south since March
30th. The Germans showed a disposition
to renew it on April 4th, but were so
severcly handled by the British north of
the Sommethat their attack soon ceased.
Thereafter they confined themselves to
occasional local assaults, of which the
principal one was the fierce struggle
at Villers-Bretonneux on April 24th and
25th. The object of this combat was
to gain possession of the highest ground
in the angle between the Somme and
the River Luce, but the Germans were
foiled by the fine couhter-attack delivered
at night by Anzacs ‘and certain British
units. It may really be said that the
enemy were comparatively stationary in
all the southern: salient for a period of
five weeks, in which time they only made
occasional limited attempts to seize
certain vantage-points.

The True and Right Policy

During all those weeks their most
prominentactivities were deflected tothe
northern battle. But the allied’ airmen
who swept constantly over the southern
salient sawthat within the line the whole
region was like a busy ant-heap.
The long delay was of inestimable

advantage to the Allies, for it enabled
General Foch and his coadjutors to com-~
plete their preparations for meeting the
next strokes of the enemy. We may take
it as absolutely certain that the German
movements had not gone “according to
plan.” Every day’s grace gained by the
allied commanders made the German
task more difficult. One thing was made
perfectly clear by the action in the north
on April 29th, and that was that the

Allies meant to fight out the issue where
they stood. There were to be no more
voluntary retirements, and indeed there

could be none. The Allies could hope
for no better line than the one they held,|
and every retrograde movement hence-.
forth was bound ultimately to tell against
them. = ,

This was especially true of the northern.
area. Much had been said in ‘some
quarters about the line of the River Aa,
and the opportunities existing for.exten-
sive inundations between St. Omer and
Gravelines, a point on the coast midway
between Calais and Dunkirk. It. was
perfectly true that there was not one

but several conceivable defensive lines
covering the Channel ports, each of which
might, doubtless, be held in an emergency.
Yet the true and right policy was that
evidently adopted by General Foch, which
was lo defend every foot of ground, as was
done in the immortal First Battle of
Ypres.
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Engineers lifting a temporary bridge over a waterway in France in order

‘that a motor-tug may pass through to tow a barge into-safety.

    
 
American and French officers interrogating a German prisoner.

merican chaplain conducting a service in a French village.

  
Right: Sergeant of a British heavy battery copying the instructions forp-t squeezing her way underthe lifted bridge. ; t 3 . :

BEereuerernelicen an blackboard ; indicating the minute care with which modern artillery operations are planned in advance

 

e been decorated with the French Croix de Querre for bravery in the field.uerre upon oneof the first of the Americans to win this honour.

General Philipot reviewing American soldiers who hav
n circle: The French general pinning the Croix de @

 

   
Right: British artillerymen getting ready supplies of shell

 
  ili i trolon duty on the western front in very dirty weather. : p

Abceciienent aren Aouane to advance. Photographed when the men had been shelling the enemy for 74 consecutive hours.

  
 

The Stars and Stripes of the United States and the Tricolour of France carried together at the parade at which General Philipots on the French front. Right: French and American airmen preparing fora bombing raid—showing tworleans and San Francisco to the Hun,

deéyrated American heroe
bombsthat were to carry the compliments of New O
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MASTER WRITERS OF THE WAR
 

LEFT OUT: A STORY OF THE SOMME
- By “Vedette”

The Famous Author of “ Adventures of an Ensign”

_ people didn’t seem rightly to know whatSs HEworstthing ofall,” said Leonard,
“is to be left out of a show!”
There were four of us in the big

chairs roundthefire at the club. We were
swapping yarns about the front. We had
-fallen to discussing the most trying part of
our experiences in France, when suddenly
old Leonard, whom I’ve knownall mylife
and neversuspected of beinga fire-eater, de-

livered himself of this unexpected remark.
I imagine we looked rather dumb-

founded, for he added: “I suppose none

of you fellows have ever been left out
when your battalion went into action ?”
“They never gave me the chance,”

chuckled Leslie, who had been half flayed
at the début of the Flammenwerfer at
Hooge, ‘“‘ otherwise as

Then let me tell you (said Leonard)
that I'd rather pop the parapet a dozen
times than again go through the experience
of being left out of a show. I’ve been
through it once, and—I’ll tell you about
it, and perhaps you'll understand.

 

[- was during the Somme push. You
knowthe way divisions used to han

about the skirts of the fray waiting for
their turn to goin. Well, we had about a
month of that, and what with the usual
false alarms and our daily practisings for
the.attack, we were well trained down to

a pretty fine point for fighting. Then at
last our turn came. One-afternoon we
were definitely told that we werefor it in
the morning—zero was at 6 a.m.—and we
were to move up that night to the assembly
area. We were ina bivouac on a hill-side
at the time, a dirty slope with all the grass
worn off it, and camps and _horse-lines -
and God knews whatelse stretching away
for miles to the horizon. I remember it
so well because there the colonel sent for
me to say that two other fellows and I
were to beleft out of the attack.

- was a bit of a facer for me. One
works oneself up to the idea of going

over the top like onesteels oneself to jump
into one’s tub on a cold morning. For a
moment I was immensely relieved, I must
say ; for the waiting about is the worst
part of a show,isn’t it ? And some of the
sights I had seen when we were doing
fatigues—clearing up the battlefield, and
all that—were enough to sicken a fellow
of war for the rest of his life. But then E
remembered Tony. And after that I
wanted to go over with the others in the
morning more than I’ve ever wanted any-
thing in mylife before. ~

Friendship out there means a whole lot
more than it does at home—you men know
that—it kindof helps one over all manner
of rough places. And Tony was my pal.
We went-out together, we were subalterns
in the same company ; in the trenches we

shared the same dug-out, and the same
billet when we were out of the line. We
had a regular offensive and defensive
alhance. For instance, if by any chance
our platoons were separated and I, say,
was in the front line and Tony’s platoon
in support, it was the understood thing
that if I got shelled Tony rolled up to keep
me company—and vice. versa.

WELL. as I was saying, I was to be
left out of the show. Tony was to

go with the rest. That afternoon we had

J THOUGHTof Tony.

~a bit of a walk together, and told one
another what hard luck it was that we
had to be separated after the way we had
looked forward to doing our first show
together. Until one has been in a show
one doesn’t realise that one’s chances of
getting knocked out are exactly the same
as the other fellow’s, and that afternoonit

never occurred to me—nor to Tony either,
i think—that, well, that we mightn’t see
one another again. :
At nine o’clock that night the battalio

marched off in the rain, leaving the
two other fellows and me behind in the
b'vouac with the first-line transport.
They had started the preliminary bom-
bardment a day or two before, but this
night it was getting properly worked up.
Guns seemed to be popping off for miles
around, and on the horizon, beyond the
Verey lights, we could see the shells
bursting like balls of orange fire. Gun
fire is damned unsettling, and the noise
made me absolutely miserable.

Wedined that night with the transport
officer and the quartermaster under a
tarpaulin, There was some fizz, and I
drank all I could get hold of. We all
did. We wanted to forget the clock.

R<VEILLE, blown by buglers all over
the valley, roused me upatfive, and

I awoke feeling that all the sorrowsof the
world were pressing me downlike a huge
weight upon my shoulders.
By 5.15 I was out and dressed. The

guns were strangely silent; but the sky
was alive with aeroplanes—and their
droning seemed to me like the slow,
inevitable march of time—towards six
o’clock, when. I couldn’t stick it out
in the bivouac. There was’ absolutely
nothing for us to do, ‘so I went out and

walked round the different camps. I
was near some horse-lines when suddenly,
without any warning, the guns broke out
into the most. infernal .bombardment, and
I knewthat six o’clock had ‘come.

 

 I was thinking of
him all the time. He loved his men;

but he used to curse ’em like a good ’un,
and he never realised how they worshipped
him. “ He’s a grandlittle officer,’ they.
used to say about him.
We went down to the field ambulance

pretty early to wait for the wounded and
hear some news. It was not a cheerful
spot exactly with the doctors waiting
among a fearsomecollection of knives and
saws. We waited, too—waiting is the
worst part of war, don’t you think ?
Presently the first stretchers arrived.
You know what our wounded are like:
all who are able to speak or even wink an
eyelid—damnedcheery ; the others—well,
they give one-a lumpin the throat, rather,
don’t they? And some died. And I
wondered how old Tony wasgetting along.

A MANin myplatoon, brought in with
a hole in his arm,said that Tony was

all right. He had seen him disappearing
over the ridge through the smoke of the
German barrage. And that was all the
news I could get of him. We heard of
various officers killed, but that was early
on. Bynoon the battalion seemed to have
vanished into spaee. There had been
some kind of a hitch on our right, and

had becomeof ourfellows.
That day was a nightmare. The guns-

roared without a break, and when evening

came a wholelot of heavies went lumbering
up—a devilish good sign that things are
going well, as you know. The news was
splendid. The battalion had captured all
its gbjectives and a lot of prisoners.
Whole troops of them came down, white
and ragged and wretched-looking—the
usual thing. But never a word of Tony.
That night, after we had sent the rations

and water up, we stood and watched the
shells bursting on the horizon. Westayed
up till the morning light was in the sky.
And I was thinking of Tony all the while.
Then word came. back that the bat-

talion was to be relieved that night and
would reach the bivouac about 6 a.m.
Our drums and fifes went out to march it
in.- And we waited—it seemed to mé
that I had been waiting for years.

"THEN we heard the drums coming down
the-road. There was the colonel on

his horse at the head of the column—such
a little columnit looked, hardly bigger than
a company at full strength. Here was
“A” Company, with a second-lieutenant
riding the captain’s horse and ‘another
second-leutenant marching behind. Ours
was “D” Company; it marched in rear
of the battalion, so I knew I must possess

my soul in patience a little longer to see
whether my pal had come back tome. I
knew he wasn’t wounded. Here was “‘“B”’
Company! Good Lord, how exhausted
the men looked with their unshaven chins
and. haggard eyes. and mud-stained
clothes ! And here was “‘C,” footing it
bravely along, about twenty file strong.

I was the senior subaltern of “D”
Company, with Tony next in seniority,
and two second-lieutenants junior to us.
One of these pipsqueaks was-riding the
company horse in front of “ D”—not
Tony. There was no sign of Tony. He
would be marching in rear of the bat-
talion, I told myself. Perhaps he was
slightly wounded—in the leg, maybe—
and couldn’t' ride. He must be with
them. It wasn’t possible . <
But the other pipsqueak was trudgin

in rear of “‘ D,” and my heart seemed to
stop beating. It takes one rather hard,
you know—before you get used to it.
And it was my first show!

 

aE battalion formed up, and in a kind
of trance I heard the colonel’s voice:

“ Battalion ! Slope—hipe ! Dis—miss !”
The men surged out as they broke

their ranks. I pressed my way through
them to the colonel’s side.
He had just got off his horse.
“ Tony, sir?’ I said and stopped, for

I felt I couldn’t go on.
The colonel chuckled.
“Out on patrol early this morn-

ing,” he said, ‘‘ Master Tony and his
platoon sergeant rounded up a party of
six. Huns with their adjutant trying to
find their trenches. He wanted to march
his captives in front of the brigadier
himself, so I let him go. Ah, that’s a
grand lad!”

I guess my nerves were in pretty bad
shape. I went off to my tent and
blubbered like a kid ! :
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Canadian armoured motor-cars, carrying machine-guns, part
behind the British lines on the Somme, being keyedupfor action.
 

 
 

   
 

Heavy Canadian artillery passing through a village on the wester
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MASTER WRITERS OF THE WAR
 

LEFT OUT: A STORY OF THE SOMME
- By “Vedette”

The Famous Author of “ Adventures of an Ensign”
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shape. I went off to my tent and
blubbered like a kid ! :
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View of a U boat as given in a German journal. This underwater emulator of the deeds of more picturesque but not more savage
piracy was about to submergefor an attack on a convoy, the smoke smudges of which can be seen along the horizon.

  
 

  
 

U boat outrage on neutral shipping. A German submarine stopping the Spanish mail steamer. Infanta Isabel de Borbon, off Cadiz.
The passengers and crew anxiously watched their dangerous neighbour while their fate and that of their vessel was in the balance.
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Britons Strong to Save & Determined to Destro

    To the aid of a neutral. in distress. A British patrol cruiser standing-by to take off the crew of a large neutral ‘‘ wind-jammer ’’ that
has struck a mine, is on fire, and sinking by the head.’ The neutral vessel, it will be ebserved, is fying the chequered fiag which is

the international signal of distress. t

ae
AAS

   Incoming destroyer (left) greeting a British submarine going out on patrol duty. Beyond is to be seen a line of battleships and >

It is now well over a year since Germanystarted that ‘‘ unrestricted ’’ use of the U boat which wasto starve Britain in six,cruisers.

: inine, or twelve months, but the counter-methods of our Navy haveserved to prove the falsity of Germanforecasts.
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‘By Ward Muir
Authorgof the Popular ‘ Observations of an Orderly”

the wounded represent, as a rule,

only one background to hospital
life. The drama—which concerns itself,
according to recipe, with that rare occur-
rence, a love-match between a patient
(hero) and a nurse (heroine)—is staged
in a ward. ‘

Hospitals altogether consist of wards
—this is the idee fixe of the lay public,
and even of the majority of those who
have actually penetrated into the interiors
of hospitals. Ward life, at all events,
occupies the forefront of the picture, with,

perhaps, a vague middle-distance of
operating-theatre, recreation-room, cook-
house, -and dispensary.
The visitor, it is true, passes many

closed portals in his long walk down the
corridors to the bedside of the friend
whom he has come to cheer. He catches
sight of offictals who would seem to have
no direct connection with the arts of
healing. But what goes on behind those
portals, and how the officials are engaged,
he seldom: inquires.
Yet to the extensive male and female

staff of a military hospital there is much
more to think of than the wards and the
getting well of those wards’ inmates. A
man may enlist as an R.A.M.C. orderly
and be: exceedingly busy,.yet never once
bandage a wound or even witness the
flow of blood. A girl may volunteer as a
V.A.D. and never do any nursing.

~ Behind the Scenes

A big war hospital is a complex
machine, and needsfor its. smooth running
a host of behind-the-scenes activities.
Your friend whose arm is full of pieces of

Negreed magazine stories of

shrapnel, or who has had his leg am--
putated, is being served not only by
skilled physicians and kindly Sisters, but
also by clerks and registrars, accountants

and card-index damsels, steward’s-store
men and sanitary squad, and electricians
and bacteriologists ; from the command-

ing officer and the matron down to the
grimy individual who stokes the furnaces,
or the Abigail in the pantry of the nurses’
mess, there are troops of folk whose
ministrations appear rarely to be appre-
ciated; but each of whom, in some

remote and roundabout way, is reacting
upon the. restoration to health of that
stricken soldier in the ward.
That soldier, even though he be laid

low, is still-a member ‘of the Army ; his
- existence is still the concern of the State ;
the War Office must keep track of him, as
long as he is in the land of the living ;
his regimental depot has to hear. about
him, either now or when he emerges from
hospital.

Every move he makes involves
the filling-in of documents. Before he
reached the hospital his name and his
particulars had been noted, in France, on
‘the steamer, and in the ambulancetrains;
each separate step that he took, from

battlefield to “ Blighty,” can, if mecessary,
be traced. :
The~ moment he alighted at the

hospital a clerical V.A.D. obtained from
him his name, number, rank, age,
length of service, religion, and a dozen

- other intimate details, and he was hardly
bestowed in bed before another clerical
V.A.D, was entering these in “ Field

Service Army Book 27a,” while yet a
third clerical V.A.D., in charge of filing
system, was tackling,- on his behalf,
“ Army Form W3243,” whichis a printed
card to fit a drawer in the admission and
discharge index; meanwhile, a fourth’
clerical V.A.D. is writing less elaborate
memoranda upon a smaller card, which
‘will be dropped into its niche in the
archives of the Inquiry Bureau.

An Army in Miniature

All this is obvious enough when you
come to think of it. A hospital with a
fluctuating population which, at its
fullest, rises to 2,000, and with a salaried
staff amounting to several hundreds,
would fall into chaotic confusion were it
not run systematically. It is itself an
army in miniature. Its lines of com-
munication must be maintained; the
stream of its supplies, whether of equip-
ment or of food or of money, must flow,

day after day and month after month,
with absolute evenness.

Behind those shut portals, which the
visitor passes so negligently, there is a
never-ccasing clatter of typewriters and
the whir of telephone bells; a glimpse
within shows khaki-clad men who, though

they have red crosses on their arms, are
seated at desks much in the manner of
city quill-drivers ; or maybe women wear-
ing the uniform of the V.A.D. attending to
parcels, letters, stamps, and telegrams in .
the hospital's own private post-office.

Here, again, is the telephone-room;
it has the switchboard familiar in all
large establishments —rows of little
signal-holes and flexible snakes of con-
neeting wires. .
The hospital is not only linked with

the outer world by half a dozen lines,

but also owns an intricate internal
system of telephones—wards and offices
and departments, and operating-theatres,
and M.O.’s huts and sergeants’ mess
and kitchens and stores, and board-
room and dental-room, and  patho-
logical laboratory and sentry-box, and
paymaster and fire brigade, they can all
speak to each other in an instant; and
all are thus dependent on the V.A.D. who
by day, or the orderly who by night,
presides at this central switchboard. And
here and there, in the corridors of the
hospital, you will remark an ordinary
public telephone call-box ; this is for the
use of inmates, whether staff or patients,
who wish to converse with their friends
on matters unconcerned with hospital
business. For the hospital’s own lines
must not be used for private affairs.

Task of the Pay Office

It may be that, in your journey to the
ward, you pass a door outside which is a

queue of convalescents in blue uniforms.
They are waiting to receive their pay.
For the soldier whois in hospital has not,
for that reason, ceased to be supported by
the efforts of the tax-collector. During
his sojourn in the hospital the soldier is
allowed to draw, for pocket-money, a
small advance from the pay which ac-
cumulates for him elsewhere. I wonder
how many civilians envisage the com-
plications of the Army book-keeping
which this system causes? -Every

regimental paymaster must be advised
of each of the doles of a few shillings that
concerns him. And the {1 note which
is handed to the soldier, with his railway
warrant, when he leaves us—this, too,
must be notified and duly deducted. Our
Pay Office staff pilots a department whose
accountancy demands expert knowledge ;
it is a bank in miniature, handling some
thousands of pounds weekly—for it not
only advances these odd sums to patients,
but distributes the salaries of the Sisters
and the nurses, the probationers, the
clerical V.A.D.’s, the masseuses, the
scrubwomen,and the unit of the R.A.M.C.
When it is realised. that these dis-

bursements vary, in all sorts of manners,
owing to differences of lengths of service
and gradations of rank (e.g.,a 1st Class
orderly gets more than a ind Class
orderly, to mention only one example out
of a score), and that if a man is absent on
duty for twenty-four hours he reccives a
cash allowance for his food accordingly,
and that there are allowances (or deduc-
tions) for upkeep of clothes, for washing,
and heaven knows what other technical
minutiz—all calculated in pence per
diem—it will be seen that the PayOffice
ofthe hospital is by no meansa place of
repose for the slacker.

The Night Staff

The Pay Office employs some women
clerks, but its main pillars are men. Like
all the other male employees of the
hospital, these men are “ unfits”’ in the
lowest medical category. Even were
they not, it would be easy tojustifytheir
retention here; for, as has been said,
they are experts in a routine which, if
muddled, would mean an appalling waste
of the country’s money as well as of
labour. But I touch upon the fact of
their ‘unfitness’? because I have heard
some nonsense talked (generally by
comfortable civilians, too!) about this
and similar berths being safe and easy
sinecures for youngsters who should be
im the trenches. Safe, admittedly; but
easy—no. The work is a néver-ending
grind.

If the visitor, instead of quitting
the hospital building, were to linger till
ten or eleven, or even twelve at night,

and peep into the Pay Office—or, for that
matter, the staff clerks’, or admission
and discharge, or .registrar’s offices—he
would generally find the electric lamps
still blazing and some of the khaki-
wearers, _white-faced and worn, still
toiling at their Army forms andledgers.
At night no hospital ever pauses. In each

ward there is a wakeful Sister or nurse.
There are night-duty orderlies and night-
duty doctors; also a specialist surgeon
ready to be called at a minute’s notice.
There is a night dispenser, a night ward-
master, a night convoy squad, a night
sentry at the gate, a night operator on
the telephone, a night Sister, a night
corporal. .
The hospital, qua hospital, never sleeps.

But it should be noted that some of its
retinue, awake at uncanny hours, are doing

without their sleep not because the time-
table so ordains, but because they are.

conscientious slaves of allegiance to a
“cushy job” more cruel in its tyranny
than the onlooking critic conceives.
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British soldiers defending a street barricade in Bailleul. The
photograph wastaken a few hoursbefore the townfell. Inoval : =
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Executions wholesale. Gibbets were set up in long lines, each large enough to bear six victims ; and natives were hanged, actually by

dozens. These people were not prisoners of war, but guilty of trivial offences against Germany’scivil authority in East Africa.
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Pencillings from Ypres by Our WarArtist
Page 254

RESTORING:
A RUINED 2

f 2 CONVENT
CAAPEAR.

 

  

 

  
  In the above sketches Mr. C. M. Sheldon has confined himself

entirely to scenes witnessed amid the ruins of Ypres. -No pictures
of the war are more familiar throughout the world than those
which show the shattered remains of the Cloth Hall and Cathedral
in Ypres. The view of these given by our artist is rather unusual,

 

d showshowthere isa continual effort to shore up whatstill

RanTaine of these historic buildings, in order to preserve them as

national memorials of German sacrilege and barbarism. The

other vignettesin
is a city of ruins,

 

the page will serve to provethat, althoughYpres
a busy and interesting life still stirs within it.
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
 

DEVASTATION AND SOME EMOTIONS
HE emotional effects of destroyed

cities upon their beholders must be
as various as the individual differ-

ences of men. Henceit is well toremember,
* when reading descriptions of the devas-
tated towns of France and Flanders, that
we are seeing these through the emotional
filter of other minds, which may be con-

veying to ours impressions entirely unlike
any our individual minds would receiveif
we looked upon the same scenes with our
Own eycs.

Ofteh, before my first visit to these
war-ruined cities, had I endeavoured to
visualise them: in. my mind’s eye after
studying innumerable photographs that
faithfully: reproduced their material
aspects. But not until I myself had
walked the streets of Albert, Arras,
Bapaume; “Ypres, and many another
ruined or ravaged town, could I fairly say
that clear. and definite impressions of
these martyr places were stored within
my memory.

Ruins, Ancient and Modern

. So individual are all things that exist,
so instinct with character even when they
look most alike, that in their very ruins
we mayfind essential differences. Through
the camera’s eye, perhaps, glimpses of
one wrecked town are very similar to
those of another. In reality the towns
maydiffer in their ruin as completély as _
Edinburgh and Sheffield do in all their
actualities of life. They may differ as
widely as the Druidic remains of Stone-
henge and the Inca fragments of
‘Tiahuanaca. j

To one who had looked upon the
ancient “remnants ~of Pompeii and the
modern ruins of Messina, and had scen an
‘earthquake’s havoc on Pacific shores, it
did not seem that there could be strange,
unheard-of havoc to witness in these
ruined cities of the war. But just as the
sights that may be seen where

.. «an earthquake smacked its mumbling
lips

O’er some thick-peopled city,

are as weirdly different from the scenes in
a town that has been shelled to atoms, so
these in turn present no real likeness to
another that has been destroyed by mine
and bomb, and I found myself marvelling
at my own unexpected feelings as I went
among the ruined places of France and
Flanders.

From Pompeii to Peronne

Walking the ancient streets of Pompeii
to-day we people them afresh with the
pleasure-throngs of Nero’s time. We see
the ruts the chariots made in the Street
of Plenty, the little hollows worn on the
rims of public fountains by the hands of

- the thirsty as they leant forward to
drink, the great earthern jarsstill standing
in the wine shops, and a multitude of
mute witness to the pulsing life which,
More than eighteen hundredyears ago,
was- so suddenly stayed for ever. The
drama of it-all is recreated by the
imagination in swift and flashing scenes,
for the stage remains, the players have
merely. withdrawn to the instruction
“ Exeunt omnes,” : >

By the Editor
Now, in Ypres this is not so. I have

elsewhere likened that city to an aban-
doned brickfield. To have knownit as it
was, and to witness it as it is, so over-

whelms the mind with the sense of ‘‘ chaos
come again’”’ that the very emotions of
the heart are submerged in the devasta-
tion. All reminiscent thoughtis suffocated,
stupefied. One stands at the heart of
desolation and accepts it, just as one
accepts the stony desolation of the Andes,

the lava-strewn slopes of Vesuvius. Even
hatred of the fiends who made this waste
is but faintly felt. The soldiers who thread
its crazy lanes are also, I am persuaded,
only dimly conscious of this tragic setting
to the great drama in which they are
playing their parts.

A dead body mangled out of all re-
semblance to anything humanis far less
an object of pity than one that lies prone
with nothing but a trickle of blood upon
its brow, or a dark clot byits side, to tell
you why it moves no more. Ypres is a
mangled, shapeless corpse of a town. So,
too, Bapaume, Péronne, and others I
have seen. Yet Bapaumeis unlike Ypres,
for death came to it from within, while
Ypres was blasted down by missiles from
afar. Ypres was knocked down, Bapaume
was blown up; Péronne likewise.

In every house of Bapaume, where so
long the Huns had habited the cellars—-
each of these, when I first saw it, still
bearing a notice stating how manyofficers
or men could be accommodated within—
bombs had been placed and detonated as
the fiends withdrew. They did their work
well; not one building was spared. The
Town Hall seemed to have escaped, but
ten davs after they had gone a cunningly
concealed mine. added it to the general
ruin, and gave ghastly burial to some of
our brave countrymen. .

Corpses of Towns -

There are many buildings in Bapaume
that, seen a little way off, look curiously

erect amid the neighbouring wreckage ;
but-these. are mere shells from which the
cores have gone. The fine old monastic
pile beside the wreck of the churchis the
only one whose splendid brickwork with-
stood in some nieasure the force of the
bombs that burst within. Some day it
might be capable of restoration.

For the rest, Bapaume is a bewilder-
ing scene of wreckage, and within its

shattered walls one pondered less upon
the pathos and tragedy of the lives of
the townspeople that had been broken
for ever than on the meaningless idiocy
of it all.

The signs of the quiet life once lived
here are so utterly swept away that,

_ despite the outer shells of things that’ still
stand mockingly real, but soon must fall,
the mind is merely conscious of a sense
of impotent wrath against those who
wrought this abomination of. waste;
sorrow, compassion for the pitiful towns-
folk, scattered abroad as indiscriminately
as their old hearths, comes rather in the

retrospect than in the actuality of wit-
nessing the devastated scene.

If Ypres, Bapaume, Péronne are but
mangled corpses of towns, not so Albert
or Arras. These places, when I revisited

them and last walked their historic
causeways, a few days before the Hun

recaptured the one and drew perilously
near to the other, impressed me profoundly
with the pathos of their tortured lives.
They were as wounded things that might
yet be made whole; as creatures still
worth saving, for whom the final doom

had notyet struck. The Virgin impending
from the shattered spire of Albert’s great

brick church was a strange symbol of
hope, and the church itself, battered by
countless shells, presented a certain

dignity of suffering which probably out-
shone any beauty it had been endowed
with by its builders.

. In Pitiful Contrast

The venturesome folk who had come
back to these shell-torn towns and were
doggedly trying to live on in houses that
still stood scathless alongside many a
gaping ruin; the children skipping light-
heartedly from school at Albert; the
horses and donkeys drawing the little
carts of baker and greengrocer; the
thronging little tea-shops for officers and
men; and all the small tradesmen’s places
that still clutched at life where death had
been so instant and might come again so
soon—all these sights and sounds touched
the heart to, a tenderness which the
rubbish-heaps of Ypres or Bapaume
could not evoke.

It was at Arras that my memorywent
fumbling after some half-forgotten lines
of. Browning, which later I found in his
characteristic poem ‘‘ House ”’;

I have mixed with a crowdand heardfree talk
In a foreign land where an earthquake

chanced; -
And a house stood gaping, nought to baulk

Man’s eye wherever he gazed or glanced.

The whole of the frontage shaven sheer,
The inside gaped ; exposed to day,

Right and wrong and common and queer,
Bare, as the palm of your hand, it lay.

The owner? Oh, he had been crushed, no
doubt !

“Odd tables andchairs for a manof wealth!
What a parcel of musty old books about!
He smoked—nowonderhelost his health!

“T doubt if he bathed before he dressed.
A brasier ?—the pagan, he burnedperfumes !

You see it is proved, what the neighbours
guessed,

His wife and himself had separate rooms.”

Something for Tears

You will notice that an earthquake had
inspired the lines ; but theywill serve, as
it was just such a scene that recalled them.
The front of a house was “‘ shaven sheer,”

and there on a nail hung some poor
woman's black moiré underskirt. Here
was something for tears; but the ruin of

Ypres and Bapaumeis too utter to touch
the gentler emotions of the heart.

Wecan only pray that these islands of
‘ours May never knowsvch devastation,
and hope that Arras, Albert, and all the
pathetic places where one saw some
remnant of the old life ‘surviving the
shocks of the Hun, may yet be spared to
heal their sores and refashion themselves
anew.
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Pencillings from Ypres by Our WarArtist
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  In the above sketches Mr. C. M. Sheldon has confined himself

entirely to scenes witnessed amid the ruins of Ypres. -No pictures
of the war are more familiar throughout the world than those
which show the shattered remains of the Cloth Hall and Cathedral
in Ypres. The view of these given by our artist is rather unusual,

 

d showshowthere isa continual effort to shore up whatstill

RanTaine of these historic buildings, in order to preserve them as

national memorials of German sacrilege and barbarism. The

other vignettesin
is a city of ruins,

 

the page will serve to provethat, althoughYpres
a busy and interesting life still stirs within it.
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DEVASTATION AND SOME EMOTIONS
HE emotional effects of destroyed

cities upon their beholders must be
as various as the individual differ-

ences of men. Henceit is well toremember,
* when reading descriptions of the devas-
tated towns of France and Flanders, that
we are seeing these through the emotional
filter of other minds, which may be con-

veying to ours impressions entirely unlike
any our individual minds would receiveif
we looked upon the same scenes with our
Own eycs.

Ofteh, before my first visit to these
war-ruined cities, had I endeavoured to
visualise them: in. my mind’s eye after
studying innumerable photographs that
faithfully: reproduced their material
aspects. But not until I myself had
walked the streets of Albert, Arras,
Bapaume; “Ypres, and many another
ruined or ravaged town, could I fairly say
that clear. and definite impressions of
these martyr places were stored within
my memory.

Ruins, Ancient and Modern

. So individual are all things that exist,
so instinct with character even when they
look most alike, that in their very ruins
we mayfind essential differences. Through
the camera’s eye, perhaps, glimpses of
one wrecked town are very similar to
those of another. In reality the towns
maydiffer in their ruin as completély as _
Edinburgh and Sheffield do in all their
actualities of life. They may differ as
widely as the Druidic remains of Stone-
henge and the Inca fragments of
‘Tiahuanaca. j

To one who had looked upon the
ancient “remnants ~of Pompeii and the
modern ruins of Messina, and had scen an
‘earthquake’s havoc on Pacific shores, it
did not seem that there could be strange,
unheard-of havoc to witness in these
ruined cities of the war. But just as the
sights that may be seen where

.. «an earthquake smacked its mumbling
lips

O’er some thick-peopled city,

are as weirdly different from the scenes in
a town that has been shelled to atoms, so
these in turn present no real likeness to
another that has been destroyed by mine
and bomb, and I found myself marvelling
at my own unexpected feelings as I went
among the ruined places of France and
Flanders.

From Pompeii to Peronne

Walking the ancient streets of Pompeii
to-day we people them afresh with the
pleasure-throngs of Nero’s time. We see
the ruts the chariots made in the Street
of Plenty, the little hollows worn on the
rims of public fountains by the hands of

- the thirsty as they leant forward to
drink, the great earthern jarsstill standing
in the wine shops, and a multitude of
mute witness to the pulsing life which,
More than eighteen hundredyears ago,
was- so suddenly stayed for ever. The
drama of it-all is recreated by the
imagination in swift and flashing scenes,
for the stage remains, the players have
merely. withdrawn to the instruction
“ Exeunt omnes,” : >

By the Editor
Now, in Ypres this is not so. I have

elsewhere likened that city to an aban-
doned brickfield. To have knownit as it
was, and to witness it as it is, so over-

whelms the mind with the sense of ‘‘ chaos
come again’”’ that the very emotions of
the heart are submerged in the devasta-
tion. All reminiscent thoughtis suffocated,
stupefied. One stands at the heart of
desolation and accepts it, just as one
accepts the stony desolation of the Andes,

the lava-strewn slopes of Vesuvius. Even
hatred of the fiends who made this waste
is but faintly felt. The soldiers who thread
its crazy lanes are also, I am persuaded,
only dimly conscious of this tragic setting
to the great drama in which they are
playing their parts.

A dead body mangled out of all re-
semblance to anything humanis far less
an object of pity than one that lies prone
with nothing but a trickle of blood upon
its brow, or a dark clot byits side, to tell
you why it moves no more. Ypres is a
mangled, shapeless corpse of a town. So,
too, Bapaume, Péronne, and others I
have seen. Yet Bapaumeis unlike Ypres,
for death came to it from within, while
Ypres was blasted down by missiles from
afar. Ypres was knocked down, Bapaume
was blown up; Péronne likewise.

In every house of Bapaume, where so
long the Huns had habited the cellars—-
each of these, when I first saw it, still
bearing a notice stating how manyofficers
or men could be accommodated within—
bombs had been placed and detonated as
the fiends withdrew. They did their work
well; not one building was spared. The
Town Hall seemed to have escaped, but
ten davs after they had gone a cunningly
concealed mine. added it to the general
ruin, and gave ghastly burial to some of
our brave countrymen. .

Corpses of Towns -

There are many buildings in Bapaume
that, seen a little way off, look curiously

erect amid the neighbouring wreckage ;
but-these. are mere shells from which the
cores have gone. The fine old monastic
pile beside the wreck of the churchis the
only one whose splendid brickwork with-
stood in some nieasure the force of the
bombs that burst within. Some day it
might be capable of restoration.

For the rest, Bapaume is a bewilder-
ing scene of wreckage, and within its

shattered walls one pondered less upon
the pathos and tragedy of the lives of
the townspeople that had been broken
for ever than on the meaningless idiocy
of it all.

The signs of the quiet life once lived
here are so utterly swept away that,

_ despite the outer shells of things that’ still
stand mockingly real, but soon must fall,
the mind is merely conscious of a sense
of impotent wrath against those who
wrought this abomination of. waste;
sorrow, compassion for the pitiful towns-
folk, scattered abroad as indiscriminately
as their old hearths, comes rather in the

retrospect than in the actuality of wit-
nessing the devastated scene.

If Ypres, Bapaume, Péronne are but
mangled corpses of towns, not so Albert
or Arras. These places, when I revisited

them and last walked their historic
causeways, a few days before the Hun

recaptured the one and drew perilously
near to the other, impressed me profoundly
with the pathos of their tortured lives.
They were as wounded things that might
yet be made whole; as creatures still
worth saving, for whom the final doom

had notyet struck. The Virgin impending
from the shattered spire of Albert’s great

brick church was a strange symbol of
hope, and the church itself, battered by
countless shells, presented a certain

dignity of suffering which probably out-
shone any beauty it had been endowed
with by its builders.

. In Pitiful Contrast

The venturesome folk who had come
back to these shell-torn towns and were
doggedly trying to live on in houses that
still stood scathless alongside many a
gaping ruin; the children skipping light-
heartedly from school at Albert; the
horses and donkeys drawing the little
carts of baker and greengrocer; the
thronging little tea-shops for officers and
men; and all the small tradesmen’s places
that still clutched at life where death had
been so instant and might come again so
soon—all these sights and sounds touched
the heart to, a tenderness which the
rubbish-heaps of Ypres or Bapaume
could not evoke.

It was at Arras that my memorywent
fumbling after some half-forgotten lines
of. Browning, which later I found in his
characteristic poem ‘‘ House ”’;

I have mixed with a crowdand heardfree talk
In a foreign land where an earthquake

chanced; -
And a house stood gaping, nought to baulk

Man’s eye wherever he gazed or glanced.

The whole of the frontage shaven sheer,
The inside gaped ; exposed to day,

Right and wrong and common and queer,
Bare, as the palm of your hand, it lay.

The owner? Oh, he had been crushed, no
doubt !

“Odd tables andchairs for a manof wealth!
What a parcel of musty old books about!
He smoked—nowonderhelost his health!

“T doubt if he bathed before he dressed.
A brasier ?—the pagan, he burnedperfumes !

You see it is proved, what the neighbours
guessed,

His wife and himself had separate rooms.”

Something for Tears

You will notice that an earthquake had
inspired the lines ; but theywill serve, as
it was just such a scene that recalled them.
The front of a house was “‘ shaven sheer,”

and there on a nail hung some poor
woman's black moiré underskirt. Here
was something for tears; but the ruin of

Ypres and Bapaumeis too utter to touch
the gentler emotions of the heart.

Wecan only pray that these islands of
‘ours May never knowsvch devastation,
and hope that Arras, Albert, and all the
pathetic places where one saw some
remnant of the old life ‘surviving the
shocks of the Hun, may yet be spared to
heal their sores and refashion themselves
anew.
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OUR DIARY OF
Chronology of Events, April 1st to 30th, 1918

Aprit 1.=—The battle in the west. continues,
hard fighting taking place between the
Luce and the Avre, where British take
50 prisoners and 13 machine-guns. British
cavalry retake a wood, and French defeat
another attack on Grivesnes.
Announced British have advanced 73

miles beyond Ana, along the Aleppo
road,

Aprit 2.—British capture Avette between
Arras and Albert, with 192 prisoners.

French repulse German party on left
bankof the Oise.

Announced British, having accom-
plished their raiding operations on Hedjaz
Railway,retire to Es Salt.

Apri3.—Germannavalforces land at Hangé,
in Southern Finland.

Finnish White Guards, co-operating
with Germans, enter Tammerfors.

Apri, .4.—German Offensive Resumed.—
Enemy attacks with 20 divisions along
roads leading to Amiens from Quentin,
Roye, and Montdidier, North of. St.
Quentin-Amiens road British retire in
neighbourhood of Hamel-Vaire Wood.

ween the Rivers Avre and Luce the
h yield ground, ae Morisel and

 

 

    

  

  

  

   

Battles near AlbertGerais
ck ‘between Dernancourt and Albert,

and near Mesn!! and Moyenny ille with
ss and heavy East of

Hébuterne, British attack and take 200
prisoners.

British air raid en Luxemburg.
Japanese and British Mariz

at Vladivostok.

ApriL 6.—British retake Aveluy Wo
of Albert.

Germans.make three attacks on French,
two of them, near Montdidier an i
defeated ; near Chauny the French with-
draw.

First Anniversary of Entry of United
States into the War.

Aprit 7.—French withdrawal between the
Oise and Coucy Forest:

Arab troops occupy Kerak, Turkish
headquarters‘east of the Dead Sea.

Aprit 8.—Great German gunfire along whole
British front, but infantry attack fails
develop.

French withdraw from LowerForest of
Coucy and from Coucyle Chateau.

Arrit 9.—German Blow North of La Bassee.——
Attacking on front of 10 miles from La
3assce Canal_to south of Armentiéres,
enemy first penetrates our lines about
Neuve Chapelle and Fauquissart, and
pushes through towards River I On
flanks of the attack -British lines hold,
but in centre enemyextends gains through
Richebourg and Laventie. British and
Portuguese troops fall back on line of the
Lys between Estaires and Bac St. Maur,
3i miles from original positions.

French defeat attack near Ha
Mr. Lloyd George introduce

Power Bill extending age limit to 50.
British advance in Palestine a mile and

a half between coast and Jerusalem-
Shechem road. '

Aprit 10.—Continued Battles in the North—
Germany attack British between Lys
River at Armentiéres and Ypres-Comines
Canal.- Our troops pressed back to line
ot Wytschaete-Messines Ridge and Ploeg-
steert. South of Armentiéres enemy
establishes himself on left bank of Lys
River at certain points east of Fstai
and in neighbourhood of Bac St. Maur.

British evacuate Armentieres,
Arrit 11.—Fight for Messines Ridge.—A

second big- battle for possession of
Messines. Ridge on Wytschaete-Hollebeke
front takes place, the 9th Division re-
pulsing enemy with great lo Heavy
fighting in region of River Lawe,
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51st Division beats off incessant attacks,
at Estaires and north of Armentiéres,
Enemy captures Merville and drives

our troops back to neighbourhood of
Neuve Eglise.

British heavily engaged with main
German group in East Africa and in
touch with enemy based on Medo.

APRIL 12,—Germanscapture Neuve Eglise.
Gotha raid on Paris; 26 killed, 72

injured.
Franco-British success at Hangard, the

village temaining in allied possession.
Zeppelin Raid over Midlands ; 5 killed

I5 injured.
General Edwards’ troops seize Medo

Boma (E. Africa) after engaging enemy
and inflicting severe losses.

AprIL 13.—Fierce Battle for Neuve Eglise.—
After entering the village the Germansare
vigorously counter-attacked by British
and driven out. Three attacks against
our line south-west, west, and north of
Merville repulsed; four attacks south-
east of Bailleul beaten off. Severe fighting
on the front between the Meteren Bacque
River and Wulverghem.

Major-General Sykes Chief of Air Staff,
R.A.F., in succession to Major-General
Trenchard.

Fall of Batum to the Turks.

Aprit 14.—Germans retake Neuve Egli
General Foch Commander-in-Chief of

Allied Armies in France.

Aprit 15.—Bailleul and Wulverghem fall to
the Germans.
Germans occupyHelsingfors (Finland).
Count Czernin resigns as Foreign

Minister of Austria-Hungary.
British Fleet sweeps the Kattegat and

sinks 10 German trawlers.

ApriL 16.—British and Greek troops capture
Io villages on the Struma.
Germans capture most of Messines

Ridge and Wytschaete. A British counter-
attack recovers latter and Meteren.

Aprit 17.—Announced British unable to
maintain positions in Meteren and Wyt-
schaete; also announcedthat French troops
co-operating with British on this front.

Baron Burian succeeds Count Czernin
as Foreign Minister of Austria-Hungary.

Bolo executed in Par
Belgian success near Bixschoote ; over

yoo prisoners taken.

Aprrt 18.—Germans make vain attacks near
Givenchy and on southern front of new
allied line covering Béthune andLillers.
Newattacks south of Kemmel repulsed.

French Success on Amiens Front.—
Attacking between Thennes and Maillv-
Raineval on both sides of Avre Valley,
the Trench progress on east bank and on
west carry their line to outskirts of
Castel. Farther south they reach western
slopes of hills overlooking the Avre ;
650 prisoners taken.

Lord Derby British Ambassador to
France.

Lord Milner Secretary for War, in suc-
cession to Lord Derby.

Allies withdraw from captured villages
on the Struma.

Aprit 19.—AnnouncedItalian troops to ‘fight
in l'rance.

British Success at Givenchy.—British
1st Division counter-attacks and throws
enemy out of points in our advanced
defences around Givenchy and Festubert ;
all objectives gained and position re-
established.

Americans attacked near_Toul and lose
village of Seicheprey, but regain’ it

Aprit 20,—Skirmish in the Bight.—Dight
forces of British and German Navies in
touch in Heligoland Bight. A few shots
exchanged at extreme range, and one
Germandestroyerhit.

Aprit 21.—Local, fighting in neighbourhcod
of Robecq.
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APRIL 22.—local actions on. British front

 

near tubert and in Robecq sector.
British destroyers engage and put

to flight five Austrian destroyers In
Adriatic.

APRIL 23.—Naval Raid on Zeebrugge and
Ostend.—British block entrance to the
Bruges Canal at Zcebrugge by sinking
two old cruisers filled with concrete. As
part of the enterprise bluejackets and
Marines land on the Mole at Zeebrugge.
An endeavouris also made to block the
entrance of the harbour at Ostend. Total
British casualties, 588.

ApRIL 24.—Germans attack on_eight-mile
front from north of Villers-Bretonneux
to west bank of Avre, British yielding
village of Villers-Bretonneux.

Heavyfighting against the French near
Hangard, into outskirts of which enemy
penetrates.

APRIL 25.—Allied withdrawal in neighbour-
hood of Kemmel; Villers-Bretonneux
regained from enemy.

Lord Rothermere resigns office of Sec-
retary of State of Air Force.

Apri 26.—Germans gain hill and village of
Kemmelandvillage of Locre, but driven
from latter.

Sir William Weir Air Minister.
ApriL 27.—Germans driven from  Voor-

mezeele.

British capture Kifri, on road to Mosul.
In Turkish retreat towards Kirkuk 878
prisoners taken.

News of fall of Kars to Turks received.

Aprit 28.—Germans repulsed at Locre.

Aprit_ 29.—Thirteen German divisions re-
pulsed with Seyere loss on ten-mile front
from Meteren to Voormezeele. Sir
Douglas Haig reports that the fighting
was of “ great severity.’ The 25th, 4oth,
and 21st British Divisions coinletaty re-
pulse every attempt made by the enemy
to enter their positions° and, despite a
constant succession of determined attacks
in great strength, maintain their line
intact. The enemy’s losses are very
heavy.

French positions on the hills about
Scherpenberg and Mont Rouge heavily
attacked. At points where the enemy’s
infantry succeed ‘in penetrating into
Frenchpositions they are at once driven
out by counter-attacks from the greater
part of the ground of which they tem-
poraily gain possession. : :

Rumours of a counter-revolution in
Russia reach Berlin, and the German
Foreign Office asks for news from. its
Envoy in Moscow.

Reported that the Cossack force under
General Semenoff on Manchurian border
has been in action and defeated a force
of 500 Hungarian’ armed prisoners,
driving them back along the Siberian
Railway towards Chita.

APRIL 36.—Germans completely repulsed in
great Battle for Ypres,

British advance east of Jordan. Our
force east of the Jordan advances to
attack Turks holding the foothills south
of Es Salt. Our mounted troops, moving
north along east bank of the -river,-turn
eastward and approach to within two
miles of Es Salt ; 260 prisoners taken.

British continue advance in Meso-
potamia and reach the Tauk River.
Total prisoners to date, 1,800.

In the Noyonsector Germans strongly
attack the French, who eject the enemy
from the advanced elements where he
had gained a footing in the first rush,
and re-establish theirline.

British capture 5,241 Germanprisoners,
including 136 officers, during the month.

French regain Locre.
British capture Tuz Khurmatli and

300 prisoners. ‘
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AIRCRAFT PICTURED & DESCRIBED. V.

PH following
biplang, which is shown in the above

are taken from the German
‘ Luftwaften’

stands for
and the

 

‘Scouting Experi-
appearance of the

machine indicatesits having originated in
the same works as produced theB.E. and

The War Illustrated
 

 

Specially drawn for The WarIilustrated

 
R.E. aeroplanes ; the slope of the planes,
the peculiar body with the engine. pushed
far forward, the four-bladed propeller,
and the tail construction render the S.E.
somewhat similar to the B.E.

“All four planes are equipped with
ailerons, which is a peculiarity of modern
British aircraft.

 

—THE S.E. BIPLANE

 

“Owing to the position of the seat,

which (as will be scen above) is placed
very far back, the mounting of the fixed
machine-gun is peculiar, it being placed
to the left behind the engine and enclosed
by the bonnet.

‘A second machine-gunis fitted above
the top plane.”
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The War Illustrated, 18th May, 1918.

OUR DIARY OF
Chronology of Events, April 1st to 30th, 1918

Aprit 1.=—The battle in the west. continues,
hard fighting taking place between the
Luce and the Avre, where British take
50 prisoners and 13 machine-guns. British
cavalry retake a wood, and French defeat
another attack on Grivesnes.
Announced British have advanced 73

miles beyond Ana, along the Aleppo
road,

Aprit 2.—British capture Avette between
Arras and Albert, with 192 prisoners.

French repulse German party on left
bankof the Oise.

Announced British, having accom-
plished their raiding operations on Hedjaz
Railway,retire to Es Salt.

Apri3.—Germannavalforces land at Hangé,
in Southern Finland.

Finnish White Guards, co-operating
with Germans, enter Tammerfors.

Apri, .4.—German Offensive Resumed.—
Enemy attacks with 20 divisions along
roads leading to Amiens from Quentin,
Roye, and Montdidier, North of. St.
Quentin-Amiens road British retire in
neighbourhood of Hamel-Vaire Wood.

ween the Rivers Avre and Luce the
h yield ground, ae Morisel and

 

 

    

  

  

  

   

Battles near AlbertGerais
ck ‘between Dernancourt and Albert,

and near Mesn!! and Moyenny ille with
ss and heavy East of

Hébuterne, British attack and take 200
prisoners.

British air raid en Luxemburg.
Japanese and British Mariz

at Vladivostok.

ApriL 6.—British retake Aveluy Wo
of Albert.

Germans.make three attacks on French,
two of them, near Montdidier an i
defeated ; near Chauny the French with-
draw.

First Anniversary of Entry of United
States into the War.

Aprit 7.—French withdrawal between the
Oise and Coucy Forest:

Arab troops occupy Kerak, Turkish
headquarters‘east of the Dead Sea.

Aprit 8.—Great German gunfire along whole
British front, but infantry attack fails
develop.

French withdraw from LowerForest of
Coucy and from Coucyle Chateau.

Arrit 9.—German Blow North of La Bassee.——
Attacking on front of 10 miles from La
3assce Canal_to south of Armentiéres,
enemy first penetrates our lines about
Neuve Chapelle and Fauquissart, and
pushes through towards River I On
flanks of the attack -British lines hold,
but in centre enemyextends gains through
Richebourg and Laventie. British and
Portuguese troops fall back on line of the
Lys between Estaires and Bac St. Maur,
3i miles from original positions.

French defeat attack near Ha
Mr. Lloyd George introduce

Power Bill extending age limit to 50.
British advance in Palestine a mile and

a half between coast and Jerusalem-
Shechem road. '

Aprit 10.—Continued Battles in the North—
Germany attack British between Lys
River at Armentiéres and Ypres-Comines
Canal.- Our troops pressed back to line
ot Wytschaete-Messines Ridge and Ploeg-
steert. South of Armentiéres enemy
establishes himself on left bank of Lys
River at certain points east of Fstai
and in neighbourhood of Bac St. Maur.

British evacuate Armentieres,
Arrit 11.—Fight for Messines Ridge.—A

second big- battle for possession of
Messines. Ridge on Wytschaete-Hollebeke
front takes place, the 9th Division re-
pulsing enemy with great lo Heavy
fighting in region of River Lawe,
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51st Division beats off incessant attacks,
at Estaires and north of Armentiéres,
Enemy captures Merville and drives

our troops back to neighbourhood of
Neuve Eglise.

British heavily engaged with main
German group in East Africa and in
touch with enemy based on Medo.

APRIL 12,—Germanscapture Neuve Eglise.
Gotha raid on Paris; 26 killed, 72

injured.
Franco-British success at Hangard, the

village temaining in allied possession.
Zeppelin Raid over Midlands ; 5 killed

I5 injured.
General Edwards’ troops seize Medo

Boma (E. Africa) after engaging enemy
and inflicting severe losses.

AprIL 13.—Fierce Battle for Neuve Eglise.—
After entering the village the Germansare
vigorously counter-attacked by British
and driven out. Three attacks against
our line south-west, west, and north of
Merville repulsed; four attacks south-
east of Bailleul beaten off. Severe fighting
on the front between the Meteren Bacque
River and Wulverghem.

Major-General Sykes Chief of Air Staff,
R.A.F., in succession to Major-General
Trenchard.

Fall of Batum to the Turks.

Aprit 14.—Germans retake Neuve Egli
General Foch Commander-in-Chief of

Allied Armies in France.

Aprit 15.—Bailleul and Wulverghem fall to
the Germans.
Germans occupyHelsingfors (Finland).
Count Czernin resigns as Foreign

Minister of Austria-Hungary.
British Fleet sweeps the Kattegat and

sinks 10 German trawlers.

ApriL 16.—British and Greek troops capture
Io villages on the Struma.
Germans capture most of Messines

Ridge and Wytschaete. A British counter-
attack recovers latter and Meteren.

Aprit 17.—Announced British unable to
maintain positions in Meteren and Wyt-
schaete; also announcedthat French troops
co-operating with British on this front.

Baron Burian succeeds Count Czernin
as Foreign Minister of Austria-Hungary.

Bolo executed in Par
Belgian success near Bixschoote ; over

yoo prisoners taken.

Aprrt 18.—Germans make vain attacks near
Givenchy and on southern front of new
allied line covering Béthune andLillers.
Newattacks south of Kemmel repulsed.

French Success on Amiens Front.—
Attacking between Thennes and Maillv-
Raineval on both sides of Avre Valley,
the Trench progress on east bank and on
west carry their line to outskirts of
Castel. Farther south they reach western
slopes of hills overlooking the Avre ;
650 prisoners taken.

Lord Derby British Ambassador to
France.

Lord Milner Secretary for War, in suc-
cession to Lord Derby.

Allies withdraw from captured villages
on the Struma.

Aprit 19.—AnnouncedItalian troops to ‘fight
in l'rance.

British Success at Givenchy.—British
1st Division counter-attacks and throws
enemy out of points in our advanced
defences around Givenchy and Festubert ;
all objectives gained and position re-
established.

Americans attacked near_Toul and lose
village of Seicheprey, but regain’ it

Aprit 20,—Skirmish in the Bight.—Dight
forces of British and German Navies in
touch in Heligoland Bight. A few shots
exchanged at extreme range, and one
Germandestroyerhit.

Aprit 21.—Local, fighting in neighbourhcod
of Robecq.
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APRIL 22.—local actions on. British front

 

near tubert and in Robecq sector.
British destroyers engage and put

to flight five Austrian destroyers In
Adriatic.

APRIL 23.—Naval Raid on Zeebrugge and
Ostend.—British block entrance to the
Bruges Canal at Zcebrugge by sinking
two old cruisers filled with concrete. As
part of the enterprise bluejackets and
Marines land on the Mole at Zeebrugge.
An endeavouris also made to block the
entrance of the harbour at Ostend. Total
British casualties, 588.

ApRIL 24.—Germans attack on_eight-mile
front from north of Villers-Bretonneux
to west bank of Avre, British yielding
village of Villers-Bretonneux.

Heavyfighting against the French near
Hangard, into outskirts of which enemy
penetrates.

APRIL 25.—Allied withdrawal in neighbour-
hood of Kemmel; Villers-Bretonneux
regained from enemy.

Lord Rothermere resigns office of Sec-
retary of State of Air Force.

Apri 26.—Germans gain hill and village of
Kemmelandvillage of Locre, but driven
from latter.

Sir William Weir Air Minister.
ApriL 27.—Germans driven from  Voor-

mezeele.

British capture Kifri, on road to Mosul.
In Turkish retreat towards Kirkuk 878
prisoners taken.

News of fall of Kars to Turks received.

Aprit 28.—Germans repulsed at Locre.

Aprit_ 29.—Thirteen German divisions re-
pulsed with Seyere loss on ten-mile front
from Meteren to Voormezeele. Sir
Douglas Haig reports that the fighting
was of “ great severity.’ The 25th, 4oth,
and 21st British Divisions coinletaty re-
pulse every attempt made by the enemy
to enter their positions° and, despite a
constant succession of determined attacks
in great strength, maintain their line
intact. The enemy’s losses are very
heavy.

French positions on the hills about
Scherpenberg and Mont Rouge heavily
attacked. At points where the enemy’s
infantry succeed ‘in penetrating into
Frenchpositions they are at once driven
out by counter-attacks from the greater
part of the ground of which they tem-
poraily gain possession. : :

Rumours of a counter-revolution in
Russia reach Berlin, and the German
Foreign Office asks for news from. its
Envoy in Moscow.

Reported that the Cossack force under
General Semenoff on Manchurian border
has been in action and defeated a force
of 500 Hungarian’ armed prisoners,
driving them back along the Siberian
Railway towards Chita.

APRIL 36.—Germans completely repulsed in
great Battle for Ypres,

British advance east of Jordan. Our
force east of the Jordan advances to
attack Turks holding the foothills south
of Es Salt. Our mounted troops, moving
north along east bank of the -river,-turn
eastward and approach to within two
miles of Es Salt ; 260 prisoners taken.

British continue advance in Meso-
potamia and reach the Tauk River.
Total prisoners to date, 1,800.

In the Noyonsector Germans strongly
attack the French, who eject the enemy
from the advanced elements where he
had gained a footing in the first rush,
and re-establish theirline.

British capture 5,241 Germanprisoners,
including 136 officers, during the month.

French regain Locre.
British capture Tuz Khurmatli and

300 prisoners. ‘
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‘Scouting Experi-
appearance of the

machine indicatesits having originated in
the same works as produced theB.E. and
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R.E. aeroplanes ; the slope of the planes,
the peculiar body with the engine. pushed
far forward, the four-bladed propeller,
and the tail construction render the S.E.
somewhat similar to the B.E.

“All four planes are equipped with
ailerons, which is a peculiarity of modern
British aircraft.

 

—THE S.E. BIPLANE

 

“Owing to the position of the seat,

which (as will be scen above) is placed
very far back, the mounting of the fixed
machine-gun is peculiar, it being placed
to the left behind the engine and enclosed
by the bonnet.

‘A second machine-gunis fitted above
the top plane.”
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HEY are’ bold
spirits, indeed,

who, with the un-

happy examples at

ihe carly prophets

—

such as Colonel Maude,

of optimistic memory, and Mr. Belloc,

of arithmetical magie—before them, s

venture to predict anything concerns

the immediate course of -the war, In

The War ttiusrratiepof last December

uth, Mr. Lovat. Iraser did) not hesitate

fovazsert his complete convictionthat the

tong-talked-of.

°

German offensive Was

coming in the early months: of this year.

T had occasion to refer to dhe article the

other dav, and it seems. tozmethat this

quotation from1 Is worth feprinting :

a

=)

The hour of supreme trial for the sritish

nation and the Overseas Dominions Is at and.

Unless the people of these islan and our

brethren in Greater Britain stand firm in the

first few months of the coming year, Germany

mav vain the déminion of the World tor which

she strives. We may have to face sacrifices

stich as we never dreamed of when the war

began. ,

The startling truth, so. far as the position

can be judged, is that. Germany and Austria

are about to make the most colossal effort

the war has yet. produced. They appear to

be on the verge of ‘attempting’to over helm

ase feer Mont ues Cats

i eioaen FREON8
* Godewaersvelde: .,

THE FLANDERS
tive heights of the

Germanoffensive.

the allied forees in both France and Italy

before the United States can put her armies

in the field. If they strike as isexpected, no

efforts we can now make to raise fresh forces

will affect the struggle.? We ha¥e to face. the

onslaught now imminent with? the troops

alreadyfavailable. % Long before new reinforce-

ments can be raised the immediate issue will

have been decided. The essence of that issue

is whether our. litte in the west can withstand

the approaching shock, ,
4

| PO, not think that any other writer on

the war has more consisténtly shown
so thorough 4 grip upen the great essentials

of the manifold problems whichit preseuts

Mr. Lovat Hraser.. The gwritings of

no other publicist concerning the war will

bear such close examination as to

accuracy of the information” conveyed

and the sanity of the opinions expressed.

At the time he wrote these passages

quoted above, I know that some of the

very highest authorities in Great Britain,

and men of vast mil y experience, did

not eredit’ the possibility of Germany
assuming the offensive on the .western
front inthe spring of this year... ~ Indeed, I
know that'two days before the offensive
started a military léader who has a nameof
well-deserved renown was endeavouring to
prove ‘tle impossibility. of Germany

as

HILLS.—The above diagram showsthe rela-

hills between Cassel and Mont Kemmel, which

form the immediate objective of the northern. battle in the new

Note the isolated position of Mont Kemmel,

and also that Mont des Cats is very slightly higher.

may prove that Mont Kemmel, instead of being a strong position,

the’

HEN paper. users throughout the

country are practising the severest

econemies. it is a little discouraging to

see howthe valuable material maybe ised

with prodigal hand in the sacred cause

of charity, which has ever covered a

multitude of sins. There is an organisa-

tion” known “The National

Collection,” which is frequently appealing

for money to send eggs to the wounded.

have every reason to suppose it is con-

ducted on perfectly honestlines, althoug

T have noticed certain Press criticisms as

to the high eventual cost of these eggs

for the wounded. .Personally, [ have no

reflections to cast upon its aims or its

methods, but° I dog protest against a

pamphlet sent to me through the post

the other day as its latest appeal.

as

eS pamphiet is printed on excellent

paper, and weighs two and a quarter

ounces. It would be. considered” sump-

tusus advertising in time of peace, but

to-dayit is an extravaganceot the wildest

kind;

.<

The ‘paper atone at current cost

is worth about twopence. . These pamph-

iets are going pramiscuousl) through the

post, and of course, increasing the cost of

every egg that the wounded will yet

receive,

«

Two arrived at the home of a

member, of mi editorial staft ! No

but a chutl would grudge anything
one
that

Mi Rouge
isa" -

~ Locre

was a weak one,

-Events That is to say,

helped in any degree to ease the hard lot

of our wounded men, and T-would certainly

be’ thé last to say one word against any

movement in that direction, however

absurd | might conceive it to be, but to

throw around- thousands of beautifully

printed. pamphlets got up in the

for egg purchase does not vastly increase

my : yoodwill” towards this particular

charity. 5

TLE work of the heroes of the Dover

Patrol is known to all, of us—work

carried” on -with unflinching -heroism

and I feel sure that many of my readers

will be glad to havetheir attention drawn

to a fund which has been started by the

Mayor of Dover for the benefit of the

dependents of officers and men of the

patrol who have «lo se, their

; Mayor,lives on active
d to all of us, says:in a letter address

The part that these brave fellows have

played in-this war is too well known to need

emphasising, but, there. may. be some who. do

notrealise
them every:minuteof the time they are about

their duty: ‘hey freely andfearlessly offer

theit-lives daily for our protéction andiin the

defence of Old. Englatid’s Gate. ..We cannot

shate: tlieir-duties and theirgdangers, but we

due in part to its isolation from

group stretching from
diagram, it should be
heights, being drawn on a scale of ten verticals to one horizontal.

the hills are made to appear

they are, actually, in relation to their

most-

-Iuxurious style~in” ordér to raise funds

S the constant danger that threatens”

they leave behind when they return mo more,

This is a solemn duty we as Britons should

shoulder without hesitation.

There must be many people who need but

to knowof the existence of such a fund

to respond to its appeal, Contributions

should be addressed to the Mayor’s Dover

Patrol Fund, Town Hall, Dover,

“blockship % attack onere recent :

Zecbrugge “and Ostend, with

indication of how alive among our seamen

is the spirit of the days of Drake and ol

Nelson, should emphasise the appeal,” On

the return of the heroes of that attack, a

journalist, who interviewed some-of the

men, recorded:

“What will they say about the

Patrol now ?” a young petty-officer asked me,

and there was a Ting of pride and triumph in

his tone that was good to hear. 2 People

haven’t half soaked us about £,What. isthe

Dover Patrol doing ?” and all that, and it-was

well worth while to do this job and pay the

price to let the public know what, the Dover

Patrol really can do.

*

We have often felt it

hard that things we have done could not tx

made known, but we will get credit for this

job, and that makes up for a lot.”

WEPi
which

its

Dover

MK or two ago in these columns

aid something about -the_assist-

ance the’ schoolchildren of this

Mt Kemmel

ie ~

a
~Dranourre— \\Lindebeck R.

the ridge-like

Mont .Rouge to Mont des Cats.

-

The.

mentioned, gives an exaggerated idea of the

ten times higher than
width.

country are giving to the National Wat

Savings movement,

~
—

It is gratifying to

knowthat this work has recently: received

the commendation of the .King and

Queén.* After

~

visiting certain schools,

theirs Majesties sent a. message _to Mr.

Fisher, the Education Minister, m which

they referred to ‘ the unselfish and hearty

manner in which boys and“girls, inspired

by the example of their. teachers, have

formed Wat Savings Associations.” -. his

Royal appréciation of the work done for

the cause of War Savings in the schools olf

the country is thoroughly well dese rved,

for the number. of War. Savings Associa-

tions formed in the different schools of

the country,” and: #he “amount of money

collected, Has been oneof thereal wonders

of the War Savings campaign. Already’

I have given instances of this, but there

are others equally remarkable. Tn one

case a school of 1,400 children produced

£585 in three months. In another case)

500 children wrote to their parents asking

to be allowed to*»join a War., Savings

Association, and the next morning the

first’ subscriptions totalled L234: In

still: another case the first day of the

receipt ~ of --subscriptions produced de-

posits totalling notless than £423

2 x -

ion

IAH.
—.9-525.45

suming the olfensive! ae: can, and we must; do our best to help those 3

cooo-oo: eee
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British Working-Party in a Support-Line
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OUR OBSERVATION POST-
 

‘THE GLORY OF THE GARDEN’
O-NIGHT I have_been actively. sing-

ing praises for happiness shed over
the tired end_of a sombre day. Very
Wearing in its cumulative effect upon us
civilians is the battle on the westernfront,
now flaring up to the fury of a seven-
times heated furnace, now sullenly
smouldering. We are staunch enough,
but the fact that we are civilians meams
that we have lost the resilience of youth,
and each evening finds us a little more
fagged, a little more resigned to the con-
viction that for us there is no joyleft in
life. That is true especially of those of
us who hve in the great towns, where a
thousand small departures from former
conditions remind us every minute of
the war.

N May, in other years, London was in
her flower “ season,’ and the capital

decked~herself in colour that brightened
the days of all who trod her pavements.
Now,all her streets are painted in mono-

chrome, and, seemingly earlier every day,
as the sun sets later, they showthe desola-
tion of a London Sunday, once the
accepted standard of depressing quietude.
Only the beauty remains in London that
is inherent in~her irregularity and size
and the peculiar property of her sky.
Where once human interest held the eye
and stirred the heart to pulsing sympathy
with myriad human activity, the fixed

interest of still life is dominant, and what
human interest survives: is charged with
tragedy. We turn awayfromit as quickly
as we can, seclnding ourselves behind our
own doors and shutting out as completely
as we can all sad reminders of the war.

EAUTY, however, still lives in the

world, and so there is joy to be
found. Icame home this-evening more
tired than I should be willing to admit,
and looking forward without enthusiasm
to resting idly for an hour or so before
making the effort necessary to begin this
next piece of my work. It was a“‘ fag ’”’
to take off the boots that, nevertheless,
I wanted to be relieved of ; a “fag” to
hang up coat and hat; a “fag” to go
upstairs for the old jacket whose comfort
is in Inverse ratio to its presentability.
Moreover, it was to a lonely home that I

wes coming, the elder children being
absent on work for the Army, the yeunger
ones having been taken two daysbefore
into the country. My mood was that of
the man who said he would do anything
im reason except go home. Had I had
anywhere else to go to I_ would have gone
there.

O to my book-room, and there, lo, the
miracle! The table was hidden by

flowers. A large wash hand basin was full
of cowslips; three jugs, two Bavarian
tumblers, and a pewter quart pot were
filled with bluebells; several pudding-
basins were filled with primroses and
forget-me-nots ; and apart, in a soap-dish,

were several small bunches of dog-violets
and of forget-me-nots—button-holes for
father, I could see.

I NEVER rememberexperiencing a more
sudden revulsion of feeling. The

world was transfigured for me by the
pure beauty of those flowers. My heart
foundits desire in the posies, and for quite

a long time I sat before them, neither
feeling nor thinking consciously, but
simply. absorbing healing virtue from their
simple perfection. If that is rank. senti-
mentality, I’m not ashamed of it; but I

do not think it is. Rapture like that—
or abstraction, if that is the more just
word—is the elemental’ man’s spon-
tameous response to the call of his own
homeland. The ploughman pledding
home may pay no heed to the primroses
and bluebells all round him, although,
subconsciously, he is aware of their

presence; but take him away from his
native environment, set him “‘ overseas,
alone,”’-and then sudden and unexpected
sight of the common wild flowers he once
trampled underfoot as weeds will flood
his heart abrim. Yes; Kipling is right.

N° great effort of the imagination has
been needed to visualise the place

where yesterday two children spent a
perfectly happy day gathering. these
flowers. They went out. to pick, prim-
roses, I am sure. Primroses and daisies.
are the flowers that children love best.
There must he some natural affinity
between themand the children, the ‘‘ com-
monness ”’ of all three pointing to their
special favour with God Almighty, since

He made so many of them, as-Abraham
Lincoln suggested on one occasion. But
before they could get to the weod they
had to cross a pasture, and there they

found the cowslips, each fragrant yellow
corolla drooping im its bell-shaped calyx
set in an umbel at the top of the tall, firm
stalk, which it was like ‘touching health
to gather. This great basin full of them
on my table tells me the children picked
so manythat they had to go back to the
cottage with them more than once, and
did not get to the wood until after noon.

A*®» there—before they had properly
set to work to pick the primroses,

growing as if woven in the {eaf-mould
carpet—they saw a blue haze between
tree-trunks farther away, and, wondering

DODSDPDDSDDDDDMRRRKKKKKR

“i Hawe No Lover
on the Battlefield **

ISS JESSIE B. RITTENHOUSE,well known
im America as a critic and lecturer on

poetry, has lately published her first’ volume of
poems, more than one of whieh are highly dis-
tinguished among contemporary verse by the true
ring of the sentiment and the musical note of the
expression; We quote here one of the few war
poems in the book; women who have men “ out
there *’ will be gladdened by it.

HAVEnoloveron the battlefield,
1 do not go with sickening fear at heart,

And whenthe erier calls the latest horror
I do notstart.

I have nolover on the baitlefeld, a
I am exemptfrom terror of the night,

I can lie down, serene and disregarding,
Until the light.

But onthe battlefield had I a lover,
Howlife would purgeitself of petiy pain,

And what would matterall the petty losses,
The petty gain ? -

I should be one with those who suffer greatly,
With painall pain above,

And I should know then, beyond peradventure,
The heart of Love!

what it might be, came to an open glade
where the bluebells were—splendid lilies,
violet rather than blue, on rich green
stalks, paling to white about the bulb,

and very cool and refreshing to warm
hands. So, after all, the primroses came
last, as many things do that are expected
to come first; and this morning there

was only time to pick the dog-violets for -
the button-holes on the way to the station
to see their mother off,

“HE whole country is a- garden,” I
was told, in amswer to a question,

and the words brought Kipling’s poem
before my mind—“ The Glory of the
Garden ”"—with its straight command to
every man, woman, and child in this
island. Spend a shilling on his lately--
published “ Twenty Poems,” in which it
is included, and charge yourself with
renewed purpose, to do your share of the
needed spade-work. For the appeal has
a more magnified urgency in this dreadful
time,

“Our England is a garden, and such
gardens are not made

By singing, ‘ Oh, how beautiful!’ and
sitting in the shade,

While better men than we go out and
start their working lives

At grubbing weeds from gravel-paths
with broken dinner-knives,”

FEAL with ill-health or age though
2 we may be, or in other ways not
qualified for work requiring strength or
special knowledge, every one of us may
yet be sure of finding some job in the
garden that’s crying to be done, and will
glorify us in the doing of it. One thinks
of the ravaged beauty of Picardy, those
murdered apple-trees in the Valley of the
Somme, the warm loveliness of the Cham-
pagne mutilated and cold in death; and
then one thinks of the Vale of Evesham,
the apple-orchards in Devon combes, the
pastures and woods in other English
counties to-day so fragrant and riant
with cowslips, bluebells, and primroses.
Would any effort be too great that would
keep these inviolate for the children, and
for their children’s children, for ever ?

ee HAT can I do?” yow say, per-
haps, knowing your limitations.

Kipling specifies no man’s job, but he
throws you a hint in the last verse of this
poem—a hint. made, one perceives, with
sincere intention, notwithstanding the
half-humorous gaiety with which it is
tossed. to you im a song:

_“ Ob, Adam was a. gardener, md God Who
made him sees :

That half a proper gardener’s work is
done upon his knees’; ’

So when your work is finished you can
wash your hands and pray

For the Glory of the Garden, that it
may not pass away !” .

And, having done that, take comfort to.
your heart with this assurance stoutly
proclaimed by the seer, with an emphasis
requiring italic type when set in printed
words: “‘ And the Glory of the Garden. it
shall never passaway |” ,

c. M.
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OUR OBSERVATION POST-
 

‘THE GLORY OF THE GARDEN’
O-NIGHT I have_been actively. sing-

ing praises for happiness shed over
the tired end_of a sombre day. Very
Wearing in its cumulative effect upon us
civilians is the battle on the westernfront,
now flaring up to the fury of a seven-
times heated furnace, now sullenly
smouldering. We are staunch enough,
but the fact that we are civilians meams
that we have lost the resilience of youth,
and each evening finds us a little more
fagged, a little more resigned to the con-
viction that for us there is no joyleft in
life. That is true especially of those of
us who hve in the great towns, where a
thousand small departures from former
conditions remind us every minute of
the war.

N May, in other years, London was in
her flower “ season,’ and the capital

decked~herself in colour that brightened
the days of all who trod her pavements.
Now,all her streets are painted in mono-

chrome, and, seemingly earlier every day,
as the sun sets later, they showthe desola-
tion of a London Sunday, once the
accepted standard of depressing quietude.
Only the beauty remains in London that
is inherent in~her irregularity and size
and the peculiar property of her sky.
Where once human interest held the eye
and stirred the heart to pulsing sympathy
with myriad human activity, the fixed

interest of still life is dominant, and what
human interest survives: is charged with
tragedy. We turn awayfromit as quickly
as we can, seclnding ourselves behind our
own doors and shutting out as completely
as we can all sad reminders of the war.

EAUTY, however, still lives in the

world, and so there is joy to be
found. Icame home this-evening more
tired than I should be willing to admit,
and looking forward without enthusiasm
to resting idly for an hour or so before
making the effort necessary to begin this
next piece of my work. It was a“‘ fag ’”’
to take off the boots that, nevertheless,
I wanted to be relieved of ; a “fag” to
hang up coat and hat; a “fag” to go
upstairs for the old jacket whose comfort
is in Inverse ratio to its presentability.
Moreover, it was to a lonely home that I

wes coming, the elder children being
absent on work for the Army, the yeunger
ones having been taken two daysbefore
into the country. My mood was that of
the man who said he would do anything
im reason except go home. Had I had
anywhere else to go to I_ would have gone
there.

O to my book-room, and there, lo, the
miracle! The table was hidden by

flowers. A large wash hand basin was full
of cowslips; three jugs, two Bavarian
tumblers, and a pewter quart pot were
filled with bluebells; several pudding-
basins were filled with primroses and
forget-me-nots ; and apart, in a soap-dish,

were several small bunches of dog-violets
and of forget-me-nots—button-holes for
father, I could see.

I NEVER rememberexperiencing a more
sudden revulsion of feeling. The

world was transfigured for me by the
pure beauty of those flowers. My heart
foundits desire in the posies, and for quite

a long time I sat before them, neither
feeling nor thinking consciously, but
simply. absorbing healing virtue from their
simple perfection. If that is rank. senti-
mentality, I’m not ashamed of it; but I

do not think it is. Rapture like that—
or abstraction, if that is the more just
word—is the elemental’ man’s spon-
tameous response to the call of his own
homeland. The ploughman pledding
home may pay no heed to the primroses
and bluebells all round him, although,
subconsciously, he is aware of their

presence; but take him away from his
native environment, set him “‘ overseas,
alone,”’-and then sudden and unexpected
sight of the common wild flowers he once
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his heart abrim. Yes; Kipling is right.

N° great effort of the imagination has
been needed to visualise the place

where yesterday two children spent a
perfectly happy day gathering. these
flowers. They went out. to pick, prim-
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monness ”’ of all three pointing to their
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He made so many of them, as-Abraham
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stalk, which it was like ‘touching health
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A*®» there—before they had properly
set to work to pick the primroses,

growing as if woven in the {eaf-mould
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tree-trunks farther away, and, wondering
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“i Hawe No Lover
on the Battlefield **

ISS JESSIE B. RITTENHOUSE,well known
im America as a critic and lecturer on

poetry, has lately published her first’ volume of
poems, more than one of whieh are highly dis-
tinguished among contemporary verse by the true
ring of the sentiment and the musical note of the
expression; We quote here one of the few war
poems in the book; women who have men “ out
there *’ will be gladdened by it.
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1 do not go with sickening fear at heart,

And whenthe erier calls the latest horror
I do notstart.

I have nolover on the baitlefeld, a
I am exemptfrom terror of the night,

I can lie down, serene and disregarding,
Until the light.

But onthe battlefield had I a lover,
Howlife would purgeitself of petiy pain,

And what would matterall the petty losses,
The petty gain ? -

I should be one with those who suffer greatly,
With painall pain above,

And I should know then, beyond peradventure,
The heart of Love!
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violet rather than blue, on rich green
stalks, paling to white about the bulb,

and very cool and refreshing to warm
hands. So, after all, the primroses came
last, as many things do that are expected
to come first; and this morning there

was only time to pick the dog-violets for -
the button-holes on the way to the station
to see their mother off,

“HE whole country is a- garden,” I
was told, in amswer to a question,

and the words brought Kipling’s poem
before my mind—“ The Glory of the
Garden ”"—with its straight command to
every man, woman, and child in this
island. Spend a shilling on his lately--
published “ Twenty Poems,” in which it
is included, and charge yourself with
renewed purpose, to do your share of the
needed spade-work. For the appeal has
a more magnified urgency in this dreadful
time,

“Our England is a garden, and such
gardens are not made

By singing, ‘ Oh, how beautiful!’ and
sitting in the shade,

While better men than we go out and
start their working lives

At grubbing weeds from gravel-paths
with broken dinner-knives,”

FEAL with ill-health or age though
2 we may be, or in other ways not
qualified for work requiring strength or
special knowledge, every one of us may
yet be sure of finding some job in the
garden that’s crying to be done, and will
glorify us in the doing of it. One thinks
of the ravaged beauty of Picardy, those
murdered apple-trees in the Valley of the
Somme, the warm loveliness of the Cham-
pagne mutilated and cold in death; and
then one thinks of the Vale of Evesham,
the apple-orchards in Devon combes, the
pastures and woods in other English
counties to-day so fragrant and riant
with cowslips, bluebells, and primroses.
Would any effort be too great that would
keep these inviolate for the children, and
for their children’s children, for ever ?

ee HAT can I do?” yow say, per-
haps, knowing your limitations.

Kipling specifies no man’s job, but he
throws you a hint in the last verse of this
poem—a hint. made, one perceives, with
sincere intention, notwithstanding the
half-humorous gaiety with which it is
tossed. to you im a song:

_“ Ob, Adam was a. gardener, md God Who
made him sees :

That half a proper gardener’s work is
done upon his knees’; ’

So when your work is finished you can
wash your hands and pray

For the Glory of the Garden, that it
may not pass away !” .

And, having done that, take comfort to.
your heart with this assurance stoutly
proclaimed by the seer, with an emphasis
requiring italic type when set in printed
words: “‘ And the Glory of the Garden. it
shall never passaway |” ,

c. M.
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WELL DONE, VINDICTIVE!
The New Spirit in the British Navy and Its Significance

| ETuspraise our fighting men. They
have had more than enough advice
and exhortation. For our own

sake, let us praise them. Midway they
stand in their terrible career, with their

work only half done and their enemy
towering victoriously in the east and
occupying the lines of a hard-hit British
army in the west. Weall feel that the
spirit of our race is higher than ever it
was, yet for years the struggle has afforded
us no clear measure of comparison between
the unfinished efforts of our own generation
and the complete achievements of our
forefathers. Long and anxiously have
our seamen and soldiers struggled with
difficult new problems in warfare, allowing

no comparison with the problems that
Nelson and Wellington overcame.

“The Nelson Touch”

At last, however, our seamen ‘have

found for themselves a task strikingly like
the hardest work ever set Nelson. In 1801
the great admiral, fresh from his victory

at Copenhagen, came to Dover to prevent
Napoleon invading England. Stubbornly
and skilfully he attacked the French
flotilla in Boulogne Harbour, but his
losses from the fire of French land batteries
compelled him to give over the attempt,
znd his failure plunged the country into
a condition of intense anxiety that led to
the false Peace of Amiens. Four years
then passed beforethe victory of Trafalgar
partly repaired all the consequences of
the check at Boulogne.
The rule that ships could not fight

against fortified places was born of the
only severe reverse that Nelson suffered.
Yet in circumstances in which even the
Nelson touch could not prevail, the
Vindictive spirit has triumphed, and to
Admiral Keyes and his men it has been
given to open a newera in naval opera-
tions, as well as to illustrate in an in-
spiring manner the general virtue of the
new generation of the island race.
The end of the struggle may be near

or still distant, but the feeling with which.
the country intends_to endure to the
end has changed. On land, on sea and

jn air, in field, factory, and farm the

fate that has befallen an old, broken, and
apparently useless cruiser, manned by
a few mechanics and stokers, has told
finely upon the spirit of the nation.

A Last Glorious Voyage

It was the last episode in the career
of the Vindictive that made her as
famous as Nelson’s Victory. Had she
been towed to London as a show ship,
after her first great adventure by the
Zecbrugge Mole on April 23rd, she would
have been merely a picturesque, romantic
spectacle. But, by chance or subtle
design, the suggestion that she should
become a money-collecting’ ruin, like
Egbert and other rusty Tanks, only added
a note of rich humour to the story of her
achievements.
She first outfought the enemy on the

Flemish coast, and helped to close his
principal Channel port; then, when she
was apparently reduced to a wrecked
hulk, she deceived him, and by one of
the most glorious examples of the art
of counter-espionage and camouflage, pre-
tended to be dressing herself up for a
London show, at a time when she was

By EDWARD WRIGHT

waiting for a wind north by west,.a calm
sea, and a tide to make another surprise
attack upon the deluded enemy.
The weather that she wanted arrived

on Thursday evening, May oth, 1918.
When darkness fell the Vindictive set out
onherlast voyage, after a struggle between
her engineers, stokers, and ship’s company
generally and other officers and men of
the Dover Patrol. Vindictive’s men were
implored not to be greedy, and asked to
let others have a chance. They replied
that the last thing in the world they liked
was facing perils, and admitted that they
had had their full share at Zeebrugge.
But there was the ship to consider. Had
.Admiral Keyes really thought of that ?
How could a new crew get everything
possible out of the old engines? This
Jast stroke told, and with some fresh
volunteers from the Dover Patrol and a
new commander, the engineer-lieutenant

and some of his men made a second trip
to Flanders.

 

POSITION OF
VINDICTIVE

Bassin
Léopold

  
  The War illustrated

Plan of Ostend Harbour and Docks and the
opening into the Bruges Canal: showing
how the Vindictive blocks the channel to

the open sea.

They could not, however, get the old
boat along properly under her own steam.
She was changed since the night she had
towed the Iris and Daffodil, looking like
an imitation battle-cruiser. She now resem-
bled a derelict, and, being heavily laden
with concrete, she need the help of tugs
to keep up with the monitors, destroyers,
motor-launches, and midget craft that

formed her strange funeral procession at
which the German admiral of the Flemish
coast was to be chief mourner. Com-
modore Hubert Lynes, who had been

balked in his last trip to Ostend Pier by
change of wind and removal of a buoy,

was the undertaker, while Admiral Keyes,
in the destroyer Warwick, was master of
the ceremonies.
Again the enemy was completely sur-

prised. He had no craft on look-out
duties when the British -force divided,
one squadron approaching Zeebrugge to
distract the Germans there, while the

‘seamanship.

Vindictive was being piloted betweenthe
sandbanks fronting Ostend. The Brock
artificial fog was once more loosened, amid
a rain of sighting star-shells and a tempest
of projectiles from monitors, destroyers,
and motor-launches. The aroused but
blinded German batteries answered, but
just as everything was going well from
the attackers’ point of view the weather
changed. ; rf
A real fog rolled in from the sea, and

interfered with the barrage-like movement
of the Brock mist. Had the weather held
clear, the commander of the new block:
ship would have seen the signs of the
opening, through the Stroombank and
outlying shallows, leading to Ostend
Harbour entrance. He would have had a
well-managed fog barrage ahead of him,
but clear views on either side, with visible
guiding boats sending him directions. He
was close to the entrance when the sea
mist came on, but he spent a very anxious
half hour conning the ship past the banks
on “which the Brilliant and Sirius were
grounded.

The Deed Accomplished

The German gunners worked well on
their improved plan of defence. They
maintained, with their heaviest guns, an
exact, incessant curtain fire over the ~
channel to the harbour. In spite of all
their searchlights and star-shells, they
could not see their moving target, but
they repeatedly hit it, and forced Vin-
dictive’s officers from the steering position
into the conning-tower. But the skill and
foresight behind the British vessel de-
feated all the enemy’s arrangements. The
old cruiser was not to be stopped. She
was no longer a ship, but a heavily-floating
lump of steel-shod concrete, thicker than
any fortress wall ever made. : i
She steamed between the Ostend piers,

rammed the eastern side at a distance of
some six hundredfeet inside the entrance,
swung round to an angle of forty degrees,
and sank by the act of her commander.
The speed and gallantry by which the
small crew were rescued by motor-launches,
enabling the operation to be carried out
with extraordinarily slight loss of life,
formed a happy close to an achievement”
of glorious scope. ;

Fine Flower of Courage.

Even genius, however, cannot always
attain great results at small cost, and
neither in the fortunately light casualty
lists, nor in the actual feat of blocking the
Ostend fairway to all but small craft,
was the supreme quality of the new British
offensive spirit displayed. What especially
marked Sir Roger Keyes-and the men of
his school were their scientific daring and
their inventive persistency. Nelson was
the contemporary of James Watt; Priest-
ley, Cavendish, and Fulton, but his genius

was based entirely upon experience and
Admiral Cochrane after-

wards combined science and seamanship,
but he did not found a tradition.
Only during the presentwar has there

gradually risen to high command a young
generation of British naval leaders, who
unite fine powers of technical invention
and organisation with all the oldfighting
qualities of their race. They incarnatethe
Vindictive spirit, which is a flower of mind
blossoming on the root of courage. —
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| ETuspraise our fighting men. They
have had more than enough advice
and exhortation. For our own

sake, let us praise them. Midway they
stand in their terrible career, with their

work only half done and their enemy
towering victoriously in the east and
occupying the lines of a hard-hit British
army in the west. Weall feel that the
spirit of our race is higher than ever it
was, yet for years the struggle has afforded
us no clear measure of comparison between
the unfinished efforts of our own generation
and the complete achievements of our
forefathers. Long and anxiously have
our seamen and soldiers struggled with
difficult new problems in warfare, allowing

no comparison with the problems that
Nelson and Wellington overcame.

“The Nelson Touch”

At last, however, our seamen ‘have

found for themselves a task strikingly like
the hardest work ever set Nelson. In 1801
the great admiral, fresh from his victory

at Copenhagen, came to Dover to prevent
Napoleon invading England. Stubbornly
and skilfully he attacked the French
flotilla in Boulogne Harbour, but his
losses from the fire of French land batteries
compelled him to give over the attempt,
znd his failure plunged the country into
a condition of intense anxiety that led to
the false Peace of Amiens. Four years
then passed beforethe victory of Trafalgar
partly repaired all the consequences of
the check at Boulogne.
The rule that ships could not fight

against fortified places was born of the
only severe reverse that Nelson suffered.
Yet in circumstances in which even the
Nelson touch could not prevail, the
Vindictive spirit has triumphed, and to
Admiral Keyes and his men it has been
given to open a newera in naval opera-
tions, as well as to illustrate in an in-
spiring manner the general virtue of the
new generation of the island race.
The end of the struggle may be near

or still distant, but the feeling with which.
the country intends_to endure to the
end has changed. On land, on sea and

jn air, in field, factory, and farm the

fate that has befallen an old, broken, and
apparently useless cruiser, manned by
a few mechanics and stokers, has told
finely upon the spirit of the nation.

A Last Glorious Voyage

It was the last episode in the career
of the Vindictive that made her as
famous as Nelson’s Victory. Had she
been towed to London as a show ship,
after her first great adventure by the
Zecbrugge Mole on April 23rd, she would
have been merely a picturesque, romantic
spectacle. But, by chance or subtle
design, the suggestion that she should
become a money-collecting’ ruin, like
Egbert and other rusty Tanks, only added
a note of rich humour to the story of her
achievements.
She first outfought the enemy on the

Flemish coast, and helped to close his
principal Channel port; then, when she
was apparently reduced to a wrecked
hulk, she deceived him, and by one of
the most glorious examples of the art
of counter-espionage and camouflage, pre-
tended to be dressing herself up for a
London show, at a time when she was
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waiting for a wind north by west,.a calm
sea, and a tide to make another surprise
attack upon the deluded enemy.
The weather that she wanted arrived

on Thursday evening, May oth, 1918.
When darkness fell the Vindictive set out
onherlast voyage, after a struggle between
her engineers, stokers, and ship’s company
generally and other officers and men of
the Dover Patrol. Vindictive’s men were
implored not to be greedy, and asked to
let others have a chance. They replied
that the last thing in the world they liked
was facing perils, and admitted that they
had had their full share at Zeebrugge.
But there was the ship to consider. Had
.Admiral Keyes really thought of that ?
How could a new crew get everything
possible out of the old engines? This
Jast stroke told, and with some fresh
volunteers from the Dover Patrol and a
new commander, the engineer-lieutenant

and some of his men made a second trip
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They could not, however, get the old
boat along properly under her own steam.
She was changed since the night she had
towed the Iris and Daffodil, looking like
an imitation battle-cruiser. She now resem-
bled a derelict, and, being heavily laden
with concrete, she need the help of tugs
to keep up with the monitors, destroyers,
motor-launches, and midget craft that

formed her strange funeral procession at
which the German admiral of the Flemish
coast was to be chief mourner. Com-
modore Hubert Lynes, who had been

balked in his last trip to Ostend Pier by
change of wind and removal of a buoy,

was the undertaker, while Admiral Keyes,
in the destroyer Warwick, was master of
the ceremonies.
Again the enemy was completely sur-

prised. He had no craft on look-out
duties when the British -force divided,
one squadron approaching Zeebrugge to
distract the Germans there, while the
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artificial fog was once more loosened, amid
a rain of sighting star-shells and a tempest
of projectiles from monitors, destroyers,
and motor-launches. The aroused but
blinded German batteries answered, but
just as everything was going well from
the attackers’ point of view the weather
changed. ; rf
A real fog rolled in from the sea, and

interfered with the barrage-like movement
of the Brock mist. Had the weather held
clear, the commander of the new block:
ship would have seen the signs of the
opening, through the Stroombank and
outlying shallows, leading to Ostend
Harbour entrance. He would have had a
well-managed fog barrage ahead of him,
but clear views on either side, with visible
guiding boats sending him directions. He
was close to the entrance when the sea
mist came on, but he spent a very anxious
half hour conning the ship past the banks
on “which the Brilliant and Sirius were
grounded.

The Deed Accomplished

The German gunners worked well on
their improved plan of defence. They
maintained, with their heaviest guns, an
exact, incessant curtain fire over the ~
channel to the harbour. In spite of all
their searchlights and star-shells, they
could not see their moving target, but
they repeatedly hit it, and forced Vin-
dictive’s officers from the steering position
into the conning-tower. But the skill and
foresight behind the British vessel de-
feated all the enemy’s arrangements. The
old cruiser was not to be stopped. She
was no longer a ship, but a heavily-floating
lump of steel-shod concrete, thicker than
any fortress wall ever made. : i
She steamed between the Ostend piers,

rammed the eastern side at a distance of
some six hundredfeet inside the entrance,
swung round to an angle of forty degrees,
and sank by the act of her commander.
The speed and gallantry by which the
small crew were rescued by motor-launches,
enabling the operation to be carried out
with extraordinarily slight loss of life,
formed a happy close to an achievement”
of glorious scope. ;

Fine Flower of Courage.

Even genius, however, cannot always
attain great results at small cost, and
neither in the fortunately light casualty
lists, nor in the actual feat of blocking the
Ostend fairway to all but small craft,
was the supreme quality of the new British
offensive spirit displayed. What especially
marked Sir Roger Keyes-and the men of
his school were their scientific daring and
their inventive persistency. Nelson was
the contemporary of James Watt; Priest-
ley, Cavendish, and Fulton, but his genius

was based entirely upon experience and
Admiral Cochrane after-

wards combined science and seamanship,
but he did not found a tradition.
Only during the presentwar has there

gradually risen to high command a young
generation of British naval leaders, who
unite fine powers of technical invention
and organisation with all the oldfighting
qualities of their race. They incarnatethe
Vindictive spirit, which is a flower of mind
blossoming on the root of courage. —
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the ten Germantrawlers sunk in the Cattegat by British destroyers on April 15th.
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THE MENACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

in the midst of the great battle in
the west, to turn our attention to

the complex movements on the eastern
front. We are all rightly engrossed in
the tremendous struggle which has been
in progress for the last two months in
France and Flanders, but.it must never
be forgotten that this is a true world-war.
To see it steadily and see it whole, we

must shift our gaze sometimesto the Near,
the Middle, and even the Far East.

The particular countries which are now
passing into the orbit of the war are
Persia and all that group of provinces
beyond the Caspian Sea knowncollectively
as Russian Turkestan. Western Persia
has already been a minor battleground
for stray bodies of Turkish troops, espe-
cially in 1915 and 1916, while German
agents stirred up a Persian revolt against
the Shah in 1915, which was really meant
to further the designs of the enemy. On
the other hand, Transcaspia and Bokhara

and Samarkand and the Kirghiz steppes,
and ‘the other territories of the Russian
dominions in Central Asia, were not very
closely affected by the war until the
Russian” Revolution threw them into
chags.

If we wish to understand what is now
going on in Asia, we may perhaps gain a
clue from the great. Indian War
Conference held at Delhi at the end of
April. e

The Conference was the outcome of
an inspiring message from Mr. Lloyd
George, who used remarkable words. He
declared that it was “ the intention of the
rulers of Germanyto establish a tyranny,
not only over all Europe, but over Asia
as well.” ‘He spoke of ‘‘ the menace
spreading to the East,’’ and said that
India must be “ the bulwark which will
save Asia from the tide of oppression and
disorder which it is the object of the
enemy to achieve.”

Os: moreit becomes necessary, even

Enemy Aims on India

The Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, in
opening the Conference, defined explicitly
the meaning of the Prime Minister’s
trumpet-call. He said that although
German machinations in the Middle East
had been defeated by the Palestine and
Mesopotamia campaigns, the Russian
Revolution had “‘ opened another door
through Southern Russia to the confines
of Eastern Persia and Afghanistan.’’ The
Germans, he went on to say, had ‘‘ made

no military move in this direction,”
because they were preoccupied with the
great struggle in the west, but they had
“already thrown into Central Asia the
pioneals and agents of disintegration.’’

e then went on to speak a great deal
about Afghanistan, and in doing so indi-
cated quite clearly the ultimate object of
German policy in the Middle East. It is
to attempt to. shake British rule.in India
through théagency of Afghanistan ; but as
one who knows something of the Amir of
Afghanistan and of Afghan politics, I am
convinced that the Germans are making
another grievous -blunder.

The Amir Habibullah is undoubtedly
the ablest and the most enlightened man
in Afghanistan. His father, the Amir
Abdur Rahman, said that his position
between the mighty Empires of Russia
and Great Britain made him “feel like an

By Lovat Fraser
earthenware pipkin floating downstream
between two brass pots.” One jolt from
either of his powerful neighbours might
shatter him. Throughout his life he
remained faithful to his pledges to Great
Britain, and his son hasstrictly followed
his example.

If the present Amir unswervingly
fulfilled his undertakings’ to us when he
had a formidable Russia on his other
flank, we may be perfectly sure that he
will keep faith when we are the only
strong Power in his neighbourhood. He
is an extremely shrewd ruler; and ‘his
dealings with the Government of India are
marked by mutualtrust and confidence.

Intrigue in Afghanistan

Onthe other hand, there are elementsof
instability in the Afghan situation. The
Amir’s brother, Nasrullah Khan, who paid

a long visit-to England in 1895, became
violently anti-European after his return,

and has been associated with the Turkish
officers and other German agents who have
found their way to Kabul, both before and
since the war began. The nobles around
the Amir do not share their ruler’s
steadiness of character, and they retain
the predatory instincts of their forbears,
who were wont to ride through the passes
into India to sack and loot thecities of the
plains. It will be gathered that the Amir
has a very difficult course to steer.
Doubtless Lord Chelmsford was thinking
of these factors when he remarked that
in Afghanistan there were “‘ many ignorant
and fanatical people who, in a time of
world-excitement, might be carried away
by. the wind of vain doctrine.”
With these points in mind,we may now

better understand the trend of German
intrigue in the Middle East. The Germans
may be said to have three purposes in
view. The first is to overrun Trans-
caucasia, between Batum and Baku, in

order to gain control of the railway which
gives direct access_to the Caspian Sea.
The second is to overrun Northern and
Central Persia, and to dominate Teheran,
in order to be able to approach the
western frontiers of Afghanistan. In
these two processes the Turks are mere
instruments of their German masters.
The third purpose is to utilise the
Transcaspian Railway, with the object of
moving towards the northern frontiers of
Afghanistan. The Transcaspian Railway
starts at Krasnovodsk, onthe eastern shore

of the Caspian Sea, and passes through
Merv and Bokhara and Samarkandto
Tashkent, where it links up with the: line
which runs east of the Aral Sea. to
Orenburg. It has two branches to the
Afghan frontier,

Turkestan Situation

It must be understood that, in the
present stages of these operations, no
great armies are likely to be employed.
The countries involved cannot maintain
large forces, transport is extremely
difficult, and we are brought back~-to the ~
old- and more familiar method of small
units moving with rapidity over long
distances, The Turks who are pressing
into Transcaucasia are to some extent
organised as an army, although their
numbers are not large; yet, should they

' succeed in penetrating far into the interior
of Persia, their columns will assuredly
be limited, and will be composed of a
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nucleus of regulars backed by light guns
and covered by a cloud of Kurdish
mounted irregulars. One such— band
under German leadership got very near
the Afghan frontier two years ago.

In Russian Turkestan, as Lord Chelms-
ford indicated, the enemy will work by a.
different method. Their agents will
endeavour to inflame the Mohammedans
of Central Asia. They will try to appear on
thenorth of Afghanistan in some strength,
in the hope that the Afghans will respond
to their insidious appeals and march
upon India. Possibly some of the German
and Austrian prisoners, who still swarm
in Russia and in Siberia, will figure in this
Turkestan movement. Many of them
have already found their. way into
Persia.

How far have these movements as-
sumed a definite and visible form ? , We
cannot speak with any certainty, except
as regards Transcaucasia and Western
Persia. The Turks are moving east-
wards from Armenia on a’ wide front,

- which may be said to be represented by a
line drawn from Batum through Kars and
Bayazid to Choi, north of Lake Urmia,
in Persia. They evidently aimat cutting
the new railway from Julfa, on the
Persian frontier, to Tabriz, the great city
which is the capital of the province of
Azerbaijan. We know nothing definite
about what is happening east of the
Caspian. It is reasonable to assume that
Great Britain does not intend to remain a
passive spectator of attempts to under-
mine the friendship of the Amir, and to
impair the safety of British rule in India.

Germany Looking East

Meanwhile the British operations in
Mesopotamia are developing in directions
which indicate a desire to cover the.
western flank of Persia. Columns from
the army under the command of Sir
William Marshall are advancing through
the hills which separate Persia from

- Asiatic Turkey. They have taken the
important town of Kirkuk, and appear to
be moving towards Mosul; but though
they are meeting with little opposition,
their march cannot be indefinitely ex-
tended. On the other hand, the British
in Palestine have twiceof late been firmly
checked east of the Jordan, probably
because the Turkish forces in that region
have been stiffened by the addition: of
German units. :

On the front in Eastern Europe the
recent records show a long and unvarying
story of German progress and aggression.
The Germans, though not in great force, -
have conquered the Crimea and have
reached Taganrog, on the Seasof Azov.
They have captured the Russian Black
Sea Fleet, and haveseized the enormously
valuable mining area in the Donetz basin.
Their armies dominate the Ukraine: in
Finland they are proposing to create a
German king; in Rumania they have
compelled the acceptance of | crushing
“peace” terms. From the Baltic’ to
the Black Sea Germanarmsare supreme,
and the way is clear for their farther
penetration into Central Asia. Whatever
happensin the west, the war can never be
counted by the Allies as won untilthe
balance of power is restored in Eastern
Europe and in the countries beyond the
Black Sea. :

é
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Right: Britienartillery officer using a brother officer as a stand for his telescope.
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in the midst of the great battle in
the west, to turn our attention to

the complex movements on the eastern
front. We are all rightly engrossed in
the tremendous struggle which has been
in progress for the last two months in
France and Flanders, but.it must never
be forgotten that this is a true world-war.
To see it steadily and see it whole, we

must shift our gaze sometimesto the Near,
the Middle, and even the Far East.

The particular countries which are now
passing into the orbit of the war are
Persia and all that group of provinces
beyond the Caspian Sea knowncollectively
as Russian Turkestan. Western Persia
has already been a minor battleground
for stray bodies of Turkish troops, espe-
cially in 1915 and 1916, while German
agents stirred up a Persian revolt against
the Shah in 1915, which was really meant
to further the designs of the enemy. On
the other hand, Transcaspia and Bokhara

and Samarkand and the Kirghiz steppes,
and ‘the other territories of the Russian
dominions in Central Asia, were not very
closely affected by the war until the
Russian” Revolution threw them into
chags.

If we wish to understand what is now
going on in Asia, we may perhaps gain a
clue from the great. Indian War
Conference held at Delhi at the end of
April. e

The Conference was the outcome of
an inspiring message from Mr. Lloyd
George, who used remarkable words. He
declared that it was “ the intention of the
rulers of Germanyto establish a tyranny,
not only over all Europe, but over Asia
as well.” ‘He spoke of ‘‘ the menace
spreading to the East,’’ and said that
India must be “ the bulwark which will
save Asia from the tide of oppression and
disorder which it is the object of the
enemy to achieve.”

Os: moreit becomes necessary, even

Enemy Aims on India

The Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford, in
opening the Conference, defined explicitly
the meaning of the Prime Minister’s
trumpet-call. He said that although
German machinations in the Middle East
had been defeated by the Palestine and
Mesopotamia campaigns, the Russian
Revolution had “‘ opened another door
through Southern Russia to the confines
of Eastern Persia and Afghanistan.’’ The
Germans, he went on to say, had ‘‘ made

no military move in this direction,”
because they were preoccupied with the
great struggle in the west, but they had
“already thrown into Central Asia the
pioneals and agents of disintegration.’’

e then went on to speak a great deal
about Afghanistan, and in doing so indi-
cated quite clearly the ultimate object of
German policy in the Middle East. It is
to attempt to. shake British rule.in India
through théagency of Afghanistan ; but as
one who knows something of the Amir of
Afghanistan and of Afghan politics, I am
convinced that the Germans are making
another grievous -blunder.

The Amir Habibullah is undoubtedly
the ablest and the most enlightened man
in Afghanistan. His father, the Amir
Abdur Rahman, said that his position
between the mighty Empires of Russia
and Great Britain made him “feel like an

By Lovat Fraser
earthenware pipkin floating downstream
between two brass pots.” One jolt from
either of his powerful neighbours might
shatter him. Throughout his life he
remained faithful to his pledges to Great
Britain, and his son hasstrictly followed
his example.

If the present Amir unswervingly
fulfilled his undertakings’ to us when he
had a formidable Russia on his other
flank, we may be perfectly sure that he
will keep faith when we are the only
strong Power in his neighbourhood. He
is an extremely shrewd ruler; and ‘his
dealings with the Government of India are
marked by mutualtrust and confidence.

Intrigue in Afghanistan

Onthe other hand, there are elementsof
instability in the Afghan situation. The
Amir’s brother, Nasrullah Khan, who paid

a long visit-to England in 1895, became
violently anti-European after his return,

and has been associated with the Turkish
officers and other German agents who have
found their way to Kabul, both before and
since the war began. The nobles around
the Amir do not share their ruler’s
steadiness of character, and they retain
the predatory instincts of their forbears,
who were wont to ride through the passes
into India to sack and loot thecities of the
plains. It will be gathered that the Amir
has a very difficult course to steer.
Doubtless Lord Chelmsford was thinking
of these factors when he remarked that
in Afghanistan there were “‘ many ignorant
and fanatical people who, in a time of
world-excitement, might be carried away
by. the wind of vain doctrine.”
With these points in mind,we may now

better understand the trend of German
intrigue in the Middle East. The Germans
may be said to have three purposes in
view. The first is to overrun Trans-
caucasia, between Batum and Baku, in

order to gain control of the railway which
gives direct access_to the Caspian Sea.
The second is to overrun Northern and
Central Persia, and to dominate Teheran,
in order to be able to approach the
western frontiers of Afghanistan. In
these two processes the Turks are mere
instruments of their German masters.
The third purpose is to utilise the
Transcaspian Railway, with the object of
moving towards the northern frontiers of
Afghanistan. The Transcaspian Railway
starts at Krasnovodsk, onthe eastern shore

of the Caspian Sea, and passes through
Merv and Bokhara and Samarkandto
Tashkent, where it links up with the: line
which runs east of the Aral Sea. to
Orenburg. It has two branches to the
Afghan frontier,

Turkestan Situation

It must be understood that, in the
present stages of these operations, no
great armies are likely to be employed.
The countries involved cannot maintain
large forces, transport is extremely
difficult, and we are brought back~-to the ~
old- and more familiar method of small
units moving with rapidity over long
distances, The Turks who are pressing
into Transcaucasia are to some extent
organised as an army, although their
numbers are not large; yet, should they

' succeed in penetrating far into the interior
of Persia, their columns will assuredly
be limited, and will be composed of a
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nucleus of regulars backed by light guns
and covered by a cloud of Kurdish
mounted irregulars. One such— band
under German leadership got very near
the Afghan frontier two years ago.

In Russian Turkestan, as Lord Chelms-
ford indicated, the enemy will work by a.
different method. Their agents will
endeavour to inflame the Mohammedans
of Central Asia. They will try to appear on
thenorth of Afghanistan in some strength,
in the hope that the Afghans will respond
to their insidious appeals and march
upon India. Possibly some of the German
and Austrian prisoners, who still swarm
in Russia and in Siberia, will figure in this
Turkestan movement. Many of them
have already found their. way into
Persia.

How far have these movements as-
sumed a definite and visible form ? , We
cannot speak with any certainty, except
as regards Transcaucasia and Western
Persia. The Turks are moving east-
wards from Armenia on a’ wide front,

- which may be said to be represented by a
line drawn from Batum through Kars and
Bayazid to Choi, north of Lake Urmia,
in Persia. They evidently aimat cutting
the new railway from Julfa, on the
Persian frontier, to Tabriz, the great city
which is the capital of the province of
Azerbaijan. We know nothing definite
about what is happening east of the
Caspian. It is reasonable to assume that
Great Britain does not intend to remain a
passive spectator of attempts to under-
mine the friendship of the Amir, and to
impair the safety of British rule in India.

Germany Looking East

Meanwhile the British operations in
Mesopotamia are developing in directions
which indicate a desire to cover the.
western flank of Persia. Columns from
the army under the command of Sir
William Marshall are advancing through
the hills which separate Persia from

- Asiatic Turkey. They have taken the
important town of Kirkuk, and appear to
be moving towards Mosul; but though
they are meeting with little opposition,
their march cannot be indefinitely ex-
tended. On the other hand, the British
in Palestine have twiceof late been firmly
checked east of the Jordan, probably
because the Turkish forces in that region
have been stiffened by the addition: of
German units. :

On the front in Eastern Europe the
recent records show a long and unvarying
story of German progress and aggression.
The Germans, though not in great force, -
have conquered the Crimea and have
reached Taganrog, on the Seasof Azov.
They have captured the Russian Black
Sea Fleet, and haveseized the enormously
valuable mining area in the Donetz basin.
Their armies dominate the Ukraine: in
Finland they are proposing to create a
German king; in Rumania they have
compelled the acceptance of | crushing
“peace” terms. From the Baltic’ to
the Black Sea Germanarmsare supreme,
and the way is clear for their farther
penetration into Central Asia. Whatever
happensin the west, the war can never be
counted by the Allies as won untilthe
balance of power is restored in Eastern
Europe and in the countries beyond the
Black Sea. :
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The linked line—a French and a British soldier together ina
An American colone! on the western front in a side-car,

= trench. In circle: Ammunition dumpfired by the British with a jovial negro as chauffeur. In circle: French

Y whenretiring before the German massed offensive. soldiers salving cattle from an evacuated village.

British officer attaching a charge of explosive to destro i i i i i :; A y a bridge and thus hinder the advancing Huns, and (right) Enginee in . .
down a temporary bridge so as to impede the progress of the Germans during the first rush of the Oreneeee Sees es Bw ~

4 ) At a British machine-gun postin France. A quiet shave during British soldiers placing a machine-gun in a side-car, already

a lull in the storm of war. well laden, on the western front.
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British, French, and Italian artillery officers at a school of instruction in Italy, preparing for concerted action against the renewed Hun
offensive threatened in 1918. The picture of officers of thrée nations undergoing training in commonaffords a most suggestive idea of the

closeness of the alliance between the civilised peoples that have joined forces to repel the irruption of barbarism.

 

    
British guns in action near a farm onthe western frontduring the magnificent stand made against the German offensive. Where retirement
of parts of the British forces became necessary to keep the allied line intact, it was carried out under cover of such fierce rearguard action

= that the enemy was madeto pay dearly in life for the ground which he gained.
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With Marshall's Troops Marching Towards Mosul
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Mesopotamia. The Turks were cleared out of their positions on the Upper

began his preparations for his present advance north of Bagdad. These

partment, in view_of the long march through most inhospitable country.

<

Live ration meat and transport crossing the Diala River,
Diala River last October, and General Marshall at once
preparations included elaborate organisation in the commissariat de
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This town is on the road that runs north-east from Bagdad to Teheran, and while held by the

s troops advancing west of it to Mosul. Khanikin had previously been taken by the
d remained in Turkish hands until occupied by the British late in 1917.

Indian cavalry patrol entering Khanikin.
Turks menaced the right flank of General Marshall’

Russians, but was evacuated by them in July, an
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French Generals Who Stayed the German Attack
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Cumbersome and not comely, but quick and efficient. One of the Tanks of the French Armyresting for repairs ina village near the

western front. Right: General Boichal, who has displayed great ability, in charge of a division between Montdidier and Lassigny.

 

     
 

askin 
American convoy in France moving forward with supplies. Right : General Humbert, one of the French commanders who reorganised ,

the allied line to the south of Ham, arrested the massed onrush, and fought the Huns to a standstill.

 

   
 

Oneof the guns of the French Reserve hurried into position to hold up the Germanoffensive. Right : General Pelle who, in command.
of three French divisions, hurried to the region where the German masses broke on the British Fifth Army, and stayed them.
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King George, visiting the R.A.F. Armaments School, inspects an aerial gun. Left

‘ to right : His Majesty, Lord Cromer, Brig.-Gen. Hearson, Cmdr. Sir Charles Cust.
, : Right: Brazilian airmen in England. Note the leopard-skin cap and gloves.

  

  
 

ReA.F. observer with his wireless transmitter to keep in touch with the guns. Left:
British Staff officer in Mesopotamia reading a message dropped from an aeroplane.

  
 

 
At a Frenchanti-aircraft station. The men rushing to their guns on the alarm having been received that enemy aircraft were
approaching. The man on the qun platform, with arm upraised, wasindicating the direction from which the enemy were coming.
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Cumbersome and not comely, but quick and efficient. One of the Tanks of the French Armyresting for repairs ina village near the

western front. Right: General Boichal, who has displayed great ability, in charge of a division between Montdidier and Lassigny.
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of three French divisions, hurried to the region where the German masses broke on the British Fifth Army, and stayed them.
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i i ishness of the British soldier r 5 c

Sener ennoecordtiscatiactan Motor Machine-guns enjoying a musical evening in their dug-out during a pause in the fighting.

eS.

this sturdy lad found amusement in posing with a large doll he had found.

Darkroom built by a French photographer, adorned with a grotesque repre-
Right : French and British comrades playing cards.
 

 
The Camel Corps at play in Egypt: A tug

 

   
-of-war between Australians and Indians. The native hauteur of the camels seems to have

been sorely tried ; some preserved an expression of disdain, but one (in the foreground) displayed distinct curiosity in the contest. ,
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—the Norman sea-port, crouched in
; a rift of the white rampart of tall

cliffs, was full of English soldiers. There
was no French garrison, though there was
a depot of Belgian troops, but the whole
town was crowded with hospitals for
TIyench wounded, and, of afternoons, one
met their convalescents everywhere. ri
The coast-line facing England was so

like ours that one could not but believe
in a prehistoric day when between these
coasts no dividing channel lay. And the
downlands, topping the white walls of
chalk were like our Sussex Downs.
Turning inland from the falaises to a
hamlet, cowering in its twisted combe

- from the north-east winds, one could
scarce help a sense of surprise to hear
French in the mouthsof the stocky, grey-
eyed fisherfoll and peasants.

QOMETIMES; in the sunny, windyafter-
noonsof those March days, the English

chaplain (only here for a+ few weeks)
would walk along the ragged strand under
the high, staring, white falaises. But he
liked the downs at the top of them better;
the great height above the sea gave a
wider outlook and made them more
cheerful, and the walking was more
pleasant, for down below between cliff
and tide there lay no stretch of smooth
sand, but a floor of rock, sharp and un-

even. -At the top, close to the brink of
the- precipice, ran a level path, often
broken and interrupted for a dozen feet,
where rain and frost had rotted out a
bulk of chalk and hurled it down to the-
‘shore. In one place stile, held up—and
not to be so held up for long—only by the
postson its landward side, hung out over
the cliff’s edge. Yet, in the direction of
the town, the path still ran up to within
a few inches of it. On the other. side
three yards of the path had gone down.

N one of those afternoons of brisk
gale and bright but chill sunshine,

the Fnglish priest was walking by the
strand, intending to come back by the
way above,. towards the hamlet we may
call Port-au-Vent, consisting of a score

of fishermen’s cabins, a double score of
summervillas, all shut up now, and a huge
hotel, now a hospital for french wounded.

Here and there, close to the sea, one of
these men-(perhaps half a dozen altogether)
was groping among the rock-pools for
mussels. Those solitary dark figures
made the loneliness seemgreater instead
of mitigating it. Except for the whistle
of the wind and the long sad lisp of the
tide, far out, there was no sound.

Turning a corner of jutting rock the
priest saw, a hundred yards ahead, a
dark bundle lying motionless, shapeless
at the cliff’s foot—shapeless, yet with a
vague suggestion of ghastly shape, as if

~ it might fave had a man’s, battered out
ofit now for ever; as if it might have
been a man who had walked, in the
treacherous dark, along that intercepted
path high above, had cometo thestile,
‘gropedthrough it, and fallen sheer down
‘to become yonder crushed heap of ruin.

NAY. there came a colder thrust of sug-
y gestion than that of accident, for the
‘priest had, that very morning, heard of
a horrible thing. In one of the hospitals
there had been last night a lad already

three times wounded, twice sént back to
‘the front, and now here wounded a third

time, seriously, in the head ; a Jad of frail
body and sickly mind—nerve-ridden, yet’
patched up, declared.cured, and passed
fit to return to what he had twice before
gone back to. I suppose that, throughout
those slow weeks of patching up, the
youth had lain staring at the picture of
what must come soon again, when he
should be called well enough.

Yesterday the word was passed that
he was well enough ; to-day he was to go
to the front again. But he never went.
He went, of his own stumbling will, a
longer, more desolate journey; alone,
friendless, unbidden, headlong, blind, he
had turned from the hard path of duty
and honour, and rushed scared from tha

dread cf death to deathitself. Dead by
his own hand they had found him when,
that morning, they had come to waken
him to accoutre himself for his return to
battle. Thinking of this, as he had been
thinking of it all day, the priest hurried
on, with dread, to where the shapeless,

dark bundle lay huddled under the cliffs.

ifs was but.a tangle of seaweed twisted
about with a long rag of sodden, tawny

sail-cloth. To find it such gave a sense
of relief, as from a threatened disaster
averted. Yet the memory of that dead
dad stuck the closer for the few minutes
of uncertainty. He was dead, anyway,
and yesterday alive; his poor book of
life torn, scrabbled, fouled in its preface,
that patience might have written full to
a noble finis of duty and achievement.
Might it not have been? Might it all
have been different by interposition of
somelittle “‘ accidental ’’ thing? A voice
of kindness and hope in those hopeless
ears, a comrade touch on that reckless

arm ?* Over and over this unavailing
question ached in the sad priest’s mind
as he walked, with a fleeing haste, along

the strand away from the unsightly
suggestion of that bundle. It still
throbbed like a pulse in his head as he
clambered the steep zigzag to the path
high overhead.

BRYEN the wide, open spaces on the
cliff-top seemed hard-hearted,callous;

the stare of cold light, the glee of the wind
at play, all pitiless, dry of sympathy,
indifferent.

Presently, as he walked, hurrying on,

the priest became aware of a lad at a
queer play. His back was. turned, and
he would run, make a long leap, run again,
make another, and run on again, some-
times falling as he overleaped his skill.
At first he ran parallel with the cliff’s
edge, a dozen yards from it; then he
changed, ran inland, turned,-and began
making his insane leaps outwards towards
the brink beneath which lay the strand.
Each time, after running Jandwards, when

he turned he seemed getting nearer in his
jump to the edge of the precipice. It was
a ghastly play and loathsome to watch.
Had it any meaning? Or was it mere
apish sport—a parody of danger ?

At any time it must have been grotesque
and ugly to see. To-day the priest’s
surmise was all turned to suspicion.
Could it mean that? It might, and it_
might not. Hurrying on, he came much
nearer, and hurrying still he kept to the
path along which, as he knew, just in a

~

- hurrying

ungentle,

: 3 (Monsignor Bickerstaffe-Drew, Chaplain to the Forces)

* Bese the line—far behind theline dip, lay. a broken stretch of it. He
feigned often to be peering over his
shoulder seawards, as he hastened on.
The lad had run landwards, turned, saw

him, and came running, calling out a
warning as he ran.

|F the priest’s suspicion had been no libel
how odd this showing of the instinct

of human charity being stronger than the
inhuman absence of pity for himself.
“Monsieur !’’ shouted the lad, . still

forwards. ‘‘ Fattes attention !
Take care, the path fails there. You do
not know where you are hurrying!”
“Do you? Did you?”
The youth was close to him,breathless,

not from haste alone, but from anxiety.
Surely God owns us all, and we are, in

spite of all, God’s menstill, and not the
devil’s.
The lad might be two-and-twenty, but

of a meagre, boyish slimness; not a strong
frame ever, and worn down, attenuated.

The face handsome as to feature, but

ignobled, with sharp, shrewd lettering of
dissipation scored on it. The eyes bright
and clear enough, but without softness,

selfish. Yet there was the
miracle Of his caring for a stranger’s life
more than for his own. Shynéss, reserve,

the decency of not thrusting into another’s
secret, at another time these might—
almost surely would—have made the poor
priest helpless, useless. The asking of

that question in his mind as to the other
lad, made him to-day cast all these
decencies of habit to the wind like shreds
of silly paper. What is tact, reticence,
to a life ?

HE spoke, though what he said I cannot
tell. you, out straight from the

vehemence of his dread, and speaking, he
could scarcely frame wordsfor the tremble
of his lips, the clutch in his throat, the

choke of heart. Who can weep and speak ?
He loathed the tears that made his talk
a mere sobbing, but they would not stay
unshed. The sight of them disconcerted
the lad who saw. them coming. His own
hard eyes blurred and grewgentler,
“You care!” he cried out in amaze.
No answer could have been given had

one been wanted. Only inwardly could
the priest speak.
“What can I say to him? Speak to

him Yourself. It is Your own work. Do
it. I dare not try even to speak of You ;
he may not believe in You, but You made
him, not I. Don’t leave Your business to
me to mishandle. You must pity more
than I can. I never saw himtill now.
Yet I care. You have known himall
along and must care more. Do your own
work, Master...” i

E did it—all, He himself, without any

help. The priest did nothing, could
stammer. only incoherent words, confused,
blurred, inconsequent, unfit to move any
wayward purpose. Yet it was done, and
the lad said at the last: ;

“Shall we goback together ? I never
meant to go back there ’’—pointing to the
town—'‘‘ but to end it all down there.
I was practising. Jf you like, 1 will go
back with you, and I will not come here
again. It is a promise. Iwill go tothe
front again to-morrow; we shall never
meet after now, but I will remember,
Shall you ?”*  
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Sener ennoecordtiscatiactan Motor Machine-guns enjoying a musical evening in their dug-out during a pause in the fighting.
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this sturdy lad found amusement in posing with a large doll he had found.

Darkroom built by a French photographer, adorned with a grotesque repre-
Right : French and British comrades playing cards.
 

 
The Camel Corps at play in Egypt: A tug

 

   
-of-war between Australians and Indians. The native hauteur of the camels seems to have

been sorely tried ; some preserved an expression of disdain, but one (in the foreground) displayed distinct curiosity in the contest. ,
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—the Norman sea-port, crouched in
; a rift of the white rampart of tall

cliffs, was full of English soldiers. There
was no French garrison, though there was
a depot of Belgian troops, but the whole
town was crowded with hospitals for
TIyench wounded, and, of afternoons, one
met their convalescents everywhere. ri
The coast-line facing England was so

like ours that one could not but believe
in a prehistoric day when between these
coasts no dividing channel lay. And the
downlands, topping the white walls of
chalk were like our Sussex Downs.
Turning inland from the falaises to a
hamlet, cowering in its twisted combe

- from the north-east winds, one could
scarce help a sense of surprise to hear
French in the mouthsof the stocky, grey-
eyed fisherfoll and peasants.

QOMETIMES; in the sunny, windyafter-
noonsof those March days, the English

chaplain (only here for a+ few weeks)
would walk along the ragged strand under
the high, staring, white falaises. But he
liked the downs at the top of them better;
the great height above the sea gave a
wider outlook and made them more
cheerful, and the walking was more
pleasant, for down below between cliff
and tide there lay no stretch of smooth
sand, but a floor of rock, sharp and un-

even. -At the top, close to the brink of
the- precipice, ran a level path, often
broken and interrupted for a dozen feet,
where rain and frost had rotted out a
bulk of chalk and hurled it down to the-
‘shore. In one place stile, held up—and
not to be so held up for long—only by the
postson its landward side, hung out over
the cliff’s edge. Yet, in the direction of
the town, the path still ran up to within
a few inches of it. On the other. side
three yards of the path had gone down.

N one of those afternoons of brisk
gale and bright but chill sunshine,

the Fnglish priest was walking by the
strand, intending to come back by the
way above,. towards the hamlet we may
call Port-au-Vent, consisting of a score

of fishermen’s cabins, a double score of
summervillas, all shut up now, and a huge
hotel, now a hospital for french wounded.

Here and there, close to the sea, one of
these men-(perhaps half a dozen altogether)
was groping among the rock-pools for
mussels. Those solitary dark figures
made the loneliness seemgreater instead
of mitigating it. Except for the whistle
of the wind and the long sad lisp of the
tide, far out, there was no sound.

Turning a corner of jutting rock the
priest saw, a hundred yards ahead, a
dark bundle lying motionless, shapeless
at the cliff’s foot—shapeless, yet with a
vague suggestion of ghastly shape, as if

~ it might fave had a man’s, battered out
ofit now for ever; as if it might have
been a man who had walked, in the
treacherous dark, along that intercepted
path high above, had cometo thestile,
‘gropedthrough it, and fallen sheer down
‘to become yonder crushed heap of ruin.

NAY. there came a colder thrust of sug-
y gestion than that of accident, for the
‘priest had, that very morning, heard of
a horrible thing. In one of the hospitals
there had been last night a lad already

three times wounded, twice sént back to
‘the front, and now here wounded a third

time, seriously, in the head ; a Jad of frail
body and sickly mind—nerve-ridden, yet’
patched up, declared.cured, and passed
fit to return to what he had twice before
gone back to. I suppose that, throughout
those slow weeks of patching up, the
youth had lain staring at the picture of
what must come soon again, when he
should be called well enough.

Yesterday the word was passed that
he was well enough ; to-day he was to go
to the front again. But he never went.
He went, of his own stumbling will, a
longer, more desolate journey; alone,
friendless, unbidden, headlong, blind, he
had turned from the hard path of duty
and honour, and rushed scared from tha

dread cf death to deathitself. Dead by
his own hand they had found him when,
that morning, they had come to waken
him to accoutre himself for his return to
battle. Thinking of this, as he had been
thinking of it all day, the priest hurried
on, with dread, to where the shapeless,

dark bundle lay huddled under the cliffs.

ifs was but.a tangle of seaweed twisted
about with a long rag of sodden, tawny

sail-cloth. To find it such gave a sense
of relief, as from a threatened disaster
averted. Yet the memory of that dead
dad stuck the closer for the few minutes
of uncertainty. He was dead, anyway,
and yesterday alive; his poor book of
life torn, scrabbled, fouled in its preface,
that patience might have written full to
a noble finis of duty and achievement.
Might it not have been? Might it all
have been different by interposition of
somelittle “‘ accidental ’’ thing? A voice
of kindness and hope in those hopeless
ears, a comrade touch on that reckless

arm ?* Over and over this unavailing
question ached in the sad priest’s mind
as he walked, with a fleeing haste, along

the strand away from the unsightly
suggestion of that bundle. It still
throbbed like a pulse in his head as he
clambered the steep zigzag to the path
high overhead.

BRYEN the wide, open spaces on the
cliff-top seemed hard-hearted,callous;

the stare of cold light, the glee of the wind
at play, all pitiless, dry of sympathy,
indifferent.

Presently, as he walked, hurrying on,

the priest became aware of a lad at a
queer play. His back was. turned, and
he would run, make a long leap, run again,
make another, and run on again, some-
times falling as he overleaped his skill.
At first he ran parallel with the cliff’s
edge, a dozen yards from it; then he
changed, ran inland, turned,-and began
making his insane leaps outwards towards
the brink beneath which lay the strand.
Each time, after running Jandwards, when

he turned he seemed getting nearer in his
jump to the edge of the precipice. It was
a ghastly play and loathsome to watch.
Had it any meaning? Or was it mere
apish sport—a parody of danger ?

At any time it must have been grotesque
and ugly to see. To-day the priest’s
surmise was all turned to suspicion.
Could it mean that? It might, and it_
might not. Hurrying on, he came much
nearer, and hurrying still he kept to the
path along which, as he knew, just in a

~

- hurrying

ungentle,

: 3 (Monsignor Bickerstaffe-Drew, Chaplain to the Forces)

* Bese the line—far behind theline dip, lay. a broken stretch of it. He
feigned often to be peering over his
shoulder seawards, as he hastened on.
The lad had run landwards, turned, saw

him, and came running, calling out a
warning as he ran.

|F the priest’s suspicion had been no libel
how odd this showing of the instinct

of human charity being stronger than the
inhuman absence of pity for himself.
“Monsieur !’’ shouted the lad, . still

forwards. ‘‘ Fattes attention !
Take care, the path fails there. You do
not know where you are hurrying!”
“Do you? Did you?”
The youth was close to him,breathless,

not from haste alone, but from anxiety.
Surely God owns us all, and we are, in

spite of all, God’s menstill, and not the
devil’s.
The lad might be two-and-twenty, but

of a meagre, boyish slimness; not a strong
frame ever, and worn down, attenuated.

The face handsome as to feature, but

ignobled, with sharp, shrewd lettering of
dissipation scored on it. The eyes bright
and clear enough, but without softness,

selfish. Yet there was the
miracle Of his caring for a stranger’s life
more than for his own. Shynéss, reserve,

the decency of not thrusting into another’s
secret, at another time these might—
almost surely would—have made the poor
priest helpless, useless. The asking of

that question in his mind as to the other
lad, made him to-day cast all these
decencies of habit to the wind like shreds
of silly paper. What is tact, reticence,
to a life ?

HE spoke, though what he said I cannot
tell. you, out straight from the

vehemence of his dread, and speaking, he
could scarcely frame wordsfor the tremble
of his lips, the clutch in his throat, the

choke of heart. Who can weep and speak ?
He loathed the tears that made his talk
a mere sobbing, but they would not stay
unshed. The sight of them disconcerted
the lad who saw. them coming. His own
hard eyes blurred and grewgentler,
“You care!” he cried out in amaze.
No answer could have been given had

one been wanted. Only inwardly could
the priest speak.
“What can I say to him? Speak to

him Yourself. It is Your own work. Do
it. I dare not try even to speak of You ;
he may not believe in You, but You made
him, not I. Don’t leave Your business to
me to mishandle. You must pity more
than I can. I never saw himtill now.
Yet I care. You have known himall
along and must care more. Do your own
work, Master...” i

E did it—all, He himself, without any

help. The priest did nothing, could
stammer. only incoherent words, confused,
blurred, inconsequent, unfit to move any
wayward purpose. Yet it was done, and
the lad said at the last: ;

“Shall we goback together ? I never
meant to go back there ’’—pointing to the
town—'‘‘ but to end it all down there.
I was practising. Jf you like, 1 will go
back with you, and I will not come here
again. It is a promise. Iwill go tothe
front again to-morrow; we shall never
meet after now, but I will remember,
Shall you ?”*  
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On this page Mr. C. M. Sheldon, ‘f The War Illustrated’s”’
well-knownartist, presents another selection of jottings from his
sketch-book, made during his recent journey along the western
front in companywith the Editor. The scene at ‘‘ the Old Hotel,’’
the theme of the Editor’s own contribution on the opposite page,

is a particularly happyillustration, but it is to be feared that, as
the enemy has now drawn closer to that town, there may be
changed times at ‘‘ the Old Hotel.’’ For the rest, there is afresh-
ness about these jottings which will commend them to our readers

as a pleasant relief from the ordinary photographsof war scenes.  eeepeeTT
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LITTLE .JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
 

‘CARRYING ONAT THE OLD HOTEL

SHALLnottell you its name, common
] and uninspiring though that name

is, as it may be well not to particular-
isewhile the Old Hotel still remainswithin
range of the Boche field-guns. It is an
old-fashioned French hostelry, and the Old
Hotelis a title that will not only serve for
it, but for many another in the war zone.

In my little-journeys to and from the
battle-front it was my, good fortune to sce
something of the wonderful fortitude of
the French civilians who have clung to
their native places and their old vocations
with a devotion, a determination, which
no Hunnish frightfulness has been able
to shake.. Big guns can reduce cathedrals
to dust-heaps, but courage, more beautiful
than any cathedral, defies both shell and
bomb. In all that land of war and terror
there. is nothing more inspiring, more
informed with the spirit of hope, than
this “ carrying on” of the humble civilian
workers: the brave, calm women and
the elder men. Their courage is not less
fine than that of the bravest of those whose
duty is to fight, rifle or grenade in hand.

Nay, in some ways it is finer. To go
about the ordinary domestic tasks of the
day with enemy guns thundering two or
three miles distant, and~shells bursting
in the streets near by, the constant fear of
being “ gassed,’’ and never to know the
satisfaction of giving as good as you may
get, calls for a spirit of resignation that
is rarer than the courage to meet violence
with violence. Above all, to remain in
the very focal point of instant dangers,
when one could honourably elude these
by flight, is surely the mth degree of
bravery.

One of Many

There are many hundreds of French
and Belgian women who have done this
through these long nightmare years.
The gallant men who have looked serenely
into the bright eyes of danger, and gone
forth exultantly to embrace death in

their soldierly duty, our poets have
celebrated in noble and enduring. song,
but the women who have stayed and

» worked in the stricken towns along the
fringes of the battle-front, for whom no

V.C.’s or M.C.’s are apportioned, need a
Shakespeare, a genius of the imperishable
word, fitly to sing their praises.

What calls for the poet’s best must not
be essayed in pedestrian prose. Here I

seek no more than to present a truthful
picture of’ ‘‘ things seen” at. the Old
Hotel. Its simple facts have more of

eloquence than.any thoughts or words of

mine could impart.

- Now, you must know that before the
war the Old Hotel was in no particular
different from a thousand hotels in France,
If you had gone there for dejeuney you
would have foundthe salle a manger, with
its one long, white-clothed table in the
centre, and perhaps a dozen smaller ones

ranged by the walls, the chairs slightly
rickety, ready for the daily customers,
some of the “regulars” already seated
with serviettes tucked deeply like babies’
bibs into their collars, breaking chunks
from the long loaves in the heaped
baskets, and nibbling bits of crust while
“waiting for their soup. There would be
bottles of white and red wine on every

By the Editor
table, for the menu bore the words vin
compris, and only if your taste scorned
the common wine would you require to
spend a few shillings on a bottle of
vintage. There would be a sprinkling of
officers as the room filled up, and a
number of professional men who lunched
and dined there every day, economically
paying by monthly contract.

Coming of the Terror

The women of the house, perhaps to
the number of half a dozen, looking less
like servants than relatives or friends
of the landlord, would be busying with
the soup plates, chatting in the friendliest
way to the guests, or reporting special
wine orders to a matronly lady in black,
dressed with just a touch more than the
others of “ madame” in her style, who
sits at a high desk in every real French
hotel to look after the cash, to keep check
on the vintage wines and liqueurs, and
to make the guests the happier for her
friendly survey.

An old French hotel restaurant, such

as you can find in Soho even now, such

as I have found in many distant parts
of the world and given thanks for the
finding. :

But came the Terror. Soldiers by the
scores of thousands, guns by the hundreds,
tramped and clattered through the busy
town where the Old Hotel had so long
welcomed its clientele. Not many weeks
afterwards the broken remnants of these
gallant regiments streamed back again,

the German hordes pressing, and then
were enacted the pitiful scenes of flight,
when the trembling citizens gathered a
few of the things they treasured and
hastened from their threatened hearths.
But they at the Old Hotel were the
servants of all who needed rest or refresh-
ment, and, busier than ever since the
stirring days of 1870, they outstayed their
fleeing townsfolk until the Huns had
come and all thought of going was useless.
Happily the tide ebbed soon, and in a
week or two the wave of invasion had
spent itself, while the victors of the
Marne came back and rescued the good
folk of the Old Hotel and other similar
houses of refection from the invaders.

Holding On Through Ali

Then began a time even moreterrible.
For the Hun had withdrawn only a
matter of a few miles and there dug
earthworks he was to occupy for years,
from. which, indeed, he has still to be

ejected. His guns were cunningly placed
and ranged with precision on the unhappy
town. The great.church and then the
town-hall were reduced to heaps of
shapeless stones. There was no street
in which the buds of Krupps did not
burst into blossom and yield their frightful
fruit.

Yet the townfilled with soldiers, men

of France, at first, then men of our

island races, and despite the daily shelling
and the nightly bombing it became a
teeming centre of war activities. The
crackle_of rifle-fire, when the wind blew

that way, was heard from the trenches,
the staccato stuttering of the machine-
guns was as familiar in the outer suburbs
as the rattle of the milk-carts in the days

of peace. Overhead, British airmen flew
in squadrons to cross the enemylines,
and when the flying Hun could nerve
himself to the attack there were aerial
battles, and there ‘‘rained a_ ghastly
dew.”

Walking the shattered streets of this
French town to-day one mayfeel a little
shiver of apprehension, as the shells still
come over at unexpected moments, and

the abounding evidence of their de-
structive power makes a potent appeal
to the imagination. In the heart of the
town stands the Old Hotel, and there
brave Madame la. Patronne and her
faithful women helpers still hold on.
Angles of the roof have been blown off
in the upper floors, bed-rooms stand open
to the sun and rain, their windows -and

outer walls cut away, wardrobes and bed-
steads smashed to fragments. It is
reckoned that no fewer than eightyshells
have struck the building. Yet it stands,
and downstairs those women are maintain-
ing the reputation of the house for good
meals, though comfortable bed-rooms are
no longer a feature.

In the salle a manger astonishinglylittle
damage has been done Many of the
window-panes are gone, a mirror or two
shattered, but Madamestill sits at her

high desk and the calm womenstill bring
the soups and stews, and air a newly-
acquired knowledge of English, for their
“regulars” noware British officers.

 “They Also Serve e

Sitting at dejeuner in that dining-room
it is difficult to realise that the upper two
stories of the house are perces au jour ina
hundred jagged holes, where manya sheil
has come in through the outer wall,
pierced the wardrobes and old four-poster
beds of several rooms and gone out at
the other side. But many. another has
exploded onthe roof or against a gable,
and what a shower of bricks and mortar
must have accompanied its bursting.
Strange, too, that several of the bed-rooms

upstairs are quite intact, and might be
slept in if the appearance of the others
were less “ unhealthy.”

The servant lass who waited upon us
might never have heard of war, to judge
by her demeanour, her modest smile, her
characteristic neatness of dress, yet she
and the others whostill so deftly served
the tables, had knownthe terrors of war
as intimatelyas anyof their soldier guests,
and continued to share their risks for the
comfort of those who had. come fromafar
to help in freeing their land from the
spoiler. The praise of these splendid
women of Yrance is indeed beyond the
scope of any mere observer’s pen, and
until a new Shakespeare shall celebrate
them, what so worthy as the master poet’s
own ‘‘ powerful rhyme ” ?—

Whenwasteful war shall statues overturn,
Andbroil roots out the work of masonry,

Nor Mars his sword nor war’s quick fire shall
burn

Theliving record of your memory.

Gainst death andall-oblivious enmity
Shall you pace forth; your praise shall

still find room,
Evenin the eyes ofall posterity
That wear this world out to the ending

doom.
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Pencillings from Our War Artist's Sketch-Book
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On this page Mr. C. M. Sheldon, ‘f The War Illustrated’s”’
well-knownartist, presents another selection of jottings from his
sketch-book, made during his recent journey along the western
front in companywith the Editor. The scene at ‘‘ the Old Hotel,’’
the theme of the Editor’s own contribution on the opposite page,

is a particularly happyillustration, but it is to be feared that, as
the enemy has now drawn closer to that town, there may be
changed times at ‘‘ the Old Hotel.’’ For the rest, there is afresh-
ness about these jottings which will commend them to our readers

as a pleasant relief from the ordinary photographsof war scenes.  eeepeeTT
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LITTLE .JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
 

‘CARRYING ONAT THE OLD HOTEL

SHALLnottell you its name, common
] and uninspiring though that name

is, as it may be well not to particular-
isewhile the Old Hotel still remainswithin
range of the Boche field-guns. It is an
old-fashioned French hostelry, and the Old
Hotelis a title that will not only serve for
it, but for many another in the war zone.

In my little-journeys to and from the
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their native places and their old vocations
with a devotion, a determination, which
no Hunnish frightfulness has been able
to shake.. Big guns can reduce cathedrals
to dust-heaps, but courage, more beautiful
than any cathedral, defies both shell and
bomb. In all that land of war and terror
there. is nothing more inspiring, more
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the elder men. Their courage is not less
fine than that of the bravest of those whose
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Nay, in some ways it is finer. To go
about the ordinary domestic tasks of the
day with enemy guns thundering two or
three miles distant, and~shells bursting
in the streets near by, the constant fear of
being “ gassed,’’ and never to know the
satisfaction of giving as good as you may
get, calls for a spirit of resignation that
is rarer than the courage to meet violence
with violence. Above all, to remain in
the very focal point of instant dangers,
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by flight, is surely the mth degree of
bravery.

One of Many

There are many hundreds of French
and Belgian women who have done this
through these long nightmare years.
The gallant men who have looked serenely
into the bright eyes of danger, and gone
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their soldierly duty, our poets have
celebrated in noble and enduring. song,
but the women who have stayed and

» worked in the stricken towns along the
fringes of the battle-front, for whom no

V.C.’s or M.C.’s are apportioned, need a
Shakespeare, a genius of the imperishable
word, fitly to sing their praises.

What calls for the poet’s best must not
be essayed in pedestrian prose. Here I

seek no more than to present a truthful
picture of’ ‘‘ things seen” at. the Old
Hotel. Its simple facts have more of

eloquence than.any thoughts or words of

mine could impart.

- Now, you must know that before the
war the Old Hotel was in no particular
different from a thousand hotels in France,
If you had gone there for dejeuney you
would have foundthe salle a manger, with
its one long, white-clothed table in the
centre, and perhaps a dozen smaller ones

ranged by the walls, the chairs slightly
rickety, ready for the daily customers,
some of the “regulars” already seated
with serviettes tucked deeply like babies’
bibs into their collars, breaking chunks
from the long loaves in the heaped
baskets, and nibbling bits of crust while
“waiting for their soup. There would be
bottles of white and red wine on every

By the Editor
table, for the menu bore the words vin
compris, and only if your taste scorned
the common wine would you require to
spend a few shillings on a bottle of
vintage. There would be a sprinkling of
officers as the room filled up, and a
number of professional men who lunched
and dined there every day, economically
paying by monthly contract.

Coming of the Terror

The women of the house, perhaps to
the number of half a dozen, looking less
like servants than relatives or friends
of the landlord, would be busying with
the soup plates, chatting in the friendliest
way to the guests, or reporting special
wine orders to a matronly lady in black,
dressed with just a touch more than the
others of “ madame” in her style, who
sits at a high desk in every real French
hotel to look after the cash, to keep check
on the vintage wines and liqueurs, and
to make the guests the happier for her
friendly survey.

An old French hotel restaurant, such

as you can find in Soho even now, such

as I have found in many distant parts
of the world and given thanks for the
finding. :

But came the Terror. Soldiers by the
scores of thousands, guns by the hundreds,
tramped and clattered through the busy
town where the Old Hotel had so long
welcomed its clientele. Not many weeks
afterwards the broken remnants of these
gallant regiments streamed back again,

the German hordes pressing, and then
were enacted the pitiful scenes of flight,
when the trembling citizens gathered a
few of the things they treasured and
hastened from their threatened hearths.
But they at the Old Hotel were the
servants of all who needed rest or refresh-
ment, and, busier than ever since the
stirring days of 1870, they outstayed their
fleeing townsfolk until the Huns had
come and all thought of going was useless.
Happily the tide ebbed soon, and in a
week or two the wave of invasion had
spent itself, while the victors of the
Marne came back and rescued the good
folk of the Old Hotel and other similar
houses of refection from the invaders.
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For the Hun had withdrawn only a
matter of a few miles and there dug
earthworks he was to occupy for years,
from. which, indeed, he has still to be

ejected. His guns were cunningly placed
and ranged with precision on the unhappy
town. The great.church and then the
town-hall were reduced to heaps of
shapeless stones. There was no street
in which the buds of Krupps did not
burst into blossom and yield their frightful
fruit.
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that way, was heard from the trenches,
the staccato stuttering of the machine-
guns was as familiar in the outer suburbs
as the rattle of the milk-carts in the days

of peace. Overhead, British airmen flew
in squadrons to cross the enemylines,
and when the flying Hun could nerve
himself to the attack there were aerial
battles, and there ‘‘rained a_ ghastly
dew.”

Walking the shattered streets of this
French town to-day one mayfeel a little
shiver of apprehension, as the shells still
come over at unexpected moments, and

the abounding evidence of their de-
structive power makes a potent appeal
to the imagination. In the heart of the
town stands the Old Hotel, and there
brave Madame la. Patronne and her
faithful women helpers still hold on.
Angles of the roof have been blown off
in the upper floors, bed-rooms stand open
to the sun and rain, their windows -and

outer walls cut away, wardrobes and bed-
steads smashed to fragments. It is
reckoned that no fewer than eightyshells
have struck the building. Yet it stands,
and downstairs those women are maintain-
ing the reputation of the house for good
meals, though comfortable bed-rooms are
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window-panes are gone, a mirror or two
shattered, but Madamestill sits at her

high desk and the calm womenstill bring
the soups and stews, and air a newly-
acquired knowledge of English, for their
“regulars” noware British officers.
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Sitting at dejeuner in that dining-room
it is difficult to realise that the upper two
stories of the house are perces au jour ina
hundred jagged holes, where manya sheil
has come in through the outer wall,
pierced the wardrobes and old four-poster
beds of several rooms and gone out at
the other side. But many. another has
exploded onthe roof or against a gable,
and what a shower of bricks and mortar
must have accompanied its bursting.
Strange, too, that several of the bed-rooms

upstairs are quite intact, and might be
slept in if the appearance of the others
were less “ unhealthy.”

The servant lass who waited upon us
might never have heard of war, to judge
by her demeanour, her modest smile, her
characteristic neatness of dress, yet she
and the others whostill so deftly served
the tables, had knownthe terrors of war
as intimatelyas anyof their soldier guests,
and continued to share their risks for the
comfort of those who had. come fromafar
to help in freeing their land from the
spoiler. The praise of these splendid
women of Yrance is indeed beyond the
scope of any mere observer’s pen, and
until a new Shakespeare shall celebrate
them, what so worthy as the master poet’s
own ‘‘ powerful rhyme ” ?—

Whenwasteful war shall statues overturn,
Andbroil roots out the work of masonry,

Nor Mars his sword nor war’s quick fire shall
burn

Theliving record of your memory.

Gainst death andall-oblivious enmity
Shall you pace forth; your praise shall

still find room,
Evenin the eyes ofall posterity
That wear this world out to the ending

doom.
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Crosses and Medals Conferred for High Courage
D®VER ROBERT IRVING, D.C.M., Tank Corps, of Langholm, Dum-

fri ire, has been awarded the Belgian Croix de Guerre for distin-
gnished services in driving his Tank in the Belgian theatre of war. He was
awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal for the gallant manner in which he
drove his Tank at Cambrai. ¢ f

Sergeant A. W. James was awarded the D.C.M. for brayery in the field in
Belgium. The photograph reproduced on this page shows him being decorated
bya brigadier-general of the Royal Artillery on thedeck ofthe Tank Recruit
in Union Square, New York, the gallant sergeant being thefirst British soldier
to be thus decorated in America. eee

Company-Sergeant-Major C. A. Watson, of the Duke of Cornwall’s Light
Infantry, a proud record of military service, having been awarded the
Military Cross, the Distinguished Conduct Medal, the Military Medal, and
the Mons Star. He has been wounded on three separate occasions.

Private ‘I’. Thornley, Cheshire Regiment, was awarded the Military Medal
for carrying and dressing wounded under very heavyshell and machine-gun
fire for twenty-four hours without a break. ‘The medal was presented to the
gallant soldier by General Pitt Campbell, in the hospital where the recipient
was recovering fromthe effects of amputation of both arms. Private Thornley,
who in civil life was Assistant Superintendent for the Wesleyan and -General

Assurance Society, Crewe, is shown in the photograph on this page collecting
letters from bed patients in a Northern military hospital. His tie is fashioned

_into a kind of pocket into which the letters are inserted, and this truly brave
man has the pleasure of knowing that, despite his severe affliction, he is able
to make himself useful to his comrades. .
The Rev. Edward Victor Tanner, M.C., was awarded his cross for great

gallantry and devotion to duty, Whenanaid-post was heavily shelled during
an attack, and received two direct hits, his coolness and cheerfulness greatly
helped to avert a panic. Later, he passed through a heavybarrage to bring
in a wounded man. i
The Rev. George Cecil Danyers earned the Military Cross by gallantly

caring for the wounded,collecting and burying dead, and organising stretcher-
parties under heavy fire. When bearers were not available owing to heavy
casualties, he went forward through a heavy barrage to dress a man’s wounds,
thereby saving his life. ‘ ‘
The Rev. George Armitage Chase, C.F., son of the Bishop of Ely, has

been awarded the Military Cross for conspiucous gallantry and devotion
in repeatedly exposing himself to heavy shell fire in order to bring in
wounded. His example and cheerfulness had a most steadying effect on
the men.

 
 

     
 

Ice.-Cpl. J. THOMAS, V.C.,
North Staffs Regt. Canadian Infantry.

Sergt. C. BARRON,V.9., Pte. J. CARRELL, V.C.,
Australian Imperial Force.

Driver R. IRVING, D.C.M.,Sergt. J. McAULAY, V.C.,
Tank Corps.Scots Guards.

 

   
W. JAMES, D.C.M., Canadian Artillery.
(Being decorated in New York.)

Maj. Hon. R. M. P. PRESTON,
D.S.O. and Bar, R.F.A.

 
 
 

Pte. T. THORNLEY, M.M., Cheshire Regiment. ~
(Acting as ward postman.)

  

      
Rev. E. V. TANNER, M.C.,

D.C,.M., London Regt. C.F,
C.-S.-M. W. F. DACHTLER, Rev. G. C. DANVERS, M.C.,

 
‘Seret. A. H, WEBB, M.M.,

South Staffs Regiment.

=
Rev. G. A. CHASE. M.C.,
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THEWAR
 

UNDERFIRE: THE STORY OF A SQUAD

the bestiality, the sheer ugliness
_ of war been more terribly rendered

in words than they are in ‘“‘ Under Fire:
The Story of a Squad,” by Henri Barbusse
(Dent). Tolstoy in ‘‘ War and Peace,”
Whitman in ‘‘Specimen Days in
America,” and Stephen Crane in ‘‘ The
Red Badge of Courage ’’ were successively
acclaimed for the realism with which
they conveyed in words the stark brutality
of the battlefield ; but the Frenchsoldier-
writer has made much of their realism
almost jejune by comparison with his
vivid and’ vigorous transcripts from the
life of the trenches. ‘

There isin his book a literary remorse-
lessness similar to that exhibited in paint
in the works of Wiertz at Brussels. All
the tinsel and tawdriness with which
tradition had taught us to deck out war
is torn off, and the thing seen in all its

abominable reality aS no whit removed
from what it was in that remote period
when primordial monsters ‘‘ tare each other
in the slime.” © ;

Everybody is more or less directly
involved in this war. Scarcely a family
in all the belligerent countries ‘but has lost
one- or more of its young men, and yet,
how few of us even now seem to-realise
what war actually is to those who ate
living and dying alongits ‘‘ poison belt.”

The men who have been months in the
trenches and come home on leave are
either inarticulate or reticent ; the letters
wereceive from the front line are generally
touched with a lightness which has more
in it of disguise than of description, War
correspondents tell us of events in broad
description. One way and another all
the dirty details of the business are so
glossed over that. they might not. exist
for those who do not wish to know o
them, =

INte perhaps, have the horror,

’ Cancer-Cause ofStrife

In the work of M. Barbusse we pass
from that which is merely seen to that
which is intensely felt; from the verbal
ornament and trickery of the detached
descriptive observer to the passionate
personal revelation of experience and
suffering ; we pass from the superficial to
the psychological. :

If the men who are ranged up and down
the trenches and behind thelines that score
Europe, or even any considerable minority
of those men, are thinking such thoughts
as are expressed by members of M.
Barbusse’s squad, then, indeed, this war
may in verity prove, as it may passionately
be hoped to prove, a war that shall end
war. .

There are those who burythemselves in the
past, on whose lips are the sayings only of>
bygone days, the traditionalists for whom an
injustice has legal force because it is per-
petuated, who aspire to be guided by the
dead, whostrive to subordinate progress and
the future andall their palpitating passion
to the realm of ghosts and nursery tales.
And even while they are saying that they

can to perpetuate it. They nourish national
vanity and the love of supremacy by force.
““We alone,’ they say, each behind his
shelter, ‘“‘we alone are the guardians of
courage and loyalty, of. ability and good

By Henri Barbusse

(Critique by Walter Jerrold)

taste!”’ Out of the greatness and richness
of a country they make something like a con-
suming disease. Out of patriotism—which
can be respected as long as it remains in the
domain of sentiment and art on exactly the
same footing as the sense of family andlocal
pride, all equally sacred—out of patriotisra
they make a Utopian and impracticable idea,
unbalancing the world, a sort of cancer which
drains all the living force, spreads everywhere
and crushes life, a contagious cancer which
culminates either in the crash of warorin the
exhaustion and suffocation of armed peace.

It is towards the end of this remarkable
book that we get this clear statement of
things that wanted saying. For my own
part, I find that M. Barbusse, one who

has fought with the beasts at Ephesus, is

putting—as he has earned theright to
put them—views far in advance of that
medieval patriotism - which still obtains
among people who take a foolish pride in
allowing their reason to be clouded by
sentiment.

Microbes of the War

Though he writes-with something more
real than mere brutal frankness—for that
frequently connotes but a selection and
emphasising of ugliness for ugliness’ sake
—M. Barbusse presents the actual circum-
stances of men engaged in the present
necessary but abominable business of war.
His soldiers are men who have more or
less ceased to be such, and have become
helpless scraps of the force which has to
break the force that is opposed to it.

“J, too,” says Tulacque; “I’ve killed
some.” Two months ago, with quaint
vanity, he laid out nine in a straight row in
front of the taken trench. ‘“‘ But,” he adds,
“it’s always the Bocheofficer that I’m after.”

“ Ah, the beasts!”’ The curse comes from
several men at once, and from the bottom of
their hearts.
“Ah, mon vieux,” says Tirloir, “we talk

about the dirty Boche race; but as for the
common soldier, I don’t knowif it’s true, or
whether we’re codded about that as well, and
if-at bottom they’re not men pretty much.
like us.””

“Probably they’re men like us,” say
Exdore. : Pp

“Perhaps,” cries Cocon, “and perhaps
not.”” ‘

“Anyway,” Tirloif goes on, “we've not
got a dead set on the men, but on the
Germanofficers; non, non, non, they’re not
men, they’re monsters. I tell you, they’re
really a specially filthy sort of vermin. One
might say that they’re the microbes of the
war. You ought to see. them close to—the
infernal great stiff-backs, thin as nails,
though they’ve got calf-heads!”

“That's War”

In rendering the speech of the small
squad of men with whomhe went through
his experiences in rest camp and in the front
line, the author does not, as one of his

comrades said, put it into “ pretty talk,”
he puts it with blunt emphasis, and it is
not possible—and it would not be seemly
if it were possible—to indicate the
character of his book without indicating
that it is so. Some passages are too
revolting for quotation apart from their

context, but in one such as this we see
the spirit in which the soldiers carry on a
necessary task without any of the old-
time illusions :

Waking, Paradis and I look at each other,
and remember. Wereturn to life and day-
light as in a nightmare. In front of us the
calamitous plain is resurrected, where hum-
mocks vaguely appear from their immersion,
the steel-like plain that is rusty in places and
shines with lines and pools of water, while
bodies are strewn here and there in the-vast-

s like foul rubbish—prone bodies that
eathe or rot.
Paradis says to me, ‘‘ That’s war.’
“Yes, that’s it,” he repeats, in a f

voice; “that’s war. It’s not a
else.”

He means—and I am with him in his
meaning—‘“‘ more than attacks that are like
ceremonial reviews, more than visible battles
unfurled like bann more eyen than tl
hand-to-hand encounters of shouting s
war is frightful and unnatural wea .
water up to the belly, mud and dung and
infamous filth. It is *befouled faces and
tattered flesh, it is the corpses that are no
longer like corpses even,: floating on the
ravenous earth. It is that, that endless
monotony of misery, broken by i
tragedies ; it is that, and not the
glittering like silver, nor the bugle’s cl
cleer call to the sun!”

Paradis was so full of this thought that he
ruminated a memory and growled, ‘“ D’you
remember the woman in the town where we
went about a bit not so very long ago ? She
talked some drivel about attacks, and ‘said,
“Howbeautiful they must be to see!’”

AChasseur whowasfull length on his belly,
flattened out like a cloak, raised his head out
of the filthy backgroundin whichit was sunk,
and cried,.“‘ Beautiful? Oh, hell! It’s just
as if.an ox were to say. “ What a fine sight it
must be, all those droves of cattle driven for-
ward to the slaughter-house!’”... He spat
out mud from his besmeared mouth, and his
unburied face was like a beast’s.

*“ Let them say ‘ It must be,’ he sputtered
in a strange, jerky voice, grating and ragged:

3-5'9-3'>:

“ that’s all right. But beautiful! Oh, hell!” - |}

S!aughter—Without Corpses

The newspapers told us recently that a
war picture was removed from a London
exhibition because the artist had dared
to depict corpses—the delineation of a
deadsoldier being forbidden by the seem-
ingly direct descendants of a certain
lord” who was trounced by Hotspur in
Shakespeare’s ‘‘ Henry IV.”
So M. Barbusse tells us of a fair

Parisienne turning over the pages of an
illustrated paper in a_ Paris café and
saying, “‘ They ought not to publish these
things about the dirt and the vermin and
the fatigues!”

Such good people might be made a
little better by the reading of “ Under
Fire,” even. though they find in its pages
overmuchof those things which belong to
war which they wouldlike to blink. They
would find war in all its hideousness, as
it is experienced by menliving and dying
in its front line ; but they would find no

shirking of the view of its absolute
necessity at the present time. Whatis,
perhaps, more—they would realise per-
haps some of the searching thoughts that
are penetrating the minds of men engaged
in it, and altering the outlook, not. of

individuals but of nations.
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Crosses and Medals Conferred for High Courage
D®VER ROBERT IRVING, D.C.M., Tank Corps, of Langholm, Dum-

fri ire, has been awarded the Belgian Croix de Guerre for distin-
gnished services in driving his Tank in the Belgian theatre of war. He was
awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal for the gallant manner in which he
drove his Tank at Cambrai. ¢ f

Sergeant A. W. James was awarded the D.C.M. for brayery in the field in
Belgium. The photograph reproduced on this page shows him being decorated
bya brigadier-general of the Royal Artillery on thedeck ofthe Tank Recruit
in Union Square, New York, the gallant sergeant being thefirst British soldier
to be thus decorated in America. eee

Company-Sergeant-Major C. A. Watson, of the Duke of Cornwall’s Light
Infantry, a proud record of military service, having been awarded the
Military Cross, the Distinguished Conduct Medal, the Military Medal, and
the Mons Star. He has been wounded on three separate occasions.

Private ‘I’. Thornley, Cheshire Regiment, was awarded the Military Medal
for carrying and dressing wounded under very heavyshell and machine-gun
fire for twenty-four hours without a break. ‘The medal was presented to the
gallant soldier by General Pitt Campbell, in the hospital where the recipient
was recovering fromthe effects of amputation of both arms. Private Thornley,
who in civil life was Assistant Superintendent for the Wesleyan and -General

Assurance Society, Crewe, is shown in the photograph on this page collecting
letters from bed patients in a Northern military hospital. His tie is fashioned

_into a kind of pocket into which the letters are inserted, and this truly brave
man has the pleasure of knowing that, despite his severe affliction, he is able
to make himself useful to his comrades. .
The Rev. Edward Victor Tanner, M.C., was awarded his cross for great

gallantry and devotion to duty, Whenanaid-post was heavily shelled during
an attack, and received two direct hits, his coolness and cheerfulness greatly
helped to avert a panic. Later, he passed through a heavybarrage to bring
in a wounded man. i
The Rev. George Cecil Danyers earned the Military Cross by gallantly

caring for the wounded,collecting and burying dead, and organising stretcher-
parties under heavy fire. When bearers were not available owing to heavy
casualties, he went forward through a heavy barrage to dress a man’s wounds,
thereby saving his life. ‘ ‘
The Rev. George Armitage Chase, C.F., son of the Bishop of Ely, has

been awarded the Military Cross for conspiucous gallantry and devotion
in repeatedly exposing himself to heavy shell fire in order to bring in
wounded. His example and cheerfulness had a most steadying effect on
the men.

 
 

     
 

Ice.-Cpl. J. THOMAS, V.C.,
North Staffs Regt. Canadian Infantry.

Sergt. C. BARRON,V.9., Pte. J. CARRELL, V.C.,
Australian Imperial Force.

Driver R. IRVING, D.C.M.,Sergt. J. McAULAY, V.C.,
Tank Corps.Scots Guards.

 

   
W. JAMES, D.C.M., Canadian Artillery.
(Being decorated in New York.)

Maj. Hon. R. M. P. PRESTON,
D.S.O. and Bar, R.F.A.

 
 
 

Pte. T. THORNLEY, M.M., Cheshire Regiment. ~
(Acting as ward postman.)

  

      
Rev. E. V. TANNER, M.C.,

D.C,.M., London Regt. C.F,
C.-S.-M. W. F. DACHTLER, Rev. G. C. DANVERS, M.C.,

 
‘Seret. A. H, WEBB, M.M.,

South Staffs Regiment.
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Uv do not wish for war, they are doing all they
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THEWAR
 

UNDERFIRE: THE STORY OF A SQUAD

the bestiality, the sheer ugliness
_ of war been more terribly rendered

in words than they are in ‘“‘ Under Fire:
The Story of a Squad,” by Henri Barbusse
(Dent). Tolstoy in ‘‘ War and Peace,”
Whitman in ‘‘Specimen Days in
America,” and Stephen Crane in ‘‘ The
Red Badge of Courage ’’ were successively
acclaimed for the realism with which
they conveyed in words the stark brutality
of the battlefield ; but the Frenchsoldier-
writer has made much of their realism
almost jejune by comparison with his
vivid and’ vigorous transcripts from the
life of the trenches. ‘

There isin his book a literary remorse-
lessness similar to that exhibited in paint
in the works of Wiertz at Brussels. All
the tinsel and tawdriness with which
tradition had taught us to deck out war
is torn off, and the thing seen in all its

abominable reality aS no whit removed
from what it was in that remote period
when primordial monsters ‘‘ tare each other
in the slime.” © ;

Everybody is more or less directly
involved in this war. Scarcely a family
in all the belligerent countries ‘but has lost
one- or more of its young men, and yet,
how few of us even now seem to-realise
what war actually is to those who ate
living and dying alongits ‘‘ poison belt.”

The men who have been months in the
trenches and come home on leave are
either inarticulate or reticent ; the letters
wereceive from the front line are generally
touched with a lightness which has more
in it of disguise than of description, War
correspondents tell us of events in broad
description. One way and another all
the dirty details of the business are so
glossed over that. they might not. exist
for those who do not wish to know o
them, =

INte perhaps, have the horror,

’ Cancer-Cause ofStrife

In the work of M. Barbusse we pass
from that which is merely seen to that
which is intensely felt; from the verbal
ornament and trickery of the detached
descriptive observer to the passionate
personal revelation of experience and
suffering ; we pass from the superficial to
the psychological. :

If the men who are ranged up and down
the trenches and behind thelines that score
Europe, or even any considerable minority
of those men, are thinking such thoughts
as are expressed by members of M.
Barbusse’s squad, then, indeed, this war
may in verity prove, as it may passionately
be hoped to prove, a war that shall end
war. .

There are those who burythemselves in the
past, on whose lips are the sayings only of>
bygone days, the traditionalists for whom an
injustice has legal force because it is per-
petuated, who aspire to be guided by the
dead, whostrive to subordinate progress and
the future andall their palpitating passion
to the realm of ghosts and nursery tales.
And even while they are saying that they

can to perpetuate it. They nourish national
vanity and the love of supremacy by force.
““We alone,’ they say, each behind his
shelter, ‘“‘we alone are the guardians of
courage and loyalty, of. ability and good

By Henri Barbusse

(Critique by Walter Jerrold)

taste!”’ Out of the greatness and richness
of a country they make something like a con-
suming disease. Out of patriotism—which
can be respected as long as it remains in the
domain of sentiment and art on exactly the
same footing as the sense of family andlocal
pride, all equally sacred—out of patriotisra
they make a Utopian and impracticable idea,
unbalancing the world, a sort of cancer which
drains all the living force, spreads everywhere
and crushes life, a contagious cancer which
culminates either in the crash of warorin the
exhaustion and suffocation of armed peace.

It is towards the end of this remarkable
book that we get this clear statement of
things that wanted saying. For my own
part, I find that M. Barbusse, one who

has fought with the beasts at Ephesus, is

putting—as he has earned theright to
put them—views far in advance of that
medieval patriotism - which still obtains
among people who take a foolish pride in
allowing their reason to be clouded by
sentiment.

Microbes of the War

Though he writes-with something more
real than mere brutal frankness—for that
frequently connotes but a selection and
emphasising of ugliness for ugliness’ sake
—M. Barbusse presents the actual circum-
stances of men engaged in the present
necessary but abominable business of war.
His soldiers are men who have more or
less ceased to be such, and have become
helpless scraps of the force which has to
break the force that is opposed to it.

“J, too,” says Tulacque; “I’ve killed
some.” Two months ago, with quaint
vanity, he laid out nine in a straight row in
front of the taken trench. ‘“‘ But,” he adds,
“it’s always the Bocheofficer that I’m after.”

“ Ah, the beasts!”’ The curse comes from
several men at once, and from the bottom of
their hearts.
“Ah, mon vieux,” says Tirloir, “we talk

about the dirty Boche race; but as for the
common soldier, I don’t knowif it’s true, or
whether we’re codded about that as well, and
if-at bottom they’re not men pretty much.
like us.””

“Probably they’re men like us,” say
Exdore. : Pp

“Perhaps,” cries Cocon, “and perhaps
not.”” ‘

“Anyway,” Tirloif goes on, “we've not
got a dead set on the men, but on the
Germanofficers; non, non, non, they’re not
men, they’re monsters. I tell you, they’re
really a specially filthy sort of vermin. One
might say that they’re the microbes of the
war. You ought to see. them close to—the
infernal great stiff-backs, thin as nails,
though they’ve got calf-heads!”

“That's War”

In rendering the speech of the small
squad of men with whomhe went through
his experiences in rest camp and in the front
line, the author does not, as one of his

comrades said, put it into “ pretty talk,”
he puts it with blunt emphasis, and it is
not possible—and it would not be seemly
if it were possible—to indicate the
character of his book without indicating
that it is so. Some passages are too
revolting for quotation apart from their

context, but in one such as this we see
the spirit in which the soldiers carry on a
necessary task without any of the old-
time illusions :

Waking, Paradis and I look at each other,
and remember. Wereturn to life and day-
light as in a nightmare. In front of us the
calamitous plain is resurrected, where hum-
mocks vaguely appear from their immersion,
the steel-like plain that is rusty in places and
shines with lines and pools of water, while
bodies are strewn here and there in the-vast-

s like foul rubbish—prone bodies that
eathe or rot.
Paradis says to me, ‘‘ That’s war.’
“Yes, that’s it,” he repeats, in a f

voice; “that’s war. It’s not a
else.”

He means—and I am with him in his
meaning—‘“‘ more than attacks that are like
ceremonial reviews, more than visible battles
unfurled like bann more eyen than tl
hand-to-hand encounters of shouting s
war is frightful and unnatural wea .
water up to the belly, mud and dung and
infamous filth. It is *befouled faces and
tattered flesh, it is the corpses that are no
longer like corpses even,: floating on the
ravenous earth. It is that, that endless
monotony of misery, broken by i
tragedies ; it is that, and not the
glittering like silver, nor the bugle’s cl
cleer call to the sun!”

Paradis was so full of this thought that he
ruminated a memory and growled, ‘“ D’you
remember the woman in the town where we
went about a bit not so very long ago ? She
talked some drivel about attacks, and ‘said,
“Howbeautiful they must be to see!’”

AChasseur whowasfull length on his belly,
flattened out like a cloak, raised his head out
of the filthy backgroundin whichit was sunk,
and cried,.“‘ Beautiful? Oh, hell! It’s just
as if.an ox were to say. “ What a fine sight it
must be, all those droves of cattle driven for-
ward to the slaughter-house!’”... He spat
out mud from his besmeared mouth, and his
unburied face was like a beast’s.

*“ Let them say ‘ It must be,’ he sputtered
in a strange, jerky voice, grating and ragged:

3-5'9-3'>:

“ that’s all right. But beautiful! Oh, hell!” - |}

S!aughter—Without Corpses

The newspapers told us recently that a
war picture was removed from a London
exhibition because the artist had dared
to depict corpses—the delineation of a
deadsoldier being forbidden by the seem-
ingly direct descendants of a certain
lord” who was trounced by Hotspur in
Shakespeare’s ‘‘ Henry IV.”
So M. Barbusse tells us of a fair

Parisienne turning over the pages of an
illustrated paper in a_ Paris café and
saying, “‘ They ought not to publish these
things about the dirt and the vermin and
the fatigues!”

Such good people might be made a
little better by the reading of “ Under
Fire,” even. though they find in its pages
overmuchof those things which belong to
war which they wouldlike to blink. They
would find war in all its hideousness, as
it is experienced by menliving and dying
in its front line ; but they would find no

shirking of the view of its absolute
necessity at the present time. Whatis,
perhaps, more—they would realise per-
haps some of the searching thoughts that
are penetrating the minds of men engaged
in it, and altering the outlook, not. of

individuals but of nations.
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ONSIGNOR
BICKER-

STAFFE - DREW,
who has long been

aw idely-read novelist under the nameot
“John. Ayscough,” contributes to, THE
War ILLUSTRATED this week a very,
striking ‘story. based uponan “experience
as chaplain to the forces in France, ~
is not suggested, of course, that the story
hetells here is true in detail; or indeed,
that-it.is in any degree a transcript of
fact,~so far as the padre’s association
with dt ‘may-* be-concerned,- the _dis-
tinguished author having been invited to
contribute to our pages “either a Pepecn

reminiscence” of actual experience, .or-
story~illustiative “of Some “phase of the
chaplain’s work. Iam yery.glad to be
able .to give. so, admirable a piece -of
writing as the: first of a new. Series which
J hope :to- publish. from. time td time, as’
contributions”‘can be arranged, under ‘the
title of ‘ - Told by the Padre.’ :

Chaplaias “ind Their Work

O workersinHeadsof war. can -rival
the»padres ee Variety:

interest of Koneemotional
for they are not only living a strange new
life ~of danger themselves, but. are the
repositories of the spiritual adventures of
so “maty other men. While the war
continues, most of these devoted clergy-
men of all denominationsarelikely to find
themsélves too engrossed with the dutiés
of their chaplainey to have any leisure
for writing, except during leave, and I
am not over-hopeful that I shall be ‘able
to secure many-contributors to theseries ;
but promises I have already had from
several chaplains of literary distinction
will, -I think, enable me to give my
readers in later issues a selection of
peculiarly interesting war-time narratives.

Lieut. Hope Hodgson

OME day, no, doubt, a. book sill be

written about the authors who have
lost their. lives in the war.. There is a
fascination about the author, the painter,
the poet, which does not extend to any.

other. calling, and, when any of these
followers of the arts is cut off before his
natural end there-is a feéling that the
world may. have lost something worth
having which he might have givenit,
hadhis life been spared. Quite a number
of authors and ..journalists personally
known to me have made the supreme
sacrifice “over there,’? and the latest I
have heard of is one to whom I was, in a
sense, a literary godfather. , Lieutenant
Hope “Hodgson ~was~ an .extraordinary
man in-some ways. He had “ followed
the sea,’’ and in his earlier experiences
his career was not unlike that of the late
Jack London. He had a wonderful gift
for the weird and mysterious in fiction,’ and some tweive years ago I published in
a widely circulated magazine, then under
mycontrol, an extraordinarystory Of his,
entitled “‘ From the Tidciess Sea,” which
had ‘been! offered “in “vain to ?numerous
editors. I still consider that story one of
the most powerful T haveever read, and
I-am_-glad to think that its’ publication
helped‘considerably in’ its author’s later
Suceess, - He eons since written’ many

lt,

and the:
experiences,”

‘these ~ notes,

a

noyels, most of) which achieved some
‘considerable measure of popularity, and .
I am very sorry to know he will not pop

into my sanctum again as“he used to do
whenever he came to London.

WRITERin the “ Daily Mail”’ recently
wrote of Dunkirk as a City of Dread-

ful Night, and. doing so, paid testimony.
to the wonderlul grit and tenacity of the
inhabitants of. that old. town..-He_- tells
us’ how the people carry on. in. their
daily doings ; how, despite~ shells from

long-range guns and bombs fromfrequent
ehemy “aeroplanes, they - have» merely
adaptéd their ways of living to the tragic
conditions of. war; sleeping in their
cellars. instead ‘of their go rooms,1 PUL
bravely carrying on.

HERE is in this surely a moral for
~ those of ts in London whoareall too

readyto “ get the wind up ”’ over the mere
 

     
 

[Russell

Monsignor Bickerstaffe-Drew, C.F., who }
has written especially for  ‘‘ The. War

_ Illustrated ’’ the very touching. war sketch
‘Off Duty,’’ which appears on another

aos pageof this issue.

DoReiiey of a raid when
happens to be bright,
as Dunkirk eres, ry. many: times,

and thas sufféred.“but rare visitations
from, the aimless ‘droppers’ of German
bombs, and those who mayfeel. inclined
to join the panicky few would do well to
ponder over the good people of the town
of Dunkirk going steadily on attheir work
though. their town is the daily target at
which Hun‘hatedirects its missiles.. How.
steadily the Dunkirkers carry on is
finely illustrated by the fact that within
the past, few weeks Francé’s biggest ship
was” completed and Jaunched -at their
town; a fact the remembering ‘of which
should welp®: oe nerves Rete,

the, moon
Londonis as large

a eesiles 1001s _as preter ataiaiey
~would never forgive England for

having “given” birth” to Shakespeare... As
it have, pethaps, before. pointed out in

a-German . professor vat. the
timeCethe celebration of the| ercentenary

edBox
of Shakespeare’s birth, boldly declared
that the great poet’s soul was destined
for Germany, but an east wind blowing
at the tinie took"it to England! Nowit
1s said that: there is at the present time
being published in Germany, at the
Kaiser’s request, a ‘‘ national edition ”’ of
the works of Shakespeare. It has a
preface by Gerhard Hauptmann, entitled
‘ Visions,” in which the writer explains
that Shakespeare -belongs viot to England
but to the countities wherein he is most
popular, or in other words, to-the.German-
speaking countries: «Which is absurd, to
use the phrase of Euclid.

Work of the R. AM.c.

HhAVE “been reading a very pleasant
little volume + by © Mr.’ Ward- Mutr,

whosé “ New Observations ofan Orderly ””
are at present appearing in our “pages.
The admirable qualities which “he showed
in -his “popular ‘“Observations ‘of dn
Orderly,” and Of which’heis giving fresh.
evidence isthe Series heis wiiting for our
pages, are ‘also ‘to ‘be found in this new
bright’ book® of R.AYM.-C. reminiscences;
“The “Happy ~~ Hospital’. (Sinpkin
Marshall). Mr. Muir. is an accomplished:
writer, possessed :ofquick powers ‘of
obsérvation,» and a- ready, sympathetic

sense. of. shumour,~ and: his” New. -volunte
should prove..no Jess -widely -acceptable
than the well-known “ Observations.”

the issue. of our contemporary,N
I ‘« The Great War,’’ for June r;-Mr/G..A.
Sutton, Director. of ¢ Publicity ‘to. the
National War Savings Committee; has a
chapter on the financial position of the
country, and as to-day everyone is a tax-
payer in someformor other, it isa subject
of universal interest. After concluding
his financial review, Mr. Sutton passes

on to describe the activities of the com-
mittee in Salisbury Square with which he
is connected,-and gives: someided*of the

remarkable. growth of this organisation
during the past twelve months or so. The
chapter, however; is a connected whole,
and. affords some ene, interesting
reading.

“&s. d. and the War

HEimmenseexpenditure of the country
is summarised and the amount.

added. to the debt.. estimated, The
possibility, or rather the prcbabinee of
the war lasting for another two or three
years is takeninto account, and front this:

the writer says.alittle about the gibanbe
sum. which is required week by week and.
month by month, Then he mentions.
two points of capital importance—*the
enormous’ increase in wages which has
recently taken place, and is estimated: by

those who’ should ‘knowas soniething like’
a thousand millions a year, and theexist-
ence, of ‘an organisation, the National

Committee, with nearly forty thousand
associations underits control, for stimulat-

ing. and facilitating the lending of money.

(
W
D

 to the State. The chapter isin no sens
a piece of special pleading. ~ It is ratherin-
the nature of anvhistorical survey_;. but.
it. should ‘certainly. have the_ effect of
bringing” home —to all its readers thé
immensity’ of the financial effort which is’
demanded of Britons, to-day.
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OUR OBSERVATION POST
 

SOME ADMIRABLE CRICHTONS
NEof the anecdotes that have been °

going the rounds lately is of -a
butler who enlisted, obtained a com-
mission, and, as a major home on tem-
poraryleave, dined with his old employer
at the latter’s club. ‘‘ What do you
think of going in for when you return to
civil life?” the host asked his guest ;
and the major replied, “‘ I should like to
be your butler again, if you have no
objection.” There is no antecedent
improbability in the story, and it suggests
the possibility of some social complica-
tions arising after and out of the war
towards which it would be well to decide
our attitude in advance.

HEN the war began the general prin-
ciple to be observed by the nation

was laid down. Men who gave up their
work to volunteer for active service
received an assurance that they should be
reinstated in their appointments when
they were discharged from the Army,if
they so desired; and in most cases they
were relieved of material anxiety by their
employers pledging themselves to give to
their dependents the sum representing the
difference between their Army pay and
the wages they had earned in civil life.
Employers ceased—quite justifiably—
to assume additional responsibility of the
kind when military service was made
obligatory upon all men of a. specified age,
but the contract between the original
parties still holds good, and there must be ,
many men still serving who have appoint-
ments and situations awaiting them on
their discharge to which they can return
if they wish to do-so.

THer part of the matter is simple
enough. The social complication

arises in respect of men who, having
enlisted upon this understanding, have
subsequently received the King’s com-
mission and now are “ officers and gentle-
men.” The commission is. temporary.
Will the fact of a man having held it be
deemed a permanent obstacle to his
returning to his former situation; if that
was in domestic service, to his resuming
“menial employment’’? It cannot be
forgotten that the word “ menial” has a
general significance as a term of dis-
paragement, although in etymology there
is no justification for the reproach.

Fee question goes a good deal deeper
than appears at first sight. It

raises the more difficult question to
answer : How far our social system will
prove to have been democratised by a
war which has put the whole manhood of
the Empire into arms and made military
prowess the sole qualification for a man’s
elevation to superiority in military rank,
with consequent social precedence, over
another? Since the nation accepted con-
scription many instances must have
occurred of the squire’s butler becoming
an officer, while the squire’s son remained
in the ranks. How will butler and son 
stand to one another after the war?

° More important question : How ought. the
two to stand ?

i FPICHTEEN months ago I committed
myself here to a. declaration of

b belief that the war had given the millions
of men in our Army aetual experience of

U an entirely desirable kind of human asso-

Bees-t-te

ciation which could be extended into a
real fraternity that would enduré in peace.
There are plenty of distinctions between
soldiers, but no differences; and one of
the tich fruits of the war, I suggested,
would be the preservation of this spirit of
comradeship. when the soldiers became
civilians again. ‘“ Ranks and classes wilt
remain, as human nature seems to intend

they should, but their valuewill be trans-
literated—if the phrase is permissible—
into Army terms; so that the employer
will stand to his servant in the same
relation as the officer stands to the man,
and the whole staff of a great business
firm will.be animated by a spirit like the
esprit de corps which is the proud heritage
and the motive impulse of a regiment.”

ELL, I am still of the same happy
belief. A new -brotherhood has

been established, with its distinguishing-
badge the Silver Badge of Service, and its
words which only the initiate have learnt.
Where the one is worn and the others
given, brother is assured of support from
brother, and his honour is in safe keeping.
There is no question of inferiority of one
to the other while both are fulfilling the
ordinary duties of their station. And so
—to come to the particular hypothetical
case—no stigma will attach to the squire’s
butler obeying the orders of the squire’s
son, as none attached to the son obeying
the butler who was his officer in the
trenches.

FURTHER, I cannat see any especial
delicacy in the situation. Fine

fighting men as the British are, they are
not a military people. We accepted con-
scription as indispensable to the training
necessary to make us fit to meet on the
battlefield the professional Army of an
enemy that is a military people, but it is
difficult to believe that we shall retain
conscription as a permanent part of our
national life after it has served its pur-
pose.. The men of the New Army who are

Killed in Action
Fs fine anonymous poem, written by “ A

Mother to. her Son,” is taken from “ A Book
of Verse of the Great War,” published in America.
by the Yale University Press.

| PLEADEDlong, and sternly fought despair
Through nights that seemed unending, and I

strove

_ By prayerto climb the way
To dizzy Heaven. And sweetly echoing
] heard the anthemsthatthe angels sing ;
And thus myfrail petition, faltering there,

Turned, overawed, astray.

Jesting he sailed—I hid a stricken heart—
Into that frenzied Hell which mocks the sun

And God's vast tenderness!
Soon,in the skies of April, larks shall wing
And chant sweet orisons in vain for him—
A warrior fallen. Minethesterner part

To bear my loneliness.

Farewell! Unvanquished, deathless in my soul,
Faith whispers comfort—tll my Being thrills

And Hope quiescent stirs—
Then sorrow routed flees. With clearer sight
I see him girt in shining mail—a Knight ~
(Peal now exultantly, ye bells that toll)

‘Whom God hath given spurs.

“born soldiers” are a small minority.
The vast majority are essentially men of
peace, who loathe everything connected
with the war, and will be only thankful
when it is all over and they may put it
out of their thoughts as completely as
effort of will can efface such deeply-
grayen memories, They will rejoice
quietly at their recovered liberty to slip
back ‘into the ordered ways to which
they were accustomed, and master and
man will find new pleasure in their old
relations which they have resumed with
increased mutual respect.

[* is with not a little ruefulness that I
acknowledge myself only an onlooker

in the Great War. Yet, perhaps, Iam not
wholly useless if I can suggest to greater
sufferers. by it some rebate from the sum
ef its misery—even, perhaps, some definite
good that has come of it already. In the
Spiritual sphere I firmly believe it has
done an immense amount of good, purging
us of amaterialism that was costing us |
our soul. And on a lower plane, in our
social relations, I believe it has done us
much good as well, chiefly in clearing away
an accretion of falseness that had gathered
on our civilisation to its ultimate undoing.
False pride was ruining the lives of many
decent people. There were so many
things that people could not do, if they
would “keep up their position.’ Now
there is no honest work that an English
man or woman may not do; and the
duchess’s daughter is cutting down trees,
or baling hay, or spreading manure—God
bless her !—while her butler is leading
his men “over the top” in France. |

LIMINATE false pride from social
relations and nothing incongruous

between a man and his job wih besus-
pected. Each man will do what he can
do bést—which, ninety-nine times out of
a hundred,. is what he likes best. If that
is. what he was. doing before the war.
swept him into the Army, he will return —
to it with the unaffectedsimplicity of the
true man, and with the added honour of
one who has proved his fine quality by
fighting successfully and saving for all
mien freedom to live their own. lives. So.
butler will return to his pantry, and
duchess’s. daughter to her place om her
mother’s right hand at the topof the.
stairs, and both will have greater respect.
from the county. ;

O*= thing only should. be insisted upom:
the wearing of the badge wom by

past Imperial service. And there should
be some distinction between the Silver
Badge of Service worn in the coming days
of peace by a man whohas held the
King’s commission and that worm by the
man whohas not. It is due to the honour
itself that perpetual respect should be
paid to all men who have enjoyed it evem
temporarily. . Let every man and womam
show his distinguishing badge, and. the
higher the rank and honour attained by
war service the less: likelihood there will
be—or so it seems to me—of false pride
affecting the individual im his remewed
existence as a civiliam, whatever the
employment he may elect to take up.
Others may abide our judgment.
be free.
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OUR OBSERVATION POST
 

SOME ADMIRABLE CRICHTONS
NEof the anecdotes that have been °

going the rounds lately is of -a
butler who enlisted, obtained a com-
mission, and, as a major home on tem-
poraryleave, dined with his old employer
at the latter’s club. ‘‘ What do you
think of going in for when you return to
civil life?” the host asked his guest ;
and the major replied, “‘ I should like to
be your butler again, if you have no
objection.” There is no antecedent
improbability in the story, and it suggests
the possibility of some social complica-
tions arising after and out of the war
towards which it would be well to decide
our attitude in advance.

HEN the war began the general prin-
ciple to be observed by the nation

was laid down. Men who gave up their
work to volunteer for active service
received an assurance that they should be
reinstated in their appointments when
they were discharged from the Army,if
they so desired; and in most cases they
were relieved of material anxiety by their
employers pledging themselves to give to
their dependents the sum representing the
difference between their Army pay and
the wages they had earned in civil life.
Employers ceased—quite justifiably—
to assume additional responsibility of the
kind when military service was made
obligatory upon all men of a. specified age,
but the contract between the original
parties still holds good, and there must be ,
many men still serving who have appoint-
ments and situations awaiting them on
their discharge to which they can return
if they wish to do-so.

THer part of the matter is simple
enough. The social complication

arises in respect of men who, having
enlisted upon this understanding, have
subsequently received the King’s com-
mission and now are “ officers and gentle-
men.” The commission is. temporary.
Will the fact of a man having held it be
deemed a permanent obstacle to his
returning to his former situation; if that
was in domestic service, to his resuming
“menial employment’’? It cannot be
forgotten that the word “ menial” has a
general significance as a term of dis-
paragement, although in etymology there
is no justification for the reproach.

Fee question goes a good deal deeper
than appears at first sight. It

raises the more difficult question to
answer : How far our social system will
prove to have been democratised by a
war which has put the whole manhood of
the Empire into arms and made military
prowess the sole qualification for a man’s
elevation to superiority in military rank,
with consequent social precedence, over
another? Since the nation accepted con-
scription many instances must have
occurred of the squire’s butler becoming
an officer, while the squire’s son remained
in the ranks. How will butler and son 
stand to one another after the war?

° More important question : How ought. the
two to stand ?

i FPICHTEEN months ago I committed
myself here to a. declaration of

b belief that the war had given the millions
of men in our Army aetual experience of

U an entirely desirable kind of human asso-

Bees-t-te

ciation which could be extended into a
real fraternity that would enduré in peace.
There are plenty of distinctions between
soldiers, but no differences; and one of
the tich fruits of the war, I suggested,
would be the preservation of this spirit of
comradeship. when the soldiers became
civilians again. ‘“ Ranks and classes wilt
remain, as human nature seems to intend

they should, but their valuewill be trans-
literated—if the phrase is permissible—
into Army terms; so that the employer
will stand to his servant in the same
relation as the officer stands to the man,
and the whole staff of a great business
firm will.be animated by a spirit like the
esprit de corps which is the proud heritage
and the motive impulse of a regiment.”

ELL, I am still of the same happy
belief. A new -brotherhood has

been established, with its distinguishing-
badge the Silver Badge of Service, and its
words which only the initiate have learnt.
Where the one is worn and the others
given, brother is assured of support from
brother, and his honour is in safe keeping.
There is no question of inferiority of one
to the other while both are fulfilling the
ordinary duties of their station. And so
—to come to the particular hypothetical
case—no stigma will attach to the squire’s
butler obeying the orders of the squire’s
son, as none attached to the son obeying
the butler who was his officer in the
trenches.

FURTHER, I cannat see any especial
delicacy in the situation. Fine

fighting men as the British are, they are
not a military people. We accepted con-
scription as indispensable to the training
necessary to make us fit to meet on the
battlefield the professional Army of an
enemy that is a military people, but it is
difficult to believe that we shall retain
conscription as a permanent part of our
national life after it has served its pur-
pose.. The men of the New Army who are

Killed in Action
Fs fine anonymous poem, written by “ A

Mother to. her Son,” is taken from “ A Book
of Verse of the Great War,” published in America.
by the Yale University Press.

| PLEADEDlong, and sternly fought despair
Through nights that seemed unending, and I

strove

_ By prayerto climb the way
To dizzy Heaven. And sweetly echoing
] heard the anthemsthatthe angels sing ;
And thus myfrail petition, faltering there,

Turned, overawed, astray.

Jesting he sailed—I hid a stricken heart—
Into that frenzied Hell which mocks the sun

And God's vast tenderness!
Soon,in the skies of April, larks shall wing
And chant sweet orisons in vain for him—
A warrior fallen. Minethesterner part

To bear my loneliness.

Farewell! Unvanquished, deathless in my soul,
Faith whispers comfort—tll my Being thrills

And Hope quiescent stirs—
Then sorrow routed flees. With clearer sight
I see him girt in shining mail—a Knight ~
(Peal now exultantly, ye bells that toll)

‘Whom God hath given spurs.

“born soldiers” are a small minority.
The vast majority are essentially men of
peace, who loathe everything connected
with the war, and will be only thankful
when it is all over and they may put it
out of their thoughts as completely as
effort of will can efface such deeply-
grayen memories, They will rejoice
quietly at their recovered liberty to slip
back ‘into the ordered ways to which
they were accustomed, and master and
man will find new pleasure in their old
relations which they have resumed with
increased mutual respect.

[* is with not a little ruefulness that I
acknowledge myself only an onlooker

in the Great War. Yet, perhaps, Iam not
wholly useless if I can suggest to greater
sufferers. by it some rebate from the sum
ef its misery—even, perhaps, some definite
good that has come of it already. In the
Spiritual sphere I firmly believe it has
done an immense amount of good, purging
us of amaterialism that was costing us |
our soul. And on a lower plane, in our
social relations, I believe it has done us
much good as well, chiefly in clearing away
an accretion of falseness that had gathered
on our civilisation to its ultimate undoing.
False pride was ruining the lives of many
decent people. There were so many
things that people could not do, if they
would “keep up their position.’ Now
there is no honest work that an English
man or woman may not do; and the
duchess’s daughter is cutting down trees,
or baling hay, or spreading manure—God
bless her !—while her butler is leading
his men “over the top” in France. |

LIMINATE false pride from social
relations and nothing incongruous

between a man and his job wih besus-
pected. Each man will do what he can
do bést—which, ninety-nine times out of
a hundred,. is what he likes best. If that
is. what he was. doing before the war.
swept him into the Army, he will return —
to it with the unaffectedsimplicity of the
true man, and with the added honour of
one who has proved his fine quality by
fighting successfully and saving for all
mien freedom to live their own. lives. So.
butler will return to his pantry, and
duchess’s. daughter to her place om her
mother’s right hand at the topof the.
stairs, and both will have greater respect.
from the county. ;

O*= thing only should. be insisted upom:
the wearing of the badge wom by

past Imperial service. And there should
be some distinction between the Silver
Badge of Service worn in the coming days
of peace by a man whohas held the
King’s commission and that worm by the
man whohas not. It is due to the honour
itself that perpetual respect should be
paid to all men who have enjoyed it evem
temporarily. . Let every man and womam
show his distinguishing badge, and. the
higher the rank and honour attained by
war service the less: likelihood there will
be—or so it seems to me—of false pride
affecting the individual im his remewed
existence as a civiliam, whatever the
employment he may elect to take up.
Others may abide our judgment.
be free.
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE GREAT OFFENSIVE

HOW THE REDOUBTS FELL
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front

HERE are some dates which stand
out sharp and fresh in recollection.
Emotions stirred by the events

which mark them can alwaysberecalled.
They are not dimmed, like most of our
experiences, by the obliterating breath
of years. :
Each of us has his ownparticular dates

of this nature. Mine are those of the
Jameson Raid, the Black Week of
December, 1899, August 2nd, 1914, and
the moment when I read, at two o’clock

in the morning,in the busyandbrilliantly-
lighted buffet of a South Russian railway
station, the first account in the Odessa
newspapers of the Irish Revolt.
No one who was in France with the

British Army in the spring of 1918 will
ever forget, I fancy, the twenty-first of
March. Many who were in England or
Canada.or Australia will remember it,

too, with a tightening of the bands across
the heart. But to usin France the event
of March 21st came with so flashing a
suddenness. Upon us all, Staffs “and
fighting men and men who had gone. out
to do other things than fight, it flung so
heavy a burden—a burden fortunately of
which the shouldering, with the day and
night activity required, made brooding
impossible and kept gloomy thoughts
away. In every mind it left an impress,
whetherof one kind or another, whichwill,
I think, be effaced only bydeath.

T hear the careful reader check me.
“So flashing a suddenness, do you say?

How can that be? You yourself had
foretold the opening of a Germanoffensive.
The Intelligence Department of our Army
knew what the enemy had in preparation.”

The Day Before

True, careful reader, but even though
one knows a blowis aboutto fall, it may
fall suddenly and with startling effect,
especially if through weeks one has asked
oneself ‘‘ Will it be to-morrow? ’’ and has
become, as it were, blunted to the likeli-
hood of its falling at all.

Our soldiers were ready for it. They
had been warned to be ready forit. But,
of course, there were some who did not

really ‘expectit.
These said, “‘ They would never make

the sacrifice of lives which assaults upon
strong positions require.” Others said,

‘“’ Germany is busy in Russia. She will
develop her advantage there before she
does anything on the western front.”
I used to ask them, ‘‘ How can Germany
develop Russia without having any men
or money to spare?’ I used to ask
whether it was conceivable that the enemy
would sit quiet on the western front until
the arrival of the Americans gave the
Allies -superior numbers once. more?
They were seldom shaken in their opinion,
which was that “ the Boche isn’t going to
attack.”

It is desirable that the troops in the
field should be confident, even though they
be wrong. It is all to the good that their
spirits should be high and their minds at
ease.

first of March I went to the 47th
Division’s sports. The Londoners of
whom this unit consists were enjoying
themselves in the warm sunshine, betting

On the Saturday before the twenty-

mildly on the flat races, laughing at the
gas-mask competition, getting excited
over the steeplechase course. On_ the
Mondayafter that I was visiting an Irish
division, the 16th, and came across a
boxing-match on a hill-top, swept by
the soft spring wind. A battalion of the
Leinster Regiment was gathered round the
ring. Officers and men watched every
point, clapping and criticising—an after-
noon’s forgetfulness of war and a topic
of conversation for many days.

Coming of the Fog

Now, if those Londoners and Leinster
men had fancied it possible that in less
“than seven days the Germans would be
in possession of their racecourse and their
boxing-ring, and they themselves com-
pelled to fall back, would it not have
made a difference to-their enjoyment ?
It might not. ‘Carpe diem’”’ is the
British soldier's motto—a very wise one.
But if it had made a difference, it would
certainly have been to our disadvantage.

Again my critical reader breaks in:
“ How can you say that ? They might

have been preparing to meet the attack.”
But they had prepared, my friend.

All that had been ordered had been done.
“Then wh oe
Wait, if you please. Let me tell the

story in the proper order.
March 20th came and went without any

 

‘happening of special significance, so far
as we saw at the time. Looking back,
I guess nowthat the change in the weather
may have had its -bearing upon the
enemy’s decision that the hour had come.
The usual warmth of the March sunshine
made the mornings thick. Heavy, damp
mists rose from every valley. These were
the conditions the enemy wanted. Fog
for the opening of his attack. Dry,
sunny days for its development.

So in the night of the 2oth-21st there
suddenly fell upon the whole of the
British line from the little Sensée River,
near Arras, to the River Oise far below
St. Quentin, a bombardment, partly of
high explosive which rends and_ shatters,
partly of gas which stifles and corrodes,
such a bombardment as the war had not
before brought into the soldier’s ex-
perience.

Waves of Attack

“ Thorough in his methods, that is the
Boche all over,” a. Staff officer, and a
clever one, said to me, discussing this
opening move. “If he caleulates that
so many guns are necessary, he says,
“Very well, we'll have that many, and
then half as many again, so as to make
sure.’ Say he reckons that for the success
of some operation he ought to have so
many divisions to so many yardsof front,
He puts in twice so many divisions,
He takes norisks.”
Those were the German methodsonthe

twenty-first of March, First his artillery
bombarded as¥no artillery had ever
bombarded before. Then his infantry
advanced in masses, shoulderto shoulder,
wave behind wave, more mento the mile
than were ever yet put into battle, upon
a battle-front nearly fifty miles long.

I am afraid that, even had there been
no fog, this enormous weight of Germans
falling upon us after the long-continued

storm of shell would have produced an
initial success. -But there is no disputing
the great help which the fog gave them.
Without it they would not have penetrated
as deeply as they did. They would have
suffered more than they did from our
artillery and machine-guns. These did
inflict fearful loss on them as soon as it
grew clearer. For hours together our
gunners and machine-gun companiesfired
into them as the never-ending waves
came on. ‘‘ But oh, if we could have
seen them at the start!’? How many
men have I heard utter that lament ?
“They were on us almost before we

knew they were coming.’ That I have
heard just as often. I knowit is true,

and I know it was not our men’s fault.
There were places where you could not
see more than thirty yards. Nowhere
have I heard the limit of sight on that
thick morning put at more than a hundred
or so. The» 36th Division had the
Grugies Valley, just south of St.
Quentin, filled with machine-guns, so as
to catch the German attack and break
up the attacking force. ‘ He slipped in
to one side of us,” -a machine-gunner
complained. ‘‘ We never got in a shot
at him. The first we heard was that he
had got behind us. Result of the mist.”

It was in this locality that the blowfell
most heavily in the southern area of the
battle. The enemy drove a wedge into
it with the object of capturing the high
ground which overlooks the River Somme,
here tamed and*made useful as the St.
Quentin Canal. Here the Fifth Army
held the first line, not by continuous
trenches, but by a-series of redoubts.

Heroic—“to the Last”

These were small forts, several hundred
yards apart, garrisoned by forces varying
from two to three hundred men, with
plenty of machine-guns. '

Troops. of the. 36th Division made
a fine defence: until. late evening of
the Racecourse Redoubt, built on the
spot where the people of St. Quentin
used to amuse themselves with “le
sport.” Farther north the Manchesters
made a magnificent fight for the Man-
chester Hill Redoubt. At 10.30 a.m. the
garrison reported: ‘‘We are being
attacked.” Telephone messages, all cheery
and hopeful, continued to reach brigade
headquarters at intervals. The colonel
commanding the garrison was wounded.
At noon he said: ‘ I doubt if we can hold
out much longer.’’ At two he reported
that all his men who had not been killed
were wounded. The Germans were almost
all round them, pouring in a hot machine-
gunfire, which we were returning briskly,
keeping them at a distance. The de-
fenders were showing a spirit beyond all
praise. ‘Towards three o’clock the colonel
said: ‘' The Manchester Regiment will
defend its redoubt till the last.” ;
Not less glorious was the struggle for

the Enghien -Redoubt in the 61st
Division area, still farther north. These
were successive messages received by a
buried wire from the brave men holdingit :

“ Fifty of us left, fighting hard.” ,.
“Do you wish us to hold out to the last ?”?
“ We-are quite surrounded,”
Then no more,
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Spirit that Endures Against Exponents of Might
 

  
   

 

   
Cookhouse with merry inscriptions somewhere behind the lines of the
“Australian forces fighting in France. Left: View from a German newspaper

of a two-story “‘ stronghold ’’ on the western front.  

    
Carrying on in the midst of the ruins of his store. This old man, whose place had been wrecked byshell fire during the German

offensive, persisted in staying among his wares, ready for any chance customer among the defending British soldiers.
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE GREAT OFFENSIVE

HOW THE REDOUBTS FELL
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front

HERE are some dates which stand
out sharp and fresh in recollection.
Emotions stirred by the events

which mark them can alwaysberecalled.
They are not dimmed, like most of our
experiences, by the obliterating breath
of years. :
Each of us has his ownparticular dates

of this nature. Mine are those of the
Jameson Raid, the Black Week of
December, 1899, August 2nd, 1914, and
the moment when I read, at two o’clock

in the morning,in the busyandbrilliantly-
lighted buffet of a South Russian railway
station, the first account in the Odessa
newspapers of the Irish Revolt.
No one who was in France with the

British Army in the spring of 1918 will
ever forget, I fancy, the twenty-first of
March. Many who were in England or
Canada.or Australia will remember it,

too, with a tightening of the bands across
the heart. But to usin France the event
of March 21st came with so flashing a
suddenness. Upon us all, Staffs “and
fighting men and men who had gone. out
to do other things than fight, it flung so
heavy a burden—a burden fortunately of
which the shouldering, with the day and
night activity required, made brooding
impossible and kept gloomy thoughts
away. In every mind it left an impress,
whetherof one kind or another, whichwill,
I think, be effaced only bydeath.

T hear the careful reader check me.
“So flashing a suddenness, do you say?

How can that be? You yourself had
foretold the opening of a Germanoffensive.
The Intelligence Department of our Army
knew what the enemy had in preparation.”

The Day Before

True, careful reader, but even though
one knows a blowis aboutto fall, it may
fall suddenly and with startling effect,
especially if through weeks one has asked
oneself ‘‘ Will it be to-morrow? ’’ and has
become, as it were, blunted to the likeli-
hood of its falling at all.

Our soldiers were ready for it. They
had been warned to be ready forit. But,
of course, there were some who did not

really ‘expectit.
These said, “‘ They would never make

the sacrifice of lives which assaults upon
strong positions require.” Others said,

‘“’ Germany is busy in Russia. She will
develop her advantage there before she
does anything on the western front.”
I used to ask them, ‘‘ How can Germany
develop Russia without having any men
or money to spare?’ I used to ask
whether it was conceivable that the enemy
would sit quiet on the western front until
the arrival of the Americans gave the
Allies -superior numbers once. more?
They were seldom shaken in their opinion,
which was that “ the Boche isn’t going to
attack.”

It is desirable that the troops in the
field should be confident, even though they
be wrong. It is all to the good that their
spirits should be high and their minds at
ease.

first of March I went to the 47th
Division’s sports. The Londoners of
whom this unit consists were enjoying
themselves in the warm sunshine, betting

On the Saturday before the twenty-

mildly on the flat races, laughing at the
gas-mask competition, getting excited
over the steeplechase course. On_ the
Mondayafter that I was visiting an Irish
division, the 16th, and came across a
boxing-match on a hill-top, swept by
the soft spring wind. A battalion of the
Leinster Regiment was gathered round the
ring. Officers and men watched every
point, clapping and criticising—an after-
noon’s forgetfulness of war and a topic
of conversation for many days.

Coming of the Fog

Now, if those Londoners and Leinster
men had fancied it possible that in less
“than seven days the Germans would be
in possession of their racecourse and their
boxing-ring, and they themselves com-
pelled to fall back, would it not have
made a difference to-their enjoyment ?
It might not. ‘Carpe diem’”’ is the
British soldier's motto—a very wise one.
But if it had made a difference, it would
certainly have been to our disadvantage.

Again my critical reader breaks in:
“ How can you say that ? They might

have been preparing to meet the attack.”
But they had prepared, my friend.

All that had been ordered had been done.
“Then wh oe
Wait, if you please. Let me tell the

story in the proper order.
March 20th came and went without any

 

‘happening of special significance, so far
as we saw at the time. Looking back,
I guess nowthat the change in the weather
may have had its -bearing upon the
enemy’s decision that the hour had come.
The usual warmth of the March sunshine
made the mornings thick. Heavy, damp
mists rose from every valley. These were
the conditions the enemy wanted. Fog
for the opening of his attack. Dry,
sunny days for its development.

So in the night of the 2oth-21st there
suddenly fell upon the whole of the
British line from the little Sensée River,
near Arras, to the River Oise far below
St. Quentin, a bombardment, partly of
high explosive which rends and_ shatters,
partly of gas which stifles and corrodes,
such a bombardment as the war had not
before brought into the soldier’s ex-
perience.

Waves of Attack

“ Thorough in his methods, that is the
Boche all over,” a. Staff officer, and a
clever one, said to me, discussing this
opening move. “If he caleulates that
so many guns are necessary, he says,
“Very well, we'll have that many, and
then half as many again, so as to make
sure.’ Say he reckons that for the success
of some operation he ought to have so
many divisions to so many yardsof front,
He puts in twice so many divisions,
He takes norisks.”
Those were the German methodsonthe

twenty-first of March, First his artillery
bombarded as¥no artillery had ever
bombarded before. Then his infantry
advanced in masses, shoulderto shoulder,
wave behind wave, more mento the mile
than were ever yet put into battle, upon
a battle-front nearly fifty miles long.

I am afraid that, even had there been
no fog, this enormous weight of Germans
falling upon us after the long-continued

storm of shell would have produced an
initial success. -But there is no disputing
the great help which the fog gave them.
Without it they would not have penetrated
as deeply as they did. They would have
suffered more than they did from our
artillery and machine-guns. These did
inflict fearful loss on them as soon as it
grew clearer. For hours together our
gunners and machine-gun companiesfired
into them as the never-ending waves
came on. ‘‘ But oh, if we could have
seen them at the start!’? How many
men have I heard utter that lament ?
“They were on us almost before we

knew they were coming.’ That I have
heard just as often. I knowit is true,

and I know it was not our men’s fault.
There were places where you could not
see more than thirty yards. Nowhere
have I heard the limit of sight on that
thick morning put at more than a hundred
or so. The» 36th Division had the
Grugies Valley, just south of St.
Quentin, filled with machine-guns, so as
to catch the German attack and break
up the attacking force. ‘ He slipped in
to one side of us,” -a machine-gunner
complained. ‘‘ We never got in a shot
at him. The first we heard was that he
had got behind us. Result of the mist.”

It was in this locality that the blowfell
most heavily in the southern area of the
battle. The enemy drove a wedge into
it with the object of capturing the high
ground which overlooks the River Somme,
here tamed and*made useful as the St.
Quentin Canal. Here the Fifth Army
held the first line, not by continuous
trenches, but by a-series of redoubts.

Heroic—“to the Last”

These were small forts, several hundred
yards apart, garrisoned by forces varying
from two to three hundred men, with
plenty of machine-guns. '

Troops. of the. 36th Division made
a fine defence: until. late evening of
the Racecourse Redoubt, built on the
spot where the people of St. Quentin
used to amuse themselves with “le
sport.” Farther north the Manchesters
made a magnificent fight for the Man-
chester Hill Redoubt. At 10.30 a.m. the
garrison reported: ‘‘We are being
attacked.” Telephone messages, all cheery
and hopeful, continued to reach brigade
headquarters at intervals. The colonel
commanding the garrison was wounded.
At noon he said: ‘ I doubt if we can hold
out much longer.’’ At two he reported
that all his men who had not been killed
were wounded. The Germans were almost
all round them, pouring in a hot machine-
gunfire, which we were returning briskly,
keeping them at a distance. The de-
fenders were showing a spirit beyond all
praise. ‘Towards three o’clock the colonel
said: ‘' The Manchester Regiment will
defend its redoubt till the last.” ;
Not less glorious was the struggle for

the Enghien -Redoubt in the 61st
Division area, still farther north. These
were successive messages received by a
buried wire from the brave men holdingit :

“ Fifty of us left, fighting hard.” ,.
“Do you wish us to hold out to the last ?”?
“ We-are quite surrounded,”
Then no more,
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Spirit that Endures Against Exponents of Might
 

  
   

 

   
Cookhouse with merry inscriptions somewhere behind the lines of the
“Australian forces fighting in France. Left: View from a German newspaper

of a two-story “‘ stronghold ’’ on the western front.  

    
Carrying on in the midst of the ruins of his store. This old man, whose place had been wrecked byshell fire during the German

offensive, persisted in staying among his wares, ready for any chance customer among the defending British soldiers.
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
 

KINDNESS AND A HOWITZER

N one of my little journeys along the
- old front line I came, on a gusty

autumn morning when the sky was
lowering and the rain spattered at times
in squally showers, to a 12 in. howitzer
battery. So deftly was it screened with
netting, to which thousandsoflittle tags of
green cloth had been tied, that we had
already passed the monster weapon un-
noticed in its pit behind a low hill.
Everything around was green, and the
wide-spreading,  green-tagged net that
was suspended above and clear of the
great gun, harmonised so well with the
landscape that at a very short distance
it was absorbed into the verdure of the
hillside. Some of the gun-team, engaged
as we came upon them in getting a shell
into position for loading, even wore green
painted helmets.
We were unlucky enough to have

arrived just a little too late for the aerial
“shoot ”’ that was the task of the day.
A dozen rounds had been ordered on a
certain objective, and seven of these had
already been fired while an aeroplane
from the camp near by had heen able to
‘“spot” for the gunners in the too brief
intervals of good ‘visibility. The young
flyer was even. now, that it was squally

again, back at his camp and wisely enjoy-
ing his well-earned lunch. There were
these five rounds yet to fire, and they
would have to wait until the airman was
ready to go up again and the weather
promised him a chance of spotting to
some” purpose.

In the Never Again Land

With hopes of seeing the secondinstal-
ment of the ‘ shoot,” we accepted the
invitation of the battery major to the
shelter of his dug-out, and a share of his
bully beef, biscuits, and liquor by way
ef lunch.

Wonderfully neat and businesslike was
the mess-room of the gunnery officers.
Like their giant weapon, it was hiddenin
a hollowof the little hill, and made almost

as inconspicuous as the howitzer itself.
The main room, which served for mess

and office, was excavated for half its
length fromthe sloping face of the ground.
In appearance it was merely a large box
of rough wood planks, stuck into a square
cavity in a little hill. What protruded
was thickly covered with sandbags on
top andsides, and on these someinglorious
disciple of Futurism had splashed about
a few pails of green paint.
The interior had certain rude comforts.

Walls and ceiling were hung with sacking,
nailed loosely to the wood. Pinned here
and there on the walls were various notices
and bright coloured prints cut from the
pictorial magazines that exploit the lures
of the eternally feminine. In the centre
of the room a plain deal table, and two
or three bentwood chairs; to theleft of
the door a rough-hewn bench, with
telephone instruments, books, and papers;
to the right another table, bearing the
costly and delicate mechanism of the
battery’s wireless equipment.
That is the complete inventory as it

met the eye, yet the major’s servant
would flap up a bit of canvas in the wall
and, lo! a neat little cupboard with bottles
all in a row; another flap raised up by
him revealed the resources of the mess in

By the Editor
glasses; and yet another “ cubbyhole,”
camouflaged with canvas, held the
cigarettes and tobacco. The whole place
reminded me of Wendy’s kitchen in the
Never, Never Land. e

It was a mess-room in the Never Again
Land, if I did not misjudge the battery
major.

. With the Gunnery Officers

There were dormitories adjoining where
each of the officers had his little stock of
treasured books, thise magic wands that
enable them to retire into themselves
when they have grown aweary of the
eventful monotony of serving the great
guns and, perhaps, a little “ fed-up”
with each other in this rather isolated
position, There were the dug-outs of the
men, their cook-house, workshop, and so
forth ; but it was not of these I meant
to write, though an incident concerning
one of them may be recorded. A corporal
appeared at the door and saluted. The
subaltern inquired his business.

“ Please, sir, the men say they cannot
eat their dinner.”
The subaltern showed no great alarm,

but reported to the major, who said in
his quiet way : a
“There was a fire in the cook-house

this morning, and everything wasspoiled.”
This explanation was. conveyed to the

corporal, who withdrew, with what

consolation for the dinnerless men one
could not guess. A fire in the cook-house
is a desirable thing within bounds, but
the cook-house in the fire! Well, well,

cest la guerre, and let us to the battery
major.
The little group of gunnery officers

gathered in this Wendy’s room would all
bear a few lines of portraiture, presenting
each a distinctly interesting personality,
even to the junior sub, whose geography
was proved to be hazier than the cloudy
sky that frowned upon the second bout
of the aerial shoot. But it was the major
who engaged me and kept my mind busy
piecing together an entirely imaginary

- history for him,

The Then and The Now

Imprimis, he was never intended for a

soldier, and that was probably the reason
why he made so good a one. He was°
slight in figure, moderately tall—say, five
feet ten—andhis countenance wasinstinct
with kindness, friendliness, humanity.
He had probably been a Sunday-school
superintendent, or a worker among the
poor in some London slumland. His
mildness of manner, his soft, gentle voice,
sounded absurd when one thought that
his pet howitzer represented the very
extreme of noisy brute force. .This gentle
soul the director of that roaring monster
out there under its green-tufted veil!
He was so little ‘‘ born for a soldier,”

that he did not even trim, his moustache
“ according to regulations, but let it curl
softly over his lip, just as his wife had
said she liked to see it and to feel it
caressingly on her own lips when he sped
each morning from his suburban nest to
the City, she hurrying indoors to hold
baby up for a last look. For I did not
doubt that such had beenhis great
happiness in the past; its vision and
memory his truest solace in the hateful
life foul war had substituted.

Hewaseither an architect or a draughts-
man, possibly a mathematical lecturer,
before he was snatched by the- military
Moloch and thrust out there into those
wilds of war. A manof delicate physique,
whose young wife would have grave eyes
for him when he wheezed and coughed in
the cold winter winds. Nowhe had lived
in draughty, sodden dug-outs for two long
winters, had been invalided home after
going through all the horrors of the great
Somme push in 1916, and he was bodily
tired and spent that grey day as we
talked together in his latest home on the
battle-front.
“T expect this winter will crock me up

for good,” he said, as quietly and un-
complainingly as he might have remarked
that.it was a cloudy day.
But when wefell to talking of his work,

his dark, intelligent eyes brightened, and
with the gentlest of smiles he told how
he had been shooting at a certain objective
for several days, and the day before had
got “a plus Z on it ”—'twas Greek to me ;
and that had it been a minus—or it may
have been the other way round—the
target. would have been no more. As
soon as the sky cleared again, he would

get that plus, or minus, or whatever it
was, and then Heaven help the Huns in

the vicinity !~
How strange was this talk, how

absurdly unlike our rooted notions of war !
-~It was as though the teller-at your bank
were asking how~you would have your
money.

; One of War’s Contrasts

As we sat there, the noise of the lighter
guns forward never ceased, the long
whine of the “stuff” that Fritz was
sending over making the earth spoutin
many dark fountains a mile or so beyond
us, came eyery few minutes. We went
outdoors to look at the weather, and
many little woolly clouds were in the
sky.

“ That’s the worst stuff we're up
against,’’ observed the major, raising his
binoculars. It was Hun shrapnel, raining
down on our advanced trenches. “ It
-looks pretty,” he said.

“ Fritz is a damned good-artilleryman,
if you ask my opinion,” he remarked a
moment jater, and I was almost taken
aback by the expletive.
The telephone had buzzed at odd

intervals during our stay, but the news

from the flying camp was against the
likelihood of those five roundsof theaerial
shoot being fired while we could wait.
As we had many strange sights to see
that day, we had to say good-bye to the
battery major and his fellow-officers. © -

Strange sights, indeed !_ What stranger,
when you think of it, than the scene we
had left! This gentle soul, divorced from
the simple joys that made existence Life,
wearing out his not abundant energies in
directing the monstrous machinery of a
metal beast that vomited tons of steel
and explosive on objects eight or ten
miles distant, while a sad-eyed young wife
and a little child, longing for the loving
arms of husbandand father around them,
waited away to the west,-across the narrow
‘sea, in some suburban villa! Waited for
one who expected that the coming winter
would “ crock him up for good.”
And such is the glory of war!
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Another selection of loose leaves from Mr. C. M. Sheldon’s war portfolio. These little sketches, reminiscent of our artist’s recent
Stay on the western front, have been chosen for reproduction in this issue as they depict certain of the scenes in the visit to thehowitzer battery in the ‘* Never Again Land’ described by the Editor in his article. ‘ Kindness anda Howitzer,'’ on the opposite page.
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
 

KINDNESS AND A HOWITZER

N one of my little journeys along the
- old front line I came, on a gusty

autumn morning when the sky was
lowering and the rain spattered at times
in squally showers, to a 12 in. howitzer
battery. So deftly was it screened with
netting, to which thousandsoflittle tags of
green cloth had been tied, that we had
already passed the monster weapon un-
noticed in its pit behind a low hill.
Everything around was green, and the
wide-spreading,  green-tagged net that
was suspended above and clear of the
great gun, harmonised so well with the
landscape that at a very short distance
it was absorbed into the verdure of the
hillside. Some of the gun-team, engaged
as we came upon them in getting a shell
into position for loading, even wore green
painted helmets.
We were unlucky enough to have

arrived just a little too late for the aerial
“shoot ”’ that was the task of the day.
A dozen rounds had been ordered on a
certain objective, and seven of these had
already been fired while an aeroplane
from the camp near by had heen able to
‘“spot” for the gunners in the too brief
intervals of good ‘visibility. The young
flyer was even. now, that it was squally

again, back at his camp and wisely enjoy-
ing his well-earned lunch. There were
these five rounds yet to fire, and they
would have to wait until the airman was
ready to go up again and the weather
promised him a chance of spotting to
some” purpose.

In the Never Again Land

With hopes of seeing the secondinstal-
ment of the ‘ shoot,” we accepted the
invitation of the battery major to the
shelter of his dug-out, and a share of his
bully beef, biscuits, and liquor by way
ef lunch.

Wonderfully neat and businesslike was
the mess-room of the gunnery officers.
Like their giant weapon, it was hiddenin
a hollowof the little hill, and made almost

as inconspicuous as the howitzer itself.
The main room, which served for mess

and office, was excavated for half its
length fromthe sloping face of the ground.
In appearance it was merely a large box
of rough wood planks, stuck into a square
cavity in a little hill. What protruded
was thickly covered with sandbags on
top andsides, and on these someinglorious
disciple of Futurism had splashed about
a few pails of green paint.
The interior had certain rude comforts.

Walls and ceiling were hung with sacking,
nailed loosely to the wood. Pinned here
and there on the walls were various notices
and bright coloured prints cut from the
pictorial magazines that exploit the lures
of the eternally feminine. In the centre
of the room a plain deal table, and two
or three bentwood chairs; to theleft of
the door a rough-hewn bench, with
telephone instruments, books, and papers;
to the right another table, bearing the
costly and delicate mechanism of the
battery’s wireless equipment.
That is the complete inventory as it

met the eye, yet the major’s servant
would flap up a bit of canvas in the wall
and, lo! a neat little cupboard with bottles
all in a row; another flap raised up by
him revealed the resources of the mess in

By the Editor
glasses; and yet another “ cubbyhole,”
camouflaged with canvas, held the
cigarettes and tobacco. The whole place
reminded me of Wendy’s kitchen in the
Never, Never Land. e

It was a mess-room in the Never Again
Land, if I did not misjudge the battery
major.

. With the Gunnery Officers

There were dormitories adjoining where
each of the officers had his little stock of
treasured books, thise magic wands that
enable them to retire into themselves
when they have grown aweary of the
eventful monotony of serving the great
guns and, perhaps, a little “ fed-up”
with each other in this rather isolated
position, There were the dug-outs of the
men, their cook-house, workshop, and so
forth ; but it was not of these I meant
to write, though an incident concerning
one of them may be recorded. A corporal
appeared at the door and saluted. The
subaltern inquired his business.

“ Please, sir, the men say they cannot
eat their dinner.”
The subaltern showed no great alarm,

but reported to the major, who said in
his quiet way : a
“There was a fire in the cook-house

this morning, and everything wasspoiled.”
This explanation was. conveyed to the

corporal, who withdrew, with what

consolation for the dinnerless men one
could not guess. A fire in the cook-house
is a desirable thing within bounds, but
the cook-house in the fire! Well, well,

cest la guerre, and let us to the battery
major.
The little group of gunnery officers

gathered in this Wendy’s room would all
bear a few lines of portraiture, presenting
each a distinctly interesting personality,
even to the junior sub, whose geography
was proved to be hazier than the cloudy
sky that frowned upon the second bout
of the aerial shoot. But it was the major
who engaged me and kept my mind busy
piecing together an entirely imaginary

- history for him,

The Then and The Now

Imprimis, he was never intended for a

soldier, and that was probably the reason
why he made so good a one. He was°
slight in figure, moderately tall—say, five
feet ten—andhis countenance wasinstinct
with kindness, friendliness, humanity.
He had probably been a Sunday-school
superintendent, or a worker among the
poor in some London slumland. His
mildness of manner, his soft, gentle voice,
sounded absurd when one thought that
his pet howitzer represented the very
extreme of noisy brute force. .This gentle
soul the director of that roaring monster
out there under its green-tufted veil!
He was so little ‘‘ born for a soldier,”

that he did not even trim, his moustache
“ according to regulations, but let it curl
softly over his lip, just as his wife had
said she liked to see it and to feel it
caressingly on her own lips when he sped
each morning from his suburban nest to
the City, she hurrying indoors to hold
baby up for a last look. For I did not
doubt that such had beenhis great
happiness in the past; its vision and
memory his truest solace in the hateful
life foul war had substituted.

Hewaseither an architect or a draughts-
man, possibly a mathematical lecturer,
before he was snatched by the- military
Moloch and thrust out there into those
wilds of war. A manof delicate physique,
whose young wife would have grave eyes
for him when he wheezed and coughed in
the cold winter winds. Nowhe had lived
in draughty, sodden dug-outs for two long
winters, had been invalided home after
going through all the horrors of the great
Somme push in 1916, and he was bodily
tired and spent that grey day as we
talked together in his latest home on the
battle-front.
“T expect this winter will crock me up

for good,” he said, as quietly and un-
complainingly as he might have remarked
that.it was a cloudy day.
But when wefell to talking of his work,

his dark, intelligent eyes brightened, and
with the gentlest of smiles he told how
he had been shooting at a certain objective
for several days, and the day before had
got “a plus Z on it ”—'twas Greek to me ;
and that had it been a minus—or it may
have been the other way round—the
target. would have been no more. As
soon as the sky cleared again, he would

get that plus, or minus, or whatever it
was, and then Heaven help the Huns in

the vicinity !~
How strange was this talk, how

absurdly unlike our rooted notions of war !
-~It was as though the teller-at your bank
were asking how~you would have your
money.

; One of War’s Contrasts

As we sat there, the noise of the lighter
guns forward never ceased, the long
whine of the “stuff” that Fritz was
sending over making the earth spoutin
many dark fountains a mile or so beyond
us, came eyery few minutes. We went
outdoors to look at the weather, and
many little woolly clouds were in the
sky.

“ That’s the worst stuff we're up
against,’’ observed the major, raising his
binoculars. It was Hun shrapnel, raining
down on our advanced trenches. “ It
-looks pretty,” he said.

“ Fritz is a damned good-artilleryman,
if you ask my opinion,” he remarked a
moment jater, and I was almost taken
aback by the expletive.
The telephone had buzzed at odd

intervals during our stay, but the news

from the flying camp was against the
likelihood of those five roundsof theaerial
shoot being fired while we could wait.
As we had many strange sights to see
that day, we had to say good-bye to the
battery major and his fellow-officers. © -

Strange sights, indeed !_ What stranger,
when you think of it, than the scene we
had left! This gentle soul, divorced from
the simple joys that made existence Life,
wearing out his not abundant energies in
directing the monstrous machinery of a
metal beast that vomited tons of steel
and explosive on objects eight or ten
miles distant, while a sad-eyed young wife
and a little child, longing for the loving
arms of husbandand father around them,
waited away to the west,-across the narrow
‘sea, in some suburban villa! Waited for
one who expected that the coming winter
would “ crock him up for good.”
And such is the glory of war!
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Another selection of loose leaves from Mr. C. M. Sheldon’s war portfolio. These little sketches, reminiscent of our artist’s recent
Stay on the western front, have been chosen for reproduction in this issue as they depict certain of the scenes in the visit to thehowitzer battery in the ‘* Never Again Land’ described by the Editor in his article. ‘ Kindness anda Howitzer,'’ on the opposite page.
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War-Mangled Corpses of Two Martyr Cities Cannon in Cowsheds and 0 her War Surprises

 

 
 

 
         

  
 

British field-gun in a cowshed onthe western front. Left : Inside the shed with
the gun in action, fired through an aperture only large enough to allow of

the targets being seen.
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      Rheims in 1918: The Rue de Thionville. ‘* The town is a town no longer,’’ said one whovisited it in April. The Germansrained50,000 high-explosive shells and thousands of incendiary shells into it ina week, and practically every house was redu_ed to ruin.

 

 

 

  
 

British officers enjoying a little music outside their billet in France. Evidence of their
proximity to the danger area is given by the shrapnel helmets and the stretcher close

athand. Left: Engineers mining a road during the British retirement.

      
 

 
 

 

   
y in1918: F wik ir. * i ’ 7 ’ British outpost in the scanty cover of a ruined barn. Right: Two Scottish soldiers taking a chance and sprinting across an openOreile opin eaeiengieheotabtas aintheeHicanedTeteaneebandeenTaeeeSeedertieheeteet ’ : Space before a building in direct view of German machine-gunners. The wall in front of the leading soldier is peppered with bullets.
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Wherethe Voice of the Guns Drowned All Others In the Great Offensive on the Western Front
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    French railway gun in action on a sector of the western front near the point of junction of the Allies which the Germansare tryingto pierce. Village on a sector of the western front held by the American troops, showing one of the loopho!ed barricades across the entrances to the

German communiques report continuous vigorous outbursts of surprise firing against their artillery positions all along the line. Streets. It was recently announced that the Americans now hold a sector o7 the western front longer than that held by the gallant Belgians.
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sustained British howitzer battery in action during the great Germanoffensive on the western front. The battery had been lined up along the side ofa

; thick hedge which served to mask the temporary position which it was occupying while harassing the advancing enemy.

 

 

 
 ' = British heavy guns sited in a French village whence an intense bombardment of the enemybackareas is being maintained. Long-

’ fire on the enemy’s communications and billeting areas has seriously hampered his preparations to resumethe offensive.
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French Army dog masked ready to take a message through a gassed area. On the right is another French Army dog on the alert
against an enemy “‘surprise.’’ In the centre photograph are two British soldiers with a calf rescued near the front line.
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French and English soldiers with rescued kids.
In oval : ** Teaser,’’ the mascot of H.M.S. Warwick.
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Canadian armouredcar withits puppet mascot.
Oneof the crew waspainting chevrons on thecar.

 
 

«Cosh at ®       
; British soldier with twocanaries that he had rescued from a shell-struck house in France, the only living things found amid the ruins.
; 7 Right: Two sailors, on board one of the American naval units in British waters, with ‘‘ Fritz,’’ their ship’s mascot.
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ommunal Care
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One of London’s National Food Kitchens in Earl’s Court Road. Left: Lady
chemist testing blood in the National Meat Products Factory established

at Islington, London, under the auspices of the Ministry of Food.
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King George inspecting a dental ambulancepresented to the British Committee of the French Red Cross bythe Silver Thimble Fund.
Right: Someof the cine-motors sent on tour by the Ministry of Information to disseminate war information and propaganda.
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Field kitchen presented by Mrs. Harry McCalmontfor use in Italy. On the step is seen Miss Jean McKersie, who will take the kitchen

to the front. Right: National travelling kitchen at Halifax, Yorkshire, constructed froma single-deok car.
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French Army dog masked ready to take a message through a gassed area. On the right is another French Army dog on the alert
against an enemy “‘surprise.’’ In the centre photograph are two British soldiers with a calf rescued near the front line.
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French and English soldiers with rescued kids.
In oval : ** Teaser,’’ the mascot of H.M.S. Warwick.
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Canadian armouredcar withits puppet mascot.
Oneof the crew waspainting chevrons on thecar.
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; British soldier with twocanaries that he had rescued from a shell-struck house in France, the only living things found amid the ruins.
; 7 Right: Two sailors, on board one of the American naval units in British waters, with ‘‘ Fritz,’’ their ship’s mascot.
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Right: Someof the cine-motors sent on tour by the Ministry of Information to disseminate war information and propaganda.
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Nurse attending toa patient in an ambulance train; the French
patient in the upperberth being greatly interested inthe operation.
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Brinzing back the woundedfrom the fighting-front. Interior of a.

ward in a British ambulance train in France.

 

  
 

    

   
Loading up a British ambulance train in France with stretcher casefullest medical and surgical care. 8 for removal to the base hospitals, where they will receive theInset above: Canaries that live aboard the ambulance train to cheer the wounded with song.  
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- Author of the Popular “ Observations of an Orderly”

 \HERE is a steep thoroughfare—
once of dubious reputation—
which descends past the Adelphi

to the Embankment and which is known
to fame for various peculiar reasons:
amongst others, the fact that it boasts
the largest billiard-saloon in London,if
not in the world. Villiers Street, since
the war began, has acquired a new im-
portance. It will be remembered by
thousands as the rallying-point where,
day after day and night after night, the
‘motor-ambulances lined up to await the
arrival of the wounded.

Entering Charing Cross Station from
Villiers Street, the ambulances are loaded
with the maimed human wreckage of the
battlefield, and then emerge, through a
press of reverent spectators, into the
Strand. As each ambulance slowly
glides forth—they are driven at as gentle
a pace as possible—the onlookers obtain
a glimpse (if the back curtains are un-

closed) of four pairs of bootsoles, or of
bandaged feet. Two stretchers, one

above the other, are arranged along each
wall of the ambulance. At the end ofthe
alleyway between them sits a woman
attendant.
_Ambulance after ambulance rolls,
smoothly and silently, from the station
yard, each with its quartet of Britons
broken in the war. And the crowd,
having watched the ambulances disperse
in various directions, disperses likewise—
it may be with heavy hearts, or it may be
carelessly forgetful. Let us, instead,
follow some of those ambulances to one
of their destinations, and sce~the wounded
arrive at the journey’s finish.

The “Convoy Squad”

We, at the hospital, have received a
telephonic warning, an hour ormore
beforehand, of the convoy’s advent.
(These batches of wounded are called
“ convoys.”) Accordingly, preparations
have been made. These piefarations are
automatic—a routine which has been
gone through hundreds of times, and the

details of which need no rehearsal. The
operator of the hospital’s internal tele-
phone exchange passes a formal notifica-
tion to the departments concerned—the
registrar, the steward, the sergeant-
major, the cookhouse, the pack store,
etc., so that their various delegates shall
be on the spot when wanted. Andin
the orderlics’ camp the convoy corporal
receives orders to muster his squad and
hold them in readiness. >

Should the convoy of wounded be an
exceptionally large one, all the orderlies
must come and help to “ take in.” Even
those orderlies who are going out on pass
are stopped by the guard at the exit and
sent sadly back to this duty. But as a
rule the reception of the wounded can be
tackled adequately by twenty or thirty
men, called the convoy squad, who are
detailed daily for this purpose and whose
names are chosen from the roll in rota-
tion. This squad, in the charge of a
-corporal, assembles at the front door of
the hospital a few minutes before the
great gates at the foot of the driveway
clang open to admit the first of the
ambulances.
Owing to

the convoys
Channel-crossing exigencies
generally reach us now in

.Silhouette,

By WARDMUIR

the evening or at night. The scene a@
the hospital’s door, as a result of this,
takes place in a setting which is sombrely
dramatic and impressive. Each great
ambulance, with its twin staring lamps,
swims up the blackness of the drive, and

then becomes manifest as a ghostlike
finally materialising in the

pool of yellow illumination which pours
downwards from an overhead light above
our entrance steps. This light reveals
the huge Red Cross symbol painted on the
car’s side—reveals, also, the khaki-clad

orderlies who suddenly issue from the
darkness-enshrouded wings, as it were, of
this grim stage and, clustering round the
back of the vehicle, prepare to disembark
its helpless passengers.

In the Receiving-Hall

Thereis nothing particularly difficult in
the removal of a stretcher from an am-
bulance ; but it is a job which can be
done well and can be doneill. It can be
done over-‘‘ smartly,” so that the wounded
man is jerked and slung like a bale of
goods. It can be done slackly,.so that,
when the stretcher is being hauled forth
it is allowed to sag, and its back handles
jar against the shelf. Correctly done,
the stretcher comes out rapidly and
easily, without fuss or fumbling ; strong,
steady arms lower it in perfect unison,
tilting neither to one side nor the other;

whereupon two orderlies, each gripping
a pair of handles, march off with it up the
steps, through the front door, across a

few yards of vestibule, and into our
receiving-hall. .
The receiving-hall of the war hospital

is one of its most important apartments.
It is a dormitory of large dimensions, con-
taining fifty or sixty beds, and afternoon
visitors pecping into it sometimes take it
for an ordinary ward, and wonder why
the beds are unoccupied. Its function is
not that of the ordinary wards—it is only
a clearing-house for the patients en route
for those wards. Here the N.C.O.’s and
men (not the officers) are sorted out,
according to the nature of their injuries
or ailments, and allotted to. certain
sections of the hospital—‘‘ medicals ’’ to
one group of wards, “eye wounds” to
another, “jaws ’”’ to another, and so on ;
the patients are localised thus in order to
facilitate their subsequent treatment, and
to save the specialist, who comes to
examine them, from having to go from
one ward to another to find his special
cases.

In the Hospitable Hospital

When the convoy arrives, the lights in
-the receiving-hall are turned up, showing
the ranks of empty beds, each with its
pillows and unwrinkled brown blankets.
To thi8 scene enters the wounded man
on his stretcher, carried by the brace of
orderlies. They march down the aisle to
the end bed and, ceming to its side, lower
the stretcher till it is at the bed’s level,
where they maintain it motionlessly. The
wounded man then heaves himself off
the stretcher on -to the bed; or, if he is
unable to move,is lifted byother orderlies
under the direction of a Sister, who has
meanwhile appeared to supervise the
procedure. The moment the patient is
safely on the bed the orderlies who have
carried him march off again with the

HE WOUNDED ARRIVE

empty stretcher and put it back into the
ambulance. The ambulance cannot go
away without its complement of empty
stretchers ;, hence there must be no

delay in filling the receiving-hall beds
and thus freeing the stretchers for the
return—inasmuch as the ambulances may
be urgently required, at Charing Cross
or elsewhere, to meet another train.

The rows- of beds in the receiving-hall
are therefore soon supplied with occupants,
each of whom, if equal to it, is sipping a
cup of cocoa and smoking a cigarette—
this partly as a token of the pleasant
hospitality which the hospital desires to
offer him, and partly to while away the
few, minutes which must elapse prior to
the moment when, the ambulances having

been got rid of, he can be attended to by
thestaff.

Mysteriously the receiving-hall has
become populous with busy officials—
the’ superintending Sister; the proba-
tioner looking after the tureen of cocoa
and the packets of cigarettes; the
V.A.D.lady clerks going from bed tg bed
jotting down the “ particulars” (name,
regiment, number, and so forth) of the

new-comers ; the pack store corporal and
his assistant checking those items of the
patients’ impedimenta which he bestows
with them (their department resembles
the cloak-room of a railway terminus);
the ‘‘ bath-house wallah’’ who convenes
the walking cases for their” ablutions;
and lastly the ‘“M.O.” (doctor) who
examines each of the patients and pro-
nounces as to wherehe shall be sent.
Each patient bears a Jabel with the

nature of his disease or wound written
on it. These labels the M.O. glances at;
but the patient is also interrogated ; the
label, however, is, alas! of only too
obvious use when the patient (as some-
timesoccurs in facial wounds) cannot speak.

A Chain of Helpfulness

The convoy squad orderlies, having
seen the last of the ambulances, nowre-

appear, armed with the hospital’s own
stretchers, each stretcher being mounted
on a rubber-tyred trolly. _One by one
the wounded onthe beds are transferred
to these stretchers and wheeled down the
corridors to their wards. Every patient
has been given a metal ticket, which

assigns him to a certain ward and to a
certain bed in that ward. He can be
wheeled straight to his bedside, and
having reached it, he has at last attained
the haven of the long, painful—yet per-
haps on the whole happy—voyage which
began when, far away in France, he was

jolted off, an unconscious and bleeding
burden, on the shoulders of the bearers

in the trenches.
R.A.M.C. men succoured him then ;

he has been piloted from hand to hand
down a chain of R.A.M.C. representatives
ever since; that great organisation has
ministered to him unfailingly, with a
machine’s precision yet with humane
tenderness; and now, even here in this
corridor of a suburban hospital, the
orderlies who push his trolly are still
members of that. same all-pervading
corps—the R.A.M.C. ; in jest christened
“ Rather A Mixed Crowd,” but a crowd
for whose existence multitudes of soldiers
have reason to be thankful.
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Nurse attending toa patient in an ambulance train; the French
patient in the upperberth being greatly interested inthe operation.
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Brinzing back the woundedfrom the fighting-front. Interior of a.

ward in a British ambulance train in France.

 

  
 

    

   
Loading up a British ambulance train in France with stretcher casefullest medical and surgical care. 8 for removal to the base hospitals, where they will receive theInset above: Canaries that live aboard the ambulance train to cheer the wounded with song.  
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 \HERE is a steep thoroughfare—
once of dubious reputation—
which descends past the Adelphi

to the Embankment and which is known
to fame for various peculiar reasons:
amongst others, the fact that it boasts
the largest billiard-saloon in London,if
not in the world. Villiers Street, since
the war began, has acquired a new im-
portance. It will be remembered by
thousands as the rallying-point where,
day after day and night after night, the
‘motor-ambulances lined up to await the
arrival of the wounded.

Entering Charing Cross Station from
Villiers Street, the ambulances are loaded
with the maimed human wreckage of the
battlefield, and then emerge, through a
press of reverent spectators, into the
Strand. As each ambulance slowly
glides forth—they are driven at as gentle
a pace as possible—the onlookers obtain
a glimpse (if the back curtains are un-

closed) of four pairs of bootsoles, or of
bandaged feet. Two stretchers, one

above the other, are arranged along each
wall of the ambulance. At the end ofthe
alleyway between them sits a woman
attendant.
_Ambulance after ambulance rolls,
smoothly and silently, from the station
yard, each with its quartet of Britons
broken in the war. And the crowd,
having watched the ambulances disperse
in various directions, disperses likewise—
it may be with heavy hearts, or it may be
carelessly forgetful. Let us, instead,
follow some of those ambulances to one
of their destinations, and sce~the wounded
arrive at the journey’s finish.

The “Convoy Squad”

We, at the hospital, have received a
telephonic warning, an hour ormore
beforehand, of the convoy’s advent.
(These batches of wounded are called
“ convoys.”) Accordingly, preparations
have been made. These piefarations are
automatic—a routine which has been
gone through hundreds of times, and the

details of which need no rehearsal. The
operator of the hospital’s internal tele-
phone exchange passes a formal notifica-
tion to the departments concerned—the
registrar, the steward, the sergeant-
major, the cookhouse, the pack store,
etc., so that their various delegates shall
be on the spot when wanted. Andin
the orderlics’ camp the convoy corporal
receives orders to muster his squad and
hold them in readiness. >

Should the convoy of wounded be an
exceptionally large one, all the orderlies
must come and help to “ take in.” Even
those orderlies who are going out on pass
are stopped by the guard at the exit and
sent sadly back to this duty. But as a
rule the reception of the wounded can be
tackled adequately by twenty or thirty
men, called the convoy squad, who are
detailed daily for this purpose and whose
names are chosen from the roll in rota-
tion. This squad, in the charge of a
-corporal, assembles at the front door of
the hospital a few minutes before the
great gates at the foot of the driveway
clang open to admit the first of the
ambulances.
Owing to

the convoys
Channel-crossing exigencies
generally reach us now in
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the evening or at night. The scene a@
the hospital’s door, as a result of this,
takes place in a setting which is sombrely
dramatic and impressive. Each great
ambulance, with its twin staring lamps,
swims up the blackness of the drive, and

then becomes manifest as a ghostlike
finally materialising in the

pool of yellow illumination which pours
downwards from an overhead light above
our entrance steps. This light reveals
the huge Red Cross symbol painted on the
car’s side—reveals, also, the khaki-clad

orderlies who suddenly issue from the
darkness-enshrouded wings, as it were, of
this grim stage and, clustering round the
back of the vehicle, prepare to disembark
its helpless passengers.

In the Receiving-Hall

Thereis nothing particularly difficult in
the removal of a stretcher from an am-
bulance ; but it is a job which can be
done well and can be doneill. It can be
done over-‘‘ smartly,” so that the wounded
man is jerked and slung like a bale of
goods. It can be done slackly,.so that,
when the stretcher is being hauled forth
it is allowed to sag, and its back handles
jar against the shelf. Correctly done,
the stretcher comes out rapidly and
easily, without fuss or fumbling ; strong,
steady arms lower it in perfect unison,
tilting neither to one side nor the other;

whereupon two orderlies, each gripping
a pair of handles, march off with it up the
steps, through the front door, across a

few yards of vestibule, and into our
receiving-hall. .
The receiving-hall of the war hospital

is one of its most important apartments.
It is a dormitory of large dimensions, con-
taining fifty or sixty beds, and afternoon
visitors pecping into it sometimes take it
for an ordinary ward, and wonder why
the beds are unoccupied. Its function is
not that of the ordinary wards—it is only
a clearing-house for the patients en route
for those wards. Here the N.C.O.’s and
men (not the officers) are sorted out,
according to the nature of their injuries
or ailments, and allotted to. certain
sections of the hospital—‘‘ medicals ’’ to
one group of wards, “eye wounds” to
another, “jaws ’”’ to another, and so on ;
the patients are localised thus in order to
facilitate their subsequent treatment, and
to save the specialist, who comes to
examine them, from having to go from
one ward to another to find his special
cases.

In the Hospitable Hospital

When the convoy arrives, the lights in
-the receiving-hall are turned up, showing
the ranks of empty beds, each with its
pillows and unwrinkled brown blankets.
To thi8 scene enters the wounded man
on his stretcher, carried by the brace of
orderlies. They march down the aisle to
the end bed and, ceming to its side, lower
the stretcher till it is at the bed’s level,
where they maintain it motionlessly. The
wounded man then heaves himself off
the stretcher on -to the bed; or, if he is
unable to move,is lifted byother orderlies
under the direction of a Sister, who has
meanwhile appeared to supervise the
procedure. The moment the patient is
safely on the bed the orderlies who have
carried him march off again with the
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empty stretcher and put it back into the
ambulance. The ambulance cannot go
away without its complement of empty
stretchers ;, hence there must be no

delay in filling the receiving-hall beds
and thus freeing the stretchers for the
return—inasmuch as the ambulances may
be urgently required, at Charing Cross
or elsewhere, to meet another train.

The rows- of beds in the receiving-hall
are therefore soon supplied with occupants,
each of whom, if equal to it, is sipping a
cup of cocoa and smoking a cigarette—
this partly as a token of the pleasant
hospitality which the hospital desires to
offer him, and partly to while away the
few, minutes which must elapse prior to
the moment when, the ambulances having

been got rid of, he can be attended to by
thestaff.

Mysteriously the receiving-hall has
become populous with busy officials—
the’ superintending Sister; the proba-
tioner looking after the tureen of cocoa
and the packets of cigarettes; the
V.A.D.lady clerks going from bed tg bed
jotting down the “ particulars” (name,
regiment, number, and so forth) of the

new-comers ; the pack store corporal and
his assistant checking those items of the
patients’ impedimenta which he bestows
with them (their department resembles
the cloak-room of a railway terminus);
the ‘‘ bath-house wallah’’ who convenes
the walking cases for their” ablutions;
and lastly the ‘“M.O.” (doctor) who
examines each of the patients and pro-
nounces as to wherehe shall be sent.
Each patient bears a Jabel with the

nature of his disease or wound written
on it. These labels the M.O. glances at;
but the patient is also interrogated ; the
label, however, is, alas! of only too
obvious use when the patient (as some-
timesoccurs in facial wounds) cannot speak.

A Chain of Helpfulness

The convoy squad orderlies, having
seen the last of the ambulances, nowre-

appear, armed with the hospital’s own
stretchers, each stretcher being mounted
on a rubber-tyred trolly. _One by one
the wounded onthe beds are transferred
to these stretchers and wheeled down the
corridors to their wards. Every patient
has been given a metal ticket, which

assigns him to a certain ward and to a
certain bed in that ward. He can be
wheeled straight to his bedside, and
having reached it, he has at last attained
the haven of the long, painful—yet per-
haps on the whole happy—voyage which
began when, far away in France, he was

jolted off, an unconscious and bleeding
burden, on the shoulders of the bearers

in the trenches.
R.A.M.C. men succoured him then ;

he has been piloted from hand to hand
down a chain of R.A.M.C. representatives
ever since; that great organisation has
ministered to him unfailingly, with a
machine’s precision yet with humane
tenderness; and now, even here in this
corridor of a suburban hospital, the
orderlies who push his trolly are still
members of that. same all-pervading
corps—the R.A.M.C. ; in jest christened
“ Rather A Mixed Crowd,” but a crowd
for whose existence multitudes of soldiers
have reason to be thankful.
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Hand Laundry Work byBritain’s Handy Seamen
Photographs by F. J. Mortimer, F.R.P.S.

  

 

  
Washing-day aboard a British warship lying in harbour. With sleeves rolled above the elbow andtrousersrolled above the knee, the

menare soaping and rinsing their garments in tubs of water and scrubbing them uponthe deck.
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Hanging the clothes out to dry. The orderliness of Navy methods, which has madethe words“ ship shape ” signify a standard of ex-
cellence, is patent in these camera studies—oachshirt fastened in identical fashion, each tub inverted tp drain betare elag cleared away.
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CHRONICLES OF THE DAY’S WORK
 

 

ITH THE BROOMS OF THE SEA
Some Doings and Adventures of the Drifters

N the Navy, as-in any other large
family, there must be at least some
drudges. But it seldom happens

that the drudges outnumber the rest of
the family, as is our case. Strictly speak-
ing, we are drifters—that is, in peace
time and in pursuit of our ordinary
vocation and thefish, we put a trawl into
the water, and drift down the tide while
it scoops in the catch. :

Short and stocky, low in the waist and
high at stem and stern, our outline re-
minds you of a battered old boot worn
out of shape by long service. But you
must be familiar with our appearance:
we are the exact counterpart of the
thousands of our sisters you can see in
any. harbour—big or small—around the
coasts of the Island Kingdom.
As regards dress we aren’t at all par-

ticular, though, of course, every man jack
of us possesses the familiar uniform of the
pukka Service. But these we reserve for
our blue moxrn-like jaunts ashore—they
cost'good money to replace—and for the
most part we work in any old rig. When
at séa, away from ‘the eagle eye of the
senior officer, you can find on our upper
deck such ~strangely contrasted  in-
congruitiés as a striped football shirt and
kneé-high sea-boots working alongside a
tattered morning coat and patent leather
dancing pumps. The petty-officer, sent
from a battleship to ensure at least decent”
practice being made with the gun in our
bow, is the only one perpetually in
uniform. And he only wears that because
he hasn’t anything else to wear.

“ Cinderellas” of the Navy

Our skipper—who,incidentally, is also
our owner—is the worst of all. Indeed,it

is astanding joke amongst us that he
purloined his “ sea-going ” suit from an
unguarded scarecrow, and that his usually
spick-and-span bowler hat was nefariously
obtained during an outbreak of fire at a
local hatter’s shop.

But, though we are ugly and though
we evince a lofty disdain for the niceties
of uniform, those vessels of the pukka

Navy with whom and for whom wetoil
possess nothing but respect and affection
for us drifters... ‘‘ Cinderellas,”’ they some-
times call us; but though they them-
selves are beautifully built, with a salt-
water poem in even their most hurried
movements, they put on no airs, but have

warmwords of approval to bestow when- -
ever we mect., :
We ‘haven’t a great variety of jobs,

though sometimes we get a change of
scene. The beginning and end of our
existence is Fritz’s predilection for scat-
tering mines broadcast in the places
where they. are most likely to wreak
destruction and damage to shipping. No |
place in all the seas but must be swept
and cleaned, the fairways used by the
innumerable merchantmen coming and
going with food-stufis, munitions, and
men; the bases allotted to the mighty
battleships and battle-cruisers of the
Grand Fleet. Thelittle creeks andfiords
used by the smaller fighting vessels, all
these are laying grounds for devil’s eggs
—and in many cases, as soon as they are

discovered, we brooms of the sea begin
to sweep them up.
They are ugly things, these eggs, and

it is well that drifters are tough, hardy
little craft—for, fair weather or foul, we
must be at our sweeping. And as the
weather around the coasts is usually foul,
our danger and risk are naturally great.
The seas may handle us despitefully, but
on we go, buffeted from side to side, the

seas breaking over us in their attempts
to fill and sink us, with the added threat
of a mine happening to be lying just in
the place where our bows crash down
into the water, when—poiuff !—our end

is a grey gout of spume and splinters
and our epitaph a few curt lines in an
official record. S

Working in Pairs

Then also there are the mines wrenched
free of their moorings by the force of a
wind-driven tide. These bob down their
fairway ready and eager to bestow death
upon an unwary keel. . To such as these

our gun speaks at sight; then follows
either a vivid explosion as the mine bursts
or a creamy cluster of bubbles as, its
buoyancy-chamberfilled with the hungry
sea, it sinks to the depths—ineither case
removed suddenly from its hateful sphere
of malevolence. :
‘Asa rule we work in pairs, an attendant

destroyer hovering around for the double
purpose of keeping away predatory
U boats and of giving her gunlayers
splendid practice with swept-up mines as
targets.
From the stern of each drifter in the

mine-sweeping chainis stretched a strong
wire hawser, the centre of which is made -
to drag on the sea-bed by means of a
huge leaden triangular “ kite.” The cable
must be watched the whole time, and as
soon as it changes from a sagging rope to
a bar-taut line we knowthat it has caught
the moorings of a mine which will pre-
sently appear above the sea surface. Up
goes a flag, bang! goes a gun—and the
job is complete.
At times, however, mines explode as

soon as the cable reaches them, tothe
intense chagrin of the naval store officer,

whose job is to serve out new wire
hawsers. Sometimes one of the sweepers
finds the mine-field a little too previously,

and the net result. is a vacancy at one
end of the sweep.

Dealing with Mines

We have our adventures, of course—

Adventure and High Romance ever walk
hand-in-hand with Red War—though
seldom do they come to the knowledge
of those who sit and work at home.

For instance, there was the time when

we caught two mines at once in the sweep
just as we were about to”pack up work
for the day. One of these exploded and
cut the wire, while the other—its moorings
sever olted serenely away down the
tide. $s rapidly getting dark, and,
had t particular spot not happened
to be frequented by passenger liners, we
should doubtless have let it go, But as
it was, the freed mine was a deadly
menace to passing shipping, and must be
destroyed at all costs. Lowering the
skiff, our captain set out with two hands

to effect the capture of the deadly sphere ;
but even then the boat dare not get too
close, for fear the send of the tumbling

seas would crash it on to one of the
protruding horns. But for all that, the
mine hadto be disposed of. So, stripping
off his clothes and holding fast to a line,
our skipper dived into the chilly sea,
swam to the mine, and made fast his
line to-a ring-bolt in its crown. Then we
took back the rope to the ship, towed
that mine into port and turned it over
to those who know best how to use
retrieved devil’s eggs.

Onanother occasion we dug up a mine
which it was impossible to destroy in the
ordinary way. Had we-fired at it with
the gun, and missed, the shell would

have exploded amongst a huddled group
of merchant vessels which had been kept
back from the destruction waiting in the
newly-sown mine-field.

Yet, here again, it was imperative

that the egg should be immediately
hatched. Again the skiff was lowered,
and the skipper this time took three
boat-hooks, a small pulley-block, a
generous length of thin line, and a large
flat piece of iron ‘used for ballast.
Clamberiiizg to the top of the bobbing
sphere—using the horns as ladder rungs
—he erected the boat-hooks in the form
of a tripod, to the crown of which he
made fast the block. The line was rove
through this and secured to the iron in
such a manner that when the rope was
hauled taut the ballast hung suspended
above a detonator.

Sea-Sweepers’ Tasks

Then we returned to the ship, hauled
the line bar taut, and. shooed awayall
ships within a certain distance. The
skipper drew his knife, slashed through
the rope, and as theslab of iron cr&shed
in the detonator, the watchers in the

merchantmen were treated to the finest
firework display of their lives. And, for
that feat, our skipper now boasts a blue-
and-white ribbon on the breast of his
best shore-going monkey-jacket!
On another occasion, when it was

thought that Fritz had started to use a
new kind of explosive, we were sent out

to bring in a mine—and we did it—
though the capturing of the sphere gave
us thrills enough to last a lifetime.
We got it alongside easily enough,

with the boat heaving in a swell that
threatened to send us crashing uponit
every moment. With a life-line about
him and a rope in one hand, one of the

drifter’s men descended over the ship’s
side and, passing the rope round the
mine under its horns, secured it. Then,

with a ‘spanner purloined from the
engine-room, he extracted its teeth,
preventing it from bumping against our
hull during the operation with his feet.
Then wehoisted it aboard, and returned
thankfully to harbour, thoroughly* to
enjoy the week's spell. from duty
which was our reward for fishing up the
mine.
And as you see one sea-sweeper at

work here, so may scores of our sisters
be found all aroundthe coasts; and I’m
not boasting when I say that but for
the brooms of the sea not half Britain's
present imported food supplies would ever
reach these shores. ; :

JOHN S. MARGERISON °
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The War Illustrated, 1st June, 1928. Page 286age :

Hand Laundry Work byBritain’s Handy Seamen
Photographs by F. J. Mortimer, F.R.P.S.

  

 

  
Washing-day aboard a British warship lying in harbour. With sleeves rolled above the elbow andtrousersrolled above the knee, the

menare soaping and rinsing their garments in tubs of water and scrubbing them uponthe deck.

 

 

  b
e

Hanging the clothes out to dry. The orderliness of Navy methods, which has madethe words“ ship shape ” signify a standard of ex-
cellence, is patent in these camera studies—oachshirt fastened in identical fashion, each tub inverted tp drain betare elag cleared away.

 

 

 

The WarIllustrated, 1st June, 1915

CHRONICLES OF THE DAY’S WORK
 

 

ITH THE BROOMS OF THE SEA
Some Doings and Adventures of the Drifters

N the Navy, as-in any other large
family, there must be at least some
drudges. But it seldom happens

that the drudges outnumber the rest of
the family, as is our case. Strictly speak-
ing, we are drifters—that is, in peace
time and in pursuit of our ordinary
vocation and thefish, we put a trawl into
the water, and drift down the tide while
it scoops in the catch. :

Short and stocky, low in the waist and
high at stem and stern, our outline re-
minds you of a battered old boot worn
out of shape by long service. But you
must be familiar with our appearance:
we are the exact counterpart of the
thousands of our sisters you can see in
any. harbour—big or small—around the
coasts of the Island Kingdom.
As regards dress we aren’t at all par-

ticular, though, of course, every man jack
of us possesses the familiar uniform of the
pukka Service. But these we reserve for
our blue moxrn-like jaunts ashore—they
cost'good money to replace—and for the
most part we work in any old rig. When
at séa, away from ‘the eagle eye of the
senior officer, you can find on our upper
deck such ~strangely contrasted  in-
congruitiés as a striped football shirt and
kneé-high sea-boots working alongside a
tattered morning coat and patent leather
dancing pumps. The petty-officer, sent
from a battleship to ensure at least decent”
practice being made with the gun in our
bow, is the only one perpetually in
uniform. And he only wears that because
he hasn’t anything else to wear.

“ Cinderellas” of the Navy

Our skipper—who,incidentally, is also
our owner—is the worst of all. Indeed,it

is astanding joke amongst us that he
purloined his “ sea-going ” suit from an
unguarded scarecrow, and that his usually
spick-and-span bowler hat was nefariously
obtained during an outbreak of fire at a
local hatter’s shop.

But, though we are ugly and though
we evince a lofty disdain for the niceties
of uniform, those vessels of the pukka

Navy with whom and for whom wetoil
possess nothing but respect and affection
for us drifters... ‘‘ Cinderellas,”’ they some-
times call us; but though they them-
selves are beautifully built, with a salt-
water poem in even their most hurried
movements, they put on no airs, but have

warmwords of approval to bestow when- -
ever we mect., :
We ‘haven’t a great variety of jobs,

though sometimes we get a change of
scene. The beginning and end of our
existence is Fritz’s predilection for scat-
tering mines broadcast in the places
where they. are most likely to wreak
destruction and damage to shipping. No |
place in all the seas but must be swept
and cleaned, the fairways used by the
innumerable merchantmen coming and
going with food-stufis, munitions, and
men; the bases allotted to the mighty
battleships and battle-cruisers of the
Grand Fleet. Thelittle creeks andfiords
used by the smaller fighting vessels, all
these are laying grounds for devil’s eggs
—and in many cases, as soon as they are

discovered, we brooms of the sea begin
to sweep them up.
They are ugly things, these eggs, and

it is well that drifters are tough, hardy
little craft—for, fair weather or foul, we
must be at our sweeping. And as the
weather around the coasts is usually foul,
our danger and risk are naturally great.
The seas may handle us despitefully, but
on we go, buffeted from side to side, the

seas breaking over us in their attempts
to fill and sink us, with the added threat
of a mine happening to be lying just in
the place where our bows crash down
into the water, when—poiuff !—our end

is a grey gout of spume and splinters
and our epitaph a few curt lines in an
official record. S

Working in Pairs

Then also there are the mines wrenched
free of their moorings by the force of a
wind-driven tide. These bob down their
fairway ready and eager to bestow death
upon an unwary keel. . To such as these

our gun speaks at sight; then follows
either a vivid explosion as the mine bursts
or a creamy cluster of bubbles as, its
buoyancy-chamberfilled with the hungry
sea, it sinks to the depths—ineither case
removed suddenly from its hateful sphere
of malevolence. :
‘Asa rule we work in pairs, an attendant

destroyer hovering around for the double
purpose of keeping away predatory
U boats and of giving her gunlayers
splendid practice with swept-up mines as
targets.
From the stern of each drifter in the

mine-sweeping chainis stretched a strong
wire hawser, the centre of which is made -
to drag on the sea-bed by means of a
huge leaden triangular “ kite.” The cable
must be watched the whole time, and as
soon as it changes from a sagging rope to
a bar-taut line we knowthat it has caught
the moorings of a mine which will pre-
sently appear above the sea surface. Up
goes a flag, bang! goes a gun—and the
job is complete.
At times, however, mines explode as

soon as the cable reaches them, tothe
intense chagrin of the naval store officer,

whose job is to serve out new wire
hawsers. Sometimes one of the sweepers
finds the mine-field a little too previously,

and the net result. is a vacancy at one
end of the sweep.

Dealing with Mines

We have our adventures, of course—

Adventure and High Romance ever walk
hand-in-hand with Red War—though
seldom do they come to the knowledge
of those who sit and work at home.

For instance, there was the time when

we caught two mines at once in the sweep
just as we were about to”pack up work
for the day. One of these exploded and
cut the wire, while the other—its moorings
sever olted serenely away down the
tide. $s rapidly getting dark, and,
had t particular spot not happened
to be frequented by passenger liners, we
should doubtless have let it go, But as
it was, the freed mine was a deadly
menace to passing shipping, and must be
destroyed at all costs. Lowering the
skiff, our captain set out with two hands

to effect the capture of the deadly sphere ;
but even then the boat dare not get too
close, for fear the send of the tumbling

seas would crash it on to one of the
protruding horns. But for all that, the
mine hadto be disposed of. So, stripping
off his clothes and holding fast to a line,
our skipper dived into the chilly sea,
swam to the mine, and made fast his
line to-a ring-bolt in its crown. Then we
took back the rope to the ship, towed
that mine into port and turned it over
to those who know best how to use
retrieved devil’s eggs.

Onanother occasion we dug up a mine
which it was impossible to destroy in the
ordinary way. Had we-fired at it with
the gun, and missed, the shell would

have exploded amongst a huddled group
of merchant vessels which had been kept
back from the destruction waiting in the
newly-sown mine-field.

Yet, here again, it was imperative

that the egg should be immediately
hatched. Again the skiff was lowered,
and the skipper this time took three
boat-hooks, a small pulley-block, a
generous length of thin line, and a large
flat piece of iron ‘used for ballast.
Clamberiiizg to the top of the bobbing
sphere—using the horns as ladder rungs
—he erected the boat-hooks in the form
of a tripod, to the crown of which he
made fast the block. The line was rove
through this and secured to the iron in
such a manner that when the rope was
hauled taut the ballast hung suspended
above a detonator.

Sea-Sweepers’ Tasks

Then we returned to the ship, hauled
the line bar taut, and. shooed awayall
ships within a certain distance. The
skipper drew his knife, slashed through
the rope, and as theslab of iron cr&shed
in the detonator, the watchers in the

merchantmen were treated to the finest
firework display of their lives. And, for
that feat, our skipper now boasts a blue-
and-white ribbon on the breast of his
best shore-going monkey-jacket!
On another occasion, when it was

thought that Fritz had started to use a
new kind of explosive, we were sent out

to bring in a mine—and we did it—
though the capturing of the sphere gave
us thrills enough to last a lifetime.
We got it alongside easily enough,

with the boat heaving in a swell that
threatened to send us crashing uponit
every moment. With a life-line about
him and a rope in one hand, one of the

drifter’s men descended over the ship’s
side and, passing the rope round the
mine under its horns, secured it. Then,

with a ‘spanner purloined from the
engine-room, he extracted its teeth,
preventing it from bumping against our
hull during the operation with his feet.
Then wehoisted it aboard, and returned
thankfully to harbour, thoroughly* to
enjoy the week's spell. from duty
which was our reward for fishing up the
mine.
And as you see one sea-sweeper at

work here, so may scores of our sisters
be found all aroundthe coasts; and I’m
not boasting when I say that but for
the brooms of the sea not half Britain's
present imported food supplies would ever
reach these shores. ; :

JOHN S. MARGERISON °
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The War Illustrated, 1st June, 1918.

THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF
BRIGADIER-GENERAL ROBERT CLEMENTS GORE, C.B., C.M.G.,

was son of the late Nathaniel Gore. Educated at Haileybury and
Sandhurst, he entered the Army in 1886, obtaining his commission in the

Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. He served with distinction in this war,

in the course of which he was awarded the C.B. and the C.M.G. and mentioned
in despatches. ee

Viscount Ipswich, killed while flying in England, was son andheir of the
Earl of Euston, and grandson of the Duke of Grafton. On the outbreak of

war he enlisted in the East Kent Regiment, and shortly afterwards was given

a commission in the Coldstream Guards, and went to France in November,

1914. In the spring of 1915 he was invalided home with shell shoek, but

returned to France in the summerof 1916. In the autumn of 1917 he returned

to England to train as an observer in the R.F.C., and although considerably

above the recognised age-limit, passed on to a pilot’s course, and met his
ceath almost at the end of his period of training. .

Captain B. W. Monkenlisted in the R.F.A. in September, 1914, and received
his commission in the London Regiment in July, 1915, proceeding to France
shortly afterwards. He took part in the fighting at Ioos and Hulluch,
and at the Somme in 1916, where he was slightly wounded. ‘Transferred

Page 288

HONOUR
to the R.F.C. in August, 1916, he was promoted to flight-commander,
with the rank of captain, early this year. On the occasion when he met
his death, he was Chased by five German machines, and, fighting all ‘the
way, had almost succeeded in landing his machine when he was shot
through the head, and falling on the controls, caused his machine to nose-
dive to earth, :

Second-Lieutenant W. Hope Hodgson, R.F.A., was the second son of the
late Rev. Samuel Hodgson, and the author of “ ‘The Boats of the Glen Carrig,””
“The Night Land,” “ Men of the Deep Waters,” and other books. His early
days were spentin the merchant service, where he gathered material for many
of his sea-stories. A notable all-round sportsman, he was awarded the Royal
HumaneSociety’s Medal for saving life at sea. At the outbreak of war he
was living on the South Coast of France, and returning to England,joined the
University of London O.T.C., and received his commission in the R.F.A. in
1915. In 1916 he was gazetted out of the Army as the result of a serious
accident, but he never rested until he had passed the medical boardas fit,
and obtained another commission in the R.F.A., in March, 1917. He saw
much active service round Ypres last October, and was killed in action in
April, 1918. . :

 

 

 

 

  
 

Lt.-Col. J. A. MILNE, D.S.0.,
Australian Infantry.

VISCOUNT IPSWICH,
Coldstream Guards & R.F.C.

Lt.-Col. J. T. R. MITCHELL,
D.S.0., R. Scots & A. & 8. Hrs.

Lt.-Col. G. E. HOPE, M.C.,
Grenadier Gds., attd. Lancs F.

 

 

    

 

     
   

Major W. A. CRAIES,Major St. J. S. QUARRY,
Australian Infantry.Royal Berks Regt.

Major S. RIGG,
Border Regiment.

Major S. J. B. LACON,: Capt. & Adjt. C. M. WILLIAMS,
R. Warwick Regt., attd. A.S.¢. R.G.A.

 
 

     

 

    

 

  
 

Capt. G. E. CARDEW,Capt. E. W: MONK,
Devon Regt., attd. Dur. LI.London Regt., attd. R.F.C.

Capt. A. L. MILLAR,
Rifle Brigade.

 

  
 

  

  

Capt. J. A. TUZO,
Royal Sussex Regt.

Capt. D. COOKE,
Black Watch.
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——

Lieut, W. RUSSELL,
R.E. and R.F.C.

 
Lieut. T. H. L. ADDIS, M.C.,

Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
Sec.-Lt. W. Hy HODGSON, Lieut. D, BOPRUBTES:G. Engr.-Sub-Lt. H. J. HARRIS,

R.F.C, R.N.R,

Portraits by Bassano, Elliott & Fry, Lafayette and Speaight.
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THE EMPIRE’S ROLL OF
BRIGADIER-GENERAL ROBERT CLEMENTS GORE, C.B., C.M.G.,

was son of the late Nathaniel Gore. Educated at Haileybury and
Sandhurst, he entered the Army in 1886, obtaining his commission in the

Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. He served with distinction in this war,

in the course of which he was awarded the C.B. and the C.M.G. and mentioned
in despatches. ee

Viscount Ipswich, killed while flying in England, was son andheir of the
Earl of Euston, and grandson of the Duke of Grafton. On the outbreak of

war he enlisted in the East Kent Regiment, and shortly afterwards was given

a commission in the Coldstream Guards, and went to France in November,

1914. In the spring of 1915 he was invalided home with shell shoek, but

returned to France in the summerof 1916. In the autumn of 1917 he returned

to England to train as an observer in the R.F.C., and although considerably

above the recognised age-limit, passed on to a pilot’s course, and met his
ceath almost at the end of his period of training. .

Captain B. W. Monkenlisted in the R.F.A. in September, 1914, and received
his commission in the London Regiment in July, 1915, proceeding to France
shortly afterwards. He took part in the fighting at Ioos and Hulluch,
and at the Somme in 1916, where he was slightly wounded. ‘Transferred
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to the R.F.C. in August, 1916, he was promoted to flight-commander,
with the rank of captain, early this year. On the occasion when he met
his death, he was Chased by five German machines, and, fighting all ‘the
way, had almost succeeded in landing his machine when he was shot
through the head, and falling on the controls, caused his machine to nose-
dive to earth, :

Second-Lieutenant W. Hope Hodgson, R.F.A., was the second son of the
late Rev. Samuel Hodgson, and the author of “ ‘The Boats of the Glen Carrig,””
“The Night Land,” “ Men of the Deep Waters,” and other books. His early
days were spentin the merchant service, where he gathered material for many
of his sea-stories. A notable all-round sportsman, he was awarded the Royal
HumaneSociety’s Medal for saving life at sea. At the outbreak of war he
was living on the South Coast of France, and returning to England,joined the
University of London O.T.C., and received his commission in the R.F.A. in
1915. In 1916 he was gazetted out of the Army as the result of a serious
accident, but he never rested until he had passed the medical boardas fit,
and obtained another commission in the R.F.A., in March, 1917. He saw
much active service round Ypres last October, and was killed in action in
April, 1918. . :
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Capt. G. E. CARDEW,Capt. E. W: MONK,
Devon Regt., attd. Dur. LI.London Regt., attd. R.F.C.

Capt. A. L. MILLAR,
Rifle Brigade.

 

  
 

  

  

Capt. J. A. TUZO,
Royal Sussex Regt.

Capt. D. COOKE,
Black Watch.
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Lieut, W. RUSSELL,
R.E. and R.F.C.

 
Lieut. T. H. L. ADDIS, M.C.,

Royal Dublin Fusiliers.
Sec.-Lt. W. Hy HODGSON, Lieut. D, BOPRUBTES:G. Engr.-Sub-Lt. H. J. HARRIS,

R.F.C, R.N.R,
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| to the distributing trade on the
understanding that no wnsold copy t
: be More than the ordinary-

| ,ning of June your news

 

 “223R-At 

ROM time to
timeit has been

necessary for me to
urge. upon my

readers the desirdbility of placing regular
orders with their newsagents, for ‘their
weekly copics of Tur War ILLUSTRATED,
Inthe past-the reasonsforthis have mainly
arisen from the publishers restricting the +

_ quantity printed weekly, in conformity“with
|, the
«that,
“majority of copies sold ave now

beli¢ve
the great
“regular

E orders, eas salés having been, ‘to a
owery ‘large. extent, ~ climin ited, It has

ili beennecéssawy, however, to print a
margin above the actual net sales of each

in orderto prevent,so far‘as the
can, the disappoint-

ment of any subscribers,

authorities:
of this;

desires of ‘the
in Consequence

“No Returns

HIS convenience must now be with-
» drawn, as it is officially announced

that from, the beginning of »Juné no
“returns , are to be permitted to: peti-
adical ‘publishers. This means ‘that. all
periodicals, beginning with ‘the first week
of «June, Will be sold by their publishers

strict
wild

‘taken back,”
reader may appreciate will this new rule
interfere with the long-established facil-
ities for purchasing periodicals at. book-
shops and newsagents’. From the begin-

ent will keep a
of Tur WARALLUsrRATED for you
‘provided *-you “have given him “a
order. in advance It may not: be

copy|
only
firm

“possible to buy casually a copy at any
bookshop, as not every “new.Sagent ~Cal
take therisk of -being left with one or two
asold Rena gis of his weekly order.”

I the past a certain proportion of
unsold. copies: was recognised by all

| - publishers‘as returnable, and regarded as
essential to, the convenience of the trade
and » the public. | But,. of course, the
system involved a degree of waste and
also extra’ transport. The Government’s

_ prohibition of this practice is anothér of“a
the many: little inconveniences war-time
shortage. has involved ;. but, rezally, it
should) not work to the inconvenience
of any of my readers, nothing being
simpler than to leave a permanent order
with “one’s newsagent to reserve the
eoeeason week by week,

“The. Only Way

SPITE the many difficulties with
which the continuance of THE War

Teeaeeere’: has been hedged about, I
think if may be claimed forit that to-day
it “Offers Telatively as good value ‘as it
did at the’ béginning of its career. On
the literary side’ it has been, in my ‘own

_ opinion, vastly improyed, and its readers
have ‘@ great advantage which no other
“weekly newspaper, can offer them: in the
‘ regular contributions from‘the brilliant
pen of? Mri. Lovat~ Fraser. * Those.

- read his illuminating article week by week

> imp

EOS.1.
' Priated and published by the AMALGAMATED

15

“failto;form’ a Clearer, and’ saner
ion of: the “progress of «the war

than“they are likely “to disengage: from
~ the‘somewhat “confusing news

‘of the daily papers.

“any kind pers

you are personally interested’;

- you

tse
most famous fighting-ground in Europe. -

who-

and; Vvicw.s

(This week, unfortu-
nately, owing to: Mr, I'raser’s indisposition
there has to be a break in the continuity
of this well-appreciated feature.)
counsel all-who have not yet doneso,
to place @ permanent. order TO-DAY with
theit ne weagents for the regular delivery
of Tir War ILLusrRaveD in thefuture,

LETTER which I
received from an

recently
in Sierra

have
officer

-Leone emphasises the great. welcome with
which our coe orces receive gifts of

the hint +
Please rememl * us here if you hear of

Son. -Awho really wants to do
Cheap reprints, being

light in the~ d and taking up small
space, are particularly useful; , but all
manner of books-aré av‘eleomed by armies
that ‘represent the entire nation, * You
can send books direct.to men in whom

or if you
wish to place. themat the Service ofall,

need do no more
volumes in at any post-ofiice.

us a kind t

ROM the same letter. I gather. fresh
evidence of the lively spirit of fun

which animates our fighting men in‘ the
intervals of their erent work, This.evidence
is in the form of.a programme of enter-
tainment given by “the “White Man’s
Grave’ Concert Party? on board H.M:S.
——off the coast of Sietra Leone. The
capital programme sug;tegests that gifts ‘of
songs and musicare lik yto.beas welcome
as books to our fighting men far afidid.

Bund

Dunkirk,
lies the

Ss Our, Arnie Training

DWEEN-
Namiir

‘Antwerp. and
and Maestricht,

Measuring a hundréd miles long by fifty
miles broad, it contains someof the most

fruitful earth in the worl end partly
because it was a country whe re men cme
kill each other without beingstarved; 4
has for centuries been the pl in which
the grand quarrels of Europe were settled,
Our mostSee military writer,

the Hon. *J..W-e=Fortescue, has had the
ry ideaafaching from his gre ut,
shec a ry ofthe BritishArmy,’

S classic

HE begins a Pirish defeat at
Steenkirk, and ends With a’ British

rout on the “Waal, and,. although the
achicvements of Marlborough fill the
middle ofthe book, the work is scarcely
cheerful reading. Had it been possible
to conclude with the proper end, the
Battle of Waterloo, both: an inspiring
effect and historical completeness would
Hae been achieved. Unfortunately, Mr.
Fortescue’s voluminous

there is a very raw edge to’ the end of
the extracts in “ British’ Campaigns: in
Planders,’’, that: Messrs.. Macniillan: & Co,
publish at8s. 6d: net? -Nevertheless, the
story of the battles preceding Waterloo is
full of.strange interest at the present, time,

I" brings hovks te a| reader thefact that
: gcography. * is .the’ ‘eternal’. master
element in warfare, ‘to find that. the -La

history: at present Y
only* extends to the year“1812, so ead,

Bassée line was fortifiedby V‘illats against

Marlb6rough,

Let. me *

than hand the.

after do
the Passchendaele Ridge. In the same
campaign the Scarpe and the  Sensée
Ktivers were inundated and connected with
earthworks, in muesh the same wayas the}

Samestreams and country were organised|

by invaders and defenders in ro14. There
were “battles for Kemmel Hill, Cat’s
Mountain, Cassel Hill, and Ypres at the
end of the eighteenth Pees and.one of
the finest British cavalry charges occurred
near Le Cateau.
been. morecheerful had it been complete

novement across

A Great Opportunity

OME doulbt--has been expressed, in
various quarters as-to whether it is

possible for this country to raise, by
weekly borrowings, sufficient ‘money. to
carry on the war. “It may be done,”
say theeritics, “a0 a few odd weeks, and

bythe impetus of special and spasmodic
efforts, but not for a long period of time.”’

The answertothis is that in certain parts
of England and* Wales it is being donc.
Por the past thirty weeks that for
more than half a-year—the. people of
Carmarthenshire have been. raising an
average of 15s, 7d. per head per week,
and: the people of Northumberland have
becn-raising ‘13s. 6d. It may be that the
high: wages. earned by-miners are largely,
responsible for these high figures but this”
cannot be- said ‘of either Cambridgeshire
or Oxfordshire, and yet these two counties
have raiséd over tos. per week for every
man, woman, and child therein.

HESE and other parts of England and
Wales are raising regularly puicene

money to meet their share OF the cost ¢
the. war; in-fact,° Carmarthenshire a A
Northumberland: are raising more than
their share. It remains, therefore, for the
counties,‘ whether mining or industrial,
who have not yét reached the averageof

is

‘os, per head to-tome up tothis standard,
and there will be an endofall talk about
a forced- loan; or ‘any other dnd ‘of loan,
except those nowsold underthe auspices
of the National War Savings Committee.

ee

= Soldier Poems
MNoE ERIC CGOPER, Whose cheery

little “book, «2: Soliloquies of a

Subaltern,” will be remembered by many
-readers, has just published a new volume
which will, I think, prove widel
able among those who have a
unforced simplicity and unafiected sin-
cerity in verse... In_‘STommies of the
Line. and Other. Poems” (Hérbert
Jenkins), Major Cooper has written many
short» pieces which’ will linger long in the
memory. «Many. of his vérses have that.
touch) of humour which “is*.one “of the
abiding.” qualities ° of the Bfitish soldi
and many others the deep tenderness of
sympathy and understanding.:

readers who are familiar with -the
> work of “Mr, John S. Margérison,
uch of which has-appeared in the pages

of Tite War ILLustRAteED,will be inter-
ested to learn that this spirited narrator
of * the ways of the men of the sea ’’ has
just pr new: vYolume,

~. (Pearson, 3s. 6d. net),
a eforth inthe form of a

narrativemuch concerning‘the life of the
Royal Nayal Reserve.in avar time.

I A.
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Inland, 8d. per copy, post free.
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Observer of a Royal Field Artillery Kite Balloon on
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SOME GRILL-ROOM REFLECTIONS
PRINCIPALcause of my failure to
achieve eminencé in the world has

been my native inclination to make the
best of things, instead of making effort
to get the best things. In moments of
self-complacency—more: common in the
first than in the second half of life—I
gave that native-inclination the pleasing
name of philosophic temper. In® the
retrospect of wiser age I perceive that it
was really weakness following the line of
least resistance, and excusing its re-
lactance to make effort on a not periectly
honest plea of unwilligness to cause
trouble. I do not mean that in moral
matters I followed the worse while seeing
and approving. the better; but that in
respect of material things I accepted the
worse instead of insisting on my equal
right with other people to have better
things which I saw and would have
preferred.

EFORE getting on with this public
confession, let me explain that I am

not making it because I labour under
delusion that anybody cares two straws
what was the cause of the undoubted
fact of my inconspicuous mediocrity. It
is introductory to a subject of national,
even of Imperial importance. In talking
about my mediocre self I am. talking
about the average man; and in the mass
the average man is the People, at whom
even Kaisers tremble. I select myself to
talk about because I know more about him

“than I knowabout anybodyelse.

AVINGmadethis anticipatory apology
I proffer an incident illustrative of

the quality of resistance to impulse from
without which I regard as partly explana-
tory of the average man’s mediocrity, an
Hlustration of the passivity which makes
him so extraordinarily ordinary. Incidents
might be found in almost every operation
of life, but a commonplace one best ilhus-

trates the commonplace man, and nothing
is more commonplace than eating—or was,
before rations were fixed. Into the grill-
room of a restaurant such a man would
go, and passing the grill where a white-
capped, white-coated cook turned chops
and steaks on the polished bars above
the clear fire, would order a chop and take
his seat orderly at a table to wait with
modest patience until it should be done
according to the judgment of the cook.
In such a decent figure I recognise
C. M., carnivorous, as his. teeth demon-

strate, but not gross in his appetites,
gratefully appreciative of good things,
but not coarsely materialistic.

NTO the grill-room then would come
another man, confident, brisk, perhaps

a. little noisy. He would pause by the
gzill, survey the chops and steaksarranged
on trays upon an adjacent table, appraise
them with an almost gloating eye, and
even—I shudder as I recall the picture—
poke them with a spatulate forefinger.
With him the cook «would consult,

leisurely, deliberately, perhaps enjoying
such personal interest in the raw material
of his craft, perhaps anticipating three-
pence for himself. Then, having secured
the largest and juiciest chop or steak, the

man—no client of the chop-house, this,

but a patron of the chef—would take his
assertive seat at the same table as the

OUR OBSERVATIONPOST :
 

other man whom we have envisaged, and
wait, with impatience kept in check by.
self-complacency, until his chosen portion
should be cooked as he had directed. A
pound to a penny the last comer would
be the first served ; and not only because

men of his type seem to like their meat
half raw. In half a hundred indefinable
ways he had made it» plain that he was
not a man who made the best of
things, but one who liked the best things
and would have them, or make trouble.

=

WJOT an agreeable type, this second
man; and not a representative

English type, you say, adding, perhaps,
“Thank goodness!” I agree, and venture
to unfold the moral contained in thelittle
apologue. Unpleasant and un-English,
the domineering man gets his own way
because the average Englishman dislikes
trouble so much that he often allows
himself to be imposed upon rather than
have any. If he is drawn into it and a’
fight ensues, he goes through with it
sturdily enough, but having knocked the
other fellow out, he is much too ready to
relapse into his good-humoured passivity,
which is very likely to be exploited again
another day. If there is a measure of
truth in this representation of the average
Englishman's behaviour in~small affairs,
the fact should not be forgotten that it
will be proportionately true of the English
people in its conduct of great affairs.
And so I cometo the point.

HE domineering man to-day, admit-
tedly “‘ out to get the earth,” is the

Prussian. Insidiously and pertinaciously
he has made his way into all the best
places, bribing the corrupt, hectoring the
timid, and relying on the reluctance of
the peaceably disposed to enter into a
quarrel. For all three he has had an
equal contempt. “We shall never be
gentlemen, and you will never be any-
thing but fools,” one unusually truthful
Prussian officer is recorded to have
declared, and the brutally frank remark
has sunk into our national brain and set
thought at work which I sincerely hope
will result in effective action. The truth
in the criticism stung us dut of our rather
indolent indifference to other people’s

DSDSPDPLSLPSDDD>CVEKKIEEE

To Dear
¥7HAT the men in the trenches are to the

women at home British womanhood knows.
Less vivid, perhaps, is realisation of what the
women at home are to the men in the trenches.
This poem tells them, in words that touch ‘the
heart. It was written byCaptain Robert Graves,of
the Royal Welsh. Fusiliers, and-is quoted from ‘his
book “ Fairies and Fusiliers ’ (Heinemann).

[VE watched the Seasons passing slow, so slow,
. In the monaeLa Bassee and Bethune ;
Primroses and the first warm day of spri
Red poppy floods of June, gt
August, and yellowing Autumn, so
To winter nights knee-deep in mud. and snow,
And you've been everything. ;

Dear, you've been everything that I most lack
In these sou!-deadening trenches—pictures, books,
Music, the quiet of an English wood, 2
Beautiful comrade-looks,

’ The narrow, bouldered mountain-track,
The broad, full-bosomed ocean, green and black, -
And Peace, and all that’s good. i

opinion cf ms; it stimulated us into
restimtion that the rogue should not have
the laugh of.us this time. The emotion
thus added to the deep anger which the
bully had roused in-us already, awakened
us to full consciousness of our duty as
well as our power, and we broughtthe
whole of our material resources and ‘moral
purpose into action to make an end for
ever of an intolerable situation.

T= was nearly four’ years ago. If
it takes us forty to knock the last

bit of fight out of the enemy we shall do
it. Of that, no one who knows us has
ever had any doubt. But it is by no
means equally certain that we shall ever
knock the cunning out of him. Reverting
to my consideration of the average
_Englishman, I wonder‘ etimes whether
we may not fail even yet to secure the
very best things for the world because of
a too easy disposition “not to be too
hard upon thepoor brute” to whom we
have administered a thorough thrashing.

€3 result of our disposition to make
the best of things is that we are an

orderly, easily governed people. Even in
regard to-our foreign relations we rely with
almost unquestioning confidence upon the
good sense and the integrity of the
Governmhent in power at the time. In
regard to this world-war, we have practi-
cally given our Government a blank
cheque, and we will pawn our spoons to
meet it when it is filled wp and presented
for payment. That is entirely right. But
faith i the honesty, purity, and energy
of a Government in the conduct of war
does not necessarily entail confidence in
its acumen in settling terms of peace, and
every now and then the average man gets
“rattled ” om that score. Ministers, being
obliged perhaps to say something, say
either too much or too little, and one has
the disturbing knowledge that very often
one Mimister does not speak for ali.
some of us wish we could hear 4s
authoritative utterance of a corpor !
sole in whom all power was vested, the’ {| _
declaration of asingle man representing
the British Empire as President Wilson
tepresents the United States of America, |
pledging the life and’ honour of the people
to secure the best andnothing less than
the best. What is that sanumwm bonum ?
Permanent peace. —

_JT is not because I-doubt the full inten-
tion of our rulers to secure for the —

children that for which their fathers have
died that I put mto words what many an
average man has in his mind. Rather it
as because a “‘ voice”’ from the crowd
sometimes teaches their ears, and -pene-
trates into their brain more speedily and
deeply than more elaborate exhortations
presented to them in the grand manner of
petitions to the House of Commons. What
the average man wants from time totime
is proof of the Government’s understand-
ingof the unchanged nature of the enemy,
and announcement of its unchanged
determination to put it out of his power
ever to “‘ make trouble” again. Seene-
thing Tike President Wilson’s ‘speech at
the Metropolitan Opera House, New York,
on May 18th, would do us all a power
of good, ¢

c. M.
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ONE OF BRITAIN’S GREATEST AIRMEN.—Captain James Thomas Byford
and Croix.de Querre.
when the awardof the V.C. was gazetted, Captain McCudden had accounted for 54

     

  

4 PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND,

(From a painting by Major William Orpen, A.R.A., official artist on the western front) Up

   

 

    

 

  

 

     

 

   

   
   

  

  

   
    

  

   

  

  

          

  

     

  

   
   

    

    

 

  
   
  

 

  
  

   

    
  
  

     

   

 

    

  

  

 

  

   

  

     

  

       

     

      

 

MeCudden, V.C., D.S.O. and bar, M.C. and bar, M.M.,
to April 2nd, 1918,

enemyaeroplanes, of which 42 were definitely destroyed.
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SOME GRILL-ROOM REFLECTIONS
PRINCIPALcause of my failure to
achieve eminencé in the world has

been my native inclination to make the
best of things, instead of making effort
to get the best things. In moments of
self-complacency—more: common in the
first than in the second half of life—I
gave that native-inclination the pleasing
name of philosophic temper. In® the
retrospect of wiser age I perceive that it
was really weakness following the line of
least resistance, and excusing its re-
lactance to make effort on a not periectly
honest plea of unwilligness to cause
trouble. I do not mean that in moral
matters I followed the worse while seeing
and approving. the better; but that in
respect of material things I accepted the
worse instead of insisting on my equal
right with other people to have better
things which I saw and would have
preferred.

EFORE getting on with this public
confession, let me explain that I am

not making it because I labour under
delusion that anybody cares two straws
what was the cause of the undoubted
fact of my inconspicuous mediocrity. It
is introductory to a subject of national,
even of Imperial importance. In talking
about my mediocre self I am. talking
about the average man; and in the mass
the average man is the People, at whom
even Kaisers tremble. I select myself to
talk about because I know more about him

“than I knowabout anybodyelse.

AVINGmadethis anticipatory apology
I proffer an incident illustrative of

the quality of resistance to impulse from
without which I regard as partly explana-
tory of the average man’s mediocrity, an
Hlustration of the passivity which makes
him so extraordinarily ordinary. Incidents
might be found in almost every operation
of life, but a commonplace one best ilhus-

trates the commonplace man, and nothing
is more commonplace than eating—or was,
before rations were fixed. Into the grill-
room of a restaurant such a man would
go, and passing the grill where a white-
capped, white-coated cook turned chops
and steaks on the polished bars above
the clear fire, would order a chop and take
his seat orderly at a table to wait with
modest patience until it should be done
according to the judgment of the cook.
In such a decent figure I recognise
C. M., carnivorous, as his. teeth demon-

strate, but not gross in his appetites,
gratefully appreciative of good things,
but not coarsely materialistic.

NTO the grill-room then would come
another man, confident, brisk, perhaps

a. little noisy. He would pause by the
gzill, survey the chops and steaksarranged
on trays upon an adjacent table, appraise
them with an almost gloating eye, and
even—I shudder as I recall the picture—
poke them with a spatulate forefinger.
With him the cook «would consult,

leisurely, deliberately, perhaps enjoying
such personal interest in the raw material
of his craft, perhaps anticipating three-
pence for himself. Then, having secured
the largest and juiciest chop or steak, the

man—no client of the chop-house, this,

but a patron of the chef—would take his
assertive seat at the same table as the

OUR OBSERVATIONPOST :
 

other man whom we have envisaged, and
wait, with impatience kept in check by.
self-complacency, until his chosen portion
should be cooked as he had directed. A
pound to a penny the last comer would
be the first served ; and not only because

men of his type seem to like their meat
half raw. In half a hundred indefinable
ways he had made it» plain that he was
not a man who made the best of
things, but one who liked the best things
and would have them, or make trouble.

=

WJOT an agreeable type, this second
man; and not a representative

English type, you say, adding, perhaps,
“Thank goodness!” I agree, and venture
to unfold the moral contained in thelittle
apologue. Unpleasant and un-English,
the domineering man gets his own way
because the average Englishman dislikes
trouble so much that he often allows
himself to be imposed upon rather than
have any. If he is drawn into it and a’
fight ensues, he goes through with it
sturdily enough, but having knocked the
other fellow out, he is much too ready to
relapse into his good-humoured passivity,
which is very likely to be exploited again
another day. If there is a measure of
truth in this representation of the average
Englishman's behaviour in~small affairs,
the fact should not be forgotten that it
will be proportionately true of the English
people in its conduct of great affairs.
And so I cometo the point.

HE domineering man to-day, admit-
tedly “‘ out to get the earth,” is the

Prussian. Insidiously and pertinaciously
he has made his way into all the best
places, bribing the corrupt, hectoring the
timid, and relying on the reluctance of
the peaceably disposed to enter into a
quarrel. For all three he has had an
equal contempt. “We shall never be
gentlemen, and you will never be any-
thing but fools,” one unusually truthful
Prussian officer is recorded to have
declared, and the brutally frank remark
has sunk into our national brain and set
thought at work which I sincerely hope
will result in effective action. The truth
in the criticism stung us dut of our rather
indolent indifference to other people’s
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To Dear
¥7HAT the men in the trenches are to the

women at home British womanhood knows.
Less vivid, perhaps, is realisation of what the
women at home are to the men in the trenches.
This poem tells them, in words that touch ‘the
heart. It was written byCaptain Robert Graves,of
the Royal Welsh. Fusiliers, and-is quoted from ‘his
book “ Fairies and Fusiliers ’ (Heinemann).

[VE watched the Seasons passing slow, so slow,
. In the monaeLa Bassee and Bethune ;
Primroses and the first warm day of spri
Red poppy floods of June, gt
August, and yellowing Autumn, so
To winter nights knee-deep in mud. and snow,
And you've been everything. ;

Dear, you've been everything that I most lack
In these sou!-deadening trenches—pictures, books,
Music, the quiet of an English wood, 2
Beautiful comrade-looks,

’ The narrow, bouldered mountain-track,
The broad, full-bosomed ocean, green and black, -
And Peace, and all that’s good. i

opinion cf ms; it stimulated us into
restimtion that the rogue should not have
the laugh of.us this time. The emotion
thus added to the deep anger which the
bully had roused in-us already, awakened
us to full consciousness of our duty as
well as our power, and we broughtthe
whole of our material resources and ‘moral
purpose into action to make an end for
ever of an intolerable situation.

T= was nearly four’ years ago. If
it takes us forty to knock the last

bit of fight out of the enemy we shall do
it. Of that, no one who knows us has
ever had any doubt. But it is by no
means equally certain that we shall ever
knock the cunning out of him. Reverting
to my consideration of the average
_Englishman, I wonder‘ etimes whether
we may not fail even yet to secure the
very best things for the world because of
a too easy disposition “not to be too
hard upon thepoor brute” to whom we
have administered a thorough thrashing.

€3 result of our disposition to make
the best of things is that we are an

orderly, easily governed people. Even in
regard to-our foreign relations we rely with
almost unquestioning confidence upon the
good sense and the integrity of the
Governmhent in power at the time. In
regard to this world-war, we have practi-
cally given our Government a blank
cheque, and we will pawn our spoons to
meet it when it is filled wp and presented
for payment. That is entirely right. But
faith i the honesty, purity, and energy
of a Government in the conduct of war
does not necessarily entail confidence in
its acumen in settling terms of peace, and
every now and then the average man gets
“rattled ” om that score. Ministers, being
obliged perhaps to say something, say
either too much or too little, and one has
the disturbing knowledge that very often
one Mimister does not speak for ali.
some of us wish we could hear 4s
authoritative utterance of a corpor !
sole in whom all power was vested, the’ {| _
declaration of asingle man representing
the British Empire as President Wilson
tepresents the United States of America, |
pledging the life and’ honour of the people
to secure the best andnothing less than
the best. What is that sanumwm bonum ?
Permanent peace. —

_JT is not because I-doubt the full inten-
tion of our rulers to secure for the —

children that for which their fathers have
died that I put mto words what many an
average man has in his mind. Rather it
as because a “‘ voice”’ from the crowd
sometimes teaches their ears, and -pene-
trates into their brain more speedily and
deeply than more elaborate exhortations
presented to them in the grand manner of
petitions to the House of Commons. What
the average man wants from time totime
is proof of the Government’s understand-
ingof the unchanged nature of the enemy,
and announcement of its unchanged
determination to put it out of his power
ever to “‘ make trouble” again. Seene-
thing Tike President Wilson’s ‘speech at
the Metropolitan Opera House, New York,
on May 18th, would do us all a power
of good, ¢

c. M.
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ONE OF BRITAIN’S GREATEST AIRMEN.—Captain James Thomas Byford
and Croix.de Querre.
when the awardof the V.C. was gazetted, Captain McCudden had accounted for 54

     

  

4 PICTURE-RECORD OF EVENTS BY LAND,

(From a painting by Major William Orpen, A.R.A., official artist on the western front) Up
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enemyaeroplanes, of which 42 were definitely destroyed.
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in France and Flanders puzzled
the whole world, which watched

and waited with tense anxiety. No one,
not even the allied commanders in the
field, seemed able entirely to solve the
mystery of the German delay.
“Here was a battle which was rightly

described by Mr. Lloyd George on

May 24th as “the greatest battle ever
fought on this earth.’ It was, he de-
clared, a battle for “the greatest cause
for which battles have ever been fought.”
It was “a battle upon the issue of which
depends greater consequences for the

human race than from any other battle
ever fought.’ With so much at stake,

why did the Germanstarry?
My personal view is that the reasons

were extremely complex and inextricably
jnterwoven. In the forefront of this dis-
cussion’ I would suggest that the biggest
reason why the Germans paused so long
was that they had move at stake than the
Allies, They had gambled their whole
future on this throw, and they feared to
make an error. They delayed because
they hoped to make their next attack
irresistible, and though they knew that
every day lost conferred an extra advan-
tage on the Allies, they took that risk

rather than bungle their plans. For them
the prize which seemed within their grasp
was immeasurable, if only they succeeded

now. Ali Russia and the Middle East lay
at their mercy. Could they triumph in
the west, the world might well be theirs
to hold in thraldom.* Small wonder that
they deliberately refrained from striking
again until they felt absolutely ready.

ie long pause in the mighty battle

       

 

      
  

     
    

    

  

 

     

     
    

     
  

 

   
    

 

   

  
  
   
    

       

   
    
    
     

       
       

        

    
Policy of ‘‘ Pushes”

The next point is that there is reason to
believe that the Germans may never have
meant to renew their attack swiftly. The
evidence is growing that their methods
were not those to which the British

_- commanders, in particular, had pinned
their faith. The Battle of the Somme and
the Third Battle of Ypres were in effect
Verduns on a larger scale. Speaking
crudely, the British purpose was to attain
the results desired by a long and con-
tinuous scries of “ pushes.” It was a
costly method, and on the whole it was
not very productive. The Germans had
already tried this method, with certain
variations, at Verdun. The French, who

have been far more economical in their
use of man-power, have never adopted it-
Wecan nowsee that the Germans dropped
it after Verdun, and they have neverreally
tried it again, The severest criticism of
British strategy is that it refused to profit
bythe lesson of Verdun.
When the German offensive began on

March 21st most people expected it to
be continuously pursued, after our own
fashion. When the attack slackened, the
stoppage of activity was put down to the
restoration of equilibrium by the Allies,
and to a certain extent this was unques-
tionably true. But may not the German
plan have been deliberate? The opera-
tions certainly showveryclear-cut phases.
There was no general resumption of the
offensive in the southern battle area after
March 30th. It was a nine days’ battle.
The northern battle began on April

goth and Jasted until April 29th, with
longer intermissions. Thereafter, the
exchange of hostilities, slackened every-
where. The German military experts

    

 

  

 

    

 

    
  
  
  
  

 

    

    
   
     

     

 

    

 

        

 

       
  

   

   
  

 

  

 

       

     

       
  

     
    

    
     

   

 

  
  

  

 

WHY DID THE
By Lovat Fraser

have recently been declaring that these
methods were intentional, and were not

necessarily imposed by the effective
response of the Allies. It is never safe

to scoff at your adversaries or to accuse
them of lying. I believe these German
statements to be on the whole true. The

German method this year is to launch a
terrific attack, and to continue it so long

as it shows a profit, The moment the
attack is definitely checked, the battle is
stopped. The trouble with the Allied
Command in the past was that it never
knew when to breakoff.

Development of Air Warfare

The fact that, as a rule, the Germans
have never reached their farthest objec-
tives proves nothing at all. No offensive
in the west on cither side has-ever reached
its full objectives. The obvious goals of
the British last autumn in Flanders were
Roulers and Ostend and Bruges. The
obvious goal of the Germans in March
was Abbéville, at the mouth of the Somme
estuary, and they hoped to take Amiens
in their stride. Just as men very rarely
reach the summit of their endeavours in
life, so in this war great armies do not
often reach their ultimate objective... The
Germans got as far as they could in
March, and were probably surprised that
theydid so well at the first blow.

I have said that the causes of the delay
were obviously complex, but some of the
reasons publicly assigned were extremely
inadequate. We were told that it was
due to the heat wave in May; that the
German Army had influenza; that
Hindenburg and Ludendorff had quar-
relled ; that-the German reserves were
not eager for battle; that the Emperor
Karl of Austria was not eager to assist ;
and so on. None of these suggestions
carried much weight, but there can be no
doubt whatever that the extraordinary
and daring activity of the allied airmen
greatly hindered the German prepara-
tions. The outstanding feature of the
operations this year is the formidable
development of air warfare, and in_ this
respect the Allies were unquestionably
superior. Never have the air forces been
used so effectively, both in attacking
points just behind the enemy’s lines and
in breaking up concentrations farther in
the rear. At the same time the Rhine
towns have been systematically bombed,
and the war has been continually carried
into German territory. No doubt the
savage air attack on a British hospital
base constituted a malignant and charac-
teristic admission that in the air things
have been going badly for the Germans,

Waiting for their Guns

So far as all these strictly sectional
causes of delay are genuine, 1 am not
inclined to ascribe first place to the
allied air attacks, however powerful and
destructive these may have been. I
believe the chief technical cause why the
Germans waited so Jong was gums, and
yoads for guns, and shells for guns. The
amount of preparation required to con-
centrate heavy artillery andshells for a
big battle is almost ineredible. Sir
Douglas Haig took months to devise his
big artillery attack which formed the
prelude to the Battle of the Somme. In
one of his despatches, again, he explains
‘that the principal reason for the delay in
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beginning the Third Battle of Ypres:
last yearwas that a great deal of time
had to be spent in bringing up guns from
Arras andthe Somme. So it has been
with the Germans this year, especially
in the southern battle area. Armies
which advance to a depth of thirty-five
miles over country which they, have —
themselves rendered desolate, must sit
down and wait for their heavy guns_
before they can attack again, I repeat
that when the whole story is told, it will
probably be found that the Germans
were waiting for theiy guns.

They may have waited for other
reasons, also, such as the beginning of an
Austrian attack on the Italian front.
There was a disposition during May, not
in my view wise or justified, to belittle
the prospect of an attack in force against
Italy. At such a moment no possibility
should be ruled out, for so efficient an
enemy as the Germans, who completely
control the Austrian dispositions, are
often inclined to attack where they are
least expected. One very curious theory
was started during the long weeks of
speculation. It was that Hindenburg
and his associates felt that they had
made a mistake in throwing their full
weight on the British front in March and
April. By placing the British Army in
jeopardy, and enabling the French to
come to its rescue, they had compelled

the Allies to adopt unity of command,
the very thing they should have tried to
prevent.

A Stroke at Paris

The story may be quite unfounded,
but it is at —least certain that the
reverses of March brought about the
swift acceptance of General Foch as
Generalissimo.-
When the lull in all these operations’ ”

first became definite, the conviction was
prevalent. in allied circles that, the
Germans would be bound to renew their
attacks on the fronts originally selected.

_ That is to say, it was expected that they
would again thrust towards Amiens and
Doullens. in the south, and towards
Hazebrouck and St. Omer in the north.
As time passed, however, the belief grew,
especially among the French, that the
enemy might also develop the battle at
some new point. It was noticed, for
example, that they had great masses of
troops just north of Rheims, and they

were very busy on the Meuse, about St.
Mihiel. My own speculative opinion at
the time of writing is that in the main
they must stick to their old battle-
fields, but that if they make any fresh
movethey may strike at Paris by the shortest
voute.

We have been incessantly confronted
with the platitude that the object of an
army is to destroy the enemy’sforces, but
it cannot be denied that enormous advan-
tages would be gained by a successful
attack towards Paris, such as would bring
the capital under the fire of ordinary”
long-range guns. .
The Germaus were said on May 27th to

have about 200 divisions in the west,
of which 80 divisions were in reserve.
It was recognised that wherever these
huge reserves were thrown in the menace

- would be grave, but the Allies had strong
_ reserves also, and Gencral Foch was calm
and ready.
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Portuguese troops boundfor rest billets after a

severe bout of fighting on the western front.

 
 

      

   
   

British gun in action near the edge of a willow-fringed village pond in
the course of the fighting during the great Gernran offensive.

Shoulder to shoulder : Two Portuguese soldiers share a
heavy load of kitbags and blankets.
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Salvage of the battlefield : Collecting the kits of British soldiers who had been wounded during the great German offensive. Right:
Portuguese troops moving forward supplies during the Germanoffensive, which fell heavily on their sector. The spirit of Britain's
ancient ally is well shown by the fact that. the Lisbon garrison offered en masse to proceed to France to replace fallen comrades,             
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in France and Flanders puzzled
the whole world, which watched

and waited with tense anxiety. No one,
not even the allied commanders in the
field, seemed able entirely to solve the
mystery of the German delay.
“Here was a battle which was rightly

described by Mr. Lloyd George on

May 24th as “the greatest battle ever
fought on this earth.’ It was, he de-
clared, a battle for “the greatest cause
for which battles have ever been fought.”
It was “a battle upon the issue of which
depends greater consequences for the

human race than from any other battle
ever fought.’ With so much at stake,

why did the Germanstarry?
My personal view is that the reasons

were extremely complex and inextricably
jnterwoven. In the forefront of this dis-
cussion’ I would suggest that the biggest
reason why the Germans paused so long
was that they had move at stake than the
Allies, They had gambled their whole
future on this throw, and they feared to
make an error. They delayed because
they hoped to make their next attack
irresistible, and though they knew that
every day lost conferred an extra advan-
tage on the Allies, they took that risk

rather than bungle their plans. For them
the prize which seemed within their grasp
was immeasurable, if only they succeeded

now. Ali Russia and the Middle East lay
at their mercy. Could they triumph in
the west, the world might well be theirs
to hold in thraldom.* Small wonder that
they deliberately refrained from striking
again until they felt absolutely ready.
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The next point is that there is reason to
believe that the Germans may never have
meant to renew their attack swiftly. The
evidence is growing that their methods
were not those to which the British

_- commanders, in particular, had pinned
their faith. The Battle of the Somme and
the Third Battle of Ypres were in effect
Verduns on a larger scale. Speaking
crudely, the British purpose was to attain
the results desired by a long and con-
tinuous scries of “ pushes.” It was a
costly method, and on the whole it was
not very productive. The Germans had
already tried this method, with certain
variations, at Verdun. The French, who

have been far more economical in their
use of man-power, have never adopted it-
Wecan nowsee that the Germans dropped
it after Verdun, and they have neverreally
tried it again, The severest criticism of
British strategy is that it refused to profit
bythe lesson of Verdun.
When the German offensive began on

March 21st most people expected it to
be continuously pursued, after our own
fashion. When the attack slackened, the
stoppage of activity was put down to the
restoration of equilibrium by the Allies,
and to a certain extent this was unques-
tionably true. But may not the German
plan have been deliberate? The opera-
tions certainly showveryclear-cut phases.
There was no general resumption of the
offensive in the southern battle area after
March 30th. It was a nine days’ battle.
The northern battle began on April

goth and Jasted until April 29th, with
longer intermissions. Thereafter, the
exchange of hostilities, slackened every-
where. The German military experts
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have recently been declaring that these
methods were intentional, and were not

necessarily imposed by the effective
response of the Allies. It is never safe

to scoff at your adversaries or to accuse
them of lying. I believe these German
statements to be on the whole true. The

German method this year is to launch a
terrific attack, and to continue it so long

as it shows a profit, The moment the
attack is definitely checked, the battle is
stopped. The trouble with the Allied
Command in the past was that it never
knew when to breakoff.

Development of Air Warfare

The fact that, as a rule, the Germans
have never reached their farthest objec-
tives proves nothing at all. No offensive
in the west on cither side has-ever reached
its full objectives. The obvious goals of
the British last autumn in Flanders were
Roulers and Ostend and Bruges. The
obvious goal of the Germans in March
was Abbéville, at the mouth of the Somme
estuary, and they hoped to take Amiens
in their stride. Just as men very rarely
reach the summit of their endeavours in
life, so in this war great armies do not
often reach their ultimate objective... The
Germans got as far as they could in
March, and were probably surprised that
theydid so well at the first blow.

I have said that the causes of the delay
were obviously complex, but some of the
reasons publicly assigned were extremely
inadequate. We were told that it was
due to the heat wave in May; that the
German Army had influenza; that
Hindenburg and Ludendorff had quar-
relled ; that-the German reserves were
not eager for battle; that the Emperor
Karl of Austria was not eager to assist ;
and so on. None of these suggestions
carried much weight, but there can be no
doubt whatever that the extraordinary
and daring activity of the allied airmen
greatly hindered the German prepara-
tions. The outstanding feature of the
operations this year is the formidable
development of air warfare, and in_ this
respect the Allies were unquestionably
superior. Never have the air forces been
used so effectively, both in attacking
points just behind the enemy’s lines and
in breaking up concentrations farther in
the rear. At the same time the Rhine
towns have been systematically bombed,
and the war has been continually carried
into German territory. No doubt the
savage air attack on a British hospital
base constituted a malignant and charac-
teristic admission that in the air things
have been going badly for the Germans,

Waiting for their Guns

So far as all these strictly sectional
causes of delay are genuine, 1 am not
inclined to ascribe first place to the
allied air attacks, however powerful and
destructive these may have been. I
believe the chief technical cause why the
Germans waited so Jong was gums, and
yoads for guns, and shells for guns. The
amount of preparation required to con-
centrate heavy artillery andshells for a
big battle is almost ineredible. Sir
Douglas Haig took months to devise his
big artillery attack which formed the
prelude to the Battle of the Somme. In
one of his despatches, again, he explains
‘that the principal reason for the delay in
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beginning the Third Battle of Ypres:
last yearwas that a great deal of time
had to be spent in bringing up guns from
Arras andthe Somme. So it has been
with the Germans this year, especially
in the southern battle area. Armies
which advance to a depth of thirty-five
miles over country which they, have —
themselves rendered desolate, must sit
down and wait for their heavy guns_
before they can attack again, I repeat
that when the whole story is told, it will
probably be found that the Germans
were waiting for theiy guns.

They may have waited for other
reasons, also, such as the beginning of an
Austrian attack on the Italian front.
There was a disposition during May, not
in my view wise or justified, to belittle
the prospect of an attack in force against
Italy. At such a moment no possibility
should be ruled out, for so efficient an
enemy as the Germans, who completely
control the Austrian dispositions, are
often inclined to attack where they are
least expected. One very curious theory
was started during the long weeks of
speculation. It was that Hindenburg
and his associates felt that they had
made a mistake in throwing their full
weight on the British front in March and
April. By placing the British Army in
jeopardy, and enabling the French to
come to its rescue, they had compelled

the Allies to adopt unity of command,
the very thing they should have tried to
prevent.

A Stroke at Paris

The story may be quite unfounded,
but it is at —least certain that the
reverses of March brought about the
swift acceptance of General Foch as
Generalissimo.-
When the lull in all these operations’ ”

first became definite, the conviction was
prevalent. in allied circles that, the
Germans would be bound to renew their
attacks on the fronts originally selected.

_ That is to say, it was expected that they
would again thrust towards Amiens and
Doullens. in the south, and towards
Hazebrouck and St. Omer in the north.
As time passed, however, the belief grew,
especially among the French, that the
enemy might also develop the battle at
some new point. It was noticed, for
example, that they had great masses of
troops just north of Rheims, and they

were very busy on the Meuse, about St.
Mihiel. My own speculative opinion at
the time of writing is that in the main
they must stick to their old battle-
fields, but that if they make any fresh
movethey may strike at Paris by the shortest
voute.

We have been incessantly confronted
with the platitude that the object of an
army is to destroy the enemy’sforces, but
it cannot be denied that enormous advan-
tages would be gained by a successful
attack towards Paris, such as would bring
the capital under the fire of ordinary”
long-range guns. .
The Germaus were said on May 27th to

have about 200 divisions in the west,
of which 80 divisions were in reserve.
It was recognised that wherever these
huge reserves were thrown in the menace

- would be grave, but the Allies had strong
_ reserves also, and Gencral Foch was calm
and ready.
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Salvage of the battlefield : Collecting the kits of British soldiers who had been wounded during the great German offensive. Right:
Portuguese troops moving forward supplies during the Germanoffensive, which fell heavily on their sector. The spirit of Britain's
ancient ally is well shown by the fact that. the Lisbon garrison offered en masse to proceed to France to replace fallen comrades,             
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First Decisive Triumph of the Air Force

NTIL the spring of this year the air
i forces of the Western Allies lacked

the power to show the possibilities
of an aerial offensive. Surprised by the
Fokker scourge in 1916 and temporarily
mastered by the Albatros peril of 1917,
British and French aviators had as much
as they could do to carry on with the
inferior machines generally provided them.
Strangely long it took both the British
and French Governments to produce
directors of aircraft supplies with suffi-
cient managing ability and foresight to
organise all the manufacturing resources
of the two countries. This, however, was

at last done, with the result that the
enemy wasin turn surprised and mastered
by the superior productiveness of allied
aeroplane works. All he could do in the
way of preparation he did, but with the
full combined talents of Britain and
France against him he was clean excelled
alike in quantity and quality.

General von Ludendorff was aware of
this situation when he opened his grand
offensive on March 2tst.. His posi-
tion was somewhat similar to that of
Sir John Jellicoe immediately before the
Battle of Jutland Bank. The British
admiral could not fight in clear weather,
because his movements would have been
foreseen by hostile naval airships. He
therefore selected a day of dense, low-
lying cloud for his great sweep into -the
Skager Rack,-so that Zeppelins should not
be able to operate against him.

Lifting of the Fog

General von Ludendorff chose a dayof
thick mist, in which British aeroplanes
could not work; and, with little help

from his own air forces, his enormous

number of concentrated divisions broke
through the Fifth British Army, turned
the right flank of the Third British Army,
and, crowdinginto thelarge angle between
the Somme and Oise Rivers, menaced
both Paris and Abbéville, the point at
which the British and French forces could
be divided. The misty weather con-
tinued for about fifty critical hours, com-
pleting the confusion of the divided and
overwhelmed forces of defence, by making
it impossible for their contact machines to
watch over brigades, trace battalions, or
scout for lost companies.
Whenon March 23rd the fog of disaster

lifted, the alert, well-ordered armies of
Marwitz and Hutier were the first to
profit by the clearing of the sky. Their
aerodromes _were undisturbed, their
machines and pilots ready and eager;
so that the tired, hungry, yet dogged
British soldiers, trying to form a defensive
flank. about Péronne, often -saw ‘three
huge enemy formations holding the air
above them and not a British machine in
sight. °

This absence from the battlefield of
British machines- seemed the crowning
misery of the great disaster. Yet it was
really the saving of the general situation.
British pilots were massing in another and
unexpected direction for something more
important than rearguard observation.
All the Western Allies were then arranging,
the largest and swiftest concentration of
air-power hitherto seen in the war.
General Pétain, who had massed his main

By EDWARD WRIGHT

armies in Champagne, in answer to a
deceptive demonstration by Gallwitz,
‘could not move horse, foot, and guns

quickly enoughto fill the gap left by the
Overwhelmed Britons. He had thought
that the Oise River line, between Moy and
La Fére, would be unbreakable at the
time it was breaking.
But the man who had saved Verdun

by hurrying up three thousand motor-
lorries was not at the end ofhis resources.
He could not get cavalry or infantry
forward, but he stripped his front of
crack pilots on chaser ’planes and ex-
perienced. bombers on the larger machines.
Then, as soon as possible, a United States
aerial detachment also left the Lorraine
front for the Oise and Sommebattlefield.

Aerial Counter-Offensive

The mainair force of Great Britain was
already working over the scene of the
disastrous retreat, and fromreports of its
numerous scouts the plan of a novel and
extraordinary aerial counter-offensive was
framed and put into execution.
What then happened cannot fully be |

described. Nobody immediately con-
cerned in it caught anything more than
glimpses of a prolonged air struggle
lasting a month.
fleets was quite different in character

_ from the sharp, clear-cut action of naval
forces. It was a tangled affair of airy
skirmishes, swooping raids and bombing
expeditions upon supply trains. Some of
the most picturesque incidents were of
least importance, while seemingly dull,
sordid work—such as dropping explo-
sives upon mules and horses, and then

raking the poor beasts with machine-gun
fire — proved events of high strategic
value. 5 :

Beneath the united air forces of the
Allies were at first a broken British Army,
fragments of which were merging into a
small French reinforcement of Chasseurs
a pied, with cavalry and armoured motor
detachments. They were so thinly
scattered as to give no large targets to
enemy. aviators. The German Army, on
the other hand, was in immense multi-

tudes, limited only by the number of
roads and byways down which supply
columns could crawl. From the point of
view of the counter-attacking forces of
allied airmen the conditions of battle
were wonderfully promising ; and, neglect-
ing for a while the-secondary task of
protecting the British infantry rearguards
from swooping German machines, the
British air commander boldly and de-
cisively carried the surprising counter-
offensive far back into the enemy’s
original lines.

‘‘Blockaded’’ from the Air

First in scores and then in hundreds,
British and French bombing machines
attacked the piled and crowded rail-
heads from which General von Hutier’s
army was working. By day the roads
and narrow-gauge tracks feeding his
advancing divisions were swept with
aerial machine-gun fire and bombed with
small missiles. When night fell, and the
traffic of the enemyincreased to the utter-
most, until all the ways of movement

The clash of aerial

were densely packed with men, mules;
horses, waggons, lorries, tractors, and
guns, bombing operations grew in scope
and intensity, until air-power was at last
seen to be superior to land-power.

Mastery in the air was not displayed in
the manner prophesied by some writers.
The forty-two enemy infantry divisions,
with their thousands of guns, were not
bombed or machine-gunned to a stand-
still. They were blockaded. For example,
the apparently overwhelming. force that
tried to break from Albert and Bray and,
turning again the right flank of the Third
Army, sweep along to Abbéville by the
northern bank of the Somme, was cut off
from its supplies by an incessant rain of
destruction upon its communications.
The Bapaume road becamesuch a death-
trap that everything German had at last
to avoid it. ;

It was the aerial attack upon the
German new and old communications—
thirty miles and more deep in places—
that decided the course of the first battle
for Amiens. The commander of the enemy
flying corps was outmanceuvred by
General J. M. Salmond. The German
general mherely imitated the aerial cavalry
pursuit tactics invented by Sir Hugh
Trenchard at. Ypres in the autumn of
1917, but while his pilots were wasting
time and power attacking small scattered
bodies of British infantry, an extra-
ordinary blow was delivered against the
stomach of the German Army. ;

Turning the Tide of Battle
Both food and ammunition were stopped

from reaching the hostile advanced forces.
In some important cases the movements
of fresh reinforcing divisions were im-
peded and confused. By the time the
German air commander saw his mistake,
and reconcentrated this squadrons for the
vital defence of communications, the tide
of battle had been definitely turned from
the air. The German pilots were as com-
pletely overwhelmed as the infantry of
the Fifth British Army had been. In the
course of two months’ fighting British
aviators brought down the remarkable
number of one thousand enemy machines,
and dropped the equally remarkable
quantity of one thousand tons of bombs
upon enemy depots, dumps, traffic, and
marching columns. ~

In addition, there were days in which
a quarter of a million rounds of machine-
gun fire were poured, by British machines
alone, upon German troops and vehicles.
The achievement of the French aviation
service was almost as great, and the work
of the United States squadrons counted
in the decisive result.

Under the desperate stimulus of a grave
disaster a grand new method of warfare
had been invented. As Germany was
reduced to a position of marked enfeeble-
ment in the air, the newallied technique
of an aerial blockade of hostile ways of
supply seemed to promise more than any
modern naval blockade could attain. In
classic Greek sculpture the spirit of |
victory was represented with wings. And
over the field of ceils a winged victory
still hovered while eat Britain was
gathering new strength for the final
struggle.

.
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Filling up the petrol supply of a British biplane in readiness for
a bombingraid along the enemy lines.

 

 

 
*“Tuning up’? a huge machineof the Royal Air Force onthe western front Preparatory to starting off with a load of
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Capt. H. Winslow Woollett, M.C. and
bar, R.A.F., who brought down thir-
teen enemy machinesin one day.

 

  
 
 

 

Piave.

British dirigible on the French coast.
In oval: Capt. Haines, D.S.O.

Right: Big Austrian bombing seaplane brought down by Ita
» who after a thrilling fight-crashed one of the Gothas whic

  

lian anti-aircraft gunners on the
h.raided London on May 19th.
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First Decisive Triumph of the Air Force

NTIL the spring of this year the air
i forces of the Western Allies lacked

the power to show the possibilities
of an aerial offensive. Surprised by the
Fokker scourge in 1916 and temporarily
mastered by the Albatros peril of 1917,
British and French aviators had as much
as they could do to carry on with the
inferior machines generally provided them.
Strangely long it took both the British
and French Governments to produce
directors of aircraft supplies with suffi-
cient managing ability and foresight to
organise all the manufacturing resources
of the two countries. This, however, was

at last done, with the result that the
enemy wasin turn surprised and mastered
by the superior productiveness of allied
aeroplane works. All he could do in the
way of preparation he did, but with the
full combined talents of Britain and
France against him he was clean excelled
alike in quantity and quality.

General von Ludendorff was aware of
this situation when he opened his grand
offensive on March 2tst.. His posi-
tion was somewhat similar to that of
Sir John Jellicoe immediately before the
Battle of Jutland Bank. The British
admiral could not fight in clear weather,
because his movements would have been
foreseen by hostile naval airships. He
therefore selected a day of dense, low-
lying cloud for his great sweep into -the
Skager Rack,-so that Zeppelins should not
be able to operate against him.

Lifting of the Fog

General von Ludendorff chose a dayof
thick mist, in which British aeroplanes
could not work; and, with little help

from his own air forces, his enormous

number of concentrated divisions broke
through the Fifth British Army, turned
the right flank of the Third British Army,
and, crowdinginto thelarge angle between
the Somme and Oise Rivers, menaced
both Paris and Abbéville, the point at
which the British and French forces could
be divided. The misty weather con-
tinued for about fifty critical hours, com-
pleting the confusion of the divided and
overwhelmed forces of defence, by making
it impossible for their contact machines to
watch over brigades, trace battalions, or
scout for lost companies.
Whenon March 23rd the fog of disaster

lifted, the alert, well-ordered armies of
Marwitz and Hutier were the first to
profit by the clearing of the sky. Their
aerodromes _were undisturbed, their
machines and pilots ready and eager;
so that the tired, hungry, yet dogged
British soldiers, trying to form a defensive
flank. about Péronne, often -saw ‘three
huge enemy formations holding the air
above them and not a British machine in
sight. °

This absence from the battlefield of
British machines- seemed the crowning
misery of the great disaster. Yet it was
really the saving of the general situation.
British pilots were massing in another and
unexpected direction for something more
important than rearguard observation.
All the Western Allies were then arranging,
the largest and swiftest concentration of
air-power hitherto seen in the war.
General Pétain, who had massed his main

By EDWARD WRIGHT

armies in Champagne, in answer to a
deceptive demonstration by Gallwitz,
‘could not move horse, foot, and guns

quickly enoughto fill the gap left by the
Overwhelmed Britons. He had thought
that the Oise River line, between Moy and
La Fére, would be unbreakable at the
time it was breaking.
But the man who had saved Verdun

by hurrying up three thousand motor-
lorries was not at the end ofhis resources.
He could not get cavalry or infantry
forward, but he stripped his front of
crack pilots on chaser ’planes and ex-
perienced. bombers on the larger machines.
Then, as soon as possible, a United States
aerial detachment also left the Lorraine
front for the Oise and Sommebattlefield.

Aerial Counter-Offensive

The mainair force of Great Britain was
already working over the scene of the
disastrous retreat, and fromreports of its
numerous scouts the plan of a novel and
extraordinary aerial counter-offensive was
framed and put into execution.
What then happened cannot fully be |

described. Nobody immediately con-
cerned in it caught anything more than
glimpses of a prolonged air struggle
lasting a month.
fleets was quite different in character

_ from the sharp, clear-cut action of naval
forces. It was a tangled affair of airy
skirmishes, swooping raids and bombing
expeditions upon supply trains. Some of
the most picturesque incidents were of
least importance, while seemingly dull,
sordid work—such as dropping explo-
sives upon mules and horses, and then

raking the poor beasts with machine-gun
fire — proved events of high strategic
value. 5 :

Beneath the united air forces of the
Allies were at first a broken British Army,
fragments of which were merging into a
small French reinforcement of Chasseurs
a pied, with cavalry and armoured motor
detachments. They were so thinly
scattered as to give no large targets to
enemy. aviators. The German Army, on
the other hand, was in immense multi-

tudes, limited only by the number of
roads and byways down which supply
columns could crawl. From the point of
view of the counter-attacking forces of
allied airmen the conditions of battle
were wonderfully promising ; and, neglect-
ing for a while the-secondary task of
protecting the British infantry rearguards
from swooping German machines, the
British air commander boldly and de-
cisively carried the surprising counter-
offensive far back into the enemy’s
original lines.

‘‘Blockaded’’ from the Air

First in scores and then in hundreds,
British and French bombing machines
attacked the piled and crowded rail-
heads from which General von Hutier’s
army was working. By day the roads
and narrow-gauge tracks feeding his
advancing divisions were swept with
aerial machine-gun fire and bombed with
small missiles. When night fell, and the
traffic of the enemyincreased to the utter-
most, until all the ways of movement
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were densely packed with men, mules;
horses, waggons, lorries, tractors, and
guns, bombing operations grew in scope
and intensity, until air-power was at last
seen to be superior to land-power.

Mastery in the air was not displayed in
the manner prophesied by some writers.
The forty-two enemy infantry divisions,
with their thousands of guns, were not
bombed or machine-gunned to a stand-
still. They were blockaded. For example,
the apparently overwhelming. force that
tried to break from Albert and Bray and,
turning again the right flank of the Third
Army, sweep along to Abbéville by the
northern bank of the Somme, was cut off
from its supplies by an incessant rain of
destruction upon its communications.
The Bapaume road becamesuch a death-
trap that everything German had at last
to avoid it. ;

It was the aerial attack upon the
German new and old communications—
thirty miles and more deep in places—
that decided the course of the first battle
for Amiens. The commander of the enemy
flying corps was outmanceuvred by
General J. M. Salmond. The German
general mherely imitated the aerial cavalry
pursuit tactics invented by Sir Hugh
Trenchard at. Ypres in the autumn of
1917, but while his pilots were wasting
time and power attacking small scattered
bodies of British infantry, an extra-
ordinary blow was delivered against the
stomach of the German Army. ;

Turning the Tide of Battle
Both food and ammunition were stopped

from reaching the hostile advanced forces.
In some important cases the movements
of fresh reinforcing divisions were im-
peded and confused. By the time the
German air commander saw his mistake,
and reconcentrated this squadrons for the
vital defence of communications, the tide
of battle had been definitely turned from
the air. The German pilots were as com-
pletely overwhelmed as the infantry of
the Fifth British Army had been. In the
course of two months’ fighting British
aviators brought down the remarkable
number of one thousand enemy machines,
and dropped the equally remarkable
quantity of one thousand tons of bombs
upon enemy depots, dumps, traffic, and
marching columns. ~

In addition, there were days in which
a quarter of a million rounds of machine-
gun fire were poured, by British machines
alone, upon German troops and vehicles.
The achievement of the French aviation
service was almost as great, and the work
of the United States squadrons counted
in the decisive result.

Under the desperate stimulus of a grave
disaster a grand new method of warfare
had been invented. As Germany was
reduced to a position of marked enfeeble-
ment in the air, the newallied technique
of an aerial blockade of hostile ways of
supply seemed to promise more than any
modern naval blockade could attain. In
classic Greek sculpture the spirit of |
victory was represented with wings. And
over the field of ceils a winged victory
still hovered while eat Britain was
gathering new strength for the final
struggle.
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Capt. H. Winslow Woollett, M.C. and
bar, R.A.F., who brought down thir-
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British & Americans Prepared Against the Hun
 

   
British troops, returning from their spell in the trenches in

France, passing a couple of mobile anti-aircraft guns.
 

 
Rata

Two American marksmen in France sniping at enemy trenches three hundred yards distant. In circle:

western front; stretching barbed-wire about a fallen tree on the bank. 
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On the Fringes of the Battle Front in France
 

 

 
 

 

British stretcher-bearers moving along a road that had coms
undershell fire. The tree in the foreground had been hit.
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A temporary footbridgeacross a river on the western front. Right: Outpost trench built close round a cottage on the British front
in France. With their well-placed machine-gun the men seemed well pleased with the position that they had been able to take up.
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Brief Pauses Between the Paroxysms of Battle
 

       
 
Work in the transport lines of a Canadian battalion on the western front during an interlude in the fighting. .On the right the officers?’

chargers are seen leaving the lines ; the menIn the centre are cleaning harness, and on theleft the battalion’s horses.are being groomed.

 

 
  
 

  British machine-gun position covering the approachesto a position which is further protected by a little stream. .Pending the possible approach
of the enemy the mentake advantage of a quiet momentto rest upon the reed-fringed bank and enjoy a pipe underthe pollarded willows.
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Where the Enemy was Encountered in the Open
 

  
Exitish infantry arriving at a Sriinay embankment. which they had been detailed to defend during the pressure of the German offensive on the

western front. One result ofthat offensive was the changingof the condition of fighting from “trench ”’ to “‘ open ”? warfare.

 

 7 Jocks ”? in’ action among the shell-shattered wreckage of a village on which the tornado of battle had burst on the western front in France.
Tkey were:sniping at the enemy who were lurking amid ruined buildings at the outskirts of the destroyed village.
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of War
 

     
    
ghtest trees they havefelled

Left : Women unloading a barge. ¥
Womenforesters clearing the bark off someof the strai

for telegraph poles.      
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Dumpof shell-cases at a great salvage depot, where women i; 2 and girls deal with
materials brought back from the battle-fronts. ‘ ‘
 

   
 

Loading railway trucks with sorted out material at the great salvage depot, and (right) general view
the materials are sorted and repacked for distribution to manufacturing centres,

munitions.
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American Labour Studies the Workof the Allies
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Arrival at the German prisoners’ camp at Fort McPherson, Georgia, of the
captured crew of the U58.

 

In circle : American and two French winners of
the Croix de Guerre in New York.
 

  

 

 

 

American Labour

 

representatives during their recent visit to Europe. . 0g i >

French battlefield ; in that on the right they are talking with British soldiers in France.
The photograph on the left shows them looking over a
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UR car drew up at a greenhill, close
by a battery of “ heavies’”’ that
was sending its “stuff’”’ high over

the hill, Hunwards. A straggling file of
khaki figures, muddy from the forward
trenches, had just trailed out of a forlorn
wood on the right and crossed the road

ahead of us. The men were heavy footed
and carried all the impedimenta of their
trench life slung about them according
to their individual notions of easiness.
The leader of the file made weird music

with a mouth-organ as they left the
roadway and went along a muddy foot-
path at the bottomof the hill. When we
reached the spot the last of the file was
disappearing into the hill,

Fancies of Ali Baba and of the Pied
Piper came naturally to the mind.~ Into
a hole in a hill went this khaki file. There
were not half so many as forty, so the
Ali Baba fantasy gave place forthwith
to the legend of Hamelin Town, the mouth-
organ offering in some sort a substitute
for the magic pipe, though the figures
that followed its player through “ the
door in the mountain-side ”’ were assuredly
no

- . . little boys and girls
With rosy cheeks and flaxen curls,

' ET us stick to the Pied Piper fancy,
none theless. Itis odd how every old

page of history or legend to which one’s
mind returns in these strange new times
offers some reminder of the rascally
character of the Teutonic race. The Pied
Piper, you will recall, came to Hamelin
“on the twenty-second of July, thirteen
hundred and seventy-six,’ when the
Brunswickers had been driven to their
wits’ end by a fabulous plague of rats.

“Tf I can rid your townof rats
Will you give me a thousand guilders ? ”
“One? Fifty thousand!’ was the exclama-

tion
Of the astonished Mayor and Corporation.

And when he had piped .the vermin all
into the Weser water, and. Mayor and
Corporation were certain the job was well
done, since “ what’s dead can’t come to
life,” like the cheats and liars their race

has ever proved, they met the Piper’s
claim with—

“As for the guilders, what we spoke
Of them, as you very well know, was in joke.
Beside, our losses have made us thrifty.
A thousand guilders! Come, take fifty!”

pee the piper took his revenge by
enchanting all the little children of

Hamelin Towninto a hole in hill, whence
they never came back, and Browninginhis

our promise.

Even the “ Willy” is not without a
present-day moral! Breakers of promises,
lars and cheats, Huns. Surely in the
life of no one nowliving will the German
people ever be otherwise regarded. The

Ba | By the Editor
The notion that came to mind as I

saw that khaki file follow its quaint piper
into the hole in the hill was worth the
pursuing, I think, wildly inapfosite
though it appears on closer examination—
but who would analyse a fancy like an
algebraic proposition ? Moreover, I too
went into that hole in the hill and came
out again after seeing the wonders within.
Let me tell the facts of it, shorn of fancy.

HE entrance was a tunnel into which
a fair-sized waggon might have passed,

had it not been for a central partition
that divided the tunnel into two passage-
ways. Above the entrance was erected a
flat wooden effigy of a kangaroo,life size,
suggestive of a totem over the camp of
some primitive tribe. And a totem it
was, for within the hill dwelt a busy
colony from the great island of the
Southern Seas, where the kangaroo has
its habitat. ‘
As we went along the tunnel, where

water dripped from the roof and made
the ground muddy underfoot, we came
upon the khaki file of Anzacs, and one

 

  

 

 

THE RUINED TOWER OF BECORDEL-
BECOURT

(From a drawing by Mr. Muirhead Bone, one of
the official artists onthe western froitt. )

of them cheerily asked if we had come
to see their “ hotel,’’ while another ob-

served, with expressive brevity, “‘ some
hotel.” Indeed it was. The passages
penetrated the hill in all directions, and
the farther they went the drier they
became. The sides. were lined with
recesses fitted with resting-places, roughly
resembling bunks on shipboard. Here

ONCEplace this Anzac hotel.
If. it lacked such comforts of the

Caravanserai as. salon, smoking-room,

writing-room, billiard-room, and thelike,

e

their mates in the bunks aboveor below.
They could write, too, seated in these

bunks, for the passages were tolerably
illuminated by electric bulbs, with oil

Jamps and candles to serve if the
generating plant outside went wrong or
got a shell on it during. one of the
frequent bombardments to whichthe hill
was subjected.

Like most hotels, too, this one had its

bar, thoughits name-was canteen. Behind
its counter two orderlies were doing brisk
business in cigarettes and various bever-
ages with the men newly returned from
their spell in the trenches.

NE had been told- much about the
wonders of the German dug-outs, but

here was an Australian-made underground
barracks as fine as anything the indus-
trious Boche had. achieved. Immense
labour, had gone to its making. <A
thousand men were comfortably quartered
in it every night, while outside on the
hill and in the wood near bythe shells
rained down and shooktheir couches, but
scarcely disturbed their rest. When a
gas attack was onthe hole in the hill had
its heavy curtain, saturated with pre-
ventive chemical, and the beastly Boche

could “ do his damndest.”’ -
There would. be a comforting sense of

companionship on those occasions. Most
men shrink from meeting danger or death
alone; but, true to their gregarious
instinct, they can face’ the worst~-in the

company of friends. Here in this great
subterranean shelter were a thousand
men who had come from all parts of
Australia to this far hillside, who had
braved a thousand dangers by sea and
land, in Gallipoli and on the bloodyfields
of France, to help the Motherland in her
time of peril. What bonds of friendship
musthave drawntight about themin these
great adventures,” what “lifelong love
of comrades’ taken root in this hole in
the hill!

MAY of them that come ont of this
awesome furnace of war will some day

look back with very tender’ thoughts
to the time they spent in that hole in the
hill, when theyrecall the new chums they
found there and the old ones they lost
in ‘the shattered woods and trenches
where they had first to grapple with the
Boche and throw him out, then long to
withstand his attempts to regain the
ground, and eventually to withdraw
when the German flood, so long at the
ebb, flowed again im March, 1918, and
swiftly engulfed the region in which

Pod 2 = aie and. there were complete apartments’ this wonderful Anzac hotel had been
“ Woeo~Wa grotesque rhyme thus moralises— hollowed out of the earth, and the officers excavated. ;

eon 10, OY So, Willy, let me and you be wipers who tenanted these had made them For, alas! not many days after I had
Ae D OY a Of scores out with all men—especially pipers ! wonderfully “homelike,” with prints on passed beneath the kangaroo, the modern

\ AS Oo : And whether they pipe us free fr6m-rats or the walls, collections of books, gramo- spawn of such medieval liars and cheats
Z7¥OM S UVENIY... from mice, ; ee. phones, and the odds and ends that one as diddled the Pied Piper of his agreed

Stairs. If we've promised them aught, let us keep accumulates in any dwelling-place. :reward was swarming over and past this
very hill and, mayhap, foul Huns rested
in these underground snuggeries where
the brave soldiers of the Southern Cross
had couched the night before. Rather
shall we hope that when the Australians

<
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e
e it made shift with many substitutes. The went they destroyed quickly what they

wonder is that with all the lessons of whole place was a smoking-room, and the had made so laboriously and so well,
history to guide us we have ever looked small talk of the salon was agreeably and that no vile brood of Boche would
upon them as decent human beings fit carried on by gossips who lay in their ever befoul these earth-dug halls of
for the society of men. bunks and chatted across the passage or to‘ British companionship,
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“‘

Plug Street,’’ so soon to pass again within the grasp of the Hun. In these little sketches LeGlvesVery eaieHapoeltoreaspects of the trenchlife there, and of the much-shelled Plug Street Wood. :
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UR car drew up at a greenhill, close
by a battery of “ heavies’”’ that
was sending its “stuff’”’ high over

the hill, Hunwards. A straggling file of
khaki figures, muddy from the forward
trenches, had just trailed out of a forlorn
wood on the right and crossed the road

ahead of us. The men were heavy footed
and carried all the impedimenta of their
trench life slung about them according
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The leader of the file made weird music

with a mouth-organ as they left the
roadway and went along a muddy foot-
path at the bottomof the hill. When we
reached the spot the last of the file was
disappearing into the hill,

Fancies of Ali Baba and of the Pied
Piper came naturally to the mind.~ Into
a hole in a hill went this khaki file. There
were not half so many as forty, so the
Ali Baba fantasy gave place forthwith
to the legend of Hamelin Town, the mouth-
organ offering in some sort a substitute
for the magic pipe, though the figures
that followed its player through “ the
door in the mountain-side ”’ were assuredly
no

- . . little boys and girls
With rosy cheeks and flaxen curls,

' ET us stick to the Pied Piper fancy,
none theless. Itis odd how every old

page of history or legend to which one’s
mind returns in these strange new times
offers some reminder of the rascally
character of the Teutonic race. The Pied
Piper, you will recall, came to Hamelin
“on the twenty-second of July, thirteen
hundred and seventy-six,’ when the
Brunswickers had been driven to their
wits’ end by a fabulous plague of rats.

“Tf I can rid your townof rats
Will you give me a thousand guilders ? ”
“One? Fifty thousand!’ was the exclama-

tion
Of the astonished Mayor and Corporation.

And when he had piped .the vermin all
into the Weser water, and. Mayor and
Corporation were certain the job was well
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life,” like the cheats and liars their race

has ever proved, they met the Piper’s
claim with—

“As for the guilders, what we spoke
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A thousand guilders! Come, take fifty!”

pee the piper took his revenge by
enchanting all the little children of

Hamelin Towninto a hole in hill, whence
they never came back, and Browninginhis

our promise.

Even the “ Willy” is not without a
present-day moral! Breakers of promises,
lars and cheats, Huns. Surely in the
life of no one nowliving will the German
people ever be otherwise regarded. The

Ba | By the Editor
The notion that came to mind as I

saw that khaki file follow its quaint piper
into the hole in the hill was worth the
pursuing, I think, wildly inapfosite
though it appears on closer examination—
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Southern Seas, where the kangaroo has
its habitat. ‘
As we went along the tunnel, where

water dripped from the roof and made
the ground muddy underfoot, we came
upon the khaki file of Anzacs, and one

 

  

 

 

THE RUINED TOWER OF BECORDEL-
BECOURT

(From a drawing by Mr. Muirhead Bone, one of
the official artists onthe western froitt. )
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    Battleships of the British Grand Fleet lying at anchor at a certain base with steam u i iike
tl 2 é p. Day in and day out the Grand Fleet its lithis, ready to engage the German High Sea Fleet should it emerge from its harbours to try eonetueiane for the eaeateryect the. See
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE GREAT OFFENSIVE
 

HOW THE
By Hamilton Fyfe

‘ODD MEN’ HELPED

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front

NE of the features of the Battle of
St. Quentin, and of the Battle of
the Lys also, which will always be

quoted as a tribute to the fighting spirit
of the British race was the brave and
useful part played by the ‘‘ oddments ”
of our. Army in slowing up and stopping
the German advance.
That the regular fighting men would

resist stubbornly and make the enemy
pay heavily for the ground which he
gained by weight of superior forces was
certain, but the regular fighting men
were over and over again forced by the
odds against them into positions where
they needed help badly. Over and over
again this help was given by hastily
improvised reinforcements made up of
men who were not accustomedto fight.
Behind an army in thefield there are

always large numbers of “ other ranks.”
There are the men who make and mend
roads; there are the signallers and
electricians, who put up andkeep in order
telegraph and telephone wires; there
are the cooks, the camp orderlies, the
mess attendants, the grooms, the sanitary
service men.

All these are, for one reason or another,

not considered fit for service inthe field ;
yet in these battles they did excellent
service in the forefront of the fighting,
“not. once nor twice.’ During those
critical days and nights which followed
the opening of the Germanoffensive calls
were made upon themto take their places
in the firing-line,- and pluckily they
answered the call. Hurriedly put together
in battalions, under officers whom they
had never seen, without the experience
of war or the hard training whichfits_ the
soldier for steady endurance and_ effective
manoeuvre, they went in and closed gaps,
and presented a firm front to the masses
of the enemy.

“Carey's Foree”’

The most famous of these bodies of
“irregular ’”’ troops was that which we
knew as Carey’s Force. On the night
this was formed—the night of March 26th-
‘27th—Amiens was in danger of being
rushed. In great force, and with a large
proportion of fresh troops to bear down
the opposition of tired British divisions
which had been fighting for nearly a week
without rest, the Germans had pressed on
to within striking distance of the city.
Their cavalry patrols were reported to
have come very near. The French were
on their way to relieve our worn-out
battalions, but they could not arrive for
several days. It was clear that unless
we could put a fresh barrier in front of
the enemy, Amiens might go.
A council of war was held at 2 a.m. on

Wednesday, the 27th, in a bare room lit
by shaded lamps which threw patches of
light over the maps spread out upon
trestle tables. The German airmen were
busy that night. I saw dead horses Iying
in the streets of Amiens, and men being -
taken up in fragments. In the village
where the coutl was being held bombs
dropped, too, and shook the general’s”
headquarters.

An arrangement, already planned and
 

* This is the thirdof Mr. Fyfe’s valuable new
series, his second cantribulion being delayed in
lransmission.—Eb,

well advanced, ‘was now completed. It
was that every man who could use a
rifle should be put into the line at once.
There was a considerable front so thinly
held that the enemy might at any moment
pierce it. A cool-headed, resolute bri-
gadier of the Royal Artillery was told off
to take command of the force intended
to defend this front. He was given a
staff and told to set to work at once.
Within a few hours a force of three

thousand men was ready to march. They
took the road south-eastward from
Villers-Bretonneux, and by two o’clock
in the afternoon Carey’s Force was on the
front allotted to {t and was energetically
digging itself in.

Keeping their End Up

Digging was work to which a large
number of its members were accustomed.
Several labour battalions had been drawn
upon. Battles were not in their contract.
But they were of British race—they knew
their aid was needed, and they gave it
cheerfully. An infantry training school
provided a good manyofficers used to
dealing with new troops. Field-survey
men of the Royal Engineers, telegraph
men, some American engineers, and all

who could be spared at Army Head-
quarters completed the force. It was
strengthened after a day or so byfifty
cavalry, and it was given guns.
The brigadier spent most of his time

near the front line, keeping his men up to
their task. They were told that they
must hold the front unbroken until mid-
night on Friday, the 29th. That meant
holding it for two days and a half against
almost continuous attacks. Even well-
tried troops might have found this ex-
hausting. Carey’s Force struggled man-
fully, not only against the enemy, but
against weariness and the depression that
weariness is apt to cause. They kept
their end up even after the time named
as the limit of their endeavour. Relief
could not be hurried with the rapidity
hoped for. On Saturday, March 30th, IL
watched an action in which the force
still barred the enemy’s way to Amiens.
They had lost some ground that morn-

ing. Under fierce artillery fire they had
gone back, and the enemy pushed in
nearer Villers-Bretonneux. But. help
was at hand. An Australian. brigade,

tough fighters ever, combined with some
squadrons of Lancers, drove off the
Germans andrestored the line.
That afternoon I went into a house on

the edge of bombarded and deserted
Villers-Bretonneux. From anattic window
I had a good view over the kattlefield.
On the near side of a long, gentle slope
our batteries were busy. Groups of gun-
team horses stood about patiently in the
pouring rain. Upon the sky-line stretcher-
bearers could be seen moving and carrying
wounded. Just over the ridge were our
trenches, with those of the enemy a few
hundred yards distant. The tap-tap-tap
of machine-guns was unceasing.

A Mixed Squadron

The Germans were trying to push for-
ward small parties with machine-guns

“to make holes in our lines and compel
our men to fall back. Presently I saw
cavalry trotting in single file, a long line
of them, across the open ground from one

little wood to another. A shell dropped
near them, but the horses took no more

notice of it than the troopers did. They
went into the woodandwerelost to view.
If the situation had become worse, they
would have been useful in checking the
German advance. But this time Carey’s
Force could not be moved.

I went over to the brigadier’s head-
quarters in a group of huts. General
Carey was out “ looking after the line.”
His staff were well content with the
waytheir men were “ sticking it.” They
had to combat not only the opentactics
of the foe, but treacherous wiles as well.

Another improvised force which did
good work was a body of mounted men,
composed of troopers from several
British cavalry regiments and from the
Fort Garry Horse (Cai in), and of
“anybody who cauld ride.” I saw a
party going off to join it near Guiscard
in the sunny noontide of one of those
first golden days of the offensive. here
streamed across the road and up a
sloping field a mixed squadron. which I
could not identify. I saw some were
Canadians, others were Lancers, Scots

Greys, Hussars, and some were not
cavalrymenat all, though they rode like
men hardened to the~saddle. They
cantered to the top of thefield, a stirring
sight, then disappeared. This detachment
helped to cover several difficult retreats.
Then there was a force which in the

Flanders battle was scraped up from the
usual materials and thrown in to help in
stemming the German onslaught wear
Dranoutre. It made its own trenches
and stayed in themuntil the French came
up to relieve, despite the enemy’s efforts

to drive through. And I could add many
more stories of the pluck and doggedness
as fighters of men who spent their
time usually cleaning up, cooking, or
handing dishes at table; of those who
did surveying or who shovelled dirt ;
of those who did clerks’ work in o S.
Listen to the exploit of a party which
came from a bombing school and helped
to delay the enemyin the earliest and
most difficult stage of his offensive.

A Bombing Exploit
Men have to be taught to bomb, and

they go to school for their lessons. The
pupils at this school_ were still learners
when the Germans broke through, but
they went readily, and even gladly, when
the officer-instructors asked them if they
would go into the line to back up their
comrades. On the evening of March
21st a young officer led themup a trench
in the Vraucourt region, one of our
trenches which was partly occupied by
theenemy. Itran downhill. The Boches
were in the higherpart of it, bombing our
men with bad effect. ;
The young officer and his bombers

had to crawl up the trench in order to
keep their heads belowthe bullets which
the machine-guns were spitting out all
the time. Thus they came near enough
to the block to hurl their bombs. They
made it so hot for the Germans that they
withdrew to some distance and bombed

no more. ‘“‘ For learners we didn’t do
so badly,” one of the school pupils said
modestly when it was over. In this and
in other engagements they lent most
valuable aid.
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well advanced, ‘was now completed. It
was that every man who could use a
rifle should be put into the line at once.
There was a considerable front so thinly
held that the enemy might at any moment
pierce it. A cool-headed, resolute bri-
gadier of the Royal Artillery was told off
to take command of the force intended
to defend this front. He was given a
staff and told to set to work at once.
Within a few hours a force of three

thousand men was ready to march. They
took the road south-eastward from
Villers-Bretonneux, and by two o’clock
in the afternoon Carey’s Force was on the
front allotted to {t and was energetically
digging itself in.
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Digging was work to which a large
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Several labour battalions had been drawn
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their aid was needed, and they gave it
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still barred the enemy’s way to Amiens.
They had lost some ground that morn-

ing. Under fierce artillery fire they had
gone back, and the enemy pushed in
nearer Villers-Bretonneux. But. help
was at hand. An Australian. brigade,

tough fighters ever, combined with some
squadrons of Lancers, drove off the
Germans andrestored the line.
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Villers-Bretonneux. From anattic window
I had a good view over the kattlefield.
On the near side of a long, gentle slope
our batteries were busy. Groups of gun-
team horses stood about patiently in the
pouring rain. Upon the sky-line stretcher-
bearers could be seen moving and carrying
wounded. Just over the ridge were our
trenches, with those of the enemy a few
hundred yards distant. The tap-tap-tap
of machine-guns was unceasing.
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The Germans were trying to push for-
ward small parties with machine-guns

“to make holes in our lines and compel
our men to fall back. Presently I saw
cavalry trotting in single file, a long line
of them, across the open ground from one

little wood to another. A shell dropped
near them, but the horses took no more

notice of it than the troopers did. They
went into the woodandwerelost to view.
If the situation had become worse, they
would have been useful in checking the
German advance. But this time Carey’s
Force could not be moved.

I went over to the brigadier’s head-
quarters in a group of huts. General
Carey was out “ looking after the line.”
His staff were well content with the
waytheir men were “ sticking it.” They
had to combat not only the opentactics
of the foe, but treacherous wiles as well.

Another improvised force which did
good work was a body of mounted men,
composed of troopers from several
British cavalry regiments and from the
Fort Garry Horse (Cai in), and of
“anybody who cauld ride.” I saw a
party going off to join it near Guiscard
in the sunny noontide of one of those
first golden days of the offensive. here
streamed across the road and up a
sloping field a mixed squadron. which I
could not identify. I saw some were
Canadians, others were Lancers, Scots

Greys, Hussars, and some were not
cavalrymenat all, though they rode like
men hardened to the~saddle. They
cantered to the top of thefield, a stirring
sight, then disappeared. This detachment
helped to cover several difficult retreats.
Then there was a force which in the

Flanders battle was scraped up from the
usual materials and thrown in to help in
stemming the German onslaught wear
Dranoutre. It made its own trenches
and stayed in themuntil the French came
up to relieve, despite the enemy’s efforts

to drive through. And I could add many
more stories of the pluck and doggedness
as fighters of men who spent their
time usually cleaning up, cooking, or
handing dishes at table; of those who
did surveying or who shovelled dirt ;
of those who did clerks’ work in o S.
Listen to the exploit of a party which
came from a bombing school and helped
to delay the enemyin the earliest and
most difficult stage of his offensive.

A Bombing Exploit
Men have to be taught to bomb, and

they go to school for their lessons. The
pupils at this school_ were still learners
when the Germans broke through, but
they went readily, and even gladly, when
the officer-instructors asked them if they
would go into the line to back up their
comrades. On the evening of March
21st a young officer led themup a trench
in the Vraucourt region, one of our
trenches which was partly occupied by
theenemy. Itran downhill. The Boches
were in the higherpart of it, bombing our
men with bad effect. ;
The young officer and his bombers

had to crawl up the trench in order to
keep their heads belowthe bullets which
the machine-guns were spitting out all
the time. Thus they came near enough
to the block to hurl their bombs. They
made it so hot for the Germans that they
withdrew to some distance and bombed

no more. ‘“‘ For learners we didn’t do
so badly,” one of the school pupils said
modestly when it was over. In this and
in other engagements they lent most
valuable aid.
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JT is unnecessary at this stage of the
greatest war in our history -to-
emphasise the fact that the main

object of the British-Navyis, as it always
a _ has been, to,meet the enemy. at sea and-

beat him there. The spirit of the British »
Navy since the outbreak. of war has been *
in no degree or direction different from

: what it was in Nelson’s time. The com-
~ . mercial blockade .has. been maintained .

with growing ruthlessness ; and this itself, -
: if it has not yet driven the enemy’s battle
ig ' fleet into the open, has, at any rate, so
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found them .on -a different . tack, and

_eatly in., October it. was announced
that.a “big. area had been mined—big,
that is, for those days—stretching from
the Belgian coast. to the Goodwin Sands,
and having a-length of sixty miles and
-a width, from north-to south, of thirty.

The: object.,here, was obviously to pre-
ventthe irruption of enemy light craft into
the. 'Channel,. where the daily crossing
and recrossing of-British transports offered
a tempting bait for hostile destroyers,
torpedo-boats, and submarines.

- BOTTLINGUP: THE U BOATS
ByPercival A. Hislam |

is 78 miles in width, amd the length of
the Scottish arm is about 200 anilés,
and of the- Norwegian arm about §&

miles. Its area is about 22,000 square
miles. Its object is plain to the world ;
and lest the Germans should be under
misapprehension in the matter, the Admi-
ralty has pointedly stated that the area
has been prohibited “in view of the
untestricted warfare carried on by Ger-
many at sea by means of mines and
submarines.” The usual assumption is
that the area is mined, though mines
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increased the economic pressure within. Cape? Word 4 Dees have not been mentioned officially in ||
. Germany's .borders that the day when ; Roe eeeee ee - connection with it. There are other ||

i Bete ine: the High Sea Eleet will be forced. out* It should be mentioned here that Great means of making any part of the |
} : from behind by the weight of public, Britain has from, the first taken a line ‘“‘ dangerous to all shipping,” as n |

opinion .and national necessity must, in regard, to mining quite different from be seen from the fact that the North 2 ||
surely be drawing rapidly nearer.

The, Germans have never been in any
doubt as to where to look for the Grand
Fleet if they wanted to loosen the halter.
The submarine has been responsible

for many things, great and small, in the
P course of this war. So far as the battle-

line of the -enemy’s Fleet is concerned
we stand, of course, exactly where we
did; and nothing is more desired in the
Grand Fieet, with its recent addition
in the shape of an American battle
squadron, than that Admiral von Scheer

q- should come out and repeat the glorious
victory which the Kaiser insists on telling
him he won off Jutland Bank two years
ago. However much the “ belaurelled
young Navy” may have grown in the
last four years, there is still plenty of
elbow-room for it in the North Sea. Von
Scheer ne2d not feel-cramped.. *

Novel Methods of Naval Warfare
; On the.other hand, the submarine, a

novel weapon of war, has driven us to

the adoption of novel thethods in dealing
re er with it. For nearly four years the U boat

i : has had the free run—subject, ofcourse,
to interference and annoyance+-of as
much of the seven seas_as its cruising
capacity permitted it to use, which, taking

oe endeavouring to prevent the enemy from
2 reaching the high seas, at anyrate, in

8. U boats; and it has, in consequence,
-been necessary to make the: most liberal
use of a weapon which, when the war
began, we hardly expected to have to
use at all, for the use of which we
were, at an , totally unprepared as
regards both -quantity and quality. At.
the end of August, roz4, the Admiralty

_ announced that not a single British mine

  
   

  
  

   

  

Germany’s. When Baron Marschall von.
Bieberstein was speaking on Germany’s
behalf at The Hague Conference of 1997,
he said :
A belligerent who lays down mines assumes

a heavy responsibility towards neutrals and
pacific navigation. On this point we are all
agreed. Nobody will have recourse to this
method without absolutely urgent military
reasons.‘ But military acts are not ruled
exclusively by the stipulations of international
law. {How thoroughly we have learned that
simple truth!] There are other factors—
conscience, good sense, and the sentiment
of duties imposed bythe principles of humanity
will be the surest guides for the conduct
of seamen, and will constitute the most
efficacious guarantee against abuse. [This—
and the next—from a Hun'!] The officers of
the German Navy—I say it. with a high voice
—will always fulfil in the strictest manner
the duties which flow from the unwritten law
of humanity and civilisation.

No reading could be more nauseating
in. view of what the world has suffered
since 1914. Germany has laid drifting
mines from the North-Sea outwards ; she
has laid anchored fields under neutral
flags and never issued a warning to ship-
ping She has violated at sea, as on
land, every rule that it seemed would

pay her to violate. The British Navy

the Cattegat, and thé Skager Rack.

New “ Dangerous” Area

The Jatest and most significant of all
our moves, howeVer, came officially into

operation on May 15th, when a prohibited
area was declared, “dangerous to all
shipping,” to exist from the edge of
Norwegian territorial waters to a line
‘about eighty miles from the Scottish
coast.. The.area is in the shape of a

 

would still be an extremely risky parad
ground for the High Sea Fleet if th
were not a single mine in it; and it was
the view of the Germans—tfor what it
was worth—in November, rory, that the

waters in these parts are of such depth
throughout that “the laying of mines
is entirely out of the question.” Thes

depths, it may be pointed out, nge

up to 480 feet along the Scottish

  

 

  

of the chevron, and to 930 feet on the
noNorwegian arm—depths to which

ordinary submarine could sink w
beimg crushed. by the enormous pressure
of the water.

Blocking-ia the Subnarines

I therefore leave the northern danger
area at that. It may be a mincefield,
it may be a combination of mines with
something else, or it may be altogether
something else. To the westward of it
we knowthere is a combination, because

ships of over eight-feet draught mus
have a pilot, and anything that moves
after dark is Hable to imstant destruction.
On the east there is the open passage
of Norwegian territorial water, but as

the passage is only 78 miles in length it
should not be impossible for the Nor-
wegian Government to take such steps as

 

 

et

 

  

of unspecified recipe, it is always open

to the Germans to free themselves from

the halter by dispelling that “ nimbusof

of British sea~power ”’ which, according to

the Kaiser, Von Scheer disturbed so

threateningly off Jutland Bank two years

ago. There is but one real barrier—-the

Grand Fleet. With that out of the way
‘everything ‘else will follow.

(A mapof the British mine areas of the North Sea

illustrating this article appears onihe next page)
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= the sweep from the Dardanelles westward has laid no mine against commerce. All will prevent its use by the Huns as a

5 fo the Azores and round to the White our miirfe-fields have been laid with a highway to the Atlantic. Such use ||

iS Sea, may be set down as approximately an. purely military object; in proof of Norway, as a neutral Power, is bound

S area of three million square miles. To Which the exact position and boundaries to do her utmost to prevent.

a fmd an elusive microcosm (I use the. of every one have been made known | So we have gone another step forward |}

: expression relatively) like a submarine « to thé world. in the policy of bottling the U boats up

S ' || in so vast an expanse of waters has been- Our first attempt at the blockade of instead of playing hide-and-seek _with

a y se an enormous and a very. expensive «the German coast was undertaken not them over

-

3,000,000 square miles vs

= ee problem for the Allies to cope with. To long. after the Battle of Jutland, when, occan. Further to the same end the |

3 = say that five thousand vessels of all as if in silent but effective comment ld Vindictive lies snug and solid between ||

< classes have been specially commissioned on the Kaiser’s paans of victory, the the piers at Ostend, _While the Intrepid

2 i for the hunt is probably well within the _ British Navy established in the North Sea andIphigenia are doing similar duty a

3 me truth, but the haystack was so big and a gigantic mine-field which completely Stationnaires a couple of —— =

a 5 the needles were so few—it is asserted embraces the Bight of Heligoland, with inside the canal at Zeebrugge. oa naSe
a ee that there have rarely been more than its great naval bases at Emden, Wilhelms- iS. inthe Strait of Dover a barrage of

E fifty hostile submarines at sca at the ‘haven, Bremerhaven, Cuxhaven, and ¢ver-tmcreasing intensity. “ta

& bs same time—that a contraction of the  Brunsbiittel (the Jower end of the Kiel The ways of the U oe —
= eee menaced area was seen to be necessafy Canal): ~These mines have not prevented ate becoming daily more oo
fs ; if the task was to be reduced to manageable the egress of U boats from the Bight of more risky. We aes not yet < Seng |

= proportions. : Heligoland ; and if it had there would, themout oftheir“saoe =e ar |

E In pursuance of that objective the of course, still.be.available to the enemy them in not me eCENely'> =a —e x

a eae British Navy has adopted the policy of -the route from Kiel through the Sound, the weapon be the surface barrage, the |

e
mine_batrier, or the
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dangerous area |
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JT is unnecessary at this stage of the
greatest war in our history -to-
emphasise the fact that the main

object of the British-Navyis, as it always
a _ has been, to,meet the enemy. at sea and-

beat him there. The spirit of the British »
Navy since the outbreak. of war has been *
in no degree or direction different from

: what it was in Nelson’s time. The com-
~ . mercial blockade .has. been maintained .

with growing ruthlessness ; and this itself, -
: if it has not yet driven the enemy’s battle
ig ' fleet into the open, has, at any rate, so
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found them .on -a different . tack, and

_eatly in., October it. was announced
that.a “big. area had been mined—big,
that is, for those days—stretching from
the Belgian coast. to the Goodwin Sands,
and having a-length of sixty miles and
-a width, from north-to south, of thirty.

The: object.,here, was obviously to pre-
ventthe irruption of enemy light craft into
the. 'Channel,. where the daily crossing
and recrossing of-British transports offered
a tempting bait for hostile destroyers,
torpedo-boats, and submarines.

- BOTTLINGUP: THE U BOATS
ByPercival A. Hislam |

is 78 miles in width, amd the length of
the Scottish arm is about 200 anilés,
and of the- Norwegian arm about §&

miles. Its area is about 22,000 square
miles. Its object is plain to the world ;
and lest the Germans should be under
misapprehension in the matter, the Admi-
ralty has pointedly stated that the area
has been prohibited “in view of the
untestricted warfare carried on by Ger-
many at sea by means of mines and
submarines.” The usual assumption is
that the area is mined, though mines
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increased the economic pressure within. Cape? Word 4 Dees have not been mentioned officially in ||
. Germany's .borders that the day when ; Roe eeeee ee - connection with it. There are other ||

i Bete ine: the High Sea Eleet will be forced. out* It should be mentioned here that Great means of making any part of the |
} : from behind by the weight of public, Britain has from, the first taken a line ‘“‘ dangerous to all shipping,” as n |

opinion .and national necessity must, in regard, to mining quite different from be seen from the fact that the North 2 ||
surely be drawing rapidly nearer.

The, Germans have never been in any
doubt as to where to look for the Grand
Fleet if they wanted to loosen the halter.
The submarine has been responsible

for many things, great and small, in the
P course of this war. So far as the battle-

line of the -enemy’s Fleet is concerned
we stand, of course, exactly where we
did; and nothing is more desired in the
Grand Fieet, with its recent addition
in the shape of an American battle
squadron, than that Admiral von Scheer

q- should come out and repeat the glorious
victory which the Kaiser insists on telling
him he won off Jutland Bank two years
ago. However much the “ belaurelled
young Navy” may have grown in the
last four years, there is still plenty of
elbow-room for it in the North Sea. Von
Scheer ne2d not feel-cramped.. *

Novel Methods of Naval Warfare
; On the.other hand, the submarine, a

novel weapon of war, has driven us to

the adoption of novel thethods in dealing
re er with it. For nearly four years the U boat

i : has had the free run—subject, ofcourse,
to interference and annoyance+-of as
much of the seven seas_as its cruising
capacity permitted it to use, which, taking

oe endeavouring to prevent the enemy from
2 reaching the high seas, at anyrate, in

8. U boats; and it has, in consequence,
-been necessary to make the: most liberal
use of a weapon which, when the war
began, we hardly expected to have to
use at all, for the use of which we
were, at an , totally unprepared as
regards both -quantity and quality. At.
the end of August, roz4, the Admiralty

_ announced that not a single British mine

  
   

  
  

   

  

Germany’s. When Baron Marschall von.
Bieberstein was speaking on Germany’s
behalf at The Hague Conference of 1997,
he said :
A belligerent who lays down mines assumes

a heavy responsibility towards neutrals and
pacific navigation. On this point we are all
agreed. Nobody will have recourse to this
method without absolutely urgent military
reasons.‘ But military acts are not ruled
exclusively by the stipulations of international
law. {How thoroughly we have learned that
simple truth!] There are other factors—
conscience, good sense, and the sentiment
of duties imposed bythe principles of humanity
will be the surest guides for the conduct
of seamen, and will constitute the most
efficacious guarantee against abuse. [This—
and the next—from a Hun'!] The officers of
the German Navy—I say it. with a high voice
—will always fulfil in the strictest manner
the duties which flow from the unwritten law
of humanity and civilisation.

No reading could be more nauseating
in. view of what the world has suffered
since 1914. Germany has laid drifting
mines from the North-Sea outwards ; she
has laid anchored fields under neutral
flags and never issued a warning to ship-
ping She has violated at sea, as on
land, every rule that it seemed would

pay her to violate. The British Navy

the Cattegat, and thé Skager Rack.

New “ Dangerous” Area

The Jatest and most significant of all
our moves, howeVer, came officially into

operation on May 15th, when a prohibited
area was declared, “dangerous to all
shipping,” to exist from the edge of
Norwegian territorial waters to a line
‘about eighty miles from the Scottish
coast.. The.area is in the shape of a

 

would still be an extremely risky parad
ground for the High Sea Fleet if th
were not a single mine in it; and it was
the view of the Germans—tfor what it
was worth—in November, rory, that the

waters in these parts are of such depth
throughout that “the laying of mines
is entirely out of the question.” Thes

depths, it may be pointed out, nge

up to 480 feet along the Scottish

  

 

  

of the chevron, and to 930 feet on the
noNorwegian arm—depths to which

ordinary submarine could sink w
beimg crushed. by the enormous pressure
of the water.

Blocking-ia the Subnarines

I therefore leave the northern danger
area at that. It may be a mincefield,
it may be a combination of mines with
something else, or it may be altogether
something else. To the westward of it
we knowthere is a combination, because

ships of over eight-feet draught mus
have a pilot, and anything that moves
after dark is Hable to imstant destruction.
On the east there is the open passage
of Norwegian territorial water, but as

the passage is only 78 miles in length it
should not be impossible for the Nor-
wegian Government to take such steps as
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of unspecified recipe, it is always open

to the Germans to free themselves from

the halter by dispelling that “ nimbusof

of British sea~power ”’ which, according to

the Kaiser, Von Scheer disturbed so

threateningly off Jutland Bank two years

ago. There is but one real barrier—-the

Grand Fleet. With that out of the way
‘everything ‘else will follow.

(A mapof the British mine areas of the North Sea

illustrating this article appears onihe next page)
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Ore of mycorre-
spondents (W.

Nickson, Leeds) has
raised a question

that has been exercising my own mind for
some little time past. Obviously, the
longer the ‘war continues the more
numerous “will be the volunies of THE
War ILLUSTRATED. ‘Less clear. to the
average reader is the fact that the pub-
lishers are as anxious as he to:limit. these
volumes,~so far-as that is within their
power, not only out of a_desite to keep
the completed work within manageable
dimensious, but because ‘stern~ circum: _
stances have imposed upon them innumer-
able obstacles to securing the necessary
materials for the manufacture of «the
binding-cases. The scarcity of straw-
board, so essential to the making of book-

bindings, would. hardly “be Credited by
those whose busitiess makes no, call upon
this commodity. A ton of that material
to-day costs nearly twenty times asmuch
as it did before thé war, and is several
hundred times more difficult to obtain.

A Desirable Arrangement :

VENTUALLY,in -respect of “all the
materials—cloth, strawboard, * inks;

paper, etc.—it becomes not a question of
cost but of impossibility to obtain sup-
plies. For this reason alone, if for no
other, am sure my publishers would
welcome any arrangement that would set
a limit to the number of volumes required
for the continuance and completion of
our pictorial record of the war.. Equally,
I believe that most of the subscribers
would “regard such arrangement. as a
desirable. one.

Now: it so happens that, in obedience
to the behests of the Royal Com-
sion On Paper, whereby it has. been

necessary materially to reduce the weight
of paper in each issue of THE War ILLUs-
TRATED, the publication as it is now
appearing—and as’ I hope we shall be
able to maintain it—bulks considerably
less than in the issues comprising the
earlier volumes. I have been making
experiments in binding, and find, as my
Leeds correspondent’ quite rightly ob-
serves, that the six-monthly volume—
that is to say, twenty-six of the current
parts, denuded of the wrapper pages—
will make, when bound together, rather
a thin volume. Even if the twenty-six
parts are bound with the wrapper pages
included in the volume, it does not bulk
so much as the earlier volumes. On the
other hand, by binding fifty-two weekly
issues (without wrapper pages) into one
volume, a very handsome and not un-
wieldy book is the result.

One Year—One Volume
I AM, therefore, strongly inclined’ to

arrange that Volumes 8 and 9 should
be bound together .as one. book.

.

By: so
doing, the demamd upon the very limited
stock of binding materials now available,
and steadily. decreasing, willbe greatly
teduced,- and. subscribers will effect an
economy, and. a convenience ‘in

-

having

: * . eR

course of a year instéad “of two. - But
in that case I do not see any possibility’
of making provision for the inclusion’
of the wrapper pages, interesting and®=
attractive though thesé may be. There are
likely to. be various opinions among. my-
readers on this subject, and no doubt
some would prefer to continue>with' the
half-yearly: volume scheme and include
the wrappers, while others—and I think
the great majority—would more likely
welcome the one volume per annum ar-
rangement. It is impossible to meet
the wishes of all, as only one standard
form of binding-case can “be «supplied.
I shall have something further tosay on
this subject in a later issue, and, mean-
while, refer to it only by way of comment
on the letter from my Leeds correspondent,
as‘I-have no doubt many of my ‘sub--
‘scribers who have been binding the
volumes of THz War ILLUSTRATED from
the beginning may be wondering «what
arrangements are now in contemplation.
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“HAVE jiist: been looking at the first
Sy number of the -“‘ Silver Bullet,’ the

_new- official. publication of the National
War Savings Committee. It is to appear
fortnightly, and although, on account of

four pages, it contains a good deal of
useful inforntation about the work done
by this Committee. One column is
devoted to facts and figures about the
progress of the War Savings Associations
in the Army, and another to the scheme
which is:now making a,good deal of head-
wayforselling War Bonds and other such
securities in shops. Eachis full of interest-
ing items, and here is ‘one. Chocolates, as
everyone. knows, are to-day both scarce
and expensive, but one chocolate shop,
which is in Southampton, is not suffering
from. lack of business, for in one weck
this establishment sold 3,770 of the 15s. 6d.
War Savings Certificates, and 179 of the
5 War Bonds. J. Qa. KH.
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the people of the Empire that the Germans_
shall be beaten to their knees it has been
supplied by the Germans themselves in
their bombardment from the air upon
the great military hospital at Etapies.
One of the murderers lies in~ that
hospital. now, being healed of his wounds
by the doctors and nurses whom hedid

not kill. German though he is, it is

impossible to believe that he is not an
ashamed as well as a shameful man.

WANTto write temperately if I can.
Chiefly because words that mani-

testly are chosen and used deliberately
make a deeper and more Jasting impres-
sion than violent words that seem to
spring from passion and not from judg--
ment. And |] want to help to spread the
belicf I hold very strongly myself that it
will. be morally wrong to admit the
German people again into the comity of
nations until they have made public,
general confession that they have done

wrong, have repudiated the “system
responsible for the wrongs, and removed

its representatives from authority, and
have delivered the individual wrongdoers
over to temporal punishment.

ANY of the crimes against inter-
national law. and the laws of

humanity for which Germany is respon-
sible can neverbe tracedto their individual
perpetrators. For these in the mass she
can be punished in one way only—by
military defeat entailing consequences
identical with those .which she would -
impose upon the Allies were she to emerge
from the wat militarily victorious. While
the isste remains undetermined there is
no need to formulate the terms more pre-
cisely than they were cefined long ago in
the three words—restoration, reparation,

and guarantees. Unless the statesmen
are incredibly incompetent, they will
secure these. The Empire is pledged not
to sheathe the sword until they have been
secured, and all the other civilised Powers
are vitally concerned in the fulfilment of
the.stern purpose.

  

NLY in this general way, probably,
can the wholesale crimes committed

by the barbarian Central Powers in the
course -of the war be punished—the
.Armenian massacre, for example, and

the deportation into slavery of the non-
combatant -population of the invaded
districts of Belgium, France, and Serbia.
The names of the hundreds of thousands
of men, women, and children who have
endured unimaginable horrors at the
hands of the Hun, the Bulgar, and the
Turk are obliterated in the deluge of
bleod, and will not be known until the

Judgment Day. The blood of the
innocent ‘cries from the reeking ground,
and God, to whom vengeance belongs,
will not fail to hear.

PARTICULAR crimes that have been,
or can be, traced to particular

individuals stand on a different footing,
and there is a growing determination,
which it is to’ be hoped ‘will become
irresistible, on the part of the allied
peoples that these shall be dealt with
individually by _their- Governments when
the time for settlement comes.» Every one
of the Allied Powers has its.own list of

 

OUR OBSERVATION POST

awful things for which personal respon-
sibility can be fixed. The official in-
vestigations conducted by Jord Bryce
and Professor Morgan for. this country
have been paralleled by other countries,

and, in almost every instance of atrocity
there recorded, the particular criminal

has been-ascertained... What. the people
demand is that these criminals shall be
handed over byGermany for trial and
punishment, unless legal proof of their
death beforehand is furnished.

Or this page, insistence in» detail has
never. been. permitted when refer-

ence has been made to German crimes
that have shocked the civilised. world
with especial violence. -But even here
names have accumulated. of criminals ~
whose delivery. into the hands of justice
ought to be made one of the conditions
of a treaty of peace with the infamous
people to whom they belong—Ressler, the
German Consul at Aleppo, for. instance,
who. went to Aintab personally to direet
the Armenian massacre ; Johann Wenger, °
the Bavarian infantryman who bayoneted
seven womenand fourgirls in five minutes;
Dr. <Aschenbach, of Wittenberg, and
others. It is due to civilisation that
these men should be put out of existence,
if they have not already gone to. their
account when the war comes to an end. ~

Wet yet, however, has the war come
to an end, and it. behoves. us to

remember that an important part of -
punishment is its power to deter. So
sane a SBriton as Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle has declared his opinion that the
German airman who took part in the
bombardment of that base hospital in
France the other day should have been
shot -directly he was taken prisaner.
Caught red-handed in murder so foul, the
rope, not the bullet, was the proper doom
for him, and a good many people besides
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle are awaiting with
interest the decision of the authorities
as to the treatment to be meted out to
him. For here, of course, there is no
question of “ reprisals.’ Inthis atrocity
Germany has descended to a nethermost
heil of criminal disgrace which only
Germany could plumb. Nevertheless,

DPDSPDSDSSSDSS<EKKKREESE
To a Violinist

(Now a “ Buck Private '’)

HIS delicate poem, musing over the price
that is being paid to make the world siie

for beauty of art, was written by Sergeant John
Pierre Roche, and is quoted in the “ Literary
Digest” of New York, from a_ privately
printed volume of his verses, entitled “ Rimes in
Olive Drab.”

‘THE throbbing toneof a violin
' With the tingling thrill of the concert-hall,

Played to a group in a trooper’s teni,
To ears attuned to a bugle-call; -

A melody wrungby his fleeting bow" .
Withmaster touch and facile ease, —

To wing its way through the flapping walls—
A Kreisler Caprice—his “ Viennese.”

As his fingersstop on thelilting strings
To touch a note to glowinglife,

Tt seems to be unthinking waste
To pledge this gift in futile strife—

A genius risked against a shell, -
Atalent thrown without a thought

Onscales now bent with humanweight—~
Is peace to be so dearly bought? ©

even Germany must be deterred from
repetition of the erime. The problem is
howthat is to be done.

SOLUTION advocated in principle
~. by Lord Kitchener- and by. the

“ Daily Mail” isa boycott of the German
peaple for a term of years 2: the con-.
clusion of hostilities, to b teased by
further periods for cach ‘fresh crime:
committed between now and then. This
principle has been definitely adopted as
a policy by the seamen of this country,
and Mr. Havelock Wilson, speaking at
the Albert Hall on May 25th, announced
that the period for which British seamen
would boycott Germany was already five
years and eight months, two months
being included for this last hospital
outrage. The two hundred and fifty
thousand men in the shipping industry
are determined, he announced, not to
tolerate any German in a British ship;
and are unanimously agreed that they
will not take a ship to any German port as
long as the boycott lasts. If the British
Government endorsed this policy, and
officially notified Germany that it would
be: enforced, it is extremely likely that
the effect would be to deter Germans
from committing crimes like those under
consideration.

OVERNMENT sanction’ and support
of the scamen. seems, however, to

be indispensable tothe success of
the method. Of all futilities, “‘ empty
thunder’? is the most dangerous. A
boycott so drastic as that threatened by

- the British seamen would injure German
trade almost as much as a blockade, and
“would constitute a “ casus-belli”’ in any
but quite extraordinary ° times. The
reason for it, therefore, must be explicitly
declared, and the participants in the

boycott must be supported by authority.
Otherwise the miscreants at whom it is
directed will disregard the threat in the
‘meantime, trusting to the astuteness of
their diplomats to have it swept away
at a peace conference, or deprived of
much of its power of injury by. being
discountenanced and perhaps prohibited
by the British Government, as provocative
of further bitterness between the peoples,

we depends upon our individual
selves. I will join no league or

order, founded by irresponsible fanatics,
pledged to hold no dealings with German
man Or woman in any relation of human
association.. But, God helping me, I
never will have any dealings with any
one of these moral lepers, criminal outlaws,
social pariahs. Righteous indignation
dictates that vow, not un-Christian hate.

be waking slowly to the fact that they
have aroused the disgust of the civilised
world, which may avoid them altogether
when the war is over. At present their
fécling appears to be one of surprisé at
the discovery. When they attain a
degree of enlightenment in which they
understand it, they will be on the road
to reform. That will not be in this

The German people asa whole seem to

.
-
a

   
 

generation. But the ostracism they will. U
realise. IT hope it will be a3 universal and
coniplete -as. human conditions: allow;

ye
.

‘civilisation permitting such intercourse Y
as may be necessary to
from making moretrouble, but forthe
rest shunningthem altogether.” e. mM. y
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prevent.them -»
u
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BRITAIN’S SMOKE-GIRT BASTIONS.—Above: A battleship at sea, with her big guns and secondary armamenttrained “all out"
in readiness for immediate action. Below: An officer on the Mersey ferry-boatIris turning on the tap to release the smoke-screen that

was employed later with such success at Zeebrugge when the ship took over part of the landing-party that stormed the Mole.
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the people of the Empire that the Germans_
shall be beaten to their knees it has been
supplied by the Germans themselves in
their bombardment from the air upon
the great military hospital at Etapies.
One of the murderers lies in~ that
hospital. now, being healed of his wounds
by the doctors and nurses whom hedid

not kill. German though he is, it is

impossible to believe that he is not an
ashamed as well as a shameful man.

WANTto write temperately if I can.
Chiefly because words that mani-

testly are chosen and used deliberately
make a deeper and more Jasting impres-
sion than violent words that seem to
spring from passion and not from judg--
ment. And |] want to help to spread the
belicf I hold very strongly myself that it
will. be morally wrong to admit the
German people again into the comity of
nations until they have made public,
general confession that they have done

wrong, have repudiated the “system
responsible for the wrongs, and removed

its representatives from authority, and
have delivered the individual wrongdoers
over to temporal punishment.

ANY of the crimes against inter-
national law. and the laws of

humanity for which Germany is respon-
sible can neverbe tracedto their individual
perpetrators. For these in the mass she
can be punished in one way only—by
military defeat entailing consequences
identical with those .which she would -
impose upon the Allies were she to emerge
from the wat militarily victorious. While
the isste remains undetermined there is
no need to formulate the terms more pre-
cisely than they were cefined long ago in
the three words—restoration, reparation,

and guarantees. Unless the statesmen
are incredibly incompetent, they will
secure these. The Empire is pledged not
to sheathe the sword until they have been
secured, and all the other civilised Powers
are vitally concerned in the fulfilment of
the.stern purpose.

  

NLY in this general way, probably,
can the wholesale crimes committed

by the barbarian Central Powers in the
course -of the war be punished—the
.Armenian massacre, for example, and

the deportation into slavery of the non-
combatant -population of the invaded
districts of Belgium, France, and Serbia.
The names of the hundreds of thousands
of men, women, and children who have
endured unimaginable horrors at the
hands of the Hun, the Bulgar, and the
Turk are obliterated in the deluge of
bleod, and will not be known until the

Judgment Day. The blood of the
innocent ‘cries from the reeking ground,
and God, to whom vengeance belongs,
will not fail to hear.

PARTICULAR crimes that have been,
or can be, traced to particular

individuals stand on a different footing,
and there is a growing determination,
which it is to’ be hoped ‘will become
irresistible, on the part of the allied
peoples that these shall be dealt with
individually by _their- Governments when
the time for settlement comes.» Every one
of the Allied Powers has its.own list of
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awful things for which personal respon-
sibility can be fixed. The official in-
vestigations conducted by Jord Bryce
and Professor Morgan for. this country
have been paralleled by other countries,

and, in almost every instance of atrocity
there recorded, the particular criminal

has been-ascertained... What. the people
demand is that these criminals shall be
handed over byGermany for trial and
punishment, unless legal proof of their
death beforehand is furnished.

Or this page, insistence in» detail has
never. been. permitted when refer-

ence has been made to German crimes
that have shocked the civilised. world
with especial violence. -But even here
names have accumulated. of criminals ~
whose delivery. into the hands of justice
ought to be made one of the conditions
of a treaty of peace with the infamous
people to whom they belong—Ressler, the
German Consul at Aleppo, for. instance,
who. went to Aintab personally to direet
the Armenian massacre ; Johann Wenger, °
the Bavarian infantryman who bayoneted
seven womenand fourgirls in five minutes;
Dr. <Aschenbach, of Wittenberg, and
others. It is due to civilisation that
these men should be put out of existence,
if they have not already gone to. their
account when the war comes to an end. ~

Wet yet, however, has the war come
to an end, and it. behoves. us to

remember that an important part of -
punishment is its power to deter. So
sane a SBriton as Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle has declared his opinion that the
German airman who took part in the
bombardment of that base hospital in
France the other day should have been
shot -directly he was taken prisaner.
Caught red-handed in murder so foul, the
rope, not the bullet, was the proper doom
for him, and a good many people besides
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle are awaiting with
interest the decision of the authorities
as to the treatment to be meted out to
him. For here, of course, there is no
question of “ reprisals.’ Inthis atrocity
Germany has descended to a nethermost
heil of criminal disgrace which only
Germany could plumb. Nevertheless,

DPDSPDSDSSSDSS<EKKKREESE
To a Violinist

(Now a “ Buck Private '’)

HIS delicate poem, musing over the price
that is being paid to make the world siie

for beauty of art, was written by Sergeant John
Pierre Roche, and is quoted in the “ Literary
Digest” of New York, from a_ privately
printed volume of his verses, entitled “ Rimes in
Olive Drab.”

‘THE throbbing toneof a violin
' With the tingling thrill of the concert-hall,

Played to a group in a trooper’s teni,
To ears attuned to a bugle-call; -

A melody wrungby his fleeting bow" .
Withmaster touch and facile ease, —

To wing its way through the flapping walls—
A Kreisler Caprice—his “ Viennese.”

As his fingersstop on thelilting strings
To touch a note to glowinglife,

Tt seems to be unthinking waste
To pledge this gift in futile strife—

A genius risked against a shell, -
Atalent thrown without a thought

Onscales now bent with humanweight—~
Is peace to be so dearly bought? ©

even Germany must be deterred from
repetition of the erime. The problem is
howthat is to be done.

SOLUTION advocated in principle
~. by Lord Kitchener- and by. the

“ Daily Mail” isa boycott of the German
peaple for a term of years 2: the con-.
clusion of hostilities, to b teased by
further periods for cach ‘fresh crime:
committed between now and then. This
principle has been definitely adopted as
a policy by the seamen of this country,
and Mr. Havelock Wilson, speaking at
the Albert Hall on May 25th, announced
that the period for which British seamen
would boycott Germany was already five
years and eight months, two months
being included for this last hospital
outrage. The two hundred and fifty
thousand men in the shipping industry
are determined, he announced, not to
tolerate any German in a British ship;
and are unanimously agreed that they
will not take a ship to any German port as
long as the boycott lasts. If the British
Government endorsed this policy, and
officially notified Germany that it would
be: enforced, it is extremely likely that
the effect would be to deter Germans
from committing crimes like those under
consideration.

OVERNMENT sanction’ and support
of the scamen. seems, however, to

be indispensable tothe success of
the method. Of all futilities, “‘ empty
thunder’? is the most dangerous. A
boycott so drastic as that threatened by

- the British seamen would injure German
trade almost as much as a blockade, and
“would constitute a “ casus-belli”’ in any
but quite extraordinary ° times. The
reason for it, therefore, must be explicitly
declared, and the participants in the

boycott must be supported by authority.
Otherwise the miscreants at whom it is
directed will disregard the threat in the
‘meantime, trusting to the astuteness of
their diplomats to have it swept away
at a peace conference, or deprived of
much of its power of injury by. being
discountenanced and perhaps prohibited
by the British Government, as provocative
of further bitterness between the peoples,

we depends upon our individual
selves. I will join no league or

order, founded by irresponsible fanatics,
pledged to hold no dealings with German
man Or woman in any relation of human
association.. But, God helping me, I
never will have any dealings with any
one of these moral lepers, criminal outlaws,
social pariahs. Righteous indignation
dictates that vow, not un-Christian hate.

be waking slowly to the fact that they
have aroused the disgust of the civilised
world, which may avoid them altogether
when the war is over. At present their
fécling appears to be one of surprisé at
the discovery. When they attain a
degree of enlightenment in which they
understand it, they will be on the road
to reform. That will not be in this
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MYIMPRESSIONS OF THE

TOUGHNESS OF THE THIN.
By Hamilton Fyfe

Page 306

GREATOFFENSIVE.
BROWNLINE

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front —

into Noyon and found the streets
of that ancient town filled with

blue-coated French soldiers. That proves
how quickly the allied reserves were
thrown in to stem the German torrent
which had pressed back the British front
from the Oise River to Croisilles and
Bullecourt.

This quick apparition of French troops
behind us in the moment of peril was
stirringly dramatic. They seemed to
have arrived by magic. Two months
earlier I had seen Noyon full of them.
We had thenjust taken overthe piece of
line opposite and below the city of St.
Quentin. But, although they had been
relieved, the French were still in friendly
Noyon, the sleepy, comfortable old place,
with immense twin towers to its majestic
cathedral, and the narrow, winding lane

in it where Calvin was born.

The French did not want to leave

1s days after March 21st I drove

- Noyon, and I did not wonder at it; but

early in February they were all gone.
Placards in English appeared in- the shop-
windows; tea-rooms hung their signs
out. The huts of the French society
which calls itself Le Foyer du Soldat
(the Soldiers’ Home) were turned into
Y.M.€.A. reading-rooms. The streets
were full of “ chocolats,”” as the French
children nicknameBritish soldiers.
Now, on this sunny Saturday morning

of March 23rd there were no British troops
to be seen. The French had come back.

It was inspiriting to see them, for our

position there wasserious.

Against Enormous Odds

Our Fifth Army had struggled against
enormous odds. The enemy’s troops
were so thick on the ground that they
had a division to every two thousand
yards. Their divisions numbered from
seven to eight thousand fighting men.
Not all these were in the front line, but
you will see that their front line was
sufficiently well garnished when I mention
that the average length of front upon which
the Germanbattalions (800 to 1,000 men)

attacked was five hundred yards. -
Our divisional sectors averaged nine

thousand’ yards, and as this method re-
quired-a smaller number of troops, we
held the front with posts, redoubts, garri-

sons of a hundred or two men in miniature
fortresses, instead of one continuousline.

Most of these had been constructed by us ;
here and there either Nature or the
military art of the past gave us positions
ready-made.

At a place called Vendeuil, on our side
of the Oise, which flowed in its broad,
marshy valley between us and the enemy,
there is an old fortress, built by the
famous French war architect Vauban.
This was occupied by a party of the Buffs.
They had food and water brought to them
every forty-eight hours, and always
enough ammunition to last for two days.
They knew they were there to delay the
enemy, when he attacked, as long as pos-
sible. They would be more orless isolated
as soon as the offensive began, so that
their situation was certainly one which
required great courage. “2

1 cannot conceive any sharper test of
soldiers’ nerve and bravery than to be

put in to defend-such positions as these.
They did defend them magnificently.
This party of the Buffs kept the Germans
at a distance for several hours. If our
men had had the enemy in front of them
all the time he would never have got
through—at all events, not until their
ammunition had run out. But. the
Germans, in unceasing waves of attack,
were able to get round the fort so as to
fireon the garrison from several directions,

Heroism of the Buffs

Again and again the Buffs were almost
surrounded, but they. managed till the
afternoon to stave this off. They were
terribly diminished in number. Most of
those still able to use theirrifles or to work
machine-guns had been wounded, some
of them more than once. They fought
until the sun was at their backs; they

were grimed and hoarse, the sweat dripped
from their foreheads. They had no time
to eat except by mouthfuls. Late in the
afternoon they were still holding out,
with the enemy all round them. Up to
six o'clock they were signalling with
lamps through the early darkness. Then
the lamps flashed no more—the end had
come.
Do you recollect Sir Francis Doyle’s

fine poemcalled “‘ A Private of the Buffs,”
and the noble lines with which it ends ?

Vain, mightiest fleets of iron framed,
Vain, those all-shattering guns,

Unless proud England keep untamed
The strong heart of her sons!

Not less strong was the heart in those men
of the Buffs at Vendeuil than in the
private of their regiment whom Doyle
made famous long ago.

In another strong post—the Keep,
opposite La Feére, a fortified factory on
our side of the river—there were men of the

London Regiment. They were there to
defend the crossing of the Oise, and they
had the same orders as the Buiis—to~-
“ stick it” as long as they could.
The Germans beganto try to get across

the river early on March 21st. Our post
at Travecy was surrounded in the fog,
and communications with it became very
difficult. The enemy did not think that
it would be difficult to fulfil their pro-
grammefor the first day, which was to be
an advance of five miles. At the very
start they found themselves held up by
the Londoners at La Fere.

“Sticking It’? at the Keep

All the morning the unequal battle
went on. Attempts of the Germans to
cross in the neighbourhood of the Keep
were wisely abandoned; they were too

costly. The garrison’s’ machine-guniers
swept the Germans into the stream as
they made them, “and their heaped-up
bodies made small islands near the bank,
or were carried away by the sluggish
current, tinging the water as they drifted,
bleeding from bullet wounds.
The enemy nowtried a different plan.

They crossed at other points which could
not be so stoutly defended. They went
toa place called La Frette. Four pontoon
bridges were put down for them by their
engineers. They were in~ considerable
force. But of all who confidently went
over those bridges only a few went back.

 

Our troops—these were London Regiment
men also—not only beat the enemy off,
but they pursued him as far as the river.
In that disastrous expedition one German
battalion was reduced to thirty men.

Unhappily, our party of Londoners
had heavy losses, too, and when they fell
back from the Keep they left many dead
comrades within it, and they had to leave

their wounded also. There were no
means of getting them away. Those who
were left retired, after “‘ sticking it,”
stubbornly, kiliing a great many Germans,
and delaying their advance for many
hours which were of the greatest value to us.

Farther to the north some Royal West
Kents were doing equally good work,
making an equally valiant stand. Mes-
sages were received all the morning from
the colonel commanding: The attack~
became heavier as the day wore on. The
last message that got through wasthis’:

“Holding out 12.30 p.m. Boche all
round withinfifty yards, except rear. Can
only see forty yards, so it is difficult to
kill the blighters.””

If it had not been for such gallant and
resolute defences as these, those Irench
troops whom I saw in Noyon two days
afterwards would not have been in time
to reinforce our British troops who had
taken on a huge task.. I knew on that
Saturday morning that our men were
falling back in places under the weight of
vastly greater forces than their own.

Pathos at Noyon

The divisions of the Fifth Army could
not be expected to stop nearly three
times their number, the force - with
which the enemy-had begun, reinforced

already, on March 23rd, by eight or ten

more. In one sector eight British bat-
talions had been opposing eight German
divisions—say, 6,000 men against 60,000.
That was an extreme case, but im every
sector we were heavily outnumbered.
The arrival of the Irench troops was

therefore urgently needed for the avoid-
ance of a big German success. It cer-
tainly put heart into some of the people
of Noyon, though they were leaving in
large numbers none theless. _ It is pitiful
always to see folks forced to leave their
homes, and that “morning I- had been
witness of several pathetic scenes.

I went into the hotel at the angle of the
pretty old market-square in Noyon, and
found Madame la Patronne and all her
staff undecided whether to stay or go.
Madame had come from. Paris in the
autumn. The Germans had been turned
out of this district, and an hotel’ was
needed. All the furniture, all the carpets,
all the crockery, everything had been
brought from Paris ; therefore everything
was fresh and bright. ven the gay wall-
papers and window-curtains were im-
ported... Nothing could be got in the
town after the German occupation. It
would be impossible to find anywhere a
pleasanter, more friendly inn. I have
thought of it sadly very often since.
Madame and her maids, buxom Lisette

(who waited so deftly at table), and talka-
tive Thérése (who looked after the rooms),
luckily got away in time. Three days
later so fierce and sustained was the
onrush of the huge German forces that
Noyon,. was again in Boche hands, 5

 

.
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Weaving Webs of Wire
 

   
British soldiers forming an especially difficult obstacle to attack by
wiring trees which have fallen across a canal on the western front,

  

 

oS e y French and British soldiers preparing: wire to hold up the enemy
on their joint front. In oval: Engineers wiring a road in France.
 

  
 

Canadian soldiers practising wiring during a rest behind the lines. Wire, it has been said, is the only thing that can stop our overseas
troops in attack. Its introduction into warfare was a compelling cause of the use of high explosive, the sole thing that can destroyit.
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GREATOFFENSIVE.
BROWNLINE

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front —

into Noyon and found the streets
of that ancient town filled with

blue-coated French soldiers. That proves
how quickly the allied reserves were
thrown in to stem the German torrent
which had pressed back the British front
from the Oise River to Croisilles and
Bullecourt.

This quick apparition of French troops
behind us in the moment of peril was
stirringly dramatic. They seemed to
have arrived by magic. Two months
earlier I had seen Noyon full of them.
We had thenjust taken overthe piece of
line opposite and below the city of St.
Quentin. But, although they had been
relieved, the French were still in friendly
Noyon, the sleepy, comfortable old place,
with immense twin towers to its majestic
cathedral, and the narrow, winding lane

in it where Calvin was born.

The French did not want to leave

1s days after March 21st I drove

- Noyon, and I did not wonder at it; but

early in February they were all gone.
Placards in English appeared in- the shop-
windows; tea-rooms hung their signs
out. The huts of the French society
which calls itself Le Foyer du Soldat
(the Soldiers’ Home) were turned into
Y.M.€.A. reading-rooms. The streets
were full of “ chocolats,”” as the French
children nicknameBritish soldiers.
Now, on this sunny Saturday morning

of March 23rd there were no British troops
to be seen. The French had come back.

It was inspiriting to see them, for our

position there wasserious.

Against Enormous Odds

Our Fifth Army had struggled against
enormous odds. The enemy’s troops
were so thick on the ground that they
had a division to every two thousand
yards. Their divisions numbered from
seven to eight thousand fighting men.
Not all these were in the front line, but
you will see that their front line was
sufficiently well garnished when I mention
that the average length of front upon which
the Germanbattalions (800 to 1,000 men)

attacked was five hundred yards. -
Our divisional sectors averaged nine

thousand’ yards, and as this method re-
quired-a smaller number of troops, we
held the front with posts, redoubts, garri-

sons of a hundred or two men in miniature
fortresses, instead of one continuousline.

Most of these had been constructed by us ;
here and there either Nature or the
military art of the past gave us positions
ready-made.

At a place called Vendeuil, on our side
of the Oise, which flowed in its broad,
marshy valley between us and the enemy,
there is an old fortress, built by the
famous French war architect Vauban.
This was occupied by a party of the Buffs.
They had food and water brought to them
every forty-eight hours, and always
enough ammunition to last for two days.
They knew they were there to delay the
enemy, when he attacked, as long as pos-
sible. They would be more orless isolated
as soon as the offensive began, so that
their situation was certainly one which
required great courage. “2

1 cannot conceive any sharper test of
soldiers’ nerve and bravery than to be

put in to defend-such positions as these.
They did defend them magnificently.
This party of the Buffs kept the Germans
at a distance for several hours. If our
men had had the enemy in front of them
all the time he would never have got
through—at all events, not until their
ammunition had run out. But. the
Germans, in unceasing waves of attack,
were able to get round the fort so as to
fireon the garrison from several directions,

Heroism of the Buffs

Again and again the Buffs were almost
surrounded, but they. managed till the
afternoon to stave this off. They were
terribly diminished in number. Most of
those still able to use theirrifles or to work
machine-guns had been wounded, some
of them more than once. They fought
until the sun was at their backs; they

were grimed and hoarse, the sweat dripped
from their foreheads. They had no time
to eat except by mouthfuls. Late in the
afternoon they were still holding out,
with the enemy all round them. Up to
six o'clock they were signalling with
lamps through the early darkness. Then
the lamps flashed no more—the end had
come.
Do you recollect Sir Francis Doyle’s

fine poemcalled “‘ A Private of the Buffs,”
and the noble lines with which it ends ?

Vain, mightiest fleets of iron framed,
Vain, those all-shattering guns,

Unless proud England keep untamed
The strong heart of her sons!

Not less strong was the heart in those men
of the Buffs at Vendeuil than in the
private of their regiment whom Doyle
made famous long ago.

In another strong post—the Keep,
opposite La Feére, a fortified factory on
our side of the river—there were men of the

London Regiment. They were there to
defend the crossing of the Oise, and they
had the same orders as the Buiis—to~-
“ stick it” as long as they could.
The Germans beganto try to get across

the river early on March 21st. Our post
at Travecy was surrounded in the fog,
and communications with it became very
difficult. The enemy did not think that
it would be difficult to fulfil their pro-
grammefor the first day, which was to be
an advance of five miles. At the very
start they found themselves held up by
the Londoners at La Fere.

“Sticking It’? at the Keep

All the morning the unequal battle
went on. Attempts of the Germans to
cross in the neighbourhood of the Keep
were wisely abandoned; they were too

costly. The garrison’s’ machine-guniers
swept the Germans into the stream as
they made them, “and their heaped-up
bodies made small islands near the bank,
or were carried away by the sluggish
current, tinging the water as they drifted,
bleeding from bullet wounds.
The enemy nowtried a different plan.

They crossed at other points which could
not be so stoutly defended. They went
toa place called La Frette. Four pontoon
bridges were put down for them by their
engineers. They were in~ considerable
force. But of all who confidently went
over those bridges only a few went back.

 

Our troops—these were London Regiment
men also—not only beat the enemy off,
but they pursued him as far as the river.
In that disastrous expedition one German
battalion was reduced to thirty men.

Unhappily, our party of Londoners
had heavy losses, too, and when they fell
back from the Keep they left many dead
comrades within it, and they had to leave

their wounded also. There were no
means of getting them away. Those who
were left retired, after “‘ sticking it,”
stubbornly, kiliing a great many Germans,
and delaying their advance for many
hours which were of the greatest value to us.

Farther to the north some Royal West
Kents were doing equally good work,
making an equally valiant stand. Mes-
sages were received all the morning from
the colonel commanding: The attack~
became heavier as the day wore on. The
last message that got through wasthis’:

“Holding out 12.30 p.m. Boche all
round withinfifty yards, except rear. Can
only see forty yards, so it is difficult to
kill the blighters.””

If it had not been for such gallant and
resolute defences as these, those Irench
troops whom I saw in Noyon two days
afterwards would not have been in time
to reinforce our British troops who had
taken on a huge task.. I knew on that
Saturday morning that our men were
falling back in places under the weight of
vastly greater forces than their own.

Pathos at Noyon

The divisions of the Fifth Army could
not be expected to stop nearly three
times their number, the force - with
which the enemy-had begun, reinforced

already, on March 23rd, by eight or ten

more. In one sector eight British bat-
talions had been opposing eight German
divisions—say, 6,000 men against 60,000.
That was an extreme case, but im every
sector we were heavily outnumbered.
The arrival of the Irench troops was

therefore urgently needed for the avoid-
ance of a big German success. It cer-
tainly put heart into some of the people
of Noyon, though they were leaving in
large numbers none theless. _ It is pitiful
always to see folks forced to leave their
homes, and that “morning I- had been
witness of several pathetic scenes.

I went into the hotel at the angle of the
pretty old market-square in Noyon, and
found Madame la Patronne and all her
staff undecided whether to stay or go.
Madame had come from. Paris in the
autumn. The Germans had been turned
out of this district, and an hotel’ was
needed. All the furniture, all the carpets,
all the crockery, everything had been
brought from Paris ; therefore everything
was fresh and bright. ven the gay wall-
papers and window-curtains were im-
ported... Nothing could be got in the
town after the German occupation. It
would be impossible to find anywhere a
pleasanter, more friendly inn. I have
thought of it sadly very often since.
Madame and her maids, buxom Lisette

(who waited so deftly at table), and talka-
tive Thérése (who looked after the rooms),
luckily got away in time. Three days
later so fierce and sustained was the
onrush of the huge German forces that
Noyon,. was again in Boche hands, 5
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Weaving Webs of Wire
 

   
British soldiers forming an especially difficult obstacle to attack by
wiring trees which have fallen across a canal on the western front,

  

 

oS e y French and British soldiers preparing: wire to hold up the enemy
on their joint front. In oval: Engineers wiring a road in France.
 

  
 

Canadian soldiers practising wiring during a rest behind the lines. Wire, it has been said, is the only thing that can stop our overseas
troops in attack. Its introduction into warfare was a compelling cause of the use of high explosive, the sole thing that can destroyit.
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WORD-PICTURES OF THEDESERTWAR

T. ATKINS: BEDOUIN OF THE MARSHES
By ‘The Adjutant’

than correctly aligning your sights
on the living target, powerfully

thrusting your bayonet home,or skilfully
lobbing a bomb into an adjacent traverse.
It is quite different fromliving in a trench
for a spell, with a swift rush over the top
at times, and an interval of billets with
civilisation at your elbow, and a “ spot”
of leave awaiting on the companyroster
to re-attune you to the parent tree and
the shape of the groove you were bornto.

It is anotherlife.
In “ Mesopots,”’ except on mail days,

Private Thomas Atkins becomes Hassan
of the Spaces, or Bedouin of the Marshes,
or Sindbad of the Rivers. The wisdomof
the wilderness is grafted on to the ways of
the barrack-square, and the surgeons are
Expedience and Environment. You are
at issue with Distance, Nothingness, and
the Elements from the momentyouclear
the date-palms of Basra. The widely-
parted human oases of Amara, Kut, and
Bagdad do not count or discount. When
you meet them and pass through, it is
like passing solitary ships in mid-ocean.

Bedouin Atkins assimilates and adjusts
as British Atkins does the sevenseas over,
He hasto use his head andhis five senses,
as well as his bodyand his rifle. Before
he can dig the Turk out he has got to get
tohim. He is a sailor on the rivers, a
waterman in the floods, an Arab in the
“desert. He isa food and water economist,
a hygienist, and a pioneer. He makes
roads, builds bunds, and eats dust. He
wadesrivers, fords marshes, and routs the
enemy. He is a makerof bricks without
straw. Heisa man, and “some” soldier.

MSondtoe in Mesopotamia is more

“Sixpence” and His Platoon

There are only four platoons in the
battalion, and they comprise the company
which I command. The others do not
count.

.

“ Sixpence,” the subaltern who
commands No. 6, thinks that there is
only one platoon in the battalion, and
that is his. We are both right, but an
unbiased Staff might tell you that No. 6
was just a representative platoon of a
representative companyof British Infantry,
Mesop. Ex. Force.
The ‘flood season is on, and a bitterly

cold wind is blowing across the desert.
Weare nearing the close of our’ twelfth
day’s march, and the adjutant is riding
ahead of the column with the brigade
major, looking for a mud flat that is not
too elusively liquid for us to pitch camp
upon. But No. 6 does not know anything
of this. It has been on baggage guard
the whole day, and is at the extreme rear
of the echelon, shepherding sixty laden
mules. At the moment, “ Sixpence’s ”
juvenile frame is standing on the bank of
a rushing irrigation channel, built by the
contemporaries of Ezra, watching his men
rescue some valises and a bundled tent
from the swirling waters. One mule of
the string which has deposited these loads
in the crossingis Juriously lashing its rear
“file” with its heels, and gradually pulling
that animal off its unstable footing in the
water, The third animalis poised on the
other bank, and gradually dislodging its
load inits frightened efforts to avoid the
struggling mass of mules and_ water
beneath. Lance-Corporal W: and a

 

private spring into the water, skilfully
avoiding. the kicking heels, and unhook
the lead chains. Another man jumps to
the head of the animal on the forward
bank; a couple of men take the water
above their waists and rescue the fallen
loads, and in a few minutes the refractory
string is safely across, relashed and re-
loaded, ready to march on.

At the Night Camp

“ Sixpence” watches the remainder of
his platoon unhook and lead more mules
across, the men steadying the loads with
one hand and the mule with the other.
Other little mishaps occur, and are as
quickly righted, and at last the transport
is over without “Sixpence ” having
uttered a’single word, or one load being
lost ; no one is worried. It is not the first
experience of the kind that the day has
brought.
The platoon sergeant turns to “ Six-

pence ” as they trudge along through the
deep, thick mud, and says, ‘‘ Have you
got a match, sir?’ Private-Stewer on the
flank begins to whistle a march tune. A
grin goes round the lean, tanned faces as
the whistler tries to reduce the time of his
march to the rate at which he is able to
lift his feet out of the terrific mud.
With the knowledge of experience,

each memberof the distributed platoon
instinctively begins to steer a course for
the wettest portion of the ground ahead,
because it is easier going for man and
beast than where the mudisstiff.
No. 6 has not got to join in the labour

of digging the perimeter defence trench
around the night’s camp. It has got its
tent up, and is busy with its first routine
task—washing its feet in the river, and
cleansing socks and boot interiors from
the day’s mud. It is a difficult task, for
the.campsite is ankle-deep in mud, and a
cold drizzle of rain is falling. It is
unpleasant and trying, too, because every
man is dog-tired, and the shelter of the
tent and a blanket is alluring. But
Bedouin Atkins knows that wet socks
can be marched in, but muddy socks and
gritty feet mean blisters. And it is no
good a man going lame in the desert:
he must carry on,

“The Ways of the Desert”

At six o'clock, when “ Sixpence ”
comes to inspect feet and socks, and look
at rifles and ammunition, he tells the
platoon that the mahallas, which carry
the rations by river, cannot make headway
against the down-stream wind, and there-
fore there will be no issue of food to-
night. Nobody shows petturbation at
the prospect. Atkins is an Arab, andknows the ways of the desert.

It is still raining, and there does not
seem to be a dry thing in the world. But
in the lee of the tent several small fires
are burning and smoking beneath clusters
of canteens. No. 6 is prepared for
contingencies. Irom each man’s haver-
sack or pack a few dry sticks have beenproduced. They have been picked up
from previous camping places, or along
the line of previous Marches, and dried
on yesterday’s fire. No man of No. 6
passes a bit of wood on his march, He“pouches” it, The shallow desert fire,

providing thé maximumof heat with the
minimumof fuel, is another careful desert

accomplishment. i
Two days later the mud bricks of an

Arab town flanked the night’s. camp.
When all duties were done, four men of

No. 6 went into the bazaar and bought
dates andrice and tobacco, bargaining with
cool ease and fluent signs, plus the few
Arabic’ words which “ Sixpence”? had
taught themon theline of march from the
little booklet that the corps had issued.
When they took back their purchases to
camp and divided them, there wasa little
feast and good smells in No. 6’s tent.
But the next day the bottom of each man’s
haversack held a carefully stowed portion
of rice and dates for emergency use, when
rations might be three days behind.

It is a blazing May day, and the frosted
winds and flooded earth of March seem an
impossible dream, No.6 is coming back
with B Company from a reconnaissance
of a Turkish position. You cannot see the
khaki of a man’sclothes forflies,- Theysit
on all like gleaming armour. It is useless
trying to shake them off. They simply
resettle with implacable persistence.

Wehaveall had a hard day since dawn
drove- away the. night's shimal, nearly
nine hours ago. Every man is covered
with dust, although our kit is thin shirts
and shorts. We started out with one full
water-bottle apiece. We. could have
drunk twenty, and still been thirsty.
But although we are at the end of the
day, every man of No. 6 has still some
water left in his bottle.

A Man, an Arab, and a Soldier.

When we started the operation we
could not be sure of getting back in a
given time. War and the desert make
their own time-table. So throughout the
blazing molten day and its strenuous
doings, when one’s thirst had grown,
intolerable, No. 6 had just washed outits
dry, sandy mouth and leathery tongue
with one gurgle of water, and promptly
replaced the cork of the bottle. Thus No. 6
has done as the desert man does—lived
a fierce desert day on as little water as
would be consumed on a six-mile spring
route march at home.
The sun swings immediately aloft in a

sky of furnace brass, and beats down upon
us like the open mouthof a blast furnace.
It is impossible to remain in it for long,
despite spine pads and helmet covers and
strong, deep topees. We have no tents,
no anything, except our Arab qualities of
supplying our needs from the minimum
available. So within ten minutes of its
return No. 6 Platoon is snug beneath
shelters constructed of embedded pick
helves and shovels, across which are tied
the heavy Service blankets. ‘ :
When the sun drops, and the desert

horizon deepens to lines of clear umber,
“Sixpence ” “will take No. 6 for a short
expedition to some low, weed-like scrub
which will provide the fuel to cook
to-morrow’s food. Another platoon will
trek to the marsh and renew the water
supply. When these things are done, it is
time to go out with the pickets towards
the Turk. Bedouin Atkinsis truly a man,
an Arab, and a soldier,
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Teuton Trickery Revealed by an Airman’s Camera
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Germanaeroplanes used for one of the raids on England as photo-
graphed from a machine in the air. Inset: The prisoner crew
of the Gotha which during a recent raid on Paris was forced to

 

 
descend and captured intact.
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This striking aerial photograph of the German aerodrome at
Thionville was taken by a British airman on May 15th, when six-
teen large hangars were observed and two large aeroplanes were
visible on the ground,so that there could be no validity in any Hun
protest that it was a case of a disused aerodrome turned into a

hospital. Notice the Red Cross prominently displayed where
there was scarcely likely to be a hospital, but where the personnet
of the aerodrome might safely be housed under a sign which the
Hun himself refusesto honour. ‘This is but one of many examples
of Hun abuse of the Red Crossthat British airmen have disclosed.
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WORD-PICTURES OF THEDESERTWAR

T. ATKINS: BEDOUIN OF THE MARSHES
By ‘The Adjutant’

than correctly aligning your sights
on the living target, powerfully

thrusting your bayonet home,or skilfully
lobbing a bomb into an adjacent traverse.
It is quite different fromliving in a trench
for a spell, with a swift rush over the top
at times, and an interval of billets with
civilisation at your elbow, and a “ spot”
of leave awaiting on the companyroster
to re-attune you to the parent tree and
the shape of the groove you were bornto.

It is anotherlife.
In “ Mesopots,”’ except on mail days,

Private Thomas Atkins becomes Hassan
of the Spaces, or Bedouin of the Marshes,
or Sindbad of the Rivers. The wisdomof
the wilderness is grafted on to the ways of
the barrack-square, and the surgeons are
Expedience and Environment. You are
at issue with Distance, Nothingness, and
the Elements from the momentyouclear
the date-palms of Basra. The widely-
parted human oases of Amara, Kut, and
Bagdad do not count or discount. When
you meet them and pass through, it is
like passing solitary ships in mid-ocean.

Bedouin Atkins assimilates and adjusts
as British Atkins does the sevenseas over,
He hasto use his head andhis five senses,
as well as his bodyand his rifle. Before
he can dig the Turk out he has got to get
tohim. He is a sailor on the rivers, a
waterman in the floods, an Arab in the
“desert. He isa food and water economist,
a hygienist, and a pioneer. He makes
roads, builds bunds, and eats dust. He
wadesrivers, fords marshes, and routs the
enemy. He is a makerof bricks without
straw. Heisa man, and “some” soldier.

MSondtoe in Mesopotamia is more

“Sixpence” and His Platoon

There are only four platoons in the
battalion, and they comprise the company
which I command. The others do not
count.

.

“ Sixpence,” the subaltern who
commands No. 6, thinks that there is
only one platoon in the battalion, and
that is his. We are both right, but an
unbiased Staff might tell you that No. 6
was just a representative platoon of a
representative companyof British Infantry,
Mesop. Ex. Force.
The ‘flood season is on, and a bitterly

cold wind is blowing across the desert.
Weare nearing the close of our’ twelfth
day’s march, and the adjutant is riding
ahead of the column with the brigade
major, looking for a mud flat that is not
too elusively liquid for us to pitch camp
upon. But No. 6 does not know anything
of this. It has been on baggage guard
the whole day, and is at the extreme rear
of the echelon, shepherding sixty laden
mules. At the moment, “ Sixpence’s ”
juvenile frame is standing on the bank of
a rushing irrigation channel, built by the
contemporaries of Ezra, watching his men
rescue some valises and a bundled tent
from the swirling waters. One mule of
the string which has deposited these loads
in the crossingis Juriously lashing its rear
“file” with its heels, and gradually pulling
that animal off its unstable footing in the
water, The third animalis poised on the
other bank, and gradually dislodging its
load inits frightened efforts to avoid the
struggling mass of mules and_ water
beneath. Lance-Corporal W: and a

 

private spring into the water, skilfully
avoiding. the kicking heels, and unhook
the lead chains. Another man jumps to
the head of the animal on the forward
bank; a couple of men take the water
above their waists and rescue the fallen
loads, and in a few minutes the refractory
string is safely across, relashed and re-
loaded, ready to march on.

At the Night Camp

“ Sixpence” watches the remainder of
his platoon unhook and lead more mules
across, the men steadying the loads with
one hand and the mule with the other.
Other little mishaps occur, and are as
quickly righted, and at last the transport
is over without “Sixpence ” having
uttered a’single word, or one load being
lost ; no one is worried. It is not the first
experience of the kind that the day has
brought.
The platoon sergeant turns to “ Six-

pence ” as they trudge along through the
deep, thick mud, and says, ‘‘ Have you
got a match, sir?’ Private-Stewer on the
flank begins to whistle a march tune. A
grin goes round the lean, tanned faces as
the whistler tries to reduce the time of his
march to the rate at which he is able to
lift his feet out of the terrific mud.
With the knowledge of experience,

each memberof the distributed platoon
instinctively begins to steer a course for
the wettest portion of the ground ahead,
because it is easier going for man and
beast than where the mudisstiff.
No. 6 has not got to join in the labour

of digging the perimeter defence trench
around the night’s camp. It has got its
tent up, and is busy with its first routine
task—washing its feet in the river, and
cleansing socks and boot interiors from
the day’s mud. It is a difficult task, for
the.campsite is ankle-deep in mud, and a
cold drizzle of rain is falling. It is
unpleasant and trying, too, because every
man is dog-tired, and the shelter of the
tent and a blanket is alluring. But
Bedouin Atkins knows that wet socks
can be marched in, but muddy socks and
gritty feet mean blisters. And it is no
good a man going lame in the desert:
he must carry on,

“The Ways of the Desert”

At six o'clock, when “ Sixpence ”
comes to inspect feet and socks, and look
at rifles and ammunition, he tells the
platoon that the mahallas, which carry
the rations by river, cannot make headway
against the down-stream wind, and there-
fore there will be no issue of food to-
night. Nobody shows petturbation at
the prospect. Atkins is an Arab, andknows the ways of the desert.

It is still raining, and there does not
seem to be a dry thing in the world. But
in the lee of the tent several small fires
are burning and smoking beneath clusters
of canteens. No. 6 is prepared for
contingencies. Irom each man’s haver-
sack or pack a few dry sticks have beenproduced. They have been picked up
from previous camping places, or along
the line of previous Marches, and dried
on yesterday’s fire. No man of No. 6
passes a bit of wood on his march, He“pouches” it, The shallow desert fire,

providing thé maximumof heat with the
minimumof fuel, is another careful desert

accomplishment. i
Two days later the mud bricks of an

Arab town flanked the night’s. camp.
When all duties were done, four men of

No. 6 went into the bazaar and bought
dates andrice and tobacco, bargaining with
cool ease and fluent signs, plus the few
Arabic’ words which “ Sixpence”? had
taught themon theline of march from the
little booklet that the corps had issued.
When they took back their purchases to
camp and divided them, there wasa little
feast and good smells in No. 6’s tent.
But the next day the bottom of each man’s
haversack held a carefully stowed portion
of rice and dates for emergency use, when
rations might be three days behind.

It is a blazing May day, and the frosted
winds and flooded earth of March seem an
impossible dream, No.6 is coming back
with B Company from a reconnaissance
of a Turkish position. You cannot see the
khaki of a man’sclothes forflies,- Theysit
on all like gleaming armour. It is useless
trying to shake them off. They simply
resettle with implacable persistence.

Wehaveall had a hard day since dawn
drove- away the. night's shimal, nearly
nine hours ago. Every man is covered
with dust, although our kit is thin shirts
and shorts. We started out with one full
water-bottle apiece. We. could have
drunk twenty, and still been thirsty.
But although we are at the end of the
day, every man of No. 6 has still some
water left in his bottle.

A Man, an Arab, and a Soldier.

When we started the operation we
could not be sure of getting back in a
given time. War and the desert make
their own time-table. So throughout the
blazing molten day and its strenuous
doings, when one’s thirst had grown,
intolerable, No. 6 had just washed outits
dry, sandy mouth and leathery tongue
with one gurgle of water, and promptly
replaced the cork of the bottle. Thus No. 6
has done as the desert man does—lived
a fierce desert day on as little water as
would be consumed on a six-mile spring
route march at home.
The sun swings immediately aloft in a

sky of furnace brass, and beats down upon
us like the open mouthof a blast furnace.
It is impossible to remain in it for long,
despite spine pads and helmet covers and
strong, deep topees. We have no tents,
no anything, except our Arab qualities of
supplying our needs from the minimum
available. So within ten minutes of its
return No. 6 Platoon is snug beneath
shelters constructed of embedded pick
helves and shovels, across which are tied
the heavy Service blankets. ‘ :
When the sun drops, and the desert

horizon deepens to lines of clear umber,
“Sixpence ” “will take No. 6 for a short
expedition to some low, weed-like scrub
which will provide the fuel to cook
to-morrow’s food. Another platoon will
trek to the marsh and renew the water
supply. When these things are done, it is
time to go out with the pickets towards
the Turk. Bedouin Atkinsis truly a man,
an Arab, and a soldier,
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Teuton Trickery Revealed by an Airman’s Camera
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Germanaeroplanes used for one of the raids on England as photo-
graphed from a machine in the air. Inset: The prisoner crew
of the Gotha which during a recent raid on Paris was forced to

 

 
descend and captured intact.
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This striking aerial photograph of the German aerodrome at
Thionville was taken by a British airman on May 15th, when six-
teen large hangars were observed and two large aeroplanes were
visible on the ground,so that there could be no validity in any Hun
protest that it was a case of a disused aerodrome turned into a

hospital. Notice the Red Cross prominently displayed where
there was scarcely likely to be a hospital, but where the personnet
of the aerodrome might safely be housed under a sign which the
Hun himself refusesto honour. ‘This is but one of many examples
of Hun abuse of the Red Crossthat British airmen have disclosed.
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Varia itn Home Forest to Front Trench =| American Activity Against All Freedom s Foes
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— racks aaltieceeee AightRadeerereed Reey Feeeetase thee Veraeen Bterner: American soldiers in an English camp removing their cookhouse. They found this method quicker than taking the house to pieces.
= : F Right : Ohio National Guardsmen with the American forces in France proceedingto their posts in the front trenches.
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the | ivi ishi i American construction company jdaying :timbers in a new dock
ne log giving the finishing touches to his task. two miles and a half long at an American base port in France.

In circle: Americans creeping forward to attack enemy trenches.
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““Waacs ” in France whofind that German helmets can beutilised as servic i it eable mark . :
used by French soldiers to carry a bank across a trench near one of TRETCOGAnoncan tenena farm waggon Americansailors preparing to fire a gun aboard one of the new torpedo-boat destroyers now being built in great numbers for immediate

: aay service. Right: Mr. Wilson, one of the American delegates in Scotland, putting a rivet into a standard ship at John Brown's yard.
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British fensive Fightingin the pen on the Western Front
The War Illustrated, 15th June, 1918:
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At an outpost line on the western front held by Highlanders during the Germanspringoffensive. With machine-gun and rifies the men were
posted, ready to make the enemy masses pay heavily in casualties for every yard of ground he gained. Right: British detachments moving

up to the line on the western front at night. The man in the foreground wasserving as a “link connecting two detachments.

        
British soldiers in a German subterranean ‘‘communication trench” that they had captured. This tunnel, nearly a mile long beneath the
Hooge-WVienin road, had been built by the enemy to bring troops to the village of Hooge, about three miles east of Ypres. Right: In readiness

for the enemy. British troops lined along the bank of a canal during the Germanoffensive on the western front.
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Ip action on the Ypres salient. Men of a British outpost in readiness for an anticipated attempt of the enemy against their position. Though A British field-gun and machine-gunners ready to hold a canal against the enemy during the course of the great Germanoffensive, the openingthe British line east of Ypres was drawn back somewhat as a consequence of the German pressure to the south towards Hazebrouck, and despite ; stages of which began on March 21st. At such points delaying actions of the greatest importance can frequently be maintained, and in thethe enemy’s capture of Messines Ridge and KemmelHill, the British hold on the Ypres salient has been stubbornly maintained. sais event of a retirement being necessary the bridge could be easily destroyed. ’ ; F
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Holding & Carrying-onon the Long Battle Line
  

  
 

 

The ‘rule of the road ”’ at a point near a British sector in France.
The soldier was there to see that the rule was kept.

 

 

On the alert at a British outpost where the war had moved
out into the open on the western front.

    Oe Saas

 

 

Britannia’s insistent message is addressed even to the fighting men
near the front line in France. :

 

  
 

  
 
Outside a fortified cottage on the western frontin France. ‘ Clean-> te age z British Lewis gunners at a well-concealed post where they fired

ing up and enjoying a rest during a spell of quiet. through an ingeniously constructed ‘‘ tunnel.’?
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Safe from the Hun
The War Illustrated, 15th June, 1918

 

 

  
 Principal thoroughfare in one of the towns well behind the lines on the Somme front, where French and British soldiers mingle in

the streets—typifying the linked line of the Allies which was meeting and holding up the great Germanoffensive farther to the east.
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Another view in the same town, with French troops marching throughontheir way to reinforce the allied armies that were staying the

Germanoffensive. The British soldier by the kerb to the left was standing correctly to attention on the passing of ‘‘ an armed party.”
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The impression of the Butte de Warlencourt, given by Mr.

Sheldon in this further page of selections from his sketch-book,
is one of the most striking landscapes of the war, andit will help
our readers to follow the description of ‘‘ The Mound of Death,”
by the Editor in the further instalmentof his “ Little Journeys,”

cercape evetertenaati ees ie STrrrrtesneerterpenesShenm poennnmeenretcconrmer ts

appearing on the opposite page. Surprisingly little has been
written of this most picturesque and impressive landmark of the
Somme Battles, and seldom has the Butte de Warlencourt
figured in the sketches of artists or in the photographs of
war scenes, ,
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The War Illustrated, 15'h June, 1918.

LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
THE MOUND OF

there is one little landscape that
detachesitself in my mind’s eye. It

shows a strange, lone hill, looming large
and grey above far surrounding fields of
desolation. You can see the Butte de
Warlencourt a long way off, lying to the
south-west, on the road to Albert, after
you have left Bapaume. When you draw
near and come to climb this hill afoot,
you find it little more than a chalky
hummock, rising a matter of less than
forty feet above the road. It is surprising
how~so small a mound of earth should

Fee: memory’s panorama, of the war

‘bulk so considerably in the eye at a
distance ; and before the British howitzers
in the great Somme battles of 1916 made
havoe of this hillock, blasting it away to
little more than halt its ancient mass, it
must have dominated the countryside
for many miles around, probably sug-
gesting in its outline an extinct volcano.
A volcano it was for many months in

that rainy autumn of 1916, but its erup-
tions came less from within than from
without, thowgh it could belch its lava
rain of lead from many an orifice in its
steeply sloping sides.

HE Butte de Warlencourt has been a
place of death from time immemorial,

but the differences of death may be as
varied as the shapes of hills. Among our
hills of home this Butte would be a mere
unevenness of the ground. ~The death
‘that was there in the ancient days was
‘closely akin to beauty and peace. The
death: that reigned around and uponit in
the mighty Battles of the Somme was
ugly and appalling.

Before the legions of Cesar conquered
the Gallic tribes of the Somme; and
brought “‘ all Gaul ’’ within the Empire of
Rome, it may have been that the Butte de
Warlencourt was reared. It was none of
Nature’s designing ; it was a prehistoric
tumulus builded by his people as the grave
of some powerful Celtic chieftain.
A beautiful memorial it must have been,

for there is no moregrateful sight than a
little hill set in the middle of low country,
and many thousands of hands must have
been busy at the making of the Butte de
Warlencourt in the twilight of history.
The work of their hands might have
outlasted the pyramids but for the
Great War, which came to disturb the

age-long sleep of that unknownchieftain.

BYEN the monstrous destructive force
of modern artillery, which has riven

and diminished it, has been unable to efface
this lonely tumulus. It still remains an
eminent landmark, while it has acquired

a new and awesome history which will
make it stir the thoughts of men until an
age as distantly to come as that of its
first fashioning lies remote in the past.
The military foresight of the leaders of

the Hun. tribes that flooded into the
Somme valley and devastated it in the

early years of the Great War is nowhere
better illustrated than in their choice of
line along the Bapaume-Albert road. The
Butte de Warlencourt served them well in
the earlier battles of the Somme and,
despite all the epic achievements of
British arms from the opening of that
gigantic struggle at the beginning of July,
the Butte remained in German hands on
November 6th, when it seemed as though

By the Editor
the British strength had spent itself
against this little bastion of the invaders.
The hill had been transformed by them

from a prehistoric burial mound into a
modernfortress, better adapted to defence

than the’ vaunted strongholds of Antwerp
or Namur. It had been honeycombed
with tunnels and cemented dug-outs,
where sufficient machine-guns had been
placed to hold up an army, and its slopes
were so exposed that to climb themin the
face of the gusts of fire with which the
garrison could sweep the attackers was as
certain a death as men could encounter.
Yet British soldiers and their kinsmen
from overseas did not quail before these ~
gusts of fire, and more than once they
stood victorious on this mound of death,

but at such sacrifice that they had not
sufficient strength remaining to retain
the position, and the Huncould snatch it
back again from hands that had won but
could not hold.

HE great Abbey of Eaucourt, turned
into a stronghold by the enemy, had

been wrested. from him on October 4th by

 

 

    
 

A BRITISH SOLDIER TYPE: .K.O.S.B.

(From a sketch by Major William Orpen, one of
the official artists on the western front.)

the furious assaults of the British, “‘ crawl-
ing through deep, grey, slime puddles and
by water-pools that had once beenshell-
holes.” The scene of that historic fight
is less than a mile south of the Butte, and
Le Sars, another formidable fortress,
about eight hundred yards south-west of
the mound on the highway to Albert,

was captured the next day.’ The Butte
held cut, and not even the Tanks, that
enabled the infantry to win at Eaucourt
and Le Sars, could provide the key to
unlock this door which barred the way
to Bapaume.
Howridiculous it seemed, that autumn

morning of 1917, when | first stood upon
the Butte de Warlencourt, that so small
a thing should have been the centre of so
great a struggle. How strange that a
vanished tribe of ancient Gaul should have
reared this little earthwork in the grey
dawn of civilisation for men—in an age
when civilisation was thought to have
reached its greatest triumph—to shatter
éach other to death upon it! There is a
philosophy. in history, we are toid, and
progress is its essence, As I stood on the
Butte that morning, I wondered if we had

really advanced so greatly as we supposed

DEATH

     beyond the spirit of the va
that reared such mounds as
memorate their déad chieftains.

 

HE marvel-is that so much of
Butte remains. Thousands of

explosives from British guns had burst
uponit, blowing tons of its accumulated

earth away, and yet the Huns within
their burrows could hold on. Had it
been a fortress of massy stone and mortar,
with steel-domed gun empl nents, it
would speedily have been made untenable.
The crude carthwork of the Celts proved
better adapted to defence than the
elaborate contrivances of the modern
nulitary engincers. :
The surface of the hill had been churned

into a horrid mess of chalky earth, over
which sparse grasses were already growing,
when I came back in the following spring
to this strange monumentof an intangible
past and a scarcely credible present.
German rifles, helmets, boots, accoutre-

ments of all sorts had littered the shell-
holes of the now shapeless mound on my
first visit, but there had been some further
“cleaning up*’ in the interval. Manya
“ dud” shell was embedded almosttoits
base, suggestive of- defective work in
British munition factories, of labourlost ;
though doubtless these. were.a very |
percentage of the thousands that
detonated effectively on these immemorial
slopes.

    

 

 
  

 

 

  

  

   

 

HAT. most impressed me was
nearness of the British trenche

little brook, tributary of the Ancre,

the base of the Butte on the west. Bey
this, a matter of two hundred yards, lay
a-ditch which was part of the British
trenches, and there for nearly four months

of foulest winter our brave countrymen
held the foremost line where the great
Somme push had come to a standstill is
the first week.of November, 1916. So

near did the trenches seem, that a golfer
might have tee’d his ball on the mound
and driven it into them. There could
have been no moyement in them by day
that did not bring a rattle of machine-gun

fire from the overlooking Boche strong-
hold. ~The courage and endurance tl!
could hold such a trench so long ma
one thriil with pride of race.

Pride, too, for the white wooden monu-

ments erected on the top of the mound
to officers and men of the Durham Light

Infantry who fell in the autumnattacks
upon it, and whose comrades eventually
stormed the position on February 27th,
1917, when the Hindenburg retreat from
Bapaume was impending.
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TTHUS the prehistoric tumulus had
become a newplace of burial, The dust

of the ancient Celtic race now mingles
here. with the -dust of Briton and of
Teuton. There will be manypilgrims to
this lone hill by the Ancre River, and not
a few will come from Tyneside, whose
sons laid down their lives to regain it
from the Hun.
That the Hun should have swept back

again a year later and reoccupied all this
desolated countryside is merely to be
accounted among the fortunes of war.
Heis not likely to make another stand on
the Butte de Warlencourt when he is
once more and finally retreating towards
the homeland of his predatorytribes.
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is one of the most striking landscapes of the war, andit will help
our readers to follow the description of ‘‘ The Mound of Death,”
by the Editor in the further instalmentof his “ Little Journeys,”
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appearing on the opposite page. Surprisingly little has been
written of this most picturesque and impressive landmark of the
Somme Battles, and seldom has the Butte de Warlencourt
figured in the sketches of artists or in the photographs of
war scenes, ,
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE GREAT WAR
THE MOUND OF

there is one little landscape that
detachesitself in my mind’s eye. It

shows a strange, lone hill, looming large
and grey above far surrounding fields of
desolation. You can see the Butte de
Warlencourt a long way off, lying to the
south-west, on the road to Albert, after
you have left Bapaume. When you draw
near and come to climb this hill afoot,
you find it little more than a chalky
hummock, rising a matter of less than
forty feet above the road. It is surprising
how~so small a mound of earth should

Fee: memory’s panorama, of the war

‘bulk so considerably in the eye at a
distance ; and before the British howitzers
in the great Somme battles of 1916 made
havoe of this hillock, blasting it away to
little more than halt its ancient mass, it
must have dominated the countryside
for many miles around, probably sug-
gesting in its outline an extinct volcano.
A volcano it was for many months in

that rainy autumn of 1916, but its erup-
tions came less from within than from
without, thowgh it could belch its lava
rain of lead from many an orifice in its
steeply sloping sides.

HE Butte de Warlencourt has been a
place of death from time immemorial,

but the differences of death may be as
varied as the shapes of hills. Among our
hills of home this Butte would be a mere
unevenness of the ground. ~The death
‘that was there in the ancient days was
‘closely akin to beauty and peace. The
death: that reigned around and uponit in
the mighty Battles of the Somme was
ugly and appalling.

Before the legions of Cesar conquered
the Gallic tribes of the Somme; and
brought “‘ all Gaul ’’ within the Empire of
Rome, it may have been that the Butte de
Warlencourt was reared. It was none of
Nature’s designing ; it was a prehistoric
tumulus builded by his people as the grave
of some powerful Celtic chieftain.
A beautiful memorial it must have been,

for there is no moregrateful sight than a
little hill set in the middle of low country,
and many thousands of hands must have
been busy at the making of the Butte de
Warlencourt in the twilight of history.
The work of their hands might have
outlasted the pyramids but for the
Great War, which came to disturb the

age-long sleep of that unknownchieftain.

BYEN the monstrous destructive force
of modern artillery, which has riven

and diminished it, has been unable to efface
this lonely tumulus. It still remains an
eminent landmark, while it has acquired

a new and awesome history which will
make it stir the thoughts of men until an
age as distantly to come as that of its
first fashioning lies remote in the past.
The military foresight of the leaders of

the Hun. tribes that flooded into the
Somme valley and devastated it in the

early years of the Great War is nowhere
better illustrated than in their choice of
line along the Bapaume-Albert road. The
Butte de Warlencourt served them well in
the earlier battles of the Somme and,
despite all the epic achievements of
British arms from the opening of that
gigantic struggle at the beginning of July,
the Butte remained in German hands on
November 6th, when it seemed as though

By the Editor
the British strength had spent itself
against this little bastion of the invaders.
The hill had been transformed by them

from a prehistoric burial mound into a
modernfortress, better adapted to defence

than the’ vaunted strongholds of Antwerp
or Namur. It had been honeycombed
with tunnels and cemented dug-outs,
where sufficient machine-guns had been
placed to hold up an army, and its slopes
were so exposed that to climb themin the
face of the gusts of fire with which the
garrison could sweep the attackers was as
certain a death as men could encounter.
Yet British soldiers and their kinsmen
from overseas did not quail before these ~
gusts of fire, and more than once they
stood victorious on this mound of death,

but at such sacrifice that they had not
sufficient strength remaining to retain
the position, and the Huncould snatch it
back again from hands that had won but
could not hold.

HE great Abbey of Eaucourt, turned
into a stronghold by the enemy, had

been wrested. from him on October 4th by

 

 

    
 

A BRITISH SOLDIER TYPE: .K.O.S.B.

(From a sketch by Major William Orpen, one of
the official artists on the western front.)

the furious assaults of the British, “‘ crawl-
ing through deep, grey, slime puddles and
by water-pools that had once beenshell-
holes.” The scene of that historic fight
is less than a mile south of the Butte, and
Le Sars, another formidable fortress,
about eight hundred yards south-west of
the mound on the highway to Albert,

was captured the next day.’ The Butte
held cut, and not even the Tanks, that
enabled the infantry to win at Eaucourt
and Le Sars, could provide the key to
unlock this door which barred the way
to Bapaume.
Howridiculous it seemed, that autumn

morning of 1917, when | first stood upon
the Butte de Warlencourt, that so small
a thing should have been the centre of so
great a struggle. How strange that a
vanished tribe of ancient Gaul should have
reared this little earthwork in the grey
dawn of civilisation for men—in an age
when civilisation was thought to have
reached its greatest triumph—to shatter
éach other to death upon it! There is a
philosophy. in history, we are toid, and
progress is its essence, As I stood on the
Butte that morning, I wondered if we had

really advanced so greatly as we supposed

DEATH

     beyond the spirit of the va
that reared such mounds as
memorate their déad chieftains.

 

HE marvel-is that so much of
Butte remains. Thousands of

explosives from British guns had burst
uponit, blowing tons of its accumulated

earth away, and yet the Huns within
their burrows could hold on. Had it
been a fortress of massy stone and mortar,
with steel-domed gun empl nents, it
would speedily have been made untenable.
The crude carthwork of the Celts proved
better adapted to defence than the
elaborate contrivances of the modern
nulitary engincers. :
The surface of the hill had been churned

into a horrid mess of chalky earth, over
which sparse grasses were already growing,
when I came back in the following spring
to this strange monumentof an intangible
past and a scarcely credible present.
German rifles, helmets, boots, accoutre-

ments of all sorts had littered the shell-
holes of the now shapeless mound on my
first visit, but there had been some further
“cleaning up*’ in the interval. Manya
“ dud” shell was embedded almosttoits
base, suggestive of- defective work in
British munition factories, of labourlost ;
though doubtless these. were.a very |
percentage of the thousands that
detonated effectively on these immemorial
slopes.

    

 

 
  

 

 

  

  

   

 

HAT. most impressed me was
nearness of the British trenche

little brook, tributary of the Ancre,

the base of the Butte on the west. Bey
this, a matter of two hundred yards, lay
a-ditch which was part of the British
trenches, and there for nearly four months

of foulest winter our brave countrymen
held the foremost line where the great
Somme push had come to a standstill is
the first week.of November, 1916. So

near did the trenches seem, that a golfer
might have tee’d his ball on the mound
and driven it into them. There could
have been no moyement in them by day
that did not bring a rattle of machine-gun

fire from the overlooking Boche strong-
hold. ~The courage and endurance tl!
could hold such a trench so long ma
one thriil with pride of race.

Pride, too, for the white wooden monu-

ments erected on the top of the mound
to officers and men of the Durham Light

Infantry who fell in the autumnattacks
upon it, and whose comrades eventually
stormed the position on February 27th,
1917, when the Hindenburg retreat from
Bapaume was impending.
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TTHUS the prehistoric tumulus had
become a newplace of burial, The dust

of the ancient Celtic race now mingles
here. with the -dust of Briton and of
Teuton. There will be manypilgrims to
this lone hill by the Ancre River, and not
a few will come from Tyneside, whose
sons laid down their lives to regain it
from the Hun.
That the Hun should have swept back

again a year later and reoccupied all this
desolated countryside is merely to be
accounted among the fortunes of war.
Heis not likely to make another stand on
the Butte de Warlencourt when he is
once more and finally retreating towards
the homeland of his predatorytribes.
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constructed of reinforced concrete by Messrs.

J. & W. Stewart, of Belfast and London.
Seagoing vessel

The projecting bolts
are for fastening wooden “ fenders ” to protect the hull.
 

 

    

Deck view from the stern of Messrs. Stewart’s first seagoing concrete vessel, the starboard side of which is shown in the top
Inset: The Alpha, a 40-feet long boat of concrete moulded on ironwork, recently launched on the Thames.
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trains it is seldom that one sees
the once familiar ‘“‘ reserved’ label

upon a compartment’s window, Never-
theless, a rare specimen of that label still
sometimes blossoms forth, His Majesty
the King, as represented by one of his

'servitors at an unseen desk in the War
Office, has demanded that adequate space
shall be kept for a distinguished traveller.
Generals, ‘admirals, and multi-millionaires
may perspiringly sit five-a-side or stand

“in the corridor; but the distinguished
traveller is, by virtue of his honourable
plight, given precedence over all. Heis
a wounded man.

It frequently happens that a man who
has lost a limb, or who has been blinded,

requires to travel a long distance to his
home, and he is sent, with an orderly,
by one of the regular expresses. Should
he be sufficiently recovered to bear the
tedium of sitting up it is not necessary
to give him a reserved compartment,
but should he be a lying-down case he
gets one as a matter of course.

It may be that on the departure plat-
form you have witnessed the sad little
drama of a poor fellow, sightless, in
civilian clothes, piloted along by a khaki-
clad attendant with the Geneva crosses
on his arms, Pitying glances follow the
pair-into the train. Yet theirs is often
a jovial journey.

I have half a dozen times taken blinded
men home thus, and truth compels me to
acknowledge that they were the reverse of
disconsolate.

T° these days of overcrowded railway

Happiness of the Wounded

I have guided a blind man to his
young wife in a Yorkshire town, and
seen her gaze at him, wordless, pallid,

and dry-eyed; and (again in Yorkshire)
I have seen a wife burst imto tears when
she beheld her husband grope his way,
on my arm, from the train. But in
neither instance was it the stricken
husband himself who—at least as far
as one could judge—was deeply moved ;
‘and during the journey which preceded
this encounter my sightless companion,
on both occasions, was
The job of going as orderly to a distance

with a patient fell to my lot perhaps
eighteen or twenty times in three years.
T went with wounded, sick, or blinded

men to the North of England, to Scotland,
toWales, and to Ireland; and I made
many other short trips,’ comparatively
locally, with squads of patients being
transferred to convalescent homes or
camps. Again and again I accompanied
parties for. afternoon outings by motor-
*bus into the country, and to theatre
matinees or teas. And I noticed then
what I noticed within the confines of the
hospital itseli—that the sick man is a
deal more despondent than the wounded
man.
Having made this observation, I hasten

to add that nothing will ever induce
me to minimise the hideous agonies which
-those blinded and maimed men have
suffered. The mere circumstance that,
when we watch these pathetic heroes in
England,they are manifestly happy, gives
us a hint of what they have come through
abroad—if this deplorable condition seems

‘and

gay and garrulous..

By Ward Muir

to them, by contrast, a welcome recovery
relief. It must be confessed that

more than one discharged man with
whomI travelled to his home was joyously
glad that his soldiering days lay safely
behind him. ‘‘ Pleased to get into civvies
again ? Not ’arf!” the fortunate mortal
who has for ever doffed khaki exclaims.
And, indeed, he has earned the right

to that attitude: his empty sleeve, his
patent Roehampton leg, or his unseeing
eyes witness that he has given much
for his country and mayrejoice at regain-
ing, even at such a price, the freedom
he deserves.

Travelling Companions

To Wales I took, for sanatorium treat-
ment, a soldier who had contracted con-

sumption, and he was a more subdued
travelling companion. We made friends
in the long-run, but at first our conversa-
tional progress was slow, and to my
attempts at chatting he returned such
vague monosyllabic answers that I began
to think he was feeble-witted. The
explanation dawned on me at-last. Eng-
lish was to him a difficult tongue. He
was Welsh, and whenI-spoke rapidly
he could not follow me; also he had

to be given a pause to frame his replies.
On the other hand, with anIrish patient,

whom JI convoyed to Drogheda, there

was barely a moment’s cessation in the
flood of loquacity.

It seemed to me that he talked from
the moment we ‘left Euston until, with
a whoop, he greeted the cronies who

had assembled to meet him at our goal.
He certainly talked all night on the
steamer. And when I left him I made
for Dublin, and an hotel bed, there to
sleep off the exhaustion which overcame
me; by that time I needed a supporting
orderly a deal more than mypatient had
ever needed me.

The orderly, when despatched on-such
an expedition as this, is presumed to
return the minute after he has got rid
of his charge. He receives no hotel bill
allowances enabling him to remain over-
night. Should he have to wait till next
morning for a train back he must find
what shelter he can, cither at the station

or a Y.M.C.A. hut, or he may spend his
private money, if he chooses, on lodgings.
Personally I have often roosted in a
Y.M.C.A, bunk, and would ask for nothing
better.

A EKiadly Practice

Likewise I have been extravagant
and stayed at hotels—luxuries appre-
ciated, be it said, after a spell of camp
fare. But at our hospital a_ kindly
practice .prevailed of picking, whenever
practicable, an orderly, for a travelling
job, who lived at or near the town otf
destination.
A Scottish orderly would be sent when

a patient was going to Scotland, and
would be granted a twelve or twenty-
four hours’ permit to tarry and visit his
native place before reappearing; a
Lancashire orderly would be sent with a
Lancashire patient, and so on,-an‘arrange-
ment the result of which was that scarcely
an orderly in the unit failed to see his
own hearthside at least once a year—

Switzerland.

the Coming New Marine aa THE R.A.M.C.MAN AS COURIER

Observations of an Orderly”

over and above his lotted
seven days’ leave.

On one occasion our sergeant-major,
who was a bit of a wag, put up a notice
to the effect that an orderly was wanted
to take a tuberculous officer patient to

Any man who knewFrench,
or had relatives whom he wished to visit
in Switzerland, was to write his name
on the paper below. -A number of
innocents at once complied—and cach
was promptly asked whether his depart-
ment at the hospital was so slack that he
could be released for a whole week; if
he felt that this was so, more work would

be foundfor him. .

There existed, miserabile dictu, no
patient destined for the Alps. He was
a myth; and the wretches who had
signed the paper found themselves i
a quandary, for. they were thereaf
unable to urge the “I can’t be spared”
plea, which is a favourite when an un-
congenial fatigue is suddenly sprung
upon us,

Travelling with an officer invalid
orderly has, as a rule, a pleasant time.
The compartment is not only reserved,
but-is first class; and the officer who
buys a luncheon-basket for himself gene-
rally stands his satellite one, too. If
remember having a festive trip with a
major who—in spite of the fact that he
was in considerable pain—told humorous
stories and crackedjokes incessantly.

normally al

   

Brotherhood of the Rod

I had, of course, at the outset adopted
the conventional demeanourof thesilent,
respectful, and attentive courier, but I
smuggled surreptitiously into the luggage-
rack a most “‘unoxderliesque”’ object
in’ a canvas sheath, which caught the
major’s glance and caused him to ask
its meaning.

It was a fishing-rod, the explanation

of its presence being that I purposed to
steal a few hours’ trouting in Westmor-
land after I had bidden my_ patient
farewell. The major was tickled.. He
was himself an ardent angler, and from
this moment onward elected to treat me
as a fellow-sportsman rather than a body-
servant.

Passers-by, peeping into. our
partment, may have been surprised
to discover a major and a private not
merely travelling together—the reason,
alas! was obvious enough, from the
major’s bandages and my R.A.ALC. badge
—but laughing and talking and lunching
as though there were no such thing as
disparities of grade.

Indeed our officers, at any rate the
elderly ones, seem seldom to be such
martinets as the outsider is led to suppose.
The pros and cons of military discipline
it is not within my province to argue;
I can only asseverate that, as an orderly
in hospital, I have never once been
reminded by one of mysuperiors of the
extreme humbleness of mystatus; and
when it comes to the social intercourse
of travel on a long journey, and other
soldiers are ‘in -the nature of things not
present, these differences of rank, in the
most felicitous fashion, are minimised or
made to*vanish altogether.
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Deck view from the stern of Messrs. Stewart’s first seagoing concrete vessel, the starboard side of which is shown in the top
Inset: The Alpha, a 40-feet long boat of concrete moulded on ironwork, recently launched on the Thames.
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trains it is seldom that one sees
the once familiar ‘“‘ reserved’ label

upon a compartment’s window, Never-
theless, a rare specimen of that label still
sometimes blossoms forth, His Majesty
the King, as represented by one of his

'servitors at an unseen desk in the War
Office, has demanded that adequate space
shall be kept for a distinguished traveller.
Generals, ‘admirals, and multi-millionaires
may perspiringly sit five-a-side or stand

“in the corridor; but the distinguished
traveller is, by virtue of his honourable
plight, given precedence over all. Heis
a wounded man.

It frequently happens that a man who
has lost a limb, or who has been blinded,

requires to travel a long distance to his
home, and he is sent, with an orderly,
by one of the regular expresses. Should
he be sufficiently recovered to bear the
tedium of sitting up it is not necessary
to give him a reserved compartment,
but should he be a lying-down case he
gets one as a matter of course.

It may be that on the departure plat-
form you have witnessed the sad little
drama of a poor fellow, sightless, in
civilian clothes, piloted along by a khaki-
clad attendant with the Geneva crosses
on his arms, Pitying glances follow the
pair-into the train. Yet theirs is often
a jovial journey.

I have half a dozen times taken blinded
men home thus, and truth compels me to
acknowledge that they were the reverse of
disconsolate.

T° these days of overcrowded railway

Happiness of the Wounded

I have guided a blind man to his
young wife in a Yorkshire town, and
seen her gaze at him, wordless, pallid,

and dry-eyed; and (again in Yorkshire)
I have seen a wife burst imto tears when
she beheld her husband grope his way,
on my arm, from the train. But in
neither instance was it the stricken
husband himself who—at least as far
as one could judge—was deeply moved ;
‘and during the journey which preceded
this encounter my sightless companion,
on both occasions, was
The job of going as orderly to a distance

with a patient fell to my lot perhaps
eighteen or twenty times in three years.
T went with wounded, sick, or blinded

men to the North of England, to Scotland,
toWales, and to Ireland; and I made
many other short trips,’ comparatively
locally, with squads of patients being
transferred to convalescent homes or
camps. Again and again I accompanied
parties for. afternoon outings by motor-
*bus into the country, and to theatre
matinees or teas. And I noticed then
what I noticed within the confines of the
hospital itseli—that the sick man is a
deal more despondent than the wounded
man.
Having made this observation, I hasten

to add that nothing will ever induce
me to minimise the hideous agonies which
-those blinded and maimed men have
suffered. The mere circumstance that,
when we watch these pathetic heroes in
England,they are manifestly happy, gives
us a hint of what they have come through
abroad—if this deplorable condition seems
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gay and garrulous..

By Ward Muir

to them, by contrast, a welcome recovery
relief. It must be confessed that

more than one discharged man with
whomI travelled to his home was joyously
glad that his soldiering days lay safely
behind him. ‘‘ Pleased to get into civvies
again ? Not ’arf!” the fortunate mortal
who has for ever doffed khaki exclaims.
And, indeed, he has earned the right

to that attitude: his empty sleeve, his
patent Roehampton leg, or his unseeing
eyes witness that he has given much
for his country and mayrejoice at regain-
ing, even at such a price, the freedom
he deserves.

Travelling Companions

To Wales I took, for sanatorium treat-
ment, a soldier who had contracted con-

sumption, and he was a more subdued
travelling companion. We made friends
in the long-run, but at first our conversa-
tional progress was slow, and to my
attempts at chatting he returned such
vague monosyllabic answers that I began
to think he was feeble-witted. The
explanation dawned on me at-last. Eng-
lish was to him a difficult tongue. He
was Welsh, and whenI-spoke rapidly
he could not follow me; also he had

to be given a pause to frame his replies.
On the other hand, with anIrish patient,

whom JI convoyed to Drogheda, there

was barely a moment’s cessation in the
flood of loquacity.

It seemed to me that he talked from
the moment we ‘left Euston until, with
a whoop, he greeted the cronies who

had assembled to meet him at our goal.
He certainly talked all night on the
steamer. And when I left him I made
for Dublin, and an hotel bed, there to
sleep off the exhaustion which overcame
me; by that time I needed a supporting
orderly a deal more than mypatient had
ever needed me.

The orderly, when despatched on-such
an expedition as this, is presumed to
return the minute after he has got rid
of his charge. He receives no hotel bill
allowances enabling him to remain over-
night. Should he have to wait till next
morning for a train back he must find
what shelter he can, cither at the station

or a Y.M.C.A. hut, or he may spend his
private money, if he chooses, on lodgings.
Personally I have often roosted in a
Y.M.C.A, bunk, and would ask for nothing
better.

A EKiadly Practice

Likewise I have been extravagant
and stayed at hotels—luxuries appre-
ciated, be it said, after a spell of camp
fare. But at our hospital a_ kindly
practice .prevailed of picking, whenever
practicable, an orderly, for a travelling
job, who lived at or near the town otf
destination.
A Scottish orderly would be sent when

a patient was going to Scotland, and
would be granted a twelve or twenty-
four hours’ permit to tarry and visit his
native place before reappearing; a
Lancashire orderly would be sent with a
Lancashire patient, and so on,-an‘arrange-
ment the result of which was that scarcely
an orderly in the unit failed to see his
own hearthside at least once a year—

Switzerland.
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over and above his lotted
seven days’ leave.

On one occasion our sergeant-major,
who was a bit of a wag, put up a notice
to the effect that an orderly was wanted
to take a tuberculous officer patient to

Any man who knewFrench,
or had relatives whom he wished to visit
in Switzerland, was to write his name
on the paper below. -A number of
innocents at once complied—and cach
was promptly asked whether his depart-
ment at the hospital was so slack that he
could be released for a whole week; if
he felt that this was so, more work would

be foundfor him. .

There existed, miserabile dictu, no
patient destined for the Alps. He was
a myth; and the wretches who had
signed the paper found themselves i
a quandary, for. they were thereaf
unable to urge the “I can’t be spared”
plea, which is a favourite when an un-
congenial fatigue is suddenly sprung
upon us,

Travelling with an officer invalid
orderly has, as a rule, a pleasant time.
The compartment is not only reserved,
but-is first class; and the officer who
buys a luncheon-basket for himself gene-
rally stands his satellite one, too. If
remember having a festive trip with a
major who—in spite of the fact that he
was in considerable pain—told humorous
stories and crackedjokes incessantly.
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I had, of course, at the outset adopted
the conventional demeanourof thesilent,
respectful, and attentive courier, but I
smuggled surreptitiously into the luggage-
rack a most “‘unoxderliesque”’ object
in’ a canvas sheath, which caught the
major’s glance and caused him to ask
its meaning.

It was a fishing-rod, the explanation

of its presence being that I purposed to
steal a few hours’ trouting in Westmor-
land after I had bidden my_ patient
farewell. The major was tickled.. He
was himself an ardent angler, and from
this moment onward elected to treat me
as a fellow-sportsman rather than a body-
servant.

Passers-by, peeping into. our
partment, may have been surprised
to discover a major and a private not
merely travelling together—the reason,
alas! was obvious enough, from the
major’s bandages and my R.A.ALC. badge
—but laughing and talking and lunching
as though there were no such thing as
disparities of grade.

Indeed our officers, at any rate the
elderly ones, seem seldom to be such
martinets as the outsider is led to suppose.
The pros and cons of military discipline
it is not within my province to argue;
I can only asseverate that, as an orderly
in hospital, I have never once been
reminded by one of mysuperiors of the
extreme humbleness of mystatus; and
when it comes to the social intercourse
of travel on a long journey, and other
soldiers are ‘in -the nature of things not
present, these differences of rank, in the
most felicitous fashion, are minimised or
made to*vanish altogether.
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MONG: -the

which [ have for-
tunately® been. able
present volume I
upon a series of

arrange for the
considerable store

articles by a writer who if new to my
-readers, but’ who before the war was

steadily earning an enviable reputation as
a story-writer in -the leading magazines.

“Since the early days of the war he has
“been on active Service, chiefly -in-the East,
and his very remarkable powersof graphic
description and the creation of - literary

atmosphere have found a fine oppor-
tunity in being applied*to a sequence of
word= pictures illustrative* oe different
‘Phases of the war in the East.

MY new contributor, whose real name
Y* ,would doubtless be familiar to many

of my readers, will write under the nom
de’ guerre of ‘The Adjutant,”
series, as at present arranged, will con

irotvat least seven contributions, .the. first
‘of “which appears in’ this issue and

to

set

e
e

O
e

De
e
S
e
e

r
e
n
e

series giving
ction, and

‘T look forward to this new

|

I lated_to -desert warfare.

| great satfen. readers very

comparatively little literary attention in
our pages.

Gibbon as War-Reading ~~ -

mind by.
“ standard 1” Ww
few’ shadows of the

TUITE.Agmy

some “Of # the - old-
whose pages

GreatsW.ar can fall

old favourite of mine: ‘Gibbon’s “ Auto-
Ybidgtaphy.”’ The air’ of ample ease and
leisure which these fascinating—-pages~ of

Uself-revelation breathe has a most sooth-

[! the nervously uneasy life we are living
to-day-And yet, as I have so frequently
illustrated in these notes of mine,
even the..re-“reading of a book that was

 
seems to be cons cerned with every.subject

“that “tends to
“the~horrors 6f this “war,

‘ment “offact® or
, peculiarly apposite to our thoughts to--day,

N Gibbon’s. memoirs i find. cg have noted

in thispage. = Touching the Irish question,

, Sheffield’s- ‘* Observ.
Manufactures, and Present State. of Ire-
‘land’?

“$ propaganda ”.in thesisterisle. - Gibbon
remarks. that this work of his noble friend
was ‘  | forget, that she could be free and prosperous

pe:a friendly. connection with Great
‘Britain.’ The. italicis.pine,u,

5 ALMOSTin the Bonelnaing page of his
* ‘memoirs the-great historian writés :
v The «“presenit: is
U past is*no*“MOLE; afta our ePrcepet. of”
v. M03

manyfeatures-

» and his .
sist

1} introduces us to the Britis soldier assimi-_ 3
On the whole,

it has the additional, attraction ‘of dealing ¥
with a feature of the war which, has had :

 EapybesinSamy war-time habit of ;
Ye-reading+

riters, :

I*have just ‘spent
some profitableevéning “hotrs~ with an-I

ing effect upon the mind distracted by.

not -

‘written a century and a quarter ago, and.

y the’ mind away froin .

can be accom.’
- plished without encountering somé state-*

ome passing reflection,

;4: -two or three ‘further instancés” onthe.
linesof many,which-1have already printed :

‘for instance, ‘there. is a sentence on Lord.
rations on the Trade, ¢

which might: be. used.-to-day as;

intended to guide the industry,to_
‘correct the prejudice,.and to assuagethe,
passions. of a country, which seemed to -

and the ;

-flecting “‘nromthent,--the

ss

futurity,is dark and doubtful.
may possibly be my last; but the laws
of probability, so true in general, so
fallacious in particular, still allow about
fifteen years.’ To this he adds a footnote
which is peculiarly interesting at a time
when death is busy in our marts ;

Mr. Buffon,
possibility “of

from our disregard of the
death within» the ~four-and-

twenty hours, concludes that.a chance; which
falls below or rises above ten thousand to
one, will never affect the hopes or fears of
a reasonable man. The fact is true, but our
courage.is the effect of thoughtlessnéss, rather
than of ‘teflection, Tf a public lottery were
drawn for the choice of.an immediate victim,
and if dur name wereinscribed on one of the
ten thousand ticketS, should we be perfectly
easver

Gibbon evidently, would suppose that the
ten thousand to one chance would make
aman uneasy, but I prefer to think with
Buffon that it should not. “affect” the
hopes: or fears” of: a reasonable man.”

 

 

     
 

‘*The Adjutant,”’ who has writtén especi-
ally for ‘The War illustrated’ a-series of
“‘Word Pictures of the Desert War,"’ the
A of which appears on ‘another page of

this issue. -

Now, if” wetake the population of the
inner Metropolitan” area’ at’ .5,000,000——
a-moderate estimate—and put the average
number killed in‘’an air
that“areaat filty, we “get | a “chiance “of:
100,000 to one!» So” that on “Buffon’s”
reasoning Wwe Ought-all to be. as:calm’ as
cucumbers _when the ,barragé- is , going
andthe bombs “ate dropping. ‘Yes. but; <
as. Gibbon Says, the,dy of, prokabi
“so true’ in "general ” e So. fall
in particular.” .

WHEN Captaii Albert Ball, NC; felt
through the evening- sky at Lens,

shot in’ the “head. by ~ ‘Lieutenant von —

ieninbien,. the finest lad ‘that ever wore .
wings ‘perished: Heéhad“become thé hero *
of ‘his country,’‘and the ‘greatest fighting
pilot of ‘his: time.’ “ After. engaging ‘in ‘a~

lous

hundred and fifty air battles, and destroy- |
ing “forty-three enemy machines, he -was~
trappedby. the. great German formation|

This. day.

|

~attack cov.ering |

ty,

3-2-2

hemmed,<him im over German anti-
aircraft batteries: and shot him down by

~ enveloping fire. Ball crashed one -of -his
opponents -and- forced two down a few’
moments before he was himself killed.

HE story of. his career has now been
related in a book by Messrs: W. A.

Briscoe and H. R. Stannard, with prefaces
by Mr. Lloyd George, Sir Douglas Haig,
Sir. Hugh Trenchard, and Brigadier-
General Higgins. The work mainly
consists of schoolboy-like, slanggy, scrappy
letters, written by the aviator to members
of his family. It is likely to become a
Classic). with. the young generation. of
Britons,.and no better book could be
put in the hands of.a growing boy. ~ For
Captain Ball was a very periect;. gentle,
knight of the air, incarnating each.
admirable quality of British youth. He
was full.of knowledge, full of feeling, and
tiue. sportsmanship. One. of the finest
spirits that, ever wore earth about. him;
as a soldier. of Christ -he was almost above
General’ Gordon, and the example ofhis,
life has become. a national tradition, the-
power of which “is likely to last for

5 ERE years. >

= 3 a-5 The Q:M. A. A.C.'Ss.
BLE.DESERVED {honour has beeit-.
‘¢onferred upon the Women’s’Arniy

Auxiliaty-Corps by Queen Mary’s assump= >
tion .of “the tommand-in-chief. of ‘the

3,cérps and’ the official “alteration -of. its
sititle +to <Queen’ Mary’s Army Auxiliary
Corps. © Recently ‘a’ service |:of «patrols

“has. been, added to the ccorps,: charged:
- with the duty of safeguarding th :memtbérs°
in camps and-hostels by seeing ‘that ‘they.
do not: form undesirableacquaintances,
and ‘that, “they.’ obServe*-the necessary
discipline. s Ps :

<<

LITTLEtouchof genius for organisa-
tion and administration is shownin

the fact that appointment Of members 0}.
the.corps-to these. patrols will be made as

~ a’mark of récognition of good character-
and’ service... Distinctive marks of the
honourwill be shoulder-straps of lemon -
yellow with a’ brassard of the same colou:
stamped with the. initials. O.M.A.A.C. in:
black, with a whistle attached, to-a white
lanyard worn round ‘the, left ‘arm... The
W.A.A.C.’s had already made themselves
smart. and honoured-répresentatives of
British womanhood helping the manhood
ofthempire in “the” war.’ As. -the

» O.M.A.A.C.’s they may be relied upon, to
increase their popularity’ and prestige. :

Ee is doubtul whether ate movement’
has produced “more new. idéas -than

the War “Savings campaign: has ‘done°
during >the past twelve > months*or- So.
‘Fhe «movement —has'* been fruitful:
adapting ideas to thedifficult saduivions:
of the --present ‘time; and -here-is ‘an
instance.

managerof a business, situatéd ina town
not visited by the ‘famous:engine of war,

procured) air old..wateér-tank, Which he
displayed -in his shop=window, together
with a notice‘to the:teffect that.‘althongh
the rezil Tank, could. nat>be procured. the .

one displayed was. just as= capable sol
holding- contributions :to=:the’ National
Exchequet.. The<illustration. was very:
Re 8and eeof wade pupligahen,

 GOC--e
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One of the French 13°6 Guns Searching for the
German Guns Bombarding Paris from St, Gobain 
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WHITE
ESPONSIBIEITY for many deaths

lies heavy on the soul of Kaiser
Wilhelm. Of one in particular—of the
death of Joy—it seems incredible that he
cen be unconscious. Wherever he goes
in those hurried journeys of his, that may
serve as outlets for the morbid energy of
an unsettled mind; but bytragic irony of
Fate contribute nothing to the achieve-
ment of his ambition, he is confronted by
landscapes and by scenes of human life
from whichall joy has disappeared. ‘‘ He
killed Joy” might, indeed, serve as an
epitaph to be engraved uponhis tomb.

EDULOUSPress agents have secured
many photographs of the Imperial

megalomaniac on his war wanderings.
Posed on an eminence he looks eastwards
over Russia, westwards over France,
southwards over Italy, northwards over
the ocean. What does he see, one
wonders ? In the far background, per-
haps, some fantastic mirage of palaces
where he treads, a laurelled conqueror;
but in the foreground only heaped
corpses of his subjects, slain in adventure

not of their own secking, and heaped
corpses of men of every civilised race, who
all gladly accepted death rather than the
shame of submission to-his tyranny. And
in the middle distance, rising above the
shell-ploughed, chemical-poisoned waste,
where every lovely and wholesome thing
is obliterated, smoke—not the smoke
that in delicate spirals tells of quiet joys
beside peaceful hearths, but the lurid
smoke of burning towns and homesteads,

quick bursts of smoke from exploding
shells, creeping banks of smoke from evil
cylinders. In all that wide prospect not
a trace o° joy. - =

HEN -he turns and goes—where, does
notmatter. When battlesare toward,

this War Lord must run away and play—
write telegrams to his wife, give Iron
Crosses to anybody who hasn’t got one—
if there is such a person—do anything he
likes except interfere. All-Highest is a
very fine title, but it does not belong to
the master and ruler of Germany. His
name is Ludendorff, as the Kaiser knows
very well. So Wilhelm turns his face
towards his own dominions, and, again
one wonders, what does he see there ?> I

have no knowledge by which to correct
the varying accounts of conditions of life
in Germany to-day; but one thing I am
very sure hé does not see within the
confines of the Central - Empires—and
that is a single trace of joy.

EFORE -that cheerless vista the
wretched man may be left. Ele-

mentary justice requires that he should
lose a blessing of which he has robbed the
world, and joy certainly falls within that
category. _Here in England,: with the
clean, safe sea between us and the stark
ruin of war-swept territories, it has be-
comeso rare that it has often been deemed
non-existent. 

c
o
n
:
o
e
:

ness, then, must life be im’ the enemy-
occupied ‘countries!

Jez: however, makes very deep roots

unpromising conditions. “Actual —_ evil
_ seems, indeed, to be the only thing abso-
lutely fatal to it. It will creep into the

Howhideousin its sombre- -

and will raise a modest head in most

OUR OBSERVATION.POST
 

23=22>

NIGHTSINJUNE|very humblest state where innocence of
thought and act prevails, and will assert
its existence without jarring upon sadness
which it may not be able to oust, The
power to do that is, I suppose, what
distinguishes it irom mirth and from
gaiety.. Certainly these would offend im
a house where sadness dwells, whereas
quiet joy can creep in and be sure of a
welcome. And this being so, it seems to
me plain duty to encourage joy wherever
one is so fortunate as to light uponit,
without being hypercritical about its
form of expression.

S usual I am setting down on paper
the random thoughts of a recent

mood. Even as a child I did not take
kindly to going to bed by daylight, and
even if I had not-had some work to do
this evening, I should not have turned
my mind and feet bedwards as the clock
pointed nearly to ten. I did what.a good
many other sensible men and women did
—went down to the river and walked
along the Embankment “in the cool of
the-day,” listening to the sound of the
moving water and the stirring leaves, and
less than half consciously observing the
masses of the trees in the park on the
opposite bank, the masses of. piers and
chimney-stacks and blocks of buildings
seen against a moonless night sky, and
the broken lights on the water, the
flashes of electricity ike summer light-
ning Over the zenith, the bright diamond
sparks struck from the overhead wires
of the railway, and every now and then

the beams of a searchlight almost lazily
_Yeaching up as if to pick up something,
and then, having missed it, being cut oif
at the base.

"THEsearchlights kept thought of the
war prominent—the searchlights

and something else. All the time my
ears were pricked, expectant of the sound
that is so familiar at night i these times,
hali thud, half boom—the sound of a far-
distant explosion, which may or may not
ke followed by the hollow bang of maroons
and presently by the full orchestra of
barrage and bombs. Everybody walking
on the Embankment was similarly ex-
pectant. If a door banged in a distant
house, the just spoken word had to wait
a moment long enough to be noticed
before it was followed by the next word,
uttered in level tone. _Besides, so many
of thepeople strolling wore uniform, Not
all the glamour of a warm June night
could have brought forgetfulness of the

DODDSDSDODDPCRKASKKREG

lt Takes So Little
HE “Gas Attack” is the weekly organ of the
New York Division at Camp Wadsworth,

South Carolina, and it is winning distmeuch by
the quality of the verses contributed to its pages
by soldiers of the American Armythere in training.
This significant little m was written by Cornelius
Vanderbilt, junr., of
and has a message for everyone.

JT sakes toitlomakegladust acl of a fri

we fini: task we Ic nned, —

Andwelose the doubt, and thefear we had—> ’ r
Solittle it takes to make us glad. ~ q

ivision Headquarters 'Lroop, -

war. - Quiet: wasthere, on the healing
wings of night, but not joy. Yet, how. fl
positive a blessing that quiet is !

I DID not get home, however, as soon
as I expected when I turned my face —

westwards for the last time in my pacing
along the river, At the end of one bridge.
there is a coffee-stall, where at almost,
any hour of a summer night I am very
likely to find some kindred spiritdrawn by
the magic of running water and vague
shadow masses to that wonderful way
knownas the Embankment. Approach-
ing it now I sawa familiar face, and was.
greeted by a_ friendly voice. me
round to Dicky’s rooms,” it said,
““Majendie’s there, just home from the
front, and some of the others. I came
out to get cigarettes.” And to Dicky’s.
rooms accordingly we went. ~

‘Tee war has depleted the numberof
“the others,” but those who remain

make a company of which it is a privilege »
to be free, and those are white nights -
when one of the wanderers comes back.
Dicky was in a long chair, looking dis-
contented; Majendie was in a longer
chair, looking radiantly fit, and he had a
white-and-purple ribbon on his coat which
wasn’t there the Jast time I had seen him.
There were someother men, not easily
identifiable in the rather dim light spread
over the biggish room by a single reading
lamp in one corner, and at the piano was
a man whose name is known all over the
world as an organist.
nursery rhymes set to tunes of his own
composing, and as eachlittle scrap of pure
melody beautifully harmonised came to
an end, someone rapped out “ Old Mother
Hubbard,” or “ Little Miss Muffett,” and
anotherlittle fragment ofbeautiful sound
filled the room, One of them turned his
thoughts to modesas distinct from keys,
and after an outburst of denunciation
against Jandlubbers who knew nothing
of sea-music he broke into a sequence of
wonderful chanties. “ Tophole!” said
Majendie from his lounge. “ Dicky,let’s
hear ‘Innisfree’ again.” And the
organist man moved over to a cushioned
box where Dicky keeps his coals when he
can afford to buy any, and Dicky took
the chair at the piano and sang his own
settings of half a dozen lyrics by Yeats.

I LEFT them at it at past one o’clock
on a warm June morning. ° Before 1-

left them, however, I had had some chat
with Majendie. You've seen lots of his
black-and-white work, and may have
seen some of his plays. We thought him
a bit of a sentimentalist until we learned
that really he was a born soldier man. ~
And it was a dropped sentence from him |
that set me thinking about joy.“ It’s.
nights like this that I look forward to
when I’m over there,” he said. ‘‘ Joyous -|}
nights when one forgets there is such »
‘beastliness as the war. It’s rather good ~

the things that make life worth while!” .
So did a brave man find fine excuse for
his friends whom less worthy men have |
contemned as being as useless as thelilies _
of the field. But he wasright. Whoever
helps to keep joy alive in these times

; ae rane

-to know that someone is carrying on with |[* ~~

service to therace.
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- THE MEANS AND THE END.—In these two photographs we have striking impressions of the war in the air as it is being carried
on along the western front. The upper picture shows a burning German aeroplane that had been sent down crashing behind the lines
by a British alrman, The fower photograph shows British anti-aircraft guns which brought down a large enemy ‘plans in Francs,
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WHITE
ESPONSIBIEITY for many deaths

lies heavy on the soul of Kaiser
Wilhelm. Of one in particular—of the
death of Joy—it seems incredible that he
cen be unconscious. Wherever he goes
in those hurried journeys of his, that may
serve as outlets for the morbid energy of
an unsettled mind; but bytragic irony of
Fate contribute nothing to the achieve-
ment of his ambition, he is confronted by
landscapes and by scenes of human life
from whichall joy has disappeared. ‘‘ He
killed Joy” might, indeed, serve as an
epitaph to be engraved uponhis tomb.

EDULOUSPress agents have secured
many photographs of the Imperial

megalomaniac on his war wanderings.
Posed on an eminence he looks eastwards
over Russia, westwards over France,
southwards over Italy, northwards over
the ocean. What does he see, one
wonders ? In the far background, per-
haps, some fantastic mirage of palaces
where he treads, a laurelled conqueror;
but in the foreground only heaped
corpses of his subjects, slain in adventure

not of their own secking, and heaped
corpses of men of every civilised race, who
all gladly accepted death rather than the
shame of submission to-his tyranny. And
in the middle distance, rising above the
shell-ploughed, chemical-poisoned waste,
where every lovely and wholesome thing
is obliterated, smoke—not the smoke
that in delicate spirals tells of quiet joys
beside peaceful hearths, but the lurid
smoke of burning towns and homesteads,

quick bursts of smoke from exploding
shells, creeping banks of smoke from evil
cylinders. In all that wide prospect not
a trace o° joy. - =

HEN -he turns and goes—where, does
notmatter. When battlesare toward,

this War Lord must run away and play—
write telegrams to his wife, give Iron
Crosses to anybody who hasn’t got one—
if there is such a person—do anything he
likes except interfere. All-Highest is a
very fine title, but it does not belong to
the master and ruler of Germany. His
name is Ludendorff, as the Kaiser knows
very well. So Wilhelm turns his face
towards his own dominions, and, again
one wonders, what does he see there ?> I

have no knowledge by which to correct
the varying accounts of conditions of life
in Germany to-day; but one thing I am
very sure hé does not see within the
confines of the Central - Empires—and
that is a single trace of joy.

EFORE -that cheerless vista the
wretched man may be left. Ele-

mentary justice requires that he should
lose a blessing of which he has robbed the
world, and joy certainly falls within that
category. _Here in England,: with the
clean, safe sea between us and the stark
ruin of war-swept territories, it has be-
comeso rare that it has often been deemed
non-existent. 
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ness, then, must life be im’ the enemy-
occupied ‘countries!

Jez: however, makes very deep roots

unpromising conditions. “Actual —_ evil
_ seems, indeed, to be the only thing abso-
lutely fatal to it. It will creep into the

Howhideousin its sombre- -

and will raise a modest head in most

OUR OBSERVATION.POST
 

23=22>

NIGHTSINJUNE|very humblest state where innocence of
thought and act prevails, and will assert
its existence without jarring upon sadness
which it may not be able to oust, The
power to do that is, I suppose, what
distinguishes it irom mirth and from
gaiety.. Certainly these would offend im
a house where sadness dwells, whereas
quiet joy can creep in and be sure of a
welcome. And this being so, it seems to
me plain duty to encourage joy wherever
one is so fortunate as to light uponit,
without being hypercritical about its
form of expression.

S usual I am setting down on paper
the random thoughts of a recent

mood. Even as a child I did not take
kindly to going to bed by daylight, and
even if I had not-had some work to do
this evening, I should not have turned
my mind and feet bedwards as the clock
pointed nearly to ten. I did what.a good
many other sensible men and women did
—went down to the river and walked
along the Embankment “in the cool of
the-day,” listening to the sound of the
moving water and the stirring leaves, and
less than half consciously observing the
masses of the trees in the park on the
opposite bank, the masses of. piers and
chimney-stacks and blocks of buildings
seen against a moonless night sky, and
the broken lights on the water, the
flashes of electricity ike summer light-
ning Over the zenith, the bright diamond
sparks struck from the overhead wires
of the railway, and every now and then

the beams of a searchlight almost lazily
_Yeaching up as if to pick up something,
and then, having missed it, being cut oif
at the base.

"THEsearchlights kept thought of the
war prominent—the searchlights

and something else. All the time my
ears were pricked, expectant of the sound
that is so familiar at night i these times,
hali thud, half boom—the sound of a far-
distant explosion, which may or may not
ke followed by the hollow bang of maroons
and presently by the full orchestra of
barrage and bombs. Everybody walking
on the Embankment was similarly ex-
pectant. If a door banged in a distant
house, the just spoken word had to wait
a moment long enough to be noticed
before it was followed by the next word,
uttered in level tone. _Besides, so many
of thepeople strolling wore uniform, Not
all the glamour of a warm June night
could have brought forgetfulness of the
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lt Takes So Little
HE “Gas Attack” is the weekly organ of the
New York Division at Camp Wadsworth,

South Carolina, and it is winning distmeuch by
the quality of the verses contributed to its pages
by soldiers of the American Armythere in training.
This significant little m was written by Cornelius
Vanderbilt, junr., of
and has a message for everyone.

JT sakes toitlomakegladust acl of a fri

we fini: task we Ic nned, —

Andwelose the doubt, and thefear we had—> ’ r
Solittle it takes to make us glad. ~ q

ivision Headquarters 'Lroop, -

war. - Quiet: wasthere, on the healing
wings of night, but not joy. Yet, how. fl
positive a blessing that quiet is !

I DID not get home, however, as soon
as I expected when I turned my face —

westwards for the last time in my pacing
along the river, At the end of one bridge.
there is a coffee-stall, where at almost,
any hour of a summer night I am very
likely to find some kindred spiritdrawn by
the magic of running water and vague
shadow masses to that wonderful way
knownas the Embankment. Approach-
ing it now I sawa familiar face, and was.
greeted by a_ friendly voice. me
round to Dicky’s rooms,” it said,
““Majendie’s there, just home from the
front, and some of the others. I came
out to get cigarettes.” And to Dicky’s.
rooms accordingly we went. ~

‘Tee war has depleted the numberof
“the others,” but those who remain

make a company of which it is a privilege »
to be free, and those are white nights -
when one of the wanderers comes back.
Dicky was in a long chair, looking dis-
contented; Majendie was in a longer
chair, looking radiantly fit, and he had a
white-and-purple ribbon on his coat which
wasn’t there the Jast time I had seen him.
There were someother men, not easily
identifiable in the rather dim light spread
over the biggish room by a single reading
lamp in one corner, and at the piano was
a man whose name is known all over the
world as an organist.
nursery rhymes set to tunes of his own
composing, and as eachlittle scrap of pure
melody beautifully harmonised came to
an end, someone rapped out “ Old Mother
Hubbard,” or “ Little Miss Muffett,” and
anotherlittle fragment ofbeautiful sound
filled the room, One of them turned his
thoughts to modesas distinct from keys,
and after an outburst of denunciation
against Jandlubbers who knew nothing
of sea-music he broke into a sequence of
wonderful chanties. “ Tophole!” said
Majendie from his lounge. “ Dicky,let’s
hear ‘Innisfree’ again.” And the
organist man moved over to a cushioned
box where Dicky keeps his coals when he
can afford to buy any, and Dicky took
the chair at the piano and sang his own
settings of half a dozen lyrics by Yeats.

I LEFT them at it at past one o’clock
on a warm June morning. ° Before 1-

left them, however, I had had some chat
with Majendie. You've seen lots of his
black-and-white work, and may have
seen some of his plays. We thought him
a bit of a sentimentalist until we learned
that really he was a born soldier man. ~
And it was a dropped sentence from him |
that set me thinking about joy.“ It’s.
nights like this that I look forward to
when I’m over there,” he said. ‘‘ Joyous -|}
nights when one forgets there is such »
‘beastliness as the war. It’s rather good ~

the things that make life worth while!” .
So did a brave man find fine excuse for
his friends whom less worthy men have |
contemned as being as useless as thelilies _
of the field. But he wasright. Whoever
helps to keep joy alive in these times

; ae rane

-to know that someone is carrying on with |[* ~~

service to therace.
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- THE MEANS AND THE END.—In these two photographs we have striking impressions of the war in the air as it is being carried
on along the western front. The upper picture shows a burning German aeroplane that had been sent down crashing behind the lines
by a British alrman, The fower photograph shows British anti-aircraft guns which brought down a large enemy ‘plans in Francs,
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE GREAT OFFENSIVE :
 

HOW THE GUNNERS SAVED THE DAY
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front

T is not too muchto say that in the
St. Quentin Battle the Royal Artil-
jery at many points did a great deal

towards saving the Fifth and Third
British Armies from a serious defeat.
The infantry did all, and morethanall,

that could be expected of mortal men,

but they could not stand unaided before
the numbers which the Germans put into
the field. By the violence of the enemy’s
bombardment many of them were blown
out of their forward positions, or were
killed fighting in them, or were captured,
wounded and unable to stir. After that
the pressure of fresh troops against tired
ones was so heavy that at several points
our troops could only fall back, fighting
as they went with all the vigour left to
them, and making the enemy pay dearly
in casualties for his advance.

During these five days’ fighting our
gunners did work of which it would be
impossible to exaggerate the value. I
could tell endless stories of individual
gallantry. How an R.A. sergeant worked
his gun under fire until it was destroyed
by a direct hit, then joined an infantry
battalion, was given a lieutenant’s com-
mand, handled it skilfully for two days
until, with the-enemy all around and his
ammunition exhausted, he seized a pick-
axe, and was last seen killing .Germans
with that.

Typical Battery Heroism

Howanother sergeant worked an anti-
Tank gun in the Lys Battle until the
Germans were within two hundred yards
of it. It had been damaged by shell
before getting into action. Its trail was
cut and the breech-block after a short
time worked stiffly. Again a pickaxe
came in useful. After every round the
sergeant prised the breech open for ‘the -
new charge to be put in.
Or how a gunner officer found the

enemypractically on him about noon on
March 21st, south of Benay.. He had
just time to remove the breech-blocks
and make the guns useless to the enemy,
and he might then have retired. But he
told his men to take their rifles and to
-work a machine-gun belonging to the
battery so as to keep the Germans back
for a while, which they did, holding the
Benay-Hinacourt road and most usefully
delaying the advance.
But in order to give as vivid an idea

as possible of the task which fell upon
the artillery, I am going to relate what
happened during the retirement to one
particular battery. This will have both

. a personal and a general interest, for what
_ one battery did many did. All con-
tributed to the famous record. Their
adventures were all more or less the
same.
The one I have picked out, more by

chance than by design, was close behind
fhe front upon which the enemy broke
through in the south, I had paid a visit

. to it a few days before the attack. The
major in command was a fine example of
Britain’s young “‘ newsoldiers.” He was
ga New York when war began, earning
£0 a week. He took thefirst boat to
iverpool, and enlisted in a cavalry regi-

“ment at a shilling a day. He could have
got a commission in course of time upon
bis public school and Oxford credentials,

but he could not wait. He got out to
France before the end of 1914. For more
than a year he was a trooper. Then he
was recommended for a commission, and
took one in the R.A. By his cleverness
and energy he gained quick promotion,
and 1918 found him a major with a
battery under his command.

His guns were on the easternside of the
railway running from St. Quentin south-
wards. North-west of them was the
station of Essigny, and to the north-east
the village. In front the ground sloped
gently upward. It was clear that an
attempt to advance in force down this
slope would be terribly expensive. The
Germans did not make it. They got into
Essigny village early. Then they took
the railway station. Then they tried to
trickle forward along paths-and hedges
and little watercourses. All these efforts
our battery checked. It blew them out
of the railway station, and it kept them

 

 

 

 
 

ONE OF THE MANCHESTERS
(From a sketch by Major Sir William Orpen,
one of the official artists on the western front.)

from coming out of the village except in
small numbers, a few ata time. It also

made the village an unpleasant place to
be in. + : é
From ten o’clock in the morning, when

the battery commander got the first news
of the attack and the orderto startfiring,

those guns went on firing until ten at
night. During all that time the enemy
gained no ground there. The infantry
were in very small numbersthere, and
the gunners held the line in that sector
practically alone, as in many another
upon that and the following days. ‘
At midnight came an orderto fall back.

At that time the front was pretty quiet.
They went back some distance and took
up their position near Flavy-le-Martel, a
village named evidently after some Roman
official (Flavius) whose rule bore so hardly
upon the district that it nicknamed him
‘The Hammer ”’ (Le Martel). Again the
battery was engaged all day in keeping

“the enemy back. Again they were com-

*pelled to fall back during the night. As.
the gunners went south-westwardsthey
saw flames shooting into the sky, and
soon there came into view a number of
sheds blazing at the top of a hill. The

road uphill was brightly lit up, and upon
it was falling a fierce barrage of German
shells.
“There was nothing for it,” said the

battery commander, ‘‘ but to go through
and trust to luck. I gave the order
‘ Trot!’ and up we went. I had no horse
then, so I caught hold. of the back of a
limber. Somehowwe got through without
a single casualty. It seemed marvellous —
then, it seems marvellous now. Not a
man or a horse was touched.”
They had another equally lucky escape

next day. They had, after the major had
hunted about for his brigade head-
quarters, been ordered to get in position
to open fire when they got word of the
Germans being within range. In an
orchard they found capital shelter for the
guns, The major had gaps cut in a hedge
just wide enough to take them. Thus,
with the additional security of the trees,
they were screened from spying German
aeroplanes.
Here they fired for a long time upon

numbers of spots which seemed to be
likely concentration points for enemy
troops. They saw the British battalions
falling back in good order, after French
soldiers had gone forward to relieve
them. Later the French were compelled
to fall back. ‘‘ The Boche will be here in
five minutes,” they said.

“Some Smart Work”

Soon after this the order for the battery
to withdraw was given over the tele-
phone. so S

“ Just then the German creeping bar-
rage, which had been gradually. coming
nearer, plumped down a bit in front of
our hedge. After that it dropped in the
orchard behind us. Skipped over us. No~
harm done. Another marvel. But we
had to get through it to make our way
out onto the road, andhere, in a ploughed:
field, we had several men-hit. All the
wounded we got on to the limbers and:
gun-catriages, though. Some of them had
to be held on, but they were all right
until we passed stretcher-bearers and
could hand them over.

“ The roads were full of traffic—every
kind of transport, all sorts of guns—and
going was slow. E ‘
“The next day the acutely critical

time was over, and the battery went to
the rear for a rest. That only lasted three
days, but it did us a world of good. We
couldn’t have gone on without it. We
were just about ‘all in.’ The men had
been four days without sleep, except in
snatches. We were hard atit all the day-'
time and making longish treks at
night. :
“They -went through it splendidly..

My men were a bit anxious when
they heard what the Frenchmen said’
about the Boche coming in five minutes,
But I said: ‘ Now then, we’re going to
do a shoot. I want to see some smart
work.’ And they putin some smart work;
and by a bit of luck we got on to a village
full of Germans, and must have killed
any number of them,”
That was how the Royal Artillery

helped to hold the line and saved the
Allies. from what might have been a
serious defeat, 5 :
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AB: tish soldier inquires of the crew of a French armoured car thelatest
news, and (right) French armoured cars and cavairy on their way to link up

~ with the British.

 
 

Stripped British gunners loading a big gun on the western front, and
(in circle) a French armouredcar in action 100 yds. from the enemy.

Marvels of Mechanism on the ModernBattlefield
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British gunners place the crane-lifted shell, shown in the picture above, int
shell ready ; and (left) the third stage, the big gun “ Bunty

o their big gun while their comrades below get another
” having just fired its missile at the foe.
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE GREAT OFFENSIVE :
 

HOW THE GUNNERS SAVED THE DAY
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front

T is not too muchto say that in the
St. Quentin Battle the Royal Artil-
jery at many points did a great deal

towards saving the Fifth and Third
British Armies from a serious defeat.
The infantry did all, and morethanall,

that could be expected of mortal men,

but they could not stand unaided before
the numbers which the Germans put into
the field. By the violence of the enemy’s
bombardment many of them were blown
out of their forward positions, or were
killed fighting in them, or were captured,
wounded and unable to stir. After that
the pressure of fresh troops against tired
ones was so heavy that at several points
our troops could only fall back, fighting
as they went with all the vigour left to
them, and making the enemy pay dearly
in casualties for his advance.

During these five days’ fighting our
gunners did work of which it would be
impossible to exaggerate the value. I
could tell endless stories of individual
gallantry. How an R.A. sergeant worked
his gun under fire until it was destroyed
by a direct hit, then joined an infantry
battalion, was given a lieutenant’s com-
mand, handled it skilfully for two days
until, with the-enemy all around and his
ammunition exhausted, he seized a pick-
axe, and was last seen killing .Germans
with that.

Typical Battery Heroism

Howanother sergeant worked an anti-
Tank gun in the Lys Battle until the
Germans were within two hundred yards
of it. It had been damaged by shell
before getting into action. Its trail was
cut and the breech-block after a short
time worked stiffly. Again a pickaxe
came in useful. After every round the
sergeant prised the breech open for ‘the -
new charge to be put in.
Or how a gunner officer found the

enemypractically on him about noon on
March 21st, south of Benay.. He had
just time to remove the breech-blocks
and make the guns useless to the enemy,
and he might then have retired. But he
told his men to take their rifles and to
-work a machine-gun belonging to the
battery so as to keep the Germans back
for a while, which they did, holding the
Benay-Hinacourt road and most usefully
delaying the advance.
But in order to give as vivid an idea

as possible of the task which fell upon
the artillery, I am going to relate what
happened during the retirement to one
particular battery. This will have both

. a personal and a general interest, for what
_ one battery did many did. All con-
tributed to the famous record. Their
adventures were all more or less the
same.
The one I have picked out, more by

chance than by design, was close behind
fhe front upon which the enemy broke
through in the south, I had paid a visit

. to it a few days before the attack. The
major in command was a fine example of
Britain’s young “‘ newsoldiers.” He was
ga New York when war began, earning
£0 a week. He took thefirst boat to
iverpool, and enlisted in a cavalry regi-

“ment at a shilling a day. He could have
got a commission in course of time upon
bis public school and Oxford credentials,

but he could not wait. He got out to
France before the end of 1914. For more
than a year he was a trooper. Then he
was recommended for a commission, and
took one in the R.A. By his cleverness
and energy he gained quick promotion,
and 1918 found him a major with a
battery under his command.

His guns were on the easternside of the
railway running from St. Quentin south-
wards. North-west of them was the
station of Essigny, and to the north-east
the village. In front the ground sloped
gently upward. It was clear that an
attempt to advance in force down this
slope would be terribly expensive. The
Germans did not make it. They got into
Essigny village early. Then they took
the railway station. Then they tried to
trickle forward along paths-and hedges
and little watercourses. All these efforts
our battery checked. It blew them out
of the railway station, and it kept them

 

 

 

 
 

ONE OF THE MANCHESTERS
(From a sketch by Major Sir William Orpen,
one of the official artists on the western front.)

from coming out of the village except in
small numbers, a few ata time. It also

made the village an unpleasant place to
be in. + : é
From ten o’clock in the morning, when

the battery commander got the first news
of the attack and the orderto startfiring,

those guns went on firing until ten at
night. During all that time the enemy
gained no ground there. The infantry
were in very small numbersthere, and
the gunners held the line in that sector
practically alone, as in many another
upon that and the following days. ‘
At midnight came an orderto fall back.

At that time the front was pretty quiet.
They went back some distance and took
up their position near Flavy-le-Martel, a
village named evidently after some Roman
official (Flavius) whose rule bore so hardly
upon the district that it nicknamed him
‘The Hammer ”’ (Le Martel). Again the
battery was engaged all day in keeping

“the enemy back. Again they were com-

*pelled to fall back during the night. As.
the gunners went south-westwardsthey
saw flames shooting into the sky, and
soon there came into view a number of
sheds blazing at the top of a hill. The

road uphill was brightly lit up, and upon
it was falling a fierce barrage of German
shells.
“There was nothing for it,” said the

battery commander, ‘‘ but to go through
and trust to luck. I gave the order
‘ Trot!’ and up we went. I had no horse
then, so I caught hold. of the back of a
limber. Somehowwe got through without
a single casualty. It seemed marvellous —
then, it seems marvellous now. Not a
man or a horse was touched.”
They had another equally lucky escape

next day. They had, after the major had
hunted about for his brigade head-
quarters, been ordered to get in position
to open fire when they got word of the
Germans being within range. In an
orchard they found capital shelter for the
guns, The major had gaps cut in a hedge
just wide enough to take them. Thus,
with the additional security of the trees,
they were screened from spying German
aeroplanes.
Here they fired for a long time upon

numbers of spots which seemed to be
likely concentration points for enemy
troops. They saw the British battalions
falling back in good order, after French
soldiers had gone forward to relieve
them. Later the French were compelled
to fall back. ‘‘ The Boche will be here in
five minutes,” they said.

“Some Smart Work”

Soon after this the order for the battery
to withdraw was given over the tele-
phone. so S

“ Just then the German creeping bar-
rage, which had been gradually. coming
nearer, plumped down a bit in front of
our hedge. After that it dropped in the
orchard behind us. Skipped over us. No~
harm done. Another marvel. But we
had to get through it to make our way
out onto the road, andhere, in a ploughed:
field, we had several men-hit. All the
wounded we got on to the limbers and:
gun-catriages, though. Some of them had
to be held on, but they were all right
until we passed stretcher-bearers and
could hand them over.

“ The roads were full of traffic—every
kind of transport, all sorts of guns—and
going was slow. E ‘
“The next day the acutely critical

time was over, and the battery went to
the rear for a rest. That only lasted three
days, but it did us a world of good. We
couldn’t have gone on without it. We
were just about ‘all in.’ The men had
been four days without sleep, except in
snatches. We were hard atit all the day-'
time and making longish treks at
night. :
“They -went through it splendidly..

My men were a bit anxious when
they heard what the Frenchmen said’
about the Boche coming in five minutes,
But I said: ‘ Now then, we’re going to
do a shoot. I want to see some smart
work.’ And they putin some smart work;
and by a bit of luck we got on to a village
full of Germans, and must have killed
any number of them,”
That was how the Royal Artillery

helped to hold the line and saved the
Allies. from what might have been a
serious defeat, 5 :
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AB: tish soldier inquires of the crew of a French armoured car thelatest
news, and (right) French armoured cars and cavairy on their way to link up

~ with the British.

 
 

Stripped British gunners loading a big gun on the western front, and
(in circle) a French armouredcar in action 100 yds. from the enemy.
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British gunners place the crane-lifted shell, shown in the picture above, int
shell ready ; and (left) the third stage, the big gun “ Bunty

o their big gun while their comrades below get another
” having just fired its missile at the foe.
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WORD-PICTURESOFTHE DESERT WAR

OUT WITH THE CONVOY
x

: N a bend of the river, within eighteen

: miles of the place where the Turk
: has just dug himself into the face
of the desert, a city has sprung up. It

sits astride the brown waters andfills the

surrounding desert spaces with the hum

and rattle of an army base, silencing the
croak of the reed frogs with the terror of

the unknown, and swerving the flighting

marsh ducks awayfromtheir immemorial
sanctuaries. It is the only visible thing
between the hot, shimmering horizons;

a strange and startling piebald incongruity
onthe infinite levels of the empty, arid
earth,

So far as the eye can see for most of

the day it belongs to nothing, is connected
with nothing. It is the essence of detach-

ment, the~- tangible embodiment of
isolation. But at odd-intervals through

the blazing hours, a sailor a steady

smudge of black smoke will creep up from

the south, and in due course the black hull
of a ‘“‘P” boat or the ochre poop of a
mahalla will swing into visibility and
grow more evident, until at last the
sinewy brown armsof waiting river Arabs
get busy with mooring ropes and date-
log “ tie-ups,”’ and the building of the city
proceeds.

It is a city of supplies. Except for the
big “‘ double fly’ tents and. grass-mat
‘shelters which protect its population from
the heat, this city’s growing buildings are
constructed of food and ammunition.

“ Bully Beef Square” to “Jam Row”

While the thermometer silver adheres
above the 120 deg. line in the shade of
the supply and transport officers’ tent,
vociferous files of Sindbad’s muscular
descendants—the river Arab—swarm and
jostle the planks and gangways of the
river vessels and rapidly shift cargoes
from holds to shore. In the cool of the
mornings and the burnt-out ends of the
days, sweating fatigue-parties of Indian
troops join in the cheery and whole-
hearted labour.
The five-story building of tea-cases

grows to six stories; the mansions ot
baled hay receive a tenth floor; Bully
Beef Square produces another wing ;
Flour. Alley begets another extension ;
Biscuit Corner raises another block ;
Ideal Villas expand with additional
edifices of milk cases; Jam Rowis deep-
ened with more “plum and apple”;
Canteen Corner enlarges its area; and a
little farther up-stream the ammunition
dump grows in menacing bulk.
And at the rear of all, on the desert face

of this city, three hundred laden A.T.
carts stand ready for their journey to the
troops which are fighting somewhere
away-beyond the forward horizon.
When the molten sun begins to slip

down the brazen sky towards the redden-
ing distance, a series of ‘‘ scrums OL

kicking mules and native drabies appear
in the vicinity of the waiting carts. Ina

few minutes a detachment of native
eavalry trot past and head out for the
open desert. :
At the same time a few small columns

ef British infantry appear on the scene,

By ‘The Adjutant’
bronzed, Jean, and business-like; the

rising dust and running sweat making

fantastic daubs on their darkly burnt

faces and knees.

Presently a keen-eyed officer canters
along the whole train of carts and troops.

He reins in at one place to hurl a curt
word at a drabie who has not quite

finished harnessing up;: he stops at
another to check an unhooked‘trace;

he wheels round when he gets to the

rearguard, and exchanges a word with

the subaltern in charge, and then he

gallops back to the head of the column,
the hoofs of his horse kicking fine dust

into the mouths and nostrils of those
near whomhepasses.

Off Into the Desert

At last a whistle shrills out; a mighty

grunt, rattle, and squeak answers, as the

carts swing into line. It gathers in
volume; a vast dust cloud rises; chains

rattle; drabies ery out to their pairs ;

soldiers of the escort “sling arms” and
open another shirt button ; a few watching
Arab porters wave the corners of their
robes ; one or twoclusters of British and
Indiantroopslight cigarettes, disintegrate,
and return to their duties. The convoy
is off into the open desert in the track of
its advance-guard.

Just as the stars fade from the desert’s
dome, and the sun pushes a red rim above
the distant hills, a vast column of dust
comes into being on the warming face of
the earth, and moves slowly and steadily
across its emptiness. There is something
oddly purposeful and persistent in its
progress and composition.

If you had been with the Turkish raid-
ing patrol that lay doggo in the dried,
ancient irrigation channel just about a
mile ‘ahead of this strangely elongated
“dust devil,’ you would have heard
strangely familiar sounds proceeding
from the bowels of it. The clank of steel
trace-chains; the creak of wooden
wheels; the squeaking scream of dry
axles; the snuffling snort and grunt of
dust-breathing mules; sharp, clear
British voices. With keen. eyesight you
would have noted that at the flanks and
rear and front of the main displacement
of earth atoms were other separate and
more mobile fulcrums of disturbance as
though the big dust caterpillar were
accompanied by a family of little cater-
pillars. One of these latter appeared to
be heading for the donga where the raiders
and their horses were concealed. The big
caterpillar was heading in a line that
would pass the donga by half a mile or
more.

Dealing with an Ambush

The detached dust centre grewrapidly
in volume as the speed of its advance
increased. From its shelter sounded the
hammer ofhoofs. . :

It elongated and spread, split into frag-
ments and slowed down. The new sun
pierced the lessening dust and gleamed
on the accoutrements of some Indian
cavalry sowars, well extended andalert,
Two of them spurred up to within a few

hundred yards of the donga and the
waiting enemy, swerved off and passed
away again.
The big caterpillar continued to move

stolidly on its course, The sowars
seemed to ride forward and join.its fore-
most antenne. About fifteen minutes
later a burst of fire broke the air. The
rear of the dust devil was under the fire of
the hidden enemy. ‘Theraider was trying
to stampede or cut out a portion of the
caterpillar. as
The column of dust, however, went

steadily on, either hesitating nor
hastening.

‘But one of the small family stopped,
and spread out. Another volley, and the
hidden enemy came from his donga with

a formidable rush. He travelled two
hundred yards before anything happened.

And then the rip and rattle of a machine-
gun commenced, and one of his horses

went down with its rider. Some rifles.
joined the chorus. The Turk held on for
another hundred yards, and then he broke
and wheeled for his own horizon with
hissing lead around his ears. It was a
useless effort.
And while the raiders’ horses stretched

their necks for home, a section of
British soldiers rose from the desert,
dusted themselves down, cursed and
grinned, ‘slung their rifles, “ humped” a
Maxim and tripod, and, resolving them-
selves once more into a little cloud of
dust, followed on after the mother-
caterpillar—the British convoy that was
taking mails, ammunition, and food to
the advance posts.

At the Outpost Line

The next morning, at about the same
hour, the perimeter camps of the division
that was holding the Turk begin to yawn
and stir. 2

Platoon sergeants get abusive, and in
each battalion half a dozen men and a_
corporal climb into their equipment and
topees, pick up their rifles, and slouch off
to the mule lines. .

“ Now, then, jeldi!” growls a Cockney
corporal to the native drabies, who are
slowly harnessing a couple of mules to one
of ths battalion carts. “‘ Don’t want ter
wait ’ere all the blinking day for that
’ere transport.”

“Ultcha, sahib,” answers the Indian
driver, with Eastern gravity.
The corporal takes a cigarette from his

puttee and lights it. A couple of the men
follow his example. From the perimeter
trenches sentries begin to climb out on
to the lightening face of the desert and
stare Casually at the widening empty
horizons. From the camp field-kitchens
blue smoke commences to spiral up in
preparation for breakfast. = = =

Suddenly the drabie swings up into the
cart seat, and the cart swings out through
the wire, ' : 2 ux
“Come on!” commands the corporal

curtly. ‘‘Let’s go andfetch thegrub,
and ‘see if there are any letters this —
mornin’.” . ‘
And the ration-party starts on its

morning journey to the divisional dump,
where theconvoy dropsits loads.
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A French artist’s impression of the new British Tanks in action near

Villers-Bretonneux, Inset: A German Tank covered with the signatures
of the men whocaptured it intact.
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WORD-PICTURESOFTHE DESERT WAR

OUT WITH THE CONVOY
x
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Inhuman Huns & Men Who Escaped Their Clutches| Fae Peoples ledged to Quench the Fire of War
 

 

   

 

 

: British soldiers at a machine-gun post in a barn in France during the pressure of the German offensive. Right: Some wounded

Germanprisoners captured during recent fighting, having had their hurts attended to, are given some welcome refreshment.

 

   
 

Germanstretcher cases waiting to be put aboard a hospital train, and (right) wounded Germans being placed on an adapted street
car near Cambrai. Three of the men in the front appear to be British prisoners. The pnotographs are from Germanpapers.
 

 

  

 

 

 

   

   

     

 

 

 

  
American soldiers with some enemy liquid-fire throwers which they had

brought~back after a successful raid on the German trenches, and (right)

back view of the men with the “ flammenwerfer ”’ carriers fastened on them.
Hun cruelty-mongers and men who escaped from their clutches. The portraits are Niemeyer(left) and General von Hanisch (right), }
concerning whose abominable cruelty to British prisoners evidence is available. In the middle are seven British soldiers who were 3
captured and escaped from behind the German lines. They are (left to right) : Lce.-Cp!. Barrie and Pte. Gallacher, Camerons ; Pte. :

Parkinson, Liverpool Regt. ; Pte. Wright, Camerons ; Pte. Weir, K.O.S.B.; Sergt. Cowley and Sergt. Gordon, London Regt.  
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F h infantrymen being trained in the use of a new i u

German prisoner in England watering horses. Right: A photograph picked up on the battlefield of men of the famous German ; aanoartahiack: inthe field. Right : The Archbishop of British Columbia, chaplain to the Canadianf

regiment known as the “‘ Cockchafers.’’ That regiment suffered severely in its last encounter against the Welsh Regiment. ‘ £

  
 

é  and very compact and portable machine-gun which has been found capable of
orces, talking to a Canadiansoldier.    
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Where the War Runs inthe River Valleys- a And on the Woo ed Summits of the Hills

          
  

& French coup de main which was carried out successfully in the direction of Anizy, on the Ailette, on May 11th, involved the crossing of a ‘on floats composed of hay-filled tarpaulins and, lashed together, formed a bridge wide enough for troops to cross in single file. The
watercourse. This picturesque series of drawings showsthe troops rehearsing that part of the task before them. From left to right the men are building and crossing of the bridge were carried out under protection of the rifies of a covering party. The extreme right-hand picture
shown bringing down duckboards prepared in standardised sections; these were pushed out into the water, where they were supported shows the men, regaining their lines at the end of the rehearsal, withdrawing the footbridge in sections for use again.

  

  Vue   
  

British troops holding the southern bank of the Aisne in action with the enemy crossing the river immediately below. The country swept British soldiers in trenches among the pine-clad summits of the Italian mountain ranges. Pending the long-announced resumption of
by the Germans in their advance since March 21st is a network of bivers and canals, and every bridgehead has been the scene of a stubborn the Austrian offensive on the-Italian front little has been. heard of the doings of the British troops waiting. ready on the Montello section

contest like that here depicted, the Allies holding on until the very last moment when the enemy was actually within pistol range. of the line. British activity\is chiefly represented by the Royal Air Force, there as elsewhere completely outclassing the enemy.
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Items of Interest Collected by the Camera __ Women Who Have Answered Duty’s Bugle-Call

 

 

    
 

   

 

 

Youthful Master of the Ceremonies at the Royal Hibernian Military School Sports, Dublin, making his voice heard. Right: Mr.W.L. One of the women of the Women’s Land Arm uiding the four-horse team of i i i : Distri i

Wyllie, R.A., the famous sea-painter, leading his Sea Scouts on parade. The boysare all engaged on war service along the coast. yg g rse team of a harrow in Oxfordshire. Right: Distribution of
prizes at Whit-Monday sports of members of the R.A.F. and the Women’s R.A.F. in the North of England.

 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 
Three exceedingly cheery negroes serving with the railroad con- ;
struction gang of the American Expeditionary Force in France.
 

   

 

  
 

King Georgeinspecting the ‘‘Wrens”’ duringa recentvisit to certain dockyards and
other centres of war activity. In circle: A ‘Wren’? practising bugle-calls. 
  

  
 

  
 

 
 

Removing the statue of Joan of Arc fromits site in front of the Cathedral of Rheimsto preventits destruction by the increasing bombard-

ment by the Germans. Right: Two Greenland sharks, a large and a small specimen, caught by the crew of one of H.M, trawlers.
Nurses at the Milton Infirmary, Portsmouth, going through one of their fire-drill exercises. They were finding considerable amuse-

ment in practising how to carry people from a burning building by the “ four-handed ”’ seat method,
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Items of Interest Collected by the Camera __ Women Who Have Answered Duty’s Bugle-Call

 

 

    
 

   

 

 

Youthful Master of the Ceremonies at the Royal Hibernian Military School Sports, Dublin, making his voice heard. Right: Mr.W.L. One of the women of the Women’s Land Arm uiding the four-horse team of i i i : Distri i

Wyllie, R.A., the famous sea-painter, leading his Sea Scouts on parade. The boysare all engaged on war service along the coast. yg g rse team of a harrow in Oxfordshire. Right: Distribution of
prizes at Whit-Monday sports of members of the R.A.F. and the Women’s R.A.F. in the North of England.

 

 

 

 
 

  

 
 

 
Three exceedingly cheery negroes serving with the railroad con- ;
struction gang of the American Expeditionary Force in France.
 

   

 

  
 

King Georgeinspecting the ‘‘Wrens”’ duringa recentvisit to certain dockyards and
other centres of war activity. In circle: A ‘Wren’? practising bugle-calls. 
  

  
 

  
 

 
 

Removing the statue of Joan of Arc fromits site in front of the Cathedral of Rheimsto preventits destruction by the increasing bombard-

ment by the Germans. Right: Two Greenland sharks, a large and a small specimen, caught by the crew of one of H.M, trawlers.
Nurses at the Milton Infirmary, Portsmouth, going through one of their fire-drill exercises. They were finding considerable amuse-

ment in practising how to carry people from a burning building by the “ four-handed ”’ seat method,
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ie _ In this page Mr. C. M. Sheldon presents our readers with a
sketch of one of the most historic scenes in all the battlefields of
France. Many photographs of the Church of Ablain St. Nazaire
have appeared, but as the Editor points out in his article in the
opposite page, it is hardly possible to get the camera into sucha
position that it will reproduce the landscape precisely as it is seen

by the living eye. This our artist successfully accomplishes in the
principal picture above, and conveys veryeffectively the outline of
the Hill of Notre Dame de Lorette in its relationship to the Church
of Ablain St. Nazaire. The Editor, in his word picture of the
scene, endeavours to impart a mental impression of what in the
future will be one of the most visited landmarks of the war.
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‘SACRED RUIN AND
i
"NHE ardent seeker after beauty will
i find it everywhere. Nature is
- beautiful in all her moods. ‘There

is a loveliness of life and of death, a

beauty. of growth and of decay. Man

alone is the creator of ugliness. Natureis
ever trying to outwit him by throwing
her kindly mantle over his ghastly handi-
work.

, Thebattlefields of France to-day abound
in evidence of this struggle between
the forces of beauty and of ugliness.
Here and there, by some odd freak, the
utter devilishness of modern destructive
‘ingenuity has been thwarted and the
ruin wrought has proved more beautiful
than the completeness destroyed.

. We dwellers in historic lands have a
liking for old ruined fanes and strong-
holds that probably exceeds our love of
the unbroken whole. Melrose Abbey,
Holyrood, ‘Tintagel, Kenilworth — we
should brand as vandals them who sought
to restore these lovely, mouldering frag~-
ments of the past. Nay, I half believe
that the vandals of ancient days who

' broke up “‘ the grandeur that was Rome,”
may have left some things more pictur- _
esque than they found them.

"PHERE is a charm about the imperfect
which the perfect often lacks. Per-

haps it is character, individuality, and
that comes not from faultless design, but
as casually as the mountain masses of the
Alps first came or the rolling downs of
Sussex. The ruins ofan old abbey or
medieval keep are closer to Nature’s
notions of beauty than the most glorious
perfection of pillared nave or crenellated
towet.

In this wise even the sword of Mars,
foul though it be. with the blood of
slaughtered millions, has some small

things of beauty among its horrific
memorials on these new battlefields of
the Great War. Notably the Church of
Ablain. St. Nazaire. This stands in a
corner of France unknown to me before
the war, but now more often in my mind’s

- eye than-any other.

INSe DAME DE LORETTEis a
- name that will inspire heroic memo-

ries in the French people as long as their
race endures. It is the name of a hill in
Artois, and its history in the war has led
meto christen it Hill Sinister. In its long,
lumpish outline it suggests the back- of
~some leviathan that, sated with the blood

~ of men, lies sleeping off its loathsome
debauch.* Doubtless the imagination
would have seen in it no such image had
its story been unknown, but knowing that
this hill was soaked in the most heroic
blood of France, each time my little
journeys took me past its southernslopes,
through Ablain to Souchez and Vimy
Ridge, I found myself calling it Hill
Sinister.
‘Ere yet I had looked upon this scene

with the eye of the flesh, I had often
studied it in photographs, and never have
“I found the camera so false an impres-
sionist, A photographic view of the
Church of Ablain St. Nazaire will show
you a picturesque ruin beyond which the
ground swells into a down-like mass.

By the Editor
But the pencil of the artist must be
requisitioned to present the real scene
in which Hill Sinister dominates the
picture and glooms down upon the ruins
of the church,

O* the top of that hill’ there stood a
chapel, Notre Dame de Lorette—Our

Lady of Loretto, so named after that

lovely spot on Italy’s Adriatic shore where
legend says the Holy House was de-
posited by the angels—andthehill takes
its name from the chapel that was. ~
The Germans clung to it after their

retreat from the Marne, knowing well its
value as commanding the northern flank
of the great Vimy Ridge, the Souchez
spur, and all the northern approaches to
Arras.
The chapel was turned into a fort, the

ravines which scar the hump-back of the
hill were trenches of Nature’s making, and
many new lines were excavated in the
chalky soil until the once green mass was
striped like some fabulous zebra.
The Lorette lies nearly due east and

west, and to the south a lowerhill uprises.
In the glen between lay the straggling
village of Ablain St. Nazaire, and, across
the lower hill, Carency. Souchez, with
its famous sugar factory, occupied the
hollow at the east end of the glen, below
the heights of Vimy. The mere mention
of these names, so fraught with sad and
glorious memories of this war, is enough
to establish the historic background of
the picture.
Looking upon the scene to-day the

wonderis that any race of men were ever
able to retake the hill once the Hun had
been allowed to fortify himself thereon,
and to turn each of the villages named
into formidable strongholds, But the
heroic French did this incredible thing,
in the doing of which they laid down their
lives by thousands on these scarred
slopes.

“NEVER in the war were such sights
seen as the remnants of the victo-

tious French presented when they were
relieved after their indescribable combats
in May, 1915. For thirteen days they
had fought forward literally by inches,
tinder incessant shelling from the German
batteries on Vimy Ridge until regiments
were attenuated to the strength of
companies; a battalion had shrivelled
to a platoon.
Day and night those heroes of the

bloodiest battle in the war had to move
in trenches among the ensanguined
fragments of their comrades, heaped
three or four atop, until each survivor
was soaking in the blood of his fallen
friends. The scantiest supplies were
obtainable during all these ghastly days
and more ghastly nights, but the miracle
was achieved, and on May a2ist the
fortified ruin of the Chapel of Our
Lady of Loretto on the top of the hill
was in the hands of the men who had
endured. The scriptural truth, “ they
who endure shall prevail,’”” was never more
gloriously vindicated, though the Hun
had madethe price a high oneand called
upon France to offer an awful sacrifice at
the altar of Our Lady,
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HILL SINISTER

Once the hill was gained and held, the
French then dominatedthe little towns
in the glens below; but much blood

had yet to flow ere Ablain and Souchez

and Carency were won—those thrilling
combats round the sugar factory, who
can forget ?

It was then that Ablain’s church

acquired its new picturesqueness and the

existing scene of singular beauty was

wrought in the wrack of battle.

wrt measure of beautythe Church
of. Ablain St. Nazaire may have

boasted in the days whenthevillage priest
celebrated Massat its high altar and gave
the holy wafer to children of the country-
side, who may have died in the fight to
wrest its ruins from the invader, I do not
know. But if one could think the war
away, the scene now presented by the
gleaming white ruin of that church,
standing like some lovely landmark of
monkish days, the great hill once more
verdant at Nature’s touch, forming a
splendid background, is instinct with
picturesque beauty and the peaceful
passing of time. ;

grey autumn and in gleaming spring
have I looked upon this sacred ruin

and marvelled at the soft lines of beauty
which the bursting shells could have shaped
from its masonry with such curious
mimicry of the gentler work of time:
Of roof there is no vestige, and only

one side of the nave remains, its well-
proportioned arches uniting the broken
apse to the tall-and dignified ruin of the
tower, the former height of which is
rather emphasised than diminished by a
slender fragment of the topmost part
still standing erect and pointing, like an
accusing finger, heavenward. Under the
leaden skies of autumn Hill Sinister,
behind and dominant, seems to absorb
into its own gloomy mass this pale and
ghostly group of Gothic arches with its
still aspiring fragment of a tower; but in
the sunshine of spring the white stonework
sparkles, and the whole airy ruin stands ©
out luminous from itS surroundings as
if endowed with a radiant nimbus of
martyrdom.

ORElikely than not theywerefriendly
guns that wrought the ruin® of

Ablain’s church ; so mayit not be that in
this inevitable and unwilling destruction
it assumed this new form of beauty, which
enemy wantonness would not have given
to it? Such, at least, is a pleasing fancy
that may be permitted to the wanderer
who comes upon the scene to-day.
Some day the Chapel of Our Lady on

the hill-top may be rebuilt in memory
of the many thousands of French heroes
wholaid down their lives on the Lorette,
but when the builders come again with
brick and mortar to remake a newvillage
where Ablain stood, they must not touch
that lovely, war-made ruin of the parish
church. Let them rear a newone,if they
must, but build they never so well, they
will achieve nothing more beautiful
than this monument of the great days
when French endurance overmastered
Hunnish devilry,
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ie _ In this page Mr. C. M. Sheldon presents our readers with a
sketch of one of the most historic scenes in all the battlefields of
France. Many photographs of the Church of Ablain St. Nazaire
have appeared, but as the Editor points out in his article in the
opposite page, it is hardly possible to get the camera into sucha
position that it will reproduce the landscape precisely as it is seen

by the living eye. This our artist successfully accomplishes in the
principal picture above, and conveys veryeffectively the outline of
the Hill of Notre Dame de Lorette in its relationship to the Church
of Ablain St. Nazaire. The Editor, in his word picture of the
scene, endeavours to impart a mental impression of what in the
future will be one of the most visited landmarks of the war.
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‘SACRED RUIN AND
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"NHE ardent seeker after beauty will
i find it everywhere. Nature is
- beautiful in all her moods. ‘There

is a loveliness of life and of death, a

beauty. of growth and of decay. Man

alone is the creator of ugliness. Natureis
ever trying to outwit him by throwing
her kindly mantle over his ghastly handi-
work.

, Thebattlefields of France to-day abound
in evidence of this struggle between
the forces of beauty and of ugliness.
Here and there, by some odd freak, the
utter devilishness of modern destructive
‘ingenuity has been thwarted and the
ruin wrought has proved more beautiful
than the completeness destroyed.

. We dwellers in historic lands have a
liking for old ruined fanes and strong-
holds that probably exceeds our love of
the unbroken whole. Melrose Abbey,
Holyrood, ‘Tintagel, Kenilworth — we
should brand as vandals them who sought
to restore these lovely, mouldering frag~-
ments of the past. Nay, I half believe
that the vandals of ancient days who

' broke up “‘ the grandeur that was Rome,”
may have left some things more pictur- _
esque than they found them.

"PHERE is a charm about the imperfect
which the perfect often lacks. Per-

haps it is character, individuality, and
that comes not from faultless design, but
as casually as the mountain masses of the
Alps first came or the rolling downs of
Sussex. The ruins ofan old abbey or
medieval keep are closer to Nature’s
notions of beauty than the most glorious
perfection of pillared nave or crenellated
towet.

In this wise even the sword of Mars,
foul though it be. with the blood of
slaughtered millions, has some small

things of beauty among its horrific
memorials on these new battlefields of
the Great War. Notably the Church of
Ablain. St. Nazaire. This stands in a
corner of France unknown to me before
the war, but now more often in my mind’s

- eye than-any other.

INSe DAME DE LORETTEis a
- name that will inspire heroic memo-

ries in the French people as long as their
race endures. It is the name of a hill in
Artois, and its history in the war has led
meto christen it Hill Sinister. In its long,
lumpish outline it suggests the back- of
~some leviathan that, sated with the blood

~ of men, lies sleeping off its loathsome
debauch.* Doubtless the imagination
would have seen in it no such image had
its story been unknown, but knowing that
this hill was soaked in the most heroic
blood of France, each time my little
journeys took me past its southernslopes,
through Ablain to Souchez and Vimy
Ridge, I found myself calling it Hill
Sinister.
‘Ere yet I had looked upon this scene

with the eye of the flesh, I had often
studied it in photographs, and never have
“I found the camera so false an impres-
sionist, A photographic view of the
Church of Ablain St. Nazaire will show
you a picturesque ruin beyond which the
ground swells into a down-like mass.

By the Editor
But the pencil of the artist must be
requisitioned to present the real scene
in which Hill Sinister dominates the
picture and glooms down upon the ruins
of the church,

O* the top of that hill’ there stood a
chapel, Notre Dame de Lorette—Our

Lady of Loretto, so named after that

lovely spot on Italy’s Adriatic shore where
legend says the Holy House was de-
posited by the angels—andthehill takes
its name from the chapel that was. ~
The Germans clung to it after their

retreat from the Marne, knowing well its
value as commanding the northern flank
of the great Vimy Ridge, the Souchez
spur, and all the northern approaches to
Arras.
The chapel was turned into a fort, the

ravines which scar the hump-back of the
hill were trenches of Nature’s making, and
many new lines were excavated in the
chalky soil until the once green mass was
striped like some fabulous zebra.
The Lorette lies nearly due east and

west, and to the south a lowerhill uprises.
In the glen between lay the straggling
village of Ablain St. Nazaire, and, across
the lower hill, Carency. Souchez, with
its famous sugar factory, occupied the
hollow at the east end of the glen, below
the heights of Vimy. The mere mention
of these names, so fraught with sad and
glorious memories of this war, is enough
to establish the historic background of
the picture.
Looking upon the scene to-day the

wonderis that any race of men were ever
able to retake the hill once the Hun had
been allowed to fortify himself thereon,
and to turn each of the villages named
into formidable strongholds, But the
heroic French did this incredible thing,
in the doing of which they laid down their
lives by thousands on these scarred
slopes.

“NEVER in the war were such sights
seen as the remnants of the victo-

tious French presented when they were
relieved after their indescribable combats
in May, 1915. For thirteen days they
had fought forward literally by inches,
tinder incessant shelling from the German
batteries on Vimy Ridge until regiments
were attenuated to the strength of
companies; a battalion had shrivelled
to a platoon.
Day and night those heroes of the

bloodiest battle in the war had to move
in trenches among the ensanguined
fragments of their comrades, heaped
three or four atop, until each survivor
was soaking in the blood of his fallen
friends. The scantiest supplies were
obtainable during all these ghastly days
and more ghastly nights, but the miracle
was achieved, and on May a2ist the
fortified ruin of the Chapel of Our
Lady of Loretto on the top of the hill
was in the hands of the men who had
endured. The scriptural truth, “ they
who endure shall prevail,’”” was never more
gloriously vindicated, though the Hun
had madethe price a high oneand called
upon France to offer an awful sacrifice at
the altar of Our Lady,
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Once the hill was gained and held, the
French then dominatedthe little towns
in the glens below; but much blood

had yet to flow ere Ablain and Souchez

and Carency were won—those thrilling
combats round the sugar factory, who
can forget ?

It was then that Ablain’s church

acquired its new picturesqueness and the

existing scene of singular beauty was

wrought in the wrack of battle.

wrt measure of beautythe Church
of. Ablain St. Nazaire may have

boasted in the days whenthevillage priest
celebrated Massat its high altar and gave
the holy wafer to children of the country-
side, who may have died in the fight to
wrest its ruins from the invader, I do not
know. But if one could think the war
away, the scene now presented by the
gleaming white ruin of that church,
standing like some lovely landmark of
monkish days, the great hill once more
verdant at Nature’s touch, forming a
splendid background, is instinct with
picturesque beauty and the peaceful
passing of time. ;

grey autumn and in gleaming spring
have I looked upon this sacred ruin

and marvelled at the soft lines of beauty
which the bursting shells could have shaped
from its masonry with such curious
mimicry of the gentler work of time:
Of roof there is no vestige, and only

one side of the nave remains, its well-
proportioned arches uniting the broken
apse to the tall-and dignified ruin of the
tower, the former height of which is
rather emphasised than diminished by a
slender fragment of the topmost part
still standing erect and pointing, like an
accusing finger, heavenward. Under the
leaden skies of autumn Hill Sinister,
behind and dominant, seems to absorb
into its own gloomy mass this pale and
ghostly group of Gothic arches with its
still aspiring fragment of a tower; but in
the sunshine of spring the white stonework
sparkles, and the whole airy ruin stands ©
out luminous from itS surroundings as
if endowed with a radiant nimbus of
martyrdom.

ORElikely than not theywerefriendly
guns that wrought the ruin® of

Ablain’s church ; so mayit not be that in
this inevitable and unwilling destruction
it assumed this new form of beauty, which
enemy wantonness would not have given
to it? Such, at least, is a pleasing fancy
that may be permitted to the wanderer
who comes upon the scene to-day.
Some day the Chapel of Our Lady on

the hill-top may be rebuilt in memory
of the many thousands of French heroes
wholaid down their lives on the Lorette,
but when the builders come again with
brick and mortar to remake a newvillage
where Ablain stood, they must not touch
that lovely, war-made ruin of the parish
church. Let them rear a newone,if they
must, but build they never so well, they
will achieve nothing more beautiful
than this monument of the great days
when French endurance overmastered
Hunnish devilry,
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Contrasted Roads Where War. Pursues Its

 

ourse
 

 

|

  
 

British troops marching through a village on the western front, watched by the women and children who had remained in their homes
despite the rumoursof the renewed German advance. To the women the soldiers represented a sure rock of defence; for the children

they had a laughing word and a smile of greeting which was returned with shy smiles.
 

 
 

   
Along the sandy road over the Jebel Hamrin: British troops marching over the mountainous ridge that Jies athwart the road from Deli
Abbas to Kifri, in. Mesopotamia, and extends westward tonear Tekrit, onthe Tigris. in this inhospitable region the population ig

- scanty, but the few natives gathered by the roadside to see the army that was driving the Turkish oppressor steadily farther north,
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MOREOBSERVATIONSOF ANORDERLY
HUMOURS FROMA WAR HOSPITAL

By Ward Muir
Author of the Popular “ Observations cf an Orderly”

the unit at the war hospital when
I enlisted there as an orderly. (The

number has since then been reduced,
owing to the introduction, in some depart-
ments, of womensubstitutes.)

_ We were “rather a mixed crowd,” as
the R.A.M.C. initials are supposed. to
indicate. I compiled, for a paragraph in
our magazine, a list of the avocations
from which my comrades had been drawn.
The result was curious. Khakiis, in the
popular phrase, a perfect camouflage.
Until you interrogated him, you seldom
knew what any given khaki-wearer had
beenin civilian life.

Jt turned out that, amongst our ranks,
we had several schoolmasters, two actors,

a lexicographer—he had been employed
on the learned staff of a great dictionary,
and I confess made me for the first
time realise that ‘‘lexicography’’ is
actually a profession—a cinema pianist,
a piano tuner, a fireman, two boxing
trainers, a racehorse stableman, a
barrister, a mining engineer, a member of
the Stock Exchange, a character vocalist,

Bee hundred and four men comprised

-a stage carpenter, a Tube liftman,;and a
printer—but a “printer,” so he said,
““of menuson Atlantic liners.”
Our unit, in short, was a miniature

replica of that splendid mélange, the New
British Army. Throughout the hospital’s
wards the same queer, and altogether
leasant and wholesome medley was, and

is, observable. True, the aitchless is—
well, commoner in the men’s wards than
in the officers’. But authentic aitchless-
ness is less common universally than
facetious littérateurs would have the
world believe.

x Independent Means”’

I think that if one: wanted to draw the
typical British soldier of to-day—though
the desire to define the typical is perhaps
rather absurd—one would look for a
lower middle-class man of the kind which
PettRidge has immortalised. That subtle
artist should, by the way, have something
to tell us about the matter, for heis now

labouring as honorary librarian in the
very hospital of which I write.
. This question of the soldier’s origin
interested me. I remember my inward
chuckle when I learned that one of our
favourite patients had been—and hoped
to be again—a lavatory attendant ; and
I frequently questioned the convalescents
who:helped: me in my dish-washing and
linen sorting.
-One, I recollect, gave a blasé toss

of the head, and informed me that he
had ‘‘independent means.” Pursuing
my investigations, I found that he was
a publican; and owned his pub. He
was exceedingly proud of the fact, and
““independent means ” in his case—as in
others of a higher status—did not spell
idleness. I gathered that he worked hard
to maintain and improve his property,
and in peace time was seldom absent from
behind his bar. “ It’s a small house to
look at,” he said ; “ but we pul! more beer
than any other in Blanktown.”
‘I believe he was regarded with deference

byhis fellow-patients, the “ independent
means” claim being tacitly admitted and
endorsed. Whereas a greengrocer, who

was also his own master, and might there-
fore have been supposed to enjoy the same
financially aristocratic position, received
no such esteem; he was merely looked

askance at because he smoked Egyptians,
instead of being content with the usual
cheap Virginian cigarette. ‘‘ Swank,’ was
the verdict ; and someone put the story

about that the greengrocer’s shop was in
reality his wife’s.
The Australians wereless classifiable by

English standards ; even those who came
from cities seemed rather open-air men
than clerks or shopkeepers. And most
could be summed up in this fragment of
ward dialogue:
“What was Danbefore the war ? ”
“ Oh, he was a married couple ona sheep

station.” ,

From “‘ Tourists"’ to ‘‘ Hard Thinkers”

To which, for the benefit of psycholo-
gists and future historians, I must take
leave to add, as not without significance,

the list of nicknames bestowed on. the
various contingents of Australian troops
that, one by one, followed each other

overseas -to help the Homeland. It —
appears that in Australia. this series of
forces which, as the months and years
dragged on, were raised and then shipped
westward, were called: 1. The Tourists
(‘‘ the six-bob-a-day tourists’); 2. The
Dinkums (dinkum, a common Antipodean
word for ‘“‘good’’); 3. The Super-
Dinkums; 4. The War Babies; and 5.
The Hard Thinkers.

I think it will be admitted that “ The
Hard Thinkers” is shrewd.
Our hospital, ever since the Gallipoli

period, has always housed hosts of
Australian patients. Once, in my ward,
twoof these fine fellows, in adjacent beds,
were=recovering from the operating-table
experience, and, still under the influence
of the anesthetic, were maundering in the
manner typical of that state. The first
of them kept groaning, “I want to go
home! I want to go-home!” And at
last the second—equally unconscious, but
with an odd effect of sudden, clear-headed

exasperation—exclaimed, ~‘‘ Then you'd
better learn swimming !”’ :
Homesick though*he often excusablyis,

the ‘ Ozzi’’—this is our amicable nom
de guevve for the Australian—is, as a rule,
a superb specimen of mankind, and,

despite the many jokes anent his some-
what casual interpretation of the word
Discipline, makes a fierce and fearless
fighter,

Cockney Irrepressibles

What, however, has surprised all the
military experts is the soldierly courage
also exhibited on every field by that
comparatively frail and weedy soul the
Cockney. This once-scorned genus, in all
its grades from costermonger to humble
clerk, has won golden opinions from those
in command. And if the Cockney is
game in battle, we at the hospital can
testify that he is an ideal patient when
wounded. :
The Colonials are cheery giants in the

wards, but the little Cockney has an
irreverent and irrepressible mischievous-
ness peculiarly his own. One rascal, I
remember, when we were visited by an

august personage, was asked what was

his trade, and answered unabashed,
“A Viennese bandsman,sir.’ The state-
ment, if audacious, was valid. He had
played in one of those orchestras which,
before the war, were constrained to call
themselves ‘‘ Herr So-and-So’s White
Viennese Band,” to please the snobbish

people who hired ‘them for evening
receptions, although, under their uniforms,
the musicians. were. true-blue Britons.
They were mainly Yorkshiremen, in point
of fact; but this particular player was

Bermondsey born and bred.
The same man, after his discharge

from hospital, laconically conveyed to us
the news that he had been ordered back
to the front by sending a postcard with
this grim, yet engaging, inscription :
“ Reserve Bed 5 for me, please, Sister.”
And I think Sister treasures that message,
both as a testimonial and a memento, for
our comrade who pennedit will return no
more, either to enliven his\\ward or to
make melody behind the palms of West
End drawing-rooms.
The visits of august personages are

apt to cause unforeseen contretemps. On
one occasion an orderly of the hospital
was bitten on the cheek by a gnat, said
gnat having evidently banqueted before-
hand on unsavoury meats, for the orderly’s
blood became poisoned, his face swelled to

an alarmimg size, and he had to be put
to bed in a ward alongside the pukka
wounded.

To the Victor—Teeth

Asill-fortune would have it, the august
personage halted opposite this bed, and
surveying the bulbous and bandaged
countenance upon the pillow, inquired
compassionately, “‘ Were you hit by a
bullet .or. shrapnel?” The victim
mumbled, ““A-gnat!” But the timid
answer -escaped the ears of the august
personage, who observed, “I trust it did

not knock any of your teeth out,” and
passed on, followed by the retinue of
grave red-tabs and brass hats, with a

fringe of anxious hospital officials, each
afraid of catching the other’s eye.
-The. mistake was, to be sure, a not

unaccountable one, for the hospital has

contained countless cases of injuries to
the jaw. :
Our dental department is kept busy

devising ingenious jaw splints, and
thereby saving many a sufferer who,
under similar-circumstances a few years
ago, would have been condemnedto life-

long subsistence onliquid foods, if, indeed,
he had survived atall. —

Our chief dental surgeon was waited on
the other day bya soldier who produced a
‘“set of fancy teeth,” as he called them,

said they were fitting badly, and asked to
have themadjusted. ‘“‘ But this isn’t your
own plate,” exclaimed the surgeon when
he had examined it. Mr. Atkins admitted
that. It was, he confessed, a German
plate. The Boche, in a struggle, had
knocked out and broken Mr. Atkins’
false teeth ; so Mr. Atkins, observing that

his foe was similarly supplied, helped
himself to Fritz’s. “‘ They’ve never some-
how seemed quite right, though, sir,” he
remarked, more in sorrow than in anger;
“and I begin to think I might have been
kinder to-take that chap prisoner instead
of killing him |”
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Contrasted Roads Where War. Pursues Its

 

ourse
 

 

|

  
 

British troops marching through a village on the western front, watched by the women and children who had remained in their homes
despite the rumoursof the renewed German advance. To the women the soldiers represented a sure rock of defence; for the children

they had a laughing word and a smile of greeting which was returned with shy smiles.
 

 
 

   
Along the sandy road over the Jebel Hamrin: British troops marching over the mountainous ridge that Jies athwart the road from Deli
Abbas to Kifri, in. Mesopotamia, and extends westward tonear Tekrit, onthe Tigris. in this inhospitable region the population ig

- scanty, but the few natives gathered by the roadside to see the army that was driving the Turkish oppressor steadily farther north,
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MOREOBSERVATIONSOF ANORDERLY
HUMOURS FROMA WAR HOSPITAL

By Ward Muir
Author of the Popular “ Observations cf an Orderly”

the unit at the war hospital when
I enlisted there as an orderly. (The

number has since then been reduced,
owing to the introduction, in some depart-
ments, of womensubstitutes.)

_ We were “rather a mixed crowd,” as
the R.A.M.C. initials are supposed. to
indicate. I compiled, for a paragraph in
our magazine, a list of the avocations
from which my comrades had been drawn.
The result was curious. Khakiis, in the
popular phrase, a perfect camouflage.
Until you interrogated him, you seldom
knew what any given khaki-wearer had
beenin civilian life.

Jt turned out that, amongst our ranks,
we had several schoolmasters, two actors,

a lexicographer—he had been employed
on the learned staff of a great dictionary,
and I confess made me for the first
time realise that ‘‘lexicography’’ is
actually a profession—a cinema pianist,
a piano tuner, a fireman, two boxing
trainers, a racehorse stableman, a
barrister, a mining engineer, a member of
the Stock Exchange, a character vocalist,

Bee hundred and four men comprised

-a stage carpenter, a Tube liftman,;and a
printer—but a “printer,” so he said,
““of menuson Atlantic liners.”
Our unit, in short, was a miniature

replica of that splendid mélange, the New
British Army. Throughout the hospital’s
wards the same queer, and altogether
leasant and wholesome medley was, and

is, observable. True, the aitchless is—
well, commoner in the men’s wards than
in the officers’. But authentic aitchless-
ness is less common universally than
facetious littérateurs would have the
world believe.

x Independent Means”’

I think that if one: wanted to draw the
typical British soldier of to-day—though
the desire to define the typical is perhaps
rather absurd—one would look for a
lower middle-class man of the kind which
PettRidge has immortalised. That subtle
artist should, by the way, have something
to tell us about the matter, for heis now

labouring as honorary librarian in the
very hospital of which I write.
. This question of the soldier’s origin
interested me. I remember my inward
chuckle when I learned that one of our
favourite patients had been—and hoped
to be again—a lavatory attendant ; and
I frequently questioned the convalescents
who:helped: me in my dish-washing and
linen sorting.
-One, I recollect, gave a blasé toss

of the head, and informed me that he
had ‘‘independent means.” Pursuing
my investigations, I found that he was
a publican; and owned his pub. He
was exceedingly proud of the fact, and
““independent means ” in his case—as in
others of a higher status—did not spell
idleness. I gathered that he worked hard
to maintain and improve his property,
and in peace time was seldom absent from
behind his bar. “ It’s a small house to
look at,” he said ; “ but we pul! more beer
than any other in Blanktown.”
‘I believe he was regarded with deference

byhis fellow-patients, the “ independent
means” claim being tacitly admitted and
endorsed. Whereas a greengrocer, who

was also his own master, and might there-
fore have been supposed to enjoy the same
financially aristocratic position, received
no such esteem; he was merely looked

askance at because he smoked Egyptians,
instead of being content with the usual
cheap Virginian cigarette. ‘‘ Swank,’ was
the verdict ; and someone put the story

about that the greengrocer’s shop was in
reality his wife’s.
The Australians wereless classifiable by

English standards ; even those who came
from cities seemed rather open-air men
than clerks or shopkeepers. And most
could be summed up in this fragment of
ward dialogue:
“What was Danbefore the war ? ”
“ Oh, he was a married couple ona sheep

station.” ,

From “‘ Tourists"’ to ‘‘ Hard Thinkers”

To which, for the benefit of psycholo-
gists and future historians, I must take
leave to add, as not without significance,

the list of nicknames bestowed on. the
various contingents of Australian troops
that, one by one, followed each other

overseas -to help the Homeland. It —
appears that in Australia. this series of
forces which, as the months and years
dragged on, were raised and then shipped
westward, were called: 1. The Tourists
(‘‘ the six-bob-a-day tourists’); 2. The
Dinkums (dinkum, a common Antipodean
word for ‘“‘good’’); 3. The Super-
Dinkums; 4. The War Babies; and 5.
The Hard Thinkers.

I think it will be admitted that “ The
Hard Thinkers” is shrewd.
Our hospital, ever since the Gallipoli

period, has always housed hosts of
Australian patients. Once, in my ward,
twoof these fine fellows, in adjacent beds,
were=recovering from the operating-table
experience, and, still under the influence
of the anesthetic, were maundering in the
manner typical of that state. The first
of them kept groaning, “I want to go
home! I want to go-home!” And at
last the second—equally unconscious, but
with an odd effect of sudden, clear-headed

exasperation—exclaimed, ~‘‘ Then you'd
better learn swimming !”’ :
Homesick though*he often excusablyis,

the ‘ Ozzi’’—this is our amicable nom
de guevve for the Australian—is, as a rule,
a superb specimen of mankind, and,

despite the many jokes anent his some-
what casual interpretation of the word
Discipline, makes a fierce and fearless
fighter,

Cockney Irrepressibles

What, however, has surprised all the
military experts is the soldierly courage
also exhibited on every field by that
comparatively frail and weedy soul the
Cockney. This once-scorned genus, in all
its grades from costermonger to humble
clerk, has won golden opinions from those
in command. And if the Cockney is
game in battle, we at the hospital can
testify that he is an ideal patient when
wounded. :
The Colonials are cheery giants in the

wards, but the little Cockney has an
irreverent and irrepressible mischievous-
ness peculiarly his own. One rascal, I
remember, when we were visited by an

august personage, was asked what was

his trade, and answered unabashed,
“A Viennese bandsman,sir.’ The state-
ment, if audacious, was valid. He had
played in one of those orchestras which,
before the war, were constrained to call
themselves ‘‘ Herr So-and-So’s White
Viennese Band,” to please the snobbish

people who hired ‘them for evening
receptions, although, under their uniforms,
the musicians. were. true-blue Britons.
They were mainly Yorkshiremen, in point
of fact; but this particular player was

Bermondsey born and bred.
The same man, after his discharge

from hospital, laconically conveyed to us
the news that he had been ordered back
to the front by sending a postcard with
this grim, yet engaging, inscription :
“ Reserve Bed 5 for me, please, Sister.”
And I think Sister treasures that message,
both as a testimonial and a memento, for
our comrade who pennedit will return no
more, either to enliven his\\ward or to
make melody behind the palms of West
End drawing-rooms.
The visits of august personages are

apt to cause unforeseen contretemps. On
one occasion an orderly of the hospital
was bitten on the cheek by a gnat, said
gnat having evidently banqueted before-
hand on unsavoury meats, for the orderly’s
blood became poisoned, his face swelled to

an alarmimg size, and he had to be put
to bed in a ward alongside the pukka
wounded.

To the Victor—Teeth

Asill-fortune would have it, the august
personage halted opposite this bed, and
surveying the bulbous and bandaged
countenance upon the pillow, inquired
compassionately, “‘ Were you hit by a
bullet .or. shrapnel?” The victim
mumbled, ““A-gnat!” But the timid
answer -escaped the ears of the august
personage, who observed, “I trust it did

not knock any of your teeth out,” and
passed on, followed by the retinue of
grave red-tabs and brass hats, with a

fringe of anxious hospital officials, each
afraid of catching the other’s eye.
-The. mistake was, to be sure, a not

unaccountable one, for the hospital has

contained countless cases of injuries to
the jaw. :
Our dental department is kept busy

devising ingenious jaw splints, and
thereby saving many a sufferer who,
under similar-circumstances a few years
ago, would have been condemnedto life-

long subsistence onliquid foods, if, indeed,
he had survived atall. —

Our chief dental surgeon was waited on
the other day bya soldier who produced a
‘“set of fancy teeth,” as he called them,

said they were fitting badly, and asked to
have themadjusted. ‘“‘ But this isn’t your
own plate,” exclaimed the surgeon when
he had examined it. Mr. Atkins admitted
that. It was, he confessed, a German
plate. The Boche, in a struggle, had
knocked out and broken Mr. Atkins’
false teeth ; so Mr. Atkins, observing that

his foe was similarly supplied, helped
himself to Fritz’s. “‘ They’ve never some-
how seemed quite right, though, sir,” he
remarked, more in sorrow than in anger;
“and I begin to think I might have been
kinder to-take that chap prisoner instead
of killing him |”
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THE EMPIRE’S
AJOR-GENERAL RICHARD HUTTON DAVIES, €.B., who died on
May9th, had been in the New Zealand forces, held a commission in

the Hawere Mounted Rifles, and went to South-Africa with the first New
Zealand contingent, subsequently commanding three other contingents from
the Dominion, the first overseanfoflicer to be given commandof a composite
column in the Boer War. He was twice mentioned in despatches and
awarded the Queen’s Medal withfive clasps, the King’s Medal with two, and
the C.B. In 1906 he was appointed Inspector-General of the New Zealand
Forces and a memberof the Council of Defence. In 1907 he came to England
to the Staff College at Camberley, and wasgiven commandof the 6th Infantry
Brigade at Aldershot, the first oversea officer to commandaBritish brigade.
He commandedit in the early days of the war, and wasinvalided to E ngland
in October, 1914. On recovery he was promoted major-general and given
command of the 20th Division, New Armies, in France. Again invalided
in 1916, he. was appointed to the training centre at Cannock Chase. He was
twice mentioned in despatches during the war.

Lieut.-Colonel Hugh Acland Troyte, of Huntsham Court, Bampton, North
Devon, was educated at Eton, and servedfor six years with the 20th Hussars.
In 1899 heretired to his &tate and devoted himself to public and philanthropic
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work, Af the outbreak of war he commanded a Territorial battalion of th
Devonshire Regiment, to which he had belonged for many years, and tookit
to India and Mesopotamia. After a year at home, invalided, he again volun-
teered, and was appointed area commandant in Italy andin rance, and was
killed by a shell while evacuating the civil popul:ition of a French village.

Captain THomas Hecree Deane Burdett, M.C., Royal Welsh I'usiliers, was
son of the late Mr. Deane Burdett, bank managerrat Rhyl. Admitted a
solicitor, he was a heater of the University of Wales 0.T.C.at Aberystwyth,
and wasgiven a commission in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in September, 1914.
‘He saw muchservice in Gallipoli, Egypt, and Palestine, and waskilled in ‘ac tion
in the Holy Land. He was mentioned in despatches in March, 1917, and in
April, 1918, was awarded the Military Cross.

Captain ‘John Erie Trevor-Jones, M.C., Rifle Brigade, was educated at
Downside School and Clare College, Cambridge. He was gazetted to the
6th Rifle Brigade, and went to France in July, 1916, being attached to tl
10th Rifle Brigade, of which he became captain and adjutant. We was
awarded the M.C.in March, $917. Six weeks before his death in action he
was attached to the brigade in which his brother was serving when killed at
the Battle of the SommeonJuly Ist, 1916.

    

 

    

 

 

    

 

Lt.-Col. P. A. CLIVE, M.C.,
-B. Grenadier Guards,

Lt.-Col. H. A. TROYTE,
Area Commandant.

Maj. H. P. BERESFORD Maj. G. P. NUNNELEY, M.C.,
POER, R.F.A, Bediordshire Regt,

 

   

 

     
Capt. T. G. D. BURDETT,
M.C., Royal Welsh Fus.

. Capt. J. E. TREVOR-JONES,
M.C., Rifle Brigade.

Maj. J. S. CHALMERS,
Highland Light Infantry.

Capt. E. BUDD, M.C.,y Capt. A. WALSH, M.C.,
Trish Guards. South Lancs Regt.

 
 

     

 

 
 

    

 

  
Lt. H. A. CAMERON, Lt. M. HUNTER,

Hampshire Regt.
Lt. 0. ROBINSON,

Lancers, R.N.V
Lt. R. R. PLAISTOWE, Lt. R..N. PERCIVAL-

ae Norfolk Regt. MAXWELL, Lancers.

 

      

 

 

 

        Lt. W. W. OGILvy, Sec.-Lt. P. St. Q. BRAYSHAW,
Hussars, R.F.A.

Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Brooke Hughes, Lafayette, Bassano, Siaine, Russell, and Claude Harris.

Lt. A. W. FORBES,D.S.0., Sec.-Lt
R.N,

G. E. LASCELLES, Sec.-Lt. H. T. R. EVANS,
‘Rifle Brigade. aRoyal Warwickshire Regt,
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THE WAR
 

“FACE TO FACE WITH KAISERISM
By James W. Gerard

EFORE the march of events in the
3 earlier stages of the war had
~— disereditéd British diplomacy, dis-

_passionate observers had discovered what
a feeble institution it was in the hands of
a specially nurtured caste, whose chief
‘qualifications were the social graces
rather than the intellectual vision and
dexterity with which tradition had en-
dowed them. Whereversecrecy is accepted
as a fundamental it is easy 0 create
flattering traditions ; but secret diplomacy

-will probably disappear with the war, and
eertainly brains are more likely to rule
the British diplomatic world in the future
than at any time in the past. Tt used to

_be the habit of certain ‘“‘ superior’ people
to sneer a little at the amateur diplomacy
of the United States, which did not breed
a special class of men for the delicate
work, but chosethe ablest that they could
find in whatever profession or business
they might have been engaged.

.. Itis not-at all surprising that of all fic
diplomatic figuresof the war none stands
out so splendidly as that of Ambassador
Gerard. The manner in which he handled
American and allied interests in Berlin
up to the time of the declaration of war

I! by the United, States, proved him to be a
“man of extraordinary self-reliance, re-

_ source, determination, and honesty of

purpose. Indeed, it is one of the few
happyaccidents of the time that the great
Republic of the West was represented at
the heart of Kaiserism by a man so
‘fearless and so resolved to stand for those
principles of freedom and liberty which
are foremost on the banners of the Allies.

Germanic Plot and Intrigue

“Ambassador Gerard, when he had to
eave Germany, set about performing a
new service to his own country and the
alhed cause by doing what would have
seemed “‘frightfully bad form” to the
obsolescent diplomatic world. He set out
to tell the world the-truth about the Huns
~as he knewit from his intimate intercourse
_withall their leaders, from the Kaiser
downward, and in “ My Four Years in
Germany,” the most important war book
of last year, Mr. Gerard let the wholesome

| light of day into the dark machinations
of Germanic plot and intrigue.
Another book from his pen has just

been published, which is in a way a con-
- tinuation of that just mentioned, although
“somewhat different in character, being
composed of notes from diaries, after-
thoughts, and reflections on the events in
which the author assisted during his
ambassadorial stay in Germany.

This new book, entitled “‘ Face to Pace
(Hodder & Stoughton,

7s. 6d. net), if it cannot claim to be so
“My Four Years in Ger-

many,” is not less interesting, and it

‘furnishes much material which, at the
time of writing the former book, the
-,author, for ‘Various reasons, did not-feel
at liberty’ to publish. It is certainly well

rth Study by all who desire to be
‘operly informed as to the nature and
ims of this robber nation of Central

ft Europe that has ‘brought the present
calamityuponmankind.

Amongoutstanding points in the book
f are the Ce!it gives of Germanefforts

Ex-Ambassador from the United States to Berlin

to embroil the United States and Japan.
The diary, written between June, 1915,
and January, I91t7, contains repeated
allusions to the sufferings of British
prisoners which the Ambassador aid so
much to alleviate. There are valuable
personal impressions, devoid of bias and
manifestly fair-minded, of the Kaiser and
the Crown Prince. These, however, leave
no doubt of the Emperor’s pati
world-conquest, or of his son’s love for
war. ~ %

Origin of the Hohenzollerns

Here is a note on the origin of the
Hohenzollerns which may not be common
knowledge and is, in any event, of per-
manent iaterest:
Does the German-American ever stop to

consider how the Hohenzollerns obtained
possession of the Mark of Brandenburg, the
basis of modern Prussia ? Five hundredyears
ago the Hohenzollerns were Counts of
Nuremberg, then as nowa rich trading city.
Sigismund TIT. wanted ready money, and
this was advanced by the Hohenzollerns,
Counts of Nuremburg, on the security of the
Mark of Brandenburg pledged as collateral to
the loan, which totalled only 100,000 dollars.
Later the Counts of Nuremberg foreclosed
their mortgage and took possession of the
Mark of Brandenburg and have heldit ever
since.

Does a German-American who has placed
a mortgage on his house think whenhefails
to pay the interest or principal of the mort-
gage that the man who has-sold him out was
sent by God?

The immediate cause of. Germany’s
going to war was the feeling on the part
cf the autocracy that the ‘people would
not much longer bear the yoke ef mili-
tarism. Of this autocracy Ludendorff is
a type. Ludendorff, it seems, is now the
man of most weight and influence in all
Germany. It was he who decided on
the break with America. According to
Ambassador Gerard, the idea of starving
the Germansinto submissioniis impractic-
able. “ Before they are starved out they
will starve six million Belgians, eleven

million Russians and Poles, and two
million prisoners.”
As to crimes againstcivilisation, ‘‘ there

is nothing that Kaiserism is not capable
of trying in the hope of victory.”’
The German, or rather the Prussian, has

been moulded into the extraordinary person
that he is to-day by aslow process of education
extending through several generations. At
Marienburg, on the Baltic shore of Germany,
stands the ancient castle of the Teutonic
Knights recently restored by. the German
Kaiser. The Knights at one time conquered
and occupied much of the territory that is
now modern Prussia.

Prussia’s Military Tradition

A military religious order, they attracted
adventurers from all lands, and their de-
‘scendants constitute many of the noble
families of Prussia...It is this tradition of
conquest for gain that still animates the
ruling class of Prussia and therefore all
Germany. Later through the Middle Ages,
and as the central power of the Emperor
grew weaker and weaker, what is tc-day
Germany. became a nest of dukedomsand
principalities. Before the French Revelu-
tion these numbered hundreds.

After the Thirty Years War, which ravaged
Germany from 1618 to 1648, extreme poverty
was often conspicuous at these petty courts.

Warwas an industry, and the poor German
peasants were frequently bartered as slaves

~ to the war-god, as the Hessians were sold by
their ruler to the British in our War of,the
Revolution, The Germans were then the
mercenaries of Europe, savages skilled in
war, without mercy ‘towards the towns
unfortunate enough to be given to their
pillage.
There is no more horrible event in ail

history than that of the sack of Rome bythe
German mercenaries in the year 1527. Under
General George von Frundsberg, who joined
forces with the recreant constable Bourbonof
France and the Spaniards, these Jawless
Germans invaded the fertile plains of Italy
and took Rome by assault. The most awful
outrages were perpetrated. Prelates were
tortured after being paraded through the
streets of the Eternal City, dressed in their
sacred pontificals and mounted on donkeys.

Altars were defiled, sacred images broken,
vestments andservices and works of art taken
from the plundered churches, and sacred
relics insulted, broken, and scattered. For
nine months the orgy continued, the inhabi-
tants being tortured by these German soldiers
in their effort to find hidden treasure, . . .
The great change in the feeling of the

country towards Pru ia since the latter’s
conquest of the, rest of Germany in 1866 is
still exemplified by one quotation from
Goethe. He said: ‘*The Prussian was born a
brute, and civilisation will make him
ferocious.”

The German to-dayis ¢ssentially prac-
tical, cold, cynical, aecaleulating. No

class really enjoyslife.

What is German “ Kultur" ?

Certain Germans have prated much. of
German “Kultur,” have boasted of
imposing this “ Kultur’ on the world by
force of arms. What is this German
“Kults? ?

A certainefficiency of government obtained
by keeping the majority of the people out of
all voice in governmental affairs; a certain
low cost of manufactured products or cf
carrying charges in the shipping trades made
‘possible by enslaviing the workmen, who
toil long hours for small wages; a certain
superiority in chemical production because
trained chemists, willing to work at one
semi-mechanical task, can be hired for less
than aFifth Avenue butleris paid in America;
anda certain pre-eminence in military affairs
reached by subjecting the-mass of the people
to the~ brutal, boorish non-commissioned
officers and the galling yoke of a militaristic
system.

Of espionage there is much in this book
that is worth study. Ambassador Gerard
thinks that, for years after the Franco-

Russian alliance, Germany was preparing
a Russian revolutien to break out on
whatever day the Russian troops were
ordered tc their colours.

As to the future—after the >war—one
thing at least may be learned from the
enemy, Whole nations will meet in the
markets of the world ; andthesocialised
buying and_ selling introduced, first by
Germany ““ must be copied by the other
nations if they desire to compete on equal
terms with that country?’ Meanwhile,
we may extract what comfort we can
from the reflection that “ eventuallyforced
bythe hopelessness of the economic situa-
tion, the nerve cf Germany will break”
and autocracy crumble or be smitten
into the dust—after the war!
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THE EMPIRE’S
AJOR-GENERAL RICHARD HUTTON DAVIES, €.B., who died on
May9th, had been in the New Zealand forces, held a commission in

the Hawere Mounted Rifles, and went to South-Africa with the first New
Zealand contingent, subsequently commanding three other contingents from
the Dominion, the first overseanfoflicer to be given commandof a composite
column in the Boer War. He was twice mentioned in despatches and
awarded the Queen’s Medal withfive clasps, the King’s Medal with two, and
the C.B. In 1906 he was appointed Inspector-General of the New Zealand
Forces and a memberof the Council of Defence. In 1907 he came to England
to the Staff College at Camberley, and wasgiven commandof the 6th Infantry
Brigade at Aldershot, the first oversea officer to commandaBritish brigade.
He commandedit in the early days of the war, and wasinvalided to E ngland
in October, 1914. On recovery he was promoted major-general and given
command of the 20th Division, New Armies, in France. Again invalided
in 1916, he. was appointed to the training centre at Cannock Chase. He was
twice mentioned in despatches during the war.

Lieut.-Colonel Hugh Acland Troyte, of Huntsham Court, Bampton, North
Devon, was educated at Eton, and servedfor six years with the 20th Hussars.
In 1899 heretired to his &tate and devoted himself to public and philanthropic
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work, Af the outbreak of war he commanded a Territorial battalion of th
Devonshire Regiment, to which he had belonged for many years, and tookit
to India and Mesopotamia. After a year at home, invalided, he again volun-
teered, and was appointed area commandant in Italy andin rance, and was
killed by a shell while evacuating the civil popul:ition of a French village.

Captain THomas Hecree Deane Burdett, M.C., Royal Welsh I'usiliers, was
son of the late Mr. Deane Burdett, bank managerrat Rhyl. Admitted a
solicitor, he was a heater of the University of Wales 0.T.C.at Aberystwyth,
and wasgiven a commission in the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in September, 1914.
‘He saw muchservice in Gallipoli, Egypt, and Palestine, and waskilled in ‘ac tion
in the Holy Land. He was mentioned in despatches in March, 1917, and in
April, 1918, was awarded the Military Cross.

Captain ‘John Erie Trevor-Jones, M.C., Rifle Brigade, was educated at
Downside School and Clare College, Cambridge. He was gazetted to the
6th Rifle Brigade, and went to France in July, 1916, being attached to tl
10th Rifle Brigade, of which he became captain and adjutant. We was
awarded the M.C.in March, $917. Six weeks before his death in action he
was attached to the brigade in which his brother was serving when killed at
the Battle of the SommeonJuly Ist, 1916.

    

 

    

 

 

    

 

Lt.-Col. P. A. CLIVE, M.C.,
-B. Grenadier Guards,

Lt.-Col. H. A. TROYTE,
Area Commandant.

Maj. H. P. BERESFORD Maj. G. P. NUNNELEY, M.C.,
POER, R.F.A, Bediordshire Regt,

 

   

 

     
Capt. T. G. D. BURDETT,
M.C., Royal Welsh Fus.

. Capt. J. E. TREVOR-JONES,
M.C., Rifle Brigade.

Maj. J. S. CHALMERS,
Highland Light Infantry.

Capt. E. BUDD, M.C.,y Capt. A. WALSH, M.C.,
Trish Guards. South Lancs Regt.

 
 

     

 

 
 

    

 

  
Lt. H. A. CAMERON, Lt. M. HUNTER,

Hampshire Regt.
Lt. 0. ROBINSON,

Lancers, R.N.V
Lt. R. R. PLAISTOWE, Lt. R..N. PERCIVAL-

ae Norfolk Regt. MAXWELL, Lancers.

 

      

 

 

 

        Lt. W. W. OGILvy, Sec.-Lt. P. St. Q. BRAYSHAW,
Hussars, R.F.A.

Portraits by Elliott & Fry, Brooke Hughes, Lafayette, Bassano, Siaine, Russell, and Claude Harris.

Lt. A. W. FORBES,D.S.0., Sec.-Lt
R.N,

G. E. LASCELLES, Sec.-Lt. H. T. R. EVANS,
‘Rifle Brigade. aRoyal Warwickshire Regt,
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THE BEST BOOKS OF THE WAR
 

“FACE TO FACE WITH KAISERISM
By James W. Gerard

EFORE the march of events in the
3 earlier stages of the war had
~— disereditéd British diplomacy, dis-

_passionate observers had discovered what
a feeble institution it was in the hands of
a specially nurtured caste, whose chief
‘qualifications were the social graces
rather than the intellectual vision and
dexterity with which tradition had en-
dowed them. Whereversecrecy is accepted
as a fundamental it is easy 0 create
flattering traditions ; but secret diplomacy

-will probably disappear with the war, and
eertainly brains are more likely to rule
the British diplomatic world in the future
than at any time in the past. Tt used to

_be the habit of certain ‘“‘ superior’ people
to sneer a little at the amateur diplomacy
of the United States, which did not breed
a special class of men for the delicate
work, but chosethe ablest that they could
find in whatever profession or business
they might have been engaged.

.. Itis not-at all surprising that of all fic
diplomatic figuresof the war none stands
out so splendidly as that of Ambassador
Gerard. The manner in which he handled
American and allied interests in Berlin
up to the time of the declaration of war

I! by the United, States, proved him to be a
“man of extraordinary self-reliance, re-

_ source, determination, and honesty of

purpose. Indeed, it is one of the few
happyaccidents of the time that the great
Republic of the West was represented at
the heart of Kaiserism by a man so
‘fearless and so resolved to stand for those
principles of freedom and liberty which
are foremost on the banners of the Allies.

Germanic Plot and Intrigue

“Ambassador Gerard, when he had to
eave Germany, set about performing a
new service to his own country and the
alhed cause by doing what would have
seemed “‘frightfully bad form” to the
obsolescent diplomatic world. He set out
to tell the world the-truth about the Huns
~as he knewit from his intimate intercourse
_withall their leaders, from the Kaiser
downward, and in “ My Four Years in
Germany,” the most important war book
of last year, Mr. Gerard let the wholesome

| light of day into the dark machinations
of Germanic plot and intrigue.
Another book from his pen has just

been published, which is in a way a con-
- tinuation of that just mentioned, although
“somewhat different in character, being
composed of notes from diaries, after-
thoughts, and reflections on the events in
which the author assisted during his
ambassadorial stay in Germany.

This new book, entitled “‘ Face to Pace
(Hodder & Stoughton,

7s. 6d. net), if it cannot claim to be so
“My Four Years in Ger-

many,” is not less interesting, and it

‘furnishes much material which, at the
time of writing the former book, the
-,author, for ‘Various reasons, did not-feel
at liberty’ to publish. It is certainly well

rth Study by all who desire to be
‘operly informed as to the nature and
ims of this robber nation of Central

ft Europe that has ‘brought the present
calamityuponmankind.

Amongoutstanding points in the book
f are the Ce!it gives of Germanefforts

Ex-Ambassador from the United States to Berlin

to embroil the United States and Japan.
The diary, written between June, 1915,
and January, I91t7, contains repeated
allusions to the sufferings of British
prisoners which the Ambassador aid so
much to alleviate. There are valuable
personal impressions, devoid of bias and
manifestly fair-minded, of the Kaiser and
the Crown Prince. These, however, leave
no doubt of the Emperor’s pati
world-conquest, or of his son’s love for
war. ~ %

Origin of the Hohenzollerns

Here is a note on the origin of the
Hohenzollerns which may not be common
knowledge and is, in any event, of per-
manent iaterest:
Does the German-American ever stop to

consider how the Hohenzollerns obtained
possession of the Mark of Brandenburg, the
basis of modern Prussia ? Five hundredyears
ago the Hohenzollerns were Counts of
Nuremberg, then as nowa rich trading city.
Sigismund TIT. wanted ready money, and
this was advanced by the Hohenzollerns,
Counts of Nuremburg, on the security of the
Mark of Brandenburg pledged as collateral to
the loan, which totalled only 100,000 dollars.
Later the Counts of Nuremberg foreclosed
their mortgage and took possession of the
Mark of Brandenburg and have heldit ever
since.

Does a German-American who has placed
a mortgage on his house think whenhefails
to pay the interest or principal of the mort-
gage that the man who has-sold him out was
sent by God?

The immediate cause of. Germany’s
going to war was the feeling on the part
cf the autocracy that the ‘people would
not much longer bear the yoke ef mili-
tarism. Of this autocracy Ludendorff is
a type. Ludendorff, it seems, is now the
man of most weight and influence in all
Germany. It was he who decided on
the break with America. According to
Ambassador Gerard, the idea of starving
the Germansinto submissioniis impractic-
able. “ Before they are starved out they
will starve six million Belgians, eleven

million Russians and Poles, and two
million prisoners.”
As to crimes againstcivilisation, ‘‘ there

is nothing that Kaiserism is not capable
of trying in the hope of victory.”’
The German, or rather the Prussian, has

been moulded into the extraordinary person
that he is to-day by aslow process of education
extending through several generations. At
Marienburg, on the Baltic shore of Germany,
stands the ancient castle of the Teutonic
Knights recently restored by. the German
Kaiser. The Knights at one time conquered
and occupied much of the territory that is
now modern Prussia.

Prussia’s Military Tradition

A military religious order, they attracted
adventurers from all lands, and their de-
‘scendants constitute many of the noble
families of Prussia...It is this tradition of
conquest for gain that still animates the
ruling class of Prussia and therefore all
Germany. Later through the Middle Ages,
and as the central power of the Emperor
grew weaker and weaker, what is tc-day
Germany. became a nest of dukedomsand
principalities. Before the French Revelu-
tion these numbered hundreds.

After the Thirty Years War, which ravaged
Germany from 1618 to 1648, extreme poverty
was often conspicuous at these petty courts.

Warwas an industry, and the poor German
peasants were frequently bartered as slaves

~ to the war-god, as the Hessians were sold by
their ruler to the British in our War of,the
Revolution, The Germans were then the
mercenaries of Europe, savages skilled in
war, without mercy ‘towards the towns
unfortunate enough to be given to their
pillage.
There is no more horrible event in ail

history than that of the sack of Rome bythe
German mercenaries in the year 1527. Under
General George von Frundsberg, who joined
forces with the recreant constable Bourbonof
France and the Spaniards, these Jawless
Germans invaded the fertile plains of Italy
and took Rome by assault. The most awful
outrages were perpetrated. Prelates were
tortured after being paraded through the
streets of the Eternal City, dressed in their
sacred pontificals and mounted on donkeys.

Altars were defiled, sacred images broken,
vestments andservices and works of art taken
from the plundered churches, and sacred
relics insulted, broken, and scattered. For
nine months the orgy continued, the inhabi-
tants being tortured by these German soldiers
in their effort to find hidden treasure, . . .
The great change in the feeling of the

country towards Pru ia since the latter’s
conquest of the, rest of Germany in 1866 is
still exemplified by one quotation from
Goethe. He said: ‘*The Prussian was born a
brute, and civilisation will make him
ferocious.”

The German to-dayis ¢ssentially prac-
tical, cold, cynical, aecaleulating. No

class really enjoyslife.

What is German “ Kultur" ?

Certain Germans have prated much. of
German “Kultur,” have boasted of
imposing this “ Kultur’ on the world by
force of arms. What is this German
“Kults? ?

A certainefficiency of government obtained
by keeping the majority of the people out of
all voice in governmental affairs; a certain
low cost of manufactured products or cf
carrying charges in the shipping trades made
‘possible by enslaviing the workmen, who
toil long hours for small wages; a certain
superiority in chemical production because
trained chemists, willing to work at one
semi-mechanical task, can be hired for less
than aFifth Avenue butleris paid in America;
anda certain pre-eminence in military affairs
reached by subjecting the-mass of the people
to the~ brutal, boorish non-commissioned
officers and the galling yoke of a militaristic
system.

Of espionage there is much in this book
that is worth study. Ambassador Gerard
thinks that, for years after the Franco-

Russian alliance, Germany was preparing
a Russian revolutien to break out on
whatever day the Russian troops were
ordered tc their colours.

As to the future—after the >war—one
thing at least may be learned from the
enemy, Whole nations will meet in the
markets of the world ; andthesocialised
buying and_ selling introduced, first by
Germany ““ must be copied by the other
nations if they desire to compete on equal
terms with that country?’ Meanwhile,
we may extract what comfort we can
from the reflection that “ eventuallyforced
bythe hopelessness of the economic situa-
tion, the nerve cf Germany will break”
and autocracy crumble or be smitten
into the dust—after the war!
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LL publishers
are now, by

order of Govern-
ment, "prohibited from receiving
backunsold copies of their periodic al
publications. ‘
his is a measure of economy,

designed to save unnecessary trans-
port, and it need involve no ‘incon-
venience to any regular reader.
From June 24th, therefore, no

periodical will be obtainable unless
a definite order has been given in
advance. :
Ourpublishers have provided with

this issue of THE WARILLUSTRATED

an Order Form ‘which subscribers
may use for this purpose.

It ought to be filled in and handed
to your newsagent To-DAy, without

fail.

‘T seems a long timesince the first red
armlets of the Volunteers gave rise

to much ridicule. The latest-addition to
armlet wear will give occasion for nothing
but thoughtful sympathy, for it has been

decided to issue to men fitted with
artificial limbs. a+ distinctive badge. It
will consist of a white armlet with a crown
embroidered on it, by which such men
can be readily “recognised by the general
public, and their need «for sympathetic
consideration when tray elling madeclear.

For WoundedAmericans es

P=LICGL AR pleasure has. been given
40. Amerieaby-the.. Ning’s gift of a

site in.Windsor. Great Park for a hospital
for sick and wounded. American troops
from France!” The site chosen-is on high
ground commanding a<superb view of
Windsor Castlé, and on it is to be erected

an_institution with 500 beds, ‘the finest

example of a hut hospital which can be
built-in the Jight of experience gathered
during “the war. The hospital, fully
equipped, will be the gift of the Joint
War Committee of the British Red. Cross
Society and the Order of St. John, and it
will -receive “Americans » who- have =been

brigaded with British troops at the-front.
he formal ‘offer was madein a resolution
moved by Princess Christian at.a meeting
of .the Joint War Committee, and -grate-
fully..accepted -by Major Iendicott, the
American® Red Cross Commissioner. in
Great Britain.-

ARFARE at the present time takes
*so-much of-the attention of people

that -it -is impossible to avoid locking
forward a Yittle wistfully to the year 2000,
when, -according* to. the? distinguished
French scientist, M. -Berthelot : «-- :

“Energy “will be so cheaply obtained that
food can be made from carbon taken from

. Carbonic -acid, hydrogeii taken “from” water,
and nitrogen fromair. What work vegetable5
have done sciencewill do better, with greater
profusion, and independently “of seasons;
microbes, or inisects. _ There will then *be no

COO a

iehitenttdaedpeuthdineci,
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ion to own fand, Barren regions: will, be
able to fertile, because they will not be

pestiferous from ages of manuring. ‘There
will be no need to disfigure our planet with
agriculture, or with the grime of factories and
chimneys, It will recover its verdure and
flora, and become a vast pleasure garden.

An Officer’s Escapes

YOUNG English officer
reached his home in the South of

England after four flights as a prisoner
of war in Germany. Hefell to the enemy
in the veryfitst months of the war, and
at once began making plans: of escape.
Hlis carliest attempt was one of those very
rash ones so common among British

prisoners in the Napoleonic’ campaigns.
Retaken almost immediately, he conned

another. chance, and admitted to it a
young Italian officer in the same strong-
hold. They got to a German port, con-
trived to engage themselves on a neutral
vessel, and were arrested within a few

hours of the sailing. The Englishman
devised a third scheme, and presently his
father received. from him a letter so oddly
worded that he took it to a chemist, who,

having submitted it to the usual tests,
produced a message of—never mind what
-import. It was practically impossible

for the father in England to act -on the
suggestions of the son in Germany; so
the third attempt was made somewhat
ata venture, It issued in athird failure.

has just

HIE details of the fourth and trium-
phant break will.not be printed until

the waris over, and the whole adventure
is here alluded to for the first time. An
enterprising London “publisher has got
wind of it, and a book is in preparation.
The four flights will rank among the
historic ones, of which there are but few.
While war lasts the secrets of escapes are
very. properly kept, in. the interests of
prisoners who remain~behind. If you
say how it was done,’the gaolors are on
the watch. Mr. Winston: Churchill gave
us the right example in tle narrative of
his flight {rom aeae in the Boer War,

The Bestalof cAnawery

ONTEMPTUOUSdepreciation of
- character ‘of oe holding. “high

civilian appointments, uttered on the
alleged ‘ground thats they are evading
active military service, is an ugly annoy-

ance which itis “yet very difficult to
prevent. ‘from being disseminated. Sir

Auckland Geddes is. one’ of many men
to beso attacked, but, he has been able
to furnish a’ reply which finally disposes
of his slanderer’s-case, and deserves to be
made generally” known. -He* received a
letter complaining that “men. of forty-
five are being forced to leaveall théy have
to become soldiers at 1s. 6d. a day, while
you, a younger man, remain’ in your
London*‘office taking “£10 a davy_of the
countr “ money.’ The charge could
hardly have been . put. more offensively,
but’ Sir’ Auckland displayed beautifyl

patience, “which adds force to his oe SV¢
feply. Pies Feige ab : - ry

the

sth private neCEeTee wrote as follows.
- Sir “Auckland. Geddesdesives ‘me

to assuresyou phate docs not get eS sum
>aD “ eA : pass

a be boundas one,

Ixxvi

edBox
_ of £10 per diem, or anything approaching
“it. He thinks you maylike to knowthat
he, too, has served as a private at the
rate of. 1s. a day; that hé joined the
Armyin theczuly-days of the war, has
been in France, and is now only in a
civilian position as he is unfit for further
service as the. result of injuries received
by him in’Trance: Perhaps I may add
that “Sir “Auckland- also

-

served in the
south’ ~African®: War.” Honour was
seldom more thoroughly vindicated. Let
us chope that

’

Sir Auckland” Geddes’
paoose 3 giving as much publicity ‘to
the facf$ as he did to the allegations.” *

[* is a little curious to hear of a Select
Committee having to be appointed-to

determine thedefinition of a phrase whitch
ie of us frequently employ. Yet so ‘it

for I read that a Select Committeeis
hens to report on the definition of the
phrase “for the duration of the war,”
which appears in manylegislative enact-
ments passed since the autumn of 1ol4}
and to report also on the expediency of
prolonging after the war is. over 4he
existence of statutes in which the Plwase
occurs. “

Bindiag ‘The Ww. T2

again to the question of

volume Tne War
ILLUSTRATED, | may say that among my
recent correspondence I have had letters
from Mr. W. Taylor (Belfast); and the
Rev. Lucio Debono (Gozo, Mzlta), both of
whom had written before my recent
patagraphs on this subject in the ‘ Red

Box. MyBelfast correspondent suggests
increasing the number of -parts per
volume, but his idea of makingtItat
number from thirty to forty is not quite

practicable, and I have no doubt thats in
common. with practically all subse ribers

wao have been binding the publication
from its beginning, he will find the plan
of including. Volumes: 8 and 9 in one
binding-case entirely satisfactory. 5

EPERRING
the bound of

Y Malta correspondent: is concerned
about the fate “of the outer pages,

and would like some provision made for
their prescrvation. This; I fear, I cannot
promise,,and each subscriber must belelt
to pursue his own particular fancy as to
the best: way. in- which these. maybe kept
‘for future. reference, if. they think suli-
ciently highly of them. I can only add
at present that. nothing [I have written
in this page about the difficulties of ‘the
paper supply has been in any. degree an
exaggeration- of the facts. It is. only.
possible to” maintain. publication by
exercising the~ strictest economy, in. the
use of the available material... T feel thas
my. readers_as a whoie will warmly
approye the scheme of one volume pet
annum of THe War Thatseae pd until

its completion. In this way the bulk of
our pictorial record will. be kept within
reasonable dimensions, and its complete-,
ness will in. no wise be affected. It is
understood; of, course, that the volumes
will”still. b¢ <aumbered on. the. original
basis of twenty: six weekly parts to.,one
volume, although two yolumeés-will ‘new

3AH.
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HONOURS falling thick and fast ‘like

the snowflakes in January, 1887,
thrust themselves upon the meditations of
a spectator on life, and, with no one at
hand immediately to say me nay, I
propose to make them the subject of my
randomremarks this week. Not of personal
remarks, let me hasten to add. To the
multitudinous recipients of the right to
attach prefixes and suffixes to their names
1 offer my thanks for the work—whatever
it was—that they have done for the
Empire, and my congratulations on the
recognition it has,received. And with that
I take myrespectful leave of them.

OF honours in the abstract I may
discourse more freely, not, indeed,

with the concentrated wisdom of Francis
Bacon or of William de Britaine, but
fortified by the authority of those grave
and sententious philosophers. There are
not wanting indications, indeed, that
their influence still makes itself felt upon
the running pens of modern journalists.
Only this morning, for example, I read in
a newspaper this fragment of an imaginary
conversation: ‘What did you do in
the Great War, father?” “I kept out
of the Honours List, my son.” And

to-night I see in my De Britaine: “If
Providence shall bless me with a little
stone to cover my remains, I desire that
this word be engraven upon it as my
epitaph, ‘ Evasi,’ since I have escaped all
honours.”

 

APOvVe all things. I want to be scru-
pulously honest in. my professions,

so I will say at once that I would choose
no such epitaph for my. tombstone. I
give pious assent to the moral proposition
that_‘ the true glory and highest recom-
pense of noble actions is. to have done
them,” but I acknowledge that a lower
sort of recompense has its attraction for
me, and the prospect of obtaining -it
would be likely to do something to over-
come a certain lethargy in getting into

action. Handfuls of silver do not interest
me as much as they ought. But I
should prize highly a ribbon to wearin my
coat, provided it were given me-as a
reward of virtue, and not of whim and
favour. And there, I fancy, is the dis-
criminating point from Which all honours
should be viewed.

OR the fountain ‘of honour I have
respect inferior to that of no man.

A torrent of honour in spate is rather
bewildering. And when I find two and
three pages of the “ Times’’ not large
enough to contain the names of the men
and women appointed ona single occasion
to the various classes of the Most Excellent
Order of the British Empire, I can only
murmur ‘ Prodigious!”’ and marvel at
the happy fortune of a State that has
among its population so many persons
deserving of the particular commendation
of their Prince. It is then that the
apophthegms and apologues of these
exasperating philosophers come to my
mind. ‘‘ A numerous nobility causeth
poverty and inconvenience in a State,”
Lord Verulam opined—being, I admit, on
the sunnyside of the hedge himself ; and
William de Britaine narrates how“ Euri-
pides, whenhis father told him that he had
become a knight, replied, ‘ Good father;

OUR OBSERVATION POST
rea

F HONOURS) |
you have that which any man may haye
for his money.’” It is that inconveni-
ence, and opportunity for that gibe, that
I would see averted from Great Britain,

H°*®OURS—treputedly conferring upon
: their recipient honourable distinc-

tion from the mass of his fellow-men—
should be awarded onlyin recognition of
more than ordinary virtue. Thefe is no
justification for their award for the
performance of simple duty. The manor
woman who does not do that should be
punished, and with severity, in times
when the existence of the State is in peril.
Presumably the official defence of the
grotesquely elongated lists of appoint-
ments to the most recently established
Order of Chivalry would ‘be that the
Service rendered by the Knights and
Dames and Companions and Members
Was service rendered “‘ of grace,’ volun-
tary, and of exceptional use to the
Empire in the crisis of its fate. The
validity of that defence depends upon
several consideraticns. It is matter of
common knowledge that much of the
work was paid for, and at something more
than market rates. . The taxpayer knows
that “’ Govemment work” is remunerated
imcash on a not ungenerous scale. That
being so, his opinion is that. the Govern-
ment workers should «give generous
measure of their time and ability, not
receiving orders of knighthoodif they do,
but receiving punishmentif they don’t,

VEN when the first counter-argument
can be rebutted, there are other

considerations to be put forward. Granted
that some person or persons, having other
Tesources wherefrom to meet their obliga-
tions, have placed their time and their
labour—even, if you will, their houses and
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The American
Soldier in England
PROM a recent issue of the “Sphere” we re-

produce this poem by Miss Joyce Cobb, as
apt to a timewhen a national movement ison foot
in England to make the American soldier feel that
here is a home for him. Miss Cobb’s lyrical poem
jus a thrill of encouragement, for the workers -for
this good object, reminding them as it does that
their generous impulse will be met half way by the
warm affection born of old, common origin,

you greet our England im the spring,
Keen-eyed, with consecrated will ;

And may each Old World, hedge-row thing
Quicken in you the primalthrill

Of boys who burst upon a dale
Starry with flowers! - You never knew

Our cuckoo,nor the nightingale
Singing in woods to startle you.

E’en the blackbird puts on fresh guise,
Andhere are weeds of unknown name

That somehow,as theylight your eyes,
Shall minister to your high aim... .

So New a World it seems; and yet
This soil your forbears tilled, here dwelt.

Howshall your racial heart forget
The swift impulse to joy once felt

In England's spring-time? Youshall long
For bobolink and whip-poor-will—

But, hearkening to the skylark’s song
They loved, hail him as home-bird,still !

. than where there are stirpes of nobles;

their money—at the disposal of the State
without asking or taking return in silver
and goid, is that a ‘matter of exceptional
virtue when all they have is at stake ?
Andif not, whyis it alleged as a reason.

for exceptional distinction ? So true is
it that all is at‘stake, that although the
‘Government continues to ask men and
women to volunteer to work in various
industries, it has already taken powers to
compel them to do so at any momentit
deems prudent.

HIEFLY, the matter -resolves itself
into a question of proportion. The

Most Excellent Knights of the British
Empire are the soldiers in the field, the
sailors on the sea, the amazing boys in

the air. They are the most splendid
exemplification of the virtue as a reward
for which honours were originally created.
Virtue is the name for the sum of the
qualities that make up the true man.
The world is very old, but never has it
seen so nearly perfect an incarnation of
Virtue as the British warrior of to-day.
To offer “ knighthood ” to anyone outside
his company is simply not right. For
people living—thanks to him—in comfort-
able security at home, these orders and
medals and ribbons are but toys,
grotesquely inappropriate just now.

MEN whose opinion I respect have-
written articles in various papers

lately suggesting that the time has come
when all Orders and titles should be.
abolished as inconsistent with the demo-
cratic sp*rit that is blowing over the whole
world. I find their argument quite well
set out by Francis Bacon nigh upon three
hundred years ago. “ Democracies necd
it not,” he says; “and they are commonly

more quiet and less subject to sedition

for men’s eyes are upon the business, and
not upon the persons; or if upon the
persons, it is for. the business’ sake, as
fittest, and not for flags and pedigree.
We see the Switzers last well, notwith-
standing their diversity of religion and
of cantons ; for utility is their bond, and
not respects.” And the modern essayist
draws new argument from the great
Republic of the United States, where
honour. is deemed sufficient for the
greatest man, and honours are prohibited. ~

RRESPECT fer opinion docs not entail
consent to it, and I, for one, should

deplore the abolition of these ancient
institutions. Ufility is a strong bond, but
tradition is stronger. Let him who will
laugh at heraldry; even he might deem
it not absurd if the Prince of Wales should-
find in his crest of ostrich feathers and
motto; Ich dien, a stimulus to knightly
service on battlefields so close to that:
battlefield of Crécy where an earlier Prince
of Wales wrested them from a King of
Bohemia. And so with our English Orders
of Knighthood, and with this new Order
of the British Empire. They are links
in a splendid chain which, surely, it would
be a pity—nay, a crime—to discontinue.
I will not bour the point. It is not the
conferring of honours that I deprecate,
but their cheapening ; not their abolition u
that I plead for, but more jealous saie-
guarding of their purity and honour,
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HONOURS falling thick and fast ‘like

the snowflakes in January, 1887,
thrust themselves upon the meditations of
a spectator on life, and, with no one at
hand immediately to say me nay, I
propose to make them the subject of my
randomremarks this week. Not of personal
remarks, let me hasten to add. To the
multitudinous recipients of the right to
attach prefixes and suffixes to their names
1 offer my thanks for the work—whatever
it was—that they have done for the
Empire, and my congratulations on the
recognition it has,received. And with that
I take myrespectful leave of them.

OF honours in the abstract I may
discourse more freely, not, indeed,

with the concentrated wisdom of Francis
Bacon or of William de Britaine, but
fortified by the authority of those grave
and sententious philosophers. There are
not wanting indications, indeed, that
their influence still makes itself felt upon
the running pens of modern journalists.
Only this morning, for example, I read in
a newspaper this fragment of an imaginary
conversation: ‘What did you do in
the Great War, father?” “I kept out
of the Honours List, my son.” And

to-night I see in my De Britaine: “If
Providence shall bless me with a little
stone to cover my remains, I desire that
this word be engraven upon it as my
epitaph, ‘ Evasi,’ since I have escaped all
honours.”

 

APOvVe all things. I want to be scru-
pulously honest in. my professions,

so I will say at once that I would choose
no such epitaph for my. tombstone. I
give pious assent to the moral proposition
that_‘ the true glory and highest recom-
pense of noble actions is. to have done
them,” but I acknowledge that a lower
sort of recompense has its attraction for
me, and the prospect of obtaining -it
would be likely to do something to over-
come a certain lethargy in getting into

action. Handfuls of silver do not interest
me as much as they ought. But I
should prize highly a ribbon to wearin my
coat, provided it were given me-as a
reward of virtue, and not of whim and
favour. And there, I fancy, is the dis-
criminating point from Which all honours
should be viewed.

OR the fountain ‘of honour I have
respect inferior to that of no man.

A torrent of honour in spate is rather
bewildering. And when I find two and
three pages of the “ Times’’ not large
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Order of the British Empire, I can only
murmur ‘ Prodigious!”’ and marvel at
the happy fortune of a State that has
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mind. ‘‘ A numerous nobility causeth
poverty and inconvenience in a State,”
Lord Verulam opined—being, I admit, on
the sunnyside of the hedge himself ; and
William de Britaine narrates how“ Euri-
pides, whenhis father told him that he had
become a knight, replied, ‘ Good father;
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you have that which any man may haye
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The American
Soldier in England
PROM a recent issue of the “Sphere” we re-

produce this poem by Miss Joyce Cobb, as
apt to a timewhen a national movement ison foot
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here is a home for him. Miss Cobb’s lyrical poem
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They loved, hail him as home-bird,still !
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sailors on the sea, the amazing boys in
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exemplification of the virtue as a reward
for which honours were originally created.
Virtue is the name for the sum of the
qualities that make up the true man.
The world is very old, but never has it
seen so nearly perfect an incarnation of
Virtue as the British warrior of to-day.
To offer “ knighthood ” to anyone outside
his company is simply not right. For
people living—thanks to him—in comfort-
able security at home, these orders and
medals and ribbons are but toys,
grotesquely inappropriate just now.

MEN whose opinion I respect have-
written articles in various papers

lately suggesting that the time has come
when all Orders and titles should be.
abolished as inconsistent with the demo-
cratic sp*rit that is blowing over the whole
world. I find their argument quite well
set out by Francis Bacon nigh upon three
hundred years ago. “ Democracies necd
it not,” he says; “and they are commonly

more quiet and less subject to sedition

for men’s eyes are upon the business, and
not upon the persons; or if upon the
persons, it is for. the business’ sake, as
fittest, and not for flags and pedigree.
We see the Switzers last well, notwith-
standing their diversity of religion and
of cantons ; for utility is their bond, and
not respects.” And the modern essayist
draws new argument from the great
Republic of the United States, where
honour. is deemed sufficient for the
greatest man, and honours are prohibited. ~

RRESPECT fer opinion docs not entail
consent to it, and I, for one, should

deplore the abolition of these ancient
institutions. Ufility is a strong bond, but
tradition is stronger. Let him who will
laugh at heraldry; even he might deem
it not absurd if the Prince of Wales should-
find in his crest of ostrich feathers and
motto; Ich dien, a stimulus to knightly
service on battlefields so close to that:
battlefield of Crécy where an earlier Prince
of Wales wrested them from a King of
Bohemia. And so with our English Orders
of Knighthood, and with this new Order
of the British Empire. They are links
in a splendid chain which, surely, it would
be a pity—nay, a crime—to discontinue.
I will not bour the point. It is not the
conferring of honours that I deprecate,
but their cheapening ; not their abolition u
that I plead for, but more jealous saie-
guarding of their purity and honour,
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MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE GREAT OFFENSIVE
 

WHAT CANADIAN M.M. GUNNERS DID
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front ; i

show.” I heard manyof them say
this regretfully. They wanted to be

in it. They chafed against inaction while
not far from-them the great battle was
being fought. They were doing good
service, but it was the service of
those who “stand and wait,” and that
is not the kind of service to which the
Canadians are accustomed. ‘‘ If only the
Boche would start in on us!” they said.
They meantit, too.
But while the Dominion troops were

holding a sector in which, during those
crowded March and April days, there
was. “nothing doing,” the Canadians
were not altogether unrepresented in the
successful effort of the British armies to
bring up short of its aims the first stage
of the German offensive. Indeed, the
contribution which some Canadian motor
machine-gunners put in wasof the greatest
value. It saved many ‘British lives. It
accounted for many Germans. It tided
over a numberof difficult moments during
the battle. -

This unit, consisting of armoured cars
with machine-guns, which could either be
worked from the cars, or taken out and

used independently,-was formed in Canada
byseveral rich men at the instigation of a
French Canadian of distinguished ability
and enterprise. The unit had not yet been
in action when it was suddenly called
upon to take part in fighting some of the
rearguard actions required for the pro-
tection of our armies as theyfell. back.
Its machine-guns were actually in the
trench system when the call came.

Ready Wherever Wanted

At nine o’clock in the evening on
March 21st a telegram was received.
“Can you send your machine-gunners ?”
it asked, and “ How soon can’ they be
ready to start?” “The reply was made
that two batteries would pull out before
midnight, and the remainder by five
o'clock in the morning. Orders were sent
to the men in the trenches to come with
their guns as quickly as_ possible. By
five a.m. all the batteries were on the
road. : : :

They had a long way to go before they
came to the battlefield, but they drove
jike men who knew they were wanted;
and that same day, March 22nd,hey were
in action in two places. “> :

Their task was to stiffen resistance to
the German advance wherever our Jine
was weak. The officer in command of the
cars_wrote in one of his reports that his
cars were ‘‘in constant demand.” To
every demand for their help the men
responded. After fiv® days’ fighting,
during which they had only about twenty
hours’ sleep, they were reported to be in

the kest of trim. ‘‘ Every manis cheerful
and full of fight.” That was their com-
manding officer’s testimony.
They had beavylosses. That was not

to-be avoided. They were doing dangerous
work. One battery was in action with its
guns on the ground. They checked the
enemy time after time, but he came on
‘after every check, and at ast their
ammunition began to run: out.- The
hattery commander saw that he must
think about getting his guns away. He

igBs Canadians were not in “ the big left a few to keep up a brisk fire while
the rest were got into the cars. Unluckily,
before the packing up was: finished, the
gunners, who had been left firing, found
they had no ammunitionleft.
They saw that the cars were not ready

to start. They knew that unless the
Germans were held up somehow the
cars would be captured. They had a small
supply of bombs, and with these they
kept the enemy back for a few minutes.
Then they pulled out their revolvers and
used up all their cartridges. Still the cars
did not start. The Germans were getting
nearer every moment. Something must be
done to check them just alittle longer.
The one possibility was to charge.

Charge With Bare Fists

They had no bayonets. They had no
rifles even. The only weapons available
were spare machine-gun barrels. They
picked up these, and with a shout ran
into the open. It meant certain death,
and they must have knownthis. But not
one of them hesitated. Those who had

not been able to get a gun-barrel used
their fists. They wereall killed, but they
saved the cars. Their comrades. got
away, and told with affectionate gratitude
the story of their gallant sacrifice.
At Maricourt, near Péronne, a battery

fought till it had only three menleft.
All the rest were either killed or wounded.
Their orders here were to cover the
extrication of the heavy guns and of a
number of Tanks. These move slowly.
The Canadians’ job turned out to be a
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PREPARING TO “PRESENT!”

(Froma sketch by Major Sir William Orpen, one
of the official artists on the westernfroiit.)

  

long one. At first they were firing from
positions protected by wire. But they
found that the wire hindered their view,
so they boldly carried their guns out in
front of it. ae
They went on working them in the

open until the enemy got round one of
their flanks. Then they started to get
back through the wire again. No more
than three—a sergeant and two privates—
remained unwounded. Oneof theprivates,
a motor-cyclist, with his machine handy,.
was sent to fetch up the cars, while the
other two kept a couple of guns going.
The cars came, the wounded were picked
up, and the remains of the battery got
safely away under its commander, who
had had his arm blownoff, ;

Often daring action was needed to get
the full value out of these armoured
“Jandships.”’ At one point the Germans
were discovered to be massing in large
force upon ground which our infantry fire
could not reach. It was sheltered from
them in such a manner as to be whatis
called “dead ground.” ‘The only way to
get at them and break up their concentra-
tion, which threatened to be dangerous,
was to work round the sheltering slope
and-pour in a hot fire from the flank.
Two cars were detailed for this enter-

prise. They drove at full speed and took
up their positions. Their guns, worked
from the cars, caught the Germans un-
expectedly and mowed them down.
“ They lay in heaps,” one of the Canadians
said afterwards. But very quickly the
Germanartillery got on to the cars. One
was hit‘and disabled. The crew of the
other tried to towit away, but this could
not be managed with shells bursting all
around. It had to be abandoned. But the
desperate effort had succeeded. ‘The
Germanconcentration was broken up.

Hight Crowded Days

There were several very brave exploits
by individual men. One gunner worked a
car all alone when all his comrades ‘had
been knocked out. Another man found
himself the only survivor of a car crew
except for the driver. They were in a
village which was just being taken by the
Boche. He planted his machine-gun at a
corner and played a stream of bullets in
the direction of the enemy, while the driver
turned the car round. Thenhe picked his
gun up, heaved it into the car, jumped
after it, and got away unhit.
One very interesting encounter which

the cars had was with a body of German
cavalry. Many hold it to be more. than
doubtful whether cavalry can be of any
use against machine-guns. The Canadian
commander’s report upon the encounter
supported this view. “Cavalry,” he
wrote, “against organised machine-guns,
with Canadians firing them,is useless,”

For eight days these cars were in a
number of the hottest forefronts of the
battle. They did all that was asked of-
-them, and they did it well. When they’
got back to Canadian Headquarters they
were sadly reduced in personnel, and
their cars were 4 good deal marked. But
they knew they had done good service,

_and they were thanked by the Canadian
commander. Canada and the Empire
owe them hearty thanks as well,
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Italy Against Austria
 

  

 

 

 

With the British forces in Italy. A laden pack-mule ready to set
Right : The Prince of Wales, looking through a telescope,

i imbing j 2 the mountains.out on its climbing journey to the front among ¢
during his recent visit to the Italian front.
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i i Versailles War‘di Robilan, Italy’s representative on the S

aonnrittes, taking the salute. during a review of Italian troops.

 

 

 

   
 

  
  

 
iti i rrying a basket of carrier-pigeons up a pleasant

os sueagunicaARtway on the Italian front.

Watchers on the heights. Menat an Italian vedette post in the

high mountains keeping a lookout for enemy movements-
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WHAT CANADIAN M.M. GUNNERS DID
By Hamilton Fyfe

The Famous War Correspondent now on the Western Front ; i

show.” I heard manyof them say
this regretfully. They wanted to be

in it. They chafed against inaction while
not far from-them the great battle was
being fought. They were doing good
service, but it was the service of
those who “stand and wait,” and that
is not the kind of service to which the
Canadians are accustomed. ‘‘ If only the
Boche would start in on us!” they said.
They meantit, too.
But while the Dominion troops were

holding a sector in which, during those
crowded March and April days, there
was. “nothing doing,” the Canadians
were not altogether unrepresented in the
successful effort of the British armies to
bring up short of its aims the first stage
of the German offensive. Indeed, the
contribution which some Canadian motor
machine-gunners put in wasof the greatest
value. It saved many ‘British lives. It
accounted for many Germans. It tided
over a numberof difficult moments during
the battle. -

This unit, consisting of armoured cars
with machine-guns, which could either be
worked from the cars, or taken out and

used independently,-was formed in Canada
byseveral rich men at the instigation of a
French Canadian of distinguished ability
and enterprise. The unit had not yet been
in action when it was suddenly called
upon to take part in fighting some of the
rearguard actions required for the pro-
tection of our armies as theyfell. back.
Its machine-guns were actually in the
trench system when the call came.

Ready Wherever Wanted

At nine o’clock in the evening on
March 21st a telegram was received.
“Can you send your machine-gunners ?”
it asked, and “ How soon can’ they be
ready to start?” “The reply was made
that two batteries would pull out before
midnight, and the remainder by five
o'clock in the morning. Orders were sent
to the men in the trenches to come with
their guns as quickly as_ possible. By
five a.m. all the batteries were on the
road. : : :

They had a long way to go before they
came to the battlefield, but they drove
jike men who knew they were wanted;
and that same day, March 22nd,hey were
in action in two places. “> :

Their task was to stiffen resistance to
the German advance wherever our Jine
was weak. The officer in command of the
cars_wrote in one of his reports that his
cars were ‘‘in constant demand.” To
every demand for their help the men
responded. After fiv® days’ fighting,
during which they had only about twenty
hours’ sleep, they were reported to be in

the kest of trim. ‘‘ Every manis cheerful
and full of fight.” That was their com-
manding officer’s testimony.
They had beavylosses. That was not

to-be avoided. They were doing dangerous
work. One battery was in action with its
guns on the ground. They checked the
enemy time after time, but he came on
‘after every check, and at ast their
ammunition began to run: out.- The
hattery commander saw that he must
think about getting his guns away. He

igBs Canadians were not in “ the big left a few to keep up a brisk fire while
the rest were got into the cars. Unluckily,
before the packing up was: finished, the
gunners, who had been left firing, found
they had no ammunitionleft.
They saw that the cars were not ready

to start. They knew that unless the
Germans were held up somehow the
cars would be captured. They had a small
supply of bombs, and with these they
kept the enemy back for a few minutes.
Then they pulled out their revolvers and
used up all their cartridges. Still the cars
did not start. The Germans were getting
nearer every moment. Something must be
done to check them just alittle longer.
The one possibility was to charge.

Charge With Bare Fists

They had no bayonets. They had no
rifles even. The only weapons available
were spare machine-gun barrels. They
picked up these, and with a shout ran
into the open. It meant certain death,
and they must have knownthis. But not
one of them hesitated. Those who had

not been able to get a gun-barrel used
their fists. They wereall killed, but they
saved the cars. Their comrades. got
away, and told with affectionate gratitude
the story of their gallant sacrifice.
At Maricourt, near Péronne, a battery

fought till it had only three menleft.
All the rest were either killed or wounded.
Their orders here were to cover the
extrication of the heavy guns and of a
number of Tanks. These move slowly.
The Canadians’ job turned out to be a
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long one. At first they were firing from
positions protected by wire. But they
found that the wire hindered their view,
so they boldly carried their guns out in
front of it. ae
They went on working them in the

open until the enemy got round one of
their flanks. Then they started to get
back through the wire again. No more
than three—a sergeant and two privates—
remained unwounded. Oneof theprivates,
a motor-cyclist, with his machine handy,.
was sent to fetch up the cars, while the
other two kept a couple of guns going.
The cars came, the wounded were picked
up, and the remains of the battery got
safely away under its commander, who
had had his arm blownoff, ;

Often daring action was needed to get
the full value out of these armoured
“Jandships.”’ At one point the Germans
were discovered to be massing in large
force upon ground which our infantry fire
could not reach. It was sheltered from
them in such a manner as to be whatis
called “dead ground.” ‘The only way to
get at them and break up their concentra-
tion, which threatened to be dangerous,
was to work round the sheltering slope
and-pour in a hot fire from the flank.
Two cars were detailed for this enter-

prise. They drove at full speed and took
up their positions. Their guns, worked
from the cars, caught the Germans un-
expectedly and mowed them down.
“ They lay in heaps,” one of the Canadians
said afterwards. But very quickly the
Germanartillery got on to the cars. One
was hit‘and disabled. The crew of the
other tried to towit away, but this could
not be managed with shells bursting all
around. It had to be abandoned. But the
desperate effort had succeeded. ‘The
Germanconcentration was broken up.

Hight Crowded Days

There were several very brave exploits
by individual men. One gunner worked a
car all alone when all his comrades ‘had
been knocked out. Another man found
himself the only survivor of a car crew
except for the driver. They were in a
village which was just being taken by the
Boche. He planted his machine-gun at a
corner and played a stream of bullets in
the direction of the enemy, while the driver
turned the car round. Thenhe picked his
gun up, heaved it into the car, jumped
after it, and got away unhit.
One very interesting encounter which

the cars had was with a body of German
cavalry. Many hold it to be more. than
doubtful whether cavalry can be of any
use against machine-guns. The Canadian
commander’s report upon the encounter
supported this view. “Cavalry,” he
wrote, “against organised machine-guns,
with Canadians firing them,is useless,”

For eight days these cars were in a
number of the hottest forefronts of the
battle. They did all that was asked of-
-them, and they did it well. When they’
got back to Canadian Headquarters they
were sadly reduced in personnel, and
their cars were 4 good deal marked. But
they knew they had done good service,

_and they were thanked by the Canadian
commander. Canada and the Empire
owe them hearty thanks as well,
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RAID
By Rev. Innes Logan, M.A.,

Chaplain to the Forces, Author of “ On the King’s Service”

ITHIN the aid-post it was very
W still.. The doctor and the padre

: sat smoking in silence on either
side of the table, and in the passage

outside the sergeant moved up and down
quietly. In the dressing-room opposite
the doctor’s cabin bandages and splints
and cotton-wool lay stacked in orderly
rows. The long tunnel up to the road
showed no light of stars or moon when
the gas blanket hanging across the entrance
was drawn aside, for outside the night
was black as ink, with heavy clouds and

a lashing, furious rain. The aid-post
ran twenty feet underground and was
lined with great planks set close together
on walls and roof. ‘ It had been captured
from the enemy and bore all the signs
of German thoroughness and labour. A
sickly smell of mice pervaded the dug-out
and struggled successfully ‘with the pun-
gent odour of carbolic and the fumes
from a glowing brazier. :
“Two- minutes to zero,” said the

doctor, glancing at his wrist-watch,
SOnen- >=

“ What's that ?”’ The hard, throbbing
kick of a motor-car exhaust drummed on
their ears. It had a curiously metallic
note. It continued for some moments,
and then the doctor jumped to his feet.

“It’s the guns—downthat long venti-
lator over your bunk, padre.”
“Of course it is! Let’s go and see.”

THEY hurried up the passage, and at
the opening of the dug-out the sound

smote on their ears through the driving
rain and the howling gusts of wind. The
clamorous, shattering explosions of the
field-artillery pouring its barrage on the
enemy line dominated, but the deeper
roar of the long guns and the crash of
the howitzers held and _sustained it.
Behind the aid-post, and to its right
and left, the night was lit with stabbing
tonguesof flame.

Over the Germantrenches the trail of
bursting shells blazed ceaselesslyin spouts
of red and_yellow fire. From its heart
Tose soaring lights, the enemy~S O S
and our rockets, fired to create confusion,
crimson and blue and green and orange.
For a mile north and south the whole
cnemyline, awake and anxious, sent a
stream of Verey lights highin air Swoop-
ing far into the gloom of the rain-swept
sky and hanging, piercingly white, far
overhead. Below, the’ tortured sodden
country gleamed and was lost and gleamed
again.

Overhead, the tearing diminuendo of
the hurtling shells was felt rather than
heard amid the din. The night seemed
full of it. One was conscious of the
passage of the iron death, streaming to
its goal, as though it were a dreadful
curtain between frail, shrinking. flesh and
lood and the upper spaces of God’s air.

A LIGHTblazed redly, star shaped on
“~, theroad. Something whizzed by and

buried itself with a thud in the bank
by the aid-post door. The hostile
gunners were getting to work. But the

. Taid was over. The bombardmentslack-
ened. Through its pauses one could hear
the enemy shells bursting on our front
line, with sharp clanging blows as though
the doors of iron safes were being smartly

slammed, Ak—ak—ak! the machine-
guns cried angrily across No° Man’s
Land—theiy country, wrested from them
for-a little while.
The rockets no longer shot fantastic:

colours through the darkness. Only the
Verey lights still blazed and soared,
watching their frontiers till the dawn,
from the Alps to the sea—blazed and
passed—as_ souls were passing, too—all
night long.

 

A DRENCHED figure, its arm in a
sling, lurched forward from the rain

into the lighted tunnel.
“ Elevenprisoners, four wounded. The

best raid I’ve ever been in, and this is
the third. Six minutes from start to
finish! (No, sir, just a scratch, but the
doctor up there made me come onhere.)
Wentoverwith the barrage. God! almost
in it. And that saved us. ‘ Jerry’ was
working like mad to get the cover of his
machine-gun off when we were on him,
(Thank you, sir, there’s nothing I'd. like
better than a cup of hot tea) Yousee,
he had covered it from the wet, and then

the barrage fell and he went below. But
hé wasn’t slow off the mark whenitlifted.
Twenty seconds more and it would have
been us, and not them. They were not
expecting us, either, cooking their supper
and all. Two dug-outs there were. One
was deep and full of men. I gave them
thirty seconds\to come out, and they
Started jabbering to one another, arguing
like mad. I waited the time I said I
would, and no one came up. So I lobbed
mylittle lot- down: . They ‘all burst at
the foot and the roof fell in. Then the
whistle blew and I legged it back again.
(No,. sir, no one hit going or coming, but
two killed in ourtrench bytheir retaliation
after we got back; and two wounded.)
Six minutes there and back!” .He-in-
haled his cigarette deeply and wiped his
streaming face.
A stretcher was borne down the gang-

way slowly. A tall man lay on it with
the strength gone out of him. His left
leg was swathed in bloodstained bandages
and his face was grey with pain.

“ Hallo, chum, is that you?” called
the first-comer. “Never mind, you’ve
got a Blighty one!” +

H® friend gazed dully at -the roof.
Home was home, but a long wayoff,

Pain was here and insistent, not to be
denied. He whispered his name and
address.

“Yes—mother, sir, thank you.” And
lay quiet.

“Is the car there? Get him off as
soon as anotherstretcher case comesalong.
Give him a drop of brandy. (Yes, he’ll
be all right, padre, you can say, but he
has had a bad shock.) Take off those

. wet clothes and put blankets round him.
(He'll be all the better of a cup of tea.)”
He washed his hands briskly and lit a
cigarette.

“ Now, whois this, sergeant ? ”
A short, squat figure was stumping

down the gangway, and as he came into
the light we saw he wore the field-grey
of the enemy. He walked stiffly, and
was greeted with a broad grin by the
first-comer. :

“Well, Fritz, how goes it?”

PRIzZ knew no English, but his swarthy
face looked very satisfied.

_ “IT think he’s been the ‘ comic ’‘of his
company,sir, Always cutting capers, but
we got fed up with him coming across,
and I tickled him with my bayonet to
keep him to business. Oh, nothing to
hurt! Did him a world of good!”
The German was having his wound

dressed. It prevented him from sitting
down with any degree of comfort, but
obviously life was full of good cheer for
him.
“Thanks be to God there is no more

war forme!” We produced a large tin
box, full of cigarettes, and proffered them.
They were declined, by oneat least, with
a feeling of repulsion. One can be kind
to wounded men of any race, but good
fellowship with a.Germanis impossible.
It is, indeed, cynical and immoral.
“They had a chaplain. One in each

division. Only one. He lived at divi-
sional headquarters and was an old
gentlemanof sixty-five.” He was anxious
to chatter, but his complacency . beside
the stricken Englishman jarred, and we
left him alone.

"THE wounded trickled in one by one,
chiefly the ordinary tale of a night’s

casualties. Among them was a_ big
German who could only whisper ‘‘ Kam--
crad! Kamerad!” and be silent. He
was shot through the body below the
stomach, a clean, round, horrid wound,
bleeding internally.
“You can put that other case on the

car now,” said the doctor. ‘‘ Put. more
blankets round this man. No, nothing
to drink. (He is very badly wounded.
No, none, I’m afraid.) .Get the other car
up and have those other men away, too.”

It was far on into the night. Casualties
had been very light. The raid had been
a great success. The two officers drank
hot tea, and intermittently discussed the
best time to be wounded and the worst.
The talk rambled rounda clearing-station

‘after Loos, and. the river steamers in
Mesopotamia, and the mud of thesalient,
and settled on the scenes at the dressing-
station at I'lesquiéres in the middle of
the Cambrai “ show.’’ It flickered down
into silence, and, taking off their boots
and collars, they turned in, blew out the
candles, and, in an atmosphere of mouse,
antiseptic, blood, and dampsoil, slept.

‘FRE cars pulled slowlyoff and, at day-
break, slipped into the ruined city.

The chill winds of February whispered
throughits streets, and the skeleton houses
and empty gaping cellars werefilled with
the dreary sound of it. Beyond that there
was no sound at all. What had once
been a city and was now a vast British
barracks lay quiet, and, save for the
military police at the street corners, and
the stray dogs slinking by in search of
food, Grande Place and narfow, crooked .
bywayalike lay silent and void. <
The cars thrummed into the courtyard

of a great house. From one crept stiffly,
one by one, the slightly-wounded men.
From the other the orderlies drew out
a weary Englishman, one more stage
of his journey over, but when they came
to lift his enemy they found that he had:
fared forth on a farther journeystill.
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Young France salutes the soldiers from the Western Republic. French children crowd to the fence to cheer a regiment of United States” stated in New York that while giving much needed and efficient aid to the French and British, General Pershing is carrying forward rapidly

troops passing through their still peaceful village on the way to the front. Since the German offensive began in March the American his plans for a campaign in 1919, for ‘‘no one in the American Army expects the war to end this year, but there has never been any doubt

soldiers have in ever increasing numbers taken their places in the fighting-line, and. have given good account of themselves. It was recently in the minds of American fighters how the war would end.’ It was stated lately that over 700,000 U.S. soldiers were in France.

 

 

   
American infantry, with French Tanks in support, leaving their.trenches to attack Cantigny, which the i i i i 6 : i i i

: P - y successfully captured along with protection of a well-directed rolling barrage from the. light guns, with the ‘heavies’ concentrating.upon distant areas, they advanced in
oe inieodnecro: at the end of May. This has been described by an American war correspondent as thefirst ‘‘ big success ’’ of two steady waves. They crossed the TitenveriiG zone to their objectives—a depth of nearly a mile—in exactly forty minutes, preceded by

e Uni ates troops. At 6.45 a.m. the Americans, upon a front of one mile and a half, hopped from their trenches, and under the twelve Tanks. . . . The Americans have dug in in the new positions and propose to hold them.’” ; :
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Miss -E. P. Eadie, one of the ** Last Post ’’ at the funeral of Sister Margaret Lowe, who died
nurses wounded in a German of wounds received during a Hun air attack on the Canadian
air raid on a hospital in France. General Hospital at which she was working.
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Miss M. K. Mackinnon,a nurse i
wounded during a Germanair 4

raid on a hospital in France. 4

  

 

Senegalese troops of the French Armyon their wayto the western
fi front passing along the slopeof a peaceful valley.

    
 

Dr. Frances Ivens and someof her staff at a Scottish.Women’s Hospital in France.
During a German air raid Dr. Ivens performed several amputation operations. ,
Left: King George at Aldershot decorates Matron Repton with the M.M. andR.R.C. 4
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French nurse attending to wounded British soldiers from the western fighting-line. Right: The Bishop of
mede Day Nursery at Ladbroke Grove. It is regarded as a model! among the nurseries e:
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Miss -E. P. Eadie, one of the ** Last Post ’’ at the funeral of Sister Margaret Lowe, who died
nurses wounded in a German of wounds received during a Hun air attack on the Canadian
air raid on a hospital in France. General Hospital at which she was working.
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Miss M. K. Mackinnon,a nurse i
wounded during a Germanair 4

raid on a hospital in France. 4

  

 

Senegalese troops of the French Armyon their wayto the western
fi front passing along the slopeof a peaceful valley.

    
 

Dr. Frances Ivens and someof her staff at a Scottish.Women’s Hospital in France.
During a German air raid Dr. Ivens performed several amputation operations. ,
Left: King George at Aldershot decorates Matron Repton with the M.M. andR.R.C. 4
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French nurse attending to wounded British soldiers from the western fighting-line. Right: The Bishop of
mede Day Nursery at Ladbroke Grove. It is regarded as a model! among the nurseries e:

 ce
Londonvisiting the Ray-

stablished for the children of munition workers, 4

      
i i s pl i a famous regiment up to the front. They were passing through a well-nigh deserted town in Fianders. tnset
meee BEEanodeLeankalat ploneers on the western front returning from their work in the line in a Canadian cart.
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. . . : : . . i. . Al
Mir. C. Mi. Sheldon, our own war artist, contributes yet another page of jottings from his portfolio. These sketches are chiefly
reminiscentof visits to deep dug-outs, which were common enough during the long protracted trench warfare, but which must _

be for the most part tenantiess and abandoned to-day in the war of movement that revived with the new Germanoffensive.  -
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LITTLE JOURNEYS TO THE GREATWAR

‘SEEIN

HE major who had guided us
througha series of trenches, which
will be more famous in history

than Waterloo or any battlefield of the
older days, suggested a visit to brigade
headquarters near by. In a soggy bit
of shattered wood we saw some rude
huts, and thither he Jed us.

Out of one of these huts stepped the
tall. and burly figure of an officer, bare-
headed. The crossed sword and baton
on his  shoulder-straps bespoke the
brigadier. His manner instantly recalled
to me Barrie’s description of Professor
Blackie—“he carried his own breeze
with him.” =

“Well, boys,” said he cheerily,“‘ havifig
a look round ? Come along and see how
we carry on downbelow.” And his breeze
wafted us forthwith to the lowly entrance
of a dug-out. Downthe slushy steps he
piloted us, calling out when we had to
mind our heads, or when to beware a-
broken step. Down, forty feet and more,

_ we went into the oozyclay, the brigadier
enlivening our descent with happy com-
ment, proud as a schoolboy taking you to
his new rabbit-hutch.

A the foot of these toilsome, slippery
stairs we found ourselves+in a

mammoth mole run. <Amain gallery ran
at right angles from the stairway, and
various transverse passages openedoff this,
back and forth. The ground wasslightly
muddy, the atmosphere moist as a hot-
house, for all the steady working of the

There were many little rooms,
eachfitted for its special use.

“ Here,’- the brigadier would say,
pushing open a ‘door, “are mysignalling
officer's quarters,’ and “here’s the

-brigade major’s outfit—jolly comfortable,
too.” ~The rank of each efficer was stated
on. a neatly-printed card nailed to his door.
“Comfortable ”’ they all were, as comfort
is understood where sheils fall like rain,
and poison gas rolls overthick as sea mists
on. the Lincolnshire dunes. There is, of
course, a sense of comfort that excels

- the cushioned luxury of a pasha insitting
securely in an earthen burrow with forty
feet of solid soil atop when 12 in. shells

high explosive are bursting above.
Give me the comfort of a deep, deep

 dug-out then!

Ave the officers of the brigade staff,
with their servants, were housed in

these humid cells, where the modern
marvel of electricity made it possible to
live and workas easily as in many a dim
London counting-house. A counting-house
of war it was. There was the telephone
exchange, switchboards, and all the latest
devices, with alert operators wearing
the familiar receivers clipped. to their
heads. 5
“T cancall up headquarters in London

from hete,” said the brigadier. ‘‘ Yester-
day I was speaking to the War Office.”
And a matter of two miles away lay the
enemy trenches ! a3}
The brigadier’s own quarters differed in

no degree of “comfort” from any of the
others. His office adjoined his sleeping
chamber, and here, at a long rude bench,
the business of the brigade wascarried on.
Onthe benchstood four orfive telephones,
and each had its separate use. When a big
attack was on, and the whole brigade in
action, the general would be seated at

By the Editor
one, the signal officer at another, the
liaisonofficer at a third ; the chief medical
officer would also be there at his ‘phone.
And what exciting messages would come
over the wires !

IRST the brigadier would hear that a
platoon in an advanced trench had

been wiped out, and he would repeat the
message aloud.  ‘‘ Signals’” would in-
stantly tell the news to a platoon leader
ina support trench, who would know his

time had come to move up and take the
place of those who had fallen; the
liaison officer would order up reserves to
the support trench, and the M.O. would
already be ‘phoning to hurry up his
stretcher-bearers to meet and relieve
these now toiling down with their sad
burdens. So, or in some such way—for
I may have-all the facts wrong, and no
matter—the desk-werk would go onin this
counting-house of war when the grisly
business was brisk.

“ It’s just good business,” I said to the
brigadier, by way of comment, alter his
graphic picturing of the scene.

“That’s what it is. Business’ methods
applied to: war. And business methods
are the only kind that will win this war.’

HE enthusiasm of this man, his
exuberant delight in his work, the

kindly, brotherly way in which Ke spoke
of his officers and men, were worth a long
journey to witness. His table was piled
in the most orderly way with plans of
trenches and aerial photos of the enemy
systems in his immediate neighbcurhood.
No business man in Queen Victoria Street
has so clear a knowledge of his desk’s
contents as this brigadier had of his. I
never saw a man of business so radiant
with the joy of his work. He had been
an architect or a civil engineer by pro-
fession, and done. some “‘ amateur
soldiering *’ in his spare time ere the
summons to the real thing brought him
overseas, after many a hairbreath escape,
to this particularly “unhealthy” sector of
the western front.

Ivor he hailed from Australia. That
where his tonic breeze came from.

PHAt day I had already discarded
several old prejudices against our kins-

men of the island continent, and I rid
myself of any that remained down there
in the brigadier’s dug-out.

““Tt’s well over three years since I sailed
awayfrom Sydney,” said he, “‘ and I have
not seen my wife or children since that
day. Despiteall the letters and photosthat
come’ frony- them, I’m afraid of their

fading alittle in my memory, with that old
life that is now so remote.” His kindly,
merry eyes were shadowy, and seemed to
be straining to a far horizon as he looked
at the wall of the dug-out, almost. uncon-
scious of our presence. His voice was
firm again, his eyes brightening, when he
went on :

“ But we all came over here to see this
thing through, and I, for one, am not
going back till we're through with it.
My new. love is for those splendid men
you’ve seen to-day. Many of them went
through Gallipoli with me. They are here
of their own free will to see it through.
The Australian type has found himselt in
this war. They are men. to be proud of—
resolute, courageous, courteous,”

was
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HEREwould be some sad p
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in the dug-out, ‘as all the laborious works
of his brigade had to be abandoned and
the order given to retreat, when the
sudden pressure of the enemy in the first
thrust for Amiens made it necessary to
withdrawso wide a portion of the British
front. In ‘seeing it through,” retreat
must be faced as resolutely as advance,
but my newly-awakened enthusiasm for
the Australians. makes me feel -that,
advancing sor retreating in the swaying
battles of the Great War, their motto
remains the only one for a hero race—

ta“ Advance, Australia!
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Indian sappers recovering Turkish war_ material
thrown to prevent its capture by the British.   from the Tigris, where it had been

Right: Mound Babel, near Babylon.
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e
e Arabsin the bazaar at Kut-el-Amaralistening to a boy crier announcing the anniversary of

the recapture of the town by Sir Stanley Maude.

 

Right: Ruins of the Tower of Babel.

 

 
  

   
 

Wiilitary cemetery in Mesopotamia, showing the permanent cement crosses erected over every soldier’s grave. Right: An officer
of the Graves’ Registration Commission locating the resting-place of an officer buried in the parapes of the Sanna-i-Yat trenches,

ainaantrtrrtreenact

Niece: is a country of
contrasts. Jor eight months in
the year a general has to scheme

to get water to his troops. For four
months in the year he has to strive to
keep water away fromhis troops. When
the thermometer begins to range from
80° to 130° in the shade—andthere isn’t
any shade—and the sky turns to brass;
when the tworivers sink, and the marshes
dry up, the fighting columns go where
the “dust devils” dance, a man can’t
sweat and a water-bottle is worth its
weight in diamonds.
But when the icy shimal comes from

the Persian Hills and the rains break, and
the rivers run higher than the land, we con-
tinue the war on the waters, and Bedouin

Atkins becomes an armed waterman.
Our camp on the W. position is a

vast square saucer of mud surrounded
by water. To keep ourselves from being

 

“washed away—horse, foot, and guns—by
the rising brown floods, we have piled
our arms and dug from dawntill sunset
for days and days on end. Along the
whole river-line of the encamped corps,
and the entrenched front lines, we have
built a continuous bund. We have walled
the river to its course. The bunds are
about twelve feet high by thirty feet
thick at the base, and a columnof fours
san almost pass along the top. Our only
materials have been British muscle, picks
and» shovels, and desert earth, plus a
few flour or grain sacks and sand-bags
for the worst places.

War in the Waters

Up-stream the Turk has carried on
the work for his own protection. Thus
the camps, “ back,’ of the line, are below

the water-level, and our trenches more
so. Around the canvas of each tent is
built a. miniature bund to keep the
surface water out: Deep pits bisect the
lines to drain the water off and make
foot movement: feasible.

It is impossible to drain water from
our trenches, so we bale them out with
our canteens, if time and. opportunity
permit.- Usually this permission is not
forthcoming. That is the peaceable. side
of the picture.
We have got.to make.aneffort to get

through the enemy’s line. Just on dawn
our heavy artillery and the big guns
of the monitors enter a‘ fifteen minutes’
intensive fire upon the: Turkish position.
The Turkish gunners reply upon our
trenches, where the assaulting troops
stand ‘in benumbing water. Shrapnel
bursts with a clean dull crack overhead,
hisses into the water, and smacks into

sodden parapet and parados. High-ex-
plosive shells crash sullenly in front and
at the rear, and fling pillars of mud and
sheets of water into the air, obscuring
our objective. ,
From both sides the vicious rip and

deafening rattle of machine-guns link
up the din. The curtain of mud subsides,
the smoke rises ; our monitor guns have
ranged the enemy’s batteries: Along the

_whole* front of the Turkish position a
violent belt.of mud and water and smoke
is rising and falling. Almost simultane-
ously, from: the river and marsh flanks
of the Turkish position, a solid spout
of earth and water gushes up into the
air and subsides again to the deep rever-

By ‘The Adjutant’
beration of our high explosives. Almost
at once the volume of Maxim fire dwindles
and staggers, the phut and splutter of
bullet impact on our parapet eddies and
diminishes, and the shrill, sharp ‘‘ ping ”’
of bullets. overhead dies downin places.
A grin travels from face to face in our
trenches,
Our monitor guns have cut the bund,

and the enemy’s first line is flooded. The
guns stop suddenly, and three regiments
—one British and two Indian—surge over
our parapets and begin a splashing rush
forward.
The impetus was stifled at the com-

mencement. Mud over the ankles, and

water to the knees, converted the advance

into a slipping, ungainly stagger. Several
menfell downand arose like drownedrats,
Some fell and failed to rise. The enemy’s
machine-guns and rifles were rattling
again. The line went clumsily but
steadily forward, reached the Turkish
first line, and—found it a creek about
three yards wide.
One cannot jump from a knee-deep

“take off’ of mud and water. Bunches
of men disappeared to their necks, and

Faring Beyond Babylon Under the British Flag =) oeare

  

  

 

     

Several attempts had been made to
it, but had failed, chiefly -because
swollen marsh and water-protected {

For a few days there was a halt, a
the position was left severely alone.
the meantime, some Norfolks and Dorse
organised a brief relaxation in the fo
of rehearsing a regatta. They obta
some bellums and goofas from a 1
village down-stream. A bellumis
small narrow punt. It is fole
paddled along. A goofa is a big cire
basket, a kind of vast round coracle.

Its method of propulsion is paddle. I+
will carry six people, but it is about ¢!
most unwieldy and unmanageable c
that a British soldier has ever
manipulate,

     

‘*Bellum’’ and ‘‘ Goofa” Regaita

For several days the local villagers sa
and smoked their pipes, and
watched the amusing efforts of the
clad “ Anklizi’’ to master the idiosyncr
of their simple craft. It probablystrt
them as.a great and mysterious waste
of time when the Turk was just round the
next bend impeding the column’s advance.
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IN CHIEF COMMAND IN MESOPOTAMIA. Lieut.-General Sir William Marshall
(left), who succeeded on the death of Sir Stanley Maude to the command of the British

forces in Mesopotamia, leaving the memorial service to General Maude at Bagdad.

fruitlessly endeavoured to scramble out
at the otherside.
We had captured thefirst line all right,

but. the» river had “-occupied”’ “and
defeated the attack. That-time we did
not get through. yj

Bund cutting is not confined to occa-
sions of attack. When we get bored with
the halts that are forced. upon us b¥
climatic conditions, a monitor steams
into range, “tics up,” and puts a few
shells into the Turkish bunds. This is
generally done in the evenings, just to
keep the Turk busy during the dark night
hours, and to use up the energy of his

‘fighting men. Occasionally he has his
revenge, and cuts our bunds with one

of. his heavy batteries. Then it is our
turn to .spend the night» sweating and
toiling with pick and shovel and sack,
stemming the incoming river. It is a
Herculean -business. Fortunately our
bunds are well made, and the Turk has

not the same high-explosive facilities for
cutting that we have.
A “ strong point ” of a group of works

neara village was holding up the advance.

 

Late one afternoon
off. It assembled
Turkish ‘ point.”
goofas there.vere rafts constr
of ration-cases. There was a
number of competitors, bu
panies of troops had gone into
Every available craft was pr
were all crowded, and each man‘ c:
a rifle and wore his equipment.

At the moment the-sports were ti:
to commence some. Maxims
bark on the distant desert f
Turkish position. Thestr
once pushed off and swung
reeds masking the enemy’s water
Inside an hour that Turkish position was
in our hands, capturéd by the ch
tegatta-party of the Norfolks and DorSets
who had caught the enemy on the
which had been regarded as prote
by the -“ impassable" -fleoded -marsh.
Our plan. was quite ‘unsuspe e
casualties were very ‘slight:. The néxt
day saw the column six miles farther
en its journey. -Such is flood warfare
with Bedouin-Waterman Atkins,
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thrown to prevent its capture by the British.   from the Tigris, where it had been

Right: Mound Babel, near Babylon.
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e
e Arabsin the bazaar at Kut-el-Amaralistening to a boy crier announcing the anniversary of

the recapture of the town by Sir Stanley Maude.

 

Right: Ruins of the Tower of Babel.

 

 
  

   
 

Wiilitary cemetery in Mesopotamia, showing the permanent cement crosses erected over every soldier’s grave. Right: An officer
of the Graves’ Registration Commission locating the resting-place of an officer buried in the parapes of the Sanna-i-Yat trenches,

ainaantrtrrtreenact

Niece: is a country of
contrasts. Jor eight months in
the year a general has to scheme

to get water to his troops. For four
months in the year he has to strive to
keep water away fromhis troops. When
the thermometer begins to range from
80° to 130° in the shade—andthere isn’t
any shade—and the sky turns to brass;
when the tworivers sink, and the marshes
dry up, the fighting columns go where
the “dust devils” dance, a man can’t
sweat and a water-bottle is worth its
weight in diamonds.
But when the icy shimal comes from

the Persian Hills and the rains break, and
the rivers run higher than the land, we con-
tinue the war on the waters, and Bedouin

Atkins becomes an armed waterman.
Our camp on the W. position is a

vast square saucer of mud surrounded
by water. To keep ourselves from being

 

“washed away—horse, foot, and guns—by
the rising brown floods, we have piled
our arms and dug from dawntill sunset
for days and days on end. Along the
whole river-line of the encamped corps,
and the entrenched front lines, we have
built a continuous bund. We have walled
the river to its course. The bunds are
about twelve feet high by thirty feet
thick at the base, and a columnof fours
san almost pass along the top. Our only
materials have been British muscle, picks
and» shovels, and desert earth, plus a
few flour or grain sacks and sand-bags
for the worst places.

War in the Waters

Up-stream the Turk has carried on
the work for his own protection. Thus
the camps, “ back,’ of the line, are below

the water-level, and our trenches more
so. Around the canvas of each tent is
built a. miniature bund to keep the
surface water out: Deep pits bisect the
lines to drain the water off and make
foot movement: feasible.

It is impossible to drain water from
our trenches, so we bale them out with
our canteens, if time and. opportunity
permit.- Usually this permission is not
forthcoming. That is the peaceable. side
of the picture.
We have got.to make.aneffort to get

through the enemy’s line. Just on dawn
our heavy artillery and the big guns
of the monitors enter a‘ fifteen minutes’
intensive fire upon the: Turkish position.
The Turkish gunners reply upon our
trenches, where the assaulting troops
stand ‘in benumbing water. Shrapnel
bursts with a clean dull crack overhead,
hisses into the water, and smacks into

sodden parapet and parados. High-ex-
plosive shells crash sullenly in front and
at the rear, and fling pillars of mud and
sheets of water into the air, obscuring
our objective. ,
From both sides the vicious rip and

deafening rattle of machine-guns link
up the din. The curtain of mud subsides,
the smoke rises ; our monitor guns have
ranged the enemy’s batteries: Along the

_whole* front of the Turkish position a
violent belt.of mud and water and smoke
is rising and falling. Almost simultane-
ously, from: the river and marsh flanks
of the Turkish position, a solid spout
of earth and water gushes up into the
air and subsides again to the deep rever-

By ‘The Adjutant’
beration of our high explosives. Almost
at once the volume of Maxim fire dwindles
and staggers, the phut and splutter of
bullet impact on our parapet eddies and
diminishes, and the shrill, sharp ‘‘ ping ”’
of bullets. overhead dies downin places.
A grin travels from face to face in our
trenches,
Our monitor guns have cut the bund,

and the enemy’s first line is flooded. The
guns stop suddenly, and three regiments
—one British and two Indian—surge over
our parapets and begin a splashing rush
forward.
The impetus was stifled at the com-

mencement. Mud over the ankles, and

water to the knees, converted the advance

into a slipping, ungainly stagger. Several
menfell downand arose like drownedrats,
Some fell and failed to rise. The enemy’s
machine-guns and rifles were rattling
again. The line went clumsily but
steadily forward, reached the Turkish
first line, and—found it a creek about
three yards wide.
One cannot jump from a knee-deep

“take off’ of mud and water. Bunches
of men disappeared to their necks, and

Faring Beyond Babylon Under the British Flag =) oeare

  

  

 

     

Several attempts had been made to
it, but had failed, chiefly -because
swollen marsh and water-protected {

For a few days there was a halt, a
the position was left severely alone.
the meantime, some Norfolks and Dorse
organised a brief relaxation in the fo
of rehearsing a regatta. They obta
some bellums and goofas from a 1
village down-stream. A bellumis
small narrow punt. It is fole
paddled along. A goofa is a big cire
basket, a kind of vast round coracle.

Its method of propulsion is paddle. I+
will carry six people, but it is about ¢!
most unwieldy and unmanageable c
that a British soldier has ever
manipulate,

     

‘*Bellum’’ and ‘‘ Goofa” Regaita

For several days the local villagers sa
and smoked their pipes, and
watched the amusing efforts of the
clad “ Anklizi’’ to master the idiosyncr
of their simple craft. It probablystrt
them as.a great and mysterious waste
of time when the Turk was just round the
next bend impeding the column’s advance.
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IN CHIEF COMMAND IN MESOPOTAMIA. Lieut.-General Sir William Marshall
(left), who succeeded on the death of Sir Stanley Maude to the command of the British

forces in Mesopotamia, leaving the memorial service to General Maude at Bagdad.

fruitlessly endeavoured to scramble out
at the otherside.
We had captured thefirst line all right,

but. the» river had “-occupied”’ “and
defeated the attack. That-time we did
not get through. yj

Bund cutting is not confined to occa-
sions of attack. When we get bored with
the halts that are forced. upon us b¥
climatic conditions, a monitor steams
into range, “tics up,” and puts a few
shells into the Turkish bunds. This is
generally done in the evenings, just to
keep the Turk busy during the dark night
hours, and to use up the energy of his

‘fighting men. Occasionally he has his
revenge, and cuts our bunds with one

of. his heavy batteries. Then it is our
turn to .spend the night» sweating and
toiling with pick and shovel and sack,
stemming the incoming river. It is a
Herculean -business. Fortunately our
bunds are well made, and the Turk has

not the same high-explosive facilities for
cutting that we have.
A “ strong point ” of a group of works

neara village was holding up the advance.

 

Late one afternoon
off. It assembled
Turkish ‘ point.”
goofas there.vere rafts constr
of ration-cases. There was a
number of competitors, bu
panies of troops had gone into
Every available craft was pr
were all crowded, and each man‘ c:
a rifle and wore his equipment.

At the moment the-sports were ti:
to commence some. Maxims
bark on the distant desert f
Turkish position. Thestr
once pushed off and swung
reeds masking the enemy’s water
Inside an hour that Turkish position was
in our hands, capturéd by the ch
tegatta-party of the Norfolks and DorSets
who had caught the enemy on the
which had been regarded as prote
by the -“ impassable" -fleoded -marsh.
Our plan. was quite ‘unsuspe e
casualties were very ‘slight:. The néxt
day saw the column six miles farther
en its journey. -Such is flood warfare
with Bedouin-Waterman Atkins,
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Crosses & Medals for Valour on Land & inAir
O* the occasion of his Majesty’s birthday, the King kas been pleased to.

institute two decorations, to be awardedto officers and warrant cflicers
in the Royal Air Force, and two medals to be awarded to non-commissioned
officers and men in that service. The decorations are the ‘‘ Distinguished

I’lying Cross,” to be given for acts of gallantry whenflying in active operations

against the enemy, and the “Air Force Cross,” to be given for acts of courage

or devotion to duty whenflying, although not in active operations against the

enemy. ‘Thefirst five portraits in the top row on this page are of officers whose

names appeared inthe first list of awards of this decoration. In subsequent

issues portraits will appear of non-commissionedofficers and menof the R.A.

to whomthe Distinguished Flying Medal and the Air Force Medal are awarded.

Lieutenant Edward Eric Turner, R.A.F., has been awarded the Distinguished

Flying Cross for gallantry while piloting his machine during a hostile air raid ;

he displayed great determinationandskill in manceuvring at a height of 11,000

feet under heavy enemyfire, which enabled his observer to bring effective fire

on an enemyaeroplane, resulting in its being driven to the ground.

Virst-Class Air Mechanic Albert Thomas Charles Stagg, R.A.P., awarded the

  

 

 

Military Medal, was acting as gunner-observer during a night hostile air raid ;

he fired his gun at an enemy machine at a height of 10,000 feet, causing it to

burst into flame and crash to the ground entirely out of control.

~Lance-Corporal Sidney Charles Henington, R.E., was awarded the Military

Medal for blowing up an important pumping plant at night while the enemy

were advancing, and only a short distance away. He is a Fulhamlad, twenty-

two years of age, and has been on active service for three and a half years.

Lieutenant (Acting Captain) Eric Stuart Dougall, M.C., R.F.A., post-

humously awarded the Victoria Cross, ran his guns to the top of a ridge to fire

over open sights. ‘The infantry had been pressed back in line with the guns,

and Captain Dougall supplied the men with Lewis guns. “So long as you

stick to your trenches I will keep myguns here,” he said; and inspired byhis

fearless calm, the men maintained the line throughout the day, delaying the

enemy’s advance for more than twelve hours, Inthe evening, having expended

all its ammunition, the battery was withdrawn byorder, the guns being man-

hauled over half a niile of shell-cratered ground. Captain Dougall was killed

four days later while directing the fire of his guns.
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T.-Col. C.D. BREESE,
A.F.C., R.AF.

T.-Col. THE MASTER
OF SEMPILL,A.F.¢.

   

T.-Lt.-Col. R.B. BOUR- Maj. J. A. CUNNING- it. E i
DILLON, M.C., A.F.C. LHAM,D.F.C., R.A.F. D.F.C., RAF.

 

 

Capt. A.C. T. WHITE; Sgt. H. M. B. SCHO-
V.C., M.C., Yorks Regt: FIELD, M.M., R.F.A.
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L.-Cpl. S. C. HENING- -Sec.-Lt. E. F. BEAL,

TON, M.M., R.E. V.C., late Yorks Regt.

 

 

 
 

     

  

 

    

 

 

Air-Mech.A. T. C.
STAGG, M.M, R.A.P:

 

         | A

Recipients of their Dead Fathers’ Medals : The
Daughter of Sergt.-Maj.

of Sergt. BACKHOUSE.

 

MILLER and the Son C.-S.-M.MILNE,D.C.M.  Sergt. A. MOUNTAIN,
and Bar, Hants Regt. V.C., W. Yorks Regt.

 

        & Sia
   
Lt. E. 8. DOUGALL, ‘Pte. T. YOUNG, V.C., Pte. A. H. CROSS, V.C.,

V.C., M.C., R.F.A. Durham L.I. M.G, Corps,

Sec.-Lt. B. A. HORS- Capt. W. FLACK, M.C,,

 

Bomb. C. E. STONE,
FALL, V.C., E. Lancs, Royal Fus. V.C., RA.
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General view of the country in which Frenchairmen spotted the positions—marked 1, 2, and 3, about th ih st cent f the d —
of the long-range guns with which the Germans began to bombard Paris from a distance of about 74 pais ou areh 23rd.
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@ne of the German tong-range guns at Crepy as it.was dis- direct hits were registered. After these ‘‘Big Berthas’’ had been

covered by a French airman, and (right) an approximate “ recon- put out of action their successors were sited in new positions,it is

struction?’ of the emplacement of the gun. These guns were about believed, a dozen miles from the front, and the Hun vainly sought

“six miles from the fighting-front, and after they had been located once: more to try and weaken the moral of the French people by

» the Frenchheavyartillery was brought to bear on them,and several bombarding their capital and killing civilians.
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Military Medal, was acting as gunner-observer during a night hostile air raid ;
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burst into flame and crash to the ground entirely out of control.
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Medal for blowing up an important pumping plant at night while the enemy
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two years of age, and has been on active service for three and a half years.
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over open sights. ‘The infantry had been pressed back in line with the guns,
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HEREis always
something rather

fascinating about
the postal statistics

which the Postmaster-General from time

to time puts before us, and therefore I

need make no apology for giving a tew

particulars from those recently presented

by Mr. Illingworth to the ‘House of Com-
mons. Close on 80,000 menof the postal
service, he said, were scrving in the

Army. »Many men would be liable. for
service under the new Act, but he did not
think. that many would be able to be
spared. There were 25,000 fewer people
employed-in the Post Office than in-the
days before the war, a fact which should be
yemembered when complaints were heard
that the service was not so eflicient as it
used to be.

URNINGto the subject of the “ Army
postbag,”’ the P.M.G. said “that the

military post, mainly to Vrance,
fapriced 10,000,000letters and 350,000

~parcels. There had been a considerable
increasé in the post to: prisoners of war
and -thoseé interned in neutral countries.
The letters last year were 89,000 a* week.
They were now 116,000, and parcels also
had increased from: 85,000 per-week in a
certain period of last year to \126,000. at

present.

An Aerial Post

the way, an interesting after-war
y

B prospect is opened up by an inter-
view with a high authority which recently
appeared in onéofthe daily papers. It is
nothing less than an “ All-Red Aerial”
postal service.

After the war we shall be able to turn our
aerial experience. to commercial account.
Wehave the pilots, andthe material at hand
to develop aerial transport, and all’ that is
required is enterprise to devise fegular air
routes, construct aerodromes in various parts
of the world in> order to secure the British
supremacy~ in “air-borne’ traffic as-we have
cured .it.in the sea-borne carriage of the

merchandise of the world.. Prae tically every
port of call round.the world is nowBritish,
and fhe aerodromes which would have to be
constructed at these various ports must. also
be British. ‘he aerial chain tls established

will be another means of knitting the Empire
more closely together,

apWO correspondents (C, White, Cardiff,
and J. B. Caldwell, Glasgow) write

to me with reference to the newarrange-
ment to bind Tit War ILLustratrep
into double volumes, beginning with
Volumes $ and 9g. The former suggests
that if the new arrangement started with
Vohames 9 and 10, it weuld mean that

Volume 8 would complete the first four
years of the war. This is true, but it
would not get over the difficulty of
producing a noticeable inequality in. the
bulk of the ‘first eight volumes, whereas

by binding Volumes 8 and 9 into one, the
first double volume wilt bulk’ verylittle
more than. the first single volume of the
series, and furthermore, it will effect the
saving which-is so essential in the use of

.the binding”materials. THis correspondent
tells me that hé*is “saving ‘all the outer
pages in order to bind them into a picture-

CGQeGee
5 Printed pnd published: by: the “AMALGAMATED. PRESS,~LIMITED, ‘The. Fleet:ay Ions

Ausstralia and New Zealand ; by The CentralNewa Agency, .
iniand, 3d, per copy15

 

book “later one I think=this as quite a
good idea, and each subseriber can adapt
it.according to his own taste.

HAVE received from Mr,
Lees, the well-known lecturer and

writer on the decimal system, a very
pleasant note concerning -C. M.’s paper,
in a recent number of THe WAR ILLus-
TRATED, on the subject- of decimals.
Mr.. Lingham Lees claims that the
sovereign must be made equal to 1,000
mils or farthings, the shilling made equal
to 50 of these, and-a ten-larthing ptece
substituted for the ‘“ threepenny bit,”
and thus the change would be affected
with the minimumof disturbance. With
our chief Allies employing the decimal
system, it would seem inevitable that
sooner or later we.shall fall into line with
them in this matter.

J, Lingham

We extent to which the American
effort is being felt on the western

front, and the wayin whichitis likely to
be felt more and more‘in the early future,
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The Rev. Innes .Logan, M.A., C.F., who
has written specially for ‘‘ The War Illus-
trated’’ the sketch ‘‘ The Six Minutes’
Raid,’? which appears in this-issue in our

“Told by the Padre’ series.

may be guessed at from. several state-
ments that have recently been made by
the United States Secretary for War.
Speaking in the middle of June, Mr. Baker
said that there were then close upon
three-quarters of a million of Americans
in I’rance, and he went on to say:

It is not unfair to, speculate that.we shall
shortly pass the million mark. We have
joinedthe combination which France, Britain,
and ~ltaly- have~assembled ‘in France, and
which is the greatest. force for. righteousness
the world has ever seen.

HOSE who are inclined to-woiry over-
much on the subject -of enemy“air ~

taids over England, should’ find- some-
thing of grim. comfort in. the following
table, Wwan shows the numberof German

Ltd., in South Atri
post free.aed

earringdon Street; “Lomdton;
a; and The [Imperial News Co.

Abroad, 4d. per copy, post free,

towns raided by British airmen during
May, together withthe military objectives
and the. number of times each town was
raided:

Ny
Place.

Bensdorf
Coblenz
Cologne
Courcelles ..
Diedenhoten.
piniouamle

SCD apes, hae Station and sidings .........
wgenisen Railways and factories

Station and workshops
Ne aus .,..Station and bridges
Kreuzwald ... Electric powerstation.
Tandau..... Barracks, station, sidings, gas-

works . de
Mannheim ...Chemical factory
NIGUZ sce ates Stations and sidings .. .
Metz-Sablons EPaaNE ee railway

triangle
= HectOres, sidings,

- Station .,

Military Objectives Raided.
Station and sidings

ation and barracks.
atiion, factorie 3,

si hie
Station ‘and sidings .........

Saarbrucken.
Seittel

BY way of note to that summary -of
British air raids on German towns

during May, I may add ‘the following,
whichis given as~the record.of enemy
losses of aircraft during the same month:

station .

Brought downby airmachines
Brought downby gun fire
Driven downout of control
Balloons destroyed se

398
20

Total

Women Munition Workers

AMonNost the many calls for women,
the opportunities of service “in

niunition works ‘cannot -be overlooked.
The need. for. women: is,*I- am told, as
great now-as-at.any- time, and the demand
for trained women is always increasing,.
owing to the demands of the Army.’ The
continued withdrawal of men~from- civil
life leaves vacancies..which can only. be
filled by women, and’ in many branches’
of the work women have*shown -thei#
ability. to.carry on.. The free ‘training
classes
now. provide -for engineering bench: work,
engineering machine work, tool = setting,
grinding, aeroplane assembling, acetyléne
welding, and ..tracing for drawing offices;

_in fact, the classes provide and are. suit-
able for almost all kinds of skilled posts in
shell works, aeroplane works, and other
munitions factories.

Hike. best .proof of the .value of: this
training is found in the steady demands

from the factories for women who have,

been thus trained.- An allowance of 25s.
per week is paid during training, and an
extra grant of 25s..is made when women
are placed. in factories more than .ten!
miles from their home. For those who
are unable to give themselves wholly. to
the work and to go to any. part.of the:
country for employment, a special arrange-
ment is made by which they receive 18s.
pef week on the understanding that they _
are unable to leave ‘the London. area.
Tools, caps, and overalls, and all instru-
ments and materials are provided free of‘
charge. Applications. for admission to

. the ‘classes should be addressed.to the}
Education, Officer, L.C,C; _ Education
Offices, Victoria Embankment, W.Ci2,
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